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PREFACE.

WHE_ the proposed Bill, of which the ensuing sheets are designed to give a view, first
fell into my hands, I was employed in finishing a work of some bulk, in which I have
been treating the subject of punishment more
at large. In that work, I should have come
in course to speak of the particular species
of punishment which is the subject of this
bill.
In that work, therefore, several of the
observations would have come in course to
be introduced, which l have here subjoined
to several parts of the text I have been abstracting: and being there digested into a
method, and forming a part of a system to
which 1 have been giving that degree of regularity which it has been in my power to
give it, would probably have come with mere
force, and shown to more advantage, in cornpany with the rest.
On this account, had I
been at liberty with respect to time, I should
rather have wished to have published the
whole together first, before I had detached
from it these scattered fragments. The publication, however, of the proposed bill in
question, with the intelligence that accompanied it, etf_ctually precluded any such option.
To have delayed the publication of
this part of my principal work, till the bill
had been brought in and passed, would have
been to delay it till that season had been over,
in which, if in any, such parts of it as relate
to the present subject, promised to be most
useful,
When I had read Mr. Howard's book on
Prisons, one fruit of it was, a wish still more
earnest than what I had been led to entertain from theory, to see some general plan of
punishment adopted, in which solitary confmement might be combined with labunr,
This capital improvement (for as such I cannot help regarding it) in penal legi_tiun,
I
sat wishing, with scarce any mixture of hope,
to see carried into execution : for somehow
or other, the progress that had been already
made in it near two years ago in the House J
of Commons,* hades_ped
me. Howgreat, ]
then, was my pleasure and surprise at seeings
....
u See_'_ca m the Bill, p. &

plan (which had already been pre-unnotmeed
by the Judges in their circuits,) originating, u
appeared, from a high department in admini_
tration, and carrying with it every presumption of its being adopted ; in which, not only
almost all the excellent matter of the book
I have been speaking of is engrafted, but
manycapitslimprovementssuperadded!
This
incident gave me fresh alacrity, and suggested
fresh designs.
This bill (or draught of a bill, as it is called
inthetitle, nothavingbeenasyetbroughtinto
Parliament) is accompanied with a Preface,
short, indeed, but ample, masterly, and in*
structive.
In this preface, an instructive but
general idea is given of the theoretic principies upon which the plm_ of the bill is grounded ; and a more ample and detailed account
of the documents which furnished materials
and reasons for the several provisions of detail.
A history d the steps that have been
taken in the formation and prosecution of the
plan is also interwoven.
Upon this it will naturally enough be
asked, What was the occasion, and what can
be the use of the ensuing sheets ? why publish them ? I answer-- Because the bill itseli _
is in fact not publisbed:t--becsase
, were it
_ublished, the contents of it are not quite
so perspicuous as I imagined they might be
made:--because
I hoped to be a means, in
some degree, offorwardingthe good purposes
of_t, by stating to the public, more in detail
than it would have been competent either to
the text or to the pre_.e to have done, the
reasons on which the leading provisions in it
seemed to be grounded, and by suggesting a
few hints in the way of correction or addition.
"Not perspicuous?" I think I hear
body exclaiming:_,,
what Act of Parliament
was ever more so?"
None, I must eonfeu,
that I can think of: but this a._'ordJme no
4"I mean, in the sense ordinarily put upon the
.w_rdp_
Itisnotsoldatanyoftbeshols;

I _o_l__n°_tt_'_
;na_it
_m_
| world at lm_ b_ _y of Jlembm of Psd_
I mere, ando_ sheAudwr's pztv_
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re,on for retracting.
The logislator, one assistances, arc no more than what it is cornwould indeed naturally suppose, might (and mon enough for writers, on the most ordinary
if he might, why should not he?) speak his subjects, _o give their readers: nor would
own meaning so plainly, that no one could they be looked upon as singular, or indeed
speak it plainer; so concisely, that no one worth mentioning, but with respect to those
could render his expression more concise ; in intricate and important discourses which
such a method, both as to matter and form, stand most in need of them.
that no one could cast it into a better.
He
Another, and rather more serious task, has
might, one should think: for what should been to break down the long sentences, into
hinder him? Is he the less qualified for making which this composition (being intended to
himself understood and remembered by being be passed into an Act of Parlmment) could
a legislator? If be did, then, as he might do, not but have been cast into a multitude of
expositions would be useless, and abridg- shorter ones: to retrench the tautologies
ments would be impracticable.
But does and superfluities with which this composihe?--consult
the twelve immense volumes Lion, though remarkably scanty on this head
of Acts of Parliaments ; to which another is (being intended for an Act of Parliament,)
in the way to add itself every three years,
could not but abound.
In the course of
Let me not all this while be understood to these operations, I have here and there yenreflect censure on a great master of language, tured to make some little alteration in the
on whom nothing less than censure is in- order of the several matters contained in the
tended.
Had custom (that is, the law of same section: but with entire sections I have
Parliament) left him at liberty to follow the nowhere taken the like liberty.
dictates of his own intelligence, little or noThis abs*_ract, then, (to mention a more
thing, I suppose, would have been left to any general use that may be made of it) will of
one else to add to it on the score of perspi- itself be sufficient to prove, that a sentence
cuity: if (supposing the bill and the preface of any given length is capable of being cast
to come, as they purport to do, from the into as many sentences, and, consequently,
same band,) it be reasonable to judge what that each sentence is capable of being made
he could have done, from what he /zas done. as short as there can be occasion to desire.
On this head I have scarce an idea of making It is therefore of itself sufficient to diwst the
any greater _mprovement on his draught than long-windedness of our legislative (one may
what he could have made, L¢he had pleased, say in general of our legal) style, of the plea
and would, if he had thought proper. He of necessity, the only one which a man could
thought, I suppose (if it occurred to him to think of urging in its favour. Had this been
propose the subject to his thoughts,) that even my principal object, I should of all
one plan of reformation was enough to pro- others have wished for a bill like this to
ceed upon at once. On the present occasion, work upon, for the same reason that gramhis business was to reform a part of the sys- marians take the works of Pope, and Swift,
temofpunishwentadoptedbyourlegaslaLion;
and Addison, for examples of solecisms in
not to go about reforming the legislative style,
grammar."
He has therefore, of course, conformed in a
But to return. ]3y the means above mengreat measure to the style in use, though
tioned I wiU venture to hope, and that withwith a considerable defalcation from the usual out any pretensions to make it a gronnd of
complement of tautologies and redundancies:
vanity, that this abstract may be found to
his publication being a draught of the very read somewhat more pleasantly than even
instrument which it is intended should pass the bill itself ; and that on this head the
into an act.
reader, who means only to take a general
The present abstract of it having no pre- view of the bill, and who is not in that line
tensions to be considered in that light, I of duty or of study which would lead him to
have held myself at liberty to afford the weigh words and syllables, may, as far as he
reader many of those assistances which par- thinks he can depend upon the fidelityofthis
liamentary men, in all their authoritative
copy, find it answer his purpose as well as the
publications, seem so studious to reject. I original.
have therefore prefixed numbers to the seeI am sorry I cannot give equal satisfaction
tlons: I have given them marginal contents:
to his curiosity with respect to the Preface;
I have made "frequent breaks in the letterin which the elegance of a style, which is the
press : I have numbered, every now and Author's own, has been at full liberty to disthen, the leading articles, which, though in- play itself, unfettered by technical forms and
eluded together in one seetiou, seemed to _ prejudices.
This I mu_ not transcribe, nor
claim each of them a separate measure of can presume to imitate.
The uncouth piles
attention ; and, by allotting to each a sepa- of parliamentary composition have not often
rate line, have displayed them more distinctly
been graced with such a frontispiece.
than if lumped together in one unbroken
mass. These, and other such typographical
* See Bishop Lowth's Grammar, pa_#i_
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Amongst other things we learn by it, is, the proposed bill may come to receive before
that "the difficulties which towards the end it has been carded through the House, there
of the yem 1775 attended the transportation
seems to be no great likelihood of their bearof convicts,"* gave great weight to the in- ing any very great proportion, in point of
ducements, if they were not themselves the bulk, to the main body of the bill as it stands
sole inducement, that led to the institution ] at present. And as it is not yet clear hut that
of this phm. It may be some consolation to ! it may be carried through in the course of this
us, under the misfortunes from which those session in its present state, it seemed hardly
difficulties took their rise, if they should have worth while to delay this publication in exforced us into the adoption of a plan that pectation of further materials that may either
promises to operate one of the most signal never come, or not in such quantity as to
improvements that have ever yet been made make amends for the delay.
It will be an
in our criminal legislation.
It may not even ca._y mutter, if there should be occasion, to
be altogether extrava_mnt to suppose, that at give a supplemental account of such new
the end we may be found to have profited matter as may arise. The attention of the
not much less than we shall have suifcred by country gentlemen has already been drawn to
these misfortunes, when the benefits of this the subject by the general accounts given of
improvement come to be taken into the ac- the plan by several of the judges on their
count.
For let xt be of ever so much conse- circuits : and it should seem that no farther
quence that trade should flourish, and thatour
apology need be made ibr giving as much
property shmtld go on inerea_zng, it seems to satlsi_ction as can be given in the present
be of not much less consequence that our stage of the business, to the curiosity which
persons should be safe, and that the property a measure, so generally intel esting, can scarce
we have should be secure. If, then, the efforts fall to have excited. That eurio_lty is likely
of our state_men, to save the nation from the to be farther raised by some fresh inquiries,
stroke of tho_e adversities have not been which I understand it is proposed to institute
attended with the success they merited, let in the House of Commons : and as the result
them not make it an excuse to themseh.es
of these inquiries comes to transpire, the use
for sinking into despondency.
Let them and application of it will be the better seen,
rather turn their activzty into a new channel : by having so much of the plan, as is sketched
let them try what amends can be made, in out already, to refer to.
some other hne, to their o_n reputation, and
The baste with which, on the above acto the poblic service: let them look at home; counts, it was thought necessary to send the
and if, after all that can be done, the nation ensuing sheets to the press, must be my apomust losesomething in pointof externalfogyforsome inaccuracieswhich,
I |ear,will
splendour,
letthem trywhat theycan gain be discoverable
in them, as wellinpointof
foritin pointofdomesticpeace,
method asofmatter. Itisnotu month since
the proposedbillfirst
fellintomy handsin
I understand
thattheplanisnot yetlooked the midstofotherindispensable
avocations.
upon as absolutely
completed,which may be
The use of them, however, ifthey have
one reasonwhy the circulation
ofithasbeen any,will,I hope,not be altogether
confined
hitherto
confined
toa few hands. The ample tothe shortperiodbetween the publication
use, however, and liberal
acknowledgment ofthem andthepassingofthebill
intoa law.
that has been made of thehelpsafforded
by For when a great measureof legislation
is
formervolunteers,
inducedme tohope,that estabhshed,
thoughitbetoofirmly
established
any lightsthat could be thrown upon the to be indangerof beingoverturned,
itisof
subject,
from any quarter,would notbe fll use,forthe satisfaction
of the people,that
received,
thereasonsby whichitisormay bejustified,
Whatever fartheradditions
oralterationsbe spreadabroadamong them.
* Page 1.

Lineoln's.I_n,

Mcxch 28, 1778.

ADVERTISEMENT.
Ttlz persons who are styled " convicts" in
the ensuing abstract, are styled " offenders"
in the proposed Bill. I gave them the former
name, to avoid a confusion I found occur in
speaking of them, at times when there was
occasion to speak of such fresh offences es
may come to be committed by the same persons during their confinement, or of certain

] or.her offences which the bill has occasion to
] prohibit in other permns.
_ In r_trd to zez, I make, in general, no
[ sepm_te mention of the fema/e; that being
[ understood (unless where the contrary is ape[ dried) to be included under the expremon
] used to denote the male.

!
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THIs Bill has two capital objects : 1st, To slight and immethodical sketch is as much as
provide a new establishment of Labour- the present design gives room for.
houses all over England ; 2dly, To extend
The punishment of transportation, in its
and perpetuate the establishment already set ordinary consequences,
included servitude,
on foot, for the confinement of convicts, to the punishment here proposed to be substilabour upon rivers. It consists of s_xty-eight
¢uted in the room of it. At all events, it
sections.
The fifty-two first are employed
included banishmeat.
These two xt eompreupon the former of the above objects : the hended professedly and with design ; besides
seven following upon the latter : and the an uncertain, but at any rate a very afigietive,
remaining nine upon certain customary pro- train of preliminary hardships, of which no
visimls of procedure, and a few other matters
account was taken ; amongst others, a great
that apply alike to both.
chance of producing death.
First with regard to the establishment of
Taking it all together, it had a multitude
Houses of Hard Labour.
The first twenty
of bad properties ; and it had no good ones,
sections are employed in making provision
but what it derived from servitude, or which
for the erection of the buildings, and for the are to be found in the latter punishment in a
appointment of the magistrates and other superior degree.
officers to whom the management of that
1. In point of proportion it was unequal:
business is committed. The remaining thirty- for a man who had money might buy off the
two sect:oos are employed chiefly in pre- servitude.* With regard to the banishment,
scribing the regimen to be observed in them it, was again unequal ; for nothing can be
when built,
more unequal than the effect which the
So much for the general outline of this change of country has upon men of different
regular and well digested plan. Let us now habits, attachments,
talents, and propensitake a view of the sections one by one.
ties.
Some would have been glad to go by
The first Section, or Preamble, states lhe choice ; others would sooner die.
general considerations which determined the
2. It was uaexeraplarg : what the convicts
author to propose the establishments in ques- suffered, were it much or little, was unknown
tion.
These considerations are, the insuffi- to the people for whose benefit it was deoency of transportation for thv purposes of signed.
It may be proved by arithmetic,
example and reformation ; the superior effi- that the purpose of example is, of aU the
caey of a course ot confinement and hard purposes of punishment, the chief.
labour; and the unfitness of the present
3. It was aafragal: it occasioned a great
houses of eurreetion for that purpose,
waste of lives in the mode, and a great waste
08servatioas.-Here would naturally be of money in the expenses, of oonveyanee.
the occasion for a _mmentator
to dilate
4. It did answer indeed, in some degree,
more particularly than it would have been in the purpose of disabling the offender from
character for the bill itsdfto have done, upon
the inconveniences of the old punishment of
* In virtue of the 8astute 4 Gee. L c. 2, the
transportation, which it meant to supersede,, Cou.rtused to contract with some pcrsoo to con.
and the advantages of the new mode of pu- t vegme conviq m the placeof dmtination: thereniahment_ which it is the object of it to ] upon the omwct m ..n_e ov._ "to the use of,,
Itlie contractor and "hm aJmgn_" who are de.
introduce.
This I shall have oeeasinn to do [ dared in genmal terms to "have a property,or
vaatages
ud dimglvantagea
each: the
butad-a I _t_t_"
at large hereafter;
stating inofcourse

service_" for the time spetafied
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doing further mischief to the community
during the continuance of it; but not in so
great a degree as the confinement incident to
servitude.
It has always been easier for a
man to return from transportation, than to
escape from prison,
5. It answered, indeed, every now and
then, the purpose of re.fornmtion: But by
what means? By means of the servitude
that was a part of it. It answered this purpose pretty well ; but not so w_ll upon the
whole, under the uncertain and variable dL
rectiou of a private master, whose object
was his own profit, as it may be expected
to answer umlcr regulations concerted by
the united wisdom of the ruztion, vAth this
express view.
Section IL troy]des in general terms for
the erection of houses for the purpose_ of
confinement and labour throughout En$1and
and Wales. These houses are to be entirely
separate from all other public habitations,
whether destined for the custody or punishment of offenders, or for the maintenance of
the honest poor. Tl,e legal appellation they
are directed to be called by, is that of Houses
of Itard Labour.
Observations.-It m;.ght, perhaps, be as
well to call them A_ard-Laboul Houses, or
Labour-Houses, at once. This, or some other
equally compemiious, is the name that will
undoubtedly be given them by the people at
large ; the tendency of popular speech being
to save words and -horten names as much as
possible.
Such a name should be analogous
to the names P.a_p-huys [Rasping-houso,]
and Spzl*-hubs [Spinlfing-house,]
in use in
Holland; and, in short, t_ our Enghsh word
Wm h-house.
The technical name would by
this means be the same as the popular. Thi_
would, pro tanto, save circumlocution, and
guard against error in ]aw proceedings. Where
departing from the pcpular forms of speech
is not necessary, it is always inconvenient
So much for an object,, wiuch, perhaps, may
be thought to be hardly worth the words
that have been spent upon it.
Section IlL is designed to make provision
for the raising of the monies to deftay the
charges of purchasing ground and building;
and it prescribes the proportions in which
such monies, when ratted, are to be distributed among the districts established in the
next section for the purposes of the a_.*
These proportions it takes from the number
of convicts that lmve been ordzred for transportation, in each county, within the compass
Of a year, upon an average taken for seven
years last past. A blank is left for the partieular fund out ef which the monies are to
issue,
Ol, servations.--Tbe
contribution by which
* _¢e Table, coL 6th, p. 34.
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these monies are to be raised, is made, we
see, not a local, but a general one. A local
tax, however, is that which seemed most
obviously to suggest itself, since the expenditure Is local; but a general one appears to
be much preferable. Had the tax been local,
it would have been raised upon the plan of
the county taxes; it would by that means
have fallen exclusively upon householders
bearing scot and lot. But the benefit of it,
be it what it may, is shared indiscriminately
among the whole body of the people.
Add
to this, tha_ the sums of money requisite for
this purpose will probably be large. These,
were they to be raised at once, in the several
districts, in the manner of a county tax, would
be apt to startle the inhahitants, and prcjudice them against the measure.
As to the proportion in which the supplies
are to be distributed among the several dist;iets, this is taken, we see, from the average
number of convicts.
This was an ingenious
way of touting at the extent it would be reqni_ite to give to the respective buildings,
and the terms allotted would naturally be
proportioced to the extent.
Rigid accuracy
in tbzs apportionment, does not seem, however, to have been aimed at. According to
the method taken, the allowance to the
smaller counties will be somewhat greater
in proportion than to the larger. There are
a great many counties whose average number
is settled at one: the computation does not
descend to fractions. This, if it be an error,
is an error on the right side.
For two of the towns that are counties of
themselves, no average number of convicts,
I observe, is stated: these are, Newcastleupon-Tyne and IIaverfordwest.
Upon turning to the table subjoined to the
hill, it appears, that at Haverfordwest there
have been no convicts at all within the time
in question. At Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
the
average is stated at five.
The omission in
the bill seems therefore to be accidental.
Section IV. provides for the payment and
application of the monies mentioned in the
preceding section.
They are directed to be
pa;d to committees ofjustices,'_ or their order,
and applied to the building of the houses
above mentioned.
The deficiencies, if any,
in the provision thus made, are to be borne
afterwards by the districts.
By Section V., all England, including
Wales, is cast, for the p_s
of this act,
into districts of a new dimension._ This division is made commensurate to the division
into circuits, as well as to that into eountin_
A certain number of these distric'_ are ineluded in each circuit; and ear& disL,'iet ineludes one or more counties.
Towns, that
t See Sect VI.
_. lice Tabl_ _
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are emmties of themselves, are put upon a
fcoth_,inthisrespeet,
with counties at large,
London and Middlesex form each a district
by itself.
The whole principality of Wales,
together with Cheshire and Chester, are ineluded in one district.
The whole number
of districts is nineteen. The reason it gives
for this junction of the counties is, that it
will serve to lessen the expense.
Observations. -- The circuit divisions, it
seems, were thought too large; the county
divisions too small; besides that the latter
are unequal.
This is the case more pattieularly with the towns that are counties of
themselves, in comparison with some of the
larger shires.
The use of making the districts less than the circuits, and at the same
timelarger thanthe counties, is the adjusting
the buildings to a convenient size. An eatsblishmeut for the reception of a large number
of persons may be conducted, as the preambular part intimates, at a proportionably less
expense, than an establishment for the reception of a small number. The uses of making
them less than the circuits, are two:--lst,
The lessening the expenses of conveying the
convicts from the place of trial to the place
of punishment; 2dlg, The lessening the
trouble and expense of the justices, who are
to travel out of their own counties, to the
town where they are. to meet to carry the
act into execution.
It is doubtless on the
former principle, that we are to account for
the comprising the twelve Welsh counties,
together with Cheshire and the city of Chester, in one district; for in this district, extonsiveasitis, tbe average number of convicts
]las been found to be less than in any other,
On the two latter principles, it may seem
rather incunvenien_ that this district _ould
be so large.
It is to be hoped, on this account, that the situation chosen for the la])our-house for this district will be as central
as is consistent in other respects with convcuience,
Section VI. establishes the committees of
justices, who are to be appointed by the deneral sessions of their respective counties, to
meet together for the purposes of carrying
this act into execution at a particular place
within each of the districts, within which
their respective counties are included :* and
it settles the proportion which the number
of committee-mon in each county is to bear
to the number o£ committee-men in every
other. These committees are empowered to
appoint stated meetings (giving ten days
notice) and to make adjournments.
The
committee-men are to be appointed at the
next general sessions after the passing of
this act.
Observat/o_._The
power of sending jus* See Table_ cola && 3.
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rices as committee-men is Oven, we may
observe, to all the counties at large, in va
rious proportions, from one tofiveinelusive,
likewise to all the town-counties
except
three -- Berwick, Chester, and Haveffurdwest. Whether these omissions are accidental
or designed, is more than I can take upon me
to conjecture.
Section VII. provides agmnst any failure
in the sessions to appoint committe-_-men, or
in the committee-men to take upon them
their office. If at the next general sessions
afterthepassingoftheact,
nocommittee-mert
should be appointed, or not enough, or if any
should refuse, power is given to the custos
rotulorumtosupplythedeficiencywithinthree
months.
Observations.-This provision seems to
proceed on the supposition, that in some
places the measure of the hill may prove unpopular among the country magistrates. By
way of a spur to them, this power is therefore given to the custos rotulorum : but may
it not. be possible, especially in some of the
remotecounties(supposetheWelshcounties)
that even the custos rotulorum may be tinetured with the local prejudices ? it should
seem there could be no hm'm, rather than
there should be a gap in the execution of the
act, in substituting the Lord Chancellor to
the custos rotulorum, In the same manner as
he is substituted to the sessions.
Section VIII. gives the sessions the power
ofchanfingtheircommittee-menfromyearto
year : also of supplying vacancies at any time
when they may happen.
Observatzons.--For
conformity's sake,
might not this latter power, in default of
the sessions, be given to the custos rotuloo
rum f and, (if such an addition were to be
adopted) in his default, to the Lord ChanceIlor ?
Section IX. requires the committees to
appoint each a clerk and treasurer, with such
salaries as they shall think reasonable, removeable at pleasure : the treasurer to give
security in proportion to the sum likely to
come into his hands.T
Section X. appropriates the monies to be
received by the committees, or their treesurer, to the uses of the act.
Section XI. appoints the place and time
of the first meeting of the severs] committees ;_ empowering them (after choosing their
chairman, clerks, and treasurer) to adjourn
! to any other time and place within the same
district. It then directs them, at this or any
subsequent meeting, to make choice of a
! piece or pieces of g_ound to build on, one or
more for each district.
The orders for this
purpose are to be certified in London and
Middlesex to the King's Bench, and elset See Table, coL 8.

_ Ibid. coL &
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where to the judges on their circuits; except
that, in the Welsh district, they are to be
certified, not to any of the Welsh judges,
but to those of Chester : in case of their disapproval, a second order is to be made, and
so toties quoties : so also if the spot pitched
upon be such as cannot be purchased under
the powers given by the act.* With regard
to the choice of the spot, it gives some directions.
The committees are required to
have regard to
1. The healthiness of the situation.
2. The facility of getting water,
3. The nearness to some trading town.
4. But to avoid choosing any place w_thin
a town, ff any other convenient place can be
found.
5. To give the preference Co a place surrounded with water, if in other respects
healthy and proper,
Observations.--With
regard to the places
of meeting, it seems rather extraordinary,
that in the Welsh district, a place so far from
central as Chester should be appointed. This
obliges the whole body of committee-men
from Wales to travel out of their pl_ncipality ; and a Pembrokeshire justice, who has
to traverse all North and South Wales, may
have, perhaps, near two hundred males to go
before he reaches the place of his destination. This inconvemence, indeed, ]s open,
in some measure, to a remedy, by the power
given to the committees to choose the place
of their adjournment ; but at any rate, be
the place ever so central, in so large a distrier, it cannot but be very remote from the
abodcg of the greater part of the committeemen.
On this account, more especially if
the Welsh distrb_ is to remain undivided,
might it not he proper to allow to the cornmittee-men, at least to such as had to travel
out of their own counties, a small sum (were
it no more than ten shilhngs a-day) to help
to indemalfy them for their expenses ? To
many a magistrate, who might, in other respects, be better qualified for the business
than a richer man, the expense (to say nothing of the trouble) of making frequent
jonrnies to such a distance as he might have
occasion to travel to, might be an objection
sufficient to prevent his acceptance of the
office. There seems, at any rate, to be much
more reason for giving a salary to these cornmittee-men, than to persons to be appointed
visitors to the labonr-h_uses ;_ since the visitors may be taken from the neighbourhood
of the house, and the committee-men must,
many of them, come from a great distance.
Suppose the allowance were to be sixpence
a-mile (the distance to be ascertained by the
oath of the traveller), and a sum not exceed" See Sect. XVIL & XX.
"1"See Sect. XXIL
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Iing ten shillings a-day, so long as the cornmittee continues sitting ?
The directions respecting the choice of the
spot are well imagined, and strongly mark
the judgment and attention of the author.
His ideas on this matter seem to quadrate
pretty exactly with " the singular and welldirected researches" (as he _tyles them) of
Mr. Howard, to whose merits, as a zealous
and intelligent friend of human kind, it is
difficult for language to do justice.
One direction is, that a preference be given
to a spot surroonded with water, if it be in
other respects healthy and proper. Unless
the water be running water, it is not very
likely to be healthy.
Section XII. appoints a nominal proprietor, to whom the ground, when purchased,
is to be conveyed. This person is to be the
town- clerk, for London ; the clerk of the
)eace, for Middlesex ; the clerk of assize of
the circuit, for the other English districts ;
with a blank left for the Welsh ; and for this
purpose the officers in question are respecrarely constituted bodies corporate.
Observations. m After such a provision,
might it not be necessary, or would it be superfluous, to provide that any action might
be brought by the committee in the name of
any of the officers therein named, without
naming the person who holds the office ? This
is a precaution taken in some acts. The occasion, if any, which may make it necessary,
is that of a vacancy happening in any of those
offices, at a time when it is reqldsite to bring
(suppose) an action of trespass, for any encroachment or other trespass committed upon
the spot thus to be made the property of the
)ublie. The trespass is committed (suppose)
at a _uncture that does but just admit of an
action's being brought in such time as to be
tried at the next assizes. The county is one
of those in which the assizes are held but once
a-year. To obviate this difficulty, if there be
one, why might not the committee be em_wered to bring any such action in their
own name ? in short, why might not the cornmittee themselves be the body corporate?
This would save circuity; since whatever is
done by the officer above mentioned, must be
by their direction, and under their controul.
Section XIII. gives a proportion for determining the size of the several houses. They
are to be large enough to contain three times
the average number of convicts in a year, it
beingsupposed that each convictwillcontinue
in them three years upon an average.
It likewise gives some directions with respect to the apartments. Each house, with
its appurtenances, is to contain,
1. Lodging-rooms for the convicts.
2. Storehouses aad warehouses.
3. An infirmary, with a yard adjolnlng.
4. Several cells or thmgcons.
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5. A dmpeL
6. A burying-thread,
7. Apm-tsuents for the officers,
Oburvations.mTo
the above aecommodations, it might, perhaps, be not amiss to add
a garden, to supply the house with vegetables,
The laborious part of the work might be done
by the pri_ners themselves, who might be
employed in it, either some few of them for
s constancy, or all of them occasionally.
In
the latter case, the privilege of being thus
employed might constitute an indulgence to
be given in the way of reward, as it would
be an agreeable te_ef from their ordinary
domestic labonr.* It seems probable, that a
part of the labour might be more economi,
,:ally employed in this way, than upon the
ordinary business of the house ; even though
the prime cost of a wall to inclose the garden
were taken into the account,
With regard to the " cells or dungeons,"
as they are called, there are some cautions
that seem highly necessary to be observed,
That, for the punishment of the refractory,
there should, in every such house, be some
places of confinement, under the name of
dungeons, seems perfectly expedient: at the
same time that it is altogether inexpedient
there should anywhere
be any place that
should partake in all respects of the nature
of those pestiferous abodes,
The purposes for which dungeons seem in
general to have been calculated (I mean such
purposes as are justifiable,) are two: safe
castod¢, and terror.
The first must, in all
cases, and the second may, in many cases, be
desirable. Bat in aiming at these two putposes, another highly mischievous effect has
unintentionally been produced; the exclusion
of fresh air, and, as one consequence of it,
the exposure of the room to perpetual damps,
These apartments have been contrived untier ground; hence there have been no laterai outlets, but the entrance has been at top
through a trap-door.
By this means the air
has remained almost continually unchanged;
being breatlled over and over again, it has
soon become highly unfit for respiration, and
having in a short time dissolved as much of
the damp as it could take up, the remainder
has continued floating without any thing to
carry it off. The pernicious consequences of
such a stagnation, in generating the most
fatal and pestilential diseases, have been inforred from theory, t and have been but too
fully verified by experience and observstion._"
* Mr. Campbe_ superintendent of the Thames
eanvicts, employs a part of the ground he has
t_etheir
use.restatementof_ in raising vegetables for
_See_vithreql, eet to the eNecm of air tainted
___'th._
lh'iestly on Air, vols. I & 2.
With _
to d_ptb
Fordyca's ,Elemtmts
_'
the Prhct/ce
of Physic_ tide Cat_rr/_ and
Hsmilt0_'s
Essays.
See Howard on Priso_ paui_
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The business is, then, to make the neeeuary
provisions for the purposes of safe custody
and terror, without excluding the fresh air.
To effect the first of these purposes, other
means in abundance are afforded upon the
face of the bill, as it stands at present (and
if these be not sufficient, more might be af.
forded) by the structure and regimen of the
_rison. Some expediants relative to this design will be suggested in the course of these
observations.
With regard to terror, the chief circumstance by which a dungeon is calculated to
answer this purpose, is the exclusion of daylight.
In a dungeon, this effect is produced
by a constant and unalterable cause-- the
subterraneous situation of the place: but the
same effect may be produced more commodiously, by means which rmght be applied or
not, according as they are wanted, and that
without excluding the fresh air. The means
I am speaking of are very simple. Air travels in all directions ; light only m right lines.
The light, therefore, may be excluded without the air, by adapting to the window a
black scuttle inflected to a right angle.
If
the door be made on the side opposite to the
window, there will be as much draught as _f
the window opened directly into the air without the scuttle.
Light might also be prevented from coming in at the door, by a return made to it in the same manner. By these
means the prisoner's ordinary apartment, or
any other apartment, maybe made as gloomy
as can be desired without being unhealthful.
I do not deny but that the terrors of a
dungeon may depend in some degree upon
the circumstance of its being under ground.
In the imaginations of the bulk of men, the
circumstance of descent towards the centre
of the earth is strongly connected with the
idea of the scene of punishment m a future
life.
They depend, in some measure, hkcwise, upon the circumstance of stdlness ; and
the stillness may, at the same &stance from
a sounding body, be made more perfect in a
dungeon than in an ordinary room : the uninterrupted
continuity of the walls, at the
same time that it exclodes fresh air and daylight, serving also to exclude sound.
But I
cannot look upon the first of these circumstances of terror as being of that importance,
as to warrant the paying so dearly for it as
must be paid by the exclusion of wholesome
air, which is so apt to change a punishment,
meant to be slight and temporary, into a capital one. As to the purpose of stillness, it
might be answered in a nearly equal degree,
by building cells (which, at any rate, should
be ca//ed dungeons) at a distance from the
house. If the utmost degree of stfliness were
thought not to be absolutely necessary to be
insisted on, emma's ownlodgir_-room
might
at any time, by the contrivance above mentioned, be fitted up for the purpose. On
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another account, however, the lodging-rooms
are not quite so answerable to the design, as
a place on purpose, since something of the
effect depends upon the stranoeness of the
place ; and upon its being known to be appropriated to a penal purpose,
After all, it does not seem advisable to
rest the whole of the punishment altogether
upon the ground of terror, since terror is obliterated by familiarity.
To make up a uniform complement of punishment, it is found
necessary to have recourse to other clrcumstances of distress ; such as the hard diet appointed by this bill. This consideration makes
it the less necessary to be at any inconvenient
expense in screwing the sentiment of terror
up to the highest pitch,
Section XIV. directs, that as soon as a spot
of ground shall have been purchased, advertlsements shall be inserted by the committees
in the local newspapers, for builders to give
in plans, with proposals and estimates : that
a plan, when agreed upon by the committee,
shall be presented to the judges as before; *
and that, after their approbatmn, signified in
writing, the committee may contract _'ath the
architect, and superintend the execution,
Sections XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. and
XIX. are taken up with a set of regulations,
whmh, though very necessary, are collateral
to the main purposes of the act, being eraployed in giving the usual system of powers
requisite to effectuate purchases to be made
for pubhc purposes. With regard to these, it
will be sufficient to give a very general sketch
of the contents,
Sectnon XV. removes the disabilities that
proprietors of certain descriptions lie under
to alien,
Section XVI. provides for the distribution
of the purchase-money among the parties interested.
Section XVII. prescribes the usual course
for bringing unwiUiug proprietors to cornpliance,
Section XVIII. gives the usual powers for
settling disputes concerning the value of the
spot, by the verdict of a jury.
Observatlon_. _ In settling the fine to be
imposed on witnesses in case of contumacy, i_
limits it, on the side of diminution, to twenty
shillings, and on the side of increase to ten
pounds.
This provision seems liable to an
inconvenience to which fines imposed by
statute are very apt to be liable, that of the
punishment's proving, in many instances, less
than eq_it_leTtt to the profit of the o_ence. A
witness, we shall say, knows of a clrcumstance, not notorious in its nature, that tends
to diminish the value of the land : or, let the

suspected.
The value in question being the
value of the fee-simple, it will be somewhat
extraordinary, if the difference made by such
a circumstance be not more than ten pounds.
In such case, theowner, indemnifyingthewitness, is sure of gaining more than ten pounds,
with only a cl_nca of losing a sum between
ten pounds and twenty shillings.
A case
might be figured, though not so natural an
one, in which either the witness or one of the
parties might have an inducement to suppress
a circumstance that tended to i_crease the
value of the lands.
On the other side, the danger is greeter but
the inconvenience less. The public does not
suffer so much by acharge affecting the public
purse, as an indiwdual by a loss affecting his
purse to the same amount.
Would there be any improper hardship in
obliging the party in this case (as he is in so
many more cases of greater inconvenience to
him) to be examined upon oath ?
If proper evidence cannot be got at one
time, itought tobe gotat another. The trial,
therefore, should be adjourned ; or rather, to
prevent private applications to the _urymen,
a new trial should be appointed.
Power
should be given in such case to compel the
appearance of the contumacious witness by
arrest ; and if at last he appears and is exa_
mined, the natural punishment for his offence
would be the being subjected to the costs of
the preceding trial ; since, if any part of the
charge were not borne by him by whose delinquency it was occasioned, it must fall upon
somebody who was innocent.
This pumshment, however, ought to be open to mitigation in consideration of his circumstances ;
since a charge to thi_ amount, though it might
be a trifle to one man, might be rmn to another.
In order, however, to ground a warrant for
the apprehension of a witness who, on a former trial, had made default, an avermentnpon
oath should be exacted from the party on
whose behalf the warrant is applied for, th_
in his belief the person whose testimony is
required is a material witness.
In justice to the author, it may be proper,
in this place, to observe, that the deficiencies,
if such they should be thought, which the
above proposals are calculated to supply, are
not chargeable upon this bill any more
they areuponalltheactsinthestgtute-book
that have correspondent passages.
Section XIX. provides, as is usual, that
the costs of such a trial shall await the vetdict.
Section XX. makes a uving for dwelling.
houses and pleesure-grounds._f

circumstance be notorious, one witness alone
is summoned, his design of failing not being

t" Itwouldasve paperwe_e the nix lut seetiem
geitendised by an act on pux_Je. "£11e
/hln_: .may be observed n_e_ng
_ _
_at_eeadefthebi_
-

• _;ee 8vet. XL
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80 much concerning _he ground-plot and
the buildings.
Next come the provisions
relative to the regimen of the labour-houses:
these occupy the thirty-two following sections, all but six, from the thirtieth to the
thirty-fifth inclusive, which concern the disposal of convicts, previous to the commencement of their punishment,
Section XXL provides, that when the
houses are ready, or ncarly so, the committees
shall appoint officers, lay in stock, and establish regulations in the cases not provided
for by the bill: with power at any time to
make additions and alterations: every regulation to be approved of by the judges afore
mentioned,
Section XXIL enumerates the different
classes of officers to be appointed for each
labour-house : empowers the committees to
make removals and supply vacancies, and to
exact security for the due execution of the
respective offices,
These officers are to be,
1. Two visitors,
2. One governor,
3. One chaplain,
4. One surgeon or apothecary,
5. One storekeeper,
6. One task-master,
7. One gaoler,
8. " Such under-keepers,
and other
officers as the committee shall judge
necessary."
Section XXIIL respects the salary of the
governors : it directs that this salary shall be
so ordered by the committee as to " bear a
constant proportion to the quantity of labour
performed in each house ;" and arise chiefly,
or, if possible, totally from that source: and
this to the end that " it may become the
interest as well as the duty of each governor
to see that all persons under his custody be
regularly and profitably employed."
Observations. _ The principle here laid
down as the ground of the above provision
is an excellent lesson to legislators, and is of
more use in that view, than, from its seeming
obviousneu when announced, it might at first
appear to be. It is owing to the neglect of
it, that we hear such frequent complaints of
the inexecution of the laws-- a misfortune
ordinarily charged to the account of individuals, but which ought in fact to be charged
upon the laws themselves.
The direction
here given is ahappy application of that prinelple. It is by strokes like these that genius
and penetration distinguish themselves from
shallowness and empiricism. The means that
are employed to connect the obvious interest
of him whose conduct is in question, with
his duty, are what every law has to depend
_mfor its execution. Alegislator, wboknows
his business, never thinks it finished while
any feam_ole expedient remains untried, that
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can contribute to strengthen this connexion.
The Utopian speculator unwsrrantably presumes, that a man's conduct (on which side
soever his interest lie) will quadrate with his
duty, or vainly regrets that it will not so.
The object in view in it, we see, is partly
economical and partly moral : tha_ such a
profit be drawn from the labour of the conviers as may altogether, m"at least in part,
compensate the expense of the establishment ;
and that the morals of the convicts may be
improved by a habit of steady and weU-directed industry.
The means by which it
aims at the attainment of this object, are the
giving to the person who has the government
of the convicts, an interest in causing the
labour to be thus applied.
This, as far as
it goes, is excellent, but perhaps there are
means by which the power applied to produce labour might receive a still further increase.
This power can operate no farther
than as it comes home to the persons whose
labour is in question.
These persons are the
convicts.
Giving the governor an emolument in proportion to the labour they exert,
it is expected, will cause them to exert more
labour than they would otherwise:
why ?
because the governor will employ such means
as he has in his hands to induce them to exert
it. These means must be either punishment
or reward, these being the only certain inducements by which one man can influence
the conduct of another.
Of these two inducements, punishment is the most obvious,
and at first view, the least costly to him who
is to apply them.
Taken singly, however,
it is not always the most efficacious, nor m
the end the most economical.
The quantity
of work done will depend upon the ability of
the workmen ; the quantity of work which
a task-master can exact by dmt of punishment, will depend upon the apparent ability
of the" workmen.
Now, ff the apparent
ability of the workmen were always equal to
the real, p,mlshment alone might be suflicient to extract from him all the labour he
can exert.
But this is not the case : a man
can always suppress, without possibility of
detection, a great part of the ability he actually possesses, and stifle in embryo all the
further stock of ability he raipht have possassed in future.
To extract, therefore, all
the labour that can be got from him, it is
necessary to apply reward in aid of punishment ; and not only to punish him for falling
short of the apparent measure of his ability,
but to reward him for exceeding it.
Thus
it is, that the course which recommends itself
to sentiment, asthe most humane, approves it*
self to reason as the most useful.
It seems, therefore, as if it might be an
useful supplement to the above provision, if
the convicts themselves were to be allowed
some profit, in proportion to the produce of
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their own labour. This profit should be the
gross profit, because that depends upon themselves ; not the clear profit, because that depends upon the economy of the governor,
Such a provision would have a double good
effect -- on the welfare of the public at large,
in making their labour more productive, and
on their own happiness, by making them take
a pleasure in their business,
It is to be observed, however, thai this
regafiation can have effect only in the case
where the produce of the labour of one man
can be distinguished from that of the labour
of another.
From a passage in section 27th
tt looks as if the notion of the author were,
that it could be done in all kinds of manuiZacturcs. But this, I fear, is hardly the case.
If not, would it or would it not be worth
while to restrict the employment of the convicts to such manufactures in which it could
be done ? Where it cannot, the profit that
each man can reap fi'om his own labour wall
be lessened in proportion as the number of
his comrades is increased. To inusttate this,
Bv the By the
Day. Week.
Let the wdue of the gross produce of each man's labour
be, upon an average,
.
6d.
3s.
Let the profit allowed him t_e
one-_ixth,
. ....
ld.
6d.
If he has bye comrades, who_e
work Is blended indi_tingulshahly with his own, so
that there are six person_ in
all to share the p_ofit of Ins
labour, his share xwll be hut
one-._ixth of that one-sixth,
that is.......
_ of 1_. ld.
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I ever, is liable to this objection : if the task
be such, as any man of the least degree of
adroitness can perform, it must, to some of
the most adroit, be a very slight one : to such
persons the reward will be a very lavish one;
more, certainly, than is necessary, perhaps
more than is expedient.
If it be such as
requires more natural adroitness than falls to
the share of every body, some will be altogether excluded from the reward.
The second expedient, too, will, in a greater or less
degree, be liable to the one or the other of
these objections.
The third is free from
both : this, therefore, seems to be the praferable one of the three.
As to the making the emoluments of the
governor bear a constant proportion to the
quantity of labour, the best way seems to be,
to give him so much per cent. upon the produce of it, at the same time insuring it not
to fall short of such or such a sum ; suppose
one hundred pounds a-year.
The sum it is
thus insured at must, on the one hand, be
as much as is requisite to induce a competent
person to undertake the charge : on the other
hand, it must not be so much as appears likely
to come near the probable profit that might
be made from the percentage upon the produce of the labour.
If this profit were to be
less than the salary allowed in lieu of it, or
indeed, if it were but little more, it would
not make it worth his while to bestow the
trouble it might take him to improve that
tund to the best advantage.
Sectmn XXlV. gives power to the eommittees to "increase, diminish, discontinue,
or vary the number of officers," with the approbation of the judges as before ; " except
by taking away or discontinuing the offices of

Ile share% it is true, in the profit upon their
" 1. Visitor.
labour ; but over this he has not that corn" 2. Governor.
mand that he ha.s over hi_ oxsm. He knows,
" 3. Chaplain.
therefore, that he cannot depend upon it: if
" 4. Surgeon or Apothecary."
he could depend upon it, it would not be
Observations._Possiblythemeaningmight
worth his whde to exert his own.
have been more clearly expressed by giving
A question that occurs here is, in what the power tosoppressanyoftheoffieers
menmanner shall the workmen be let in to par- tioned in section 22d, (except as herein is
tieipate of the profits ? Shall he be enJoined
excepted) or create any new ones, or alter
a certain task without profit, and then be al- the number of officers in each office. Thus
lowed the whole profit upon the overplus?
ample, at least, I fake the powers to have
or, shall he be enjoiucd a less task, and then
been, that were meant to be conferred.
be allowed a share only in the profit upon
Section XXV. establishes the economical
the overplus ? or, shall he be allowed a share,
powers of the governor.
but of course a less share, upon every part of
I. It constitutes him a body corporate.
the produce of his labour, be it less or more ?
2. It empowers him to contract for the
All these three expedients appear to be prac- articles wanted Ln the house : to wit,
tised in different tbreign work-houses, the
1. For clothing, diet, and other necesfirst (or possibly the second) in the great
_ries, for the use of the convicts.
house of correction at Ghent ;* the second,
2. For implements and materials of any
in the house of correction at Delft in Holmanufacture they may be employed in.
land ;_ the third, in the first great house of
3. It empowers him to oLrry on such mscorrection in Hamburgh.:_ The first, how- nufacture, and to sell the produce.
4. It empowers him to drgw on the tees. See Howard, 143. T lb. 132.
_ lb. 116. surers of the several eonnties incinded within
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the dhrtriet, for the amount of the above expenm_,
5. Kkoforthe othorexpemu_ofthehouse,
under the following heads, viz.
1. Salaries.
2. Wages.
3. Coroner's fees.
4. Funeral charges.
5. Repairs.
6. Other necessaries in general.
6. It empowers him to draw for the first
arter in advance: such draught being elwed by the committee, and countersigned
by their clerk,
7. Lastly. Whatever monies he receives
as above, it enjoins l_im to apply to the purposes for which they are issued,
Observatzons. _ It could hardly have escaped the notice of the author, to what a
degree the power of making these contracts
lies open to abuse ; and yet, upon the face of
¢he clause now before us, this power is cornmitted solely to the governor, without any
express re|_rence to the committee for their
concurrence.
The danger, however, is not
altogether unprovided against.
They have
a general power of displacil,g him ; and the
dependence seems to have been upon their
availing themselves of that power to exercise
an occasional negative upon these contracts,
or to make such general regulations as they
should deem requisite to obviate the abuse,
Section XXVI. proportions the sum to be
drawn for upon each county, &c. within the
distriet, totheaveragenumberoftheconvicts
as declared in section 8. ° Disputes concerning
the proportions, it refers to the judges, as before,_ whose determination it makes final,
Section XXVII. prescribes the accounts
that are to be kept by the governor, store,
keeper, and task-master.
I. The governor is directed to enter into
a book ', all accounts touching the maintenmice of the house, and the convicts thereln."
2. The governor and storekeeper are each
to keep separate accounts of s]l the stock
brought into the house,
3. The storekeeper is to deliver out the
stock to the task.master, and take receipts
from him.
4. The task-master is to deliver out the
work to the convicts,
5. The task-master is to keep accounts of
the que_tlties daily worked by them respeetively,
6. He is to return the materials, when
wrought, to the storekeeper, taking his reeeipt for them.
7. He is to dispose of the wrought matewith the privity of the governor, to
whom he is to pay the produce ; for which
the governor is declared to be accounts,hie
to the committee.
* See Tabl_ eoL&

8est. 11, 2L
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8. The governor end storekeeper are to
keep separate accounts of the materials
wrought and disposed of, under the following heads :-1. Species and quantity of the materials
in question.
2. For what sold.
3. When sold.
4. To whom sold.
Section XXVlII.
directs the manner in
which the above accounts shall be audited
by the committee :
1. They are to examine the entries, to
compare them with the vouchers, to verify
them by the oaths of the governor and storekeeper, and upon that to allow or disallow
them.
2. An account, if allowed, is to be signed
by two or more members of the committee.
3. If the balance should be in favour of the
governor, they are to pay him by draughts in
the manner above set forth :_ if against him,
they may either leave it in his hands, or order
it to be paid over as they think proper.
Section XXIX. empowers the committee,
in case of their suspecting fraud, to examine
upon oath any persons whatsoever respecting
the above accounts ; and in case of any raise
entry, or fraudulent omission, or other fraud,
or any collusion of an officer or servant with
any other officer or servsnt, or with any
other person, to dismiss the officer or serrant, and appoint another : or, if they think
fit, to indict the offender at the next sessions of the peace for the place wherein the
house is situated : and it limits the punishment to a fine not exceeding ten pounds, or
imprisonment not exceeding six months, or
both ; saving the right of action to any party
injured.
Observations._With
respect to the punishment of officers, this section, when compared with section 24, seems not altogether
free from ambiguity. After empowering the
committee to dismiss officers for misbehaving
in any of the manners specified, it goes on
and subjoins, in the disjunctive,
another
mode of punishment : they may be dismissed,
it says, "or" indicted. It looks, from hence,
as if it were not the intention of the author,
that an offender of the deseriptzou in question should be punished by dismissiun and
indictment both ; yet this he might be, notwithstanding, under the general power of
dismissiou at pleasure, given by section 24 ;
unless this section be understood pro tanto
to repeal the other.
It may be said, by way of reconciling the
two sections, that the sense is, that the
offender may, if thought proper, be dismissed, or he may be indicted; but that if he
has been d[_mi_ed, he is not to be indicted.
But suppose him to have been i_/cted first,
** See Sect. XXV.

§ 30-32.]
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and perhaps conviet_,_ may he, or may be
not then afterwards be d/sm/ssed _
As to the q_tmt_m of punishment allowed
to be _cted
upon indictment, this may,
perhaps, be liable, though in a much inferior
degree, to the objection against a correspondent provision stated in section 18.
With respect to the jurisdiction within
which the indictment is to be preferred, may
there not be some danger in confining it to
the sessions of the peace for the very place
within which the house is situated ? Suppose the delinquent to be a governor, and
the house to be situated in a small town,
such as Warwick or Wells:* the house at
Warwick is calculated for 118 convicts ; that
at Wells for 126. The contracts tbr the
maintenance of the house are all to be made
by the governor: might not this privilege
give him a considerable degree of influence
among the grand jurymen for such small
places as those towns ? There are no separate sessions, indeed, for Wells or Warwick
so that the grand jur_Tnen at the sessions
there, would eolne out of the body of the
county : |rut it might very well happen, on
any given occasion, that the grand juries for
the respective counties might, the greater
part of them, eome out of those towns ; and
the
of Lincoln,
Norwreh,Exeter,
Durham,
York,towns
Gloucester,
Worcester,
and
Chester, all of them places wherein the cornmittees are to meet, and within which, therefore, labour-houses are likely enough to be
situated, have all separate sessions of their
own.
The houses, indeed, are &retted not
to be '" u,ith,n any town, if any other conyen]cut place can be found ;" that is, not encompassed with buildings ; but this may not
everywhere
hinder their being within tire
jurisdietron ; nor is the direction peremptory ; and they are recommended to be near
a town, to w_t, a town of trade.
The danget, certainly, is not very great; but it may
be obviated without difficulty. All that is
necessary is, to empower the committee, if
they think fit, to prefer the indictment in
any
adjoining county
large be
; orinintheLondon
or Middlesex,
if the at
district
home
circuit,
Section

XXX.

declares for what offences,

and
mittedfor towhat
theseterms,
houses.convicts
These may
are be cornFor petty larceny,

_ any term not exceedmg two years,
_any term not
.
lexceeding
5
For offences _-xor • years, _years, norless
punishable by _
[.than 1 year,
transportation, _
( any term not
I.forl4years,_exceeding
7
t. years.
" See Table, col. &
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Offenders are to be sent to the housm as
soon as the committee certifies to tbo j_d_u,
M before, t that the house is ready to receive
mere.
Section XXXI. empowers the several
courts, in the meantime, until the labourhouses are made ready, to commit offenders
_ the comu_ _l/s,
enjoining the ju_
uces in sessions to fit up those places for the
"t_mporary reception, safe custody, emplolr.
ment, and due reguhttion of the offenders'*
that are to be sent there : and it declares
that for such time the places in question
shall be deemed labour-houses, for all the
purposes within the meaning of this act.
Section XXXII. is confined to male con.
viers.
It empowers courts to commit of*
fenders of the male sex to work upon the
Thames, or upon any other river that may
be fixed upon for that purpose by an order of
council. These are to work under the direction of a superintendent: to be appointed,
for the Thames, by the justices of Middlesex;
for any other river, by the justices of such
adjoining counties as shall be fixed upon by
the privy council.
The terms-]
for whichlnot
tobe_
_nor
to_
they
maY_lesstha n ) _(execed
) _,
he
corn-|
mitred are]
The provisions of this section are in the
preambular part of xt declared to be designed
" for the more severe and effectual punishmerit of atrocwus and daring offenders."
Observatior_.The confinement and laboar upon the Thames is looked upon, it
appears from this, as being severer than the
confinement and labour is at present in the
county bridewell% or is expected to be in the
labour-houses
in question.
It is not expressly referred to the option of the courts,
which of these two species of hard labour or
confinement they will order a man to : but
as, by separate clauses, they are empowered
to order a convict of the description in question to each, and not peremptorily enjoined
to order him to either ; it follows of neeossity, that it was meant they should have that
option. The preambular words above quoted
being too loose to operate in the way of command, can be intended only for direction.
With regard to the superintendent trader
whose management the Thames convicts ate
to be, it speaks of him as one who is to b¢
appointed by the ]_ddlesex jnstiees.
Now,
the present act, under which the present superintendent has been appointed, is, by the
last section of the bill, to be repealed. Tlds
beingtbeoue,
it looha as if a fresh appo_a_.
+ See_

11, _1_26.
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ment of the _
or some other person to
be superintendent w_ald be necessary, unless
some slight alteration were made in the wording of this elanse,
Section XXXIII. extends the provisions
respecting convicts sentenced to transport_
lion, to capital convicts pardoned on that
condition : and it allows and enjoins any one
judge, before whom the offender was tried
upon a written notification of his Majesty's
mercy, given by a secretary of state, to allow
the offender the benefit of a conditional pardon, as if it were under the great seal.
Section XXXIV. proscribes the method
in which an offender is to be conveyed from
the place of sentence to the place of punishment, together with the documents by which
the right of conveying him thither, and keeping him there, is to be established,
Upon the making of any order for the cornmitment of an offender to hard-labour, a certificate is to be given by the clerk of the
court to the sheriff or goaler who has htm
in custody.
In this certificate are to be specified,
1. The Christian name of the offender,
2. His surname,
$. His age.
4. His offence,
5. The court in which he was convicted.
6. The term for which he is ordered to
hard-labour,
Immediately after the receiving such certificate, the gaoler is to cause the offender
to be conveyed to the place of punishment,
and to be delivered, together with the certifieate, as the ease is, to the governor or superintendent, or "such person or persons as
such governor or superintendent shall appoint :" and the person who receives him is
to give a receipt in writing, under his hand:
which receipt is declared to be a sufficient
discharge to the person who delivers him.
This certificate, "the governor or superintendent, or other person or persons to whom
anch offender shall be so delivered," is required " carefully to preserve."
Obser_at/ons.--With
respect to the words,
" such person or persons as such governor
or superintendent shall appoint," I doubt
_ome little difficulty may arise. Does the
mean any person in general acting
•under the governor or superintendent ? any
person employed by them as a servant in the
di_arge of the duties of their office ? or does
it mean, that some one particular person or
persons should be appointed by them for this
particular purpose ; so that a delivery made
to any other person in their service should
not be good?
On the one hand, it is not
every person who may be occasionally eraployed in the service, whom it would be safe
to trust with such a charge : on the other
hand, it might be attended with a good deal
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of inconvenience, if upon any occasion the
governor or superintendent, and any one person respectively appointed by them for this
purpose, should by any accident be both absent, or disabled by illness.
A remedy for
both inconveniences may be the directing the
governor to give standing authorities for this
purpose in writing, to such a number of his
servants, as may obviate any danger there
might be of their being all out of the way
at the same time. In such case, there could
be no inconvenience in making it necessary
to the discharge of him who is to deliver
the prisoner, that he who is to receive him
shall have produced and shown l_n such
authority.
Section XXXV. provides for the tees and
expenses of conveyance.
The clerk of the
court, on granting the certificate, and the
sheriff or gaoler, on delivering the offender,
are to have the same fees as would respeclively have been due to them, had he been
" sentenced to" transportation.
The expense of those fees, and the other
expenses of conveyance, are to be borne by
the jurisdiction over which the court presides; and are to be paid by the clerk of the
court, upon an order made by the general sessions of the peace for the jurisdiction.
Section XXXVI.
appoints, in general
terms, the powers a governor or superintendent, or persons acting under them, are
to have, and the punishments they are to be
be liable to in case of misbehaviour : those
powers and these punishments it declares to
be the same as are incident to the office of
a sheriff or gaoler.
Section XXXVIL gives directions respecting the species of work in which the convicts
are to be employed. For this purpose it marks
out two classes of employments, eorrespondent to so many different degrees of bodily
strength.
Those whose strength is in the
first degree, whether of the one sex or the
other, it destines to labour of the " hardest
and most servile kind:" those whose strength
is in a lower degree, to " less laborious employments :" and in determining whether an
offender shall be deemed to come under one
of these classes or another, it directs that the
three circumstances of health, aue, and szx,
be all taken into considemtion_
Of each of these classes of employment it
gives examples. Of the hardest and most scrvile kind it proposes,
1. Treading in a wheel.
2. Drawing in a capstarn for turning a
mill, or other machine or engine.
3. Beating hemp.
4. Rasping logwood.
5. Chopping rags.
6. Sawing timber.
7. Working at forges.
8. Smelting.

§ 38, 39._
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Of the less laborious class, it instances :_
1. Making ropes,
2. Weawng sacks,
3. Spinning yarn.
4. Knitting nets.
Of these and other such employments, it
leaves it to the committee_ to choose such
as they shall deem most conducive to the
profit, and consistent with the convenience,
of the district,
Section XXXVIII.
regulates the lodgment of the offenders,
1. The males are at all times to be kept
•' separate from the fi'males ; without the
least communication on any pretence whatsoever."
2. Each offender is in all cases to have a
separate room to sleep in.
3. Each offender, as far as the nature of
his employment will admit, is to work apart
from every other,
4. Where the nature of the employment
requires two persons to work together, the
room they work in is directed to be of" suitable dimensions."
5. Such two persons shall not continue
together but during the hours of work.
6. Nor shall the same two persons work togerber for more than three days _uecessively.
7. If the nature of the work requires
" many" to be employed together, " a cornmon work-room or _hed" may be allotted
them.
8. But in this case the governor, or somebody under him, "shall be constantly present
to attend to their behaviour."
9. If the work require instruction, instruetors shall be provaded, who shall be paid by
the committee,
It likewise gives some directions concerning the dimensions and structure of the lodging-rooms,
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it is kept under without difficulty.
On the
score of punishment, therefore, this hardship,
could it be avoided, would, on account of its
inequality, be ineligible.
Under a religion
whch, like the Mahometan or Gentoo, makes
no account of the virtue of continence, means
perhaps might be found, not inconsistent with
the peace of the society, by which these hardships might be removed.
But the Christian
religion, at least according to the notions
entertained of it in Protestant countries,
requires the temporal governor to put an
absolute negative upon any expedients of this
sort. Since, then, the gratification of this desire is unavoidably forbidden, the best thing
1hat can be done is to seclude the parties as
much as possible from the view of every obect that car_ have a tendency to foment it.
On this account, the first of these regulations
is as strongly recommended by humanity as
a means of pieserving the qltiet of each individual convict, a_ it Is by policy as a means
of preserving the peace of the whole c_mreunite of them at large. Happily, the dispositions ot nature m this behalf second, in
a considerable degree, the dispositions of the
legnslatol,
ttard labour, when not compen._ated by i:_au'l_hmg and copious diet, has a
strong tendency to dimim_h the three of these
desires, whether by diverting the attention.
or by diminishing the Irritability ot the nervous system, or by weakening the habit of
body : and the desire, when the halnt ot grattfymg It is broken off, subsides, and becomes
no longer trotlblesome.
With reg_ard to the size of the rooms, this
we see has hmits set to it on the side of'augmentauon ; on the side of dlmiuurion, It has
none.
This partial limitation, 1 must conless, I do not very well perceive the reason
of. Errors, if at all, seem more to be apprehended on the side of diminution than on

i. They are _ length ( twelve feet.
that of augmentation,
That the rooms should
not to ezceedin _ height
breadth _ eleven
eight ditto,
not be totesshealth.
than ofThe
a eerta;n
ditto, dueive
danger size,
seemsis toconbe,
2. They are to have no window with- lest the committees should, out of economy,
in six feet of the floor,
be disposed to put up with narrower dimenObservations.--Nothing
can be better con- slons. If the sums provided by the bill out
trived than this little string of regulations,
of the national fund are not sufficient, the
They appear to be such as cannot but be deficiency, we may remember, is to be pro.
conducive in the highest degree to the two vided for by the counties.
great purposes of safe custody and reformsSection XXXIX.
prescribes the t/_es of
tion.
They revolve, it is true, a very con- work.
siderahlc degree of expense ; but perhaps
!. The days of work are, unless in case
there is no case in which there is more to be of ill health, to be all days in the year ; exsaid in behalf of a liberal supply,
cept
With regard, indeed, to the first of the
1. All Sundays.
above restraints, this, it must be confessed,
-'2. Christmas-day.
is of itself, in some cases, a pretty severe,
3. Good-Friday.
and, upon the whole, rather an unequal pu2. The hours of work, as many as daylight
nishment.
The amorous appetite is in some and the season of the year will permit, inpersons, particularlyinthe
male sex, sostroug
chiding two intervals; to wit,
as to be apt, if not gratified, to produce a
!. For breakf_
....
Half an hour.
bad effect upon the health ; in others
2. For dinner .....
One hour.
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3. At the _
of the day, when workingtotal quantity of their labour rendered more
time is over, such of the materials and imple- productive
ments as admit of removal, are to be removed j The great difficulty is, how to fill up their
from the work-roonm to places proper for time on Sundays: for, with regard to men in
their safe custody, there to be kept till it general, more particularly to persons of this
come round agnin,
stamp, the danger always is, that if their time
Observations. --With respect to the hours be not filled up, and their attention engaged,
of work, the duration of daylight, if taken
either by work or by innocent amusement,
for the sole measure, (as one would suppose they will betake themselves either to mischief
it to be by this passage in the bill) would, I or to despondency. Divine service, it is true,
doubt, be found rather an inconvenient one. is appointed to be performed, and that twiceIn the depth of winter, the time of working
a-day; but that, according to the ordinary
can scarcely begin so early as eight in the duration of it, will not fill up above four
morning, nor continue so late as four in the hours ; that is, about a quarter of the day.
afternoon.
In the height of summer, it may
To fill up the remainder, four expedients
begin earlier than three in the morning, and present themselves :-- 1. One is to protract
it may continue later than nine in the even- the time of rest for that day, which may be
ing ; but if from eight till four, that is, eight done either by letting them lie longer, or
hours, be enough, from three to nine, that is, sending them to bed earher.
sixteen hours, were even nothing more than
Another is, to protract the time of meals.
the duration of the labour to be considered,
A third is, to protract the tune of divine
is surely too much. But labour of the same service.
duration and intensity is severer in summer
A fourth is, to furnish them with some
than in winter, heat rendering aman the less other kind of employment.
able to endure it. The better way, thereThe two first are commonly enough pracfore, seems to be, if not to make the time of tised by the working class of people at large
working longer in winter than in summer, st who are at liberty; but when put both to_
least to make it of an equal length. As eight gether, they will not go any great wa).
hours, or the least time of daylight, thereThe time of attendance at church might
fore, is evidently too short a tune, this will be lengthened in two ways: 1. By adding to
make it necessary to have recourse to lamps the ordinary service a standing discourse or
or candles.
As the walls and floors will of discourses, particularly adapted to the circumcourse be of brick or stone, without any corn- stances of the congregation. This might conbustible linings, these artificial lights can slat, 1st, of prayers, 2d/9, of thanksgivings,
scarcely be attended with any danger,
neither of which, however, could with proWhatever be the hours of labour fixed upon pricty be very lung; and3d/y, of a discourse
as most proper for an average, there are some composed of moral instructions and exhoramong the employments above mentioned, _ rations.
The instructions and exhortations
that will probably be found too laborious for wmdd naturally have two objects: the con4
a man to be confined to during the whole
duct of the hearers, 1st, during the continutime. In such a case, either he must remain anee of their punishment: 2d/y, after their
without any thing to do, or employed in some restoration to society
kind of work so much less laborious as to
2. Another way of adding to the church
serve as a kind of relaxation from the other,
service is by musw. This will, at any rate,
The latter course seems beyond comparison be a very agreeable employment to many,
the best.
On this account, it seems as if it and, if properly managed, may be a very usewould be of advantage that no person should ful one to all; even to those who have no
be confined exclusively to the most laborious
natural relish tbr music in itself. The influof the classes of employments above specified;
ence which church music has over the genebut that such offenders as were destined rality of men, in bringing them to a composed
principally to an employment of that class and serious turn of mind, is well known. The
should, for some part of the day, be turned
music might be either vocal only, or assisted
over to one of the sedentary kind.
On the ! by an organ.
In either ease, the vocal part
other hand, neither would it be so we]], per- might, with alittle instruction, be per|ormed
haps, that offenders of the least robust class by the congregation themselves, as it is at
should be confined wholly to employments
the Magdalen, and other public foundations.
purely sedentary.
The relief of the former
3. As to other employments, walking (in
and the health of the latter would, it should as far as their hmits will permit them)
seem, be best provided for by a mixture of might go some way towards filling up their
the laborious and the sedentary.
By this time.
This would be an ad_htional use for
means, the time of the convicts might, it the garden proposed in the observations to
should seem, be better filled up, and _the i section 13. On this occasion, to prevent in.
surrections and cabals, the convicts might be
• See Sect. XXXVIL
connected two and two together; a slight
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chain, not heavy enough to incommode them
by its weight, might answer the purpose,
Each offender would by this means be a clog
and a spy upon his companion.
In this view,
the idea adopted in section 38, with regard
to the manner of working, might be pursued,
so as that the same two persons should not
be coupled together two successive day-s; nor
should it be known before-hand, what two
persons are to be together. To prevent this,
the names should be drawn out every day by
lot.
By this means, supposing an offender
had succeeded so far in a project of escape or
mischief, as to engage some one of his cornfades to join with him, he could not, for a
long time afterwards, unless by a very extraordinary turn of chance, resume the conversation without the privity of two others,
whose dispositions could not be known before-hand. If the expedient of a garden were
to be employed, such an arrangement would
haveafarthergnodeffect,
in rendering it more
difficult for them to wander out of bounds,
and do mischief to the cultivated part of it.
The interruptions of bad weather, and the
shortness of the d_y, at any other time than
the height of summer, would still leave a
considerable part of their time which could
nor be filled up in this manner; either, therefore, they must be permitted to employ themselves in some other manner, or they must
be compelled to absolute inaction.
They
cannot, as other persons of the working class
do, employ themselves on those days in visiting their friends,
They may employ themselves, it is true,
in reading the Bible or other books of piety:
but there will be s great many who cannot
read ; and of those who can, many will have
so little inclination, that on pretence of reading, they will do nothing,
It is to little purpose to issue directions,
which, in the nature of them, furnish no evidonee of their having been complied with.
The not attending to this, is a commou stumbling-block to superficial reformers.
The
evidence of a man's having complied with a
direction to work, is the work he has done :
this may be judged of at a glance. But what
is the evidence of a man's having employed
himseffin reading? His glving a good account
of what he has read.. Unquestionably:
but
such an one as it would be to little purpose
to think of exacting, for, though his attention
]ms been diligent, his memory may be weak.
Besides, who is to judge? who could find
time enough to catechise such a multitude ?
It would require no small number of schoolmasters to turn such an estabhshment into a
school,
Upon the whole, I can see no better expedient at present, t]mn that of permitting
them(notobtlgingthem,
lmtpermitti_jthem)
to bemkn themselves to some easy sedentary
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employment, such as knitting, spinning, or
weavhlg, thatmightatfordthemasmallprofit.
This profit, if made their own, would make
the employment pleasant to them.
Devotion, it is true, is better on such a day than
industry; but industry is better on every day
than total idleness, that is, than despondency
or mischief. The necessity in this case seems
at least as strong as that which has induced
the legislature to permit the practice of certaln trades on the day in qnestion, and which
is universally understood to authorize persons
of all descriptions to pursue most of their
household occupations.
It were hard if an
institution, cont_ssedly no original part of the
religion we profes$, but only adopted into it
by early practice, and in later time_ sanctioned
by human authority, must, at all events, be
permitted to oppose the main ends of religion,
innocence and peace.
I speak all along under correction, and
what I propose is ouly upon the suppositmn
that no other means can be tound of fllhng
up their time in a manner more suitable to
the day.
With regard to the making the windows
not less than six feet above the floor, this regnlation is also recommended by Mr. Howurd.
His design in it, I cannot find he has
anywhere mentioned; Isuppose it to beto
prevent the conwcts from looking out. The
prospects or moving scenes, whatever they
might be, which the windows, if lower, might
i open to their view, might serve to distract
their attention from their work.
This privation may be considered m the light of an
independent punishment, as well as in that
of a means of insuring their subjection to the
other.
Besides this, Mr. Howard is strenuous
against glass windows : he would have nothing but open grating.
In this case, the
height of the windows would be a means, in
some measure, of sheltering the inhabitants
from the wind, though, on the other hand, it
would expose them more to rain, I know
not, however, that he has been anywhere
explicit in giving his reasons for reprobating
these convemences.
One reason may be the insuring s continual
supply of fresh air; but this does not seem
co:jclasive. In apartments, indeed, so crowded
and ilLcoutrived as many of those he had occasion to visit, the windows, being glazed,
might, by accident, be attended with bad
effects; for I think he complains, in many
daces, of the closeness of such rooms, owing,
as it seems, either to the windows not being
made to open, or to the inattention or i_orance of the gaoler or prisoners in not opemng
them.
But under the excellent regl_
provided for these houses, the apartments
never will be crowded; they will not be
crowded more than those of a private house;
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8rid in a private house it never surely was
understood to be necessary, or even of use
to health, that there should be nothing but
grates for windows. If the eouviets were to
eat in a common room, the setting open the
doors and windows for an hour end a-half,
(which is the time allotted them for meals,)
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petlml, there is this condudve
objection,
that they protract a great part of the punishment beyond the time that was meant to be
prescribed to it.
Temporary marks may
either be eztraneoas or inherent. The marks
here proposed are evidently of the former
kind.
These, so long as they continue, are
very efficacious means of detection, and may
woUldventilation,
he quite sdffficient for the purpose of be made more palpable than any that are
Another reason for having nothing but inherent.
They sel ve very well, therefore,
grating may be the contributing to give a as obstacles to an escape during the first
gloomy and distressful appearance to the out- moments ; in short, until such time as the
side of the prison. This reason, as far as it fugitive can by force or favour procure fresh
applies, seems to be a very good one. But apparel. But if he is once housed among
it applies only to the front of the house ; for hxs friends or confederates, the use of them
this is all that need, or indeed that ought, is at an end. If his person be not known.
to be exposed to the eyes of passengers.
The he may go about boldly like another man.
apartments thus exposed might be destined
Inherent marks seem never hitherto to have
for those whose labour was the hardest, and ! been thought of. These may be produced
whose treatment, upon the whole, was de- by either nwchanical means or chemical.
signed to be the severest ; or the whole or
Instances of mechanical means are the para great part might be taken up with common tial shaving of the head, or of the beard, or
working-rooms, not made use of for lodging- the chin, or mouth ; or the shaving of one
rooms,
eye-brow.
But the mark made by the parSectionXL. regolates
thearticles
of diet tim shavingof a partof the face,of which
and apparel.For food the cortvicts
are to thewhole isusuallykept shaved,isassoon
have
got rid of as any mark that, is but extraneous:
1. Bread, and any coarse meat, "or other besides that, it is inapphcable to boys and
inferior food."
women.
The mark made by the sha_ang of
2. For drink, water or small beer.
one eye-brow seems to protmse better ; but
3. The apparel is to be coarse and uni- It is not free from all oblectmns.
In the
form, with certMu obvious marks or badges first place, it is not absolutely a sure one.
on it. The declared purpeses of these marks
Some persons have naturally so little hair on
are, 1st, to humiliate the wearer ; 2ally, to their eye-brows, that, if the whole of it were
prevent escapes,
taken off from both, it might not be missed :
4. The articles under the above heads are and artificial eye-brows are satd to have been
to be ordered in such a manner as the "cornmade of mouse-skin, or in other ways, and
mittee shall from time to time appoint."
that so natural, as not to be detected with5. No offender is to be permitted to have out previous suspicion.
In the next place,
any other food, ,' drink, or clothing, than there is some danger that a mark continually
such asshallbe so appointed."
renewed,asthismust be, by repeatedshayPersonswilfully
furnishing
him withany ings,would be insome degreeperpetual.If
articles
of theabove kind,otherthan what the same eye-brow were to be constantly
have been so appointed,
are toforfeitsubjectedto the operation,
the hairmight
not more than £I0, nor lessthan40s.
be so thickenedas to appeardifferent
from
Observations._Theexpedient,
ofmarking theothereye-brow. Ifsometimesone eyethe appareliswellimagined,and quadrates brow and sometimesthe otherwere to be
with the practice
of severalforelgncoun- shaved,theremust frequently
betimeswhen
tries.*
It is designed, we see, to answer the growth of them will be alike, and the
two purposes: 1st, that of a separate pu- distinction no longer apparent. As far, then,
ni_zment, by holding up the wearer in an as it goes, the best expedient seems to be
_nominious light ; _//y, that of safe cos- the keeping them constantly both shaved.
tody, to cxmure the continuance of the whole
Instances of chemical means of producing
punishment together.
The first of these marks are washes applied to the forehead, or
purposes it may be made to answer as com_ to one or both cheeks, or, in short, to the
pletety as any other that _n be proposed : whole face, so as to discolour it. Chemistry
with respect to the latter, it will readily be furnishes many washes of this sort.
O'f
acknowledged
not to be perfectly effica- several of these I have often undesignedly
clous,
made trial upon myself.
Various metallic
Marks employed for this purpose, may be solutions produce this effect in a state so
,either temporary or perpetual
Against per- diluted as prevents any objection on the
pettud marks, in every case, then, except
score of expeme/f
The stain lasts withou¢
_whece the confinement is meant to be per"I"
Solutmnofgoldinag_ reg_ produces a
m See Howard on Prisons.
purplish colour; solution O]_si]verin m]uaj_ft/4,
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any fresh application, as long as the stratnm !adopted.
These earnings must either be
of skin winch it pervades ; that is, to the hoarded up for them, to be given them at
best of my recollection, about a week.
No their discharge, or allowed them to be spent.
other washes have ever yet been found to In the first case, the danger is, lest an advandischarge
it.
rageso distantshould not,in theirimpruMarks ofthiskind,we see,cannotbe put dentminds,have influence
enough tooperate
offlikethoseofthe former; nor,ifmade as as an inducement. " I may be dead before
extensiveas they may be, can theybe con- then,"a man may say, " and what usewill
cealedwithoutsucha coveringaswould be allthemoney be of tome? besides,
ifI am
almost equallycharacteristic
with the mark alive,
how can I be surethat I shallgetit?
itself.When the term of punishmentwas What need have I,then,to punishmyself
so near being expired,that it couldmani- with working more than I am obligedto
festlynot be worth while to run the risk do?" I should not, therefore,
expect any
of an escape,they might be disused. For verygeneralor considerable
goodeffect
from
greatersecurlty,
they might be so shaped, such an allowance,without the libertyof
perhaps,as to expressthe surname of the spending
it,oratleast
a pal_ofit,atpresent.
offender,
thefirst
letter
ofhischristian
name, The busmes% then,would be, to determine
and thename of theplacein whleh thela- thearticles
inwhich they might be allowed
hour-househe belongedto was situated,
to spend it. Even diink,soitbe not any of
One greatadvantageof thesepermanent thosedmtks thatare known commonly by
marks with respecttothe ofender,is,that the name of spirituous
liquors,
need not be
theywould remlcrthe use of chainslesshe- absolutely
excluded: but,forverygood reacessary.The convicts
upon the Thames, in sous,which are strongl_
insisted
on by Mr.
coosequeuceof repeatedescapes,
are made Howard,_ vo profitupon the drink should
to work constantly in fetters,
be allowed to the governor, or any persons
By Section XLI. officers and servants be- under him : or else (what would come nearly
longing to the house are specially restrained
to the same thing) if there were a profit
fi'om contravening the regulatmns established
allowed upon that article, it should not be
in the preceding se¢'tmn
Upon any such greater, nor indeed _o great, as the profit to
dehnqucucy the offender is to he suspended
bc allowed upon the other articles among
by the governor forthwith'
the governor
which they were to be permitted to take
is to report him to the waiters, and the w.-i- their ehowe.
The sturdiness of their fund
torsto thecommitteeattheirnext meeting, would probably
ofitself
be sufficient
tolimit
The committee i_ to inquire upon oath, and, their consumptmn within the bounds of soif iound guilty, to pum,h hnn by
briety. It not, the quantity of drink of each
i. Forfeiture of his place ;
sort, which any one man should be allowed to
2. Or hnc, not more than ten pounds;
purchase, might be expressly limited.
The
3. Ornnpnsonment,
for not more than circumstances of their being so much apart
._ix months,
frmn one another, and so much under the
4. Or any number ofsucb punishments
cye of their inspectors, would obviate the
in conjnuction,
difficulty there would be otherwise in carryAn exception is madc with regard to any ing such a limit_ttiou into effect.
diet or liquors ordered, in ease of illness, by
Section XLII. makes provision for the
the surgeon or apothecary,
equipment of the offender upon his discharge,
Ob_ervalions.-The fine in this and the Upon his c_ammitment, the clothes he brings
preceding section is not hable to the objee- with him are to be cleaned, ticketed, and lald
tlon nmde to the like provi_iou in section 29. up. Upon his discharge, they are to be
The profit of the ofcuce c_u never, in any delivered back to hhn, together with such
shape, come nearly equal to the greatest
additional clothing as the visitors shah think
quantum of the fine. Let the offeuces in tim proper. A sum of money is also to be altwo cztscs be compared, it will be seen how lowed him for his immediate subsistence, to
much greater the temptation is in the latter the amount of not more than five pounds,
than m the former,
nor less than forty shillings.
And ff he has
The regulations in this and the preceding behaved hhnselfwell during his confinement,
section, about not punishing the convicts
the visitors are to give him a certificate to
with any extra articles of consumption, might
that effect under their hands.
need to be a little altered, if what I have
Observations. _ There is something sinventured to propose concerlung the allowing
gularly characteristic in the foresight and huthem a pert of their earldngs* were to be manitydisplayedinthiaproviaioo,
ltiseopied
i_om the experimentalact of 1776. After
andsolutionofmercuryinthesameacid,
ablack, a long seclusion, the convict is once more
Solution of silver ia the operative ingredient in turned adrift into society.
His former conse_al of the fluids that are advertised to dye
thehair.
• ._e Observatiom to Sect. XXIIL
_" P. 49.
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nexions are by this time, perha_, dissolved;
bydesth, by oh_
of abode, or by e_mmgement : at any rate, he is probably at a distanee from them.
HIS known delinquency
and his punishment, though, after such a
course of discipline, it is to be hoped it will
not operate upon _ persons so as to prevent
their employing him, may, however, operate
upon many. Meantime, if he be totally unprovided, be must either sink at once into
the idleness and misery of a poor-house, or
beg, or starve, or betake himself to eonrses
similar to those which brought him to the
place of punishment he is just freed from.
The expedient, therefore, of giving him a
temporary supply, is an highly proper one,
though not so obvious as, for the credit of
human sagacity and compassion, it were to
be wished it were.
But supposing an offender's behaviour to
have been such as renders it improper for
the visitors to give him the certificate here
mentioned, what is to become of him then ?
Were no certificate to be given in any case,
aome persons might, perhaps, be induced to
run the hazard of employing a convict, to
whom it would not have been proper to have
granted one. But when it is known that a
certificate of good behaviour is granted to
the generality of the convicts, the denial of
such a certificate to any one amounts in fact
to a certificate of the contrary.
In such a
ease, it is not very probable that he will find
employment anywhere. The supply provided
for him, liberal as it is, can reprieve him only,
not save him, from the above-mentioned dilemma,
In such a cMe, I see but two courses that
can be taken. One is, to empower the cemmitten to continue him in his confinement,
till his behaviour shall have entitled him to
his certificate : the other is, to enlist him by
compulsiou in the land or sea service. How
far it would be consistent with the honour of
either of those services to admit a man with
such a stamp of _acancelled ignominy upon
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w]dch every offender is to be ranked, during
an equal part of his fime : undasheadvences
from s prior to a subsequent one, his confinement and labour arc to be gradually less and
less severe. The different gradations of severity are to be settled from _me to time by
regulations to be made by the committee, so
as not to clash with the provisions of tide
bilL
Observations. _ This ¢_vi£ton of the e6n[ viets into classes will be examined, when we
come to consider the uses that are made of it.
Section XLIV. regulates the furniture and
police of the lodging-rooms.
1. Eve_ lodging-room is to be "provided
with matting for lying upon, a cover]id, and
two or more coarse bIankets."
2. "Also with proper tools or in_ruments
for their employment."
3. No person (except as herein is excepted)
is to " be permitted to go at any time into
these rooms, or to see or converse with the
offenders."
4. Persons excepted are, 1. The officers
and servants of the house ; 2. Any person
who has an order from any member of the
committee.
5. At night, as soon as the time of work
is over, a bell is to be rung, the doors of the
rooms locked, and the lights in them put out;
and from that time, till the hour of work comes
round again, a watchman is to patrols over
every part of the house every hal£-hour at
least.
Observations.--Under
the article of bedding, I see no mention made of sheets. Was
this omission undesigned, or was it meant
that they should have none ? or would not
the use of linen, if not absolute|y necessary,
at least be conducive, however, to the preservation of their health ? Mr. Hume, I think,
I in his His_0ry, Mr. Barrington,* and, I be] lieve, medical writers, have mentioned the
_ use of linen as being a principal cause why
[ the leprosy, which was once so common in
_this country, is now so rare.

him, is more than I can take upon me to de- ]
I see no mention neither of a bedstead.
terrains. At any rate, it seems hardly proper Mr. Howard in general terms recommends
to let him rank upon a par with honest men. bedsteads for health and cleanliness, t A bedIn the sea service, provisions being found stead, however cold the materials (suppose
him, his pay might very well bear to be re- iron,) will be warmer than the stone or brick
duced below the common level : in the land floor, with only matting to cover it ; for
service, provisions not being allowed, the the surface of the iron in the bedstead be.
subsistence is too bare to admit of the least ing much less than that of the covered Part
reduction,
i of the floor, the natural warmth of the body,
It is to be hoped, indeed, that after so !aceumulated on the bedding, will be constrict and well-regulated
a course of dis- ducted away much less readily by the foro_er
¢ipline as that pr_cr_bed by the _AI, there than by the latter.
At any r_te, the elew_will be very few convicts to whom it will be tlon given by a bedstead will save the bed•_eessm'y to deuy the certlfu_te in que_on ; ding fi_m being trampled on, and covered
but it is fit that every casa that can heppen
slumld be provided for.
• Observa_oos on the Statutes, Title Co,qSection XLIIL provides that the otfenders ,_zt_._
et _4:_ Forr_t_, p. 193, _i edit.
_hallbedivided into three classes; ineachof
"1"P. 71,
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with dust and dirt. It will also give access wild to be seriously entertained, by any one
for the air to ventilate the under part of it.
who will give himself leisure to reflect, that
Bedateads are actually allowed to felons the whole body of country magistrates, and
in many gaols.*
the whole circle of their acquaintance, are
I see no provision made here for fw/n 9 : likely to be tainted with the principles of
yet some provision of this sort seems abso- aristocratic tyranny. Supposing this, against
lutely necessary, at least in extreme cold i all probability, to be the case, and that any
weather, for those whose employments are one habit of undue severity were established,
chiefly of the sedentary kind, and for all of any one false brother would be sufficient to
them at times, when no work is done, as on betray the secrets of the confederacy, and
Sundays. For this purpose, it is by no means expose it to the resentment of the public.
necessary, nor even advisable, that there
At the same time, it is highly expedient to
should be a fire to every room, nor between
give as httle admittance as possible to persons
every two rooms, nor indeed that there should of such ranks in life as are most obnoxious to
be in any of the rooms any fireplaces at all. the punishment inflicted in these houses. The
The most economical way as yet in use, of cirumstances of secresy and seclusion give an
_enerating and applying heat for this pur- air of mystery to the scene, which contributes
pose, seems to he that which is practised in greatly to enhance the terrors it is intended
hot-houses, by means of flues or lateral chimo to impress.
True it is, that the convicts, as
hies, in which the smoke deposits its heat in they come to be discharged, and to mix again
its passage to the atmosphere. The fire era- with society, will circulate, among persons
ployed m heating the bread-oven might, per- of the same ranks in life, such accounts of
Imps, be occasionally made useful in this way. what they have seen and felt, as it may be
I have heard it suggested, that the steam of thought will be sufficient to correct any inboiling water might perhaps be applied to the accuracies in the notions that may have been
purpose of heating rooms, in a method that suggested by imagination. This, however, I
might be more economical than that of heat- take it, will not be altogether the ease. Exing them by smoke. If this expedient were perience and ocular observation might inemployed, the coppers in which the victuals deed, in time, dissipate the illusion, and bring"
were boiled might perhaps be adapted to this down the apparent horrors of the scene to a
purpose, t
level with the real suffering ; but in the sueThe provision for excluding promiscuous
ceptible minds of the giddy multitude, it is
visitants seems highly ehgible.
In a nation, not mere report alone that can obliterate the
however, so jealous of every thing that sa- ] influence of first impressions.
yours of seeresy in the exercise of coercive
Section XLV. makes provision for cornpower, even over the most obnoxious of its i municating to these societies the benefits of
members, it required no mean degree of in- ] religion.
trepidity to propose it.
I had, in truth, but
I. On all Sundays, as also on Christmaslittle hope of seeing it proposed, much less day and Good-Frlday, there is to be morning
adopted and aequleseed in, as it already is and evening service, with a sermon after each;
in the instance of the Thames convicts.
An at which services all the convicts (unless d_sacquiescence so complete and genervl as this abled by il_nees) are to be present.
has been found to be, argnes a greater fund
2. The two sexes are to be kept at a disof solid sense, and less sensibility to inflam- tance from, and, by means of partitions, out
matory ideas, than perhaps, before the experi- of sight of, one another.
ment was made, could reasonably have been
3. Of the officers and servants, such as
hoped for. This_ together with many other can be spared from their employments, are
examples to the like effect, may serve to likewise (unless prevented by illnees) to be
sflenee at least, if not to remove, any objce- present.
lions that may be entertained against a mea4. The chaplain is required to visit, at
sure acknowledged to be beneficial in itself, I their request, and empowered to visit at his
on the score of its being obnoxious to popular own discretion, any of the offenders, sick or
sentiment, unwarranted by the dictat_ of in health, who may stand in need of his spi.
utility,
ritual assistance: so that his visits interfere
The establishment of Visitors, who are freo not with their stated labours.
quently to be changed, and the admission of
Observatio_._lt
were to be wished on
oeeasional visitants by order from any member this occasion, if it could be done without inof the committee_ are expedients that seem convenience, that such of the convicts a_ may
amply sufficient fro"obviating any real danger happen to be of s religion d_erent_om the
of&busive severity.
It is surely a notion too established, might ]rove the benefit of spiritual consolation in their own way.
It is no
• Hon_t, S6, _;4, 292, 404, 407, 443, 4r_4.
"1"
air. Howard found stoves, and a _
answer, to say with a mteer, tlmt the inhabiprovision for firing, in several foreign pmons, tants of these houses are in little likelihood
_Secltowazd, 109, 114,1_7.
of being encumbered with religious scruples;
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for a total indifference to religion is by no
means a necessary accompaniment to an oc.
easional deviation from the dictates of mornlity; on the contrary, it is no uncommon thing
to observe, in the same person, a great |nattent|on to the essentials of morality, joined
to an anxious attention to the inassentiais and
externals of religion.
This point, however,
could not be compassed without some difliculty. It would be endless to set up as many
chapels as there may chance to be sects in
this community.
At any rate, it is not the
belonging or professing to belong to any other
sect, that should be allowed to excuse a man
from attending the stated service ; tot, if this
were the ease, persons who eared nothing
about religion would be apt to proless themselves of some dissenting sect, that, instead
of going to chapel, theymight spcnd the time
in idleness.
The being obliged to give such
attendance would be no hard_hJp to any, even
in a religious view; for I do not believe there
is at this time of day any sect which hohl_
it sinfld merely to be present at divine service performed according _o the rites of the
church ot Eughmd.* I suppose there are few,
indeed, but would even think it better to attend that service than none at _dl.
Jews and Catholics x_ould be the worst off:
Jews, with their continual domestic cetemonies, and Catholics with their numcnm_
sacraments.
Catholic._ seem, at flint _Ight,
to be without hope of lemedy : a door, however, though but a narrow one, l, opened tnr
their relief, by the generM power ve_ted m
the members of thecommittees to gnve ordcrs
of admission. As to Jews, I must confe._s, I
can see no feasible way of making, m each
labour.house,
the provisions requisite for
satisfying all their various scruples.
As it
happens, there seems reason (I do lint know
whether to say to hope, but at any rate) to
believe, that of sut.h of them as are likely to
become inhabitants of these houses, there are
not many on whom these scruples wouhl sit
heavy.
The only expedient I can think of
for the indulgence of these people is, to have
one labour-house for all the convicts of this
persuasion throughout the kingdom. In such
ease, it woldd be but reasonable that the
whole community of Jews should be at the
expense of this establishment, including the
charges of conveyance.
They might then
have their own rabbis, and their own cooks
and butchers,
The provision for the concealment of the
sexes from each other h_Lgbeen exemplified
• In the prl_ns at Paris, however, Protestants
are excused frmu hearing mugs. See Howard, 81.
_- By Star. 27 Eliz. c. 2, tbr a popish priest
or other ecclesiastical person to be in any part of
the realm is treason ; and for any one wittingly
am| willingl_ to receivc_ relieve, or comfort him.
is a capittd t_.lony,
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by the practice in the Magdalen and other
chapels.
In some of the larger houses, eansidering
the number of persons, either sick or in health,
who might be disposed to receive the assistance of a minister, or to whom a zealous
minister might be disposed to give it, espedally if these additions were to be made to
the service that are proposed under section
39, a single chaplmn mtght hardly be suflicient to go through all the duty.
In such
ease, the contributions that might be required
of occasional visitors at chapel, who are likely
to become numerous, might probably provxde
for another ehaplaJu.
Section58, which relates toeonviets workmg upon rivers, provides fro" the burial of
such as die under confinement.
Isee no such
"_rov_sion relative to ._ueh as may die in the
labour-houses.
Would it not be proper to
annex to each house a piece of ground to be
consecrated tnr that pnrpose ?
Section XLVI. makes provision for the
article ot health.
I. Thelc are to be two or more yards, in
wlnch the offenders are to be permitted to
take tile mr by turns, as their health may
require, m these yards, li proper employment
car. be found, they are also to he permitted
to work, instead of _*orl,mg m the house.
2. Any oflemlet appemmg to he sick, is,
upon icport made by the surgeon or apothecary that hi_ swkncs_ is real, to be ordered
by the governor to the infirm,try, if his sickne_s be of a naturc to require it, and entered
in a bcJok upon the sick list. a_,d upon the
surgeon or apothecar)'s
report ot IH_ being
rccoveJed and tit to work, he is to be brought
back to hl_ lodging-room, and put to work
aguan, as far a_ Is cmlm._teut with hi_ hcMth.
Obse_ vatwns. -- The number of yards is
reqmred, we _ee, to be two at least : the intent|on is manifest enough, though it is not
mentioned : it is, that the two sexes may,
in eonformityto the planofseparation
marked
out in sections 38 mid 41, have each a yard
to themselves.
As to the purpose of airing, the best place
of all is the top of the house.
The air on
the top ot the house is likely to be purer
than the air in auy yards can be, surrounded
as such yards must be by a high wall : 1st,
such a situation would be higher than the
damp or the noxious effluvia would ascend,
were the air to remain unchanged : 2d/y, be.
sides this, the air, on account of the openhess of the situation, would, in fact, be euntinually renewing._
For this purpose, it
would be necessary the roof of the house
should be fiat, and covered with lead.
The
infirmary might be situated in the highest
story, so that i_om thence to the leads would
_ Howard, 82.,91.
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be but a few steps. It is doubtless for these
proved principles, that are exemplified in
or similar reasons, that a situation thus ele- many other instances.
If the mine two vi°
rated is very generally chosen for the infir- sltors were to be continued for life, the demary. in foreign prisons.* In order that those grce of discipline kept up in the house might
whose health might require it, might enjoy come to depend more upon the notions and
the benefits of air and exercise in some de- temper of those two persons, than upon setgree, even in rainy weather, it would be of tied rules. Having no emulation to animate
great use if the building, or a great part of it, them, they might grow torpid and indifferent:
were rinsed upon arcades. This Mr. Howard they might contract too close an intimacy
recommends strongly for so much of it as is with the governor and other officers, so sm
occupied by lodging-rooms, on the score of to be disposed to connive at their negligence
security,
or peculation: they might make what is called
The expense, indeed, of building upon a job of their office, looking upon the emoarches, and of leading, would be,very con- luments of it as an establishment for life.
siderable ; but the plan seems to be, not to On the other hand, were both visitors to go
spare expense.
The Conciergerie at Paris,_
out at once, the fresh comers would for a
the Dol-huys at Amsterdam,_: the Maison de time be new and awkward in their office ;
Force at Ghent,] 1 are raised upon arcades :§ and the fund of experience collected at each
in the Bastile at Paris, the roof is fiat and period would be dissipated by every fresh
leaded.
I must confess, I see not why Eng- appointment.
But upon this plan, that fund
land should be less able to bear such an is continually accumulating, and is transexpense than France, Holland, or Austriem mitted entire through every succession.
At
Flanders.
the same time, by admitting the re-election
Section XLVII. regulates the appointment,
of a visitor after a certain interval, room is
powers, and salaries of the visitors,
left for accepting the services of such gen1. Each committee is to appoint two visi- tlemen as, in point of inclination and ability,
tots, " Justices of the Peace, or other sub- may show themselves most competent to the
stantial householders," who are to be resident office.
in the district.
Section XLVIII. gives power to the vi2. Of these visitors, one is to be changed sitors to suspend any officer or servant, exevery year: no one is to continue for more cept the governor, in case of " corruption,
than two successive years ; but any one, after or other gross misbehaviour."
an interval of two years, may be agaJn apSectmn XLIX. appoints the duty of the
pointed,
task-master.
3. The visitors are to attend at least once
1. IIe is constantly to superintend the
in every fortnight,
works carried on by the cenvwts.
4. At each attendance they are to go
2. He is to " take an account of every
through the following heads of duty :
neglect of work or other misbehaviour."
1. To examinethestateofthe"house"
3. Also of any instance of extraordinary
[buildmgs.J
diligence or good behaviour.
2. To see every convict.
4. He is to make his reports from time to
3. To inspect the accounts of the go- time to the governor, who is to cause them
vernor and storekeepers,
to be entered in a book to be kept for that
4. To hear any complaints concerning
purpose.
the behaviour of the officers and servants.
Section L. defines the powers of the go5. Or of the convicts,
vernor in punishing offences committed in
6. And in general to examine into the the house. These are enumerated under the
conduct and management of the house,
following beads :
5. For these purposes, every visitor Is era1. Disobedience of the " orders of the
powered to examine any persons upon oath.
house."
6. They are likewise empowered to apply
2. Idleness, negligence, or wilful mispunishments or rewards as under-mentlened,
management of work.
7. They are from time to time to make
3. Assaults, not attended with any dan*
their reports to the judges,¶ as before, or to
gerous wound or bruise, by one convict
the committee of the district,
upon another.
8. They are to have a gratuity, if they
4. Indecent behaviour.
think proper to demand it, for each attend5. Profane cursing and swearing.
anee, to be settled by the committee, and
6. Absence from chap,_.
approved of by the judges.
7. Irreverent behaviour at chapel.
Observatzons. -- The rotation established
2. For any of the above offonees, the go.
among these officers is grounded upon aW vernor may punhh by close ocmfmement in a
" cell or dungeon," for any term not exceed• Howard, 82, 91, _
.+Ibfit. 12_.
_"Ibid. 8"2.
[[ Ibid. 140.
§ l'.-id. 82.
ing three daD, and keeping the offender upon
*_e Sections !1, 21, _ 26, 30.
bread and water only.
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3. Touching any of the above oifences,
9. " In ease of removal btto a prior class,
the governor may examine ,' any" persons the offender shall, from the time of making
upon oath.
such order of removal, go through such prior
Section LI. empowers the visitors and the class, and also the subsequent class or classes,
committee to punish certain other instances
in the same manner, and for the same time, as
o£ bad behaviour in a severer manner,
under his or her original commitment."
1. To the visitors power is given to punish,
Section LIL is the converse of the section
in any convict, the following additional oi_ last preceding: it opens a door to pardon.
fences : m
upon the ground of extraordinary good be1. Absolute refusal to perform his haviour.
work.
1. If in any convict committed by justices
2. Wilful abuse of the materials,
in sessions, the visitors " shall at any time
3. Attempts to escape,
observe, or be satisfactorily informed of, any
4. Assaults on any person at large, extraordinary diligence or merit," and make
who happens to be present,
report accordingly, "the said justices" Eshall]
5. Assaults on any officer or servant
"may, if they think proper, advance him into
of'the house,
a higher class."
2. They are empowered also to punish any
2. When any convict has been promoted
assaults by one convict upon another, that as above, the time of his confinement is to
may happen not to have been punished by " be computed as if he or she had regularly
the governor,
tossed through the prior class or classes."
3. Also auy of the offences which the go3. With regard to any convicts committed
vernor is authorized to punish in the case by the judges,* whether originally, or upon
where, by reason of the enormity or repe. a pardon granted upon that condition, for a
tition of the offence, the punishment which certain term, the judges are, upon a llke rethe governor is empowered to inflict of his port, to have like power to alter and shorten
own authority, is thought by him not to be his confinement.
sufficient.
4. Convicts, committed for llfe, may, upon
4. For any of the above offences, the vi- being reported to the judges as aforesaid, be
sitors may punish by either
by them reported to his Majesty for mercy.
I. Moderate whipping.
Observat, ons._This and the two last pre2. Confinement upon bread and water ceding sections bearing a close relation to
in a dungeon, for any time not exceeding
one another, I shall consider them together.
ten days.
As to the last of the two paragraphs I have
3. Or both the above punishments in printed in italics, I must confess I am not
conjunction,
altogether certain about the sense of it. My
5. Concerning the above offences they are doubt is, whether a convict, upon his degraempowered to examine upon oath, with an dation into a lower class, is to be punished
injunction that it be in the presence of the with respect to the severity of his treatment
offender,
only, or, besides that, with respect to the
6. In the cases No. 2 and 3, " tl_e go- duration of his confinement.
I am inclined
vernor may, and he ts hereby requtred to, to imagine, both ways ; hut this construction
order such offender to tile cells or dungeons,-seems not to be absolutely a necessary one.
and is immediately," or at the next comin9 of
A convict, suppose, has been committed
tile visitors, to " report such offence to such for three years. He has served the first year
vlsltors ; who are hereb 9 empowered and re- of his time, and half his second. Of course,
quired to inquire and determine concerniny
he has been half a yea.- entered in the second
t_e same."
class. He now commits an offence which the
7. In ease of any offence which the visitors
committee think proper to punish with deshall deem worthy of a greater punishment gradation : he is turned down into the first
than they are authorized to inflict, they shall class. What now is to become of him ? Is
report the offence, with the nature and cir- he to stay two years a_nda half longer, to
eumstances of it, and the name of the often- wit, one half year more in the first class, and
der, to the next meeting of the committee,
a year in each of the other classes, or only
8. To the committee power is given to one year and a half, that is, half a year in
punish offences thus reported to them, by each of the three classes ? In the firs_ ease,
either
it seems hardly proper to say, that he has
I. Moderate whipping,
gone through ,' such prior class, and also the
2. Confinement upon bread and water subsequent classes, in the same manner and
in a dungeon,
for the sa_e _
as under his original corn3. Turning down from a higher clau
mitment ;" for it seems that he has gone
to a lower,
through such prior class, and also the aubse4. All or any of the above punishments in conjunction.
• At the Old Barley, _r on the ¢ircuita,
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quent classes (in the same manner, perhaps,
but) for a/onger time than he was to have
bad to go through them in under his original
commitment.
Had there, however, been no
distinction in the treatment to be given to
the respective classes, it must have been
understood in this sense, as prolonging the
total time ; for the provision would have had
nothing but the circumstance of time to operate upon.
Another doubt I have respecting the clause
in section 50, which limits the time for which
s governor is empowered" to keep a convict
in a dungeon upon bread and water to three
days.
This passage I know not very well
how to reconcile to a clause in section 51.
In this latter section, in case of an offence
which, in the opinion of the governor, deserves a greater punishment than what he is
himself authorized to _ct,
he is directed to
report it to the visitors, who, in such case,
are authorized to order the offender to confinement in a dungeon, there to be kept on
bread and water, if that be the mode of pu_ishment they think proper to adopt, for ten
days. Thus far, then, their power extends ;
to the confining a man for ten days. To the
governor, in the last preceding section, it was
not thought proper to give so great a power :
his power was to extend no farther than to
the confining a man for three days ; yet in
this same section, in the case above mentioned, where, by the supposition, he cannot
punish by confinement for more than three
days, the governor is empowered and "required" to order the convict to the dungeon,
and "immediately,
or the next time the
visitors shall come," report the offence to
them, for them to punish it. Now, for what
time the convict committed in this manner to
a dungeon is to remain there, is not expressly
said : as no time is mentioned for his releasetaunt, it seems impossible to put any other
construction upon the clause than that he is
to stay there till the coming of the wsitors.
But the visitors may not come for a fortnight. * So long, then, may a convict remain
in one of these dungeons by the authority of
a governor.
The consequence is, that indirectly a power is given to this officer, of inflicting a punishment more than three times
as great as that which it is thought proper,
in direct terms, to empower him to inflict ;
and (as far as concerns this species of punishmerit) greater than that which it has been
thought proper, in any terms, to empower
the visiton to inflict. On this occasion, no
mention, I observe, is made of dieting upon
bread and water : the governor is simply re-
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finement ? Is the dieting in this rammer, or is
it not, to be regarded as an article included
of course in the regimen of a dungeon ?
power of punishing an offender previously to
trial, is confined, I observe, to the governor:
it is not given to the visitors.
The provision for dispming of the eonvlets
into classes,_ so as to be liable to be ad.
vanced or to be degraded, _ seems an excellent expedient for strengthening the influence
of the several authorities to which it is meant
to subject them.
It seems extremely well
contrived for exciting emulation ; for making
a standing and palpable distinction betwixt
good and ill behaviour, and for keeping their
hopes and fears continually awake.
If it
should be thought proper to indulge the convicts xvith a share in the profit of the labour, U this would afford a farther means of
adding to the distinction.
Here ends that part of the bin which concerns the establishment of labour.houses.
What follows in the seven next sections is
confined to the system of labour to be ear.
ried on upon rivers. The greater pert of
them are employed in re-enacting so many
corresponding clauses of the present act. §
Concerning these, it will not be necessary to
be very particular.
Section LIIL establishes, in general terms,
the authority of the superintendents above
spoken of. ¶
It empowers them, upon the
delivery of any ma/e convict into their custody, to keep him, for the term mentioned
in his sentence, to hard labour.
This hard
labour is to be applied "either to the raising
ofsand, soil, andgravel, or in any otbor laborious service for the benefit of the navigation
of the Thames, or of such other navigable
rivers or harbours as aforesaid ;" °" when on
the Thames, " then at such places only, and
subject to such limitations, as the Trinity.
House shall from time to time prescribe."
Observations. w This, as to the greater
)al_ of it, is an exact transcript of the latter
part of section 5 of the present act. _ t
Section LIV. prohibits superintendents
from employing their convlcts in delivering
ballast to ships : it restricts the application
of the labour to the above-mentioned object
of benefiting the navigation of the rivers or
harbours in question ; except that it permito
the employing them in making or repairing
embankments or sea-walls.

_ s_ s_z 4z.

_ ssesect6L

H See omervauons on Sect. 2&
_ The name given to the head person who is
-have the charge of the _
upon this
establhhment, is changed from O'o_#_ar(tim
word used in the formal act) to .qup_t_,_t.
quired to order the offender to one of the dunqf 8se Sect. _, _, _4__1_
geons. Is he then, or is he not, in this case,
,e See Sect. _.
onthodzed toadd that hardship tothecon"1-t"B the _nt
Imeansll_gthe
St._t. 16 '_eo. ]I_. ch. 4_ng
that whkh is b,
" See Se_ 47.
_iowe at the time I wflte.
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ObstaCles=. _ T]_ section is an emit
transcript of section 6 of the present act,
with the addition only of the above exceptlon.
As this new kind of employment was
meant to be permitted, the insertion of the
above exception for that purpo_, was no
more than prudent, at least, if not absolute.
ly necessary : for the main design in making
of embankments or sea.walls is to save the
land from being carried away or overflowed ;
and it may he of little or no service to the
navigation. Mr. Campbell, superintendellt of
the Thames convicts, pursuing the spirit of
his instructions rather than the letter, ha_
already ventured to employ his convicts in
some useful works on shore: perhaps it might
not be amiss to add a retrospective clause for
his indemnity,
As to the prohibition above mentioned, no
reason for it is given.
I imagine the reason
to have been the preventing that intercommunicatinn which, in such a case, would have
been necessary between the convicts and the
ships' crews. It can have nothing to do with
any privileges of the Trinity-house ; not being confined to the Thames, but extended to
all rivers and harbours where convicts shall
be employed,
Section LV. provides for the diet and apparel of convicts, under the care of superintendents, as section 40 did for those who m e
t9 be confined in the laboor-houses.
In point
of diet, it directs that they be fed with bread,
and any coarse or inferior food, and _ter or
small beer, as in section 40 ; only the word
°' meat" is dropped here after the word coarse
whether by accident or design is more than
can determine.)
The apparel it leaves altogether to the "discretion
of the superintendents :" it likewise prohibits the snpplying
the convicts with any other food, drink, or
clothing, under a penalty of not more than
ten pounds, nor less than forty shillings,
Observations. --This
section is the same
as section 7 of the present act; except with
regard to the penalty, which, by the present
act, is not to be more than forty shillings,
Section LVI. invests superintendents with
the power of correction. A convict refusing
to perform his work, or " 9uilty of any ot_er
misbehaviour or disorderly conduct," may be
punished by the superintendent, by " such
whipping, or other moderate punishment,
as may be inflicted by law on persons cornmitted to a house of correction for hard lahour."
Observations. _ This section is the same
_n every respect as section 8 of the present act.
Section LVII. provides a supply for convicts of this description, upon their discharge,
to the same amount as section 52 did for
the convicts in the labour-houses.
It ilkewise provides for the dlseharge of any con-
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: riot, previous to the expiration of his term,
upon a letter written, upon a recommendation from the judb_s as in section 60, by a
secretary of state. The sum of money, and
the clothing, it refers, in this case, to the
determination of the above judges.*
Observatio_zs. m This section is the same,
in every respect, as section 9 of the present act.
Section LVIII. makes provision in the
lump for the assistance, medical and religious, to be given tothe convicts in question,
as likewise for the burial of such as may
chance to die, as also for these and all other
expenses attending the keeping of the convicts under the care of such superintendents.
These expenses it directs to be annually laid
before the House of Commons, and undertakes, that, after deducting the net profits
(if any) of the labour, they shall be provided
forinthenext
supplies granted by parllament.
The chaplains, surgeons, and apothecaries to
be provided, are to be such as " the superlntendent shall find it expedient, or shall be
required" (it does not say by whom) "from
time to time to employ."
The convicts are
to be " buried in the most commodious parts
of the shores, in or near which they have been
employed," and " according to the form prescribed by the liturgy of the Church of England. The necessary charges of such funerals,
and also of the coroners, who shall sit on the
bodies of such convicts, are to be defrayed irL
the manner above mentioned."
Section LIX. provides, that such chaplainq
shall read morning and evening pra//er, and
preach a sermon after each, every Sunday, as
also on Christmas-day and Good Friday.
Observatwns.--These
two secttons are so
many additions to the present act. In this
the whole business was referred so entirely
to tile discretion of the superintendent, that
no express provision was made for either the
spiritual or medical assistance, or the burial
of the conwcts.
Neither was any provision
made for the coroner's fees; wheleby that
expense (which was not altogether a trifling
one) falls solely as yet upon the counties
bordel_ng that part of the Thames they are
employed upon ; that is, upon the counties of
Kent and Essex, one or both of them. These
omissions are supplied in the bill before, as
! it was highly requisite they should be.
In the meantime, they have been volontarily supplied by the attention of Mr. Camphell, the present superintendent.
A sur_,eon
of a battalion attends the convicts once a-day;
and the surgeon-general of the artillery visits
them once a-week. A eler_man, sent by th_
Countess of Huntingdon, gives them the assistances belonging to his profession, without
any gratuity from Mr. Campbell, or any ex• SeeSeetionsll,

21,24,26,

30,47, b_
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pease to the establishment. Not content with
performing the ordinary duty in the manner
provided for in the bill, he is assiduous in
giving them the benefit of his instructions
by every means, and at every opportunity in
his power. He has distributed Bibles among
them; and has endeavoured to direct their
attention to the sacred writings, by giving
them rewards for performing httle exercises
proposed to them as tests of their proficiency•
The loose and general way in whmh these
and other exigencies are provided for, with
respect to convicts of the description now
before us, especially when compared with
the strict and minute attention paid to the
regimen of the labour-houses, arc strong testimonles of the extraordinary confidence reposed in the present superintendent.
I have
never heard of any fact so much as surmised,
that afforded the least reason for deeming
that confidence misplaced, and I have much
reason tor entertaining a contrary opimon ;
yet I should be sorry to see the merit of this
individual officer made an argument for entailing powers so unlimited upon what person
soever may chance at any time hereafter to
bear his office. The establishment upon the
Thames has been acknowledged to be intended but as a measure of experiment ; it is
to be hoped, therefore, that when the effect
of the regimen prescribed for the hald-laboar
houses has been approved by experience, it
will be extended to the establishments upon
rivers.
Jealous!f, not cow,deuce, _s the characteristic of wt,e laws.
Section LX. enjoins the governors and
superintendents to make returns of the state
of the convicts under their care. These returns are to contain the following particuIars : -1. The name of each convict committed to their custody•
2. His offence•
3. His sentence,
4. His state of body.
5. His behaviour while in custody,

for every county and division wltl[fin the distrier, at the two sessions holden next after
Easter and Michaelmas.
They are to be made upon oath, to be administered to them by the respective courts.
Observations.--The
ordering these returns
is a measure of excellent use in furnishing
data for the legislator to go to work upon.
They will form altogether a kind of po//tical barometer, by which the effect of every
legislative operation relative to the subject,
may be indicated and made palpable.
It is
not'till lately that legislators have thought
of providing themselves with these necessory docmnents.
They may be compared tO
the bills of mortality pubhshed annually in
London ; indicating the moral health of the
community (but a little more accurately,
it is to be hoped,) as these latter do the
physical.
It would tend still farther to forward the
good purposes of this measure, if the returns,
as soon as filed, were to be made public, by
being printed in the Gazette, and in the local
newspapers.
They might also be collected
once a-year, and published all together in a
book. t
_ccfion LXI. provides a penalty for escapes. This penalty, if the convict had been
ordered to hard labour m heu of capital puni_hment, is death : if m lieu of transporta.
lion, in the first instance, an addition of three
years to his term of servitude ; in the second
instance, death.
Observations•I cannot help entertaining
some doubts of the expediency of capital
punishment in ease of escapes. Panishmeat's
that a man has occasion to choose out of, should
be commensurable. That which is meant to
appear the greater, should either be altogether
of the same kind, or include one that is of
the same kind with the lesser ; otherwise,
the danger always is, considering the variety
of men's circumstances and tempers, lest the
punishment which appears the greater to
the legislator and the judge, as being in ge-

They are also to exhib;t the names of all
such convicts, as, since the last return, have
passed out of their custody, whether
1. By death,
2. By escape,
3. By releasement, whether by order
of a Secretary of State or otherwise,
For the purpose of making these returns,
regular books are to be kept by the persons
who are respectively to make them.
They are to be made by the superintendent
of the Thames convicts to the King's Bench,
the first day of every term; by the governors
of labour.houses, and the superintendents of

neral the greater, should appear the lesser to
the delinquent.
On the other hand, you may
be sure of making your punishment appear
the greater to the delinquent, when, keeping
to the same species, you can either increase
it in degree, or add a punishment of another
species.
A fine may to one man be worse

•

or

*

any other work, to the judges, asbefi e,
at each assize ; to the justices of the peace
• See Sectiem 11, 21, _A, 26,30. 47, 02.

+ Aforfew
year_ ago,
began sketching
o_t a
plan
a collection
of Idocuments
o! mis I_irm,
w be published by authority, under the name of
bills of delinquency, with analogy to the _
of
_wrtJilty above spoken of: but the despair of
seeing anything of _
sort ca_ed into .ezra.
tion, soon occMionea me to amazon _t, Mymea
minalWas
toprose_,
extendtions.
it to allIndeed,
pertonsifconwctm
the reeultonoterr.art
law -F_lings
in general were digested into
table_ it might fuyni_ uee_ mat_ for a variety
of politictlspeeulatiem.
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than [mlz_onment ; imprisonment may to
mmther man be worse than a fine : but a fine
oftwentypoundsmnsttoeverymanbeworse
a fine of ten pounds ; imprisonment for
six months, than imprisonment for three : so
also must imprisonment, though it were but
for a day, added to a fine of ten pounds, then
n fine of ten pounds by itself,
In the present instance, it may very well
happen, that a convict may even prefer cerrain death to his situation in a labour-house
or on board a lighter: in such caee, the punishment of death, it is plain, can have no"
hold un him.
What is still more likely to
happen is, that although he would not prefer
¢ertaln death to such a situation, he would yet
prefer such a chance of death as he appears
likely to be liable to, after having etfeeted
his escape.
I say, after hav/ng effected it:
for the attempt, I observe, is not made punishable in this manner,
It may be objected in the first case, that
if death were preferable in his eyes to servitude, he would inflict it on himself. But the
inference is not just.
He may be restrained
by the dread of future punishment ; or by
that timidity which, though it might suffer
him to put himself in the way of dying at a
somewhat distant and uncertain period by
the hand of another, would not sulfer him,
when the time came, to employ his own. In
either of these cases, capital punishment, so
far from acting as a preventative, may aperate as an inducement,
In cases of escape, little, it should seem,
is to be done in the way of restraint, by means
that apply only to the mind : physical ohstacles are the only ones to be depended on.
To the catalogue of these, large additions
and improvements have been made, and still
more, as I have ventured to suggest, might
be made, if necessary, by the present bill.
The degree of security which these promise
to afford, seems to be quite sufficient, without having recourse to capital punishment.
This will save the unpopularity of inflzeting
a punishment so harsh, for an offence so harural,
In preference to capital punishment,
I
would rather be for applying hard labour for
llfe.
Such a punishment is already admitted
of by this bill.*
Section LXII. inflicts penalties on such
persons as may be instrumental to escapes,
I. Any persons rescuing such a con¢ict,
either from the place of his confinement, or
from the custody of any who are conveying
him to it, or assisting in such rescue, are to
mdi_ras forrescni_gafelen,
a_erjodgment,
from a gaoler.
2. Any persons who, by supplying arms,
tzeimtrum_ts of_,
or otherwise, assist
• See Sect. _.

BILL.

[§ LXII.

LXIII.

aconvictlnes_ping,
or attempfing to escape,
are to suffer as for felony.
3. Persons who, having the custody of
such a convict, or being employed by one
that has, permit him to escape, if voluz_arz_/,
are also to suffer as for,felony.
4. If negligently, are to be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and are to be liable to a
fine not exceeding ten pounds, or to imprisonmeat for not more than six months, or
to both.
Observations. _ The punishment here appointed for negligently permitting an escape,
is, I fear, liable to be too small ; especially
considering, that a wilful permission of this
sort may frequently, for want of direct proni_
be no otherwise punishable than as an act of
negligence.
If a convict of this stamp be a
men of substance, as may sometimes happen,
he may be very well able to give an underkeeper such a reward for his connivance as
may very well indemnify him against the
chance of losing ten pounds, and suffering
even a six months' imprisonment. What is
remarkable, this punishment is no greater
than that which, in another part of this hill, t
is appointed for the trivial offence of supplying a convict with prohibited meat or dnnk.
Instead, therefore, of saying that it should
not be more than the quantum specified, I
would rather say that it should not be less.
At any rate, it should contain some impri.
sonment ; for, against imprisonment, a man
cannot be so completelyindemulfied
as against
fine.
I see no punishment for the attempt to
rescue, or the assisting in such attempt : yet
the attempt to rescue is an offence as much
more atrocious than the assisting in a quiet
attempt to escape, as robbery is than simple
theft.
What is the use of describing the punishment of a rescuer in a round-about way by
ret_rence _ why not make it felony at once ?
The standing punishment for the rescuing of
a felon (meaning a simple felon) is no more
than simple felony.
It ought, howpver, to
be greater, or else the assisting in a qniet
attempt to escape ought to be lesa: odwrwise the offender has nothing to determine his
choice in favour ef an o_eence less mischievous,
in preference to an offence more mischievous.
I take for granted it could never have been
the intention that, under this clause, the
rescuer ofn capital felon pardoned on condition, should suffer capitally.
Section LXIIL is calculated to facilitate
the prosecution of persons concerned in es.
capes.
1. Convicts escaping may be tried in the
county in which they are retaken.
2. In a prosecution for an escape or rescue,
"I"Sectiom 41_ 56.

§ 64-68.]
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or attempt to escape or rescue, either against
Section LXVIL limits the place and time
the convict himself, or any persen assisting
of such s prosecution.
The jurisdiction is
him, the certificate above mentioned (after to be that wherein the act was done; the
proof made that the culprit is the same that ] time, within six months of it.
was delivered with such certificate) is to be ! Section LXVIII. and last, repeals the predeemed conclusive evidence of his being the sent act, except with regard to such otfemler_
person who was ordered to the confinement
whose terms are unexpired.
therein mentioned.
Observations.--Perhaps
the simpler, and
Observations. -- To show the beneficial more commodious way, would be to take
effects of these provisions, in saving useless section by itself, for giving the requisite controuble, the way would be to state and ex- tinuance to the above terms, and doing what
plain the several rules of law which they else is necessary (for I suspect that more may
dispense with ; but this is a piece of infor- be necessary) to prevent the unintended con.
marion that would not be very interesting
sequences of such a repeal ; and then, in anto readers at large, and lawyers have no need other section, to repeal the act simply and
of it.
absolutely.
Section LXIV. appoints the mode of proSome hundred years hence, when concisecedure for the recovery of the pecuniary hess shall be deemed preferable to prolixity,
penalties inflicted by this bill, when no par- and the parliamentary style shall have been
ticular method is prescribed.*
It is to be divested of all those peculiarities which dissummary, before two justices of the peace: tingnish it, to its disadvantage, from that of
the imprisonment, in case of fal]ore, is to be common conversation, the formulary for that
for not less than one month, nor more than purpose may be as follows :-six. Theotherprovisionsarewhatareusually inserted in cases of summary procedure.
Section LXV. is another provision of proeedure, dispensing, for the pnrposes of this
act, with the general rule of law, that judges
most be tn the jorzsdiction for which they
are doing business.
It sometimes happens,
that the court-house for a town that is a
county of itself, is the court-house for the
county at large, but the judges' lodgings are
not situate in both.
It therefore declares,
that, for the above purposes, they shall be
" constroed and taken to be situate in both."
Observations. N Here the hand of the lawyer is visible : a plain man would have contented himself voth saying, that a judge of
the description in question might do such
business as might be done athis lodgings, for
any county, although he were in an adjacent
one. But there never was yet a lawyer, who,
when either would equally well serve the
turn, did not prefer a false account to the true
one. The old maxim, which, to another man
would seem inflexible, " nothing can be in
two places at once," bows down before him.
These paradoxes are a kind of professioual
wit, which is altogether innocent in the intention, though not altogether harmlese in
its effects.
This is no reflection on the anthor: it is only attributing to him, in common
with every body, what nobody is ashamed of.
Section LXVI. allows persons prosecuted
for anything done in pursuance of this bill,
to plead the general issue : if the suit termihate in their favour, givesthem treble costs;
if against them, and by verdict, exempts them
from costs, unlessthe judge certify his approhatiou of the verdict,
* See Sections 40, 65. See also Sections 18,
4|, _ where ath_r modes of procedure seem to
be hm_ied.

The Act16 George flI.

c. 43. stands ret_aled.

The Act 16 George III. may be repealed,
hut the memory of the proposer of it will
survive.

SUPPLEMENTAL
HINTS
OBSERVATIONS.

AND

THZ following observations, though they
connect with the sub3ect of Section 1, could
not well have been introduced previously to
Sections 30. 43, and 52.
Besides those stored under Section 1, a
farther advantage which the punishment proposed to be established in the labour-houses
has over transportation, is that of superior
divislbility; by which means the quantity of
it iscapableofbeingproportionedwithgreater
nicety, to the different degrees of malignity
in ditferent offences.
The punishment of
hard labour is divisible in point of int_si_
as well as of duration; and a division of it in
the former of these ways is actually directed
to be made in section 43. That of tranaportatiou is divisible no otherwise than in point
of duration.
In this point it is, in its own
nature, indeed, incapable of being divided to
as great a degree of nicety as hard labour is.
Very little advantage, however, of this property of it, has been made in practice. I am
not certain whether there may not have been
a few instances in which convicts have been
transported for as short a time as three years;
but in genend, the only terms in mJe have
been for seven yea_ for fi_n_en years, end
for life. In the duration of the confinement
in the hard-labour houses, as ma_y di_erent
periods ere allowed e_ one oeea_m or a_

_'2
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other, as may be marked out between one the back ground might he a troop of wolves
year and seven years. I cannot see, however,
ravaging a flock of sheep, and a fox watching
why even a greater latitude than this should a hen-roost.
not be admitted of, especially on the side of
Bas-rehcfs, if made in artificial stone, migh_
diminution ; in other words, why a shorter be cast, a number of them m the same mould,
time than a year should in no case be allowed,
and be the same for all the labour-houses.
One should think, that for many of the ofShould it be thought an improvement, a
fences that are punishable by transportation,
monkey, as being mere peculiarly the emblem
a less term than one year, and for petty lar- of wanton mischief, might be added to the
eeny, a less term than two years (the terms above train. Among the offences which it is
respectively allowed o_,) might suffice. But proposed should be punishable in this manner,
on this head I shall insist no fdrther, as it are ma_Jy that come under the denomination
would lead me from the particular object of of mahcious mischief.
In this case, the inthe proposed bill, to discussions that belong scription, instead of" Violence and knavery,'"
to a general survey of criminal jurispruhad need to be, " MLschzef, rapine, knavery.:"
deuce.
The danger is, lest the additmn of an amAnother point in which the punishment
real, whose manners are calculated more conproposed by the bill, has the advantage of stantly to exc_te merriment by their drolleD,
transportation,
is that of being in the way of than displeasure by their mischievousness,
being remJtted at any time, on the ground of should give such a cast of rl&cule to the
merits displayed subsequently to the offence,
whole contrivance, as should counteract the
Provision, we may remember, is made for design of it.
that purpose in scction 5'2. But a convict
The device adopted in the house of corwho is transported, though he be not out of rection at Mentz, and other foreign prisons,
the reach of pardon, is out of all hope of par- according to the account given of it by Mr.
don on that ground, since he lies out of the Howard, * does not seem so well imagined as
reach of all observation which could dictate / it m_ght be. It consists et a waggon drawn
The following hints connect, in some measure, with the subject of sectmn 13, and with
a principle adopted in section 40.
the A expediency
of such
suitable motto
overindulgence,
the doors of these
houses might have many good effects.
It
might contribute to inculcate the justice, to
augment the terror, and to spread the notorietv of this plan of punishment.
-The following sentence might, perhaps,
answer the purpose :--" Had they been indus,
trious when free, they need not have drudged
here like slaves."
Or this,--"
Vtolence and knavery
Are the roads to slaver_]."
The latter is that which I should prefer, on
many accounts.
It is more expressive, indicaring more particularly the kind of misbehaviour that was the cause of their punishment;
and the proverbial turn of it, together with
the jingle, will render it more apt to be cireulated and remembered by the people.
Vio/ence respects those who may be committed
upon a pardon for robbery, or those who may
have been committed in any way for mallcious mischief; knavery., the common run of
thieves and sharpers. Fraudulent and forcible,
is a division that runs in a manner through
the whole catalogue of offences against the
police.
The efficacy of this motto might he still
farther assisted by a device.
Over the door
there might likewise be a bas-relief, or a
painting, exhibiting a wolf and a fox yoked
together to a heavy cart, and a driver whipping them: the wolf as an emblem of violence and mischief; the fox of knavery.
In

and the purport of the inscription is, that
" if alld beasts can be tamed to the yoke,
we should not despair of reclaiming irregular
t by
two stags,
two hons,here
and represented,
two wild boars
men."
The eqmpage
has;
nothing in it that is very characteristic of the
persons whose condttions it is meant to allegorize ; and there seems to be something
: awkward in makhlg the hopes of succeeding,
with regard to men, rest, as it were, upon
no better footing than the success of the contrivance there imagined respecting brutes. I
have read of hogs being now and then eraployed in some parts of France to help to
draw a plough.
We have read of gods and
goddesses, and now and then, perhaps, a Roman general m his triumph, who have been
drawn by lions ; but I never heard yet of a
stag's being yoked to a waggon, either as a
truth, or in the way of fable ; much less uppearance is there of its being acknowledged
for a known truth that waggons may be made
to draw _ath a team composed of stags, and
boars, and lions.
Let me not be accused of trifling: those
who know mankind, know to what a degree
the imagination of the multitude is hable to
be influenced by circumstances
as trxvial as
these.
With regard to the site of the building,
might it not be a proper direction to give,
that care should be taken to have such a
quantity of ground all around the building
included in the purchase, as might prevens
any houses from being built within such a
• P. 108.

"1"See Sect. 11.
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namber of yards distance ? An establishment
of this sort might, in some way or other,
afford inducements
to people of th_ lower
classes to settle near it. But the near viclnity of any house might be productive of several bad effects, it might facilitate escapes ;
it would take away from the sequestrated
appearance of the scene ; it would put the
convicts and their neighbours into the way
of engaging in conversations which might be
of prejudice to both.
With regard to such convicts as it may be
thought expedient to put to works of the sedentary kind, it might be of use, on the score
of economy, if such of them as have a trade
of their own that can be carried on in the
house, should be permitted to work at that
trade, in preference to another.
Hatters,
stocking-weavers,
tailors, shoemakers, and
many other handicrafts, might carry on their
trades in such a situation, nearly as welt as
anywhere else ; so it were in the wholesale
way, and not for particular employers.
The
trades that will be set up in the house for
the instruction of the convicts will hardly be
of the most lucrative kind ; and if they were,
it can hardly be expected that a man should
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earn as much at,a trade that is new to him,
as at one he has been bred up to. The difference would be so much loss to the public
during the time a convict continues in the
labour-house.
But it might, besides that,
be a loss to him, and through him to the
public, for the remainder of his life : if his
confinement has been long, he may have lost,
by the time it is over, a great part of his skill.
In the compass of a few years, a course of
hard labour may have irrecoverably deprived
a man of that pliancy of muscle and nicety
of touch that is necessary in some trades.
The convicts who come within the view"
of this institution may be distinguished into
two classes : the one consisting of malefactors by profession, who possess no honest
talent ; the other of persons of different
trades and employments, who have subjected
themselves to the censure of the laws by an
occasional deviation from integrity. The first
cannot but be benefited by the institution in
point of talent, as well as in other respects ;
the others, howsoever benefited in other respeets, may, in many cases, be sufferers in
point of talent, if their industry be forced out
of its old channel_

34
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PANOPTICON,
THE INSPECTION-HOUSE,

PREFACE.
Morals reformed--healthpreserved---industry
iavlgorated--instructlon
dlffused--publlc
burthens lightened---Economy
seated, as it were,
upon a rock--the
gordian hnot of the Poorlaws not cut, but untied--aU by a simple idea
ia Architecture !
Thus much I ventured
to say on layingdown the pen--and thus much
I should perhaps have said on taking it up,
if at that early period I had seen the whole of
the way before me. A new mode of obtaining power of mind over mind, in a quantity
hitherto without example : and that, to a
degree equally without example, secured by
whoever chooses to have it so, against abuse,
--Such
is the engine : such the work that
may be done with it. How far the expeerations thus held out have been fulfilled, the
reader will decide,
The Letters which compose the body of
this tract were written at Crecheff in Russia,
and from thence sent to England in the year
1787, much about the same time with the
DEFENCE of UsuaY.
They were addressed
to a particular person, with a view to a particular establishment then in contemplation
(intelligence
of which had found its way to
me through the medium of an English newspaper), and without any immediate or very
determinate viewto general publication. The
attention of the public in Ireland having been
drawn to one of the subjects to which they
relate, by the notice given not long ago by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, of a dispo,
sition on the part of government there, to
make trial of the Penitentiary system, it is
on that account that they now see the light
through the medium of the Irish press.
They are printed as at first written, with
no other alteration than the erasure of a few
immaterial passages, and the addition of a
Postscript, stating such new ideas as have
been the fruit of a more detailed and critical
examination, undertaken chiefly with an eye
to the particular establishment
last mentione& and assisted by professional informstion and advice,

&C.

In running over the descriptive part of the
letters, the reader will find it convenient to
remember, that alterations,
as stated in the
Postscript, have been made, though he need
not at that period trouble himself with considering what they are : since in either shape
the details will serve equally well for the illustration of the general principle, and for
the proof of the advantages that may be derived from it.
In what concerns the Penitentiary system,
I may be observed to have discussed, with
rather more freedom than may perhaps be
universally acceptable, a variety of measures
either established or proposed by gentlemen
who have laboured in the same line. A task
this, which I would gladly have avoided : but
complete justice could not otherwise have
been done to the plan here proposed, nor its
title to preference placed in a satisfactory
point of view.
Among the notions thus
treated, it is with pleasure rather than regret that I observe several which on a former occasion I had myself either suggested
or subscribed to. I say with pleasure : regarding the incident as a proof of my having
no otherwise done by others than as I not
only would be done by, but have actually
done by myself: a consideration which will,
I hope, make my apology to the respectable
gentlemen concerned, and assist their candour in recommending me to their forgivehess.
If by the light of recipreg_l animadversion I should find myself enabled to rectify any errors of my' own which may still
have escaped me, the correction, instead of
being shrunk from as a punishment, wilt be
embraced as a reward.
In point of method and compresaion, uomething might have been gained, had the whole,
Letters and Postscript together, been new
cast, and the supplemontal mawr worked up
with the original
But time was wanting ;
and, if the invention be worth any tiring,
the aceount given of it will not be the less
amusing or less instructive, for being exld.
bited in an historical and progressive point
of view.
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The concluding Letter on Schools is a sort
ofjcu _esprit, which would hardly have presented itself in so light a form, at any other
period than at the moment of conception,
and under the flow of spirits which the charms
of novelty are apt enough to inspire.
As
such, it may possibly help to alleviate the
tedium of a dry discussion, and on that score
obtain the pardon, should it fail of receiving the approbation, of the graver class of
Tenders.

LETTER
I.
IDEA OF THE INSPECTIONPRINCIPLE.
Creche ff in White Russia,
1787.
DE_R * * * *,-- I observed t'other day in one
of your English papers, an advertisement
relative to a House of CORRECTION therein
spoken of, as intended for " * * * * " *
It
occurred to me, that the plan of a building,
lately contrived by my brother, for purposes
in some respects similar, and which, under
the name of the Inspection House, or the
JElaboratory, he is about erecting here, might
afford some hints for the above establishment.*
I have accordingly obtained some
drawings relativeto it, which I here inclose,
Indeed I look upon it as capable of applications of the most extensive nature ; and that
for reasons which you will soon perceive.
To say all in one word, it will be found
applicable, Ithink, without exception, to all
establishments whatsoever, in which, within
a space not too large to be covered or cornmanded by buildings, a number of persons
are meant to be kept under inspection.
No
matter how different, or even opposite the
purpose: whether it be that ofpunzshing the
incorrigible,
guarding the insane, reforming
the vicious, confining the suspected, employing
the idle, maintaining the helpless, curing the
sick, instructing the willing in any branch of
industry, or training the rising race in the
path of education : in a word, whether it be
applied to the purposes of perpetual prlsa_s
in the room of death, or prisons for confinement before trial, or penitentiary-houses,
or
houses of correction, or work-houses, or manufactories,
or mad-houses,
or Aospltals, or
8choo/s.
It is obvious that, in all these instances,
• The sudden brcakmg out
the Twrks and Russians, in
unexpected attack made by
latte/, concurred with some

of the war between
consequence of an
the former on the
other incidents in
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the more constantly the persons to be inspected are under the eyes of the persons
who should inspect them, the more perfectly
will the purpose of the establishment
have
been attained. Ideal perfection, if that were
the object, would require that each person
should actual]ybeinthatpredicament,
during
every instant of time. This being impossible,
the next thing to be wished for is, that, at
every instant, seeing reason to believe as
much, and not being able to satisfy himself
to the contrary, he should conceive himself to
be so. This point, you will immediately see,
is most completely secured by my brother's
plan; and, I think, it will appear equally manifest, that it cannot be compassed by any
other, or to speak more properly, that if it be
compassed by any other, it can only be in proportion as such other may approach tv this.
To cut the matter as short as possible, I
will consider it at once in its application to
such purposes as, being most complicated,
will serve to exemplify the greatest force and
variety of precautionary contrivance.
Such
are those which have suggested the idea of
penitentiary-houses
: in which the objects of
safe custody, confinement, solitude, forced Inbout, and ,nstructlon, were all of them to be
kept in view. If all these objects can be accomplished together, of course with at least
equal certainty and facility may any lesser
number of them.

LETTER
II.
PLAN FOR A I_ENITENTIARYINSPECTIONHOUSE.
BEPOEE yOU look at the plan, take in words
the general idea of it.
The building is circular.
The apartments of the prisoners occupy
the circumference.
You may call them, if
you please, the cells.
These cells are divided from one another,
and the prisoners by that means secluded
from all communication
with each other, by
partitions in the form of ra&i issuing from
the circumference
towards the centre, and
extending as many feet as shall be thought
necessary to form the largest dimension of
the eel].
The apartment of the inspector occupies
the centre; you may call it if you please the
inspector's lodge.
It will be convenient in most, if not in all
cases, to have a vacant space or area all
round, between such centre and such cir-

putting a stop to the design. The person here i cumference.
You may call it if you please
spokefi of, at that time IAeutenant_Colonel Coln- the intermediate or annular area.
.man..dant°fa battalion in theE-mpLess's service,
About the width of a cell may be suflihaving
obtainedin athe
re_ent
other
for
his services
course and
of the
war,honours
is now cient for a passage from the outside of the
stationed with his regiment in a distant part of
the country.

building to the lodge.
Each cell has in the outward cirmmference,

i
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a window, large enough, not only to light the
cell, but, through the cell, to afford light
enough to the correspondent part of the lodge,
The inner circumference
of the cell is
formed by an iron grating, so light as not to
screen any part of the cell from the inspector's view.
Of this grating, a part sufficiently large
opens, in form of a door, to admit the prisoner at his first entrance ; and to give admission.at any time to the inspector or any
of his attqndants,
To cut off from each prisoner the view of
every other, the partxtions are camed on a
few feet beyond the grating into the intermediate area. such projecting parts I call the
protracted partitions,
It is conceived, that the light, coming in
in this manner through the cells, and so
across the intermediate area, will be sufficient
for the inspector's lodge.
But, for this purpose, both the windows in the ceils, and those
corresponding to them in the lodge, should
be as large as the strength of the building,
and what shall be deemed a necessary attention to economy, will pernut,
To the windows of the lodge there are
blinds, as high up as the eyes of the prisoners
in their cells can, by any means they can eraploy, be made to reach,
To prevent thorough l_ght, whereby, notwithstanding
the blinds, the prisoners would
see _'rom the cells whether or no any person
was in the lodge, Vhat apartment
is divided
into quarters, by partttto]_s formed by two
diameters
to the c_rcle, crossing each other
at righ_ angles.
For these partitions the
thinnest materml¢ might serve ; and they
might be made renmveable at pleasure ; their
height, sufficient to prevent the prisoners seeing over them from the cells. Doors to these
partitions,
if left open at any time, might
produce the thorough light. To prevent this,
divide each partition rote two, at any part
required, setting down the one-half at such
distance from the other as shall be equal to
the aperture of a door.
These windows ottheinspe_or'slodge
open
into the intermediate
area, in the form of
doors, in as many places as shall be deemed
necessary to admit of his communicating
readily with any of the cells.
Small lamps, in the outside of each window
of the lodge, backed by a reflector, to throw
the light into the corresponding cells, would

per of the one might be heard by the other,
' especially if he had proper notice to apply
his ear to the tube.
With regard to instructlon, in cases where
it cannot be duly given without the instruetor's being close to the work, or without settmg his hand to it by way of example before
the learner's face, the instructor must indeed
here as elsewhere, shift his station as often
as there is occasion to visit different workmen ; unless he calls the workmen to him,
which in some of the instances to which this
sort of building is applicable, such as that of
imprisoned felons, could not so well be. But
m all cases where directions, given verbally
and at a distance, are sufficient, these tubes
will be found of use.
They will save, on
the one hand, the exertion of voice it would
require, on the part oftbe instructor, to cornmunieate instruction to the workmen without
quitting his central station in the lodge ; and,
on the other, the confusion which would ensue if different instructors or persons in the
lodge were calling to the cells at the same
time. And, in the case of hospitals, the quiet,
that may be insured by this little contrivance,
trifling as it may seem at first sight, affords
an additional advantage.
A bell, appropriated exclusively to the purposes of alarm, hangs in a belfry with which
the bmlding is crowned, communicating by a
rope with the inspector's lodge.
The most economical,
and perhaps the
most convenient, way of warming the cells
and area, would be by flues surrounding
it,
upon the principle of those in hot-houses.
A
total want of every means of producing arti.
ficial heat might, in such weather as we sometimes have in England, be fatal to the lives
of the prisoners ; at any rate, it would often
times be altogether incompatible
with their
working at any sedentary employment.
The
flues, however, and the fire-places belonging
to them, instead of being on the outside, as
in hot-houses,
should be in the inside.
By"
this means, there would be less waste of heat,
and the current of air that would rush in on
all sides through the cells, to supply the
draught made by the fires, would answer so
far the purpose of ventilation.
But of this
more under the head of Hospitals.*

extend to the night the security of the day.
To save the troublesome exertion of voice
that might otherwise be necessary, and to
prevent one prisoner from knowing that the
inspector was occupied by another prisoner
at a distance, a small tin tube might reach
from each cell to the inspector's lodge, pass-

consideredt°
health and:
I safemeanCUStodYthe
provision
to be passedto
be made°Vet
un-for
carrying off tim result of necessary evacuations.
A commonnecessarymight bedangerousmsecurity, and would be altogether incompatible with
the plan of solitude. To have the filth carried
off by the attendants, would be altogether as in.
compatible with cleanliness ; since without such
a degree of regularity as it would be difficult, if
uot ridiculous, to attempt to enforce in _
.of
health, and altogether impessible in ca_e of _ickness_ the air of each cell, and by that mesns the

ing across the area, and so in at the side of
the correspondent window of the lodge. By
means of this implement, the slightest whis-

* There is one subject, which, though not of
the most dignified kind, nor of the most pleasant
kind to expatiate upon, is of too great importance
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EXTENT FORA SINGLE BUILDING.
So far as to the characteristic parts of the
principle of construction.
You may now,
lodge itself would be liable to be kept in a state
of constant contamination, in the intervals betwixt one visit and another. This being the case,
I can see no other eligible means, than that of
having in each cell a fixed provision made for this
pulTose in the construction of the building.
Betwixt every other two cells, at the end of
the partition which divides them, a hollow shaft
or tunnel is left in the brick-work of the exterior
wall; which tunnel, if there be several stories to
the building, is carried up through all of them.
Into this tunnel isinserted, under each cell, the
bottomofan EAitTHE_ l'leE (like those applied
in England to the tops of chimneys) glased]n the
inside. The upper end_ opening into the ceil, is
covered by a seat of cast-iron, bedded into the
brick-work; with an aperture, which neither by
its size nor shape shall be capable of admitting
the body of a man. To gain tile tunnel from the
inside of the eell_ the position of this pipe will of
course be slanting. At the bottom of the tunnel, on the outside of the building_ an arched
opening, so low as scarcely to be discemible_ actmits of the filth being carried away. No one,
who has been at all attentive to the history of
prisons, but must have observed how often escapes have been eife_ted or attempted through
this channel
A slight screen, which the prisoner might oecasinoal]y interpesc, may perhaps not be thought
superfluous. This, while it answers the purpose
of decency, might be so ad_osted as to prevent
his concealing from the eye of the inspector any
forbidden enterprise.
..
For each cell, the whole apF4ratus would not
come to many shillings : a small consideration
for a great degree of security. In this manner,
without any relaxation of the discipline, the
advantages of cleanliness, and its concomitant
health, may be attained to as great a degree as
in most private houses.
It would be regarded, perhaps_ as aluxury too
great for an establishment of this kind, were I
to venture to propose the addition of a WATEaI_IYE all around, with a cock to it in each cell.
The clear expense would, however, not be quite
so great as it might seem : since by this means
a considerable quantity of attendance would be
saved. To each prisoner, some allowance of waw_rmust
be afforded,
if it were only
for drink,necessarily
without regard
to cleanliness.
To
forward that allowance by hand to two or throe
hundred prisoners in so many different apartments, might perhaps be as much as one man
eoulddo, ifcoastantlyemployed.
Fortheraising
the water by pinups to necessary elevation, the
labour of the prisoners would suf_co.
As to the MATEnXSLS, brick, as every body
knows, would be the cheapest in _,
and either
brick or stone, in every other part of England.
Thus much as to the shell. But "in a building
calculated for duration, as this would be, the
expense of allowing the same materials to the
fLOORS,
laying
them upon
I imagine_and
not
be deemed
an A_tCHES,would,
unsuitable one;
espevislly when the advantage of a perfect seenrity from fire is taken into tlie account,
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perhaps, be curious to know to what extent
a building upon this principle is capable of
being carried, consistently with the various
purposes to which it may come to be applied.
Upon this subject, to speak with confidence
belongs only to architects by profession.
Indulge me, however, with a few words at a
venture.
As to the cells, they will of course be more
or less spacious, according to the employment
which it is designed should be carried on in
them.
As to the whole building, if it be too small,
the circumference will not be large enough
to afford a sufficient number of cells : if too
large, the depth from the exterior windows
will be too great ; and there will not be light
enough in the lodge.
As to this in&vidual building of my brother's, the dimensions of it were determined
by the consideration of the most convenient
scantlings of the timbers, (that being in his sltuation the cheapest material,) and by other
local considerations.
It is to have two stories.
and the diameter of the whole building is to
be 100 feet out and out.
Merely to help conception, I will take this
size for an example of such a building as he
would propose for England.
Taking the diameter 100 feet, this admits
of 48 cells, 6 feet wide each at the outside,
walls included ; with a passage through the
building, of 8 or 9 iCeet.
I begin with supposing two stories of cells.
In the under story, thickness of the walls
2½ feet.
From thence, clear depth of each cell from
the window to the grating, 13 feet.
From thence to the ends of the partltio_t
walls, 3 feet more ; which gives the length of
the protracted partztio_s.
Breadth of the intermedlate area, 14.
Total from the outside of the building to
the lodge, 32_ feet.
The double of this, 65 feet, leaves for the
diameter of the lodge, 35 feet ; including the
thickness of its walls.
In the upper story, the cells will be but
9 feet deep ; the difference between that and
the 13 feet, which is their depth in the under
story, being taken up by a gallery which surrounds the protracted partitions.
This gallery supplies, in the upper story,
the place of an intermediate area onthat floor;
and bymeansof
steps, which I shall come to
i presently, forms the communication between
the upper story of cells to which it is attached,
and the lower story of the cells, together with
the intermediate
area and the lodge.
The spot most remote from the place where
the light comes in from, I mean the centrical
spot of the building and of the lodge, will not
be more than 50 feet distant from that place ;
a distance not greater, I imagine, than what
is often times exemplified in churches; even
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in such as are not furnished in the manner of either the height of one story, or of two
this building, with windows in every part of stories of the cells, according as the number
the exterior boundary.
But the inspector's
of those coils was two or four. The part
windows will not be more than about 32½ feet over the passage might, in either case, be
from the open light,
added to the lodge, to which it would thereIt would be found convenient, I believe
by give a communication, at each end, with
on many accounts, and in most instances, to the world without doors, and ensure a keeper
make one story of the lodge serve for two against the danger of finding himself a pristories of the cells; especially in any situation
soner among his prisoners.
where ground is valuable, the number of perShould it be thought, that, in this way, the
sons to be inspected large, the room neceslodge would not have light enough, for the
sary for each person not very considerable,
convenience of a man of a station competent
and frugality and necessity more attended to
to the office, the deficiency might be supplied
than appearance,
by a void space left in that part, all the way
For this purpose, the floor of the ground
up. You may call it if you please the censtory of the lodge is elevated to within about tral area. Into this space windows may open
4½ feet of the floor of the first story of the where they are wanted, from the apartments
cells. By this means, the inspector's eye, of the lodge.
It may be either left open at
when he stands up, will be on, or a little
the top, or covered with a sky-llght.
But
above, the level of the floor .of the above
this expedient, though it might add, in some
mentioned upper story of the cells ; and, at respects, to the convenience of the lodge,
any rate, he will command both that and the could not but add considerably to the quanground story of the cells without difficulty,
tity and expense of the building.
and without change of posture.
On the other hand, it would be assistant
As to the interme&ate area, the floor of it to ventilation. Here, too, would be a proper
is upon a level, not with thefloor of the lodge, place for the c_apel: the prisoners remaining
but with that of the lower story of the cells, in their cells, and the windows of the lodge,
But at the upper story of the ceils, its place, which is almost all window, being thrown
as I have already mentioned, is supplied by open.
The advantages derivable from it in
the above-mentioned
gallery ; so that the point of light and ventilation depending upon
altitude of this area from the floor to the its being kept vacant, it can never be wanted
ceiling is equal to that of both stories of the for any profane use.
It may therefore, with
cells put together,
the greater propriety, be allotted to divine
The floor of the lodge not being on a level service, and receive a regular consecration.
with either story of the cells, but between
The pulpit and soundlng-board may be moveboth, it must at convenient intervals be pro- able.
During the term of service, the skyvided with flights of steps, to go down to the light, at all other times kept as open as posground story of the cells by the intermediate
sible, might be shut.
area, and up to the first floor of the cells by
the gallery. The ascending flights, joined to
the descending, enable the servants of the
LETTER
IV.
house
to thethrough
upper story
of the cells,
withoutto go
passing
the apartment
of
the inspector.

THE PRINCIPLEEXTENDED TO UNCOVERED
ASEAS.

As to the lieiyt_t of the whole, and of the
several parts, it is supposed that 18 feet
might serve for t]_e two stories of cells, to be
inspected,
as above, by one story of the
lodge.
This would hold 96 persons,
36 feet for four stories of cells, and two of

Is my two last letters, I gave you such idea
as it was in my power to give you by words,
of this new plan of construction, considered
in its most sz_nple form. A few more with
regard to what further extensions it may admit of.

the lodge : this would hold 19"2persons.
54 feet for six stories of the cells, and three
of the lodge : this would hold 288 persons,
And 54 feet, it is conceived, would not be
an immoderate elevation,
The drawings which, I believe, will ac-

The utmost number of persons that could
be stowed in a single building of this sort,
consistently with the purposes of each sereral institution, being ascertained, to increase
the number, that of the buildings must of
course be increased.
Suppose two of these
rotundas requisite: these two might, by a
covered gallery constructed
upon the same
principles, be consolidated into one inspectiun-house.
And by the help of such a covered gallery, theJleld ofinspectio,
might be
dilated to any extent.
If the number of rotundas were extended
to four, a regular uncovered area might ia

company
of
stories this,
of thesuppose
cells. four

for the number

You will see, under the head of hospitals,
the reasons why I conceive that even a less
height than 9 feet, deducting the thickness
of a floor supported by arches, might be sufficient for the cells.
The passage might have, for its height,
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that way be inclosed; and being surrounded
dimensions : that affords a spot from which,
by covered galleries, would be commanded
without any change of situation, a man may
in this manner from all sides, instead of being survey, in the same perfection, the whole
commanded only from one.
number, and without so much as a change of
The area thus inclosed might be either eir- posture, the half of the whole number, at
cular like the buildings, or square, or oblong,
the same time : that, within a boundary of a
as one or other of those forms were best
given extent, contains the greatest quantity
adapted to the prevailing ideas of beauty or of room : -- that places the centre at the
local convenience.
A chain of any length,
]cast distance from the liglrt :--that
gives
composed ofinspoction-houses
adapted to the the cells most width, at the part where, on
same or different purposes, might in this way account of the light, most light may, for
be carried round an area of any extent,
the purposes of work, be wanted :-- and that
On such a plan, either one inspector might
reduces to the greatest possible shortness
serve for two or more rotundas, or if there the path taken by the inspector, in passing
were one to each, the inspective force, if I fi'om each part of the field of inspoctioo to
may use the expression, would be greater in every other.
such a compound building, than in any of the
You will please to observe, that though
number singly taken, of which it was corn- perhaps it is the most important point, that
posed; since each inspector might be relieved
the persons to be inspected should always
occasionally by every other,
feel themselves
as if under inspection, at
In the uncovered area thus brought within
least as standing a great chance of being so,
the field of inspection, out-door employments,
yet it is not by any means the only one.
If
or any employments requiring a greater co- it were, the same advantage might be given
vered space than the general form of conto buildings of almost any form.
What is
struetion will allow, might be carried on upon also of importance xs, that for the gleatest
the same principle,
A kitchen-garden might
proportion of time possible, each man should
then be cultivated for the use of the whole
actually be under inspection.
This is matesociety, by a few members of it at a time, to rial in all cases, that the inspector may have
whom such an opportunity of airing and ex- the satisfaction of knowing, that the disciercising themselves would be a refreshment
pline actually has the effect which it is
and indulgence,
designed to have: and it is more particularly
Many writers have expatiated with great
material in such cases where the inspector,
_orce and justice, on the unpopular and unedibesides seeing that they conform to such
fying cast of that uudistinguishing discipline,
standing rules as arc prescribed, has more
which, in situation and treatment, confounds
or less frequent occasion to give them such
thelot of those who may prove innocent, with transient
and incidental directions as will
the lot of those who have been proved to be require to be given and enforced, at the
guilty.
The same roof, it has been said, commencement at least of every course of
ought not to inclose persons who stand in industry.
And I think, it needs not much
predicaments so dissimilar.
In a combination
argument to prove, that the business of inof inspection-houses,
this delicacy might be spection, like every other, will be peribrmed
observed without any abatement of that vigi- to a greater degree of perfection, the less
lance with regard to safe custody, which in trouble the pertbrmanee of it requires.
both cases is equally indispensable,
i Not only so, but the greater chance there
is, of a given person's being at a given time
actually under inspection, the more strong
LETTER
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will be the persnasion_the
more intense, if I
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may say so, the feeling, he has of his being
so. How little turn soever the greater humIT may be of use, that among all the pattiber of persons so circumstanced may be supeulars you have seen, it should be clearly
posed to have for caleulation, some rough
understood what circumstances are, and what sort of calculation can scarcely, under such
are not, essential to the plan. The essence
circumstances, avoid forcing itself upon the
of it consists, then, in the centrality of the rudest mind. Experiment,
venturing first
inspector's situation, combined with the wellupon slight trangressions,
and so on, in proknown and most cffectu_ contrivances for _ portion to success, upon more and more conseeing without being se_m. As to the general
sidarable ones, win not fail to teach him the
form of the budding, the most commodious
difference between s loose inspection and a
for most purposes seems to be _he circular : strict one.
but this is not an absolutely essential cireumIt is for these reasons, that I cannot help
stance.
Of all figures, however, this, you looking upon every form as less and less
will observe, is the only one that affords a eligible, in proportion as it deviates from the
perfect view. and the same view, of an in- c/rcular.
defilfite number of apartments of the same
A very material point is, that room be
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allotted to the lodgej sufficient to adapt it
to the purpose of a complete and constant
habitation for the principal inspector or headkeeper, and his family. The more numerous
also the family, the better ; since, by this
means, there will in fact be as many inspeetorn, as the family consists of persons, though
only one be paid for it. Neither the orders
of the inspector himself, nor any interest
which they may feel, or not feel, in the regular
performance of his duty, would be requisite
to find them motives adequate to the purpose,
Secluded oftentimes, by their situation, from
every other object, they will naturally, and
in a manner unavoidably, give their eyes a
direction conformable to that purpose, in
every momentary interval of their ordinary
occupations.
It will supply in their instance
the place of that great and constant fund of
entertainment
to the sedentary and vacant
in towns--the
looking out of the window,
The scene, though a confined, would be a
very various, and therefore, perhaps, not altogether an unamusmg one.

LETTER
ADVANTAGES

VI.

OF THE

PLAN.

I FLATTER myself there can now be little
doubt of the plan's possessing the fundamental advantages I have been attributing
to it : I mean, the apparent omnipresence of
the inspector (if divines will allow me the
expression,)
combined with the extreme facility of his real presence.
A collateral advantage it possesses, and on
the score of frugality a very material one. is
that which respects the number of the inspectorn requisite.
If this plan required more
than another, the additional number would
form an objection, which, were the difference
to a certain degree considerable, might rise
so high as to be conclusive : so far from it,
that a greater multitude than ever were yet
lodged in one house might be inspected by a
single person ; for the trouble of inspection
is diminished in no less proportion than the
strictness of inspection is increased,
Another very important advantage, what_ver purposes the plan may be applied to,
particularly where it is applied to the severest
and most coercive purposes, is, that the under
keepers or inspectors, the servants and subordinatos of every kind, will be under the same
irresistible controul with respect to the head
keeper or inspector, as the prisoners or other
persons to be governed are with respect to
them.
On the common plans, what means,
what possibility, has the prisoner, of appealing to the humanity of the principal for
redress against the neglect or oppression of
subordinates in that rigid sphere, but the
few opportunities which, in a crowded pri.
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son, the most conscientious keeper eaa afford
--but the none at all which many a keeper
thinks fit to give them ? How different would
their lot be upon this plan I
In no instance could his subordinates either
perform or depart from their duty, but he
must know the time and degree and manner
of their doing so. It presents an answer,
and that a satisfactory one, to one of the
most puzzling of political questions--quls cus.
todlet ipsos custodes _ And, as the fulfilling
of his, as well as their, duty wmdd be tendered so much easier, than it can ever have
been hitherto, so might, and so should, any
departure from it be punished with the more
inflexible severity.
It is this circumstance
that renders the influence of this plan not
less beneficial to what is called liberty, than
to necessary coercion ; not less powerful as
a controul upon subordinate power, than as
a curb to delinquency ; as a shield to innoeence, than as a scourge to guilt.
Another advantage, still operating to the
same ends, is the great load of trouble and
disgust which it takes off the shoulders of
those occasional inspectors of a higher order_
such as jndaes and other magistrates, who_
called down to this irksome task from the
superior ranks of life. cannot but feel a proportionable repuguance to the discharge ot
it. Think how it is with them upon the present plans, and how it still must be upon the
best p]arls that have been hitherto devised l
The cells or apartments, however construct,
ed, must, if there be nine hundred of them
(as there were to have been upon the penitentiary-house plan,) be opened to the visitorn, one by one.
To do their business to
any purpose, they must approach near to,
and come almost in contact with each tubabitant ; whose situation being watched over
according to no other than the loose methods
of inspection at present practicable, WIU on
that account require the more minute and
troublesome
investigation
on the part of
these occasional superintendents.
By this
new plan, the disgust is entirely removed,
and the trouble of going into such a room as
the lodge, is no more than the trouble of
going into any other.
Were _ewgute upon this plan, all Newgate
might be inspected by a quarter of an hour's
visit to Mr. Akerman.
Among the other causes of that reluctance,
none at present so forcible, none so unhal_
pily well grounded, none which affords so
natural an excuse, nor so strons a reason
against accepting of any excuse, as the danger of infection--a
circumstance which carrles death, in one of its most tremendous
forms, from the seat of guilt to the seat of
justice, involving in one common catastrophe
the violator and the upholder of the laws.
But in a spot so constructed, and under a
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course of discipline so insured, how should !tions, applicable to the different purposes to
infection ever arise ? or how should it con- which it appears capable of being applied.
tinue ? Against every danger of this kind,
A Penitentiary-ho_se,
more particularly is
what private house of the poor, one might
(I am sorry I must correct myself, and say,
almost say, or even of the most opulent, can was to have been) what every prison might,
be equally secure ?
and in some degree at least ought to be, deNor is the disagreeableness of the task of signed at once as a place of safe custody, and
superintendence
diminished by this plan, in a place of labour.
Every such place must
a much greater degree than the efficacy of it necessarily be, whether designed or not,
is increased. On all others, be the superintenan hospital--a
place where sickness will be
dent's visit ever so unexpected,
and his mefound at least, whether provision be or be not
tions ever so quick, time there must always
made for its relief.
I will consider this plan
be for preparations blinding the real state of in its application to these three distinguishthings.
Out of nine hundred cells, he can able purposes.
visit but one at a time, and, in the meanAgainst e_capes, and in particular on the
while, the worst of the others may be at- part of felons of every description, as well
ranged, and the inhabitants threatened, and before as after conviction, persons from the
tutored how to receive him.
On this plan, desperateness
of whose situation attempts
no sooner is the superintendent
announced,
to escape are more particularly to be apprethan the whole scene opens instantaneously
handed, it would afford, as I dare say you
to his view.
see already, a degree of security,
which,
In mentioning inspectors and superlntenperhaps, has been scarce hitherto reached
dents who are such by office, I must not by con.eeption, much less by practice. Overoverlook that system of inspection, which,
powering the guard requires an union of
however little heeded, wlil not be the less hands, and a concert among minds.
But
useful and efficacious : I mean, the part which
what union, or what concert, can there be
individuals may be disposed to take in the
among persons, no one of whom will have
business, without intending, perhaps, or even
set eyes on any other from the first moment
without thinking of, any other effects of their of his entrance ? Undermining walls, forcing
visits, than the gratification of their own iron bars, requires commonly a concert, alparticular curiosity. What the inspector's or ways a length of time exempt from interrupkeeper's family are with respect to him, that, tiou.
But who would think of beginning a
and more, will these spontaneous visitors be work of hours and days, v,'ithout any roleto the superintendent, -- assistants,
depu- rable prospect of making so much as the first
ties, in so far as he is faithful, witnesses and motion towards it unobserved ? Such atjudges, should he ever be unfaithful, to his tempts have been seldom made without the
trust. So as they are but there, what the mc_ assistance of implements introduced by actires were that drew them thither is perfectly
complices from without.
But who would
immaterial;
whether the relieving of their
expose themselves even to the slightest puanxieties by the affecting prospect of their
nishment, or even to the mortification of the
respective friends and relatives thus detained
disappointment,
without so much as a rolein durance, or merely the satisfying that ge- ruble chance of escaping instantancous deneral curiosity, which an establishment,
on tcction ?--Who would think of bringing in
various accounts so interesting to human feel- before the keeper's face, so much as a small
ings, may naturaily be expected to excite,
file, or a phial of aqua fortls, to a person not
You see, I take for granted as a matter of prepared to receive any such thing, nor in a
course, that under the necessary regulations
condition to make use of it ? * Upon all plans
for preventing interruption and disturbance,
hitherto pursued, the thickest wails have been
the doors of these establishments will be, as, found occasionally unavailing: upon this plan,
without very special reasons to the contrary, the thinnest would be sufficient --a clrcumthe doors of all public establishments ought
stance which must operate, in a striking deto be, thrown wide open to the body of the
tree, towards a diminution of the expense.
curious at large --the
great open committee
In this, as in every other application of the
of the triburml of the world_ And who ever
objects to such publicity, where it is practi• Should such strictness be thought re qui.
site_ visitors_ if admitted into the intermediate
cable, but those whose motives for objection
acca_ might be precluded by a rail, from upafford the strongest reasons for it ?
preaching nearer than to a certain distance from
the cells; and, in some cases_ aU conversati(za
between them and the prisoners might be in.
LETTER
VII.
terdicted altogether.
The propriety of such a
resnlafinn may be thought to stand upon a
I_]_NXTENTIARY-HOUSES-.--SAFE
CUSTODY.
d_[_rent footing, according as the confinement
were previous or subsequent to couviction_ and
DECOMPOSI_Othe plan, I will now take the according to the nature of the offence, and the
liberty of offering s few separate considersintended severity of the punishment,
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plan, you will find its lenient, not less con.
spicuous than its coercive, tendency ; insomuch that, if you were to be asked who had
most cause to wish for its adoption, you
might find yourself at some loss to determine
between the malefactors themselves,
and
those for whose sake they are consigned to
punishment,
In this view I am sure you cannot overlook
the effect which it would have in rendering
unnecessary that inexhaustible fund of disproportionate, too often needless, and always
unpopular severity, not to say torture--the
use of irons. Confined in one of these cells,
every motion of the limbs, and every muscle
of the face exposed to view, what pretence
could there be for exposing to this hardsl_p
the most boisterous malefactor ? Indulged
with perfect liberty within the space allotted
to him, in what worse way could he vent his
rage, than by beating his head against the
walls ? and who but himself would be a
sufferer by such folly ? Noise, the only offence by which a man thus engaged could
render himself troublesome (an offence, by
the bye, against which irons themselves afford
no security,) might, if found otherwise incorrigible, be subdued by 9a99inp-- a most
natural and efficacious mode of prevention,
as well as punishment, the prospect of which
would probably be for ever sufficient to render the infliction of it unnecessary.
Punishment, even in its most hideous forms, loses
its odious character, when bereft of that uncertainty, without which the rashest desperado
would not expose himself to its stroke.
If
an instance be wanted, think what the means
are, which the so much admired law of England makes use of, and that in one of its most
admired branches, to work, not upon crimirials, but upon its favourite class of judges ?
what but death ? and that no common death,
but death the slow but necessary result of
lingering torture.
And yet, whatever other
reproach the law may be thought to merit,
in what instance was it ever seen to expose
itself in this way to the reproach of cruelty ?

LETTER
VIIL
USI_S_PENITENTIARY.HOUSES_REleORM& °
TXON.
Is my last, I endeavoured to state to you the
advantages which a receptacle, upon the plan
of the proposed building, seemed _o promise
initsapplication
to placesof confinement, considered merely in that view.
Give me leave
now to consider it as applicable to the joint
purposes ofptmis_went_
reformation, and pccu_iary economy,
That in regard to persons of the description of those to whom punishments of the
_ature in quest/un are destined, solitude is in
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its nature subservient to the purpose of re.
formation, seems to be as little disputed, as
its tendency to operate in addition to the mass
of sufferance.
But that upon this plan that
purpose would be effected, at least as cornpletely as it could be on any other, you cannot but see at the first glance, or rather you
must have observed already.
In the conditmn of our prisoners (for so I will call them
for shortness sake) you may see the student._s
paradox, nunquamminus solus quam cure solus,
realized in a new way: to the keeper, a tonitztzlde, though not a crowd ; to theroselves_
they are so[itarg and sequestered individuals.
What is more, you wiU see this purpose
answered more completely by this plan, than
it could possibly be on -any other.
What
degree of solitude it was proposed to reduce
them to in the once-intended penitentiaryhouses, need not be considered.
But for one
purpose, in buildings of any mode of construction that could then and there have been
in view, it would have been necessary, according to the express regulations of that
plan, that the law of solitude should be dispensed with; I mean, so often as the prisoners
were to receive the benefits of attendance on
Divine service.
But in my brother's circular
penitentiary-houses,
they might receive these
benefits, in every circumstance, without stirring from their cells. No thronging nor jostling in the way between the scene of work
and the scene destined to devotion ; no quaro
rellings, nor confederatings, nor plottings to
escape ; nor yet any whips or fetters to prevent it.

LETTER
IX.
PEIqITENTIARY-HOUSES_ECONOMY_
CONTRACT_PLAN.
I AM come now to the article of peeuz_ary
economy; and as this is the great rock upon
which the original penitentiary-plan I understand has split, I cannot resist the temptation
of throwing out a few hints relative to the
mode of management, which 1 look upon as
the most eligible in this view ; but which
could not, as you will see, have been established with anything like the advantage,
upon any other ground than that of my brother's inspection principle.
To come to the point gt once, I would do
the whole by contract.
I would farm out the
profits, the no-profits, or if you please the
losses, to him who, being in other respects
unexcelf_ionable, offered the best terms. Un.
dertaldng an enterprise new in its extent,
!in the description of the persons to be subjested to his management, andin many other
circumstances, his succe_ in it, if be does
succeed, may be re_rded in the light of an
invention, and rewarded accordingly, just as
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success m other inventions is rewarded, by
the profit which a monopolysecured bypatent
enables a r-an to make ; and that in proportion to the success which constitutes their
merit.
He should have it during good behaviour ; which you know is as much as to say,
unless specific instances of misbehaviour
flagrant enough to render his removal expeo
client, be proved on him in a legal way, he
shall have it for his llfe.
Besides that when
thus secured he can afford to give the better
price for his bargain, you will presently see
more material reasons to counterbalance the
seeming unthrlftiness of granting him a term
which may prove so long a one.
In other
respects, the terms of the contract must, of
course, depend upon the proportion of capital, of which the contract gave him the use.
Supposing the advance to amount to the
whole manufacturing stock, he must of course
either pay something for his contract, or be
contented with a share of the gross profits,
instead of the whole, unless that from such
profits an interest upon the capital so advaneed to him should be deducted : in whict
case, nobody, I suppose, would grudge him
the whole net profit after such deduction,
even though the rate of interest were muc_
below the ordinary one : the difference between such reduced rate of interest and the
ordinary one, would constitute the whole of
the expense which the public would be at.
Suppose, to speak at random, this expense
weretoamountto
£6000, £8000, or £10,000
a-year, for the 3000 convicts which, it was
computed, would be the standing number to
be maintained in England,* I should not imagine that such a sum as even this latter would
be much grudged.
I fancy the intended expedition to Botany Bay, of which I am just
apprised, will be rather more expensive.
Not
that it appears to me that the nation would
remain saddled with any such expense as this
at the long run, or indeed with any part of
it. But of this hereafter.
In the next place, I would give my contractor all the powers that his interest could
prompt him to wish for, in order to enable
him to make the most of his bargain, with
only some slight reservations,
which I will
mention afterwards ; for very slight ones you
will fred they will be, that can be needful or
even serviceable in the view of preventing
abuse,
But the greater latitude he has in taking
such measures, the less will he grudge the
letting it be known what the measures are
which he does take, knowing, at the same
time, that no advantage can be taken of such
knowledge, by turning him out in case of his
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success, and putting in another to reap the
fruits of his contrivance.
I will then require
him to disclose, and even to print and publish
his accounts--the
whole process and detail
of his management-the whole history of
the prison. I will require him, I say, on
of forfeiture or other adequate punishment, to
publish these accmmts, and that upon oath.
I have no fear of his not publishing some accounts, because, if the time is elapsed and
some aeeountsnot publisbed--afactnot]iable
to dispute--the
punishment takes place of
course : and I have not much fear that the
accounts, when published, WIU not be true ;
bemuse, having power to do every thing that
I is for his advantage, there is nothing which
it is his interest to conceal ; and the interest
which the punishment for perjury gives him
not to conceal, is manifest, more especially as
I make him examinable and cross-examinable
viva vote upon oath at any time.
It is for clearing away as much as possible
every motive of pecumary interest that could
prompt him to throw any kind of cloak or
reserve upon any of his expedients for increasing his profits, that I would insure them
to him for hfe.
From the information thus got from him,
I derive this advantage.
In the ease of his
dl success, I see the causes of it, and not only
I, but every body else that pleases, may see
the causes of it ; and amongst the rest, those
who, in case of their taking the management
out of his hands, would have an interest in
being acquainted with such causes, in order
to obviate or avoid them.
More than that.
if his ill success is owing to incapacity, and
that incapacity such as, if continued, might
raise my expense above the calculation, I can
make him stop intime---a measure to which
he can have as little objection as myself ; for
it is one advantage of this plan, that whatever
mischief happens must have more than eaten
out all his profits before it reaches me.
In the case of his good success, I see the
causes of that too; and every body sees them,
as before ; and, amongst others, all persons
who could propose to themselves to get into
a situation similar to his, and who in such
case would naturally promise themselves, in
the event of their getting into his situation,
a success equal to his--or
rather superior ;
for such is the presumption and vanity natural to man.
Witlwut such publication, whom should I
have to deal with, besides him ? certainly, in
comparison, hut a very few ; not many more
than I may have had at first : the terms, of
course, disadvantageous
as at first; for disadvm-Rageousterms at first, while all is yet

• According to the hard-labour bill, 2865. i in darkness, they certainly must be.
See the table to my View of that bitl : since then _ ]
After such publication, whom should I
I fear_ the number has rather increased than [ have then ? I should have every body ; every
aimtnished.
I body who, by fortune, experience, judgn_en_,
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disposition, shmtld conceive himself able, and
find himself inclined, to engage in such a bustness; and each person seeing what advantage
had been made, and how, would be willing
to make his offer in proportion.
What sttuation more favourable for making the best
terms ?
These best terms, then, I should make at
his death, even for his establishment;
but
long before that, had I others upon the carpet, I should make similar good terms for all
those others.
Thus I make his advantage
mine, not only after it has ceased to be his,
but almost as soon as it commences so to be :
I thus get his success in all the rest, by paying
for it only in the one ; and in that not more
than it was necessary to pay for it.
But contractors, you will say perhaps, or
at least xf you don't, there are enough that
will, "are a good-for-nothing
set of people;
and why should we be fleeced by them _ One
of them perjured himself not long ago, and
we put him into the pillory.
They are the
same sort of gentry that are called .farmersgeneral in France, and publicans in the Gospel, where they are ranked w_th sinners; and
nobody likes thegn anywhere."
All this, to
be sure, is very true: but if you put one of
them into thepdlory, you put another of them
into thepost.o_ee;
and if in the devoted city
five righteous would have screened the whole
gang from the perdition called for by the
enormities of ninety-five unnghteous, why
should not the merits of one Palmer be enough
to make it up for the demerits of twenty Atkinsons ? Gentlemen in general, as I have
had manifold occasion to observe, love close
reasoning, and here they have it.
It might
be thought straying from the point, if I yentured to add, that gentlemen in the corn trade,
or in any other trade, have not commonly
quite so many witnesses to their bargmns, as
my contractor would have to the management
of his house,

LETTER

X.

EHOICEOF TRADESSHOULDBEFREE.
IN my last I troubled you with my sentiments
on the duration of the first contract, and the
great article of publicity in the management,
which was my motive for admitting of a duration so unlimited.
But long before my consractor and I had come to any settlement
about these points, he w_ould have found various questions to propose to me. One thing
be would not fail to say to me is _W}_at
trades may I put my ntea to when I have 9ot
tkem f My answer is soon given. Any what.
ever that you can persuade them to turn the/r
hands to. Now, then, Sir, let us think for
a moment, if you please, what trades it may
be most forlfis
advantage to put them to, and
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what it is therefore most like_ he should be
disposed to put them to.
That he may get the better view of them,
I throw them into four classes. In thefirst,
I place those who already are possessed of
businesses capable of being carried on with
advantage in the prison: in the second, those
trained up to businesses which, though not
capable in themselves of being carded on
within such limits, yet by the similarity of
operation have a tendency _o render it more
or less easy for a man to learn some of those
other businesses which are: in the third rank,
I would place such as had been trained up
indeed to industry, but to branches which
have no such tendency as I have just mentioned ; such, for instance, as porters', coalheaders, gardeners, and husbandmen.
In the
last I would place men regularly brought
up to the profession of thieving, and others
who have never been brought up to any kind
of industry.
Some names for these different
classes I may as well endeavour to tind as not ;
for names they must have when they get into
their house ; and if I perform not that business myself, somebody else must do it for me.
I will call them the good hands, the capable
hands, the promising hands, and the drones.
As to the capable hands, they will, of course,
be the more valuable, the nearer the bu_
nesses they understand approach to those of
the good ones ; in other words, the less diitlculty there would be in teaching the latter
the business of the former.
The same ohservation of course applies to the trromising
hands ; in as far as the advantage which the
one possess by habit the others may appear
to possess by disposition.
Lower down in
the scale of detail I will not attempt to levi
you.
You have a very pretty law in England
for enriching the country, by keeping boys
backward, and preventing men from following the trades they could get most by. If I
were jealous of Russia's growing too rich,
and bemgable to buy too many of our goods,
I would try to get such a law as that introduced among these stupid people here, who
have never yet had the sense to think of any
such thing. Having no such jealousy against
any country, much less against my own Utopla, I would beg that law might be banished
from within my walls.
I fancy my contractor would be as well pleased with its room
as its company ; and as the same indulgenve
has been granted to other persons of whose
industry no great jealousy seems to be enterrained, such as soldiers and sailors, I have
no great fear the indulgence would be denied
me. Much I believe is not apprehended in
that way from the red-coats and jack-tars ;
and still less, Ibelieve, wouldbeapprehended
from my heroes.
This stembli_.bloek
cleared away, the
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first thing I imagine my contractor would do,
would be to set to work his good hands ; to
whom he would add as many of his eapab/e
hands as he con]d muster,
With his promgs/mj bands and his drones,
he wc_ald set up a manufacture. What, then,
shaIl this manufacture be ? It ma_ be this,
and that, and t'other thing, says the hardlabour bill :/t s/m//be anything or everytldng,
say I.
As to the question, What sort of manufacture or manufacturer would be likdyto answer
best _ it is a discussion I will not attempt to
lead you into, for I do not propose at present
to entertain you with a critical examination
of the several actual and possible manufac,
tures, established and establishable in Great
Britain.
The case, I imagine, would be, that
some manufacturer or other would be the man
I should have for my eontrsetor--a
man who,
being engaged in some sort of business that
was easy to learn, and doing pretty well with
as many hands as he was able to get upon the
ordinary terms, might hope to do better still
with a greater number, whom he could get
upon much better terms.
Now, whether
there are any such manufacturers, and how
many, is what I cannot so well tell you, capecially at this distance ; but, if you think it
worth while to ask Mr. Daily Advertiser, or
Mr. St. James' Chronicle, I fancy it will not
be long before you get some answer,
In my View of tbe Hard-Labour
Bill, I
ventured to throw out a hint upon the subject of putting the good hands to their own
trades. Whether any and what use was made
of that hint, I cannot recollect ; for neither
the act which passed afterwards, nor any
chapter of that history, has travelled with me
to CVeeheff; nor should I have had a single
scrap of paper to refresh my memory on that
subject, but for the copy of my own pamphlet
which I found on my brother's shelf.
The
general notion seemed to be, thatasthepcople
were to be made to work for their punishment, the works to be given to them should
be somewhat which they would not like; and,
in that respect, it looks as if the eonsideration of punishment, with its appendage of
reformation, had kept the other of economy
a little behind the curtain. But I neither see
the great danger nor the great harm of a man's
liking his work too well ; and how well soever he might haveliked it e/sewhere, I should
still less apprehend his liking the thought of
having it to do there. Supposing no sage regulations made by any body to nail them to
this or that sort of work, the work they would
lsatut_dly falt upon under the hands of a contractor would be that, whatever it might be,
by which there w_ most money to be ma?. _,;
for the mere the prisoner-workman got, the
more the master could get oatofhim;
so that
upon that point I should have little.fern- of
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their not agreeing. Nor do I see why labour
should be the less reforming for being profitable. On the contrary, among working men,
especially among working men whom the discipline of the house would so effectually keep
from all kinds of mischief, I most confess I
know of no test of reformation so plain or so
sure as the improved quantity and value of
their work.
It looks, however, as if the atrLhor_of the
above provision bad not quite so much faith
in such an arrangement as I must confess I
have.
For the choice of the trade was not
to be left to the _vvernor of the prison, much
less to the prisoneJ-workman, but was given
to superinteudiu 9 committees of justices of
the peace.
In choosing among the employments exemplified, and other similar ones (for
if I mistake not this restriction of similarity
was subjoined)
it was indeed recommended
to those magistrates to take " such employments as they should deem most conducive
to profit."
But the profit here declared to
be in view was, not the profit of the workman
or his master the 9overnor, but i know not
what profit " of the district," the " convenienee" of which (though I know not what
convenience there could be, distinct from
profit) was another land-mark given them to
steer by.
If you cast an eye on the trades
exemplified (as I believe I must beg you to
do presently) you will find some difficulty, I
believe, in conceiving that in the choice of
i them the article of profit could have been
i the uppermost consideration.
Nor was this
all ; for besides the vesting of the choice of
the employments in committees of jastiees
in the first instance, the same magnstrates
are called upon to exercise their judgment
and ingenuity in dividing the prisoners into
classes ; in such sort, that the longer a man
had stayed in the house his labour should be
less and less " severe," exception made for
delinquency, in which case a man might at
any time be turned down from an upper class
to a lower.
But had the matter been left to
a contractor and his ptisoner-workmen,
they
would have been pretty sure to pitch upon,
and to stick to, what would be most conduclve to their profit, and by that'means to the
profit of the district ; and that without any
recommendation.
Whether the effect of that
recommendation would have been equally sure
upon theabove*mentioned
magistrates, would
have remained to be decided by experience.
Understanding me to be speaking merely of
a magistrate in the abstract, you will forgave
my saying, that in this one point I have not
quite so great a confidence in a set of gentlemen of that description, as I have in that sort
of knave called a contractor.
I see no sort
of clanger, that tothe contractor there should
be any one object upon earth dearer fl_an the
interest of the_ eentractor;
but I see some
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danger that there may be, now and then by
accident, some other object rather dearer to
_he magistrate.
Among these rival objects,
if we do not always reckon the pleasure of
plaguing the contractor, should he and the
magistrate chance not to agree, we may however not unfrequently reckon the exercise of
his (the magistrate's)
own power, and the
display of his own wisdom ; the former of
which, he may naturally enongh conceive, was
not given to him for nothing, nor the latter
confidedin without cause. You must, I think,
before now have met with examples of men,
thathad rather a plan of the public's, or even
of an individual's for whom they had a more
particular regard, should miscarry under their
management, than prosper under a different
one.
But if, without troubling yourself about
general theories of human nature, you have
a mind for a more palpable test of the pro_
]_riety of this reasoning, you may cut the matter short enough, by making an experiment
upon a contractor, and trying whether he wi]l
gave you as good terms with these clogs about
him_ as he would without them. Sure I am,
that, were I in his place, I should require no
small abatement to be made to me, if, instead
of choosing the employments tbr my own
men, I was liable at every turn to have them
taken out of my hands and put to different
employments, by A, B, and C to-day, and by
X, Y, and Z to-morrow,
Upon the whole, you will not wonder that
I should have my doubts at present, whether
the plan was rendered much better for these
ingenious but complicated refinements. They
seemed mighty fine to me at the time, for
when I saw contrivance, I expected success
proportionable,
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if this island of ours is not big enough, this
globe of ours is still bigger. In many species
of manufacture, the work is performed with
more and more advantage, as every body
knows, the more it can be divided; and, in
many instanees, what sets bounds to that
division, is rather the number of hands the
master can afford to maintain, than any other
circumstance.
When one turns to the hard.labour bill, it
looks as if the framers of it had been under
some anxiety to find out businesses that they
thought might doin their penitentiary-bouses,
and to make known the result of their discoveries.
It accordingly proposes for consideratiou a variety of examples.
For such
of the prisoners as were to be worked the
hardest: 1. treading in a wheel; 2. drawing
in a espstern for turning a mill or other machine or engine ; 3. beating hemp ; 4. rasping
logwood; 5. chopping rags ; 6. sawingtimber;
7. working at forges; 8. smelting. For those
who are to be most tkvoured : 1. making
ropes; 2. weaving sacks; 3. spinning yarn;
4. knitting nets.
I find some difficulty, however, in con.
ceiving to what use this instruction was destined, unless it were the edification of that
class of legislators, more frequently quoted
for worth than knowledge'---the
country gentlemen.
To some gentlemen of that respectable description, it might, for aught I know,
be matter of consolation to see that industry
could find so many shapes to assume, on such
a stage.
But if it was designed to give a
general view of the purposes to which manual
labour may be applied, it goes not very far,
and there are publications enough that go
some hundreds of times farther. If the former
of its two chapters was designed as a specimen of such works of a particularly laborious
cast, as are capable of being carried on to the
LETTER
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greatest advantage, or with least advance of
capital, or with the greatest security, against
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workmen of so refractory a complexion--or
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if either chapter was destined as a specimen
So far as to the choice of businesses:
As to of employments that required least extent of
the new ones. I see no reason why any point room_in
any of these cases the specimen
should be made of multlp_/in9 them: a single seems not a very happy one :--lst and 2d, Of
one, well chosen, may answer the purpose, the treading is a wlleel, or drawin 9 in a capjust as well as ever so many more.
I men- stern for turnin 9 a mill, nothing can be said
tion this, because though it may be easy to in respect of pecuniary productiveness,
till
find one species of manufacture, or five, or the mill, the machine, or the engine, are apeten, that might answer with workmen so cified; nor anything that can be found to
cramped, and in a situation so confined, it distinguish them from other employments,
might not be quite so easy to find fifty or except the room and the expcuse which such
a hundred.
The number of hands for which implements seem more particularly to require,
employment is to be found, can scarcely be i 3d, .Beating of/iemp is a business too pro.
admitted as a reason for multiplying the sub- verbial to be unknown to any body, and in
jects of manufacture.
In such a nation as those establishments where it has had cornGreat Britain, it is difficult to conceive that pulsion for its motive, has not hitherto, I
the greatest number of hands that can be believe, proved a very profitable one ;.end if
comprised in such an establislunent,
should i may believe people who are of the trade,
be great enough to oventuck the market; and and who have no interest to mialead me,
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hemp beaten by hand, though it takes more the ridicule of going beyond my last, I forbear
labour, does not fetch so good a price, as to specify even what I have under my eye,
when beaten at a water-mill.
4th, Rasping
knowing that in Mr. Arthur Young, a gentlelogwood is an employment which is said by man whom no one can accuse of hiding his
Mr. Howard, I think, and others, to be car- candle under a bushel, anybody that chooses
tied on in some work-houses of Holland, and it might find an informant, who, on this, as
I believe to some profit. But I know it has well a_ so many other important subjects,
been carried on likewise by the natural pr/for every grain of information I could give,
_tammobiles; witness a wind-mill, which, I could give a thousand.
remember, a tenant of yours employed in this
But without any disparagement to that
way; and I can conceive few operations in gentleman, for whose public-spirited labours
which those natmal powers promise to have and well-directed talents no man feelsgrcater
greater advantage over the human.
5th.
respect than I do, there are other persons,
C_opping rags is a business that can answer
who on these same subjects could, for such
no other purpose than the supplying mate- a purpose, give still more and better inforrials for paper-mills, which cannot anywhere
marion than he, and who would not be less
be established without a supply of runningcommunicative : I mean, as before, Mr. Daily
water--an element which, I am sure in many,
Advertiser and his brethren.
and, I am apt to think, in all paper-mills hi*
There are two points in politics very hard
therto- established, affords for this operation
to compass,
One is, to persuade legisla.
a primnm mobile much more advantageous
tors that they do not understand shoemaking
than human labour.
In the 6th, 7th, and better than shoemakers ; the other is, to per8th examples, viz. sawing timber, wor]_ing suade shoemakers that they do not understand
etforges,
and smelting, I see nothing to dis- legislating better than legislators. The latter
tingnish them very remarkably from three
point is particularly difficult in our own dear
hundred others that might be mentioned,
country; but the other is the hardest of all
unless it be the great room they all of them hard things everywhere.
occupy, the great and expensive estabhshment which they suppose, or the dangerous
weapons 'which they put into the hands of
LETTER
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that property to account.
9th, As to rope
making, which stands at the head of the less THE point, then, being settled, what trades
laborious class, besides being, as I always
the people may be employed in, another
understood, remarkably otherwise, it has the question my contractor will ask is, what
particular property of taking up more room powers he is to have put into his hands, as a
than, I believe, any other manufacturing era- means of persuading them to betake them°
ployment that was ever thought of.
As to selves to those trades ? The shortest way of
the three last articles of the dozen, viz. answering this question will be to tell him
weaving sacks, spinning yarn, and knitting
what powers he shall not have.
In the first
nets, I know of no particular objections that place then, he shall not starve them. "What
can be made to them, any more than to three
then," you will say perhaps, " do you think
score others.
But, without going a stone's
ithkelythathewould?"
Tospeak thetruth,
throw from the table I am writing upon, I for my own part I have no great fear of it. But
could find more than as many businesses,
others perhaps might,
Besides, n.y notion
which pay better in England, than these
is, that the law, in guarding itself against
three last, in other respects exceptionable
men, ought to do lust the contrary of what
ones, which arc as easy to learn, take up as the judge should do in trying them, especially
little room, and require a capital nearly, or where there is nothing to be lost by it. The
quite as moderate, to set up. By coming
business, you know, of the judge, is to prehere, if I have learnt nothing else, I have sume them all honest till he is forced to suslearnt what the human powers are capable pect the contrary : the business of the law
of, when unfettered by the arbitrary regu|ais to conclude them all, without exception,
tionsofanunewlightenedage;
and gentlemen
to be the greatest knaves and villains that
may say what they please, but they shall nevcr can be imagined.
My contractor, therefore,
persuade me that in England those powers
I make myself sure, would starve them--u
are in any remarkable degree inferior to what good many of them at least--if
he were ]e_
they are in Russia.*
However, not having
alone. He would starve, of course, all whom
the mantle of legislation to screen me from he could not make pay for their board, too One of my brother's boys, who had not been
at nail-making a month, got flogged the other
day for making a knife : not t_at at Crecheff
there is any law against ingenuity ; but there is
against stealing iron and stealing time.

gether with something for his trouble.
But
as I should get nothing by this economy, and
might lose some credit by it, I have no mind
it should take place.
Bread, though as bad
as wholesome bread can be, they shall have,
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then, in plenty: this and water, and nothing
else.
This they shall be certain of having,
and, what is of full as much consequence,
every body else that pleases shall be certain
oftheirhavingit.
My brethren ofthe wouldbe-reforming tribe may go and look at it at
the baker's : they may weigh it, if they will,
and buy it, and carry it home, and _ve it to
their children or their pigs. It shall be dealt
out by sound of trumpet, if you please ; and
Christian starers may alnuse themselves with
seeing bad bread dealt out to felons, as Christian ambassadors are entertained
with the
sight of bags of bad money counted out to
Janissarics.
The latter wonder I saw : the
other I assure you would give me much more
pleasure,
With this saving clause, I deliver them
over to the extortioner, and let him make
the most of them.
Let him sell porter at
the price of port : and " bumble port" at
the price of "imperial tokay :" his customers
might grumble, but I don't think you would,
and I am sure I should not : for it is for that
they were put there.
Never fear his being
so much his own enemy, as to stand out for
a price which nobody will give.
In the next place I don't know that I
should be for allowing
him the power of
heating his boarders, nor, in short, of punishing them in any shape.
Anywhere else,
such an exemption must have been visionary
and impracticable.
Without either punishment, or interest given him in the profits
of his labour---an interest which, to get the
better of so many adverse motives, must have
been a pretty strong one, how could you
have insured a man's doing a single stroke
of work ? and, even witt_ such interest, how
could you have insured his not doing all sorts
of mischief? As to mischief, I observed to
you, under the article of safe custody, how
easy their keeper might make himself upon
that score: and as to work, I flatter myself
you perceive already, that there need be no
great fear of a want of inducements adequate
$o that purpose,
If, after all, it should be insisted that some
power of correction would be absolutely necessary--for
instance, in the case of a prisoner's assaulting a keeper or teacher at the
time of receiving his food or his instruction
(a case which, though never very probable,
would be always possible)--such
a power,
though less necessary here than anywhere
else, might, on the other hand, be given with
less danger.
What tyranny could subsist
under such a peri_et facility of complaint as
is the result of so perfect a facility of inspection ? But on this head a word is sufficient,
after what I have said in considering the
general heads of advantage dependent on this
principle. Other checks assistant to this are
obvious enough.
A correction.book
might
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be kept, in which every instance of chastisement, with the cause for which it was administered, might be entered upon record: any
the slightest act of punishment not entered
to be considered as a lawless injury.
If
these checks be not enough, the presence of
one or more persons, besides him by whom
the correction was actually administered.
might be required as witnesses of the mode
and quantum of correction, and of the alleged cause.
But, besides preventing his starving them
or using them ill, there is another thing I
should be much inclined to do, in order to
make it his interest to take care of them. I
would make him pay so much for every one
that died, without troubling myself whether
any care of his could have kept the man
alive.
To be sure, he would make me pay
for this in the contract;
but as I should
receive it from him afterwards, what it cost
me in the long run would be no great matter.
He would get underwrlter's profit by
me ; but let him get that, and welcome.
Suppose three hundred prisoners; andthat.
out of that number of persons of their ages,
ten, that is, one out of thirty, ought to die
every year, were they taken at large.
But
persons of their character and in their condition, it may be expected, will die faster
than honest men.
Say, therefore, one m
twenty, though I believe, as jails stand at
present, ff no more than one in ten die, or,
for aught I know. out of a much smaller
number, it may be thought very well. Give
the contractor, then, for everyman that ought
to die, for instance ten pounds: that sum,
repeated for every man in twenty among
three hundred, will amount to a hundred and
fifty pounds.
Upon these terms, then, at
the end of the year make him pay ten pounds
for every man that has actually died within
that time; to which you may add, or escaped,
and I dare say he will have no objection.
If by nursing them and making much of
them he should find himself at the end of
the year a few pounds the richer by his tenderness, who would grudge it him ? If you
have still any doubt of him, instead of the
ten pounds you may put twenty : you vclll
not be much the poorer for it. I don't know,
upon second thoughts, whether somewhat of
this sort has not been put in practice, or at
least proposed, for foundlings.
Be that as it
may, make but my contractor's
allowance
large enough, and you need not doubt of his
fondness of these his adopted children; of
whom whosoever may chance while under his
wing to depart this vale of tears, will be sure
to leave one sincere mourner at least, without the parade of mourning.
Some perhaps may be for observing, that,
upon my own principles,
this contrivance
would be of no use but to save the useleu,
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alncethe contractor, ofhimself, knows better it necessary to ask me how he is to manage
things than not to take care of a cow that to persuade his boarders to set to work.
will give milk.
But, with their leave, I do Having them under this regimen, what better
mot mean that even the useless should be security he can wish for of their working, and
starved; for if the judges had thought this that to their utmost, I can hardly imagine.
proper, they would have said so.
At any rate, he has much better security than
The patrons of the hard-labou_ bill, pro- he can have for the industry and dl]iEence of
ceeding with that caution and tenderness that any ordinary journeyman at large, who is paid
pervades their whole system, have denied by the day, and not by the piece. If a man
their governor, as they call him, the power of won't work, nothing has he to do, from morn°
whipping.
Some penal power, however, for inK to night, but to eat his bad bread and
putting a stop to mischief, was, under their
drink his water, without a soul to speak to.
ply., ahsnlutely necessary.
They preferred,
If he will work, his time is occupied, and he
as the mildest and less dangerous power, that has his meat and his beer, or whatever else
of confining a man in a dark dungeon under his earnings may afford him, and not a stroke
9round, under a bread-and-water diet. I did does he strike but he gets something, which
then take the liberty to object ag_nst the he would not have got otherwise.
This enchoosing, by way of punishment, the putting
couragement is necessary to his doing his
of a man into a place which differed not from utmost : but more than this is not necessary.
other places in any essential particular, but It is necessary every exertion he makes should
that of the chance it stood of proving un- be sure of its reward ; but it is not necessary
wholesome;
proposing, at the same time, a that such reward be so great, or any thing
very simple expedient, by which their ordi- near so great, as he might have had, had he
nary habitations might be made to receive
worked elsewhere.
The confinement, which
every other property of a dungeon; in short, is his punishment, preventing his carrying the
the making of them dark.
work to another market, subjects him to a
But in one of my brother's inspectionmonopoly;which
the contractor, his master,
houses, there the man is in his dungeon al- like any other monopolist, makes, of course,
ready (the only sort of dungeon, at least,
as much of as he can.
The workman lives
which I conceive any man need be in,) very in a poor country, where wages are low ; but
safe and quiet.
He is likewise entertaining
in a poor country, a man who is paid accordhimself with his bread and water, with only ing to his work _ill exert himself at least
one little circumstance in his favour, that as much as in a rich one. According to Mr.
whenever he is tired of that regimen, it is in Arthur Young, and the very cogent evidence
hisown power to put himself under a better : he gives, he should work more: for more
unless my contractor chooses to fine himself
work that intelligent traveller finds always
for the purpose of punishing his boarder-- an done in dear years than in plentiful ones : the
act of cruelty which l am in no grcat dread of. earnings of one day affording, inthc latter
In short, bating the checks you have seen, case, a fund for the extravagance of the next.
and which certainly are not very complicated,
But this is not all. His master may fleece him,
the plan of establishment which such a prin- if he pleases, at both ends. After sharing in
c_ple of construction seems, now at least, if his profits, he may again take a profit upon
not for the first time, to render eligible, and his expense.
He would probably choose to
which as such I have been venturing to re- employ both expedients together.
The tax
commend, is exactly upon a par, in point of upon earnings, if it stood alone, might possimplicity, with the forced and temporary ex- sibly appear liable to be evaded in some de,
pedientofthe
ballast-l_yhters----a plan that has gree, and be frustrated in some cases, by a
the most perfect simplicity to recommend it, confederacy between the workmen and their
and, I believe, not much else. The chief &f- I employers out of doors ; the tax upon expenferences arc, that convicts are not, in the in- diture, by their frugality, supposing that virspection-housea,
as in those lighters, jammed
tue to take root in such a sod ; or in some
together in fetters under a master subject to instances, perhaps, by their generosity to their
no inspection, and scarce under any controul,
friends without doors. The tax upon earnhaving no interest in their welfare or their ings would probably not be laid on in an open
work, in a place ofsecret confinement, favour,
way, upon any other than the 9ood hands ;
able to infection and to escapes,
whose traffic must be carried on, with or without his intervention, between them and their
out-of-door employers.
In the trades which
LETTER
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he thought proper to set up of himself for his
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capable hands, his promistn 9 hands, and his
drones, the tax might be levied in a more
UNI_EaSTANnING thus much of his situation,
covert way by the lowering of the price paid
my contractor, I conceive, notwithstanding
by him, in comparison of the free prices given
the cheeks you have seen, will hardly think out of doors for similar work.
Where he ht
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sure of his men, as well with regard to their
disposition to spend as with regard to their
inability to collude, the tax upon expenditure,
without any tax upon profits open or covert,
would be the least discouraging : it would
be the least discouraging for the present, as
the earnings would sound greater to their
ears ; and with a view to the future, as they
would thereby see (I mean such of them as
had .any hopes of releasement)
what their
earmngs might at that happy period be expected to amount to, in reality as well as in
name

LETTER
XIV.
PaovIsxoN for L_eERAT_V PERSONS.
THE circumstance touched upon at the close
of my last letter, suggests another advantage,
and that not an inconsiderable one, which
you will find more particularly, if not exclusively, connected with the contract plan.
The turning of the prisoners' labour into
the most profitable channels being left free,
depending upon the joint choice of the two
only parties interested in pushing the advanrage to the utmost, would afford a resource,
and that I should conceive a sure one, for the
subsistence of the prisoners, after the expiration of their terms. No trade that could be
carried on in this state of thraldom, but could
be carried on with at least equal advantage
in a state of liberty. Both parties would prohably find their account in continuing their
manufacturing connexion, after the dissolution of every other. The workman, after the
stigma cast on him by the place of his abode,
would probably not find it so easy to get
employment elsewhere.
If he got it at all, it
would be upon terms proportioned in some
measure to the risk which an employer at
large might think he would run on his own
part, and in some cases to the danger of
driving away fellow-workmen,
by the introduction of an associate who might prove more
or less unwelcome.
He would therefore probably come cheaper to his former master than
another man would; at the same time that
he would get more from him in his free state
than he had been used to get when confined,
Whether this resource was in contemplation with the planners of the hard-labour
bill, ] cannot pretend to say : I find not upon
the face of that bill any proof of the affirmafive.
It provides a sum for each prisoner,
partly for present subsistence, partly as a sort
of little capital to be put into his pocket upon
his discharge. But the sole measure assigned
to this sum is the good behaviour of the party,
not the sum required to set him up in whatever might have been his trade. Nor had the
choice of his employment been left to the
.governor of the house, still less to the pri-
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souer, but to committees of justices, as I observed before.
As to the Woolwich Academy, all ideas of
reformation under that name, and of a continuance of the like industry as a means of fnture provision, seem there to have beenequally
out of the question.
That they should hire
lighters of their own to heave ballast from,
does not appear to have been expected ; and
if any of them had had the fortune to possess
trades of their own before, the scraping of
gravel for three, five, or seven years together
out of the river, had no particular tendency,
that I can see, to rub up the recollection of
those trades. The allowance upon discharge
would, however, always have its use, though
not always the same use.
It might help to
fit them out for trades ; it might serve them
to get drunk with ; it might serve them to
buy any house -breaking implements which
they could not so well come at to steal.
The separation between the landlord and his
guests must on his side have been rendered
the less affecting, by the expectation which
he could not but entertain of its proving but
a short one. Nor was subsequent provision
of one sort or other by any means wanting,
for those who _ailed to find it there.
The
gallows was always ready with open arms to
receive as many as the jail-fever should have
refused.

raosrEcT
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MANY are the data with which a man ought
to be furnished (and with not one of which.
am I furnished) before he pretended to speak
upon any tolerable footing of assurance with
regard to the advantage that might be expected in the view of pecuniary economy from
the inspection plan.
On the one hand, the
average annual amount of the present establishments, whatever they are(for I confess
I do not know,) for the disposal of convicts:
The expected amount of the like average
with regard to the measure which I have just
learnthasbeenresolvedupon,
forsendingcolonies of them to New South Wales, including
as well the maintenance of them till shipped,
as the expense of the transportation,
and
the maintenance of them when they are got
there :-- On the other hand, the capital proposed to have been expended in the building
and fittir_g up the experimental penitentiary.
house :
The further capital proposed to
have been expended in the furniture of it :_
The sum proposed to have been allowed per
man for the maintenance of the prisoners till
the time when their labour might be expectad to yield a produce.
These points and a
few others being ascertained, I should then
be curious to know what degree of produc-
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_iveness, ff any, would be looked upon as
giving to the measure of a penitentiary-house,
either of any construction or of this extraordinary one, the pre-eminence upon the whole
over any of the other modes of disposal now
in practice or in contemplation.
Many distinct points for the eye to rest upon in such
a scale will readily oceur:--lst,
The produce
might be barely sufficient to pay the expense
of .feeding; --2d,
It might farther pay the
expense of clothtnp;_3d,
It might farther
pay the expense of guarding and instructinp,
viz. the salaries or other emoluments of the
numerous tribe of visitors, governors, jailors,
task-masters,
&c. in the one case, and of the
contractor and his assistants in the other ;-4th, It might farther pay the wear and tear
of the working-stock laid in;--Sth,
It might
farther pay the interest of the capital eraployed in the purchase of such stock;--6th,
It might farther pay the interest of the capital laid out in the erectln 9 and fittin 9 up the
establishment in all its parts, at the common
rate of interest for money laid out in building ;--7th,
It might farther pay, at the ordinary rate, the interest of the money, if any,
laid out in the purchase of the 9round. Even
at the first mentioned and lowest of these
stages, I should be curious to compare the
charge of such an institution with that of the
least chargeable of those' others that are as
yet preferred to it. When it had arisen above
the last, then, as you see, and not till then,
it could be said to yield a profit, in the sense
in which the same thing could be said of any
manufacturing establishment of a private hature.
But long before that period, the objections
of those whose sentiments are the least favourahle to such an establishment would, I
take for granted, have been perfectly removed. Yet what should make it stop anywhere short of the highest of those stages, or
_vhat should prevent it from rising even considerahly above the highest ot them, is more,
I protest, than I can perceive. In what points
a manufacturer setting up in such an esta_
bHshment would be in a worse situation than
an ordinary manufacturer, I really do not see;
"out I see many points in which he is in a
better.
His hands, indeed, are all raw, perlips, at least with relation to the particular
species of work which he employs them upon,
if not with relation to every other.
But so
are all hands everywhere, at the first setting
up of every manufacture.
Look round, and
you will find instances enough of manufactures where ehildren, down to four years old,
earn something, and where children a few
years older earn a subsistence, and that a
comfortable one.
I must leave to you to
mention names and places.
You, who have
been so much of an English traveller, cannot
but have met with instances in plenty, ff you
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have happened to note them down.
Many
are the instances you must have found in
which the part taken by each workman is
reduced to some one single operation of such
perfect simplicity, that one might defy the
awkwardest and most helpless idler that ever
existed to avoid succeeding in it. Among the
eighteen or twenty opcratiousinto
which the
process of pin-making has been divided, I
question whether there is any one that is not
reduced to such a state.
In this point, then,
he is upon at least as good a footing as other
manufacturers : but in all other points he is
upon a better.
What hold can any other
manufacturer have upon his workmen, equal
to what my manufacturer would have upon
his ? What other master is there that can
reduce his workmen, if idle, to a situation
next to starving, without suffering them to
go elsewhere ? What other master is there,
whose men can never get drunk unless he
chooses they should do so ? and who, so far
from being able to raise their wages by cornbination, are obliged to take whatever pittance he thinks it most for his interest to
allow ? In all other manufactories, those
members of a family who can and will work,
must earn enough to maintain not only themselves hut those who either cannot or will
not work. Each master of a family must earn
enough to maintain, or at least help to mainrain a wife, and to maintain such as are yet
helpless among his children.
My manufacturcr's workmen, however cramped in other
respects, have the good or ill fortune to be
freed from this ineumbranee--a
freedom, the
advantage of which will be no secret to their
master, who, seeing he is to have the honour
of their custom in his capacity of shopkeeper,
has taken care to get the measure of their
earnings to a hair's-breadth.
What other
manufacturers are there who reap their profits at the risk of other people, and who have
the purse of the nation to support them, in
case of any blameless misfortune ? And to
crown the whole by the great advantage which
is the pecnl_ar fruit of this new principle,
what other master or manufacturer is there,
who to appearance constantly, and in reality
as much as he thinks proper, has every look
and motion of each workman under his eye ?
Without any of these advantages,
we see
manufacturers not only keeping their heads
above water, but making their fortunes every
day. A manufacturer in this situation
certainly fail, because so may he in any other.
But the probability is, he would not fail : because, even without these great advantages,
much fewer fail than thrive, or the wealth of
the country could not have gone on increasing
as it has done, from the reign of Brutus to
the present.
And if political establishments
were to wait till prohab_ity were converted
into certainty before trial, Parliam_t might as
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_well go to bed at once, and sleep on the same
pillow with sister convocation,
To speak in sober sadness, I do dearly love,
as you well know, in human dealings no less
_han in divine, to think and to say, as far as
conscience will allow me, that "whatever
is
is right ;" as well concerning those things
which are done, as concerning those which
]_ave been left undone.
The gentlemen who
gave themselves so much trouble about the
penitentiary-house
plan, did extremely we]]
and, for aught I know, the gentlemen who put
it under the table at last, may have done still
better.
If you have a mind to share with me
in this comfortable feeling, turn once more to
that discarded favourite, and observe whal
load of expense, some part then necessary,
some perhaps not altogether so, it was to
have thrown upon the nation ; and, at the
same time, what will be still more comfortable to you, how great a proportion of that
expense would be struck off, by the new and
of course still greater favourite, which I have
ventured to introduce to you.
In the first place, there was to have been
a vast extent of ground ; for it was to have
had rope-walks and timber-yards, and it is
wellitwasnottohavehaddock-yards.
Then,
for the sake of healthiness, that ground was
to have a command of runnzn 9 water: then
again, for the convenience of dignified inspectors, that ground and that water were to have
been in the vicinity of the metropohs.
It was
to have been on the banks of the Thames -somewhere, I think, about. Wandsworth and
Battersca; and a site fit for I know not how
many of the most luxurious villas that fancy
could conceive or Christie describe, was to be
buried under it. Seven-and-twenty thousand
pounds, I think, was the price talked of, and,
for aught I know, paid, for the bare ground,
before so much as a spade was put in it.* As
to my contractor, eighteen or twenty acres of
the most unprofitable land your country or
any other contains, any waste land, in short,
which the crown has already in its possession,
would answer every plea he could put in ; and
out of that he would crib gardens for his
own accommodation,
and farm-yards, and
I know not what besides.
As to running
water, it is indeed to every purpose a very
agreeable circumstance, and, under the ordinary jail regimen, a very desirable, possibly
an essential one. But many of the Lords and
Commons make shift withoutit, even at their
villas, and almost all of them when not at
their villas, without ascribing any want of
health they may labour under to the want of
running water. As to my contractor's boarders, they must have water, indeed, because
I do not recollect from what source I took
this idea of the sum. I now understand it to
have been no more than five thousand pounds,
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everybody must have water ; but under the
provision I have made for turning the operations of cleanliness into motions of eo_se, |
should apprehend their condition might still
be tolerable, should they have no other runnlng stock of that necessary element than
what falls to the share of better men.
When the ground thus dearly wrung from
the grasp of luxury came to be covered, think
what another source of expense was to be
opened, when, over and above nine hundred
roomy chambers for so many persons to//e
in, three other different classes of apartments
were to be provided, to I know not what
number nor extent, for them to work in, to
prayin, and to suffer in l--four operatiuns, the
scenes of which are, upon our plan, consolidated into one.
I need not add much to what I have said
in a former letter, about the tribe of subordinate establishments,
each of them singly an
object of no mean expense, which it seems
to have been in contemplation
to inclose
within the fortress: I mean the mills, the
forges, the engines, the timber-yards, and the
rope-walks.
The seal which stamps my contract dispels, as if it were a talisman, this
great town in nubibus; and two or three
plain round houses take its place.
Either I
am much mistaken, or a sum not much exceeding what was paid or destined for the
hare ground of the proposed penitentiaryhouses, would build and completely fit up
those round houses, besides paying for the
ground.
To this account of the dead stock is to be
added, if I may say it without offence, that
of the live stock of inspectors, of every rank
and denomination : I mean the pyramid of
under-keepers, and task.masters, and store,
keepers, and governors, and committees of
magistrates, which it builds up, all to be paid
up and salaried, with allowances rising in
proportion to the rise of dignity: the whole
to be crowned with a grand triumvirate of
superintendents, two of whom were to have
been members of parliament, men of high
birth and quality, whose toilsome dignity a
minister would hardly have affronted by the
offer of salaries much inferior to what are to
be found annexed to sinecures.
I will not say much of the "other officers,"
without number, which I see, by my V/ew
of the Hard-labour .Bill, were to have been
added, and of course must have been added,
in such number as the " committees"
of
your * * * " to whom this business was then
committed, or at any rate some other good
iudges should have judged " necessary."
Officers and governors, eo herniae, my con:ractor would have none: and any superfluous
clerk or over-looker,
who might he found
lurking in his establishment,
he would have
much less tenderneim for, than your gardanex
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has for the sow-thi_1_ee in your garde_ The
gre_est part of _ seienee eomesto himin
maxims fromhisgrend-mother;
andsmonffst
the foremost of those maxims is that which
stigmatizes asan unfrugal practice, the keepin Kof more eats than will catch utica,
If, under all these circumstances, the penif_ntiery-houses should have been somewhat
of s bugbear, it will be the less to be wondared at, when one considers the magnitude
of the scale upon wh/ch this complicated
experiment was going to be made. I men-.
tioned in round numbers nine hundred as the
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Ye_els will not be _
every week ow
f_
uponthis four or fiveor dx months
navig_onhardly much oPvener, I should
suppose, than once a twelvemonth.
In the
meantime, the convicts must be somewhere:
and whether they are likely to be better qua.
lifted for colonization by lounging in an ord/.
nary jail, or rotting on board a ballast hulk,
or working in an inspection-house,
may ngw,
I thlnk_ be left for any one to judge.
LETTER
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number of convicts which was ffoing to be
HOUSES O1"eOaB_ECTION.
provided for; but 888 was the exact number
mentioned in the bilL Three eights, "thus
Is considering my hrotuer's inspection plan
arrangod, a terrible shaw l"
But _mti_g
as applicable to the purpose of establishments
this to be the number likely to require pro- designed to force labour, my principal theme
vision of some kind or other, it surely does hem hitherto been the national establishment
mot foUowthat all that require it must necesofpe,tltentiary-houses.
Myfirst design, how_rily be provided for in this manner, or in ever, was to help to drive the nail I saw anone.
If the eight hundred and eighty eight going: I mean the house of correction, which
appear so formidable, gentlemen may strike off the advertisement informed me was under
the hundreds, and try whether the country
consideration for your • - • ". I had little
will be ruined by an establishment
inferior notion, at the outset, of attemptin_ any such
to that which an obscure ex-countryman of up-hill work as the heaving up again that
theirs is going to amuse himself with.
huge ston_e, the penitentiary-house,
which the
What I have all along been taking for builders at last had refused, and which, after
granted is, that it is the mere dread of extra- the toiling and straining of so many years,
vagunee that has driven your thrifty minister
had tumbled to the bottom. But the greater
from the penitentiary-house
planwnot
the object grew upon me as I wrote; and what
love of transportation that has seduced him I found to say on that subject I grudged
from it.
The inferiority of the latter mode the less, as thinking it might, most of it, be
of punishment in point of exemplarity and more or less applicable to your establishment.
equallty--in
short, in every point but that of How far, and in what particular respects, it
expense, stands, I believe, undisputed.
I col- may prove so, I have no means of knowing:
lected the reasons against it, that were in I trouble you with it st a venture.
In my
every body's mouth, and marked them down,
last I proposed, if the nation were poor and
with, I think, some additions (as you may or fearful, a penitentiary-house upon a very small
may not remember) in my view of the hard- scale_ so small, if such caution were thought
labour bill, supplement included.
I have
necessary, as not to contain so many as a
never happened to hear any objections made hundred prisoners. But however poor the hato thos_ reasons; nor have I heard of any tion may be, the •" s"" of " " " " surely is
charms, other than those of antiqulty and rich. What then should hinder your" * " " "
comparative frugality, that transportation has from standing ibrth and setting the nation an
to recommendit.
Supposing, therefore, what example ? What the number of persons you
I most certainly do not suppose, that my con- may have to provide for in this way is sup.
tractor could not keep his people at home
posed to be, I have no means of knowing ;
st less expense than it would take to send but I should think it strange if it did not
them abroad, yet if he could keep them at considerably exceed the one just mentioned.
no greater expense, I should presume that
What it is you will risk by _uch an experieven this would be reckoned no small point
merit, is more than I can see. As far as the
gained, and that even this very moderate suc- building is concerned, it is a question which
eem would be sufficient to put an end to so architects, and they alone, can answer.
undesirable a branch of navigation,
the meantime, we who know nothing of the
Nor does any preference that might be matter, can find no reason, all things congiven to the transportation plan, supersede
sidereal, why a building upon this plan should
the necessity of this or some other substitute
cost more than upon mother.
But setting
to it, in the many cases to which it emmot aside the building, every other difference is
be conceived that plan should be extended,
on the profitable side.
Tcansportetiontothisdesertfersevenyem's-The precautions against escapes, and the
tt punishment which under such eireumstances
restraints destined to answer the ends of puis so much like transportation for life---k not, nishment, would not, I suppose, in your estaI suplmse, to be intiieted fe_ every peccadillo,
blishment be quite so strict, as it would be
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necessary they should be in an establishment
in so far as the restra/_ necessm T for safe
designed to answertbe purpose of a ponitencustody has the effect of punishment, there
fiery-house.
Bars, bolts, and gratings, would
can be as little ground for subjecting them
in this of your's, I suppose, be rejected; and to solitude; unless where that circumstance
the inexorable partition walls might for some should also appear necessary, either to safe
purposes he thinned away to boards or can- custody, or to prevent that mental infection,
russ, and for others thrown out altogether,
which novices in the arts of dishonesty, and.
With you, the gloomy paradox of crowded
in debauchery, the parent of dishonesty, are
solitude might be exchanged, perhaps, for the so much in danger of contracting from the
cheerfulness of a common refectory.
The masters of those arts. In this view, thereSabbath might be a Sabbath there as elsefore, the partitioas might appear to some an
where. In the penitentiary inspection-house,
unnecessary ingredient in the composition of
the prisoners were to lie, as they were to eat, the building; though I confess, from the conto work, to pray, and to do every thing, in sideration just alleged, they would not appear
their cells, and nowhere else. In your house in that light to me.
Communication must
of correction, where they should lie, or how likewise be allowed to the prisoners with
they should lie, I stay not to inquire,
their frienus and legal assistants, for the putIt is well, however, for you • ,.. • gentlepose of settling their affairs, and concerting
men, that you are so rich ; for in point of fru- their defence.
gelity, I could not venture to promise you
As forced labour is punishment, labour
anything like the success that I would to must not here be forced. For the same rcu', poor old England." Your contractor's jail- son, and because the privation of such cornbirds, if you had a contractor, would be per- forts of any kind as a man's circumstances
petually upon1the wing : the short terms you allow him, is also pon_shment, neither should
would be sending them to him for, would
the free admission of such comforts, as far as
seldom admit of their attaining to such a pro- is consistent with sobriety, be denied ; nor,
ficieney, as to make a profit upon any branch if the keeper is permitted to concern himself
of industry.
In general, what in a former in any part of the trade, should he be perletter I termed the good hands, would be his mitted to make a greater profit than would
chief, if not his whole dependence; and that,
be made by other traders.
I doubt, but a scanty one.
But amongst persons of such description,
I will not pester youwith further niceties
and in such a multitude, there will always
applicable to the difference between houses be a certain number, nor that probably an inof correction, and work-ho_zses, and poorconsiderable one, who will possess no means
houses, if any there should be, which are not
of subsistence whatever of their own. These
work-houses ; between the different modes
then will, in so far, come under a predicaof treatment that may be due to what are ment not very dissimilar to that of convicts
looked upon as the inferior degrees of dis.
in a penitentiary-house.
Whatever works
honest,
to idleness as yet untainted with
they may be capable of, there is no reason
dishonesty, and to blameless indigence. The why subsistence should be given to them,
law herself has scarcely eyes for these rui- any more than to persons free from suspicio_t
croscopie differences. I bow down, therefore,
and at large, but as the price for work, supfor the present at least, to the connsel of so posing them able to perform it. But as this
many sages, and shrink from the crime of ability is a fact, the judgment of which is a
being " wiser than the law."
matter of great nicety, too much it may be
thought by far to be entrusted to such hands,
if to any, some allowance must therefore be
LETTER
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made them gratis, and that at least as good
a one as I recommended for the penitentiaryPRISONSFOI_.SAFE CUSTODYMERELY.
house. In order t_) supply the defects of this
A WORDor two respecting the condition of allowance, the point then will be, to provide
?fenders
before co_wictioa: or, if that ex- some sort of work for such, who not having
pression should appear to include a solecism,
trades of their own which they can work at,
of persons accused, who either for want of are yet willing to take work, if they can get
bail, or as charged with offences not bailable,
it.
If to £mi such work might be difficult,
have hitherto been made, through negligence
even in a house of correction, on account of
or necessity, to share by anticipation so much the shortness of the time which there may
of the fate of convicts, as imprisonment more be for learning work, for the same reason it
or less rigid may amount to.
should be still more difficult in a prison upTo persons thus circumstanced, the in- propriated to safe custody before conviction,
spection principle would apply, as far as safe at least in cases where, as it will sometimes
custod_ was concerned, with as much advanhappen, the commitment precedes, the trial
rage as to convicts.
But as there can be no but a few days.
If on the ground of being
ground for punishing them any otherwise than particularly likely to have it in his power to
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provide work, the eontraet_g
keeper of a
penitentiary-house should he deemed the fittest person for the keeping of a safe.custody
Aeuse (for so I would wish to call it, rather
than a prison,) in other respects he might
be thought less fit, rather than more so. In
a penltentiary-honse,
he is an extortioner by
trade: a trade he must wholly learn, every
time he sets his foot in a safa-custody house,
on pain of such punishment as unlicensed extortioners may deserve. But it by no means
follows, because the keeper of a penitentiaryhouse has found one, or perhaps half-a-dozen
sorts of work, any of which a person may
make h:__mselftolerably master of in the course
of a few months, that he should be in possesaion of any that might be performed without
learning, or learnt in a few days. If, therefore, for frugality's sake, or any other convenience, any other establishments were taken
to combine with that of a safe-custody house,
a house of correction would seem better suited
to such a purpose, than a penitentiary-house,
But without considering it as matter of heeessity to have recourse to such shifts, the
eligibility of which might depend upon local
and other particular considerations, I should
hope that employments would not be wanting, and those capable of affording a moderately good subsistence, for which a man of
ordinary faculties would be as well qualified
the first instant, as at the end of seven years.
I could almost venture to mention examples,
but that the reasons so often given stop my
pen.
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dental jog or a momentary distraction, such
partitions, I understand, are usual.
Whatever he the manufacture, the utility
of the principle is obvious and incontestible,
in all cases where the workmen are paid according to their t/me. Where they are paid
by the piece, there the interest which the
workman has in the value of his work supersedes the use of coercion, and of every expedient calculated to give force to it. In this
case, I see no other use to be made of the
inspection principle, than in as far as instruetion may be wanted, or in the view of preventing any waste or other damage, which
would not of itself come home to the workman, in the way of diminishing his earnings,
or in any other shape.
Were a manufactory of any kind to be
established upon this principle, the central
lodge would probably be made use of as the
compting-house : and if more branches than
one were carried on under the same roof, the
accounts belonging to each branch would be
kept in the corresponding parts of the lodge.
The lodge would also serve as a sort of ternporary store-room, into which the tools and
materials would be brought from the workhouses, and from whence they would be de_
tivered out to the workmen all around, as
well as finished work received, as occasio_
might require.
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MANUFACTORIES.
AFTER SOmuch as has been said on the application of our principle to the business of manufaetories, considered as carried on by forced
labour, you will think a very few words more
than sufficient, in the view of applying it to
manufactories
carried on upon the ordinary
plan of freedom.
The centrality of the presiding person's
situation will have its use at all events ; for
the purpose of direction and order at least,
if for no other. The concealmont of his person will be of use, in as far as controul may
be judged useful. As to partitions, whether
they would be more serviceable in the way
of preventing distraction, or disservlceable by
impeding communication, will depend upon
the particular nature of the particular manufacture.
In some manufactories they will
have a further use, by the convenience they
may afford for ranging a greater number of
tools than could otherwise be stowed within

I COME now with pleasure, notwithstanding
the sadness of the subject, to an instance in
which the application of the principle will he
of the lenient cast altogether : I mean, that
of the melancholy abodes appropriated to the
reception of the insane. And here, perhaps,
a noble lord now in administration might find
some little assistance lent to the humane and
salutary regulations for which we are chiefly
indebted to his care."
That any of the receptacles at present subsistiug should be pulled down only to make
room for others on the inspection principle,
is neither to be expected nor to be wished.
But, should any buildings that may be erected
in future for this purpose be made to receive
the inspection form, the object of such institutions could scarce fail of receiving some
share of its salutary influence.
The powers
of the insane, as well as those of the wicked,
are capable of being directed either against
their fellow-creatures
or against themselves.
If in the latter case nothing less than perpetual chains should be availing, yet in all instances where only the former danger is to ha

the worknum's reaclL In nice businesses,
such as that of wateh-m_klng, where considerable damage might result from an acci.

*Lo_dSvdney;whaintbeHeuseofCommmm
brought i_ the bill for the rebmlation ofmadhouses, which afterwams pained into an as_
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apprehended, separate cells, exposed, as in
the case of prisons, to inspection, would render the use of chains and other modes of cotporal sufferance as unnecessary in this ease as
in any. And with regard to the conduct of
the keepers, and the need which the patients
have to be kept, the natural, and not discommendable jealousy of abuse would, in this
instance as in the former ones, find a much
readier satisfaction than it could anywhere
at present,
But without thinking of erecting madhouses on purpose, if we ask Mr. Howard,
he will tell us, if I do not misrecollect, that
there are few prisons or work-houses
but
what are applied occasionally to this use.
Indeed, a receptacle of one or other of these
descriptions is the ready, and, I believe, the
only resource, which magistrates find vested
in their hands.
Hence it was, he so often
found his senses assailed with that strange
and unseemly mixture of calamity and guilt
--lunatics
raving and felons rioting in the
same room. But in every penal inspectionhouse, every vacant cell would afford these
aflticted beings an apartment exempt from
disturbance,
and adapted to their wants.

duct would be followed by instant reprebension, such complaints must be proportionably
rare.
The separation of the cells might be in
part, continued either for comfort or for decency.
Curtains, instead of grating, would
give the patients, when they thought fit, the
option of being seen.
Partitions ef greater
solidity and extent might divide the fabric
into different wards, confming infection, edaptiug themselves to the varieties of disease.
and affording, upon occasion, diversifies of
temperature.
In hot weather, to save the room from
being heated, and the patients from being
incommoded by the sun, shades or awnings
might secure the windows towards the south.
I do not mean to entertain you here with
a system of physic, or a treatise upon airs.
But a word or two on this subject you must
permit me.
Would the ceilings of the cell
be high enough ? Is the plan of construction
sufficienttyfavourable
to ventilation?
I have
not the good fortune to have read a book
published not long ago on the subject of boapitals, by our countryman Mr. Aikin, though
I remember seeing some account of' it in a
review.
But I cannot help begging of you
to recommend to the notice of your medical
LETTER
XX.
friends, the perusal of Dr. De Maret's paper,
HOSPITALS.
in the Memoirs of the Academy of Dijon for
the year 178"2. If either his facts or his reaIr any thing could still be wanting to show
soning are to be trusted, not only no lo/_iness
how far this plan is from any necessary con- of ceiling is sufficient to ensure to such a
nexion with severe and coercive measures,
building a purity of air, but it may appear
there cannot be a stronger consideration than
questionable whether such an effect be upon
that of the advantage with which it applies the whole promoted by that circumstance."
to hospitals; establishments of which the sole
His great anxiety seems to be, that at some
object is the relief of the afflicted, whom known period or periods of the day, thewhole
their own entreaties have introduced. Tenamassofalrmayuadergoatonceatotalchange,
clous as ever of the principle of o_presence,
not trusting to partial and precarious evacuaI take it for granted that the whole tribe of tions by opening here and there a window;
medical curators--the
surgeon, the apothestill less to any height or other amplitude of
cary, the matron, to whom I could wish to add room--a
circumstance which of itself tends
even the physician, could the establishment
to render them still more partial and probe but sufficient to make it worth his while,
carious. Proscribing all rectilinear walls and
find in the inspection-lodge and what apart- fiat ceilings forming angles at the junctions,
merits might be added above it_ their constant
he recommends accordingly for the inside of
residence.
Here the physician and the apo- his building, the form of a long oval, curved
thecary might know with certainty that the in every direction except that of the floor,
prescription which the one had ordered and placing a door at each end. By throwing
the other made up, had been administered at open these doors, he seems to make it pretty
the exact time and in the exact manner in apparent, that the smallest draught will be
which it was ordered to be administered,
sufficient to effect an entire change in the
Here the surgeon would be sure that his in- whole stock of air; since at which ever end
structions and directions had been followed
a current of air happens first to enter, it will
in all points by his pupils and assistants,
carry all before it till it gets to the other.
Here the faculty, in all its branches, might
with the least trouble possible watch as much
• To an hospital lately built at Lyons, a vast
as they chose to watch, of the progress of the dome had been given in this view, It 1"_1been
disease, and the influence of the remedy.
_while thatthat
airshould
should have
be found
topj
nearthethefoul
floor
beenatsweet
Complaints from the sick might be received
the instant the cause of the complaint, real
_or imaginary, occurred; though, as mi__on-

and wholesome. On the eontrary_ substances
whichtumedputridatthebottominas_ngleday,
remained sweet above at the end of fivedays.
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Opening windows, or other apertures, disposed in any other part of the room, would
tend rather to disturb and counteract the
current, than to promote it.
From the same reasoning it will follow,
that the circuit form demanded as the best
of all by the inspection principle, must, in a
view to ventilation, have in a considerable degrce the advantage over rectilinear; and even,
were the difference sufficiently material, the
inspection principle might he applied to his
oval with little or no disadvantage. The form
of the inspection lodge might in this case follow that of the containin_ building; and that
central part, so far from obstructing the ventilation, would rather, as it should seem, assist it, increasing the force of the current by
the eompressure.
It should seem also, that to a circular
bldlding, the central lodge would thus give
the same aptitude to ventilation, which the
Doctor's oval form possesses of itself,
To save his patients from catching cold
while the current is passing through the room,
the Doctor allows to each a short screen, like
the head of a cradle, to be rested on the bed.
Here the use of the tin speaking-tubes would
be seen again, in the means they would afford
to the patient, though he were equal to no
more than a whisper, of conveying to the
]odge the most immediate notice of his wants,
and receiving answers in a tone equally unproductive of disturbance,
Something I could have wished to say on
the important difference between the general
and comparatively immaterial impurity resulting merely from the phloflston , and the
various particular impurities constituted by
the various products of putrefaction, or by the
different matters of the various eontaylons.
Against these very different dangers, the mode
and measure of precaution might admit of no
'small difference.
But this belongs not hecessarily to the subject, and you would not
thank me, any more than gentlemen of the
faculty who understand it better than I, or
gentlemen at large who would not wish to
understand it.
An hospital built and conducted upon a
plan of this kind, of the success of which
everybody might be an observer, accessible
to the patients' friends, who, without incommoding or being incommoded, might see the
whole oconomy of it carried on under their
eye, would lose, it is to be hoped, a great
part of those repelling terrors, which deprive
of the benefit of such institutions many ohjects whom prejudice, in league with poverty,
either debars altogether from relief, or drives
to seek it in much less eligible shapes. Who
knows but that the certainty of a medical attendance, not occasional, short-lived, or even
precarious, as at present, but constant and
tminten_q_],
might not render such a situ_
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tion preferable even to home, in the eyes of
many persons who could afford to pay for it?
and that the erection of a buitdmg of this
kind might turn to account in the hands of
some enterprising practitioner?
A prison, as I observed in a former letter
includes an hospital.
In prisons on this con.
struction, every cell may receive the properties of an hospital, without undergoing any
change. The whole prison would be perhaps
a better hospital than any building known
hitherto by that name.
Yet should it be
thought of use, a few cells might be appropriated to that purpose; and perhaps it may
be thought advisable that some cases of infection should be thrown out, and lodged
under another roof.
But if infection in general must be sent to
be cured elsewhere, there is no spot in which
infection originating in negligence can, either
in the vise or spread of it, meet with such
obstacles as here. In what other instance as
in this, will you see the interests of the governor and the governed in this important
particular, so perfectly confounded and made
one ?m those of the keeper with those of the
prisoners--those
of the medical curator with
those of the patients? Clean or unclean, safe
or unsafe, he runs the chance that they do:
if he lets them poison themselves,
he lets
them poison him. Encompassed on all sides
by a multitude of persons, whose good or bad
condition depends upon himself, he stands as
a hostage in his own hands for the salubrity
of the whole.

LETTER
XXL
SCHOOLS.
A_rE1t applying the inspection principle first
to prisons, and throngh mad-houses bringing
it down to hospitals, will the parental feelings endure my applying it at last to schools ?
Will the observation of its efficacy in pre*
venting the irregular application of undue
hardship even to the guilty, he sufficient to
dispel the apprehension of its tendency to
introduce tyranny into the abodes of innocence and youth ?
Applied to these, you will find it capable
of two very distinguishable degrees of extension : -- It may be confined to the hours of
study ; or it may be made to fill the whole
circle of time, including the hours of repose,
and refreshment, and recreation.
To the first of these applications the most
captious timidity, I think, could hardly fancy
an objection : concerning the hours of study,
there can, I think, be but one wish, that they
should be employed in study.
It is scarce
necessary to observe that gratings, bars, and
bolts, and every circumstance from which an
i_pectiou-house
can deri_'e a terrifiv chara_
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ter, have notlnng to do here. All play, all
elmttering -- in short, all distraction of every
kind, is effectually banished by the central
and covered situation ofthe master, seconded
by partitions or screens between the scholars,
as slight as you please.
The different measures and casts of talent, by this means rundered, perhaps for the first time, distinctly
discernible, will indicate the different degrees
of attention and modes of culture most suitable to each particular disposition ; and incurable and irreproachable dulness or imbecility
will no longer be punished for the sins of
idleness or obstinacy.
That species of fraud
at Westminster called cribbing, a vice thought
hitherto congenial to schools, will never ca'eep
in here.
That system of premature corruption, in which idleness is screened by opulence,
and the honour due to talents or industry is
let out for hire, will be completely done sway;
and a nobleman may stand as good a chance
of knowing something as a common man.
Nor, in point of present enjoyment, will
the scholars be losers by the change. Those
sinkings of the heart at the thoughts of a task
undone, those galling struggles between the
passion for play and the fear of pumshmant,
would there be unknown.
During the hours
of business, habit, no longer broken in upon
by accident, would strip the master's presence
of its terrors, without depriving it of its use.
And the time allotted for study being faithfully and rigidly appropriated to that service,
the less of it would serve,
The separate spaces allotted for this putpose would not In other respects be thrown
ax_y. A bed, a bureau, and a chair, must he
had at any rate ; so that the only extraordinary expense in building would be for the
partitions, for which a very slight thickness
would suffice. The youth of either sex might
by this means sleep, as well as study, under
tnspection, and alone--a
circumstance of no
mean importance in many a parent's eye.
In the Royal Military School at Paris, the
bed-chambers (if my brother's memory does
not deceive him) form two ranges on tbetwo
sides of a long room ; the inhabitants being
separated from one another by partitzons, but
exposed alike to the view of a master at his
walks, by a kind of a grated window in each
door. This plan of construction struck him,
he tells me, a good deal, as he walked over
that establishment (about a dozen years ago,
was it not ?) with you ; and possibly in that
walk the foundation was laid for his Inspection-House.
If he there borrowed his idea,
I hope he has not repaid it without interest,
You will confess some difference, in point of
facility, betwixt a state of incessant walking
and a state of rest ; and in point of complete_ess of inspection, between visiting two or
three hundred persons one aider another, and
seeing them at once.

6_

In ststing what this principle _
do in
promoting the progress ofiuetruetion in every
line, a word or two will be thought sufficient
to state what it will not do. It does give
every degree of efficacy which can be give_
to the influence of punls3rn_t and restraint.
But it does nothing towards correcting the
oppressive influence of panishment and restraint, by the enlivening and invigorating
influence of reward. That noblest and brighteat engine of discipline can by no other means
be put to constant use in schools, than by the
practice which at Westminster,
you know,
goes by the name of cl_allengin 9 Ran instituo
tion which, paying merit in its fittest and
most inexhaustible coin, and even uniting i_
one impulse the opposite powers of reward
and punishment, holds out dishononr for every
atteution a boy omits, and honour for every
exertion he can bestow.
With regard to the extending the range of
inspection over every moment of a boy's time,
the sentiments of mankind might not be eltogether so unanimous.
The notion, indeed,
of most i_arents is, I believe, that children
cannot be too much under the master's eye;
and if man were a consistent animal, none
who entertain
that notion but should be
loader of the principle the farther they saw
it pursued.
But as consistency is of all hu.
man qualities the most rare, it need not at all
surprise us, if, of those who in the present
state of things are most anxious on the head
of the master's omnipresence, many were to
fly back and change their note, when they
saw that point screwed up at once to a pitch
of perfection so much beyond whatever they
could have been accustomed to conceive.
Some there are, at any rate, who, before
they came into so novel a scheme, would have
many scruples to get over.
Doubts would
be started -- Whether it would be advisable
to apply such constant and unremitting pressure to the tender mind, and to give such
herculean and includible strength to the gripe
of power ?--whether
persons, of the cast of
character and extent of ideas that may be
expected to be found in the common run of
schoolmasters, are likely to be fit receptacles
for an authority so much exceeding anything
that has been hitherto signified by despotic
--whether the gn-attention of the master may
not be as neces_
to the present comfort of
his pup//, in some respects, as the attention
of the one may be to the future welfare of
the other, in other respects ?-- whether the
irretrievable check given tothe free development of the intellectual part of his frame by
this unintermitted pressure, may not be pro-_
ductive of an imbecility similar to that which
would be produced by constant and longcontinued bandages on the corporeal part?_
whether what is thus acquired in regu/ar/_
may not be lost in eaerg_J f_whether
that
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notlessinstructive,
thoughlessheeded,
course
of discipline, which in the struggles of pussion against passion, and of reason against
reason, is administered by the children to one
another and to themselves, and in which the
conflicts and competitions that are to form
the business of maturity are rehearsed in miniature ; whether I say, this moral and most
important branch of instruction would not by
these means be sacrificed to the rudiments
and those seldom the most useful, of the intellectual ?--whether the defects, with which
private education has been charged in its cornparison with public, would not here be carried tothe extreme?--and
whether, in being
made a little better acquainted with the world
of abstraction than they might have been
otherwise, the youth thus pent up may not
]mve been kept more than proportionably ignorant of the world of realities into which
they are about to launch ?--whether
the liberal spirit and energy of a free citizen would
not be exchanged forthe mechanicaldiscipline
of a soldier, or the austerity of a monk ?-and whether the result of this high-wrought
contrivance might not be constructing a set
of machines under the similitude of men _
To give a satisfactory answer to all these
queries, which aremighty fine, but donor any
of them come home to the point, it would be
necessary to recur at once to the end of education. Would happiness be most likely to
be increased or diminished by this discipline ?
_Calt
them soldiers, call them monks, call
them machines: so they were but happy ones,
I should not care. Wars and storms arc best
to read of, but peace and calms are better to
enjoy.
Don't be frightened now, my dear
**'**, and think that I am going to enterrain you with a course of moral philosophy, or
even with a system of education.
Happiness
is a very pretty thing to feel, but very dry to
_alk about; so you may unknit your brow, for
I shall say no more about the matter.
One
thing only I will add, which is, that whoever
sets up an inspection-school
upon the tiptop
of the principle, had need to be very sure of
the master; for the boy's body is not more
the child of his father's, than his mind will
be of the master's mind ; with no other difference than what there is between eo_uaand
on one side and subjection on the other,
Some of these fine queries which I have
been treating you with, and finer still, Rousseau would have entertained us with ; nor do
I imagine he would have put his Emilius into
an inspection-house ; but I think he would
have been glad of such a school fur his Sophia.
Addison, the grave and moral Addison, in
lfis Spectator or Ida Tatler, I forget which,
suggests a contrivance for trying virginity by
means of lioas.
You may there find many
curious dhqu_tions
_g
the measures
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and degrees of that species of purity; all
which you will be better pleased to have
from that grave author than from me. But,
without plunging into any such discussions,
the highest degree possible, whatsoever that
may be, is no more than anybody might make
sure of, only by transferring damsels at as
early an age as may be thought sufficient, into
a strict inspection-school.
Addison's scheme
was not only a penal but a bloody one : and
what havoc it might have made in the populotion of the country, I tremble but to think
of. Give thanks, then, to_)iana and the eleven
thousand virgins, and to whatever powers
preside over virginity in either calendar, for
so happy a discovery as this of your friend's.
There you saw blood and uncertainty : here
you see certainty without blood.
What advantage might be made by setting up a boarding-school for young ladies upon this plan,
and with what eagerness gentlemen who are
curious in such matters would crowd to such
a school to choose themselves wives, is too
obvious to insist on. The only inconvenience
I can think of is, that if the institution were
to become general, Mrs. Ch. H.and othergentlewomen of her calling, would be obliged
either to give up house-keeping,
or take up
with low wenches or married ladies.
Dr. Brown the estimator would have been
stark mad for an inspection-school
upon the
very extremity of the principle, provided always he were to have been head-master, and
then he would have had no other schools but
those.
His antagonist, Dr. Priestly, would,
I imagine, be altogether as averse to it, unless, perhaps, for experiment's sake, upon a
small scale, just enough to furnishan appendix to Hartley upon Man.
You have a controversy, I find, in England,
about Sunday-schools.
Schools upon the extremity of the inspec_ion-principle
would, I
am apt to think, find more advocates among
the patrons than among the oppugners of that
measure.
We are told, somewhere or other, of a
King of Egypt (Psammltichus,
I think, is his
name) who thinking to re-discover the lost
original of language, contrived
to breed up
two children in a sequestered spot, secluded,
from the hour of their birth, from all converse with the rest of humankind.
No great
matters were, I believe, collected from this
experiment.
An inspection-house,
to which
a set of children had been consigned from
their birth, might afford experiments enough
that would be rather more interesting.
What
say you to a foundling-hospital
upon this
principle?
Would " * • "'s manes give you
leave to let your present school and build another upon this ground ? If I do not misrecollect, your brethren in that trust have gone
so far as to make a point, where it can be
, effeeted, of taking the cldldren out of the
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hands of their parents as much as possible,
for of these, how feware there but would be
and even, if possible, altogether. If you have ready to pull us to pieces, if they saw their
gone thus far, you have passed the Rubicon ; rivals set down upon the same line, as can&you may even clap them up in an inspectiondates for the same advantage ? And this is
house, and then you make of them what you what we should get by our impartiality.
please.
You need never grudge the parents You may, however, venture to hint, that the
a peep behind the eartain in the master's lodge, money which is now laid out for propagating
There, as often as they had a mind, they controversy, by founding sermons and lecmight see their children thriving and learning, tares, might be laid out with greater certainty
if that would satisfy them, without inter- of advantage inthe founding controversial inrupting business or counteracting discipline,
spection-schools.
The preachers must be sad
Improving upon Psammitichus's experiment,
bunglers, indeed, if they had not there as
you might keep up a sixteen or eighteen years many adherents as auditors ; which is not
separation between the male and female part always the case in the world at large. Asto
of your young subjects; and at the end of that flagellation, and other such ceremonies, which
period see what the language of love would more through custom than necessity are used
be, when Father Franezs's Ganders were by way of punishment in schools, but which
turned into Fatl_er Fru_teis's Geese.
under some institutions form the routzae of
I know who would have been delighted to life, I need not take up your time in showset up an inspection-school,
if it were only ing how much the punctuality of those transfor the experiment's sake, and that is Helveactions might, in the latter case, be improved
tins : at least, if he had been steady to his by the inspection principle. These monastic
principles, which he was said to be : for by accomplishments ha¢e not been in faslnon in
that contrivance, and by that alone, he might our country for some ages :-- therefore it
have been enabled to give an experimental
would be lost labour to recommend the prinproof of the trvth of his position (supposing
eiple in that view.
Neither are they a whir
it to be true) that anybody maybe taught
more so where I write ; so that I should get
anything, one person as well as another.
It as little thanks for my pains, were I to make
would have been his fault, if what he requires such a proposal here.
On the contrary, we
as a condition, viz. that the subjects of the aredissolvingmonasteriesas
you would lumps
experiment be placed in circumstances exactly
of sugar. A lump, for instance, we got the
similar, were not fulfilled,
other day at Kieff, enough to fhed a brace of
A rare field for discovery in metapl_lsics : regiments, besides pickings for other people.
a science which, now for the first time, may But if in my return to England, or at any
be put to the test of experiment, like any other time, I should happen to go by the
other. Books, cenversation, sensibleohjects,
monastery ofLa Trappe, or any other where
everything, might be g_ven. The genealogy
they ale in earnest about such business, it
of each observable idea might be traced would be cruelty to deny themthe assistance
through all its degrees with the utmost nicety : it might be made to receive from the inspecthe parent stocks being all known and num- tion principle,
t_linchm 9 would then be as
bered. Party men, controversialists of every impracticable in a monastery, as cribbinq in
description, and allother such epicures, whose a school.
Old scores might thus be rubbed
mouth waters at the mammon of power, might
out with as much regularity as could be dehere give themselves a rich treat, adapted to sired ; nor would the pride of Toboso have
their several tastes, unembittered by centrabeen so long a.disenchanting, could her Kaight
diction.
Two and two might here be less have put his coward _qqu/re into an inspecthan four, or the moon might be made of tlon-house.
green cheese ; if any pious fo_fnder, who were
Neither do I mean to give any instructions to
rich enough, chose to have her of that mate- the Tur/ts for applying the inspection princirisl. Surrounded by a circle of pupils, obse- pie to their seraglios : no, not though I were
quious beyond anything as yet known under to go through Constantinople again twenty
the name of obsequiousness, their happiness
times, notwithstanding
the great saving it
might in such a mansion be complete, if any would make in the article of eunuchs, of
moderate number of adherents could content
whom one trusty one in the inspection-lodge
them ; which unhappily is not the case. At would be as good as half a hundred.
The
the end of some twenty or five-and-twenty
price of that kind of cattle could not fail of
years, introduce the scholars of the different
falling at least ten per cent., and the insurschools to one another (observing first totie
ante upon marital honour at least as much,
their hands behind them) and you will see upon the bare hint given of such an estagood sport ; though perhaps you may think blishment in any of the Constantinople papers.
there is enough of that kind of sport already.
But the mobbing I got at Shoomlo. only for
But if you throw out this hint to anybody,
taking a peep at the town from a thing they
you will take care, as far as sects and reli- call a minaret (like our monument) in purgions are concerned, not to mention names ; suance of invitation, has cancelled any claims
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they might have had upon me for the dinner
they gave me at the divan, had it been better
than it was.
If the idea of some of these applications
should have brought a smile upon your courttemmce, it won't hurt you, my dear ***o; nor
should it hurt the prindple.
Your candour
will prevent you from condemning a great
and new invented instrument of government,
because some of the purposes to which it
is possible to apply it may appear useless,
or trifling, or mischievous, or ridiculous.
Its
great excellence consists in the great strength
it is capable of giving to any institution it
may be thought proper to apply it to. If any
perverse applications should ever be made of
it, they will lie in this case as in others, at
the doors of those who make them. Knives,
however sharp, are very usefulthings, and, for
most purposes, the sharper the more useful,
I have no fear, therefore, of your wishing to
forbid the use of them, because they have
been sometimes employed by school-boys to
raise the devil with, or by assassins to cut
throats with.
I hope no critic of more learning than candour will do an inspection-house
so much
injustice as to compare it to Dionysius' ear.
The object of that contrivance was, to know
what prisoners said without their suspecting
any such thingL The object of the inspect_on principle is directly the reverse : it is to
make them not only suspect, but be assured,
that whatever they do is known, even though
that should not be the case. Detection is the
object of the first : prevention,
that of the
latter.
In the former ease the ruling person
_s a spy; in the latter he is a monitor. The
object of the first was to pry into the secret
recesses of the heart ; the latter, confining
its attention to overt acts, leaves thoughts
and fancies to their proper ordinary, the court
above,
When I consider the extensive variety of
purposes to which this principle may be upplied, and the certain efficacy which, as far
as I can trust my own conceptions, it proraises to them all, my wonder is, not only
that this plan should never have hitherto been
put in practice, but how any other should
ever have been thought of.
In so many edifices, as, from the time of
the conquest to the present, have been built
for the express purpose of safe custody, does
it sound natural that, instead of placing the
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prisoners under the inspection of their keepera, the one class should have been lodged
at one end, perhaps, of a vast building, and
the other at another end ?---as if the object
of the establishment were, that those who
wished to escape might carry on their schemes
in concert, and at leisure. I should suppose
the inspection principle must long ago have
occurred to the ingenious, and been rejected
by the judicious, could I, aider all my efforts,
conceive a reason tor the rejection. The circular form, notwithstanding
its taking demonstrably less materials than any other,
may, for aught I know, on its first construetion, be more expensive than one of equal dimensions in any of the ordinary forms. But
this objection, which has no other source than
the loose and random surmise of one who has
had no experience in building, can never have
held good in comparison with all the other
prisons that we have, if in truth it holds
good in comparison with any.
Witness the
massy piles of Newgate, of which the enormous, and upon the common plans by no
means unnecessary expense, has been ]aid out
in the purchase of a degree of security, not
equal to that which the circular form would
have given to the slightest building that
could be made to hold together.
In short,
as often as I indulge myself in the liberty of
fancying that my own notions on this head
may prove conformable to other people's, I
think of the old story of Columbus and his
egg.
I have now set this egg of ours on its end :
--whether
it will stand fast, and bear the
shocks of discussion, remains to be decided
by experience.
I think you will not find it
stale ; but its freshness is a circumstance,
that may not give it an equal relish to every
palate.
What would you say, if by the gradual
adoption and diversified application of this
single principle, you should see a new scene
of things spread itself over the face of eivllizedsoeiety?mmoralsreformed,
health preserved, industry invigorated, instruction diffused, public burthens lightened, economy
seated as it were upon a rock, the gordian
knot of the poor-laws not cut but untied
all by a simple idea in architecture ?*
I am, &e.
• This plan happened not to come in time for
the particular pmvme it was designed for.
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I.

PRINCIPALPARTICULARS.

couldnot wellbe settledinallitsparts,
and
accordingly is not represented in the draught.
9. Communications,now partlyaltered,

Principal
Particulars
eithersettled
oraltered,partlyfixed:particularly
the only thorough
since the first hasty design, as described in passage, termed the dzametrical passnge, now
Letter II. and imperfectS/ represented in cut through a sunk story, and at its exit
Plate L
See Plate II._
joinedbyacoveredway,
projeeteddownwards
from the lowermost inspection-gallery, and
1. ANNULAR WELL, or vacancy, all the way terminating in a central look-out for the in.
up, crowned by an uninterrupted opening spection of the yards.
sky.light, instead of stories of intermediate
10. The form polygonal (a double duodeannular area to every two stories of ceils,
eagon, or polygon of 24 sides) instead of
2. Cells enlarged in depth, by throwing
circular.
into them the space occupied in the first
11. Diameter
According to the present
design by the protracted partitions, and by draught 120 feet (exclusive of the projecting
giving to the upper row in eaeh pair the same front,) instead of 100 feet, the diameter
depth as to the under row.
thought of in the original imperfect sketch,
3. Cells, two ]aid into one.
with a view to local circumstanees._
4. Cells--number of stories, six instead of
12. Materials. mIron much employed, and
four.
used for the cell-galleries, for staircases, for
5. Chapel, a regular one, now inserted in doors, and even for pillars, chiefly hollow,
the centre: partly instead of the small een- instead of brick, stone, er wood.-- Plaister
tral area; partly at the expense of the several
)roposed for the cell floors.
stories of inspection-lodge.
13. Mode of supplying the ballding with
6. Instead of three szmilar stories of inspecrater: chiefly by an annular cistern, running
tion-lodge, in the two upper stories annular round the top of the building, under the roof,
inspectlon-galleries, backed by the ehapel-galimmediately within the wall.
leries, in the lowest story annular inspection14. Mode of warming the building: by
gallery, inclosing a circular inspector's lodge,
streams of fresh air, heated in the new way
7. No cupola, a part inserted in the first by passing through the inside of vessels, to
hasty sketch, rather by way of finish, than which fire is applied on the outside; instead
with a view to any special use.
of stagnant air, heated by its contiguity to
8. The dead part, viz. that part of the eir- hollow receptacles to which fire is applied on
cult in which there are no cells, here occu- the inside, as in the ordinary German stoves
pying 5.24ths of the circuit instead of 2-48ths,
and hot-house flues.
i. e. 1-24th: in height five stories out of six,
15. Outlets or ezterna/area, settled in sub.
instead of two out of four, and covered by a ordination to the inspection principle: the
projecting front. --IY. B. This dead part, de- _covered ww£ a semi-diameter of the area, terpending in point of magnitude and disposition ] ......
so much uponlocal and other individual data, ] _: Twenty feet, the sdditlonmadetothed.i&.......
I meter_ multiplied by throe, gives oe, me additig9
" Originally m_nted in 1791
] to the circumfeumee: this divided by 24, _e
-I- For°-an eJx_h_ation of tile circumstances ] number of the _cells,giv_es2_, the addi_tionma_.
owlm_ to whicl_e
Plates are _miv.ed in the [ to each cell at the _outside of the w_l; _ e. a_
_n
of 1791, see the Note, l_ 171..The editor ] the extreme. ¢zrcumf_ce,
menu winch me po!_ bern unable to obtm a copy or them.
I tygon is cn_mscrtmm.
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mlnating in a centra//ooh-out, instead of encompassing the area, and being attaeohed to
the surrounding wall.
16. Alrproavh and surrounding fences, now
first settled, and that too in strict subordlnation to the same principle,
2V..B. m The degree of anxiety displayed
in the plan of exterior fortification there exhibited, had a more particular view to the
state of things in Ireland than in England.
With relation to most of these points further elucidation will be necessary; and with
regard to several of them, something in the
way of justification will be expected: such
will be the business of the ensuing pages,
SECTION

II.

6]gNI_R&LVIEWO]FTHE WHOLEEDIFICE.
In a General View of the whole Baildin#,
according to its present form, three very
different,
though connected masse_, may be
distinguished.
1. THE projecting flout, a rectangular mass,
which, being designed to go towards furnishing habitation for the officers of the establishment, has little to distinguish it from a
common dwelling-house.
2. The cellular part, including, as well thai
part of the circuit which is actually disposed
of in cells, as the deadpart,
which, for the
sake of stability, it is thought necesssry to
lay out" in the cellular form, although, for
want of light, as being covered by the front,
it would not be conveniently applicable to
the same use.
3. The inspeetlou.tmoer, comprehending on
one story the lowermost inspection-gallery,
with the inclosed inspector's lodge; in another, the middlemost inspection-gallery,
in
which is inclosed the lowermost chapel-gallery, and within that again the area of the
chapel;* on a third, the uppermost chapelgallery.
The cellular mass, together with the illspection-tower
inclosed within it, compose
the characteristic part of the building; the
projecting front forms an accidental and inessential appendage,
The whole of the characteristic lmrt may
be conceived as composed of two towers, one
within the other, with the annular well between them. t
• The area of the chapel cannot, perhaps, in
_'ictne_ be said to form L_rt of the same story
with the lowermost clmliel-gailery.
The floor
being _teral feet below the level of that of the
gallery_ may be looked upon as forming in that
a story by itsol£ But this want of exact
coincidenee is no more than what occurs frequantly in common houm_.
_" BY analogy, the inspection-tower might be
termed the medulla_ 3 part: the cellular pert,
the t,ortkeL
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A particularity that _
require to be constantly kept in mind is, that in the two polyguno-cylindrical masses, the circumscribing
and the inscribed, not only the numbers o£
the stories do not agree, the latter having
but half the number of the former, but that
no one story in the interior part coincides in
point of level with any one story of the
exterior that surrounds it.
This want of
coincidence is not an accidental, but a characteristie, and almost essential circumstance:
since it is by being placed about midway betwcen the floor and the ceiling of the lower°
most of each pair of cells, that one floor in
each story of the inspection-tower affords a
perfect view of two stories in the cellular
part.
Pflnclpal Dimensions of the Polygonal Part,
comprehending the Cellular Part, w_th the
included Inspection-Tower,
bezn9 the whole
of what is represented in Plate II.
WIDTHS.
Semidiameter of the area of the chapel,
including the central aperture,
.
15
Width of a chapel-gallery .....
12_
Width of an inspection-gallery,1 [
5
Width of the annular area in the same
story, and well over it, . . .
.
7§
Width of the grated annular passage,
encompassing the annular area on the
sunk story, being the same width as
that of the cell-galleries abeve,
. . 4
Depth of a cell wittan-side,
14¶
Thickness of the wall,
.....
5
Total,
Add the other semidiameter,

62
62

Total diameter,

124
---

Under the Moor of the Chapel.
Semidiameter
thickness

of the inspector's
of the wall included,

lodge,
.

.

27

. _ In some of the impressions of the dranght,
Dy mismxe 9 feet oray.
I1In some of the impressions of the draught,
the lowermost of these galleries has 3 feet of
addition given to it, at the expense of the ineluded lodge : this addition it is now proposed to
take away, for the reasons given in Sect. 8.
§ In some of the impressions of the draught,
by'mistake 11 feet.
q[ In some of the impressions of the draught,
by mistake 13 feet only.
Of the four additional feet thus given to the intermediate well,
one was at the expense of the ceils, the three
omers at the expense of the chapel-gallerles. It
I is now, however, proposed to allow it one foot,
I at the expense of those gailerie% making at the
I diameter eight feet instead of seven: exclusive
I of the four, Which_ to the purpose of ventilation,
I may be considered as little different from so
] much void space, being so imperfectly occapied.
l by the eell.gallefie_ constructed of open _'ork
I like balconies.
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Brought over,
Width of the inspection-gallery,

Add the other semidiRmeter,

.

27
5
m
32
32
-

.

Diameter of the building at the outer drcumference of the inspector's gallery
in that story,
........
64
Which is the same as in the other stories. _
Cellular Part alone.

WELL.

69

Brought over,
37
inspection-gedlery and the uppermost ..........
10
Height of the uppermost inspection.
gallery in front, including the thickness of the floor and roof, . . . 7
Void space between the uppermost inspection-gallery and the uppermost
part of the roof where the annular
sky-light terminates, exclusive of
the thickness of the roof,
20
Thickness of the roof, .....
1

3
3

6

0
0

HEIGHTS.

From the floor of the sunk storyto the
floor of the lowest cell level with
the ground, including the thickness
of the floor ........
7
From the floor to the crown of
the arch in each cell,
8 0
Thickness of the arch at the
crown ........
1 0
Height of the first floor of cells
from the ground, including the
thickness of the floor above, 9 0
of the second floor,
18 0
of the third floor, . . 27 0
of the fourth floor,
36 0
of the fifth floor, . . 45 0
of the sixth floor,
.
54
From the crown of the arch on
the outside to the lowest part
of the slanting roof within
the walls .......
3 0
From thence to the level of that
part of the roof where the annular sky-fight begins,
.
5 0
From thence to the level at
which the sky-light
terminates ........
5 6
Thickness of the roof in that
part,

.......

1

Toted depth ofthe annu]ar well, 76
Height of the building from the
ground in the cellular part, 69

6

0

Total semidiameter of the inspector's
lodge, . .........
Add the other semidlameter,
. .
Total diameter,

.......

SECTION
ANNULAR
Annular

0
14

6

0 76

0

6 ---'-

lnspectlon Tower alone,
HEIGHTS.
From the intermediate area to a level
with the floor ofthelowermost
story
ofeens,
.........
7
Thence to the floor of the inspectiongallery, . ........
4
From the floor of the inspectlon-ga]lery to the roof of ditto, including
the thickness of the floor and roof, 8
Void space between the lowermost
and the middlemost inspection-gallerles, .........
I0
Height of the middiemost inspection
gallery,including the thickness of
tbe floor and roof,
.....
7
'Void space between the middlemost

Height from the floor of the sunk story
and annular well as before,
76 0
"---Inspector's Lodge alone.
WIDTHS.
From the centre to the circumference of
the centred apertures in the floor and
the ceiling,_
........
6
Of the anntdar space between that and
the partition dividing the lodge from
the surrounding gallery, being the
space underneath a chapel gallery,
added to that underneath the chapel
area,
..........
21

6
0

0

3

6

t27
27
54
_---

UI.
WELL.

Well, instead of Stories of Inter.

_nediate Annular Area.
How to give to the inspectors access to the
prisoners in their cells ? In the_ first design,
stories of intermediate area, serving as pansages, were allotted to this purpose : in untobet agreeing with the stories of inspectionlodge: in point of level, coinciding, as was
necessary, with the lowest story of each pair
of cells.
Apertures,
cut here and there
through the uppermost of these stories of
passages, were to give light and air to those
below.
i The diameter here given to these apertures
is thethem
same: as
thatthey
given
to the
sky-light
over
but
admit
of opeedn_
extension,
as the
demand for light o_ any other c_nsideration may
require.
°c In some of the impressions of the draught
but 21 : the difl'erenee_ 6 feet, being owing, liedf
of it, to the three feet of addition given by mistake
to the
annular well, atthe
theother
expense
of the
the
included
inspection-tower;
half, to
addition (now prope_t to be taken back) given
within that tower to me inspectkm_.k,
ed_l_eryinth_
story, at the expense of the inelud_ lodge.
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For what purpose these _l_._es?
For
communication, and no other. But the more
I considered, the more plainly I perceived,
that for uninterrupted communication there
would be no use.
The first suceedaneum
_het presented itself was a multitude of flying stalvcases of open iron-work: at last I
satisfied myself, that two flights of staircases,
from top to bottom, for the prisoners, and
short passe.ges joining them from the several
stories of the inspection-part, would answer
every purpose.*
Out went accordingly the
stories of intermediate eres. Space took the
place of matter, from the bottom of the
building to the top : and thus a well was
formed all the way up, crowned by an uninterrupted sky-lloht , as broad, and opening in
as many places, as possible,
Airiness, llghrsomeness, economy, and increased security, ere the evident results of
this simple alteration:
above all things, airihess, the want of which it might not by any
other means have been very easy to remove.
This vacuity does service in a thousand
shapes: a ditch in fortification, it is a ehimhey, and much more than a chimney, in yentilatinn.
In this point of view, the distance
between the particular ceiling and the general sky-light is so much added to the height
of ceiling in each eeU: so that Justead of 6
eeUs, each 8 feet high and no more, we have
in fact, 6 cells, one of 66 feet, another of 57,
a third of 48, a fourth of 39, a fifth of 30,
and the lowest not less than 21 feet.
Communication, impeded in as far as it is
dangerous, is, instead of being retarded, aceeierated, where it is of use. To the inspector, in his gallery, a single pole answers, as
we shall see, the purpose of many st_rcases:
by this simple implement, without quitting
his station, he gives the prisoners egress
from, and regress into, their cells. Machines,
materials of work, and provisions, find a direet passage by help of a crane, without the
tedious circuity of a staircase: whence less
width of staircase may suffice.
The posts
at which, were iron gratings of no avail, it
would be pos_ble for a desperate prisoner to
attack an inspector in his castle, ere reduced
to three narrow passages on each side: and
these, too, crossed and guarded by doors of
open-work, exposing the enemy, while they
keep him at a di-'t_mee.t
Of all this more
particularly in its place. A short hint of the
several advantages could not well be omitted in speaking of the part to which they
are due.
Add to these another, nor that an ineondderable one, in point of extent and fadllty
of/nspeet/on:
for though there are but two
stories of eells, of which an eye situated in a
• _ below, Communications.
_- This refers to the construction of the dead
parZ _ the cizctdt; of which, alittle funhe_ on.
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I story of the inspecting tower can reach every
i part alike, yet in addition to this perfect view
I partial views are thus opened, from which
the mmmgement may derive, as we shallsee,
very material assistance.
What degree of support the inspector of
each story ofinspectinn-gailery
derives from
the view thus acquired by his colleagues in
_he two other stories, may be seen by the
lines described for that purpose in the cells.
They are drawn as if from an eye stationed
in the back pest of the several iuspectiongalleries.
The f_ures 1, _, 3, mark the
stories of inspection.gallery from which they
are respectively drawn. When two of these
lines proceed from the same cell, the letter s
denotes that one of them, which was drawn
from the height of the eye of a middle-sized
man when slttln 9, and stooping to read or
write--say three feet six inches ; the letter
u, that drawn from the eye of the same man
standing upright--say five feet five inches.
From _his particularity in point of con.
struetion, the following observations may be
deduced with a view to manc_ement :1. There is no ceil of which some part is
not visible from every story in the inspectiontower: and in the lowermost story, not only
from the iuspection-gallery,
but even from
the included inspector's lodge.
2. The part thus visible is considerable
enough, in point of room, to receive, and
expose perfectly to view, a greater number
of prisoners than it can ever be proposed to
lodge in the same cell.
3. No prisoner can ever make any attempt
upon the grating that forms the interior
botmdary of his cell, without being visible
to every one of the three stations in the
inspection-pact.
4. During meal-times and at church-times,
by stationing the prisoners dose to the graring, two out of three inspectors may be
spared.
5. The eeU-galleries ere, every one of
them, perfectly commanded by every station
in the inspection.part.
6. An attempt can scarcely, if at all, be
made on a window in the third story of
ceils, without being visible, no1 only to its
proper story (viz. the 2d) of the inspectionpart, but likewise to the first; nor upon s
window in the 4th story of ceils, without
being visible not only to its proper story
(viz. the 2d) of the inspection-part,
but
likewise to the 3d. Those of the 4th story
at least, aa well as the two above it, are
sufficiently guarded by their height ; upon
the supposition that the cells afford no ropes,
nor materials of which ropes could be made
in the compass of a night, by persons exposed constantly to the eye of a
w_tchmau.
7. To give to an inspector at any _ne the
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same command over the cell of another inspector as over his own, there needs but an
order, drawing a line of limitation in the
cells in question, and confining the in_birants within that line. So long as a prisoner

sexes.
Of the provision made for that purpose, a full account will be found below,

keeps wittdn it he continues visible; and the
instant he ceases to be so, his very invisibility is a mark to note him by.

CELLS,DOUBLEINSTEADOF SINGLE.

SECTION
IV.
PEOTRACTEDPAKTITION8OMITTED.
ProtractedPartitlonsomltted;
taken into the Cells.

orrather,

Is the original design, the protracted pattitions had two uses : 1. To cut off"all view
of distant cells; 2. To cut off"converse with
the cells contiguous on each side. In securing
this effect, a large quantity of brick-work,
and an annular space of 3 or 4 feet all round,
were expended,
Upon maturer consideration, it appeared
that the same effect might be equally secured
by slighter and cheaper means ; and the
space thus sacrificed shotted to some other
more necessary purpose. Views of _he opposite semicircle may be intercepted by sheets
of canvass _ling up the intervals left by the
stories of the inspectlon-gallery,*--view
and
converse, as between ceils contiguous or
adjacent, by barriers of the slightest nolure interposed within the cells ; such as a
netting of wire for example, or even of packthread.
The object is rather to mark the
line, than to oppose a physical obstacle to the
violation of it. If transgression be rendered
impracticable withont discovery, it is sufllcient_ since it is not here and there an
instance that can produce any material mischief, or to the delinquent _ny gratification
capable of paying for the danger.
By this
slight and flexible barrier, no room need be
consumed.
As well at top as at bottom, it
will give place to fvrniture ; such as a shelf,
or the foot of a loom, a bedstead, or a table;
and upon order given, it may be removed at
any time.
When the protracted partitions were contrived, it was with a view to the assumed
necessity of absolute solitude : that plan
being, for reasons given below, now relin,
quished, neither this expedient, nor those
now proposed to be substituted to it in the
same intention, are any longer of the same
im_rtsnce,
the interception of view can be eonsidered as an object entitled to much attentian. it can only be as between the different
* Making the circuit round the a_ of the
chapel, an_ omitting the dead part, it will be
found that three pieces, each in length about
70 feet_and in width, twoaboutS£eet esch, and
the &M about 8b feet, will sui_ce,

SECTION

V.

THE change is not a t_ng
one. It will
not lightly be acceded to : the expediency of
it will be expected to be fitly and mtisfaetorily made out.
It shall be so : by reason,
by authority, and by practice. In the letters,
I assumed solitude as a fundamental principle. I then copied, andIcopiedfromrecollection.
I had no books.
I have since read
a little : I have thought more.
Not that the Panopticon system has any
interest in the change.
You may apply it,
indeed, to mitigated seclusion, but so you
may, with equal facility, to absolute solitude.
Applied to the degree of mitigated seclusion
here proposed, it clears the punishment of its
inconveniences, and gives it the advantages
that have been looked for f_om solitude:
applied to solitude, it enables you to screw
up the punishment to a degree of barbarous
perfection never yet given to it in any Eng.
lish prison, and scarcely to be given to it by
any other means.
Double cells suppose two prisoners at least
m company ; and admit of three, or even, in
case of necessity, four ; and that with much
less ineor_venience, as we shall see, in point
of room, than would result from the putting
of two into a cell designed only for one. As
to any greater number, I lay it out of the
question.
The choice lies, it must be remembered, not betwixt solitude and crowded
rooms, but betwixt absolute perpetual and
universal solitude, on the one hand, and
mitigated seclusion in very small assorted
companies, on the other : companies, in the
formation of which every regard might be
paid, and naturally would be paid, to every
sort of consideration by which expediency can
be influenced_to
age, temper, character, tolents, and capabilities.
Single cells throughout, that is, a number of cells equal to that
of the prisoners for whose reception they are
designe_lis
in which, under the Paaopticon discipline, they are to work, andeat, and
attend Divine service, as well as sleep, and
out of which, unless for the purpose of being
aired and exercised, they are never to stir :
suppose them doomed, or at least meant to
be doomed, during the whole time of their
imprisonment, to the state of unmitigated
solitude above mentioned; that time, for the
most part, a term of not less than seven
years.
Of perfect soh'tude in the penitentiary
cipline I know but of one use,t_the
breaking
-_ Mr_ Howa_l knew no other. " _leintentien of this," viL (solitary conSnement)--"
the
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the spirit, as the phrase is. and subduing the
contumacy of the intractable.
In this quality
it may be a necessary instrument : none, at
any rate, can be more unexceptionable ; none
can be more certain in its effect."
In what
instance was it ever known to fail ?
But in this quality the demand for it can
be but temporary.
What it does, if it does
anything, it does quickly--better,
according
$o Mr. Howard, in two or three days, than
in more._ Why, then, atan immense expense
set up a perpetual establishment for the sake
of so transitory a use ?
In the character of a permanent article of
discipline, continued throughout the whole of
the confinement, if it were thought necessary
on any account, it must be for one or other
of two purposes :-- 1. To prevent the spread
of mischievous instruction; or, 2. To prevent
conspiracies for the purpose of escape,
It is not necessary for either purpose : I
mean always in contradistinctiuntothe
mitigaintention of this," says he, in Account of Lazarettos, p. 169, " I mean by day as well as by
night, is either to reclaim the most atrocious
and daring criminals ; to punish the refractory
for crimes committed in prison ; or to make a
strong impression in a short time, upon thoughtless and irregular young persons, as faulty apprentices and the like. It should therefore be
considered
thoseoffenders
who are ready
to commit
for
a long term bypetty
to absolute
solitude,
that such a state is more than human nature can
bear, without the hazard of dlstraction or despair,
The beneficial effects of such a punishment are
speedy, proceeding from the horror of a vicious
person left entirely to his own reflections.
This
may
wear off'by
continuance, and a sullen
insensibility
may long
succeed."
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ted plan ofsecluslon, whiehgivesto each man,
but one, or at most two companions : I. Not
for the former. In thecasesin whichmischievons inclinations have been apprehended, and
in which a plan of solitude, moreorlessstea*
dily adhered to, has been employed or thought
of by way of remedy, the following cireumstances have generally concurred :--l.
The
multitude of the prisoners collected together
large and indeterminate ; 2. The composition
ofthatmultitudenotcapableofbeingregulated
by any power of selection; 3. The whole multitude left together, during the whoIe, or almost the whole of the four-and-twenty hours,
without inspection or contronl, and that in
a narrow space, where no one, however desirous, could escape from the conversation of
any other ; 4. All of them at liberty, without
any other check than that of poverty, to supply themselves to any excess with the means
of intoxication ; 5. A part, more or less considerable, of that number, about to be turned
loose again upon the public in a short time,
with the lessons ofmischieffreshintheir
ears,
and ready at the first opportunity to apply the
theory to practice.
Under the arrangement
to which, upon maturer consideration,
Ihave
given the preference in comparison with the
first hasty conception of perpetual solitude,
not one of the above circumstances has place.
The number of the prisoners proposed to be
put together is very small ; in general, but
two, at the utmost not more than four: the
composition of these little groupes dependent
upon the ruling powers in the first instance,
and capable of being varied every moment,
upon any the slightest intimation which ex-

And in another note, p. 192--" A short term perience or even susplcion can afford : every
wonldprobablv do more to effect a reformatmn
groupe, and every individual in it, exposed
than three or tour months' confinement ; as it is more or less to the scrutiny of an inspectgenerally found that in the first two or three days ing eye during every moment of their contiprisoners seem to have their minds most affected nuance there : all means of intoxication for
and penitent."
Of these notes, the former, it is true, is pre- i ever out of reach : the degree of seclusion defaced with a " wish that all prisoners had se- termined upon, capable, whatever it be, of
parate rooms; for hours of thoughtfulness and being--thanks
to the all-efficient power of the
reflection," says he, " are necessary." But by Panopticon principle--maintained
inviolate,
separate rooms, all that he had in view was moms while every plan of solitude yet attempted
different from the crowded rooms he had been has been broken in upon, and its purpose
ak_rtngof
the text. In the
it is true,
by occasional
of inthoughttktiness
andlatter,
reflection
he in great measure frustrated,
speaks of will wi_h difficulty find placa The
busy scenes that pass in crowds keep the mind
in a state of fer&cotatlou and confusion, that
leaves litre leisure for the admisaio_ of other
thoughts.
Far otherwise is it in those smaU so.
eieties__societies composed of two or three only,
which not having fallon under his observation,
do not appear on this occasion to have been in his
view. Unapt to give _
to obstrep.erotmmirth_
they are peculi_l_ favourable to mat sort ot
calm resection which is the concomitant o£ confidential intercourse,
" Darkness and fasting,one or both, must be
added, where it is thought necessary that the
effect
shouldjudea
be speedily produced: as in the case
of
English
t ACCOuntof Lagarettos_ p. 192.

] associations: and the pernicious instruction,
J should any such he communicated,
not ca] pable, were it to find a learner ever so ripe
[ for it, of being applied to practice for many
[ years to come.
]
If from reason we turn to example, an instance where the plan of perpetual, total, and
universal solitude has been adopted and steadily adhered to, will not anywhere, I believe,
be found.
Either it has not been aimed at,
or if aimed at in principle, it has been relenten" om in practice.
In the Wymondham Penitentiary-House,
each prisoner, it is true, has a separate cell
to sleep in : it is, however, only upon occa-
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don" that he works there.
If he does not
work there, he must work, and unqoestionably does work, incompany, viz. in the workroom of twenty feet four inches by ten feet, t
which was not destined for a few.
As a
preservative against mischievous instruction,
what, tben, at those tunes, thatis, thronghout
the day, becomes of solitude ?
In the Glom_ster Penitentiary-House,
as
well as in the other Gloucester prisons,
solitude, under the two modifications there
adopted, viz. with and without the concomirant of darkness, is, with great propriety, and
in conformity to the principle I am contending for, " directed merely as a punishment
for refractory prisoners, and to enforce the
discipline of the prison."
In the penitentiary-house, indeed, it is provided, that during the hours of rest, the prisoners shall be " kept ent_rel//separate--zn
separate cells." So much for the mght. How
is it all day long ?--"
During the hours of
labour," they are to be " hept separate."-How ?--absolutely
? No : but only "as far
as the nature of the employment wall admzt.'"
What follows immediately after, I do not
perfectly comprehend : _"
When the nature
of the employment may require two persons
to work together," (it does not say two persons or more) " the taskmasters, or assistant,
belt is said) shall be present to attend to the
haviour of such offenders, who shall not
continue together except during such hours
of labour." Howls this ? Not more than two
persons ever to work together ? nor even two
without a taskmaster, or his assistant, to
attend them ? Upon any idea of economy,
can this be looked upon as practicable ? One
man at _50, or .£30, or £'25 a-ycar,_ to do
nothing but look on, for every two men who
are expected to work ? The governor is allowed, I observe, for but one subordinate of
each of those descriptions.
Are there, then,
to be but three pair of prisoners on the whole
establishment, to whom the indulgence of so
much as a single companion is to be allowed ?
are all the rest to remain in solitude for the
want of an attendant to each pair ?-- This
cannot be. By two, then, we arc to understand two or more : in short, here, as at
Wymondham, there are working-rooms in
common, in which none are to be without an
inspector stationed in some part of the room.
--But in this case, too, what becomes of
solitude ?
If the benefits expected from solitude in
the character of a preservative, were not
given up by this relaxation, they would be

by another.
The following I observe prescribed, as one of the folw degrees of punishmcnt "to be applied in the discipline of a//
the prisons," the Penitentiary prison, therefore, among the rest. The prisoner, though
"on working-days confined to his cell, except
during the times of airing,"_ and though
"removed slnUly to the chapel,"is, "provided
his or her behaviour be orderly or decent,"
to be "' allowed on Sundays, to air in the
courts, in the society of his or her class." §
Under this indulgence, too, what becomes of
the antiseptic regimen ? May not the same
person who opens a school of corruption as
soon as the keeper's back is turned, be orderly and decent during his presence ? may
not there be eye-prlsoners, as well as eyeservants ? cannot the arts of housebreaking
and pilfering be taught on Sundays, as well
as on week-days?
cannot they be taught
quietly, and in a low voice ?
So much as to evil instruction.
Now as
to safe custody. Upon the Panopticon plan,
at least, absolute solitude is equally unnecessary to this purpose.
Towards effeeting an
escape, what can two or three do more than
one, confined as they are by iron grates while
they are within the prison, and by walls when
they are without ? and, in either case, never
out of the eye of an inspector, who is armed
and out of reach of attack, and within reach
of whatever assistance he can desire ? and
this, too, as we shall see, but a part of the
securities with which the system is srmed?
for every thing cannot be said at once, nor
repeated at each sentence.
Upon the common plans, absolute solitude
while the prisoners were out of sight might,
for aught I can say, be a necessary precaution : at least it cannot be said to be an useless one.
In the course of sixteen hours, &
good deal might be done by two or three persons, steeled against danger, reckoning life as
nothing, and secure of not being observed.
If perpetual and unremitted solitude is no_
necessary either to prevent the spread of rotschievous instruction, or to prevent escapes,
to what other purpose can it be either necessary, or of use ? To reformation ? but that
you have already, either without any solirude, or by the help of a short course of it.
What further proof would you wish for ?
what further proof can human eyes have, of
such a change, beyond qmetness, silence, and
obedience ?
To the purpose of example ? The effect
in the way of example, the effect of the spe¢tacle, receives little _dition
from the pro-

s When neceuary. See Sir T. Beevor's Letters
in Annual Register for 2786, Let. I.
a. Ibid. _
I 1I.
The salaries _dlowed by these regulationsto
a taskm_-_ter, turnkey, and assistant turnkey,
lb. Part I. p. Ill.

tracted duration of the term.
I[ As to ai_in_, a plan _or that purposewil] be
found below, which aoe._ _ot reqmre the slightest
infringement upon whatever plan of st_Jusio_
may be fixed upon as mo_t eligible,
§ Ibl_L Part I1. p. 1O.
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Are you af_id the situation should not be
3. It cramps the choice of employments:
made uncomfortable enough to render it in- I. It excludes all such as require more room
eligible? There are wsys enough in the world than you would think fit to allow to your
of making men miserable, without this ex- single cell ; 2. It excludes all such as require
pensive one : nor, if their situation in such a two or more to work in the same apartment."
place were made the best of, is there any
4. It cramps industry in any employment :
great danger of their finding themselves too
I. It precludes an experienced workman from
much at their ease. If you must torment
having boys given to him for apprentices ;
them, do it in a way in which somebody may 2. Nor probably would the same quantity ol
be a gainer by it. Sooner than rob them of work be done by two persons in a stat_ of
all society, I would pinch them at their meals,
solitude, as would be done by the same two
But solitude, when it ceases to be necespersons in a state of society, at least under
sary, becomes worse than useless. Mr. Howard
the influence of the inspection principle. Who
has shewn how.
It is productive of gloomy
does not know the influence that the state
despond__ney, or sullen insensibility.
What of the spirits has upon the quantity of the
better can be the result, when a vacant mind work ? t
is left for months, or years, to prey upon
Sequestered society is favourable to frienditself,
ship, the sister of the virtues.
Should the
This is not all. Making this lavish use of comrades agree, a firm and innocent attachsolitude is expending an useful instrument of ment will be the natural fruit of so intimate
discipline in waste. Not that of punishments,
a society, and so long an union.
or even a proper variety of punishments, there
Each cell is an island :--the inhabitants,
can ever be a dearth : I mean, of what is shipwrecked mariners, cast ashore upon it by
usually in view under that name _ suffering the adverse blasts of fortune : partners in afemployed in a quantity predetermined,
after flietion, indebted to each other for whatever
an offence long past. But of instruments of share they are permitted to enjoy of society,
e.orapulsion, such as will bear scrutiny, there the greatest of all comforts.
Is no such great abundance.
Should disagreement intervene, how easy
Starving thus employed, is open to sus- will separation be ! and what should hinder
pieion, and may not always be practicable,
it ? Should t]_e mischief be the result of illwithout prejudice to health.
Acute appli- i nature or turbulence of one alone, the recations, such as whipping or beating, are open
to abuse, and still more to suspicion of abuse,
Applied in this way, they would be execrated
under the name of torture.
Solitude thus
applied, especially if accompanied with darkness and low diet, is torture in effect, with-

partition°walls ; a considerable part of the
expense of warming ; half that of lighting :
half the apparatus, whatever it be, dedicated
to cleanliness ; and the expense of waterclosets, upon the most perfect plan, need the

%I do not pretend to say, that even in single
cells employments would be to seek ; or that
there is any reason to strsin a point for the sake
of admitting employments that require an extraordinary m_sure of room, as if the profitablehess of employments were m uniform proportion
to the quantity of room they required. I would
not, therefore, be at a _reat expense in building,
for the va_e chance_of giving admittance to
trades, which by their difference in point of profitableness might do more than pay for the riftference in point of expense m building. What
I sa_d in the letters I say still. All I mean here
is, tl_at_if a latitude in that artleis can be obo
mined wi_out any additional expense, the advantage ought not to be foregone.
I -I- _rue it is, tha_ two hoys_ or two idle men,
if put together without motives for working,
would be apt enough to play or lounge the whole
time, and not work at all
True it is also, that
after lmvin_ bed experience for a eert_n time of
alrsolute solitude, debarred from all means of era.
ployment, the most arrant idler that ever lived
would be apt to fly to almost any employment
as a relief. But the question here is, not be.
twesn a recluse without the means either of work

]e_be_It grudged,
consumes room : 1. Admit of double
cells, you gain to the purpose of stowage and
manufacture,
the space occupied by the partition-walls you have thrown out ; 2. It preeludes the saving that may be made in double
cells, by putting together two sorts of work-

or play,
and two
idlers possessing
of
play
w_thout
the motives
to work, the
butmeans
between
one person in sol_tude, and two others in society_
neither the one nor the two having the means ot
play, but, with regard to work, all_having as well
the motives as the means.
What more p_verbial tFamthe briskness of
the cobbler's
work,
andbethe
his
note
? But where
would
hiseheerfulnem
cheerfulness of
with-

men, one of whom required more room than
the average aIlowence, the other less; awesver, for example, and a shoemaker,

out th_ mhusive spectacle of the sort of society
afforded him by the flux and reflux of the pros.
ing throng ?

out being obnoxious to the name.
Compared to that mitigated degree of seclusion which admits of allowing two or thre3
W a cell, it is unthrifty in a more literal sense,
Pecuniary economy must be sacrificed to it in
a thousand shapes :-- 1. It enhances the ex.
penseof building; 2. It consumes room; 3. It
cramps the choice of trades; 4. It cramps industry in any trade.
I. It enhances the expense of building,
Admit of double ceils instead of single, and
observe the saving. Half the number of the
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medy is at hand :-- consign him to solitude
till tamed ; take from him the blessing, till
he has learned to know its value ; punish him
in the faculty he has abused.
A f,md of society will thus be laid up for
them again_ the happy period which is to
restore them to the world. A difficulty wl]l
thus be obviated which has been remarked
as one of the most unfortunate concomitants
of this mode of punishment, and as having
hut too powerful a tendency to rcplunge
them into the same abandoned courses of life
which brought them to it before.
Quitting
the school of adversity, they will be to each
other as old school-fellows,
who had been
through the school together, always in the
_me class,
Let us keep clear of mistakes on all sides,
There are four distinctions we should be carefal to observe in regard to solitude '--One is,
between the utility of it in the character of
a temporary instrument applicable to a ternperary purpose, and the necessity of it, in
the character of a permanent ingredient in
the system of discipline.
Another i_, between the peculiar effects of solitude, and
the advantages which are equally obtainable
by means of sequestered soetety, in small assorted companies.
A third is, between the
effects of such associations, under the cornmon plan and under the all-preservative influence of the inspection principle,
A fourth is, between the duration the solitary discipline is capable of requiring in a
penitentiary-house,
and that which it may
pos._bly be of use to give to it in a house of
correction. It may be longer in the latter."
Why ? Because, in a penitantiars-house,
all
it can be wanted for is to produce immediate
submission : for as to retbrmatlon and change
of character, years are remaining for that task:
the offender is not returned from thence into
unhmited society.
In a house of correction,
the term being so much shorter, theremedy
must be so much the more powerful.
If the
reformation of the offender is not completed
in his solitary cell, there is no other place for
it to be continued in ; for from thence he is
returned to society at large.f

One thing is good for physic, another th/aff
for food ? Would you keep a man upon bark
or antimony ?
Rejecting, then, the idea of absolute soli.
tude, 1 lay two of the cells proposed in the
original draught into one. Two, accordingly,
is the number I consider as forming the or.
dlnary complement of the double cell thus
formed : three, if three are anywhere to be
admitted, I style a super.complement : four,
a double complement.
The degree of extensibility thus given to
the establishment seems a very considerable
advantage : the number is not rigorously confined to the measure originally allotted to
it : provision is made for the fluctuation and
uncertainty naturally incident to the number
of inhabitants in such s house. Though two
should be deemed the properest complement
for a general one, even so considerable an one
as four, especially if not universal, does not
seem to threaten any formidable inconve*
niee.ee. As to safe custody and good order,
four is not such a number as can well be
deemed unmanageable : ifltwere, howwould
so many mm'e be managed all day long in the
work-shops, and that without the benefit of
inwsible inspection, as on the common plans?
As to room, four would have much more in
one of these double cells, than two would have
in a single cell formed by the division of such
a double cell into equal pm'ts. A partition,
in certain cases, excludes from use a much
greater space than that which it eovers.:_
Under this arrangement, solitude, in its
character of a temporary instrument, is by no
means laid aside. On the contrary, it is made
applicable to a greater, indeed to an almost
unlimited extent, and, what is more, without
any additional expense.
Two, I call, as beibre, the ordinary complement for these double cells. Conceive the whole number of the
ceils provided with their ordinary eomplemeat: to consign s delinquent to solitude,
there needs no more than to deprive him of
his companion, and by transferring the coinpamon to another cell, give that one other
cell a superocomplement.
In this way, by only
giving to hatf the number of cells s super.
complement, half the number of prisoners

" Though even there not a long one. IIear
Mr. Howard, in a note before reterred to :_" hi
all mam_facturmg to_.,ns," says he v lq'> " it
ould be proper to have ._ohtarycell_ ibr the confinement of faulty apprentices and servants tor
a fe_ dogs, where they should be conb_.ramedto
work, and have no visitors, unless clergymen :
tot abhort term would probably do more to effect
a reformation, than three or four months' confine,
ment ; as it is generally found that m the first
two or three days _n_ners seem to have their
minds most affeet_ and penitent."
I speak with a vtew to the common plans,
In a panopticon house of correction, beginmng,
wherenecessary, w_th a very short course of sohtude, I woula allot the v_st of die term to a

might be consigned to solitude at once : it
multitude of solitaries beyond comparison
greater than what is provided for in any prison in which solitude is not meant to be the
state of mitigated seclusion. But in many case_
where a long term is prescribed mahout dlstincUon or thought about the diselphne that will be
pursued, the shorL coarse of solitude would be
sutficltnt of it._elf.
_. Thus, in a room of twelve feet wide, you
might jmn 1cngthways three tables of four t_et
in length each : divtde the room into two equal
rooms by a partmon, you canplace but two such
tables m the same direetion_ though the partitioa
be but a lath.
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constant state of the whole. Even supposing
the cells universally provided with a supercomplement, give two-thirds of them adouble
complement, and you may still consign to
solitude one-third of their inhabitants at the
same time: and so, in case of an universal
double complement, one quarter, upon no
worse terms than the putting five persons
into a space, which, in the ordinary way of
providing for the inferior classes, is often
made to hold a greater number without any
very decided inconvenience,
In estimating the effects of putting two
or three or four prisoners together (all under
inspection, it must be remembered, all the
while) the advantage of grouping them at
the discretion of the inspector must not be
overlooked. Very inattentive indeed must he
have been to this capital part of his business,
if in a very short time the character of every
individual among them be not known to him
as much as is material to his purpose.
He
will, of course, sort them in such a manner
as that they may be checks upon one another,
not assistants, with regard to any forbidden
enterprise,
Let us not be imposed upon by sounds :
let not the frightful name of felon bereave
us of the faculty of discrimination.
Even
antecedently to the time within which the
reformatory powers of the institution can be
expected to have had their eiTect, there will
be perhaps no very considerable part of the
whole number, whose characters need inspire
much more apprehension than would be justiffed by an equal number of men taken at
large.
It is a too common, though natural
error to affix to this odious name, whatsoever
difference of character may accompany it,
one indistinguishing
idea of profligacy and
violence.
But the number of the persons
guilty of crimes of violence, such as robbery,
the only sorts of crimes which in such an
establishment can be productive of any serions mischiei_ bear, comparatively speaking,
but a small proportion to the whole. Those
whose offences consist in acts of timid iniqulty,

such as thieves

and sharpers,

even

though trained to the practice as to a professlon, are formidable, not to the peace of the
establishment,
but only in the capacity of
instructors to the rest; while the qualifies
of perhaps the major part, whoso criminality
is confined to the having yielded for once to
the momentary impulse of some transient
temptation, are such as afford little or no
danger in any shape, more than would be
afforded by any equal number of persons in
the _me state of poverty and coercion taken
at large.
They are like those on whom the
tower of Steam fell--distinguished
from
many of their neighbours more by suffering
thin by guilt_ Drunkenness, it i_ to be remembered, the most inexhaustible and most
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contagious source of all corruptions, is here
altogether out of the question. Intoxication
cannot be taught, where there is nothing (for
this I take for granted) wherewith a man can
be intoxicated.*

SECTION
VI.
VEAV-P_T.
IT will be necessary, on a variety of accounts,
to reserve some part of the circuit of the
building for other purposes than that of being
disposed of into cells.
A chapel, a part of
the establishment for which a place must be
found somewhere, occupies upon the present
plan a considerable portion of the inspectiontower.
Even the whole of that circle, were
there to be no chapel, would not suffice for
the lodgment of all the persons for whom
lodgment would be necessary.
There must
be a chaplain, a surgeon, and a matron; especially, if besides male, there should be female prisoners, which in a building of this
kind there may be, as we shall see, without
inconveuience.T
Should the establishment
not be of sufficient magnitude to call upon
the chaplain and the surgeon for the whole
of their time, and to give a complete lodgment to those officers andthelr families, some
sort of separate apartment they must still
have, the surgeon at least, to occupy while
they are there.
To such an establishment,
not only a go.
vernor, but a sub-governor, will probably be
requisite: and for the sake of gtving an inspectiug eye to the approach without, as well
as for ether purposes, it will be necessary, as
we shall see, that the former, and convenient
that the latter at least, should have an apartment fronting and looking out that way. And
for the lodgment oi the governor, at least,
there will be required a space sufficient ibr a
style of living, equal or approaching to that
of a gentleman._
• In showing that absolute solitude is not an
essential part, nor indeed any part of the peni.
tentiary system, I had forgot the original Penitentiary Act, 19 Gee. IIL c. 74 ; under which
act, solitude extends neither to " labour," nor
" devotion," nor "meals," nor "ainug."
See
Section 3_
_ See the Section on the separation of the sexes.
__ To a person of this description, or not much
below it, must the provision made in point of
room be suited, upon whatever plan the governor
is to find an inducement to take uponhim the
office. Upon the plan of I_aym_t by sala.r_, a
man who in point ofeducatxon and resp_, sibility
had not some pretensions to _e conskterm as
uponthat footing, would hardlybe entrusted with
a concern of such magnitude and importance.
Upon the contract plan recommended in the
letters (See Letter 9th,) a man who was not of
sut_eient responsibility and account to require
pr_Men to be made for him in the way of l_g*

SECT. VI.]
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There must therefore be some part of the
building, over and above the central, provided
for the lodgment of these several sorts of
curators, and consequently not like the rest,
disposed of in the form of cells.
The part
of the circuit thus sacrificed and blocked up,
as we shall see, by a projecting front, is what
I call the dead-part.*
To take from the cells the whole of the
space thus meant to be employed, would absorb a greater part of the circuit than would
be necessary, and thus make an uneconomical
diminution in the number of prisoners capahie of being provided for. To obviate this
inconvenience, in a building of 120 feet diameter, which, were the whole of it disposed
into cells, would, by having 24 double cells
in a story, and six such stories, contain 288
prisoners, I take, for supposition's sake, for
the dead part, a space no more than equal to
five such cells,
To obtain what further room may be requisite, and that without any further prejudice
to the number of the cells, I add a quadrangular front, projecting, say for instance 20
feet, reckoning from a tangent to the circle,
This, with the help of the space included by
a perpendicular drawn from such tangent to
the last of the cells thus sacrificed on each
side, would form a considerable projection,
extending in front about 73 feet. t By this
means, the officers in question might all of
them possess some sort of communication
with the exterior approach, while the back
part of the space thus appropriated
would
give them communication with and inspection
into the part allotted to the prisoners, and,
to such of them as required to be statmned
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The front, thus formed, would not however
require to be carried up to the utmost heigbl;
of a building so lofty as the circular part, viz.
upon the present plan about 68 feet, roof ineluded. Prisoners, as their occasion to ascend
and descend recurs, as we shall see, at very
few and stated periods, may be lodged at almost any height, without sensible inconveuience ;_: but this is not equally the case with
members of families in a state of liberty.
The ceilings, though higher than those of the
cells (which are 8 feet in the clear,) would
not require to be so lofty as the distance from
floor to floor in the inspection part ; a number
of stories, though not so great as six, yet
greater than three, might therefore be thus
allotted.
To dispose of the surplus to advantage, I omit a height at top, equal to and
level with that of the uppermost story of
cells. The corresponding part of the circuit
of ceils, comprehending a space equal to that
of five of these double cells, is thus restored
to the light, and free to be converted into
cells.It This part, or any of the cells composing it, may answer upon occasion the putpose of an znfirmary.
It possesses in this view a peculiar advanrage: The front may have a fiat roof, which,
being raised to the level of the floor, or the
bottom of the windows of this infirmary part,

_ This would be, exclusive of the roof, 54
feet, being the aggregate height of the six cells;
the floor of the lowest story of cells being supposed level with the ground ; that is, even with
the ground.floor of the projecting front upon the
same level But it will probably be found convenient, as we shall see, to raise the ground-floor
of the front to a level with that of the lowermost
story of the inspection part, the floor of which
in the heart of the building, access to their
must be 4._above that of the lowermost story of
common lodgment in that place,
ceils ; and to put under the cells a sunk floor,
runningall around, which may be about 7_ feet
ment upon a similar footing, would hardly be lower than that of the cells, and consequently
accepted of. In the former case_ the governor about 12 lower than that of the lowermost story
would require a master manufacturer, or task.
of the inspecuon part. In that case_ if the ground
master, under him, to ease him of the most isatthesamehezghtbeforethefrontasalrround
irksome and laborious part of the details, and thecells, theremustbestepsfromittotheheight
occasionally of the whole, in ease of sickness or of 4_ feet (say 9 steps 6 inches each) to reach the
necessary absenc_ And in the latter case, were ground-floor : which will reduce to 49_ feet the
a master manufacturer to be the contractor, while height from the ground-floor to the ceiling of the
his own attention was principally employed in highest story of cells ; and to 43_ that from the
turning the estabhshment to account in the way same ground-floor to the windows of the same
of profit, he would find it necessary to have under story of cells : at which level the projection mu_
him a man of trust, in the character of keeper, terminate, in order toafford by its roof a terrace
for the purpose of superintending the govern- for the Infirmary, in manner here propped.
ment of the prison, and paying a more particuThis want of coincidence,between the floorb
lar attention than the occupations of the'princiof the internal part and those of the external, in
could admit of his paying to the great objects other words, between the inspection part and the
of safe custody and good order,
cfilnl_ (a circumstance necessary to give each
• A wall, in contradistinction to erections with floor o_ the former the command of two floors of
wlndowsin them, is commonly called a dead _all. the latter,) introduces a degree of intricacy which
t This part could not be delineated in the a_ects every conception that can be formed, and
drau_{ht Plate IL, nor, consequently, the dead- every account that can be giver_ of _mc_t any
part_listinguished
from therest. The disl_osi,
partofthisunexampledstructure.
tion of these two parts must be governed m a
t[ It may possibly, however, be found eligible
considerable degree by local circumstances, and to _ee
one of these oells, viz. the centre one_
in its details is not essential to the composition to let in light by a sky-light fo_ the staircase for
of the building. The outline of it is, however, chapel visito_ See Sect. 12, Commu_.catior_-_*p_re_____ted
in Plate IIL
Staircase&
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m_d eovered with lead or copper, will form a persuasion, a system of penitence without
terraee, on which convalescents, though in. the means of regular devotion_ would be a
capable of the fatigue of descending and re- downright solecism.
If religions instrnctlon
ascending, nmy take the air. A space of 73 and exercise be not necessary to the worst,
feet in f_ont, and in width where narrowest,
and generally the most ignorant of sinners,
(viz. at its junction with the circle,) 20 feet, to whom else can they be other than superand where widest (viz. at the furthest part fluous?
from the circle,) near 32 feet, would afford
This instruction, where then shall they be
very convenient room for this purpose; and placed to receive it? Nowhere better than
the separation between the males and females
where they are. There they are in a state
might here likewise, if thought necessary, be of continued safe custody; and there they
kept up by a partition wall cutting the ter- are without any additional expense.
It rerace in the middle,
mains only to place the chaplain; and where
A more convenient infirmary could scarce the chaplain is, there is the chapel A speaker
be wished for. The only expense attending
cannot be distinctly heard more than a very
it, is the difference between that of a fiat and few feet behind the spot he speaks from. t
that of an ordinary roof for the quadrangular The congregation being placed in a circle, the
projection over which it looks; and even this
situation, therefore, of the chaplain should
difference is not an essenrial one.
On the be, not in the centre of that circle, but as
ordinary plans, while there bze no sick, the near as may be to that part which is behind
infirmary is vacant and useless.
Such need him, and, consequently, at the greatest disnot be the case here. Guarded and watched
tance from that part of it to which he turns
in the same manner, the infirmary cells are hi._ face.
as fit for the reception of prisoners in health
But between the centre of the inspectionas any other cells.
When the establishment
tower all round, and the intermediate well,
is in this state of repletion, suppose an in- there must be, at any rate, whatever use it
firmary cell wanted for a sick person, it is may be put to, a very considerable space.
but dismissing its former inhabitant, or inha- What, then, shall be done with it ? It cannot
bitants, to an ordinary cell or ceils, upon the be employed as a warehouse consistently with
principle already mentioned.
[the sanctity of its destination; nor even inThe part thus denominated the dead-part,
dependently of that consideration, since, if
would be very far from lost. It would afford thus filled up, it would intercept both sight
room for many necessary articles in the corn- and voice.
Even if divine service were out
position of the building.
Out of it ought to of the question, it is only towards the centre
be taken :-that this part could be employed for stowage,
1. Staircases for the prisoners and inspeewithout obstructing inspection as much as in
tots; for which, see the head of Communithe other case it would devotion; nor can it,
cations,
even in that part, be so employed, without
2. Entrance and staircases for the chapel narrowing in proportion the inspector's range,
visitors; for which, elso see the head of Corn- and protruding his walk to a longer and longer
muulcarions,
circuit.
What, then, shall we do with this
3. Passage and staircase to the inspector's
vacuity ? Fill it with company, if company
lodge; for which, see the same rifle,
can be induced to come.
Why not, as welt
4. Vestry for the chaplain,
as to the Asylum, the Magdalen, and the
5. Organ and organ-loft.
Lock Hospital, in London ? The scene would
6. Clock-house and belfry,
be more picturesque; the occasion not less
htterestlng and affecting.
The prospect of
contributions that might be collected here
SECTION
VII.
as there, will hind the manager to the observance of every rule that can contribute to
CHArr_.
keep the establishment in a state of exemplary
Chapd Introduced.*
neatness and cleanliness, while the profit of
THB necessity of a chapel to a penitentiarythem will pay him for the expense and trouhouse, is a point rather to be assumed than hie. Building, furniture, apparel, persons,
argued. Under an established church of any every thing, must be kept as nice as a Dutch
house. The smallest degree of ill scent would
a The chape_ not being a characteristic part [ be fatal to this paxt of his enterprise.
To
of the design, will be sufficiently understood ] give it success, prejudices indeed would be
from the d.n_ght, without any particular expla. ] to be surmounted; but by experienee_cunmulm_ For the whole detail of this va_ ram I tinued and uninterrupted experience--even
indebted to mypmfes_mal adviser, ML Revely, [ prejudice may be overcome.
of Great Titchfield 8uvet_ Maryhoue, whose ]
xmantonve beenmnnw.h adraked b_thedilet. I "_Ifoundthi_byexperlmentsmadeenparpeee
ttmli in Grecian and F.,gyptian antiqultieL
! in churche_ See also S_unden on The_trb.
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The affluence of visitors, while it secured
cleanliness, and its concomitants healthiness
and good order, would keep up a system of
gratuitous inspection, capable of itself of
awing the keeper into good conduct, even
If he were not paid for it : and the opposite
impulses of hope and fear would thus contribute to ensure perfection to the manage,
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station, being perfectly concealed from every
station in the chapel, t

t All this may be very well, said an intelligent
friend, in thewayof emample:--but how stands
it upon the footing of refornmtion_t Might it
not have ultimately a conceptive effect upon the
pe_o_ns thus exhibited,--shinning them, indeed,
and dustressing them at first, but by degrees
hardening them, and at length renderin_ them
ment, and keep the conduct of the manager insensible ? Would it not, in short, to th_ parwound up to the highest pitch of duty. Add pose, be a sort of perpetual pillory
to this the benefit of the example, and of
To this I answer-the comments that would be made on it by
1. That, of the two, example and reformation,
learned and religious lips : these seeds of example us the greatest object; and that in the
virtue, instead of being buried in obscurity,
proportion of the number of the yet innocent to
that of the convicted guilty.
as in other improved prisons, would thus be
2. That the offences for which persons are
disseminated far and wide.
subjected to this punishment are deemed of a
W'natever profit, if any, the contractor
deeper dye, and as such to require a punishment
could make out of this part of the plan, why more severe than that even of these who are con°
grudge it him ? why to his establishment,
signed to the pillory.
more than to any of those Just mentioned _
3. That at their trials there is not one of them
_" fJ l_Du_wou
....
J ld beaDo" un-"
must have
been exhibited in a manner
_ovapennvo
t Y but
.... and
• •
....
equally public,
m cxrcumstances reflecttnlg
upon goon management, ana a security against a much greater measure of humiliation and
souse,
shame : with this difference too, that on that oeIf the furniture and decoration of the cha- casion each person is exhibited singly, and the
pel would require some expense, though very e_es of ,the whole audien_ are fixed upon. him
little decoration would be requisite, a saving,
atone ; _at he t.s to speak as wen as t? near,
"
"
" " resoltsn'o
" _ m "h
"
e f aua
stanus
eHect
the sole nero
ot tlle me.
ontneomernana,
•
-- Qrama
_ form :mwhereas,
- ....
.-•
.
.t euegre o I lancnoty
on an exnloltlOn
liKe
openness which such a destination suggested [ that here nronosed, the attentxon"of the _sneeta-____
and rendered necessary. On the original plan, tors, bein_ divx"
"dual'among so many, scarcely atthe whole circuit of the eentral part, then up- taches !ndividualiy u.ponany one. Bus!des that
propriated solely to inspection, was to have upon his trial a.man is held for.th to view with
been filled with glass : on the present plan,
the.marks of guilt fresh uporl,h_ heed : whereas
.. _.
...
......
.
, at ti_e remote penoa m question ne uoes not al_
WnlCn
...... lays this part open in mneren_ places, , ve ar -ill
t a progress m ore or .....
_ess conslueraole may
to the amount of at lea_t half its height, that [ _e presumed to have been made in the career of
expensive material is proportionably saved.
I penitence, and the idea ofguLlthas been covered
On the present plan, it will be observed,
by explation.
that three stories of ceils only, viz. the se- ] . Should these answers be thought not to have
•
. an ] .......
disproved the mischief, nothini_ can
cond third,
and fifth from the toy, enjoy
, be
. simpler
. '
"
•
• • - , - tnanme remeoy. _.masK anoras It at once.
umnterrupted
view of the hamster.
That | utuilt
...................
•
.
.
will trills De DlHorlen In ule abstract9wirethe inhabitants, of. the. other stones of cells out the exposure o_'.the
fity. With regard to
may have participation of the same benefit,
the sufferer, the stmgof_sh_me will be sheathed,
it will be necessary they should be iutroand with re_ard to the spectators, the salutary
duced, for the occasion, into or in front of ] impression, ms .t_d. of being weakened, will be
1on to en -] he1.Ightened,
such of the cells as are"m a sxtu
" at"
..... by this i_., cry The, scene
. of de.
..........
_ _ _
_-hat w_"th _i vouon
wm oe aecoratea vy _ why mince me
]on
- it. _ms m_gnt ve enec_eu , ann t
.
wora......
__oy a mas uersue: a
uersae, me
the greatest ease, were the whole establish- ] deed, but of what_'nd ? not a_rma_]vav
and dance.
ment to receive even a double complement.
_ reus, but a serious, affecting, _n'd instructive
The two parties, composed of the fixed ' one. A Spanish _uto-da_ bus s_ll more in it
inhabitants of each cell on the one hand, and of the theatre :--and what is the objection there ?
the strangers imported from a distant cell on That the spectacle is light or ludicrous ? No the other, might be stationed either in one but rather that it is too serious and too horrible.
.This, it is to be noted, is the only occasion on
continued row in the front of the eell-galwhich _eir eyes will have to encounter the pub.
]eries, or the one party in that line, and the lie eye. At all other times, betheir visitors ever
other immediately within the cell-grating,
sonumcrons, there will he no ec_sciousness of
In neither case need the law of seclusion be being seen, _nsequently no ground for the insuffered to be infringed by converse : both .s_nsib!h.'tywhich might be ipprebended frmn
parties are aJike awed to silence by an invi- meWhere
nanlt otthere
suchiseonsciousne_
patience to discriminate, the
sible eye--invisible
not only to the prisoners
worst institutions may afford a hint that may be
in front, but to the company behind: not only of use. I would not turn my back upon reason
the person of each inspector, but his very and utility, though I found them in the Starchamber or the Inquisition. The authors me the
• In some impre_'ons of the draught, the latter institution, hi purfi_ar, whatever er_ermi.
minister's station, and, consequently, the views ties and absuniities inay be laid to their ¢_trge,
and want OFviews that result trom it, are not re- must at least be allowed to have had some knowpresented: but they will readily be conceived,
ledge of _
e fe_.. Unjust as was their penal
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INSPECTION-GALLeRIESAND LODGE°
Is the three stories of the inspection-tower,
annular inspection-galleries,
low and he, row,
surrounding in the lowermost story a cireular inspection-lodge ; instead of three stoties of inspection- lodge, all circular, and
in height filling up the whole space all the
way up.*
Two desiderata had been aimed at in the
contrivance of the inspector's stations: 1. The
unbounded faculty of seeing without being
seen, and that as well while moving to and
fro, as while sitting or standing still : 2. The
capacity of reeeivingin the same place visitors
who should be in the same predicament,
The second of these objects is not to be
dispeosedwith.
If the governor or sub-governor cannot, for the purposes of his business,
receive company while he remains in this station, he must, as often as he receives them,
quit not only the central part, but the whole
circle altogether, leaving his place in the inspection part to be supplied by somebody on
purpose. Hence, on the one hand, a relaxation of the inspective force : on the other, an
increase in the expense of management,
Suppose it possible, as I conceive it will
be found, for the inspector's invisibility to be
preserved, upon condition of giving up that
of the visitors, would the former advantage
be sufficient without the latter ? Not absolutely:
for confederates,
as the discrimi_Yegrcestem
in its application, and barbarous in its
, the skill they displayed in making the
most of it in point of impression, their solemn
processions, their emblematic dresses, their terrifle scenery, deserve rather to be admired and
imitated than condemned,
Nihil ex seen_, says Lord Bacon, speaking of
procedure in the civil branch of the law : Mu/runt ex scend, I will venture m say, speaking
of the penal. The disagreement is but verbal :
_qcena, in the language o]"the noble philosopher,
means lying: in mine, acena is but scenery. To
say, Mult_dn ez acen_, is to say, lose no occasion
of speaking to the eye- In a weU-composed coinmittee of penal law, Iknow not a more e_endal
pe_ge
than the manager of a theatre.
* It is to the ingenuity of Mr. Revely that I
am indebted for this very capital imIn._vement,
which I did not submit to without reluctance,
It ocem-red to himin contriving theconstrnetien
of the chapel, in the room of some crude ideas of
my own, a de*ailed description of which would
take np more room thanit would be worth. The
fioea'sof the present inspector's galleries were to
have been continued inwards as far as what constitutes now the area of the chapel The gover,
n_ and his subordinates were to have lived in
them on week days, and on Sundays these floors
were to have answered the purlx_ of galleries
to
chapel
the way
from floor
to
doerthethere
were All
to have
been up
_mdowe,
which
weTe to have been gotridof somehow or other i
during the time of _livine service.
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nation could not well be made, might gain
entrance in numbers at a time, and while one
Was occupying the attention of the inspector,
others might by signs concert enterprises of
mischief or escape with the prisoners in their
cells. Such, at least, might be the apprehenslon entertainedby some people--at least upon
the face of this single supposition ; though to
one whose conception should have embraced
the whole system of safeguard and defence.
the danger would, I think, hardly appear formidable enough to warrant the incurring any
expense, or sacrificing any advantage.
Upon the first crude conception, as stated
in the Letters, my hope had been, that by
the help of b]indq and screens, the faculty ot
! invisible inspection might have been enjoyed
in perfection by the whole number of persons
occupying the central part, wherever they
were placed in it, and whether in motion or
at rest.
I am now assured, and I fear with
truth, that these expectations were in some
respects too sanguine.
I mean, as to what
concerns ideal and absolute perfection : at
the same time that for real service, their completion, I trust, will not be found to have
sustained any material abatement.
Were I to persist in endeavouring to give
this property of invisibility with regard to the
cells, as well to the person of the inspector
as to every part of the large circle in which
I place him, and to every object in it, his
situation would stand exposed, I am assured,
to tiffs dilemma : if he has light enough to
do any business, he will be seen, whatever I
can do, from the cells : ff there is not light
enough there for him to be seen from the
cells, there will not be light enough to enable
him to do his business.
The difficulty would not be removed, even
though the chapel part in the centre were
thrown out, and the inspector's apartment
extended so as to swallow up that central
part, and occupy the whole circle.
My expedient of diametrical screens, or partitions
crossing each other at right angles, would not
answer the purpose :t if they extended all the
way from the circumference to the centre,
leaving no vacuity at that part, they would
divide the whole circle into separate qua&ants : a man could be in but one of these
quadrants at a time, and while he was in that
one he could see nothing of the cells eorresponding to the others. Stationed exactly in
the centre, he would see indeed, but he could
at the same time be seen from, all the cells
at once.
No space can ever be so exactly
closed as to exclude the light, by any living
figure.
Supposing the apertures I had contrived in
the screens instead of doors capable of answering the purpose, they would leave to the
_- See Letter IL
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lodge so prodded but little if any advantage
over an annular gallery at the extremity of
the circle, as contrived by Mr. Revely. The
circuit might be performed nearer the centre;
but still, to carry on the process of inspeetion, n circuit must be performed. Nor could
it be performed in an exwY6 circle : the smaller circle thus meant to be performed would
be broken in upon and lengthened
in four
places by zigzags, which would retard a man's
progress more than an equal length of circle,
and might, upon the whole, consume a portion of time little tess than what would be
requisite for performing the perambulation in
Mr. Revely's inspection-galleries.*
Add to this, that the darkness thus spread
over the station of the inspector would not
admit of any cure.
A candle could not be
made to illuminate any object he had oce_
sion to see, without throwing out rays that
would render him more or less visible, and
his situation and occupation more or less upparent, from the ceils. Ifa screen, concentric
to the circumference of the room, were anywhere interposed,
and light admitted within
side of it by n sky-light or void space over
the centre of the building, that would increase the length of the zigzag" circuit to be
performed through the diametrical
screens
still more : if there were no such concentric
screens, the thorough light would be eom131etely let in, rendering the inspector and
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every other object in the room completely
visible from all the cells.
Happily, this union of incompatible eondifious, however requisite to fill up the measure
of ideal perfection, is far t_om being so with
regard to practical use.
In the narrow annvdargallery, as contrived by Mr. Revely, the
condition of invisiblllty may be preserved,
1 am assured, in full peribction.
By being"
painted black in the inside, that station may
be rendered, by the help of blinds, as I had
proposed, completely dark, its narrowness
rendering it impermeable to the thorough
light.
To change his prospect, the _nspeetor must,
it is true, be obliged to shift his stat_ou. He
must therefore trom time to time patrol and
go his round m the manner oi a eentmel or a
watchman:
and this mus_ torm a considerable part of his employment.
It need not,
however, occupy any thing near the whole.t
Stationed ae no more than 28 or 29 tbet
from the exterior windows, and close to the
space illuminated by"the ample sky-light over
the annular well, he would have light enough
to read or write by: and these employments,
by the help of a portable stool and desk, he
might carry on at times, at any part of the
circle.
Books may be kept, entries madt',
as well in a room of an annular ligure, as m
a round or square one.
Nor will the time employed in perambulation be thrown away, or expended upon the
single purpose of keeping order among the
prisoners.
Had he, instead of this ring, had

• The truth is, what one would hardly have
supposed, that for performing this perambulation, a walk of about 46 feet and back agmn in the whole circle to range in, he would have
a straight line, is pretty well sufficient. Station had frequent occasion thus to travel in the
the iaspeewr anywhere with his eye contiguous
cireumierenee, were it ouly to give occasional
to the outer circumference of his tang, he can, orders and instructions to the prisoners as
without quitting the spot he stands or sits on, they sit at work in their cells, as well a_
command a view of seven cells on each sida In to let them in and out, in manner already
the same ring_ 46 fret may be described in walk- mentioned. 2_
ing mthout deviating from the right line : and
46 feet is the length of the eherd subtending the
"l"The greatest dastance from one part of his
space occupied in the eircun_erenee by 6 cell& range to the other would be 9_ feet, being half
Awslk, then, in a hne equal and opposite to the the length of the circumference of the exrde at
chord subtending the part of the gallery that that part.
corresponds to the de,d-part, will give an inspec_ See Seer. 3, .4nnular Well, and Part II.
tor in his gallery a view of the whole circuit. If,
Sect. _/iring.
as in case of the admission of female prisoners,
Your occasional vigikmec _ill not do, says an
the circuit be divided in any story between u objector : Your prisoner will make ¢._pcrlments
nude and femaleinspector, the part allotted to upon it, discover _hen .4rgus nod*, and make
each nmy, it is evident, be commanded without his advantage of the discovery.. He will hazard
any ehan_e of place.. The views thus obtained a venial transgr¢#elon at a venture: tl_at usare not, it must be confessed, complete ones:
noticed, he _ill_ go on to _wre mat er_l olws.
more or less of every cell but two being all along Will he? I will soon put an end to nis expertintercepted by the partltion.walls. But it is meats : or rather, to be beforehand with him, I
chance onlyy and not design, that can withdraw
will take care he shaH.not think of making any.
a prisoner m any part of the circuit out of the I will single out one oft.he most untoward of the
ias p_tor's view : never knowing in what part prisoners. I will keep an unintermitted watcll
of the gallery the inspector is at the time, no upon him. I will watch until I observe a trans.
one part of any cell can promise him any better gression. I will minute it down. I will wait
chance of concealment than another.
_or another- I will note that down too. I will
The calculation, it is to be observed, is taken i lie by for a whole day : he shall do as he pleases
from the real design : were the measurement to that day_ so long as he does not venture at some°
be performed upon the engraving, the result, thing too serious to be endured. The next day
owing to the error already mentioned, would be I produce the list to him. -- You thor_ht _our.
Itfill more favourable.
:elf undiscovered : you abused m*j iudulA_cnc#:
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One expedisnt there remains, by which, if
At the altitude reaching hetween theheight
it be worth while, the invisibility of the in- of his eye when sitting, and the height of his
spector may be preserved to him, without
eye when standing, the lantern could not be
the obligation of ever stirring from his seat. too narrow : it should be only just wide
This, however, is subject to two restrictions : enough to admit his head and shoulders with
one is, that whenever he quits a particular
ease. Above and below that height, thewider
spot in the room, to pass to any other part of the better, for the sake of air and room, so
the same room, he must become visible: the as it did not swell out in such manner as to
other is, that his invisibility is not shared by intercept Ins view.
any other person in the room. The expedient
The next question is, how to prevent the
is to place the inspector in a kind of lan- prig_mers from seeing when it is he qmts his
tern, shaped somewhat like two short-necked
station ? His exit and return, if performed
funnels joined together at their necks,
by a door in the side, would be visible from
Placed as before on a floor situated mid- all, or almost all the ceils--his
lantern not
way between the floor and the ceiling of the serving him in the capacity of a screen on
lowermost of the two stories he commands,
such occasions, to any degree worth mentionhis light comes to him from a spot elevated
ing. To prevent such discovery, his entxance
above the eye of a person standing in the must be, not at an ordinary door on the side,
uppermost of those stories ; consequently,
hut at a trap-door, by a ladder from below.
in all cases above the eye of auy person
The lantern might, however, besides that, be
dwelling in that upper story.
Level with
furnished with a door at the side, to give him
his eye, whether sitting or atandiug, the ian- passage at times, when the concealment of
tern narrows to such a degree as to enable
his situation was no longer material, and
him to carry his eye close to the circum- when he saw occasion to show himself for
ference all round, without changing the spot any purpose to the inhabitants of any pattihe sits or stands on.
cular cell ; for instance, to give a pnsonel
To give him his view, the lantern is pierced
passage to or from his cell, ibr the purpose
at both elevations with small holes, eorreand in the manner already mentmned.
sponding, as upon trial shall be found most
The central aperture, large as it is, wotdd
convenient, each of them to one or two or be no bin" to the employing of this contrisome greater number of the cell_
These
vance.
The lantern, it is true, eouhl not
holes are no larger than the aperture of a occupy this central part : it must be placed
common spying-glass, and, like that, closed
somewhere on one side of it, in some part of
by a piece of glass, which if necessary might
some surrounding ring. The Inspector, therebe .coloured, or smoked, or darkened by a fore, while stationed in this lantern, would
blind. Grant that after all they will not per- not have a vxew equally near of all h:s cells,
fectly exclude the thorough light, nor prevent but of all he would have some view, and
Iris figure from being to a certain degree vi- that, one may venture to say, a sufficient
sih]e from the cells: still, however, the part one : the difference would only be the disof his figure thus betrayed will be so small,
Lance from the centre of the lantern to the
that to the purpose of discovering to a pri- centre of the building ; say from ten to a
soner in his cell whether the eye of the in- dozen feet. The pan% too, from which he
spector is at that mcanent directed towards
was in this manner f_rthest removed, nnght
him or not, it will be the same thing as if hethe dead-part, where there are no eells--a
he were invisible.
That by diminishing the
division which, upon the present phn, ocapertures to a certain degree, the effect might
cupies five parts in twenty-fore" of the whole
be compassed, is indubitable; for the lantern
circuit.
might be of the thinness of paper : in short,
Stih, however, an apartment thus circumit might in that part be of paper, and then a sLanced would not serve peffectly well for
pin-hole would be sufficient to give him a visitors ; for they, at any rate, wotdd be viview. Any opaque object, to let down by a sible to the prisoners : which, for the reasons
llne and pulley on his going out, would pre- already mentioned, it were better they should
vent his absence from being discernible.
The
not be. Here, then, comes in one use of the
difference between a body of that magnitude
inspector's lodge, a room situated within the
constantly at, rest, and one occasionally in inspection-gallery,
and encircled by it all
motion, would be masked by the smallness of round. Many other uses, and those very
the apertures,
material, will be observed in it_ when the
construction has been described: uses, to
#oe how _./ouz_ere _nis/aken. Ann/her time, you which, it will be equally m,mii_st that a
sua?l hive rope.forlwo da!/s, ten da_/s: the Jcm.ger transparent room, fitted up with an inspeeit is, the heavier it will fall upon _tou. Learn
don-lantern,
would not be applicable with
,from this, all of ytm, that in this "house trans,
advantage.
gt_rcssiount'ver can be safe. WIU the policy be
ruel ?-- No :. it will be kind : it will pre;.ent
The inspector's lodge is a eiretdar, or rather
transgressing ; it will _ve pron.-lang,
annular apartment, immethately underneath
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the chapel. The diameter I propose now to
give it is 54 feet, including the aperture in
the centre.*
The central aperture in this story is of
the same diameter, as in the ares of the
chapel and the dome that crowns it, viz.
12 feet: it serves here to light the centre of
the dlametrwal passage, of which, under the
head of communteatzons.
This aperture is
likewise of farther use in the way of safeguard ; for which also see the head of cornmunications,
As the central aperture in the floor o£
the lodge gives light to the passage in the
story underneath, so does the correspondent
aperture in the area of the chapel give hght
to the lodge,
Of these central apertures, that which is
in the floor of the chapel takes nothing of
the room from visitors. During chapel times
it is closed : the state of darkness to which
it thereby reduces the lodge is then of no
consequence, since at those times nobody is
there. So likewise, in a cold winter's evening, when day-light gives place to candlelight, the faculty of closing this aperture
will probably be fom_d to have its conveuience.
Its height, at the circumference,
is that of the inspection-gallery,
about 7
feet; at the central aperture about 13_ feet ;_
within that aperture, about 61 feet, that being the depth below the sky-light by which
the central apertures are crowned.
The
ceiling is consequently a sloping one ; dropping, in the course of 18 feet, about 6_ feet,
viz. from 13_ to 7.
All round the circuit, the dead-part excepted, runs a narrow zone of window, to
open to the lodge an occasional view o£ the
cells.
Of these, the two lower stories may
be seen through the lowermost inspectiongallery; the others without any intermedium,
The ways in which this view might be
opened are more than one : the simplest is to
put two rows of panes; one for giving a view
of the two lowermost stories of cells, a little
below the hishest part of the upright partitiou: the other for the four remaiidng stories,
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in the chord subtending the angle made by
thejunetion of that partition with the ceiling.
To these may he adapted blinds of coarse
white muslin or linen, pierced every inch or
two with eyelet holes about the size of an
ordinary silver spangle. By this means, matters may unquestionably be ordered in some
way or other, so that no view at all shall be
obtainable in the cells ofany thing that passes
in the lodge ; at the same time that a person
in the lodge may, by applying his eye close
to any of the holes, obtain a perfectly distinct
view of the corresponding cells.
By the cantral aperture, were that all, a
moderately good light, it is supposed, would
be afforded to the lodge : and this light cannot but receive some addition from the hintnous zone thus given to the eircumferenec._
To gain the height at which the business
of inspection can in this manner be oecasionally performed from the lodge, an ascent
of about 1½ or 2 feet mhst be made : this
may be done by a circular bench of about 2
feet wide, attached all round to the partition=
wall. It may be distinguished by the name of
the inspectwn-p[atform
or inspection-bench.
By means of the lower part of this zone,
the inspector of the gallery attached may
himself be inspected by his superiors from the
lodge : reciprocity will be prevented by the
advantage in height given to the commanding
station. He may also be relieved at any time ;
and whenever the windows of the gallery are
thrown open for air, the lodge succeeds, in a
manner of course, to its inspectio_l-powers ;
the view brightening of itself at the time
when a view particularly clear is more partieularly wanted.
So, likewise, when the inspeetor in the gallery is obliged to show himself at any particular spot ; for instance, by
opening the door of one of the cells, losing
thereby his omnipresence for the time.]l
The lodge is the heart, which gives life

_*The Pantheon at Rome_ which is more than
twice the height of the space between the floor
of the lodge and the opening sky-hght over the
aperture, is lighted, and, according to Mr, Revely's observation, very well lighted, by an aper-'_/__e
i_
ture of about twice the diameter of the one here
appears but 42 feet : dhTerence 12 feet. But of proposed.
t_s, six feet is taken away from this jpart by an
[|In a Panoptienn which had eight stories of
error in the draught, as already mentioned : the cells_ it might perhaps be not amiss to make tile
other six fee_ by the three ieet added to the experiment of the ]anterv_ It might be l_.rdepth of the inspection-gallery in this story_an
formed on a floor between the lodge and the
addition which I have determined to take away : chapel; the ladder or small staircase to it, like
it has no specific use ; and it would throw the that of a pulpit, ascending through the _iling
lodge so fax back as to be precluded by the bot- of the lodge. It might he tried at a small ex.
mm of the midd_emost inspection-gallery from pease: and in case ot_its not answering, it wo_ld
the possibility of having any view at all of the be easy to _ive to this story the form oi'the other.
uppermost story of cells.
Possibly, m different ways, both arrangements
t The draught does not give quite so much. might have their use.
The higher the better, so'long as it does not
But the sorts ofpanoptlsons to which the contame the floor of the chapel so much as that the trivanceofthe lantern is more particularly adal_=
honda of the chapel visitors, when standing, shall ed_ are those in which secl_ion from society
conceal the minister from the prisoners when would he out me the question ; suchaahousMo£
kneeling in the second story of cell_,
industry_ free manufactories, or schools.
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ond motion to this artificial body: henceissue
all orders: here centre all reports,
The conversation-tubes,
spoken of in the
I_tters, will on this occasion he recollected: here they will find employment in more
shapes than one.
One set is for holding converse with the
subordinate inspectors in the two superior
galleries.
A small tube of tin or copper"
passes from the lodge, in a horizontal direction, to one of the supports of the lowermost
inspection-gallery,
running immediately underneath the roof, to which it is attached by
rings. Here, bending to a right angle, it runs
up along the support till it reaches that one
of the two superior galleries for which it is
designed : it there terminates in a mouthpiece level with the ear or mouth of a person

The other set of conversation-tubes
is to
enable an inspector in the lodge to hold*converse in his own person, whenever he thinks
proper, with a prisoner in any of the cells.
Fixed tubes, crossing the annular well, and
continued to so great a length, being plainly
out of the question, the tubes for this purpose can be no other than the short ones in
common use under the name of speaking-

sitting there. A similar mouth-piece is fitted
to it at its commencement in the lodge,
A tube of this sort for each gallery may be
attached to every one, or every other one, of

The tube, as a]readymentioned, might serve
as a sheath to inclose the bell : thus the expense
of the sheaths, which are at present'employed in
some eases_ would be saved. At the places where
cranks are necessary, the tubes, that the eontinuity may not be broken, must be enlarged to
receive them. Whether the voice would coutihue intelligible, as well as audible, after so many
inflexions of the tube as may be uecessary in some
cases in common houses, is more than, without
experiment, I can pretend to say. In the preson_
case, there is butene angle, and even that, in case
of necessity, might be got rid.of.
Wire,
by itsthe
rigidity,
hab]e _,Vales,
to twistwhcu
and
snap,
perhaps
flax of being
New South
that admirable commodity comes to be supplied
in sufficient quantities for manufacture, might be
substituted with advantage.
Under the ddferentmouth.pieces opening into
the servants' apartment_ might be painted the
names of the rooms to which they respectively
corresponded.
Copper, by those who would not grudge the
expense, would on several accounts be ewdently
preferable to tin. In the master's apartment_
grit mouth-pieces would form _n ornamental addition to the furmturc.
It is occasions
certainly much
_n awkward
and
which
waste ofcircumstance,
time in families,

the 19 gallery-supports,
number
of the cells.

corresponding to the

The tubes belonging to the different stories
should be attached together in pairs, with
their respective mouth-pieces in the lodge
contiguous, that a superior in that apartment
may have it in his power to hold converse
with the subordinates oi the two different
galleries at the same time, without being
under the necessity of vibrating all the while
from place to place,
Whether the voice alone will be sufficient,
or whether a bell will he necessary, to summona subordinate inspector from the most
distant part of his gallery to the station corresponding to that chosen by the superior in
the lodge, may perhaps not be capable of
being decided to a certainty without experio
merit. If a bell be necessary, it may be convenient to have one for every tube ; and the
wire, by running in the tube as in a sheath,
will be preserved from accidents, t
• About the s_se of a pea shooter, a plaything used by children for blowing peas, will
probably be sufficient,
"_The power possessed by metallic tubes of
conveying the slightest whispers to an almost indefinite distance, can be no secret to such readers
as have seen any of the exhibitions of speaking
fi_.res, whose properties depend upon this prin-

Mr. Merlin's price, would, I should suppose, be
more expensive.
Forwould
such purposes,
tube alone,
withoutthea
hell,
answer thethepurpose,
supposing
servant to be in the room into which it opened,
and not unwtlling to receive the order : but for
summoning him _om a distant part of the house,
and for putting a neg_tivc upon all pretence of
not
hearing, nothing, it is evident, but a bell, can
serve.

fora servant to be obliged to go up three or four
pair of stairs to receive orders which are to be
executed in the kitchen from whence he came.
Since writing the above, I recollect having
seen a tube employed for this purpose many years
ago at Messrs.'Nearne and Blunt's, mathematical
instrument makers, in Cornhill, to great advan.
tage. It reaches from the bottom of the staircase
to a level with a workshop in the garret.
At Mr. Merlin's, too_[-recollect having heard

¢lple.

Many a reader may also have seen _Ir. Merlin's ingenious contrivance of written tablets of
ordersj for masters above to servants below, an
index pointing to a tablet in the superigr room,
giving motion to an index pointing to a dup_cate
tablet in the inferior room, upon the prlnclple of
the drawing machine called a pantograph.
The
canve_ttion-tubes above mentiouecI, ndght perhaps supply theplace of those order-tablets, and,
if xt art, wtttt very considerable advantage. The
intercourse by the tablets is limited to the few
orders they can be made to hold : it is not reelproetL The apparatus, from what I recollect of

of
instance
in which the
employed
in an
a piece
of mechanism
set princlpla
up since is
I was
there.
Discourse is carried on in whispers between two
persons addressing themselves to two heads set
up at the opposite ends of a long room. There
must therefore be two angles nu_le; two perpen.
dicular tplSes inserted into an horizontal one.
It is curious to think what a length of time an
idea may lie, without receiving some of its most
obvious as _eH as useful applications. For how
many centuries was the art of engraving for irapre_ious practised to inimitable perfe_ou on
small stones, without its occurring to any one to
apply it to plates or types upon a large scale !

S_cT. VIII.
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trumpets.
To an inspector stationed in the
lodge, it is not indeed in every part of every
celt that a prisoner with whom he may have
occasion to hold converse will be already
visible.
But to render him so, there needs
but an order summoning him to the grating ;
which order may be delivered to him through
the local subordinate, from the inspection-gallery belonging to that story of cells,
Here may be observed the first opening of
that scene of' clock-work regularity, which it
would be so easy to establish in so compact a
microcosm. Certainty, promptitude, and unifortuity, are qualities that may here be displayed in the extreme.
Action scarcely follows thought, qldcker tharr execution might
here be made to follow upon command,
Turn now to the good Howard's Pcnitcutiary-town,
and conceive a dozen task-runsters and turnkeys running on every occasion
from one corner of it to the other and back
again (little less than _ of a mile) to receive
some order from the governor, the prisoners
their own masters all the while,
Hither come the customers to such prisonera as exercise their original trades; at stated
times to bring materials and take back work,
and at most times to give orders.
By the
conversation-tubes,
converse for this as well
as every other permitted purpose, is circulated
instantaneously,
with the utmost facility, to
the greatest distance. Even the intervention
of the local inspector is not necessary : a call
from a speaking-trumpet
brings the remotest
prisoner to the front of his cell, where he may
be seen by the customer, as well as heard,
Under each speaking-trumpet
hangs a list of
the prisoners to whose cells it corresponds,
The names are on separate cards, which are
shifted as often as a prisoner happens to be
shifted from cell to cell. As to the two loweat stories of cells, converse with them may
be carried on directly from the corresponding
inspection-gallery,
The lodge may serve as a common room
for all the officers of the house.
Of its divi.
sion into male and female sides, I speak elsewhere.
On the male side, the sub-governor,
thechaplaln, the surgeon, andperhaps another
officer, such as the head schoolmaster,
may
have each his separate apartment,
divided,
however, from the rest no otherwise than by
a moveable screen, not reaching to the ceiling,
and leaving free passage as weU round the
central aperture as round the inspection-platform attached to the surrounding wall.
In this same apartment, the officers, male
and female, may take their meals in common,
Room is not wanting.
Why not, as well as
fellows in a college ? This surely would not be
the least active nor least useful of all eolleges,
Too much of their time cannot be spent in
this central station, when not wanted on
immediate duty. 1_o expedient tllat can help
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to bring them hither, or keep them here,
ought to be neglected.
The legitimate authority of the governor and sub-governor will
here receive assistance, their arbitrary power
restraint, from the presence of their associates
hi office. A governor, a sub-governor, will
blush, if not fear, to issue anytyrannical order
in presence of so many disapproving witnesses;
whose opinion, tacit or expressed, will be a
bridle upon his management, though without
power to oppose and disturb it. Monarchy,
with publicity and responsibility for its only
checks : such is the best, or rather the only
tolerable form of gevernment for such ml
empire.
In My. Howard's Penitentiary-town,
each
officer has his house---all separate, and all out
of sight and hearing of the prisoners. This
latter arrangement may be the more agreeable one of the two to the servant; but which
is the best adapted to the service ?
The want of side windows, as in other
rooms, will render if eligible at least, if not
necessary, to make a provision of air.holes
for the purpose of ventilation.
The supports to the surrounding galle D,
as shown in the engraved plan, might, if made
hollow, answer this intention,
and save the
making an apparatus of tubes on purpose. In
this case, however, each support would require a horizontal tube inserted into it at
right angles, which might run close and paraUel to the conversation-tubes,
immediately
under the ceiling.
It is at the level of the ceiling that these
alr-tubes should discharge themselves into the
lodge, and not at the level of the floor. In
the latter case, they could not answer this
intention without a continual blast, which in
cold weather would be very troublesome.
In
the other way, the blast beginning above the
level of the head, is directed upwards, and
gives no annoyance.
Health is not bought
at the expense of comfort.
In giving the slope to the ceiling in manner
above mentioned, I had two conveniences in
view : ventilation and stowage.
To ventilation, which is the principal object, a rectilinear slope in this case is more favourable, not
oniythan a horizontal ceiling, but even than a
coved ceiling or dome. Both would have lef_
a space untraversed by the current: in the
one case, the space would have been angular ;
in the other, there would still have remained
some space for stagnant air, though lessened
by the abrasion of the angle.
The reduction of the height of the ceilingat
this part leaves a qmmtity of room, of which
some use ma) be made in the way of stowage.
From the area of the chapel, the floor must,
as well as the ceiling below, have aeertain
degree of slope to afford the second story of
oells a view oft he mi_fister. But the declivity in the ceiling b%-_us, uot under _e eb.-
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cumference of that area, but much nearerthe
centre, viz. at the central aperture.
Hence,
afterneeessaryallowanceforthicknessoffloor
and ceiling, there will remain a void space of
considerable extent all round, the exact dimenaions of which it is needless to particu]arise.
Disposing the slope here and there
in regular and gentle flights of steps, for the
purpose of communication,
in other places
the thickness of 2 or 3 or 4 steps may be laid
together, to receive drawers or presses,
A place still more convenient in proportion
rathe extent of it in the way of stowage, will
be the space immediately
underneath the
inspector's platform in thelodge. It willserve
for presses or drawers opening into the surrounding gallery,
A more considerable space runs from behind the two superior galleries, under the
steps of the chapel-galleries to which they are
respectively attached.
Tools and materials
of work, of which the bulk is not very considerable, willfind veryconvenientreceptacies
in these severed places, where they will be in
readiness to be delivered out and received
back, by being handed over the annular well,
to the prisoners in their cells,
Astothe mode ofwarmingthelodge
, itwill
be considered in the section so entitled. •

SECTION
OF THE

COMMUNICATIONS

IX.
IN GENERAL.

UNVER the general name of Communications
may be comprised-1. The passages, and galleries serving only
as passages.
2. Staircases.
3. Gates, doors, and apertures answering
the purpose of doors.
None of these but are articles of very material concern in a prison,
In a Panoptieon-prison, one generalproblem
applies to all : to extend to all of them, with.
out exception or relaxation, the influence of
the commanding principle. Cells, communications, outlets, approaches, there ought not
anywhere to be a single foot square, on which
rnanorboystmllbeabletoplanthimself__no
not ibr a moment---trader any assurance of not
being obselTed.
Leave but a single spot thus
unguarded, that spot will be sure to be a
lurking-place
for the most reprobate of the
prisoners, and the scene of all sorts of forbidden practices.
In an ordinary public building, there is a
• How to reconcile the use of the lodge as a
..d:ining-roomwith the purit_ of air neces_ry to
mereceptian of _m,pany m the chapel ? By
mui.ng the _turday s dinner the last meal, dedmating.to ventilation the whole interval between
t.hat _
and the commencement of divine set.
vine m the ensuing day.

PART
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use in having the communications
spacious
and numerous : in a prison, they ought rather
to be few and narrow.
Convenience is the
great object in the one case; security in the
other. The fewer, the easier guarded ; the
narrower, the less force there can be at any
given point to oppose to the commanding and
defensive force of the prison. Nor will the
sacrifice requisite to be made of convenience
be found so great as might be imagined. In
an ordina D, public building, persons have occasion to pass in indeterminate numbers at a
time, and the same person frequently.
In a
well-contrived and well-regulated prison, at
least in a prison upon this construction, the
persons who are to pass, and the times at
which they have occasion to pass, are all foreknown and registered.
Sacrifice, did I say?
The reader has already seen much conveaience gained, and I hope he will see scarce any
sacrificed.
The objects that required to be attended
to, in planning a system of communications
for an establishment
of this kind, were-1. The ends to be kept in view in the contrivance; 2. The places to and from which
communications were to be contrived; 3. The
persons and things for which the communications might be wanted.
The ends to be kept in view with regard
to the prisoners, m e principally four :1. Uninterrupted exposure to invisible inspection.
2. Inability to attack the keeper, or do
other mischief.
3. Selmration of the sexes, if both are ineluded in one building.
4. Prevention
of converse with prisoners
of other cells, at times of passing to and fro.
The places in question are-- I. The cells ;
2. The Inspection-galleries
; 3. The inspectot's lodge ; 4. The chapel ; 5. The warerooms; 6. The fire-places; 7 The yards.
The persons in question are-- 1. The prisancta; 2. The keepers; 3. Visitors to the
head-keeper and other officers, on business or
curiosity; 4. Visitors to the chapel.
The things in question may be reduced to
the head of--- 1. Machines ; 2. Materials for
work; 3. Fiuishedwork;
4. Provisione.

SECTION
X.
COMMUNICATIONS.
Prisoners' Staircases.
STAIRCASES for the prisoners are of course
requisite from the bottom to the top of that
3art of the building which they are to inhabit :
from the sunk
upper story of
1 make two
_ I put them
them in stories

story below the cells, to the
the cells.
sets of staircases, and but two
into the dead-part _ I place
one over another, and not, a_
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was once proposed to me, winding all over
the building-- I place then_ in a line within
the inner boundary or back front of the cells,
yet not extending so far the other way, as to
the exterior boundary or fore front-- I make
them of iron bars-- I make the flight of steps
run in a direction parallel, and not at right
angles, to the cell-galleries and inspectiongalleries--Igivethempolley-doors
withwarnlog-bells where they open into the galleries-I carry them down to the sank story below
the cells--I
make them at the utmost not
wider than the galleries,
1. I make two of them, partly to shorten
in some degree the passage to each, hut principaUy to provide for the separation of the
sexes, if both are received into one building,
as in a building of this kind they might be
without inconvenience.*
2. I make no more than two. In a building
for ordinary uses this number might be scanty;
it is not so in such an one as the present,
The occasions on which they will be wanted
are few; they may be all known a_d humbered.t
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3. I place the staircases of different stories
in one pile, one over another, not in a spiral
running round the building.
In the latter
case, the prisoners on each side would in their
ascent and descent pass each of them by the
cells of all the floors below his own. But
such a perambulation wouId but ill accord
with that plan of seclusmn, which, from the
mitlgatiun given to it, may and ought to be
adhered to with the greater strictness.
On
the plan here preferred, the perambulation,
and thence the opportunity of converse, is
reduced to its least lhnits._
4. I place them in the dead-part--1.
Because by that means I do not make sacrifice
of any of the cells ; 2. Because I thereby
bring them within reach of the governor, or
sub-governor, or both, in such manner, that
those officers may give an eye that way, without quitting for the purpose the projecting
front, in which will be the principal abode of
the one, and the occasional business of the
other.
5. I place them within the interior boundary or back frc,nt of the cells, and consequently within the line of the ceil-galleries.
This I do, that the width of the celLgalleries
in that part may afford sufficientlanding-place,
as well for a prisoner when he has opened the
door leading to the staircase from the cellgallery, as to an inspector in his way to the
prisoners' staircase from the inspection.gal-

• See the Seetmn on the Sci_aTatiolt of _/_
Sexes.
t 1. For meals they will not be wanted. The
rovlsion is hoisted up to the ceils in trays or
askets, by cranes, one on each side--a tray for
each story of cells. In each story, one or two
prisoners dlstribute the contents among the cells,
Two double cells being taken off"by the deadpart, nine remain on each side, with an odd one lary, of which a little further on.
2n the middle : this makes, at two prisoners to a
6. Instead of carrying them home to a line
cell, to each story 20 messes to be hoisted up on with the fore front or exterior boundary of
each side ; at three prisoners to a cell, 30.
the celia, so as to occupy the whole depth,
There remaans on]y airing-times as far as the I make them fall short of that line by a few
prisoners ar,e.coneerned,. On ,weekdays, I air feet--_ay fourfeet, exclusive of the thickness
them
t_ee
_ •"
_ r
s
d:n"_ _ectlO
° ny-"walking
n on _zrzf/_'.l
_. m• a wneei
_ _X/rlng
--..WlmOUt
- acors_
_
of th
t .ewall,"" anutneaper_ues,
correpon
uie
_lmes
occur tot
.
.i g
each prisoner but twl_e _n the twenty-four hours, to windows, that may be made m that tluck_rcre it much oftener, the time employed in de- hess. In the space thus reserved, I put waterscenchng and reasecndingwould not be altogether closets, at least for the governor's house on
lost; it would go in part of exercise--a necessary his side; more esneclallv on his _round-floor
article of regimen for sedentary employments,
.....
' ......
v ....
_ .....
v ............
which, cwter_aribus,
I prefer, tbr reasensherc. | master, as such, looks to it_ it will be without
inaiter given.--[See Secta'on on Empl_q/_n¢nts]. ] going _ackwards and forwards on purpose, once
Inspectors, keepers as such, have scarce arJy ] upon his entrance upon his basiness_ and once
occasion to enter the cell_ Stationed not more [ upon his leaving it.
than twenty-five feet from the most distant part of { Withprisoners who work at trades they have
a cell, and from the nearest not more than eleven, } been bred to, taskmasters will have nothing to
notlung but the occasion of taking a minute exo ] do. In many iastances_ instruction may be conammatmn of some small object can summon ] veyed from the inspection-gallery; and so far
them thither. Once a-dayat most will be amply [ there are no taskmasters distinct from keeper__
sufficient. The prisoners they let in and out of | In ordinary prisons, it requires resolution to be
their cells, without quitting their own station, in [ a keeper --a quality in which men who have been
manner hereafter described: They have, besides, [ bred to sedentary tmalesare liable to be deficient.
for their separate use, if necessary, the lodge | But in a prison where a keeper never need see a
staircase for their lowest floor, and the company's ] prisoner without either a wall, or a grating, or
staircases for the two floors above it.
| a space of secen feet between them_ the meet
For taskmasters as such, the occasion to use ] arrant coward need not fear being a keeper: Coon
these staircases is but little more frequent, rage is ahnoet a super_ uoua virtue.
Their business/ies in the cells: all daylong,
_ The pri_ync_s ofa ceilncarest the stairasse
unless it be at meal-time, they will be in one or have no coils at all to pass by : those of a eel]
other of the cells. Raw materials may be dis- the most remote, but _n_.
Their inm'uctlorm
t_ributed_and finished work collected, at stated are_not to stop or speak as they pass: and for
in the same manner as the provisions, the observance of that rule, effectual security is
This opemtiou may be directed bythe mspect_,
provided, as will be seen under the head of Air.
without st_rring from their galleries. If a task- ing, as alan a little below.
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In this recess ne commands, without being inspection-gallery on that floor, and to the
seen, a view of the staircase, by which means two higher floors by the chapel-visitors' stairhe is necessaribt obliged, as well as without
cases, -- of which presently.
trouble enabled, to give a look into the prison once a-day at least, at uncertain and unexpected times.
The ground-floor is more
,SECTION
XI.
peculiarly adapted to this purpose, since from COMMUNICATIONS---INSPECTORS
STAIRCASES.
thatstationhischance of gettinga sightof
the prisoners,
as they ascend and descend, As to the keepers,inspectors,
ortaskmasextendsto the inhabitants
of everystoryof ters,thereare three setsof staircases,
of
cells
inthesemicircle
on thatside: whereas which theymay have theuse. The two first
on a superiorstorythe chance would not arethe two setsof prisoners'
staircases
just
extendto such ofthe prisoners,
whose cells mentioned: the otherset isthat composed
were situated
inany inferior
one.
of the lodge staircase
on the lower floorof
7. The staircases
areof ironbars,and not theinspection-tower,
and thechapel-visitors"
ofbrickorstonen I.That they may be the staircases
in the two upperones.
more airy;2. That one part may intercept Inaddition,
however,totheprisoners'stairthelightfrom anotheras little
as possible
; cases,therewillbe requiredfortheinspec3.That theprisoners,
astheygoupanddown, tots,from theirgalleries,
shortpassagesor
may be exposedasmuch as possible
to view staircases
of communication,traversing
the
from the inspection-galleries
in thatquarter, intermediate
area. These I callthetravers8. It is also for the latter reason that the in q or inspectors" staircases.
flights of steps run parallel to the inspection_
To make the inspector's staircase, I proceed
galleries.
Had their course been at right in this manner. At the side of the landingangles to those galleries, the stairs being in- place opposite to that in which I have placed
terposed, between the prisoners intheir ascent the door, I carry the cellular partition-wall
or descent and the inspector's eye, would have all the way up, not only across the region of
screened them from his view.
the cell-galleries, but also across the inter9. The use of the pulley-doers, which, on mediate area, so as to join the inspection-galopening, ring warning bells, is to give notice
lery.
By this means, a solid opaque back is
of the approach of a prisoner, upon an occa- given to these staircases in every story ; and
slon mentioned elsewhere_ to the inspector,
a complete separation is made between the
who, by that means, is summoned to let him several piles of cells with their staircases, and
into his cell, and in the mean time to have the remainder of the dead-part. Parallel to
an eye upon his motions,
this, and between this and the pile of stair10. I place the doors, as in a protracted
case-doors, at the distance of about four feet.
_jnartition, crossing the cell-gallery at that part I place a thin partition all the way up, with
its whole width, and consequently termiblinded spying-holes running in the line level
hating in a line with the balustrade; the door with the inspector's eye.
being hung on at the side nearest to the cells,
Between the two, run two narrow flights
and opening from the |anding-placc, behind of steps, no more than about two feet wide
which runs the staircase upon the ceU-gallery,
each : by that which is nearest the thick parand not from the cell-gallery _pon the land- tition, the inspector descends to that part of
ing-place.
In this way, partly by the wall,
the prisoners' staircase which is upon a level
partly by the mode of opening, the view is with the inferior one of his two stones of
pretty effectually cut off, as between the pri- cells; by the other, he ascends to that which
soners on the staircase and those within the
is upon a level with the superior one: or vice
cells.*
versd. Each flight of steps, upon its gaining
11. In making the staircases at all wider the landing-place, is crossed by a grated door
than the galleries, there would be no use :n
of equal width, made in the grating which
1. There can never be any occasion for con- on that site forms a boundary to the landingveying by the former anything that cannot place from top to bottom, and opening upon
pass along the latter.
"2. There is not even
the landing-place.
This door, which is kept
so much occasion for width in the staircase constantly locked, the key being in the cusas in the galleries, since anything that could tod_ of the inspector, serves, when shut, to
not be conveyed by the staircases might be keep the prisoners from straggling out oftbeir
hoisted up into the galleries by the crane, staircase over the inspector's staircases, to
3. Anything that required greater width,
pry into the inspection-galleries.
Being of
might be conveyed, either by the lodge stair- open work, it affords the prisoners in their
case or through the central aperture, to the staircase a sight, it is true, of an inspector
• If it were worth while, the view nught be
more comptctety cut off, by adding another
doorlanding.place.paraUd
to tlie former, opening upon the

when crossing over to them on his staircase.
But this transieut exposure is no derogation
to his omnipresence.
To all who see him,
he is present : nor is he absent with regard
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to those who do not see him ; since from his spective seats through the channel of the
not being present where they can see him, inspection-galleries.
Of these passages, the
viz. on Ins staircase, it does not follow but lower one is upon a level with the area of
that he may be present at some other part of the chapel; the upper one, upon a level with
his station, from whence he may be viewing
the uppermost inspection-gallery.
The area
him, while he is himself invisible,
of the chapel being 4_ feet below the level
It is needless to dwell very particularly on of the middlemost inspection-gallery behind
the apertures which for the sake of ventilait, the passage divides itself into three. The
tion may be made here and there in both central part reaches the chapel-area without
these traversing partitions, as likewise in the
change of level, by a trench cut through the
interior transverse boundary of the staircase
inspection-gallary to that depth: on each side
from whence the thicker of those partitions
of it is a flight of steps, seven or eight in
is continued : the use of them is to give room number, by which such of the company as
for currents of air to pass in a horizontal di- propose to sit in the lowermost of the two
rection, as well as in the perpendicular one.
chapel-galleries will be conveyed through the
Those which m+ght be accessible to the inspection-gallery of that story to that eleprisoners, viz. those made in the partitionration.
The uppermost passage, having no
wall of the prisoners' staircase, are in dimen- area to lead to, will be uniformly on an elesigns not big enough to give passage to the vation with the inspection-gallery and chapelbody of a man or boy: situated out of the gallery, to which alone it leads.
The inreach of the prisoners, they are closed by spection-galleries,
encircling all round the
opening or sliding windows or shutters, ca- chapel-galleries
to which they are respeepahle of being opened and shut by a pole, to tively attached, will discharge the company
which the inspector has access, and the pri- through doors made in any number of places
soners pot without his leave,
that convenience may point out.
The company who go to the area of the chapel will
have an ascent of 13½ feet to make, to reach
SECTION
XII.
their destination; those who go to the lower
gallery, ]8 feet ; those who go to the upper,
STAIRCASE
FOR CHAPEL
VISITORS,
AND FOR
36 feet.
THE OFFICERS'
APARTMENTS.
With the company's staircase and the pasTo the staircase for company resorting to sages attached to it, it may be objected that
the chapel, I allot the middle one of the five the prisoners' galleries and staircases possess
piles of cells in the dead-part.
Of the loweran indirect communication.
But so must
most of these half, the height is occupied
every part of every prison, with every other,
by the upper part of the diaanetrieal passage and with the exit.
In the present instance,
through the sunk story. The passage to this this communication is not such as can be prostaircase, twenty feet in length, taking that
ductive of the smallest inconvenience, either
for the depth of the projecting front, will be + in the way of danger of escape, or in the way
right over the above.mentioned
diametrical
of offensive vicinity with regard to the corn,
one.
To reach this elevation, there will be pany.
To make use of the company's galan ascent of 4_- from the ground, to be per- lerics in the way of escape, prisoners must
formed by seven or eight steps."
To light first have forced their way into one of the
it, which can only he done from above, will inspection-galleries.
How is this to be elrequire the sacrifice of the centre one of the fected?
And at night, should they, after
five uppermost cells, the fottr others of which having forced the grating of their cells, at+
are destined for the infirmary.
The reasons tempt to force the door that opens from their
ibr using iron not applying here, I make this staircase into the inspection-gallery,
there
staircase of stone. Being in use only on Sun- they find the inspector, whose bed is stationed
days for promiscuous company, and then for close to that door, that he may be in constant
no more than four or five hours of that day, readiness to receive thenL
As to vicinity,
it may serve for the officers" apartment on the nearest part of the prisoners" staircases
each side : on which account, the expense of
will be at twelve feet distance; nor will they
stone need the less be grudged,
be any of them on any part of those staireas_
By two passages, one over another, and at the time : the doors that open into them
crossing the intermediate area, it will dis- from the cell-gallariee will then be locked.
tribute the different companies to their re- As to view, the prisoner's _taireases are indeed open ; but this only in front, and the
• This inequality is owing to the want of company's stairea_.os and pas_ges are dosed:
coincidence between the stories of the inspection- nor will they see anything of the prisoners,
tower, and those of the surroundlngcellular pa_
till, from their seats in the chapel, they be--an irregularity ]producedby the contrivance o_
allowing two stones of the part.to be inspected, hold them at a distance on the other side of
to each story of the part from whence the in_2ev- the intermediate
area, ranged in ordu in
tion is to be performed,
their cells.
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which, in a horizontal line, will in the nearest
SECTION
XIIL
part be at not more than eight feet distance.
CELL*GALLERIES.
Oil this account, the uptight bars, instead of
finding separate horizontal bars at bottom to
U_VEE the name of galleries have been men- meet them and afford them support in a line
tioned-- 1. The prisoners', or cell-galleties ; exactly under them, are inflected towards the
2. The inspection-galleries;
3. The chapelbottom; and the perpendicular part and the
galleries.
It is only the first that come under horizontal being both in one piece, the former
the head of communications.
The two others receives sufficient support from the latter,
have been spoken of already,
and the first transverse piece that presents
Of the cell-galleries little need be said.
itself capable of affording a man a treading
Attached to the several stories of ce_ls, they
place to spring from, runs two or three inches
hang over one another, and over the grated
within a perpendicular let fall from the raft.
passage, which but for its grating would form Prevented in this way from rising to an upa part of the intermediate area. I give them
right posture by the overhanging rail, it would
four feet in width, with balustrades of about be impossible tbr the most active jumper to
3_ feet high.
These fences should in height
take the smallest spring; he would tumble
be of more than half that of a man, not only directly down like a dead-weight.
Such a
to prevent his falling over unawares, but lest
configuration may often be seen in balconies,
a desperate prisoner should, by a mere push, though given without any such view.
On
have it in his power to throw over a keeper
the same account, the rail, instead of being
or fellow-prisoner:
more than the height he- flat, should be brought to an edge, in such
cessary to afford that security is superfluous,
manner that the section of it shall exhibit a
and it tends to reduce the size of the pack- triangle, either equal-legged or right-angled;
ages capable of being hoisted up from the in- and if right-angled,
with the right angle
termediate area into the cells,
within side, so that the side opposite the right
I make them ofbars rather than solid werk,
angle may form a slope too steep to spring
for the sake of ventilation, and of iron rather from.
than wood, for the sake of strength and duraThese precautions, which would neither of
bility,
them cost any thing, seem abundantly suffiUnderneath the galleries runs the passage cient : if not, there are a variety of w_vs in
called the grated passage, of the same width
which the deficiency might be eifectually
with those galleries, but on a level with the made up ; though perhaps not without some
intermediate
area below, from which it is little inconvenience or expense.*
separated by a grating also of iron, and reachins from within the thickness of a man (or
rather of a boy) of the floor of that area, to
SECTION
XIV.
within the same thickness of the raider surface of the lowermost cell-gallery under which
DOOES.
it runs.
Into this the prisoners are received
THE only ones that need any very particular
upon their landing from the lowest staircase,
notice are the folding-doors
that form the
instead of being turned loose into the inter- grating to the cells.
These folding-doors
mediate area, where they would have unli- open outwards:
1. Because by this means
mited access to the under-warehouses, and by they may be made so as, when unlocked, to
introducing themselves immediately underthe
lift off`the hinges, in order to give admittance
inspection-galleries,
station themselves out to machines and bulky packages ; and this, as
of the reach of the inspector's eye.
I am assured by my professional guide, withThrough this grated passage there must be out prejudice to the security they afford : 2.
doors, whiehmay be of the same materials, to
Because the opening of them inwards wonld
give access to servants, or prisoners employed
be productive of continual embarrassment,
as servants, to the fireplaces, and other offices unless within each cell a space, equal to that
under the cells.
On each side of the diamco required for one of the leaves to turn in, were
trical passage there must be at least one pair left vacant and of no use.
The two leaves
of such doors, and there may be any greater
Image
unequal : the lesser something less
number that convenience may require,
than 4 feet, the width of the gallery ; the
The form of the balustrades is not altolarger wili ofceursetaketherest
of the space.
gerber a matter of indifference.
On account
viz. about 6 feet. The lesser is the only one
of cheapness and transparency,
the upright
bars should be as few and as slender as the
* For instance, to crown the rail with spikes,
regard due to strength wiil atiow. Onaceotmt
which should be sharp and slender; or to let
of safe custody, the form should he such, in fall, from the bottom of the balcony above, a
row of bars projecting in such a manner as to
every part, as to preclude a prisoner from render it imtmeaible for man or boy to stand
taking s spring fTom them, so as to jump up- upon the rail: in a postm'e s_Jflleiently near to an
on the roof of any of the inspeetion-ffaHeries
upright _ae to enable him to take a spring.
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I design to open on ordinary occasions : were
it equal to the other, that is, were it about 5
feet, its excess of length, when open, beyond
4 feet (the width of the gallery into which it
opens) would prevent its opening to an angle
so great as a right angle ; whereby the passage
it would afford to bulky packages would be
proportionally narrowed,
As to locks, those contrived by the Rev.
Mr. Ferryman, fro'the late Mr. Blackburn, and
bv him made use of in the construction of the
Gloucester gaol, I trust to, upon the report
of that ingenious architect, as incapable of
being picked : as such, if they are not dearer
than ordinary ones in a proportion worth regarehng, they will of course demand the preterence.
But the inspection principle, without detracting
anything from the ingenuity
of the invention, takes much from the necessity of that and many other prison contrivanees.
For in a Panopticon, what can be
the necessity of curious locks ? what are the
prisoners to pick them with ? by what means
are they to come at any sort of pick-lock
tools, or any other forbidden implements ?
And supposing the locks of these doors picked,
and the locks of more than one other set of
doors besides, what is the operator the better
for it ? Lock-picking
is an operation that
requires time and experiment, and liberty to
work at it unobserved.
What prisoner picks
locks before a keeper's face ?
An appendage which will have its use in
the instance of every door to which the prisoners have access, l"sa warning-bell attached
to it in such a manner as to ring of itself upon
every opening of the door. The door should
likewise be made to shot to of itself, for instance, bythe co:nmoneontrivanceofa
weight
with a line passing over a pulley.
By the
former of these implements, the attention of
the inspector is drawn upon the prisoner ; by
the latter, the prisoners me prevented from
rendering the bell useless by leaving the door
open by design or negligence,

SECTION

XV.

DIAMETRICALPASSAGE.
ON the sunk story, right through the centre
&the building, and leading from the approach
through the centre of the projecting fi'ont,
runs the only thorough passage, called the
diametrical passage.
It serves for the following purposes : _
1. Admitting the officers of the house and
visitors into the inspector's lodge ; 2. Admitring machines and bulky packages into
the annular area, from whence they may be
either conveyed
into the store-rooms on
that floor, or bv pulleys or cranes hoisted up
into the store:rooms in the roof over the
cells,

SA G E,

Lengtks of the Diametrical
Passage.
From the door in the projecting front,
to the circumference of the exterior
circle of the cellular part wsay
. .
From the circumference of the great
circle to the exterior circle of the mtermediate area, viz. that part of it
over which nm the cell-galleries.
.
N.B.mHere
it meets the light
from the sky-light that crowns
the intermediate area.
From the outer to the inner circumfe"renee of the intermediate area,
. .
From the inner circumference of the intermediate are_ to the circumference
of the central aperture in this story,
1V.B.--Here
it again receives the
light in like manner from above.
From this anterior part of the cireumferenee to the posterior part,
. . .
From the posterior part of the ci.'cumterence o the central area, to the inner
circumference of the intermediate area
on the other posterior side,
. . .
N.B. -- Here it again receives the
light.
From thence to the interior circle of the
grated passage under the cell-galleries
on that side,
........
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Here it is cut into three, in a manner that
will be described in speaking of the ez/t. On
the left band of the diametrical passage is a
staircase leading to the inspector's lodge.
On the details of this staircase, with regard to situation, dimensions, and form, it is
neither easy nor necessary at this stage of the
design to make a fixed decision.
They are
left very much at large by the governing
pnnciple, and convenience on this head will
depend in good measure on local circumstances, such as the form and dimensions of
the under warehouse against which the staircase will abut, and the form and dimensions
of the officers' apartments on that side, in or
near the projecting front.
The form which in a general view appea_
most advantageous,
is that of a straight and
simple flight of steps without return or curvature. The convenience of a return is, that
half the room is saved ; the inconvenience of
it is, that the space a man has to traverse, in
order to reach a given point, is augmented
to the amount of what would be the whole
length of the staircase if laid out in a right
line. The point, however, at which it terminates and opens into the lodge, should at
least not go much beyond the central point
of that apartment, lest, through ignorance or
i design, access should be gained to the in*
spection-gallery, and thence to the cells, by
visitors to whom such privileges might not be
thought fit to be allowed,
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Regu_larity would require, but convenience
does hardly, that on the right hand of the
passage there should be a similar staircase."
At the line where it falls into the anterior
part of the central area, the diametrical passage is crossed by a pair of folding-gates of
open iron-work, occupying its whole width,
These gates prevent promiscuous visitors from
advancing any farther, and straggling either
into the warehouse on each side, or the posterior part of the intermediate area.
Before it reaches this transverse gate, it
receives no side doors on either side.
Such
doors, if opening into the anterior part of the
intermediate area, world require porters to
guard them ; if into the warehouse, viz. the
space between the intermediate and central
area, they would render it less safe to make
use of the labour of the prisoners in that part
of the building.
The pavement of the diametrical passage
being upon a level with that of the annular
area, and the exterior surtitce of the crown of
the arch level with the floor of the lowermost
inspection-gallery and that of the inspectionlodge, the height of this passage will be in the
clear about 11 feet, and including the thickness of the arch, 12 feet.
In the floor of the lodge the central aperture will in the day be in general left open,
in order to give Hght to the central area. At
bed-time, it might either be closed for warmth
or left open ior security; in order to expose
to the view and offensive force of a keeper
lying with a light in the lodge, any prisoner
or prisoners, who, contrary to all human probability, should h_ve made such progress m a
project of escape, as to f_ld themselves in a
situation to make an attempt upon the transverse gate.t
At the foot of the staircase to the lodge
might be a door, the openiug of which should
ring a warmng-bell, to advertise the inspector
of the approach of visitors as he is sitting in
his lodge. In consideration of this security,
added to that of the porter stationed at the
entrance into the approach, the front door,
opening from the approach into the diametri• The right-hand side of the prison being
for males, requires the most watching and the
og_test
resort, as
well on
as
sex. Hence
I make
thisaccount
side ofofthenumbers
lodge the
principal one for the abode of the officers, and
for the reception of customers and other visitors,
It is therefore on the other side that the room for
the stairm_ can best be spared,
t The cover for the central aperture might
be so ¢onslxucted as to form,, when litted up on
hinges, a parapet, answering the purpose of a
Dalustrade_ each quadrant turning upon a hinge
at the circumference.
There would only need
a few bars to hook on horizontally, to complete
the circuit. Or_ thoutgh the aperture were elrcular_ the cover to it might be square. A central
piece to lift off, of 4 feet diameter in the one
or 4 feet square in the other, would reduce
me neigllt of the parapet to 4 feet.
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cal passage, need not be locked; nor will any
such person as a turnkey, or porter to the
house, be necessary. At the foot of the stair.
case,visitorsmight
be stopped from proceeding
farther without ringing a bell and obtaining
the assistance of file inspector in the lodge,
which by the help of known contrivances he
might afford without stirring from his seat.
To protect the lodge, when thus thrown
open, from the cold blasts of a thorough
sage, it will probably be thought necessary to
add to the grated gates above mentioned, a
pair of close folding doors; as likewise a similax pair of doors on the opposite or posterior
side of the central area. With this defence
from cold, there need be the less scruple about
stationing akceper to sleep in the lodge, with
the central aperture open in the floor.

SECTION
XVI.
COMMUNICATIONS---EXIT
INTO THE YARDS.
THE exit into the yards is one of the nicest
of the anatomy of the prison.
The diametrical passage, when arrived at
the anterior circumference of the farther side
of the snnRlar area, is absorbed by it : but
reeommeneing at the posterior circumference,
is there cut into three branches : a middle
one, being a line of communication joining
without discontinuance the inspection-gallery
over-head to the watch-house, or look-out,
that serves for the inspection of the yards ;
and two lateral ones, one on the male, and
the other on the |emale side.
Talang their
common departure from the grating of the
annular grated passage, they run on in paral.
lelism, like a nerve, an artery, and a vein.
The nerve which col_veys to the most dis.
taut extremity of this artificial body the all.
vivifying influence of the inspection principle
_the line of communication, I mean_at
its
origin in the inspection-gallery, preserves its
level for some space ; that is, so long as it
h,mgs over the intermediate area, and till it
reaches the region of the cell-gallery. While
it does so, I call it the inspector's bridge : and,
to distinguish it from a similar pass on the
outside of the building, the inspector's inner
bridge.
At that line, in order to fall within
the width of the grated passage, and get from
thence into the arch that leads to the outside
of the building, it makes a sudden drop._
Four feet being the whole width, two of them
are allowed to form the slope at the descent,
J- Of the making this sudden drop, instead of
giving the line of communication in that part a
regular descent, commencing at the inspection.
gallery, one reason is, that it may not block up
t_e intermeaiate area, and obstruct the introduction of bulky packages from the diametrical passage. Another use is, the forcing the inspector
to take a view, in his descent, of the diametrical
passage and the warehouses on each side_ as will
be scco prescntl),.
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the other two are allotted to give room for
the inspector at the instant after his landing,
and before any part of his body is within the
arch.* The space occupied by the first two
of these four feet I call the inspector's drop :
that occupied by the other two, the inspector's
lan&ng-place.
Under the lowermost story
of the prisoner's cells, all round, runs a sunk
story of cells, composed of arches of the same
width and depth, but wanting a foot and a
half of the height of those which compose
the cells. That part of the line of communication which runs through and occupies one of
these subterraneous arches, I call the straits,
The whole width I divide into three passages:
the middle one, bemg a continuation of the
inspector's landing place, I call the inspector's
.straits.
The two others, one on each side
_)f the inspector's straits, receive the prisonors, and conduct them through the arch from
the grated passage : these I call the prisoner's
straits.
The floor of the inspector's straits
I make as much higher as the height of the
arch will admit, above the floor of the prisoner's straits on each side : the reason is, that
he may have the more commanding view of
them, as he and they go out together.
As a
farther help, their floor may drop a step just
before their arrival at this pass ; and from
thence it may sink a little further by a very
gentle slope :t and the advantage would be
increased by gaving an arched iorm to the
partition on the side of the prisoners on either
hand, the curve bending from his side towards
theirs. In this way, the advantage given him
may amount to about 14 inches, a superiority
which, taking into account the chiferences of
height between man and man, seems to he
as much as can be requisite. This superiority
will be thus made out :-Distance from the floor of the cell
above (thickness
of the arch included) to the floor of the grated r. zs.
passage beneath ......
7 6
Fall of the latter floor by a step,
. 0 l0
Total depth of the floor on which the
prisoners tread, below the floor of -the cell above,
. .....
8 4
Thickness of the above arch ....
1 0
Space allowed in height for theiuspector's passage .......
6 1
Distance
of the platform he walks
upon below the floor overhead,
• 7 1
Distance of the floor the prisoners
walk upon below the same level,
as before .........
8 4
Substract the inspector's distance,
. 7 I
Remains the height of the Inspector's
foot above that of the prisoners, . 1

2

• Two feet is no great thickness : but a man
of greater corpulency is certainly not fit to bear
an executive part in the government of a prison,
"bThis slope would have the farther use of
facilitating the carrying off the water employed
in washing the intermediate area.
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In point of width, the line of eommurdca.
tion, at its origin from the inspection-gallery,
and before it reachesthe entrance of the arch,
has no particularlimitation:_
butatthat pass,
which I call the straits, it must conform to
the dimensions which the width of the arch
allows, after reservation of a sufficient space
for the prisoners on each side.
If anything
like difficulty occur anywhere, it must be at
the very entrance into the arch. since from
that pass it widens gradually to the exit.
Ought the width of all throe passages to be
alike ? or should any, and which, have the
advantage in this respect over the other two ?
The occasions on which inspectors will have
to pass one another will occur but rarely: but
in the instance of the prisoners, these occasions will be still more unfrequent. On week
days, twice a-day each prisoner descends to
the airing.whcel : but should they descend
even in pairs, or three's, they would not cross
one another at all ; for one does not quit the
wheel till another has arrived there. Neither
on Sundays is there any occasion for them
to cross, at least at this particular spot : and
all their motions may be predetermined and
provided for. Restraint is suitable to their
condition ; freedom to that of the inspector.
A confined space will have the further use of
cramping any exertions a prisoner might be
disposed to use, in the view of bursting in
upon an inspector when engaged in so narrow
a pass, with a partition between them of so
little thickness.
Here follows, then, an example of the dimcnsions, in point of width, that might be
given to these passages :
Clear width of the space for At the
At the
the male prisoners' pas- entrance
into the exitfrom
the
sage, on the right hand Arch.
Arch.
side of the inspector's
F. I_.
F. IN.
passage ......
2 6
4 2
Thickness of the partition
oftheinspector'spassage,
0 7
0 7
Clear width of the inspector's passage, ....
3 10
4 0
Thickness of the partition
of the inspector's passage
on the female side,
. . 0 7
0 7
Clear width of the female
prisoners' passage,
2 6
4 2
10 0 13 6
Upon this view, the widths capable of
being allowed are so much beyond what is
absolutely necessary, as to leave a consider°
aole latitude of choice._ The partitions may
$ Except with reference to the opposite cell ;
of whxch it covers from a direct ere'w, a width
equal to its own. On this account, the narrower
the better.
II If they were not, the arch thus allotted to
receive the line of communication might be made
.widerthan the rest, upon the condition of giving
me same extra width to that whole pile of arcla_
all the way up.
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a_ordingly be made more or less thick, according to the nature of the materials. When
the inspector's passage, having gained the
region of the yards, assumes the name of the
covered way, the partitions which bound it
will naturally require the strength and thickhess of a wall; while the prisoners' passages,
having no longer any part of the building to
bound them, will require each of them a wall
on purpose, as will be seen under the head
of Outlets.
To give the inspector his possible view of
the prisoners as they pass, there must, of
course, be slght.holes.
They may be closed
with glasses.
They ought to be conical ;
narrower on the inspector's side than on the
prisoners' side.
Though these holes should
on the different sides be on the same level,
they will not yield to the eye of the prisoner
the thorough light: for they are considerably
above his eye, and no line drawn towards his
eye, from any hole on the one side, would
pass through any hole on the other : another
advantage in sinking the floor of the prisoners' passage below the level of the inspector's
peasage.
The wall of this passage, in the
same manner as those of the inspection-gallery of which it is the continuance, should for
the same reason be painted black : those of
the prisoners' passages, for the opposite reason, kept as white and as glossy as possible,
The least convenient part of the whole is
the inspector's drop.*
But out of this very inconvenience I extract a superior advantage.
The descent is
by a sort of ladder, deviating so little from
the perpendicular as to oblige a man, in order
to find footing as he goes down, to turn his
face to instead offron_ the steps : in so doing,
he gets, and is obliged to get, a view of the
diametrical passage and the warehouse on
each side ; such as it would have been difficult to have given him by any other means,
A rope or bar to hold by on each side saves
him from all danger, and even from aU iuconvenience, beyond that of being obliged to turn
himself half round,
A few inches below the level of the ceiling
of the diametrical passage, is a sight-hole in
the partition that forms a back to the steps :
through this, as he descends with his face to
the ladder, he gains a full view of that passage : and on each hand another sight-hole,
through which he gains a view equally full,
through correspondent apertures, of the inside of the warehouse on each side. t By this
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means, the labour of t_e prisoners may be
made use of with the less scruple in all those
stations, without the necessity of stat'oning
along with them in each place an inspector
on purpose, and yet without depaxting in this,
any more than in any other instance, from the
principle of omnipresence.
As to the relative width to be given to this
line of communication in its different parts,
R admits of considerable latitude. The most
natural course is to give it the same width
throughout.
In its whole width, whatever
that be, it blocks up, not only the whole of
the opposite cell of the first story of cells.
but even a part of the height of the second
story : filling up the place of the cell-gallery
in both instances.
To give a passage round
from the cell-gallery on one side to the cellgallery on the other, requires some little contrivances, with relation to which it is not
necessary to be either very particular or very
determiuate.
In the upper one of the two
stories, the obstruction
may be obviated,
partly by lowering the ceiling of the line of
communication in that spot ; partly by giving
a step or two from the cell-gallery on each
side, to carry the passenger in that spot across
and over the obstruction : in the lower one
of the two stories, by cutting out of the cell,
all round the obstruction, a space sufficient
to make a passage of equal width with the
cell-gallery, viz. four feet.
It is scarce necessary to observe, that in
order to maintain in this part the hmitation
set to the prisoners' path, and to prevent them
from straggling into the intermediate area,
or clambering up the line of commuuication,
so as to get at top of the inspection-gallery,
or force their way in at the windows, the
grating of the annular grated passage must.
in its form, be governed by the configuration
of the parts m question, and apply itself to
them with particular care : and where any
part of the line of communication is within
reach ef the prisoners, either walking in their
passage or abiding in their cells, it should be
of materials equally impregnable.
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EXTSlUOIt ANNULAR

WELL._

ALL round the polygonal part of the building,
runs an annular trench, which may be called
the Exterior Annular Well, and its floor the
Exterior _4nnular _4rea. In width I make it
12 feet; less than that not being sufficient to
afford length enough to the line of communication in that part between the inside of
the bmlding and the look-out in the yards.t]

Q Twoleaves_
feet onlyin
to I1 feetof7 inches
desreut_
at the width,
htrge allowance
nearly
mm foot for each step, little more than two
incha ]m_j_on of each step beyond the one
above it.
•_ The wsmhousesaxelaidout,asfar_ co_- _ Thiswell_exceptinitswidth,ishut httle
veriience
admits_in sucha manner_o favour different
from the sunkenwellsorareaswhich
this view, upon the rad/a/principle, as explained
axe so common in the front of the London houses.
under the head of O_t/cts.
[[ See Section Outlets. It might even be wider
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The floor, for the sake of carrying off the
_ater, is 8 inches lower than the flour of the
prisoners' passage throughthe building, which,
as mentioned in speaking of the exit, is itself
10 inches below that of the interior annular
well."
It is hounded all round by a wa//, which,
after serving for the mere support of the earth
from the area below to the surface of the
ground above, is crowned by a parapet, reaching about 4 feet above that surface. This 4
t_et added to the 7½ feet, and the 1½ feet,
i. e. to the 9 feet, makes 13 feet, the height
which a prisoner who had let himself down
into the well would have to climb up before
he could gain the yards,
It is filled up and cut through in one part
only, viz. at and by tile hne of communiealion above mentioned, running in the same
direction with the dmmetrmal passage,
The use_ of it are as follow : -1. To give light and air to the sunken story
under the cells.
2. To prevent prisoners from escaping, upon
the supposition of their hawng let themselves
down from the windows.
It answers in this
point of view the purpose of a ditch in fortification on the outside of the building, in the
same manner as the intermcdaate well that
runs parallel to it in the inside,
3. To reduce the ascent which the chapelvisitors have to perform in ordcr to gum the
chapel, and to afford a place for a kitchen and
other such oifices to the governor's house,
without sacrificing a ground-floor to that purpose, and lodging him and his fatmly at an
inconvenient height,
4 To afford all round a commodious place
for cellaring, capable of being enlarged indefinitely as oceasmn may arxse,
Were there no such trench cut on the outside, what would be the consequence ? -Either-1. The building rcmaining in all other particulars the same, the ground must be brought
close to it all round;--or,
2. The story under the cells must be omitted altogether, as well in the cellular part as
in the inspection-tower ;--or,
3. That story must be raised above ground,
and the whole building made so much higher.
In all three cases, the 2d and 4th of the
above advantages would be lost. A prisoner
who had let himself down from any of the

windows would find nothing capable of preventing him from goir_ on to the exterior
wall: the convenience of cellaring would be
lost: and, the floor of the lowest story of
cells being even with the ground, there would
be nothing to hinder the prisoners in the )_a_is
from holding promiscuous converse with the
prisoners on that story of the cells.
In the first ease, too, the space under the
cells would be reduced to the condition of
mere cellaring: not fit for any person to abide
in, or pay frequent visits to, on account of
the absolute want of Yreeair; debarred in a
great degree from the light, of which the
intermedmte well would at that depth afford
but a very scanty measure. The warehouses
under the lodge would likewise suffer in point
of ventilation, by being deprived of the draught
which might be occasionally made by throwing open the windows of the rooms under the
cells, at the same time with the doors opening
from them into the intermediate
area.
In the second case, there would be no place
for lighting fires under the cells; no place
for warehouses anywhere ; no means of conveying the prisoners into the yards, without
guying them the faculty of promiscuous intercourse, by carrying them in their passage
to aml irom their staircases abreast of every
cell in the lowermost story of cells. There
would be no diametrical passage ; no means
of conveying bulky articles into the cells and
store-rooms overhead, through the intermediate area; and that most indispensable
of
all apartments--that
vital part of the whole
establishment--the
inspector's lodge, would
be cut to pieces and destroyed.
In the third case, which is the least unfavourable one, the second and fourth, of the
above advantages,
as already mentioned,
would be sacrificed, as also the third : S feel_
would be added to an ascent already grea_er
than could be wished;
and no advantage
worth mentioning would be gained._f

without inconvenience, and without any objeetion but the extra expense, which is only that of
digging and paving.
:Chls degree of width, it
is true, is not absolutely necessary anywhere
else than dose to the 'hne of communicataon, to
afford room for it to rise by a staircase to a level
with the ground.
But on account of light and
air, it were better not to narrow the area anywhere else.
_Total, lll inches lower than the interior we!l.
It may be brought to this depth from 12 inches
by a gentle slope_

much window as possible ; provided they are
not brought down so low as to reader it too

SECTION
WINDOWS

REACHING

XVIII.
LOW,

AND

GLAZED

;

INSTEAD OF HIGH UP, AND OPEN.
BmNG informed, that in a building of this
height, and consequently of this thickness,
glass would not cost more than wall, my instructions to the architect were, Give me as

-l-Thequantityofbuildingwouldbetheseme;
and the sawng of the small expense of digging
would be at least eounterbalaneed by the iddttional expense of _caffolding and workmen's loss
or"time in ascending and descending. The only
savin_ would be that of the sunk wall of 9 feet
htgh_orthe support of the ground--a purpose
for which the slightest thickness of walling would
bc sufllcmnu
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coJ_d. In consequence, I have two windows
in each cell : each 4 feet wide and 5 feet high.
It was Mr. Howard that first conceiced the
prevailing antipathy to glass : it admits prospect, and it excludes air. Prospects seduce
the indolent from their work : air is neceseary to life. On any other than the Panoptican plan, the antipathy may have some reason
on its side: on this plan, it would have none.
Blinds there are ofdifferent sorts which would
admit air, without admitting prospect: glazed
sashes when open will admit air. But blinds,
as soon as the inspector's back was turned,
would be put aside or destroyed ; and windows would be shut : for the most ignorant
feel the coldness of fresh air, and the learned
only understand the necessity of it to health
and life. True: but in a Panoptieon the inspector's back is never turned. In this point,
as in others, who will offend, where concealment is impossible ?
In Mr. Howard's plan, observe what is paid
for shutting out prospects.
The tall must
be kept from idhng as well as the short ; and
a tall man may make himself still taller by
mounting on his bed, or standing on tiptoe,
Therefore, windows must not begin lower
than seven feet from the floor. But above
this seven feet there must be a moderate
space for a hole in the wall called a w_ndow:
partly for this reason, and partly to make sure
of sufllcient height of ceiling, a cell must be
at least ten feet high in the inside.
Such
accordingly is the construction, and such the
height, of the ceils at Wymondham. _
To what climate is this suited ? To the
East or West-Indies ; perhaps to some part
of Italy ; certainly not to any part of our
three kingdoms. To what employments ? To
laboriousemployments---toemploymentsthat
are to be carried on out of doors ; to few that
in such a place can be carried on within doors
into fewindeed that can be termed sedentary
ones. What weaver, what spinner, what shoemaker, what tailor, what eoachmaker,
can
work with drenched or frozen hands ?
To mitigate the cold, and to exclude snow
and rain, Mr. Howard allows a wooden shutter. But to do this, such a shutter must exelude light. What is the wretched solitary to
do then _ creep into his bed, or sit down and
pine in forced and useless indolence,
Mr. Howard, with at] this, allows no firing,
One would think from him there were no
winter,
The thicker walls are, and the higher above
the floor holes in thewall instead of windows
are, the better they serve to keep out cold
and rain: hence another reason for piling
bricks upon bricks, and giving rooms in prisons the height of those in palaces,
In rooms that have no light, that is, not
• SseSirT.
Beevor's Letters in Annual Re.
gister for 1786_ Letter III.
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three or four feet above the eye, weaving can
scarcely be carried on: t?om such rooms, that
profitable employment,
that quiet employ°
ment, in other respects so well suited to an
establishment of this kind, ts therefore in all
its infinity of branches peremptorily excluded.
For this, therefore, among other rcasous, there
must be other places for working in. Accordingly, at Wymondham, for 50 feet 4 by
14:8 of cells, you have on one part 20:6
by l0 feet of work-room ;t and in another part,
a work-room of the same dimensions for only
29 feet 4 by 14 feet 8 of cells._:
At Wymondham, these holes are guarded
each of them, inside and out, by a double
grating : a siugie one under the eye of an inspector is enough for me. Were a prisoner
to elude this eye (though how he is even by
night to elude the eye of a watchman, constantly patroling, I do not know,) and get
through this grating (though how a man is to
fbrce iron bars without tools, I am equally at
a loss to conceive,) where willhe find himself?
In the yards ? No, but in a well, in which he
has a wall of 13 feet tdgh to climb, as we shall
see, ere he can reach the yards.
And were
he over this wail, where would he be then ?
In a space inclosed by another high wall, with
three centine]s in an inclosed walk, patrolling
on the other side.
So far from there being any need of double
gratings, the single grating need not have cross
bars. It is not necessary it should be capable
of resisting either long-continued attempts, or
violent ones.tl
If anywhere, in any particular pile of cells,
any unguarded circumstance in the construction afforded the means of descent otherwise
than by climbing down instead of dropping,
advantage could not be taken of the weakhess from any other pile in the circuit : in the
polygonal form, the projecting angles render_ Viz.
little less
less than
than one
one half
thirdofaddition.
++
Viz. aa httle
addition.
[_ There would be an advantage in placing it
as near to the outside of the wall, and by that
means as far from the inside of the cell, as it can
be, cor.sistently with strength; that is, so as not
to be liable to be thrown down by a push, together with the brick.work or stone in which it
is bedded. Why ? Because by this means so
much room may be gained to the cells--the pier
under each window forming a kind of dresser
answering the purpese of a table.
Above the third story of cells, bars can hardly
be deemed necessary. The window of the lowest
being 10_ above the sunken external ares, the
following table shows the heights from which a
fugitive would have to drop from the respective
windows upon a stone pavement: it being taken
for granted that the cell affords neither a rope_
nor materials of which a rope could be made in
the compass of a ni_ht_ by persons exposed, oceasionally at least, if not constantly, to the eyes
of a patrolling watchman :_
Lower story, 10 f. 6 in. [ Fourth story, 37 f. 6 inSecond story, 19 6
[ Fifth story, 46 6
Third story, 28 6
[ Sixth story, 55 6
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Lag it impossible to climb horizontally on the
outside, from a window of any celt to any
window of the cell contiguous on either side.
If fastened up in two places on each side,
and in the middle at top and bottom, the
gratings may want about 7 inches of reaching the brick work at bottom, and about ten
inches of reaching that at top ; especially if
they terminate at top and bottom, not in a
horizontal bar, but in a row of perpendicular
spikes: by this means, little more than 3_ feet
in height of grating will serve for a window
5 feet in height ; andre width little more than
2_ feet of grating will serve for 4 feet.
Among the offende_ who are liable to be
consigned to these scenes of punishment, it
is but too common to see boys of little more
than ten years of age. A thin person, boy
or man, can generally get his body through,
wherever he can pass his head ; that is, if not
hindered by the breadth of his body, he will
not be by the thickness.
Bat a person cannot press against the point of a spike, as he
could against a bar. From these data, gratings might be formed, requiring a much less
quantity of materials than what is commonly
employed, yet of sufficient strength for the
present purpose,
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security against all such accidents afforded
by the circumstance of unremittedinspection,
as a building of this sort is designed for duration, and the difference in point of expense
need not be considerable, it seems best to be
on the safe side.*
The great use here proposed to be made of
iron has been made on different occasions with
a view to different advantages : sometimes
to admit air, sometLmes to save room, sometime for the sake of strengh. In all instances,
it has the advantage of being peculiarly irapregnable to putrid contagion--even
plaster,
brick, and stone, not being in this respect altogether above reproach.
Hence the great
stress laid on frequent white-washing,
wberever any of the three latter materials are
employed.
It is partly on account of the admission it
gives to air, that I prefer it for both the prisoners' staircases, and for all their galleries.
In arched galleries of brick or stone, besides
that they would take up room, the air might
be apt to stagnate.
Substituting open-work
to such close materials, adds in effect so much
in width to the annular well.
The interstices between the bars, instead of forming an
obstruction to a current of air, serve rather
to accelerate it.
It was the consideration of the little room
SECTION
XIX.
taken up by this material, that suggested it
to me as peculiarly well adapted to the putMATERIALS.
pose ofaffording supperts to the chapel. Brick
Arcl_ed Work Much Iron--Plaster
l"_loors. >illars, of the thickness necessary to support
THE peculiarities of the present plan are not so lofty a building, would afford a very maconfined to the head of construction : they terial obstruction to the voice in its passage
extend in some degree tothe matertals.
The from the minister tothe prisoners, when staabundant use made of zron will hardly fail to tioned in their cells, or in the galleries before
be observed,
their cells.
It is on the same consideration,
In preferring brick or stone-work to wood,
likewise, that I propose to make considerable
and in consequence arches to other partitions,
use of it in the construction of the inspectionit does no more than follow the plans already
gallerie_.
It is to obtain both these advanin vogue.
Such a mode of construction is rages, that I make use of no other material
more particularly necessary in a Panopticon,
for one entire boundary (viz. the interior one
than in a building of perhaps any other form. opposite the windows) of every cell.
The circumstance that renders it so pecuTo obtain that sort of strength which conlmrly favourable to ventilation, renders it of stats in inflexibility, with less unwieldiness,
course equally exposed, if made of combus- and at a less expense of materials, it occurred
tible materials, to accidents from fire. Were to me to make the pillars hollow. Being of
a fire to begin anywhere, especially towards
iron, they may thus be made not only to take
the centre, it would spread all round-- the up beyond comparison less room, but even
wind would pour in from all quarters--the
to possess greater strength, even when holwhole would be presently in a blaze--and the lowed to such a degree as not to exceed brick
prisoners, being locked up in their cells, and
even were their cells open, deprived of all exit
* In s panopticon which required apartments
except through one or two narrow passages,
of
greater
vndthsome
thanof could
conveniently
be
given
to arches,
the other
modes of se.
would be burnt or suffocated before any as- curing buildings against fire.might be adopted ;
sistauce could be applied,
such as that ot_stopping the draught of alr by
This at least would be the case were it not iron plates, upon Mr. Hartley's plan _or by
for the care taken to keep accumulated a large simple plastering, upon Earl Stanhope'_ Such
fired of water in the cistern at the top of the superior width might be necessary in some ma.
nufactories: nor would it be incongruous to the
building, ready to be poured in whenever and object of the institution, where seclusion was mlt
wherever there may be occasion tbr it. Bu_ of the questlon_ as in tree manufactori_ an_i
notwithstanding this assistance, and the great poor-houses.
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or stone in weight. It occurred to me, that
iron was cast in large masses to serve for
water-pipes. Upon inquiry at a great foundcry where it is cast for such purposes, I learnt
that in that manufactory it could be cast
hollow for g length of 12 feet, but no more.
Upon consulting with my professional adriser, I was informed that that length could
be made to suffice ; and it occurred to him
that of the eight supports which would be a
sufficient number for such a building, some
might be made to answer the purpose of
water-pipes for conveying the water from the
roof; and to me, that others of them might
be made to serve for chimneys-- articles for
which it might otherwise be not altogether
easy, in a building of so peculiar a constructlon, to find a convenient place,
In point of economy, I hope to find this
useful material not more expensive, but rather less so, than the quantity of stone or
brick-work that would be requisite to answer
the same purpose ;" since cast-iron, and, in
moat instances, even that not of the finest
quality, would answer as well as hammered,
with half the expense,
It is at the recommendation
of the same
intelligent artist that I adopt those called
stucco or plaster floors, in preference to any
other ; and this for a variety of reasons : -1. They are incombustil;lc.
In this respect
they have the advantage of wooden floors.
2. They take up very little room. The
thickness of l½ inch over the brick-work at
the crown is sufficient.
In this point they
have the advantage over all other floors, and
most of all over wood, which, besides boards,
require jmsts to lay them on.
3. They are uniform, without crewccs or
interstices.
In this respect they have also
the advantage
over all other floors : in the
highest degree over brick, then over wood,
and even over stone.
The inconvenience of
crevices and interstices, as is well remarked
by Mr. Howard, is to harbour dirt, and occasionally putrescent matter, capable of fouling
the air, and affording ill scents,
4. They are cheap : when thus thinly laid,
much cheaper than wood, or stone, or even
than any choice kind of brick, such as clinkera ; and fidl as cheap as any tiling that would
be proper for the purpose,
5. They are, it is true, liable to crack, especially on the first settling of the building,
On the other hand, if a crack takes place,
they are easily _uid eirectually repaired,
Mr. Howard lays great stress on the unwholesomeness
of such floors as, by their
roughness, such as unp]aned boards, or by
numerous and wide interstices,
are apt to
harbour putrescent matter : but I know not
• In Hughes' RidingAmphithcatre,
near London, the supports, I am told, are of iron silvered,
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that he anywhere recommends plaster floors,
which are freer than any ordinary floors from
that inconvenience.
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OUTLETS, INCLUDINGAIRING-YARDS.
ARE a/ring-yards
to be looked upon as a
necessary appendage to the building ? If
so, what extent ought to be given to them ?
Ought any, and what, divisions to be made
in them, corresponding to so many divisions
among the prisoners?
In what manner may
the influence of the inspection principle be
extended to them to the best advantage ?The answers to these questions will depend
partly upon the general plan of management
in view, partly upon local circumstances.
Of these points, the first and third are cousidered under the head of management :_ and
the result is, that airing-yards to be used on
working-days
are not essential to the establishment ; but that ibr Sunday's use they
wolfld be at least convenient : that if both
sexes are admitted, one division, and consequently two separate yards, are mdispensable : but that, as between prisoners of the
same sex, the advantage to be gained by any
further division seems hardly decided enough
to warrant the expense :_
Whatever
be the extent of the airingground, and whatevcr the number ofdivisions
made in it, two erections must at any rate be
made in it, in order to extend to these exterior appendages the all-vivifying influence
of the commanding principle : 1. A look-out,
or exterior inspectwn, lodge ; 2. A line of
communication
for prisoners as well as inspectors, between this look-out and the building.
Let the look-out, then, be considered
as occupying the centre of a circle : of this
circle, the hne of communication forms one
radius : from the same centre may be projected, as co-ra&i, walls in any number eorresponding to the unmber of divisions pitched
upon.l[ See Plate III.
4- See the Sections on Employment, .4iring,
and Srhooli_tg.
$ The numerous yards in Plate III. are given
only by way of illustration, and to show upon
what principles the topographical division, were
it to be judged necessary_ might be formed to
ma_t advantage,
I1In the magazine of e_xpedients, the most simplc is seldom thatwhich t]rst presents itself to
our search. In the first hasty design, as sketched
out in the Letters, it w_ by a surrounding gallerythat the influence oftbe inspection principle
was to have been extended to uncovered areas ;
and this 6allerywas to have been attached to the
surrounding wall. The advantages of centrality
were thus thrown away without neeessity_ and
without any advantage in return. In point of
expense, the disadvantage might be more_ and
could not be less, than in the proportion of a
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In section 16 we left the line of commu- I ence. which is only in point of level, being
nication at the spot at which, having cleared the same throughout, except that, in this pusthe building, it cuts across the external an- sage, the flight of steps gaining the level to
nular area. But at this spot it is considerably
which they lead a little earlier than in the
below the level of the ground in the yards prisoners' passage, the inspector's bridge t is a
through which it leads. The surface of the few inches longer than that of the prisoners'.
ground I suppose exactly on a level with the
As to the floor ofthe prisoners'rising-stairs,
floor of the lowermost story of cells ; which iron seems preferable, partly for the reasons
floor is 7: 6 above the level of the mtermewhich plead in general in favour of that mutilate area. The floor of the prisoners' pas. terial, partly on account of the small degree
sages, being 10 inches below the level of that of thickness it requires. A wooden floor, or
area, bus 8 :4 to rise before it comes to a level a brick floor supported upon an arch, might
with the surface of the ground. That of the reduce the height above the floor of the exo
inspector's passage, being five inches above terior well to such a degree, as to make it
the level of the same area, has consequently
necessary either to sink the floor of the well
butT:l
to rise before it comes to alevel with in that part still more, or to increase the
the ground. But in the straits under the arch width._
we gave the inspector the advantage in point
From their immersion out of the building,
of ground over the prisoners to the amount the three passages should be covered through
of 1 : 3 ; and for this advantage there is the the whole length of their course across the
same occasion in one part of the ]me of corn- external area : that of the inspector, for the
munication as in another. Adding, therefore,
sake of obscurity, as well as for the sake of
this rise to that of 7.1, which the floor of protection in bad weather: the two prisoners'
the inspector's passage has to make in order passages on each side, partly for the latter
to reach the level of the ground, we have reason, but principally to cut off converse
8 :4, which is the same rise as that given to with the cells immediately above ; for which
the prisoners' passages. In this way the two reason they must also have a back reaching
floors preserve their parallelism during the up all the way to the roof, so as to form a
whole of their course,
complete case.
The particulars of this course may be thus
When the prisoners have got the length of
made out: -the lanes, or of the yards on each side, that is,
Prisoners' Passage on each S_de.
at the least, near thirteen feet distance from
Zengths--Exteriorlanding-placefrom
the building, the interception
of converse
the outside of the wall of the buildmust, as it safely may, be trusted to the exing to the commencement
of the
pedients employed for preventing _hose in the
flight of steps which may be called F. Is.
cells trom looking out of their windows.
the prisoners' mslng-stmrs,
. .
2 0
When the prisoners are a few feet advanced
Prisoners' emerging or rising-stairs,
_f To distinguish it from that within the buildfrom the exterior landing-place to
ing, I call this the inspector's o_ztgr bridge.
the prisoners' bridge,
....
8 4
** Thc roof of the hn_e of communication, as
Prisoners' bridge, from the prisoners'
it emerges from the buflding_ affords a landing
rising-steps to the prtsoners" lanes,
place to the windows of the cells immediately
runmng parallel to the inspector's
above_ by which the prisoners_ could theyget out
covered-way, on the surface of the
of the windows_ rmght at night time find thei_
ground through the yards,
1 S
way into the yards, and be so far on their way to
• "
an escape. To obviate this danger, it is evident
Underneath this flight of steps there is that the gratings to those windows ought to be
ample room lei_ in the exterior annular area, constructed witha degree of caution which would
as well for passing as for conveying goods, not be equally necessary in any other part of the
Before it has advanced in length to within
circuit.
four feet of the wall bounding the external
It would be tedious to particularize in this
area, it is more than six feet above the level manner everx, little weak spot which the details
of such a building may disc-lose. Wherever they
of that area in that part; and at the sur- present themselves, the weakness will not be
rounding wall, 9 feet."
Inspector's

Passage between the Prisoners'
Passages.

Lengths--The

same as above : the differ-

circumference to a semi-diameter_about
six to
one: and the galleries would have diminish&l in
effect, to the amount of their height, the height
of the wall to which they were attached,
This comes from the pavement of the exts_or arenabein.g sunk in that part l : 6 below the
zevet m me internal,

more
Theobvious
cell immediately
than the means
overofthe
remedying
straits loses,
it.
it will be observed_ a considerable share of its
light, partly by means of the inspector's bridge
within side the building, partly hy means of tl_e
whole line of communication on the out_de.
M .an_vemployments might be mentioned, for
wl_lctl the degree of light remaining after these
ue_alcations, would probably be insuh_dent: but
as m_.ployments are not wanting_ for which it
woum certainly be sufficient, the deficiency
affoy,ds no reason for.considering this cell as lost
to tl_e purlmse of habitation.
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beyond the external ares, they come to a seems hardly necessary to attempt a minute
door, which lets out upon the open ground description.
It should be polygonal, that
such of them as belong to the two yards ira- form being cheaper than the circular.
It
mediately contiguous on each side ; since it might be an octagon ; or, were the number
would he useless to carry them on to the of the airing-yards definitively fixed, the
look-out, only to return them from thence
number of its sides might he the same with
into those yards. If there are no more divi- that of the yards, the walls of those divisions
sions, no more yards, than these two, here corresponding to the angles of the building.
the prisoners' lanes terminate : if there are The fittest form and size for it would vary,
other yards, the lanes lead on till they ter- according to local circumstances and the phi,
minate in the common central yard encomof management.
The precautions relative to
passing the look-out.
The inspector, at any the thorough light need not here be so strict
rate, has his door corresponding in situation
as in the prison; the greater distance render°
to those just mentioned,
ing the figure, when obscured by blinds, more
The central yard is a circular, or rather difficultly decernible: and the obscurity would
annular yard, encompassing the look-out : it be farther favoure(l by heightening the elevaserves for the discharge of the different tion.
Experiment would easily show what
classes of persons into their respective yards,
sort and thickness of blind was best adapted
That the individuals thus meant to he kept to the purpose.
If a strict inspection bo
separate, may not have it in their power to required, the inspection-lantern
already destraggle into the central yard and there meet,
scribed would furnish a proper model : if
the entrances into their several yards are looser were deemed sufficient, a room eraclosed by gates or doors.
Lest by a mutual
ployed as a work-shop in some sedentary
approach towards their respective doors, they trade, such as that of a tailor or shoemaker,
should obtain an opportunity of converse, the might answer the purpose.
In the capacity
doors are placed, not in the circumference
of apprentices or journeymen, he might have
where the walls terminate, but in a set of a few of the most orderly and trust-worthy
short partition-walls joining the respective
among the prisoners. On working days, acwalls at a little distance from the ends--the
cording to the plan of management here prointermediate portion answering the purposes
rased, he would have nobody to inspect but
of the protracted imrtitions spoken of in Letsuch of the prisoners as were occupied for
ter II. in the first rough sketch of the build,
the time being in walking in the wheels : at
ing. A wall carried through the central yard, that time he would of course front that way
so as to join the look-oot, perfects the sepu- as he sat, and a casual glance stolen now
ration between the male and female side.*
and then from his work would answer every
Near to the lateral doors opening from the
)urpose.
It is on Sundays, and on Sundays
covered way on each side, will he the situaalone, that the prisoners in general would be
tions for the alring-wheels :t the numbers
at certain hours in the yards; and during
and exact situations of which will depend on those periods he might give his whole time
local circumstances, and on the details of the and attention to the business of inspection,
plan of management pursued,
as it would then be his only occupation.
Hereabouts, too, might be the temperate
A male and female inspector might here
/ulths, or bathing-basoas, in which prisoners
also be stationed under one roof; whose inmight at stated hours be obliged to wash
spection might, by the means explained i.
themselves.
By means of a slight awning,
another place, be confined to their respecthese baths might easily be concealed from tire divisions.
This junction and separation
the view of the prisoners in the bnilding,
would of course be necessary, if a bath for
while they were fully exposed to the obserfemales were placed near the walking-wheel
ration of an inspector (or, according to the on that side.
sex, an inspectrix) from the look-out.
As to the degree of spaciousness to be
Made long rather than circular, they would
given to the yards : in a general sketch which
be the better adapted to the purpose of en- has no individual object m view, to specify
forcing such a continuance in this state of dimensions will be seen to be impossible:
discipline as should be deemed expedient,
principles, with illustrations, are the utmost
The prisoner being required to pass through
that can be expected.
from one end to the other, the number of
The objects to be attended to are, on the
traverses would thus afford as exact a mea- one side, room and ve,tilatlo,;
on the other,
sure as could be wished for, of the degree of" facility of inspeetioa, and cheaFncss.
discipline to which it were proposed to sobTD estimate what may be necessary for
ject him.
room, it would be necessary first to settle the
Of the construction of the look-out, it operations that are to be carried on in the
• Ar.B. This pro_
separation wall is
not _
in the draught,
"_See the Section on _lirlng.

yards, and the articles that are to be placed
in them.
Such are i
1. Airing-wheels : enoigh for supplying
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water to the building.
See the Section on
.Airing.
2. Additional number of airing-wheels: in
the whole, a wheel (say) to every 18 persons, or a proportionable number of double,
treble, or quadruple wheels. I call the wheel
a single, double, treble one, &e., with reference to the number of persons that are to be
set to walk in it at once.
3. Machines to be kept in motion by such
supernumerary airing-wheels,
4. Bathing-basons, one or two, according
to the sexes.
5. Open schools, for Sunday's schooling,
See the Section on Schoohng.
6. Walking or marching parade for Sunday's exercise,
As to ventilation, though adistinct object,
it is one that will hardly require a distinct
provision.
A space that affords room enough
for the walking-parade
can scarcely be deftcient in point of airiness.
In ventilation, much depends upon the form
of the ground.
A declivity is in this point
of view preferable by far to a dead flat. Place
the building upon a rising ground : the wall,
though a high one, may be but little or not at
all higher than the surface of the ground is for
for some distance round the building. So far
as this is the ca_e, so far the walls afford no
obstruction at all to the current of air.
But even in a dead flat, there seems little
necessity for bestowing any expense, in giving
on this score any addition to the quantity of
space absolutely necessary for the marching
exercise above alluded to. Noxious trades out
of the question, the only imaginable sources
of contamination
to which the air is exposed
are putridity and respiratzon.
Against the
former, sufficient security may be afforded by
the disciphne of the prison : -- no hogs--no
poultry_no
dungtfill--no
open drain_no
stagnant water.
As to mere respiration, it
can scarcely be considered as capable of producmg the effect to a degree worth notice
m a place ever so little wider than a waterwell, if open to the sky.
As to facility of inspection, it is obvious
that the longer you make your airing-yard,
the less distinct the view which the inspector
will have of a prisoner at the further end of
it. But the consideration of the expense will
be sufficient to pug a stop to the extension of
this space, long enough before it has acquired
length sufficient to prejudice the view.
In speaking of the expense, I do not mean
that of the ground ; for that, everywhere but
in a town, will be of little moment : but the
expense of the walls. I speak not merely of
the surrounding wall; for, whatever be the
height of that wall, the separation-walls,
if
there are any, cannot, as we shall see, have
less. For the surrounding wall, according to
the common plans at least, no ordinary height
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will suffice.
But, by doubling the height of
your wall, you much more than double the
expense ; since, ff you would have it stand,
you must give it a proportionable increase of
thickness.
The height of the separation-walls, I have
said, must not be less than that of the surrounding wall: why? because if the former
join on to the latter, they must be of the
same height, or whatever height is given to
the surrounding wall is so much thrown awa.v.
The attempt, if any, will of course be made
willthatserve
at
partaswhere
a step the
to wall
any is
partlowest,
which which
rises
above it. Let a wall of twelve feet be joined
by another of six feet : what is the obstacle
to be surmounted ? Not one wall of twelve
feet, but two walls of six feet each. In fortification, the strength of the whole is to
be computed, not from the strength of the
strongest part, but from that of the weakest.
That the separation-walls
should join the
surrounding wall, is not indeed absolutely
necessary ; but whether the discontinuance
could in any instance be made productive of
any saving upon the whole, seems rather
questionable.
They may indeed be left short
of it to a certain distance ; the gap being supplied by a ditch, to whmh the persons means
to be separated on each side, may be prevented
from approaching near enough for the purpose
of converse, by a palisade, which may be a
very slight one, being intended rather to mark
transgression than to prevent it. In the daytime, there will be no possibility of approaching the ditch without detection, since _g will
be full in view : at night, there will be no
motive, as there will be no persons on the
other side to hold converse with--no
prisoners in the yards.
The ditch itself need nog
be continued far on each side of the wall :
but the palisade must be continued all along;
for i£it wcle to terminate anywhere, itwould
be useless ; and ff it were to join the wall
anywhere, it would take so much from the
height.
But the palisade, however slight.
would cost something:
and, what is more
material, the space between that and the wall
would be so much sacrificed ; and the greater
the space, the more extensive,
and eonsequently more expensive, must be the walL
If, therefore, the surrounding
wall should
not rise much above the height, which for
the purpose of" preventing converse it would
be necessary to give to the separatlon-walls,
reducing the height of the latter by the help
of the above expedient would not be worth
the while.
But although no say:rag should be to be
made in the height of the separation-walls,
this is not the case with regard to such part
of the general surrounding wall as is not aceessible to the prisoners. What part that may
be, will be immediately conceived by turning
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to the draught--See
Plate III. In a llne with
the projecting front, continue the wall of the
building on each side till it meets the two laferal of the four surrounding walls. To this
wall, and to every wall that is behind it,
must be given the same extra height, whatever that be. But to whatever walling there
is before it, no greater height need be given,
than if there were no such thing as a prison
in the ease.
Thus much, supposing the necessity of
high walls and multiplied divisions.
But if
my ideas be just, both these articles of expensu may be saved: the former, by the mechanical regularity of the airing discipline -See the Sectiou ou Airiny :__the other, bythe
mode of guarding--teethe
next Section.*
The less the space is between the look-out
and that one of the four surrounding walls
that runs at right angles to the direction of
the covered way, the nearer the two radii
drawn towards the ends of such a wall will
of course approach to parallelism.
Direct
them so as to terminate, not in the opposite
wall, but in the two lateral walls *_hatjoin it
at right angles, and you have a long space,
which, without departing from the inspection
principle, might, if the employment presented
any adequate advantage, be converted into a
rope.yard.
Why introduce here the mention of ropem21ring? Is it that I myself have any predilection for that business ? By no means : but
others, it scow.s, have. My first care is on
every occasion to point cut that course which
to me appears the best : my next is to make
the best of whatever may chance to be pre* It maybe thought that the walls here spoken
of as not requiring.any extra height_ mig_nt be
omitted altogethsr.
But besides that they will
be convenient for the inclosing of offices and
officers' _miens, they are essential to the plan
of guarding.
For on considering the centinel's
I!aths, it will be easily seen that it is necessary
they should be regular, and that one of them
should pass by the approach. Add to this, that
the contrivance of the apptmch suppe_es a wall
all round, to serve as a barrier against a hostile
mob.
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ferred by those whose province it is to choose.
To a gentleman to whose information and
advice upon this occasion particular attention
appears to have been paid by a committee of
the House of Commons,_ to this gentleman
it occurred that rope-making was of all trades
one of the best adapted to the economy of a
penitentiary-honse.
Of the many advantageous properties he attributes to it, a considerable number may, for aught I know.
belong to it without dispute.
But in one
instance, at least, his zeal has got the better
of his recollection.
In rope-making,
" no
implement employed that can contribute to
escapes !"-- To a seaman, a rope is itself a
staircase.
Will any charitable hand take
charge of it onthe other side of the wall _
over goes the rope one instant-the next.
over goes the ssilur._: And can no other hand
support itself by a rope ? Was La Tude a
seaman ? Will the walls of a penitentiaryhouse be like the walls of the bastile ? A
vigorous arm will supply the place of pracrice.
I speak but what I have seen.
Rope - making is, perhaps, of all trades
known, that which takes up the greatest
space.
Elsewhere it requires no walls : but
here it must not only have walls, but those,
too, of an extra height and thickness.
With all this, should any rope-making leglslator, uranylegislator's
rope-making friend,
make a point of it, in a Panoptieon penitentiary-house, I would even admit a ropery.
But in what character ? as one of the most-no, but as one of the least promising of all
trades. I would admit it--not
certainly in
the view of favouring, but rather of trying
the strength and temper, and displaying the
excellence of my instrument.
I would take
my razor and hack stones with it--not
as
thinking stone- cutting the fittest employment for razors in genera], but in the way of
bravado, to shaw that my razor can perform
what in ancient lore stands recorded as a
mirac]e for ry.zors. I would provide part of
my prisoners with this gentleman's ropes ; I
would arm another part with another gentleman's sledge-hammers ; a third part with an-

One wall, indeed, which really is not only un. other gentleman's cast*iron ; a fburth with a
neotssary but pr_udicial, may be discovered on fourth gentleman's
saws, taking my chance
the draught; into which it was inserted without for my felons serving their keepers as the
instructions, as a thing of course, and children of Israel served the Ammonites.-t_tfl'emd to continue through inadvertence.
For what ? for security's sake ? No: but just
It is that which runs parallel to, and between,
the wall through which the entrance is cut, and as I would set up a sword-cutlery, or a gunthat which forms on each side a centinuation i manufactory with a powder-mili attached to
of the prefecting front. A fence in that part" !it, if any gentleman would show me such a
indeed necessary : but instead of a ctose wall, _t measure of extra profit attached to those
_he t to he an open palisade,
trades, as should more than compensate the
former, in contradistinction to the latter, extra risk and the extra expense of guarding
weakenl the command of the building over the and insurance.
space inclosed ; and that as well in a military
sense, as in point of inspective force. SuplLx_ a
t See Report of the Felon Commlttee_ printed
mob to have nmatemd the wall on either side the in 1779.
entrance, an open palisade exposes them to the
_ Even withmlt an associate, v. rope, by the
ground floor of the building, wI_erea8a close wall help of a brickbat fastened to the end of it, will,
covees mere.
I have _een assured, c_rry a man over a wall
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Protesting, therefore, against this of ropemaking, as one of the least eligible of trades
for any other prison, I would not, by any peremptory resolution, exclude even this from
a Panopticon penitentiary-house.
Let Euristheus speak the word, and I will turn in
serpents to my infant in its very cradle. -Why ? Is it that serpents are the best nurses ?
No : but because my infant is an Hercules.
l_ecapitulation of the Itorizontal Lengths of
the several component parts of the Line
of Communication between the lowermost
Inspection-gallery within the building and
the Look-out in the yards,
I. Inspector's

Passage.

I. Inspector's Inner-Bridge
(over the F.
intermediate area,)
.....
8
2. Inspector's Drop (within the circle
of the grated passage,) ....
2
3. Inspector's
Inner - Landing - place
(within the same circle,)
2
4. Inspector's Straits (passage throug]l
the subterraneous arch under the
cells,)
.........
17
b. Inspector's
Outer - Landing -place,
from the termination of the arch
to the commencement of the r'_slngeta,re,
.........
2
6. Inspector's Rising-stairs, from the exterior annular area to a little above
the level of the ground,
. . . 8
7. Inspector's Outer- Bridge (over the
remainder of the above area,) about 2

8. Inspector's Covered-way, . .
9. Steps up to the
Look-out,
. .

1.
2.
3.
4.

"Undeterminable,
pending on
magnitude of
establishment
other local
cumstanees,

II. Prisoners' Passages on each side.
Prisoners' Straits,
......
Prisoners' Landing-place,
....
Prisoners' Rising-stairs .....
Prisoners' Bridge, about
....

5. Prisoners' Lanes,.

41
dethe
the
and
cir-

17
2
8
2
-29

l Undeterminable,
the same reason,
for
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The Figure annexed represents an AnUNG
or MAlaCHINOPARADE. It serves to show
how a given number of men may be aired by
walking, in the least possible space, without.
infringement on the Plan of Separation.
F.
Length of the Parade, say
150
Width,
..........
96
=
Number of feet in each walk, ....
6
Multiplied by the number of parallel
walks in the above width,
. . . 6
Gives the number of feet occupied by -the _lks in the above width, . . 36
Number of feet of vacant interval between walk and walk, . .
12
Multiplied by the number of intervals in the above width, .
5
Gives the total number of feet of
vacancy in the above width,
. . 60
Sam of the width of the walks, added to
that of the intervals, gives the total
vAdth as above ........
96
Number of feet of interval between line
and line in the same walk, say
. .
6
Number of lines capable of being contalned, on the above conditions, in an
area of the above dimensions, in the
manner represented in the figure, . 146
Multiplied by the average number
men in a line, . .....
3
Gives the total number of men that
may be aired by marching on a
parade of the above dimensions,
without approaching nearer than as
above ..........
438
Each cell is supposed to occupy a distinct
line: the numbers ina line being 1,2,3,or4.
The number annexed to each line shows
_he station occupied by each cell when the
figure is completed.
The lines might be marked out by double
rows of clinkers ; the track of each man by"
a single row; and the walks, if necessary, by
stakes and ropes.
At every turning, the outermost man at one
or other side turns a quarter-round, as in the
military exercise, while his comrades on the
same line, by a short run, gain the new line.
Thus the exercise of running is combined
with that of walking.
The number annexed to each line shows
the station
each
cell when
occupied
the figure
by is
thecompleted.
inhabitants of
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This plan being designed merely for illustratlon, it was not thought worth while to
bestow the pains that would have been neeessary to give it a thorough discussion, and
clear it altogether from the imperfectionsthat
may be observed in it. From this example,
it will be easy to accommodate the line of
march to the form of the ground; giving it
the radial figure, and making the entrance
from the central yard. The walks would in
that case diverge from one another in pairs
at the farthest extremity, like fingers on a
hand. But the greater the divergence, the
more space will, it is evident, be consumed
in waste,
The wheels, which on six days serve for
gain as well as air and exercise--would there

_ 9

_ _

_

_s
_7
_6

be any objection to their serving on the
seventh for air and exercise without gain ?
If not, then even the walking-parade, with
the expense of the walls with which it must
he surrounded, might be struck ou_as superfluons.
The question would be psrtlc-ularlymat_rial in a town, where not only the expense
of the wailing might be grudged, but the
ground itself might be unobtainable.
In such a situation, if the wheel-exerclse
were thought improperfor Sundays, even the
roof of the building, might, if made fiat on
purpose, be made to answer the purpose of a
marching parade ; only in this case the space
not being sufficient to air the whole number
of prisonersat once, without breakin_in upon
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the plan of separation, the half only, or the
third part, can partake of the exercise at a
time.
The same situation might, with like management, be made to scrve likewise for the
schools, proposed to be held, whenever wcather will permit, in the open air on Sundays.
See the Section on Schoohny.

SECTION
XXI.
APPROACHAND FENCES.
IN the contrivance of the fences, I had of
course two classes of pel sons in view: the
prisoners within ; and hostile mobs, or such
individuals as might be disposed to form plans
or join in plots for the escape of prisoners,
without.
To these were added, in the contrivance of the approach, the subordinate
keepers ; as likewl_e, though with a different
view, the chapel-visitors.
While the government or coercion of the first three of tbese
four descriptions of persons was to be provided for, the accommodation
of the last,
those still better than gratuitous inspectors,
who, instead of being paid for inspecting,
may be content to pay for it, must not be
neglected,
The approach, I make one only : a walled
avenue, cut through and from the surrounding
wall to the front of the building, thrown back
purposely to a certain distance-say, for example only, 240 feet, twice the diameter of
the polygonal part of the building, neglecting
theprojectingfront.
The aperture thus made
is closed by a set of gates a small one, close
to the porter's lodge, ibrfoot passengers; next
to that, a larger one, for carriages to go in at ;
and beyond it, one of the same size as the
second, for carriages to return by. At the
very entrance, the avenue is contracted
as
much asit can be, consistently with the abovementioned purposes; it grows gradually wider
and wider as it approaches the building ; arrived at a distance equal to the breadth of
the projecting front, it stops short. Conceive
a square having this front for one of its sides,
Ifi the opposite side, the wails that bound the
avenue terminate.
In the same line fermihate two walls or other fences, which, issuing
at right angles from the front, bound the two
remaining sides of the square.
The avenue,
though gradually expanded from the entrance
to the spot where it falls into the square,
wants on each side some feet of occupying
the whole width.
That interval is filled up
on each side by a pair of gates, which, being
of open work, afford to the building access
to, and view of, the spaces on each side the
avenue; designed partly and principally for
containing offices, and affording small gardens
to the officers.
In the centre of the square
stands a lamp-post, or some such object, serv-
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ing as a direction to carriages in turning;
and from this central mark, to the pier betwean the two gates across the entrance, it
might perhaps be found convenient at chapeltimes, to keep a strained rope or chain, for
the purpose of separating the path of the returning, from that of the approaching vehicles;
thus obviating the confusion, which, without
such precaution, is apt to arise in a throng of
carriages.
The public road runs, according to local
circumstances, either in the same d_rection
with the avenue, or else at right angles to it,
and parallel to the wall cut through to form
the approach.
No public highway, either
carriage-road or foot-path, runs near to it in
any other quarter.
Parallel to the gates, and to the extent of
the gates, the road is bounded on the other
side by a wall, which may be called the protection-wall, and behind it a branch of the
road, which may be called tbeprotection-road.
I. Why only one approach to so large a
bud&at ?
1. For the sake of econon_y : the more upproaches, the more porters.
2. For the sake of safe custody and subor.
&nation : the more exits, the more places to
watch, and the greater the danger of escape.
And were there more exits than one, all would
not be equally under the view of the headgovernor.
What if he, and the next in anthority imder him, had each a separate exit
under his care? The inspective force would
be diminished by one half: on the one side,
the subordinate would be withdrawn from
under the controul of his principal ; on the
other, the principal would lose the assistance
of the subordinate.
u. Why throw the building bach in this man.
net, and place it in a recess, rather than close
to the road, and ,flush with the surrounding
wall?
1. For securtty; and that, in the first place,
against enterprises from within.
Suppose a
prisoner, by permission or by negligence, got
out and landed at the front of the building:
on this plan, what chance has he gained of an
opportunity of escape ? He is inclosed in a
defile, with the building at one end, and the
gates that open to it on the other ; exposed
on one side to the whole view of the front,
and on the other to that of the gate-keeper,
without whose coneurTence the gates can
afford him no exit, and the prison habit befraying him to both.
On the other hand,
suppose a part of the building to have doors
or windows opening to the highway: leta
man but have got through any one of those
apertures, he finds kimseff at large. Wha*;
though the part thus bordered by the road
should be no part of the place designed for
prisoners, but only of the house or lodging of
one of the officers, the governor for example?
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Such places may not be always inaccessible
to the prisoners, at least to all of them.
A
prisoner may be there by permission, engaged
in some domestic employment;
he may have
stepped in thither on some pretence ; he may
have been let in on purpose by the infidelity
of some servant of the house.
Should even
the prisoners be all of one sex, there may be
servants of the other. Of a prison so eircumstaneed, where is the part that can be sure
of being always proof against the united assaults of Cupid's arrows and Dana_'s golden
shower ?
2. Against clandestine
enterprises from
without. What enterprises of this nature can
be attempted with the smallest prospect of
success ? Without procuring the door to be
opened by the porter, a man cannot pass the
gate; he is then inclosed in a defile as before,
reconnoitred all the while from the lodge at
one end, and the building at the other. The
gate which lets him in might, in the act of
opening it, and without any attention on the
part of the porter, ring a warning-bell proclaiming the stranger's entrance and approach,
3. Against hostile enterprises bymobs. The
enterprises of mobs cannot, like the attempts
of individuals, be sudden and secret: they
have always a known cause. The guards are
everywhere upon the watch.
Is mischief
threatened ? The porter rings his bell--a
sentinel fires his piece--the
force of the prison is collected in the front. What mob will
make any attempt against the gates?
No
sooner have they begun, than they find themselves exposed to the fire of the whole front ;
that front more than twice the breadth of the
space they. occupy, and converging thither as
to a point.
There need_ no riot-act; the
riot-act has been read by the first man who
has forced himself within the gates. The line
is completely drawn beyond all power of mlstake--all
within it are malcfactors.
The
avenue is no public highway ; it is the private inclosure of the keeper of the prison :
those who force themselves within it do so
at their peril,
In the ordinary state of prison-building, all
preparations for an attack, everything short
oftbe actual attempt, may be carried on without molestation under the keeper's nose. The
rioters collect together in force, in what numhers they think proper, and with what arms
they can procure. What shall hinder, or who
slmll so much as question them ? It is the
_e 'shighway:
one man has se much right
re as another.
Let them have what arms
they will, still who shall question them ?
Every man has a right to carry arms, till some
overt act demonstrates his intention of eraploylng them to a forbidden purpose.
Observe now the consequences : The walls of
the prison are impregnable; its doors well fortiffed; window_looklnsto
the highway it has
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none. But the keeper's doors are like other
doors--his
windows like other windows. A
bar or a log will force the one--a
stone or
push will lay open the other.
Where the
keeper enters, there may the rioters enter,
and there may the prisoners get out, when
they are in the keeper's place.
The cuckoo
is completely hedged in, except at one place
which is not thought of.
At Newgate, the building, including the
keeper's house, runs along the public footway : and the fate of that edifice at the disgraceful era of 1780 displays the consequence.
No impediment does it present, natural or
legal, that can hinder any single man, or any
body of men, from introducing their eyes or
hands close to the keeper's windows.
A
little army may come up with clubs and iron
crows to the very door, ready to force it open;
and till the attack is actually begun, there is
neither right nor obstacle to impede, much
less power to hinder them.
All the other prisons in London, that I recollect, the King's Bench amongst the rest.
are in the same predicament.
Had the contrary precaution been observed, the tragedy
of St. George's fields would hardly have been
acted.
The ill-fated youth, whose death
drew forth in its day such atorrent of popular discontent, would not have fallen, or his
fall would have been acknowledged to have
been not undeserved.
In a great town, the ground may not always admit of giving the remedy its full extent; though, to a certain extent, and that
sufficient to give a vast advantage over the
common plans, it might be made use of almost everywhere.
EvenlVIr. Howard's plan, thoughuncircumscribed by any considerations of local necessity, even Mr. Howard's plan of perfection in
the abstract, has overlooked it. The piles of
building allotted to the convicts are indeed
placed all of them within, and at a distance
from, the surrounding wall ; but ]edges for
porters, a house for a chaplain, and another
for a steward or storekeeper, form part of it.
Alongside, for anything that appears, runs
the public way: nor is there any thing to hinder a mob of rioters from forelng themselves
in at the chaplain's and the steward's door
and windows, till the outrage is begun.
Thus it stands upon the face of the engraved plan. His after thoughts, so far from
obviating the inconvenience
in question,
double it.
His last opinion isin favour of
,, a spacrous
"
" "
walk, clear of buildings,
through
the centre, with three courts on each side,
and the chapel and chaplm's
apartments at
the opposite end, facing the governor's own
apartment."*
Is the chaplain, then, to have
an outlet at his end, as well as the governor
• On Lmasettos, I_ 229.
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at his ? This will require another pair of
lodges (for the plan gives two) and at least
one other porter.
At any rate, the chaplain
and his family are out of the reach of lending
an inspecting eye to observe the approach of
those who come on the design, or with the
pretence of vlsltlng the governor, his family,
or his servants.
The inspective torte at that
end is pro tanto diminished by the removal
of that constituent part of it. What Mr.
Howard's reasons were for this change of
opinion, he has not told us.
No one can be more anxious than Mr.
Howard to prevent every part of the building
where prisoners are lodged from having windows to the street. Why ? Because such windows, besides affording converse, will let m
spirituous liquors, not to mention implements
for escape. Windows to the governor's house,
or the chaplain's, will not indeed let in spiri_uous liquors, or any thing else, into the prison clandestinely,
but they will let in armed
deliverers openly, where they are in force,
IIL The avenue
why contracted at the entrance ?--The narrower the entrance, the less
the expense of the gates wh]ch close it, and
the more perfectly it lies wiLhin the command
of the porter.
At the spot where it reaches
the building, were it no wider than it is at
the entrance, it would scarce afford turnmgroom for carriages, much less the standingroom which would be requisite at church
time.
Were it of less width than the fi'ont,
so much of the front as was excluded, so much
of the inspective force which that part of the
building furnishes, would be lost.
Of the total area inclosed by the general
surrounding
wall, the magnitude must of
course depend upon a variety of eircumstances ; some of a more general, others of a
local or otherwise partmular nature.
Behind
the building, it will be occupied by the prisoner's yards, of which in the last section,
In front of the building, on each side of the
approach, it will be occupied by exterior offlees and officer's gardens,
On the outuide all round, at a small distance (say 12 feet) flora the wall, runs a
slight palisade of open work.
The intermediate space receives four centinels, whose
paths flank and cross one another at the ends.
The walls, instead of forming an angle, are
rounded at the junctions.
The palisade will
serve as a fence to the grounds on the other
side: but highways on which the public in
general have a right to pass, whether carriageways, or simple foot-ways, are kept from approaching it as far as may be.
At two of the comers, the place of the pallsade might be occupied by two guard-houses :
each with two fronts to flank and command
the two centiners walks.
To one of these I
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the greatest distance from those destined for
the reception of female prisoners, if that sex
be admitted, it might have a platform in that
situation, and in that elevation, without haying any windows either way.
It might have
a communic-ation with the airing-yards, to be
made use of in case of alarm and demand of
succour from the keepers in the building or
the yards. The communication might be effected in any one of several ways : by a drawbridge, by an under-ground passage, or by a
ladder kept under lock and key; the key aL
ways in the hands of the commanding officer.
To prevent converse between the soldiers
and the prisoners, the doors opening into the
platform (for windows that way it has none)
ought to be locked up, and the key kept in
the same custody.
It is for this same reason
that I attach it, not to the wall, but to the
palisade which is detached from the wall.
Iv. Wkythepal_sade_--Tocutofffromthe
public in general all facility and all pretence
for approaching the wall near enough to attack the centmel, to hold converse with the
prisoners m the yards, or to plant ladders or
throw over ropes to enable them to escape.
v. Why of open work, rather tkan close
a wall, for instance, or a park-pale ? _ For
cheapness ; and that nobody may approach it
without being seen.
vI. The cent_nel's walks, wk_j crossing and
,flanking each otlter ._--That
each centinel
may have two to check him.
Who in such
case would venture or offer to bribe any one
of them to connive at projects of escape ?
The connivance of any one, or even any two,
would be unavailing.
vii. The watls_why rounded off at the meetings ?*--To avoid giving the assistance which
angles afford to the operation of climbing up
in the inside.
Add to which, that the greater
the space thus rounded off, the greater the
partofeachcentinel'swalk
which is laid open
to the view of the two others.
As to the height of the wall, and the thickhess, which will be governed by the height,
thequantumofexpensenecessaryonthisscore
would depend upon the decision made as to
the resorting or not resorting to the military
estabhshment for a guard. With this assistance, added to that of the palisaded walk,
walls of very moderate height would be surficient : say 8 or 9 feet, about 2 or 3 feet
above the height ofatall man._ This height
* For this precaution I am indebted to Mr.
Blackburn.
1-nwhat instances, ff any, he has
himself apphed it, I donot know. Itook the
I hint from a history he used to tell of a man who,
t by the assistance of t_o walls meeting at a right
I angle, and an instrument of his own conmvan_,
_ used
conveyhim_lf
in this
over the
wall
of theto
King'_Benchprison
in St.way
George's
Field_

should give such a situation and such a height ] T Or would not 12 feet be deemed n_ry
."
as to enable it to command the airing yards : ] since one man might mount on tne arm era,
bat at that quarter in which it would be at t and perhaps for a momeaton the head of another.
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would be 8al_elent to prevent any intelligible
converse between prisoners and centinels:
forbidden conversation will not be carried on
in a loud voice, in the ears and under the eyes
of the superiors who forbid it. Without this
assistance, it might be rather difficult to draw
the line.
By rejecting this assistance, the requisite
quantity and expense of walling that aright
be thought requisite, might be increased in
another way. The higher the wall, the more
obstructive to ventilation.
The higher the
wall, the more ample the space that on that
account it might be thought necessary to inclose within it; and the greater that space,
the more walling it would take to inclose it.
Did it depend upon me, though I would
get a military guard ff I could, yet even without such assistance, trusting to so many other
eafeguards, I think I would put up vath an
8 or 9 foot wall
In the look-out, sits constoutly an inspector, armed and instructed,
and commanding all the yards.
By a bell,
he summons to his assistance at any time the
whole collected force of the prison.
viii. To what use the protection-wall,
and
the protection-road
?--The
use is tolerably
well indicated by the name. Behind the wall,
and in the road, in ease of an attack by a
riotous mob upon the gates, as many passen_gers as do not choose to take part in it will
find shelter ; and the attack may be opposed
with fire-arms from the building with the less
scruple, as no one can suffer from it whose
guilt has not made him the author of his own
fate.
Andwould
youwish,
then, to see aperImps well-meaning, though culpable multitude
devoted in heaps to slaughter ? No, surely :
though better thus than that the prison should
be destroyed, the prisoners turned loose upon
society, and justice struck with impotence,
But the truth is, that nothing of this sort
will happen : the more plainly impracticable
you make the enterprise, the surer you may
be that it will never be attempted.
Prevention is the work of humanity.
Cruelty joins
with improvidence in making the instruments
of justice of such apparent weakness as to
hold out invitation to a destroying hand.
This is perhaps the first plan of defence
against rioters, of which the protection of
the peaceable passenger ever made a part-the first in which the discrimination of the
innocent from the guilty was ever provided
for or thought of.
In the instance of every prison--of
every
public building as yet existing--an
attack
once begun, what is the consequence ? The
guilty must be suffered to perpetrate without
eontroal their forbidden enterprise, or a con*dnual risk inenrred of involving the innocent
in their fate. What is the effect of street_i_lg ? a medley mas_ere of rioters and pas-
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sengers, of guilty and innocent, of men, wo_
men, and children.
The maximum of economy, with regard to
the figure of the ground, and thence of its
surrounding fences, remains yet to be suggrsted ; and situations may be conceived, in
which it would not be irreconcileable with
convenience. The quadraagaflar figure is that
which will naturally have first presented i_
self. But three lines are enough to inclose
a space.
The ground raay therefore be tr/angular; nor, if regularity and beauty, in as
far as it depends upon regularity, are disregarded, is it necessary that of this triangle
any two sides should be equal. An equal
legged-triangle, with the legs longer than the
base, is to be preferred to an equilateral triangle, much more to a triangle having the
angle opposite the base equal to or greater
than a right one. The reason is, that the
figure may have a space running out in length,
in order to afford a sufficient length of avenue; the point or apex being cut off, in order
to form the entrance.
The number of the centinels, too, if the
military plan of guarding be approved of, and
if the difference in point of number be an
object, will, in this way, be reduced from
four to three.
With or without a guard, the inspection
principle, seconded by other agsistanees, we
have seen, or shall see, relative to the plan
ot management,
supersedes
the necessity,
without detracthlg
anything from the ingeunity, of Mr. Blackburne's
expensive system
of mural fortification.
" If a man gets to the
other slde of the wall," saidhe to me one day,
as he has said to others, "it must be by getting
either through, or under, or over it. To prevent his getting through, I make it of stone,
and of stones too massy to be displaced, as
bricks may be, bypicking. To prevent his getting under, I make a drain. As he undermines,
no sooner is he got within the arch, than out
flows the water and spoils his mine." To prevent his getting over, there was a system of
precautions,
one under another, too long to
be repeated here. Sound logic was here cornblued with admirable ingenuity ; in all this
there might be nothing which, on a certain
supposition, might not be necessary.
What
is that supposition ? -- that in some cases a
number of prisoners, in others at least one
prisoner, have time almost without stint to
carry on their operations unobserved.
In all
other modes of construction, under all other
systems of prison-management,
the supposition speaks the truth.
But under the Panopticon mode of construction,
under the
plan of management which it supposes and
provides for, is this the case ? -- exactly the
reverse.
What prisoner carries on plans of
escape under a keeper's eye ?
In a dark night, it may be said, the benefit
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of the inspectiwa principle fails.you.
Yes, if will be done, that can be done, to accelerate
there be no lamps sufficient to fight the wall;
it. Among their friends, too, on the outside,
--yes, if there be no watchman patrolling in to contribute a stone or an handful of earth,
the house. The question then lies between
will be a pious work.
the expense of this system of complicated
At any rate, you have on each side a recircumvaUation, and the expense of fighting,
ceptaele for stagnant water. Which would be
or rather the expense of providing a single the greater ?--the service done to health by
watchman to go the rounds.
I say, that a the sinking of the wall, or the detriment by
watchman will be sufficient security without
the accumulation of this water ?
even fighting on purpose, and that, in an esIt would be incompatible with the mode
tablishment like this, a watchman need cost of guarding above proposed, by centinels innothing: since the people necessary for guard- closed in inaccessible lanes ; unless stationed
ing and instructing by day, will be sufficient
at such distances as would occasion an enorto watch at night by turns.
Even in the mous addition to the length of their walks,
oarkest night, and without artificial light,
and to the quantity of ground consumed ; for
can a prisoner, without tools, at no more it would be altogether inefigible to bring the
than 25 feet distanee from the watchman,
guards so near as to possess an easy interfirst force through the glass of a window, and course with the prisoners.
then through iron bars on the other side ?
Were it indeed worth while, the advantage
Will he hazard any such attempt, when, sup- in point of ventilation expected from this
posing him against all probability to succeed,
idea, might be obtained by a partial adoption
there is still a wall of 13 feet high for him to of it, with the help of one of the precautions
climb (I mean that which bounds the exterior already indicated. It would not be necessary
well,) and beyond that, another ?
to lay the space open all round : it would b_
To get clear altogether of the obstruction
sufficient were it laid open at one end, and
afforded by walls to ventilation, it has been that end might be narrowed in the manner
proposed" to dig a ditch, and to set down of the approach as above described. But at
the wall at the bottom of the ditch. The ex- that end, the property of the ground on the
pedient seems unnecessary, the expense of it other slde, to a very considerable distance,
considerable, and the inconvenience material
would require to be attached to the establishand unavoidable,
merit, in such manner that no stranger should
The inconvenience is, that whatsoever it have it in his power to approach near enough
may do with regard to security, it gives up to hold any sort of converse, either with the
seclusion.
Of what breadth must your ditch
prisoners, or even with the centinel ; whose
be ? A hundred, two hundred feet, would not path must also be at such a &stanCe from
preclude converse w_th the ear ; nor four the nearest spot to which they can approach,
hundred feet, nor a thousand, with the eye.
as to prevent all converse between him and
The grounds all round would be a continual
them, in a voice too loud to escape the ear of
rendezvous for the associates mid confederates
the inspector in the look-out, t
of the prisoners : that is, for all sorts of malefactm's.
It would be a continual scene of
_- Prisons are not by any means the onl_ buildplans of mischief, and plots for escape. What
in_s to whmh this triode of exterior fomfication
should hinder a man on the outside from toss(it it be doing jusUce m a precaution so simple
ing over a rope or a rope-ladder to a prisoner
and unexpenmve m style it by so formidable a
name,) might be applicable with advantage.
prepared to receive it ? what should hinder
Wtth a view to insiae_on , it might be applied
twenty men from doing the same thing at to all such public establishments as, on account
the same time ?
of their destination, of their importance, their
How is the ditch to be constructed?
If magnitude, and their destructibility, are Pattithe sides are perpendicular,
they must be sup- cularly exposed to the clandestine enterprises of
ported by brick-work,
or the earth will be foreign emissaries ; such as public magazines
continually washing and crumbling in, till it and
dock-yard_
approach
be so con.
structed,
and the The
officers'
housesshould
and stations
so
reduces the depth of your ditch, and conse- disposed, that every strange face should have the
quently the height of your wall, to nothing,
gauntclopo to run, as it were, through all their
Are they to be thus supported ? Then, be- eyes, and that any instance of negligence on this
sides the expense of all enormous ditch, you bead, on the part of any one of them, should be
]_ave that of two walls instead of one. Are exposed to the observation of all the rest. Had
a plan like this been pursued in Plymouth rope.
they to be sloping without brick-work 9 The yard, the sad destruction to which that important
width of this enormous ditch must then be magazine was devoted in 1776, by the hands
enormously increased, and still the obnoxious
of a wretched incandiary_ might perhaps neve_
effect w;ll be gradually produced.
By the have had place.
prisoners, at least on their side, everything
With a view to defence aga_t ope_ lwstility_
it might be applied not only to every prison, but
to every other building, public or private_ which
o
by the provocation it holds oat to rapacity or
on purpose.
By the late Dr. Jebb_ in a pamphlet written popular antipathy, is liable to becometim object
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the twelve cells. Of these mains, which for
SECTION
XXII.
19 cells on a story cannnt be iewer than 10.
HgANS OF SUFPLYINQWA_R.
supposing none to be wanting for the deadpart; two, by the help of so many branches
Two sources of supply present themselves : running over and across the exterior area.
the rain-water collected on the roof; and corn- will serve likewise for conveying the water
mon wa_,
such as the situation furnishes,
up by the pumps worked by the wheels.*
to be forced up by the labour of the prisoners
Shall the whole supply of water be carried
in the airing.wheels,
up to the top of the building? or shall the
The first supply is not a constant one, and
quantity required for each story of cells, be
will go but little way towards answering the
carried no higher than is necessary to convey
exigencies of so numerous an inhabitancy.
It it to those cells?
The latter arrangement
must, however_ be carried offut any rate, and would save labour, but it seems questionable
any one of the eight iron tubes that form the whether upon the whole it would be the most
supports of the inspection-tower,
will afford economical one.
Instead of one cistern. It
a channel adequate to the purpose. Branches
would require six, each of which must have
from this main would serve to convey the its supports running round the building ; and
water to reservoirs in or near to the kitchen
though each would require but one sixth par_
and the laundry on the sunken floor,
of the capacity of the general cistern, it would
The only combustible parts of the buildrequire almost as much workmanship, and
ing,orratherthe onlypartsof the building much more than one sixth,perhapsas much
affording
a few combustiblematerials,
wiU as one-half,of the materials._To form a
be the inspection-lodge,
the inspection-gaiprecise
statementofthecomparative
economy
leries,
and the chapel-galleries.
By way of ofthetwo plans,
compute thevalueoflabour
provision against such accidents, afire.englne
saved by that which gives six particular ci_
should be kept in a place contiguous to the terns, and set against it the probable annual
central area, with pipes communicating either
average of the extra repairs, added to the
with the reservoirs above mentioned, or with
interest of the extra capital which it woldd
the more copious and certain ones, which requ_e._ But a more simple, and what seems
supply the water that is forced up by the to be a decisive considemtlon, is the insewheels,
curity that would result from these annular
To receive tltis water, an annular cistern
cisterns running round on the outside, one
runs all round the building.
It is placed ira- under every story but the lowest: they would
mediately under the roof, and within the be so many ladders to climb down by; from
outer wall. The wall affords it support; the
whence would also result the necessity of the
roof, a covering from dust and any other mat- further expense of having strong bars to those
tars that might foul the water. Under it run stories of cells, to which, upon the present
down, in aperpendicular direction to the bot- plan, as already observed, no such guards are
tom of the b,dl&ng, at the places where the necessary.
partition-walls join the outer wall, piles of
As to the particular mode of conveying the
iron pipes serving as mains, one placed bewater to the cistern, it is a topic I pass over,
tween, and serving for, every two piles of as bearing no relation to the particular concells. From each oftbese mains run 12 short
struction or destination of the present buildbranches with a cock to each, one to each of ing; with only this remark, that, as the height
is more than double that to which water can
of lawlessviolence.A money-bank,a great
corn-magazine,
a placeof worshipbelongingto be raisedby the pressure
ofthe atmosphere.
anyobnoxioussect_anewerectodmachinewhleh
some other sortof pump than the common
appearsto threaten
a sudden reduction
in the lifting
one must be employed.Forcingpumps
priceor the demand ofany kind of labour-- I observeemployed inthe New St.Luke's
may afford
somany examples With thesepro- Hospital,
and proposedby Mr. Howard inhis
cautions,
Dingley_ssaw.mili,
forinstance,
for Plan ofa Penitentiary-house.
which the nation was charged with so heavy an
indemnity, would probably have escapod.
I speak not here of the mode of guarding by
t_mtln_a
species of ._fion
which could
SECTION
XXIII.
_mly be affo_ad to public establishments, and
O¥ THE MODEOF WARMINGTHE BUILDING.
such cetablishments as were of adequate ira.
]mrtanc_ I speak only of the mode of constructTHE possible differences in the mode of aping the approach : its unity--its situation in a
rece_that
renan as deep as the ground
will allow _ contracted at the _ntrance -- and
• To adapt them to this double purpose win
commanded by as many officers' houses and sta- require some little contrivance, but too obvious
tions as can be brought to bear uj_on it--gates
to need particularizing.
of opewwork__and on the otber mdeof tberuad
+ I asy six; for if it did not answer m have
a protection.road--covered by a protection.wall
so many as six, by the same rule it would not
--allothermads,
besidesthatwhich the _
answer to have any mo_'ethan one.
Opcm to, kept st a _
_ There would, besides, be the expense of the
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plying artificial heat to a building by means
In the different modes of producing these
of culinary fire, may be comprised in the fol- noisome effects, there are degrees of noisomelowing short analysis: It may be either open hess. An iron stove is worse than an earthen
or close; if dose, either unventzlative or yen- one : it contracts a greater degree of heat ;
tilative. The open, in which the fuel is burnt and the vapour produced by the solution of
on hearths or in grates, with or without the a metal in burnt animal or vegetable oil, is
benefit of a chimney, is that most in use in an additional nuisance, over and above what
our three kingdoms.
The unventilative is an unmetallic earth will produce.
exemplified in the Dutch, Russian, and SweOver these impure methods of obtaining
dish stoves; and in England in those used for heat, the ventdative is capable of possessing
hot-houses, and in those used in dweUmga great advantage.
The air which is to rehouses and other buildings under the name ceive the heat being continually renewed.
of Buzaglo, who first brought them in vogue : may be brought from the pure atmosphere
the ventilative, in the stoves called Dr. Frank- without; and instead of being stagnant, flows
]in's, or the Pennsylvania stoves, and in those in in a perpetually-changing stream. Instead
for which Messrs. Moser and Jackson* have of burning in one part, while it is freezing in
enjoyed a patent for some years,
another, the air of the room is thus rendered
The common, or open mode, is what. on throughout of the same temperature. A socaccount of the expense, nothing but absolute
cession of cold air from without is the less
necessity would justify the employment
of necessary, as the warm air, what there is of
in a prison.
Expense of chimneys, grates,
it, is not less pure ;:_ and this pure, though
and other fire implements; expense of fuel, heated air, if introduced, as it ought to be.
and of the time employed in conveying it : from the lower part of the room, helps to
these expenses must be multiplied by the drive up before it, to that part of the room
whole number of cells ; for whatever need
which is above the level of the organs of
there is of it for any one, the same is there
respiration, that part of the air which, by
for every other. Even the mischief that m]ght
having been breathed already, has been rcnbe done by fire, through design or carelessdered the less fit for breathing.
hess, secure as a building thus constructed is
By the Pennsylvanian stoves, these advanfrom such mischief in comparison of an ordi- _ages were, however, possessed in but an
nary house, is not altogether to be neglected,
imperfect degree. -- Why ? -- Because the
The second, or unventilative method, be- warming-chamber was a metallic one ; it was
sides its being far from a pleasant one to those
of iron. By partitions made between an iron
who are not accustomed to it, is by no means
back to the grate, and another such back, or
exempt from the suspicion of being unfa- the brick-work behind, the air was made to
vourable to health. The heat subsists undimipass through a long, though tortuous channel
nished, no otherwise than in as far as the air of that metal, in a too highly heated state.
in the room remains unchanged:
calefaction
In the room of the metal, substitute
a
depends upon the want of ventilation.
The
pure and umnetallic earth, the mischief has
air will not be as warm as is desired at a cer- no place.
rain distance from the heated stove, without
The misfortune is, that by means of earth
being much hotter than is desired in the vici- alone, the operation has not hitherto been
nity of it: between the two regions are so found practicable, unless perhaps it be upon
many concentric strata, in one or another of a large scale. In iron, your warming-chamber
whicu every sort of putrescible substance will may be very thin, is soon heated, and is not
f_nd the state of things the most favourable
liable to be put out of order by the heat. In
to the prevalence of that noisome and un- earth, that receptacle, if thick, that is, of the
healthy fermentation.
The breath and other thickness that must be given to it if made of
animal efliuvia, while tl.-ey are putrifying in
one part of the room, may be burning in another. The unchanged and unchangeable air for
relief:
in rushes the air in partial gust_ and
gives
you cold.
is corrupted; the lungs, the olfactory nerves,
In hot-houses, though the unpleasant etfect_
and the stomach, are assailed in all manner ofthismode of warming are perceptible tomany
of ways at once, by empyreuma, by putridity,
people, they are however less so than in common
and by respiration, t
dwelling-rooms; hot-houses being so much lees
inhabited by anita._st whose only effeet on the
air is totaint it, thanby vegetables, which_ howbringing so many pipes through the outer wall soever tlley may vitiate it in certain ways, are
of the building,
found to purify as well as sweetem it in othe_l;.
* Ironmongers in Frith-street, Soho.
. ,+ It is sog._ted to me by Dr. Foedyea, that
Get the stove heated upon your entrance xn_en a ounumg ms.tters might be contrived
into a German inn : in about half an hour you _ treat, scarce an_, mr shouk[ enter anywhere
perceive an abominable stink ; in another half that had not passes through the z_armlng_ha_
hour, a slight degree of warmth; in a third_ the bet. I make use of that word to express the reheat begins to be comfortable; in a tburth, it is _
through which the air is to be made to
becmne suff_.
Open a door or window pass m o_er to receive the heat.
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bricks, is a long while in heating, a great deal
of the heat is absorbed and lost in it; it gives
out its heat with difficulty to the air, which,
before it has had time to take up a sufficiency
of the heat, is passed through and gone ;*
add to which, that in joining the bricks,
mortar must be used, and this mortar will be
liable to shrink and crack by the heat, and
lose its hold. On the otherhand, if the earth
be thin, as in retorts and crucibles, it will
be liable to break by accidental violence, or
crack by change of temperature;
and, at any
rate, it will not receive the heat from the
fuel, or communicate it to the air, so soon as
merad would.
The warming-chamber, or set of warmingchambers, employedbythe
artists above mentioned, is calculated to obviate both those
inconveuiencies.
It consists of earthen retorts, open at both ends, and inclosed in iron
ones. The air which is to be heated, passes
through the interior earthen vessel without
coming in contact anywhere with the exteriot iron one.
The iron retort, being that
which alone is exposed to the immediate action of the fire, defends fi'om accidents the
earthen one within. The earthen one, being
the only one of the two that is in contact
with the air, defends that element from the
contaminating influence of the heated metal
on the outside,
The ventilative plan, modified in such mannet as to avoid the use of iron for the inside
of the warming-chamber, at least of iron in
a too highly heated state, being determined
upon, the question is, how to apply it in such
a building to the most advantage ?
The first expedient that occurs is the
making of what use can be made of the fires
employed for the preparation of the food.
From this source, any quantity of heat might
doubtless be obtained; but whether m such
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The deficiency must at any rate be made
up by stoves to be provided on purpose. In
Baking, if performed upon the most economical
plan, might be conducted in such a manner as
not to atford any heat at all applicable to any
other purpose, as will be seen below. The most
economical mnde of boiling is in what are com.
monly called copper:,--because usually made of
that mater:_al-- vessels bedded in brick.work,
with a place for fuelunderneath, closed by a door
which is never opened but for the introduction
of the fuel
In this way, a small proportion of
fuel, comparatively speakzng, serves, scarce any
_ of the heat being discharged into the room.
j On the common plans, the door consists of a
[ single iron plate. It might be made double :
[ consisting of two parallel plates, an inch or so
[ asunder, with a bottom between : the interval
I might be filled up with sand, or some other pure
t earth that is a worse conductor of heat, if any
such there be. The heat would thus be the
better kept in, and the outer partition of the door
might be made to receive so littie of it as not to
contribute in the smallest degree to the contaminataon of the air.
The heat contained in the steam raised by
the boding, should not be suffered, as in private
kitchens, to escape in waste. It should be collected, and apphed by tubes issuing from the
covers of the coppers, after the manner of a re=
tort or stilt-head.
In proportion to the quantity
or' the provision that could thus be dressed by
steam, would be the quantity of heat that woul_l
be saved. The steam vessels would be ranged
in front of the boiling vessels, upon an elevatlou
somewhat higher. The boiling vessels, m order
to catch as much of the current of fire as possible
in its way to the chimney hack, should extend
as far back as was consistent with convenience.
Hence, too, another advantage : theywould have
the
more
the more
surface
the more
steam
theysurface,
would and
yLeldto
the steam
vessels
with

a given quantity of heat in a given tim_ The
better to confine the heat, it might be worth
while, perhaps,_, to make the steam vessels, as
also the covers and necks of the boilers, double.
with a lining of some badly conducting substance, such as flannel or feathers, between the
a situation it could be obtained to any con- parallel plates.
siderable amount upon advantageous terms,
The following fact, communicated by an in.
seems rather disputable. In ordinary kitchens
teUigent and reverend friend, will help to show
a good deal is produced, more or less of which how far any attention that can be paid tothe conmight be employed perhaps in this way to finement of heat is from being a trivial one :N
more advantage than it is in common.
But
In the parish of P--,
in the county of
in a building of this form, and desigaJed for W_,
bakers,protected
T. W. and
R. -T. R.'s llve
oven two
is better
than T.that
of
such inhabitants, if the heat employed in the T.W. ; that is, so situated and circumstanced,
preparation of the food were disposed of to that whatever heat is introduced into it is better
that purpose to the best advantage, the quan- confined within i% less drawn off from it by surtity that would remain applicable to any other rounding bodies. Observe the consequence:
purpose would, I believe, turn out to be but To bake the same quantity of bread takes upinconsiderable.
That it would not be always
wards of three Umes the quantity of fuel in the
badly protected oven, that it does in the other.
Bufficient for that of the warming of such a
The following are the data, in the precise state
building I am altogether confident._
in which they were given ; from whence the accuracy of the calculation may be judged of:* Could not the means be found of detaining
In T. W.'s oven (the badly protected one) it
the air with advantage till it had imbibed a suir- takes 15 pennyworth of wood to bake 40 gallon
ficient degree of heat _for instance, by a pair of loaves.
valves?
This is one of many points that mig]_t [ InT. R.'s, lt takes but S pennyworth of woud
_quire to be considered.
]
t" The most ec_mical mode of dressing i_°°d I _4 faggots at 2d. each) to bake
.... _0 gallon loaves ;
by culinary fir% is either bak/ng or boiling. -- I _ Dr. Fordyce" frora experience, says certainly.
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this view, tile sort sold by the ingenious
artists above mentioned, present themsel yes
as the mobt eligible yet known,
What, then, is the degree of artificial heat
which the whole of the apparatus employed
should be capable of mamtainb_g ? --what
size and munher of stoves would be necessary
to insure it ?--from
whence ought the air
to be taken into the warming-chamber ?-whereabouts
to be discharged from it _ -how to be made to visit every cell _
As to the number of degrees of extra heat
which the apparatus should be capable of atthrding, it should hardly be less than 40 of
Fahrenheit's scale.
Forty added to 32, the
degree at the freezing point, would make 72,
ITdegreesabovetbeheighteommonlymarked
tempelate.
But m time of frost, the heat is
commonly more or less below the freezing
point : m_e instance I remember of its being
_o nmeh lower aq 46 degrees ; 14 below 0.
Th:g, it l_ true, wag tbr a few hours ordy,
mid that m the open air, and in a situation particularly exposed. And in a bnit&ng
where the kitchen fires might at any rate
affoLd something, al_d the warmth of so many
bodie% added to that of so many hghts, wmdd
afford something more, and _ hel e the thickhess of the wall_ would afford .,o much protectmn against sudden vwissltudes,
no such
very extraordinary deficiencies seem probable
enough to be worth providing for. My learned
adviser, above mentioned, thinks I may yenture to set down the lowest degree to be apprehanded as 25. Forty added to this makes
65; 10 degrees above the temperate point
This may be more than will ever be necessarv.
But in a permanent provision, some
allowance should be made for accidents, and
in a business of such uneertmnty,
still more
for miscalculation.
Officers, it is to be remembered, not less than prisoners, must be
kept in view.
Should necessity be the only
object to be provided for in the one case,
comfort and custom must be attended to in

and
whenbuthe h..lf
bakes
second time the same day,
it takes
thea quantity.
In a vessel tG._slsting chiefly of iron, weighing
upwards of a ton, contrived for the purpose of
hatching eggs, Dr. Fordyce, many years ago,
produced by a single lamp of tile smallest lurid
in use, and communicated to tile iron, a perma1mat degree of heat equal to that of boding water,
In the same vessel, by the same means_he prodaced an addmon of heat to the amount of 60
degrees, raising the temperature from 40 to 100
in a large apace in which a constant current of
air was pervading every part. The use of fenthers, supposed to be the worst conductors of heat
existing, was the contrivance on whmh thepro.
duction of those effects principally depended. -Suppose the knowledge thus gained applied to
the purpose of dressing the food in the manner
of an oven, what would be the surplus of heat
applicable m the purpose of warming the building?
Non_
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the other.
Happily for the least regaTded
class, in a building of this form, to be warmed
in this manner, very little distinction in regard to this important branch ofcomtbrt can
be made.
As to the number and size, the seven supports (one of the eight being made use of as
a water-pipe)afford
so many chimneys, each
of which is capable of receiving its stove.
But how many out of the seven would be heces._ary, and those of what size ? Experience
would determine : but as a provision must
be made in the construction of the building
antecedent to any experience that can be obrained in the building itself, data collected
from experience of other buildings must be
looked out for. Such data are not altogether wanting.
A single stove of Moser and
Jacksen's construction,
being employed in
St. George's Church, Bloomsbury, raised the
heat eleven degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, mid
it did not appear that it was able to raise it
any more. To produce m that church 40 degrees of extra heat, the number above fixed
upon for our prison, it would thereibre reqmre four such stoves.
What follows ?
That to ascertain, a prior*, from the above
datum, as well as may be, the size and number
of stoves of t!Le same construction necessary
for our building, three other data would be
necessary : the damensions of tlLe above stove ;
the dimensions of the inside of that church;
and the dimensions of the inside of the Panoptieon proposed ; noting, withal, that the
quantity of glass in the central sky-light, in
the annular sky-light, and in the cell windows, added to the number of the partition°
walls between cell and cell, would probably
lay the Panopticon
under some little disadvantage in comparison with that church.
In the above manner, some conjecture may
be formed relative to the total quantity of
calefactive power that would probably be requislte : I mean, of"the sum of the contents
of the warming-chambers,
in whatever manner they may be disposed
But when the sum total of the contents is
fixed upon, the number and relative size of
the several warming-ehamber_
is not a matter of inchfferenee.
Equality of distribution
requires that the number should be as great
as possible, and the capacities of the several
warming- chambers equal. Eight supports,
that is, eight chimneys to the twenty-four
piles of cells, would give a stove to every.
three piles of cells. The dead-part occupying
the space of five piles of cells, the middle one
of the three supports that look to the deadI part would be the proper one to give up, and
/ make use of as a water-pipe ; the seven others
] would afford seven stoves among nineteen
I piles of cells.*
[
t
e Total capacity out of tile question, the mere
J number would not raise the price to.more than
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W'fll the distribution thus made be sufll- by the nature of its materials as by its reladearly minute? Experience alone can decide
tire extent of surface, would absorb beyond
with certainty.
Of the three piles of cells comparison more of the heat than would be
corresponding to each stove, the middle one, absorbed by the tubes.
if there were any difference, should receive
The horizontal distribution of the heated
more heat than the other two. But this dif- air being thus provided for, hovo to provide
terence I should expect to find little or no- for its distribution in a perpendicular dlrecthing; and if it were but small, it would be tion among the six stories of cells in the same
rather a convenience than otherwise : earle- pile ? For if no particular provision were made,
ties of temperature might thus be adjusted the natural tendency of the heated air beto differences with regard to employment,
ing to make its way out by the shortest panhealth, constitution, and good behaviour,
sage, the greater part of it would mount up
At its exit from the warming-chamber,
perpendicularly to the sky-light,
where it
shall the heated air be suffered to take its would necessarily find chinks at which it
own course, or shall it meet with a tube to would make its exit, without ever having
conduct it to the part at which it begins to visited the cells.
be of use ? This, too, would be matter of
To prevent this aberration, and to ensure
experiment, arid the experiment might be a regular draught through every cell, I insert
performed without any considerable expense,
a chain of tubes reaching from bottom to top,
Terminating in the nearest part of the inter- hut with regular interruptions._f In the floor
mediate well, each tube wmtld require about
of each cell of the lowest story of cells, close
14 feet in length.
For the materials, the to the front wall, at an equal distance from
worst conductors of heat that would not be the two side-walls, and consequently at the
too expensive, should be selected : a square crown of the arch, I leave a round hole, say
pipe of four thin beards of that length, each four inches in diameter, passing through the
four or five inches over. These might be co- brick-work into the sunken story below. To
vered with a case of loose cloth, of the texthis hole I adapt a hollow tube of thin cast
lure of the warmest blanketing, which, to iron, of the same diameter. This tube is conkeep off the dust, and contribute still more tinued in height to within a few inches of the
to the confinement of the heat, might be en- ceiling above ; which brings it to between
closed in a similar tube.
If by the help of eight and nine feet in length.
Arrived a_
these radial tubes, the distribution were not that height, it terminates in a horizontal
found equal enough, they might be made to mouth, which may be closed by a sor_ of
terminate in a circumferential one of similar
grating, transformable
at ple_ure
into an
materials : the whole of the channel of corn- unperforated
plate._: Between this mouth
munlcntioa, or discharging duct, as it might and the lower end of the tube, is a wire
be called, would thus represent the exterior
grating, to prevent correspondence by papers.
part of a wheel, composed of hollow spokes
Immediately over this tube, is the open end
terminating in a hallow felly. The felly thus
of a similar tube with an expanding aperture,
constituted
should be pierced at equal and flush with the ceiling, and consequently at a
frequent intervals with equal apertures, the few inches distance from the mouth of the
sum of which should be equal, and no more
first-mentioned
tube ; partly for the purpose
than equal,* to the sum of the apertures of of inviting the current that way in the same
the radial tubes,
manner, partly for the sake of conveying the
Why these radial tubes_ since, as far as breathed air of that lowermost cell into the
they extended,
they would prevent the ho- upper region of the next above it ; and so all
rizontal distribution of the heat, and, though
the way up.
composed of such materials as to absorb as
The uppermost of all this chain of tubes
little of it as possible, they would at any runs through the roof, and opens immedirate absorb some. _ For this reason : that ately above.
It may be there covered with
without them a great part of the air, indeed
the greatest, by mounting directly to the
-_ For the general ide_ of a set of perforations
ceiling of the smiken story, would be already
for this purpose, and a view of the necessity of
four or five feet above the floor of the lowest
employing them, I am indebted to the obligmg
suggestion of Dr. Fordyce.
story of the cells : and the ceiling, as well
** A neat contrivance for this purpose is era.
pldved by Messrs. _Ioser and Jackson. Out of
24_ guineas : the price of one of the least size a c{rcular plate of brass, spaces a,._ cut in the
sordby Monet ar_ Jackson being no more than form of radii, equal in dimensions to the quan3_ guineas; but the quantity of calefactive power tity left. Under the metallic star thus tbrmed,
o_udnable from seven such small stoves would a similar one is stowed, connected with the upper
probably go but a little way towards furnishing
one by a pivot on which it turns_ On giving a
4@devotees of heat to such a building,
shgbt turn to the under star, it moves from
g Ifg_ter,
theheatedairmightbedischargod
under the upper one by which it was covered
at the nearest part or the clrcumferential tube_ before_ fills up the interstices, and the aperture
before it had attained the most remote,
is competely _t exa_y closed.
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a horizontal valve, the weight of which will
be sufficient to close it, and exclude the colder
air on the outside.
When lifted up by the
stream of heated air from within, the eiBux
of that air will be sufficient to prevent the
influx of the colder air from without,
Why, instead of a single hole in the brickwork, a tube, and that running to such a
height ?--For two reasons: that it may not
afford a means of secret converse between
the cells ; and that the air which has been
breathed in the cell below may not be conveyed to any part, in which it would be liable
to be breathed attain, of the cell above : it is
accordingly discharged as high as possible
above the level of the organs of respiration.
Should the precaution be deemed necessary, a few shght bars might be disposed in
such a manner as to prevent a prisoner from
intreducing his head or ear near enough to
the mouth of the tube to gain an oppor_unity
of converse. But frugality forbids the being
at the expense of these bars, before expertence has sho_Ii the need of them. The probability is, that no snch need would ever
occur ; since a man could not make use of
the apertnre of the tube for speaking, without monnting upon something, not- mount
upon any thing for that purpose withont subjecting "himself to a great chance of being
observed. Nor then wonld it avail him artything, unless the person to whom he addressed himself in the cell above or underneath were elevated and occupied in the same
manner at the same time, which, without
doubling the chance of detection, could not
be. Add to which, that if there be more
than one in either cell, they too must be
privy to the intercourse ; and in a situation
hke this, privity without disclosure may in
justice,
and ought in policy, to be put, in
respect of punishment, upon a footing with
complicity,
The level at which the warmed air was
discharged could not be too low : the only
spot in which there can be a certainty of
placing it without inconvenience is the tom.
of the intermediate area and the space under
the lodge.
Thus situated, the tube would
not be above seven or eight feet below the
level of the floor of the lowermost story of
the cells which are to be warmed by it. If
it were in the ceiling, it would be already
three or four feet above them, and before it
could cross the intermediate well, wmdd have

radialtuhe.
The former expedient seem_ the
most economical and the most simple.*
It might perhaps be no bad economy to
have a sort of curtailt for the annular skylight, to cover it as soon as the lights are lit
in cold weather.
When not used, it might
be kept coiled up on rollers, at the upper
part of the sky-light,
that is, at the part
where it joins the roof of the inspectiontower, and from thence drawn down over
and across the annular well, and i_astened by
rings to ranges of hooks inserted a little above
the interior windows of the chambers over
the cells. It might be of the thickness and
texture of the warmest sort of blanketing.
It would be assistant to warmth, not only by
keeping the air from impinging against the
glass of the sky-light, and there discharging
its heat, but likewise by stopping the current, and directing it towards the cells. The
sky-light, it should be observed, must unavoidably be secured by innumerable crevices,
one between every two panes : for in that
situation, in order to prevent their cracking
by the wcissitudes of temperatnre, the panes,
instead of being fixed in the frame, and the
crevices stopped _vith putty, must be placed
so as to lap over one another, _vithont any
thing to close the chinks.
Provision remains yet to be made for the
lodge.
This might be efl'ected by a small
tube running fi'om each of the stoves.
It
need be but u small one ; for the warmth
yielded by the supports themselves through
which the smoke is passing, caroler but be
considerable.
Not improbably it would be
sufficleut.
If t,pon trial it should prove
otherwise, it would be easy to add the tubes
To distribute the heat the better, and assist
the ventilation, they should open at the cireumferenee of the room, but just above the
floor, alternating with the chiumeys. The air,
as l_astas it was heated by the chimneys or by
respiratien, would, together with the heated
air from the tubes, make its way out at the
central aperture. There would be no danger
either of phlogistication from the iron, or
want of ventilation. The utmost heat which
the smoke could impart to the chimneys
would not be cousidcrable enough to prodnce
the former inconvenience,
and the central
aperture is a sufficient security against the
latter.
Were it not for the distance there is between the spot where the air receives its heat,

been carried still higher. If' it were anywhere
between the floor and ceiling, it would be in
the way, and stop the passage, unless it were
considerably higher than a man's head, and
then it would require pillars here and there
to support it. To sink it to that level, either

_ True it is, that though the air when heated
will not naturally descen_, yet sudden gusts may
carry it even in that directaorb besides that the
neat of every stratum of air will of itself in a
¢$rta.i.'nde
.tree be communicated toevery stratum
o_ air mat is contiguous. But these are assist.
ances too inconsiderable to be adequate to the
purpose. They would still leave a great dispanty. I_etween the temperature of the lowest stury
ann taose a_ove it.

the stoves themselves might be sunk down
accordingly, or a perpen&cular tube might
drop from the warming-chamber to join the
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and the apartments for which it is wanted, it I The Penitentiary-act
puts an inexorable
is evident the _9/_-ducts
could not be negative upon all this contrivance.
Accordtoo short; since the more extensive they are,
.
....
th--_
of the h_'"
th--_rb uo
never yet been tagon up upon principles, or upllc.............
gut_
_
_V _ttrdcJ
on a large scale. Of what importanoe the soluAs to toe mspeetmn-ga_lenes _ oemg ira. tion of such a problem would-be to the po_ul.smediately over the spot at which the dis- tinnamiwealthofnafions,
may be seen at a _ngle
charge of the heated air is effected, they can gtance_ Fuel of the fessfl kind is a limited rebe at no loss for a supply : it is but leaving
source ; the.nation which consumes it lives upon
h_
and th_e_ in th,_ _,_ _ n_,,_-h_,-o_.oM a capltalwhlch must sooner orlater be exhausted.
."7"- ,--'," .-"'_,-" "7- ._"_" --" -t-_--_
._t-'-: The population of a country in which artil_cla[
vie. ol oemg ciose o. a_.pieasure,
tntteea, !t heat is a necessary of life must therefore ultimatters not how thin the hours of those gut- mutely denend uvon the auantitv it can keen un
leries are : ff of m re boards, the mere ere- ?f such sort of fuel as can be obtained froni the
vices might answer the purpose,
vegetable kingdom, the only sort which is capsFrom whence shah the air be admitted
ble of being regularly reproduced.
into the warming-chambers
of the stoves v
The facilities.whicha b_dding upon _e pz.,
......
": --" nopticon principle woum snore tor experunenm
from me en_ranee, o.y an aarmsston-aucz--a
in this view, will readily be apprehended. In
sort of an aerzduet, ff the term may be ul- the seven stoves, without putting more than one
lowed, appropriated to the purpose.
In ge- to each chimney it admits of, ttiaT might be made
neral, this is a point very little attended to. of so many different forms. The ventffative
Air of some sort or other will be found every- mode wouldof course be taken tbr the common
_._
. _
• "t :_ _
_ _ .......
basis- but this _ronnd-work is susceptible of a
Air already math the b.uilding mlght even
oe r_agen in pre.xerence ; since uy _.ne stay It
.has made there It has already acquired some
heat•
But if the dependence is on what
draws in through doors and crevices, there
can be no air an,, further than in _ro-ortion
-.
•
.': 2
....
_._v ,.
•as there is- an mnux
..
. ot - coin mr a_ . mt tnose ,
inlets.
The corn mr that comes m at the ]
ereviees will in most instances find its way [
to the bodies of those whom it is intended [
to keep warm : that which comes in at the [
doors will in every instance
But if a -, -,,1_ [
ade uate to th evaeuation'ke
o-or
_., I
.q
. _. e
.
pt up oy respl- I
_tton ano.omer causes, Is intro(lu_d throug.h [
• ne wa_mmg-e._m_e_% uo m£_ tuuux ol coi_
air will take place,
This aeriduet, then, will be nothin_ b¢t a
flue similar to those employed for conveyance
,...
_ . . __.
_
or g/le smo_e m not-anuses.
_nort tu_es
of iron wiLl serve fbr its junction with the
warming-chambers.
The quantity thus drawn
m can scarcely be sufficient for respiration ;*
if it were, the defitaency might be made up
by tubes discharging the sold air at a height
above the heads of the inhabitants, and pointing upwards._'

tion pursue_[ by Messrs. Moser and Jackson,
with all its superiority over all vreceding methuds, may yet be found to fall cons_decably
short of perfection in this line. Doubhng the
warming-chamber oce_ons a great consumption of fuel, and renders this mode of warming
far from being so cheap as could be wished-.
Could not t"he same degree ot" extra
..... peat ne given
to a building by a less degree of ignition given
to a larger quantity of air ? For, as Dr. Fordyce has dearly demonstrated to me, the less
the degree of heat which the air contracts in the
warming-chamber, the better, for very material
reasons. Reducing the degree of heat given to
the air by augmenting the quantity of air to
which heat is given, eonld not there be lband
some _mg_e _uhs_ce
o_ _h_eh a warming.
chamber might be rustle, without the addition
of another receptacle to line or to inclose it ? Is
ltm_t
advat_,_geous m .make the warn_ng.
enamour aiviaea into partltlons_ as practises ov
Moser and Jackson -r _qre ¢ ona if an_4r o *'_
what exten_can_%u'_g a%ar_g_.cha_mber ' be
carried to advantage ? What _s the most advanta.
_cous form for the warming.chamber, and what
memoir advantageonsmnde of applying the fire
to it, and connecung it with the fire-place ? The
relation being ascertained between a degree of
heat as indicated by the thermometer on the one
hand, and the expansive force on the other, and
thence the velocity of current, and quantzty of
air so heated, discharged out of a mouth of
known dimensions within a known time, could
I not a given degree of heat he secured at pleasure
] to the air thus discharged , by dosing the mouth
[ with a valve loaded by a weight, which would
[ thus indicate and express by pounds and ounces
I the several degrees and quantities above men] tinned, and consequently the calefactive powers

.'_e _uantity thus requisite is easily asterrained. The quantity of fresh air necessary to
support a mau without inconvenience for a g_ven
time, has been pretty well determined. This
quantity, multiplied by the greatest number of
ihhabitanta the building can ever inclose at the
mine time, would give the quantity of fresh air
•_lUL_te for the supply of the building during
tilat time.
Another use, which, though collateral to [ of
the the
stove
? Such
arehave
among
the Hitherto,
questions
which
inquiry
would
in view.
the above design, is not the least considerable partly for want of science, partly for want of a
of .the advantages that taught be reaped from it_ proper theatre for experiment, whatever has been
is the opportunity it would afford of a set of ex. done by artists in this line has been little more
.pe_iln.ents relative to the economy of heat. With
than random guc_work,
l_leans might not imtt_e least quantity and expense of fuel possible, probably be found, in some such way as above
Imw to produce and support for a given time a hinted at, of ascertaining a priort_ I mean pre.
given deaTer of hca% applicable to the several viouslytoanytnalmadeinthepatticularhuilding
purpmes i'or which heat Is required ? Such is to be warmed, the caiefactive .power of a given
the problem to be solved ; a subject which has stove, that is, the qnantityof air heated to a give._:
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ing to that act, all penitentiary-houses
must
absolutely be warmed, "dried and moderately warmed in damp or cold weather,"
"by flues." and these flues mlLst come "from
the flues in the kitchens, and other public
fires belonging to each house."*
The invention of Me_rs. Moser and Jackson, as well as all other inventions, past,
present, and to come, that make no use of
flues, is here rejected, seven years before it
was ever thought of. I must be allowed a
word or two in behalf of these ingenious
artists: I am a co-defendant with them --a
partner in their guilt.
The same statute
which prohibits their mode of warming a
penitentiary-house,
proscribes my mode of
building one, and my mode of managing one,
in almost every circumstance.
What has the
service been a gainer by this rigour ? We
shall see.
Economy, I presume, and that
alone, was the power that dictated it.
Humanity, however peremptory she might be in
her injunctions that felons should have warm
bed-chambers, wouldnot of herseU have been
thus particular about the mode.
On the kitchen fires, which are put foremost, seems to be the grand reliance : the
other public fires seem rather to be thrown
to as make-weights,
That economy cmdd draw much advantage
degree, which it is c_pable of yielding to that or
any buildil_g within a given time. This mdication being obtained, the severalcalefaeUvepowers
of different stoves might be compared while they
we_'eat
work at the coLdd
same ume,
whereas be
without
it the comparison
no otherwise
made
than by setting them to work in the same buihL
ing at different times. The species and quanUty
of fuel employed in the different stoves, the ternpexature of the air in different parts of the build_ng, and of the atmosphere wldlout the building
ctunngmewnoJeeontmuaneeot
mcexpenments
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from this source will not, I believe, seem
very probable to any one who may have cast
an eye over one of the preceding pages.
A
Panoptlcon
Penitentiary-house
is a room :
this statute Penitentiary-honse
was to have
been a town, with streets ill it. In the room,
this resource seemed to amount to little :
what would it amount to in the town ? I
would as soon think of warming London by
the fires of the tavern kitchens.
Thus, then, stands the economy of the
contrivance.
That the bed-chambers may be
economically warmed by flues from kitchens,
kitchens and kitchen fires, and so forth, are
to be multiplied till there are enough of them
for the bed-chambers. Could thenew-invented
stoves be employed on any terms under this
act ? By prescribing the one mode, does it
peremptorily proscribe the other ? Would an
indictment lie, or only a mandamus _ _ This
is more than 1 wmdd presume to answer.
Bat what must be done at all events, or the
positive injunctions of the law disobeyed, is
--to
build the kitchens.
That done, and
whatever degree of heat is necessary being
produced in that way, whatever degree is not
necessary, might perhaps be produceable in
the most economical manner by the new-invented stoves.
A little lower we shall see more of these
culinary laws : but the virtue of the present
one is not yet exhausted. To decide this, as
well as all other questions relative to the con,
struction of the building, three superinten.
dents ,are employed.
Suppose the three (no
very unnatural supposition) to have tatken up
each of them a different system about warming : one a patron of the ingenious artists
[ above mentioned; another a disciple and parI tisan of Dr. Franklin's;
the third an adorer
[ of the memory of the departed sage to whom
...
. .
•
-- • _ _x a __a __ •

--these
or otherneed
influencing
or resulting
cireum:
_;e°n_nU_f _hfleel_°; otf'_hc_
_" :
stances would
to be carefully
marked
and ::ll:U:_a_e
p gn
.
registered
In the same way the comparative so many superintendents,
so many _rreem]calefaetlvepowers ofdlfferen_orts of fuelmight [ cilable modes of warming the house.
How
also he ascertained. I have already'' hinted at I would they agree ?_ As the three original
the inqmrJes that might be made rela_ve to the supenntendents
did about the place where it
applieatmn of the heat to baking, boiling, aria ,
--•
i n
was r,o De pu_.
other domestte oI?erataons--not to meat o these
_.
..
.....
_ _,
which, hke malting, brewing, and distilhng, are I . iine error ttes, norm regmarang oamy,
conducted upon a more extensive scale. Were [ Du_ In regina lg al; all
_eonomy, nousea course of experiments to be carried on with I hold economy, is the child of the hour : it
any such view% on so new and so peculiarly fa- I changes with prices, which change with the
vourablc a theatre, it might be of use that the I .....
ss ofin-enuitv
the course of taxation
plan ofopernuons should'be made pubhe before-[,u.
_;^.
sn_es of su_,)l_ the fluetuatmns
hand, that such lights and iastructions as might t _
_'1,,_
_
.... l_._'..__:a ..... a.^_:_
h_ nhtmlnnhl_ ¢mm th_ nhil_hl_al
world mutht | oI aemanu, ann a _aou_nu mtaucl,_ _.c_.
be _t_olle--e't_"
[_e'_fo'-re"thre'eom--"_rarenc-'ement
of t_he[ Meddling with matters like these the legiscourse. Philosophy is never more worthily oc- lator will probably be wrong to-day; he will
cupied, than when aifording her assistances to the certainly be wrong to-morrow.
economy of common hfe: benefits of which alanWere I obliged to make a law about beat;
kind in general axe partakers, being thus superadded to whatever gratification is W be reaped I would rather enact the degree, than the
from researches purely speculative. It is.a vain nmde of producing it. In no cell shall the
and false philosophy which conceives its dignity heat be suffered to be fewer thus s,,eh a aurato be dehgsed by use.
bet of degrees, _or more tha_ such another
" 19 Geo. IlL ¢. 74, § 33.
number, above the frcczin 9 point in such or
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a _de.
lwre
t/_, degree, y_ w/me
it bes more than once happened to myself to
Imsimcm it is, ase_p_asyotzea_
Isthe
do in the same roomforaemmiderabletlme
temperature thus fixed upon s proper one ? together, and I cennot say I ever found any
It_will not be le_ so a thommml years hence,
bad consequence from it.
MinuteneR
might be objected, but not imI conceive it not altogether impossible for
providence,
a mane nor even for a Christian, to pray where
To what end this economy all the while ? he does all this: Christ and his apostles did
_That
felons may have fires, or what is so. Synagngnesexcepted,
neither Christnor
equivalent, in their "bed. ehembers.
I say in his apostles knew what it was to pray in any
their bed-chambers.
For in these cells they oonseerated place.
are to do nothing but "rest :"* this is careNot that for all this I have any objection
fully provided: other apartments are to be to that rite.
It seems neither dieScult to
given them for working-rooms and dining-"
"
show that it does service to religion, nor easy,
rooms, t
Fires in bed-chambers for feinns?
if possible, to show that it does disservice.
Is it every gentleman whose bed-chamber has
In my plan, I accord_ly
admit s conNeR fire in it, or so much as a place to make
crated space, and that by no means a confined
_ne ? In the coldest and dampest weather,
one--_ place in which no operation that does
is it altogether universal, even in the most not minister to religion shall be carried on.
opulent families, to have a fire to go to bed
All I contend for is, that it is not necessary that the prisoners should themselves
by,? And have not your felons, then, this lux- be situated in that place--that
it is sufficient
ury?" Yes; thattheyhave--andgladlamthey
to every purpose, if, without being situated
have it. Why?_beceuse
it costs nothing:
there, they see and hear what passes there.
they have no other rooms than their bed- The place where the minister is situated, and
chambers.
Is it that they may have warm where the more considerable part of the anrooms to sleep in ? No ; but that such of ditory are situated, the place to which the
them as are employed in sedentary trades,
eyes and the thoughts 04"the prisoners are
may work and sit comfortably in the short turned, is holy ground.
intervals of their work, instead of shivering
As little reason do I see why the same
in foreed and comfortless inaction. By night place should not serve them for being puss well as by day, they work as long as health nished in. Separate apartments for this purand ease permit.
They are not, like some pose are surely, of all luxuries, one that can
we shall see hereafter, compelled to laziness
best be spared._
beyond that of the laziest child of luxury_
As to nursing, whether, upon the common
chained to their beds by law.
plans of construction, separate rooms for that
use were uecessary, is not strictly to the
purpose here.
The bed-chambers being all
SECTION
XXIV.
single ones, I do not immediately apprehend
OF THE ECONOMYOBSERVEDIN THE
what advantage the patients were to get by
CONSTRUCTION.
being removed out of those rooms into others,
unless it were that of having fires in their
IT may be reduced to three principal heads:
rooms--abenefit
which, without shifting their
1. Making the same apartment serve for every
quarters, they might have received from porthing; 2. Making the cells capable of serving
table stoves. A portable stove not only costs
for two, three, or four inhabitants,
instead ! less than a room, but is sooner made. Were
of one; 3. Making them no larger than is the infirmary-rooms at any time to be filled,
necessary,
it would be rather an awkward circumstance
I. Six several modes of action or existence
are incident to the persons for whose reception the building is particularly designed: to
_vork, to eat, to sleep, to prajf, to be punisked,
and to be nursed.
One and the same place
serves my prisoners for all of them. If the
restriction is severe, it is not unexampled,
In our own three kingdoms, it is the lot of
many hundred thousands, perhaps of some
mi!l_ol_s, of better men.
I see nothing that should hinder a man
from working where he eats, working where
he sleep_, eating where he works, eating
where he sleeps, sleeping where he works, or
sleeping where he eats.
All this, and more,
• Section D.

t Ibid.

_ At Westminster school, two brothers once
uponatimewere caughtstragglingoutofbounds.
For their chastisement, their father, a character
notuuknowninthosedays,
causedtwoferulasto
bemade on purpose. The seene of each ealprit's
transgression was inscribed upon the instnxment
of his punishment; and care was taken, that in
the correctlon of him whohad strayed to St. John's,
the ferula, should not be employed which was
destined to wipe out the guilt that had been
c_tracted in Tothill-Fietds.
I remember the
boys, the father, and the sticks. The mode of
chastisement was, it must be confessed, striking
enough : out was it a necessary one _ As nosessary, attoleast,
as them
it would
havecontribuilt
rooms
punish
in. havebeen
And of thetotwo
vances, building a room, and engraving a couple.
of words upon the bead of a stick_whish
is the
most expensive ,_
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for a patient in a high fever to wait for atAll these different sets of apartments the
tendanee, till an additional infirmary could
Penitentiary act suppo_--all
but one, the
be built and in readiness to receive him. At dlning-rooms, it expressly orders._ I see no
Mosor and Jackson's, a good portable stove
mention in it of powdering-rooms, u
may be had upon the purest principle for 3_
On the common penitentiary plans, each
guineas, ready made ; stoves of inferior qua- prisoner must at any rate have a deepinglity, and less elaborate contrivance, probably
room to himself. Why ? Because, being onat a still cheaper rate.
der no sort of inspection or controul during
But be this as it may in the Penitentiarythe hours allotted tbr sleep, which under the
town designed by the act, in a Panopticon
common management occupy the greatest
Peuitentiary-house
nursing-rooms on putpart of the twenty-four, even two, much more
pose would be unnecessary beyond dispute,
any greater number, might prompt and assist
Rooms better adapted to that use than every
one another in plotting to escape.
But the
cell is of itself, or even so well, can hardly rooms they sleep in might at some times be
be shown anywhere.
By nurslng-rooms on too cold ibr working in, or they would not
purpose, I mean rooms which, when they are hold the machines which it is thought advisnot put to this use, are not put to any other,
able to employ --or their work requires that
For as to particular cells, more particularly
they should be under the eye of an inspector,
well suited to the purpose of an infirmary than which they cannot be in these rooms : thereother cells, such have already been pointed fore there are to be other rooms for workout, and under that very name ;* but the con- mg in.
venience they would afford to the sick is no
Have any notions about health and airiness
reason why, when there are no sick, they contributed to this opinion about the nece_
shmdd remain unoccupied. Indeed the whole
sity of different rooms for the different parts
of the upper story of ceils is peculiarly well of the twenty-four hours? I am not certain,
adapted to this use.
None of the air that though something to this effect I think I have
has wsited any one of these cells, ever visits observed in the publications of Mr. Howard.
any other part of the whole building; and But even under the common Penitentiary
being so much nearer than any others to the discipline, I should not think any such toniroof, they can receive a portable stove and tiplication necessary, much less under the plan
its chimney, with so much the less mconveof management here proposed. To how many
nience and expense._
hundred thousands of his Majesty's honest
subjects is such luxury unknown!
Even
*Seetton 6, Dcad-pa, t.
among persons somewhat above the level of
A separate infirmary for a Panopticon Peni- the lowest class, what is more common than
tentlary-housc ? I would not desire such a thing to have but one room, not only for one pereven for the plagxte. Guarded by proper re_,mla- son, but for a whole t_mily--man, wife, and
tions, I should not have the smallest apprehen- children ? and not only working, and sleeping,
sion of inhabiting the in_pectmn-mwcr_ _hile
the cells were lilled by patients dying of t_at dis- thed peculiarly advantageous of airing the cotton
nasa How much less would there be to fear,
wool, which is the great and dangerous article
where the only danger is a possibility of its ira- in the Levant tra,.',e. Laying the cotton in light
portatmn by goods or passengers on account of strata upon numerous and shallow stage_ in
the country from which they come ! A LAzAn- sheltered warehouses, occupying the ground-floor
ET'rO may accordm_ly be added m the number
of the cealular part of the building, it might
of the establishmen[s to which the panopttcon
easily be so ordered, by flues or pipes leading
principle might be apphed, under some varia- from the back part of those stages to the stoves
tlons, to signal advantage. On casting an eye in the inspection-tower_ that not aparticle of air
over the Table vf c_ds _nd menses at the end of should visit the fire in the stoves_ that had not
this volume, the reader wlli easy dlstingui_ such made its way through the cotton on the stages.
of the latter as are applicavle to tills purpose: he The vennlation, besides being so much mole
will also distinguish with equal facility such of perfect, not depending, as itmust otherwise, upon
the expedients as, being adapted to opposite pur- the uncertainties of the weather, the continuance
poses would reqmre to be discarded or changed,
of this irksome and expensive probation might be
As to comfort, amusement, luxury in all its so much the shorter.
shapes, it is sufiicmnt to hint that there is nothing
$ Not exactly so. Meals, for aught I see,
of that sort that need be excluded from such an might be made in the worklng-rooms : they
hotel, any more than [rom any uther. But every- cannon however, in the sleeping-rooms. _ § 33.
thing of luxury apart, what would not Howard I am not certain whetberMr. Blackburne pot
have given for a _lin a Panepticon Penitentiary dining.rooms in his plans: I think I have heard
honse as here dcscribed_ instcad of the apartment hedid.
Two ehape_ I know he had pu_t in for
in the Venetian Lazaret, the stench of w]alehhad the National Penitentiary-house_one
for each
so nearly cost him his life _a
sex--but struck out one of them upon its being
I must not dwell in this place on a subj_t of suggested to him that it was possible for the two
so confined a nature, and so ibreign to the pre- sexes to be in the same place at different times.
sent purpose. I will unlyjast add, that the plan
J_ I was once much pre_d to put a tenni_
of warming, as here described, would afford a me. co,art in my plan; for felons have not leas need
of exercise than honest men. Powdering.menw
• tloward on Lazarettos, p. 11.
are nmre eommon_ and would belem ex_mive.
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and eating, but eeoking to be performed in
it? Among the Irish eottm_, as we learn from
Mr. Arthur Young, that is, among the bulk
of the Irish people, one room is the only
recoptacIe for man, wife, children, dog, and
swine.
Has that one room so much as a
single window in it, much less opposite windows, or any aperture but the door? In towns
whereone room formsthe sole dwelling-place
of a whole family, has not that room closed
windows in it ? Is there any commanding
v_rinWer
to enforce the opening of any of those
dows? does not the aversion tocold forbid it ? Are they so much as capable of being
opened, if at all, for more than half their
length, and that the lower half?*
Let me not be mistaken.
Far be it from
me to propose the manner in which the cornmon people llve through ignorance, as a proper model to be pursued by those who have
the good fortune to be possessed of more
inte]ligence;--farbeitfrommetoinsinuate
that a bad regimen ought to be prescribed,
only because it is practised ;---all I mean is,
that the degree of airiness most frequent
in the dwellings of the greater part of the
people is inferior, and much inferior, to that
which might be obtained without multiplieation of rooms, even according to the hitherto
received mode of construction for penitentiary-houses,
and according to the mode of
management hitherto pursued in them.
In
prisons even so managed, the inhabitants
would not, in this respect, be worse off, hut
much better off, than the common rtm of men
at liberty. Yet even in this respect, how inferior are some of the most approved plans of
construction, in comparison of the one now
proposed !_f There, when you shut out ram
or snow, you shut out air : here, rain or not
rain, windows open or not open, you have
fresh air in plenty-- in much greater plenty
than is usual in a palace,
2. Of such part of the saving as results
from the substituting a steady plan of mitigated seclusion in small apartments,
to an
alternation of solitude and promiscuous intereourse, nothing farther need he said here:
it
has been fuiJy vindicated
section.

in a preceding

3. Ofthewaste
of room observable in the
common phms, a great part is to he placed to
the account of height. Not mor2 than eleven
feet, but not less than nine, is the height
o Were ventilation the object, the upper sash
would be the one to open in preference, espec_Liy
where the highest part of-the lower one is not
above the level of the organs of respiration.
Were it not for accidental gusts, somuch of the
air as is above the aperture might remain for ever
uncimnged. It may perhaps have been partly on
this consideration, that in Mr. Howard's and the
Wymondham
the hol_ serving for windows
are placedplans,
so high.
Supra, p. 96.
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preseribedbythe Penitentiaryact._
TheWymondham - house takes the medium between
these two extremes. H Waste it may well be
called.
I suspected as much at the time ot
writing the letters: I speak now with dccision, and upon the dearest views. In respect
of health, height of coiling m no otherwise
of use, than as a sort of suecodaneum to, or
means of, ventilation.
In either view, it is
beside the purpose : as a succodaneum, insdequate; as a means, unnecessary. If your
air, indeed, is never to be changed, the more
you have of it, the longer you may breathe
it before you are poisoned: this is all you get
by height of ceiling. But so long as it is undergoing an incessant change, what signifies
what height you have ? Take a Panopticon
penitentiary-house on one hand, and St. Paul's
employed as a penitentiary-coil,
on the other:
let the Panopticon, aired as here proposed
to be aired, and warmed as here proposed to
be warmed, contain4orS00
prisoners; let
St. Paul's, hermetically dosed, have but
single man in it ; the Panopticon would continue a healthy building as long as it was s
building ; in St. Paul's, the man would die at
the end of a known time, as sure as he was
put there.§
In this one article we may see almost a half
added to the expense in waste. Ten ieet from
floor to ceiling, when less than seven feet
would serve !-- when less than seven feet
does serve, and serves to admiration ! I am
almost ashamed of the eight feet I ask : it is
for the mere look's sake that I ask it. The experiment has been tried: the result is known,
though not so well known as it ought to be.
Have the hulks ten feet of height ? -- have
they eight feet ?--have they seven ? 1 look at
Mr. Campbell'_ hullos, and to my utter astonishment I see that nobody dies there.
In
these receptacles of crowded wretchedness,
deaths should naturally be more copious than
elsewhere.
Instead of that, they are beyond
_ Sect. 33.
[I Supra_ p. 96.
§ In the Letter on Hospitals, the reader may
recollect what is said in commendation of an
idea of Dr. Marat's with respect to ventilation,
and the form of construction proposed .by him
in consequence. _rhat he .s_.ys _very just, as
far asit_oes:
but _e trutnt% tnatso tongas
proper air-holes are made, and proper means
employed for determining the air to.p_s through
them, there is no form but may ve maae as ventilative, and by that means as. health_ashis.
At
that time I had never exper.lence_ the .n.earUett
satisfaction I have smce enjoyed_ of vlsltt.n_ a
London hospital
I had not then seen either
St. Thomas's or Guy's. I had no idea of .the
simple yet multipliea contri..v.ancesfor ensurl.ng
an unrsmitted yet impercolmblo change o.t air,
nor the exquisite purity and salubr.lt_vt.bat_ the
result of them. If I had, I snoum nine nave
thought of sending Englishmen to France, or
any other country, for hospital practice or theo,
ries of ventilation.
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comparison less so. I'speak from the reports,
I knownot the exact proportion; my searches
and computations are not yet complete ; but
as to so much I am certain.
I speak of the
ordinary rate. Now and then, indeed, there
comes a sad mortality -- Why ?-- because
where pestilence has been imported, hulks
neither do nor can afford the means of stopping it.
But, bating pestilences,
men are
immortal there.
Among 200, 300, quarter
after quarter, I look for deaths, and I find
none---Why? --because
Mr. Campbell is intelligent and careful, Pandora's cordials unknown there, and high ceilings of no use.
This experiment is new matter: it is no
fault of the legislators, of whom I speak, not
to have made use of it.
In their time it did

for these three or four years none; from that
period immortality begins. Have the ceilings
been higher since that time? Had Captain
Cook ten feet, eight feet, seven feet between
decks ? m Captain Cook, under whom, in a
voyage that embraced all the climates of the
globe, out of 80 men not a single one died
in a space of between four and five years
Out of 112, in the same time, but five, nor
of those more than two in whom the seeds
of death had not been sown before their erabarkation?
What was your National Penit_tiary-heuse
to have cost _ £120,000.How many was it
to have holden_ 960.-- What did your LiverooolJail cost _ About £28,000.--How
many
will that hold _ 270. -- What ! make the nation

not exist : how should it ? It was this very
statuteoftheirsthatpcoducedit.
While they
were building their penitentiary-castle
with
one hand, they little thought how with the
other they were cutting the ground from under it. The information does exist now- the
fault will be not theirs, but that of their suecessors, if, like the Wandsworth purchase,
the knowledge thus acquired lies in waste,
Mention not the mortalities : it is impos-

pay £120for
what you have done for £100
How comes that about ._--tlow_
Why, from
the Act : the Act will have hzgh ceilingshow could I lower them _--the Act will have
spacious rooms--how
could I narrow them
The Kzn 9 was to pay for every thing : ever9
thing was accordingly to be upon a royalscale.
At f_iverpool it was otherwise : those who or.
dered were to pay.--S_ch
was the purport of
a conversation I had with Mr. Blackburne.

sible they can have had the low ceilings for
their cause. The mortalities have been rare:

_ Four years, two months, and 22 days.
Cook's Second Voyage, Intreduetion.
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SECTION
I.
LEADING POSITIONS.
THIS surely is no place for anything llke a
complete and regular system of prison-management.
Suchan
enterprise would have
been above my strength.
It would have reqnired opportunities which I have not possessed, and time more than at present can be
spared,
A work of this kind is, however, still to
execute.
Mr. Howard's publications present
no such work.
They afford a rich fund of
materials ; but a quarry is not a house.
No
leading principles--no
order--no connexion,
Rules, or hints for rules, in places which,
unless by reading the book through again,
you can never find a second time; reeommendations, of which the reason is not very apparent, and for which no reason is given ;
some perhaps for which no sufficient reason,
if any, could be given.
My venerable friend
was much better employed than in arranging
words and sentences.
Instead of doing what
so many could do if they would, what he did
for the service of mankind, was what scarce

OF

See

II.
MANkGEMENT.

any man could have done, and no man would
do but himself. In the scale of moral desert,
the labours of the legislator and the writer
are as far belowhis, as earth is below heaven.
His was the truly christian choice ; the lot,
in which is to be found the least of that which
selfish nature covets, and the most of what
it shrinks from.
His kingdom was of a better world; he died a martyr, after living an
apostle.
To please everybody, is acknowledged to
be in no instance a very easy task.
There
are perhaps few instances in which it is less
so than this of penitentiary discipline. There
are few subjects on which opinion is more
under the sway of powers that are out of
the reach of reason.
Different tempers pre: scribe different measures of severity and indulgence.
Some forget that a convict in
prison is a sensitive being; others, that he
is put there for punishment.
Some grudge
him every gleam of comfort or alleviation of
misery of which his situation is susceptible:
to others, every little privation, every little
unpleasant feeling, every unaccustomed cir.
eumstanee, every necessary point of coer_ve
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di_ipllne, preNnta matter for a charge of LnImmunity.
In the midst of those dist_dant sentiments,
this promiscuous conflict, in which judgment
and regulation are so apt to be led astray,
sometimes by the negligence of insensibility,
somcthnes by the cruel anxiety of cowardice
sometimes by the excess of tenderness, and
now and then perhaps by the affectation of
it, a few leading positions, if by good fortune
any such should be to be found, to which
men of no description whatever, be their degrce of judgment or cast of temper what it
may, shall find it easy to refuse their assent,
willnotbe
wlthoat their use: unfortunately,
the application of those principles will still
leave but too wide a field for uncertainty and
variance. But even in case of variance it will
be something to have placed the question
upon clear ground, _d to have rendered it
manifest to every eye on what point it turns,
whether the disagreement is an irremediable
one, or whether any means of putting an end
to it may be hoped for from farther investigation,
But, in the first place, a summary view of
the objects or eod_ proper to be kept in view
in the planning of such a system may not be
without its use.
They xnay be thus distingulshed and arranged :-1. Example,
or the preventing others by
the terror of the example fi'om the commiss:on of similar offences. Thls as the main end
of all punishment, and consequently of the
particular mode here in qtwstion.
2. Good behaviour of the prisoners during
their subjection to this punishment; in other
words, preventeon of prz,on offences on the
part of prisoners,
3. Preservation
of decency, or prevention
of such practices in partwular as would he
offences against decem.y,
4. Prevention of undue hardships ; whether
the result of design or negligence,
5. Preservation
of l_ealth, and the degree
of cleanlt:tess necessary to that end.
6. Security a9ainutfire,
7. Sqfe cu_tod!l, or the prevention of es_Lpes, which, as far as they obtain, frustrate
the attaimneut of all the preceding ends.
8. Provision for future subsistence ; i. e. for
the subsistence of the prisonersaYter the term
of their punishment is expired,
9. Provision for albeitfuture 9ood behaviour,
or prevantion of future offences, on the part
of those for whose formeroffences this punishment is contrived. This is one of the objects
tlmt come umler the head of reformation,
10. Provision for reliyzous instructiwa;_a
second article belonghlg to the head of reformation.

12.1aro_Jiomforco_fort;
L e. for the allowance of such present comforts as are not
incompatible with the attainment of the above
ends.
13. Observance of economy; or provision
for reducing to its lowest terms the expense
hazarded for the attainment of the above ends.
14. ]ffalntenance ofsebordinatioTt ; i. e. on
the part of the under officers and servants, as
towards the manager in chief--a point on the
accomplishment of which depends the attainment of the several preceding ends. No one
of these objects but was kept in view throughout the contrivance of the building ; none of
them that ought to be lost sight of in the
contrivance of the plan of management.
The
management was indeed the end : the construction of the building but one amongst a
variety of means, though that the principal
one.
I may perhaps subjoin in the way of reca)itulation, a general table of ends and means--a talzdar view of the several expedients eraployed or suggested for the attainment of
the above ends.
In the meantime, this summary enumeration oftbe ends themselves may serve to direct
our attention, and afford us some guidance in
judging of the proposed expedients as they
present themsclves;
and incidentally of the
regulations and expedients
that have been
established or recommended by others, either
with a view to the same ends, or at least
with relation to the same subject.
From the different courses taken in the
pursuit of these several ends, or some of
them, errors have been adopted, by which
the lot of the persons devoted to this punishment has been affected in opposite ways: the
treatment leaning, in some Instances, too far
on the side of severity ; in others, too far on
the side of lenity and indulgence.
It is for
the correction and prevention of such errors,
that the three tbllowing rules are proposed.
to serve as guides in the pursuit of the above
enumerated
ends.
These are the leading
positions above alluded to.
Should their
propriety be admittcd, there is not a single
corner of the management in which their natfity will not be recognised.
I. Rule of Leni_.--The
ordinary condition
of a convict doomed to tbrced labour for a
length of time, ought not to be attended with
bodily sufferance, or prejudicial, or dangerous
to health or fife.*
2. Rule of SeveriOj.-Saving the regard
due to life, health, and bodily ease, the ordinary condition of a convict doomed to a
_mtlshment which few or none but indivi-

11. Provision for intellectual instructlon and
improvement in geoer_d ;_a third article belonging to the hetul of reformation,

ordinary,
the words/_ngth
of time,
seemed
necessary and
to make
room tbr an
exception
in
favour of temporary punishment for prhon offences, at the expense of bodily ease.

• The qualification applied by the epithet
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duals of the poorest class are apt to incur,
ought not to be made more eli_ble than that
of the poorest class of subjects in a state of
innneeuee and liberty.
3. Rule of Economy. w Saving the regard
due to life, health, bodily ease, proper instruction,
and future provision, economy
ought, in every point of management, to be
the prevalent consideration.
No public expense ought to be incurred, or profit or saving
rejected, for the sake either of punishment
or of indulgence,
Propositioos of sneh latitude may be thought
to require a few words of explanation: w
propositions of such importance may require
something to be said in the way of justification. The precaution is not superfluous. The
reader who feels himself interested in the
subject would do well to scrutinize them. It
is but fair he should have this warning ; for
if these are really fit to compose a test, no
plan of management has yet been either putsued or proposed, that will abide it.
Injuries to health and bodily ease are apt
to result principally from either that part of
the malmgement which concerns maintenance,
or that which concerns ernplo_ment. The supply for maintenance may be defective in quantity, or improper in quality : the labour exacted
in the course of the employment may be iraproper in quality, or excessive in quantity,
What must not be forgotten i_, that iu a
state of confinement, all hardships which the
management does not preserve a man from,
it inflicts on htm.
The articles of supply necessary to preserve u man frmn dearth, ill health, or bodily
sufferal_ce, seem to be what are commonly
meant by the necessaries of lzfe. The supplies
of this kind with which, according to the rule
of lenity, every sneh prisoner ought to be iurnished, and that in the quantity requisite to
obviate those ill consequences, may be included under the following heads :-l. Food, and that m as great a quantity as
he desires,
2. Clothivg at all times in sufficient quality
and quantity to keep him from suffering by
cold, with change sufficient for the purposes
of cleanliness.
3. During the Cold season, firingor warmed
air sufficient to mitigate the severity of the
weather,
4. In case of sickness, proper medicine,
diet, and medical attendance,
5. In the way of precaution against sickness, the means of cleanliness in such nature
and proportion as shall be sufficient to afford
a complete security aff_inst all dauger on that
score,
The reasons against inflicting hardships
afl'ecting the health, and such plfivations as
are attended with long-continued bodily sufferance, are-
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1. That being unconspicuous, they eontribute nothing to the main end of punkhment,
which is example.
2. That being protracted, or liable to be
protracted, through the whole of a long and
indefinite period, filling the whole measure.
of it with unremitted misery, they are inordinately severe ; and that not only in cornparison with the demand for punishment, but
in comparison with other punishments which
are looked upon as being, and are intende¢l
to be, of a superior degree.
3. That they are liable to afl'ect and shorten
life, amounting thereby to capital punishment
in effect, though without the name.
Punishments
operating in abridgment of
life, through the medium of their prejudicial
influence with regard to health, are improper,
whether intended or not on the part of the
legislator.
In the latter case, the executive
officer who subjects a man to such a fate
without an express warrant from the judge,
or the judge who does so without an express
authority from the legislator, appoints death
where the legislator has appointed no such
punishment, and incurs the guilt of unjustio
fiable homicide, to say no worse of it.
If intended on the part of the legislature,
they are liable to the following objections :_
1. They are severe to excess, and that to
a degree beyond intention as well as propor.
tion.
Styled less than capital, they are in
fact capital, and much more ; the result of
them being not simple and speedy death, as
iu the instances where death is appointed
under that name, but death accompaltied and
preceded by lingering torture.
2. They are unequal ; causing men to sufo
fer, not in proportion to the enormity of their
offences, either real or supposed, but in pr_
portion to a circumstance entirely foreign to
that consideration ; viz. their greater or less
capacity of enduring the hardships without
being subjeeted to the fatal consequence.
Food is the grand article.
It is the great
hinge on which the economy of supply turns.
It is the great rock on which frugality and
humanity are apt to split.
Food ought not
to be limited in quantity, for this reason :
Draw the line where you will, if you draw
it to any purpose, the punishment becomes
unequal.
Uneqtml pmtishment is either de
fective or excessive : it may be in beth cases
at once; but_ in one or the other it cannot
but be. In the present instance, the sole
result of the inequality is excess ; so many a8
the allowance fails to satisfy, so many are
subjected to an additional burthen of punich_
ment foreign to the design.
Draw the line
where you will, you can never draw it right
useless or improper is the only alternative
it is only in proportion as hum_ity loses, that
frugality can gain by it. Pinch many, and
tho_e hard, your line is proportionably uno
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equal and unjust : pinch few, and those but [in the three kingdoms, are such as will leave
slightly, what you save is but little, and you nothing to desire on the head of real necenserve Mammon for small wages. The inequ_- i saries.*
To the extent of their means, the
lity is all sheer injustice; it has no respect
poorest enjoy, at any rate, the liberty of
at all to conduct: the punishment propor- choosing.
tions itself, not to the degree of a man's _This economy wiL be no va'olation of the
llnqueney, but to the keenness of his appetite,
rule of lenity : though superfluous gratifiesIt is not the injustice of a day, nor of a week,
tions be so far denied, no bodily sufferance is
but of whole years ; and the weight of it produced.
The privation is not carried berather accumulates than diminishes by time.
yond the bounds which the rule of severity
As the quantity of food desired by a man, prescribes.
While so many honest men fail
living in other respects in the same manner,
of being satisfied in quantity, why should
is pretty much the same, if the measure falls criminals be indulged in quality ?:f
considerably short of any man's desires any
Nor does the rule of severity exclude a
one day, so will it every other : as his hun- certain measure even of super-necessary grager would not cease even at the conclusion
tification.
The rule of economy, as we shall
of his meal, much less will it during any part see, not only admits but necessitates the callof the interval betwixt meal and meal : the ing in the principle of reward ; and reward
consequence is, that the whole measure of might lose its animating quality, if it were
his existence is filled up with a state of un- debarred from showing itself in a shape so
remitted, not to say increasing sufferance,
inviting to vulgar eyes.
Nor, when all the
I have distinguished this mode of pro- luxury that economy can stand in need of is
ducing sufferance from an injury to health,
thus adn_tted, need there be any apprehenmerely not to strain words: but the difference
sion lest the rule of severity should be viols but'in words. If a man experience a con- lated by the admission, and the lot of lastant gnawing of the stomach, what difference
bouring prisoners be rendered too desirable.
is it to him whether it comes from improper
The irksomeness
of the situatton strikes
food, or from want of food ? If a constant
every eye : the alleviations to it steal in nnshivering, what matters it whether from an observed.
ague, or from want of fire ?
Punishments affecting health, or life, by
By this violation of the law of lenity, trne imposing on men the obligation of exercising
economy does not gain near so much as at any employment injurious in that way, are
first sight might appear.
That a man who productive of the collateral inconvenience ot
is ill fed wilt not work so well as a man who imposing hardship on innocent met,, by holdis well fed, is allowed by everybody.
But
lug up the occupation they follow in an ignothe great cause that prevents economy from
• See this abundantly proved by Dr. A. Smith
gaining by this penury is, that what is grasped
in the _,Ve_dth ol"Nations.
with one hand is squandered with the other.
+ The privatton, there is reason to think, is
Thorn who limit the quantity of food, neither
much more apparent than real. At the utmost,
confinethequalitytotheleastpalatable,
which
it can amount to no more than the l_s of such
is in a double point of view the cheapest sort, part of the gvatlficatton as depends on relish : that
rmr avoid variety and change.
Provocations
which depends upon appetite remains untouched,
are thus administered, while satisl_ctlon is being ,_separable from the satisfactton of the
demands ofnatur_
This latter part is perhaps
denied ; and what is saved by pinching the the more considerable ; nor is the loss incurred
stomach is thrower away in tickling the palate,
on the other score sustained without an indemniMake it a rule to furnish nothing but of the fication. In thepursmt of that part of the gra.
verv cheapest sort, and if there should be two titication which depends on relish, a great par:
sorts equally cheap, to confine the men to of that which depends on appetite is habitually
one, you need not t_ar their eating too much.
given up. Eating oftener, or more than they need.
•
men eat with so much the less appetite.
The
Every meal will be satisfied : no man will be poor give up one part of the gratifi,'ation, the r_ch
feasted, no man will tm starved,
another. Whether thepoor sustain any habitual
This abundance will be no violation of the loss, even in point of rehsh, is, al_er all, not altornle of severity.
Tbe lot of delinquents will gether dear. The loss of the enjoyment of oenot be raised above that of the innocent at casional feasting, is perhaps the only real loss
large, except in as far as the latter is sunk par
_ustained.
this, class
too, the
poor are
butaffords
upon aa
with the In
richest
of MI.
Food
below the ordinary level by accidental im- toast to those only to whom it is rare ; those who
prudence or misfortune.
All men in v state
appear to feast always, never feast at all
Con.
of innocence and liberty do not in fact enjoy hnement to the least palatable kind of food, so
a full supply of necessaries.
True : but there
far, then, from being ton severe h punishment,
are none but what might, if they would dis- would be no punishment at all, were it not for
pense with luxuries.
The deficiencies pro- _ome
antecedent
of better
tare.
_Vhea
punishment
is it experlenco
to the Hindoo
to be
forbidden
duced by accidental misfortune are supplied
roast-beef, and to be confined to rice ? How
by public bounty; and, bating such accidents,
many dishes are coveted by the rich, that would
the wages of labour_ atthe lowest rate known
be spurned at by the poor I
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minions point of view, and disposing them to
be discontented with their lot.
An occupation of this nature will hardly
be imposed, but under the notion of causing
to be done for the community, something or
other which would Dot be done for it at all,
or at least not so well or not so cheap, otherwise.
But no occupation of that tendency
can be assigned, which would not be, and, if
the law permits, is not already, embraced by
a sufficient number of free individuals, who
being paid what, in their instance and according to their estimation, is an equivalent, carry
it on by choice. Whether the work done by
compulsion, is done, upon the whole, cheaper,
|br its goodness, than the work done voluntarily, is as it may be: but what is certain
is, that those who submitted to it without
regarding it as a hardship, find it converted
to their prejudice into a hardship which it
was not before,
As to the rule nf economy, its absolute
importance is great--its
relative importance
still greater. The very existence of the systern-- the chance, I should say, which the systern has for existence, depends apon at. That
in all other points of view tlds mode of emp]oymg criminals is preferable to any other,
seems hardly to be disputed : but what men
are afraid of is the expense. Let the rule of
economy be steadily submitted to, and prodantly turned to account, frugality will gain
as much by the penitentiary system as every
other end of punishment.
In such a situation, wl_atevcr expense is
incurred,
or saving foregonc, for the mere
purpose of adding to the severity of the pum_bment, is so much absolutely thrown away.
For the wa_s in whlch any quantity of suffcring may be inflicted, without any expense,
are easy and innumerable,
instances of this
waste laave been already seen in a preceding
section :* more will be found in a succeechng
one.t
The measure of punishment prescribed by
the tale of _everity, and not forbidden b)
the rule of lenity, being ascertained, the rule
of economy points out, as the best mode of
administering it, the imposing some coercion
which shall produce profit, or the subtracting some enjoyment
w-hich would require
expense,

SECTION

IL

MANAGEMENT--IN WHAT HANDS, AND ON
WHAT TERMS.
ECONOMY,it hasbeen already shown, should
be the ruling object. But in economy, every
thhag depends upon the hands and upon the
terms.
In what hands, then ? upon what
* See Part L Seek 24.
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terms ? These are the two grand points to
be adjusted, and that before any thing is said
about regulations.
Why? Because, as far as
economy is concerned, upon those points depends, as we shall see, the demand for regulations. Adoptthecontract-plan--regulations
in this view are a nuisance : be there ever so
few of them, there will be too many. Reject
it.--be there ever so many of them, they wilt
be too few.
Contract-raanagement, or trust-managements.
If trust-management,
management by an individual or by a boa_ d _ Under these divisions, every possible distinct species of management may be included.
You can have
nothing di_ercnt from them, unless by mixing them.
In an ecmmmical concern like
this, contract-management,
say ImBoardmanagement, says the act : which says right ?
I. Who says so ? The act itself.
A princlple is laid down ; I adopt it : regulations
are made ; they violate it. What is the consequence ? Error upon error, as well as inconsistency : error in preferring trust-management to contract-management
; error in
preferring board-management
to +.rust-management in single hands : error in opposite
_hapes, both embraced at the same time.
Trust-management
appointed where nothing
but contract-management was tolerable: contract-management
preferred in the instance
where, if in any, trust-management
might
have been harmless and of use.
By whom, then, shall we say, ought a busmess like this to be carried on ?--by one
who has an interest in the success of it, or
by one who has none?_by
one who has a
greater interest in it, or by one who has an
interest not so great?_byouewho
takes
loss as well as profit, or by one who takes
profit without loss?--by
one who has no
profit but in proportion as he manages well,
or by one who, let him manage ever so well
or ever so ill, shall have the same emolument
secured to him ? These seem to be the proper questions ibr our guides : where shall we
find the answers ? In the questions themselves, and in the act.
To join interest with duty, and that by the
strongest cement that can be found, is the
object to which they point.
To join interest
with duty, is the object avowed to be aimed
at by the act. The emolument of the governor is to be proportioned in a certain way to
the success of the management.
Why ? that
it may be " his interest" to make a successful business of it, " as well as l_is duty."_
HOW, then, is it made his interest?
]she to
take loss as well as profit? No; profit only.
Is he to have the whole profit ? No, nor
that neither ; but a part only, and that as
small a part as gentlemen shall please. Well
n 19 Geo. IIL oh. 74. § 18.
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_but he is to receive none, however, if he ment.
How stand they here ? Instead oI
makes none ? Oh yes ; as much profit, and their being brought together, they are kept
that as secure an one as gentlemen may think at arm's length. Power is lodged in one place,
fit to make it.
He may have ever so large inclination in another : as to their ever corn=
a share of any profit he makes, or ever so ing together, if they do, they must find the
small a share ; and whether he makes any or way to one another as they can. The corn=
none, he may have a salary, all the same. mittee, with the inducements given to the
Let him get as much as he will, or get as governor, might have done tolerably : the
little as be will, or lose as much as he will, governor, with the power given to the cornor waste as much as he will, he is to have mittee, better still.
Which of these plans
a salary for it, and in all these cases the same is pursued ? Neither. The governor, thanks
salary, if they please.
All this in the sam( to the pains that have been thus taken with
section and the same sentence which lays him, has all the inclination in the world to
do_
the junction of interest with duty as make good management of it ; but as to the
a fundamental principle,
power, it is none of his. The committee have
And whom does the management depend power in plenty : but as to inducements to
upon, after all ? Upon this governor ?--upon
give them inclination, they have none. At
the man in whose breast this important juneleast, if they have any, it is not for anything
tion is to be formed ? Oh no : upon a quite the act has done to give it them : if they have
different set of people : upon a committee,
any, it is to bountiful nature they are in=
And who are this committee ? A set of trns- debted for it, and to themselves. Taking such
tees, three in number, who would be turned
opposite courses, can the act be right in both ?
out with infamy, if they were found to have I don't see how. If it is not redundant in
the smallest particle of what is here meant
the one instance, it is deficient in the other.
by interest in the whole concern.
Theg are Sir Kenelm Digby invented a sympathetic
the persons to mvalage, they are the persons powder : applied to one body, it was to cure
to contrive, they are the persons to work : wounds in another.
The prescription here
the governor, with his ma_mlifleent title, is proceeds upon the same principle.
Money is
to be their tool to work with.
Upon them put into the hand of the servant, called a
everything is to depend ; upon his excellency
governor ; and the reward thus applied is to
nothing: he is their journeyman ; they are to operate upon the affections, and determine
put him in, they are to turn him ol_t, and the conduct, of the masters--the
committee.
turn him out when they please. Three "genUnder such a constitution, upon what does
tlemen, or other creditable and substantial
the chance it leaves ibr good economy de=
persons,"* who are to come now atzd then,
pend?
Upon the governor's writing orders
once in a fortnzyht or so,_ as it suits them-for himself, and their signing them : upon
sometimes one, sometimes another, when they their being pensioned by him, or acting as if
have nothing else to do---these are the people
they were.
who are to govern : the person who is to be
When I spoke of their having the power,
nailed to the business, and to think of no- all I meant was, that what power is g_ven,
thing else, the person upon whose shoulders
such as it is, is in their hands. But it is a
the whole charge of it is to lie--the governor
power big with impotence.
What is to be
a non gubernando, ut lucus a non lucendo, is the number of this committee ? Three, and
to be a puppet in their hands.
As to their three only.
What if one of them should be
doing their duty, how that is to be brought
ill, or indolent, or out of the way, or out of
about, seems not to have been much thought
humour, and the two others should not agree ?
of. He, however, is to do his : that he may What is to be done then ? Nothing.
What
be sure to do it, it is to be made his interest;
then is to become of the establishment ? It
that it may be his interest, he is to have a is to go to ruin. The prisoners are to sit with
motive given him for doing it, and that too- their hands before them and starve ; for not
tire is to be a "profit" he is to have "upon
a handful of hemp, no, nor a morsel of bread,
the work." This profit--what
is it, then, to can the governor buy or agree for. without
depend upon ? Upon his exertions ? No : it the committee. :_ " Oh, but any two may
is to be fixed by the committee;
and wbeact," says the statute, "without the other."
ther, when fixed, it shall amount to anything,
Yes, that they may : and how is it to be done ?
is to depend upon their management,
upon
Thetwowho,bythesupposition,cannotagree,
their wisdom, their diligence, and their good are to agree which of them shall be chairman,
pleasure,
in order that there may be one of them who
Power and inclination beget action: unite
shall have everything his own way._
For
them--the
end is accomplished, the business i such is the constitution of this committee :
done. To effect this union in each instance,
an assembly of two, one of them with a cast_
is the great art and the great study of governing voice.
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If two heads, while they remaln two heads,
cannot govern the smallest household, what
will they do in so largo a one ? If division begets con_usion in a family of three, what must
it do in a family of thrice three hundred ?
The complication was not yet thick enough,
Clouds are heaped upon clouds --all to give
shade and perfection to economy. I shall not,
however, spend many words upon the orders
and regulations that were to be made, all for
the benefit of this infant plant, bya legislature
composed of three estates: the governing cornmittee, the justices of the peaee in quartersessions, and the judges of assize, or, if in
Middlesex, of the King's Bench: of whom
•he judges of assize were to hsten to plans of
household and merea_tile management with
one ear. while they were trying causes with
the other, in a country through which they
were riding post. --" Oh no. no :--it's your
mistake:
it was not to meddle'with eel)horny
that the judges were called in -- it was to
check cruelty, to prevent negligence, to restrain mischievousindulgence,
to enforce good
morals."
I do not mistake.
It was for ecohorny, and for nothing else.
thd the hulks
committees to regulate for them, or justices
of the peace to check the committees, or
_udgos to check the justices? Were the hulks
more exempt from danger of cruelty, or negligence, or partiality, or corrupt indulgence,
or bad morals ? No : but on board the hulks
there was no economy to nurse ; so that courts
of quarter-sessions,
and judges of assize, and
courts of King's Bench, would there have
been of no use.
"But are not there establishments of a simifar nature, actually governed by multitudes?"
Yes, plenty : but why ? because the multitudes, though such in show, are, in effect,
reduced to one.
So far as the multiplicity
has its effect, it does mischief, and mischiet
it continually is doing : so far as it has no elfeet, it does none. The colleagues jostle and
jostle, till they find out which of them is the
strongest ; the business goes on. when, like
the serpent rods, one of them has swallowed
up the rest. Sometimes, if the power be large
enough to cut into shares, the battle ends by
compromise: what was given in coparcenary,
is used in severalty ; and as nature will sometimes repair the errors of the physician, cornpact furnishes a palliative for the weakness
of the law.
From such a constitution, what could have
been expected ? What has happened. A cornmittce is appointed, and the first and only
thing they do is to quarrel. The act for buildLag the house passed in 1779 : we are now in
1791, and still there is no house. They quarrelled before the first stone was laid, and
before it was agreed where it should be laid :
they quarrelled about that very question. But
there could not have been a stone laid but
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what would have been just as capable of
raising a quarrel as the first--no, nor a barrel
of flour been to be bought, nor a bundle of
hemp, nor a petticoat, nor a pair of breeches.
The constitution being such as it was, the
happiness was, that it showed itself so soou.
Better the project should stop as it did, a_s
soon as the ground was bought, than after
£120,000 had been spent in covering it, and
perhaps as much more in stocking it. " Oh,
but it was by accident that it stopped." No ;
it was not by accident--it
was by the nature
of things ; you have seen it was : it would
have been by accident if it had gone om
And does not management of all kinds
go on, and go on very well, in partnership
To be sure it does : why ? because common
interest either keeps men together, or separates them in time. Agreeing, they cast their
parts and divide the business between them
as they find convenient:
disagreeing, they
can part at any time. Necessity compels the
separation: ruin is the penalty of refusal.-How is it with a set of uninterested boardmanagers like the committee ? Going, they
lose everything : staying, they lose nothing_
whatever comes of the trust.
Economy has two grand enemies: peeu.
latton and neyhgence.
Trust - management
leaves the door open to both : contrm¢_- management shuts it against both. Negligence
it renders peeuharly nnprobable : peculation,
impossible.
To peculate is to obtain, to the prejudice
of the trust, a profit which it is not intended
a man should have.
But upon the contract
plan, the intention, and the declared intention is, that the contractor shall have every
profit that can be made.* Does the trust lose
anything by this eoncession ? No ; tbritmakes
him pay for it before-hand.
Does he pay
nothing, or not enough ? The fault lies, not in
the contract plan in general, but in the terms
of the particular contract that happens to be
made : not in the principle, but in the application.
As to negligence, to state the question is
I to decide it. Of whose affairs is a man least
o
apt and least likelyto be negligent, another's,
or his own _
Economy being put under the guardianship
of contract-management,
what more is it in
the power of man to do for it ? It has the
joint support of the principles of reward and
punishment, both acting with their utmost
ibree, and both acting of themselves, without
waiting for the slow and unsteady hand of
law. What the manager gains, stays with him
" This is to be understood only in as far as
profit and loss istheavowedobjcct_
Astosacriricing to schemes of profit some other of theends
in view, such as good morals, proper severity, or
proper indulgence, it forms a separate consident,
tion, and will be spoken of in its place.
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in the shape of reward: whatever is lost, falls
upon him in the shape of punishment.
In
this way, public economy has at least all the
support and security that private can ever
have.
It has more : it has a support peculiar to
it_elf--publicity;
and that in every shape:
at least it may have, and, as we have seen already, ought to have.*
To publish his mauagement, a man must attend to it ; and the
more particular he is obliged to be in his
publication, the more particularly he must
attend to it. What safeguard is there in privale management, that can compare to this ?
|t is not in human nature to go on for a length
of time in a course of notorious mismanagement and loss. A man could not help seeing
itofhimself;andifhccould,
the publie would
not let him: he must mend his management,
or quit the scene.
False accounts he could
not publish: what hope could he have of
keeping the falsehood fronl discovery ? The
attempt to conceal mismanagement
in this
way would cost more trouble than to avoid
it.
To enable the public to look at his accounts, a man must look at them himself. No
man travels quietly on in the road to rmn with
the picture of it before his eyes. When a man
fails through indolence or negligence, it is
because he keeps no accounts, or has not the
heart to look at them. There is little danger
that a man chosen for such a situation should
publish accounts that were imperfect or confused--it
would be a confession of incapacity
or fraud : if there were, a form might be prescribed to him, and a form exhibited by the
first contractor, and approved of by the public,
would be as a law to his successors.
They
might make it more instructive: they would
not dare to make it less so.
Economy. I have said, should be the leading object ; and it is principally because the
contract plan is the most favourable to ecohorny, that it is so much superior to every
othar plan for this kind of prison management,
But turn the subject all round-- view it in
what lights you will, you will not find any
on which the contract plan is not at least upon
a par with trust-management,
evenin its least
exceptionable
form. Economy out of the
question, turn to the other ends which a systern of prison-management
ought to have in
view.
In which of all those instances is a
contracting manager more in danger of failing
than an uninterested one ? Turn to the two
other rules that have been put in a line with
that of evo_suj, and in the infringement of
which, in some way or other, every species
of mismanagement in such a situation may be
comprised: which of them is a contractor,
with the guards upon him that we have seen,
more likely to infringe, than a.manager who
• 1Jetters IX. and XIL
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has no pecuniary interest at stake ? In every
one of these points, we shah find the probity
of the uninterested trustee exposed to scduclions from which that of the contractor is
free : that of the latter armed with securities
with which that of the former, if provided, is
not provided in the same degree.
What [
allude to is popular jealousy ; but of that a
little farther on. Turn to the motives which
a man in this sitoation can find for paying
attention to his duty. In the instance of the
uninterested manager, what can they be ?
love of power, love of novelty, love of reputation, public spirit, benevolence.
But what
is there of all this, that may not just as well
have fallen to the contractor's share ? Does
the accession of a new motive destroy all those
that act on the same side? Love of power
may be a sleepy affection; regard to pecuniary interest is more or less awake in every
man.
Public spirit is but too apt to cool ;
love of novelty _s sure to cool : attention to
pecunmry interest grows but the warmer with
age.
Among unfit things, there are degrees of
unfitness.
As trust-management
is, in every
form it can put on, ineligible in comparisoJl
of contract-management,
so, among different
modifications of trust-management,
is boardmanagement in comparison of management iu
single hands. When I speak of single-handed
management as the better of the two, I mean
it in this sense only, that, by proper securities, it may be made better than the other is
capable of being made by any metals. Peru*
mary secul'ity against embezzlement -- publieity in all Its shapes, agaillst _pccuh_tion and
negligence : in board-managc_nent, danger of
dissension, want of uni_y of plan, slo_vness
and unsteadiness in execution, are inbred diseases, which do not admit of cure.
When single management has given cause
for complaints, it has been only on account
of some accidental concomitant_ or for want
of those effectual checks of which it is in
every instance susceptible.
A manager has in his hands large sums of
public money more than are necessary for the
service.
Is this the fault of single managemcnt ? No ; but of the negligence of the law,
which leaves so much public money in private
hands. A manager holding public money in
a quantity not more than sufficient, embezzles
it.
Is this the fault of single management ?
No ; but of those who let him have it without account, or without security.
Can these guards, or any guards, ever put
uninterested nmnagement evenin single hands
upon a par with interested ? Never, till human nature is new made. They will prevent
peculation ; they will prevent gross negligenre ; they may prevent all such negligence
as is susceptible of detection : will they screw
up diligence and ingenuity to their highest
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pitch? Never, while man is man. A man
himself can never know what he could get,
unless the profit is his owl.
What a man
has got and pocketed, or thrown away, you
may punish him for: can you punish him for
the extra profit which, for want of a peculiar
measure of industry and ingenuity, such as
the genial influence of reward could alone
have inspired him with, he failed of getting ?
Good and bad are terms of comparison.
Be
your management ever so thrifty-, or ever so
productive, you can never know which epithet
it deserves, till you have seen it in interested
hands.
Till then, you have no standard to
compare it to. Good in comparison of what
it has been, it may be bad in comparison of
what it might be.
The advantages of the contract mode over
both the others are not yet at an end. Along
with uninterested management goes a salary.
This is at least a natural arrangement, and,
under the prevailing habits and modes of
thinking, the only probable one. This salary
is so much thrown away.
" And will not a
contractor equally require payment?" Doubtless : but where will he look for it ? To the
fruits of his own industry, not of other men's,
The difference in point of productiveness between management with, and management
without interest,
is the fund he draws upon
for his salary--and
there needs no other,
I said thrown away ; but it is worse than
thrown away : it is so much thrown into the
treasury of corruption, otherwise called the
stock of influence. Whether, in the British
constitution,
the quantity of that stock requires diminishing, has been matter of debate:
that it is in any need of increase, seems never
to have been so much as insinuated,
In this respect, if trust-management
in
single hands is bad, board-management
is
worse. It is worse in proportion to the humber of the members. Though the salary, and
consequently the waste, should be no greater
in this case than the other, the influence,
and consequently the means of corruption, is
abundantly so. One man with three hundred
a.year is hut one placeman : a board of three,
with three .hundred a-year amongst them,
makes three placemen--each
with a train of
contingent remainder-men
at his heels, all
equally upon their knees to influence.
In
political corruption as in physical, to every
mass of substantaal putridity
you have an
indeiblite
sphere of equally putrid vapour,
"' And do not contracts make influence, as
well as places ?" Not if made as they ought
to be, and might be. The contractor's dependence is on the advantageousness of hi_ offer ;
the placeman's on the interest he can make
with the distributors of good things,
Salary, according to the usual meaning of
the word, that is, pay given by the year, and
not by the day of attendance,
so far from
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strengthening the connexion between interest and duty, weakens it; and the larger, the
more it weakens it.
That which a salary
really gives a man motives for doing, is the
taking upon him the office: that which it
does not give him any sort of motive for, is
the diligent performance of its duties.
It gives him motives, if one may say so,
for the non-performance of them ; and those
the stronger, the more there is of it. It gives
him pleasurable occupations, to which those
laborious ones are sacrit_ced : it sets him above
his business : it puts him in the way of dis.
sipation, and furnishes him with the means.
Make it large enough, the first thing he does
is to look out for a deputy ; and then it is
what the principal gives the deputy, not what
you give the principal, that causes the bustness in any way to he done.
In the instance of the contracting manager,
the greater the success of the management,
the stronger the motive he has to do his utmost to increase it. In this instance, the
emolument is in reality a leward: in that of
the placeman, only in name.
In the latter
case, the service with which the emolument
is connected is, not the successful performance of the business, but the mere act of
undertaking it.
This is not all. Salary, in proportion to
its magnitude, not only tends to make a man
who happens to he fit for his business less
and less fit, but it tends to give you in the
first instance an unfit man, rather than a fit
one.
The higher it is, the nearer it brings
the office within the appetite and the grasp
of the hunters after sinecures-- those spoilt
children of fortune, the pages of the minister
and of every minister, who, for having been
born rich, claim to be made richer--whose
merit i_ in their wealth, while their title is
in their necessities-and whose pride is as
much above business, as their abilities are
below it.
If you could get a manager for nothing,
though he will serve you less badly than if
he had a salary, he will not serve you so weR
as a contractor.
What he gains or saves may
be an amusement, but what he loses or fails
to gain will be no loss to him.
From his
desiring the situation without salary, what is
certain is, that he loves the power : what is
not certain i% that he loves the business.
Should the work at any time be too heavy
for him, he can shift it off upon anybody, the
power remaining where it was. From his
hking the business while it is a new thing, it
does not follow that he will continue to like
it when the 1revelry of i_ is worn away. From
his retaining the situation when he has got
it, it does not follow that he likes the bustness of it, or that he likes any business ; for
the giving it up would require an effort, m_d
the retaining it requires none. The chance of
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extmurditmty profit (I mean with reference
to trust-management,
for with reference to
common mercantile management it is but ordiv_vy) is upon the same inferior footing as
before ; and so is the security against positive
loss, whether resulting from negligence or
peculation.
In the nature of things is it pussible that a man who has no interest in the
business shmfld be as much attached to it, as
zealous to make it succeed, as one whose all
depends upon it ?
The unpaid, as well as uninterested roansger, stands behind all other_ on another account.
The more confidence a man is likely
to meet with, the less he is likely to deserve,
Jealousy is the life and soul of government,
Transparency of management is certainly an
immense security ; but even transparency is
of no avail without eyes to look at it. Other
things equal, that sort of man whose conduct
is likely to be the most narrowly watched, is
therefore the properest man to choose.
The
contractor is thus circumstanced in almost
every line of managment : he is so _nore par_icularly in the present.
Every contractor is
a child of Mmnmon : a contracting
manager
of the poor is a blood-sucker,
a vampire ; a
contracting jailor, a contracting
manager of
the imprisoned
and friendless poor, against
whom jastice has shut the door of sympathy,
must be the cruellest of vampires.
The unpaid, as well as uninterested
manager, is, of
all sorts of managers, the most opposite to
him who is the object of this distinguished
jealousy : he expects and receives confidence
proportionable;
though on several accounts
not entitled, as we have seen, to so much, he
enjoys more
A man who, in a station so
uninviting,
has the generosity to serve for
nothing, while others who occupy the most
flattering situations are so well paid for it,
will assume to himself accordingly, and make
in other respects his own terms
Unless the
honour of serving the public 9ratis were generally put up to auction, a plan never yet
proposed, nor the more likely to be adopted
for being proposed, this must always be the
ease.
Standing upon the vantage ground of
disinterestedness,
he looks down accordingly
upontbe
public, and holds with it thisdialogue :--Gentleman
Manager_'"
I am agenfleman: I do your business for nothing:
you
are obliged to me." Pabhc_"
So we are."
Gentleman 2ffanager_"
Do you mind me ?
_I
am to get nothing by this:--I
despise
money:--Ihavearighttoconfidence."
Public_'"
So you have."
Gentleman 2ffanaper
_"
Very well, then;_Leave
metomyself
Never you mind me_ I'll manage every
thing as it should be _ I don't waist looking
at_r: don't you put yourselvestotbe
trouble."
t_zblic_"
No more we will."
What is the
fruit of all this good understanding?
Frequently negligence:
not unfrequently pecu-
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lotion.* Peculation, where it happens, is not
liked: but of what is lost by negligence, no
* It was but the other day that a very respectable society, instttuted for the most benevolent of
purposes, lost in thin waymore than t_dflts funds.
They were m a single hand : board management
would have saved them. Is hoard-management
therefore necessary ? By no means. The man
in whose hands they were lodged had nothing of
his own : no pecuniary security had been required
of him. Legal powers were wanting: no authority
to examine him--no court to summon him to.
He would give in no accounts : perhaps he had
kept none. Mrhat he had, he gave : fine sentiments and fineporieds in p:cnty. He was a gentleman : he had given h_s time for nothing : the
same benevolence that had prompted others to
g_ve their money, had prompted him to receive it.
Was such a man to be questioned ? Quesuons
import suspicion. Su_lucion, by a man of fine
feelings, is only to be answered by defiance.
Not long ago, another man ran away, having
been detected-in a course of fraud, by which he
had gained to the amount of some thousand
pounds at the expense of a parmh. How came
this ? He, too, was a gentleman : serving the
gubhe without pay, he was not to be suspected.
l|e gave m accounts from time to tame, such as
they _ere ; hut, not being published and di_tributed, they were aecessil31e only to a few, who
had too much good manners and too much faith
to look at them.
Neither is board-management, even where earrled on without,pay, by any means exempt from
peculation.
I have instances m my eye ; bat
what is not public, cannot be menUoned publicly.
Nor can instances be wanting to any one who has
read the instructive but melancholy view gwen by
Howard m has book on Lazarettos, of the state
of the charitaes m Ireland.
In E_gland, parochial peculation is become proverbaaL
One of the Scipios, bolng m a pecuniary offlee,
wasealleduponforhisaeeouhts.
,_Gentlcmen ,,
saad he,
this day so many months, I got a prodlgious victory."
" S_qplo ]br ever !" was the
ery,"andnuaccounts"
,_ecordin,, to the mob
ot Selplo s days, and aceordmg to the mob of
histortans of all days, the author of the motion
was a calmnmator : according to others, Seipio
had a good countenance, and knew the people he
had to deal with. In Selpio's case, were I gmlty,
and bold enough, I would do exactly as SclpJo
did. Were I innocent, I should regard the ohligation of publishing accounts, not as a burthen,
but as a pr_wlege.
A prevailing but erroneous propehsity, derived
fromthetlmeswhenthemeansofpubllcitywere
not so easy as at present_ is to cramp power and
leave the exercise of it in the dark. Every thing
is by this means against the upright mana_er-every thing in favour of the corrupt and mtrigmng one. A board is institot:d, consisting of
members with powers apparently equal, but of
whom all but one are reduced to cyphers, by
support secretly whispered into the ear of one,
andwithholden fronxthe rust. This is another
instance that may be added to the ways in which
the mischief of di_d_sionm palliated, and a go_
ve¢nment, apparently of many, reduced to a goverument by one. Where, m consideration of
character and situation, anything more than ordiuarv in point of confidence is thought fit to be
repo_d, xemoval of dogs and enlargement of
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account is taken. So good are the public, and ] hal governors, the three who compose the
in theory so fond of virtue, they had rather governing committee, their clerk, and the insee five hundred pounds wasted at their ex- specter, in as far as his office regards the penipense, than five shillings gained,
tentiary-house. The governor's and committee
Between the public and the candidate for clerk's salary was to be settled by the coma management-contract,
there passes, or at _ittee: the committee, though appointed acleast might be made to pass, a very different
cording to custom by the crown, were to have
conversation:-their salaries settled by another authority,
Pabhc--'"
You are a Jew."
the justices of the peace in sessions.
The
Contractor--"
I confess it."
inspector, an officer to be appointed by the
Pubhc--"
You require watehlng."
crown, is the only one of them whose salary
Contrac_or--"
Watch me."
is fixed by the act--.E200
a-year, a salary
Public--"
We must have all fair and above moderate enough, if it had been of any use.
board. You must do nothing that we don't Even the board, thus confined to the smallest
see."
number possible, were to have no pay but in
Contractor-- " You shall sec every thingproportion to attendance--an
excellent reyou shall have it in the newspapers."
gnlation, which, while it insures assiduity, in
Pubhe--"
Contractors are thieves.-- Sir, _his bye-corner of the political edifice, Is a
you must be examined."
satire on the rest._
Contractor--"
Examine me as often as is
agreeable to you, gentlemen--any
of you, or two uselees_ two there are to be, in spite of all
all of you. 1'11go before any court you please, the world. See § 19. The paragraph puts t_e
ease, and decides upon it.
Thieves stand upon the law, and refuse an2. As to Chaplains. _Divine service, instead
swering when it would show you what they
of twice in each of two chapels, four times a-day_
are. I refitse nothing. I stand upon nothing,
suppose, in one: how many curates are glad to
gentlemen, but my own honesty, and your do this, besides marriages, baptismsand burials
favour. If you catch me doing the least thing Oh, but Sunday _s but one day. You forgot the
whatever that should not be, let my Lord other s_x. No': not I indeed. I know who do;
but I am not one of those. My chaplain would
Judge say go, and out I go that instant."
notflndlesstodoou thesixth thanon the seventh.
Choosing boat d-management, the penitenBut this is heresy: and what right have I to attiary act, to do it justice, was as moderate
tribute myhcre_es
to the authors of the peruunder the reticles of salary and influence as i tentiary act.
it weU could he. Seven persons only can be I But why service at different times, even upon
tbund with useless salataes:* the two nomi- the common plans? In the Magdalen chapel, is
there not a numerous company of females con°
powers is the proper shape for at to show itself cealed from every eye ?
in. As to seeIe_y, there are few affairs or de-_ A word or two may not be amiss by wa_of
partments indeed, m whmh, except at be just for recapitulation. ' Interested management_ when
the moment, it can be either necessary or of use: accompanied by the safeguards of which it
none at all in which the curtain might not and susceptible, has the advantage or- uninterestea
ought not at some permd or other to be drawn management, however modified: 1. In carr__g
aside. And it is one of the advantages atte_lding the probability of the best economyto the highest
the mcreasedpowcr of the public eye, that the pitch ; 2. In exciting scrutiny by the jealousy it
amplitude of dJscretmn, so necessary m most m- mspire_ In these particulazs, it has the advanstances to good management, may be green on tage of uninterested, even where the latter is in
single hands, and those unpaid.
such terms with more _ecunty than heretofore_
_rhero trust-management cannot he had with.
* Seven, did I say ? I was too hasty-- I should
have said nine; adding to the seven, one of the out salary_ eontraet.marmgement may be expecttwo surgeons, aml one of the two chaplains.-ed to have the farther a_vantage of saving the
Two sexes, two houses: two house% two chap- amount of the salary.
laios_ and two surgeons. This is trust-logic,
The inconveniences resulting from salaryare:
ilne gentleman's lo_e, placeman's logic : con- I. Waste of money; 2. Increase of the influ_m_s
t_actlogic is of humblcr mould,
of the crown; 3. Tendency which the calar[
1. As to Surgeous.--SuEpose
one sick out of to give bi_*th to negligence_ and that paruy by
ten: 90 sack at a tune out of the 900. The sup- setting a man above his business, partly by
position is extravagantly large and beyond ex- throwing him in the way of occupations that
perienee; butit will serve for a supposition. For draw hxm off from his business; 4. Tendency
tending these 90, there is the medical assistant's
which it has to throw the place into the bands of
whole time: a surgeon will attend a grater
apereonoriginallyunfit
refit.
number than this at an hospital, in addition to
Thefarthcrincenveniences_ultingfr°gtb°alxl"
management,
in
contradistinction
to trust-mahis private practice. For the mechanical part of
the business, he might hkewise tlnd assastanco nagement m single hands, are : i. Multiplied
enough if necessary amongst the most inLelhgent waste of money; 2. Multiplied increase of in.
and orderly of the prisoners. This is actually flaence; $, 4_ 5_ and 6. Detriment to eeonomy_
practised on board the hulks. One surgeon, bydelay, bywantofunityofplan,
byfluctmation
then, to make trial with ? No. Well, but ii_ dmcasutes, and hy disagreement..
.
upon trial of two, one is found sutmrflu0us ? No
Paymentaccordingtoatten.ctancels ago_secuagain: theactlsmexorable.
Though me_omrity_ as far as it goes, against non-attenuate:
mittee and everybody else should find oneofthe
(a_[_it
beside, robe _
ut_m a_t_d-
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TIDe contract plan, I have said, saves a
world of regulations.
It does most certainly,
What object should they have ? Prevention
*f crucl_ _ Detail_ will never do it. If the
disposition exist, tie it down in one shape,
it breaks mat in another.
Checks for this
purpose must be of a broader nature--broad
enough to comprehend the mischief in all its
tbrms : life-insurance,
transparent managemeat, summary jnstice.*-- Prevention of undue le_ity and indulgence ? A very little in
this way wall suffice. Self-interest is the great
clmek here : it may be trusted without much
danger. Few indulgences
but either cost
money, or diminish labour. The only dar_ger
is, lest some which are improper on other
accounts should be granted for the sake of
money ; such as spirituous llquors,_ gaming,
and a few others.
These, indeed, may be
refused by law. but these come within a narrow compass.--Economy
_ Is that the object ?
Under the contract plan, the idea would be
too ridiculous.
Is it in spite of his teeth,
that a man is to be made to pursue the managemcnt that wotfld answer best to him_
Under the plan of trust-management,
such
care may not be altogether superfluous.
Two
qualities are requisiteintelligence and industry.
On neither head can the legislator
be absolutely at his ease.
Of himself he is
sure : he cannot be equally sure of his unknown deputy.
He himself has the business
at heart and in Ins thoughts:
whether the
future manager wiil either understand or care
anything about the matter, is as it may happen. The principal has to teach him his duty,
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and when taught, to keep him to it. Is the
contractor to be treated in the same manner?
Yes, ff it requires the same pains to make a
man pursue his interest, as to keep him to
his duty.
Mistakes, if made by legislation, cannot tkey
be corrected by legislation _. O yes, that they
may; and so may mistakes in generalship.
In
what time ? With good fortune, in a twelvemonth : with ordinary fortune, in two or three
years, or in another parliament.
When the
army h_ been cut to pieces for having been
enacted to march the wrong way, get an act
of parliament, and you may order a retreat :
when the capital has been sunk in a bad trade,
get an act of parlianlent, and you may try another._:
Spite of all this, economy was to be beat
into men's heads by a legislative hammer.
Rules of economy for almost every branch of
the concern -- building, employment,
diet,
bedding, furniture.
And what comes of it
all ?--We shall see. It will be worth seeing.
Who are they, whose labours, thus employed,
are worse than thrown away_-.-.are they wathout name or reputation ? They are among tim
highest on _he list of public men.
Notwithstanding
all this pains taken to
teach, as well as to enforce good economy,
should bad economy prevail after all, observe
the remedy.
By § 62, provision is made
for " checking or redressing waste, extravagang expense, and mismanagement."
Justices
in sessions, upon inspection of the accounts,
may report it to the Kang's Bench, " who
shall take order therein immediately :" but
the waste must be "notorious,"
and the mlsante, would be still stronger:) but stall it can management " gross."--lmmediately
after
never put board-management upon a par with
what ? After hearing the report, that is,
single management, guarded as above, mt, ch less half a year, perhaps, after the "observation"
upon a par with contract-management.
Where
of the mischief, and a quarter of a year more.
mind is
is but
absent
or indifferent,
the presence of perhaps, after the commission of it--the
dethe body
of httle
use.
To what degree of perfection might not govern, linquency going on all the while.
Whoever
meat be carried, were it possible to give equal
will take the trouble to compare the times of
strength to the connexion between interest and 'quarter-_essions
and law-terms will find that
duty in every other line of service !--were it
possible that, m the administration of justice, for this remedy, such as it is, is in season only
iostance_ the judt, v._without any formality of law, in the sprang and winter months, and then is
should bc a gainer of course by every right judgnot a very speedy one. Against " waste," at
ment he gave-, and a prol;ortionable loser by every least, and " extravagant expense," and every
erroneons one !--that, in the spiritual departmismanagement
by which the contractor
meat, the pastor should not only gain_ but be would be a loser, the remedy afforded by
seen to gain, a step himself, by every successful
contract-management
is rather more simple,
lift he gave to any of his flock in the road to
heaven_ and to suffer for every soul that lost and is in season all the year round.
footing by his negligence !
Oh, but thzs contract plan--_t's
like farm* _What details are thereon this head in the ingthepoor:
andwl_at a cruel inhuman praelaw of master and apprentice ?
rice that ts !--Be
it so in that instance : the
q"A prohibition on this head, inserted into the present is a very different one.
penitentiary act, has been attended with the hap+ I_ooking at the governor, a n d has governors
plest consequences.
To this cause princip_lly_
-r
if not Solely, may be attributed the general good the committee, I cannot help thinking of a genehealth of the convicts on board the hulks, as ral under tield-deputies.
One set is, I believe_
noted in Part I. Section 24, and of those at _Vy- the most ever general was saddled with_ and they
nmndham. The success of this single clause have commonly given him sutficient trouble.
has made ample payment to the authors of the The general of the penitentiary act has three
penitelltiary act for all their trouble, and to the sets of them, one above another : standing cornpublic ample atonement tot their errors,
mittee, justices in sessions_ and judges of assize.
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1. The objects or ends in view, so fox from
being the same, are opposite.
There, cornfort : here, punishment, ; moderate and regulated punishment, indeed, but, however,
punishment. In the one case, whatever hardship is sustained is so much misery in waste,
in the other case, howsoever it be to be regretted, it is not altogether lost ; it contributes, at any rate, to swell the account of
terror, which is the great end in view.
2. Another difference is in the checks. Here,
an unexampled degree of publicity : there,
next to none.
There, though no hardships
are intended, the severest may take place :
here, whatever are intended to be felt are
intended to be seen ; and nothing in that way
that is not intended, can stand any chance of
remalmug concealed.
Who but parishioners,
and how few even of them, ever think of
looking into a poor-house ? But in what corher of a Panoptieon penitentiary-house could
either avarice or negligence hope to find a
lurking-place ? T_me is fatal to curwsitg,
True, in an individual, but not in a sueeession of individuals.
The great dependence
of the penitentiary
act is on a single inspeetor--one
inspector for the thousand houses
its town was to contain, and who was also
to serve for the hulks, " and all the other
places of criminal confinement
in London
and Middlesex" besides :" and so well satisfled is it with this security, as to allot £200
a-year to pay for it.
Let money or friendship (no very extravagant supposition) make
a connexion between this inspector and the
managers he is to inspect, what is the security worth then ? Here, to oae room, you
have inspectors by thousands.
Is it possible
that a national penitentiary-house
of this
kind should be more at a loss for visitors than
the hons, the waz-work, or the tombs ? Of
the 25,000 individuals born annually in London, I want but one out of a hundred, and
him but once in his life, without reckoning
country visitors. Call it a spectacle for youth,
and for youth only: youth, however, do not
go to spectacles alone,
3. A third difference respects the quahty
of the managers.
For the poor-house of a
single parish, what can you expect better than
some uneducated rustic or petty tradesman ?
the tendency of whose former calling is more
likely to have been of a nature to smother
than to cherish whatever seeds of humanity
may have been sown by nature.
For a station of so conspicuous and public a kind as
that of the governor of a national pemtentiary-bouse, even upon the footing of a contract, men of some sort of liberality of education can scarce be wanting--men
in whose
bosoms those precious seeds have not been
without culture.
Such men were certainly
• § 63.
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not wanting for the originally-designed penitentiary-house : upon what principle should
they ever be despaired of, for what I hope I
may style the improved one? In a concern
of such a magnitude, the profit, if it be any
thing, can hardly be inconsiderable : the humher and quality of the candidates may be expected to be proportionable.
A station that
is at any rate conspicuous, and that may be
lucrative -- a station in which much good as
well as much evil may be done--in
which no
inconsiderable merit as well as demerit may
be displayed in a line of public service, is in
little danger of going a-begging. And should
the establishment be fortunate in its first
choice, the reputation of the servant will
help to raise the reputation of the service.
Where, then, is the resemblance ? Not that
I mean to pass any censure on contraet-ma.
nagement in the other instance.
It may be
eligible without any modifications : it may be
eligible only under certain modifications : it
may be radically and unalterably ineligible.
All this I pass over, as being foreign to the
purpose.
Whoever else may be shocked at the idea
of farming out prisoners, the authors of the
penitentiary act are not of the number. They
approve it, and adopt it : they confirm it on
board the hulks.
What is tbe business done,
or supposed to be done, on board those yessels ? Scraping gravel from the bottom of a
river--a business in which there was nothing
that could be gained or lost to anybody : nothing to buy but necessaries, nothing to make,
nothing to sell--no capital to be disposed ot:
What was the business intended to have been
carried on in the penitentiary-houses
? A vast
and complicated mercantile concern--not
one
manufacture,
but a congeries of manufactures. They saw before them two establishments, a mercantile and an unmercantile one:
The mercantile,
affording peculiar aliment
and temptation to peculation ;--shrinking,
hke every other mercantile concern, from the
touch of extraneous regulation ; -- rendering
official and mercenary inspection the less necessary, by the invitation it holds out to free
and gratuitous
inspectors ; -- possessing, in
that innate facility of inspection, a peculiar
safeguard against any abuses that could *esult from inhumanity or negligence.
The
unmercantile concern, affording, in eomparison, scarce any aliment or incitement to pcculation;_eontaining
nothing of mercantile
project that could be hurt by regulation ;
at the same time, by the very nature of the
place and of the bushaess, excluding all promiscuous affluence, all facility, and almost all
possibility of spontaneous visitation; _ possessing, in consequence, no natural safegu_xd
against negligence or inhumanity, but rather
offering to those, and all other abuses, a perpetual screen: _ in a word, the mercantile
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concern, by every distinguishing cireumstmme
belonging to it, repellingregulatinn and trustmanagement : the unmercantile one, calling
for those checks, and admitting of them with
as little inconvenience as anyother that could
be imagined.
Such are the two establishments :--what
were the modes of management respectively allotted to them ? To the
mercantite, trast.management,
board-management: to the other, contract- management,
The mercantile, loaded and fettered with in.
cessant regulation, permanent as well as occasional, known and unknown, present and
future, is delivered over to a body of managers who have no interest in the success-a prey to delays, to want of unity of plan,
to fluctuation, to dissension.
The unmereantile and uninspectable one, left altogether
without regulation:* the prisoners abandoned
to the uncontrouled and unconttoulable
diseretion of a single despot, taken from the
white-negro trade._ Where there is management that regulation might spoil, they regulate without mercy : where there is nothing
to spoil, they abstain from regulating,
as if
for fear of spoiling it.
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Is all plans of penitentiary
discipline, the
distribution of the prisoners into classes is a
point that has been more or less attended to.
In this classification, the object regarded as
most important has been the separation of
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the peeullar structure of the building. The
means employed in buildings of the ordinary
form have httle or no application here.
Two modes of effecting the separation of_
fer themselves at first view. The one is, to
provide for female convicts a building and an
establishment entirely separate : the other is,
to allot to this purpose, if the same building
is employed for both sexes, at least a separate ward. The unfrugality is an objection
that applies with more or less force to both
these expedients.
It applies with particular force to the case
of a building and establishment altogether separate. The numbers to be provided for being
variable, a fixed provision must ever be attended with a lc_s. The fluctuation to which
the total number of prisoners, male and remale taken together,
is hable, is a distinct
object, for which, upon this plan, provision
has been already made. But the proportion
between males and females is equally liable
to vary and to fluctuate.
Provide two establishments, one for males and a separate one
for females: the one may be comparatively
empty, while the other overflows ; at the
same time that no rehef can be afforded by
the superabundance
of room in the one, to
the deficiency of it in the other.:_
The same inconvenience
will still obtain
in a greater or less degree, in the case ofseparate wards. Whatsoever be the proportion
fixed, cells will be vacant in one part, while
they are wanting in the other.
The best arrangement, were the numbers

.4 The colonization plan, ff it is to go on, and
if i't is to be consistentlypursued, will'add a fact_tious cause of variation to the above-mentioned
natural ones. The average number of female
convicts is in a large proportion inferior to that
of the males.
According to the penitentiary
• There is indeed a clause, but a very vague act, it should be at the most only as one to six,
one (_ 60,) for subjecting the superia(end_nts
since, in the penitentiary.honse, among 900 priof the hulks to the " direction given" respect,
soners there were to have been only 300 females
ing the "governors of the penitentiary-houses;"
to 600 males, and there have always been more
but in terms so general and pregnant w':th am- than twice 900 males on board the_hniks. Were
biguity, that little_ if anything, can be collected the whole number of females without exception
from it. One thm_ oMy is certain, viz. that sent to colonize, the number would therefore s_ll
it leaves no room for the intreductmn of any remain far short of being adequate to the purregulations besides those given in the act itsell_; pose. As far as concerned the female sex, the
for, by § 16, such future regulations can origi, only use of a pemtentiary :panopticon would be
nato only with the committee of three_ whose to keep them dunng the interval between one
authority is confined to penitentiary-houses,
colonizing expedition and another. At one time,
_- This refers to the class merely, let it be ob- then, it may contain hundreds ; at another time,
served, and not to the individual.
Unhappily
none, unless it be the case of married women
where conduct is buried in darkness, it is by the whose husbands were not comprised under a
class only that the individual can be judged,
simdar sentence. I know of no case that would
The inspector mentioned in the act has never afford an excoption:_not
that of women past
been appointed. No powers whatever are given child-bearing; not that of those in whom that
him, daless the right of e:mT given by imp]lea,
facul_tyhad suffered a premature extinction ; esthe sexes. In the present plan, provision for
that purpose has not been neglected.
On
this head, as on most others, the provision
made must be governed in some degree by

tion is to
to justic_
he callex[a
power.
right
is
given
of the
peace The
withinsame
their
terri,
tory (§ 41.) He was to visit and report four
times a-year. He was to have enough to do besides ; for he had the same powers with regard
not only to the penitentiary.house_
but all-the

_cially
in the
latter ascertained.
case the matter
fact
oes not as
admit
of being
Evenof were
population out of the question, women would be
of indispensable necessity for society and service.
In such a situation, everything in the shape of a
woman is inestimable. Here a crowd of reflee-

_tb_ll_&e_e_mi_
•

tionspresentasthem_lves,
however
must he
dismissed,
not being to,hich
the Inesent
lmrpo_.
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such as to need it, and the proportions suitable, might be to have three Penitentiary
Panopticons ; one always filled with males
another always failed with females, and a third
to receive, in such proportions as accident
furnished, the overflowings of the other two
The difficulty here in question having no place
in either of the unmixed establishments,
I
proceed here on the supposition of a mixed
one.
Conceive such a Panopticon divided into
two sides : that on the right of the entrance
I call the male side ; that on the left theftmale. For the male side, I provide as many
male inspectors as shall be found requisite ;
adding, at least, one female, whom I style the
matron, for the female side.
To each sex I
allot a separate staircase, running from top to
bottom. No female is ever to set foot on any
part of the male staircase : no male on any
part of the female. Neither is any male, in
passing from his cell to the male staircase,
to pass by any of the women's cell_: heisto
come round to the male staircase, however
distant : and so, vice versa, in regard to remales,
Supposing females enough to occupy the
whole female side of two stories of cells,
thus far there is no difficulty.
I place them
in the lower pair of cells, subjected to inspection from the main or lower story of the
inspection-tower,
viz. that which is underneath the chapel, and in whmh the annular
inspector's gallery incloses a c_rcular inspector's lodge. The left-hand semicircle of the
whole circuit, lodge, and inclosing gallery
together, I allot to the matron, with her remale assistant or assistants, if such should
be found necessary. The right-hand I appropriate to the male inspector with his subordinates.
In the lodge, a moveable screen
marks their respective territories. In the cocircling gallery, a similar screen or a curtain
answers the same purpose.*
As far as sight is concerned, two pieces of
canvas, hung parallel to each other at about
18 inches distance (the thickness of the partition.walls of the cells) across the intermediate area and the cell- gallery, wall serve
effectually enough to cut off from the prisoners of each sex all view of those of the
other, even where the cells are contiguous,
In regm'd to coaversation, the males on the
one side the separation-wall, mid the females
on the other, must respectively be prohibited
from approaching within a certain distance of
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the end of that wall ; that is_ from appromchins within that distance of their respective
grat_s : and to enforce the observance of this
prohibition, as well as to save the parties
from unintentional transgression, a moveable
interior grate, or lattice-work, very slight and
very open, or netting, may be placed within
each of the two cells at the requisite distance
from the main grate._
As far as hearing is concerned, the separation, it is evident, would be effccted in a
manner still more simple and effectual, ff between the males on the one side and the femalesonthe
other, a whole cellcould beleft
vacant. If, then, the numbers are such as to
leave any such vacant cells, the vacancy will
of course be left in the spot where it answers
the purpose of separation. Should the number
of cells occupied by females be even, but less
than the number contained in the female side
of two stories of cells, the mode of cffecting
the separation is almost equally simple. The
setof moveable partitions must be shifted
i accordingly, viz. the curtains crossing respec_
tively the inspector's gallery, the intermediate
area at that height, and the cell-gal|ery, and
the screen which separates the matron's side
from the male side of the lodge.
If the number of female cells, though still
even, should be greater than as above, two
modes of making provision for it present
themselves.
One is, to enlarge the matron's
side of that floor at the expense of the mate
inspector's, as the latter was, on the former
supposition, enlarged at the expense of the
former: the other is, to leave the division
even, and take what farther cells are requi.
site for females from a higher pair of ceUs ;
parting off the corresponding part of the in.
spection-gallery,
the annular-well, and the
cell-galleries, as before.
Is t_e number of cells an uneven one ? The
mod_ of effeeting the separatianis again somewhat different, though still scarcely less obvions than before.
In this case, the female
part in one of the stories of a pair of stories
of cells would extend further than in the
other: hang the separation-curtain
in the annular area as you please, a female cell must
be exposed to the view of a male inspector,
or a male cell to that of a female one. To obelate this irregularity, one of the cells must
be left vacant.
If the number on the establishmcnt should be short of the full cemplement, it would be only leaving the vacancy
here, instead of elsewhere : if it should have
the full complement, or more, the inhabitants
It is scarce necessary to observe, that screens of the vacant cell must be turned over to
and curtaius_ and other such moveable partitions
intended as obstacles to sight, must be double_ other cells, which will thus be in the case
or may be single, according to circumstances, already explained of having a super-compleViFhere the eye meant to be eluded can gain a merit.
near approach, they must be double; otherwise a
slit or a pin-hole would be sufficient to frustrate
-I-It must have a door of the same nmterial_,
the design: when such approac_ is not to be ap- with a lock to it_ corresponding to the door of
In_hended_ a single screen answers the pu_os_
the exterior grate.
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On the sunk story, from which the exit is
into the yards, and in particular at the exit,
the separation is still more perfectly etfected,
and more easily managed.
A single piece of
canvas, let fall from the inspector's bridge
a_oss the intermediate area, does the busihess at once.
Here may perhaps occur, as a disadvantage,
what, on a general survey, appeared in the
light of an advantage-that each inspector,
over and above the perfect view he has of
his own pair of cells, has a partial view of
all the othersin the same pile. Hence it will
be observed, that notwithstanding the pre.
cantionsabove
detailed, a male inspector will
have some view of a female cell ; and vice
versa, though it be less material, a female inspector will have a similar view of a male
cell. The answer is, that the boundary line,
viz. that at which a prisoner begins to be visible to an inspector in the gallery above or
below the one belonging to the cell in question, will appear in practice beyond danger
of mistake.
Within this line, which may be
sufficiently defined by a very simple mark,
such as a rope hung across, the female prisoners maybe warned and enjoined to confine
themselves at stated portions of the twentyfour hours ; for in regard to such an imperfect
and distant view, decency is the only consideration that makes it very material to place
the female part of the prisoners so completely
out of sight of the male part of the inspectors:
and it is only to certain times and
certain occasions that the laws of that virtue
will in such a case apply. The imperfect view
from a superior or inferior story of the inspection-part is in fewinstances
so extensive
but that a female prisoner, in dressing herself,
for example, or undressing
herself, may be
perfectly out of the reach ot a male inspector's eye ; and in" those few instances,
provision may be made, either by leaving of
vacancies, or by interposition
of screens, in
manner already mentioned.
All this while,
what must not be forgotten is, that a female
prisoner cannot be exposed in a manner ever
so imperfect to the eye of a male inspector,
without being exposed in a much greater degree to the observation of one ofherown
sex;
a circumstance which affords sufficient security against any volmltary trespasses against
decency that might be committed by a female
prisoner, through impudence, or in the design
of making an improper impression upon the
sensibility of an inspector of the other sex.
The same consideration will serve to ohvlate an objection which the slightness of the
partitions that separate the male from the
female side of the inspection-tower
might suggest.
The great object in regard to the soparation of the sexes is that between prisoners
and prisoners; and that object is completely
provided for. As to what cunccr_s prisoners
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on the one hand and inspectors on the other,
it is only at certain times that the female prisoners need, or even ought, to be out of all
view of male inspectors ; at other dines, the
utmost that can be requisite is, that they
should not be exposed to the view of the inspectors of the opposite sex, _vithout being
at the same time exposed, in at least equal
degree, to those of their own.
Neither of
these objects is more than what an ordinary
attention to discipline is sufficient to insm'e.
A due attention to the same considerations
of time and cureumstance will be sufficient
to insure the same regard to decency in that
part of the discipline which concerns the inspection of the external yards.
While the
female convicts are taking their air and exercise at one of the walking-wheels, an inspector
of the opposite sex, especially at the distance
at which he is placed in the look-out, is as
unexceptionable as one of their own. When
bathing is to be performed by females, it is
in a yard into which no prisoner of the other
sex need ever set foot, and exposed to no
other inspection than that of a female inspector occupying her quarter in the look-out;
or, if necessary, the times of bathing might
be different for the different sexes, and each
inspector might in his turn give place to the
other, quitting the look-out altogether.
The good Howard expresses himself much
distressed to know what to do about making
a choice between the sexes for the managemerit of a pemtentiary-house
for females.*
Female rulers might want firmness : in male
ones, probityandimpartiality
might be warped
by the attraction of female eyes.
The panopticon principle dispels this, as well as so
many other difficulties.
Among the prisoners,
a coalition between the sexes would be an
abuse ; among the inspectors,
it is a remedy
against abuse.
The weakness of the matron
would find a support in the masculine firmness of the governor and his subordinates : a
weakness of a different kind, on the male side
of the establishment,
would find its proper
check and corrective in the vigilance of rantronly severity.
As to the matron and her
subordinates of her own sex, it is not surely
too much to assume, that for these stations
individuals will be chosen, to whom age as
well as character have given an authority not
to be shaken by any such improper influence.
The mixed inspection, let it be observed, I
suppose to be simultaneous : if alternate only,
the check would have little force. The male
ruler would have carte blancJle while out of
the eye of his female colleague.
Must the iron law of divorce maintain
throughout the whole of so long a term an
unremitted sway ? Can the gentle bands of
wedlock be in no instance admitted to assuage
• On Laz_rettos, p. 225.
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the gripe of imprisonment and servitude ?
Might not the faculty of exchanging the firstallotted companion, for another far otherwise
qualified for alleviating the rigours of seclustun, be conceded, without violation of the
terms, or departure from the spirit of the sentence ? Might not the prospect of such indulgence be an incentive to good behaviour,
superadded to all that punishment can give ?
These are questions to which a humane msnager would surely be glad to find (and why
need he despair of finding '_) a fit answer on
the lenient side.
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among themselves, may not be altogether ill
bestowed.
The principal and most simple medifications of which the management in relation to
this head is susceptible, stand expressed as
follows :-1. Promiscuous association.
2. Absolute sohtude.
3. Division into limited companies.
4. Separation corresponding to a division
into classes.
5. Alternation of solitude with promiscuous
association.
6. Alternation of solitude with division into limited companies.
i 7. Alternation of solitude with separation
according to classes.
Of these courses, the first stands reprobated on all hands.
The second I have re-

A MODZof separation according to a plan of jccted for the reasons given at large in Part
division into classes, being exhibited in Plate
I. Section 6. The third is that which I have
IlL, something will he expected to be said preferred to the second, for the reasons given
in explanation of it.
in the same section. The fourth is that which
As to this part, the draught had two ob- occurred to me st first as preferable to the
jeers: one was, to show in what manner the first and second, but stands superseded by the
Inspection principle might be applied in un- third.
The fifth is that established by the
diminished perfection to an uncovered area, penitentiary act, and the plans which follow
and that without prejudice to any number
it, partly as it should seem for want of viewof divisions, which, in what view soever, it ing the evil in its full magnitude, tartly for
might be found convenient to make in it: the want of knowing how to obviate it.
The
other was, to show in what manner the mis_ utmost improvement to which that system
chiefs so much lamented by Howard and other
would naturally conduct is the exch_oge of
prison reformers, as resulting from promisthis fifth mode for the seventh.
The sixth
cuous association, _night he diminished by a is mentioned here otdy to complete the catsdivision of the prisoners into classes, accom- logue, its inutility being indicated by the same
panied by a local and physical separation cor- considerations which show the sufficiency of
respondent to that ideal one.
the third.
Dissatisfied
with the division
intoclasses. Companiesand classes
_where isthe disthough carriedto a degreeof improvement tlnction
?--Here: incompanies,thenumbers
hithertowathout example, I turned my are determinate;in classes,
indeterminate.
thoughtstothe preservation
ofthedegreeof In the plait
representedby the draught,the
seclusion
observedinthe distribution
of the classes,
though more in number than have
prisoners
among thecells,
viz.a division
into everyet been discriminated,
would still,
in
smalland regulatedcompanies:anditwas in an establishment
of any magnitude,be few :
the courseofthisinquirythatI hitupon the but though they were as nnmerous as the
planofairing,
ofwhich the marchzngparade cellsby thenumber ofwhich thatofthe proisthe scene."
posedcompaniesisdetermined,the division
The mischiefs
inquestionbeing,by means accordingto classeswould never coincide
of thisplanof airing,obviated,if I am not with oranswer the purposeof the division
mistaken,as faras the natureof thingswall intocompanies. Why ? Because the num.
admit,allotherplanswhich fall
shortof ob- betof individuals
in eachclassbeing essenviatingthose mischiefsinequaldegree,and tlally
indeterminate,
some classesmight be
accordingly
the above-mentionedplanof di- empty whileothersoverflowed;and inthose
visioninto classes,
are consequently
super- that overflowed,the number would conseseded:inthisone,therefore,
ofthetwo points quentlyexceedthe measure pitchedupon as
ofview above mentioned,thedivisions
exem- the greatest
thatcouldbe admittedwithout
plified
in thedraughtareof no use.
departingfrom the endsin view.
A few additional
observations,
fortheputOf the separation
accordingtoclasses,
as
pose of placinginthe dearestlightthe rela- contradistingnished
from the separation
into
tireeligibility
of theseveralpossible
modes companies securedasby the airingplan,the
of disposing
of prisoners
inrespectof society chief'
inconveniences
arethe two IbUowing:
itleavesthe convictsstill,
as we have seen,
in crowds; and ifpushed to any length,and
= SeePartI.,p.I04.
carriedintoeffect
by separation-walls,
itis
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proportionably attended with agreat addition
whose lot was less deplorable.
But it was
to the expense.*
in the two instances first mentioned that the
That it leaves the prisoners in crowds is impropriety seemed to present itself in the
evident;forseparation
accordingto classes most glaringcolours.
impliesassociatzon
asbetween individuals
of _ In a penitentiary-house,
one only of all
thesame class: ofwhom, though the separa- these mixturescan come in question
; viz.
tionresulting
from the classification
were to thatbetween the hardenedwith the unbarbe carriedever so far,the numbers would dened,the raw withthe oldoffender.
still,
as we have seen,be indeterminate.
Under the penitentiary
act,and theplans
Crowds,among men whose characters
have of management thathave been grounded on
undergoneany sortofstain,
areunfavourable it,the condition
of the prisonersalternates
to good morals. This propertybelongsto between the two oppositeextremes: a state
them independently
ofany mischievouscorn- of absolutesoli+udeduringone part of the
municationsthatmay resultfrom the quali- twenty-fourhours; a stateof promlscnou_
tiesofindividuals.They excludereflection,
association
in crowdsduring the remaimler.
and they fortify
men againstshame. Reflec- This plan,it hasbeen shown, unitesthe ill
tiontheyexclude,
by the possession
theytake effects
of solitudeand association,
without
of the attention,
by the strengthas well as producingthe good effectsobtainable
fi'om
varietyoftheimpressions
they excite,
by the the former. To vacant minds hke these,a
agltation
which Isthe accompanimentofthe stateofsolitude
isa stateofmelancholyand
incessant
change. Their effect
in hardening diseomfoI_t
; which discomfort,
by the perpemen againstshame is not lessconspicuous,tualrecurrence
of promiscuousassociation,
is
Shame is the fearof the disapprobation
of inthe way ofreformation
useless. Itisthe
those with whom we live. But how should historyofPenelope's
web reversed:thework
disapprobauonof criminality
displayitself ofthe nightisunravelled
by the day._
among a throng of criminals?Who is forward to condemn himself ?--who is there that
+ Sensible of the inconvenience, the contrivers
would not seek to make friends rather than of the system have done what occurred to them
in the view of obviating it. iN'otwo or more
enemies of those with whom he is obliged to prisoners are to work together without a room on
live _ The only pubUc men care about is that purpose, and one or more inspectors to attend
in which they live.
Men thus sequestered
them. This atworking-umes; whfie at the times
form a public of their own : their language
of " meals," and airings, and " divine service,"
and their manners assimilate : alex loci is the plan of seclusion is g_ven up as un4L_inable
(§
formed by tacit consent, which has the most
• 33.) What can be said of this ? Immense
means provided, and the end sacrificed, all in
abandoned for its authors ; for in such a the same breath. Enormous expense, and the
society, the most abandoned are the most whole of it thrown away. There must be as
assuming, and in every society the most as- many lodging-rooms as prisoners ; there may
suming set the lead. The public thus corn- be as many working rooms ; and there must be
posedsitsinjudgmentoverthepubllcwithout
as man_ inspectors as working-rooms. So far
doors, and repeals its laws.
The more nu- the act is explicit. Now for in_erencc.--Everymerous this local pubhe, the louder its ela- thing
to countenance
workrag-rooms
m this view;themultiplication
nothing at all to of
limit
it :
mour, and the greater the facility it finds of while in the same section such care is taken to
drowning whatever memory may be left of set bruits to the magnitude of the lodging-rooms.
the voice of that public which is absent and It is said, that where their employments will ad.
out of view.
rmt, they are at working times robe keptseparate:
In the publications of Howard and other
prison-reformers, two sorts of associations I

is it 1tot said that theyshallor may work in such
casein
their all
lodging-rooms.
Lodging-reomsare
mentioned
along as distinct
from working-

observed, affording so many standing topics of rooms; and where the employment may rec_uire
regret : mixture of debtors with criminals ; two persons to work to_ethcr, the " room is to
and mixture of the as yet unhardened with
be of suitable dimensions."
What is the inferthe most hardened and corrupted among cri- ence ? that it must he distinct from the ledgmgmlnals.
Other associations might also here rooms, and ought to bc of double their size.
and there be noticed in the same view: such The declared wish is_ that ,c during the hours of
labour, they may be kept separate and apart," as
as that between minor delinquents and such much as "the nature of the employments will
classes of criminals whose offences were of permit," and yet, wherever the- nature of the
the deepest dye ; that between convicted and employment requires two persons to work to.
unconvicted criminals ; and that between cri- gether, those two persons are to have a room of
rnLnals under sentence of death, and others
suitable dimensions (as well as at least one inspector) tothemselves. What isthefinal inferm What startled me, and showed me the he- ence ? that tu thegOOlodgin_-rcoms_ thereought
eemfity of pr?bing the subject to the bottom_ was to be 450 working-reom% ot which no one ought
the being told by an architect, that the walls alone to be less than twice as large as a lodging-room_
as _
in Plate IIL might come to two or and of which (to provide for emrloyments that
_zme thousand p?unds. It was high time then may require an unlimited number to work in the
same room), any number may be ever so much
tO eo
be
inquire
_learly
what
paidthe
for.advantages were that must larger.
Had the authors meant a job (than
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The distinctions observed in the formation
of the classes will not be altogether lost:
they will serve as guides in the formation of
the companies.
For this purpose, two rules
present themselves :--l. _Put not in the same
company, corrupt and uncorrupted ; 2. The
more corrupt the tndivtduals, the less numerous
make the company.
The choice as to numhers will be in general between four, three,
and two : these considerations may serve to
determine it.
As to the principles which determined the
characters of the several classes, I took them
from tile source that all principles are naturally taken from-- common opinion and the
authority of others. This in the first instance :
but for a definitive choice, I have done by
them as I do by all principles, as far as time
and faculties permlt--I
have subjected them
to the test of utility.
The bulk of them have
stood this test ; others have given way. The
distinction hetween old offenders and raw
offenders amongst males, and that between
the dissolute and the decent among females,
arein the formercase :thatbetweenthe
daring
and the quiet among males is in the latter,
As to the two distinctions adopted, I shall
leave them on the same basis of common
opinion on which I found them.
The other being rejected, something in
the way of reason may be expected to account for the rejection.
This reason w_ll not
be long to seek. Quiet or daring is a &stinction that respects safe custody and obedience,
But in a prison thus guarded, and under a
government
thus armed, the importance of
this distinction vanishes altogether.
From
four--no,
nor from four hundred, were they
all loose together, and all Herculeses, could
such an establishment have anything to fear :
entrenched
behind the surrounding wall -armed and invisible against the defenceless
and exposed, a single female mightbid defiance
to the whole throng. The least number of
rulers that could possibly be made to suffice
for inspection and instruction, would be amply
sufficient for mastery.
As to obedience, it
follows in the most perfect degree from the
inability to hurt, the exposure to chastisemeat, and the absolute dependence in respect
of the means of sustenance.
In a situation
like this, the dlstmction between the quiet
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and the daring is therefore obliterated, the
mnsttranscendentaudaeitybeingeutdownto
the scantling of quietness.
What misled me was the apprehension
manifested in the common plans with regard
to nocturnal escapes, and the anxiety not to
suffer even two to be together during the
night, notwithstanding the almost promis.
coons association admitted of in the day. If,
then, escape and rebellion, said I, are so much
to be apprehended, the more daring the charaeter of those who are left together, the
greater the cause for apprehension ; and if
the quiet are left with the daring, the daring
may corrupt them, attd make them like themselves. True ; but a number of men in whom
the obnoxmus quality is already in full vigour
will be still more formidable than an equal
number in a part of whom only it hathas yet
taken place. Whatever, then, be the reason
for separating the quiet from the daring, the
reason is still stronger for separatingthe
daring
from each other.
But in a place like this,
audacity, be there more or less of it, must in
any case be equally without effect. The distinction, therefore, is in every point of view
of no use.
How different the case in the common plans
of penitentmry management I Each cell is in
its interior out of view of everything.
Even
supposing every prisoner separate, what turnkey or taskmaster could be sure of being an
overmatch for each of them, and not only an
overmatch at the long run, but secure against
assault in the first instance ? Suppose the
prisoners in pairs, what two, or even what
three, of their rulers, could look upon themselves as out of the reach of danger ? Any
man who has no regard for his own life is
master of another's.
In this state of desperstion, which unhappily is not without example,
a few prisoners might be enough to clear a
common prison of its rulers.
Housebreakers
seemed to be the sort of
criminals from whom, on every score, the
worst was to be apprehended.
They would
naturally be among the most daring ; they
would be amongst the most skilful and experienced in mischiefofallkinds,
and in contrivances for escape.
True ; and the more
formidable when single, the more dangerous,
were there any danger in the case, if left in
the company of each other.
But what be.
which it is certain nothing was ever farther from comes of danger, from the most audacious and
men's moughts,) what could a favoured architect most skilful, even of housebreakers,
where
have wished for more ?
On such a plan, one of two thingsmust at any [ there is nothing to favour escape, and every
rate take place : association m crowds _whence [ thing to render it impossible ?
a total departure from the professed design,)or I
Having brought the plan of seclusion thus
buildings upon building_ to prevent it.. The [ far on in its way to perfection, let us see how
probability Is, that both shouldexist together-- [ far, and in what respects, it still falls short
the evil oCthe mischief, and the evil of the ex- ] of the mark.
Not far, I hope ; nor will the
pensive and inefficacious remedy. The first is ]
an objection, if it beseenthat
indeed a necessary consequence of the other parts ] distance afford
of the plan ; and the other, to a greater or less I a nearer approach would be impossible.
degree, is more than probable.
I
One cause of imperfection is, that among
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any two of the most experienced in mischief,
neither perhaps, but might still find some new
lesson of mischief to learn of the others. The
tracts in which their experiences have respectively run,. may happen to have been more
or tess different.
Therefore, though but two
of this description were left together, and the
plan of mitigated seclusion by division into
companies carried to its utmost ; still it is not
carried so far as could be wished,
Another is, the difficulty that may attend
the ascertainingthe character of theindividual
and consequently
the determination of the
class to which he ought to be referred,
To the first objection, the answer is short.
If this degree of seclusion be not sufficient,
there is nothing beyond but absolute solitude,
But the ineligibility of that plan has, I hope,
been sufficiently made out.* Evil of absolute
solitude is certain--it is immediate--it
is intolerabte--it
is universal. Evilresultingfrom
an association thus strictly limited is but contingent--lt
is remote--it
is far from umversal ;---at the worst, it is not great. What does
it amount to? that one of them may suggest
to the other some trick he was not as yet m&_.
ter of. What ff now and then such a thing
should happen ? Whatever communications
are made in this way will be soon made ; and
the time in which it would be possible to
turn them to account in the way of practice
will not come for years. But of this enough
has been said already, t
So much as to the suggestion of the means
of mischief,
Is the suggestion of incentwes
any more to be apprehended ?-- a material
question ; for if the propensity be out of the
way, expedients and contrivances
will die
away of themselves.
What should the cotrupter insinuate ? That there is no danger in
guilt ?--but
the assertion is anticipated
and
disproved by the very fact of their being ti_ere,
That there is pleasure in guilt ?--but
the
pleasure is dead and gone : the punishment,
that has sprang out of its ashes, is present in
every tense ; in memory, in sufferance, and
in prospect.
That shame does not flow from
guilt ?--they are steeped in it up to the lips :
they have a scornful world to gaze at them,
and each, but one, two, or at most three cornpanions, to keep him in countenance,
What other corruptive theme should come
upon the carpet ? Debauchery ?-At is not
practicable;
no, not in any shape : checks

profane oath ? What is an execration ? what
is a profane oath ? Morally speaking, a mere
vulgar expression of anger, or an abjuration
of restraint.:_ But is this a place where anger
can be gratified or find vent ?--is this a place
where restraint can be thrown off? To check
swearing, is to check anger and audacity ;
and to check anger and audacity, is to check
swearing.
To apparent submissiveness they
will be forced ; and, after a time, from apparent submission, real will ensue. Men become at length what they m'e forced to seem
to be: propensities suppressed are weakened
and by long-continued suppression killed.
A more consolatory, a more inviting, and,
as it should seem, a much more natural topm
of conversation, is the melioration of their
lot, present and future : how they shall earn
most by their work, and what they shall do
with what they earn, now that they can do
nothing but work, and that dissipation in
e very shape is impossible, and all means of it
out of reach : how to make the best of their
present situation while it lasts : how to employ the distant, though longed-for period of
their release, in such projects of productive
industry and innocent enjoyment, as their recovered liberty will allow of, and as it would
be among the objects of a good plan of management to hold up to them and to facilitate.
To be engrossed by the present moment is
among the characteristics of that lowest class
of individuals,
among whom the specms of
guilt which lead to this mode of punishment
are most apt to be found : it is in a more
especial manner the character of such of them
as have actually fallen into those snares. The
force, as well as evil effects of this propensity,
stand demonstrated by the very act by which
they fell : being in one instance so powcrful,
is it rational, then, to conclude that in another
it will be of no effect ? Where a cause is one
and the same, some degree of uniformity cannot hut be looked for in its ibrce : where its
effects happen to be on the evil side, they
ought to be looked out for, and prowded
against ; but neither are the good, merely because they happen to be goad, to be thrown
out of the account, and regarded as impossible.
No--as it was the interest of the moment that
ruled him in the one case, so will it in the
other.
When that irresistible prompter beckoned him into the track of guilt, he fell into
delinquency : now that, with a much steadier

unsurmountable ; instruments and incentives
none.
Profaneness ?_nor that neither. ProfaneheSS has clamour for its natural associate:
separated from this concomitant, it loses its

_+A kind of interjection. As there are interjeetions of grief and of surprise, so there
are interjections of anger and audacity : and
these interjections are what are called oat/_,
and so forth. This observation, while it places
the moral mischievousness of an expression of
this cast in a somewhat new, and perhaps not
uninstru_ctive point of view_ shows what ground
there is for making tllem the objects of prohibition and temporal punishment_ more especially
in such a place.

zest.
Clamour they are abso].utelv debarred
from : instant punishment
would'follow
it.
But who ever whispers an execration, or a
• See Part L Section 6.
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finger, it points to the paths of innocence, he hess of the advice, in the shape of advlce, the
will confine himself to those paths,
more palpable the inutility of it in the shape
Reformation, therefore, mutual reforma- of obligation.
tion, seems in such a state of things happily
Of these five rules, the third, fourth, and
much more probable than increased corrup- fifth, are inserted here principally in deference
tion, even among those who are already the to the penitentiary act ; the fitch, in particumost corrupt and hardened,
lar, is one which would never, I confess, have
This nearer and less gloomy view of the gained entrance into my imagination, but
probable future, I would wish to recommemt
through the medium of that statute.
to the attention of those desponding mornI. Of what quality ? To that question I
lists, who, led away by general and hasty must give three answers :conceptions, look upon the reformation of a
1. The most lucrative (saving the regard
thorough-bred
London felon as an object al- due to health) that can be found.
together hopeless.
Had delinquents of this
"2. Not one only', but two at least in alterdescription been frequently seen under such i nation, and that in the course of the same
a course of discipline, and the result had been day.
thus unfavourable, the despondency would
3. Among employments equally lucrative,
have ground to stand upon. But in what in- sedentary are preferable to laborious.
stance has an engineof anythinglikesuch
I.What, then,arethemost lucrative,
will
I)owerevervetshown itself
to human eyes?
itbe asked? Who can say? --leastof anyShould seclusion,
pushedtothe veryverge body, the legislator.
Sometimes one sort,
of absolutesolitude,
notyetpromiseenough, sometimes another. No one sortcan possiwillcolenizat_onprounse
more? Turn toNew bly,unlessby dintofsecresyor legalmonoSouth Wales: 2000 convictsof both sexes, poly.standinthatpredicamentforever. But
and 160 soldmrs.(notto speak of officers,)
therearethosewhich are essentially
disquaiumbledtogetherinone mass, and mingling lifted
fromeverstanding
init:theyarethose,
'lake
beasts: intwo years,from Iburteen
mar- as we shallsee,which standforemoston the
tinges,eighty-sevenbirths
; the morals of list
recommended by the penitentiary
act.
Otaheiteintroduced
intoNew Hollandby the
2. Thus far,however,may be answeredin
medium of Old England. •
the first instance : No one sort at any time ;
two at least should succeed one another in
the course of the same day.
Why ? because
SECTION
V.
no one sort will answer all the conditions
EMPLOYMENT.
!. Or what nature shall be the employments
carried on in this house ? of what quahty, in
consequence, the labour exacted ot the prlsoners ?
2. In what quanti_ shall that labour be ?
3. How much within the day? how many,
and what worMng hours _
4. Any more at one season than another?
and if so, at what season ?
5. Any difference according to length of
standing _ i. e. according to the share which
has elapsed of each man's respective term ?
To each of these questions I will endeavour
to find some answer: not surely in every
instance with the view of fettering my contractor; nor in any instance is it for his sake
that I should think of encroaching upon his
free-will:
but it will do him no harm at least
to hear what I have to say to him in the way
of suggestion or advice.
Beyond advice I
should never think of going with him in that
view, though I were armed with all the powers
of law; since the more incontestible the good• See Governor Philip's Account of the Settlement_ 4to, 1791, l_p. viii. 67; Mr. White's
ditto, 4to, 1790 ; and Extracts of I._ters and
Accounts printed and laid before the House of
Commons, in pursuance of an order of April
IIths1791, 1_ 3.

requisite.
Health must never be neglected.
The great division is into sedentary and labor_ous. Consult health : a sedentary employment must be sweetened every now and then
by air and exercise--a
laborious employment
by relaxation.
But exercise is not the less
serviceable to health for ministering to profit;
nor does relaxauon mean inaction: when inaction is necessary, sleep is the resource _ a
sedentaryemploymentisitselfrelaxationwith
regard to a laborious one.
And though the
body should even be in a state of perfect rest,
that need not be the case with the mind.
When a man has worked as long as without
danger to health he can do at a sedentary eraplovment, hemavthereforeaddtohisworking
time, by betaking himself to a laborious one:
when a man has worked as long as Without
pain and hardship he can do at a laborious
employment, he may work longer by changing
it fbr a sedentary one.
No one employment can therefore be so profitable by itself,
as it might be rendered bythe addition of another.
Mixture of emp&yments, then. would
be one great improvement in the economy of
a prison.
In the mixture, thus made, which of the
ingredients,
supposing them on a par with
respect to profit, odght on other acc_)unts to
predominate ? The sedentary: and that upon two grounds_econom
9 and peace.
The
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harder the labour, the more in quantity, and
It. How much in quantity _
Of course, as
the more nouriRhi-g in quality, the food re- much as can be extracted from each without
quisite to enable a man to go through with prejudice to health.
The question is already
it.
At the same time. the higher fed a man put--the
answer already given : it is given
in such a situation is, the more robust and by the rule of economy--it
is given by the
formidable he will be in case of his becoming
rule of severity ; nor is there anything in the
refractory, and the more likely to become so. rule of lenity to contradict it.
Among men in general, but more particularly
HL What, then, should be the workin 9
among men of a description so untamed, a hours _ As many of the four and twenty as the
daring temper is the natural concomitant of demand for meals and sleep leave unengaged.
a robust frame. A blacksmith or sawyer will
Would the number be too great to be spent
naturally require more food, and that of a inan employment of the laborious class? Give
more substantial kind, than a weaver, a stay- the surplus to a sedentary one.
Suppose,
maker, oratailor.
Thislattercousideration,
then, two employments ofthe different classes
it is true, refers only to the common plans:
equally productive, and that the laborious one
in a Panopticon, be the prisoners well or ill is too fatiguing to be continued during half
fed, strong or weak, the peace of the house
the number of the working hours, what is to
is equally secure.*
be done ? Take away from this employment
Mixture ministers to economy in other hour after hour, and transfer them to the unways: it helps quantity, it improves quality,
laborious one : do this, till there remains no
By variety it renders each less irksome ; but more of the former than a man can fill up in
the less irksome a man's work is to him, the that manner, without being debarred by the
more as well as the better he will work.
fatigue from bestowing the whole remainder
Could a man be made even to find amuse- of the disposable time on the sedentary emment in his work, why should not he ? and ployment.
what should hinder him ? Are not most reTo what imaginable good purpose, even in
male amusements works ?--are not all manly
the way of amusement, could so much as a
exercises hard labour ?t
moment of absolute reaction serve ?--to conversation ? But what should hinder their
• I forget what little tyrant it was of Greece, talking from morning till night, if they are
whose policy we are told it was, in the view of disposed for it ? Not meals, certainly,
no,
keeping his subjects quiet, to encourage them nor work neither: few laborious employments
to betake themselves to unathletic occupations-in the language of the good old cut°threat too- exclude conversation, and scarce any sedenrality, effemir/ate ones. I have taken a leaf, I tary ones.
confess, out of that tyrant's book; the appLieaIv. More hours at one season than another _
tion I make of it will not, I hope, be charged --Another
question already answered ; and
with tyranny,
answered in the negative.
In all seasons as
In my humble way of thinking, the facility of much as may be therefore at no season more
stifling dispositions unfavourable to security is
Inefe_ble to the glory of subduing them, or the or less than at another. Less of the laborious,
necessity of punishing them.
perhaps, at one time than another ; viz. less
Among laborious employments, the greater now and then, when the heat of the weather
l_rt ann the body__all arm the mind. Why
is such as to render the laborious employment
give any unnecessary increase to the force which too fatiguing : but then so much the more of
]-t is your great study to keep in subjection ? the sedentary. Now and then, the heat may
The more active, the stronger; and the stronger, be so great, for a part of the twenty-four
the more ungovernable. Vigour and courage in
a felon constitute the danger and the weakness, hours, that almost anv sort of bodilv exertion
as inthegood citizen
theydo'thestrength
and would be hardslnp. Be itso: but ]fthiscan
security, of the state,
happen at any time, it is only by accident-All this, be it once more observed_ regards the it is not the effect of the season, but the event
eomm_ plans merely. ]_na paooptieon I should of the day ; and though the body rest_ it is
not
how robust
my prisoners
were;with
nor even
how care
theywere
armed,
soitwerenot
fire.no reason why the mind shonld lie in waste.
arom. _Ina common penitentiary-house,
inthe Though itbe toohot,forinstance,
to weave,
sortof prisonbuiltby thepenitentiary
act,the itwillhardlybe too hotto write,toread,or
difforeuce is no trifle. There they are to be in hear a lesson.
_owds: a tingle
turnkeyortaskn/aster
towatch
v. Fewer hours,or lesswork done inthe
over them: be inclceed
in thesame room with time,at one degreeofstandingin the prison
and withoutanythingtokeep them ata
dil_a_e: they fut_shed with tooisand amtexia]s than from unprofitable and expensiveone_
A
for hard work, cenvertib]_e into weapons of of- recommendauon he accordingly gives is, to make
fence: the room closed and screened from view a pomtonalloccasinusofgiviogtoemployments
like other rooms : assistance out o_ view and out of the former description the preferenceover those
of reach,
of the latter. If tl_e propriety of the preference
#f It is an observationmade somewhet% I think, isindisputablewith regard to youthful innocence,
by I_vke, in his book on Education, that for how much moxe palpably so m the case of male.
children amnsement is to be obtained not less factm_ whose occupations are to be allotted m
etfi_udly from ch_pm_dwofitaklvo_upati
_
_ them in the way ofpuuishment for their crimes?
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than at another ?-- Why should there ? or,
consistently with the rules already lald down,
can there be ? At every period, as much
work as can be obtained --as great a part of
the twenty-fours employed in work, as, consistently with the above limitation,
can be ;
therefore, in every part the same.
Thus says plain humble economy : what
says the penitentiary act ? We shall see. The
first thing it does is to set out wit,h a wrong
object--labour
for labour's sake. Had eeonomy been the mark, the demands of lenity,
as well as of due severity, might have been
all along satisfied with little trouble, and
without any expense.
Abandoning the first,
it attains neither of the other two ; aiming
sometimes at the second, sometimes at the
third, it attains neither: vast expense in straining the discipline, and it is inordinately relaxed ; vast expense in relaxing iL and it is
intolerably severe,
At the first step, economy is kiekedout of
doors. Two classes ofpnsoners--twociasses
of employments ; one requiring the most violent exertionsthe other, none.
_Vbether
a prisoner shall be put to the one or to the
other is to depend--upon
what ? The money
to be earned ? No ; but upon " age, sex,
health, and ability ;"_ age, sex, health, and
ability, and nothing else.
What is the proleased object ?--profit ? No : Hardness, setvil,_, drudger 9- and there it ends. " Every"
prisoner is to be "kept" -- yes, every prisoner
-- so far as is consistent with -- " sex, age,
health, and ability, to labour of the h,lrdest
and most servile kind, in x_hich drudgery is
chiefly required ;"--such
as " treading in a
wheel, drawing in a capstern," and so forth;
"' and those of less health and ability, regard
being also had to age and sex, in picking
oakum, weaving, spinning, knitting, or any
other less laborious employment,"
[§ 33.]
How many, then, are to be employed in the
sedentary sort of employments ?--asmany
as
can be employed to greater advantage than
in theother?
No ; but those, and those only,
to whom, for want of heath and ability, the
-hard,"and"
servile,'and
',drudging" work
cannot be given.
No picking, no weaving,
no spinning, no knitting, though orders came
without number for that sort of" work, and
not one for the labour of the capstern or the
wheel.
It is to be a mere Catherine wheel,
or an Ixion's wheel-- a mere engine of punishment, and nothing else.
Two modes of
employment present themselves : the first as
hard work again as the second _ the second
as profitable again as the first ; the individual
equally free for either.
What can be done ?
Either the unprofitable one must be given
him, and the profitable one rejected, or the
principle of the act departed from, and its
injunctions flatly disobeye&
. .
We are told somewhere towaros the dose
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of Sully's Memoirs, that for some time after
the decease of that great and honest minister,
certain high mounts were to be seen at no
great distance from his house. These mounts
were so many monuments of his charity ; for
thoscofhis economy stoodupon very different
and more public ground.
The poor in his
neighbourhood happened to have industry to
spare, and the best employment he could find
for it was, to remove dirt from the place
where it lay, to another where it was of no
use.
By the mere force of irmate genius, and
without having ever put himself to school to
learn economy of a French minister, a plain
English jailor, whom Howard met with, was
seen practising this revived species of pyramid
architecture in miniature.
He had got a pareel of stones together, shot them down at one
end of his yard, and set the prisoners to lug
them to the other: the task achieved, "Now,"
says he, " you may fetch them back again."
Being asked what was the object of this industry, his answer was--"
To plague the
prisoners."
This history is a parable --this
governor the type of our legislator. Ask him,
" What is work good for ?" answer--"
To
plague prisoners ?""
We have seen the constant benefit of utternation. What says the act ? Laborious with
laborious, sedentary with sedentary, if you
please. Sedentary with laborious ? Yes ; it
you can make a prisoner go backwards and forwards from constitution to constitution, from
sex to sex, and from age to age. We have seen
the occasional benefit of change : what latitude does the act allow on this head ? The
same. Should a greedy governor attempt in
eitherwayto smuggleeconomyintothehouse,
the rigid hand of a comm_tteeoman, or an inspeetor, or a visiting justice, might pull him
by the sleeve and say to him, " Sir, thismust
not be ; it is contrary to law. You may put
those of the one class to tread in a wheel,
draw in a eapstern, saw stone, polish marble.
beat hemp, rasplogwood, chop rags, ormake
cordage, as you please; you maysetthe others
to pick oakum, weave sacks, spin yarn, or
knit nets : but know, sir, that by him whois
for the capstem or the wheel, no nets are to
be knit, yarn to be spun, sacks tobe woven,
or oakum to be picked.
When the eapstern
hsaverhashoven
tiLl he can heave no more. he
is to sit, lie, or stand still and lounge : when
bewhohas beenpieklngoakumisinwantofair
and exercise, he may go and take awalk, provided his walking hour be come, and that no
other use be made of it. Audmind, sir, thata
man of the wheel-waling
east be not turned
* Howard on Latmrettos, I_ 147,--I beg the
JsU°T's-I_xdon: was
whatthe
is above
fi_m
]_is
cantzivance
settingwsa
them
to memory
saw wood:
with a blunt saw, n_gle blunt on _
c/be
remove_ofmotmtswezeseommi_tteeOfjustices.
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over to oakum-picking -- although all the
wheels should be engaged, or although there
should be a demand morethan can be supplied,
for the oakum, and none for the labour of the
wheel. For know, sir. that we are in Hind_
6tan _ Bramah has spoken mthe castes must
not be confounded."
" Imagination ! imaglnation ! b as if there
were a magistrate in the kingdom that emdd
hold such lang,aage." O yes, many : patience,
and we shall see. Meantime, does not the
act say all this ? _hat
does it say then ?
What is the object of the clause, or what the
use of it ?
What is at the bottom of this predilection
for hard labour ? Sound. The labour is made
hard, that it may be called hard ; and it is
called hard, that it may be frightful, for fear
men should fall in love with it. tlardlabour
was the original object. The error is nonew
one: sentences ofcommitmenttohardlabour
are as frequent in our penal code as the execution of them has been rare. It is no pcculiarone: itis tobefoandupontheeontinent
as wellas here. Dutch rasp-house_Flemish
maison de.force _ everything impressed the
mind with the idea of hard labour. House of
hardlabourwasaccerdingiytheoriginalname,
House of hard labour, it was suggested by
somebody, is a name by which no house will
ever be called, and the well-imagined word
penitentiary-house
was put in its stead. But
though the name was laid aside, the impression which had suggested that name remained
in force,
The policy of thus giving a bad name to
industry.the
parentofwealth
and population,
and setting it up as a scarecrow to frighten
criminals with, is what I must confess I cannot enter into the spirit of. I can see no use
m making it either odious or infamous. I see
little danger of a man's liking work of any
kind too well ; nor ff by mischance it should
fail of prodding him in suffering enough, do
I see the smallest difficulty of adding to the
hardness of his lot, and that without any addition to the hardness of his labour.
Do we
want a bugbear ? Poorindeed must be our invention, if we can find nothing that will serve
but industry ? Is coarse diet nothing ? is confinement --is loss of liberty in every shape _
nothing ? To me it would seem but so much
the better, if a man could be taught to love
labour, instead of being taught to loath it.
Occupation, instead of the pnseners' scourge,
should be called, and should be made as much
as possible, a cordial to him.
It is in itself
sweet, in comparison of forced idleness; and
the produce of it will give it a double savour,
The mere exertion, the mere naked energy,
is amusement, where looser ones are not to
be found.
Take it in either point of view,
industryisablessing:
whypaintitasacurse?
•
• The Chevalier" Paulet'a views on this head
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Hard labour ? labour harder than ordinary,
in a prison ? Not only it has no business there,
but a prison is the only place in which it is
not to be had. Is it exertion that you want ?
violent exertion ? Reward, not punishment,
is the office you must apply to. Compulsion
and slavery must, in a race like this, be ever
an unequal match for encouragement and libetty ; and the rougher the ground, the more
unequal. By what contrivance could any man
be made to do in a jail, the work that any
common coal-hearer will do when at large ?
By what compulsion could a porter be made
to carry the burthen which he would carry
with pleasure for half a crown ? He would
pretend to sink under it : and how could you
detect him ? Perhaps he would sink under it
_ so much does the body depend upon the
mind.
By what threats could vou make a
inan walk/bur hundred miles, as'Powell did,
in six days? Give up, then, the passion tbr
penitentiary hard labour, and. among emplovments not unhealthy, put up with whatever
is most productive.
It is to this grim phantom of hard labour
thateconomy, however, is sacrificed inathousand shapes. Trades fixed, though they should
be losing ones: working-hours--hall,
as we
shall see, struck off at one stroke ; then a
considerable share of the remaining pittance ;
then again a double share : laborious employments presciibed, to the exclusion of sedentary ones ; employments which demand much
food. to the exclusion of those which require
but httle : and after all these sacrifices, and
all this regulation,
more re_o-ulation added.
by which it is made impossible, as we shall
see, to have hard labour as hard here as elsewhere.
As to the general complexion of the employment, tim act. as we have seen, is peremptory : as to the particular
species, it
contents itself with recommendation.
But
even recommendation
had much better have
been let alone.
Bad or good, a recommendation in such a matter has no business in a
law : bad, it is pernicious ; good, it is unnecessary.
Is an act of parliament a place to
say to a man, " Sir, here is a trade which
will auswer your purpose ?"
Good when given, it will be bad soon after.
Two things, and two things only_ a secret
and a monopoly-_can
give to any sort of trade
a permanent superiority of advantage.
Bad ?
it is positively pernicious _ it is not simply
suit better, I must cont_ess, with mine. In his
establishment, a capital article in the penal list
is the punishment of forced idleness ; and without dividing his boys for the purpose into two
classes and three classes, or plaguing his mana.
gers with governing committees, he contrives
to render it sufficiently uncomtbrtable_ See an
interesting account of the establishment oftha_
generous and intelligent philanthropist in the
Repository, VoL I.
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useless.
Recommendation fallinf, from such
a height acquires force, and has t:_e effect of
a command. We shall see it has. Unfortunately, the recommendations given here are
not only bad in the details, but bad in principie: had in principle, by assuming that human
force, when separated from human reason, is
capable of being made use of to advantage ;
bad in detail, by exhibiting among the modes
of giving application to human force, some
that are peculiarly disadvantageous,
In the first place, bad in principle. There
are two modes of applying human labour:
one is where the task of generating the force
and that of giving direction to _t, are tthe
work of the same man ; as in common sawing performed by hand, or turning in a foot
lathe : the other is, where the tack of productmn is performed by one man, and that of
direction by another ; as in a turning lathe
turned by a detached wheel.
In the latter
way, human labour, when employed for the

[above what one man can generate and keep
up for a sufficient length of time, to employ
human force in that brute way, can never
answer : an old blind horse, an ox, perhaps
even an ass, will turn a wheel, a little boy
m'll serve for driving, and the keep of beast
and boy together will perhaps not exceedthe
keep of one man, certainly not equal that of
two. t
The elementary prlmum.mobiles, wind, wa.
tel steam, wherever they can be applied, are
applied, as being cheaper, in preference even
to the animal: still cheaper of course they
must be than that which consists of human
labonr.:_
" But do not you yourself make this use of
human labour ? do not you employ in this
way, not one, not two of'your prisoners, but
the whole number ?" Yes ; that I do : but
why _ because I get it for nothing ; which is
still less than what the boy and the ass would
cost me.
I can undersell the broom-maker,

mere purpose of labour, can never be em.
ployed to advantage upon a large scale. Why?
because, not to mention wind, water, and
steam, there are always animals to be found,
any one of which may be made to generate
more force than many men, without costing

dog ; much more so than any of the common
beasts of draught: though even these, could
they he made to work at a?ll in this way, might
perhaps in this way be worked to more advantage_ than by drawing.
_rhere
they are kept for military purposes,
the profit that might thus be made of their lahour in time of peace mi6ht thus pay for the
heavy expense of their maintenance in time of
actual service. Even where they are kept merely
ibr state, reasons for employh_g them in this
manner would not be wanting. It would be a
means of preserving their health, which otherwise may be soon destroyed, and the life of the
a_imal cut short for want of exercise. Several
animals of this sort have been imported into this
country in the course of the present reign. Two
at a time I remember seeing at the Queen's
house. The uncomfortable state m whmh they
were kept, debarred from all exercise, and con.
fined to a small stable, where they had scaxcely
room to turn, or even stand at their ease, soon
proved fatal to these noble quadrupeds, whose
lives nature had designed to emulate in duration
those of the first patriarchs among men.
_"Nor yet can It answer to employ a man for
generating force, but upon the supposition that
_e whole quantit_ of the commed]ty capable of
finding a market is no more than what the brute
force generated by two men is able to produce.
Suppose it equal to the force of three men, one
man to give direction to the force, with a beas%
and a boy to ¢lrive it, could afford the commodity
so much cheaper as to break the other two, with
their respective dlreetlng partners.
** In the economy of mechanical operations,
one of the most fertile sources of improvement is
the se__rating the art of giving direction to force,
from the ls.b_r of generating it.. Great is the
advantage _at mayTbe made in this way, even
where this latter operation is left to man: much
. greater of course where it is turned over_omoce
Iproper agents. A single man, or in many inI stances a single child, and that a very young
Ione, may find direction for a very powerful m_.
} chine, or a very numerous assemblage of less
I powe_ul ones: immnce--thespinning-mashineso
] and the various other engines employed in the
] manufactories of the diff_nt sorti old'cloths.

so much to keep as one.
If, then, all the
brute force you want is no more than what
a single man is enough to generate, human
labour may so far be employed in that way
to advantage ; for you cannot have a beast
to work without employing a human creature,
a boy at least, to keep it to its work.* But
if the quantity of force you want is anything
• The instance of a turnspit dog is an exception: but the force that can be generated in that
way is but small, and that for no long continuance.
Could an elephant be made to tread in a wheel
in the same manner ? If he could, here would
be a source of mechanical power not to be despised in Hindostan : whether it could ever be
worth while in an economical view to keep an
animal of this sort merely for that purImse , is
another consideration.
But wherever elephants
are kept already, either for military purposes or
for show, their labour, could it be employed in
this way at all, might be employed to very considerable advantage_ If, at twice or thrice, an
elephant could be made to walk in this way to
the amount of six hours in a day, three elephants
relieving one another would keep up a fund of
motion that would last 18 hours out of the 24,
which is more than the usual number of working
hours in a day: four elephants would keep up
a perpetual motion. Speaking from the tooment (for reflection and research on such an
occasion will hardly be expected) there are few
wind-mills or water-mills, I should suppose, that
occupy so great a force. In a wheel of a size
sufIicient to admit an animal of this bulk, the
acclivitT would be very gradual; and the height
would be such as would admit of a rider, if
necessary, without &fl_cnlty. The form_as well
as manners of the animal seem to render it at
least as fit for this sort of service as a turnspit
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who stole the sticks : I steal my brooms
nery, but to the neglect of those very methods
ready made. The labour I employ in this which itself has been pointing out.
way, I steal the whole of it from idleness.
As to the making of cordage, the ineligiThe same labour does the business of health
bility of such an employment for such a place
and eeonomy at the same time. My prisoners,
has been pretty fully shown above. * Iraif they did not walk in a wheel, must, like
mense spacemthat
space inclosed at an iraother prisoners, walk out of a wheel : and, mense expense, which, be it ever so immense,
in the latter case, the same degree of exerwill hardly be sufSeient---and all this to carry
cise would require more time spent in walk- on a manufactory of implements of escape.
ing, than in the former.
The strangest recommendation
is that
Inexpediency in detail is another property
which is intimated by the placing the lahore"
of these imperious recommendations.
For in- of the wheel and that of the capstern on the
stances of laborious employments, eight sorts
same line, as if indifferently applicable to the
of operations are promiscuously brought to- same purposes. The first is of all the known
gerber : "Treading in a wheel, or drawing in modes of generating pure force by human exa eapstern for turning a mill or other engine,
ertion the most advantageous: the other, unsawing stone, polishing marble, beating hemp,
less in very l_rticular circumstances, perhaps
rasping logwood, chopping rags, and making the least so. In the place in question, these
e.ordage."
circumstances are never to be found.
CornWhat are we to understand fFom this he- pared with a perpendicular wheel, the sort of
terogeneans specification ? In the two first
horizontal wheel called a capstern would, in
instances, the only thing mentioned is the such a place, be a miserable contrivance.
The
mode of 9eneratln9 the force : in the other most painfd and intolerable muscular consix, the direction to be given to it, the ap- traction will not produce, in the latter way, a
plication to be made of it. Is it that the
quantity of force approaching to that which is
force generated, as in the two first instances,
produced by the successive application of the
is meant to be applied to produce the elweight of the body in the mere act of walking
fects respectively specified in the other six ? in the other. The capstern-heaver would be
Hardly. Sawing stone and polishing marble,
dead before the wheel-walker felt the sensaI am assured, are operations that have never
tion of fatigue, t The advantage of that horiet been performed any otherwise than by zontal wheelis, that you can put more men by
and.
Beating hemp and rasping logwood
far to it than you can put to the perpendicular
are performed thriftily by wind and water ; one. you can lengthen the levers ; you can
unthriftiIy here and there perhaps by hand : multiply them to a great degree ; you could
hemp-beating, especially, so unthriftily as to even put story of them over story.
Hence
be banished from all free manufactories,
and it is of use where, having plenty of men, who
confined to prisons, where its sole use is, like if not employed in thss way could not be em_hat of the blunt saw, to plague those who ployed at all, you want now and then a heavy
work with it. Chopping rags is performed,
lot of work done in a shm't time.
Such is
at all paper-mills I ever saw or heard of, by the case in seamanship.
Accordingly, in seathe force of that element, an abundant sup- manshlp the capstern is made use of with
ply of which is essential to the manufacture,
great advantage--in
heaving anchors out, in
Was a business like this ever performed by raising them, and so forth ; and I question
a rniU or other engine moved by a walkingwhether there be another instance._
Since
wheel or capstem ? I must have good proof
of it before I believe it. My conclusion is,
s Part I. Section 20.
that in the recommendation of the wheel and
+ According to Desaguliers, the force which
the capstern "for turning a mill or other en- a man can exert in towing is upon an average
equal to no more than 271ba ; that is_ a force that
gine," the views of the legislator had not got would serve to raise a weight to that amount;
the length of pitching upon any particular
for instance so much water out of a well. But
sort of work t_) be performed by the mill or " drawing in a capstem" is towing. According
other engine--that the operations mentioned
to the same philosopher, 1401bs. may be recimmediately afterwards were not meant as koned the average weight of a man: with this
instances of work to be performed by such whole force a man acts, when walking in awheel.
The principle of the walking-wheel is therefore
means; but that the intention was, that they more than 5 times as advantageous as that of the
should all of them be performed by hand. If
ca+]+_stern.
so, two different mlsrecommendations
are
l. AmIright?
I think I hsve traced the error
enveloped in this one clause.
One is, the to its source. On board the ballast lighters, the
employingofhumanlaboor
for thegeneratian
capstern was employed to raise gravel; for the
of brute force, in prei_renee to the elemencaptain was a seaman. Now as anchors areraised
in that manner, why not gravel ? On board the
tary and other irrational agents: the other
ballast.lighters, gravetisraiseduponthecal_tern
is, the performing by hand a variety of ope- principle; and t_at surely is ha_ labour. But
mtions, not ouly to the negl_Bct of themost
hard lsbour is tbe very thing we want, andtherc
advantageous methods of employing macldit is for ua
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the world began, I do believe it has never been
employed to keep up a constant force,
Even laying profit out of the question, as
the authors of the penitentiary act do, and
setting up labour as its own end without looking for any thing beyond it, we shall find the
lesson equally pregnant with delusion. Even
in this point of view, nothing can be more
opposite than the labour of the capstern and
that of the wheel.
Wheel-work is open to
abuse on neither side : capstern-work, on both
sides._
Laziness on the part oi the workman, negligence or partiality on the part of
the inspector, may redu_
the exertion to
nothing: tyranny may screw it up to a pitch
fatal to life.
Nor is wheel-work less happily adapted to
the purposes of economy in other points of
view.
Knowing by trlal'the quantity of force
necessary tbr giving motion to your wheel,
you can provide for the keeping up of that
force with the utmost certainty : you can
know before-hand what each man can and
will do, as well as afterwards whethcr he ha_
or has not done it.
In this way, as no man
can cheat you, nor is the quantity of work
dependent at all upon good-will, slave's work
is worth as much as freeman'_ work, neither
being capable of doing more nor better than
the other in the same time._
• Wheel-work is mere foot exercise: capstern
work is arm exercise. In the former, the efli_et is
the immediate result of muscular exertmn, and
proportioned to that exertaon, be it ever so great
or ever so httle : m the latter_ it is the result of
mereweight--theweightofthebodysuce_slvely
applied m the dlflbrent parts of the etreumferenee
of a wheel ; and so long as the same pace is kept
up, that weight, as well _ the exertion by which
it is apphed, is invariably the sanae.
In the wheel-work, if there were twenty men
in a wheel, you would know exactly what each
man's exertion was, and what the share it had in
the production of the common effect: m the
capstern-work, though there wire but two men,
you could not ascertain e_thcr m,_n'._share,
Could not a man cheat, It may be said_ by
setting his foot down on the same spot from
whzeh he took it up, or even backward instead
of forward ? I *hould doubt it: and if it were
feasible, an effectual remedy might be found,
Even in a single wheel (I mean a wheel with a
single man in it) the impetus already acquired
by a few turns would make it much easier to a
man to go on, than to step backward, or in tim same
_lace: much more in a double wheel, espeeially
af the deceit were practised by one alone without the concurrence of the other. In the only
walking wheel I ever saw (which was made for
a carriage to go without horse_) therewere steps
in the reside for the convenience of treaoing.
These would serve hkewise to render deceit more
difficult, as well as to maintain regularity in the
pace. But deceit might at any rate be prevented,
especially with the help of these treading-beards,
by vrescribin_ the number of steps to be tal_ca
wi_in a eartam time: a small index-.wheel connetted with the main wheel, _in the msmament
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The regulation about hours strikes me, I
must confess, as a most extraordinary one.
Working-hours, never more than ten out of
the four-and-twenty ; and, for a quarter of
the year, not more than eight : eight for three
months, nine for two months more, and ten
for the other seven.
For greater certainty,
a curfew clause : all lights and fires out before nine.
Of the quantity of labour that
might be had, more than five parts out of 15
in point of tzme, as we shall see, _ thrown
away, for the sake of getting the other nine
or ten of a hard sort : and all the while, by
this very limitation m point of time, matters
so arranged, that it shall be not only difficult
on other accounts to have the labour as hard
here as elsewhere, but upon this account irapossible.--This
an act for the promotmn of
hard labour ! Say rather for the preventmn
of it.
What a les_on to the country ! That little
more than half the labour the honest poor,
the industrious tradesman, are forced to go
through in order to hve, Is a lot too hard for
felons ! What is the tendency, not to say the
frmt, of all this hard labour so unhappily bestowed in the field of legislatmn ? to render
hard l_tbour impossible in the place it Is specially destined for, and odious everywhere else.
In one circumstance of it, the regulation is
a perfect riddle to me:--mo_t
work when
the weather is hot_cst.
That the number of
working-hours should bc made varmble according to the heat of the weather, how httle
necessary soever as we have _een, was, however, natural enough ; but the principle by
which the w_rlation is determined seems a
perfect paradox.
When was the number to
be the greatest

?_ when the season was hot-

called a way-zriser for measuring ground, would
serve m show with the utmost exactness how far
the injunetmn had been obberved.
In some instances, the quantity of the effect
produced might be made to show the number
of turns thathad been given to the wheel : for
examvle, m raising water, the quantity of water
that find been raised, l_ut this depends upon
the nature of the work, and the instances in
_hieh it would hold good are eoml_tratively but
few. The index-wheel (which of course must
be situated in such a manner as to be out of the
reach of having its indications t_.lsiiied by the
labourers in the wheel) is therefore the preferable re_uree.
To keep the force thus gained to an equality,
in any operation in regard to whleh the differ.
enee in point of weight between man and man
were hable to produce occasional deficiencies,
those whose natural weight was under the mark
I might carry artificial .weight in proportion : and
I if with this addition the exercise were too much
I for any one, a proporlaonable abatement might
I be made to him in the article of time° Wei(ght
I might thus be carried, not, as in the equestrmn
I phrase jor inches, but for lighme_ and for
I strengtl_.
I
_ See _ection Distribution of Time,,
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test--in
the height of summer : when the
least ? when the season was coldest-- in the
depth of winter : in the temperate months,
it was to take a middle course.
What can
have been the object here ? In a clause in
which the quantity of labour was directly and
professedly limited and reduced, one should
have thought, it had been lenity and indul.gence. But where is the indulgence of workmga man hardest when he is hottest, and
giving him least work when work would be a
blessing to him, to keep him from the cold ?
-Even the propriety of marking the temperature in this imperfect and indirect way by
the season, instead of the perfect and direct
way, would itself be questionable. For observe
the consequence: work is to be lessened (or,
as this clause _dll have it, increased) upon the
supposition of its being sultry, when perhap_
it is below temperate : work is to be increased
(or, as this clause wilt have it, dimimsbed)
upon the supposition of it_ being hard wenther, when perhaps it is above temperate,
Whether the thermometer is between 20 amt
40, or between 50 and GO, or aetween 60 and
80, is a fact just as easy to ascertain as whether it be January, April, or August.
If the
idea of regulating work by temperature is not
ridiculou% it i_ not accuracy that will remlcr
it so. If heat and cohl art; to be meauured,
it is surely as well to do it by a right standard as by a wron_" one.
But we have already _een that it i_ qualttl/
only, and not quant_tT/of work, that ought
to be influenced by temperature
; and that
neither the one nor the other ought to be
regulated by law.
Eight then, and no more, i_ the greatest
number of hours during whleh, in the cohl
season, any _ort ot work, sedelttar_ or htborious, is in this e_tabh.qnnent for hard labour
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lug-rooms are to be locked (with the prisonera, | suppose, in them,) and all lights therein extinguished, after the hour of nine."
A possibility (did I say ?) of extra work _
Yes ; and what is there more ? The governor,
on whom it so unavoidably depends, has metires given him for thwarting it, and none for
forwarding it : none for forwarding it, since
the earnings at these extra-hours are to go
entire to the prisoner-workmen--no
part of
them to hun. But of the labour of the stated
hours, a great part, it not the whole, is to go
to him. [§ 20.] Of the hard work, which is
the only sort the act allows of where hard
work can be got, so much as can be got within
the compass of the stated hours, lie will theretitre be sure to get from them : but of the
only two speeie_ of labour which the act exhiblts at the head of the list of speomens and
patterns (treading in a wheel, and heaving at
a capstern,) there is not one which it would
be possible for a taskmaster to compel the
continuance of, so much as dllring eight hours
of the twenty-tour, the smallest of the numbets of stated hours prescribed. Judge, then,
whether he will give up any of that time which
is his, in order to make them a present of it.*
Another amichmax not less extraordinary
i_ yet behind, labour inade less and less, according to length of standing.
When a man
ha_ served a tlurd of his tinw, '_omuch is to
he struvk off from his woik; Jf when two
tlnrd_, so nntdl more.
Less and less of It
there i_ thu_ to be, the more wduahle it is
become to everybody, the easier it sits upon
himself, and the nearer he is arrived to the
period when tie will have that and nothing
else to depend upon for Ins subsistence.

* What_ then_ does this clause amount to ? anyt_ung or nothin_ ? Silatl we ask tile Glouce._ter
magt_trates?
The]rdecision is in the negative.
to be carried ell. _l at lea_t says section 34. Punctual copyist, of'the other provisions of the
True it is, that by see|ion 4.5, u pos_itnlity i¢ act, they have passed this by without nouee.
created of a pri._mor'_ xvorking at additional
"1"" From hts confinement and labour," says
hours over mid above those which have been
the act ( ._ 38.)
mentioned.
A lals_iblhty '_ Yes; and that
-_ " T}_e offenders ...... shall he divided into
is quite enough to say of it.
A special perthree clas_e_; which shall be called the.first, se,
tend, and II*ird c!a_s; for which purpose the time
mission must be given by the committee : it fbr which sue'.1 oii_l_der_ shall ._everally be COl;lis to be given only "to the mo_t diligent and
mJttcd shall lie divided into three equal parts ;
meritorious ;" only " in the way of reward
and during the first part of the time of the ira,
or eneouragemcnt'--they
may choose wheprisonment of every such offender, he or she
ther they will give it in this shape, or in that
shall be ranked in the first class, and during the
of an allowmn.c of a part of the carning_ of second part of such tnne, he or she shall be
the stated hirers : it i_ to bc only " during
ranked in the second elates, and during the third
anti last part of such time, he or she shall be
the intervals of'the stated labour;" not thereranked m the third class; and the confinement
fore in any interval between a time of labour
and labour of such offenders as shall from tnne
and any oilier time, such _ that of rest or to tune be ranked in the first class, shall be most
meals : all "working
tool% imph,ment% aml strict ant! severe, and the confinement and labour
malmrLMs". ..... that " will mhnlt of d_dly re- of the offenders rankedin the second class, shall
moval," are, by section 34, to be " removed"
be more moderate, and the confinement and lawhen the " hours of work are passed, to bout
of those
rankedwhich
in the
third degrees
class, shall
be
still more
relaz_ed;
several
of conplaces proper for their safe cal_tody, there to finement and labour, sotobeaflixedtocaehelass,
be kept till the hour of labour shall return ;" shall from time to time be settled by the commit.
and by section 40, "the doors of all the lodgtee, by orders of regulation to be approved of in
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What is at the bottom of all this contri- I see, so that all that I cmdd obtain were the
vance ? -- poesiblv the principle of the bluat I option of giving it to the one or to the other
saw : when prisoners require most plaguing, [ as I chose, I must confess it would be to the
most labour is to be got out of them; when [ more humble establishment of the two that I
less plaguing will suffice, the superfluous la- I should be disposed to give the preference. It
bour is to be tossed by, as being of no further
is by reading Latin and Greek that we learn
use.
While their work is troublesome to to read Greek and Latin ; but it is by digging,
them, and they are awkward at it, and it is and grinding, and weaving, that we live.
worth but little, they are to be made do as
I have sometimes thought that, considering
much of it as they can : the more it comes to the light in which the matter seems to have
be worth, as it answers in a less degree the
been viewed, industry has been let off tolepurpose ofplaguln 9 them, tbeless of it there
rably cheap, and that it is a happiness the
is to be.
divisions in this newly-devised school of inAt Westminster school, the climax of in- dustry have not been more than half the numstruction takes, if it is not much altered
ber of those in the school of literature. Had
within these thirty years, a somewhat diffe- there been as many classes at Wan&worth as
rent course.
Whatever be the task, the there areforrns at Westminster, it would not
longer a boy has been about it, the greater is be easy to say to what profundity of gentlethe quantity of it expected from him in a manly repose the anti-climax might have been
given time.
Memory, invention, whatever
pushed. As, in the one place, the seventh form
be the faculty concerned, the supposition is, is filled with the few whose persevering spirit
that it would rather be improved than ira- enables them to tug at Hebrew roots; so, to
paired, fortified than debilitated, by use. If the other, none should be admitted whose
ten lines are to be got by heart for an excrobhvion of labour had not learnt to shew itcise in the second form, twenty lines are to
self at their finger's ends, as in China, by a
be mastered the same way in the third. If a seven-inch length of nail.
Greek dlstwh is to be construed and parsed
The stock ofrelaxantsis
not yet exhausted.
in the fourth form, a tetrastlch is to be disWhen hours after hours of the working-time
cussed within the _ame time and in the same have been struck off, for fear the prisoners
manner in the fifth.
The supposition there
should not yet be idle enough, some of the
evidently is, that learning is a good thing-best of them are to be picked out, their work
that the more a boy can be made to imbibe
is to be taken altogether out of their hands,
of it the better-and that, in short, he could and they are to be suffered to go idiing about
hardly have too much. That any proposition
the house.
By a separate section inserted
to this eli_ect was hung up in any part of the for the purpose (§ 39,) the governor is eraschool-room, ismorc than I ever heard. But if powered "to employ at his discretion any"
it had been, it could not have been more tho .......
" who shall be ranked in the third class,
roughly recognised, nor the truth of it more as servants, overseers, or assistants,
in the
steadily assumed in practice.
In these new management of the works, and care of their
invented schools of penitence and industry,
fellow-prisoners,
instead of being confined to
a proposition not less steadily assumed and such their daily labour as aforesaid."
implicitly conformed to is, that industry, that
I say idling ; tbr house-service,
in compaproductive labour, is a bad thmg_that
it is rison of a wolking trade, is idleness : superfit only ior punishment--that
an honest man intendence
of course, still greater idleness.
cannothavetoolittleofit:thatitisfitonlyfor
A preceding clause (§ 32) took them from
felons, and for them only while the marks of whatever good trades they had been bred to,
guilt are fresh upon their heads-- that the less to put them to a bad trade, contrived for puof it a man goes through, the better it is for nishment and nothing else. A part of them
him. Accordingly, the object of this clanse is are now to be taken even from that bad trade.
to wean him from it by degrees ; regarding it By the time their term is out, and they are
as fit not for ordinary diet, but only for physic,
to be turned loose again upon the wide world,
the dose of it is lessened, m proportion as the they are to have unlearned every thing that
effect with a view to which it was first ad- can afford them the smallest prospect of a
ministered, is supposed to be produced,
maintenance.
For in such a place what posFor my part, I see nothing in the principle
sible provision can house-service lead to? who
pursued in the school of literature that should
will take house-sorvants
from such a house_
render it unfit for adoption in the school of House-service requires confidence : character
productive industry : I can find nothing in the is insisted on. Of handicraft trades, most redesign of either institution
that should pre- quire very little, some scarce any.
vent its reception in the other.
But were
The clause calls itself an enabling clause.
there m this case a repugnancy that I do not
What is it? Were it any thing, it would be
a restraining one. Servants_what
servants
manner aforesald_ but so as not to defeat or elude wm_h speaking of can really be wanted in
the act."
this
special provL_mns made and appointed by soch a house?
Are the prisoners_to be toa
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proud, or has the act made them too hasy, to
sweep eel their own rooms ? Could 1lot the

This reuse, such as it is, makes bad still
worse : complication and obscurity, and that

task of keeping clean the common rooms
(since upon this plan there were to be cornmen rooms) be performed by rotation ? does
it require picked men to do it ? I say it is
in effect a restraining clause.
Supposing no
such regulation, such sort of service, what
little of it there is necessary, would have been
performed on one or other of two plans. -either upon the rotation plan, every one doing
a small share ; or, were any selection made
for a sort of service requiring no sort of skill,
it would be of such as were awkwardest
at
their trades.
I speak of a manager of cornmen plain sense, who were not handcuffed,
and whose profit were staked upon the suecess. Here he i_ &ssuaded from the rotation
plan ; an establishment
of servants is recommended to him ; and in choosing them, he is
forbidden to take them from any of the three

Proportion to he struck off from the labour of
each prisonerupon his removal from thefirst class
to the second, one hour out of nine, the average
number of hours, I set at one-ninth : and a managor would hardly think of striking oiflcss than
tills, if he struck off anything.
Additional
the removal
second
to the deduction
third--_oneon
ninth
_norc. from the
Ilesld/.--Gmss annual value of the labour
of _00 prisoners, without the deduction
in question,
- .......
£3510
Ditto of one-third ofthe_umber, _'iz. 300_
being the number in the second class,
1_01
Deduct one-ninth from the total value of
the labour of this second chss, ....
130
Ditto two-ninths from that ofthethird class, 2(;0
Total deduction, . . £3_
Present value of such annum deduction,
considered as a l_erpetual rent-charge
at 30 years' purcnase,
....
£11,700
I think I shall not be accused of having rated
the value of the labour extravagantly high at 3d.
a-day, considering that it is bat the gross value,
and that it takes the economy at the h_ghest pitch
to winch it can be pushed, not o_ly by this act,
hut by the accumulating powers of a series of
acts explanatory and emen/latory upon the same
principles to the end of time. Isay, then, that
for £11,700, not a Perillns only, but.even an or.
dinary goldsmith of the present degenerate age,
eouhl make a very decent bull, big enough to
broil a middle-sized man in_ of the very be_t gold.
1 mean, provided he were allowed to t_ke his own
way fbr making it ; thr I would not answer for
him were he m be obhged to learn his art, hke
the manager of this manufacturing concern, trom
instructions beat into him by act of parliament,
nor if' the thickness of the gold were to be reguluted upon the same principles as the dimensions
of the houses in the pemtentiary-town are by
this Act.
Whether the deduction was meant to be made
in the artade of time, or in the article of exertion,
it comes to the same thing. It must have been
in one or other ; for it is not "confinement" only
that is to be first " more moderat_," then " still
more relaxed," but " labour."
Time was the
dement best adapted to calculation, as being
the only one of the two that was subceptible of a
determinate shape. If the act meant not time,
but degree of exertion, it did still worse ; for that
wouldbegivingthepoweritsmostarbitraryform.
The intention could hardly be, that the relaxalion should be administered by change of trade:
the economy would be still worse. Is the new
trade a less productive one than the old one ?
Here is loss, then, incurred to no purpose. Is it
more productive ? Still the same loss ; only preeedent, instead of subsequent--a bad trade carried on for a wholeyear for the sake of changing
it for a better at the year's end. Is it neither
more nor less productive ? Still there is loss ; for
by the suppo_tion, in the second trade there is
to be the same produe_ with less labour. With
equal labour it would, therefore, have been more
productive than the first : it ought, therefore, to
have been taken up from the beginning, instead
of the first. Add to this, in every case, the loss
tllatmust resuh from the time consumed in learn.
inganewtrade.
-1nether mischief: Not only the ?abouris thus

classes but that which inch, des such as are
expertest at their trades, as f,zr as expertness
is to be inferred from plactice,
I call it, then, a restraining elause---aml so
it is with regard to good management and industry : tot with regard to abuges and idlehess, its enabling tendency is not to be denied,
The objects we are most conversant with
will naturally he uppermost in our thoughts,
In the creation of this new microcosm, no
wonder if the old and great world should
sometimes have been in view.
Of this chief
seat of relaxation in the most relaxed of all
the relaxed classes, the idea seems as if it had
been taken from Lord Chesterfield's hospital
of incurables : niches are accordingly leit in
it here and there, capable of being fitted up
into little snug places and sinecures,
Of all this elaboration and complication,
what, then, is the effect _ Mischiet-- mischief
in all its shapes : listlessness,
idleness, incapacity of earning subsistence--mischief,
and
nothing else.
What was the end in view ?
Not mischief, most assuredly.
What then ?
In good truth, I do not know. Punishment
is one use it is applied to, and that the only
use.
By § 47, powers of pmlishment are
provided, and that of " removing such offenders, if ranked in the second or third class,
into any prior class," is of the number. What
then? This delicate piece of mechanism, with
all its softness, and smoothness, and re]axation, is it after all but an engine of punishmerit ? An excellent one it would be, were
it as good as it is expensive.
Perillus's bull,
had it been of gold instead of brass, would
scarce have equalled it.*
t Calculation of the expense of this en_ne of
punishment, for .904)prisoners, being the
number provided for by the Act :-Suppose _,n_ average value of each
prisoner's workforaday,
. •.
£0 0 3
Thismakt_forawcek,
.....
0 I 6
For a year,
........
3 18 0
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complication a cover for tyranny and injusThenecesdty,
howsoever it might sit upon
tiee.
The meaning, if I do not misunderthe prisoners, would not sit very heavy upon
stand it, was, that for a prison-offence, the
the governor : I mean, if he has in efl'ect_that
committee should have the power of adding interest in the productiveness of the establish.
to any prisoner's term of confinemen_ an ad- ment which the act wishes him to have.
It
ditional one, eeer so short or ever so long, so wilt be no secret to him, that the same quanas it did not exceed the original one. In that
tity of labour at the expiration of an apprencase, the simple course would have been to ticeship, is worth rather more than at the
have said so. Instead of that, the meaning
commencement of it. Nor will the necessity
is expressed in a round-about way by refer- sit much heavier on the committee, if they
enee to these classes.
What is the conseeither set a value upon the friendship of the
quence ? That when six years, for instance,
governor, or set the same value upon this enwas the term for the original offence, for the i gine of punishment as appears to have been
prison-offence you can have nothing less than set upon it by the maker : the committee of
two years ; nor if you would have more than three, I mean, who, when not so many as
two years, anything less than four years : two
three, are not more than one, and who, sitting
years or four years, then, with an additional
m the dark, with an interested prosecutor,
time, such as _he committee may think pro- their creature and their dependent, at their
per to add to it, is the onlyalteruative : two
elbow, cumulate the functions of judge and
years the least quantity in such a case ; or jury. This I know_ that were I a candidate
else this precious engine, which it cost so
many thousand pounds to make, is not to be
used ; if you won't use it harshly, you shan't
use it at all : so says the letter at least of
this law."

to the ori_nal time specified in the sentence .¢
In the letter case, the sen._e would have been
more dearly expre._ed by leaving out the word
additional, or the word a_zd, or both of them :in the same manlier ....
and Jb_ such ttme as
. order _ in tke same
to be more and more relaxed, but the confinement [ the committee sl_all
likewise. Whatistheconsequence
? Corruption-_nanner .... for such additional time _ in llw
corruptionstiUgreater thanbefore, ifalready ltwas [ same manner.../br
such timc.--In any of these
not brought to its highest pitch. For how is it [ three ways, the e_pression would have been clear
where t2_econfinement is strictest ? Even there, [ on the side of lenity, proportionality, and reason.
assocmtion promiscuous, or nearly promiscuous, ] If neither the word a_td, nor the wind additwnal,
takes place at different times of the day--at work- I were designed to ensure the contrary conbtrucing-times, at meal-times, and at airing-times. _ tton, no effect atall is given them, and theyserve
How then can the confinement be relaxed, unless ] only to perplex. Thus then stands the question :
it be by increasing the already too great hberty of the letter of the law pretty decidedly on one
association ? They are not any of them sulely to side ; reason, as I conceive it, on tbe other : but
be let out of the house ? they are therefure to be what sort of a guide would reason be to trust to
buffered to go about idling and confabulating and throughout this law ?
confederating within the house. And at what
Thus much is certain : that a cruel, or what is
period is this increased rdaxation and increased more to be feared, an interested committee-man,
faculty of association to take place ? at the very leagued and connected with the governor, might,
periodthenearesttothatoftheirdischarge,
when without the smallest risk or even imputauon,
all the bad lessons they have collected from one take the rigorous side ; and what is remarkable,
another, whatever they are, may be transferred the abuse would not in any possible way be susfrom theory to practice,
ceptible of aremedy. Convened beforethe Court
• •
This is one mode of construction : is it the of King's Bench, what possible fault could be
right one ? I will not be positive : it would take found with a committed-man who had been in the
an argument of an hour long to attempt to get to constant habit of sentencing no prisoner for less
the bottom of this darkness. Here is the clause, than two years ? " How came yoa_ tbr so slight
in its own words, that I may be sure of not doing an offence, to inflict imprisonment for so long a
it an injustice :_" And in case of removalinto
term ?" " Because I tbund myself obliged :
any prior class, the offender shall, from the time the law is peremptory: it does nut admit of a
of making such order of removal, go through shorter."
" No; you mistake; you were not
such prior class_ and also the subsequent class or bound." "Well, if I was not bound_ I am sorry
classes, in the same manner as under his or her for it: but I have done no wrong ; for I thought
original commitment, and for such additional
I was, and you cannotdenythat I was empowertime as such committee shall think proper to or- ed." Had the discretion given not extended to
der, so as the whole time of confinement, to be so lon_ a period, the stretch, if the construction
computed from such order of removal into such authorizing it were not approved of, would have
prior _
to the final discharge of the offender, been chargeable with ill_lity,
and there would
shall not exceed the original term for which he have been something to have appealed from.
or she was committed."
Here, as there Lsno pretence for a charge of fileDoes the word manner include the eonsidera- guilty, there is no/,,round upon which an appeal
tion of time._ It should seem yes. It surely can build itsehe.
might, if nothing else were mid about time. AdTo form a just eom_tion of this cla_,
and
d_tional with relation to what ? additional with of the spirit which pe_. e_ this ac h ada to w.e
relation to the longer time they _¢onld have to mischiefs of a phm bad in Inindple, the mis.
atay in consequence of their being turned doing chiefsofperplerdty and arability res_ting from"
into a lower class, supposi_ nothing expressly co.mplicaaon. 0 simplicity ! heaven.bon_ siresaid of time ? or merdy additional with relation plictty ! when wilt thou vidt the patlm of law ?
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for the management contract, 1 wmdd make elapsed of each man's term. If this account
no inconsiderable allowance for such a elmise,
be obscure, I am sorry for it, but I cannot
especially so worded: I mean, if I could help it: were it altogether otherwise, it
bring my conscience to such a degree of re- would not be a faithful one. These divisions
laxation, that the idea of taking a sentence
cross and jostle one another in effect ; but in
of imprisonment for a few years, and altering idea each may be considered by itself.
Let
it under the rose into a punibhment for life, us observe tbr a moment the consequence of
sat as easy upon me, as that of a similar the first of them. Two classes of persons
_ransformation appears to have sitten, I hope are carefully distinguished, and placed in sithrough inadvertence, upon the planners of tuations as opposite as possible: from that
the colonization scheme,
moment, their treatment, as to everything
The mischief roll is not yet read through,
that remains of it, i_ unifi)rmly the same.
The proportion of punishment, such as it is
Two sets of people, and but two : to heave
what does it depend upon ?__ upon the de- at a capstcru, or what is looked upon as equigree of delinquency which called for it ? No vaient, the employment of the one ; to knit
mnot in any shape. The punishment is pro- nets, or some such thing, the occupation of
portioned, not to themagnitude of the offence, the other. No medium : straining to excess,
but to the length of a man's term : not to the or sitting almost without motion. The Inoffence for which he is punished, but to an- bour of the former might be too severe ; that
other offence which has'nothing to do with of the latter not sufficiently so. Preserva_
it, and which has already had its punishment,
tlves require to be employed against both
That punishnteut is the tufty use this clas- exces_-es : clauses to restrain undue _everity
sification is put to in the act itself, is certain,
in the one case, clauses to restrain undue
But was it really dcsiglled ibr an engine of lenity in the other.
What does our legislapunishment,
and nothing else ? If so, the tot ? He twists both kinds of clauses togeawkwardness of it is not less remarkable than
ther, and applies them indiscriminately
to
the expensiveness.
Three equal permds of both classes of workmen, and both classes of
a man's term, three years say, is the time it work. What is the consequence?
Every such
Js supposed to be wanted for. For one of clause is a two-edged sword : with one edge
those periods it can't be used ; since for such it destroys one part of the company ; with
time as a man is in this "fi_st" class, as it is the other edge, the remainder.
With the one
called, meaning the lowest, there is no lower
he thus cuts up one half of his own purposes;
class into which he can be turned down.
with the other, the other half. Because 14
What is this period during which it can't be or 15 hours would be too long for one set
used ? The very period, of all others, during to heave at a capstern, the others, who are
which, if in any, it would be wanted. When
to do nothing but sit and knit, are not to
is it that punishment in every shape is in have any more than 10, than 9, than 8 hours,
meat demand?--when
is it that unruliness
to do that in, or anything else : because three
is most to be apprehended,
and requires the or four hours would be nothing to employ in
greatest force to combat it? One would think
knitting, those who are to heave at a capit were when coercion was most new.
A stern are to heave on for not less than 8, 9,
bit for breaking in horses, which has this pc- or l0 hours, and longest when the heat of
eullar property belonging to it, that it can't
the weather has rendered the fatigue most
be used till the horse has gone a twelvemonth
intolerable : because those who are to sit
upon the road ! an engine that cost .£11,700,
knitting would soon be dead were they to do
and that can never be used till experience has nothing but sit or lie a-bed without exercise,
shown that there is no need of it I
the capstern-heavers,
who have been heaving
Was the sinecure establishment
that we and straddling till they cannot set one foot
have seen grafted on this classification plan,
before the other, are also to have their walk:
meant as a fund of reward _ It is still worse becanse the capstern- heavers will be dead
contrived tbr reward than the engine of pu- with fatigue before their day is half spent,
nishment made out of the classes is for pu- the knitters are to have 14 hours out of the
nishment : that cannot be used till one-third
24, and never less than 12, to soak in bed ;
of the term is over ; this, not till two-thirds
and this is called keeping them to hard Inare at an end.
bonr: because the capstern-heavers
will be
One glance more, raid I have done. Two
worked to death before their term is one third
divisions or classifications,
the reader may over, the knitters, by the time they have gone
have observed, running on together : two through a third of theirs, are to have a part
classifications made upon so many different of their knitting hours struck off; and by the
principles: the first grounded on capacity for time they have gone through two thirds, the
hard labour, as indicated by age, sex, health,
abatement is to be doubled.
and ability : the other on length of standing;
" Exaggeration ! exaggeration ! Can you
that is, not on absolute length of standing,
seriously, then, pretend to believe that misbut relalice--relatlon
had to the proportion chiefs like these would really ensue ?"_ I
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hope not-- I trust not; at least, not in any
such degree : in some way or other, the worst
of them would be got rid of. These, like
others, would somehow or other find something like a remedy. True : but who should
we have to thank for it ?--those
who contrlved the act ? No, but those who would
have to execute it ; that is, to struggle under
it, and save themselves from executing it.
Of two things, one : executed, it is ruinous ;
not executed, it is useless : such is the dilemma that pursues it through every part of
its career. The provisions either will, or will.
not, have the effect of peremptory ones. In
the one case, they are productive of the mischief which we see : in the other, they are
of no effect against the mischiefs which they
themselves have in view.
Recapitulation.
-- Errors collected under
the single head of Employment--fruits
of legislative interference
in matters of domestic
and mercantile economy,
1. Setting out with a wrong object--hard
labour instead of profit,
2. Undertaking to g:_ve any regulations or
instructions at all with regard to choice among
the species of employment.
3. Grounding the choice upon a wrongprinciple--employing
human exertion to generate
pure force,
4. Making peclfliarly dtsadvantageous
apphcatwns of that disadvan_,ageous principle-capstern-work
put upon a line with wheelwork.
5. Prescribing
other employments partieularly disadvantageous upon the face of them;
such as beating hemp, rasping logwood, chopping rags--operations
already performed to
more advantage by machines moved by the
elementary przmum-mobdes.
6. Putting a negative upon mixture of eraployments,
though alike recommended
by
health, economy, and comfort,
7. Putting a negative upon a free change
of employments, as economy may occasionally
reqmre,
8. Limiting the quantity of labour, either
one way or other, in point of tzme : warkin 9hours not fewer than 8, 9, or 10 in a day,
nor more.
9. Making the limitation different in different seasons : l0 hours for seven months,
9 for two other months, and 8 only for the
remaining three ; thence losing so much in
the two latter seasons.
10. Making the limitation such, that the
exercise shall be hardest in the season when
men are least able to bear it.
11. Making further deduction from the sum
of labour on the ground of length of standing : striking off so much when one third of
the term is over, and so much more when two
thirds, with or with out limiting the amount
of the deduction, or specifying the mode.
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12. Making the deductiom per sa/tum: two
degrees only of relaxation, two classes only
of prisoners, to the disregard ofthe numerous
differences indicated by the circumstances of
individuals.
13. Facilitating undue preferences:--by
the power given of changing the work from
real to nominal.
14. Authorising excessive additions to the
duration of punishment, by a judicature secret
and arbitrary, and liable to be interested.
15. Establishing an expensive fund of reward and pumshment ; and that so eonstituted, that it can never be used till the inutility of it has been demonbtrated by experlenee : degradations and indulgences that
cannot take place till one tlnrd or two thirds
of a man's time is over.
16. Prescribing, under the common notion
of hard labour, two classes of employments
as opposzte in point of severity of exercise,
as possible, without any medmm.
17. Prescribing for such opposite measures
of exertion, the same measure of relaxation ;
and that m every particular--hours,
seasons,
and length of standing.

SECTION
VI.
v I _.T.
0_; the important head of diet, the principles
already established leave little here to add.
1. Quantity--unlimited
;* that is, as much
as each man chooses to eat.
2. Price--the
cheapest._"
3. Savour _ the least palatable of any in
common use.:_
4. Mixture--none.
5. Change_none,
unless for cheapness.
6. Drink _ water.
7. Liberty to any man to purchase more
palatable diet out of his chare of earmngs._
8. Fermented
liquors excepted,
which,
even small beer, ought never to be allowed
on any terms.§
• Rule of lemty, see Section 1.
Rule of economy.
++Rule of severity.
][ Rule of economy. _ Few cases, I believe,
there are_ if any, in which it will not be found
advantageous, even in pointofeconomy,
to allow
a man, in the _¢ayof reward, a proportion of his
earnings. But re_ard must assume the shape
of a present
gratilication_
that toothe
of mathe
sensual
class_ or_
in the eyesand
of perhaps
jar
part oftosuch
company,
can ifscarcely
expected
have a any
value; itand
it take bea
sensual shape, it cannot take.a more unexceptionable one.
§ Rule of severity/. -- How many tbouumds
of the honest and indnstrious poor are incapable,
unle_ at the expense of food and nourishment_ of
giving themselves this unnecessary indulgence !
The mischief done to health by ttie use or
abuse of fermented liquor_ is beyond .cemparison
greater than that effected by all other mu_ put
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Thus speak our three rules. Look round
among the systems in practice : we shall find
them all three transgressed, and what is more,
the opposite excesses united in one and the
same transgressiom
Many different dietaries
have been adopted, prescribed, or reeommended. These opposite defects may be observed more or less in all of them.
In all
of them, the food is limited in quantity : in
all of them, it is more or less too good in
quality.
At Wymondham,
three different
sorts of things in turn, but of the only one
of which the quantity is specified, viz. bread,
a deplorably scanty measure. Thus far, however, right, as, except one meal in the week,
animal food forms no part of it. °
Twopenny worth of bread only for a whole
day I and this under the hardest as well as the
easiest work l Twopenny worth of bread ?
Mm_y a man will eat as much with his meat
at a single meal. The allowance settled, too,
not by quantity but by value ! If thus scanty
when at the largest rate, what must it be
when one third of it is struck off? Under a
regimen like this, a prison must be a scene
of perpetual famine. I read it in the dietary :
Howard read it in men's countenances.
" Several young men," says he, (his visit was in
1788t) "seemed as if they could not go out
so fit for labour as they come in." Nobody,
it is said, dees tkere. I believe it---they do not
stay there long enough : but there are slow
poisons as well as quick ones. Nobody, it is
added, is sick there,
l deny it : everybody
is sick there, and always, ls not a perpetual
gnawing in the stomach a disease ? Work
little or much, behave well or ill, this is to
be their fate.
Were I to put a man to such
a regimen, which as a necessary means to a
fit end I should not scruple, I should speak
honestly, and call it torture--I
should use it
instead of a thumb-screw:
it is applying the
rack to the inside of the stomach, instead of
the outside of a limb.
Men that kave once
been there, do not come there a second time.
I dare say they don't ; nor would they, were
their allowance thrice as great as it is. It is
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dare say they are. Why ?_beeunse the maintenance is less than half what is sufiicient._:
The good Howard, who with me protests
against this dietary, has given us one of his
own : and in this, as in so many other instances, has shown how little self was in his
thoughts.
Good things, a variety of them,
and butcher's meat amongst the rest.l[ Butcher's meat twice, or rather four times aweek, to felons whose diet is to be their
punishment I Butcher's meat for the lowest
.vulgar, as if for fear a cheaper diet should
not agree with them I He himself all this
while never suffering a morsel to enter within
his lips. Yet what man ever enjoyed a more
uninterrupted flow of health and spirits ?
This inconsistency, in a word, runs through
all the dietaries I have ever met with.
Nobody has ever had the courage to be either
cruel enough to feed felons as so many honest
men would be glad to be fed, or extravagant
enougi_ to give them as much of the poorest
food as they require.
The simplest course,
one would think, was doomed to be always
the last thought of.
I look at the hulk dietaries ; and in these,
animal food abounds more than in any other.
This is not difficult to be accounted for. The
prisons are ships---the guards seamen: it must
± God forbid what is here said should be the
me,_ns of throwing anything like odium on the
labours of the respectable magistrate m whom
the pubhe is indebted for this regimen and the
account we have of it. Of the purity of his mtentions, malice itself could not suggest a doubt:
of
hawng
conscience proof
on his that
side,man
he has
thehis
most
unquestionable
can given
give;
for it is he himself who publishes his plan, and
calls i_pon the world to judge of it. Seeing that
economy was the pomt at which the penitentiary
system stuck, it was his zeal for the system that
carried him these lengths to serve it. Is this
_rving
served ?between
that is the
uestion.it as
It itis ought
anhonestto be
difference
us,
nd I hope not an irreconeileable one.
But
rhile my opinions on this head remain as they
re, I cannot help regretting_ for the sake of the
risoners, that some contractmg Jew had not had
he management of the prison. The most raaeious of the tribe would not have dared to go
said, the profits of the work are more than
ach lengths on the side of parsimony, as this
double the expense of this maintenance.
I
entleman has gone from the purest motives : if
ie had, instead of proclaiming it and calling for
htO_a
ether. The use is in fact none at all_ where
imitation, he would have been as anxious to conit is out of the question. It would be next to
impo_s_ible m tolerate amodcrate enjoymentwithccal it as if he had stolen what he saved.
[I HOWAnD's DIETAnY. _Good
wheaten
out admitting
produces
no sensible
excel. effect
Theonsame
one man
beverage
will oveTthat bread, I_ lb. daily ; viz. _ lh. at breakfast, and
come another. Even small beer ought not to be 1 lb. at dinner.
excluded from the general proscription; for there
Breakfast. _ Every day _ of a pint of wheaten
can be no commonly practicable test for distinor barley meal, oatmeal, or rice made into soup.
guishingsmall
from strong ; and I haveknown
Dinner._Sunday
and Thursday,
1 lb. of
constitutions to which even orditmry small beer beef,
mutton, Aorpint
pork,of without
bone. in
-- the
Monday
and Friday,
pease boiled
broth
has aiforded the means of intoxication,
of the precexling day. -- Tuesday, Half a pint
ft WYMONDHAM
DIETaRY_Two
MEAL& of wheat or wheat flour made ir_to pudding or
Breakfast. _A penny loaf every day.
soup. _Weduesday,
2 lb. of lmtatoes, turnips,
. D/nn_.--Ditto
two days, potatoes two days,
carrots, or other vegetables that are in season.boiled pease two days, ox.cheek swap one day.
,qaturday, _ lb. of cheese, or the vegetables as on
t September 12.--On La_arcttos, p. 152.
_Vedneeday.--On
Lazarcttas, p. 238.
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be seaman'sprovender. What was the cus- three kingdoms, to whom the very tasteof
tom at sea,would of coursebe kept inview, itisunknown ? Is not Irelandfedwith ponot what was the custom elsewhere,where tatoes? Isnot Scotlandfedwith oatmeal?
men arekept cheaper; much less,what are Is that inferior
grain so much as manufacthe demands of nature. Neighbour'sfare turedintobread? Are Irishmena puny race?
could not well be denied; especially
when Is thearm of the Highlanderfmmd weak in
such a pricewas paidforit. Howard, too, war ?--What a lessontohold out to solarge
had been there,and grumbled: a_idthere a portionofthepeoplel--thatthefoodthey
were thosewho had the fearof Howard be- arecontentwith, thebesttheircountrycan
fore theireyes. The powers above were affordthem, isnut good enough forfelons!_
doubtlesstold,thatallthisgood livingwas
For what purpose,then,canthisregulation
well paidforinwork : men who work hard serve?--for what couldithave been meant
must be well fed; and when men arewell to serve? For guidance?--forinstruction?
fed,thosewho feedthem must be wellpaid Did itneed the unitedpower and wisdom of
iorit.What has notbeen said,I suppose,to King, Lords, and Commons, to inform us
thepowers above,ishowever most true,that that there are thingswhich may be eaten
what ispaldforthus workingmen and feed- with bread,and that meat is one of them ?
iJ_gthem, overand abovewhat need be paid, Almost equallyuselessis that part which
i_ mole than eveu the pretendedvalue of prescribes
the drink,though not equallyperthelrwork.
nicious.They are tohave--what ? Either
Turn now to the penitentiary
act. An- water or smallbeer. Ifthe being confined
other visitto thekitchen,and as much got towater isan undue hardship,
what doesthis
by itas before. By § 35, every offender
is clauseto save them from it? Ifitisnot an
to be " sustained
wlth bread and any coarse undue hardship,
why exposethe publicto be
meat or other inferior
fbod,and water or mtlotheexpense somuch asofsmall beer?
smallbeer."
Inwhat respect
istheregulation
ofthesmallFor humanity,forhealth,
forcomfort,
what eatusetothem ? Though theywere tohave
does thisdo ? Nothing. In what respectcan beer givento them, istherean)_thing
inthe
the prlsonersbe thebetterforthisarticle
? actto preventitsbeing sourormusty ?
In none. What saysit? That thefoodshall
For what use,then, thisregulation
about
be snfhcient
? No. That itsh_llbe whole- diet,when profusion
isleftwithoutbounds,
some ? 1No; notso much even asthat.What and when the prisonersmay be starvedor
then?--that bread shallform a partof it. poisonedfor anythingthat it does to save
They are tohave -- what ? breadand some- them ? Ask of what disservice
: theanswer
thing besides.What isthat something to isplain,and not to be contradicted.Itprebe ? is itto be meat, at allevents? No
vents them from being fed so cheaplyas
but eithermeat, so as itbe coarse,orany otherwise,without any prejudice
to health,
thingelsewhatever,soasitbeof aninferiorthey mightbe. Inthisimportantarticle
good
kind. Inferior
to what ? That the statute economy and thisact cannotexisttogether.
has nottoldus,and itwould have beenrather
Ask my contractor,
and aftera year or
difficult
foritto have toldus.
two's trialhe will tellyou distinctly
how
For economy, what doesit? Nothing._
many thousandsthenationwould have had to
Does itsetup any sortofbarrier
againstun- pay forthisexcursionintothe kitchen.The
thriftiness
orwaste? May not meat,though world, you willfind,might be sailedround
coarse,be unthrifty
food,iffurnished
inan and round fora smallpartofthe expense.
unnecessaryquantity,or laidin upon unVain would itbe to say, " So long asyou
thrifty
terms? Might nottheircaterercram givethem bread,though itbe but a morsel,
them with Polignacrolls,
foranythingthere you may compose the bulk of theirfood of
isin theactto hinderhim ?
whatever ischeaper,without violating
the
Itdoes worse thannothing. One thingit letter
ofthelaw." Certainly
: but couldyou
does determine: bread they must have-_ Not onlybreadistobegiven atallevents
bread forever,and at allevents, Why al- in ordinary,
butevenwhere an inferior
dietis
ways and at allevents bread? Is itthat prescribed
to be given forpunishment'ssake,
bread isalways thecheapestofallfood? By still
itistoconsist
of bread. Guiltupon guilt,
no means. Whether itbe so at any time,it and themost guilty
among thegudty arenever
is not necessaryto inquire: itis suflicie;it
tobe sunk solowm thisschcolof rigiddisciEthat itis not always. Bread isa manufac- line_astobe no higher than upon a par wRh
ture. Does not the earthaffordsubstances liberty
andinnocence.
Even lenity itself_ were that the only conthat will serve for food -- that are actually
sideration, would afford an objection against the
made to serve for food, with less expense of fixing upon bread as a necessary arfier_ Bread
manufacture ? Is bread anywhere a necessary
being a sort of food which is commonly eaten
article ? ls it so much as universal amongst
with meat, and with which meat is commonly
ourselves ? Arc there are not hundreds of eaten, the giving it without its usual accomlm=
mment would naturally make the privation the
lhousands, nay millions, of honest mei_ in the more sensible.
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without vlolatingthe spirit ? without departing from what it was evident the authors had
in view ? Is not the article of bread put
foremost ? Is it not evident that, according
to the notion and intention of those who drew
this clause, bread was to compose the priaclpal part of the men's food ? But suppose the
clause not obligatory __ what would it then
be ? Nugatory.
Here, as before--mischief,
or nothing -- such is the alternative.
Turn them over to a contractor, and ohserve how different the result.
No need to
rack invention to prevent his spending too
much upon their food. Leave it to him, and
one thing you may be sure of, that in this
way, as in all others, as little will be spent
upon them as possible,
The only thing to fear in this case is, lest
he should not bestow as much upon them as
he ought.
But against this you have your
remedy. Do what the pemtentiary act has not
done : require that the food shall be wholesome, and that there shall be enough of it.
This is something.
It is such grmmd as not
only popular censure, but a legal indictment,
may be built upon. Is it not yet enough ? Say
that, punishment apart, he shall ibed them
to the extent of their desires. Will he still
fail you ? Hardly. Even upon the plan of the
present penitentmry act, stone eyes, upon the
Panopticon plan all eyes, are on him.
The
latitude thus given him, with regard to the
cuoice of the ibod, which of course will be
of the cheapest sort, is even of service to his
integrity,
and to the emnfort of the prisoners
in this respect, by the jealousy it excites,
Whatever he does in this way is his own dorag-- the result of a motive, of which the
force is known to every one, and regarded
with a suspicion which is as universal as it is
reasonable.
It is his own doing, and seen by
everybody to be so. No pretence of public
good--no
letter of any law to afford shelter
to inhumanity
or avarice,
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A FEW words under the head of clothing, and
but few.
Health, comfort, and decency, prescribe the
limits on one side : economy on the other,
Fashion, the supreme arbiter everywhere else,
the cottage not excepted, has no jurisdiction
here.
The penitentiary act points out two other
objects as proper to be kept in view : hum_liation, : mid
nerals
happily,
safe under
custody.this Sohead,
muchit for
keeps
ge-

equal length: the left as usual--the right no
longer than that of a woman's gown.
Economy is served by this contrivance in a
small degree: safe custody in a greater. The
difference of appearance in the skin of the two
arms will be an essential mark. In point of
duration, nothing can be more happily suited
to the purpose ; it is a permanent distinction,
without being a perpetual stigma.
Exclusive of this pledge, I look upon escape out of a Panopticon--I
have said so over
and over--as
an event morally impossible.
But suppose it otherwise:
how great the
additional security which an expedient thus
simple would afford !
A man escapes. Minute personal description, signalement , as the French call it, is
almost needless : one simple trait fixes him
beyond possibility of mistake. His two arms
wear a different appearance : one, like other
men's --the other, red and rough, like that
of a female of the working-class.
No innocent man can be arrested by mistake.
He
bares his two arms :-- " Observe they are
alike ; I am not the man -- you see it is impossible."
The common expedient is, Gne sleeve of a
different colour. This costs something -- it
saves nothing ; and when the coat is off, the
security is gone.
Hardship there can be none : the tenderer
sex, even in its tenderest and most elevated
classes, has both arms bare. Among the Roroans, eventhe most luxuriousand effeminate,
not the fore-arm only, but the whole arm, was
bare, up to the very shoulder.
II. In both sexes, on working days, shoes
wooden ; stockings, none: on Sundays, stockings and _lippers.
Shoes wooden, for several reasons :1. They are cheaper than leather.
2. Among the common people in England,
they are known as a sort of emblem of servitude.
3. By the noise they make on the iron bars,
of which the floors of the cell-galleries are
composed, they give notice whenever a prisoner is on the march.
Putting them off, in
order to prevent this, and escape observation,
is an act which, if forbidden, will not be
practised,
where non-discovery
will be so
perfectly hopeless.
Besides that the bars
would give pain to bare feet not accustomed
to tread on them.
4. Were the prisoners to go base-foot, the
bars which form the floor of the galleries must
be so much the closer, consequently
the more
numerous and expensive.
would
5. Inbeclimbing,
impossiblewith
to make
a viewuseto ofescape,
the feet.i

clear of specifications,
Two hints I will venture to offer to my
contractor in this view :-L For men, coat and shirt-sleeves of un-

either with the wooden shoes on, or with
naked feet kept tender by the use of shoes.
Common leather shoes, especially when stout
and coarse, are ofgrea_assistance
in climbing,
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CLOTHING--BEDDING--CLEANLINESS.

and bare feet, hardened by treading on iron
and on the hare ground, might find no great
difficulty.
Bare feet, that were accustomed
to shoes, would serve as indifferently for
running as for climbing; and a fugitive would
hardly carry about with him so palpable a
mark of his condition as a pair of wooden
shoes.
Neither in this privation, fashion apart, is
there any real hardship. Not to mention antiquity, or foreign nations, in Ireland, shoes
and stockings are rare among the common
people in the country.*
In Scotland, these
habiliments are not generally worn by servant-maids, even in creditable families,
It is on account of fashion, and the notions
of decorum dependent
on fashion, and to
avoid giving disgust to the chapel-visitors,
that I propose stockings and slippers for Sundays.
Slippers in preference to shoes, as
helping to keep up the distinction, and being
less expensive.
Slippers, according to our
customs, suit very well the condition of those
who it is not intended should ever be absent
from home. But in the East, they are worn
at all times in preference to shoes,
As to the rest, see the title of Health and
Cleanliness.

SECTION

VIII.

BEDDING.
A WORVor two, merely to set the manager
at liberty on the article of bedding.
More
unlegislatlve
minuteness -- more unthrifty
fixatmn. Each prisoner is to have a bedstead ;
that bedstead is to be iron ; the sheets are to
be one or more ; they are to be hempen ; there
is to be a coverlet; there are to be blankets;
there are to be two or more of them, and they
are to be coarse. Why a bedstead at all events,
and that of iron, by act of parliament ? Not
that there is any harm in giving prisoners iron
bedsteads:
it is what I might, for aught I
know, give them myself, if it depended upon
me. Here, again, what is the object ?--cornfort, or economy ? The former gains nothing,
and the latter suiTers by it. Spite of the act,
your bedstead,
though of iron, may be so
dear as to be an unfrugal one, or so scanty
as to be an uncomfortable
one.
Procrustes,
were he manager, would find nothing in it
against his bed. Is it that iron is the cheapest
material for bedsteads ? A contractor, then,
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But why force bedsteads upon the manager
at all ? Is it so certain that they will be preferable to hammocks ? Is it so certain that
they will be cheaper ? Will they be warmer ?
Wltl they require less bedding ? Will they
take up so much less room ? Is there anything
in hammocks inconsistent with good health ?
Had the immortal crews of the Resolution
and Adventure anything else to lie on ? Can
hammocks, any more than iron bedsteads,
harbour bugs ?
Why matting _ Is it that you are afraid of
their having feather-beds ? My contractor
would ease you of your fears. Why matting,
and not straw _
Matting is not so favourable to cleanliness as straw.
Matting, being
a manufacture,
costs something to make, and
cannot be shifted every week or fortnight, on
account of the expense : straw might ; the
more easily, because, having performed this
service, it might be applied to other uses with
little loss of value.
Sheets, why hempen at all events ? If flaxen
be cheaper, why have hempen ones ? If dearer,
what fear is there that the governor, if be
undertook
the business by contract, would
allow them?
Blankets, too--to
what end speak of blankets and coverlets, and enact that the blankets
shall be " coarse," leaving the coverlet to be
of elder-down ? Peculation or extravagance
might gr*e each man blankets by dozens, and
those of be_tver or vigogna wool, for anything
there is here to prevent it : avarice might
starve him with a worn-out_ linen coverlet,
two thread-bare blankets, and those not worth
picking off a dunghfll.H

SECTION
IX.
HEALTHAND CLEANLINESS.
HINTS relative to this subject are not noble

had it been left to him, would have employed
it.
But it is not cheaper : a wooden one of
the same size may be had for less money ; and
a bedstead, even a wooden one, will last for
ages._

ent in a thousand respects. Comfort is the gTeat
object there : by discomfort and want of rest,
even a bug bite may be productive of serious
consequences. In hospitals, the introductmn of
such incident
vermin is
the promiscuous
acces_
to iacihtated
a frequent by
change
of inhabitants.
and m a state of freedom : disclpline_ in this as
in other points, cannot be enforced with equal
rigour or facility.
$ To inclose the straw, as Howard says, there
should be a sack, for several reasons.
[_If you must regulate, do what tbr the hulks
the act has not done, and save men from the
incommodious and indelicate necessity of lying
two in a bed. On board the hulks, this was
(and I suppose is} the case, as the evidence the
authors of this act had before them declares.
Theand
single
sheet the actcontrivance.
allows of is an
awk.
ward
uncomfortable
A sack,

* Young's Ireland, p. 121.
"1"Bugs, it is true, may lodge in wooden bedThis is a very good reason for preferr_ng
imnenes forhospital_ Butthere the ease isaitfer-

with a flap undeLtbe chin, would take less stutI_
and be more comfortable.
This, let it be observed, is in a note, and not
in an act of parliament.
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in themselves;
end.
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but they are ennobled by the _typical: may it be prophetic I-- Alas! were
it but as easy to wash away moral as corpo1. lgo blowing of noses but with a hand- [ real foulness 1
kerchie£
[
Here might regulation range, and economy
2. No spitting, but in a handkerchief or I receiveno disturbance. Accordingly ...... shah
spitting-box.
[ I say ?-- No : I will not be spiteful : -- but
3. No tobacco in any shape.
] however, so it is, the penitentiary act is silent.
4. Washing of hands and face at rising and ] . On reception in particular, thorough cleansgoing to bed.
mg m a warm bath--thorough
visitation by
5. Washing of hands immediately before
the surgeon.
This in a reception-house withand after each meal.
out the building.
Clothing new from top
6. Washing of feet at going to bed.
to toe--the
old thoroughly scoured or con7. Hair of the head to be shaved or cropt : demned.
Ablution--regeneration--solemif shaved, to be kept clean by washing; if
nity--ceremonymform
ofprayer:--the
oceropt, by brushing,
casion would be impressive.
Grave music, if
8. Bathing to be regularly performed : in the establishment
furnished it ; psalmody at
summer once a-week ; in spring and autumn
least, with the organ. To minds like these (to
once a-fortnight ; in winter once a-month.*
look no farther,) what preaching comparable
9. Shirts clean twice a-week,
to that which addresses itself to sense ?
10. Breeches washed once a-week: coats
and waistcoats once a-month in summer ; once
in six weeks in spring and autumn ; and once
SECTION
X.
in winter: sheets, once a-month: blankets,
oF AIRING AND EXERCISE.
once in summer.

}

11. Clothes all white, and undyed : by this
means they can contract no impurity which
does not show itself.
Observations._Much
of the regimen on
this head must of course be arbitrary: it may
be tightened by some--it
may be relaxed by
others, and yet nobody to blame,
Nothing like all this nicety with regard to
cleanliness
ean be necessary to health : in
some points, it is more than is practised by
persons of the highest stations and of the
greatest delicacy.
But the great use of it is
to ensure success to the plan of d_apcl-visiration, in which view it is absolutely neeessary to prevent everything that can give disgust to any of the senses.
To get a bow
straight, bend it, says the proverb, the opposite way.
This part of the regimen has even a higher
object.
Between physical and moral delleacy, a connexion has been observed, which,
though formed by the imagination, is far from
being imaginary.
Howard and others have
remarked it. It is an antidote against sloth,
and keeps alive the idea of decent restraint,
and the habit of circumspection.
Moral purlty and physical are spoken of in the same
language : scarce can you inculcate or cornmend the one, but some share of the approbation reflects itself upon the other. In minds

Ttip. use of airing is to serve as a preservative
to health.
Literally taken, it means nothing but exposure to the air.
But under the notion of
airing is tacitly included that of exercise. As
a means to the above end, either would be
incomplete without the other.
In the choice of a plan of airing for a peni*
tentiary-house,
and in partieular for a Panopticon penitentiary-house,
the following are
the qualities that appear to be particularly
desirable :1. That it be sufficient for the purpose of
health, for the sake of which it is instituted.
'2. That it be subject to the inviolable law
of inspection.
3. That it be not incompatible with the
degree of seclusion pitched upon.
4. That it be capable of being applied regularly and _4thout interruption.
5. That it be favourable to economy, viz.
either by being produetive of a profit, or at
least of being applied with as little expense
and consumption of time as may be, on all
days except those in which religinn is understood to put a negative upon that worldly
consideration.t
Wal/_ing in a wheel is a species of exercise
that fulfils to perfection every one of the
above conditions.

in which the least grain of Christianity has
been planted, this association can scarce fail
of having taken root : searceapageofserip,
ture but recalls it. Washing is a holy rite :
those who dispute its spiritual efficacy, will
not deny its physical use.
The ablution is
.....
a In cold .weather, immedmtely_th--e
summmm to the wheel would be the best time.
The warmth lost in the former operation would
thus be restored with intereat by the latter,

_- In the Wymondham penitentiary-house, the
place allowed, the only one that can be allowed,
forairing, is the indosed quadrangle within the
building, an area of about 70 to 80 feet. In this
the air is taken--by whom ? byall the prisoners ?
No: but by " sonw" only. And by those how?
regularly ? No: but " ecca.*ionally." Why by
some only, and by those only ocasionally ? Does
the necessity of mr and exercise to health and
life come at odd times_ and vary with the degreel
ar landed degrees of guilt ?

SEer. X.]
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1. It does every thing that can be wished
for with regard to health.
You may give a
man as much or as little of it as you please,
It is but a particular mode of walking up hill.
A lazy prisoner cannot cheat you. The turns
may be numbered--there
are known contrivances for that purpose.
A partial or tyrannical inspector cannot assign to a prisoner too
little of this exercise, or too much. The elfeet is produced by the mere weight of the
body successively applied to different points,
Exertion cannot be shrunk from by one man,
or exacted beyond measure from another,
The exercise is the same, or neatly the same,
for one man as another : for a heavy man as
for a light one.
2. That it is capable of exposure to inspection, is evident enough. It is scarce necessary
to observe that the axis of the wheel should
be placed in a line not widely deviating from
a right line drawn from it to the inspector's
eye, when stationed in the look-out or exteriot lodge,
3. It is not incompatible with the strictest
plan of seclusion : not even with absolute solitude. Whatever persons are companions in
a cell, the same persons and no others may
be companions in a wheel. The different parties may relieve one another in the way that
will be pointed out presently, without any
opportumty of converse,
It is beyond comparison more compatible
with seclusion, and even with solitude, than
ordinary ,_alking. Requiring more exertion,
a given quantity of it will go much farther,
and is performed without change of place. It
is walking up a hill, and that a pretty steep
one.
4. It need not suffer any interruption whatsoever : not even in the worst of weather. To
each airing-wheel there is an awning, to be
used only in bad weather, supported by a few
slight iron pillars, and composed of canvass,
or whatever else is cheapest.
It is provided
with fide-flaps all round : such of them only
as ate necessary to keep out the weather are
let down ; that side alone excepted which is
towards the inspector, and which, if let down,
would impede his view.
To extend the protection to this open side, the aperture is covered by a short projection like a porel_,
5. It is not only favonrable toeconomy,
but the only operation ever thonght of in this
view that is _.
It is all profit ; and this profit is obtained without any sacrifice. It is not
in the smallest degree the less healthful for
_he profit which it brings : walking up hill is
not at all a worse exercise, though it will go
farther, than walking on plain ground. Health
and economy ate not upon such bad terms as
the authoritative plans of penitentiary management seem to suppose : an operation is not
unfitted for the one purpose, merely by being
subservient to the other. No other of

EXERCISE.
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the modes as yet proposed of applying forced
labour is equally advantageous, or equally un,
obnoxious to abuse.
Heaving at a capstetm,
the exercise placed on a llne with it by the
penitentiary act, bears, as we have already
seen, no comparison with it.
6. This exercise, it may be observed, is applicable with eq_
propriety to both sexes.
What should hinder the setting a woman to
walk up a hill, any more than a man ? But
who could think of settizlg the weaker and
softer sex to strain and struggle at a capstern?
To attempt to determine what are the mos_
advantageous applications of all that could be
made of the power thus acquired, would be
equally useless and impracticable.
It may be
applied to any purpose whatsoever, that the
form of the building or the dimensions of the
outlets do not exclude.
Every one who is at
all conversant with the principles of mechanics
knows, that when you have obtained anyhow
a given quantity of power, the direction that
may be given to it, and the uses it may be up.
plied to, are at your command.
If your trade
requires it, you may have a perpetual motion
if you please. You may do what the penitentiary act advised you--saw stone, polish mar.
ble, beat ltemp, rn.vp logwood, or chop rags.
You may do a thousand things besides ; and
amongst the thousand, a thousand to five,
some that will be more profitable than those.
Having it in this case cheaper than you can
employ even the powers of nature--having
it
in short for nothing, you may apply it with
advantage, in every instance where there is
advantage to be made by dividing labour, in
such a manner as to commit the production
of the force and the direction of it to different
hands.
One indispensable demand there is for it,
and hut one--the
raising water for the supply of the establishment: and health will thus
receive a double sacrifice. But for this purpose a small part of the quantity of this sort
of labour requisite for airing and exercise will
be sufficient : the rest will remain free to be
dedicated to economy, in whatever may be
its most productive shape.
What is the proportion of time that ought
to be allotted to this part of the discipline ?
The quantity, it is evident, will admit of very
considerable variation.
It will be less fatiguizlg, without beingless conducive to health.
if performed at twice rather than once, and
divided between distant parts of the day
Less than a quarter of an hour each time w
hardly answer any purpose ; but that time
may be doubled, trebled, quadrupled, if eeonomy should require it. Happily the human
frame allows of a considerable latitude hi this
as well as in most other parts of the dietetic
regimen ; nor therefore will it follow, that
because half an hour spent in this way out of
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four and twenty would be sut_cient, a whole
through the prisoners' lanes, are locked. Noone, or even two whole ones, would be too tice being given to the inspectors within, that
much.
those in the look-out have taken their staUnder the notion of hard labour, the peni- tion, the prisoners are, in the way already
tentiary act prescribes, as we have seen, eight described, let out of their cells.
Arrived at
hours of this exercise out of the four and the parade, they take their stations on the
twenty, at the time of the year when it is lines corresponding to their respective cells.
leastfatiguing,
and a quarteras much again They halttill
itbe seen thatthey have prowhen itismost so.
perlyoccupiedtheirrespective
posts.Then,
The different
parties,
I have said,or indi- on a signalgivenfrom thelook-out,
themarch
viduals,may relieveone another without begins.
opportunityofconverse. On the striking
of
To mark the time, and to preservereguthe clock,an inspector
from hisgallery
opens larity
the better,the assistance
of martial
the cellwhere the prisoneris whose turn music may be calledin. Though the object
itis to go into the wheel. He takes his be notmilitary,
thereisnothingto hinderthe
courseinthe trackalreadydescribed.*At- copyinginthlsrespectthe regularity
of the
rivedat the door which leadsto the wheel, military
diselpline.
What aretheinsututmns
by openingithe givesmotion to a hell,atthe in which regularity
may not have itsuse?
sound ofwhich, and not before,the prisoner By military
arrangement,any number of per_
who iswalkinginthe wheel quitsitand re- sonsmay be kept togetherorasunderatpleaturnsto hiscell. Silenceisenjoinedtoboth sure,whileinmotion aswellaswhileatrest.
partiesby a generallaw. The shifting,
be- By militarydlsciphne,
a large number may
mg the work bat ofa moment, and then per- be kept wrtuailyseparated,
though collected
formed under an inspector's
eye, can never, withina narrow space. At the time of exunder these circumstances,
affordroom fora ercise,
what conversation
can be carriedon,
prohibited
conversation
ofanycontinuanceor even between next neighbours,though not a
effect.By the bellattachedtothe doorthat ;ardasunder? Even inthe milderdiscipline
opens from the staircase
upon thegallery
ad- ofthe school,ifthe master thlnk_properto
joiningto hiscell,
noticeis given of thear- command silence,
what conversationcan be
rivalofthereturningprisoner
totheinspector carriedon withinthe circuit
ofhiseye?
of his story, who immediately repairs to that
It is m this way that hundreds, as we have
spot in the inspection gallery which is opposeen, may enjoy the benefit of air and exersite to the cell in question,
and opens it, as cise without the liberty of conversatmn, in a
before, to let in the returning prisoner, in space which, without an arrangement of this
the same manner that he who has just de- sort, would not be sufficient to afford to three,
scended was let out.
The inspector, having
no, nor to two, the same limited indulgence.
a less circle to move in, will naturally have
In this way, the space absolutely necessary
reached his station before the prisoner has for the purpose may be determined to a foot
reached the corresponding one ; but, should
square, and reduced to the smallest allowance
this not be the case, the prisoner is inpossible.*
structed to wait in the front of his own cell.
Thus much for airing, considered as conwithout speaking or looking towards either
joined with exercise. But too much care canof the ad}acent ones. The same instruction
not be taken to profit by every opportunity
is given with regard to every cell by whmh
that presents itself, of giving the prisoners
he has ocaasion to pass m his way down and the benefit of the salutary influence of the
up.
And this instruction is not likely to be open air. The house which they inhabit is
broke through, as, besides the general se- beyond example airy. True, but still it is a
curitv for its observance afforded by the in- house.
We shall come presently to the head
spect'ion principle, the inspector has, by the
of schoollng.
This exercise of the mind,
above-mentioned
bell, received warning to though it cannot conveniently
be conjoined
observe,
with bodily exercise, may in fit weather be
Mode of Airing on tl_e Parade. -- Two in- as well pcribrmed in the yard as in a confined
spectors, in the first place, repair from the air. It therefore ought to be, whenever the
lowest inspection-gallery
by the line of corn- inclemency
of the weather does not absomunication to the look-out, taking with them
lutely forbid it.
fire-arms,
with a proportionable
supply of
ammunition.
In their way they carefully oh* The expense of the music is scarce worth
serve that the side doors opening into the mentiomng.
On such simple instruments as a
parade in the yards from the covered-way
fife and drum, a very slight degree of instruction
will be sufficient to the simple purpose of afford• Through the prisoners' staircase on that
ing a measure to the time. That among such a
aide, the grated_)
the prisoners' straits, the multitude two or three persons susceptible of this
lari_mera' rising-stairs, and the prisoners' lane) degree of instruction should not be to be found,
out of which a aide-door opens, leading to the if not already possessed of it, is not to be supwheels. See Part I. § 10, 16, 16, 17) and 20.
)osed.
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minds.
Paternosters in incessant repetition,
with beads to number them, may fill up, if
SCHOOLING
AND SUNDAY
EMPLOYMENT.
yOU insist upon it, the whole measure of the
day: but the words, instead of being signs of
EVERY penitentiary-honse, iris observedin the pious thoughts, would be but so many empty
Letters, besides being a penitentiary-house,
sounds--and
the beads _4thout the words
was liable to be an hospital
Every penitenwould be of equal efficacy.
tiary-house-I might have added, every PaI speak under correction : but for my own
nopticonpenitentiary-housemorepartieularly,
part, I must confess, that among arts capsmight be, and ought to be a schooL-to child- ble of being employed in the service of reliren at any rate, since so it is, that even that
gion, I see none that need be excluded, even
tender age is not exempt either from the pu- on this consecrated day, so long as they are
nishment, or from the guilt that leads to it ; actually and faithfully occupied in that serand why not for the illiterate at least among vice.
Among the most obvious are those
men ? Not many surely will there be, even already mentioned in a more general view;
among the adult members of this community,
especially that branch of music which has rewhose education has been so complete as to ceived the name ofpsalmod 9. And if arts of
have left them notlnngto learn that could be a more refined and privileged texture, such as
of use either to their master or to themselves,
that of design in any of its numerous branches,
To read. to write, and to cast accounts--such
could find admittance into so unpolished a
ordinary branches of instruction might be society, why should they be excluded even
common to them all. Of such of them as on that day, so long as they wear the habit
possessed the seeds of any peculiar talent, the of the day 2"
valuable qualities might he found out and
Mode of A_ring and Exercising on Sm_cultivated.
Drawing is of itself a lucrative
days. -- To take their lessons they repair,
branch of industry, and might be made as- when season and weather permit, to a kind
sistant to several others. Music, here as elseof open amphitheatre in the airing-yard, of
where, might be made an assistant to the which, if necessary, there may be several,
productive value of the chapel. If to a just
placed between the walks of the airing-pacomprehension of his own interest, the confade--for which once more see the figure. The
tractor should add a certain measure of spirit form of this erection is circular, with part of
and intelligence, he will naturally be disposed
the circle cut off as by a secant, in which the
to put them in possession, according to their
instructor stations himself so as to have none
several capacities, of every soch profitable
of his pupils behind him, nor out of his view.
talent they can be made to acquire.
Who Over the seats may be thrown occasionally
can doubt of it ?--their acquirements are his a canvass awning, supported by iron pillars,
gains. Where is the academy of which the with flaps to let down on the weather side,
master has so strong or so immediate an in- in case of violent wind or rain. If these flaps
terest in the proficiency of his pupils v
be not let down, or not let down on the side
Instruction
being to be administered,
at towards the look-out, the prisoners in their
what times of the week and of the day ? school are open to the eyes not only of the
Two words--Sunday
Schools--resolve
every schoolmaster, but of the inspectors stationed
difficulty.
In them we see a vacant spot, nor in that exterior lodge. But at the worst, the
that an inconsiderable one, of which instrucvicinity of these armed protectors averts from
tion in its most respectable branches, intelthe instructor every idea of danger._
lectual as well as moral and religious, may
take possession, without any opposition on
* Drawing, engraving, and colouring prints
of Scripturescenes f"or editious of the Bl%le, the
the part of economy.
Time was wanting for Book of Common Prayer, and other religious
such employments; employments were want- publications, furnish constant employment _or a
ing for this time : both demands are satisfied
numberofhands incomparabl_ygreater than could
by a principle so happily estabhshed and ap- ever be picked out for such ingenious arts irom
proved,
apenitentiary-hous_.
Reading and writing will,
O£ what nature shall the employment be of_eourse, on these days, take religious subjects
at those times? Let religion pronounce, the for
their theme;
andsuffident
these vulgar
branches
of
instruction
will find
occupation
for by
answer cannot be long to seek. Two modes far the greater part of the ptisener_. But where
of occupation present themselves : exercises
the_e inferior sources have been exhausted, what
of devotion ; and lessons of instruction in scruple need there be of ascending to the other
such acquirements as are capable of being in- tugher ones P The great object of this eouae.
listed in the service of devotion.
That the crated day is to keel) alive the sentiment of tell.
whole extent of the time could not be exelu- gion in men's minds : what exerd_
therefore,
sively appropriated to the former purpose, is that
contributes
unseasonable
? to that end can justly be deemed
obvious enough: the very sentiment is more
_ Were the roof a permanent one, a filed
SECTION
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than will be to be found, until it be planted
by instruction, in such corrupt and vacant

roof for example, it might _ difficult to tind a
situation whereit could bep.aredwithoutaiford.
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It is not a very slight degree of cold, nor
a slight measure of bad weather, that should
exclude them, on this only day out of seven,
from the healthful influence of the open air.
But in case of absolute necessity, the business
of reformatory instruction may be transferred
to the chapel, there to be carried on between
or after the times of divlne service,
Introduced into the middlemost inspection-gallery by the correspondent traversingstaircase, in the same order as into the airingparade, and with similar precautions, they take
their stations in the chapel-area and lowergallery attached to it, two armed inspectors
having first stationed themselves in the gallery above.
Their station gained, the doors
by which they have been discharged into it
from the circumambient inspection-gallery arc
locked."
The schoolmaster may either oceupy the clerk's place under the pulpit, or
quit it and go round to them, according to the
nature of the instruction

to be conveyed._
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For shading in very hot weather, a strip of
canvass to each window may be necessary in
the greater part of the circuit,
Of the apparatus contrived for warming, a
part might, if it were ever worth while, be
made subservient to the opposite purpose.
A cellar might occasionally be taken into the
a_riduct spoken of in the section on warming,
and in this cellar as in any other, there might
be iee.[I

SECTION
XIII.
VlSTalBUTION OV TIME.
EXamTlefor

Worlan 9 "l)a._s.

no,_
I_EALS (tWO in a day),
. ....
1_
Sleep, . ..........
7_
ALmg and exercise in the wheel for
those employed in sedentary work
within doors, at two different times,
in the whole, at least
.....
1
Sedentary work ........
14
24

COOLING.

Exaraplefor
Sundays and Churcl_-Hollda!/s.
Meals, . ..........
2
Sleep,
. .........
11
Morning service,
. ......
1
Evening service,
. ......
t
Schooling -- including catechising and
psalmody ..........
9

OF ventilation, considered as a part of the
regimen, little need be said. In the cold season the process is carried on, and that in
perfection,
by the apparatus employed for
warming : and even in warm weather, where
no artificial heat is introduced, the same struetare can scarce fail of ensuring the same effect. Were it otherwise, nothing more easy
than to keep the windows open, especially on
Sundays, and on week-days at airing times,
when the prisoners are absent from their respective cells. In other prisons, comfort and
health are at variance ; and the preference
given by uncultivated
minds to present fee]ings over r_mote considerations,
renders the
enforcement of this part of the discipline more
or less precarious.
In a Panopticon,
in this
as in almost all other articles, transgression
is tmpossible.$

24
Out of the time for sedentary work may
be taken the small portion that will be hecessary for the cleansing of the cells on ordinary days, and the more thorough cleansing
to be given in the afternoon of Saturdays.
As the cleansing could not so well be performed by candle-light,
nor work done after
the cleansing, whatever time remained after
this latter operation might be bestowed on
schooling.
The time applied to the latter
purpose would, of course, vary according to

ing obstruction in some way or other m the inon _p_i'nciple.
hould it be deemed necessary, Mr. Blackhume's mode of sedentary conilnement ndght
here be introduced ; viz. _at of letting down,
upon the level of their breasts or stomachs as
theysit, a nAIL,which_ without touchin_ or much
incommoding them, prevents their rising till it
be removed.
Mechanics and anatomy contributed each their share in the production of this
simple and ingenious contrivance, which_ howevor, amidst such an abundance of securities,
will hardly be deemed a necessary one.
t For instance, reading and writing poTtions
of S_ure
or other devotional books. The
profane and worldly-minded study of arithmetic

deaths, as is observed by ttoward from Russian
documents, are much more frequent in the cold
than m the hot season : a fact the more worthy
of observation, as the former, naturally the healthief seamn, is not there attended with wet, nor
subject to vicissitudes as here. In a Panopticon
thus equally warmed and constantly ventilated,
the season which would elsewhere be the least
healthy, may be expected to be the most so.
[[In a Lazaretto built on the Panopticon prinelple_ as suggested in the Sectmn on Warmlng,
a provision of this sort would be not unsuitable,
on the score of comfort. Whether on the score
of economy, as a means of enabling work to go
on at ames when heat would not _)therwise per-

this ¢onsecraS_ be
_,mi.ghtperhaps
place,
looked upon as _ll-suited to
_. In countries where the intensity of the cold
renders men particularly averse to ventilation,

mit, any
might
not such
be altogether
thing could
undeserving
be made oftoconsider.
enswer,
anon. The facility might depend in some meao
sure on local circumstances.

SECT. XIII.]

VENTILATION--DISTRIBUTION

the season; butin such variation there would
be no inconvenience,
Is the time allowed for meals too little ?
Half an hour for breakfast, mid an hour for
dinner, is an allowance common among working people in a state of freedom. My boarders,
let it be remembered, have not two courses
and a dessert : my workmen have not to go
to a distance for their repast. Is the number
of meals in a day too small ? It is twice as
great as that in use among the people of
antiquity : it is twice as great as that which
satisfied Homer's kings,
Is the time allowed for sleep too little ?
Lord Coke does not allow his stodent so
much by a third.*
Did he mean to subject
his pupil, the darling of his affection, a youth
of birth and education, to hardships, and to
hardships too severe to be imposed on felons ?
Lord Coke knew what a man engaged in sedentary occupations wanted ; he spoke from
experience.
The condition of my felons is,
in this respect, twice or thrice as eligible as
that of many an honest servant at an inn. t
Are ]4 hours out of 24 too many for even
a sedentary trade? Not more than what I
have seen gone through in health and cheerfulness m a workhouse by honest poor.
This sketch, let it be observed, is offered
rather in the way of example, than in the
shape of a peremptory rule.
All I mean to
represent as fixed, nor with that unrelenting
rigour, is the time for meals and sleep : as
i Sex horas somno : totidem des legibus _luis :
Quatuor or_bis : des epullsque duas.
Quod superest ultra, sachs larglre Cameenis.
+ I happened once to fall into conversation
upon this subject with a maid-servant at one of
the London runs frequented by mght-ceaches,
She went to bed once a-week at most, nor then
slept longer than other people. The other nights
all t_e sleep she had was two or three hours
dosing in a chair. No ill health--no complaint
of hardship. Such is the power of habit ; and
so moderate, in comparison of the demands of
luxury, are the calls of nature,
Determined, however, on this point as on all
others, to be on the safe side, and being assured
by men of eminence in theprofession_ that ff the
general rule were adapted (as it certainly ought
to be) to such constitottons as required the largest
allowance, that allowance could not well be less
than eight hours out of the twenty-four, such
accord_n_ly is the proportion I propose : taking
,,uiy half an hour's sleep f_om eae_ of the days
of labour to add to that day of which the characteristic destination is to be a day of rest.
Bowing down to the law aphorism, Per_t£_ in
#u_ arte cre/lend_m est, and preferrin_ accordingly, en a question of this sort, the opimon of the
father of physic to that of tb_efather of English
common taw, I stand justified by the reverend
sage himself, by whom that ancient maxim is
adopted and recognised, and who, in the plan of
dietetics above quoted, spoke, perhaps, rather
as a poet than as a physician, and more from
imagination than from experience.
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to everything else, the proportions may be
infii_tely diversified, according to particular
convenience.
Fifteen hours in the day employed in lucrative occupations : for, in this regimen, be
it never forgotten, even the time found for
health is not lostto industry._ Fifteen hours
out of the twenty-four, without the smallest
hardship, and that all the year round ; not
much less, as we have seen, than double the
quantity thus employed in the establishments
contrived at such an immense expense for the
extraction of forced labour.
Let it not be forgotten,
meal times are
times of rest : feeding is recreation.
Even
change of work, especially if from gymnastic
to sedentary, is repose, not to speak of recreation.
The four and twenty hours a field for discovery! could any ooe have thought it ? Five, six,
seven, precious hours, out of fifteen, thrown
away as offal ! Such is the account rendered
by the authors of the penitentiary act, of the
talents committed to their charge !
Seven hours taken from industry, taken
even from health, yet not added even to comfort, not to mention an object so perfectly unthought of as the improvement of the mind.
I say, even from health. By the custom of
sleeping, or what is still worse, of lying a-bed
awake, to excess, the animal frame is relaxed,
the spirits sunk, and the constitution debilitoted and impaired ; the habit of indolence
is at the same time formed and riveted, and
the texture of the mind vitiated along with
that of the body. This a meliorative, a reformative regimen I I had almost called it a
corruptiveooe.
As soon would Iturn Macbeth
and nmrder sleep, as thus murder health by
smothering it under a pillow.
Whence all this waste of health and time,
one may almost say of good morals ? Is it to
save money ? Is it that ingenuity has not
yet fmmd out an employment for candle-light
that will pay the expense of candles ? Those
employments at least might be carried on by
candle-light, and by very little candle-light,
(knitting, for example) which are carried on
without eyes.
But if nothing in this way
could be found for them that would fetch tooney, they should have light to learn to read,
or to write, or even to sing by, rather than
consume time and health in shaking or shi°
vering in bed, comfortless and alone, to save
consuming candles.
_+Nor need the portiou, if any_ which may be
thought fit to be allowed to oo-apatlons of a
literary nature_ be all of it without an economical
use. Sach as could write well enough might
copy for hire ; at least they might copy the eecounts and other papers relative to the m_nage.
ment of the house. Even music, were there a
demand for it_ might find here and there a coyp1st among so large a number.
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law? l_'me grains of iniquity to one of justice.
Ten heads of fiunilies, with walls, woods, and
bills between them, each to answer for the
transgressions of every otber I How different
the case under the dominion of the inspection
principle ! Here shines justice in unclouded
purity.
Were the Saxon law to be reduced
to the same standard, what would be the
founder's task ? To give transparency to
hills, woods, and walls, and to condense the
contents of a township into a space of 14
feet square.

ON this head, I shall not at present be minute : with regard to particulars, a few hints
may serve _ principles have been laid down
in another work.*
Punishments may be increased in number
without end, without being increased in severity; they maybe diversifiedwith advantage
by being adapted to the nature of the case.
One mode of anaiog_l is, the pointing the
punishment against the faculty abused : another is, ordering matters so that the punishSECTION
IV.
ment shall flow, as of itself, from the offending i
MOVE OF GUAKDINGON THE OUTSIDE.
CaUSe. Outrageous clamour may be subdued
and punished by gagging ; manual violence
Folt the more perfect defence of the surloandby the strait waistcoat ; refusal to work, by ing wall, I have already ventured to propose
a denial of food till the task is done.
The amilitary guard._ Suchaspeciesofproteetion,
Spartan discipline may, on this head, furnish though altogether foreig_l to the inspection
a hint for the management of a penitentiaryprinciple, and less necessary to a Panoptleon
house, t without pushing the imitation so far prison than any other, would not be without
as to make want of dexterity a capital offence,
its use. It would add to the security, withor treating British criminals with the degree out adding to the expense.
As far as the
of severity said to be practised by Spartan
construction of the wall is concerned, itmight
parents on their innocent children,
even save expense ; since with this help the
Here, if anywhere, is the place for the law height and consequent thickness of that beunof mutual responsibility to show itself to ad- dary need be no greater than what was hevantage.
Confined within the boundary of cessary to prevent conversation between the
each cell, _t can never transgress the limits centinels without and the prisoners, except
of the strictest justice.
Either inform, or in a voice too loud not to be heard by the
s_ffer as an accomplice.
What artifice can inspector in the loo]_.out, u
elude, what conspiracy withstand, so just, yet
Mr. Howard, in competition with his own
inexorable a law?
The reproach, which in opinion, to which it gives me pleasure to
every other abode of guilt attaches itself with find my own ideas so conformable--the
good
so much virulence to the character of the
Howard.§ with the candour so well suited to
i_former, would find nothing here to fasten
his benevolence, produces the counter opimans
upon ; the very mouth of comply.Jut would be of two friends of his--the
one a worthy man
stopt by self-preservation--"
I a betrayer?
whom I will mention, Dr. Jebb, because he
I unkind?
Your's is the unkindness, who isnomore_theotheragentlemanofthebest
call upon me to smart for your offence, and intentions, and of the purest zeal for liberty,
suffer for your pleasure." Nowhere else could whom on the present occasion I choose rather
any such plea support itself--nowhere
else is to mark by these titles than by his name.
connivance so perfectly exposed to observaAccording to the one, in no particular or postion.
This one stone was wanting to corn- sible circumstance the interference of the
plete the fortress reared by the inspection
established " army should be admitted ;" acprinciple : so many comrades, so many in- cording to the other, "the objections against
spectors; the very persons to be guarded
the military are numerous, obvious, weighty,
against are added to the number of the guards,
and irresistibly conclusive."
It is with conObserve here, too, another advantage of li- cern one sees such opinions with respectable
mired association over absolute solitude.
In names to them, so worded and in print. A
an ordinary prison, society is a help to transman writes naked opznzons to a friend to whom
gression : in the ceil of a Panopticon, it is an he writes any thing: but to the public he gives
additional security for good behaviour,
reasons. As to the " objections," of which,
Covered with the rust of antiquity, the law however
" obvious," none, I must confess,
of mutual responsibility has stood for ages the are discernibleto my eyes---oftbese objections,
object of admiration. Fresh from the hands of _if they weigh any thing, the ligbtest would
Alfred, or whoever else first gave it existence,
have had mere weight in it than all this sound.
what was the composition of this celebrated
What ! _"
in no particular or possible circumstance ?"_ would it have been better
m Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation, 4to, 1789.
± Postscript, Part I.._ 20_21.
"1" A boy was not to have his breakfast till he
]] Ibid. p. 102, and 108.
had ihot it otfa tree.
§ On Lazaretto_ I_ 2"24.
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that London should have burnt on, thanthat
the military should be employed in putting i
out the fires ?
Upon the subject of this ciuss of men, my
notions, though not altogether so heroical,
are, like those of the good Howard, much
more simple.
I would have as few of these
regulars as possible ; but from these few, as
from all other public servants, I would draw
as much service as I could. In what respect
is the military instrument of domestic peace
distinguished from the civil ? In being more
expert in the business, more efficient, better
disciplined, more trained to suffer while it is
possible, as well as to act when it is necessary,
and inthe event of his actingtoobr_sklyor
too
soon, more sure to be forthcoming and made
responsible.
But if the military, or any other
strong and efficient power, is to be employed
on any occasion, and against any body, against
whom should it be made use of with less
scruple, than against felons and their allies ?
Is not prevention better than punishment ?
The better you are seen to be prepared against
an attack, the less your danger of sustaining
one.
Which, then, shews the best eountenance against desperadoes and incendiaries-an accidental civil force, or a standing milltary one? I mean always that sort of standing
army which consists of a civil officer commanding a corporal's guard.
S_ v_s paeem,
para bellum, a maximbut too apt tobe abused
in matters of foreign politics, is surely in no
great danger of beingmisapplied in the politics
of a prison--a
sort of monarchy which has
never yet been noted for plus of conquest,
or aggressive enterprise,
It is a matter of subordinate consideration,
but surely not altogether undeserving of attention, that a service like this, of an peaceful services the most resembling a service of
defensive war, is, with a view to that sort of

to the sufferings of those who undergo it?
Surelyit would: for, oncemore, whoisthere
that will deny the effect of scenery upon the
eyes of the gaping multitude ?*
The military guard thus given to the surrounding wall would not supersede the heeessity of an unmilitary porter for the gate.
Whoever officiated in that capacity ought, for
several reasons, to be acquainted with the
persons of all who belong to the establishment, and who, as such, may be aUowed to
pass and repass without examination.
He
ought likewise to be acquainted with the persons of the prisoners, lest any of them should
make their escape in disguise ; for instance, by
borrowing or stealing the clothes of any of
the under officers, or servants, or persons
admitted occasionally to work in or about the
house.
A centinel, therefore, that is, a soldier continually changing, would not so well answer
the purpose. An artisan, whose employment
consisted in some sedentary trade--a cobbler
or a weaver, for example m might probably be
found to accept of it, perhaps without any
other recompense than the lodging it would
afford ;_ at any rate forless than what would
be necessary to pay him for his whole time._

war, one of the best schools that peace can
afford, of military discipline. Among citizens,
what sort of enemy so formidable ? and what
sort of citizen is it least to be regretted that
a soldier should be in the habit of looking

" I leave it to the authors of the l_nitentiary
act to insert a common refectory into a plan
of rigid solitude. But were I obliged to set the
prisoners to eat in common, and lille the Kin_
of Great Britain in former days, in public, it
should be (still in pursuit of the same idea) under
the guard of an armed party with presented muskets, loaded or unloaded, ready to fire on the first
motion towards disturbanc_
To spectatom, the
entertainment might shew like that of the tyrant
Damocles; but to those who partook of it, the
danger would be but show, knowing that_curity
depended upon themselves.
+ Gateke_Ters are commonly obtaine_ on _mi_rAterms
forthus
l_.rks.
fortress
secured would have a ¢olls.
teral us_ In times of riot, it would afford an
asylum, where obnoxious persons or vslua.ble
effects might be lodged in l_rfe_, safety aga/nst
every thing but _m_.
u angme, of.
tion which has never yet been seen m me nanc_
of any English mob ; and _ is only from ignorant mobs_ evenin times ot ci_l war, _
an
esmblishmont of _ mmu_ cou_,_veany
thing
to apprchemL

upon as an enemy ?
Add to this, that the more frequently a
guard changes, the less in danger it is of being
corrupted. Let the change, then, be made a
frequent one : the more it is so, the greater
the number of those to whose lot it f_s to
share the benefit of this branch of military
pr_Ytice.
Would not the parade of military rigour
he]ptoimpressthemindsofmenwithoutdoors
with the idea of hard government ?m would
it not help to widen the distance between the
lot of the persons thus coerced, and the condition, not only of the guiltless citizen, but
evenofthelessobnoxiousamongmulefactors?
Would it not in this manner add to the terrific
influence of the punishment, without adding

SECTION
XVI.
PROVISIONFORLIEERATEDPRISONERS.
How to make provision for the prisoners at
the expiration of their terms ?--how to ensure for the future, with least hardship on
their part, with due regard to their respective
characters and eonnexions, and at the least
expense, their good behaviour and their subsistonce ? It is time to be short -- here fol*
lows a slight sketch.
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L The prisoner not to be discharged but
H. To furnish an inducement capable of
upon one or other of three conditions :M
engaging not only relations or other particuI. Entering into the land-service,
lar friends, but strangers, to take upon them
2. Entering into the sea-service for life.
such an obligation, authority given to the
3. Finding some responsible householder
prisoner to enter into a contract for a term
who will be bound in the sum of [£50] for of any length, conferring on his bondsman
his good behaviour, by a recognisance renewthe powers fol]owlng, wz.
able from year to year ; with a stipulation for
1. Power of a father over his child, or of
surrenderingthebodyin
caseofnon-renewal.*
a master over his apprentice.
n .......
2. In case of escape, vowers of recaption,
set or._,.•
provisions to this ertect being
....
;......
• A an
_ o_ner
._en- t"ne s ameasoyltt_co
Incase
acres,
esmonsnment or- some sort or
.
• it.- cn - o,_o,
.
would, I take for granted, be set up for the re- of vagrants ; with penalties for horbourmg or
ception of as many of the convicts as either could
llot embrace, or chose not to embrace, any of the the more, therefore, he abated upon the reinsother options.
_wnts_ the higher he must charge upon the priThis subsidiary establishment, I likewise take soners in ordinary. It is on that account ihat
for granted, would be carried on in a building
my object is as much as may be to get rid of
erected on purpose on the panopficon Plan ; and re_nanents, so that, if possible, there shall be
no one seems so likely to be the undertaker as none, except m the case of a man who has neither
the contracting _overnor of a penitentiary-house
ability to pay an employer for his subsistence,
upon thepanoptlcou plan,as giving him every fa- ] nor friend, nor parish--a case which is hkeiy to
eflity for getting the mostwork done, and makmg [ be extremely rare.
the most of that work. It would be worth someI had rather the pemtentlary governor should
body's while, because the convicts, having by [ get the emancipated prisoners in this way, than
the supposition no other course of life to betak_ } any other undertaker, whom the view of profit,
themseIves to, or none they liked so well, would { and not any particular connexion with, or friendserve on so much the cheaper terms. It would I ship for the prisoner, might induce to bid for
be better worth the governor's while than that ] him. Why ? Because the governor is by this
of anybody else, because experience would have | time a tried man m every respect, as well as a
taught him how to apply the panoptieon prin. responsible one. It is on this consideration I
dple in the way of management to the most ad- view with satisfaction, rather than regret, the
vantage, pointed out to him a profitable mode of advantage he wdl have over any other master in
employment_ and shown him the precise worth treating with tbem_ before the expiration of their
of each man's labour. It would be better worth terms. At the same time, I do not exclude other
his while to set them to work in a separate panepbidders. Why ? Because such a monopoly would
ticon of his own erection, and upon such terms be a hardship on the prisoners, and that a needas he and they could agree upon, than to have less one.
them continue on the footing of _emaneats m the
Considered as a fund of recruits, the peniten.
penitentiary panopticon, with head-money to be tiary-honse would be an economical one. What
paid him by government, on the same footing as will be styled in boatswain's or recruiting serat first._Wby ? Because every such remanent
jeant's language liberty, and what, if it is to be
would occupy the place of a prisoner in ordinary, called servitude, is at least an honourable one_
The more he had of the former, the fewer, there- may stand instead of bounty-money.
The more
fore, (if the number of such remanents were at all irksome the civil subjection has been felt among
considerable) hecould haveof theother : whereas, a class of men distinguished at one time, at least,
upon the supposition of a subsidiary panopficon, by their aversion to ordinary labour, the more
the more workmen he could get to employ in it likeiytheyaretobecaughtbythe
bustling gaiety
np_ such advantageous terms, the greaterwould
and/_uent
indolence of a military life. As a
be his advantage.
Enga_ng his workmen, to% school for recruits--as a nursery for a profession
for the subsidiary estahlishment for a consider- in which ev_. _ingdependsupon obedience,what
able and certain term,he could dependupon them, can equal an establishme_:t in which, for a course
and make his arrangements accordingly : where- of years disobedience has been impossible.
as no eeman_nt could be depended on for two
Can the source be objected to as a stain upon
days together ; since at any ume he might, for the service ? Not surely by any one who can
aught the governor knew, find some friendly think with patience of the methods in which so
bondsman, or at any rate embrace one or other large a portion of both depgrtxnents has been
Of the other options. This uncertainty I keep habitually fired up under the present practice.
up on purpose ; lest in case of a deficiency in the On the present footing, in what state are eriminumber of the prisoners in ordinary_ the gover- nalsreeeived into a serviceof which honour ought
nor, for the sake of the head-money, should to be cherished as the vital principle ?--when the
make it worth the whileof aprisoner, whoseterm
marks of depravity and its attendant ignominy
was expired, to stay in upon the footing of a are fresh upon their heads : how under the pror_ma_,
and thus continues burthen to govern- posed arrangement _ after the guilt has been
ment_ rather *_hanembrace any one of the other expiated--the moral disease cured, and the ignooptions,
mfny washed away by a course Of purification
h Why not oblige the govenuyt, by a clause in still more public than the offence. I would go
is contract., to t_ce r_ne_sat
areduced price ? farther : I would draw a marked line between
Because nothing would be saved by it. Ante- these recruits and others_ nor admit the stigmacedently to experience, the goven_
could not riced upon an equal footing wi..ththe irreprcachbe sufl_¢iently assured in what degree, if in any, . able, fill after a term of a_lditional probation
the labour of a convict would, upon an average i gone through in the army itself, and a ceremony
of all the com4cts, be more valuable at the ex- reiastatlngthem in solemn form inthe poeamsion
l_iration than at the commencement of his term : of lost character.
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enticing, as bySEliz,
elL4, §I1, in case of
persons bound, for want of employment, to
serve as servants in husbandry.,
3. The contracting governor of the Panoptieon penitentiary- house to be bound to
keep the prisoner there, after the expiration
of the term, though it should be for life,
until discharged in one or other of the three
ways just mentioned ; and that upon terms,
at any rate, not exceeding those on which he
would be bound to receive a fresh prisoner :-and so in case of surrender by a bondsman.
4. The prisoner's parish to be bound, in
such case, to give the crown an indemnification, not exceeding the utmost amonnt of the
charge borne by reason of any pauper by that
parish.t
5. The bondsman to be bound for the
,na_ntenance, as well as the good behaviour
of the liberated prisoner, during the term of"
the engagement.J_
6. The governor of the penitentiary_bouse
to be bound, on failure of the particular
bondsman, to the extent of half the penalty
specified in his recognisance in case of forfeiture. I1
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7. Tbe governor bouml also, on such failure, for the prisoner's maintenance; but without being obliged to grant him relief on any
other terms than those of his returning to the
penitentiary-house, or engaging in his service
for such time as shall have been agreed on.
8. Such bondsman's recognisance to be
taken before justices in quarter or petty sossinus, with power to the governor to oppose
and cross-examine, as in the King's Bench in
case of bail.
9. The recognisance to be registered with
the clerk of the peace, and annually renewed:
upon failure of renewal, the responsibility of
the governor to revive, and with it the power
of recaption.
10. Power tc the governor and the prisoner
to enter intoacnntractofengagementforany
number of years, and that before the expiration of the term, subject to attestation before a justice, as in case of enlistment, and
examination touching his consent, as in the
Common Pleas in case of a time covert joining in the disposal of an estate.
11. In case of dispute between the governor or any other master-bondsman
and any
such servant, justices to have cognisance, as
at present in case of servants in husbandry.§

• The stronger these powers, the easier it will
be for the convict to find a master to his choice.
Any one who, from relationship or any antece- as his interest, would be an invidious task. W_aat
dent connexion, might be induced tostand bonds- is more, it is m this way made his interest that
man to him without making advantage of his whatever reformatiouiseffectedinthebehavionr
service, wall he equally at liberty to do him the of the convict by the penitentiary discipline,
frlendlyoffice: and the better terms he is e_abled should be not mereiy apparent and temporary_
to give, the better he will be able to make.
but real and lasting.
-_ No hardship on the parish : the burthen is
To induce him to take upon himself all this
no more than would fall on them of course : it responsibility, some allowance must be made
gives themachanceofreiievingthemselveswhich
him: but the degree of power given by the panthey have not at present. The case of arcrnaopticon plan, andthe confidence be will naturally
_zent too helpless to do anything at all for his have in his own care and skill in the application of
subsistence will be extremely rare. Whatever he that pawer_ will render it unnecessary to be very
is able to do, the governor knows by experience, liberal
Records or other documents will show
and can take him off"the hands of the parish up- the proportional number of instances in which a
on termsmutuallyadvantageoue.
Atradewhich,
convict, after having been discharged from the
baying been carried on in a panopticou peniten- hulks, has been prosecuted tbr any subsequent
tiary-house, might be carried on with equal ad- Offence.
vantage in a subsidiary establishment conducted
In case of a crime operating to the detriment
on the same principle_ m_ght be incapable of of an individual, the forfeit, to the extent of the
bcingcarried on in a parish workhouse,
damage, might be applied to the purpose of in.+ Otherwise he might.give himself up to idle- ! demnificatiom-anobject sadlyand almost univero
ness, turn beggar, or throw nimseJz upon tne s_lly neglected by the crim!9_] law. Prosecution
parish. The bondsman, when he had once _
tot the forfeiture would thus, too, be rendered
cured the convict his liberty, might care little more certain. Recognisanees to the crown are
what became of him, solougas-he
kept from often of no etfect_ for want of an individualwhose
such offences as would operate a forfeiture of the interest it is to pro_eute.
recognisance, or committed them at a ¢ti_tance
§ The necessity of periodical x_mewalkeepe
where his identit_ was not known,
alive the dependence, and with it the security.
]J If no provision were made for scrutinizing
Honour and gratitude are ties too feeble for the
into the bondsman's resFonsibility, members of law to trust to, where somuch surer may be had,
gangs might become securi_ for one anot, .er_.as especially in the instance of such a ¢isss of men.
swindlers lend one another taeir names to bill& Thus eireumstanced, a man will avoid not c_ly
Such particular bondsmen being so many corn- punlshablemishehavio_tr_ butidlene_b drunt_n.
petitors of the governor's, genera, y speaIdng he ne_s, begging, vagntncy_anything
whi_ can
would, it is true, have a naturat mterest_ even lead to such mlsbeliavionr, or excite an apprewithout this artificial one, in,o_"
g improper h_siou of it. Moreover,. the shorter the term,
bondsmen. But such naturat interest woum Be the less the bondsman's risk: the less_ therefore,
less and less, the less valuable a workman the the difficulty of obtal_ning ene--aonther instance
convict were, whether through moral or na.tun.d.. _ a prevision beneticial st .firstview to thebondsinfirmity. Besides that such a scrutiny, iz it man alone, but in effect still more m to the erawere not thus made the governor's duty as well vict.
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12.Any such contract
so made with a pri- by the military
discipline,
or a still
better_
soner,not togivehim a freshsettlement, such,then,istheassurancewhich the public
13.Power togovernmenttoremove tohis obtainsof the good behaviourofevery indiparishany such rcmaaentremainingon the vidual who has gone through histerm ina
penitentiary
establishment
afterthe expira- panopticonpenitentiary-house;
such alone
tion of his term.*
[ excepted, for whom the affection of friends
14. Power to the parish to bind overto the may have found particular bondsmen, and
governor a remanent removed, or liable to who, by the confidence thus reposed in them,
removal; and that for a term not exceeding
have given proofs of a degree of trust-worthiseven years in the first instance, nor one year ness sufficient to place them, in this respect,
ever after,
on a level rather above than under that of the
•
ordinary run of men..
Is there anything wanting in the provision
Will reformation, inward reformation, be,
made by this plan ?manything to public seen- or not be, the result of such a course of disrity, to economy, to humanzty, to justice _
cipline ? My own persuasion, my full perThe securing the public aguinst the fu- suasion, and I hope it is not too sangnline a
ture ill-behaviour
of a discharged convict
one, is, that with very few, or perhaps no ex°
has hitherto been looked upon as a problem,
ceptions, it will be found to be so ; and that
irJsoluble except by death, or some other pu- at any rate, in such a period as that of seven
nishment which, under the name of a tern- i years, the very disposition to mischief will be
porary, should be in effect a perpetual one. found to have been subdued.
But should
The idea of absolute incorrigibility is accord- even the disposition remain, the ability will,
ingly the idea which, in many an estimate,
at any rate, be chained down ; and so long
stands inseparably annexed to that of a thoas that is the case, how it is with the disporough- bred London felon.
Be it so : upon sition, is a question which, to every temporal
this plan, be he ever so incorrigihie, the pub- purpose at least, it is as immaterial as it
lic will have nothing to fear from him, since,
would be difficult to resolve.
till he has given satisfactory
proof to the
As to economy, the terms on which a man
contrary, he will not be let loose. When a is subsisted cannot in any instance be more
suspected person is put under the c_re of a disadvantageous
to the public than on the
boatswain or a recruiting serjeant, the public i present footing ; and no bounds are set to the
peace, as far as he is concerned, is univerreduction of the disadvantage.
sally looked upon as sufficiently provided for;
Is there anything wanting in the attenand the great diminution thereby supposed to tion paid to the particular circumstances and
be effected in the proportionable
number of feelings of individuals ? Merely for want of
crimes is reckoned upon as no inconsiderable
employment,
persons to whom no guilt is
compensation
to set against the miseries of imputed may, by the statute of Elizabeth, be
war.
But to put even this security in corn- forced into service in husbandry,
or, by the
petition with that which is afforded by the custom of pressing, enforced by occasional
Panoptieou
discipline, would be doing the laws, into one or other branch of the military
latter great injustice.
The security afforded service ; and in both cases without any option
as to the employment, much less as to the
Toprevent remanentcy by collusion betwixt employer•
Here, no fewer than four options
the governor and an able-bodied convict : If the
allowance made by government for remanents is are given to convicts--options,
too, which
grcaf_r than what it would cost the parish to main. extend to the very person of the employer•
rain a u_n in their workhouse_ they will remove I Men accustomed to a style of life superior
him thither of course : and the consideration to that of the common run of those who are
of being subjected to such.removal will prevent obnoxious to this fate, would, under a pun l_y on
conv.ict
from wnere_
thmv_n_
himse_ oe
un_aC_nnishment
nominally
same,
suffer
t_rlly
hispa1"lSn_
- --- the
• enoch.
_ _
_Ducn
- more
• ,.
..,
.
., line. ¢outa
,. . .._nan -_
tnelr• comranes
in
per_nsu m lateness, ne woum nammuy De msposea .......
_.. ,_. ........
i*- _¢ - A'o_. ..... .^_
a subs_
lmnopticon, finds it worth his while
to take charge of the convict for a less considerstion or for nothing, the imr_sh will in proportion
be eased of the expense. By th!s plan, the burmen to the public can scarce m any instance
whatsoever
s_ffer
an increase: and the probabilit,,:
.k
......tt]_Ju u|_
k. -_-le
it will be much dimi .j
m
m_b
wllu
nish_L The only vossibtE_Tto the conUmTis the
case of a renmnentconvlct _,ho is at once parish.
less and help_less. But this case cannot be a fre.quont one, and the governor l_i.'ng _
by his
helple_ness of all fears from hmun,.r_ne_
can
namty insist
upon any anvanceinnm termson
bindin_ _in
hi_cemtract to urovide for all
persen_ so ciremn---_tan-c_t--at---l_arisl_priee.

I bondsman, find themselves clear of every oh] ligution of service.
A father may thus res] cue his son, an uncle a nephew, a brother a
[ brother, from the hardships of a degrading
I ..... ;_,,_
r._ .... a_+1. _f such contin_,en
[ _Y...... _,......
v_,-_ ..... __
_. w.
v t cles, prisoners who nave
elther orougnt a ge.
] neral good character into the house (for even
[ such will not be altogether wanting,)
or ac[ onired one there, and are either able to get
l a livelihood, or provided with friends who
I would furnish them with one, will be sure
I .............
I or nonusmen : ann me mculzy oi mve_mg
ithe bondsmen with such ample powers will
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render it so much the easier for the prisoner
How is it that in public manufactories vice
to find one. The more valuable a member of insinuates itself? How ? How but for want
the community he is become in all respects,
of the inspecting eye of some one who has
the better will his condition be, since he will the power, and may be made (if he has not
find employers bidding against one another to already) to have the inclination to suppress
obtain him.
it ? With respect to drunkenness, above all
Suppose him, for want of particular friends things, is it possible that such inclination
or conncxions, engaged with the governor or should be wanting to any master ?n of all
some other undertaker in a subsidiary panop- others, to the master of an indented servant ?
ticon : in what respects would his condition
The drunkenness of the servant is the masdiffer from that of ordinary service?--only
in ter's loss : what the one suffers in his health
the engagements being for a longer term, and and morals, the other suffers in his purse.
putting it out of the power of the servant,
This plan is not altogether so simple as I
by absence or intoxication,
to deprive the
should have been glad to have found it : but
master of the benefit of his service. In these
simplicity, though it oaght never to be out
circumstances, avarietyoflndulgenccswould
of our eyes, is not always in our choice.
naturally take place : abatements would be There are other plans, which, at least as far
made in the number of working- hours ; a as concerns the optionm I should say the nocurtain would guard the times of recreation
option--given to the convict, are much more
and repose from the importunity of an in- simple: but I leave to whoever is ambitious
speeting eye ; every seventh day would be a of it, the praise of purchasing simplicity at the
day of perfect liberty; the comforts of matriexpense of economy, good morals, humanity,
monv would in this situation at any rate lie and justice.
with'in reach ; m in short, instead of being
A plan is good or bad, either simply with
termed a state of confinement sweetened by relation to the end in view, or comparatively
indulgences, the justest as well as simplest
with relation to others directed to the same
point of view in which it can be considered
end.
is that of a state of free service, only someThe end in view here is to ensure the good
what better guarded than ordinary against behaviour and subsistence of convicts after
misbehaviour and abuse,
the expiration of their punishment, regard
I hear an objection--"
Your subsidiary
being had to economy, humanity, andjustico.
panopticon is a receptacle for manufacturers
If perfection be still at a distance here, shall
working in numbers under a common roof,
we find anything nearer to it in the celonieaand such receptacles are found by experience
tion scheme, or the penitentiary act ?
to be nurseries of vice. The manufactories,
Out of 687 convicts, sent to a country
the only manufactories favourable to virtue, from whence return without assistance from
are the dispersed, the rural manufactories-government is known to be impossible. 20
those which spread themselves over the face had been sentenced for 14 years, 630 for 7
of a country, and are carried on in private
years, 12 but for 5 years (tenderness for the
families by each man within the circle of his tender sex dictated the limitation here,) 35
little family, in the bosom of innocence and only, little more than a twentieth of the numo
retirement."
Be it so : it may be so, for ber, for life. t Was it the intention that, at
aught I know. But how great the difference,
the expiration of these terms, vessels should
or rather how striking the contrast, betwixt
be sent out to give effect to the limitation in
an ordinary manufactory and one carried on the sentence ? If so, what becomes of the
upon the panopticon principle I Is there any- ] security ? and what are we to think of the
thing in the air of the country or in the strue- [ expense ?$ Was it that they should be left
ture of a cottage that renders it inaccessible ] a deeper insight into its nature and effeets,_
to vice ? is the connexion betwixt virtue and I can be expected, perhaps_ from any one a_ first
secresy so exclusive ? No : the advantage
glance, So long as th_ _ect
cencept_'.n has
which the domestic manufactory has in this not yet been fonned_ onjsetion upon objection
respect, over the most public manufactory, is may be exp_ed to arise. Many such I have
not to be compared with that which the pan- accordingly heard: but none agai_t. _
a
opticon discipline has over that of the purest maturer
the door. view of the subj_ would not have _ut
of all manufactories upon every other plan,
_- From the liet at the ondo£Oovernor PhUip°s
public or private. In what other house, public Voyage.
or private, can equal security be found for the
_ A hint has been given of the utility of a
fidelity of the married, for the chastity of the panoptican penitentiary-hanse as a nursery for
single, &nd for the extinction of drunkenness,
military
service.
useful
it might scheme.
t3emm_
in the same
capacityHow
to the
colonisation
that murderous infatuation, in comparison of In this case, the tiades the IZds0nem were erawhich every thing else that goes by the name ployed in_ and the insm_i.'ons, of all sorts _ey
of vice is virtue ?"
were nutde to re_ve 7 mitiht be a_ ,pt_ to
object, and made su_erwont to their nnm om_
" To Imssess a just and adequate .cenc_.'on
tlrmtien. Every embsa4_tion supposes an abode
of thepowers of the inspection principtc_ requiresof at least six months ulma an aven,ge_ in tome
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fixed for life on the spot to which they were
So much for the colonization scheme: what
consigned with such nicety of discrimination,
says the penitentiary act ?
for fourteen, seven, and five years?
If so,
Decent
clothing ; -- money in a man's
what is the sentence, or the pretended exepocket--for
a year not more than £3, nor
eution of it, but a mockery of justice ?*
less than 20s. --for a shorter term in proporSuppose them brought back : what is the
tion ; and if anybody will talk of finding emprovision for them then ? None ; no more ployment ior him, and he has behaved well,
than if they had never been sent there. Sup- more money to the same amount at the year's
pose them to stay : what is to be the lot of end._
such of them as become chargeable-- I mean
From twenty to sixty shillings at a year's
supposing the time come when there can be end? What isthat to do?howisit
to finda
any that are not chargeable ? Either they man employment ? No employment without
are left to starve, or Great Britain is their an employer : how is it to give him one ?
parish, though they cannot be removed to it. what inducement does it hold out to anyWill their maintenance there cost less, at the body to take upon him that flqendly office ?
distance of seven months sail, than at home ? None; no powers--no
factitious security of
n in a country which has nothing, than in a any sort, to supply the natural want of concountry which has every thing? t
fidence.
Were employment
offered, what
obligation, what inducement, to accept of it ?
intermediate receptacle: forembarkatiens neither They may choose to become beggars, not to
have taken place, nor probably will take place, say thieves--and
what is there to hinder
oftener than once a year upon an average. What
them ? If the {_ar of starving on the spot will
a contrast, in this point of view, between a peni- not force a man to work, will a few shillings
tentisry panopticon and the hulks ! and for the to be received at a year's end bribe him to it ?
female sex, between the industry and purity of
such an establishment, and the idleness and pro- For whose sake should anybody furnish the
fl_acy of a common prison! Bibles and other employment? -- for his own ? The act gives
books are sent out with pious care for the edtfica- him no motive. For the convict's ? No ; nor
tion of tbese emigrants, when arrived at their in that way neither.
If he will not to save
land of promise :a but what are Bibles to unlet- him from "starving, will he for the sake of
tered eyes? In a preparatory panopticon, they getting him a few shillings, which he is not
might be initiated not ouly in the art of reading, to have till it has been proved that he can do
but
the habit
to a in
pious
use. of applying such their learning without it ? Of what _md is the employment
* The House of Commous, wben the informa- to be ? -- one that requires no co_lfidence ?
tion laid before them has been perfected and The allowance is not wanted: why throw
digested, wdl, it is to be hoped, inform u_
away so much money ? If a man has gamed
Already there are many, as appears by the an honest livelihood for a year together, what
abow list, who_e termhas been upabove a twelvemonth sand it does not appear that any steps have theACcording to the best c_euL_tion I _an make,
been taken to_trds rendering their return pospresent expense per head may be reckoned
sible,
at about £60 a-year--an expense the total cessa_
As their times are expiring all the year round,
tiou of which may be demonstrated to be imposaupposin_ ships to be sent out for tins puri_e
sible, and in which any considerable degree of
but once a-year, which is as often as they sail at reduction is an event which after three years trial
present for that country,the addition thus made seems at a distance as indefinite as ever. The
to the term specified in the sentence, would, even provision m._de for a gentleman in a situation of
on this supposition, be six months upon an aver- great trust is in many instances (that of a clerk
age. But, compared to falte imprisonment (m of the Bank for example) not equal to it.
use the law phrase) or r_ttherfalse banishment
The present is not a place for a full examlnaforllfe, which_ems
tobe thetrpresent doom, tionoftheNewSouthWalescolonizationscheme.
an oppression of the same kind for no more than
I will only mention the result, which is_ that supsix mouths is scarce worth mentioning,
posing the adoption of the panopticon plan, the
Vessels used not to be sent forthe re-importacheapest as well as the best course in every point
tion of convicts aP_r transportation to Amence.
of view that could be taken, would be to send a
-- Trn_*: neither was there occasion: returning
fleet, and re-import the whole colony at once:
thence was but too easy, and that was the great that the next best course would be to confine the
grievance,
future exportations to those who were sentenced
If, instead of being sent to New South Wales
for life ; and among those, if colonization, that
to be kept for life at the rate of £60 a-year a- is propagation, be the object, to limit the males
head, they had been set down upon a barren to a number p.ml._ortionedto that of the females
rock tostarve, would ithave been said tttat there c_pable of child-bearingj that is, exceedin_ it in
was nothing unjust in this_ because there was no the ratio of no more than about one-twettttx or
lawf_biddin_
_em to buy food, or forbiddin_
omers m suppzy w_m with it ? Wo_d an illegal
prohibition opt.
to the right c4 return be a
greater in_usuce than a physical impomibility ?
• See Papers laid before the House of Cornmoos in 1791, relative to the settlements in New
South Wales.

one-thirteenth.
It is but justice all this while, to w._oever was
the author of this plan, to obser_ that he had
not the option of a panopticon before him, and
that with regard to the important branch of'seentity here in question, his is.as efficacioos aswe
shall find that of the penitentiary act to be otherw_.
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should hinder his continuf_
to do so ? Is
confidence necessary ? the allowance is of no
use.
Will the one, two, or three pounds,
the convict is to have a year hence, render
him trustworthy to.day, in the eyes of any
one to whom he would not appear so otherwise ?
One man is fortunate enough to have connexions : another man has none.
The one
gets a friend to say he will take him (for as
to engagement it is out of the question ;) the
uther, not.
Both live out their year with
equal honesty.
Why is the former to have
all that money, and the latter none of it ?
why give him who has most merit nothing,
while you pay the other for his good fortune ?
Let him who has the happiness to have friends
enjoy the benefit of their friendship : but is
he to be rewarded for it too, and that at the
public charge?
])ece_t clothing--so
far, so goodmaman
is not to be turned out naked.
But all that
moneyin his pocket--as
soon as he is out of:
the house, what is that for ? Is it to furnish
him with a few other necessaries besides
clothing, such as bedding, household luridture, and tools ? One would think so. But
if so, how comes the allowance to be pared
down and reduced in the inverse ratio of the
time he has passed in prison ? Will a shorter
bed or a smaller table serve a man who has
been there but half a year, than him who has
been there a whole one ? One would think
the foundation of the act in this part were
the supposition of its own injustice ; and that
the money, instead of equzpment-money, were
meant as smart-money.
" Poor fellow! You
have suffered so much more than such an one:
here is so much more for you, to make you
amends."
Set a beggar a.ltorseback, and the proverb
tells you where he will r/de.
Is the beggar
likely to prove the more prudent horseman
for having been bred in the school of felony?
The penitentiary act sets a whole regiment
of such beggars on horseback, and it gives
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them no master to hold the reins. Men who
have given such testimonies of themselve_
surely are not much injured in being cornpared to school-boys.
Can prudence, ean
economy, be expected generally to prevail
during the ecstasy that will so naturally mark
the period of emancipation ? Is not the idlest
school-boy he who has the heaviest pocket?
What parent, instead of giving the quarter's
board to the master, would give it to the
child? Light come, light go, says another proverb, not more fitrniH2ethan true : the same
sum, collected by a man's own ecenomy, might
hope for a better fate.
These little pecuniary allowances do not
strike at the root of the difflculty--they
do
not apply to the right person. In the convict,
you see a man in whose breast the passion of
the day is accustomed to outweigh the interest of the morrow: in the contracting
governor, you have a man who knows what
his lasting interest is, and is in the habit of
pursuing it.
The means he may have of exercising a
desirable influence on the behaviour of the
convict, are as powerful as heart can wish:
make it his interest to exert that influence,
and the object is attained. This man, whom
you know, is the man to deal with, and not
the convict, of whom you know nothing but
what is to his disadvantage. With the latter,
it is all nudum pactura-- all giving, no reeeiving: you can stipulate nothing, you can
depend upon nothing in return.
Strike your
bargain with the contracting
governor, you
have some ground to stand upon ; you can
get an indemnity in case of disappuintment:
if your discharged prisoner turns out honest,
the object is attained; if otherwise, you get
your money back again with interest.
Nothing can be more laudable than the huinanity which dictates the provision we have
been examining; the misfortune is, that so
respectable a motive should not have pitched
upon happier means.

this Work was given lnj Bentham
24th January 1821.

to Dr. Bowr/ng,

THE Plates referred to in this work were destroyed by a fire at the printer's.*
An improved plan of constructmn is shown in a small plate inserted in the work entitled "Pauper
Management improved."
The main body of the Panoptieon was sent to the press at Dublin by Sir John Parnell,
at that time Chancellor of the Irish Exchequer.
Sir John Parnell tried in vain to obtain
the adoption of the plan in Ireland.
Mr. Pitt, with his colleague Mr. Dundas (afterwards
Lord Melville,) laboured, and with like success, in England.
The design of building a
Panopticen prison fingered from 1791 to 1813, when, by the erection of another prison,
without any of the advantages, and more than ten times the expense, it was finally extinguished.
George the Third was inexorable.
He had beelt irritated at the author by the
In note "1"p. 67, it is stated that the Editor has been unable to obtain a copy of the P.la.tes.
Since that sheet was thrown off, they have been fortunately discovered, and appear in:this.editiom
For reasons which the text sufficiently explains, it has been deemed unnecessary to g_ve trie more
imperfect plan in Plate I.
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gulshefl.George the Third was inexorable. He had been irritated
at theauthorby the
Plan forthe Judicial
Estatblishment
in France; and beforethat,anno 1789, by two letters
in a morning paper signed Anti-Machiavel,writtenagainstthe war in which the King
labouredwithoutsuccessto engagethe nationagainstRussia. To the first
ofthoseletters
appeared an answer, which the Earl of Shelburne,who had been Secretaryof State,and
afterthatPrime Minister,and atthattime had hisconnexionsin the King'sfamily,gave
theauthor to understandwas writtenby the King himself.
After delaysupon delays,an actof Parliamentwas passed,by which the faithof Parliament was pledgedto the authorforthe adoptionofhisplan; and atlast,
in 1813, another
act to authorise
the violation
of that pledge. To prepareforthisviolation,
a Committee
of {he House of Commons had been got up by the Secretaryof State,Lord Sidmoutb.
The planhad been recommended by the famous FinanceCommlttee of 1797-8,of _hich
Mr. Abbott, aRerwards Speaker, now Lord Colchester,was chairman. A contracthad
been enteredinto,and in consequencethe author put into possession
of a spot of la._fl.
For the commencement of the business,
the signature
of George IIL was necessary"
; after
an unexampled delayof three weeks, that signature
was at length peremptorily
refused.
The official
correspondence
on the subjectwould fill
a volume. To the allaccessible
m_d
inspectable
prisonin question,
Lord Sidmouth has substituted
a Bastile,
not to be visitc,l,
withouthisorder,even by constituted
authorities.
While nationsconsentto put intoany hmlds an mlcontrott_._-L'!e
po_verof mis11_ief,
thLy
may expectto be thus served.
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III.

MODE

OF

GUARDING

ON

THE

OUTSIDE

AR C D-repre_mte
a P_oPTzco_,
with the area beIoz_xng to it, inelosed by a general surrounding
wall
E, theAPi_roaeh;
contracted
attheeutrance,that
it mgy
be the more e_fly
guarded
by a sentinel
or gate-keeper,
Next to him is • small Gate, .opening
into & Footop_h
;
nat
to that•
larger Gate, at wmcn carrmges are to enzer ;
then u ztmilar one at which the_ are to go out ; beyond
that 8glin,
• Footway,
into wh!cb, no opening ts made,..as
]_lzg
too fax from the gate-kerper
e station to be under ms

V_ V_, Two Guard-houses,
each flanking
the paths of
two sentinels.
That towards the yards (V_) mzght have a
storsy sohlgh
as to command
them;
and it might
have•
communica_on
with them not to be used but in case of
alarm : for instance,
by an underground
passage,
opening
into the commandingofficer's
apartment,
or by a Iadder kept
under look, he Mone keel_zg the key.
To prevent
a]l converse,
however
distant, .between
the
soldiers
_rtd the prisoners,
it should h&ve no wizzdows look-

lzuar_L
The gates may be of zrop, in order to be _se_b_
_x_zgh
from the house ; and ten feet high, so as not ._.
elimhed
ove_ but with great d fl_culty : .to _c_aso.which,
they might be crowned
with a I_roa_ projecting
co_pzng.
.
8, a Lamp-post,
or some such ol_jeet, b3 way ozeenzesa
mark to direct earri_es
in turning.,
.
,
,
IL
TwoGate_
one oneach
_ldeo_tne
Ap.proaen,
open:
tu_ into thepart of the area allotted to ex_ermr omees, ana
_een'
_They are of iron, that they lnay he eeen
tlaro_
_
the house,
F, • W_ll, _.vtng,
in ease of an gtta_,
to _
the
emmt_bebind
from_theft
_re.oz_.etryfromtlze
nouae.
Between
E and F, the urinary
w.om.
..
Between
F end 0, • Immeh ef the road. by wmcn poaeeo

lug out into any part of the yards ; for which
reason
i_ti8
also detached
from the w_I], az.d placed at the greatest
tenee _'om the female prisoners.
The double line encompassing
the surrounding
wall, represents a slight
PaUl,•do,
prevent themsetves
passengers
from
9preaching
the wall
without to lmttmg
into me
predicament
of delinquents,
q'he dotted hue _. p_.s?_te the
Wzdks ofthesontinels:
each walk is extended
m soeh man-

_ma_v

plum under

_ta_

at the

time ed_ an

IL OUTL_TB.

nor im to e_oss and flank two others, that each sentinel may
h_ve two othees to cheek him.
IV. JUNCTION
OF THREE
PANOPTICON8.
NHO,
Road forming
the eommunication
between
the
eentml
and two i_teral panoptie_ne.
-- N..B.
In this cffise
blocks up the road, must be eoneeived
to be away; as also
the
the aswalls
A C part
and B
the wh_e
walls of
H H,
to that
el D.each whteh ere•see
und
upon

the

ABKK,
_eeallettod
for Airing Ym_l& toi e_neomo_PltdiffY
"
imppmRlon
second
.
B
K P R, oft
Ditto,
upon Panoptteon.
eupposition
thn,. dandidtt_:
the mode cf ma_kh_
out divi_ons
for zne z_ptton
o_.att?
d.e.f.g.
Communications
for the of•second
third
fea_at e]kt_
of l_t_zers,
-- N.B.
It is not eu_.
_
noptteons
with the Look-out
L, similar to those from

Pathe

So t_ay

wo_

i_ ne0_ary

; the mn_ber
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sinllle

forward,
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_t.l_
draught.)

the first, they eould .not have joined
H4utthe,
been proje--,t_,gb,

thst

P are brought

not so htjgh as to....f_u_...ee_n_,

Space
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_
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PANOPTICON versus NEW SOUTH WALES:
OR_

THE PANOPTICON

PENITENTIARY

SYSTEM,

AND

THE

PENAL

COLONIZATION

SYSTEM,

COMPARED.

BY JEREMY

BENTHAM,

Mr LORV,
THE letter of which these printed
pages form a part, was begun in the view of
its being submitted to your Lordship in manuscript. Destined to represent the treatment
experienced during a period of eight or nine
years from the servants of the crown, by a
i)lan that has twice at their own solicitation
received the sanction of parliament -- (the
second time, after urgent reasons given by
the committee on finance for the continually
professed execution of it, and no reasons ever
given hy any body for the suspension of it)
--the history had advanced to that stage, in
which, for the first time, a disposition to
"relinquish"the
plan now termed a "project"
rafter a contract drawn, and land purchased
m execution of it)--degraded
thus from a
plan to a project--had
been avowed. Now,
lately having, through an authentic channel,
received intimation of an intention on your
Lordship's part to " converse on the subject
with the Lord Chancellor and the Judges ;"
it occurred to me, that whatever opinion, if
any, were eventually to be obtained from any
such high and ever revered authority, any
such opinion would not be the less instructire, if in this, as in other instances, it were
to have had the opportunity of grounding itself on such evidence as the nature of the
case afforded,
After this explanation,
I proceed to submit to your Lordship that part of the originally intended address which bears more
partic_darly upon the point in question, detaching it on the spur of the occasion from
whatever was originally designed to precede
or follow it.*
• The relinquishment here in question was
hypothetical, and but hypothetical, in form,
though hitherto it has been categorical in effect,

OF LINCOLN'S

INN,

ESQ.

Fourth and last ground for the rellnqffiisAmeat of the Penitentiary system : " The iraJrovedstate oftAe colony ofNew Soutl_ Wales."
Of the three other grounds t the inanity
las been displayed : there remains this single
ground to bear the strain of the whole incasure--_l mean, not of the penitentiary esmblishment, but of the rehnquzshraent of it.
To justify the predilection shewn for the
distant establishment, and the use thus made
of that predilection,
those who have taken
upon themselves to make this collateral use
of it, have two propositions to make good :
1st, That of the two rival modes of punisbment--the
punishment by transportation
to New South Wales, and the punishment
by confinement under the intended penitentiary estabhshment_the
former is the preferable one.
2d, That it is to such a degree preferable,
as to justify the laying aside the other altogether, and inclusively the imposing on the
puhlicthat expeuse--expensein
allits shapes
--money,
public faith, character of public
men -- with which the ultimate sacrifice of
the thus long suspended establishment would
be attended.
The first proposition is the leading one :
in this is contained the principal point in issue: this being determinedinthe
negative, the
other will be superseded.
How, then, shah
it be tried ? by analytical investigation,
sup"1-The three other grounds were--1. Latpse of
time ; 2. Increase of terms, meaning thereby, of
public expense (an increase barely proposed , and
studiously forborne to be insisted on _) & Improvements observed to have been made in some
of the existing gaols. Of two _ these grounds,
a reeapitulatoryglimpse may come to be given
in the course of the present pag_ mater tile
concluding head of Ecm_anv.
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ported by specific evidence ? or by vague assertion, supportedbyafewcustomaryphrases?
"In the former mode, certairdy," says a voice,
which I recognise for your Lordship's, being
that of reason and justice--by
the former
mode, as being the only true one, how far
soever it may be from being either the more
generally commodious of the two or tile more
usual.
The two rival systems in question being
systems of punishment, whichever of the two
is the preferable one, must be that which will
prove to be so on joint reference to the several objects or ends of penal justice,
Objects or ends of penal justice, five :
1st, Example -- prevention of similar offences on the part of individuals at large, viz.
by the repulsive influence exercised on the
minds of bystanders by the apprehension of
similar suffering in ease of similar delinquency,
2dly, Reformationprevention of similar
offences on the part of the partwular indwidual plmished in each instance, viz. by curing
him of the will to do the like in future,
8dly, Incapacitation--preventionofsimilar
offences on the part of the same individual,
by depriving him of the pou,er to do the hke.
4thly, Compensation or sated.faction, viz. to
be afforded to the party specially injured where
there is one.*
These four from Blaekstone and trom everybody: to these four I will venture to add a
fifth, Econnmy.
The four first, d_rect ends -ends to which the several measures adopted
ought to tend in adirectcourse ; thelast, an&dlrectorcollateralend--amark
wbich, though
not the direct object, of any such mea_ure,
ought not to be departed fi'om to any greater
distance, than the pursuit of the other direct
ends sh_dl be found to render unavoid,Lble,
The fist of these objects belongs to the
A B C of legislation : if the appli,-ation of
it to practice had been equally Luniliar, your
Lordship will judge whether it would have
been possible the country should ever have
seen any such establishment
as Mr. Pitt's and
the Duke of Portland's "improved colony of
New South Wales."_"
* Of all the_e ends, example, be it ob_rved,
is beyond cOm_art_n the most important.
In
the ease of re/or_rudiOlt, and i._*eayacitatioa for
further mischief, the parties in question are no
more than the comparatively small number of
individuals, who having actually offended, have
moreover actually ._ufl_red for the offence. In
the
ease ofasexample,
the parties
as many individuals
are expo_cal
to thearctemptation
of
oflknding ; that is, takblg the charadtcr of the
delinquency in the aggregate, the whole number of individuals of which the several political
communities are composed_in
other words, all
mankind,
_- The words used in the secret correspondence
between the two offices--Documents d,_ted t3th
August lll00 ; ?Sth August 11100; 17th March
I_01 _Disclosed
(on the change of ministry) in

SOUTH

WALES.

Assuming these five to be what without
dispute theyougbt tobe, the common objects
of both s_ stems, let us consider each objec_
by itself; and e_ling ill the two systems, one
after another, hear what each promises to
perform, or may be considered as having pelformed, towards the attainment of that cornmon end.
1. First object-- Example--prevention
of
future offences by means of it. What, in the
first place, is the course taken for this purpose
by the colonial, the transportation
system?
The convicts and their punishment are removed by it to the antipodes, as far as possible out of tile view of the aggregate mass
of individuals,
on whose minds it is wished
that the impression shouhl, be made.
What is the course taken in the same view
by the penitentlarTj system--Scene
of punishmeat, the vicinity of the metropolis-the very
spot which contains the greatest number of
spectators of all descriptions, and in particular
of those in whosc instance there is the strongest reason for wishing that the impression
may be made.
Plan of raanagement -- such as has for its
object the pointing the impression by all ima=
ginary contrivances to thi, end, the strengthening it by all appo._ite means, the multiplying by eve] y iulaginable dcwcc the number of
the visitors and spectators-a tlcrpetual and
perpetually intcle_til)g drama, m which tile
obnoxious characters shall in ,pec_e, at any
rate, be expoued to instructive ignominy, the
zndtvtduals being with equal facility capable
of being exposed to it, or screened from it,
as, in the judgment of those to whom it belongs to judge, may be deemed most eli_ble
upon thc whole.
li. Second objcet--R_forrnatton.
Under
this head, what, in the first place, does the
" improved colony ?" Delinquency,
in the
_ase of offences in general, and the class of
offences here in question more particularly,
may be considered its having for its positive
and primary cause, a sort of morbid _cnsihility
with reference to those en)oyments and tho_e
sufferings or uneasinc,scs, the pursuit or avoidance of which have respectively given birth
to tlle offence.
It may be considered, again,
a_ having tor its ne_,-ativc and secondary cause,
the aS,once of the.,c pccuhar appropriate restraint% from wluch, had they been present,
that vicious propen_ir, v might have received
an eiticacimls check, l)elinquents,
especially
of tile reel e criminal descl qliions, may be
consl(iered as a particul,tr class of human
beings, that, to keep them out of harm's way,
require for a continued length of time that
sort of sharp looking after, that sort of particularly close inspection, which all hurnml
"Further Proceedings of tbe Treasury," printed
(for the use of the Itouse of Commons) b_t order
dated 12th June 1801, pp. 79, 80, 81.
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beings, without exception, stand in need of, refuse the applic&tion of an improved one.
up to a certain age. They may be considered
Colonizing-transportation-system:
characteras persons of unsound mind, but in whom the istic feature of it, radical incapacity of being
Pomplaint has not swelled to so high a pitch
combined with any efficient system of htspecas to rank them with idiots or lunatics. They tion. Penitentiary system: characteristic fenmay be considered as a sort of grown children,
ture of it, in its original state, frequent and
in whose instance the mental weakness at- regular inspection ; in its extraordinary and
tached to non-age continues, in some respects,
improved state, that principle of management
beyond the ordinary length of time."
carried to such a degree of perfection as till
To this mental debility it is the charac, then had never been reached, even by imagiteristic feature of the system in question w
nation, much less by practice.
transportation
t_) a new planted colony--to
Inspection, the only effective instrument
be radically incapable of administering that of reformative management, being thus esseno
corrective aid which, in the -_se in question,
tinily inapplicable, and the founders of the
is so perfectly indispensable.
Field husbandry
eulonia] system having thus given themselves
is, under this system, the principal employthe nature of things to fight agains,', they set
meat--field-husbandry
carried on by indiviabout it at their ease.
Reformation, it was
duals or heads of t_tmilies, each occupying a understood, is a species of manufacture: like
distinct dwelling, the interior of which is other manufactures,
it requires its particular
altogether out of the habitual reach of every
capital or stock in trade: the assortment
inspecting eye. At sleeping times, meat times,
being good, that is, in sufficient quantity,
times of recreation, no inspection whatsoever:
and of the accustomed quality, the business
even at working times, none but what _s ira- will go on in regular course .like other bustperfect, interrupted, and accidental.
Hence nesses. Different sorts of workmen must be
no preventive check to those propensities, the got, most of them in red clothes ; but to compecuhar strength of which h_s been but too plete the set, there must be some in black_
plainly demonstrated by the offence by which and these must have a particuhr sort ofworko
the individual was conducted to the seethe of shop to themselves, with tools belonging to
punishment--propensities,
the indulgence of it. Accordingly, an assortment was provided,
which is either itse]f a crime, or introductory
not only of officers, civil and military, but of
to those vicious habits which are regarded
ministers of rcllgmn.
Besides soldiers, and
as the immedmte sources of crimes--sloth,
barracks, and gdns, there were to be, and
drunkenness, gaming, venereal irregularities,
were aceorchngly, sooner or later, in a proprofaneness,
quarrelsomeness,
mischievousportion more or less adequate, chaplains, and
ness, rapacity,
chapels, and good books. Thus far the head
Thus, then, on the ground of controul to reformers saw : farther than this, it was not
vicious propensities,
stands the parallel be- given them to see.
Would the books he
tween the transportation
system and the pc- read ? the chapels visited ? the chaplains
nitentiary system--the
transportation
system
heard ? That was the concern of the chapaccording to the New South Wales edition
lains when they got there.
Was it in the
of it_the
penitentiary system according to nature of the case, that any of these events
that edition of it to which, even in the act should ever happen ? a wild, speculative, out
of sacrificing it on the altar of secret influ- of the way question this _ quite out of the
ence, no man ever durst take upon him to line of practice. With great submission, however, to better judgment, it would not, I will
" Policy, or I am much mistaken the deepest
and steadiest policy, will be found toeoneur with
the tenderest humanity, in regardmg thL erimi,
hal world in this instructive and unimpassioned
point
of view.
To an
thus prepared,
the most
profligate
offender
willeye
present--on
theonehand,

venture to say, have been altogether an irrelevant one : a trigger is scarce pulled before
the breath may be driven out of a refractory
body ; but to purify a corrupted heart, especially where nothing is to be got by purl-

no fitter object of unprofitable resentment ; on
the other hand--no le-ssnecessary object of prevent_ve coercion, than would be presented by a
refraetorypatient
or a froward child. Guided
by this analogy, the favourite remedy, death, has
tbr these five and thirty years appeared to me (in
the cases, at least_ in'which it is ordinarily applied) searecly in any degree less absurd in a
l_litieal, than it would be in a medical ooint of
vaew. In point of fact, nothing that can with
any tolerable propmety assume t'he name of poliey -- not sober rea_en _ not so much as reflection -- appears at any time to have been the
efficient cause of the use so abundantly made of
it. Vengeance, passion, began the practice : prejudiee_ _he result of habit_has persevered in it.

lying it, is an operation
or so sure._

not quite so simple

"1"Number of ehaplains_ at one time, one : at
another, two : stations, at first but one ; before
Captain Collins left the colony, from five to ten,
each to appearance at too great a distance from
the rest to send auditors to a congregation colleered at any other, In the map annexed to Captain Collins' book, I observe about this number
of separate stations, without ineluchngsuch small
ones as, being to appearance each of them within two or three miles of some other may be sup.
posed not too far distant for that purpose. Are
the labours of the sacred function to be regarded
as an essent;al article amoag the efficient causen
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any other ease have presented themselves.
The measure was, indeed, a measure of experiment, and experiment is that sort of upsration which calls for the exercise of all sorts

of reformation ? Then the establishment of from
four to eight of these stations, of every number
above that of the chaplains--was, and continues
of faculties : but the subject-matter of expeto be, indefensible. Instead of being a neees- riment was, in this peculiar case, a peculiarly
sary, is religious service a mere luxury ? Then eommodmus one---a sot of animfe vilcs---a sort
no such officer as a chaplin should have been of exerementitious
mass, that could be pro•mt out at all--none at least for the convicts-- jeered, and accordingly was projected--pronone, unless it be a regimental chaplain for the jeered, and as it should seem, pnrposoly--as
benefit of the military; thong ha indeed, of the far out of sight as possible.
military themselves the distribution must have
been regulated in some measure by that of the
Turn now, my Lord, to the penitentiary
convicts--that of the watchmen by that of the system; in which, if the principles pursued
persons to be watched,
as above, are to be considered as the stanOf late, malcontents from Ireland have been dard of orthodoxy, the scent of heresy muse
sent in multitudes to New South Wales. Part be acknowledged to be but too strong.
In
of them, probably the greater part, must have a Panoptieon penitentiary system, supposing
been of
the been
Catholic
persuasion:
amongnot
these,
have
there
any priests
? It seems
im- religion to be really a source of benefit--supprobable ; and if so, as far as their quarters may posing it good for anything beyond a show-have been within distance of the stations of their men would have had the full benefit of it.
companions, so far all may have been right. Church attendance would there have neither
ve thee been no ,priests,? Then surely one been forcible nor yet eludibie. The presence
priest, atleast, slloula
oeen sent out on ttqe ofm y chap"lainit woum"Jhav e bee nh'qei
• nave
_c
es s
same voluntary footmg
as the clergymen of the [
...............
/_.h.--k
_r
x,-.
1.-a
If
there
be
differenc_e
I
posslme
ior
mem
to
ny
lrom,
_aan
irom
tnag
_..ttl'_tt
ok _1!
t_l|u.
.
_
u t ul
all branches o_the Christian religam, the Catho- [ of the Ahmghty whom he served.
Unable,
lie is surely that in which the services of a con- [ neither would they have wished, to fly from
secrated minister are most strictly indispensable. I it. It would have been adorned and fortified
In Norfolk Island, how is it ? If there be a by those accompaniments
which, in ministerclergyman now (and I have not found tllat tilers in,, to this branch of instruction
would h ....
is one,) there was no such officer, at least so late
_' _. . ...._
_
'..
_ _'_
as on the 18th of October I_96_.
, thou,gh at that eommnea
.....
_vlgn }cas much approprmge anti con"
"n
b'ta
was
alread
_
a
gemal
entertmnment,
as
inventive
mdustr
tame the number of I ha t nts
y P37.
.
.
. Y
Quere 1. Itow many fewer souls to he saved have could contrive to bring together m a situs887 persons in Nortblk Island, than the same tion from which every rival attraction might
number of persons in New South Wales or Great so effectuallu be excluded
Yes my Lord
Britain ? Quere 2. If out of 4848 persons, _
m,_ ,_,,h.l_ t,-_......
t' _rti_,,,_,_ ,'.,fA
h_,,,:
¢erdotal service be needless to 8_/taken at ran- -v ........
_"_J
_" Z"_........
._....... ,.._
"
"
-"
"
_"
for
"
r
s-¢
"
ueen
ransacKeo
mr
contrivances
to
renoer
elom_
what
nL_aU18 mere m It r_ tne e. t.
in _. _ .•.
. _
_.
...
_ _.
January 1792, a minister of rehgmn (the chap- gne tmraon as mgcresung as possmle to the
lain of the New South Wales eorl-,_) dld, it up- pupils ; my whole dispensary would have been
pear_, pay a visit to that spot. It was, however, rummaged for sweets and conserves, to renthe first visit of the kind in so many years ; and der the physic of the soul as palatable as pusthat a mere temporary excursion, the fruit of sible to a class of patients in whom the need
spontaneous zeal, and not of any particle of at- of it is so eminently deplorable.
Nothing
tention that appears ever to have been paid to
the subject by the arch.reformers here at home. b which, in the judgment of my superiors ad
But to judge from the whole tenor of Captain
hoe in the spiritual college, should, in conCollins' Journal, as well as trom the nature of sideration of its conduciveness to the end,
the case, the truth _s, that so far as the convicts stand approved, or though but tolerated,
were concerned, the real service which it was in
the power of any ministers of religion, of any against the hostility of the popular sanction.
persuasion, or in any number, to render to these The spirit of tumultuary violence, the epidemic
poor wretches, was in all places alike : presence malady for the cure of which these deplorable
or absence made no sort oi"difl'erenee.
[ objects had been ordered to this disastrous waterWhat is above was written before the histo- J ins*place, might in that ease, instead of being
finn's second volume had made its appearance. / constantly stimulated, have been gradually alIn this continuation it appears, that in one of 1layed. The rebel priest, the most pernicious
the importations of the convicts from Ireland, pastor that could have been found for the rebel
a priest of the Catholic persuasion (Hardd by flock, might have been consigned to Norfolk
name) was actually comprised, e
Island, on the supposition of their remaining all
If instead of this sedmonist, a loyalist clergy- of them in New South IVales.
The two lives
man of the same reliffions persue.gion had been which it was afterwards deemed neees.saryto assent out, such an addition to the civil establishcritics m public justice and security might thus
merit might, in that country, one should have have been preserved, a and the ex_genee which
thought, have been not ill worth the expense,
has given birth to so dangerous an expedient
The fo/itlca_ sanction might thus have found and precedent as that of volunteer associations
in the religiou:'a useful ally_a
useful defence among unreformed eonvietsl_ might never have
taken place.
• 1Collin_ pp,504_ 508, 512, 4,97.
b Ibid, p. 194.
" Ibid. p. '293.
a 2 Collins, p. _1.
* Ibid. p. 303,
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would, on account of the novelty of it, have
been shrunk from, or on account of the expease of it, have been grudged. Valeat qua ntamvalerepotest,
wouldhavebeenmymaxlm;
and that (mistake me not, my Lm'd) not as
a pretence for indifference and neglect, but
as a memento and a spur to attention and to
activity.
Men who have the interests of religion most at heart, and whose endeavours
have been most conspicuously bent to the
turning it to the best possible account in the
way of practice--such are the men my hopes
had always pointed to for counsel and support. Such, my Lord, were veneficza mea-my pious frauds : the stock of them, I assure
your Lordship, was not a scanty one. Delinqueney (if _
and
would have given
leave)---delinquency
in habit, in act, even in
idea, would have been shut out ; shut out,
not merely by spiritual bars, by moral bars,
by legal bars, but by physical ones.
In no point did my system rest itself upon
cold forms. In body, in mind, in every way,
if my patients suffered, I suffered with them.
By every tie I could devise, my own fate had
been bound up by me with theirs.
Viclmty
to the public eye--vicinity
was the object
with me, not distance.
Recluse by inchnation, popular at the call of duty, I did not
shun the light-- I courted it. Selfdevotedto
the task of unremitting inspection, it would
bare been a reward to me, not a punishment,
to be as unremittingly
inspected,
Thus, in so far as reformatmn is concerned,
stands the comparison between the two systerns, on the ground of general principles or
theory., if a word so much in disgrace with
men in whose vocabulary practice is synonymous with w_,dom, may for the moment be
endured. A theory is, indeed, no farther good
than in so far as its indications receive, as
occasion serves, the confirmation of experience. But experience, though an instructive
guide, is apt to be a cosily one. In the present instance, in the compass of ten or eleven
years, it had cost, four or five years ago, upwards of a million :* by this time little less,
probably, than a million attd a half; of which
near the odd million (as your Lordship will
_ee) might have been saved, and with it the
shame of a project, involving in its very
essence the impossibility of success, saved,
together with lives by hundreds,
and crimes
and immoralities without account, if anteeedently to the experiment, in addition to the
tongue of an orator, there had been an eye
at the treasury, capable of reading in the
book of human nature,
Under a system of suppression persevered
in, spite of parliamentary warnings,_ for these
• £1,0_230.--28th
Finance Reporh 26th
June 1798, p. 2'2.
+ See 28th Report of rite Committee of Ftnance, _nno 1798.
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ten years,_: from witat source shall tile testimany of experience be collected ? Happily a
more competent, a more instructive,
a more
authentic source: a source, in any point of
view, more valuable, could scarce have been
wished for, than that which the public, during
the sleep of superior office, has been put in
possession of by an eye-witness--the
professed moral historiographer of the colony,
the late Judge Advocate, Captain Colh'_.
Nor yet simply the historiographer, but the
panegyrist, the professed panegylist likewise :
a character which, when accompanied, as in
this instance, with that candour and those
internal marks of correct veracity with which
it is so rare for it to be accompanied, renders
the testimony, in this point of view, more
than doubly valuable.
Fortunate it is, that whether from firmness
in one quarter, or from negligence in another, the principle of suppression has passed
by a mass of information that renders its
exertions elsewhere of little use. The work
is dedicated, and dedicated by permission, to
the late Lord Sydney : in great letters, the
title of" Patron of the work," as well as that
of" Originator of the plan of Colonization,"
are eouierred upon the noble lord.
" To
your patriotism,"
says the panegyrist to the
patron, " the plan presented a prospect of
ooht_cal and con,merctal advantage."
" The
following pages," continues the worthy magistrate, with perfect simplicity and unquestionable truth, " will serve to evince with how
much wisdom the measure was suggested and
conducted ; with what beneficial effects its
progress has been attended ; and what future
benefits the parent country may with confidence anticipate."
In the preface, he concludes with aeknowledging himself to be " anxiously solicitous
to obtain" for the colony "the candid eonsideration of his countrymen ; among whom,"
he says, "it has been painful to him to remark
a disposition too prevalent for regardivg it
with odium and disgust.". ..... "lts
utility
consists," according to him, in, that "besides
the circumstance
of its freeing the mother
country fi'om the depraved branches of her
offspring, in some instances reforming their
dispositions, and in all cases rendering thcir /aboar and talents conducive to the public good,
it may prove a valuable nursery to our East
India possessions for soldiers and seamen."
...... He speaks of a time in which ', he began
to think ...... that some account of tbe gradual
reformation of such flagitious characters, as
had by many" (he very candidly adds, "and
those not illiberal' ) "persons in this country
been considered as past the probability of
amendment, might not be nuaceeptable."
So
+*The last o_eial communications nmde to
the Hou_ of Commons on the subject of New
South Wales, bear date in 1792.
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far the magistrate historian : as to the flagitious characters, there is no want of them ;
but as to any evidence of their reformation,
here and there a white blackamoor excepted,
it is all of it in his wishes--there
is none of
it in his book. How far the general conceptions, thus conveyed in the preface, are in
agreement with the rigid truth of things, will
appear from the more specific statements colletted a little farther on, at the bottom of
the page. For these little inadvertencies, If
such they should prove, the interests of the
public service are but so much the more in
the author's debt ; since, if confining himself
to the province for which he appears so emlnently qualified, the superior province of the
historian, he had left the task of the panegy,
fist to interior hands, the satisfaction which
as matters stand, I flatter myself with being
able to afford your Lordship on this ground,
might have been less complete,
Of passages to the like effect with those
which are here transcribed,
enough might
have been found to fill a volume.
Those
which are given here are selected as cxhzbiting the condition of the colony a_ the latest
points of time ; this being the stage at which
the reforming tendency of the discipline, had
it possessed any. such tendency, had had the
longest time to operate. General statements
and observations arc moreover preferred to
histories of individual criminals, or crimes,
partly out of deference to the logical rule,
._lllogizari non eat ex partieulam--partly
bec_use the particular anecdotes of this kind,
being the materi_ds of which a very considerable part of that large but interesting work
are composed, could not possibly have been
comprised within the limits prescribed by the
object of this address.
The persons spoken of as reformed, are fcr
the most part spoken of by name : in number
they would scarcely, I think, be found to
exceed a score_certainly
not double that
number, even including the many backsliders,
The number of the unreformed is to that of
these reformed characters, as a hundred or
so to one.
Abettermost
sort of rogue_a
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those called settlers
end. s

whose

term is at an

-o L lmprvbity, uncorrected and ineorrlgiMe.
Zqo. 1, p. 382. July 1794.--" An honest serrant was in this country an invaluable treasure :
we were compelled to take them, as chance
should direct, from among the common herd ;
and if any one was found who had some remains
of principle in him, he was sure to be soon cor.
rupted by the vice which everywhere surrounded
him."
No. 2, p. 419. June 1795.--" _Vith very few
exceptions, it was impossible to select from
among the prisoners, or those who had been
such, any who would feel an honest interest in
executing the service in whlch they were entployed. They would pilfer half the grain catrustedthem
to their
the for
cattle;
they would
lead
into care
the for
woods
pasturage,
and
there leave them_ until obliged to conduct them
in ; they would neither clean them nor themselves. Indolent, and by long habit worthless,
no dependence could be placed on them. In every
instance they endeavoured to mrcumvent."
No. 3, p. 445. December 1795.--"At Sydney,
another attempt being made to steal a cask of
pork from the pile of provlsmns which stood hefore the storehouse, the whole was removed into
one of the old marine barracks. The full raUon
of saltprovisions being issued to every one, it
was difficult to conceive what could be the mdueement to these frequent and wanton attacks
on the provisions, whenever necessity compelled
the commissary to trust a quantity wlthout the
store. Perhaps, however, it was to gratify that
strong propensity to thieving, which could not
suffer an opportunity of exercising their talcnts
to pus% or to furnish them with means of in.
dulhdng in the baneful vtce of gaming."
No. 4, p.
473. April no
1796.--"
punishment,
however
exemplary,
reward No
however
great,
could operate on the minds of these unthinking
people."
II. Improvidence,

extreme a_d universal

No. 1, p. 414..4pril 1795. _"
The farmers
now
began everywhere
the ground,
except at theputting
river_ their
wherewheat
they into
had

scarce made any preparations, eoasumin_ their
time and substance in drinkin._ and noting,
and trusting to the extreme fertihty of tY_esoil,
which" they declared would produce an,, ample
crop at any time, without much labour.
No. 2, p. 435. November1795._"Instcadof
completing in a few hours the whole labour which
man in whom on any occasion the smallest
was required of a man for the day, the convicts
degree of confidence can be reposed, appears
were now to work the whole day, with the inter.
in that country to be beyond comparison a mission of two hours and a half of rest. l_lany
scarcer animal than a black swan. One thing
advantages were gained by this regulation ;
the historian is dear in, that as to all but
among which, not the least was the diminution
the few lusus natur_ thus distinguished, the of idle time which the prisoners before had_ and
whieh_ emphatically terming their or#n time,
longer they stay in that scene of intended
they applied as they chose, some industriously,
reformation,
and the more they are left to but by far the greater part in improper pursuits,
themselves (that is, the more entirely they
as gaming, drinking, and stealing."
are left to the separate influence of the pure
No. 3, p 458. February 1796._" They [the
principle of colonization, without any admix- settlers] seldom or never showed the smallest dis.
ture of its discarded rival, the principle of position to assist each other. Indolent and improvident, even for their own safety and interest,
inspection,)
the worse they are ; those who they in t_,eneral neglected the means by which
have the yoke of bondage still about their either could be secured."
necks being a sort of half honest, half sober,
Noo 4,p.467. March1796.--"AttheHawkeshalf provideltt profltgates, in comparison of bury, _vhere alone any prospfct of agricultural
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Reformation being the topic at present on of extracts will therefore be confined. The
the carpet, it is to this that the present string [ other topics glanced at in the passages quoted
[ out of Mr. Collins' preface, belong to the head
advanta_s was to be found, the settlers wereim. [ of incapacitation-I mean with reference
mersed m intoxication : riot and madness marked ] to the commission of fresh offences within
theirspirits
conduct;
this wasoftoevery
be attributed
to ] the limits of the mother country : to incathe
that, and
in defiance
precaution,
| pacitation, I say, and economy.
The merits
foundtheir way thither"
No. 5, p. 470. April 1796.--" In the begin- of the plan in relation to these, objects, will
sing of this month, a very liberal allowance of be considered apart, under their respective
sleps were served to the prisoners, male and heads.
female. As it had been too much the practice
Such was the state of the " improved cofor these people toseH the clothing they received lony" in September 1796, at the termination
from government as soon as it was issued m
them, the governor on this occasion gave it out of the lSeriod comprised in the first and already
in public orders, that whenever it should be published history of Mr. Collins. A continuproved that any person had either sold or other- ation from the same able and candid hand is
wise made away with any of the articles then
issued, the buyer, or seller, or receiver thereof, lutely necessary among those settlers, who findwould both subject themselves to corporal or ing them3elves free from bondage, instantly conother punishment.
Orders, however,/tad never celved that they were above all restrictions; and
been known to have much weight with tltese beb_g without an v internal regulations, irreguop/e"
larities of the worst kind might be expected to
No. 6_ p. 482. June 1796.-The settlers at happen."
the different districts, and particularly those at
No. 3, p. 432.--It
appears likewise by this
the Hawkesbury, had longbeen supposed to be muster, that one hundred and seventy-nine perconsiderably in debt ; and at was suspected that sons subsisted themselves independent of the
their crops tor two or more seasons to come were public stores, and resided in this town. To many
pledged to pay these debts."
of these, as well as to the servants of settlers,
No. 7, IX 483. June 1796.--" The gentlemen
were to be attributed the offences that were daily
who conducted the inquiry found most of the set- heard of: they were the greatest nuisances we
tiers there [the Hawkesbury] oftener employed had to complsm of."
in camusingm the fronts of their houses, than in
No. 4, IX471. April 1796._" At the Hawkeslabouring themselves, or in superintending the bury, the corn-store was broken into, and a quartlabour of their servants in their grounds_"
tity of wheat and other articles stolen ; and two
No. 8, p. 483. June 17!_6.--" The practice of people were apprehended for robbing the deputypurchasing the crops of the settlers for spirits,
surveyor's fowl-house."
had too long prevailed in the settlement; ......
No. 5, 1x 471. _/lprll 17.96.--" All these deit was not possible that a farmer, who should be predations were chiefly committed by those public
idle enoughto tbrow away the labour of twelve nui_nees, the people of the stores."
months for the graufication of a few gallons of
No. 6, IX473. April 1796.--" The Hawkespoisonous spirits, could expect to thrive."
bury was the refuge of all the Sydney rogues
No. 9, IX 492. August 1796.--" They [the when in danger of being apprehended."
settlers] were in general of such a tboughtl-ess,
No. 7,p. 474. l_[ay 1796.--" Daily experience
worthless description, that even this indulgence
proved that those peoplewhose sentences of trussmight induce them to be, if possible, more worth- portation had expired, were greater evils than
less and thoughtless than before; as, to use their the convicts themselves ......
Many were known
own expression, they had now to work for a dead to withdraw themselves from labour and the prohorse." Theindulgenee consisted in thebeing
vlsion-store on the day of thcir servitude ceasing.
suffered to give assignments on their crops then Ontheirbeingapprehended,punishedforabrsach
in the ground, to save themselves from imprison- of order, and ordered again to labour, they seized
merit for debt.
the first opportunity of running away, taking
III.

The longer the appllcatlon of the sttpposed
cause qfre/brmation_
the worse the efl_'ct,
No.I, IX3f_ March 1794.--" Had the settlers,
with only a common share of honesty, returned
the wheat which they received from government
to sow their grounds the last season, the reproach
which they drew upon themselves by not stepping
forward at this moment to assist government,
would not have been incurred ; but though to an
individual they all knew the anxiety which every
one felt for the preservation of the seed-wheat,
yet when appliedto, and told (in addition to the
sum of 10s. a-bushel) that any quantity which
they might choose to put into the store should
be brought from their farms _Jthout any expense
of carriage to them, they all or nearly all pleaded
an insufficiency to crop their ground tor the ensmug season ; a plea that was wall known to be
made
• without a shadow of t ruth. "
No. 2, p. 394. October 17.94.--" The presence
of some person with aulhorlty was become abso-

either
to shelter
the woods
to the
subsist
by depredations,
or
to the
whieh
Hawkesbnry
settlers
afforded to every vagabond that asked it. By
these people (we were well convinced) every theft
was committed."
ThusfarCaptainCoUing
Thecorruptionwhich
it thus appears was so general among the settlers,
/. e. among those whose terms of bondage were
expired, who by that means had recovered a degree of independence, and had withdrawn themselves more completely out of the reach of every
inspecting eye, had (as might have been expected )
this independence, this exemption from inspeefion for its cause. For so late as in August 17_2,
a time when the residence of those who had
arrived first in the colony had not been so long
as five years, and when i_w had as yet regained
their liberty_ and none had been in possession of
it for any length of time, "with very few exceptimls," says Captain Collins_ p. 210, the uniform
good behaviour of the conwcta was still "to be
commended."
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promised (I see) by the public prints, for a
time which may perhaps have arrived before these pages of mine have reached your
Lordship's eye.
What subsequeht improvements the colony
may have received in relation to this same
head, is a point on which I c_nnot pretend
to any information from that source.*
In the mean time, so far as concerns genero, results, which are all your Lordship
would endure to see crowded into this place,
accident has put into my hands two testimohies of no mean account. In one respect they
have the advantage of any which even your
Lordship's authority could command : they
are in each instance the uninfluenced and undisguised effusions of the pen, committed to
paper without the idea of being made subservient to this or any other public purpose,
They wear no factitious colours; neither of
that flattering east which is so apt to give a
tinge to the smallest piece of paper that can
ever find its way from any such quarter to
your Lordship's
office, nor yet of the opposite east.
The first is an extract of a letter from Captain Hunter, at that time Governor of the
colony. The date of it is the 2Oth of May
1799 : about two and a half years had been
at that time added to the experience reported
by Captain Collins : -" S!/dney , New South Wales,
" 20th May 1799.
" The fatigue to which the Governor of
this territory must submit, both mental and
corporeal, is far beyond any idea you can have
of the nature of his duty rendering such fatigue necessary in the Commander in chief,
" My former knowledge and acquaintance
with this country encouraged me in a hope,
which, however, in some respects proved delusive, that I should, with ease to myself,
and with proper effect and advantage to the
publie, have been able to manage all the duties of my office.
But I had not been long
entered upon it, before I was awakened from
that dream of comfort and satisfaction, the
Since the above paragraph was written, the
public
has beehand
putsurely
in possession
of the
mformatlon;
never did
thepromised
deductions of reason receive a more ample confirmation from experience, than has been afforded in
the present
instance
by the actual condition of
-s_
,1
the
Improved
colony, as exhibited in this
second volume, dedicated by permtssion to the
noble lord in whose hands the management of
it had by that time been reposed. Extracts in
continuation of those given from the first volume
are intended to accompany this address,
To keep dear of all possible imputation of intr'.gu% I abstained purposely from every endeayour to open any sort of communication, direct
orindireet, with the respectable historian to whose
ulterior
testimony I confidence.
was looking fotwaxd with
such
wel_grouade_
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prospect of which I had so vainly indulged.
The seeds of those vexations which had so
disappointed me, had been sown for a very
considerable time, and being Father of a prolific nature amongst such people, had gained
so much strength, that it will require immense
labour to grub them up by the root.
" I have persisted in my attempt to that
end, and mean not to change my system ;
which, be assured, from being calculated to
lay restraints upon every species of vice and
immorality,
cannot amongst such characters
be a very popular one: that, however, will be
a matter of no immediate concern with me,
if I succeed only in a small degree to check
the growing profligacy and abandoned turn
of the lower classes of the people.
" This is a good country, and will do well,
but its progress inimprovement
would be considerably hastened, could government be prevmled upon not to overstock us wzth the worst
description of characters ; for, whilst the mass
of the people continue to be of that class, our
diffieulties will ever be very considerable : the
industrious and well-disposed become a continual prey to the zdle and worthless."
It was not to m._self that this letter was
addressed,
neither had I then, nor have I
stove, had the honour of any personal aequaintanee with the gentleman from whom it
came. It was a letter pert_ctly spontaneous.
addressed to a person with whom he had ne_ er
before had any written intercourse.
Your Lordship sees what it is the governor
of the improved colony, down to that ume.
could find to speak of--great
labours, no
successes.
Could any thing have been found
that could have been made to wear the appearance, though it were but of a half success,
would it have been passed unnoticed ? Meantime, if in the line of moral improvement the
governor nmde such small advance, it was
not (if the governor himself, or the judge
advocate is to be believed) for want of trying it.
The country (your Lordship sees) is a
" 9ood country ;" but the word good might
lead to conclusions rather wide from truth.
if a distlnetion were not to be made between
God Alm_ghty's works and * * * * *'s. To
its Almightv Creator is it indebted for those
capabilitaes which neither neglect nor relamanagement can deprive it of: the use made
of them had been depending upon * m Q • *
Your Lordship sees upon what condition its
chance of improvement
depended--(in
the
opmmn of the governor at least, uponoe whom
everything had been dependung mtder
t -;)
upon its not being applied to the ehief, if
not the only purpose for which it had been
established,
and tbr which it continues to
be kept up: the purpose, with reference to
which, according to * _ * _ ", it _as _o
much superior to everything
else.
By the

If. REFORMATION.
governor, after all the labours of which he
speaks so feelingly, the nature of things
could not be changed.
While those who
have become bad for want of inspection, remain without any inspection,* (as they must
do there, such of them as are not in jail
there,t) they will remmn as bad as ever, or
*.* I. Geueralneccssity oflr_pection,
No. 1, p. 63. 3larch 17b_J.--'' Being advanced
in years, he (the person entrusted with the directmn of the conwets at Rose Hill} was ibund inadequate to the task of managang and eontrouling
the people who were under [_iscare, the most of
whom were always inventing plausible excuses
for absence from labour, or toe their neglect of
it while under his eye."
No. 2, p. 400. December 1794.--" Our settlements
now become
so extens_ve_
thatsettlers,
orders
did
nothad
so readily
tind their
way to the
as runaways and v_ag_nts, who never failed
of fiudm/_ employment among them, particularly
among those at the river."
II. Necessity of Jails and Jall Gangs for
closer Inspection.
No. 1,p. 383. July 1794.--" During this month
a building, consisting of four cells for prisoners,
_as added to the guard-house on the east side of
the Cove. Tins had long been wante.'i ; aml the
whole being now mc]o_*.dwith a strong paling,
some advantage was expected to be demved from
confinement adopted only as a punishment."
No. 2, p. 40'2. December 1794._" A jail-gang
was a!_oordered to be _tablished at Trongabbe,
ibr the employment and punishment of all bad
and 8ubplelOUS
characters."
If I understand this jail-_a_
right, it wes
composed of a set of _orkmen, working not
within the walls of a jail (a place in whmh there
couldhardly be any work to bedone;) butthough
in an uncontined space, an uninctosed field, yet
under the close inspection of persons, set over
them as guards, with or without the addmon of
fetters, to keep them from running away.
No. 3, p. 487. Jul._/ 1796.--" The town of
Sydney was shortly after filled with people from
the dlfferent settlements, who came to the judgeadvocate for certtfieates of their having served
their respective sentences. Among these were
many who had run away from public labour
before their time bad expired; some who had
escaped from confinement with crimes yet unpumshed hanging over their heads; and some
who, being for lite, appeared by names different
trom those by which they were commonly known
in the settlement. By the activity of the watchmen, and a minute investigation of the necessary
books and papers, they were i,_ general detected
in the imposition, and were immediately sent to
hard labour in the town and jail-gangs,
" To the latter of these gangs, additions were
every day making; scarcely a day or a _ingle
night passed, but some enormity was committea
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rather, according to the estimate given of them
as above by the late chief magistrate, become
still worse.
The next article, from a source than which
that distant region never furnished a more
respectable one, bears date the 7th of Octuber 1800. The part that applies to the
present purpose, comes after a paragraph of
considerably greater length, which I mayhsve
occasion to submit to your Lordship under
the head of Economy : -" Governor King, who has the command,
will make many regulations, as far as is in his
power, tbr the security and advantage of the
colony ; and likewise pay some attention to
the morals and instruction of the rising generation, to which none has been hztfierto given ;
for certainly, if we ever hope to see worth
or honesty in this settlement, we must look
to them for zt, and not the present degenerate
race."
What your Lordship might not otherwise
have supposed, this letter is from a female
pen, as well as to a female eye; not a word
more in it that bears reference to anything
that can be called poht_cs.
Mere accident
threw it into my hands.
For authentication
sake, designation will (I suppose) be regarded
as indispensable ; but where that sex is concerned, the most reserved mode that can be
thought

of, is the most

respectful

and the

be wanting that could help to demonstrate the
complete mef_eacy and inutility of everything
that ts peculiar to the penal colonization s_stem_
one of its latest Improvements has been toe importation of the hulk system from the Tham_.
In August 1801_ the Supply (we are informed by
Lieutenant-Colonel Colhns, In the continuation
of his History) " was fitting up as a hulk m re.
ceive such con_,iets as were ineorriglble_" ii. 330.
To avoid employing pr£_ons and hulks at
home, expeditions upon expeditions are fitted
out to employ convicts in farming at the antipode_. In the course of a few years, a discovery
is made, that drinking is preferred to labour,
and that nothing is to be done without hulks and
prisons, even there, though in a situation in
which profitable labour under confinement is
impossible; and it is this combination of pard.
eular forced idleness, with umversal unbridled
drunkenness, that is given not only as an _ iraproved" system, but a system to such a degree
improved, as to justify tim proscription of a systern of sobriety and industry that would have
been carried on at home at a fraction of the expense.
At this time, at the ex[_nse of £3954, the colony
hadbeenputlnpossessmn
ofwhatis called " the
counfy_a-ol," a convenientsertofbuitding,
whi.ch
besides that_ its standing use, serves occasionally
or individuals.'"
of
attempted, either on the property or persons as a bonfire. The same gaol, the Sydney gaol,
No. 4, p. 493..4_gust 1796.--" The _oil-ga_g
(metaphysical &ecussion about identity apart_
at th_s time, notwithstanding the exampleswhich
had served once in that capacity alrcadys as well
had been made, consisted of upwards of five and as another at Paramatta.
[ii. Collins_ p. 197,
twenty persons, and many of the female prisoners 276, 33 I.] The voun_aT_is particularl:_ favonrable
were found to be every whlt as infamous as the to such exhibitions
Things take fire there of
men."
themselves [iL Collins_ p. 72;] afor_iori_ with a
To crown the whole, and that nothing might little assistance.
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best. s Such was the state of this " improved," and ever-improving colony, with
the benefit of at least a year's improvements,
more than
,and _
could as yet have

habitants, none butt he very profligates them.
selves, who were thus sent by thousands from
British gaols, to be turned loose to mix with
one another in this desert; together with the

heard of at tll,e time (I mean July 1800) when
the idea of
rel;nquishing" the penitentiary
system, in consideration of the superiority of
their improved colonial system, was first deelated in black and white, after having been
determined in petto for a length of time unknown to me. A year's improvements more,
and still
and
did not know that there
were children there, or if there were, that
they were worth saving from the gallows,
•'Buthavenotcolonies,"saysyourLordship,
"has riot transportation
to those colonies been
n source of good, and even in this particular
line ? Have not reformation and honest industry been among the experienced fruits of
it?" Yes, my Lord, where the bulk of the
population ha_sbeenreadyfoundandcomposed
of men of thrift and probity--where
the mass
of the population being formcd, the children
of improvidence
have been dropped in in
driblets, absorbed and assimilated as they
eh'opped in, by the predominant
mass of the
population into which they were received,
In America, a master waiting to take charge
of the delinquent as soon as landed--that
employer a man of thrift--one
of a neighbourhood all composed of men of thrift, all
ready to make common cause against a fugitire or refi_ctory bondsman:
the bondsmen
not collected together in any one place in
numbers, but distributed among a number of
families, one or a few at most in each.
Such
was a sort of society in which each convict
would have to serve and be trained up in unremitting habits of unavoidable industry during his bondage: of the same cast was the
socicty in which, if he settled at all in that
quarter of the world, he would have to settle
upon his restoration to independence,
Thus it was in America-thus it was with
the convict consigned to any one of those old
established colonies.
How was it in New
South Wales f The native inhabitants a set
of brutes in human shape--the
wry dregs
even of savage life_a
species of society beyond comparison less favourable to colonization than utter solitude ; a set of living
nuisances, prepared at all times for all sorts
of mischief: for plundering the industrious ;_
for quarrelling with the quarrelsome ;_ for
affording harbour to the fugitive.[[ Other in-

few taskmasters that were to set them to
work in the open wilderness, and the milltary men who were sent out with them m
large but still unequal numbers, to help to
keep within bounds the mischief they would
be sure to occupy themselves with when thus
let loose. Excepting these military guardians,
whom, the endeavour was, though a vain one,
to keep from mixing with their wards, it was
of the very dregs of society _of
men unfit
to live at large in society--of
men proved
to be such by experience, and those collected
together in multitudes,
that the mass of society in this colony has hitherto been, was
even meant to be, and for some generations
at least would, for any rational ground that
the founders could have for expecting
the
contrary, continue to be composed.
To an eye incapable of seeing further into
things than their names, the two above contrasted scenes of existence were indeed the
same, since both were colonies; but in themselves no two measures could in this respect
be more different than transportat;on
of convicts in retail, into a colony ready formed by
honest men, and transportation
of convicts
by wholesale, into a colony not formed, but
to be formed, and to be formed of convicts.
" But may not a set of regularly honest
settlers be collected thither by degrees ? and
thus, with the addition of the improved charactel s, how few soever at first among the
emancipated
convicts, accumulate
in time
into whatever majority may be requisite to
form the basis of an industrious and thriving
population?"
Possibly, myLord; thebounda
of possibility are wide : not even very improbably, so it be in some future century ; in
the present one, hardly.
For what is there
that should draw thither men of thrift and
capital ?-- draw them to a place which, except a part of the stock of necessaries for its
own inhabitants,
neither does produce, nor
presents any the smallest indication of being
about to produce anything that will not be
at the very time produced in other places,
as well as imported into Britain from other
places at a much cheaper rate--to
a place in
which, in the meantime,
" the industrious
and well disposed"
will (as the late chief
magistrate
and the late governor seem to
agree in observing) "become a eontinualprey
to the idle and worthless."
Loud and frequent have been the cornplaints (nor altogether,
I suppose, without
truth) about invezglin 9 men (as it is called)
to North America ; cruel and fraudulent are
the epithets given to the practice : to North
America, where if manners are not, upon the
whole, so amiable, yet erimes of all sorts,

• Oblique as it was when the announced de_nation pre_mted itsdfin print, my resolution
fail"
"ed me, and I expunged h. The sex of the
writer, and the fidelity of the extract, being admitted_ whatever claim to confidence can be given
by situation will be found stamped upon the style.
-[-i. Collins, 444, 458, 459; ft. 15, 31_33_56, 204.
Ibid. 30,415 ; ii. '281.
H Ibid, 459; ii. 84, 40, _, 299.
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probably crimes of depredation certainly, are
even morerarethanhere:
to America, where
a human being not employed in industry,
productive or professional at least, is scarcely
to be found.
If to invite men to such a
country be an act of fraud and cruelty, what
must the act of_hat man be, who should seek
to engage an honest settler to sink his capital, his industry, and his prospects, in New
South Wales ?
But of the prospect of advantageous produce from this as well as all other sources,
more will come to be said preselltly, under
the head of eco'zomg, to which it more immedlately belongs,
III. Third object or end in view--/'neapacitation ; rendering a man incapable of cornmitting offences of the description in question
any more : understand in the present instance
zn the same place _ the only place (it should
seem) that was considered as worth caring
about in this view.
In this object was seated, to all appearance, the strong hold and main dependence
of the system : of reformation it would (I
dare believe) have been acknowledged in a
whisper there was nothing meant but the
form : it was a mere make-belleve.
In the
expedient employed for rendering it impossi,
ble for a man to do any more such mischief
in the only spot in the world worth thinking
about, consisted the sum and substance of
the new system of compulsive colonization,
This contrivance was as firmly laid in
school-logic as could be wished.
Mischievously or otherwise, for a bod9 to act i_t a
place, it must be there. Keep a man in New
South Wales, or anywhere else out of Brirain, for a given time : he will neither pick a
pocket, nor break into a house, nor present
a pistol to a passenger, on any spot of British
ground within that time.
Depredation, though committed out of Britain, would indeed not the less be depredation ; but happily for our statesmen, here came
in another rule oflogictotheiraid.
Thingsnot
apparent, at_d th_ngs not existing, belong to the
same accour_t ; the depredation and all other
kinds of mischief and vice not making their
appearance--that
is, not here in Britain--it
is the same thing as if there were none.
Of
the aggregate mass of his Majesty's subjects,
good, bad, and indifferent, taken together, such
as remained in this and the next island constituted, according to this mode of taking stock,
the only articles that had any pretensions to
a place in the inventory.
Those who were
to be sent out of it belonged neither to the
list of souls to be saved, nor to the list of
moral beings. On these principles, how the
people thus sent thither behaved while there,
was a point which, so long as they did but
staythere,

or, atanyrate,

dad not come back
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here, was not worth thinking about.
Such
was the religion, such the mortality, which
presided o_er the design and execution of the
picture of industry and retbrmation in New
South Wales.
Admitting that immorality and misery are
rendered matters of indifference by being
shifted from place to place, and that mischief of all kinds, so it be excluded from
certain parts of his Majesty's dominions, may
be regarded as annihilated--two
points renmin still to be considered :
One is, in what degree the contrivance
thus hit upon for securing the country in
question, against the future presence of the
individuals in question, is productive of that
effect ?
The other is, how far the advantage thus
purchased is consistent with the principles of
law and justice ?
The answer, not to keep your Lordship in
suspense, will, I believe, be found to be, that
so far as the object is attained, it is attained
at the expense of justice ; but that even with
that expense, the degree in which it is atrained is very imperfect : imperfect from the
first, and, in the nature of things, destined to
become more and more so, the longer the
establishment continues ; and that, upon the
whole, the shan, e of ine_ieac 9 is, in the very
nature of the project, added to the odium of
injustwe.
The nature of the expedient being to be
stated in the first place, before the efficacy
of it can be examined into, the topic of justice will demand, on this as well as other accounts, the precedence.
A word or two in
the way of history is on this occasion unavoidable.
Transplantation to the colonies, a measure
employed for the first, time (at least under
authority at this time reputed legal) soon
after the Restoration,* is a mode of punishment which in lieu of, or in addition to, the
other punishments annexed to offences comprised under the unfathomable and inexpressine appellation of felonies, extended itself
gradually into use, so long as the now independent States of America remained upon
the list of British colonies. This, like other
I ehronical punishments,
being divisible ad
libztnm into portions of all lengths, different
lengths, adapted to the supposed exigency of
the different cases of delinquency, have on
different oecasions, with great care and precision, been marked out : seven years, fourteen years, and for life : the length beyond
comparison the most common, seven years :
to say nothing of other lengths, not without
example, such as terms between 7 and 14
years, and between 0 and 7 years. The urntute in which the pains taken about the mensurement of these lot_ are more eenspicuou_
m13 & 14 Ch. iI. c. 1, § 2; c, 12, § 2_k
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(I believe) than in any other, is a _tatute of
the present reign, the statute of 1779 ;* the
original penitentiary act--one
of the two
acts, which in a letter that will probably be
one day presented in a more particular manner to vour Lordship's notice,
declares
himself'to have "examined" and "understood
the object of."
In this statute, the several
gradations of this species of punishment, or
those of them at least which are in use, are
]_rought together ; and a sort o_"system of
equivalence is established between the several degrees of this species of chron_cal punishment and a set of corresponding degrees, in
three corresponding scales of so many other
species of chronical punishment: confinement
in the hulks, confinement in the then intended
narwhal and definitive penitentzary-houses,
and confinement in the then existing gaols,
in their destined character of so many local
and temporary substitutes
to those general
penitentmry-houses,
This punishment, which while British America continued the scene of it, had fulfilled
lhe ends of punishment in some points, tmled
in others.
To the primary object, that of
example, it was most obviously and incurably
incompetent.
Unequal in its essence, rendered still more unequal by its accidental coneomitants, it was to one man as bad as death,
to another a party of pleasure. By an irregularly applied, as well as uuexplicitly declared
distinction,
on most indiwduals it imposed
the additional yoke of bondaye; others it left
in possession of zndependence.
To any one
who had proposed to himself a spontaneous
emigration to the same place, it presented a
license for practising with impunity such offences as would send him there. So far was
pure incongruity. With reference to the two
other objects, reformation and i_capacltation,
it proved efficacious or inefficacious according
to contingencies-contingencies altogether
out of the thought as well as view and influence, not only of those to whom it was
administered, but of those by whom it was
administered, as well as of those by whom it
was ordained.
In some instances a man bee_une in a greater or a less degree reformed ;
and in those instances the mother country
commonly saw no more of him : in others, he
remained unreformed ; and in those she was
sure to receive him back.J"
" 19 Geo. III. c. 74.
Under the o/d transportation system, all this
inequality was the result of the course taken for
ridciing the country of thee its obnoxious in.
mates. Powers being given fo_ the puTpose by
parliament, they were made over by government
ta a contractor, who_ for the profit to be made
by selling their services, for the penal term, to a
master in America, engaged to convey them to
the destined scene of bamshment, or at least to
convey them out of the country (the mother
country) from which they were to be expelled,
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Reformation is a very complex object :
thought and contrivance are necessary to the
Taking the punishment thus upon the face of
the letter of the law, the eifect of it would be in
all ca_es alike--to add to the fundamental and
introductory ]r4rt of it, &_nishment, the ulterior
and perfectly &stinct punishment of bondage-banishment from the mother country, bondage
m be endured in the country to which the con.
viet was m be expelled. Such being in all cases
the effect in appearance, such al_o would it in
general be in practice ; because, in general, the
poverty of the convict precluding him from purchasing any indulgence, the price paid for his
servmes by a stranger in America was the only
source of profit to the first purchaser-- I mean,
the merchant who in Great Britain insured the
conveyance of the convict to that distant quarter
of the globe. But a very moderate sum of mo.
hey was sufficient to enable a man to exempt
hxmself from this most afflictive part of the punishment; for wherever it happened that through
the medmm of a friend or otherwise he could bid
more for himself than would be bidden for him
by a stranger_ liberty thereupon, of eourse_ took
p|aee of bondage. Poverty, therefore, mtherthan
tim crime of which a man was convicted, was the
offence of which the bondage was the punichmen( ; and, so far as the amount of the depredation is to be taken as a measure of the magnitude
of the crime, the greater the crime, the better the
chance which the criminal would in thls way gtve
lmnself for escaping the severer part of his lot.
The professmn
receiver and
of stolen
goods--a
connexion
with of
an aopulent
successful
gang
--were among the ctrcumstances that would in
g,eneral secure to a man an exem.ption, from this
most salutary as well as afl-hetlve part of the penal
discipline.
Uuder the new transportation system--the system of transportation to the land of general bondage--this inequality received a pretty effectual
correction, far as the nature of the punishment
was from being improved, and the condition of
the convict population from being meliorated,
upon the whole. The person on whom the lot of
the convict, in this respect, was made to depend,
was no longer in any instance a friend or trustee
converting the nominal bondage into real hberty =
he was in every instance one and the same person--the general agent of the crown, the governor of the colony, who, with regal Powers, dealt
out justice or mercy, in each instance, according
to the joint measure of his own humanity and
his own wisdom. Bondage was not now to be
bought off"for money ; at the same nine, it was
but natural that in the case of an individual
whose education and mode of life had habitually
exempted him from ordinary labour, a proportionate degree of indulgence should be manifested, in respect of the quality orquantity of his
task. So far, so good. On the other hand, the
instances to which this improvement extended
_ ere but few and accidental ; while, in point of
industry, sebriety_ and other features of moral
amelioration, the condition of the many was, by
the causes already stated_ rendered worse, not
better, by the change. Under the old transporta(ion system, the person on whom the condition of
the convict depended_a master employing him
for his own (thle master's) benefit--would stand
engaged, by the tie of personal interest, to eatract from him as much labour as could be ex-
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pursuit of it. Local exclusion is a very simple
object : it may be aimed at almost without

thought. In the one case, if any thing be elfected, it must be by mind operating on mind;

tracted,--to watch over his conduct, in that and
every other respect, with the most unintergupted
vigilance, -- and, upon the whole, in respect of
quality as well as qhantlty of work, to give the
utmost value to his serwce. Under this new
transportation system, the management being
mere trust management--manageme1_t under the
general orders of the governor, conducted fbr the
benefit of the public purse--management,
there,
fore, without interest, at 1cast without pecuniary
interest, as well as without any other than a very
loose inspection--the
effect of it was in this respect such as from the nature of man might be
expected. By the late chief magistrate of the
cotony, the average amotmt of a day's labour was
estimated (as will be seen further on) at not more
than a third of what would have been rendered
byafreehbourerworkingontheordmaryterms,
a
True it is, that a considerablepart of the convict
population has all along been distributed among
the officers, to be employed by them for their own
benefit: in which cose it can scarce be doubted,
but that in all points, and especially in that of
indnstry, more attention was pard to the conduct
of the convicts thus disposed of, than was or
could be paid to such of them as were retained,
on the footing above exhthited, in the public service. Still, however, in tltis case, the closeness
of inspection would on many accounts fall short
of that which under the old transportation systern (the system of transportation to America)
would have been generally kept up. In America, I
the masters becoming such by purchase would
without exception be persons already engaged
in habits of vigilance and industry. In a society
composed of military men, a character of this
sort could not reasonably be expected to be found
equally prevalent. In America, the master's own
choice had in every instance fixed him, and for
life, in that employment for the purpose of which
he took upon himself to purchase the mterest in
question in the convict's services. In New South
_Vales, the profession of' the species of master in
question is o'f the number of those which are erabraced more frequently through disinehnation
than through any predilection tor money-getting
mdustry--thonghts
and wishes pointing home.
wards the whole time--and the continuance of
the situation, by which the demand for such cornpulsive service is afforded, short-lived and precarious. Service that was to be had for nothing
would not natur_.11y (it is true) in that situation,
any more than in any other, be refused : but, on
the other hand, neither does it seenx reasonable
to suppose, that in such circumstances any such
advantage would, upon an average, be derived
from it, as in America, under the old transportation system, would have been generally extracted
by a purchasing master from the services of his
purchased bondsman.
The emancipated convicts, under the name of
•ett/ers, constituted indeed another class of masters, who, under the authority of the governor,
either on the same gratuitous terms as in the
case of the officers, or for wages on ".he tboting
er a free contract, shared in a conslderableproportion whatever benefit was to he reaped from
the labour of their fellow-convicts during their
respective penal terms in some instances, as well

as in other instances after the expiration of those
terms. But m theway of moral improvement,
as well as steady inoustry, still less benefit (it is
evident) was to be expected from this source than
from the other. Accordingly, at the Hawkesbury
settlement (in a passage which your I_rdship has
aJreany seen, p. 467, anne 1796, stated by the late
chief magistrate as the only one of all the settlements" where any prospects of agricultural ad.
vantage were to be round,') it is moreover stated
(in another passage which your Lordship has
also seen, p. 483,) that " the settlers were fbund
oftener employed in carousing in the fronts of
their houses, than in labouring themselves, or
superintending the labour of their servants on
their grounds."
Thus much as to the degree of pecuniary in.
terest on the part of the mastcr_ and the quantity and quality of the eflbct it may be expected
to have on the pecuniary value of the labour of
the convict servant. But (setting aside rare and
extreme cases, such as that of labour extorted in
such excess as to shorten the thread of life) the
moral interest of the convict bondsman, and the
pecuniary interest of the purchasing master, will
(we may venture to say) be found pretty exactly
to coincide ; since the more steadily a man's time
and thoughts are occupied in profitable labour,
even though the profit be not his own, the more
effectually they will all along be &vetted from all
unlawful objects. The general consequence is,
that while the fortune of the master is receivin_g
improvement from the labour of the once crimenalworkman, the moral habits of the workman
himself will in the _me proportion be receiving
improvement from the same cause.
Two circumstances _ two disastrous eircum.
stances--have
in a greater or less degree been
common to transportation-punishment,
under
both its forms: in point of comfort, the condition
of each convict under and during the punish.
meat has been matter of pure coutingency_while,
in point of morality, his reformation, depending
upon the same unforseeable events, has been left
alike to be the sport of fortune. In both respects,
happiness and morality, his condition has been
thrown altogether out of the view of every eye
in the country, under the laws of which, the &seipline such as it was, had been administered
ot the legislature by which the species of punish.
ment had been selected and allotted to the spe.
cies of otfence_of the judges and the execuuve
government by whose authority the individual
had been consigned to that species of punish.
ment--of that public which has so important an
interest in the efficacy of every punishment, as
well in the way of reformation as in the way of
example, not to mention the interest which, on
the score of humanity, every community has in
the well-being of the meanest of its members.
Under the transportatiou system--under
that
system in both its forms-- the state of the am.
rich in relation to all these ea_ential _oints, was
and is, under the former by dispersion, under
the latter by distance, thrown as it were purposely into the shade. Under the panoptacon
system, and that alone_ light--the dearest and
the most uninterrupted light--takes place of all
such darkness. Considered with a view to moral
health, as well as to physical comfort_ a Panop.
ticon s a vast hospital ; but an hespital of that

IL C_llins, p. 40.
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Jlthough operations purely physical may (as i that can be imagined.*
Distance _ the inI have had _lready occasion to observe) be ! disputable attribute of this favoltrite spot
among the means employed, and with assured
distance, the supposed mother ofseeu_a9, was
efficacy, in that view. In the other case, body the virtue which it is evident was regarded
operating upon body is sufficient to the task.
as making up for the absence of every other.
This observation may serve to explain the Of this attribute it was seen to be possessed
ground of whatever little portion of thought
in a degree altogether beyond dispute.
The
can possibly have been concerned, in the moon was then, as it continues to be, macchoice made of New South Wales. In a plan eessible : upon earth there was no accessible
in other respects proper and adequate, sire- spot more distant than New South Wales.
plicity is unquestionably a recommendation
The security that had been afforded by Ameof no mean importance.
But it will neither
nca in this respect, the security against the
stand in lieu of e_cacy, nor atone for injusreturn of the expelled emigrants, had been
rice.
but an incomplete one: why .9 because the
When, for persons of the description in distance was comparatively so small; means
question, the obtainment of the accustomed
of communication aceor&ngly so abundant.
situations in America was found to be, or The security, promised in that same way by
supposed to be, or said to be, no longer prae- New South Wales, was the best possible:
ticable, another spot came to be looked out
why? because the distance was the greatest
for, and the spot chosen was this new dis- possible; means of communication already escovered and pre-eminently
distant region,
tablisbed, none ; and such as for this purpose
that had been christened, or new christened,
would be to be e_tablished, would be to be caNew South Wales.
tablished by government itself: consequently
The word distant, were it not for the ap- (it was taken for granted)would be altogether
pearance of affectation, should have stood in at the command of government.
From such
capitals.
In it wilt be found not only the premises, the conclusion, true or false, was
grand recommendation of the plan, but the
obvious enough: Let a man once get there, we
only assignable or so much as imaginable
shall never be troubled wzth him any more.
property, which, though it were but for a moSetting aside law and justice, the expedient
ment, can have presented itself in that light,
was at any rate a plausible one : and except
Of the several efficient causes of probable
the revolutionary noyades andfas[llades,
the
reformation to be looked out for in a colony,
Calcutta black-hole, and a few other sueh
as having actually been afforded by the old foreign devices, a remedy against living nuicolonies as above, not a single one could have
sanees could hardly be more promising or
been found existing anywhere in this newmore simple. But suppose for a moment any
found land. Existing demand for bondsmen-such considerations a_ those of law and ]usfor bondsmen to be employed in separate in- tire to be entitled to a place in the account,
rallies -- in a ready-formed community tomsurely never did this country witness an exposed of men of thrift--with
an opportunity
ercise of power more flagrantly reprehensible,
of settling in a society of the same complexion
more completely indefensible.
on the return of independence--conveyance
In the design of it, if this were really the
thither at an inconsiderable expense, or withdesign of it, it amounted to neither more nor
out any expense ; -- all these reqmsites were
less than the converting at one stroke all inaltogether wanting, together with all others
ferior degrees of the species of punishment in
question, into the highest-- all finite lengths
improved and hitherto unexampled description,
into one infimte length.
In its conception,
in which, without prejudice to me management,
and thereby to the efficacy of the regamen, the the operation is simple enough : banishment
condition of the patient is at all ttmes open to all for lifefor so many years as a man shall
eyes. In this berne scene, neglect is as imposlive --is
as easy to conceive as bunishment
sible, as any suflleient attention is in the dmtant for any other number of years, fixed or limited ;
one.
more so than banishment in different lengths,
Among savages, when to a certain degree a for different numbers of years.
But the elman is sick in body_ he is east forth, and thought
no more of. In a nation civilized in other re- feets of it upon the legal system, which it
spects, the same barbarity is still shown to this
was thus sporting with, would take a volume
atleast equally curable class of patients, in whose to delineate.
All the distinctions which, unease the seat of disorder is in the mind. Not der this head, the statute-book affords in such
indeed to every division in this clas_
For numbers, between punishment and punishpatients labouring under insanity, known and
characterized by that name_ no man has yet
_ I mean of course with reference to the only
pn_-_bed a voyage to New South Wales. The declared objects of the measure: for as to mere
meflleacy of such a prescription, however, could existence, requisites with relation to that object_not be more complete in the ease of that descrip- such as climate affording sufficient warmth_ and
tion of patisnts_ than it has hitherto been, and earth affording the usual choice of soil--these,
from the nature of the ease ever must be, in the however material in otlwr points of view, were
instance of the other de_zription to which it con- mere blanks with reference to the objects proti_nttesto be applied,
fessed on this occasion to be aimed at.
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ment_adjusted
with so much care to so
many corresponding distinctions, real or sup.
posed, between guilt and guilt--all
this elaborate pile of distinctions, which for near a
century and a hal_ the legislature had been
employing itself in building up, was upon
this plan to be undermined and levelled at
one blast,
In the whole body of the law, if effects
are regarded, and not mere words, where
shall we find a featm'e that hears any the
]east resemblance to this case ? I protest I
know not. A punishment has been precisely
fixed by law-- fixed not in species only, but in
degree: fixed thus by each particular law upon
the species of delinquency, it has been fixed afterwards upon each individual delinquent by
a sentence grounded upon that taw. The fixation thus performed, there comes upon the
back of it another punishment--a punishment
of prodigiously greater magnitude--a
punishmeat added by one knows not who, added by
an invisible hand, added by the hand of power
(for in default of literal designation we must
resort perforce to figurative) -- added by the
hand of power, without a hearing, and to all
appearance without thought. In truth, so oblique was the course by which the object was
pursued, that no adequate idea of it can possibly be conveyed by any concise form of
words: a description of it will be attempted
a little further on.
For a measure of this stamp, in what quarter of the English law can a precedent be
looked for with any prospect of success?
One case there is, in which after a verdict
of conviction and damages found by a jury,
the court, if they they think fit, have it in
their power to increase the damages.
It is
the case of mayhem.
I mention it as the
nearest case, though at so w_de a distance,
Even in that case, not an atom of suffering is
imposed upon the injurer, that is not in the
shape of compensation converted into enjoyment for the benefit of the party injured. But
so strange is the institution to an English eye,
so incongruous to the spirit and general tenor
of English law, that this singular instance
of an apparent extension of punishment or
something hke punishment, after sentence or
whatis equivalent to sentence, would scarcely
have been thought of but for its singularity,
having scarcely ever, _4thin my memory,
been brought to view by practice,
For a lot of punishment to be cut down, cut
down by royal prerogative,
from the length
marked out by law, to a length short of that,
which has been marked out by law, is a case
common enough--a
case within every day's
observation--a
case))ut too common, were
it not that in this quarter of the law, unhappily so loose and incongruous is the texture
of it, as to render it matter of praise, perhaps
even of merit, on the part of one of the three
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estates of the legislature, to make changes,
even regular and habitual changes, in tbe work
executed at former periods by the whole. Be
this as it may, the case of rigour short of the
law is in every day's experience.
But of rigout beyond the law, this surely may he set
down for the first (as I &_re hope it will
prove the last) example. When the work of
mercy and lenity is performed as above by
the king's prerogative, it is performed in retail--performed
by a separate decision pronounced in each individual case. Where, by
an abuse of the same sacred instrument (an
abuse, the nature and progress of which may
perhaps receive a more particular explanation in another place,) the work of rigour has
been performed as here, it has been performed
by wholesale ; in a word, in the same summary and compendious style as that of the
noyades and fusitlades above mentioned.
In speaking of a rigour beyond the law, I
must take the liberty of warning your Lordship against a wrong reading, _hich otherwise might have been suggested by preceding
recollections,
l_igour is the word here, no_
vigour : -- not to vigour -- not to anything
like what is commonly understood by jb_ce
--but
rather tofraud_to
the very opposite
of open and manly force--belongs
the credit
of whatever is done m the way of rigour in
the present instance.
" Oh but," I have heard it said, " whatever may here be done, the law remains unchanged; rights remain untouched;
rightsremain inviolate. Now, as before, so long only
as a man's term of transportatim_ continues,
does his return _o Britain stand prohibited :
now, as before, the term ended, the prohibition is at an end. Let him come back then,
if he choose it; nor, if he is able, is there any
law to hinder him : no more law to hinder
him, than if, in execution of his sentence, he
had been conveyed to America, as in former
times."
I answer, so faras actual prohibition is
concerned, legality out of the question, the
fact is not precisely so ; but of this afterwards. Supposing it were so, the plea might
indeed serve, if words alone were of any importance-if eyffbcts, and such in particular as consist in human suffering, were not
worth notice. When laws are issued, to what
end are they issued, but to tbatof producing
certain effects ? When a law is issued, prohibiting a man from coming into a certain
place, to what end is it issued but to that of
preventing him from being there ?
In both cases--in the supposed case of prohibitive law, and in the actually exemplified
case of" a system of coercion applied some
bow or other without the intervmttion of a
prohibitive law--the
object aimed at is the
same.
In both cases, it is prevention--prevention of the return of the individual or in-
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divlduals on whom sentence of banishment
view of securing the proposed effect, was of
has been pronounced. In both cases, it is by a piece with the effect itself. Itad an act of
the opposing of obstacles to the deprecated
parliament been passed, abrogating pro tanto
event, that the prevention of it is aimed at. in the lmnp the whole system of the transThus far the two cases run together : where
portation taws, and declaring that, in future,
then lies the difference ? In the supposed in whatsoever case transportation should be
ease, the obstacles employed are of that sort provided, nominally for this or that term of
which, in the very nature of the case, are at years, in effect the Banishment should be for
all times liable to be surmounted, and in ex- hfe, the measure would have been a severe
perience are in fact but too frequently sur- one : it would have worn the appearance of
mounted: mere threats, mere words, by means an inordinately severe, and not very well conof which an influence is endeavoured to be sidered one ; hut still, in respect, of the course
exercised over the wdl. In the really existing
pursuedtortheaceomplishmentofit,
itwould
case, the obstacles employed, supposing them have been an unexceptionable
one.
For in
actually applied, are, in the very nature of this case, being to be estahhstmd by the dithem, insurmountable : absence of the neees- rect authority of the legislature, and in the
sary means and instruments
of sell-conveyexpress words of the legislature, it could not
ance. In the one case, it is the will only that but have been submitted to the legislature,
is practised upon : in the other case, the very submitted in its own genuine shape and copower is taken away, or endeavoured at least lour, and, in that shape and colour, passed
to be taken away. In short, for what reason through all stages and all tbrms.
is it that physical obstacles have thus been
Unexceptionable
in the mode, unexceppreferred to moral ones ? why ? but because
tionable in point offorra, the measure would
those physlcal means were regarded as more not have been the less exceptionable in point
sure.
In both cases, so far as obstacles of of effect and substance.
So palpably excepany kind are opposed to the exercise of the tionable_ that I ahnost fancy _our Lordship
obnoxious act, the right of doing it is in- rejecting it as incredible, and saving to me,
fringed to every substantial purpose.
In the " Why encumber the argument thus with iracase, where the obstacle is most powerful,
probabilities ? u hy perplex it with extreme
so far is the right from not being Infringed,
cases ?"
that it is in this case surely that the infringeMy Lord, if this be not precisely what was
ment is most complete,
done, at any rate, this and more, and worse
Suppose it a case between individual and (your Lordship has seen already,) was aeindividual.
Let us borrow Ugollno for a mo- tually done : done-- or at least, so far as this
ment from Danteand
Sir Joshua.
A strong
was the real design and object of the setman has thrown a weak man into a dungeon,
tlement, endeavoured
to be done.
To give
tunmd the key upon him, and left him there a particular
and precise delineation
of the
to starve : not a syllable to forbid his eating,
course that was taken for doing what was
not a syllable to forbid his coining out. The done, would be a digression here, and must
wretch lives for a week or so, and then ex- be referred to another place.
To speak in
pires.
Physical obstacles, which rendered
generals--what
was done in this behalf, was
it impossible for him to escape and live, are done by administration,
by a sort of surprise,
employed in preference to ineffective threats,
not to say fraud, upon the legislature.
By
What follows ?--that while he lives, it is not an act of 1779, the same by whmh parliament
false imprisonment ? that when he dies, it is supposed itself to have established the pentnot murder? No; but that the imprisonment
tentiarysystem--bythisact,
]nahastyelause
is so much the more rigorous, the murder so suggested by the exigency of the moment, the
much the more barbarous,
system then regarded as the preferable one
In this feigncd case, it was by the strong
not being capable of taking effect for some
man that the weak man was forced into the time, power was given to change the locus ad
cave of death.
In the real case, it is by au- quem in transportation,
from the quondam
thority of the law, that men by hundreds and colonies in America, to any other place ,' bethousands have been forced into New South
yond the seas ;"* less latitude not appcanng
Wales.
If in this but too real case, staying sufficient to insure to the transportation
systhere for life, because return has, with this tern even that temporary continuance which
express view, been rendered impracticable-was all that was then intended for it.
The
if, while thus kept there for lit_, their stay
evident object of that act was, to continue
there is not to be imputed to those who, m that mode of pmfishment upon a footing as
that view, sent them thither-then, neither
near as possible to that on which it had stoo_
in the feigned case, is the death of the pri- ever since it was first instituted.
Observin_
soner to be imputed to the man, whom no the latitude given for this purpose in the act,
one I suppose that thinks of the case, will the founders of New South Wales laid hold
_uple
to call his murderer,
of it, and upon the strength of it changed
The mode of proceeding
chosen in the
* 19 Geo. IIL ¢. 74_ § l.
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the real nature of the punishment, and placed
it upon a footing as different from any footing on which it had ever stood before--as
different from any that had been in contemplation of parliament,--in all essential patticulars as widely different (your Lordship has
seen) as possible.
Of a me_sure, thus legal
in form, thus illegal in spirit and in substance,
one knows not well what account to give. It
is and is not the act of tile legislature.
The
power of parliament was apphed to it : the will
of parliament was not applied to it. Neither
the will nor understanding of parliament had
had any cognizance of what was done. Parliament was dealt with by adminibtration, as
a man would be dealt with by an attorney,
who should give him a lease for life to sign
and seal, telling him it was a lease fbr years,
True it is, that after the choice was made,
and New South Walc_ was fixed upon--true
it is that then, under colour of a clause m a
later act,* hut to the same effect, a fresh act
was obtained from parliament, _ an act of
which the object, and even the sole object,
was the foundation of this new colony.
By
foundation,
I mean the doing all that was
thought fit to be proposed to be done by pat'liament for that purpose, viz. rite creation of
powers for the organization of one judicial
court : on thesubject of [eglslativepower, an
inviolable silence being preserved, fbr reasons
which I may have occasion to speak of in
another place.
But this fresh act, m which
not a syllable was said of any of the existing
transportation acts, nor of the virtual extension which the several transportation terms
respectively created by them were destined
toreceive--this
fresh act was but the produce
of a fresh fraud of the same kind, coming
upon the back of the former fraud, and cornmitted in support of it. From the very tenor
of the act, as welt as from a variety of collateral circumstances relative to it, your Lordship will (I dare venture to say) see the
_llegation put out of doubt : the inquiry, I
am inclined to think, will TIot be altogether
an uninteresting
one; but, as already intimated, it must wait for another place. What
I acknowledge accordingly is, that the choice
made of that situation has the authority of
parliament for its sanction, and in so doing
Iacknowledge
it to be legal.
But whatI
assert and undertake to show is, that the
mind of the legislature has never gone with
it : and thence it is that, in speaking of it, I
may here and there have suffered my pen to
run on with a degree of freedom, such as,
had I considered it as substantially the act
of the legislature, my respect for so sacred
an authority might scarce have permitted
me to assume,
Thus it is, that for authorizing in express

terms the conversion of all finite lengths of
transportation-bauishment
into infinite, no
act of parliament was in fact passed or intended to be passed: but what was intended,
and in part accomplished, and this under
colour of an act of parlimnent (viz. the act
just mentioned)
was, that the fate of the
wretches in question should be exactly the
same as if an act of parliament to that effect
had really been passed. Judges were accordingly to continue, and have emltinued with
the accustomed gravity, sentencing men to
transportation for fourteen years, or for seven
years, or for any number of years not greater
than seven, or for any number of years between seven and fourteen (for thus stands
the law in some cases,) understanding or not
understanding, that under a sentence of transportation for seven years, the convict was to
continue in a state of banishment from his
native countryin a state of confinement
within the limits of that unknown country-for the remainder of his life.
Parliaments
were to go on in the same strain, establishing
the same distinction in words, and with the
same determination on the part of the setrants of the crown, not to suffer any of those
distinctions to be carried into effect. In the
case intended to be realized, and in the case
above supposed, but rejected as too bad to
be supposed, the indiscriminating rigour, the
groundless oppression, are just the same:
the difference is, and the only difference, that
in the imaginary case, the rigour, the oppression, stands clear of fraud--in
the actual
case it is defiled by fraud, by fraud aggravated by a solemn mockery of the forms of
justice : a fraud organized by the servants of
the crown, and forced upon the judges, who
have it not in their power to refuse the part
they act in it.
Nor yet was it by a mere frand--the frand
of conveying a man, under colour of an act
which meant no such thing, to a place from
which no prohibition (it was hoped) would
be necessary to prevent his return : it was
not in this simple way alone that measures
were taken for that purpose. Positive orders
your Lordship will see Issued, addressed to
men whose punishment was expired, prohibiting them from leaving the colony in express terms-- orders issued in full and direct
contempt of the several laws of pactiament
on which the punishment had been grounded.
But of this in another place.
Nor is this all--for in this cluster ofa_uses
was involved, at the outset of the businesm,
the monstrous, and in this country almost
unexampled iniquity of an ex post.facto law:
nor yet a mere particular ex post faro law,
such as that which, under the name of pr/_/feglum, has been consigned by Cicero to in-

24 Geo. III. c. 56, § 1.
"I"27 Geo. IlL c. 2. -

rainy, but a general ex post facto law : a law
of this most odious cast, established upon a
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wide extending scale.
At the outset, conviers were found by hundreds, lying under
sentence of transportation,
for terms of dlfferent limited lengths, from seven yeals or
under, to fourteen years.
In all these instances, to a punishment appointed according
to law aud by a legal sentence, was superadded, or at least endeavomed
and thought
to be superadded,
a punishment
of much
greater magnitude, inflicted, or at least meant
to be inflicted, silently and without sentence:
a pmnshment for the remainder of lith, superadded to a punishment for years,
If among the group of convicts whose senteuce has consigned them to a hulk, so much
as a siugle mdiwdual were to be confined by
the htdk-keeper
with or without an authority
fi om a secretary of state, that sec, etary of
state acting therein with or without an authority from the council board--ff
m this
way a portion of pumshment, though but for
a month, were to be added to the length of
punishment
appointed by the law, what a
sensation!
what an outcry!
Nor yet surely
without
cause.
Here--not
in one instance
only, but in hundreds of instances at once-to a punishment, of from fourteen vears down
to one year or less, is superadde_l a punishmeat of the same kind for ninety-nine years
bto express the duration by the phrase used
y lawyers to express lt,).for n_netg and rune
years, _/in each instance the wretch shall so
long hoe.
I do not mean to say (for the case is not
exactly so) that in effect there is no difference

[ dage : as if to men in general, and in particular to men of British blood, the difference
between bondage and hberty were a matter
not worth speaking about.
This being the case, as to such part of tile
suffering, as (in the cases of two convicts
sentenced to different lengths of transportation) is imposed by the express appointment
of the law (I mean the simple banishment,)
the extension thus given, under the present
system, by this clandestine act of power, is
m both cases really the same : what difference there is, lies in a point overlooked
by
the law, overlooked
from the very first, as
not worthy of its notice. The bamshment-I mean the simple baulshment-the mere
continuance in the destined scene of banishment, _s, or at least is l,oped, and, by all who
can find anything to say for the measure, expected to be in both cases for life: the only
part of the punishment that has a different
terminatmn in the two cases is the bondage :
the accidental accompaniment
which the law
in its wisdom has never yet looked upon as
worth mentioning or caring about.
The bondage does not receive, nor therefore was meant to receive, any prolongatmn,
at least any regular and avowed prolongation,
from the choice made of New South Wales :*
it is the bamshment alone that does.
But
the bam_hment is the only part of the punishment which the statute law either speaks
of in that light, or take_ any care for the enforeement of: the bondage comes m by the
bye : it was put in only to save charges._

at all, between the lot oi hlm whose sentence
is for seven years and that of him whose term
of transportatton
is for life: no, not even
supposing them both to remain for ht_ in the
common scene of their intended fate. Transpo_tatton is indeed the pumshment named by

* The caution which dictated the word_, " at
least any regular and avowed prolo_t:.,atlon,'" was
not a groundless one. In the so often quoted
history of the colony, and espectal]y in the
continuation of that history, instanees where the
bondage has been prolonged, regularly or Irregularly, are to be found to no inconsiderable
amount. By "avowed,"
I meant of course
avowed by the supporters or advocates of the
penal colony here at home: in the colony, whatever is done in this way by the governor, cannot
of course but be avowed tlwre, avowed by the
governor by whom it is done.
"I" By the old transportation laws, the person
who shall contract for the transportation of the
convict, ,,_is declared to " have a property irt his
service,
and that property is made transferable
to
assigns, and, for the sake of what was to
be got in America by the sale of that property,
contractors were, latterly at least, if not from the
first, readyand willing to take upon themselves the
charge of the transportation, without further recompense. Under themodern transportatmn laws, b
the same form of words is still eopied_ the practice under them being (as already stated.) as far
asthecanditionoftheconvietatleastiseoncerned,
as different as possible. In saying "the form oT
words," I mean so far as concerns the giving t'b
the transporter and his a_signs, a property in the
servxce of his passengers ; though (as everybody
• 4 Geo. I. c. ll, § 1. b' 24 Geo. III. sess. 2,
c. 56, § 1, 13 ; 28 Geo. IlL c. 24, § 5.

the law in both ca_es:--transportation,
i.e.
banishment,
and that, intended to continue
for hfe, is thereupon the punishment they are
alike doomed to ht both eases. But to mark
the distinction between the two lots, here
comes m the necessity of taking a second
glance at another abuse, whmh has been already touched upon, and for which the only
apology that could ever have been made is, that
it was an ancient one. TransFortatwn _s the
word used ahke for all transportable convicts
in the act of parliament : Transportation
is
therefore (I take for granted) the word that
has been used for all alike in the judicial
sentence or order, in virtue of which, in execution of these acts, the convicts have been
sent abroad.
Yet somehow or other, so it
has been in practice, that under the same
provision in the act, and under a judicial sentence or order couched in the same terms,
transportation has been (as your Lordship has
seen) to one man, simple banishment ; to
another man, banishment aggravated by bon-
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In speaking of the prolongation thus given
to all these different lengths of banishment,
a point I have all along been careful to keep
in view, is the distinction between des,gn
and executwn, between the effect intended
to be produced and the effect actually pro-

nefit : and it is but in all imperfect degree
that the benefit is reaped• The proporuons
of penal justice arc confounded ; the poison
of perfidy is infused into the system of government;
and still the obnoxious vermin
remain unextirpated.*

duced.
In its intention,
it has to all alike
been banishment for life. In effect, what has
it been _ To some perhaps what it was intended to be : to others, to many others, no
such thing. For, not even at the first moment,
at the time when the difficulty of evasion was
at its highest pxteh, did the effect come up
with any uniformity to the intention : and
the longer the punishment continues in use,
the further and the fmther will it be from the
attainment of thxs end.
Many whose terms
are expired, and who, with whatever views,

m I. No care taken in England, for four year_
and a half, to prevent unla'_rfkl returns :
care then "taken to prevent law_ul ones,
No. 1. August 1792, pp. 229, 230. --'_ During
this montL the governor thought it necessary
to issue some regulatmns, to be observed by those
convicts
sentencesof people
of transportation
had
expired. whose
The number
of this deseription in the colonyhad been so much increased of
late, that it had become requisite to determine
with precision the line in which they were to
move. Having emerged from the condition of
convicts, and got rid of the restraint which was
necessarily imposed on them while under that
subjection, many of them seemed to have forgotten that they were still amenable to the re.
gulatmns of the colony, and appeared to have
_haken off, with the yoke ofbond,ge, all restraint
and dependence whatsoever. They were therefore called upon to declare their intentions respecting their future mode of hying• Those who
wished to be allowed to provide for themselves
were informed, that on apphcation m the judgeadvocate they would receive a certificate of their
having served their several years of transporta.
lion; whxeh certificate they would deposit with
the commissary, as his voucher for striking them
off the provision and clotlung lists, and once a.
week tiaey were to report in what manner and
for whom they had been employed."
" Such as _ere desirous of returning to England were informed, tbat no obstacle should be
thrown In their wa% they being at liberty to ship
themselves on board ot such vessels as would g_ve
them apassage. And thosewhopreferred labouring forastheshould
pubhe,be and
recelwng
returnstores_
such
raUon
issued
from theanpublic
were to g:ve in their names to the commissary,
who would vxctual and clothe them, so long as
their services might be required.
" Of those here and at Paramatta, who had fulfilled the sentence of the law, by far the greater
part signified their intention of returning to England by the first opportunity ; but the getting
away from the colony was now a matter of some
difficulty, as it was understood that a clause was
to be inserted_ in all future contracts for shipping
for this country, subjecting the masters to cerlain penalties, on certificates being received of
their having brought away any convicts or other
persons from this settlement without the governor's permission; and as it was not probable that
many of them would, on their return, refrain front
the vices oravoid the society of those companions
who had been the causes of their transportation
to this country, not many could hope to obtain
the sanction o'["the governor for thezr return.
No. 2. Fe_)ruary 1793, p. 268.-- _' A clause
was inserted in the charter party, [of the Bellona]
forbidding the master to receive any person from
the colony
without_Y the express consent
and order
re
"
of tl governor.
[The day mentioned as the
day of her saihng t_om England, is the 8th of
August 179'2.]
IL Return without permission easy:--Raurn,
not Settlement, thegeneralobject.
No. I. October 1793, pp. 315, 316.--" Seven

pant for the exercise of those rights to whmh
the law, us if it were in derision, pretends
to have restored them, do indeed remain debarred from the exerelse of those rights, according to the intention of those who devised
and orgamzed this plan of perfidy. But many
--more,
in abundance, than these pohtlcmns
could have conceived-escape from this
scene of intended annthfiatmn, to afflict their
mother-countly
a second time with their perniemus existence.
,
Then it is, that this expelled, this fruitlessly
expelled mass oI eorruptmn--then
it is, that
(instead of putting on meorruptmn,
as it was
expected to have done by miracle, without
any human means provided for the production
of the effect,) it is found (as your Lordship
has seen) to have put oil a worse eolruption,
if possible, than before,
The price, in the way of injustice --the
whole price is thus paid for the expected beknows) at the end of the voyage there is nothing
to be got by selling them, nor so much as any
person to whom they can be sold ; the transporter
being paid, not by a purchaser an any such sale,
but by government itself. _ Quere the.first. By
what law does the governor exercise the power
he takes upon himself to exercise in New South
•

V_ales
over the
during
their convict
terms. asIs
the
property
of convicts
the service
of each
signed over to him by the merchant-transporter
under his contract ?-- Quere the second. By what
law does the commander of a king's ship (the
Glatton for instance) take upon himself to transport convicts ? Is he made to sign a contract for
the transportation of these his passengers, as an
independent merchant would be for the performance of the same service ? ]f the formality of
a contract is employed, where is the legality? if
not_ where is the honesty of the practace? Powers
obtained from parliament for'one purpose are
employed for another, and that an opposite one:
pOwers given for the institution of domestic bondage,
under management
on private• account in
•
-•
single famthes, are apphed to the institution of
public inbondage,
management
on trust
account
gangs. under
Whoever
sald anything
to parhament, of t)lis radmal change passed through
Parliament under cover of the identity of the
words ?
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Your Lordship sees below how large, how
indefinite, the number is of these exiles, that
may be expected to return" the number of
all descriptions:
of those, whose return the
governor may have been wllhng to permzt,
of those, whose return the governor may have
been not willing to permit ; of those, whose
return he may have been wilhng to prevent,
according to law ; of those, whose return he
may have been wdhng to Frevent, contrary
to law.
On this head, two further congiderations
maybe notaltogether
unworthy of notice : one
regarding number agaan-- the other, quahty.
persons, whose terms of transportatlon

had ex-
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As to number of returners,
whatever it
may have been hitherto, It may naturally be
expected to be greater and greater, the longer
the estabhshment
continues:
because, the
longer at continues, the greater the populalion of it may be expected to be, and, on that
and other accounts, the greater the number
of vessels that touch there 111a year, whether
for the purpose of bringing in more conv:cts,
or for any other purposes; whether belonging
to th!s country or belonging to other countries.*
No. 4. December 1794, p 400. -- '_ The master of the transport [the Dmdalus] had permlsston to ship twelve men and two women, whose

pod Benjamin
pired,
were permitted
Williams,to quit
the the
last colony
of the mKitty's
these
people, who remained undasposed of. One free
woman, the wife of a convict, took her passage
in the Sugar Cane.
"Notwithstanding
thethe
facility
pasships,
and the master of
Sugarwith
Canewhich
had shipsages from this plaee were procured (very httle

. _ " ""

many

moretobeing
reqmred
by the
than permission
receive
them, and
thatmaster
the partms
should
find their own pmvisions,)it was found, after the
departure of these ships, that some conwcts had,
by being secreted on board, made their e,_cape
from the colony_ and two men, whose terms as
eonwcts had expired, were brought up from the
Sugar Cane the day she sailed, having got on
board without permlssmn; for which the l:eutenant.governor directed them to be punished wlth
fifty lashes each, and sent up to Too_gabbe."
No. 2. October 1793, p. 320.-'_ Charles 'Williams, the settler so often mentioned m this
laarrative_ wearied of being in a state of lndependenee, sold hisfarm, with h_s house_ crop, and
stock, for something less than &100 ....
James
l_use_ also, the owner of the experiment farml
anxious to return to England, and dlsappointeu
in his present crop which he had sown too late,
$old his estate_ wtth the house and some _toek,
flour goats and three sheep) for £40. Both these
people had to seek empb.yment until they could
get away; and Williams was condemned to work
as a hireling upon the ground of winch he had
been the master ........
" The greatest inconvenie-_ee attending this
transfer of landed property, was the return of such
a miscreant as _Vdliams, and others of his deseription, to England, to be let loose again upon
the publie,
_o. 2. July 1794, p. 382._" The Hopesailcd
this month fi_r Canton, the master being suflbred
to take with him one man, John Pardo _Vatts_
who had served ins time of transportation."
No. 3. November 1794, p. 398._" This man
[the master of the Revolutmn] had been permitted to ship as many persons from the settlement, as he had stated to be necessary to complete
his ship's company ; notwithstanding which, there
was n_)t any doubt of his having received on
board, watbout any permission_ to the number
of twelve or thirteen eonv:ets_ whose terms of
transportation had not been served. No d_eully had ever been found by any nurster 09'a
ship_ _ho would make the pro'per appl_cat_on_ in
obtaining any number of hands that he _n_ght be
in want offfbut to tak'e clandestinely from the
settlement the useful servants of the publie_ was
ungrateful _a_dunpardonable."

selves
board her."179o,
e p. _,_.-A_-r _ In her [ the
No. on
_. February
Otter] went _lr. ']'homas Muir .... and severzl
other convict% whose sentences of transportatmn
were not expired."
No. 7. f*Iarth 1796. p. 469.--" The Ceres
saded .... for Canton. Bcmg well manned, the
master was not in want of any hands from tlu._
place ; but eight convicts found means to secrete
themselves on board a day or two before she
sailed."
_ee further, Supplement. Besides the natural
f,teihty of returns_ lawful or unla_ ful, two other
points may have been noted m th:_ part ot the
ease : the care u,,t taken in the first instance, as
to the preventmn of unlawful returv_: -- the care
taken afterwardsfor thepreventIonoflawful
ones.
But of this more parucularly in another place.
* Now, lately, a king's _hlp (the {ilatton_ formerly of 54 guns) hasbeen appointed, 1 see, to
the serwee_ m_tead of a contracUng merchant's
vessel, as before. Amongst other adzantage_,
thi_ course, as far as it is pursued, may rea.,oI:ably be expected to put an ex:d to the unpermitted emigrations. But thc other channels will
remain open ; unless it should be_thought fit to
shut up the ports of New South "Wales l_ke tho_e
of Japan : an cxpedmnt wbieh would cut up by
the roots every _dea of trude, and profit in the
way ot trade, the great object looked to, or protested to be looked to, in all colomes. See the
head of Economy -- (kflomal advantages.
Vi'hether this preventive eflbct was among the
cons_deratmns that gave birth to the change, I
do not pretend to know : one should ratherhope
it were not. The observatmn still remains m
full torce, that in this way nothing can ever be
gained, that is not gamed at the expense of law
and justice.
If by a re-importation at the publie expense, the banishment of the_e exdes were
made regularly to cease, as soon as :t ceased to
be leg',d_ on these terms, and no others, the ex.
clusion of all other means of return might (what..
ever beeame of tradel be reconciled to justice.
Null_s llber homo ...... exulet ...... nhi per legale
d_dlcium pamum suorum eel per te_cm ter_ w._
Vlolatinu this right by deeds, white xt is allowed
in word_, is tear_ag Magna Cha_ ta to pieces_ to
patch up a bad measure of police.
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EMIGRATION:

Showing the Number of Convicts that, in about five years and a half, viz. from 22d August
1790 to March 1796, are reported by the late Judge-Advocate
as having quitted, or
attempted to quit, New South Wales : distinguishing whether with or without, permission of the Governor, and if without, whether Expirees (persons whose sentences _ ere
expired) or Non-Expirees.
0t_rr_-f--

^
Without

With
Permts810|1.
Page

"l'lnl@.

22 Aug. 1790. Neptune ...................................
'26 Sept. 1790. Open Boat ......................

156
190
'268

28 Mar.
3 Dec.
19Feb.

290
283
315

4 June 1793. Kitty ................
1
Cane andt ::: i::"
24 April 1793" 5Sugar
{ ShahH°rmuzear:k
Chesterfield..
13 Oct. 1793. _ Boddingtons...S

398
400

Resolution
159 July
Dec. 1794.
1794. Dmdalus

_4"29
1461
457

469

_o

tMar.

1796.)

Cere_ .....................

[

NonExp_ree_.

-...A_
['
IExpirees.

NonExptrceb.

It... 2, .....
5 ...... l ........
1 ..;, ...... 8 .... ].........
Some .. Some .........
...................
2....

1:_..
"........
::.'2:::2

.......................................
......

.....................
.." Some"

* .............. '

..............

18 Sept. 1793. _ Endeavour
and
t
Fancy .........
J
18 Feb. 1796. Otter .......................
Beginning _

PRL_ENTFD.

3
t
Explrees.

130
136

..........

Permit,

t

Vessel.

1791. Open Boat .............
1791. Albemarle&Active
17"93. Bellona ..............
:::'2:::

I
--_tj
urn.

..50 ...........

o

i .......
:

13 .....................

nearly........ / ......
l'l
50 J .........
]'l"Muir&'_
_-several _ ......

I ........
t... 8_

)oiher_")

a - As many as were necessary to complete the ship's company," exclusive of the unascertained
ones.
"I"Of whom one flog_,ed. _ Flogged.
[[ The_e totals give the ascertained numbers.
From the inspectmn of this TaMe result the follow_._g observations :--1. Considering that in the
list of Non-exp_ree escapers, there are three parcels m unascertained numbers, for one which there
is in the list of Expiree escapers, there seems rcason to think that the number of these cnngrants
to whom the liberty of departure had not been thought fit to be allowed, w_ htde if at all inferrer
to the number of those to whom that hberty had been thought fit to be allowed
_A'hat wnnh_ ho
............. the escapes were found to be as
sa id o f the plan of safe custody pursued at home_ ff from Newgate
many asthe pardons u 2. Among those whoin ascertained numbers obtained this liberty by their
own mrtnaaen exernon% without permlssmn from at)eve, the number of those who had not a right
to it was 76 times as great as of those who had a right to it. 3. Among those who m ascertained
numbers having a right to this liberty, attempted to exercise it, the number of those who failed
was six times as great as of those who succeeded. 4. Of the two individuals who were at the same
time flogged for an unsuccessful attempt to exercise this liberty, one had. by the laws under which
he had]Jeen sent thlther_ as good a right to it as those by whose orders he was flogged.
The consequence is, that the greater the
use made of the colony in this or m any other
way--the
greater the increase of it in wealth
as well as population _the greater, in a word,
the degree of" zmprovement"it
receives m all
other points of view--the
more incapable it
becomes of answeringthe
expectatmns formed
of it, in regard to this its primary objectthe more unfit, with reference to this the
only real and substantial use that anybody has
ever seen or professed to see in it.
Already has an open boat been known to
furnishthe means of escape; andthat through
the vast space between New South _'ales and

Timer.
One of these days, as stations multiply, and the coasts become more and more
difficult to guard, we may expect to see better
boats, stolen or even built, for voyages of escape to Otaheite or some other of the many
shorter voyages, with the help of a seaman
or two to each of them, to comm_md it.
Lastly, as to the quah_! of the persons
the sorts of characters, I mean, whose return
may in the greatest proportion be expected.
These are precisely" those, flora whom, on
one account or another, the tnost mischief is
to be apprehended.
The species of delinquents, who with the greatest certainty can
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command the means of their return, are those
who occupy the highest ranks in the hierarchy
of criminality ; the men of science and connex.lon among depredators ; the master-dealers
who have accumulated a capital out of the
profits of their trade ; the receivers of stolen
goods, those wholesale merchants who, by the
very nature of their prohfic department in the
division of criminal labour, are, in a swarm of
connected depredators, what the queen bee
is in the hive.
It is the indigent, and unconnected
malefactor alone, that stays there, for want of the
means of bnying his way back: among these,
it is the unenterprising,
and thereby the least
dangerous
species of malefactor,
that will
be most apt to stay there, for want of being
able to employ with success _hose means
of escape, which his more ingen_ous, or more
audacious, and on either account more dange_ous comlades, make such abundant and
successful use of.
In the contemplation
of the beauties of the
colonial establishment,
your Lordship
has
almost lost sight (I doubt) of the establishment sacrificed to it, and the parallel that
was to be kept up between the favourite and
the discarded measure,
During the continuance of the penal term,
at any rate, the advantage, so far as the artlcle of incapacitation for fresh offences is concerned, may, I flatter myself, be stated as
being clearly enough on the side of the penitentiary cstabhshment.
Even in an ordinary
prison, an escape is not a very common incident : under the new aud still more powerful
securities of so many sorts, superadded to the
common ones, m a prison upon the panopticon
plan, I have ventured to state it as, morMly
speaking, an impossible one.
After the expiration of the penal term, the
part of the penitentiary house at home, so
far as prevention of future dehnquency is concerned, becomes, in comparison of that of the
colony at the antipodes, I must confess, but
an under part.
My means would have had
for their limits those of law and justice : I
could not have added an illegal indefinite
punishment to a finite legal one ; I could not
have flogged men for the exercise of their
rights.
I am not a
, to tread upon the
law. No, not in any case : so that how little
soever he may have done in this way, in comparison of what he meant to do, that httle
will always be so much more than could in
this way have been done by me.
For reformation indeed (as your Lordship
has seen)I had strong means, and even physlcal means- but as to absolute incapacrtatwn,
incapacitation with regard to future mischief,
physical means (I must acknowledge) fail me.
It was on reformation (I must confess) I had
placed my first reliance: first in order at "my
rate--and
it was not a weak one. Drun-
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kenness, in the "improved colony," universal.
in a panopticon pemtentiary house, impossible.
Religious exercise--there odious, and generally
eluded : here, uneludible, and by every ironglnable and becoming device rendered as invitmg and interesting as possible. Profitable
emplmjment -- there again odious, in a great
degree eludible, and eluded as much as possible ; here, nneluthble again, and by diverslfication (tbe opportumtles
of which wouhl
be abunda_]t) and choice, as far as choice Is
admissible, rendered from the first not odious,
and, by habit and universal example, easy
and even agreeable.
After emancipation, profitable employment
--therenotwantingindced,
butstlllgeneralty
irksome, because, under preceding habits, all
along rendered
so, by habitual sloth, drunkenne_% and dissipation : here certain, and
in whatever shape, habit, concurnng
with
choice, may have rendered most agreeable,
to bodies and minds mvigolated by inviolable
temperance.
Constituted
as human nattn'e i% it may be
too much toexpect, thatevcu these securities
should in every instance be effectual,
but
where they fail to be so, here presents itself,
in dernicrresort,
incapacitation--absolute
incapacitation with regard to any tlnrd offence,
after convlctmn of a second. I mean of course
by consignment to the pemtentmrx-house
for
life. Take aw,qy this instrument ofmcapaclration, and there remains (as at present) no
other but the savage aud unnecessaryresource
of death, or the ineffectual resource of transportatlon : transportation
nommaily, and h equently but nondnally, for hfe.
Experience is a _tandard I never miss uppealing to, so i_ar a_ it can be employed.
On
one side, on the side of the pemtentiary
estabiishment,
no direct reference can, unfortunately, be made to it. To afford expenencc,
it must have had existence ; and that it should
not, gentlemen
took effcctual cme.
Yet,
notwithstanding
all their industry, added to
all their neghgence (for the article of escapes
has shown your Lordship how difficult it is
to distinguish the one from the other by their
effects,) a testimony nearer to that of d_rect
experience--of
experience
of the penitentmry plan Itself--than
could easily have been
imagined, has actually started up : experience,
though not precisely of that very instrument
of security, yet of those means of security
that are most like it, and stand next to it.
The characteristic
principle of the colonization plan (loose confinement,
without mspection) having been tried and found to fail
_ to fail as completely as it was possible for a
principle to fall---one resource alone remmned.
This was the opposite principle, close iuspection--inspectlon
as close as there were means
for making it ; with or without confinement,
also accordmg to the means. A jail is not quito
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so easily buil_ as talked of, not even in England, as I have bad occasion to know but too
well ; still less in New South Wales, where
even the makeshift dwelling-places could not
be put together fast enough. AjaR, however,
being found to be the one thing needful-and among all countries most needful m that
remotest of all accessible regions, to which
delinquents were thus sent, on pretence of
saving the expense of it--a
jail, such as it
was, was accordingly erected, as soon as it
could be erected, and, moreover, as jail-room
--room
m a real immoveable jail--in
that
which, m the literal sense of the word, is
meant by ajad--could
not, with every exertion, be provided fast enough, a sueeedaneum to it was added--asort
of metaphorical
ambulatory jail, in which the eye of an inspector, assisted or not by fetters, supphed,
as well as it could, the place of prison-walls,
The jail, as might have been expected---a jml
built under such circumstances--was
not alwaysman-tight : it was, however, better than
none at all, and, with all its imperfections
(whatever they were,) was still the best and
ultimate dependence,
This, then, was the real fruit of the establishment : to show (to such eyes, I mean,
whosoever
they may be, as are not selfcondemned to incurable blindness,)
to show
its own perfect limfficacy, and the absolute
necessity of that other estabhshment
which,
in its two different shapes, has twice been
sacrificed to it, and in the vain hope of saving
the honour of so many honourable and right
honourable personages, still continues to be
sacrificed to it.
Such was the upshot of this
grand Colony-founding
expedition !--to save
the expense of an originally Improvable, and
afterwards beyond all former conception iraproved, system of inspection- management :
men sent off year after )ear by hundreds to
the antipodes, to be kept without employmeat to corrupt one another under a sort
of incomplete mspeetmn-management
in a
makeshift jail, at an expense (for this too
your Lordship will see) from twice to four
times as great as that of the system sacrificed
to it. Happily, on those terms, and at that
distance, the necessary jail, such as it was,
was built. ° In New South Wales, under the
law of fabricated necessity, as m Constantinople, under the lex regia, the will of the
Impe_ator was the sole law--sole undisputed
law--law
not in name bat in effect--law not
to be dealt with like the law of Parliament
--not to be trod upon, but to be obeyed. It
was law paramount,
my Lord, and without
any dzspensm_l power, such as (your Lordship
will see) has been exercised in this country
to overrule it.
It being the legislator's interest, as well as that of every other honest
man in the colony, that the jail should be
" I. Collins, p. 383.
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erected, and his conception of hxs interest not
being disturbed by imaginations,
such accor.
dingly was his will.
A law was passed for
the building of that jail, and (how incredible
soever it may seem to honourable and right
honourable gentlemen in this country, that a
law for building a jail should find obedience)
built it was.
In ad&tion to the positive testimony of the
fact, it seemed necessary that a demonstration should thus be given of the possibility of
such an event, lest, without some such preparation, judging of the state of law and
pohtics there by the state of law and politics
here, your Lordship should have rejected it
as incredible.
The testimony does not stop here.
Not
only among the convicts, who were transported to the antipodes to be kept m order,
but among the soldmry that were transported
with them to help to keep them in order, the
root of all disorder was found to he in a deficieney of inspection : and accordingly, what.
ever imperfect check was ever given to the
disorder, was given to it by supplying that
defiemncy-- supplying it either by mspection
simply, or by inspection coupled with confinemeat, as the eausa sine qu_ non tbr rendering
it suffiemntly steady and effective.
In that laud of umversal and continually
increasing corruption,
the guardian class (as
might have been expected) became corrupted
by their wards. To stop the contagion, exero
tions on the part of the officers were neither
deficient, nor vet successful.
After years of
111success, wl_at at last was the remedy ?a walI :--barracks,
with "a high brick wall
round them," or " an inclosure of strong pa_
hug," to answer the same purpose._
Under the head of Incapacitation,
one instrument I had like to have omitted, to the
credit of which, the founders and conductors
of this establishment have a most indisputable and exclusive title--and that is death. For
keeping a man out of harm's way_out
of
harm's way iu both senses--out
of the way of
doing it--out
of the way of receiving it_
the homely proverb is applicable in this ease
with indisputable propriety--Stone
dead has
no fellow.
In the course of _bout eight years and a
half, from the 13th of May 1787 to the 3lst of
December 1795, convicts shipped 5196: died
in the passage 522 ::_ and all not told. Such
care had the founders taken of their colonists,
that, m the mere passage, without reckoning
famines at the end of it, they had decimated
them: more than decimated them, as per
account, and the account is evidently an incomplete one, the article of deaths being left
unnotmed in regard to five ships out of
twenty-eight.
1. Collins, pp. 303_ 455.
**See Table of Mortality, p. 198.
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" Bad enough indt, ed : but did not the thult
he in the contractors?"
Yes, my Lord, there
was but too much fault in the contractors,
but it was not the less the fault of those who
cmltracted with them, and of the system under which the_ contracted.
It was the fault
of _
and his man of economy, by a douhie title ; for having fixed upon so incurably
bad a system (sacnficang to it the so much
better system they found ordained by parliameat with theassistanceofthetwelveludges,)
and for having rendered the management so
much worse than even under that bad system,
it need to have heen made.
First cause of the mischief--length
of the
voyage: theeffect of the unexampled di_tance
of the spot--of
the spot chosen to be colonized, and to be thus colonized,
Second cause of the mischief--want
of
interest on the part of those on whose power
depended the preventmn of it--the
profit
which the transporter had it in his power to
make by putting people to death--whether
by starving them or crowding them--this
profit in both cases being left to bc reaped
with impunity, and unbalanced by any profit
to be got by keeping them alive: --want
of
that care which might and ought to have been
taken, to do what m that case it would have
been so easy to do--to
bring the two antagonizing forces--duty,
and that sort of narrow
interest which acts in oppositmn to duty, into
coincidence,
These causes were, both of them, peculiar
to this new transportation
system : they had

lost in the passage to New South Wales, was
not only contrived by me for my contract,
and inserted by me, but maintained by me
against a strong reluctance to the contrary :
and after all, it was rather to tile influence of
will over will, of humble importumty over
despotic carelessness, than to any influence of
reason on such tacultms as I had to deal with.
that I could find any ground ior attributing
my success : --if success it can be termcd, to
receive a plighted faith, with a clandestinely
promised and carefully concealed determination to break it at the bottom oi it.
What the cause of this reluctance was, 1
do not pretend to know:
whether the wish
was, that the wretches should die to save
charge_ and hghten the budget, ol that the
mttuence of profit and loss over the huma_l
breast had not been able to demonstrate itself to gentlemen even in that _ltuatmn, and
after so many examples of it as the voyage_
to New South Wales had even then been already forcing upon their eyes.
The idea oi
estabhshingthis
coincidence, andin some smh
way as that proposed in the case of the perutentiary estabhshment,
has, since that rime,
: (if mv recollection does not deceive me) conquered in some other instances the predilectmn for accustomed abuse, m preference to
unaccustomed
remedy, and forced its way
into legislation or administration,
I forget
which. But the case is not worth hunting for:
it would be found (1 beheve) either m the
conwct transportation
trade, or m the sla)e
trade, or both.*

not, either of them, any place in the old.
While the territory, to which the tran_portation was allowed to be made, was comprised
within the limits of what was then British
Amerma. the length of the voyage was scarce
the third or fourth part of what it is m the
case of New South Walcs. Thus it stood in

--* Since the wrm.,ag of the p,,ragr,,;.h m the
text, upon turni:_g to Bryan Ld,_.u_' tt_to_v
of (he West lathes (vol. Xl.book 4, ch. 4,) 1 iln_l
the following lnformatmta on this head. So long
ago as the year 171)8,m the a_t :2_1(}. IILc. 5_
use had been made of the principle of rc_v_,d,
for cementing thc connexion betwecn interest
and duty, in the case of the ship .surgeons, thereby reqm,cd to be retained, on board the _everal
ship_ concerned in the negro m_port trade. Tln_
ml__,htbe a :re._ror two beiore the tnne _hen_ ul_o_
drawing up my penitenuary estabhshmcnt praposal, the artmle _,_questmn had first oceuued
to me. In th_s leglslauve p_ovismn it is the prmeiple of rew_rd, reward alone as eontrathstmquished to puni.shmcnt, that _s apphed.
But _t
_s the property of the pnnciple.oi l$];:.i_aranee,
as employed m that proposal, to apply, and by the
same movement, both springs oi human actmn,
)eward andpu_d_hment, together: reward in the
event of a degree of success, and thcnceasit may
be looked
presumed
exertmn,
what
is
uponofascare
the and
ordinary
mark beyond
; -- punishment in ca_e of no higher a degree ot tho_e des_rable results, than what is considered as falhng
short, by a certain amount, of that ordin,_rymark.
The _dea of employing the principle of reward
in ttns way --the principle of reward singly--m
the preservation o'f human life was thus, though
a recent one, a principle already tixed in leg,slativepractice, at the tnne _hen the _dea o_ thl_
pr'.'nciple of double action thusoccurred to me_
which double principle, even in this its doable

point of d2stance.
The transportation
was
performed under the care ofthose, who, in the
case of each indivxdm_l under their charge,
not only had nothing to gain by his death,
but had everything to lose by it.
The amreal was a saleable commodity, the carcase
not. The sale was not only a source of profit,
but the only source.
Thus it stood in point
of interest,
Turn now, my Lord, to the penitentary system. Under both editions of it, voyage none.
Under the original system, the managers no
gainers by the death of any mortal under their
management : tinder the improved edition of
it, the manager n great loser by every one-a hundred _pounds in hard money, besides
other losses not susceptible of a precise and
concise estimate, but which would in many
instances r_se to a still superior amount,
This stipulation, to the want of which,
more clearly than to any other cause, may bc
referred the lo,s of so many lives as we_e
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In the account of death, I have mentioned
as yet but one of the efficient causes of this
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species of security, viz. duress on ship-board.
On their arrival at this land of cruel promise,

form, has so little of novelty in it, that it is in fixed m the first editions of Edwards' book,) the
fact no more than the old estabh_hed practme 15 per cent. loss on the voyage was sunk already
of li.fc-ln*urance, applied to the preservation of to an average of 7 per cent. ; an apparent average
the thing itself, whlc_l is the subJeCtof the insu- which, for thereasons he gives, ought scarcely to
rance. The practice of life insurance was in itself be taken for more than perhaps half that rate.
of comparatively veIy ancient date ; but m the Th_s at sea, and the 4_ per cent. loss in harbour,
form in which it is thus familiar, it has no was reduced at the same time to so sm',dl a fracinfluence on practice, no influence on the dura- tlon, as three fourths per cent.
tion of the hie which is the subject of it. The
The experiment has instruction in it:--inlife is in the hands of the owner, and depends struction derivable from it in more points of view
not in any respect upon the conduct of the other than one. The difference between loss and loss
party--on the conduct of the person who receives shows the influence that ma_ be exercised over
the actual premium, on condition of subjecting human action, by a due application of the prin.
hnnself eventually to the payment of the con- ciples of moral d*/iwmi_s--by a right managenature.
tingent retribution. It xs only m partxcular cases, ment of the springs of action In hulnan
that the life of one man is lod_ed in the ]lower The amount of the omgmal customary loss
of another, innny such way asto-be capable of be- this amount compared with the cau_e_ that proing abridged, not only by posxtive dehberate de- duced it, may serve to show how insufficient is
sign, but by mere negligence ; and thatm circum- the utmost cheek which the principle of symstances wh,ch render the apphc,_tion of pum_h- pathy, supported by whatever assistance it may
ment by judicial means impossible.
Ot these happen to receive ilom all other principles of the
for instance, and regard
case% the case of the gaoler presems itself as tile so, led sZamp_religion
most extensive and prominent case. To this case for character, put together_ls
capable of oppothe other eases in quesUon may be reduced. A stag to the mfluence of the sdf-rc/,_arding prinei.
slup employed in tile transportation of col,viers pleof pecumary interest, evet_where humanlife--is a floating jail, employed for the confinement where human hvesevenmm_ltitudesare
atstake.
and conveyance of cr.:nnnals under die law of litmay at thesame time serve to obviate the 1mthe state: a slnp emldoyed m the _lavc-trade is putation ot passion or propensity to personal saa floating jail employed for the confinement of tare, ffon any occasion a suspicion should be seen
innocent men under die law of tile strongest,
to suggest itself, that, m this or that instance, the
It appears, therefore, that m the contrivance of fate of conwets may have been regarded with inthis article, I had proceeded one step indeed, but difference, by men hardened pos*ibly m some
no more than one stcp_ and that a step already instances hy personal character, naturally more
iodleated, and by no means obscurely, to an_ or le,s in 'all instances by official situation. The
seruttmzing eye, by the closeness of Its analogy to views thu_ given are not among the mo_ flatterthe first. Rczv¢tpd xs a prmcqde you get a man log o'_es; but the statesman, who shouldon that
to cubjeei tnmself to the actvm of, _lihout dif- account shut his eyes against them, would be as
fieulty: pumshment, whlch, even whencomllosed httle fit for Ins business as the surgeon was,
of no stronger m,ttertals than those very ones whose tenderness wouhl notsuffer him to observe
w|ueh constitute the matter of reward, it so much the course lie w.'..staking with his knife.
thestrongertnmciple of,_ction--pumsluue,_t, you
But to return. The pnnclple on which these
may m this shape get him to submit also to the regulations were grounded (1 mean in particular
netion of, upon terms.
_o much of' it as'concerns the rewards) had, all
This accordingly as what i_ done, by the prin- ttus time, not only been introducedmto the statute
ciple of hfe-assurance, apphed as above, to the book--introduced hy that means within the pale
rehmon subsisting between the keeper of a place of that consecrated ground, to which even the
of confinement and his prisoner_..lealou_y
of office cannnt refuse the name ofllraeUnder the influence oI even the weaker half of t_cc--buthadbeenagltated,
and (one may almost
the double prmcq_le--under the influence of re- say) beat into every head, in and about the trea.
ward alone, introduced as above, into the slave- sury, at both ears, by those discussions about the
trade, it may not be amiss to observe what effect% slave.trade, that year after year had been occupyin practice, had already been the result :-- say lntt and agitating both houses of parliament: and
in July 1793, when thepemtentiary proposal, af- the act itself by which this principle was first inter two or three years of neglect, was unfortunate
trodueed, has since been, year after year, amended
enough to obtain tile acceptance of Mr. Pitt.
i and entbreed by statute after statute_ Of this
Before the slave-trade regulations spoken of, "a
so much agitated--this
so universally accepted
ship of 240 tons would frequently be crowded" principle--accepted
at least in its application to
(according to Edwards)_ " with no less than 520 the conveyance of the unhappy subjects of the
slaves ; which was not allowing 10 inches of room black trade--what
use, what application, was
to each individual.
The consequence was, often made in tile adjustment of the contracts for the
times a loss of 15 per cent. in the voyage, and 4_ conveyance of white men, naUve Britons_ to New
per cent. more in the harbours of the West In- South _,V,des, the contracts themselves, the condies, prevmus to the sale, from diseases contracted tracts alone, werethey for this purpose to beealled
at sea." After, and doubtless by virtue of, those for by parhament, would serve to show. It would
regulations---with their consequent comforts_ pre. then lie seen_supposing the defieieney_ if any, in
scribed breathing space and professional care point 6f care, to be the result_ not of finaneieal
taken together-- the separate efficacy of each aesign, but of honest negligence--it
would then
being undistinguishable--after
these regulations
be seen, whether the difference between a wlute
made in 1788, and yet before June 1793 (this skin and a black one were, or were not, an interbeing the date that stands in the dedication pre- I val too wide, for such powers of abstraction as
t the treasury at that time afforded to measure anti
2 Edwards_ p. 121.
t embrace.
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the fugitives from pestilence were received by by sea and land together, had died : out of
famine.
Those who had escaped the first 4792, viz. 1291.
decimation, were now to go through a second.
In this combination of associated scourges
In one year (1792,) out of fewer than 4000 (both of them in no small degree the product
convicts, 436 breathed their last, of whom of official management) one circumstance remore than 400 were carried off by famine, quires to be observed.
Of the mortality on
I say by famine, for such was the degree of both elements, that part which took place at
natural salubrity in the spot (a degree so sea, deplorable as it was in itself, operated
prodigiously superior to any thing which
in effect in diminution of the whole.
The
antecedent
experience could have promi- 522 who by pestilence or famine perished in
sed,) that in 1794, out of a greater number the voyage--these
enviable, because earlier
there died but forty two, and in 1795, but victims-these superfluous wretches,
had
twenty.*
they landed, would probably, and by a numAt the end of the year 1792, the destroyber still greater than themselves,
have ining angel having been at work in this way for creased the multitude of those subsequent
three years, out of the whole number shipped victims, whom, by an undisputed title, famine
off within that time, more than one fourth,
called her own.
From the amount of the
* Medium of the two years, 33. This, taken Prom the whole number of deaths in 1792, 436,
leaves, for the number of deaths by famine in that same year, 403.
TABLE OF CONVICT MORTALITY:
Abstracted from Collins' Accourt of New South _,Vales : exhibiting (so far as is there note d).the
Deaths that took place on the Voyage and in the Settlement, from 13th May 1787, to _0ttl ot
April 1795, Casualties excepted.

Page.

'Shlpped.

Died.

Landed.',

1787............. 5O.......... I... 756 ...... 33 ...... 723 ...
1788... / ........................
'....................................

.

!Males.

50 ......

Femaleq.

28 ......

13 ......

Total.

_hfldren

41......

9...

1789_
I
1790...] ...... 114, 122 ......... 1222...... 278...... 944..... 145...... 123...
(167, 171, 174_t I
b
c
1791... I-_17o, 178, 179_- ...2063
...200 ...1863 ...... 194...'...155 ......
1181 ............. J
a
i
1792...!...201, 2.36, 245...... 751 ...... 10 ... 741 ? ...258..:...418...
1793......261, 304, 311...... 321......
1_ ... 320...... 332...... 78 ......

7...... 130...

1O...

8...!...163... I
13...... 436... I
26......104...!...

5...
29...
29...

1794............... 393 ............

10......

1795
......

TOTALS..."

837....
5196

?......
522

83...
4674

403......

32 ......

440
......13
TOTALS 847

7.

89

Add, died in the Voyage...
GRAND TOTAL.............

24_:[ ,.. 10...1...
936
522
14,_8

To separate what may be considered as the extraord*nary, from what may be considered as the
natural rate of mortality,proceed as follows :
1. Instead of being landed year after year, as per Table, suppose the whole number of convicts
actually shipped in the nine years had been landed the first year.
2. Suppose the number of natural deaths to have been the same for each of these nine years as
for the medium of the last two, viz. 33.
3. Multiplying, then, this medmm number, 33, by the number of years, 9, you get tbr the total
number of natural deaths in the nine years, .................
297
4. Fr.mn
V1Z_ the. actual
.
° total
.
. number
° ...... of deaths, natural
° • and
*extraordinary,
...........
in the nine years, } 1458
Deduct the natural number of deaths, as above, ..............
297
5. Remains for the number of extraordinary deaths_ .............
1161
which, within six or seven, is the exact medium between l-5th and l-4th of the number shipped.
But the real proportion (it may have been observed) must, on several accounts, have probably been
above this mark.
a No account for this year is to be found, eltber in Captain Collins' Account of New South
,Vales, or in the accounts respeetavcly given of
the _atmecolony byGovernors Philip and Hunter,
and Mr. Surgeon White.

[ s And upwards.
¢ And upwards.
] a In one ship out of three : of the others no] thing said.
| e In one. ship out of thl ee ;noilc IB either of
[ the two other_.

IV. COMPENSATION

FOR

least ration neces._ary to health, take away a
certain portion, only a part may die: aggrarate the deficiency by a small fraction more,
the same fate may involve the whole.
The
522 and upwards who perished at sea, may,
by having been thus destroyed in time, have
saved more than 521 from being destroyed
by famine, in addition to the 639, or thereabouts, who actually received their quietus
from that scourge,
" But," says somebody, and not unplansibly, "to what good purpose seek, at this time
of day, to rip up these old sores ? In respect
of life and death, the establishment presents
two features : mortality at the outset ; health
and vitality afterwards: the mortality an
infliction common to all new colonies: the
vitality, a blessing in a degree altogether peculiar to this of New South Wales. The bad
is past, and without remedy : for the future,
(you yourself cannot but allow) the prospect
is, on this side at least, a fair one."
Yes, my Lord, in the colony itself, men
being once landed there--in the several spots
at present settled, and, so far as concerns
ordinary disease--the
healthiness of the elimate, and that in a more than ordinary
degree, does indeed appear sufficiently established.
But should the existence of the
settlement,
(which God forbid on so many
other accounts,) be protracted iora period
of considerable length-- suppose double the
length of that which has already elapsed-it will then be seen whether the increase of
vitality gained by exemption from ordinary
disease, be not dearly paid for by a decrease
produced in the same period by the operatmn
of the scourge of famine.
Further on, as the
iacts rise to view, I may have occasion to
sketch out the very partmular nature of this
danger, and to submit to your Lordship,
whether it be not inextricably interwoven
with the unchangeable circumstances of the
spot.
The pestilence too-- the preliminary pestilenee during the voyage-- will be found,
and in a very high degree, not a mere accidental and occasional concomitant,
but an
essential and irremoveable one: for irrcmoveable it must be in no inconsiderable degree,
if it be really what it appears to be, the
joint result of the character of the passengers and the duration of the voyage. Leave
them nnconfiued, they mutiny; confine them,
they die. Negligence, above or below, may
have augmented, as it does indeed appear to
have augmented, the amount of the mortality
from this source: care in both places may
lessen it; but in such circumstances,
mortality,_nd
that in a most deplorable degree,
is an affliction that, on any right consideration
of the nature of the case, can scarcely but be
expected ever and anon to take place, spite
of the utmost care.
Accordingly, as we arc
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informed by Mr. Collins (ii. 222) in the Hillsborough, a ship that arrived in New South
Wales with convicts in July 1799, the deaths
were, out of 300, no fewer than' 101, not to
speak of sickness; although, according to the
conception of the same ever candid reporter,
"it was impossible that any ship could have
been better fitted by government for the
accommodation of prisoners during such a
voyage." "Thegaol-feverlurkingintheirclothing," is the cause to which he attributes this
mortality, amounting to upwards of a third.
" The terms of the charter party" he under.
stands to have been "strictly complied with."
IV. Fourth object or end in view, Cornpensatlon, or Satisfactzon : the means of it,
to he extracted, if possible, out of the punlshment, and made overto the party specially
injured (where there is one) m satisfaction
for whatever loss or other suffering had been
brought upon him by the offence.
In speaking of this as among the ends of
punishment, I find myself driven, against my
wishes, upon a distinction which, as often
as it presents itself, can never be other than
an unpleasing one: I mean the distinction
between what exists, and what on the score
of public good it were to be wished did exist,
in point of law.
That, in the case of trans.
portable offences--of
offences of the rank
of those to which that species of punishment
has been annexed--no
such result is among
the objects of our system of penal law, unless
by accident, is but too indisputable : whether
it were not desirable that it should be, may
be left to every understanding, as well as to
every heart, in which the study of taw has
not extinguished the sense of justice.
Observe, my Lord, the incongruity, the
inconsistency.
Where the offence is deemed
least enormous, the party injured has his
chance of satisfaction for the injury : where
it is deemed most enormous, and punished
accordingly, he has no such chance. Not that
anything can be more satisfactory to anybody
than this arrangement is to BLaekstone.*
As often as a man is hanged or transported,
or kept in a jail or flogged, satisfaction is
thereby given to somebody or to something :
* He observes, and with great truth (B. iv.
eh. 1,) that if the Crown takes everything, there
remains nothing for anybody else.
"As the
pubhc crime (says he) is not otherwise avenged
than by forfeiture of life and property_ it is mlpossible afterwards to make may reparation for
the privat_ wrong." But is it necessary or right,
that whiledamage remains without reparation-injury without redress_the
King, who has sustained no damage--that is_ A or B in the name
of the King_ should take everything--should
sweep away the whole of that fund from which
reparation might have been afforded ? The atiltmative was found as easy to assume_ as it would
have been difficult to prove..
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this being assumed, what sort of a thing the
satisfaction is, or who gets it, is, in the tcarned
commentator's account, not worth thinking
about.*
To your Lordship's most hnmble servant
since he conceived himself to understand
what satisfaetion meant, nothing but dissatisfaction (he will confess) has ever been afforded by the arrangements thus made with
reference to it ; and with these feelings, some
sixteen or eighteen years ago, he set to work
and travelled through "divers investigations
in relation to the subject.
Cases, by injury
or otherwise, calling for satisfa_ion, with the
reasons for affording it--party
to whomparty at whose expense--it
shall be afforded
--quantity
and certainty of satisfaction--different species or modes of satisfaction, adapted
to the nature of the several injuries.
Such
were among the subjects of those labours
the produce of which, lately rescued from the
spiders by a friend, should be laid at your
Lordship's feet, could time be spared for any
such trifles from your Lordship's sublimer
occup.mons.
Nine or ten years ago, in drawing up the
proposal for my pelfitentiary establishment,
a
thought _truek me, that on paying the whole
expense of the experiment,
I might perhaps
be allowed to purchase the satisfaction
of
stealing the idea into practice.
Amidst the
blindness and negligence, the marks of which
appeared but too con_plcuous, my hope was,
that, under favour of that vulgar and almost
universal jealousy, that would rather lose a
ten-fold public benefit than not rabble down
to the qifick the recompense to the individual
who should give birth to it, a plot even for
doing good might pass undetected.
I had,
however, miscalculated,
gentlemen were too
sharp for ine : what was wanting in discernmcnt, had been _upplied by prejudice.
When
the proposal came to be turned into a contract, the battles I had to fight would be here
an episode, upon what I fear has already been
accused of being itself an episode.
Careful
of my interests, as I myself was negligent-seeing deeper into them by a glance than I
had been able to do by the calculations and
meditations
of months or years, gentlemen
trembled lest I should rifin myself,
To let your Lordship into a secret, the
danger of loss was as nothing: &m_nution of
gain was all the sacrifice.
What I bound
myself to do in this way, was limited by considerations of necessary prudence : my hope_,
and, as far as means should extend, my inten* " We seldom hear any,mention ma,d,eof satisfaction to the individual,
says he :-- the satisfaction to the community" (viz. by the destructiou of one of its members) "being so very
great ; and indeed as tbepublic crimc_" &c. contmues lie, giving the reason he is so well satisfied
with as above,
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tioas, were to do more.
Your Lordship is
now master of my secret ; which, to corn)lete the confession, has never been such to
anybody that would allow me to hope he
might be prevailed upon to listen to it.
To return to the question. In New South
Wales, the annual value of n man's labour
being minus £46 : 5s. or some such matter,
the surplus applicable to the purpose of corn)ensation could not be great : I mean, the
positive surplus, extractable from that hegatlve quantity, for the purpose of being
converted into the matter of positive cornpensation, payable to the individual in Great
Britain who hadbeen a sufferer by the offence
for which the convict in question had been
consigned to New South Wales.
I hear your Lordship stopping me. " The
idea of compensation being, in such a case, so
novel--novel
to a degree which you yourself,
sir, have even been forward to acknowledge
--the absence of it cannot, consistently with
justice, be obj ected as a blemish to that system
of punishment, of which the scene was laid in
New South Wales."
Be it so, my Lord : but
the task in hand is--a
parallel to be drawn
between this exotic system and the home systern, which has been set aside by it : and the
mode of trial chosen by me, not knowing of
a better, was, by their respective degrees of
conformity to the several objects or ends of
penal justice : and, at the very outset, in
speaking of those ends, I assumed the liberty
(I hope not altogether an unreasonable one)
of adding to those actually and habitually
aimed at, such others, if any, in regard to
which it might appear reasonable and deslrable that they should be aimed at. But, in
regard to this of compensatwn, as far as my
opportunities
of observation have extended,
and from all I have been able to collect from
offices of insurance,
courts of justice, and
other places, it has appeared to me that, when
a loss has been suffered, the receiving back
again the amount of it, or so much towards
it as may be to be had, is an event pretty
generally looked upon as a desirable one ; I
mean, in the eyes of him by whom the loss
has been sustained : nor, saving Btackstone,
and those who think with Blackstone,
has
it ever happened to me to meet with any
person, to whom it has presented itself in the
opposite point of view, unless those be excepted, at whose expense and to whose loss
the matter of compensation was to be found ;
a class of persons whose repugnance would
not, I believe, on the present occasion, be regarded as an insuperable obstacle, forasmuch
as, by the supposition, it is intended they
should undergo punishment--and
a degree of
mnishment, of which the mortification from
such loss would be but a part.
If, then, it may be assumed that co_lpensation presents a legitimate title to a place
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among the ends of penal justice, it appears
further to my humble conception, that sapposing, with the favourite system of exotic
punishment
in one scale, and the discarded
system of home pumshment in the other, the
balance were to be found to hang exactly
even (the weights from the four other topics,
example, reformation, _ncapacitat_on for fresh
offences, and economy, being collected and
throam in on both sides) that on that supposition, I say--and that I hope, not a very presumptuous one--a few grains of compensation
might (forasmuch as there could be nothing
of the sort in the opposite scale) be found
peradventure to preponderate,
This is all I presume to contend for under
this head: and here ends all the trouble I
wish to give your Lordship, for the present
at least, on the subject of this unfashionable
and httle regarded end of penal justice.
V. Fifth head of comparison between the
two s_stems:
fifth and last object or end
proper to be kept in view in a system oi penal
legislation : the collateral object of Economy =
economyin respect of the aggregate expense
of the establishments
allotted to ths purpose.
In the 28th Report of the Committee on
Finance, your Lordship possesses a document
in which this topic stands discussed, with that
comprehensive and demonstrative
accuracy
in which the advocates of the penal eolonizatmn system have never ceased to behold
their sentence.
I beg your Loldship's pardon: instead of advocates, I should rather
have said supporters;
for, to be an advocate
of a system, a man must have something to
say for it, which in the ease of a sTtpporter is
not necessary. In the present instanc% in the
character of" advocates, I have always found
gentlemen
as silent and modest as in the
character of supporters they have been found
powerful--and
by dlnt of power firm and
strenuous.
In the epithet, the so oftenquoted
epithet, " improved,'* consists (as your Lordship will find) not only the substance, but
the entire tenor of their argument:
and on
what sort of foundation that epithet has been
applied is a point on which, by this time,
your Lordship is not altogether unprepared
to judge.
Including, as it does, the whole
budget of their arguments, for all occasmns,
on which the merits of the favourite e_tablishment can come in questton, it would be
injustice to refuse them, on any occasion, the
full benefit of it.
According to the calculations in the above
Finance Report--m
New South Wales, the
average annual expense of convicts, per head,
varying accm ding to a variety of statements
and suppositions,
is from £33:9:5_
to
£46 : 7 : 9¼ ; the highest rate of expense
most probable,

the

Expense.
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Annual expense per head of convicts mainrained on the intended penitentiary plaJi,
exclusive of expense of bmlding and outfitting once paid, as per draught of contract,*
.......
£12
0 0
Expense of building and outfitting
for theintendednumber
ofathousand, as per ditto, £19,000--say
for round numbers £20,000: this
at five per cent. makes to be
added per head per ammm,
.
1 0 0
Expense of land tor the building,
had the spot at Battersea Rise
been taken, that had been appropriatcd to the penitentiary establishment by a jury under the
act of 1779, £6,600 :t, or if an
allowance had been made for intervening
rise of value,
say
£10,000.
this at five per cent.
makes to be further added per
cent. per annum,
....
0 10 0
Total expense per annum, £13 10 0
Say, accordingly,
rate of expense of the
colonial estabhshment
to the penitentiary
es_abhshment--inroundnumbers,
fromsome.
what more than two to one, to somewhat
less than four to one.
True it is, that in the course of the seven
or eight years, during which the pretence
for rehnquishment
on the ground of lapse
oft*me, had been manufacturing, the expense
of necessaries had received such an increase,
that, without some such addition as between
£4and£5,thefaithphghtedbytheaeceptanee
of the proposal m 1793, must (as _our Lordship may have observed from my armed,$ and
therefore suppressed memorial of April 1800,)
have been violated in substance.
True it is
also, that by the comphment paid to
in
the change of the spot from Battersea Rise
(the spot chosen by the twelve judges, &c.,
and valued bya jury under the act of 1779,)
to Tothill-fields, an additional expense would
have been incurred, an expense, the amount
of which, though not capable of exact liquidation, might, supposing the lot had been
completed, be set down in round numbers at
another £10,000:
so that, upon the whole,
the expense per head per annum of the peo
* 28th Finance Report, ._. 71.
+ 34th Geo. III. e. 84_ _ L
.+ Armed. i. e. with reasons ."suppressed, be.
cause the reasons were found troublesome. The
distinction is one which it was necessary to note
because_ in the unarmed memorial, cut out to
pattern, as per order_ and delivered in instead of
the other, no such troublesome reasons might be
to be found. The armed one is, moreover, the
one which, notwithstanding v.llsuppressions, has
been in your Lordship's hands these six months.
The harmless one lfes ver)" quietly upon the
Treasury shelves. The distraction, by no means
an uninstructive one, will be explained in the
course of the narrative by a variety of examples.
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nitentiary system, on the supposition of the brought to account, amountedto £1,037,000.
thousand prisoners, would have been to be This total is compounded of seven divislmm.
raised from about £13 : 10s. to about £18,
One of them is intituled, "' Expense of vie10s. But the difference, amounting to about tuaUing the convicts and the settlement from
£5 wyear per convict, belongs plainly to no home." To this division anote is subjoined,
such account as that of the original and pro- I expressive of the expectations of the conper expense of the penitentiary system : it ductors and supporters of this system, in remay be set down to the account of public lation to the reduction of the expense. " It
money wasted-- wasted between
and is supposed," says the note, " this expense,
by the one of these _
and in- compared with the numbers victualled, will
corruptible members of, in spite of gradually decrease."
the most strenuous remonstrances on my
It is to this division (your Lordship will
part, out of compliment to, and for the accom- have the goodness to observe) --it is to this
modation of the other,
division that the expectaLinns thus declared
"But the expense," says somebody, " will confine themselves: of no other of the se yen
decrease : it was expected to be great, till the divisions is any such expectation so much as
colony raised its own provisions ; but now hinted.
that period is arrived."
The sum expressive of the expense under this
My Lord, if it were put to me to say, hohead is
.......
£186,270
nestly and sincerely, whether the expense per Lest anything should be omitted,
head were most hkely to increase or to dethat can possibly help to swell
crease (reckoning from the last amount as
the amount of the only head upon
stated in the report of the committee of fiwhich any expectation of redacnance), I should certainly answerto detion is so much as professed to
crease, and that in a considerable degree :
be entertained, let it be observed,
though at the sametime, were I to be asked
that (according to another statewhether any considerable decrease would be
ment in this same account) had
"_o be depended upon, I could not answer
the plan of accounting, pursued
otherwise than in the negative,
on and from the fourth year, been
On the other side of the question, there
pursued during the three first,
aretwo otherpoints,to which I couldventhisdwislonwould havereceived
tureto speak with much greaterconfidence, an addition,at the expense of
One is,thatthe rateof possible
decrease the lastprecedingone,intituled,
has itslimits; and those limitssuch, that
"First establ_shrnent
of settlethere is not any the smallest chance whatment and transportation
of conever, that within the compass of the present
viers :" the total of which, for the
century the rate of expense per head in New
ten or eleven years, is . . . 264,433
South Wales will be reduced to a level with Say, then, instead of £186,270-therateatwhich,ifthe publicfaith
had been
and forround numbers,
. . 200,000
kept with me at the outset,itwould have From thegrandtotal,
amountingto 1,037,230
stoodunder thepenitentiary
system. I might Strikeoff,forthe same reasons,
perhaps add--nor even to a levelwith that
the odd ........
37,230
at which it would now stand, if so much
Remains
......
1,000,000
of thepublicfaith,
asatthistimecanbe kept which gives,forthe proportionof thatone
with me, were now kept.
of the seven divisions
on which alone any
Anotheris--that,longbeforethe rateof saving was so much as expected,onefiflh
expense perhead, in New South Wales, is ,artof the whole. The saving expected
reducedso much as to the levelof what it (your Lordshipwillbe pleasedto observe)
would now be under the penitentiary
system, was not thesavingof,but onlya savingupon,
thislatterexpensewould be reducedtono- thatbranch of the expense: not a savingof
thingat all.
the whole,but onlya savingof some unspeIn relation
to thefirst
of thesetwo points driedand unspecifiable
partofit. Let us be
the probableamount of the decreasein more liberal,
however, to honourableand
the easeoftheNew South Wales system-- if righthonourablegentlemen,thantheywould
ourexpectationsaregovernedbythose
which, ventureto be even to themselves. Callita
accordingto the latestdocuments,were en- savingofthe whole. On the otherhand,let
retrainedby the conductorsand supporters ustake,forthe probable
continuedamount of
of it,theyatleastcannot complainmuch of the expense perhead, settingasidethedethe estimate,
duetion, the then actualamount, as found by"
Of the expense of the ten or eleven first the committee, . ....
£46
7 t_years of the existence of this settlement, be- From the amount so found, let
ingthe period comprised inthe account signed
us, for the sake of round
Charles Long, 16th May ] 798, and marked
numbers, strike off the odd . 0 2 0¼
O in the 28th Finance Report, printed 26tb
June 1798, the grand total, at that time
Remains ......
£46
5 0

V. ECONOMY.

-- 1. Convict and Pe_it_tlary

Brought forward,
£46
From this sum deduct the supposed saving, mounting to . 9

5

0

5

0

Remains
.....
£37
0 0
In this £37, then, your Lordship sees that
quantity towards which, according to the
expectation of gentlemen who are urged by
every imaginable motive to put the best face
possible upon their "improved"
colony, may
be considered as likely to be making approaches, from time to time, but to which, even
according to expectations so circumstanced,
it can never be considered as susceptible, in
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management which I may have occasion to
exhibit elsewhere, they were manufacturing
their "lapse of time ;" and thus was formed
one of their four grounds for the relinquishment of the incommodious measure.
In a still longer space of time (adding preceding delays)theymanufactured
a necessary
"increase of terms ;" and this was another of
their four grounds : and, in these two hatmonizing features, your Lordship beholds the
morality of honourable and right honourable
gentlemen delineated to the life.

that time elapsed : but unless gentlemen choose
to take credit, as for a service done to his Majesty,
for the number of his subjects thus got rid of_to
this £1,037,000 should be added, upon a fair astn'nate, some such matter as one_ two, or three
hundred thousand pounds more. Bad as it is,
as a measure of pollce..-bad as it is as a measuce
of J/nanee--it would in both characters have been
._18, 10s.
still worse_ had it not been for its efficacy in the
Being the amount to which
character of a measure of destruction.
Some
gentlemen themselves had (as
men, I hope, will not, even in the secret of their
already mentioned) contrived to
own bosoms--no man, I trust, will openly, and
swell it from the
....
£13
0 0
in the face of day, be bold enough to set down
Which was the original and proper rate.*
this destruction on the j_roJ_tside of the account.
Not that even this flagntions profit_if it were one,
Here, then, as in a nut-shell, yonr Lordcould be justly placed to the account of this new
ship may see the morahty, the economy, and invented transportation system : since, by setting
the logzc of right honourable gentlemen-all or leaving men to rot in gaols at home, the _une,
in their genuine colours,
or any still more preventative and more econoFor seven years together, by a course of mieal degree of destruetaon might be effected at
a small part of the exl_.nse.
Notwithstanding this increase in the total quan.
* In addition to this £46 : 5s., or this £37, the turn, the rate of expense per head (it may be
whole produce and value of the whole labour ex- observed on the other hand) would in this case
tracted or extractable from the convicts (while in have been diminished : since those divisions of
their state of bondage at least) may be consi- the expense, which are fixed, and apply in corndared as so much thrown away : or, if not consi- men to the whole number of persons maintained
dered as thrown away, then, whatever may be the -- such as the expenses of the several official asvalue of it ought at any rate to be addedto the tablishments---eivfl_ military, and navalwthese
account of expense, since that aceonntis lessened heads of expense having, by the supposition, a
and reduced to those sums respectively by the greater number of heads of persons to distribute
amount of it. On the panopticon plan, one themselv_ upon ; would fall, in so much the less
fourth part of the produce of each man's labour
magnitude, upon each. 2"he truth of this obserwould, withoutany additional expense to govern- ration mus h to a certain extent_ be admitted :
ment, have been employedwpardyin
insuring to some heads of expense there are_ to which the
him a maintenance m his declining years, partly
survivance of the'human bemgs_ who perished,
in administering present comforts to himself and would not have added any increase. The expense
family, where he has one : the other three fourths
of transportation is an example : but in what
would have been employed--partly in thrnishing
degree- or indeed whether in any degree--the
the capital necessary for the s-etting to work such expense of the several supenntending establishconvicts as should choose to betake themselves merits above mentioned, can with propriety be conto the estabhshment for employment, after the sidered, as being in the same case_ will be matter
expiration of their respective terms ; (a good deal of great doubt. Throughout, the scantiness, or
of it in the charges of buildings, and other masses supposed scantiness, of these several establishof fixed and other capital)--partly in affording ments, appears to have been matter of general
subsistence and recompense to the various de- complaint : this complaint, well or ill.grounded,
scriptions of persons employed in the way of ma- has been among the taw complaints which appear
nagement and superintendence,
to have met wit_ adequate attentionhere at home,
Under the head of IncaTacitation (viz. for fresh and a very considerable increase in the total of
offences), I have had oe_lsien to point out the those establishments has been the consequence.
advantages reaped in that way from the tran- Thus stands the matter, notwithstanding the roqnillizing han_ of death. The same acuve and duetion effected in the popnlatien_ by the causes
gratuitous agent, while thus employed in the of destruction above mentioned: canitreasonably
police department in cutting short the thread of be a&sumed, that, if the population had been in
/ire, will have been rendering proportionate scr- any considerable degree greater, the establishvice in the financial department, by a proportion, manta for the managnmen_of it would not in the
able abridgment of thethread of expense,
same degree have been increased ?
At the time of the last account, the actual
This topic is mentioned only, (as Necker
quantum of the expense, taken m its total_ ro_e would say) t_romemorid: toformapreeisecalcuno higher than a million and thirty-seven thou- _ lation, wou_d require a mass of labour and paper
Jand pounds, for the eleven or twelve years at disproportionate to the present purpose.
the nature of the case, of ever being reduced,
But in this £37 your Lordship sees a rate
of expense the exact double of that of the
penitentiary estabhshment, taken at its latest
and artificially augmented nominal amount,
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The genuine expense of the discarded system was as
. . £13 l0 0
The expense to which they had
contrived to swell it, for the
purpose of'olasting it, was as. 18 10 0
Instead of it, and in the character
of a declared ground for discarding it, though there be no incompatibility, they keep up the
favourite system, the expense
of which, by the latest accounts,
was as
.......
46 5 0
And which they themselves could
not pretend to say was likely
ever to be reduced so low as . 37 0 0
And here your Lordship has another sample,
of that congenial cast of economy, for which
the public is indebted to the contrivers of
the never-to-be-forgotten
Poor Bill.
It is to save the public from being burthened by that "increase of terms," to which,
not altogether without reason, they apply the
attribute "great"---to
save his Majesty's subjects from paying _£18 : 10s. that they saddle
the present generation with £46: 5s.--leaving
to some future generation its chance for seeing the expense reduced to a sum between
that and the £37.
And here, in conclusion, your Lordship
sees a sample of that logic which has led to
such economy, and proved such morality to
be conducive to true interest, and compatible
with lasting fame.
Your Lordship (I hope) has not forgotten,
that, in relation to every one of those points
which either have been, or ought to have been
its direct objects--ezarnple--reformation_
incapacitation in regard to ulterior offences--compensation for the mischief by past offences
_the
establishment has been (according to
the nature of each object) as completely unconducive, or as strenuously repugnant, as it
is possible for an institution to be: and it is for
so pre-eminent a degree of unfitness with referenee to all these its direct ends, that a
compensation was to be looked for on the
collateral ground of economy ; -- economy,
the only ground so much as hinted at--the
strong and favourite ground of right honourable gentlemen: -- the only one of the five
objects so often mentioned that appears ever
to have had any pretensions to the honour of
their notice: for, as to the confining the misehievous activity of convicts _ confining it,
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' by lawless force, to the spot from which the
law, had its force been equal to that of righ¢
honourable gentleman, would have set them
free-- confining it to a part of his Majesty's
dominions, and thereby preventing it from
displaying itself in any part except that one
--as to this point, I have already had oecasion to observe, that change of place and anmhilation are not the same operation to an
ordinary understanding, whatever they may
i be to extraordinary ones.
"In arzthmetic," (says Mr. Rose most truly*) "there is no eloquence to persuade, no
partiality to mislead.
In its calculations,
therefore," (I keep on saying with the right
honourable
gentlemen at my respectful distance,) "if the reader will have the patience
to peruse them, plainly and fairly, as they are
given in the preceding pages, he cannot be at
a loss for his decision.
To them the writer
of these sheets," (I still keep up with him,)
"can with confidence appeal. The subject,"
he continues and concludes, does not "admit
of favour, but it cannot fail to obtain justice."
There _ there, alas !-- he distances me. The
subject--the
subject in which I was concerned_did
admit of .favour, and therefore
it could not obtain justice.
So much for the contingent decrease upon
the expense of the favourite establishment.
Your Lordship may now compare it with the
decrease already hinted at, in the case of its
devoted rival. Of this expense, the continuance being limited to that of the longest ot
two hves, one of them a very insignificant
and useless one, was in June 1798, in a caiustion printed in the 28th report of the finance
committee, estimated at from about 12_ to
about 13_ years ;t and, in the course of the
four years and more, which gentlemen have
since contrived to make elapse, those two
lives (it will be comprehended without much
difficulty) have not, under the care thus taken
of them, increased much in value.
Thus much, on the supposition ofa rednctlon under one of the seven heads of expense.
Against this will be to be set the contingency
of an increase, under two other of these heads:
a contingency which does not present itself
as altogether an improbable one: I mean those
of the military and naval establishments ; to
say nothing of the civil, which is so much inferior to the least of them._

• On the Civil List 1802, p. 39.
_- Appendix H. p. 81.
State of the three Establishments, Civil_ Military, and Naval, in different years,
as per 28th Report of the Committee of Finance, p. 25, and Appendix O to do. p. 121.
1789.
1797.
Civil, App. O.p. 121..
, £2,877 ]0 0 • . £5,523 10 0
l_IilitaryAl_
O.p. 121, . 6,847 1 10. • 16,906 4 2}
Naval, p. 25,

.

.

.

s

£9,724 11 10
10,010 0 0

a

£22,429 14 2i
10,010 0 0

£32,439 14 2_
a Average of the whole eleven or twelve years: the separate amountof the respective years being,
in the case of the naval establishment, unasc_."tninable.

V. ECONOMY.--2.
Your Lordship has not failed to notice in
its place the lady's letter.
The initial and
principal part of it brings upon the carpet this
same topic (and sure enough, my Lord, it is
not from that source alone that your Lordship has heard of it,) the two sorts of things
at present needful to the "improved" colony
more vessels and more troops•
sage is in these words :--

The pus-

" Port Jacl_son, 7th October 1800.
"H. M. Ship Buffalo, returning to Europe,
gives me an opportunity of writing to you,
and of mentioning the uncomfortable state of

Colonial AJvoutages.
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" But New South Wales," (it may still be
[ said,) " New South Wales, besides being an
[ here lately. The Irish rebels, who were lately
[ transported into this country, have imported with
] them their dangerous principles, ratherinereased
] than subdued by their removal from their _ative
[ country. They began by circulating their do¢] trine among the convicts, and a conspiracy had
scarcely been formed before it was happily dis_
covered. They had conducted their scheme with
great art and secresy, to which they were gene.
rally sworn, and offensive weapons were made_
even from the tools of a_ri.culturc, for carryl.ng
_eir purpose into execution. In no part o£ the
J_ritish
dominions
any occasion,
could seal
the
troops and
principalupon
inhabitants
show more

anxiety we are kept in by the late importation of United Irishmen. For these last six
months we have been under some apprehensions: but
, disbelieving their intentions,
tookno steps to prevent their designs,
until last Sunday week, which was the day

and alacrity in coming forward in support of the_
government.'"
Such is the account given in the above paper,
of an affair which appears to have been the same
as that spoken of in the lady's letter.
The account given of the same affair, in the
continuation of Captain (nowLieutonant-colonel)
fixed for the destruction of the military and Collins' history, is as fol[ows_ page 306 :m" The
principal families at Paramatta ; a considerBuffalo sailed for Engiandon the21stofOctober,
able settlement fifteen miles from this. The and as the Governor had intended to touch and
alarm being general, prevented their meetland at Norfolk Island, for the purpose of learning: but above thirty of the ringleaders were
ing, from his own observation, something m¢ the
apprehended and examined, when the greatest
state of that settlement, some few o£ the Irish
prisoners, who were suspected of laying plans of
part confessed the horrid plot.
Most of the msurreetton and massacre, were taken in the
passengers in the Buffalo treat this business
Buffalo, and landed there."
as ridiculous : but this is probably because
The prisoners in question appear to have been
they are not likely now to partake of our ofthenumberofthosewhohadheentakennp(as
danger, or from their not knowing the dreadthe historian informs us), and examined on the
fu] enormities already committed by these
suspicion of a plot of this kind, solong before as
m the beganning oftheprecedingmonth.
II.Colpeople in their own country.
Our military
lins, p. 302. Marks of falsehood (it is to be ob.
force is very little in comparison of the num- served) appear on the face of the confessions as
hers of Irish now in the colony, and that little
reported : but an interpretation thatsuggrsts itself
much diwded : the Buffalo's sailing leaves us is--that though the plot, as pretended to be conwithout any naval protection whatever. Much fessed, was false, the objector the falsehood was to
trouble may befal us before any succours can conceal a true one. That the belief of a true plot
•
at the bottom of the whole, was generally enterarrive, even after our critical situation is tained, appears by the exertions made, under the
known; and we have every reason to believe
authority of the governor, to guard against the
that dther ships, with the same description
apprehended mischief, by so strong a remedy as
of people, are now on their voyage to this the formation of volunteer as:oclatlor_ : '" two
place.'"
volunteer associations of fifty men each," out of
That these apprehensions, though expressed
such materials as " the most respectable inhabi.
tants" in a colony so composed. The declared
by a female pen, were neither unfounded nor object was " the increasing the armed force of
exaggerated, appears pretty well established
the colony." If in the amount of the regular
by posterior accounts.
For these, indeed, I force the deficiency had not, in the judgment of
have no other warrant than that of the newsthe governing part of the colony,been a very de.
papers from whick they are copied. All the cided one, it may be imagined whether any such
knowledge I have of them is of the nega- auxiliaries
suchnumber, havebeen
called in towould,
supply inany
it.
tire kind, viz. that I know nothing whatever, either of the authors of the respective
articles of intelligence,
or of the manner in
which they found their way to the respective
prints. But even this negative knowledge is
not altogether without its useandapplieation,
since the result of it is, that the contents
cannot have received any undue tincture from
any motives by which the present representation may be supposed to have been tinged.*
• P_eupine,
lOth June 1801.--"A
letter
from Botany Bay, dated the 7th October, contains the following intelligence :--' A very anpleasant circumstance had]ike to have occurred

Bell': Weekl9 z_esaeuger, 3d January 1802.
--" In consequence of a number of Irish rebels
having been transported and sent to Botany Bay,
and there attempting to subvert me government
by various acts of disorder and tumu]h that colony became in a state of insurrection ; and at
Norfolk Island they would have succeeded, but
for the manly and spirited conduct of Governor
King and Lieutenant-governor Patterson, who
caused the principal ringleaders to be secured,
seine of whom were exeentod. The spirit of in.
surrection was in some degree revived by the
arrival of the LadyAnne
transport in March
lest, bringing withher one hundred and fifty of
the vilest miscreantsofall deseriptiora b convicted
of the worst of crime% such as murder, &c, &¢. ;
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establishment for the maintenance, employment, and reformation ofconvicts, ismoreover
a colony: and, as colonies in general are _dmitted to be valuable possessions, so must this
too; since this, whatever becomes of it in any
other character, remains at any rate a colony."
My Lord--to
confess the truth, I never
could bring myself to see any real advantage
derived by the mother country, from anything
that ever bore the name of a Colony. It does
not appear to me, that any i_u_cance ever did
exist, in which any expense bestowed by government in the planting or conquering of a
colony was really repaid. The goods produced
by the inhabitants of such new colony cannot
be had by the inhabitants of the mother
country, without being paid for : and from
other countries, or the mother country itself,
goods to equal value may, without any such
additional expense, as that of founding, maintaining, and py_tecting a colony, be had upon
the same terms,
By accident, and for a time, there may indeed be, in the rate of profit obtained in dealing with the inhabitants of the new co!ony,
a superiority with reference to the rate of
profit obtained in dealing with other inhabitants of the mother country, or with the inhabitants of other states that arc at the whole
expense nftheir own maintenance ; but such
superiority is either not regarded as worth
thinking about, or else tacitly assumed, and
at any rate, never so much as attempted
to be proved : while, on the other hand, an
inferiority is at least as probable.* The sup-

position universally entertained_the
supposition all along, though tacitly, assumed_
the supposition on which statesmen speak and
governments act, is--that
the goods of the
inhabitants of the colony--the productions of
the colony--are obtained for nothing ;--tha_
the capital employed in carrying on the trade
with the colony would not have yielded anything--would
neither have yielded the ordinary rate of profit, nor any rate of profit at
all, had it been employed elsewhere --had it
been employed in any other branch of productive industry.
On this supposition, the
whole amount of the annually imported produce of the colony, figures annually on the
i side of national profit, without any per coni tr_ on the other side : or rather (what is still
I worse, and, if it were not so universal, more
flagrantly absurd,) the export, by the sacrifice
of which this import is obtained, is also considered as national profit : the loss, not only
not deducted from the profit, but added to it.
Thus then stands the real account of profit
and loss, in respect of colonies in general :-Colonies in general yield no advantage to the
mother country, because their produce is hever obtained without an equivalent sacrifice,
for which equal value might have been ohtained elsewhere. The particular colony here
in question yields no advantage to the motiler country, and for a reason still more sirepie--because
it yields no produce.
The distinction is an essential one : I trust
to your Lordship's candour for the keeping it
in broad day-light.
The proposition relative

but by a timely check it was soon overturned,
We are happy to announce, that the military
force there behaved throughout with much cornmendable firmness and spirit; though at the same
time we lament that the present force seems by
no means adequate to so dangerous and arduous
an undertaking."
In the newspaper, as above, the time of the
occurrence is not mentioned. In Lieutenant.
colonel Collins' Continuations no further mention
is made of it, than what is contained in the tbllowing short paragraph, page 333 :--" At Norfolk Island, it was fortunately discovered, that,
on the 14th of December 1800, a plot had been
formed by some of the convicts to murder the
officers, and getting possession of the island, to
liberate thenlselves.
Two of the ringleaders
were immediately executed."
So far th'e histozian : another circumstance, from which it may
be judged whether the alleged plot, examined
into but two months before, was altogether an
imaginary one.
re'In a report made by the committee of his
Majesty's Privy Council m 1789 (a report which,
it may be presumed, did not meet with much disagreement on the part of either the first Lord or
the Secretary of the Treasury)--in this repert,
as quoted by the late Mr. Bryan Edwards, in his
History of the West Indies,_ the value of British
capital in these colonies is estimated all together
at _.70,000,000. At thesametime, the"Mercan,

to the unprofitableness of colonies _n general
is one thing: the proposition relative to the
particular unprofitableness of this partwnlar
colony, is quite a different thing.
The first

IL Edwards, p. 381_ 390, b. iv. ell. iii.

tile value of the capital per annum," (by which,
I take tbr granted, he means the annual value of
the produce raised by the employment of that
capital) is estimated at no more than £7,000,000.
This according to Mr. Edwardb' estimate ; in
which, ifIunderstand the planof valuation right,
the rate assigned is rather higher than in that of
their Lordshxps. Upon 70 millions, 7 millions
is l0 per cent. In _lr. Pitt's and Mr. Rose's
estimate, made for the purpose of the incometax, 15 per cent. isreckoned upon as the ordinary
rate of profit upon mercantile capital, employed
] in the home trade :b an esumate which, m the
I mains appears to be agreed to and confirmed by
] Dr. Bceke.¢ It would be a problem worthy the
] ingenuity of those right honourable gentlemen,
_to shew us by what process " inde_nnity fir tl_e
] past and sec_rlt 9 for the future"
are to be
I bestowed upon thls or any other country, by en] gaging its c_pitalists to employ their capital in
a branch that preducesno more than 10 per cent.
in preference to so many other branches that produce 15 per cent.
b Rose, Brief Examination, &c., 7th Edit,
1799, App. No. 7.
c On the Income Taw 2d Edit, 1800_ p. 131.
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may be consigned to the chapter of romance,
by the a.Tmirers of arithmetic and its calcula,
tioas: the other will remain as firm, as impregnable, as ever. The former gentlemen
may amuse themselves with, and welcome-a good round House-of-Commons
hugh will
dispose of it--the
other will not quite so
easily be got rid off. Ex nih,lo nihilfit,
is a
maxim, which, by its antiquity, may at least
be protected from the reproach of _nnovatzon.
From a colony in which no import-worthy
produce can be raised, no import-worthy
produce therein raised can be imported,
A trade, indeed, and a trade with foreign
countries, has all along been carried on in New
South Wales bythe inhabitants of New South
Wales. A trade ? Yes, but of what sort?--a
trade consisting of buying without selling,
The articles purchased have been such of the
necessaries and comforts of hfe, as the inhabitants, receiving pay immediately or mediately from the government of the mother
country, have been willingto purchase, at the
expense of the whole, or a corresponding pertion of such their pay. The articles sacrificed
have consisted, exclusively, of the money of
which that pay has been composed : a trade
which, with reierence to any profit considered
as receivable by the inhabitants of the mother
country, consists in giving to the people of
other countries for nothing, and in the shape
of hard money, so much wealth raised on those
same inhabitants of the mother country by
taxes ;--a trade which consists in paying tribute, tribute without return, to foreign countries. The people at large, on whom the toohey is levied, to be distributed, in the shape
of pay, among the funetionariesofgovernment
in New South Wales, get nothing at all for
their money:
the functionaries
themselves
get very little for it, since the goods they
have purchased with it have always been sold
to them at most enormous priceq: prices some
number of times perhaps as great, as they
would have got the same articles for had they
staid at home.*
• IL Collins, page 202, March 1799,--" The
settlement was at this time much in want of many
necessaries of life ; and when these were brought
by speculators and traders, who occasionally
touched there, they demanded more than 500
per cent. above what the same articles would
have been sent outfor from England, with every
addition of freight_ insurance," &c.
Ibid. page 280, 3d January 1800.--" Having
touched a_ Rio de Janeiro, (the Mercury) had
brought many articles for sale, as well from that
port as from England, most of which were much
wanted by the inhabitants : but the prices required for them were such as to drain the colony
of every shilling that could be got together."
To such a degree had this exhaustion been car.
fled, that, ff I apprehend the passage right, a
species of paper frioney, and that issued by government itself, had been then already, and if so,
probably continues to be, current in New South
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Such has been the nature of the trade hL
therto : and, ff there be any prospect that
Wales. The Governor, not being supplied from
government at home with money in sut_cient
quantity for the purchase of that vmportion of
the sto_k of public subsistence which was to be
obtained by purchase from such of the inhabitants by whom it had been produced, found himself under the necessity of coining this fictitious
species of money, imposing thereby, on govern.
ment
of
it. at home, a quantity of debt to the amount
Ibid. page 263.--" The dit_culties which were
still placed m the way of the commissary in preparing hts accounts to be sent home, through the
settlers and other persons who had not come forward, as they were sometime since directed, to
sign the requisite vouchers for the sums paid them
for the grain or pork which they had delivered
at the publie stores, [these difllculties still continumg unremoved] the commissary was directed
not to make immediate payment m future, but
to issue the government.notes quarterly only,
when every person concerned would be obliged to
attend, and gl"ve the properreceipts for such sums
as might be there paid them. This was a most
useful regulation, and had been long wanted."
T/w government notes : an expression which
seems to imply that the issuing of such notes had,
then already been in habitual use.
This was in August 1799 : four or five months
betore the time of the complaint made, as above,
of the disappearance of hard money.
Down to the last moment, th_ supposition
which the historian proceeds upon is--tfigt whatever hard money ever finds its way into the co.
lony in any shape, though it be but in half-pence,
wiU (unless preventive measures, such as he saggests, be employed) find itself under a perpetual
impossibility otstayieg there. These remedies
are--such
as unexperienced good sense would
naturally suggest _ but of the compl_ete and rai dlcal inefficacy of which, history, and the reflec.
tmns whmh have grounded themselves on that
history, might have completely satisfied him.
Though every shilling had been called half a
crown, no American who received it to take with
hxm to America, would have given so much as
thirteen pence for it.
Ibid. page 271, .November D'99.--" Informa.
tion was at this time received, that copper coinage
to the amount of $2550was in the Porpoise, whose
arrival might be daffy looked for. The circulation of this money would be attended with the
most comibrtable accommodation to the people
m their vanous dealings with eachother ; and it
might be so marked as to prevent any induesment
to take it out of the colony. If it should ever be
found convenient by government to order a silver
coinage for the use of the settlement, if It weze
fixed at not more than half or two thirds of the
intrinsic value of what it might pass for, so as to
render the loss considerable to any one attempting to carry it away, it would be felt as a considerable advantage, and would effectually prevent
the forgeries to which a paper currency was li.
able."
By this same paesage, the existence era paper
currency, though not directly stated, appears,
however, to be pretty effectually confirmed.
In addition to the other imported blessings -idle hulks and equally idle gaols -- the foundstion of a sort of national debt appears thus to be
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the nature of that trade should undergo a
change in any degree or in any respect more
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advantageous to the mother country, it wilt
rest with those to whom sueb prospect has
manifested itself, to point it out.
Of real advantages, if the case afforded
any, ezperwnc¢, with reflection grounded on
it, might furnish out the list : for ideal ones,

ing, if not already laid, in the"/reproved*'
YThe _r was (itvessel
to whichbethe
exhaustion
is a_dl_t,
may perhaps
observed)
not
a forei_n but a British one. But the cause which opinion, wherever it may be to be found, is
gave birth to the first manifestation of the effect, the sole resource.
would naturally be the canse to which, in asimIn a passage that has already been subpie and ordinary mode of statement, the effect it- mitred to your Lordship's notice, the late
_elf, the whole L_lt'ect,without distinction of parts Judge Advocate of the colony, taking upon
and degrees, would be ascribed. By the table
of ship arrivals given by our historian, among himself the task of advocate in another sense,
eighteen vesseis that, in the course of the seven and calling over, the muster roU of the advantages supposed to result from the estaor eight years, from November 1.792toFebruary
1800, arnved in _ew _onm wares vnm ear_oes blishment, gives the precedence to those, to
of goods for sale, it appears that eigllc were trom
which, had they any real existence, the prehis Majesty's dominions (Indian possessions in- eedence would unquestionably
be due : I
eluded ;) the otherten from various foreign states, mean those which consist in its supposed subIt is m deference to the more obvious, and servienee to the ends of penal 3ustice: of
what, I believe, are the more common opinions,
that a distinction between a trade of this sort, which supposed subservience I have already
carried
on withforeign
shipsandterritories,
and had occasionto submit to your Lordshipa
a tradeofthesame sort,
carried
on withBritishsomewhat dliferen_
estimate.Of any ofthe
shipsand territories,
isthusnoted, The more advantagescommonly looked forincolonies
doselyit
isexaminedinto,
themore immaterial (advantagesderivedfrom population,prowillthisdistinction,
I believe,
be found tobe. duce, or trade,)I findno specific
mention.
What is gained in this way upon his Majesty's
subjects resident in New South Wales, by his Two other supposed advantages are, howMajesty's subjects resident m Old Britain, ope. ever, added, the account of which, that no
rates in no greater de_ee in diminution of taxes injustice may unawares be done to it, is here
(taxes rais e_ upon his ltiajesty's subjects rest- given in the respectable author's own words.
dent in Old Britain,) than if it had been gained The passage has been already quoted. " Vaby those same subjects of his Majesty m other
ways, or gained by foreigners. The real mischief luable nursery to our East-India possessions
is__that wcalth in any shape=-in that of money, for soldiers: valuable nursery to our East
as well as in any other, and not more man m India possessions for seamen."
Nothing, inany other--that wealth in any shape, rained with- deed, of all this does the learned Advocate
out equivalent, andthereferem
thcwayofcomstate it as having yet proved: but allthis
pulsion, by taxes, should he parted with for such he supposes that one day or other " tt n_y
a fragment of an equivalent--should,
as to so prove." *
large a proportion of it, be parted wxth, without
equivalent.--by those whosemeans ofsubsistcnce As to soldzers,
in as farasitlieswithin
are_omposedofit,and limlted
intheiramount the bounds of physical
possibility,
thatsolby thevalueofthegoods obtained
in exchange dlersstationed
in ]New South Wales may be
forit. They arethusloadedwith a continualsent from thence to the East Indies,in so
tax,totheamount ofthedifference
betweenthe far may New South Wales be considered
as
pricetheyarethusobligedto givein the ira. capableof servingas a nurseryforsoldiers,
proved colony,and thepriceibrwhich they
mi_.it
have prodded themselves
witla
thesame with reference
to theEast .Indies.
Bat, forarueles
had theystaidathome..
....
asmuch as the nearestport in New South
In proposing
what presents
._tsclt
tomm rathe Wales is fartherfrom the mother country
character
ofa remedy,thewortl3yma_is_ate
creesthan the _thest portinthe East Indiesis,
notconfider
thattheevil,
suchasItis__srooted farthe_in pointoftime, by a thirdor so of
in theverynatureof thecolony,and bidsde- the way--and forasmuch as itisnot New
fiance,
notonlytotheremedyprop?seal,
butto South Wales thatisin the way to the East
everyother.For many artleles
wl_tcl_
thecotony
doesnotpyoduce,
ademand-.-acontinualdemandIndies,but the East Indiesthatareinthe
exists
inthecolony:---and
thatdemand _s(m _e
langualze
ofAdam Smith)aneyffbctual
demanu ; hands,consumed by thepersonsby whom itis
since,
i'or
a oertmnportionofwhat th.ey
would produced: theremainderchangeshands,andis
wishtohave,men have thatwhich win De ac- purchased
_ eitherby the Governorthere,m
ceptedof by theproprietors
as an equivamnt, exchangeforthehard money he receives
from
vi_ hardmoney. Ifthecountryproducedany- Englan_l_
orby thefunctionaries
ofgovernment,
thingthatwouldbeworthsendingtooth.er
couno inexchangeformoney received
by mere,inme
tries_ that would be bett_ worth sending than shape of pay, from the same source.. ....
money-.so much as it proauceu in tnls snapc., so
rn the nature of men and things, _s it possmie
much would be so disposed of, and the eqmva- to keep money from going out of a country,
lent in money saved. But the eount_ does no.t
affoed any such internal pronuce, vt nat.ever tt
does proauce is consumed by the inhabitants,
affording them a par_ .and but apart,.ottqexr
eubsistenee.
Part oI zt is, w_tnout cnangmg

where (besides that the export of money cut of
it is not prohibited) men have on the one hand
_vants, on the other hand money, and nothing
but money to give in exchange ?
• Collins, L Preface_ pp. 9, 10.
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way to New South Wales--on
these considerations it shotdd seem, that to be at hand
tbr service in the East Indies, any given humher of soldiers would be rather more nsefuUy
stationed if landed at once at that port, whatever it be, of the East Indies, which at any
given point of time seemed likely to afford
the speediest
demand for their services,
than if sent onwards, two or three months'
voyage farther to New South Wales, for the
chance of fretting them back again upon occasion by another voyage of the same length,
The two wars with Tippoo Snib present the
two occasions on which, since the foundation
of the colony, the demand for soldiers in the
East Indies seems to have been at its highest
pitch. I dare venture to hope that, for some
years at least, if not generations, there will
not be such another.
It does not appear that
on either of those occasions any great use
was made of that part of his Majesty's army
which was stationed in New South Wales.
If not in any state of things resembling the
present, I am at a loss t_ conceive in what
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favourite element)navigation, like trade,
considered as an end, rather than as a means
or if as a means, as a means with reference
to colonies.
Here again comes in the ancient
and favourite circle : a circle by which, in defiance of logic and mathemattcs, political conduct is squared, and wars generated.
What
are colonies good for ?--for nursing so vast a
navy. What is so vast a navy good for ?--tor
keeping and conquering colonies.
A construction that might possibly have
been put upon the supposed utility of the
colony in the character of a nursery, receives
a direct and decided negative from the author
in the course of the book: I mean, the supposition that it was from among the convicts
themselves that the two branches of the
public service were to receive their recruits.
Upon this construction a negative is put, not
only by declared opimon, but by the specific
experiences by which that opinion was pindueed.*

* No. 1. September 1794_ p. 391.--'" Eight
convicts were pardoned on condition of their
serving in the New South _Vales corps until
regularly diseharged therefrom.
" It was pleasing to see so many people withdrawing frJm the society of vice and wretchedness, and forming sucha character for themselves
as to be thought deserving of emancipation."
Pleasing certainly for the time, but observe the
upshot, as per No. 3.
As to seamen, men and boys may be sent
No. 2. October 1794, p. 395._" A guard of
on this voyage, with, for aught I know, as an ensign end twenty-one privates of the New
much advantage in point of instruction in South _ralcs corps were onboard the transport.
seamanship as on any other voyage or sue- Six of their people were de_serters from other
cession of voyages, of the same length : hut regiments brought from the Savoy ; oneof _em.
Joseph Draper, we understood, had been tried
their proficiency in point of seamanship would for mutiny (of an aggravated kind) at Quebec.
not, I suppose, be much the less, if the voy" This mode of recruiting the regiment must
age were performed at once in those other
have proved as dl_gusfing to the officers, as it was
tracks, in reference to which a voyage in this detrimental to th'e interests of the settlement.
track is supposed to serve as a school or If the corps was raised for the purpose of pro"nursery,"
and if there were something to be tectmg the civil establishment, and of brm_in_
brought that were worth bringing so far from a counterpoise to the vices and crimes wnica
might naturally be expected to exist among the
the country to which they are sent. When conwcts, it ought to h_ve been carefully formed
the vessels that have carried out from Bnfrom the best characters ; instead of which, we
rain goods and passengers to New South
now found a mutineer--(a wretch who could deWales, have brought any _hing home, it has liberate with others, and consent himself, to be
been (if I am not mistaken)
either from the chosen instrument of the destruction of his
China or the East Indies : so that the ad- sovereign'g son_ sent among us, to remain for
life, pethaps_ as'acheek upon sedition, now added
vantage in respect of the nursery for sea- to the catalogue of our other imported vices."
_nen has been pretty much of the same sort
No. 3. February 1796, p. 455.--" The most
and degree as the advantage just mentioned
active of the soldiers in this aflhir" [a not] '_had
in respect of the nursery tbr soldiers. If, in formerly been convicts, who, _zotha_ingehanged
this case, there be any oecn]t property in a their pri_wlple8 wlth their condition, thus be.
round-about voyage that renders it preferable
cametlle meansofdisgracing their fellow soldiers.
to a direct one, the case (I think) must be the
The introduction
corps certairdy
not of
much
by
of was
people
thisimproved
description
much the same in other voyages : in which among them. It might well have been supposed,
case, the policy would be to establish some that being taken as good characters from the class
general and comprehensive
system, for pre- of prisoners_ they would have felt themsolves
venting vessels m ge_/eral from arriving at above mixing with any of them afterwsnl._ ; hut
their respective places of ultimate destination
it happened otherwise. They had nothing in
so soon as they would otherwise,
them
that pride
termed
e_pritfamiliarly
de coring,
but atoftimes
mixedwhich
with isthe
convicts
probable future state of things gentlemen
here at home should, on any principles whatsoever, be either warranted in keeping up, or
in any degree even disposed to keep up, in
the ever so much improved colony, a superfluous detachment, applicable to the service
of the mother conntry, in the East Indies.

Wise or otherwise, the argument, it must
be confessed, is i_r enough from being an unpopu|sr one • navigations(conveyance
on the

as former companions; yet, when they chose to
quarrel with, or complain of them_ they meanly
a_serted their superiority as _oldler_."
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Be this a.q it may, of this stamp (it may
._.y
enough be conceived)
were the
ents of that mass of "political
advamtage," "the prospect of which" (our historiograpber
informs us) " was" actually
" presented by the plan to the patriotism of
its noble originator" (the late Lord Sydney)
ma prospect which appears to have all along
No. 4. May 1796, p. 47r_--" Arrived two
officers of the Bengalarmy, and a surgeon of the
military establishment, for the purpose of raising
200 recruits from among those people who had
served their respective terms of transportation,
They were to be regularly enlisted andattested,
and were to receive bounW-money,
"On the first view of this scheme, it appeared
very plausible ; and we imagined that the exeeuuon of it would be attended with much good
to the settlement, by ridding it of many of those
wretches whom we had too much reason to deem
our greatest nuisances ; but when we found that
the recruiting officer was instructed to be nice
as to the characters of those he should enlist, and
to entertain none that were of known bad morals,
we perceived that the settlement would derive
less
fromsome
it than
wasto at
first expected,
Therebenefit
was also
reason
suppose,
t-hat several settlers would abandon ttwir .farms, and
leaving their families a burden to the store, erabrace the cl_ange which was offered them, by
enltcting as East India soldiers. It was t_r better for us, if any were capable of hearing arms
and becemmg soldiers, to arm them in defence
of their own lives and possessions, and by embodying them from time to time as a militia,
save to the public the expense of a regiment or
corps raised for the mere purpose of protecting
the public stores and the civil establishment of
the colony:.
________.__.
.
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presented itself in colours equally pleasing to
his Lordship's successors on the second floor
of the treasury, as well as to his and their
colleagues on the first-- I mean always down
to a point of time, the fixation of which I
must beg leave to submit to your Lordship, to
whom it is as precisely known as it is completely unscrutnble to me at my humble distance.
The importance of these same elements of
political advantage will appear in the clearer
light, if they be admitted to be, what to my
humble apprehension
and correct samples
ties .for the past"--all
the future" -- which
ed by anything else

they appear to he, 'fair
of all those " indemnithose " securities for
have ever been presentthat has ever borne the

name of a colony, to the scrutinizing optics
of those well exercised cultivators-some of
them (as your Lordship has seen) professed
panegyrists--"
of arithmetic and its caleulations.'" If a fit standard of "appeal" on the
subje_ of the burthens on the civil list, it
can scarcely be a very unfit one on the subject either of the burthens or of the benefits
from this or other colonies.
But it is only
where wisdom or fo_une happen to have put
right honourable gentlemen in possession of
what presents itself to them as a good ease,
that they have either pens or tongues or so
much as ears for any such undistinguished
and undistinguishable
individual as he who,
on this ground, as well as some other already
mentioned corners of the field of economy,
would be proud to wait upon them in the
character of a co-appellant.
the real advantage derived from the plan ot
colonizing the antipodes -- colomziug them
with settlers selected for their unfitness for
colonization ? This real acquisition (for one
real one I do not thspute) I will beg leave
to present your Lordship with an honest

uistration, he determined to wait the result of a
communication on the subject with the Secretary
of Stat% before he gave it his countenance. At
the same time, he meant to recommend it in a
certain degree, as it was evident that many good
recruits might be taken, without any injury to view of.
the interests of the settlement, from that class of
Two hundred and fifty plants, or thereour p.e?ple who, being no longer prisoners, de- ahouts _ two hundred and fifty new discodined labouring for government_ and, without vered plants--composed
the amount of the
any visible means of subsisting, lived where and stock of vegetable curiosities that had been
how they chose."
imported fi'om thence in 1796, according to
Good_in
the mouth
of the"
im- the estimate communicated
to me (in 1790
proved"
colony,
looking oftoa governor
the interests
of that
same colony, and to no other interests--the worse Ithink it was, or 1797) by Lieutenant-colonel
the nuisance, the better the riddance.
But a Paterson, the chief upon the botanical staff of
Governor of Bengal?--what,
on such an oeea- that colony, as well as upon the military.
sion, might be expected to be his language ?
In these two hundred and fifty plants, tothe Iate chief magistrate of the" improved"
gerber with such others as may have been
colony, Lieutenant-colonel Collins, speak ibr him:
_ W'hat commmuity_"sayshe_speakingof the added to the number since,your Lordship
colonyatthelatest
and mostimprovedperiodof seesthe whole ofthe realgainthathas ever
itsexistenee_
Ma.yIS00,(ii.
295,)andon thevery been reaped,orcan,on any tolerably
rational
question
respectang
theenduranceof the emi- ground,be expected ever to be reaped,by
grantsfromthence,
inthisverycountryofBen- thisour mother country,from that ever so
gal_" what community, where honestyand much "improved" colony. In speakingof
moralitywas ¢uhivated_would not deprecatethisasa 9ain,I admit itto be a teatoue_ in
even the posalbil_ty of such characters mixing
witll them_ with as much earnestness as a people my own person, by the evidence of my own
in health would dread the importation of a ldagne taste, I feel it such.
or a yellorc.fever.'"
But plants, my Lord, as well as gold, may
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be bought too dear : and moreover, though
it were fit to make as light of money as right
honourable gentlemen appear on this occasion
to have made of it, still, in the account of
population, for each vegetable acquired your
Lordship would find, I believe, some number
of human lives most miserably destroyed ;
nor, after all, is it altogether necessary to
the gathering seeds in a country, that a colony
should be planted in it.
I know that, for economy like that in
question, something like a precedent might,
be found : but unfortunately it is not broad
enough.
What the island, to which Botany
Bay has given its name amt character, was to
the first Lord Sydney, this island of ours was
in its day to a still more illustrious
student
in natural history, that first of conchologists
and ofconcholeglsts--the
Emperor Claudius.
I say, my Lord, with submission, the precedent
is not broad enough.
To reap the fruit of his
expedition to this wild country, the Emperor
employed an army, we are told, in gathering
shells here.
So far the parallel runs, but no
further. Employanarmyheremshellgathering ? Yes : but he did not leave one here.
In return for so many choice and physical
plants transplanted .from the colony', there is
one plant, though it be but a metaphorical
one, which has been planted _n the colony,
and of the planting of which, the founders of
Botany Bay have the indisputable
merit -(God forbid that it should ever be of the
number of those transplanted
hLther/) and
that is--the
plant of _lalitary despotism.-Of this plant, in the soil and situation in
whichit is thus planted, it may be said, with
at least as much truth as once by acelebrated verbal florist,* it was said of true glory
(I think it was, or some such vegetable,)
radices agit et propagatur.
Unhappily, in
the next island to this we have it already,
though it is there (God be thanked I) but an
annual plant ; and even there men had rather
see it on the dunghill than in the hot-house :
nor in saying _7_enam I uncandid enough to
except even the very men who planted it
there. In the other island--the seven months
distant island--It
is perennial ; and the very
geographical position of the country--with
or
without the particular nature of the use thus
made of it--is
enough to make it such.
My Lord, I could not use a poisoned wenpon, though life depended on it. Without
discrimination,
I neither condemn martial law
nor even torture.
Of words significative
of ideas thus complex and thus extensive, a
proposition can scarcely be framed, that shall
at once be clear of all exception and be true.
Knowing that government throughout is but
a choice of evils, I am on every occasion
ready to embrace the least of any two, whatever may be its name.
In speaking of the
colony as a vast conservatory of military law,
* Cicero.
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I am therefore far enough from saying either
that float law ought now to be abolished there
(supposing the settlement with its abominations to be persevered in)--or
even that it
ought not to have been introduced.
Odious
as the plant is--fcetid
as it is, even at that
vast. distance, to the sense of every true Briton--yet
in that. distant country, in which
it has thus been planted, I admit it to be an
useful one-- I admit it even to be a necessary one. Yet this, my Lord, I will be bold
to say-- and let those to whom it is sweetest,
contradict me if they dare--that
the end for
which it is employed must be pure and clear
of all objection--must
be pure indeed, if
there be virtue in it to afford a sanction to
such _neaT_s.
I have already mentioned (p. 180) my intention of submitting to your Lordship a _iew
of the subsequent symptoms of improvemeut
that have manifested themselves
in the iraproved colony, according t_) the history of 3t,
as brought down to the time of the latest
accounts (dated August 1801,) by the second
volume of the valuable book so often mentioned.
To this view it has since occurred
to me to subjoin, by way of contrast, a wew
of the effects of the penitentiary system, as
established in several of the American states :
pointing out at the same time, in these latter
establishments, a few particulars from whence
a conception may be formed, whether their
salutary efficacy would have experienced any
dlminutlon had the economical and moral
features of the system been crowned by the
arel_itecturat features of the panopticon or
central inspection principle.
At the outset
of the letter, not to trouble your Lordship
oftener than necessary, my intention was to
have included this ulterior matter in the cornpass of it ; but, considering that, of the three
months within which your Lordship had the
goodness to say you would " endeavour to
get something settled" (I mean between the
19th of August and the meeting of Parliament,) two months and a haft are already
gone--and
considering that there remains
accordingly but a fortlfight for the aecemplishment of those endeavours-and considenng that under your Lordship's anxiety for
the accomplishment
of them, the conversations your Lordship was to have had with the
Chancellor and the Judges, may have been
brought to a conclusion any day, while these
pages were but bringing to a conclusion
under the spur of all these incentives, I find
myseff compelled by necessity to refer to a
further day, and to a second letter, all such
supplemental matter--and,
for the moment,
to subscribe myself thus abruptly, my Lord,
your Lordship's
most obedient and humble
servant,
JEn_Y
B_NTHa_.
Queen's Square Place, Westminster_
2d zVovember 18_2.

SECOND LETTER TO LORD PELHAM, &c. &c. &c.
IN CONTINUATION
OP
THE
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OF
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WALES,
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HOME PENITENTIARY

SYSTEM,

PRESCRII_ED
BY TWOACTSOFPARLIAMENT
OFTHEYEAltS1794AND1799.

MY LORD,
I RESUME
the pen. I now submit to your LOrdshipthe promised continuation, together with the promised contrast,
On the one hand, the effects of the penal
colonization system in New South Wales :
on the other hand, the effects of the penitentiary system in North America: the good
effects of it, even in its least perfect state :
subject still to those imperfections for which
the central-inspection principle presents, as I
flatter myself your Lordship will recognise,
a most complete and indisputable cure.
Before the picture of reformation, as it has
shone forth in that rising quarter of the world
is begun to be displayed, a few words will be
necessary for the purpose of fixing places,
times, and vouchers. Permit me accordingly
to convey your Lordship's attention for a
moment, to that scene of quondam transportation-- suffer me to set it down among our
ei-devant colonies rathe now happily independent(andlongmaytheyremainso!)United
States. Instruction grows there; your Lordship would not disdain it, though it were
from enemies: how much longer shall it remain unprofited byus, senttous, asithasbeen
so long ago-- sent to us from relatives and
friend_?
It was Permsylvania that took the lead, To
the task of reformation, or at any rate to
the change which presented itself under that
name, the first hand was there set in 1786.
In that year passed an act for a new system
of punishment, under which hard labour
should take place of imprisoned idleness :-labour, and that hard enough: but to be
performed in public, in an ignominious garb,
in bona, by men in gangs on the roads, and
even in the streets. Under this first plan,
though already in use in Switzerland, and as
such indicated by Howard, success was soon
observed
.................to fall short of expeetation.* The
Lorm:es_p, 76.--" In the year 177_;,the

friends of reformation were, however, not to
be discouraged. An experiment of four years
Conventionof Pennsylvania directeda retbrm of
the penallaws, andthe introductionofpublic hard
labour,as a punishment foroffenceg This was
attended
to by
the1766,
legislature,
and
an essaywas
made in the
year
by a law
which
directed
that the convicts should beemployedm cleaning
the streets, repairing the roads, &c., have their
heads shaved_and be distinguished by an infifnous habit. This was literally complied with;
but, howeverwell meant, was soon tbund to be
productive
of the
greatest was
evils,contemplated
and had a very
opposite effect
fromwhat
by
t/ie framersoftbe hw. The disordersin society,
the robberies, burglaries, breaches of prisons,
alarmsin town and country-- the drunkenness,
profanity,and indecenciesof the prisonersin the
street, must be in the memory of most. With
these
disorders,
numbers of
criminals
increasedto
such tahedegree,as
to the
alarm
the cornmunity with fears that it would be impossibleto
find a place either large or strongenough to hold
them. The severity of the law, and disgraceful
manner of executing _t, led to a propomonate
degrecof depravity and insensihility, andevery
spark of morality appearedtobe destroyed. The
keeperswere armed withswords,blunderbusses,
and other weaponsof destruction : the prisoners
securedbveumbrousiron collarsand chains ilxed
to bombshells. Theirdress was formed with
every mark of disgrace. The old and hardened
offenderdaily in the practiceof begging and insuiting the inhabitants---collectingcrowdsof idle
boys,
and holding
with them Thus
the most
indecent
and improper
conversation.
disgracefully
treated, and heated _oithl_tuor, they meditated
and executed plans of escape--and, when at 1tberry,their distress,disgrace,andfears, prompted
them to violent acts, to satisfythe immediatedemands ofusture. Their attacksuponsoeiety were
well known
proved
fatal to
!" be desperate, and to some they
Observations._ In this disastrousand justly
exploded, though neither unexampled, nor in
every respect discommendabh system, your
Lordship will immediately recognise the New
South _Aralesjailga_t_s. Not that the parallel
reflectsanything
l_e" blame
uponcolony.
those whoinstimted them in the
impreve_"
What
is one m,m'_ meat is another man's poison: uus-

Penitentiary

System._2**.

S. Wales, 1796-1807.--Fact_,

was on that theatre deemed a sufficient triM.
Men were not there too dim_sighted to see,
too careless to observe, too unfeeling to regret, too proud to confess an error, or too
indolent to repair it. In 1790, after a hardibught battle of such battles as quakers fight,
and on both sides it is confessed an honest
one (on both sides, my Lord, what is essential to honesty, an open one,) by an act of
that date they set on foot another experiment
--they obtained a second change. The badge
of infamy was now pulled off: " the iron entered no longer into the afliieted soul ;" separation, as far as means permitted, took
place of promiscuous aggregation ; seclusion,
yet not unseen, succeeded to tumultuous publieity. This second experiment was successrid almost beyond hope: how eminently so,
_our Lordship will see as we advance.
Penitentiary
houses, at present two- at
Philadelphia and New York. In that at Philadelphia, the plan of management under its
present form, commencing in April 1790; the
prison in New York, begun in 1796, cornpleted in 1797;* month not mentioned.
I
speak of those from which accounts have
reached us. Two others ah'eadyin existence
in New Jersey and Virginia._
Two more in
contemplation last year, and begun perhaps
by this time--in
Massachusetts and South
Carolina.
Historians, four: I mention them in the
order of their dates: dates are not to be despised in histories. For the Philadelphia house
three :--1. Lownes, the chief projector, whose
account of it comes at the end of a pamphlet
on the pmdshment of death by his co-operatot Bradford,
then one of the judges of the
State, since deceased; date in the preikce,
February 26, 1793. 2. The 1)ul_e de Liancourt, a visitor (a veteran in the service of the
prisoner and the poor) ; Philadelphia printed,
London reprinted, second edition, date in
tltle-page 1796; year of visitation from prirate information 1795.:_
Turnbull of South
Carolina (another philanthropic visitor;) date
chief could not but be done by them m Philadelphia : mischief could not be done by them in
New South Wales.
In Philadelphia, their deportment was an object of disgust and terror
to the great bulk of the passing multitude : it
become, notwithstanding _ such is the power of
example, even the example ofwretcbedness and
infamy over some minds--it became in one way
or other a source of corruption to a few. In New
South Wales, society was proof against both
mischiefs--no
eye to which the d_neat
of
the profligate was not much more familiar than
any other : to
no learn
ear-- of
which
had Jet
any cannot
unlearned
wickedness
them.
be
blackened:putridity cannot be corrupted,
• Eddy, p. 17.
_- Ibid. p. 70.
It was m that year that it cam_ to me in
French, from the worthy auth., in mlnmeriph
and (for I know not what muJe relative to the
calamities of the times)under thesealofasezesy,
It was not till the next year I had the satisfaction
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in preface, 4th August 1796 ; date m titlepage 1797. For the New York house, one :
Eddy, New York printed; date in title-page
1801 ; date of subsequent report annexed,
9th February 1802.
The Pennsylvania house is that which, as
the date itself shews, served as an example,
and naturally as far as circumstances permit.
ted, as a model. New York follows next.
Caleb Lownes took the lead in Philadelphia.
Thomas Eddy followed him in New York. In
both these men, your Lordship will find, under the garb of a quaker, the head of a statesman, as well aq the pen of an academic.
After this short introductory view of the
transactions in North America, permit me to
wait upon your Lordship back again for a
moment, to New South Wales.
Facts compose the chief matter of this supplemental address : and in how eminent o degree the general propositions advanced in the
preceding one will be found to receive confirmatiou from these facts, is a point I have
already ventured to give in'imation of.
In a tract hke this, history in its own order is but a labyrinth, but to this labyrinth
here as before, the ends nfpenal justice hold
out a clue.
Under the bead of reformation, replaced
in New South Wales by corruption, I will
beg leave to attend your Lordship from effects
to causes; and among effects, again, from
smaller to greater --from the lighter shades
of depravity to the darker: presenting the
effects in this order, lest the opposite one,
though in other respects perhaps the more
obvious one, should have produced the sensation of an anti-climax.
In subordination,
however, to these logical principles of atrangement, the chronological one will have
its use: it will serve all along to show, and
in an order perfectly natural, the progress of
the " improved" eolony from bad to worse.
Matter thus pregnant, eanno_ but give birth
to a variety of observations ; but this will
in general be most readily apprehended, and
most effectually recommended,
when preceded by the particulars by which they were
respectively suggested.
Our authors not having had themselves
any such arrangements in their view, the
matter belonging to one head will every now
and then, in the shape in which it comes from
their hands, be found intermixed with matter belonging to another.
This incongruity,
which, however, is but a merely relative one,
cannot always be cleared away : all that can
be done with it is to point it out: this done,
now and then a repetition constitutes the
sum of the inccmvemenees.
Under each head, each picture has two
of finding m_lf
released from the obllgation,
b_ an adveruaemeat announcing a tnmslati_
of it in English.
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sides : one for the sol-disemt " improved"
colony; the other for those really improved
countries, whose apprenticeship in the form
of colonies is expired.
For each feature of
depravity and corruption on the one side, your
Lordship will see, on the other side according
to the nature of the feature, either a b|_nk
ibr the absence of it, or a space filled with the
opposite feature of virtue and reformation,
I. RF.FoaMxTxos.--Firstfeature,
Industry:
Opposite feature of Corruption, Sloth ;Prevalence of ,t in 2Vew South Wales.
No. 1, p. 23. February 1797.--"
An extraordiuary theft was committed about the
middle of the month, which very forcibly
marked the inherent depravity of some of
these miscreants.
While the miller was absent for a short time, part of the sails belonging to the mill were stolen.
Now this
machine was at work for the benefit of those
very incorrigible vagabonds who had thus for
a time prevented its being of use to any one,
and who, being too lazy to grind for them.
selves, had formerly been obliged to pay one
third of their whole allowance of wheat, to
have the remainder ground .for them by handmillsan expense that was saved to them
by bringing their corn to the public mill."
No. 2, p. 40. June 1797.--" In consequence
of the proclamation which was issued in the
last month, one of the run-away convicts detivered himself up to a constable, and another
was taken, and lodged in confinement : they
appeared to be half starved ; yet their sufferings were not sufficient to prevent similar desertions from work in others, nor a repetition
of the offence in themselves ; such was the
strong aversion which these worthless
characters had to anything that bore the name
of work. More labour would have been performed in this country by 100 people from
any part of England or Scotland, than had
at any time been derived from 300 of these
people, with all the attention that could be
pal _ to them."
Observations._Wlfich
"all" (it appears,
as well from the nature of the ease as from
passage upon passage in the history)
could
nag be much :_a fresh occasion for bringing
to view that deficiency of necessary inspection which is among the indelible features of
the system of forced colonization,
No. 3, p.202. March 1799._At
this time,
" unmng other public works in hand were,
the raising the walls of the new gaol, laying
the upper floor of the windn_ll, and erecting
the churches at Sydney and Paramatta.
Most
of these buildings did not advant_ so rapidly
as the necessity for them required, owing to
the weakness of the public gangs ; and indeed scarceb] had there ever been a thorough
day's labour, such as *._pe_ormed by. a labouring man in England, obtained from them. 2rTley
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never felt themselves interested in the effect of
their work, tlnowin 9 that the ration from the
store, whatever it might be, would be issued
to them, whether they earned it or not ; anlike the labouring man, whose subsistence
and that of his family depends upon his exertions.
For the individual who would pay
them for their services with spirits, they
would labour while they had strength to llft
the hoe or the axe ; but when government
required the production of that strength, it
was
not forthcoming;
and disadvantages,
it was more to be
wondered
that, under such
so
much, rather than so little, had been done.
The convicts whose services belonged to the
crown were for the most part a wretched,
worthless, dissipated set, who never thought
beyond the present moment ; and they were
for ever employed in rendering that moment
i as easy to themselves as their invention could
enable them.
"Of the settlers and their disposition much
has been already said. The assistance and cacouragement which from time to time were
given them, they were not found to deserve.
The greater part had originalh/ been convicts,
and it is not to be supposed that while they
continued in that state, their habits were
much improved.
With these habits, then,
they became freemen and settlers; the effect
of which was, to render them insolent and
presuming ; and most of them continued a
dead weight upon the government, w_thout re.
ducing the expenses of the colony."
Observatlons._The
features of worthlesshess are ascribed to them (" the settlers") in
general : the non-convicts are alluded to, and
are not excepted.
In this view of it, the iraproved colony presents the picture of a eommunity, inwhichnotonlythecorruptmembers
of it are not amended, but the sound members
--such
as had been introduced into it--are
corrupted" Ifsuchbethecase,
thereisnothing
in it but what ought to have been expected.
In Letter L page 210, instances in proof of
it have been already given, in speaking of the
soldzery: and more will come to be given
under_ the head of Pabhc Functionaries.
No. 4, p. 277. December 1799. _"
The
harvest was now be_,un, and constables were
sent to the Hawkesbnry,
with directions to
secure every vagrant they could meet, and
bring them to Sydney, unless they chose to
work for the settlers, who were willing to
pay them a dollar each day, and their provi.
sions ; for at this time there were a great
number of persons in that district,
styling
:hemselves free people, who refused to labout unless they were paid the most exorbitant wages."
Observations. _ Standing out for the best
wages that could be got, is no proof of sloth:
it is rather a proof of that appetite for gain,
which is the spur and natural concomitant

t¥odlgali_

and In,providence

to industry ; but high as the wages were, it
appears there were vagrants, who preferred
idleness even to such high wages,
No. 5, p. 314. August 1801.--"
Nothing
has been said, in this account of the public
labour, of preparing the government ground
annually for seed, and cropping it, or of gathering the harvest when ripe. But these
must be taken into account, as well as threshing the corn for delivery, and unloading the
storeships on their arrival; which latter work
must always be completed within a limited
time, pursuant to their charters. It has been
said before, that it was zmposs_ble to obtain a
.fatr day's work .from the convicts, when era.
ployed for the pubhc : the weather frequently
interfered with out-door
business, and occasioned much to be done a second time.
Under all these dzsadvautages,
and with a
turbulent
refractory body of piisoners,
we
are warranted in saying, on thus summing
up of the whole of the public labour during
the last four years, that more couhl not have
been performed ; and that it is rather matter
of wonder that so much had been obtained
with such means."
Observattons. -- Of wonder indeed ! The
worse the system, the greater the wonder
that any given quantity of good works, how
small soever, should be shown forth under it.
The more irremediably bad -- the more irreproachable the conduct, the more pitiable
the lot, of those whose misfortune it was
to have the management of it on the spot.
The more radically bad the system, the more
inexcusable those at home who planned it,
but most of all those at home who persevered
init, its deiormlties all the while staring them
in the face. The period is an early one for such
reflections ; but they accompany the idea of
the " improved" colony from the very first
glance, and never leave it till the la._t,
lI. Further features of R_FOaMATIO_;--/:rugahty and Forecast : Opposite .features
of C_rruption, Prodigahty
and Improwdeuce ;,-- Prevalence of them zn New
South Wales.
No. 1, p. 21. Februa_ 1797.--"
It now
appeared, that to obtain spirituous liquors,
these people, the settlers, had incurred debts
to so great an amount, as to preclude the
most distant hope of liquidating them, except by selling their farms. Thus all their
formerindustrymustbo
sacriticedtodiseharge
debts, which were contracted for the tempo,
rary gratification of being steeped in beastly
intoxication for a certain length of time. All
the cautions which had occasionally
been
inserted in the public orders against this dangerous practice, had not proved of any advantage to those whose benefit they were
intended to promote; and it was observed
with concern, that several scenes of shame-
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ful imposition, which had been practised by
the retail dealers in this article, were brought
to light by this investigation."
Observations.Intermixed with the prodigality and the improvidence (your Lordship
sees) comes drunkenness : but drunkenness
comes in everywhere, and with every tiring.
We shall, however, have a head appropriated
to it. All tbSs reprobacy, too, (is it credible ?)
spite of all these public ordersmaU this good
advtce from the governor : pearls of which
there has never been any want among these
swine.
Of the water of these pearls something will come to be said under the head of
.Drunkenness.
No. 2, p. 96. March 5, 1798.--"
Speaking
of the business before a court of civil judicature," "this," says our author, "consisted
chiefly of htigation about debts contracted
between the retail dealers and the settlers.
As a proof to what a height this business had
reached, it need only he mentioned, that an
appeal was made to the governor in one prosecution for a debt of £868 : 16 : 10 ; which
appeal was, however, withdrawn, the defendant consenting to pay the debt."
Observations.--No
small mass of property
to be amassed in such a place : but of the
source of it mention has been already made
under the head of Colonies (Letter L page
207) ; and of the security of it, more may
come to be said under the head of Economy,
towards the close of the present letter.
No. 3, p. 97, 98. March 1798.--" The governor having received from the settlers in
each district a clear and correct statement
of their grievances and distresses, informed
them that it was with real concern he behehl the effects of the meeting of each civil
conrt which for the public accommodation he
fi-om time to time had occasion to assemble. The vast load of debt with which they so
fi'equently felt themselves burthened through
the imposztwn and extort/on of the multitude
of petty dealers, by whom the colony was so
much troubled, with the d_lffculties under
which the industrmus man laboured for want
of some other mode of providing the necessarzes which he required, were grievances of
which he was determined to get the better;
and, as far as his situation would authorise
him, he would adopt every means in his power
to afford them relief.
" To this end he found it absolutely necessary to suppress many of those lmeased
public houses, which, when first permitted,
were designed as a convenience to the labouring people ; but which he now saw were the
principal cause whence many had candidly
confessed their ruin to have sprung.
" He wished it were possible to dissuade
them from heaping such heavy debts upon
themselves by the enjoyment of articles which
they could do without, or by throwing away
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their money m purchasing at every public
auction rags and trifles fbr which such exorhitant sums were exacted.
He urged them
with a paternal anxietyto
consider that their
folly involved their whole families in ruin and
misfortune, and conjured them to wait with
patience the result of some representations
which he had made to government, as well
in their behalf as in behalf of the settlers
upon Norfolk Island ; by which he hoped that
ere long they would have an opportunity of
purchasing every European article that they
might want, at such a reasonable and moderate price as they by their industry would be
very well able to afford from the produce of
their labour.
"The island upon which Captain Hamilton
had run his ship, and thereby prevented her
sinking with them at sea, was thenceforward
to be distinguished
by the name of Preservation Island. From thence, the colonial
schooner had arrived with what remained of
the property.
As soon as she was unloaded, the property was put up to sale for the
benefit of the underwriters, when the lzttle
effect of the governor's recommendatwn
of
patience was seen by the most enormous prices
being paid for every article.
The money that
should have been expended in the cultivatwn
and improvement of their.farms was thus Inviably thrown away ; and it happened fortunately enough for the underwriters that the
wheat of this last season had been received
into the public granary, and immediately paid
fur. Twenty.two
shillings were paid at this
sale for one common cup and saucer."
Observations. -- Besides prodigality and
improvidence, more drunkenness, more good
advice, as pregnant as ever with good effects,
But of this in its place, as already mentioned.
" Imposition and extortion," the frnit "of the
multitude of the dealers" ? Say rather, of the
smallness of their number. In the multitude
of dealers, much more surely than of" consbeliers," there is safety.
Copies of Adam
Smith do not appear to have been abundant
in the libraries of New South Wales.
Government to turn shopkeeper l -- Perhaps a necessary remedy _ not improbably a
costly, and therefore most certainly a fermi,
dable one. Away with it ! cries A dam Smith.
But most assuredly, among the nations whose
wealth he had in view, was no such nation
as New South Wales.
Of this further, perhaps, under the head of Eemwmy.
No. 4, p. 120. July 1798 ....
The ready
sale which the speculators who called here
constantly found for their cargoes, together
with the ruinous traffic which was carried on
by means of the monopolies that existed, in
opposition to every order and endeavour to
prevent them, would, beyond a doubt, without the establishment of a pubhc store on the
part of government,
keep the settlers and
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others in a continual state of beggary, and
extremely retard the progressive improvement of the colony."
No. 5, p. 198. February 1799._
" Presuming on the late inefficient harvest, the
settlers requested again to be supplied with
seed-wheat from the store, but were refused.
It was well known that they sold for spirits,
to the last bushel of their crop, and left their
families without bread. Then they pleaded
poverty and distress, and their utter inability
to pay what they had borrowed. When seed
has been lent them, they have not unfrequently been seen to sell it at the door of the
store whence they received it."
Observatzons. -- Again the settlers no exception in favour of non-convicts.
No. 6, p. 279. January 3, 1800. --" The
Swallow, East-India packet, anchored in the
Cove, on her way to China.
She had on
board a great variety ofarticlesfor sale, which
were intended for the China market ; but the
master thought, and actually found it worth
his while to gratify the inhabitants, particularly the females, with a display of many elegant articles of dress from Bond Street, and
other fashionable repositories of the metropolls.
" On the 1lth, the Minerva transport arrived from Ireland.
Having touched at Rio
de Janeiro, she had brought many articles for
sale, as well from that port as from England,
most of which were much wanted by the inhabitants ; but the prices required for them
were such as to drain the colony of every
shilling that could be got together."
Observations. -- Of this already (Letter I.
page 207,) in speaking of paper money, and
the staple trade of this peculiar colony.
IIL Per Contra-- INDUSTRY, FRUGALITY,
FORECAST, in the American Penitentiary
Houses.
1. Philadelphia House, inst,tuted 1790.
No. 1. Philadelphia;
1795: Laincourt, p.
: 14.--"
Out of his profits the prisoner is ul,liged to pay his board, and the price of, or
in some eases a certain rent or hire for the
instruments he uses. These payments, which
are necessarily determined by the current
price of commodities, are fixed by the inspectors four times in every year.
At present
it amounts to one-sixth of a dollar for each
man's board. The most _nfirm, however, may
earn easi_t twenty pence per day, by picking
oakum ; and there are some who earn above
a dollar."
No. 2. Philadelphia;
1796: Tumbull,
p.
16. _"
For each convict a separate accmmt
is kept by the jailor, charging him with his
clothing, sustenance, &c. ; and in which a teasonable allowance for his labour is credited.
It is generally rather less than the wages of
other workmen m the city. These aecvmlts

In&_st_,
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are balanced at short periods, ill order that
the overplus or proportion which might be
due to the prisoner, may be paid into the
county treasury for safe keeping; and, once
in every three months, they are audited before the inspectors.
The committee of inspectors, once during the same period of time,
fix the charges for the prisoners' maintenance,
which depend on the existing price of provisions, &c. It is now one shdling and threepence a-day for the males, and sevenpence for
the females.
There are few who do not earn
above two shillings.
The marble sawing and
manufacturing of nails are the most lucrative
employments followed in the prison. Several
were pointed out to us, who earned at these
occupations above a dollar, and one in particular whose daily labour averaged one dollar
and a half."
No. 3. Ib. p. 48._"
Some have appro,
priated the proceeds of their labour, while in
confinement, to the support of their families;
and several, on leaving the prison, have received 40 or 50 dollars (4s. 6d.) the overplus of the profits of their labour, and with
this capital turned out honest and industrious
members of society."
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would not m his instance find any ground tu
build upon.
3. Penltentiar 9 system: Panopticon mode.
This spur to industry presented itself to
me from the first as a very material implement in the apparatus of reformation.
In
1793, when I was arranging with Mr. (now
Sir Evan) Nepean (then under-secretary of
state under Mr. Dundas) those terms of contract, which, without much variation, were
afterwards approved of at the Treasury, and
are printed in the 28th Report of the Cornmittce of Finance--on
this occasion, in my
accepted proposal, on the ground of which
we were proceeding, a fourth part having
been specified by me as the share I was wilting to allow, at the same instant he happened
to mention n sixth part as the share he had
thought of. Without hesitation
I declined
taking advantage of this i_aeility. A fourth
part (I recollected)
was the share mentioned
by Howard as that which, judging from his
experience, he looked upon as capable of inspiring the requisite degree of alacrity.
It
went against me to give less than what had
been recommended by so approved a judge :
and, moreover, under my plan there was a
particular reason for not i_lling short of that
mark; since, for the fulfilment of the article
relative to the superannuation annuity, I reserved to myself the power of retaining in
my hands as tkr as the half of each man's
allowance, in which case the share received
by him, in the shape of present allowance,
would be reduced to an eighth.
While yet on the road to reformation, the
discussion of these points, though byno means
nnapposite to that head, has at the same time
led us, though prematurely,
into a corner of
the field of economy. Just entered upon, and
that but en passant, and already, my Lord,
what a light breaks in upon it ! In the account of expense compare this O, or rather
this minus x per annum, with the plus £46
of New South Wales.

2. New York House, _nst_tuted 1790.
No. 4. New York; 1802: Eddy, p. 94. _
" The convicts have now become more skilfifl
workmen, and can perform more labour, and
to greater advantage, than heretofore."
Observations.--In
this more recent prison,
the economy, it appears, had not yet attained
to such a pitch of perfection as to afford to
the public a profit equal to the expense of
the convict's maintenance.
Under the Philadelphia system, no allowance was to cornmence in favour of any convict, till after the
estimated expense of his share in the aggregate expense of the prison, or at least the
greater part of that expense, had been reimbursed.
The New York institution appears
to have had disadvantages
of its own to
struggle with, which by the last accounts
were not yet overcome ; but which, by the
._azneaccounts, were in a way to be overcome.
IV. -- GENERAL
DEPRAVITY_ Prevalence
At Philadelphia,
the charge against the conof it in New South Wales, as attested m
viet appears to have been fixed at so low a
general e_pressions.
rate, that from the first some surplus went
No. 1. II. Collins, p. 2. October 1796.into the pocket of the convict workman, the i " The frequent commission of the most atromost unskilful not excepted.
Whether the cious crimes, together with the dissipated,
same policy has been pursued, and in the turbulent,
and abandoned disposition of the
same degree, at New York, I have not tbund,
convicts, had more than ever at this time
I should rather expect to find, not ; and in been manifest."
that case I am inclined to think that a little
Observations. _ Practical inference _ remore liberality under this head might, even
solution to constn_et the two prisons, above
in the way of economy, have been attended
spoken of, at Sydney anti Paramatta.*
with advantage.
No. 2. Ib. p. 3. October 1796.--"
Far too
Supposing this feature in the Philadelphia
many of them were most incorrigibly flagisystem to have been copied in New York
tious."
there being no surplus for the convict workman, the virtues of frugality and tbrecast
• Surra _ p. lUl.
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Observation&_Practical
inference : forming (as above) the most incorrigible of them
into a jail 9a_9 (Letter L p. 181.)
No. 3, lb. p.9.
October 1796.--"
The
morality of the settlement is" expressly stated
as "a point which he" (the governor) "could
not venture to promise himself that he should
ever attain."
No. 4, Ib. p. 23. February 1797. m ', It
now appeared" by the "books" that " there
were at this time not less than 600 men off
the store, and worhin 9 for themselves in the
colony; forming avast deduction from the
public strength, and adding a great many
chances against the safety of private and publie property, as well as personal security°"
Observations.Written confirmation of
the general proposition so often repeated :-under inspection (viz. such inspection as the
nature of the institution admitted of,) bad
enough ; out of inspection, worse and worse.
To " workin 9 for themselves,"
might have
been added_or
supposed to work.
No. 5, p. ,53. OctolJer 1797. --" At this
time, such" (observes the annalist) " was the
increase of crimes, that thrice in this month
was the court of criminal judleature assembled• Offences_murder,
perjury, forgery,
and theft."
No. 6, p. 100. March 1798. _"
The utmost vigilance was constantly requisite to
gllard against robbers, both on land and water. It was impossible, in such a community
as this, to have a police too strict, or to be
sufficiently aware at all times of such a nest
of villains. Many examples had been made ;
but after a few days had elapsed, they were
forgotten ; and every act of lenity and indtdgence was found to be ruinous to the
welfare and comfort of the whole.
It was
to be hoped, however, that the introduction
of more of the better, and fewer of the worst
sort of characters, would in due time give
the balance a favourable turn."
Observations._This,
we see, is the ground,
weak as it is, upon which, in the expectation
of the late chief magistrate, as in the view
of the late governor, all hope of moral iraprovement rests : the not applying the settlement to the only purpose, with reference

]

No. 7, lb. p. 105. April 1798. _ At thi_
time the settlers are still spoken of as being
"certainlyundeservingoftheattentinn
which
they met with from the governor."
Observations. m The settlers-not now,
as in October 1792, " f_r too many ;" but tl_e
settlers : -- the settlers in general.
These
settlers, however, were the flower of the
flock : the class, in whose instance the possession of permanent property -- a sort of
landed property, such as the nature of a government completely arbitrary admitted of,
togetherwithaportionofappropriatestock__
would, according to received theories, afford
that bert of security for good behaviour which
it is in the power of property in such a state
of societyto give ; and who, as often as the
occasion recurs for mentioning them, are notwithstanding, and without any discrtmination,
mentioned as the worst.
No. S, lb. p. 130. October 1798. -- At this
time after speaking of the wilful burning of
a building at Sydney, used as a church and
school (of • which
afterwards),
" • this circum•
_
stance," it is observed,
must impress upon
the mind of every one who may read" this
account, to what a dreadfui state of profligacy
" the colony had arrived; which, alarming
as it was, might have been still worse, had
it not been for the civil police, which fortunately had been established: for a more
wicked, abandoned, and irreligious set of
people, had never been brought together in
any part of the colony.
The hope of their
amendment seemed every day to lessen."
Observations. -- No travelling without a
passport, &e. &c. A sort of system of general imprisonment within the rules : a system,
which having necessity for its justification,
was not the less subject to endless vexations,
oppressions and abuses.
No. 10, Ib. p. 210. May 1799.--Backshders.
At this time mention is made of a convict
(Rot_ert Lowe,) one of a number who, for
particular
instances of good behaviour on
shipboard,
" had reeeivad conditional emaneipation, and been allowed to provide for
theirown maintenance."
" Few of these people, however," it is added, "were *n the end
found to merit this reward and ,_,dulgence , as

to which it has ever been thought well,of by
anybody.
Quere as to those " worst' charaeters -- if not sent to this improved eolony,
what eise would gentlemen wish to have done
with them? If these most intractable
of charaeters can be disposed of with advantage at
a less distance and at s less expense, might
not the same eeonomy be appliedto tbeless
intractable ones ?
My language would be somewhat different,
Give me the worst in preference: the greater
the difficulty, the greater the glory. If there
must be a New South Wales, let rather the
least corrupted go to New South Wales.

their future (t. c. subsequent)
conduct had
proved."
Observations.-Whatever
symptoms of
previous good dispositions had at any time
manifested themselves among the cenviets,
while subject to such degree of inspection as
the economical arrangements afforded, were
scarce ever found capable of maintaining
themselves ugmnst the eorruptive effects of
the state of society there established : s society composed of such characters, exempted
from all restraints.
No. ! I, lb. p. 216. 2d July 1799. _ Still
the older the settlement, tlle more universal

Depravity

in New South

the depravity, and the more authentic the
evidence of it. Two men and a woman had
just been bunged for a murder committed on
the body of a kind and generous friend (one
of the missionaries,)to
save the repayment
of a sum of£10 lent by him to his murderers,
" The abandoned state in which the settlement was at this time," continues the annalist
" cannot be better understood thanby a perusal of the following orders :"-- The principal
mischief mentioned is the " late increased
number of nocturnal
robberies."
Assigned
cause--on the part of the petty constables and
dlvisionalwatchmen,
eitherextremenegligence
or complicity with the malefactors.
These
subordinate magistrates were the elect among
the men of property in the colony.* Remedies
proposed-subscription for rewards, and a
system of universal vigilance, commensurate
to the universal insecurity,
Of these orders, it is stated " that they
seemed to have been attended with some
effect," because some vagrants were taken up
in consequence.
The effect, however, seems
not to have been very great, since a statement comes immediately after it -- that still
" alarming depredations
were nightly cornmitted upon the live stock of individuals."
No. 12, p. 277. December 1779.--The
history of this year closes with an ejaculatmn-'" l_Iay the annahst, whose business it may be
to record in filture the transactions
of'the
colony, find a pleasanter field to travel an,
where his steps will not be every moment
beset with murderers,
robbers, and incendiaries !"
No. t3, p. 296. Jw._e 1800. -- Mention
having been made of executions, " the number of robbers and sheep-stealers"
is mentinned as " still increasing, nottvithstunding
the late executions."
Whereupon comes a
question--"
Can it be wondered at, that so
much
profl,gacy
settlement
?"

prevaded

tn every part

of the

Observations. -- Here or hereabouts (only
four months later) concludes the regular part
of the history_tbe
part chronologically
arranged. The intelligence
by a vessel that
quitted the colony at a posterior date (August 1801) consists of nothing but a few
scattered
of date.

articles,

mostly without

distinction

2. GENI_aALDEPRAVITY continued--Females,
No. 1, p. 121. July 1798.--"
Great com_
plaints were now tnade of the proflJgacy of
the women, who, probably from having met
with more indulgence on account of their sex
than their general conduct entitled them to,
were grown so idle and insolent, that they
were unwilling to do anything
but nurse
their children, an excuse from labour which
II. Colliu% pp. 8, G4.
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very few were without. Were their value to
be estimated by the fine children with which
they had increased and multiplied the numbets in the settlement, they certainly would
have been found to deserve every care and
attention as useful members of society, hut
their vices were too conspicuous and promineat to admit of much palliation."
Observations. _ Among these fine children
a curious enough topic of inquiry would be,
How many legitimate ? how many illegitimate?Another, though not qmte so ascertainable, Among the legitimate, how many
who had for their fathers the husbands of
their mothers ?--The managers of the " iraproved colony," here at home, had they recelved any such information,
my Lord ? had
they used any endeavour to obtain it ? were
they afraid of receiving it ? or was it beneath
their care ?t
No. 2, p. 123. August 1798. ! -Positively
bad in July--another
month, and they are
become so in the comparative degree --" the
women, to their disgrace,"
says their histo_- It cannot have been a secret to them. In the
unpubhshed book, entitled Paneptieon, printed
in 1791, I find in page 141, on Separation, &e.
the following passage :--" Turn now to New
South Wales : 2000 convicts of both a_xes, and
160 soldiers, not to speak of officers, jumbled
together an one mass, and mingling like beasts:
in two years, from 14 marriages, 87 births : the
morals
Otaheite
mto New HoUund,
by the of
medmm
of introduced
Old England."
After this I find a reference as follows :_U See
Governor Phdhps'accountofthesettlement,
4to.
1791, pp. rift. 67 ; Mr. White's ditto, 4to. 1790,
and extracts of letters and accounts printed and
l_id before the House of Commons in pursuance
of an order of April 8th 1791, p. :_."
November 18@2.--I find now, my Lord, I
ought to beg pardon of the beasts, since by subsequent accounts there have been timesinwhich,
in point of decency, as fkr as depends upon
clothing, the ibur-f'ooted race have had greatly
the advantage.
No..1,
II. Collins_ p. 101, March 1798."_Provislons...stores--16
monlhs
were received. A few slops
were since
servedtheto last
the
male convicts in the beginning of this month,
they being nearly naked, and the store unable to
supply them with covering."
,,
No. 2, Ib. p. 142, January 1799._
The con.
viers in general had suffered much through want
of clothfng and bedding.
Indeed, dunng the
late harvest, several gangs were seen labouring
in the field as freeof clothing of any kind as the
savages of the country. This had made them
in,lent, and anonymous letters were dropped,
inwhiehwerethrsatening_ofwhatwouldbedone
af .he proper season."
Nakedness, and thence insolence:_und
the
blame, my I_ord_where is it ? With those who
wore no clothes because they could get none ?
or with those who let_ them without clothes ?Suffer till you rot, suffer without complaint-.no
notice taken : complmn--notieetaken
that you
are insolent. Harsh forms excepted, could not
your Lordship's recollection furnish you with
something llke unother instance ?
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rian at this time, " were far worse than the
men."
No. 3, p. 128. October1798.-In speak.
ing of the seamen belonging to " some of the
whalers that were in the harbour," the women
of the colony, along with the spirits of it, are
mentioned as the two temptations so pecullarly calculated " everywhere" to lead them
astray.
Observations. _Everywhere
? Yes, so far
as concerns eertain vices, such as idleness,
prodigality, and improvidence; but not everywhere into crimes. It is only in New South
Wales that incontinence exposes a man necessarily and uniformly to the seductions of
women " far worse than the men'--the
men
of New South Wales, i. e. far worse than a
gang of robbers, burglarers,
murderers, and
incendiaries,
No. 4, p. 138. Nov. 1798. -- At this time,
'" the complaints which were daily made of
the refractory and disobedient conduct of the
convict women rendered it absolutely hecessary" (it is said) " that some steps should
be instantly taken to make them more clearly
understand the nature of their situation, and
the duties they were liable to perform :" -Semper eadem, worse and worse,
No. 5, p. 218. 3d July 1799.-Bad beyond endurance.
The opinion above given
is not peculiar, either to the late chief magistrate, writlngatadistaneefromtheeolony,
or to his informant on the spot.
It is proclaimed on the spot in public orders by the
highest authority in the place.
" The continual complaints which are made of the conduct of the female convicts require" (says the
governor in his order of this day) "the most
rigid and determined discipline, with such
characters, who, to the disgrace of their sex,
are far worse than the men, and are generally
found at the bottom of every infamous transaction that is committed in the colony."
No. 6, p. 272. _'ovember 1799.--Speaking
of divine service on Sundays, " The women"
(it is said) were also directed to be more
punctual in their appearance ; for these still
availed themselves of the indulgence which
as women they had been treated wich, seldom
thinking themselves included in the restrictions that were laid upon others."
No. 7, p. 284. February 1800. -- This
month exhibits a particular example of the
effect of sueJl characters, not upon their feL
low-convicts only, but also upon the soldiery,
•' One of these people, a quiet well-disposed
young man, fell a victim to an attachment
which he had formed with an infamous woman, who, after plundering him of everything
valuable that he possessed, turned him out of
the house to make room for another.
This
treatment he could not live under ; and pla.
cing the muzzle of his gun beneath his chin,
he drew the trigger with his foot, and, the
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contents going through his neck, instantly
expired."
No. 8, p. 290.14th April lSOO.--It was in
order to make an addition to the numbers of
this sex, elsewhere the better half of the spedes, but in this "improved"
colony "far the
worst," that on this day the Speedy whaler is
mentioned as arriving from England with 50
"female convicts; and what were much more
welcome and profitable" (observes the historiographer,) " 832 casks of salt provisions,
which enabled the governor once more to issue
a full ration." Profitable? Yes: welcomeness
depends on appetites and tastes.
V. GENERAL DEPRAVITY -- Partlcula_
Exemplifications.
No. 1, p. 4. October 1796.--At
this time,
after speaking of " a murder committed by
a man on the person of a woman with whom
he cohabited,"--"
This" (it is added) "made
the fifth circumstance of the kind which had
occurred within the last twelve months ; and
so excessively abandoned were the people,
that it was scarce possible to obtain sufficient
proof to convict the offenders."
No. 2, p. 19B. January 1799. -- A burglary committed at this time in the house of
the acting commissary (the head-keeper of
the public stores) is no otherwise worth distinguishing than as it shows the audacity of
the delinquent, and the insecurity of those
abodes and masses of property which would
naturally be the best guarded and most secure.
No. 3, p. 197. Janua_
1799.--This
next
page affords an occurrence, distinguished from
the herd of crimes by two circumstances
the magnitude of the property stolen, and
the multitude of the delinquents associated.
"Before this court" (a court held on this day)
" was brought part of a nest of thieves who
had lately stolen property to the amount of
several hundred pounds."
Observations.As in the first part, so in
this second, the history of " the improved"
and ever-improving colony has, for its chief
ingredients, a pot pourri of crimes.
Giving,
if without particular selection,
any further
additions to the bead-roll of individual offences, I might be accused, though in another
sense, of adding piracy to the list. Dropping
all such comparative peccadillos as robbery
and burglary, I will therefore commit no
further trespass on the respectable historian's well-earned rights of authorship than
by picking out the cases of incendiarism as I
find them rearing their heads above the herct
of ordinary crimes.
VL

DEPRAVITY-- Particular Exemplificat_ons-- Incen&arism.
No. I, p. 17. Janual_./1797. _"
The goveruor, on his return from his excursion, had
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the mortification of seeing a stack, containing about 800 bushels of wheat, burnt to
the ground. This happened at Toongabbe,
near which place the country was everywhere
inflames,
and where much wheat belonging
to government was stacked.
By the aceidental vicinity of a jail gang, and assistance
bought of them by a universal pardon, other
stacks were saved.
Although at this season
of the year," continues our author, " there
were days when, from the extreme heat of the
atmosphere, the leaves of many culinary plants
srrowing in the gardens have been reduced to
powder, yet there was some ground for supposing that this accident did not arise from
either the heat of the weather, or the fire in
the woods.
The grain that was burnt was
the property of government, and the destruction of 800 bushels of wheat made room for
that quantity to be recewed into the stores
from the settlers who had wheat to sell to the
coramzssary : there were, moreover, at this
time, some ill-designing people in the country,
who were known not to have much regard
for the concerns of the public.
An inquiry
was set on foot to discover, if possible, the
perpetrators of this mischief, but nothing
could be made of it."
Thusl_ar onrhistorian. Two otherpoints--the impossibility of obtaining cvidevce, and
the nature of the climate, devoting of ltseH
the fi'uits of industry to the flames _will
be
noticed elsewhere,
No. 2, p. 69. December 1797 ....
Some
_ime in this month, the house of John Mischum, u settler in the district of Concord,
was attacked by three villains, and set on fire,
together with a stack of wheat which he had
just completed and secured against the weather.
This unfmtunate
man was indebted
about £33, which the contents of his wheatstack would have paid off, but now, besides
being very much beaten, he had the world to
begin ag:tin, with a load of debt which this
untoward accident would much increase. The
man himself knew not to what cause to attribute it ; and he was as ignorant who were his
enemies, for two of them had blackened their
f_wcs, and to the third he was a stranger."
No. 3, p 72. December 1797. --"
The
weather was now become exceeding hot ; and
as, at this _ca_on of the year, the heat of the
sun wa_ _o intense that every substance became a combustible, and a s_ngle spark, z.f exposed to the air, in a _toment became aflame,
much evil was to be dreaded from fire.
On
the east side of the towu of Sydney, a fire,
the effect of intoxication
or carelessness,
broke out amoog the eonwets' house% when
three of" them were quickly destroyed ; and,
three miles flora the town, another house
was burnt by some runaway wretches, who
being dtsplca_ed with the owner, took this
dmbolical method of _howil_g it "
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No. 4, p. 129. October 1798.-"
Between
seven and eight o'clock in the evening of this
day, the church on the east side of the cove
was discovered to be on fire. Every assistance, as far as numbers could he useful, was
given, hut ineffectually; for the building being
covered with thatch, which was at, this time
exceedingly dry and combustible, it was cornpletely consumed in an hour.
" This was a great loss, for during the
working-days of the week, the building was
used as a school, in which from 150 to 200
children were educated, under the immediate
inspectmu of Mr, Johnson, the clergyman. As
it stood entirely alone, and no person was
suffered to remain in it after the school hours,
there was not any doubt that this atrocious
act was the effect of design, and the conse.
quence of the late order which had been given
out, and had been rigidly executed, enforcing
attendance on divine service ; and in the view
of rendering, by the destruction of the building, the Sabbath a day of as little decency
aml sobriety as any other in the week."
No. 5, p. 132. October 1798.--"
On the
evening of the 1 lth, another fire happened
in the town of Sydney, which, but for a great
deal of care and activity, might have burnt
all the houses on the east side. A row of
buildings, which had been lately erected for
the nurse_ and other persons employed about
the hospital, was set on fire and totally consumed.
The flames very nearly reached the
boat-yard, in which were many concerns of
value."
Observatzons. _ Taken by themselves, tim
words " was set on fire," suggest the idol
of the wilful act of man ; but as nothing is
said of rewards offered, or other endeavours
used, for the discovery of the authors of the
mischief, possibly this occurrence was not
meant to be understood as belonging to the
calendar of crimes. In the next article, how,
ever, where the mischief is expressly referred
to human will as its cause, the expression is
the same_" was set on fire,"_and
nothing is
said about reward, any more than here.
No. 6, p. 197, January 1799. _"
On the
night of the 1lth,between
the hours of eleven
and twelve, thepubhc gaol at Sydney, which
cost so much labour and expense to erect,
was setonfire, andsooncompletelyconsumed,
The building was thatched,
and there was
not any doubt of its having been done through
design.
But, if this was the fact, it will be
read with horror, that at the time there were
confined within its walls 20 prisoners, most
of whom were loaded with irons, and who
with difficulty were snatched from the flames.
Feeling for each other was never imputed to
these mzscreants, and yet, if several were ongaged in the commission of a crime, they have
seldom been known to betray their companions
in imqmty."
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Observations.--What
a picture of society !
The bond of conncxionnot sympathy, butantipathy--not
sympathy for one another, but
antipathy to government, the common enemy,
No. 7, p. 277. December 1799.--"
About
ten o'clock of the night of the same day, the
log gaol at Paramatta was wilfullyand mall
ciously set on fire, and totally consumed. The
prisoners who were confined were with difllculty snatched from the flames, but so miserably scorched, that one of them died in a few
days.
This building was a hundred feet in
length, remarkably strong, and had been constructed with much labour and expense."
" The rewards which had been formerly
held out upon similar occasions, were now
offered to any man or woman who would
come tbrward with evidence."
Observations. -- Rewards upon rewards
and always with the _me success. A feature
so remarkable and characteristic
may furnish
matter for a separate head.
Of all crimes, those excepted which, by
striking at thc root of government
itscli,
threaten the community withthe complicated
and unlimitedly extensive miseries of foreign
or civil war, *ncendear_sm may be set down
as the most pernicious.
If wdful _nnndatwn
be hkewlse to be excepted, it is only in the
comparatively
few pa_tmular situalions, in
which, by the removal of some barrier opposed to the force oi waters, the wickedness
of a rash hand may phmgc an mdelinitely extended tract of country m a ruin still more
extensive than can be brought ul_n it by the
destructive
power of fire.
Wide-spreathng as the mischief qfthefilst
order is but too apt to be, the mischief of
the second order is _ure to be still more so.
While individuals in any number mty have
been involved in the actual past calamity, no
individual whatever within the reach of the
report can be secure against the terror which
the idea of future possible, and to appearance
more or less probable, calamities of the like
kind, cannot but inspire -- ex*tzum adpaueos
metals ad drones,
The final causes, or generating motives,
capable of giving birth to it, are prodigiously
diversified.
Tbe specimen your Lordship has
just been seeing is not a scanty one. Enmitg, sport, appetite for gain, may be set
down as the most common : and among these,
enmity, if not the most frequent, is the most
obvious,
Sport, by no means an unexampled onc,
is to all but the abandoned pet pctrator the
most horrible and terrific.
From the incendiary, whose hand is not put in motion btlt
by enmity, those alone have to fear whose
misfortune it is to have excited, or to stand
connected in a certain way by vicinity ofpossession with some one who has excited that
passion in his breast.
But, from the hand
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in which, while spreading destruction in this
its most diffusive shape, the force of the socia] and restraining motives has not proved a
match for so pigmy a passion as mere sport
--and this, too, a motive which requires not,
as e_Lmitydoes, any particular relation or incident to bring it into action--from
the assanlts of such a hand, where is the individual
that can call himself safe ? Who was safe
under Nero ? who was safe under Alexander
md ThaTs when in their cups ?
Where appetite for gain is the generating
motive, it can only be m virtue of some special relation, most commonly of the commercial kind, the effect of which is to put into
the hands of a particular individual a relative
profit derived from an event, the effect of
which is to produce, with reference to the
general mass of property, a mere loss. Thus
in a ease but too dizen exemplified, a man
who has insured his house for more than it is
worth, may derive a profit from the destruction of it. Thus again, in a ease (as per
No. l) which couhl in no other place have
found existence so easily as in New South
Wales, a man who has a commodity to sell
may, without the intervention
of any such
source of special relation as a preceding contract, derive a gmn from the destruction of
a stock of the same sort of commodity,
whether in the hands of the consumer (as in
that case) or in thc hands of a rival dealer.
In Fact, there is scm ce a propensity in human nature, that, by one accident or other,
may not, m minds suitably disposed, lead to
the commission of this crime.
Any object
which, by thwarting this or that prol_en_ay ,
)resents itself as a source of this or that
mteaslness, or as an obstacle to tbi_ or that
pleasure--every
such object, so it be but of
a nature easily subjected to the power of the
devouring element, is capable of putting in
action a generating motive, adequate to the
production of this crune.
It is in this way,
that not jails only (as per Nos. 6 and 7,) but
schools and churches (as per No. 4) have
found incendiaries in New South Wales.
In that privileged seat of depravity, scarce
a heart, that in the vulgar motive of enmity
(not to speak of mottoes oi mere casual decurrcnce) may not at any time experience a
generative
power, adequate to the production of this crime.
In the abstract entity
government,
each subject beholds there, not
as elsewhere, a protector, bat an encmy: and
that ideal enemy he sees embodied and made
flesh in the persons of as many individuals
as that government has functionarms.
Even in England, cases are not wanting,
where a sort of blind malignity -- a mixed
propensity, compounded of sport, envy, and
despair -- has not only without any special
provocation, but without, any assignable advantage in arty shape, given birth to this
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crime, in many a deluded breast, which till I
that fatal moment had known no guile.
In
times of scarcity, destruction is the grand
remedy of an unthinking populace : and on
these occasionsfire,
the most commodious of
all instruments, is seldom suffered to lie idle.
But scarczty--simple
scarcity--is
not so
frequent in England as famine itself not only
has hitherto been, but (as your Lmdship, I
believe, will see) may m reason be ever cxpeeted to be in New South Wales.
The speculation is not an idle one, since
the greater the number of the motives, each
adequate of itself to the production of the
offence, the greater at all times the number
of chances that any given hand will, by talling within the sphere of action of some one
of all these forces, be drawn into the commission of that offence. In New South Wales,
incendiarism (as your Lordship sees) is produced by motives which would scarce lead
to it anywhere else.
Motives are nothing withoutfaedities.
Facilities, to a degree unexampled
elsewhere,
are afforded (your Lordship has seen) by the
very nature of the climate ; while the means
of preventing the mischief, or so much ms confining it within any gtven limits, on a soil
where every blade is tinder, are not within
the reach of industry or art.
On both accounts--on
all accounts--this
highest upon the scale of ordinary crimesm
tins outrage, of which murder forms oftentimes but a part-- this cause of ruin, by which
the very existence of the whole colony--stock,
subsistence, inhabitancy--is,
in such a situation, at all times rendered precarious--incendiarism, in a word, has never in any other
country been nearly so frequent as it has been,
and frmn the very nature of the case may ever
be expected to be, in New South Wales.
At present, it is only in a moral point of
viewthat the mischief claims ournotlce: hereafter, under the head of Economy, it may be
matter of inquiry, how far, amidst so many
ever-probable
muses of destruction, of which
in such a country so inhabited this is but one,
subsistence
can be regarded as tolerably secure, and whether it be worth while spending fourscore thousand pounds a-year or so,
in combustibles
for bonfires at such a distance,
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C_oll, an Irishman, abused and ill-treated a
constable who was on his duty ordering the
people to church, saying that he would neither obey the clergyman nor the govenmr :
for which, the next day, he was properly punished."
No. 2, p. 51. September1797.--"
A church
clock having been brought to the settlement
in the Reliance when that ship arrived from
England, and no building fit for its reception
having been since erected, preparations were
now making for constructing a tower fit for
the purpose; to which might be added a chin ch,
whenever at a iuture day the increase of Inbourers might enable the governor to direct
such an edifice to be built."
Observations.--ln
the fu'st place the rudj_e :
--the shirt to follow it--one
time or other,or never, as it might happen.
Neither in the
literal, nor therefore in the figurative sen_,
does e&fication appear to have been any great
object _lth governors in the improved colony,
any more than with the governed.
To speak
candidly, why should it have been ? Of what
use could the externals of rehgion be, in a
community in which the only emotmns they
could reasonably be expected to give rise to
were those of hatred and contempt ? Better
no church, than to be burnt down ; better no
service, than to be scoffed at.
No. 3, p. 122, 123. August 1798.--"
The
abandoned and dissipated disposition of most
of those who were or had been convicts, so
much to be regretted and so often mentioned,
was particularly manifest in a shamelul abuse
of the Sabbath, and a profane ridicule with
which everything sacred was treated.
A conduct so derogatory to every Christian winciple had from time to time been severely
reprobated, but it had now arrived at a height
that called for the exertion of every advocate
for morality to subdue.
Observing that instead of employing the Sunday in the performance of those duties for which that day
was set apart, it was passed in the indulgence
of every abominable act of dissipation, the
overseers of the different gangs were strictly
ordered to see their men mustered every
Sunday morning, and to attend with them at
church. The superintemlents
and constables
were to see this order complied with, atzd
that the women (who to their disgrace were
far worse than the men) were strictly looked
VII. REMEDIES UNAVAILING--Spiritual
after, and made to attend divine service reguNo. 1, p. 3. October 1796. --" Directing
larly.
And as example might do something,
his attention
also t_ward the morality of the officers were not only to send a certain
the settlement,
a point which he could not number of their servants, but they were also
venture to promise himself that he should called upon, civil and military, to assist in
ever attain, he [the governor] issued some the execution of this order; to the meaning
necessary orders for enforcing attendance on of which the magistrates were required in a
divine service, and had the satisfaction oi particular degree to pay their attention, in
seeing the Sabbath better observed than it compelling a due obedience thereto, by prehad been for some time past. But there were
venting the opening of the licensed publicsome who were refractory.
A fellow named
houses during the hours of divine service, as
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well as any irregularity on the day appropnated to the performance thereof."
Observations.--Thiswas
"compelling them
to come in" with a vengeance : but to what
use, or with what fruit ?--where
were the
wedding garments _
As tothe fountains of liquid poison, if they
could be sealed up--sealed
up to anypurpose
--at church times, why not at other times,
and for ever ?-- But as to this, see Drunken.
ness.
No. 4, p. 129. 1st October 1798 ....
Between seven and eight o'clock in the evening
of this day, the church on the east side of the
Cove was discovered to be on fire.
Every
assistance, as far as numbers could be useful
was given, but ineffectually ; for the building
being covered with thatch, which was at this
time exceedingly dry and combustible, it was
completely consumed in an hour.
" This was a _great loss ; for during the
working days of the week, the building was
used as a school, in which from 150 to 200
children were educated, under the immediate
inspection of Mr. Johnson, the clergyman. As
it stood entirely alone, and no person was suffered to remain in it after the school hours,
there was not any doubt that this atrocious
act was the effect of design, and the eonsequence of the late order which had been given
out, and had been rigidly executed, enforcing
attendance on divine service, and in the view
of rendering, by the destruction of the building, the Sabbath a day of as little decency
and sobriety as any other in the week.
The
perpetrators of this mischief were, however
disappointed in their expectation ; for the governor, justly deeming this to have been the
motive, and highly irritated at auch a shameful act, resolved, if no convenient place could
immediately be found for the performance o.
public worship, that instead of Sunday being
employed as each should propose to himself,
the whole of the labouring gangs should be
emplo._cd on that day in eretria 9 another building for the purpose.
It happened, however,
that a large storehouse was just at that time
finished ; and not being immediately wanted,
it was fitted up as a church ; and thu_ not a
single Sunday was lost by this wicked design."
Observations.--On
the Sabbath, all work,
and no devotion, cries the aeeusing angel. _
Work ? Yes, answers the recording angel ;
but holy work, work in order to devotion,
What a conflict between the letter and the
spirit ! _ _-on in me tontas emnponere lites,
I leave it to the Snundersons of the age.
No. 5, p. 272. 2Vovember 1799. --"
The
very little attention which had long been, and
continued to be shown to the duties of religion, mad the want of thgt decency and respeet which were due to the return of the
Sabbath, were now so glaringly conspicuous,
that it became necessary to repeat the orders,
which had indeed ofte_ been given upon that
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subject, and again to call upon every person
possessed of authority, to use that authority
in compelling the due attendance of the conriots at church, and other proper observance
of the Sabbath. The women were also directed to be more punctual in their appearonce; for these still availed themselves of the
indulgence which, as women, they had been
treated with, seldom thinking themselvesineluded in the restrictions that were laid upon
others."
Observations. -- It would be an amusing
sight in some respects, if it were not in other
respects so melancholy an one, to see the go.
vernor thus fighting the demon of irreligioo-fighting him with the same straws'with which
your Lordship will behold him presently fightlag the hydra of drunkenness.
No. 6, p. 299. August 1800.--"
As z.'f in
defiance of the rations orders which had been
given to enforce a due attendance on Sunday'
at divine service, that day still continued to
be marked by a neglect of its sacred duties,
an order was again given out on the 25tb,
pointing out the duties of the superinteodents, constables, and overseers in this particuiar instance, and assuring them that a
farther neglect on thexr part would be followed by their dismission from their respeetire situations."
Observatwns. -- At this period, along with
the ciwl and mihtary, ends the ecclesiastwal
history of the "improved" colony. What effeet has since been produced by these fi'esh
orders succeeding to former orders, as often
defied as issued, may be left to conjecture -f.o conjecture grounded on unvarying expehence, as well as the uneimngeable nature of
the case.
3. Per Contra _ PENITENTI._,I_YSYSTEM
No. 7. t_hiladelphia, 1793 Lownes, p. 89
_ '" Their [the prisoners'] decorum and attention at times appointed for religious worship, have been obvious, and are such as have
obtained the approbation of all those who
have been witnesses to it."
VIII.

REMEDIES UlCAVA]LINO_TemporaL

l. Punishments

and Rewards--Evidence
unobtainable.
This head will consist in good measure of
recapitulations.
No, l, p. 4. October 1796.--" Five tourders in the year," as above, page 220. Strong
presumptive proof adduced ; but the kind of
evidenee necessary to establish the offence
withheld."
No. 2, p. 69. December 1796.--"
The honse
and stock of a poor settler involved in debt,
purposely destroyed by fire.
Emantqpation,
with a settlement, offered, and offered in vain,
for evidence."
No. 3, p. 110. May/1798.--"
A fine bull
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calf belonging to an officer was about this
tline taken from the herd ; and though con.
siderable rewards were offered for the discovery of the offender, nothing transpired that
could lead t_ it. This was a serious evil ;
for the care and attention of years might in
one night's time be destroyed by the w_llany
of a few of these lawless people."
No. 4, p. 130. October 179S.--Burning
of the church and school at Sydney. -- Reward of £30, with emancipation if a nonexpiree ; return to England, if an expiree.
"' But it was seen with concern," adds the historian, " that rewards and punishments ahhe
failed in their effect."
No. 5, p. 197. January 1799.--Speaking
of a number of "exccutmas andpunishmeats"
that took place at this time, " it might be
supposed," observed the historian, "that they
would have operated as a check to the commission of offences ; but they appeared to be
wholly &sregarded."
No. 6, p. 268. October 1799. --" About
this time a young ox was missing from the
government stock- yard at Tongabbe, and
there was every reason to suppose it had
been driven away and slaughtered .... In the
hope of discovering the offender, a notice was
published, holding out a conditional emaneipatton, and permission to become a settler,
to anv convict for life, who would come for.
ward'with the information necessary to convict the persons concerned in this destructive
kind of robbery ; and an absolute emancipation, with permission to quit the colony, to
any one transported only fbr a limited time ;
but nothing was ever adduced that could lead
to a discovery."
No. 7, p. 276. December 1799.--Burning
of the jail at Paramatta,
with one of the
prisoners in it.--" Rewards such as had ibrmerly been held out."_Same
exertions, same
success,
No. S, p. 297. July ]800.--"
The prisoners
who were left for execution at the end of the
last month suffered death, two of them at
Sydney on the 3d, and the third at Paramatta
on the 5th of this month. If examples of this
kind could strike terror into the minds of the
spectators, they certainly had not lately been
without these salutary though dreadful lessons."
The inaccessibility of evidence presents
two very material observations,
One is--that
in regard to the degree of
profligacy prevalent in New South Wales,
the criminal calendar, an alleged copy of
which is, I observe, extant in print, would,
without a proper caution, be apt to give rise
to false inductions, presenting the state of
society under an aspect by much too favourable. If every individual offence committed,
whether prosecuted or not, detected or not,
were regzstered in it, no; _ff the number of
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offences commttted were in no .greater a ratie there than in England, to the number of
offences prosecuted for, no. But in a eommunity, in which the members are, almost
to a man, in a league against government
where each criminal has almost as many proteeters, if not accomplices, as he has neighhours, the number of crimes on record, be
it ever so small, affords no indication of any
correspondent paucity in the number ofc_imes
committed.
Some cases indeed there are, in which,
though the criminal remains unprosecuted and
even undetected, the existence of the crime
will commonly be known, or at least suspected, and in both cases recorded. Murder, at
any rate, is of the number. But in the case
ota came of the predatory class, unless aceompamed by force to the persml or violence to
the habitation or its contents, the prevalence
of the crime may be continual and universal,
without any specific trace of it, and therefore
without any specific mentton of it.
The other remark respects the degree of
depravity indicated by the universality of this
mutuaiadherence, independently oftbe actual
crimes resulting from it. In the ordinary intercourse of life, fidelity to engagements is a
wrtue: why? because in the ordinary intercourse of life, among the engagements taken
there is not one in a thousand, the execution
of which is not beneficial to the community
upon the whole.
That feature of negative
sociableness which disposes men not to obstruct or thwart one another in their enterprises, even this, too, is, as far as it goes, a
virtue : why ? because in ordinary lii_, among
the enterprises engaged in, great and small,
there is not mm in a million, the success of
which is not beneficial to the community as
before. But for the same reason that, in the
ease of innocent and beneficml engagements
and enterprises,
fidelity and disposition to
mutual adherence are virtueb : in the case of
criminal ones they are vices. A sort of honour
may be found (according to a proverbial saying) even among thieves.
Good, as an oh*
servation ; that is, true in fact; but bad if the
fact be regarded with complacency, and either
the thieves themselves, or the society infested
by them, are considered as being the better
for it. That honour does exist among thieves
is not to be doubted; for thieves are a society
to one another, and it is only by honour that
any society can be kept together.
But to
regard such honour with complacency, to
speak with reprobation of every instance of
the absence of it, to speak with eulogium of
every instance of the manifestation of it, is
indeed a natural enough prejudice, but, in
some of its consequences, a very pernicious
one. Without honour, society even among
thieves could not exist;--true,
but the thing
to be wished for is, that among thieves, in so
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far as they are thieves, society never should
exist, Of thieves, as of other men, the thing
to be desired is, that they should observe the
laws of honour in some cases, not observe
them in others: observe them on the occasion
of their honest engagements ; not observe
them on occasion of their &sbonest ones:
observe them in their ordinary deahn_ with
other men; not observe them in their dealings with one another in their capacity of
thieves.
By whatsoever
causes produced,
infidelity to criminal engagements is repentance ; and wherein is a man the better for
being without repentance ? To give birth to
such infidelity--to
purchase such repentance
_is
the object of every reward offered for
be discovery of accomplices in crimes.
To
censure a man for the acceptance of any such
offer_to
commend him for the refiisal of it-is to employ so much of the force of the popular or moral sanction, in a dlreetion diametrieally opposite to that of the action of the
political sanction; diametrically opposite to
the interest of society--of
every society, but
that of malefactors,
The application of this argument
is susceptible of extensions : for example, subject
to certam modifications, to the case of common
informers.
At present, let us content ourselves with applying it to the present case :
the more pertinacious and extensivc this speeies of sinister fidehty, the more intense and
extensive and incorrigible, surely, is the depravity which it serves to indicate.
If, indeed, in the ca_e of this sinister hdelity, it
were sympathy_sympathy
on the part of the
individuals as towards one another--that
were in any degree the root of it, so t_r the
inference would fail: but over and over again
the absence of such sympathy, and that to
a degree unexampled
elsewhere,
is attested
as well by particular incidents
as by general
observations;
the true root of this fidelity
is-- (so it appears throughout) _ not in any
sympathy on their part for one another, but
in their antipathy to government--to
the
common bond by which society is held together.
2. Police.
_-o. 1, p. 8. 2¢'ovember 1796. _ " The
useful regulation of numbering the different
houses in the town of Sydney, particularly
those in the occupation of the convicts, was
followed up by another, equally serviceable,
which directed the inhabitants of each of the
fourdivisionsofthetown(forintothatnumbet it was portioned off) to meet, and from
among themselves
elect three ot the most
decent and respectable characters, who were
to be approved by the governor, and were to
serve for the ensuing year as watchmen, for
the purpose of enforcing a proper attention
to the good order and tranqnillity of their
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respective divisions.
Many of the soldiers
being allowed to occupy houses for their families in the vicinity of the barracks, the
commanding officer was desired to appoint
his own officer for the military divi_:.on of the
town, and to order them to report to him."
For the behaviour of these watchmen, see
above, p. 219, where they are stated as guilty
of "extreme
negligence or eomphcity with
the malefactors."
No. 2, p. 26. March 1796. -- At this time,
for any but officers, no travelling without a
passport : the passport to be znspected in each
&strict by a constable : penalty for bemg found
without one, a month's imprisonment
for the
first offence, arbitrmy punishment in case of
repetition.
" The frequent and unrestrained
passing and repassing of idle and disorderly
people from one part of the colony to another,
and the mischievous correspondence
winch
was kept up by such means, was productive
of great evil. To check this as much as possible, allpe_on_,
the officers excepted, _ho
were tra_ellil_g from one di.,trmt _f the settlemcnt to another, were leqmred to furnish
themselves with a passport, which on a proper apph_tion
they would obtain without any
ditliculty.
This was to be shown to and in.
spected by the constables m eacl_ d_stl ict ;
and if found without it, they were to be irapri, or,ed during a month for the first offence.
and otherwise
punhhcd if it was repeated.
But the best local arrangements
were set at
d,_ance lnj those hardened vagabonds, who
seemed dady to zncrease m number and zn tn./_my." For the offcct of tins expedient, see
the next title, No. 10, July 1799.
No. 3, p. 64. December
1797. --"
The
annual election of constables took place m
thismonth.
These municipal regulations were
attended at least with the advantage of mtroducing something like a system of regulalityinto thc settlement, than which nothing
was more likely to check the relaxatmn which
had lately prevailed in it."
For the beimviour of these constables, see the next title,
No. 7.
No. 4, p. 197. January 1799._"
Were it
not evident that certain punishment awmted
the conviction of offenders, it might be supposed that a relaxation of the civil authmlty
had begotten impunity; but far otherwise was
the fac._ Ihe pohce was vigilant, the ma_strates attive, and the governor ever anxmus
to support them, and with incessant diligence
endeavouring to establish good order and moralityin
the settlement.
But snch was the
depravity of these people, from the habitual
practice of vice, that they were become alike
fearless of the punishments
of this or of the
world to come."
3. Functionaries eorrupt--Servants
wor_.hless.
No. 1, p. 60. November 1797._"
There
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can scarcely be recorded a stronger instance
of human depravity, than what the following
circumstance, which happened in this month
exhibits.
A eonwct who had formerly been
a school companion with the Revelend Mr
Johnson, had been taken by that gentleman
into his serwce, where he reposed in him the
utmost confidence, and treated him with the
kindest indulgence.
He had not been long in
his house before Mr. Johnson was informed
that his servant, having taken an impression
of the key of his store-room in clay, had procured one that would fit the lock : he scarcely
credited the mformation; but being urged to
furnish him with an opportunity, he consented
that a constable should be concealed m the
house on a Sunday, when all the family, this
servant excepted, would be attending divine
service. The arrangement succeeded but too
well.
Concluding that all was safe, he applied his key, and entering the room, was
proceeding wathout any remorse to plunder
it of such articles as he wanted, when the constable, seeing his prey within his toil% started
flora his concealment,
and scized him in the
act of taking the property,
" Thus was this wretched being, without
' one compunctious
visiting of nature,' detected in the act of mj uring the man who,
in the better day of his prosperity, had been
the companion of tns _outh, _nd who had
stretched out his hand to shelter him in the
present hour of advex sity."
No. 2, p. 104. April
1798.--"
The
proprietors
of this valuable article of stock
[horses] were rather unfortunate
in tbc care
of it, notwitlastandmg the high price which
it bore.
The acting commissary lost a very
fine mare, through the stupidity of an Irish
servant, who put a _hort halter round her
neck with a rumung knot by which she was
strangled in the night ; and information had
been received of the death of two foals belonging to government.
This accident proeeeded from want of proper care in those who
were appointedtolookafterthem;
butunfortunately, though they were often changed, the
change was never found to be for the better."
No. 3, p. 105. Aprd 1798.--"
They [the
settlers] laboured under another evil, which
was the effect of an unbounded rage for traffic
that pervaded nearly the whole settlement,
The delive O" of grain into the public storehouses, when opened for that purpose, was so
completely monopolized, that the settlers had
but few opportunities of getting the iatl value
for their crops. A few words will place this
iniquitous
combination
in its proper light,
The settler .found himself thrust out from
the granary by a man whose qreater onulenee
created greater znjquence. He'was then driven
by his necessities to dispose of his grain for
less than half its value. To whom did he disposeofit? Tothe verymanwhosegreateropu-
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lence enabled him to pro'chase it, mid wao_
greater influence could get it received into
the public store."
Observations. --The English of this seems
to be, that those on whom it depended to
choose, of whom the governor should make,
these his purchases, gave the preference to
those who would bribe highest.
No. 4, p. 111..rr/ay 1798. _"
The deceptlons and impositions which were daily in
practice among the labouring part of the
colony, to the grettt m.iury ot the concerns
of government, rendered it highly expedient
that the governor, who had those concerns
to attend to, should be assisted by trusty
and active persons, m every situation where
public works might be carrying on. Having
made some discoveries of this nature in the
department of the sawyers, he issued a publie order specifying the hours which should
be employed in every branch of public labour.
This had by no means been the first attempt
to check tim impositions of these people ; but
it was found that the private concerns qfthose
whoshouldsuperintendthevarzouspnbhcworhs
occupied so much of their time, that their duty
was either whoUy neglected, or carelessl_/perbrined.
This created such a relaxation of
discipline, that a repetz_on of orde_ s and regulat_ons was from time to time published,
to keep the labouring people constantly in
mindthat they were the servantsofthe
crown,
and remind those who were appointed to look
afterthem, that they had neglccted that duty
which should ever have bccn their first and
principal consideration."
No. 5, p. 134. November 1798. -- " An
instance of the fatal effects of misguided
conduct, and a too late sense of criminality,
occurred in the tragical end of Nattnmml
Franklyn, the governor's steward. This man,
whom he brought from England, had the
whole ,'arc and management
of the govelnor's domestic concerns entrusted
to him.
He bad been repeatedly cautioned by his
master against the many artful and designmg acquaintances which he had formed in the
town, and was pointedly desired to be aware
of not suffering himself to be influenced by
their opinion_.
It was proved that he had
not had fortitude enough to withstand their
solicitations, but had c,mscnted to rob the
governor to a very considerable
amount,
abusing the confidence he had placed in him,
and making use of his name in a mo_t iniquitous manner.
Of the infamy of his conduct he was at last sensible, and retiring into
the shrubbery in the garden of the governor s
house, shot himself through the head."
No. 6, p. 138..December
1798.--"
On the
19th died very suddenly Mr. Stepbenson, the
storekeeper at Sydney. As his death was not
exactly in the common way, so neither bad
been the latter part of Iris lilb--indeed
all
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that part of it which he had passed in this
No. 10, p.219. Ju/y1799.--"
Stillalarm.
country ; for, by an upright conduct and aing depredations were vAghtly committed upon
faithful discharge of the duties of the office the live stock of individuals, and were doubtwith which he had been entrusted, he se- less effected by those wandering pests to so.
cured to himself the approbgtion of his su- ciety, the regulations which had long since been
periors while living, and their good name at established as a check to such an evil being
bYmdeath,
wholly disregarded.
It was discovered that
"Stephenson
had been emaneipatedfor
his hogs were s_olen, and delivered on the eraorderly behaviour, and to enable him to exe- tualling days at the public store, without any
cute the office of storekeeper."
inquiry being made as to whose property they
Observation. _ If I misrecellect not, this
were, or by whom delivered, any person's
is the single instance of reformation men- name which they chose to give in being continned by our historian, directly orindirectiy,,
sidered by the storekeeper as sufficient to
in the compass of the last five years--the
authorise him to receive it, although printed
period comprised in this his second volume,
vouchers for the delivery of such pork (and
No. 7, p. 139. December 1798. --"
The grain hkewise) were left at the store for the
annual election of constables recurring about purpose of being signed by the party offering
this time, the magistrates were desired to be it. This certainly operated as an encouragevery particular in their selection of the per- meat to the commission of these thefts ; and
sons returned to them for that purpose, as it became necessary to order that such perthere was reason to fear, from the frequent
sons as attended the receipt of any of these
escapes of prisoners from the different gaols, articles at the store should direct whoever
that the constables had been tampered wzth so delivered them to sign the voucher of the
shamefully to neglect their duty.'"
quantity received by him; the 'governor being
]So. 8, p. 196. January 1799.--"
On the determined never to approve of any bill laid
night of the 24th, the acting commissary's
before him tor that purpose, unless the cornhouse was broken into and robbed of articles
missary should produce the voucher properly
to a considerable amount.
The thieves up- signed by the person in whose name such bill
peared to have got in at the office window,
was made out."
and loosened the bricks of a partition wall,
Observatwns.--By
" the regulations estaby which opening they got into the storebhshed as a check to those wandering pests
room, and, forcing the locks of the chests
to society," I understand the regulations reand trunks, carried away every thing that
quiring passports, the measure above spoken
they could mar.age."
of under the head of Police, No. 2.
"' One evil among others, which attended the
No. ll, p. 267. Octoberl799.--"Anum.
freq_tent arrival of ships in the port, was the bet of the public labouring servants of the
ready market which these plunderers found for
crown having lately absconded from their
disposing of their stolen goods, the seamen not duty, for the purpose either of hying b_ robhesitating to become the purchasers on leaving bery in the woods, or of getting away in some
the place."
of the ships now about to sail, that none of
No. 9, p. 210. May 1799. --" At the same those concerned in the concealing them might
court one man, Robert Low, was adjudged
plead ignorance, public notice was given,to corporal punishment and one year's hard ] ' That any officer or man belonging to the
labour, for embezzling some of the live stock ] above ships, who should be known to have
of government which had been entrusted to J countermneed or assisted the convicts above
his care.
He was a free man, and had been I alluded to in making their escape, would be
one of the convicts who were with Captain
taken out of the ship, and punished with the
Riow in the Guardian, when her voyage to
utmost severity of the law ; and as the most
New South Wales was unfortunately
frus- strict and scrupulous search would take place
trated by her striking upon an island of ice ; on board, -- for every convict which should
on account of which, and of their good con- be found concealed or suffered to remain on
duct before and after the accident, directions
board without regular permissmn, so many of
had been given for their receiving conditional
the ship's company should be taken out and
emancipation,
and being allowed to provide
detained for daring to encourage such escape.'
for their own m,aintenance. Few of these pen*
!
i
i
•
•
ple, however, were zn the end found to merit
" On the day this order was issued, the
this reward and indulgence, as their future
Hillsborough, which was moving out of the
conduct had proved ; and this last act of de- Cove, and preparing for sea, was strictly
linquency pointed out the necessity of a free searched ; and several convicts being found
person being sent out from England to su- on board, they were brought on shore, and
perintend the public live stock, with such an each received a severe corporal punishment.
allowance as would make him at once careful
One of them was excused, on condition of his
of his conduct, and faithful in the execution
declaring who the people were that encouzf his trust."
raged that concealme_lt, and prepared hiding-
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places for them. He accordingly deposed to hundred prisoners, receiving a gratuity from
two of the seamen, who were also brought on each, equal to ten or twelve pounds. This was
shore, punished, and a_erwards drummed to a very serious evil ; and proper steps to guard
tile wharf, and sent back to tbeir ship. The
against it in future have been taken, both at
to:egoing order was then pubhshed,
home and in the colony."--Quere,
Of how
" How well it was attended to, and what many hundred prisoners could the terms have
e_ct the pu_ishment of the seamen and con- been shortened by clerks in a peniteatlarywets prod,_eed, were instantly seen. The
house._
Hunter, preparatory to a voyage to Ben_M,
Observations.--"
If the salt hath lost its
where she was to fielgbt with good_ t_r the savour, wherewith shall it be seasoned?"
colony, went out of the harbom.
A woman
At a former period, in more instances than
named Amt Holmes being missing, the _over- one, the terms of the convicts, instead of an
nor mdercd an armed boat from the Rehance
abridgment as here, obtained a prolongation.
to follow the ship, with some of tbe conThe cause of it was--not
any activity on
stable% and search her; _th directions, if the part of any clerks or other persons in
any person were found on board who had not
New South Wales, but the negligence (let
permission to depart, to bring her into port us hope at least that it was nothing worse
again, tlaving tound the woman, the slnp than the negligence) of certain persons here
wa_ brought up the harbour, and secured,
at home : ship after ship, convicts were sent
" SeverM of her crew havtng behaved in a out, and no calendar of their terms sent with
_no_t ins,dent and mutluou_ manner to the of- them.*
In England, the presumption is in
.ricer (:fthe Rehance, lu(ving armed themselve_
favorem hbertatss : at the Antipodes, where
against the constables w_th cutlasses, and one justice was turned topsy-turvy,
it was natuof them having presented a musquet to the rally enough 2n favorem servitutis.
chief constable, they were secured, ordered
"' We have no proof,"says government there
to be pmushed on board their own ships, and to these convicts--"
gentlemen who sent
afterwards turned on shore. But it was no- you out have given us none-- of our having
ces_ary to do something more than this ; and a right to detain you _ any of yon-- so much
a criminal court being assembled for the putas a single day : thelefore in the first instance
pose, the master t_fthe sh_p was brought to we detain you--all
of you_for
life.
To
trial, charged with aiding and abetting a re- each at you we give ac estate for life in banishmale conwct to make her escape from the mcnt and bondage : yes, for lii_, in the first
colony. As the offence consisted in aiding a instance ; defcastble indeed as to the bondage,
convict, it was requisite to prove that such by what lawyers call in Engla_td a possibility
was the person found on board his ship ; but
upon a possibihty."
Thus it was, that in New
npou referring to a h_t of the prisoners who
South Wales, gentlemen of the.highest rank,
were embarked in the Royal Admtral, the with the help of gentlemen at home, tacked
ship in wlneh Ann Itolmcs had been sent out
on, in a wholesale way, to the several legal,
to New Soath Wales, no spec_hc term of transso many illegal portions of punishment_
bonportation was found unvexed to her name. On dage and banishment together.
In the ease at
the question, then, whether the master had present in question, gentlemen of an inferior
aided a convict in making an escape, he was rank, instead of tacking on illegal portions of
acquitted, it not bet_g possible bt! any do- punishment, struck off so many portions of
c,tment to pr_we that Holme_ was at that legal punishment: not intotoindeed_bondage
moment a conb'wt. But the master was re- and banishment together--butbondage
alone;
prehen_ible in conecallng any person whatin general, at least, leaving the banishmen_
ever in his ship, and ought t_o have felt the pretty much upon the same footing as they
awkwardness of his situation in being brought
tound it. Nor yet were the portions of benbefore a court fbr the breach of an _rder ex- dage struck off freely and gratuitously,
but
prcssly issued a short time betbre, to guard
for the valuable consideration of£10 or £12
him and others against the offence that he a-head : in other words, part of the bondage
had comnfitted.
: was thus compou_dedfor,
and commuted into
" When the ttillsborough
w_ searched,
a fine. The fine, it is true, did not go immenot less than thtrty convicts were found to diately, nor, I thar, was intended ever to go,
have been received on bored, against the or- if it could safely be prevented from going,
ders and without the knowledge of the of- into the proper reservoir for fines, the pri_
ticers, and _ecreted by the seamen. This ship purse : to which having said proper, I am
and the Hunter, shortly after these transacalmost ashamed to add--the
king's--but
tions, sailed on their respective voyages."
in this there seems little to distinguish these
No. 12, p. 331. August 1801. _"
It up- from other fines.
Gentlemen acted in that
peared, on examining the registers of the _behalf as so many self-constituted
receivers
veral terms oi transportation of the convicts,
and surveyors of the green wax: and as other
that tht clerks, who neccssarilyhad had access
t_ them, had altered the sentences of about two
" 1. Collin_ p. 74 ; IL pp. 131,212, 2.q7,
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receivers and surveyors of that same sort of
waxmight be expected to do, kept theirown
secret, kept everything, money and secret
together--safe till called for. Neither indeed
was the fine thus levied sufficiently public to
have any very benefiehd effect in the way of
example : but in the way of reformation, and
in the character of a remedy app]ied pro
solute an_ra_, the effect of tt could hardly
have been greater, if levied by the purest
ecclesiastical hands, or passed in and stored
up in the regular official hive of the receiver
mid surveyor-general of his majesty's royal
green wax as aforesaid,
Question (should Robin Hood ever come
to hfe again) for the lyceum of Robin Hood
Which are most to blame? gentlemen in
New South Wales, who without law have
shortened servitude ? or gentlemen at home
who also without law have lengthened it ?
From for_4er titles your Lordship has seen
t hat New South Wales discipline is no sourc_
o| rcformatlon for convicts -- that, _ eontra,
it is a source of ulterior cmrnptzon for convlets' fi'om this title your Lordship has seen,
•
and in a variety of very extensive instances,
that It _s moreover a source of corruption for
honest men. For government storekeepers,
as per Nos. 3 and 10; superintendent,
as
per No. 4 ; stewards, as per No. 5 ; constables, as per No. 7 ; seamen in general, as per
No. 8 ; seamen in merchant's service, as per
No 11 ; clerks in the government office, as
per No. 12 ; soldiers, as per I. Collins, 303,
455, mentioned in my former letter, p. 195,
and p. 209.
Thus and thus far in known instances : in
another way, and in unknown instances without account, the spread of the corruption may
have been in an indefinite degree more extensive.
To so many numerous and importaut cla_ses of his Majesty's subjects as are
forced or tempted to make a house-of-call of
the "improved
colony"--to
the king's army
_to
the king's navy--to
seamen in private
service, the nest of female convicts censtitutes a censtaatly open school of mischief
and depredation ; a school in which the m'ts
of their, robbery, burglary, murder, and ineendlarism, are taught by a set of schoolmistresses of the very first order ; of schoolmistresses pronounced over mid over again,
upon the fullest experience, by the highest
authorities, and most competent judges, to
be ".far worse than the men," far worse than
thieve% robbers,
incendiaries.
•

burglars,

murderers,

and

• In the note inserted p. 181 (Letter I.)the
_bllowing head, intended for the third, was omittc_l by mistake. It will be ibund, 1 beheve_ not
less apposite in this place,
IlL _',,/di_r_t corrupted bTjtlw Conviets_closer
i/tvpection tlw onlgt rctaed?l,
l_o. I, p. 69,60_61. lff, reh 17_9. "He [I|uut ]
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IX.

MAIN CAUSE OF NoN-REPoEMATtON,
DRUNKENICESS.- Universality and Incuroblenebs of it in _Vew South Wales. t
No. 1, IL Collins, p. 9. 2Vovember29, 1796.
-- Speaking of three capital convicts, who
had been executed tbr robbing the public
stores, and three others who on conviction
of the same offence had received a conditional pardon," It was much to be lamented,"
continues the judge advocate, " that these
people were not to be deterred by any example from the practice of robbing the public
stores, which had of late been more frequent
than heretofore, and tbr which there could
not be admitted the shadow of an excuse-as the whole of the inhabitants of every deaccused six other soldiers of having been coneerned with him in the diabolical practice of
robbing the store, for a considerable time past,
of liquor and provisions in Surge quantities...
.....
tl connexion subsisted between them a_ut
some of the worst of the female convicts, at whose
huts, notwithstanding the internal regulations of
their quarters, they iound means to enjoy their
ill-acxtuired plunder ......
On the morning of
their executmn, one of them declared to the clergyman who attended him, that the llke practices
had been carried on at the store at Rose Hill by
similar means, and with similar success. He
named two soldiers and a convict as the persons
concerned."
No. 2, p. 313, 314. September 1793. --" 'The
foundation of another barrack for officers was
begun in this month. For the privates, one only
was yet erected ; but this was not attended wittx
any inconvenience, as all those who were not m
quarters had built themselves comfortable huts
between the town of Sydney and the brick kilns.
This hldulgence might be attended with some
convenience to the soldiers ; but xt had ever been
considered that soldiers _onld _zowhere be so
well regulated as when living in quarters, where
by frequent inspections and visitings their charac'[ers would be known, and their conduct attended to. In a multiplicity of scattered huts,
the eye of vigilance would with difficulty find
its object; andthe soldier in possession of a habitation of his own might in a course of time
think of himself more as an independent citizen,
than as a subordinate soldier."
No. 3, p. 425. February 1796.--" This intercourse had been strongly prohibited by their
officers ; hut living (as once before mentioned) m
huts by themselves, it was carried on without their
knowledge. Most of them were now, however,
ordered into the barracks; but to give this regulation the full effect, a hlgh brick wail, oran
_elosure of strong paling round the barracks,
:as requisite: the latter of"these securities won/d
ave been put some time before, had there not
)een a want of the labouring hands necessary to
prepare and collect the materials."
"I"A cause perhaps equally efficient is the promiscuousaggre_ation;andthisbeingofthevery
_' ....
essence of the colomzaUon
system, is stdl more
palpably incurable than the drunkenness• But
i as this, in the character of a matter of fact,
' needs no proof, it would have been misplaced, if
insertM among the heads under whi(h die evi*
dentlary matter stands arrm_ged.
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seription were at this very time on a full and every cargo which they sent upon speeuls.
liberal allowance of provisions and clothing,
tion ; and though every necessary measure
neither of which were in any scarcity in the was adopted to prevent aU that arrived from
settlement. But the cause was to be found in being landed, yet such was the avidity with
the too great indulgence in the use of spirtwhich it was sought after, that/f not pertuous liquors, which had obtained among them mitred, it was generalh/ got on shore clamtes.
.for a conszderable tzme past.
The different
finely, and very few ships carried back any
capital crimes which had lately been brought
of what they had brought doum.
To this
before the court of criminal judicature, totesource might be traced all the erzmes which
ther with the various petty offences that daily
disgraced, and all the diseases thai injured,
came under the cognizance of the magistrates,
the colony."
did not proceed from an insufficiency either of
No. 4, p. 71. December 24, 1797.--A parfood or clothing, but from an inordinate de- titular anecdote, mentioned by the historiosire of possessing, by any means whatsoever,
grapher under this date, may serve to show
those articles with which they might be able the state of public opinion among the conto procure spirits--"
that source," as the goviers, with reference to this most prolific of
vernor expressed'himself
in an order which
all vices:-"
On the eve of Christmas-day,
he published directly aider these executions--two young men, settlers on some land mid" that source of the mzsfortunes of all those way between Sydney and Paramatta, having
whom the laws of their country and the jus. been boasting of their respective abilities in
tree that was due to others had launched *nto drinking, regardless of the solemnity of the
eternity, surrounded wtth the crimes of an ill- time, challenged each other to a trial of their
spent life."
skill: on which they were so deliberately
No. 2, p. 18. January 18, 1797. -- Speaking
bent, that to prevent their being interrupted,
of the persons called settlers (the expirees, who they retired to the skirts of a neighbouring
took to farming on their own account,) and wood* with a quantity of raw spirits, which
of the measures taken to reduce what was they had provided for the purpose.
Their
looked upon as excessive in the rate of wages
abilities, however, were not equal to their
demanded of them by such of their fellows
boasting ; for one of them died upon the
as maintained themselves by serving them as spot, and the life of the other was fast ebblabourers, he goes on and observes, " It must ing when he was taken up. Had another
appear from this, that every necessary and hour elapsed, he too must have perished
useful regulation
was suggested, that could hke his wretched companion. They had not
promote the convenience and advantage of been able to finish all the pernicious spirit
these people, who being in possessmn of land winch they had prepared, some of it remainthat yielded the most ample returns, nothing
ing by them in a case-bottle when they were
but the greatest worthlessness
on their part
found."
could have prevented their getting forward
1_o. 5, p. 80. January 20, 1798. -- After
and becoming men of property.
That too having spoken, in p. 35, of a merchant ship
many of them were of this description,
will called th_ Sydney Cove, that had been then
appear evident from its being notorious that
lately wrecked in her voyage from Bengal to
thew crops were no sooner gathered than they New South Wales on speculation, and of the
were instantly d_sposed of.for spirits, which
dispatch of a vessel called the Francis to bring
they purchased at the rate of three, nay even in the crew and what could he saved of the
of.four pounds per gallon, and of a spirit of- cargo, " On the 20th January 1798," contiten lowered one-fourth or more of its strength
hues our author, "the Francis returned with
with water."
Captain Hamilton [the captain of the Sydney
No. 3, p. 49. Septe_nber 1797.-On the
Cove] from the southward.
Previous to hl's
20th of this month, " the Deptford, a small
departure for the wreck of his ship, he had
bug, arrived from Madras with a cargo of inibrmcd the governor that she had on board
goods upon speculation for the Sydney marnearl.y 7300 gallons of spirits, and solicited
ket. The spirit of trade, which had for somepermlssmn to bring back a part with him in
time obtained in the colony, afforded an openthe schooner.
The governor, ever averse to
ing for adventurers
to bring their goods to the introduction of spirituous l_quors, would
this settlement.
The voyage from India was certainly have resisted the application ; but
short and direct ; and from the nature of it being generally known in the colony that
their investments
they were always certain
a considerable quantity of this article had been
of finding a ready sale, and an ample return
saved from the wreck, and that the island
upon the orig',nat invoice.
Bat this interabounded with kangaroos and birds, he concourse was found to be pregnant with great I ceived these circumstances not only to have
evil to the colony ; for preferring spirzts to . conduced to those desertWas and captures of
any other article that could be introduced] __t
from
India,
the owners
failed to
to ....
event
_nce oftheirsuplmsed
the runt
of that
country never
an essential
partraake
of I ab_r_tcs
m _thisbeing
way known,
were matter
bomrt.
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boats which had been effbcted, but as likely
to prove farther temptations to similar pracrices. He therefore determined to purchase
the rum of Captain Hamilton, and as there
was none in store fi_r the public service, to
take it on account of government.
An agreemerit was accordingly entered into by the
commissary, and 3500 gallons were brought
round in the _ancis."
Observations.--Quere
]st, How much more
intoxication would be produced by a gallon of
spirits taken on account of government, than
by ditto of ditto taken on any other account ?
_Quere 2d, In what degree or respect is "the
source of all the cr_mes that disgraced, and all
the diseases that injured, the colony," &c. condudve to the public service _-- Quere 3d, If
by stolen boats or otherwise, spirits, when
landed in Providence Island by accident, cannot be prevented from being smuggled into
New South Wales, how can they, if landed
on ditto, or any nearer and more convenient
spot, by design and for this very purpose ?
No. 6, p. 133. October 1798. -- The observations made at this time by the governor
respecting the state of things in a spot so
often mentioned as by far the most fertile of
all the settlements, may serve to show of how
little avail are the most signal geographical
advantages, when counteracted by this moral
obstacle to all industry and all happiness :-" Towards the end of the month, the gonernor visited the settlers at the Hawkesbury,
and while he was there made some useful
regulations among the sawyers, who hadfixed
their own portion of pubhe labour. He gave
notice that a session should be held quarterly
for settling all civil concerns, and made some
other local arrangements, which, if attended
to, would have conduced essentially to the
welfare of the settlers, whose .farms he found
promising plenty, but whose houses and persons wore the appearance of poverty and beg.
gary, they converting all the produce of their
.farms to the unworthy purpose of purchasing

by a sentinel soldier on the person of a dronken seaman--"
This accident," continues the
reporter, ,' was the effect of intoxication ; to
which, a few days after, another victim was
added, in the person of a female, who was
either the wife or companion of Simon Taylor,
a man who had been considered as one of
the few industrious settlers which the colony
could boast of. They had both been drinking
together to a great excess, and in that state
they quarrelled, when the unhappy man, in afit
of madness and desperation, put an untimely
end to her existence.
He was immediately
taken into custody, and reserved for triM.
" To this pernicious practice of drinking
to excess, more of the crimes which disgraced
the colony, were to be ascribed, than to any
other cause ; and more lives were lost through
this than through any other circumstance ; tbr
the settlement had ever been free from epldemical or fatal diseases.
How much. then,
was the importation of spirits to be lamented !
How much was zt to be regretted, that it had
become the interest of any set of people to vend
them !" lit might have been added (as your
Lordship will see)--and
iu one way or other,
of everq set of people without exception.
As
to its being become, so it always was from
the first, and so it must be to the last.]
"Several robberies, which at this time had
been committed,
were to be _mputed to the
same source."
No. 9, p. 205. April 1799.At this time
a Spanish ship, having been taken by two
whalers, was brought into Port Jackson; and
the ship being condemned, part of her cargo
was sold by auction. The cargo (our author
informs us in a note) " consisted of sugar,
flour, and an ardent spirit similar to the aqua
ardente of the Brazils. This article," he adds,
"the governor would not allow to be sold bu
auctzon."
Observations. _ Not by auction : that the
governor would not allow it to be sold at all
is not said. -- Qnere 1. How much more in-

n pernicious spirit, that must ever keep them
poor.
No. 7, p. 198. February 1799. --" Notunthstanding the settlement had before it the
serious prospect of wanting grain, and the
consequent destruction of much useful stock,
it was known that several people had erected
stills and provided materials for the purpose
of distilling spirituous liquors -- a pernicious
practice, which had long been forbidden
by
every o_cer who had had the direction of the
colony. Former orders on this subject were
now repeated, and persons of all descriptions
were called upon to use every means in their
power, in aid of the civil magistrate, to seize
and destroy such stills and materials as they
might find.
No. 8, p. 203. March 1799._
Speakingof
an act d homicide committed in self-defence

toxication would he produced by a gallon of
spirits sold by auction, than by ditto of &tto
sotd by hand ?-- Quere 2. What advantage is
gained by keeping down the price " of the
source of all diseases and all crimes ?"
No. 10, p. 222. July 1799.--An
observation made at this time serves at once to show
the prodigious intensity of two vicious and
closely allied propensities -- drunkenness and
sloth : so mighty the latter, nothing le_s than
the former was able to get the better of it.
"Much" (says our historian) '"might be exo
pected from the exertions of 355 people; and
the greatest advantage would have been de°
rived from their labours, had they been less
prone to dissipation and useless traffic--a
traffic which most of them entered tato solely
with a view to indulging themselve, zn their
favourite propo:sity ofdr4nking."

Mum

Cause of Non.Reformatiau--_u_kt_mess.

No. ll, p. 274. 2d December1799.--"
In
the evening ....
the Plumier, a Spanish
ship, anchored in the Cove.
She was a prize
to three whalers, who had taken her near
Cape Corientes, on the coast of Peru.
Her

[
]
[
[
I

9_

No. 15, p. 299. August9,18OO.__"To.
ward the latter end of the month, an attempt
was made, st 3 o'clock in the afternoon, to
land without a permit 1016 gallons of wine
and spirits, which were seized at the wharf

cargo
chieflycondemned
of bad spirits
by the sentinel.
personto who
made
which,consisted
on her being
by and
the wine,
court I_attempt
had beenIf the
advised
so incautious
of vice-admiralty as a lawful prize, were re- i and daring a proceeding, it could only have
moved into the supply, and an order was given
been with a view to try the integrity of the
out, strictlyforbzdding
the landing of any spisentinels, or the vigilance of the police."
rzts, wine, or even malt liquor, untdaregular
No. 16, p. 332. August 1801. --" Several
Termit had been first ybtained. This restriction
ships had arrived from India, England, and
upon wine and malt liquor was occasioned by America, most of which had brought upon
spirituous liquors having been landed under speculation, cargoes consisting of wine, spi.
that description."
rits, tobacco, teas, sugar, hardware, wearing
No. 12, p. 275. 16th December.--"
The apparel, &c. &e., the sale of which was, with
court of criminal judicature being assembled,
the governor's approbation,
advertised by the
two mates of [the ship] Walker were brought
commzssary, and publicly sold to all descripbefore it, and tried for using menaces to a tions of people.
person who had stopt their boat when atIt appears that from these ships,
tempting to land spa'its without a permit ;
but as he had not any special authority for
59,294 gallons of spirits _ had been im30,896 ditto of wines
_
ported.
making the seizure, or detaining the boat,
26,974 gallons of spirits _ had been
they were acquitted."
8,896 ditto of wines
_
landed.*
No. 13, p. 280. llth January 1800." Arrived the Fhynne, a small snow from
And
Bengal, under Danish colours, which had been
chartered by the officers" of the colony, civil
and military, through the means of an agent
whom they had sent thither for that purpose,
She was freighted on the_raccount with many
articles of which they were much in want ;
and as mere labour could be obtained .for
spirits than for any other mode of payment,
an article so essential to the cultivation of
thetr estates was notforyotten."_
No. 14, p. 291. 14th April 1800.--"
The
quantity ot spirits at this time in the colony
oeeasioned much intoxication and consequent
irregularity.
The settlers at the rwer were
so" lost to their own interests as to neglect
sowing of their grounds ; _: a circumstance
which, but for the timely interference of the
governor, would have ended in their ruin.
Immediately on hearing of their situation, he
forbade the senchroy any more spzrtts to that
profligate corner of the colony,I[ as well as the
retailing what had already been sent thither,
under pain of the offender's being prosecuted
for such disobedience of his orders.§

32,320 ditto of spirits } had been sent
22,000 ditto of wines
away. t
Observations.--I
have already intimated,
my Lord, that I see nothing blameworthy in
the conduct maintained in this raspeet by
gentlemen in the colony ; nothing which it is
in the power of blame to set right; nothing,
therefore, for which blame would be of any
use.
If by any sacrifices or exertions of his
own, it would have been in the power of any
of them to have subtracted anything considerable from the sum-total of the misehief,
then, indeed, ground for blame might nothave
beenaltogetherwanting--then,
indeed, blame
itselfmightnothsvebeenaltogether
without
its use.
But in that situation it does not
appear to me, that from any such single exertions, any effectual benefit could have been
derived : nor even from any such joint exertions as the nature of the case admitted of.
Manufacturing
and importation taken tonether ; the exclusion of the means of drunkenhess out of the improved colony, presents
itself to my view, I must confess, as an

• The governer ? Was he too of the number ? i achievement, now and for everlasting morali_
-- If not, did she sail, or was she freighted or impossible.
unloaded without hm knowledge ?-- What, then,
In the first place, as to manufacturing. -Sir_ do you mean to accuse all these gentlemen
The settlements
are spreading themselves
• * • ?- Not them--indeed, my Lord.
over the face of the country: sprcading them"l"Die quibus in terrls .....
_rhere is that
selves wider and wider every day. It is what
colony, which, if it were not poisoned, would be
*
starved ?--For the consequence, see the next
article.
_ Landed; viz. with L_rmissions, from which
alone the quantity landed could thus have been
they will13.
not
will Drunk_
not reap--(No.
) sow_not drunk, they ascertained.
tl Aprohibitionofthissort,
if it ceuld be made
W Sent away; i.e. ordered tobetaken away.
effectual in one place, why not in another ?--if
For the effect ofbueh orders, see No. 3, where'R
at one time, why not at another .'is said, "if not permitted, it was generally got
_qQuere, the penalty, and on what statute an on shore clandestinely, and very t_w shqm corned
oflbnder would have been to be indict_l ?
back on H of what they had brought down.
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gentlemen wish to see them do: it is matter
well'as masters--there
is scarcely a man to
of triumph that they do so. It is a mark of whom this liquid poison is not dearer than
"improveme_"w
of that feature of improvelife. Among all classes of persons--convicts
ment which has hitherto been accepted in _military
offlcersmcivi]
officers w not a
lieu of every other. They are not only spread,
master that, so long as any of it is to be had
but scattered: theyare so already; they will anywhere, or from anybody, can get a serbe more and more so every day. Settlers
rant to work for him on any other terms.
will not take up inferior land on the mere re- In one case, it is true, and that as eonceivcommendatinn ofits viciuity to already settled
abte a one as any other, this common interest
land, when superior land is to be had within
would not exist.
Such would be the case if
a certain distance.
But the more extended
not so much as a single master had so much as
and dispersed the lots of lands are, with their
a single drop of the poison to give. In this
inhabitants, the more incapable they are of case, their common corrupt interest would be
beivg kept under any given degree--under
wanting, and the opposite virtuous commoa
any sufficient dagree m of inspection; of being interest -- the interest which all masters have
kept under a degree of inspection sufficient
in _thesobriety of their servants-- would take
for any purpose : and of all purposes for this.
its place. But if one gives spirits all must-In respect to every purpose, the deficiency
or all must see their farms deserted, and their
of the system of inspectors _ of whatsoever
servants gone from theirs to that one.
By
professions, civil and military--under
whatsoextraordinary exertions, a reduction in the
ever titles--is,
and in the nature of the case quantity habitually consumed in the colony
ever must be, a standing topic of complaint,
might every now and then, I doubt not, be
For preventing the erections of stills, orders effected ; but any such reduction can never
upon orders have a_l along been issued. [See
be other than temporary : for so many masNo. 7, p. 232.] But the publication of each ters as there are (offÉcers as well as others)
subsequent order is a pretty sufficient evi- who see other masters in possession of a
donee of the inefficacy of all preceding ones. greater quantity than they themselves can lay
Next, as to importation. -- Is it in the na- hold of, so many are there who are partakers
ture ofthiugs that the coast all roundwthe
in this common corrupt interest.
Upon the
coast of a country as large as Europe--should
whole, therefore, so long as the quantity of
be kept sufficiently guarded for this purpose ? spirits in the colony is short of_he full quanWould the whole navy of England be suffi- tity which the conwcts altogether are disposed
cient to the task ? Is there so much as a go- to drink, so long must the virtual auction
vernmenc cock-boat, the expense of which, --the universal competition among the purespecially on such a service, is not, and very chasers of the article _continue.
Those who,
justly, grudged?
at any given period, have the advantage in
When by aceident_
by shipwreck (as per this respect over their neighbours, will find
No. 5) --a cargo of spirits had been landed
themselves under the constant necessity of
on a neighbouriug island, preventing the ira- keeping up their stock of it ; keeping it up
portation of them was found to be impractiagainst all competitors,
for the purpose of
cable. Would not the difficulty have been at keeping up this advantage ; so that the cornleast as great, if design, instead of accident,
men interest in question--the
interest which
had brought them there ? The spot, though
men of all descriptions
have m eluding all
comparatively near, was positively a very d_s- such restlictive regulations -- is not merely
rant one.
In case of design, not any such a general and temporary interest, but a urndistant one would be chosen--but
whatever
versal one, and, humanly speaking, an iudespot, in point of vicinity as well as every feasible and perpetual one.
other circumstance,
presenteditself
as best
With thesituation
ofthegovernorofNew
adaptedforthe purpose.
South Wales and hissubordinates,
contrast,
So faras towhat dependson the situationin thisrespect,that of the governor of a
and distribution
ofthe land: next,as to the panopticonpenitentiary
house. Not a drop
permanent interest
and consequent natural of forbiddenliquorcan be eitherdrunk in
disposition
ofitsinhabitants.Whatever re- the house,orso much asintroducedintoit,
gulatinns
can everbe made forthe preventing withoutbeingseentobe soby everybody:by
theintroduction
ofspirits
intothe colony_
officers__prisoners--visitors
throughcuriosity
be itby manufacture,be itby importation_ -- visitors
upon business
: therefore,
were
thereisscarcely
a human beinginthe colony, transgression
eversoadvantageous,
detection
in or out of power, who has not a personal and punishment would be inevitable.But
interest
in the inefficacy
of them m an in- what isstill
more,transgression
would giveno
retestas strongasitispossible
fora man to advantage.Without work, among thosewho
have inthe inefficacy
ofany such fiscal
regu- can work, not somuch asa morselofbreadis
lations,
to be had by anybody (sothathere, as elseAmong the convictsthemselves-- non- where,asmany aschooseit.
may be starved;)
expirees, as well as expirees_servants
as and every person, the more he works the
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better he is paid : the amount of his earnings
is ascertained, and he receives a quarter of it.
Taken in excess, fermented ]liquors would be
directly adverse to profitable economy; taken
even in moderation, they would be of no use
to it.
X.

Per

COntru_PENITENTIARY

SYSTEM,--

GeneralReformatlou,
as attested ingeneral
expressions :-- l. During Confinement.
No. 1. Philadelphia; 1793 : Lownes, p. 89.
" The order in their" [the prisoners']
"employments,
their demeanour towards the
o_icers, harmouy amongst each other, and
their decorum andattentiou at times appointed
for religions worship, have been obvious, and
are such as have obtained the approbation of
all those who have been witnesses to it; and
we trust that the impressions received in this
secluded state of existence will have a happy
influence towards promoting the great object
contemplated by the change of the penal code
by the legislature of this commonwealth."
No. 2. Philadelphia; 1795 : Liancourt, p.
21. i"
The appearance of the prisoners has
nothing of that insolence or of that dejection
which is so striking among our own convicts
in Europe.
It is cold, respectful, sorrowful,
and calm."
No. 3. Philadelphia; 1796. Turnbull, p. 4.
" There was such a spirit of industry visio
ble on every side, and such contentment pervaded the countenances of all, that it was
with difffieulty I divested myself of the idea
that these men surely were not convicts, but
accust_)med to labour from their infancy."
No. 4. lb. p. 27.-"
The convicts are
called to their me_s by the ringing of a bell;
we saw the men sit down to their supper, and
I do not recollect a scene more interesting,
At one view, we beheld about 90 fellowcreatures, formerly lost as it were to their
country and the world, now collected in one
body, and observing that air of composure
and decency to each other, consequent only
from a long and continued practice of moral
habits."
No. 5. lb. p. 46. _" After conversing with
her (thefliloress)
for some time, he (a person
before mentioned) inquired of her whether
there were no inconveniences
attending the
institution ? With the greatest concern she
replied, that there was one which gave her
no small degree of uneasiness.
That the
debtors in their apartments, from being able
to overlook the yard of the prison, made her
fear that their conversing together, swearing,
&c. might corrupt the morals of her people,
You may think it strange that debtors should
corrupt criminals ; but the case is really so,
for there is certainly as much, if not more,
morality among the latter, than the former,
And so fully convinced were the inspectors
of her apprehensions being well foonded, that,
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to remedy the defect, they have since had
the prison wall raised."
Observations. _ The sex of the keeper,
compared with the nature of her office, brings
to view the picture of s future golden age as
delineated by prophetic poetry : " The wolf
shall dwell with the lamb, • " " " and a
gonng
child shall lead them."
The paradox
had already received its expimmtion in the
same page.
" I was surprised to find a female in the
first appointment, and on inquiry found that
Discharging
[ her husband was formerly jailor.
!the duties of a tender parent towards his
i daughter, infected with the yellow fever in
1793, he caught the disorder and died, leaving
the prisoners to regret the loss of a friend
and protector, and the community that of u
i valuable citizen. In consideration of his faithful performance of the functions of his office,
his widow was nominated to succeed him.
She is exceedingly attentive and humane."
No. 6, Ib. p. 48.1"
Few have been known
to stay in the prison the whole of the term
to which they were sentenced, the amendmerit and repentance of many of them being
so visible to the inspectors, as to have had s
claim to the governor's clemency."
2. After Liberatton, as per accounts.
No. 7. Philadelphia; 1793: Lownes, p. 92.
--" Out of near 200 persons, who at different times have been recommended to and
pardoned
by the governor, only four have
been returned ; three from Philadelphia, reconvicted of larceny, and one from a neighbouring county,
As several of them thus
discharged were old offenders, there was some
reason to fear that they would not long behave as honest citizens. But if they have returned to their old courses, they have chosen
tornntheriskefbeinghangedinotherstates,
rather than encounter the certainty of being
confined in the penitentiary cells of this. We
may therefore conclude, that the plan adopted
has had a good effect on these ; for it is a
fact well known, that many of them were
heretofore frequently at the bar of public justice, and had often received the punishment
of their crimes under the former laws."
No. 8. Philadelphia;
1796: TurnbulL p.
48. --" Recunvictions
are seldom heard of.
Of all the convicts condemned for these five
years past, not above 5 in a 100 have been
known to return."
Observations.--Between
this article and
the last preceding one, your Lordship will
have observed the difference.
Those of
whom but 2 in the 100 proved backsliders,
were picked men: men picked out as the
best, and pardoned.
Those of whom so
many as 5 in the 100 proved backaLhders,
were the whole number of the "_'
taken together.
The t/me which gave these
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gavethaseSinal00,
was moreover nsarlyas i No. 12. lb. p. 70.--"
The New York
long again as the time which gave not quite state-prison will furnish a model for others,
so much as the 2 in the 100.
which the increase of population and growth
No. 9. New York ; 1802 : Eddy, p. 33. w
of luxury may render necessary in the distant
" Under the instruction of a prisoner sen- parts of this extensive country*. And what'teneed for life, who was a skilful shoemaker,
ever may be the future condition of mankind,
it was matter of surprise to observe with this institution will reflect lasting honour on
how much rapidity those who were before the State ; become a durable monument of
wholly ignorant of the trade, learned to be- the wisdom, justice, and humanity of its lecome excellent workmen."
gislators, more glorious than the most sptenNo. I0. Ib. p, 52. --" It is with no small did achievements of conquerors or kings ;
pleasure that the inspectors have observed,
and be remembered, when the magnificent
that a number of those who have been dis- structures of folly and pride, with their founcharged from the prison, confided to their ders, are alike exterminated and forgotten.
care, have continued in habits of industry
and sobriety, and bid fair to become good PENITENTIARY SYSTEM CONTINUED:--Remembers of society."
formation -- Particular .Exemphfications :
Observations. -- From a literal interpreta--tlero,e
tlumanity.
lion of this passage, an inference that might
No. 1. Philadelphia,
1796: Turnbull, p.
be drawn is, that though the reformed were
91.--"
At the time of the vellow fever m
in a certain mimber, the unreformed
weir
1793, great difficulty was foa_M in obtaining
in a number still greater.
But from the nurses and attendants
for the sick at Bush
general tenor of the publicatioo, and irt parHill hospital.
Recourse w_ had to the pnticular from the two next articles of it as son.
The request was made, and the appahere copied, it will appear evident enough,
rent danger stated to the convicts.
As many
that the persons here alluded to as reformed
offered as were wanted.
They continued
were such alone as on that account happened
faithful till the dreadful scene was closed-in a particular manner to have attracted the none of them making a demand for their sernotice of these their former guardtans."
wces till all were dt_charged.
No. 11. Ib. p. 85.In five years ending
No. 2. Ib. p. 48. __,, Some (on the same
with 180I, "of349
prisonerswhohavebeen
occasion) at tl_e exjvirution of their terms of
discharged by expiration of sentence and parconfinement, voluntarily
offered themselves
don, '29 only, or 1-12th part, have been con .....
and conducted themselves with so
victed of second offences ; and of these, 16 much fidelity and tenderness,
as to have had
were foreigners.
Of 86 pardoned, 8 have
the repeatec[ thanks of the managers."
been recommitted for second offences ; and of
No. 3. Ib. p. 92. _ Another instance of
these, 5 were foreigners."
the good conduct of the prisoners during the
In the recent institution
at New York,
sickness, happened among the women. When
your Lordship will have observed, the account
request was made of them to give up their
of backsliders is not as yet quite so tkvourable
bedsteads for the use of the sick at the hosas in Philadelphm.
The difference may, it pital, they ekeerfullll offered even their bedshould seem, fairly enough be ascribed to avading, &c. When a similar request was made
fiery of peculiar difficulties which New Ymk
to the debtors, they all refused."
Some dif
has had to struggle with.-Statement given
ference, my Lord, between these women and
by Mr. Eddy. too long to be inserted here.
the women " far worse than the men," in
In respect of general remarks,
circumNew South Wales--some
difference between
stances would naturally give a different colour to the representations
as between Philadelphia and New York. The Philadelplda
aceountsare,
thetwolatestofthem,
aecounts
given by strangers to strangers:
the New
York, by the leading manager to his fellowcountrymen and fellowoto_msmen.
In this
latter case, the main object was to give economical and other arithmetical
details : it is
a compte rendu by a trustee to his principals.
As to deportment,
&e. of the prisoners, the
persons to whom principally the writer was

the men who serve in hospitals at the peril
of their lives, and those who make bonfires
of hospitals, as well as of prisons with the
prisoners in them:--the
prisoners _ their
comrades_their
peers--menwhom,
instead
of burning them, they would have been ready
to clasp to their bosoms, so it had been t_,
join in mischief.

addressing himself were fellow-townsmen,
who be'L,_, on the spot, had eyes of their own
ro see wtth. That upon the whole, the chief

No. 1. Philadelphia;
1795 : Lianeourt,
p.
19._"
They [the convict prisoners] are ne-

author saw nothing to deter him from expressing himself satisfied with his work, appears from the concluding paragraph, which
is as follows :_

* "Similar prisons are alreudy established in
Ne_ Jersey and Virginia, and others are proposed to be erected in 3Iassachusetts and South
Carolina."

XL MAIN CAus_ : __ Sobrietv, Strtctness,
_U_zversalit,!
and good e_cts of it in the
-Penitentiary House.

Good Effects of Sobriety,

_c. in the Penitentlary.House.

• er on any account permitted the use of fernmnted liquors, not even of small beer. The
prohibition of fermented drink is a standing
order, and most rehgiously observed.
The
liveliness and animation which such liquors
might induce in the workmen is only an artificial and momentary vigour ; a cause of hritation, beating the blood, and destroying the
effect of that temperate regimen which is intended to alter the habit and the constitution."
No. 2. Philadelphia ; 1796 : Turnbull, p.
26.o',
The drink of the criminals is molasses
and water; spintuons liquors are forbidden,
except for medical purposes prescribed by
the attending physician ; and the person who
sells, or suffers them to be introduced on any
other occasion, subjects himself to a penalty
of 1ice pounds; if an officer of the prison, to
dismlssion from office. The reason of this
rigorous regulation arises, in the first place,
trom the probability of the abuse which might
be made of the practice, were it once introduced : and in the next place, from the convictmn of the inspectors, that those liquors
act not so powerfully m strengthening a body
doomed to more than ordinary toil and labour,
asthe effects ofgood wholesome water. That
whatever cheerfulness or vigour it may produce in a labourer, it is merely temporary,
and like all high stimulatives,
its operations
are no sooner at an end, than the system is
lef_ enervated and fatigued."
No. 3. New York ; 1802 : Eddy, p. 49.-" Many of those who came into the prison
with constitutions greatly _mpaired by excessire drinking, debauchery, and vicions habits,
after being sometime used to the system of
temperance,
order, and industry established
in the prison, have become healthy and wgorous."
No. 4. lb. p. 59.--"
It is wellknown that
the greater number of crimes originate an the
irregular and vicious habits produced byintoxication, and by the idle, low, and dissipated
practices encouraged in tavern_ and tipphnghouses. Therearefewcriminalswhosegradual
depravation cannot be traced to this source."
No. 5. lb. 59, 60.--"
By the city charter,
the power of granting licenses is vested in
the mayor, who is the sole judge of the propriety of granting them, or of their number,
Thirtyshdlings
are paid for each license, fourfifths of which sum goes into the city treasury, and the residue to the n_ayor. While
a revenue is derived to the corporation from
these licenses, it is not to be expected that
there will be much solicitude to lessen their
number, or to examine minutely into the
merits of the applicants for them."
Observations. _ Can the degree of such
solicitude be expected to be much greater
where, instead of now and then an odd 5s.
to be gained by putting about the cup of in-
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toxication, the greater part or tbe whole of
a man's income--of
the income of every mint
who could do anything towards stopping it,
depends upon the circulation of it ?
No. 6. Philadelphia ; t799: Liancourt, p.
22.__" The new regimen has ....
produced
a change which is remarkably evident, even in
the physician's hill, which formerly amounted
to two hundred or three hundred and twenty
dollars per quarter, but at present seldom rises
above forty.
This enormous difference is
entirely attributable to the total change of
discipline which has taken place. During the
former system, the irregular government of
the prison wasattendedwithfllthanddrunkenness; and frequentbroilsproduced
diseases,
wounds, and bruises of every kind.
Under
the new order, these causes ofevilhave ceased
-- the disorders are confined to colds, or
such accidents as are common everywhere.
Only two prisoners have deceased within
four years, and those of the small pox. Except in cases of contagious maladies, the
sick prisoners remain in their room : in such
cases, however, they are removed to ase.
parate apartment."
No. 7. Philadelphia; 1796: Turnbull, p. 20.
--"Agondproofofthec]eanlinessoftheplace
you have, when I mention from authority,
that out of 8060 persons who were confined
in the several apartments of the prinso (the
debtors' jail included,) frmn the 28tb day of
September 1780 to the 5th of the same month
in 1790, only twelve died of natural deaths.
Since the latter of these periods, the establishment of the new system of discipline
has produced much better arrangements,
as
well in respect to the comfort and health as
to the good order and government of the prisoners.
This has been evident in several instances. The physician's bill, which formerly
amounted to 1280 dollars a-year, seldom exceeds at present 160 ; and excepting in cases
of contagious diseases, not more than two
prisoners have died from June 1791 to March
1795, a period of nearly four years.
During
the fall of 1793, when the yellow fever had
extended its thtal ravages over every part of
the city and suburbs of Philadelphia, we have
from Mr. Carey, in his accomlt of that cainmity, that only six persons in the prison were
taken sick and sent to the hospital, although
the sttuation of jails, even raider the bes_
administration,
makes them most frequently
liable to the generation of contagious and
other diseases. At this time, too, were confined there, by order of the French consul,
106 French soldiers and sailors, besides I00
other prisoners,
composed of convicts,
vagrants, and criminals committed ibr triaL"
Observations._
From the number of the
prisoners that passed through the prison within a given space of time -- from the mere
numheralone, as compared with the number
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of deaths within that time, no very precise
induction can be drawn: another point to be
known is, what was the average duration of a
prisoner's continuance there; if, for example,
about half-a-year, viz. 180 days, this would
give for the 8000 in ten years, four hundred
throughout the whole of every year : upon
this number, 12 in the ten years would be 1 _
death per annum upon the four hundred,
In this parallel between the two systems,
your Lordship may have observed, on the
part of the penitentiary system, whole heads
wanting, and those verymaterial ones. Under
the head of miscellaneous
crimes (given as
exemplifications of depravity,) a mere blank :
under the head of incendiarism in particular,
a complete one.
The case is---that among
chronical punishments administering a coercive discipline, it is the peculiar glory of the
penal coloniz_tiun plan, that uuder it the list
of crimes keeps running on, as if no coercion
at all were :_dministercd ; or, if there be any
difference, in rather a greater proportion
under and with the benefit of this discipline,
than without it.
In this point, I question
whether the world ever saw anything under
the name of punishment bearing the least resemblance toit. In the veryworst ordered gaol,
the discipline has at any rate been sufficient
to keep the prisoners out of the commission
of great crimes : even the hulks have succeeded thus far ; even the worst ordered of
those archetypes of our hulks that are still
to be seen upon the continent-the galleys,
No forcible robberies are committedmno burglaries--noehurehes,
no hospitals are burnt-even in the galleys,
XII.

CENTRAL INSPECTIONPRINCIPLE:

Escapes, for want of it, from the American
Prisons, as above,
In a method governed by the consideration
of the ends of penal justice, the topic of escapes seems to belong to the head of Incapacitation_incapacitatiun
for fresh offences,
Why ? Because under any mode of confinement the effect of which is to prevent offences
while it lasts, the effect of an escape is tobreak
the bridle, and leave delinquency to run on
again in its old course. Unfortunately,
in the
penal colony of New South Wales, the place
for the topic of escapes is not quite so easy
to be fouu& When a man escapes out of it,
the scene indeed of his misdeeds is changed;
but the multitude of them, being during the
continuance of the confinement at the highest
piteh, is not in much danger of being increased
bythe cessa_onof
it. Be this as it may, the
confinement of the prisoner being by the supptsdtionadesirableobject,
an escape by which
he is liberated from that confinement must,
happen where it will_mast,
were it only for
consistency's sake, be ranked among undes/-
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ruble ones. In the case of any other place of
legalconfinement--intheeaseofanAmerican
penitentinry-honse
more particularly--this
character will be seen to belong to it without
dispute.
Good as the penitentiary system has proved
itself, wherevcr it has been established--good
in every point of viewm good with reference
to its end--good in eomparzson, with reference
to every other system of confinement--I
have
never given it as altogether perfect : I mean,
in any of its existing shapes. I have reserved
to myself the submitting to your Lordship,
whether from experience as well as by reason, the addition of the principle of central
inspection may not be regarded as calculated
to add to the perfections of it. l_eformatmn,
economy, and prevention of escapes--incapacitation thereby for fresh offences resulting
from escapes--in respect of every one of these
objects, I have ventured to state it as eminently serviceable.
In respect of reformation
and economy, its presence having never been
experienced, the loss, if any, from the want
of it, is a point of which, as even the exzstence,
however probable, cannot, strictly speaking,
be demonstrated, still less can the amount be
mathematically ascertained.
In the article of
escapes, the amount of the inconvenience from
the want of it, and thence of the benefit that
would result from the adoption of it, is rather
more open to demonstration.
A postulate, it
is true, must even in thi_ ease be assumed :
viz. that under the eye of a keeper, with ad_quate assistance and means of defence at his
elbow, he at the same out of the reach of
assault, neither a single unarmed prisoner,
nor any number of unarmed Wisoners, confined in a room by bars and bolts, will so
much as attempt to escape out of it. This
being admitted, whatever escapes have been
found actually to have taken place from a
prison unprovided with this security, may be
set down as having the want of it for their
cause: andtothissamescoremaybesetdown,
in the account of economy, the expense of all
such guards whose services, in a spot exterior
to the prison, have for a given period been
kept appropriatedto this purpose. After these
remarks, whatever considerations
are prosented to view by the ensuing extracts _]1,
I presume, find their application without much
difficulty.
XIII. INSPECTIOS tke more perfect _ t_e
more pe_fect the Ma_mgement ; viz. in re.
spect of REFORMATION,INCAPACITATION
as to ESCAPES, and ECONOMY.
No. 1. Philadelphia;
between 1786 and
April 1790, under the ambulatory jail-gang
system, being the first attempt at reformation. Liancourt ; 1795 : p. 6. _"
Criminals
loaded with irons, and scattered through the
streets and along the roads, presented to the
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l_ublie the spectacle of vice, rather than of
shame and misery ; and the impossibility of
watching them properly, facilitated the means
of excess, of drunkenness, of pillage, and of
escape."
Observations.--Under
this system, it may"
be inferred that escapes actually did take
place, with more or less frequency, as under
such a system might naturally be expected,
No. 2. Philadelphia ; 1786 : Tnrnbull ;
1796, p. 14.--"
Finding at length that the
perseverance of the ' Society for alleviating
the miseries of Prisons' bid fair to an extinction of all hopes of their continuing in
the same scene of confusion, with one consent they resolved on a breach of pr_._on.
The attempt was accordingly made on the
evening of the day the new order of things
had taken place. Fortunately, .few of them
escaped : [Fifteen,
as per Liancourt, p. 31.]
The jailor was immediately discharged;
and
since that period [to August 1796, l almost
every project for the same purpose has tailed,
either from the want of unanimity of the most
evil disposed, the i_ars of those less so, or
the decided disapprobation
of the greatest
proportion
of the prisoners to anything of
the kind."
No. 3. Ib. Philadelphia ; 1796 : Turnbull,
p. 19. -- " About seven [prisoners]
are in a
shop, one of whom is appointed by the jailor,
whose duty it i¢ strictly to notice all offences,
and who, in detkult of it, is punished according to the rules.
For this, however, there is
little or no necessity, a_ they commonly work
under the mutual inspection of each other.*
The keepers constantly parade among the pr;soners, in the court-yards and passages. [viz.
per Liancourt, p. 19. Turnkeys, four m numbet for the whole house.]
Obse_ vatwns --"Constantlyparade
among
the przsoners ;" i. e. constantly have some of
the przsoners themselves _n view:-"
constantly in the yards and passages ;" i e. constantly have in view more or less of the space
occupied by the prisoners :-- const:mtly ; i.e.
in the day time ? But in the night ? have they
them, all of them, and all mght long, in view ?
Unquestionably
not; if they had, the escapes
indicated by the word almost, in No. l, could
not, humanly speaking, have taken place,
So far at "least as mere inspection is coneerned, the work of the .four keepers would,
in a prison upon the central inspection principle, have been performed, and much more
effectually and clear of almosts, by a single
keeper ; at the same time that, on my plan,
the econom?! of the concern would of itself
have afforded, as well as demanded, all night
long, the assistance of a number of observing
eyes.
No. 4. New York ; 1S02 : Eddy, p. 18. --

" Absolute reliance ought not to be placed on
the strength of any prisoR, let rhea" "_alls be
ever so well constructed.
Nothing will probabbj prevent escape but the uaremittlng viyilance of the keepers, and a strict watch day
and night."
No. 5. lb. p. 19. _ "' It would have been
mor_ secure, if all the cells and the rooms in
the wings adjoimng had communicated unth
one and the same passage ; s_nce the same
person who watched the wings might at the
same time have attended to the cells. It was
probably owing to th_s defect that the escapes
were made from the cells, which might have
been prevented by a suitable watch."
No. 6. lb. p. 37. -- " When day-light disappears, a small lamp is lighted in each room
and in the halls ; and then the assistant keepers go on watch in the halls and corridors,
which command a view through grated doors
of each apartment:
they walk to and fro
during the night, dividing the watch between
them."
No. 7. Ib. p. 29.--" In consequence of some
escapes, the legislature, at the last sessions,
authorised the governor, or the person administering the govcn_ment, to raise a guard,
to be called ' The State Prison Guard.'
" The annual expense of this guard will be
about 7000 dollars (£1575.)
Thongh the
security of the prison is of the highest consequence, since the efficacy of mild punishments
depends on their certainty ; yet it is probable
that an increase of the number vf keepers
[_. e. within the prison] and a more perfect
arrangement of them, would have been equally
e_bctnal to that security, and would create
not half the additional expense of the present
guard."
Observatwns. -- A more perfect arrange°
ment of the apartment, viz. upon the central
inspection principle, would have been much
more effectual, and saved the expense not
only of the guard itself, but of the proposed
suecedaneum to it.
No. 8. lb. p. 54. --" About twenty-two of
the most obdurate criminals are kept confined
and at work in the separate ai.artments,
and
are not suffered to come out, or to have any
communication with other prisoners, but are
constantly watched by keepers day and mght."
Observations.--Without
the benefit of the
central inspection
principle, by which the
whole inhabitancy would have been watched
by a single keeper without effort, how severe
the obli_-ation of such vigilaney, how inordinate the expense !
That these precautions were neither unnecessary, nor so much as sufficient, appears
but too plainly from the account of escapes,
as given by the snme intelligent
and zealotm
administrator,
whose labours had, under the

• The prisoners under _e inspection of each
other ! --A pretty cheek that would be in New
South Wales !

invincible disadvantage of ill-adapted
architecture,
been applied to the prevention of
them.
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TABLE,
Abstraeted from Eddy's Account of the Penitcnti_j-House
in New York, p. 79 ; showing
(as far as is there exhibited) the Numbers of Prisoners received into the said Prison,
and discharged from thence--by
Death, Escape, Pardon, and Ezpiration of Sentence_
in five years ending 1801 : together with the Number remaining in Prison at the end of
the year last mentioned.
DISCBAaGED
RI_E|¥gD.

_
Death.

Yearn

1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........

121
144
121
150
157

TOTALS....693

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

I
6
9
8
4

'
Escape.

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

28

From this it appears, that in the case of
that prison, the number of the prisoners that
have escaped has, within the five years in
question, been almost equal to the number
who have died in it; between 1-3d and 1-4th
of the number who have been discharged out
of it bypardon;
between l-Sth and 1-gth of
the number discharged by expiration of their
sentences; and between 1-27th and 1-28th
of the whole number received into it.
If a man may be allowed to quote himself,
a few observations written on the same subject on another occasion* will not here be ultogether out of their place. "If in a building
ontbis plan, anything of disorder is supposed,
it must be because, though in words the adoption of it may have been admitted, the state
of things that would be the necessary result
of it is not present to the mind. The disorder supposed, is supposed to be out of sight_
which in fact it never could be.
From the
want of this advantage proceeds that anxiety,
the intensity, mid at the same time the inefficacy of which is apparent in every page of
the rules and orders that one sees.
O_cers
frequently to go into the wards--frequently
to ]tear complalnts--master
frequently to go
into every ward, and inspect the persons therein, on a particular day of the week espeeially_
twice a-week the matron to inspect every part
of the house--paupers
to be kept dean--of.ricers frequently to take a view of them-paupers to come down into the dining.hall to
he mustered and employed--doors
to be locked
that thtn£ may not harbour in the wards in the
day time ;--nurse-children
frequently to be
viMted_once
a-month at least ;--apprentices
frequently to be visited by the vtessenger. _
This from the regulations of one of the firstrate poor-houses. All this an attempt--and
that probably in a great degree an unavailing
mle_to
effect by great exertions, not a hun• Papers intituled, Pa_per Management Ira.
_o.ved;. fi_t printed in Yoit_g" s .dunal¢, anno
_ana
JTUe.

BY

_

I
3
7
6
8
25

Pardon.

Exptrattom

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
..........................
86

_

REMA_NING_
_Ist Dec.

344
210

344

dredth part of what on the central inspection
plan would take place of itself, without a
man's stirring from his chair."
Being thus far engaged in self-piracy, I will
e'en beg leave of your Lordship to go so
much further as to transcribe a passage on
the same subject from another work: I mean
the book entitled Panopticon;
containing an
exposition of the central-inspection principle,
with a view to the variety of different purposes to which it presented itself as applicable. The insertion may perhaps be the more
pardonable, inasmuch as though the first of
the three little volumes, of which the work
consists, was in 1791 reprinted, and perhaps
sold in Ireland, by order of the government
of that day, yet neither that partial re-impression, any more than the ori_nal impression,
can have ever found its way here into the
shops.
At the same time, not to obtrude as
necessary, what may perhaps be deemed superfluous, it stands disnnssed to the bottom
of the page."
• A collateral advantage, and on the score of
frugality a very material one, is that which
respects the number of the inspectors requisite.
If thin plan reqmred more than another, the ad.
ditional number would form an objection which,
were the difference to a certain degree considerable, might rise so high as to be conclusive : so
far from it, a greater multitude than ever were
yet
lodged
in one For
house,
a single
person.
the might
trouble be
of inspected
inspection by
is
dirmnished in no less proportion than the strictness of inspection is increased.
Another very important advantage, whatever
purposes the plan may be applied to, particularly
where it is applied to the severest and most coercive purposes, is, that the under.keepers or inspsctors_, the servants and subordinates of every
kind, will he under the same irresistible control
with respect to the head keeper or inspector, as
the prisoners or other persons to be governed are
with respect to them. On the common plans,
what meanstwhat possibility, has the petsoner
of appealintg to the humanity of the principal for
redress agsmst the neglect or oppression of subordinates_ in that rigid sphere, but the few op-

Inspection

ti*e only security agahst

Escape

24I

What is below being read or not read, let
me beg of your Lordship to consider whether,

if the too famous prison in Co/d/sub F/e/ds
had been upon any such plan, those com-

portunities which, in a crowded prison, the most
conscientious keeper can afford--but thenone
at all which many a keeper thinks fit to give
them ? How different would their lot be upon
this plan !
In no instance could his subordinates either
rform or depart from their duty, but he must
ow the time and degree and manner of their
doing so. It presents an answer, and that a satisfactory one, to one of the most puzzling of political questions, Quls custodiet ipsos cuslodes _t
and as the fulfilling of his as well as their duty
would be renderedso much easier than it can
ever have been hitherto, so might and so should
an_ departure from it be punished with the more
iniiexihle severity. It is this circumstance that
renders the influence of this plan not less boneflcisl to what is called llbertyl than to necessary
coercion;notlesspowerfulasacontronluponsubordinate power, than as a curb to delinquency ;
as a shield to innocence, than as a scourge to
guilt. Another advantage, still operating to the
same ends/is the great load of trouble and disgust which it takes off the shoulders of those
occasional inspectors of a higher order, sueh as
iudges and other magistrates, who, called down
to this irksome task from the superior ranks of
life, cannot hut feel a proportionable repugnance
to the discharge of it. Think how it is with
them upon the present plans, and how it still
must be upon the best plans that have been
hitherto devised! The cells or apartments, however constructed, mast, if there be 900 of them,
(as there were to have been upon the penitentiary-house plan) be opened to the visitors one
by one. To do their business to any purpose,
they must approach near to, and come almost in
contact with, each inhabitant, whose situation
being watched over according to no other than
the loose methods of inspection at present practteable, will on that account requlr"e the more
mmute and troublesome investigation on the part
of these occasional superintendents. By this new
plan, the disgust is entirely removed, and the
trouble of going into such a room as the lodge

ing the real state of things. Out of nine hundred
cells, he ean visit but one at a time ; and, inthe
meanwhile, the worst of the others may be arranged,andtheinhabitantsthreatenedandtutored
how to receive him. On this plan, no sooner is
the superintendent announced, than the whole
scene opens instantaneously to his view.
In mentioning inspectors and superintendenm
who are such by office, I must not overlook that
system of inspection, which, however little heeded, will not be the less useful and efficacious :
I mean the pert which individuals may he disposed to take in the business, without intending
perhaps, or even without thinking ofl any other
effects of their visits, than the gratification of
their own particular curiosity. What the inspec.
tor's or keeper's family are with respect to him,
that and more will these spontaneous visitors be
to the superintendent : assistants, deputies in so
far as he is faithful, witnesses and judges should
he ever be unfaithful to his trust. So as they are
hut there, what the motives were that drew them
thither, is perfectly immaterial : whether the reheving their anxieties by the affecting prospects
of thm'r respective friends and relatives thus de.
talned in durance, or merely the satisfying that
general curiosity, which an establishment on various accounts so interesting to human feelings,
ma_. naturally be expected to excite.
_ ou see I take for granted as a matter of course,
that under the necessary re/,_alatiens for preventing interruption and disturbance, the doors of
these estabhshments will be, as, without very
spceml reasons to the contrary, the doors of all
public ostabtishments ought to be, thrown wide
open to the body of the curious at large :--the
great open committee of the tribunal of the world.
And who ever objects to such publicity where it
is practicable, but those whose motives for oh.
jectionl afford the strongest reasons for it ?
Decomposing the plan, I will now take the
liberty of ofl'enng a few separate eousxderatlons,
applicable to the different purposes to which it
appears capable of being applied.
A pemtentiary-house more particularly is (|
am sorry I must correct myself, and say was to
have been) what every prison might, and in some
degree at least ought to be, desi_,ned at once as
a place of safe custody and v. prate of labour.
Every such place must necessarily be, whether
designed or not, an hospital: a place where sickness will be found at least, whether provision be
or be not made for its relief. I will consider this
plan in its application to these three distingtlish.
able purposes.
Against escapes, and in particular on the part
of fe]ons of every description, as well before as
after conviction--persous from the desperateness
of whose situation attempts to escape are more
particularly to be apprehended, it would afford, as
I dare say you see already, a degree of seeu_ty t.
which perhaps has been seareelyhitherto reaellect
by conception, mueh less by practice. Over.
powering the guard requires anunian of h_ds_
and a concert among minds. Jt_utwhat union.
or what eoncerh can there be among persons, no
one of whom will have set eyes on any othe¢
from the first moment of his entrance ? Under.
mining walls, forcing iron bars, requires com.
monlya concert, always a length of tame exempt
from interruption, lSut _ho won ld think o! _¢-

other,
is
no more than the trouble of going into any
Were Newgate upon this plan, all Newgate
mightvislt
to beMr.inspectedAckerman.bY
a quarter of an hour's
Among the other causes of that reluctance,
none at present so forcthle, none so unhappily
well grounded, none which affords so naturalan
excuse, nor so strong a reason against accepting
of any excuse, as the danger of ir_feellon : a sircumstance which carries death, in one of its most
tremendous forms, from the seat of guilt to the
seat of justice, involving in one common eat.astrophe the violator and the upholder of the laws.
But in a spot so constructed, and under a course
of disciphne so insured, how should infection
ever arise ? or how should it continue ? Against
every danger of this kind, what private house of
the poor--one might almost say, or even of the
most opulent_ean be equally secure ?
Nor is the disagreeableness of the task of saperintendeneediminished
by this plan ins much
greater degree than the efficacy of it is increasen,
On all others, be the superintendent's visit ever
so unexpected, and his motions ever so quieg,
time theremustalways be forpreparatiorubblind-
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plaints which have given so much trouble to
so many Right Honourable and Honourable
Gentlemen could ever have obtruded themselves 9 __ whether the ground for those cornplaints, such as it was, could ever have had
existenee?--whether
the time of so many
public men, whose labour, so much to their
regret, was for so many weeks employed upon
this irksome service (men worthy of better
occupations,)
would not have been saved,
and the peace of the metropolitan
county,
together with the situation of its veteran representative, have remained undisturbed?
At different times a sketch on the centralinspection plan has been shewn to jailors :-at no time without producing an exclamation:
Ak l if my jail wel e hke thzs, my task would
be a safe and easy one !
Different men, different opinions:
where
is the subject, my Lord, that will not display the difference, especially when motives
prompt opinions, and situations convert them
into laws?
One man, upon being told of a prison, in
which every prisoner was without intermission exposed to an inspecting eye.--"
Then
they'll all get out," says he.
This was one
of those men, whom, under the ancien regime, gentlemen used to send out to govern
kingdoms: accordingly, so long as he reigned,
be took effectual care there should be no such
jail to get out of in his dominions, spite of
everything that could be said to him by subordinates.
Another man, upon seeing the model of a
prison round like Ranelagh, with this difference, that excepting iron bars and supports
as in work-shops, the circumference was all
glass, exclaimed immediately--"
This prison
will be too dark : the keepers in the middle
ginning a work of hours and days without any
tolerable prospect of making so much as the first
motion towards it unobserved ? Such attempts
have been seldom made without the assistance
of implements introduced by accomplices from
without. But who would expose themselves even
to the slightest punishment, or even to the mottification of the disappointment, without so much
as a tolerable chance of escaping instantaneous
detection ? _ who word think of bringing in
before the keeper's face so much as a small file,
or a phial of aquafortis, to a person not prepared
to receive any such thing, nor in a conditmn to
make use of it ? Uponallplanshithertopursued_
the thickest walls have been found occasionally
unavailing: upon this plan, the thinnest would be
suffictent; a etrenmstanca which must operate_ in
a striking degree, towards a diminution of the
expense.
In this, as in every other application of the
plan, you will find its lenient, not less conspienous than its coercive tendency; insomuch that
if you were to be asked, who had most cause to
wish forits adoption, you might find yourself at
some loss to det-erm_n'e between the malefactors
themselves, andthoseforwhosesaketheyareconreigned to punishment,
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will never be able to see their prisoners." The
room it was in, being none of the lightest,
ocular demonstration was so far on his side.
By I know not by what accident, this reason
missed being added to the four reasons for
relinquishment : though, sure enough, there
was a time, my Lord, when they lay all together safe and snug in the same place. Alas !
my Lord! why were they ever suffered to
get out of it ? There, there indeed, was an
escape !
Behold here again, my Lord, another governor of kingdoms: a task a man seems to
be set down to, when he is fit for nothing
else.
Alas! my Lord ! what a truism was
the deathbed observation of Chancellor Oxenstzern to his son: Nescis, mz fili, quam parvd
sapientta mundus reg_tur !*
XV. Frmt of the Penitentiary
System, tn
point of Example as well as t_cformation.
Decrease of Crimes.
No. 1. Philadelphia;
1793: Lownes, p. 93.
--" Our streets now meet with no interruption t?om those characters that tormerly rendered it dangerous to walk out of an evening.
Our roads in the vicinity of the city, so con_ While correcting the press, an incident oc.
curs, from which it should seem that American
prisons are not the only places of confinement
from which, when correctang eyes are wanting,
or off thear station, or opposed by walls, a man
may find means to make his escape.
Times, Decembep 15, 1802.--" J. Murphy, a
convict, who made his escape from the Captivity
hulk on Wednesday se'nmght, was taken near
Fareham, and lodged in the Bridewell at Gosport. He made his escape from that prison on
Wednesday last, by sealing the walls, and got
clear off. Tins is the .fourth rime he has contriced to get out of confinement since he was
sentenced to transportation ; once from New_ate,
from the hulk at Woolwicb, from the Captivity
at Portsmouth, and from the gaol as above.
Query 1st. How many times in the same pcriod would this ingenious person have effeeted
his escape from a prison on the panopticon plan,
out of an apartment exposed nightand
day to
the view of several pairs of eyes, themselves unseen by him, and commanding the whole circle
without so much as a change of place ?
Query 2& What obstaele_ if any, did noble
lords expect would be opposed to any such ingenmty in these four places of confinement, together with the rest of them, 250 or so, throughout
England, by the gentleman who, confining his
!nspectaon to the hulks, takes four peeps at them
m a year. at £87 a peep ?
Query 3d. Was it lest noble eyes should be
suspected of being constantly asleep, that subordinate
eyes? were commissioned to be periodically
awake
Query 4th. When, for the single purpose ot
this nominal inspection, Parliament was called
upon for a fresh act _42 Geo. IILc. 28, 24th
March 1802,l-might
It not have been as well_
if some show-of obedie_lee had been paid to the
two already existing acts, of which, if obeyed,
real inspection would have been the fruit ._

Fruit of tAe Penitentiary

System_

stantly infested with robbers, are seldom disturbed by those dangerous characters.
The
few instances that have occurred of the latter,
last fall were soon stopped.
The perpetra_
tots proved to be strangers quartered near
the city, on their way to the westward,
" Our houses, stores, and vessels, so perpetually disturbed and robbed, no longer experience those alarming evils. We lie down _n
peace--we
sleep in security,
" There have been but two instances of
burglaries in this city and county for near two
years. P_ckpochets, formerly such pests to
society, are now unknown.
Not one instance
has occurred of a person being convicted of
this offence for two years past. The number
of persons convicted at the several courts
has constantly decreased.
Thirty and upwards at a session have frequently
been
added to the criminal hst : at this time, when
both city and county courts are but a few
days distant, there are but five for trial!
Such have been our mc_tsures--such
is the
state of things-- and such the effect. If a_,y
one can assign other causes for them than
are here adduced, they mu_t have other opportunities,
other means of information than
I am acquainted with."
No. 2. Philadelphia;
1796: Tarnbull,
p.
91. --" It appears that since the late iraprovements in the pcnal code, offences have
diminished in a proportion of about one half;
and when we recollect that the first table
_contains the offences of the city and county
of Philadelphia only, we may pronounce that
they have decreased throughout
the whole
state nearly two thirds. The two periods are
equal, and the latter commences from 1791,
from the new discipline not having taken
place previous to that time.
The most ma.
terial point gained with respect to offences,
is the diminution of the most heinous ones,
which are still in a greater proportion. They
stand in the table as follows :-Under the Old UndertheNew
System--inthe 8ystern--inthe
city &County. whole 8tare.
Burglary, .
Robbery,
.
Murder,
.
Arson,
. .
Rape, ....
Bigamy .....

77 • • •
. 39 .
9 . . .
. 0
. .
0 .
1
• "

16
5
0
.
1
1
1
-Total,
126
24
---_
Observations. _ This is a success indeed!
a success reported at first after a trial of
about two years: confirmed afterwards, as
per last accounts, by a further experience of
between three and four years. According to
the figures, the first-rate crimes reduced to
less than afift/t of their furmer number: but
even this degree of success, prodigious as it
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is, falls short of the proportion really obrained. The larger nmnber (the 126) during
the prior period is for the capital-- Philadel.
phia--dty
and comrty alone :--the
smaller
number (the 24) during the subsequent pc.
riod--the
period of improvement--is
for all
Pennsylwnis--for
the whole state.
But in
the jail of this same state, in December
1792,* at a time when, for the whole state,
the number of convicts of all sorts was 37,
out of these 37, the number tbr the city and
county taken together was but 24 ; that is,
wa_ not quite so much as two thirds of the
nmnber for the whole state. Assuming, for
supposition's _ke, that at the point of time in
question (August 25, 1796,) the proportion
was still the same, it would follow, that at
this latter point of time, out of the 24 for
the whole state, no more than 16 were ibr
the city and county :--in this latter period of
five years, no more than 16 from the same
p_rtion of territory, which in the earlier period of the same length, had furnished conwets of the same description, to the numbcr
of 126. If instead of the 126, the number
had been 128, the proportion of convicts for
the latter period would trove been no more
than one-eighth of the number for the former--instead
of four tffths, the decrease
would have amounted to seven eighths.
Permit me on this occasion to add, my
Lord, that the difference thus produced
the distinction thus notedbetween the
number of first-rate crimes and the number
of crimes of a less mischievous complexion.
is matter of particular satisfaction to me. It
gives the permit of experience to some specu.
lative and therefore contraband ideas, consigned long ago to some of the useless papers
I have already hinted at.
After the diminishing the number of crimes of all sorts and
sizes taken together, another distinguishable
though concomitant object should be (so it
appeared to me,) by a system of due proportions as between pm_ishments and offences,
to shove down, as it were, the number of the
higher crimes, to convert the higher ones as
far as can be done into inferior onca_ which
inferior ones will then be found such to the
mischief of which it is in the power of money
• 3d December 1792. Bradford and L<avnes,
p. 108.--Report
Inspectors
of the Prison.
By
the
same report,ofunder
the influence
of _be for.
met system, no more than about one year and a
half before, viz. 3d of May 1791, the number
was as high as 143.
. .
.
In 1791, according to tbe cen_ fer me unitea
States, the p_ulationof the cityund county was
about one eighth of that of the whole state (as
54,391to434,373:)
the number of the crimimds
in the rest of the state being but t_ when that
of the city and county was 24, this gives the
degree of criminality,An the comttr_ situation
no more than about one sixth of ditto in tint
town ditto.
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to apply a care. This done, the mischief
might, with the help of a few obvious and necessa O" precautions, be brought within the
healing influence of the principle of insurance :
the principle applied with so much success
to the reducing the qtkantum of suffering
from various other causes.
Under the head
of Compensation, I have already troubled your
Lordship with a reference to the humble endeavours I had u_d to throw my mite into
this treasury. What I do not pretend to say
is--that
against mischief from criminality,
any more than against mischief from fire or
water, the door could be altogether shut by
this meaus or any other : but what I fear not
to say is--that
by this means the mischief
from crimmalltg--from
such crimes as are
committed (not to speak of defalcations that
might be made from the mass of mischief,
by defalcations from the absolute number of
crimes,) might be made to undergo a degree
of reduction, beyond anything which in this
country at least has ever yet been looked up
to as within the reach of hope.
The great
point is, to clear the country of those crimes,
each instance of which is sufficient to awaken
and keep alive, in every breast within a certain circle, the fear of boundless injury to
person or property, as well as of destruction
to life itself--in
comparison of this widespreadlng--this
almost universally extending
mischief--this
fear of boundless injury-- the
sum of the mischiefs resulting in each instance from losses mid other injuries actually
_ustained by particular individuals would be
found relatively inconsiderable.
From the
number of these superlatively terrific crimes,
seven eighths or thereabouts appear, in the
instance in question, to have actually been
struck off in actual experience.
In th_s, or
any other country, my Lord, would not the
same advantage have been worth purchasing
at the same price ?
In speaking of the price, it would be incorrect, I doubt, to state it as consisting of
such exertions, merely as would be requisite
for the establishment of a penitentiary-house,
Another cause which appears to have contributed, and perhaps in at least an equal degree,
to the production of the effect, is--the abolition, next to a total one, of the punishment
of death.
If this be so, then to the account
of exertions must be added the effort (no
slight one) necessary for giving up the favoarite punishment ; the punishment so dear
to vengeance, hard-heartedness,
prejudice,
and indolence.
On this subject., let the following fact speak in the first place :-No. 1. Philadelphia ; 1786 : Liancourt ;
1796, p. 38. -- ,' In the year 1786, after the
law had been passed which abolished the punishment of death and established the new
system, two prisoners arrested for crimes
(which according to the ancient jurispru-
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dence were punishable by death, and by the
new one only by imprisonment,) preferred to
be judged according to the ancient law, rather
than be subjected to so long and rigorous a
detention; and particularly to that solitary
confinement which th_ started from with
horror, though they. had never experienced
its bitterness.
They were confirmed in this
choice by the hope of a free pardon ; an event
which would have restored them to immediate freedom.
One of them was not deceived in his expectations; the other suffered
death."
Observatzons. -- From this instance, my
Lord, may it not be inferred, and may not
an instance thus happily apposite he pronounced sufficient oi itself to support the
inferencethat it is not merely in the way
of reformation, hut by its subserviency to the
still superior end, example, that penitentiary
punishment, when well conducted, operates
with so palpable an effect in diminution of
the multitude of crimes? This salve instance,
is it not moreover sufficient to support the
further inference that death, which reforms
only by annihilation, which _eapacitates
for
crimes only by incapacitating
for everything
-- that death, of which the only recommendation is its supposed superior efficiency in
the way of example, yields even in this point
to that which is so much superior to it in
every other ? Turning again to penitentiary
punishment, and comparing the exemplification here given of the terror inspired by it,
while as yet unexperienced,
with the preceding accounts of the deportment and upparent state of mind of the patients under and
during the infliction of it, is it not, in both
points of view, everything that, for the sake
of all parties, one would wish to find it ? -does it not, as far as is compatible with the
melancholy complexion of the case, exhibit
that combination so desirable in every casethe utile cure dulee _ In prospect terrible, in
experience tolerable ?
Observe, my Lord, how the separate experienees on both sides are confirmed and
crowned by this comparative experience. Of
the efficiency of penitentiary punishment, the
separate exemplifications have just been presenting themselves to your Lordship's view.
Of the inejffeiency of capital punishments,
observations upon observations occur in the
annals of the penal colony as recorded by its
chief magistrate.
At the time of execution,*
at the time of dissection,_
on a variety of
other occasions, such as on all minds might
have been expected to be, and on other
minds would have been impressive.
The insensibility of the survivors to the fate of their
comrades and associates is matter of surprise
no less than concern to the historian who
_ Collins_ L 392.

+ Ib. 492.
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witnessed it.
Confronted together, these
contrasted masses of experience, consistent
though unconnected,
would of themselves
afford a proof of no light weight in the scale
of prudential conjecture ;--would afford that
sort and degree of proof, which of itself might
appear of sufficient strength to support a correspondent practical inference, with its cotrespondent measure. But what an accession
of force is added to these separate expertmeats, when thus supported by a corroboratire of so rare a complexion, as that which
is afforded (to use the language of Lord
Bacon) by this conjunct experiment !-- the
experiment, I mean, in which the two punishments being put in the opposite scales of the
same balance, and in the same minds, the
pumshment of death is found lightthe
more temperate and regulated mode of punishment outweighing it.
XV.
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--

Prospects, as per last accounts,
The subject of refiJrmatwn being thus far
considered,
economy presents the only remaining topic on which any very material
bghtseanbe
thrownby the ulterioraceounts,
On this subject, the evidence might be supposed to have been fi_vourable, or at least less
unfavouralde
than betbre, if so conspicuous
a topic were passed over _dtogether without
notice.
At the outset my intention w_L¢,to
have exhibited the pa_ges
,as before mtermints.
Frightened,
however, at ttie mass of
paper already filled, I give up tile greater
part of the attempt
I had projected on this
ground, upon your Lordship's patience, confining myself, tot the present at least, to a
brief indication of the topics, with rcterenees
instead of quotations,
Respecting expense, past or future--I mean
expense to government, the idterior accounts
afford not to my view any indication_ worth
referringcxclusivelytothathead.
Twoother
co-ordinate heads comprise everything that
presents itself _ worth mentiouing : -- perpetual probability of sudden destruction -hopelessness of a non-ctmvwt population _
the existence ot one, a circumstance
that
seems all along assumed as a condition sine
qua non to the ultimate success (whatever
nmy be lmderstood
by success) of the 14
years' experiment ;-- assumed by the concurring opimons of the late governor,* and the
late chief magistrate,_ gentlemen whose optnions on this as on every other head cannot
but be as weighty in the so.ale of opimon as
any observations of mine, were I to take upun
me to present them in that churaeter, would
be light.
As to success, what sort of result
is to be understood
by that expression is a
• Letter I, p. 180.
"t"I. Collins p. 23b; 11. 40) 100, 210.
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question, for the answer to _hich ! must beg
leave to refer your Lordship to the gentle.
men themselves, by whom the word, or what
amounts to it, has been employed.
What I
myself should mean by it, has, I hope, for
some time been tolerably dear--accomplishmeat of the several already enumerated cads
of penal justice.
Be this as it may, in the
notice given by this previous announcement,
I claim some merit, my Lord ; because, if
the results in question be not worth regarding,
the proof is still less so : the paper, ff thus
far read, is thrown by, and so much of your
Lordship's time is saved.
Three main causes of famine, raid destruction by tamine perpetually impending over
the ever-so-much " improved" colony: each
of them adequate to the effect, according
to the time. Fire--droughtinundation -for so the case seems to be --there is always
either too little water or too much. -_Tre, by
the malice or phrenzy of the colonists themselves, converted alike by good or bad go.
vermnent into intestine enemies.* F_re, again,
by hostility of external enemies, the native
savages, ever ready, ever able, to return evil
for ewl, and for good likewise:t
fire, even
slmntaneous , or in the language of law mid
religmn, by the visttuttoa of God._
From
all these sources together, danger of fire continual.ly brooding over the whole colony, and
covering every acre ot ground contained in
it. Of _nundation, the danger not quite so
universal, being confined to the settlements
on George'_Riverand
the llawkesbury,!l
the
only spots that present any hope oi agricuitural advantage.§
On the other hmJd, what
it wants in mfiversabty
made up in point
of certainty,
gronnded on the topographical
features oI the country_ _md by the very latest
accounts (dated August 1801,) realized to
such a degree, that " many! of the settlers who
had .fhrms on the banhs had ia despair totally
abandoned them."¶
To these, more awful scourges might be
added, insect vermzn, grubs** and caterpillars ;_ plagues as destructive and as l_equent
as inundation : more mid more includible than
fire. These minor plagues indeed (it will occur) have their equivalent in other countries.
Truebut then such other countries have
unplagued
neighbours to draw upon for relieL
As there are years in which the crop does
not amount to above a third of what it does
in others ;_ hence, to guard against dearth,
if dearth could be guarded against, would
require amply stocked magaztnes: -- recep.
.
II. pp.
Collins,
Supra,
221-2. 17, 69, 72, 129, I32, 197, 277.
"1"II. Collins, 15, 31, 32, 32, 40, 56, 68, 204, 209.
,_ lb. l_, l_J, 199, _.
tl lb. L4tg,_, 3Z44.
§ lb. 467, Let. I. p. 178.
¶ 1I, Collins, 314.
i, lb. 203.
5''I"Ib..'27"2. ,
_ lb. 136.
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tacIes in which, over and above the ordinary
provisi_
for an ordinary year, more than
two-thirds of a year's crop should be kept
constantly in store.* The quantity of land
* In my uninformed situation, I should have
found it a matter of extreme difficulty to make
any thing like a tolerably correct calculation of
the proportional quantity of provisions requlslte
to be l_ept in store. From this difficulty the
passages m the first part of Captaia Collins TMhistory relieve me in some measure_ by fixing the
quantity at a twoyears' stock. In November 1789,
this in fact was the proportion landed _ and
as to opinion in February 1790, after near two
years' experienco, the same quantity "at the
/east," was what " the governor, in all his dispatches, had uniformly declared the strong ne¢ossity of having in store for some time to
ceme. "b The date of this opinion (it n_y be
observed) was a time at which the proportion
furnished by the colony itself was as yet but very
inconsiderable : whereas, by the last accounts,
the quantity furnished by the colony within the
year appears to have been nearly, if not coin.
pletely, sufficient for the consumption of the year.
To state the question with perfect precision would
require more discussion than it were worth ; but
at any rate it does not appear that the demand
for a sccuri_y:fund of this sort is varied in any
determinable 'proportion by the dihbrence respecting the :ouree looked to for the supply. At
the time of that calculation, the danger to be
provided against was the danger of non-arrivals:
at present, ]f the internal resources of the settlement are to be trusted to, and no more provisions
are to he sent thither from _itltout, the danger
to be prowded against is the internal danger-the danger composed of _on-produeLion on the
one hand, and de#tructlon on the other. The
two y/ears"provisions spoken of as received in
the colony almost two years after the arrival of
the first and principal expedition, was, it should
be observed, so much over and above whatever
stock was at that time expected here at home
to have been raised within the colony. The
breeding part of the live stock, it may on the
other hand be observed, is a resource capable
of being added to the part destined for consumption, together with the vegetable stock in
store. True: but the hve stock itself depends upon the vegetable stock--a bad crop may reduce,
and in the same proportion--the men themselves,
and the earle that should t_ed them.
The natural course of things seems to he-thattosavethe
expense, wluchisthecertaln
e_dl,
and that which comes most home to gentlemen
here at home--the supply should from henceforward be kept constantly deficient--the calamity,
till it happens again, being as usual regarded
as impos_lble. Of the two rival results_on the
one hand stdliciency, and thence expense--on the
other hargl deticiency_ and thence famine _that
the famine should happen now and then to thin
the ranks andlighten thebudget, as before, seems
at any rate the most convenient result, and so far
the mest probable. I speak of a moderate famine,
of the customary established scantling; for if, instead of a fourth or so, the whole population were
to be carried off"by this or any other cause at
once, this would be a sort of innovation: it might
L Collins, 83.

b Ibid. 97.
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cultivated on government account not being
yet so much as a tenth part of the whole
quantity in culture, t it follows, that to make
any tolerable provision agagnst famine, twothirds of a crop, plus the nine-tenths of a
crop, must be bought on government account
of the settlers, and a constant overplus to
that same amount be kept up by the same
means.
Here, then, comes a constantly real
necessity for a prodigious quantity apparently
superfluous. If the demands of this necessity
are yielded to, then comes a proportionally
heavy expense, and in the natural course of
things, suspicions at home in conseqttence,
reprimands in consequence of these suspicions :--if in consequence of these suspicions
and repriwands, or otherwise, the demands of
the necessity are not yielded to, then, on the
other hand, comes famine :- nor that alone,
but along with it the insufficient exertions in
the way of expense made as heretofore in
fightingaga_nst the famine. Beaujeu in all this
(your Lordship may perhaps observe) for opposition : if opposition were to find a glance
to bestow upon such trifles, and if halfa dozen
possibly make a sensation; and it seems not iron
probable, that the beginning the business again
dc novo--an operation requiring thought--aught
find somebody to object to it.
It appears, already, that an apprehended scarcity, such as that which struck off"" a third of
the ration" in January 1800, had not been understood to warrant the governor in forbearing
to lessen the encouragement, the influence of
which was all he had to trust to for any increase
in the supply. It was but the month before that
" they were told [the settlers in a body] to prepare .lot" the reduction tl_t _ould certainly take
place in the next season. TM At this tame there was
not "more than ' six months" provisions in the
store at full allowance," for in the next month
(JanuarylS00,)when the reduction oftho ration
tonkplaee, there was "not more than flve ;'d and
it was at the very moment of this declaration of
scarcity, that an actual defalcation to the amount
of 5 per cent.--an unpredicted, previous to the
predicted one--was nmde from the price. Economy appears to have been at this time the order
of t/w dag, and the order must, humanly speaki'_g_ have come from gentlemen here at home.
Men neither embrace starvation nor any approach to it, unless forced. Is it natural, that
when vne governor was not contented with less
than a two years' stock, another governor should
be so well contented with a five months' stock, as
to take precisely that time for reducing the only
encouragement men had for ra'.sing more ?
Supple_nent to S_vift'a Directions to ,qervant#.
_King's Upper 8er_ants_If
you want to show
what credit you have with your master, and
how little you care for gainsayers, take as bad a
.measure as you can find ; bad by repugnance to
its pretended object_ and doubly hndon account
of the expense. Then, to show your economy_
instead of giving the measure up, starve it, with
the people concerned in it; which saves so much
expense. "
"l"L Collins, p. 334.
c IL Collins 274, 276.
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Topics deferred--Hulks--"
thousand eon_cts in New South Wales were
worthhalfthe
pains that have been seentobe
taken about half s dozen seditiooists, or supposed seditionists, in Coldbath Fields. Is the
necessary provision made? Outcry against the
expense: --is it withholden? then in God's
own good time comes the famine, which, if
it were the fashion to look to any such distance, would be a still better thing than the
expense,
So again, shout the cImndler's shop already
spoken of. s Is the shop sent out thither and
opened ? -- then again comes the expense in
that shape.
Are the governor's promises on
that head kept by gentlemen here, as in my
instance they have been keeping their own engagements for these nine years ?--then comes
the impoverishments of the settlers -- the already established reason tbr keeping up that
enormity of price_ by which the expense is
let in, and the public money let out at another
crevice.
It would be something, if at any expense
the security could after all be purchased;
but as the security increases on one hand, so
does the danger on the other.
These magazines, are they scattered over the face of the
country ? -- so many stations, so many points
to guard against depredation.
Are they kept
together inonemass?--the
morecomprebensire, then, the destruction they are exposed
to suffer trom the devouring flames.
Each
Caligula (in a state of things capable of
giving birth to many Caliguiss) beholds his
wish thus realized : all heads standing upon
one neck, and capable ot being cut off at one
stroke. The supposition, can it, in that situation, be deemed a forced one ? Even in the
mild climate of the mother country, when
symptoms of dearth break out, does not the
actual cauterg stand in the materLa medica of
the populace, upon the list of remedies ?
But not to speak of a whole stock of settiers, how should so much as s single settler,
henceforward
at least, ever find his way thither, without insanity on his part, or cruel
trcacheryonthepartofthosewhosenthim?$
_o tolerably assured source of supply, either
for accustomed comforts, or so much as heeessary tools and implements_ -- no tolerably assured n_arl_etfor produce when raised.§
The chance depending, in the first place, upon
the real wants of government ; in the next
place, upon the arbitrary will and pleasure of
a single person, in a situation capable of
making a tyrant out of a Trajan or a Titus.¶
Storehouses and dwelling-places requiring re-
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pa/rs every year," and even on throe terms
(such is the law of the climate) not capable
of being made to hold together above ten
years, t Property (supposing it acquired)-property (not to speak of person) incapable
of being removed, and exposed all the time to
depredation, as well as to so unprecedented
an assemblage of the muses of destruction as
that referred to as above.
No stirring from
home without s special license ; an instrument to be inspected and confirmed every
two or three miles, by a man who may not
be to be found, or may refuse to look st it,_-every action of life depending, ultimately or
immediately, upon the caprice of a governor,
i whose caprice is without controul, and whose
whole course of government (as I propose to.
myself the honour of stating to your Lordship ere long) is one unintermitted,
howsoever excuscable, violation of law.
While a
niche in s rock is to be had in Nova ZemblaB
I beg leave to ask, my Lord--could s man in
his senses, supposing him apprised of all these
circumstances, regard anyotherwisethanwith
abhorrence, the ides of becoming a settler in
.New South Wales ? B in a country peopled
almost entirely with characters, the importstion of whom into any other " commmdty,"
though it were in the smallest numbers, is
compared by the chief magistrates to the
"importation
of the plague, or the yellow
fever ?"11
After the view already given of the esta.
bhshment, with reference to the avowed, or
at least only avowable, ends of its institu.
fion, the sketch likewise given of the eventual
probability of its destruction would to some
eyes be productive, not of regret, but saris
faction • a satisfaction the more complete, the
nearer that probability were looked upon as
approaching
to certainty.
The worse the
system, the more fortunate that the maintenance of it should be thus hopeless.
Once
admitted, this hopelessness would ease gentlemen of the responsibility,
save them the
expense of thought, relieve them t_om the
burthen of reflection and debate.
Such, I
i am inclined to think, would be the effect of
the picture on some eyes : -- whether your
i Lordship be or be not of the number, is s
point altogether above the reach of the best
observations that can possibly be made from
so humble an observatory as mine.
XVI.

ENGLISH HULKS and " IMP_tOVED
PltlSONS"_Topics
deferred.
After so much as has been said of the two

II. Colhns, 97, supra, p. 216.
los. perbusbel in December 1799; I1. COllins, p. 276: in Norfolk Island, l_ in January
179Y; Ib. 196.
,+ L_.tter I. p. 182.
II IL Collins if2, 10_, 114, 205_ 269, 274, 305.
s Ib; 126_
106. 269, 274, 276.
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specially contrasted systems---the
system of
penal colonization on the one hand, the pent.
tentiary s:3stem in its most improved realized
form, as likewise in itb supposed still more
'

q" It.
lb. 135.
Colhub 139.

* Ib.
[]
lb. 294.
26, 29_.
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improved, though as yet unrealized form,
on the other-5, a supplement of a very tooderate length would suffice to complete the
review of the several modifications of chrouical punishment that have as yet been either
exemplified or proposed among Britons and
men of British race. " Hulks" and " improved prisons" are the heads under one or
other of which all the yet remaining matter might be comprised.
Principles being
already laid down, a small number of additiunaI pages would suffice for the application
of them to these two topics.
At present,
however, considering how large the draughts
are which I have been venturing to draw
already upon a time so precious as your Lordship's--how
complete the uncertainty is to a
man at my humble distance, in what proportion, if in any, this or any such draughts
from any such quarter will ever be honoured;
considering with what imperturbable serenity
your Lordship was pleased to view the outline, which it has been the business of this
and the former letter to fill up -- how incapable it was of producing on your Lordship's
part any other perceptible effect than a philosophical reflection on the supposed frame of
mind by which some other papers thataccoml_anied it were supposed to have been proeluced ; considering how impossible it is for
me to know, or so much as to conjecture,
whether the lot of convicts, or that portion
of public security which depends upon the
disposal of them, has ever yet been regarded,
or is ever destined to be regarded, as worth
a moment's thought, either by yonr Lord-
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ship, or by any of those other exalted pe_
sons with whom, when anything is acted,
your Lordship acts ; considering how muca
easier, in certain circumstances, repose is than
action, silence than justification, or even excase ; taught by a course of nine years' expericnce, how much superior your Lordship's
I situation is to every level of practical responsibility--how
much inferior mine, and
every public subject that has the misfortune
to be connected with it, is to every level of
effectual and exigible right ; recollecting, with
an emotion of not altogether uninterested
sympathy, the mortification experienced by
the well-bred visitor at Mrs. Salmon's circle,
whose homage to a well-dressed lady was
not sufficient to procure him the return of
so much as a nod ;--putting
all these things
together, my Lord, I have determined to
consult my own ease at least, whether your
Lordship's be or be not connected with it,
by reserving to an occasion of future eontingency what little may require to be said on
those other uninteresting topics above glanced
at ;--and accordingly for the present, waiting
with the necessary resignation that nod, which
at one time it was said to be in your Lordship's contemplation to bestow, I have the
honour once more to subscribe myself, my
Lord, your Lordship's most obedient and
humble servant,
JEREMYBENTHAM
Quee_t's Square Place, )
Westmzaster,
lTth December 1802.
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has the captain

dm4.ng the voyage,

nor will

I_ two already printed Letters,* having for
their direct object, not the legality , as here,
but the policy of the penal colonization systern, hints were given respecting the illegahties, which are the subject of the present
sketch.
At the same time, the publication
of them in the ordinary mode was forborne,
and the circulation of them confined to a few
select hands : lest, before there should have
]_een time for the application of a parliamentary remedy, the information thus given, of
the illegality of the government there, should,

the governor have at the conclusion of it,
any more power over these exiles, than he
would have over any other passenger.
The
eventual consequences, in respect of trespass,
murder, and so forth, are too complicated, yet
at the same time too obvious, to be unfolded
here.
This intimation, though from so obscure a
quarter, has not been altogether without its
fruit.
I speak of the transportation f_cilitaring act, the act of 43 Geo. IIL e. 15, dated
29th December 1802 ;_ a statute which, from

by any of those indirect channels which are
not wholly wanting, find its way into the
colony, and be followed by any of those disorders, of which, in a community so cornposed, a state of known anarchy might so
naturally be productive,
On that same occasion, mention was made

• 43 Geo. III. a 1_, 29th December 1802. -" An act to facilitate and render more easy the
transportation of offenders."
"Whereas it is expedient thatprovlsion should
be made for transferring the services of offend_
transported in his M_esty's ships er vessels, in
cases where no contract is entered into, or security given in respect of such transpor_tion, and
thathis M_esty should therefore be empowered
to nominate and appoint porsons to have a properry in the service of such offenders ....
be it
ena6ted .....
that whenever his M_e_, #haU
please to give orders for the transpertauon, in
any ships or vessels belonging to his M_e_T,
of any offender or offenders, who already have_
or hereafter may be sentenced to be, transporte_
to any place or places within his M_esty's dominions beyond the seas, it shall be lawful for
his M_esty, by any order under his royal sign
manual, to give_ if he shall think fit, to any persou
or persons
nominated
s_t appointod
tb_tt
purpose_
in such
order, a property
in the for
service
of any such offender or ofl_nders_ for such term
or terms of life or years, or any part thereof respectively, for which such offender or offenders
was, or were ordered to be transported, as to his
Majesty shall seem fit; and on such nomination
a_dappointment, such offender or offende_ may
be dellvered to the person or persons so nomlhated and appointed, withcmt any security being
required or _ven for the transportation of such
offender or otfe_lers ; and every person so nominuted and ap1_inted, and his or their assigns,
shall have the like property in the service of such
oflbnder or offenders, as if such porson or persons
had contracted and given security to trD_port
such offender or offenders, in the maimer required by the act of the twenty.fourth year of
his Majcsty's reign, intituled, An act .for tT_c
e.ff_'ctualtransportation af felons a_d ottWr o.[fen.

of the case of the Ship Glutton, which in
September or October had sailed with convlcts for New South Wales.T On all former
occasions, the vessels in which convicts had
been conveyed had been private vessels : the
powers given by the various transportation
acts not being applicable to king's ships,
The person to transport the convicts was to
be a private indivtdual: -- he was to execute
the business by contract ; and the service to
which the convicts were to be subjected, was
to be rendered exclusively either to the person so transporting them, or to some other
person or persons, to whom by such contracting transporter the right to such service had
been assigned. The Glutton is a king's ship :
the first, if I mistake not, that had ever been
employed in that service.
Setting aside the
possible fiction of the king's captain having
been converted for this purpose into an independent contracting merchant, and the king's
governor into a character of simi_r description, it follows, that, in point of law, neither
s Letters to Lord Pelham, giving a compara,
tire view of the system of Penat Colonization in
New South
System,
&c.Wales, and the Home Penitentiary
4"I_ettcr [. p. 90.
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its almost unexampled brevity, may, without
account for the exclusion ot this, as well as
much expense of paper, find a place at the all other disingenuous pretences.
bottom of the page.
Being without retrospect in effect, the act
The occasion which called forth this ma- is still more palpably destitute of every openifestation of parliamentary wisdom, was the ration of that kind, expressed in &feet terms.
then and still intended expedition of the Ship The cause of the deficiency is not less perCalcutta, another king's ship with a similar ceptible in this case than in the other. The
lading, on a commission of exactly the same emotion of disgust and alarm, with which
nature,
an eye of legal and constitutional sensibility
In this act, the powers I had ventured to could not but have shrunk on this occasion
point out as necessary for the ship that sailed
from every such retrospective glance, may be
without them, are precisely the powers that. anticipated in some measure from the very
have been provided for the ship that is now title-page of this Essay, and I flatter myself
to sail ; and so far all is right.
But the ship will be pretty distinctly warranted, as well as
that sailed without them,--what
provision is accounted for, by the tenor of the ensuing
made in the act for her case?
None whatpages.
So foul, so frightful, was the ulcer,
ever.
To the case of all such convicts as the surgeon durst not look it in the face.
may come to be transported, at any time subThus then stands the matter at this hour.
sequent to the 29th of December, the powers
The same act by which legality has been
are capable of being apphed: to whatever
given to the expedition about to sail, conhave been sent off before that time, they are fesse_ the illegality of that which is already
not applicable.
Captain Woodriff, whenever
on its way. A deeper probe, a broader plashe sails, will sail (I doubt not) in the charactcr, are still necessary.
A fresh act must be
ter of a lawful agent of the crown, provided
passed for the ship Glatton, or all pretence
with lawful powers: but Captain Colnett,
ofconslstency--allregardforofficialdecency
(to whom I beg to be understood not to ira- --all regard for the forms and fences of the
pute the smallest particle of moral blame,)
constitution--must
be disclaimed.
Captain Colnett, tor any warrant or protection that has been afforded him by this act,
cannot have sailed in any other character
SECTION
I.
than that of a kidnapper.
For the exile, confinement, and bondage of Captain Woodriffs
cargo of convicts, there will doubtless be a
sufficient warrant under this act.
For the
eonfinementand bondage of Captain Colnett's
cargo, there is no better warrant than there
would be for the like coercion, if an equal
number of his Majesty's titled subjects, swept
out of a birth-day ball-room, were to be the
objects of it. Needless in torn, or else insufficient by half: such, upon the face of this
statement, is the dilemma, out of which, if
any gentleman in a long robe, or without a
robe, is able to extricate the measure, he will
do good service,
The act is sunply enactive • it is not de.
claratlve. By being made declarative it might
have been made virtually retrospective : but
declarative clauses are seldom to be found,
without an introductory escort of sometimes
real, hut more frequently pretended "doubts."
Here the preceding illegality, of the powers
which it was the business of this act to confer, was beyond all doubt.
In the personal
character of the truly honourable servant of
the crown, on whose shoulders the mechanism of this disastrous business pressed, I
behold, with pleasure, a cause sufficient to
tiers, and to authorize the removal of p_'iswwrs
in certain cases_ and for other purtioses therein
me_/oned, or any other law now in force ; any
thing in the said act, or any other act or acts, to
the contrary notwithstanding."

Str_JECT MATTEn --

OBJI?CT--

PLAN.

0N the ground of natural justice, as well as
expediency, a view, nor that a slight or hasty
one, has already been given of the penal colony.*
The object of the present essay is ot another order : the business of it is to examine
the same establishment on the ground ofpositive law : and, in so doing, to state for the
consideration of such of my fellow-subjects,
if such there be, by whom the constitution
under which we drew our breath may be regarded as worth preserving, the injury it has
received from the system of misgovernment,
by which this nmsery of martial law was originallyplanted, and ever since, during a period
of more than fourteen years past, has been
conducted and upheld.
On the ground ofpohcy, the measure had
from the first presented itself to me as more
than questionable,
years many and many,
before the particular inducements, by which
I was led to a closer investigation, had so unfortunately occurred to me. On the ground
of legality, it was not till very lately that so
much as a suspicion had come across me.
In a survey taken of the system pursued by
the government of the colony when founded,
the laws passed for the foundation of it would
not remain long unnoticed.
Astonishment
flashed from the first glance. Compared with
t Letters to Lord Pelham, &c.
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Subject Matter--

the immensity of the superstruetore,
the
scantiness of the ba_l_ exhibited a Colossus
mounted upon a straw
Such is the impression, such the &scovery, if so it may be
termed by anticipation,
that gave birth to
the scrutiny, of which the following pages
are the result,
Legislative power is, and all along has been
necessary, for the maintenance of government
in the colony of New Sooth Wales. Lawful
power of legislaUon exists nut--has
not at
any time cxls_d--in
that, colony.
Actual
power of legislation has at all times been-still continues to be--exerctsed
there. The
power thus illegally assumed, was employed,
as it had been a_sumed, for oppresqive as well
as anti-constltuUonal purposes.
Briton% to
whom their country, with the whole world
be_idcs, wa, open by law. have been kept in
confinement m that lamt of exile.
B_ltons,
tree hy la_ as Britons can be, have been kept
m that land of exile in a state of bondage,
Such m c the proposltion_ which have pre_ented thcmselve% and _hmh, as such, it will
be the mum business of the ensuing pages to
estabh_h,
Other propositions, thougb di,_tmct m the
expression, and more impressive on the imagmatlon, ale not distract m substance, being
,irtually uwluded m the foregoing ones Of
what l_a,_cs there for jastwe, a gTeat, perhal_s
tile greater part, is so much lawless violence :
magistrates
are malefactors . delinquency,
winch, mttle conduct of the most obnoxious
of the governed, is but an occa_mnal incident
-- i, at all time,, on the part of the governins rqa-gs, and especially on the part of the
head of that clas% the order of the day. To
a part, probably the greater part, of the mandates l_gued, reszstance is a matter of right :
homicide, m the endeavour to subdue it,
would be--has actually, if the case has oecurred, been--as the lawstands at present--murder.
Not, a governor, not a magistrate
who has ever acted there, that has not exposed himself-- that to this hour does not
stand exposed -- to prosecutions upon proseeuUons, to actions upon actions, from which
not even tile Crown can save him, and of
which ruin may be the consequence.
Connected with these propositions of dry
law, are others in which considerations of a
moral nature are combined with legal ones.
Among the numerous, or rather innumerable
manifestations of lawless power, are indeed
some--and
probably (let candour add) even
by tar the greater number, which import no
mmal tdame : which, legality apart, import
rather praase than blame, so far as praise is
due to necessary prudence ; and which, in a
word, want nothing but legality to be laudab& ones : measures, I mean, taken for the
maintenance of authority and necessary subordination ; measures calculated tor the pre-
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vention of mischief in all its various shapes.
To this division will be found to belong,
more particularly, if not exclusively, the acts
of the possessors of power upon the spot :
measures recommended at least to them, if
not absolutely forced upon them, by their
providence, by their experience : measures
finding, pethapsin every instance, an excuse-m most, if not all instances, a justification
(I mean always in a moral point of view) in
the mischiefs and dangers of all kinds, with
which so unexaalpled a state of soeaety is
encompassed.
To acts of another description no such
jusUfication, no justification
at all, scarce
anything that can be termed so much as an
excuse, ,nforo morali, any more than znforo
legah, will perhaps, if the following view of
the matter be correct, be found apphcable.
Such are the acts by which the punishment
has been continued m fact, after the term,
during which the law had authorized the infliction of it, has been at an end. Ot all sm.h
oppres._ions, the guilt will be tbund to belong
indisputably, and l hope exclusively, to men
in power here at home : indisputably, because
the exercise of such oppressmns was of the
essence of the system : necessary to the production of the effect, on which alone so much
as a pretence to the praase of ut_hty could
ever have been grounded : ezclusivel#, beeause
the views promoted by such oppressmns were
theviewsofthe
contrivers and arch-upholders
of the system, and of them alone, not of those
local agents to whom the execution of it was
committed ; and hecause tt was not natural,
that, among professional men, whose professtun is naturally undelstood to exempt them
from the investigation
of legal niceties, so
much as a suspicion should have arisen, that irt
asystem put into their hands by their official
superiors, and those composing the supreme
executive authority of the state, anything
should be wanting to render it conformable
either to the spirit or the letter of the law ;
especially after the application, which on that
very occasion had been made to the legislature itself for powers, and powers obtained
in consequence.
Once more, it is not in the injury to individuals that we are to look for the main object
of the present pages : nor yet in the so much
more extensive mischief accruing to the whole
hody of the community, from the repugnancy
of the system to every one of the ends of
penal jasttce.
These are the topics already
handled at least, if not exhausted, elsewhere.*
The grievance, by which alone the present
representation
was called forth, is of a still
higher order.
It consists of the wound inflicted on the whole body of the people, in
what used to be felt to be the tenderest part
• Itetters to Lord Pelham, &e.
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--a wound in the vitals of that constitution,
which, to our forefathers at least, was an object of such fond attachment, a subject of
such unremitting jealousy. Over British subjects, the agents of the crown have exercised
legislative power without authority from parliamant : they have legislated, not in this or
that case only, but in all ca_qes: they have
exercised an authority as completely autocratieal as was ever exercised in Russia : they
have maintained a tyranny -- not the oncefamed argumentative tyranny of forty days,
but a too real tyranny of fourteen ye_rs :-they have exercised it, not only over this or
that degraded class alone, whose ignominy
may seem to have separated their lot from
the common lot of their fellow-subjects, but
over multitudes as free from blemish as themselves: they have exercised it for the purpose
of exercising the most glaring of oppressions :
for the purpose of inflicting punishment without cause upon those on whom the whoie
fund of just and legal punishment had already
been exhausted,
The conclusions to whmh the investi_tion
tends being thus announced, the proof will
constitute the principal matter of the ensuing
pages,

CONSTITUTION.

[SZCT. II.

NEW SOUTHWALES.
TH_ power of making regulations considered
as reposed in any other hands than those of
the supreme anthority of a state, is neither
more nor less than legislative power, though
derived from a superior power of the same
kind, and acting under the controul of it.
A general right oflegislatmn is one ofthose
branches of power, the existence of which
may be stated, without much fear of contradiction, as necessary in every politmal cornmunity whatsoever, old established or new
established:
necessary--if,
for short spaces
of time, not absolutely to the very being of
the state, yet at all times to the welLbeing
of it.
In this country, during the infant and ricketty period of the constitution, the want of
so important an article in the list of the powers
of government was but too notoriously, as
well as frequently and severely felt, in the intervals between parliament and parliament,
In a colony _in a new formed community
_much
more in the colony in question, at
the time in question--a colony not yet formed,
but to be formed_the
existence of such a
power may be pronounced altogether necea-

case of any thing that was ever called a co.
long : never, even in the case of a colony
established on the natural and ordinary footIing, by a population composed principally or
exclusively of free settlers, impelled thither
by the principle of social industry.
How
much more urgent the demand for it in the
case of a population composed as in New
South Wales ! composed almost exclusively
of such disturbed, discordant, dissocial elements !
It is a security never yet omitted in coloHies the least remote, in local situation, from
the mother country. How much more iudlspensable in a population to be transported
from Britain to the very furthest p.oint of the
globe, at a distance more than tvnce as great
as that of the eastern dependencies, and more
than four times as great as that of the western !*
In the act of foun&ng a colony, as distinguished from an originally independent state,
two parties are necessarily concerned:--the
destined inkabitants of the new temtory, and
[ the legal founders of it, their accustomed
rulers, from whom they derive permission to
qmt their mother country, and assistance towards establishing themselves m this new one.
But, on the part of the founders, as thus distinguished, unless it be the accidental contributton ofpecuniaryasslstance,
what was ever
understood to be done by the founding of a
colonel,
but the conferring, on persons of cerrain descriptions, settled or about to settle
in the territory of the colony, the necessary
assortment of the powers of government f an
assortment of which the power of legislation
has never been suspected, I believe, of being
anything less than a necessary ingredient.
From one source or another--from
within
or from without--from
intrinsic authority
or from extrinsic--who
ever heard of the
foundation of a state, dependent or mdependent, without a power in it to make laws
No, surely: Luc_l_a sine coneubitu is not a
i more palpable absurdity,
than the idea of
founding a colony without prowdmg any leglslative powers for it.
Supposing the whole mass of law existing
in the mother country to be transplanted in
one lot into the colony, 3udiczalpower might,
in this case, be of itself admitted to be suffi: cient : admitting always (what never can be
admitted) that no need will ever occur for
the imposition of fresh obligations. But even
in the oldest established communities, that
need is occurring every day ; and surely the
more novel the situation, the more urgent and
frequent must be the demand for fresh obllgations.
I say obligatmns : for it is by such

sary to the very existence of the infant establishment,
The creation of such powers is a security
that surely was never before omitted in the

* Speaking of space, I measure it here by
tithe- for, of the two quantities, time__quantity
of it necessary for intercourse--_s the only one of
intrinsic importance with a view to practice..
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instruments, and such alone, that any provimon can be made for the unforeseeable and
infinitely diversifiable train of exzgeucies, of
which such a sltuadon could not but, in point
of reason, be expected to be productive,
One omission it is time I should confess
in the observation of which the reader may
notimprobablyhavebeenbeforehand
withme,
In speaking of the existence of such a power
a_ necessary, I ought to have added, or the
behef of its existence.
To many an eye the
distinction might appear an useless refinement ; for without a really existing power of
legislation, how in the nature of things, it may
be asked, can the belief of it be produced ?
or, if it could be, who would set about produclng it, and to what end or use ?-- questions
pertinent enough these, but not unaaswerable.
The reader will soon judge.
The expedition was fitted out. It left the
seat and source of regular government.*
A
governor went out with it : and with him
went not out the smallest particle of legislative power, derived from the only source
of legislative power--from
the source, from
whence other and inferior powers (judicial I
mean) that at the same time were sent with
him, had been derived--in
a word, from
parliament.
An act, brought in by administration, had
been obtained of parliament to serve as a
sanction for the measure : " An act to enable
his Majesty to establish a court of criminal
judicature on the eastern coast of New South
Wales, and the parts adjacent."T Such is the
title of the act:--no
such power as that of
legislation is in the title ; no such power is
in the act. What powers, then, are there in
the act ? Powers for creating courts of judicaturc, and no other. This was the professed
business of the act : this the only business :
the very title says as much. Powers are given
by it_to do what ? to create any new rights _
to impose anynew obligatmns ? No suchthing,
Nothing but to punish "outrages and misbehaviours."$
And what outrages and misbehaviours ? " Such" (and such alone) " as if
committed in this realm would be...
treason
ormisprision thereof, felony or misdemeanour."
_" Whereas,"
says the preamble, " it may
be roland necessary that a colony and cwd government should be established in the place."
" To establish a ei_'il government--that
a
"civil government should be estabhsheaV'[I-- I
* 13th May 1787. Collins, L 3. '
+ 27 Geo. llI. a 2. '
*, Outrages._ What a word for the basis of a
system of legishmon ! " Outrages," too, as well
as " misbehaviours :" when me import, vague
and declamatory as it is, tt is at any rate ineluded in mi_behawours,
II "And whereas R may be found necessary,
that a colony and a civil government should be
established .... And that a court of crimlnaljuriediction should also be established ..... with

Wales.

at least, established somehow and by somebody--was
the professed object of the act.
" A civil government to be established," and
no power of making general regulations--no
power of making laws _ no, not in any case
whatever--is
comprised in it I If, without
parliament, power could be found for legis.
luting in all other cases, and for all other purposes, why not for the establishment of this,
or any other court of justice ?
Under this provision of the law, an ordi.
nance, suppose of the prohibitive class, is issued by the governor in New South Wales.
In the words above quoted, we have a stundard for the validity of such orchnance. The
act prohibited by it, is it of the number of
those acts which would be "outrages" or "misbehamours" if committed "in this realm ?"§
If not, then is the ordinance by which it thus
stands prohibited, illegal and void : void beyond dispute, unless the power of making
laws binding " m this realm" belongs to the
governor of New South Wales, or some other
person or persons legislating in New South
Wales.
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SOUTH WALES.
ALL this while, from the time of the first
landing of the first expedition to the time
at which the historiographer
of the colony
took his leave of it, that is, from January
1788 to September 1796, ordinances were
issued by the governor, and, as it should seem,
by his sole authority.
Instructions were also
from time to time received by him from his
superiors here at home, and ordinances issued
in consequence of, and therefore (it may be
presumed) in conformity to, these iustrncttons. And these ordinances are not, like the
king's proclamations in Great Britain, mere
acts of monition, or other acts, grounded on
pre-exlsting acts of the legislature, but origi.
hal acts of legislation, forbid&ng, and there.
b y converting into _ misbehaviours, " a variety
of acts, such as, if performed "in this realm,"
whetherin England or m Scotland, would not
have been "m_sbehavionrs,"
would not have
belonged to the class of "misdemeanours,"
or
to any of those higher classes of delinquency
(treason, misprision thereof, or felony,") spa.
eified as such in the act.
This assumption of power, how shall it be
accounted for ? On the part of the governor,
authority to proceed in a more summary way
than is used within this realm, according to the
knownand established laws thereof ...... " Sac.
tion 1. Preamble,
§ " This realm _" What realm ? Of the ira.
p_6priety and inexplicability of the term, notico
will be taken a few pages farther on.
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there can be llttledifficulty.
Whatsoever were
given to him for law, by his superiors at the
Council Board, or the Secretary of State's
office, would naturally enough, one may almost say unavoidably, be taken by this sea
captain for law.
By this sea captain : for
such has been the profession and rank of
every gentleman who has ever as yet been
invested with this important office.
On the part of these authorities at home,
some imagination or other must necessar_y
have been entertained about the right---either
that a right to confer on the governor this
power was actually existing in the authority
thus assuming and exercising the power ; or
at least that of the existence of such right
a belief would be entertained by the several

thrown into classes with this view.
It will
then be easy enough, and with a degree of
accuracy sufficient for the purpose, to go over
them, and say of each, this stands subjected,
or this does not stand subjected, to tbe powers
of all-embradng legislation, that have been
exercised in New South Wales, by the sole
authority of the king's governor of New South
Wales.
In the course of a period of nine years and
a half, comprised in the history given of the
colony by its chief magistrate, the inhabirants, considered in respect of their subjection to any ordinances of the governor (or of
any other person or persons pretending to the
exercise of legislative authority there) may be
dlstingafished into the classes following :-

parties interested -- a belief which, though
it were ill-grounded and erroneous, would,
so long as it continued to be entertained by
all parties, have the same effect as if wellgrounded and correct,
On the first supposition, they went to work
bonafide, believing that to be legal which was
determined to be done. In the other ease,
conscious of the illegality of the course they
were pursuing, they determined to persevere
in it notwithstanding ; perpetual fraud trusting for its success to perpetual and universal
ignorance.
Of two such opposite conceptions, which,
then, is it that, on the face of it, carries the

1. O_icers and privates, in the land branch
of the king's military service, subject to
orders, as such, under the mutiny act.
2. Officers and privates in the naval branch of
the king's m:htary service, subject to orders, as such, under the articles of wur.
3. Persons in the king's service in a clwi capacity: as such, not subject either to the
articles of war or the mutinyaet : such as
chaplains, surgeons, superintendents, 8fc.

strongest
rained
? probability of having

been enter-

The first hardly, for what is there that
can be found to countenance it? Legislative
power exercised by an officer of the crown,
for such a course of years, without authority
from parliament I On what possible ground
could any conception of the legality of such
a system be seriously entertained ?
I will make the best case for it in my
power: I will ransack lmaginatiun for possible
grounds,
That the supposition was, in the whole extent of it, without foundation, would indeed
be evidently untrue. That there was and is
a considerable stock of lawful power in the
colony
to work
palpable
enough.
that power
waswith,
of a is
nature
to serve
as aThat
sueoedaneum, so far as it went, to a regular and
expressly-constituted legislative power, must
also be admitted : manifest enough, I accordingly admit, it is, that s power of legislating
over certain persons, and ill certain eases, was
virtually among the contents of it. But, in
addition to all such persons and cases, leglslation (so the fact is) has been exercised there
(as indeed it required to be exercised there)
over abundance of other persons, and in abundance of other cases,
To show this, I will in the first place
¢_xhibit a short survey of the stock of the
_olony, live and dead, persons and things,

4. Commanders and crews of Britzsh
in private service.

vessels

5. Commanders and crews offoreiffn vessels.
6. Convicts still in a state of legal bondage :
the terms of punishment specified in their
respective sentences being as yet unexpired. For distinction's sake, they may
be called convicts non-emancipated
de
jure, or, still more shortly, non-expirees.
The reason of this distinction, and the
nomenclature founded on it, will appear
immediately.
7. W_ves, chddren, and other relatives, if any,
of non-expirees.
8. Expirees.
Convicts emancipated de jure r
de jure, in contradistinetien to de facto.
The distinction is altogether a necessary
one: for, in point of fact, one of the characteristie features of the establishment,
and crimes of its foundation, was--that
those who by law ought without exeep.
tion to have been flee, were, and were
to be, in a multitude of instances, retained
in bondage.
9. Wives and children, and other relatives,
of expirees.
10. Unblemished settlers : that is, all settlers
not belonging to classes 6, 7, or 8, or any
of the preceding classes. In this instance,
and for this purpose, the term free settlers
(the term employed elsewhere) would
not serve: since, if law had been the stun,
dard, classes 7, 8, and 9 would have been
as free as these.
1, 2. With reference to the two first of
these ten classes (Army mtd Navy) the risht
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of legislation may pass without dispute. Conditions might be stated as requisite--limitstions might be suggested--but
the discussion
would be superfluous.
For the purpose of
the argument, I suppose and admit proper
measures to have been taken, and by the proper authority, to subject all persons of these
two descriptions to the authority of the governor in that behalf,
3. Over persons of the third class (servants
of the crown in cwtl c_pacities,) supposing
power to be given to the governor to dismiss
them from their respective situations, this
power operates of course as a means of influenee, tending to produce a disposition towards
a general submission to his wilt, howsoever
signified.
Setting aside this means of influence, their condition is noways different from
that of class 10th, unblemished settlers,
4. With reference to commanders and crews
of JBrttish vessels, the right might also be
admitted, for the purpose of the argument :
_though,
m this instance, it appears liable
to particular objections, wlrich will be mentioned presently,
5. With respect to the commanders and
crews of foret9n vessels, the right shall, for
the same purpose, pass unquestioned,
6. With respect to non-expirees (convicts
still in a state of legal bondage,) their legal
subjection to the governor, and consequently
to all such orders as a master in England has
it in his power to issue to all indented servent, may he pronounced unimpeachable : I
mean, supposing the course direeted in that
behalf by the act to have been pursued ;* and
supposing the ctvil branches of the law of
_England , or of Scotland, or of both together,
or of Great JBrztain, to have grown up in
New South Wales, like so many weeds, without having been ever planted there, of which
more will be said presently.
That the spirit
of the old transportation
system, which it is
the professed object of the act to continue,
cannot have been conformed to, I have elready had occasion to explainin another place.'f
But, if the words of the act have been put.
sued, in the manner that will also be stated,
I see nothing to hinder the power of the governor from having been rendered unimpeaehable in relation to this class : always assuming
the fiLlfilment of the untuliallahle conditions
just mentioned,
24 Geo. III. seas. 2, c. 56, § 1, 13: which it
may have been till of late; bu_ could not have
been m the case of the sh_p Glatton, which,
having 400
sealed
m September
or legal
October,
about
convicts,
without any
powerwith
for
consigning them to bondage, gave occasion for
the act ?eased in December, by which legality
ha_ been intended to be given (and theretoreI
conclude, without having yet seen it, was given)
to the transaction, by an exvostfacto law. [Not
given : see Preface.]
1- IsetterstdLordPelham.
LetterI. I'.lg0.
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7. 8. 9. 10. Over expiree convicts, their
wives, children, and other dependent rein*
tires--over
the wives, children, and other
dependent relatives, even of convicts them.
selves in a state of legal bondage--over
unblemished settlers--the governor neither had,
nor could have had, nor without fresh antho*
rity from parliament can ever have, any more
power (I speak always of legal power) than
I have.
Over any stores entrusted to his care, the
governor, in his quality of agent to his Mejesty, the legal proprietor of those stores, will
have had the same legal power as any other
proprietor anywhere. These stores being in
a large proportion among the necessaries of
life, from the proprietorship of these means
of subsistence, must of course result a proportionable degree of influence.
But influence _ natural influence _is one
thing : legalpower is another.
To the produetion of an effect by influence, consent is
necessary : special consent precedentl_t given
to each act, by the production of which the
influence has fulfilled its purpose: to the
production of the same effect by power, no
such consent is necessary. Were the governor to say to this or to that man, being a man
not in bondage to him--" Do such or such tt
piece of work, or you shall have no bread
served out to you to-day--an order thus sanettoned may be admitted to be legal, though
without any previous authority given by parliament for the issuing of it. But if, addressing himself to the same man, and speaking of
the same piece of work, the governor were in
like manner to say (ashe has so often done)" Do this,
' or you -shall be whipped
"
" -- here
would be an ordinance illegal and void.
The same thing may be said of any general
ordinance addressed to a// persons without
distinction, with or without any special stoletion annexed to it, and whatever may have
been the utility or even necessity of it: so
far as the persons bound, or otherwise me.
fected by it in point of interest, are persons
subjected by any special legal commission, to
orders from the governor, so far, and as to
those persons, it is good and legal. Beyond
this, and as to all other persous, the same
ordinance is illegal and void. As tot example :
orders that no persons shall, for such a time,
go beyond such and such bounds :_ orders
that no man shall build, or begin to build,
a vessel of a size beyond such and such allmensions.II
I take for granted (always for the purpose
of the argument,) that whatever power of
legislation could be given by the crown, to
mlybody, to be exereased in this colony,/ms
all along been given by the crown to the
several successive governors.
All this not_ II. Collins, 2_'d;,2.q,_.
_I. Collins, 159,4_8; lt._l
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withstanding--all
this being admitted--what
I maintain is, that, no such anthority having
been given to the crown, in the only act in
question, m by the legislature, it was no more
in the power of the crown to confer any such
power of legislation (except the limited, and
not so denominated, but only virtualpowers
of legislation above excepted) on the governor, or any other person or persons, than in
mine.

ing subordinate powers of legislatloa, was in
that case, as well as in the case of judicature,
done either by parliament itself, or by anthocity therein given to the crown by Parllament.
Even in the same reign which thus gave
birth to the latest instance of unparliamentary
colonization, and not more than seven years
after that instance, the legality of the practice appears to have been regarded as matter
of doubt, at least by parllament itself.§ At
this time, among the American colonies, there
SECTION
IV.
were many, that under the powers of ]egisAMERICAN,
&C. LEGISLATIONNO PRECEDENT lation granted to them from the crown, had
FORNEW SOUTHWALES.
passed acts of their own, restrzcting personal
lzbel _/(as in New South Wales)--restricting
THE nature of the case not furnishing any the rmghtof departure out of the precincts of
just grounds for the assumption of any such their respective territories. Acts made (says
legislative power as has actually been exer- the preamble of the British act) " ibr the
cised, I come now--(still
acting under the preventing the carrying off, from the said
diffic_lAty already recognised) -- I come now colonies or plantations, any servant or slave
to fish out imaginary and possibly pretended
without the consent of the owner, or the
grounds, at a venture,
carrying off from thence any other person or
True it is accordingly, certainly in general,
persons whatsoever, until such persons shall
and for aught I know, without exception-have taken out his ticket from the secretary's
and as such I shall admit it-- that among all office within such respective colony or planthe charters in which the governments in the ration, in such manner, and under such pcseveral existing English, British, or quondam nalties and forfeitures, as in and by the said
British colonies in America (West Indies several laws is declared and provided."
But
included,) have respectively had their rise, even at this time, so little satisfied was parthere is not one, for the granting of which liament of the legality of the restraints thus
any powers, previously or subsequently to the imposed --in other words, of the legality of
concession of it, had been obtained from par- the powers under which they were imposed
liament.
--so farat least as among the person_ thus
Still more clearly true it is, that even in legislated upon were included, viz. " cornthe instance of Georgia (the last colony es- manders of private ships of war, or merchant
tabhshed before the revolt, established at so ships having letters of marque,"-- that in the
late a period as in the sixth year of the reign act, and by the clause, from the preamble of
of the late Kivg,) when an act of parliament which the passage above quoted is copied,
was passed, having for the object of one of provision is made for the declared purpose of
its clansesf (as declared in what may be called giving legality to those same laws : " Be it
a clause in its longwinded title,) the " en- enacted," says the statute, " that all comabling his Majesty ....
to pay ....
ten rounders (as above) shall, upon their going
thousand pounds to the trustees for establishinto any of those ports or harbours, be subject
ing the colony of Georgia," no powers are and they are hereby determined to be subject,
given to the crown, any more than in any to the several dlrcctions, provisions, penalties,
preceding or subsequent act, for the purpose and forfeitures, in and by such laws made
of leg_lizing such powers, as the crown must and provided, anything in this act to the
then recently have been creating for the go- contrary notwithstanding." ¶
vernment of that colony.
But, since that period, and before that of
the passing of the act for the foundation of
the colony of New South Wa]es,:_ this practice of organizing governments for British
dependencies, in territories out of Great Brirain, by the sole power of the crown, may, I
think, be said to have been relinquished, and
virtually acknowledged to be. indefensible,
I mean, by the precedent, set by the act cornmoldy ca]lod the " Quebec Act,"]! in which,
whatever was done in the way of establish27 Geo. lII. c. 2.
,+ 1787.
"t"6 Geo. III. c. 25, § 7. I[ 14 Geo. III. c. 83.

§ 13 Ge_ II. e. 4, § 20. No. 1740.
i_ The words '_a_ hereb!/ dcterTnlned to be
subject" might, if they had stool alone, have
been taken for words of mere adjudication ....
But before these come words of enactment " stu_ll
.... be subject." From the non obstante clause
it might again be argued, that nothing more was
meant by this provimon, than m save those colonial laws from being overruled by the other provisions in the same statute: and therefore, that
the effect of this section in it was nothing more,
than to leave the legality of these colonial regulations upon its own bottom. But upon examining the act it will be found, that there is not
any part of it tOwhich the provision in this sectlon bears any specific or effectual repugnancy.
It is only from some perfectly vague anny incon-
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the Crown had no right to legislate without Parl*ament.

Amongthe powers actually exercisedin New
South Wales, with or without instructions
from hence, conformably or unconformably
to such instructions, is that of prohibiting
or " preventing" masters of privat_ vessels
from "carrying offpersons" from the colony,
without special permission from the governor,
particularizing each person permitted in each
instance. Upon the exercise of these powers
depends the whole system of government in
this penal colony : every use which anybody
could ever fancy it good for, or capable of
being made good for. Even in America, and
so early as the year 1740, the legality of these
powers was looked upon as being so questionable at least (to say no more), as to require for the confirmation of it the authority
of Parliament.
In America, these powers
were thusconfirmed, and weretherefore legal:
but in New South Wales they have not been
thus confirmed ; for America is the only place
mentioned in the act -- American laws the
only" laws." New South Wales has nothing
in it that ever was a law, or so much as called
a law, and America (God be thanked) has no
such colony in it as New South Wales.
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EVENIN AMERICA,THE CROWNHADNORIGHT
To LEGISLATEWITHOUTPARLIAMENT.
P_ZLINQUISHEV,as it has been, no otherwise
than tacitly, if at all (for the point is lint
worth arguing,) if the power had been declaredillegal, and abolished by express word_,
it would not have been so disposed of without very sufficient grounds. That over Ruglish subjects in England, or anywhere else,
the king should, by himself or by others,
exercise legislative power, without the cenenrrence of parliament, was repugnant to
the constitution, was repugnant to Magna
Charta.
True it is, for aught I know, that till the
reign of George the Second, till the year
1740 at least, as above, it never had been
disputed or doubted of: and the train of precedents by which it has been exercised, com.
mences with what appears as thefirst charter
given to thefirst colony, in the reign of James
the First,* in 1606, or thereabouts.
But, in the days in which the practice thus
originated, the exclusive right of parliament
to legislative power was far from being defined as now. Even within the territory of

elusive inferences that any such apprehension
could arise. But it reqmres little acquaintance
with our statute law to have observed,how ready
such apprehensions are to present themselves,
England--on
this, and that, and other ground
and how ready the draughtsman is to quiet them --the
king by his proclamations would be
with the customary non obaante opmte. Seeen : legislating without parliament,
and even in
years had at this time scarce elapsed, since par- spite of parliament,
Whatever
parliament
Imment, in the very act of supplying with money would endure to see him do, this and more
the embryo colony, sat still and saw the crown
monopolize the supplying it with the powers of he was sure to do without parliament.
By
government. But at this latter period (1740) monopolies, by ship-money, by dispensations
the tide, it seems, had already turned: and the of penal statutes, on one pretence or another,
wonder will be the less, that 34 years afterwards_ he was even levying money without parliawhen a new constitution was to be given to merit. The very existence of parliament was
Quebec, parliament exercised the whole antho- a matter of perpetual contingency.
At all
tity, andupon itself the whole managetimes it depended upon the king's pleasure
ment
of thetook
business.
Will it be said--the confirmation of these co- whether there should ever be another. And
lonial laws was necessary, so far and so far only, so long as he could contrive to go on with
as they undertook to bind ethers of his Majesty's
existing powers, and upon existing funds, he
subjects, natives of the mother country, wsitlng had everything to lose and nothing to gain,
the colonies for a tnnc only in the course of by calling to his aid any such troublesome
office or of trade ? I answer in the words of the assistance.
court of King's Bench in a case that will presently
be mennoned.a Among the "propositions, in
Even in Lord Coke's time, had this mode
which both sides seem to be perfectly agreed, and _of legislating without parliament been queswhich indeed are too clear to be controverted," is tioned in the King's Bench, it would not
" The 4th, that the law and legislative govern, have stood its ground : at least if Lord Coke
ment of every dominion equally.affects all per. had at that time been in disgrace, and the
sons and property within the limits thereof; and decision had depended on Lord Coke.
is the rule of decision for all questions which
" King Edward the Sixth did incorporate"
arise
Whoeverunder
purchases,
sues (says he_) "' the town of St. Alban's, and
there, there.
puts himself
the law lives,
of the orplace.
An Engli:hman in lreland, the Isle of Man, or granted to make ordinances, &c. They made
the Plantations, has no privileges distinct from an ordinance upon pain of imprisonment, and
the natives." So far Lord Manzfield. If, then, it was judged to be against this statute of
these American laws were binding upon any.
Magna Charta. 8o it is if such an ordinance
bedy_were binding upon _4mericar_,they were
already binding upon Enzl_vhmon. They needed had been contained in the patent itself." Thus
no act of parliament, to confirm them in their up- fax Lord Coke.
The train of reasoning is
plication to Englishmen and so forth.
* See IAnd's Remarks on the acts of the 13th
parliament relative to the colonies_ 177b.
_ Campbciland Hall, Cowper's Repo_.%p.208.
t 2d Ir',a,t.54.
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evident,
It was by the ghril_g illegality in
the case/ast mentioned (which is the feigned
case,) that light was thrown on the covert
illegality in the former case, which was the
real case.
It was a case actually decided,
decided in the Common Pleas, and reported
1_ Lord Coke himself.*
The decision was
raven in the 38th year of Elizabeth, and even
Elizabeth submitted to it. t
Had the first charter that was ever granted
for the foundation of an English colony (say
the charter, granted in 1606, for the colonization of the tract of land then comprised
under the denomination of Virginia by James
the First,)_--had this first charter been questioned as illeg_tl--as contrarytothedecisinnin
the St. Alban's case, in vain would it have
been to have said,u,' This case is different :
"tHAT applies to Englishmen wishing to legaslate in England : THXSapplies to Engtishmen
wishing to legislate in a distant, and as yet
unplanted region." To warrant any such distinction, there was neither principle nor precedent. Not principle : because, as to hardship,
if Englishmen
are to be legislated
upon
otherwise than by parliament, how was the
hardship lessened by _their being in the then
wilderness of Amcric_ ? in a quarter of the
globe, so far out of the reach of the protecting hand of parliament ? Not precedent : for,
of an attempt to subject them to legislation
in this mode, the instance in question is, by
the very supposition, the first instance,
The right of thus granting away the powers
of parliament passed (it is true) unquestioned,
Why ? because nobody ever started up, to
whom it had happened to conceive himself
as being concerned in interest to question it.
For, if a man went from England to live
there, it was because he found it more agreeable to him to live there under those laws,
than to live in England under English laws :
and if at any time a man preferred English
laws, England was at all times open to re¢eive him.
Whatever was the cause, such
at least was the effect : the right remained
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unquestioned ; and, remaining unquestioned,
usurpation had time to clothe itself in the
garb of law.
Admitting, that on any one mass of tcrritory, having English owners, and not being,
or having passed, under the dominion of any
foreign power, the concurrence of the three
estates is necessary to legislation, no reason
can be given why, on any principle either of
utility or analo_l, it should be less necessary
on any other spot so circumstanced.
By remoteness from the natal soil--from the seat
of connexion and protection--the
hardship
of whatever is looked upon as tyranny is not
lessened but enhanced. The sense of hbert 9
(of what is meant by liberql in one of its
thousand senses) has not been found to evapocate by expatriation in English men, as the
sense of smell has been said to doin English
do_.
Of Englishmen surely it may be sand,
if of any men, Caelum, ,2on anzmum mutant,
qui trans marc currunt.
For whom, or what, was it that the protection afforded by Marina Charta was intended 7 For the inhabztants of the land, or
for the soil only ? -- for the flesh and blood,
or only for the stocks and stones ?
A lawyer, who should attempt to get rid
of the application, of the case of the charter
given to cert_dn inhabitants of St. Alban's.
to the case of a charter granted to certain
inhabitants of other places in England, must
answer boldly" Only for the stocks and
stones.
Englishmen, the moment they get
out of sight of the stocks and stones of England, for whom alone Magus Charts was
designed, are neither worth protecting nor
worth governing." But, unlessit be on a spot,
which being under foreign owners, affords a
protection and a governance of its own, in
what book will he find a colour for saying,
that Engiishmen, by being out of sight of
English ground, are either out of the protection or out of the riovernance of an English parliament ? Limited as the power of an
English king is over Englishmen in England,
in what book will he fizJd that it is absolute
* Coke's Report.% part 5, p. 64. Case of the over them everywhere else 9
corporation of St. Alban's, called by him Clark's
Case.
Will the portion of consent, of popular
t There was something more in this than in consent, given in the first instance to these
ordinary cases. A s,a_ke was seen, or thought to charters, or the consent given in succeeding
be seen, in the grass. Even in that age of gone- times to the laws made in A_nerica, in the
ral abjection and judzcial dependence, the judges several colonies, in consequence
of these
spied it out, and took fire at it. What little con- charters _ will any such sanction be urged in
stitutional
blood
a man
could
that timeMore
find proof of the original validity of a purely royal
in his veins_it
called
up in
thelratcheeks.
_eant (say they) than meets the ear. Tlds is act, thus attempting to legislate over Enganattack upon Magna Charts: that pecnl_ar and lishmen without parliament?
inestimable security of E_r_l_shmen_ _hzch (so
Alas I what a cloud of illusions is involved
.often l_s *t been broken into) 1,as more tlu_n in that little word consent, employed, as it is
thirty times been confir_w& " C'est ordinance but too common for it to be employed ! But,
est
encounter
statu_'ede
Magma Chart.%cal_
2Vullus
iibvr le
homo
i_npri_ol_et_._.
Qucl act 29.
ad without phmging into any such discussions,
estre confi_m, et estably oustre 30 foits, et "lassent it is sufficient to say here, that no such unle plaintiff ne pair alter la Icy in tiel c_e."
pa_'l_amcutary consent had any weight in the
See Lind on tbe Colonies, p. 94, 1775.
St. Alban's case. There never could have
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been applied, to the law of any American
assembly of succeeding times, the actual conseut of so great a proportion of individuals
to be governed by it, as there probably was
in the St. Alban's case.
But this did not
hinder the attempt made in that case. (the
attempt on the part of the king, in conjunction with a portion of the inhabitants of that
one town, to legislate, on pain of imprison,
ment, over the rest) from being disallowed :
disallowed on the ground of its being an invasion of the rights of parliament.
What is the consent required by the constitution to give validity to a law ? The
consent--not
of a part surely, but of the
wimle. It Is not the consent of that part of
tl]e king's subjects for whose exclusive advantage the law is made, that is sufficient to
give validity to a law, by which others, not
sharing in the benefit, are attempted to be
bound : if it were, there would never be any
want of consent to the worst law. Neither
then, nor since, has the consent necessary to
give vahdity to any English law, been either
more or less than the consent of the two sets
of trustees for the whole body of the king's
subjects--the
two other estates of Parliament.
The question is, whether the king, with
the assent of a few persons named by lureself, had it in his power to repeal, pro tanto,
the statute called 2]fa!ma Charta?
The answer is given by the judges in the St..41ban's
case : " L'assent ne poet alter la ]ey in tiel
ease." If this be not the very best of French,
better English at least, cannot be desired,
To supply what is thus in.contemplation
of law wanting in point of consent, will any
such topic as that of ab.stract utd_t_j be resorted to? Will it be urged, in the view of
giving validity to the lllegal mass of pretended
law, that the benefit of all parties followed
from it ? This benefit, admitting it in its full
extent, this benefit, destined to be reaped in
after ages, will it give retro-active validity
to an act void from the very first instant?
If so, at what point of time was it that, on
a sudden, and without any efficlent cause, an
illegal act was thus converted into a legal
one?
Legality, it must be remembered, not expediency, not abstract utility, is the question
here : to confound the two ideas would be

vold, for want of a_ Aamably.
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correspondent ideal laws.
But, the expediency of "411these/den/laws,
does it prove
them real ones ? does it prove that any such
acts of paxllament were actually passed?
When a practice is repugnant to acknow.
ledged principles, the case of general warrants is sufficient to show how tittle force
there is in mere official precedents, however
numerous the train of them, and however
ancient the commencement of it, For the
purpose of that case, a list of general warrants
(a list of the cases in which authorities of
that description had been issued by the serrants of the crown) was published at the
time." It begins with the Restoration; not
surely because there were none of any carlier date (for such there must have been in
numbers,) but because it was not conceived
that authorities of that kind, issued at any
less constitutional period, could possess any
tolerable chance of being looked upon as good
precedents.
Prior to the issuing of the first general
warrant, there was no dh.eet judicial decision
against general warrants, as there was against
legislative
power exercised by the crown
without parliament, in the c_se just mentioned: yet general warrants, spite of the
number of precedents and length of the prac
tiee, could not stand their ground.
Against
general warrants there was nothing but prin.
ciple. Against colonization charters there is
the principle, and a direct judgment grounded
on it. And who is there that will deny that,
m the scale of common law, a thousand unjudicial official precedents are not equal to
one judicial one ?
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TO
CONSENT.
ALL this, however, is but sldrmishing--mat_
ter of illustration, not of necessary argument.
For, though the right of the crown to found
colonies (as the Amertcan
colonies were
founded) without parhament, were ever so
well established, a claim in that quarter to
exercise or create legislative powers, to be
exercised over Englishmen,
Scotchmen, or
Irishmen, in _New South Wales--in
this ca-

to tear all law up by the roots.
Admitted Ilony eat generis--in
this so denominated, but
in the fullest extent, the alleged expediency I perfectly nondescript, and newly discovered
would prove no more than this, viz. that, had species of colony--would
not be the less unJames the First obtained, by a law of parlia- founded.
merit, authority for the fonndation of his first
colony-- authority for the powers conveyed
* The documents printed in that list would not
by the charters, in virtue of which this co- be found all of them to come withinthlsdetmriplony was founded-- had the king so done -tion : but of one sort or other there. .are 136.,,The
title of the book in my po_ev_ton ts_
Copies
a law to that effect, if passed, would have taken from the Record. oftlw Kimg'a Bend_, of
been a good law: and so in regard to the
Wa_ranls by Secretaries of 8tale," &¢, 4to,
several other i eal colonies, real charters, and 1763. No bcokaeller'e name.
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In all the several charters by which legislative power_ whether per se or per alios, was
exercised by the king, there were two commort features, and those most indispensable
ones: m 1. Comwnt on the part of the colonists as to their subjection to such powers-irrevoc_zbility of the privileges granted by
such charters_irrevoeability
of the king's
act, whereby snell powers were created, or
the right of creating them conferred,
The irresocabdity,
though a feature perfectly distinct from the consent, was a natural,
and one may almost say, a necessary consequence &it ; or rather preliminary to it. For
what man of common prudence would have
gone to embark his property and his prospects, under a form of government, in which,
so lung indeed as it remained unchanged, he
looked upon them as safe, but at the same
time without any security against its being
changedat anytime--changed
into some unknown arbitrary form, under which every
thing would go to wreck--changed
without
his being heard, and at the suggestion of some
court favourite, whose object would be of
course to extract plunder from the change ?
--Not
general satire--particular
history is
here in view : Elizabeth and James, with
their favourites and their monopoltes,
The irrevocability of the sanction given by
the crown was therefore of the very essence
of the case. This attribute of it was recngnized all along by the judidal power.
Even
in the most arbitrary times, the crown itself
never pretended that its own charters of this
kind were revocable at its own pleasure,
The utmost of its pretensions was--that
for
certain causes, these powers of subordinate
government were susceptible of being forfeited: it belonged to the judicial authority
in that behalf (the Court of King's Bench) to
pronounce--to
pronounce judicially in each
ease-- upon the existence of any such cause
of forfeiture.
And in the annals of that
court, and of the colonies, are contained divers instances of prosecutions instituted on
that ground, against colonial governments,
and of resignations made of charters, under
the apprehension of such prosecutions.*
As to consent (by which I do not mean
a presumptive, constructive, fictitious, pretended, general consent, but actual, direct,
individual, consent ;) immaterial as the circumstanee is in this view, under a govern,
ment already formed, in a territory into the
precincts of which a man has been introduced
either by birth or vohmtary self-conveyance _
nugatory as any argument grounded upon it
would be in the ordinary state of thingsyet in a new formed, or forming government
--in a new planted, or about to be planted,
* See Liml, Remarks on the Acts of the I3th
Parlmment, 1775.
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eoluny--every thing depends upon it: utility,
and therefore that law, which so far, and so
far only as it has utility for its basis, is any
thing better than oppression and abuse, depends upon it altogether.
To a man's being
born in a country, his consent cannot be
i taken--but
to hisbeing conveyedto it, his
consent can be taken ; and, on its being taken
or not, depends a Pandora's box of miseries
and injuries.
In New South Wales, not only was this
most indispensable of all requisites to the
foundation of a colony--to the establishment
of legislative power in a colony, wanting-notoriously wantlng--on the part of the great
mass of the intended population ; but the
getting rid of so troublesome a condition-the weeding it and er_licating it out of the
about-to-be-new-plantedcolony,
was the very
object--the
professed object--the
sole professed object--of
the foundation of this vast
receptacle of penal suffering. If, in point of
fact, it should ever acquire a title to the name
of a "colony"-(the name bestowed upon it
in the tenor of the law made for the foundation of it,) t it could only be in so far as the
persons sent thither against their wills, and
having a legal right of departing from thence
at the expiration of certain terms, should, by
irresistible power, in defiance of that right, be
kept there each to his llfe's end.
In common intendment--in
common, and
not merely in vulgar, but in deliberate and
weB-considered
languagepermanence of
inhabitancy is acknowledged
to be of the
very essence of colonization.
Accordingly,
in the disputes that of late have arisen on
the affairs of the East Indies, the language on
one side is, " To do thus or thus would be
colonization :--as you tender your existence,
forbear to colonize."
Force under the law, was to plant men
there ; force against law, was to keep them
there : and when, under the law, they were
planted, it was for this very and only end
and purpose--that
against law they might
be kept.
NOLENTESper populos dat jura should be
the royal motto, in this as purely royal, as it
is daringly anti-parliamentary, colony of New
South Wales.
So much as to the first mentioned condition, consent-- consent to habitancy and subjection.
But this condition, a condition so
inseparable to the foundation of every eolmty
that is any thing better than a bastile, being
so essentially wanting to the foundation of
this colony, it seems almost superfluous to
extend the observation to the other kindred
condition--irrevocabillty
ofprlvilege.
That
which was never granted, cannot easily be
revoked. So far the inhabitants--the
chosen
_ 27 Geo. III. c. 2,
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inhabitants of New South Wales--are secure
enough. What was never possessed, cannot
be forfeited,
Ifcommonsensebenotnfitseifconvincing
enough, e'en let us translate it into common
law.
In their day, the American Constitutions were legal ones : be it so. But they were
by charter : here there is none.
No charter
either has ever yet been granted--or
is in a
way very soon to be applied for by the inhabitants, or any inhabitants of New South
Wales. Yet has the colony been "founded"
I suppose :--founded
as Mr. Pitt and Mr.
Rose found colonies. --No charter, no colony,
In that one technical expression, are condeusod the two substantial and rational grounds
of nullity: no consent to subjection-- no itrevocability of privilege,
All this while a sort of a colony there is-I am perfectly aware of it-- that is, or has
been supposed to be, capable of existing without charters, and in which the advisers of
the crown have accordingly been used to find
themselves pretty much at their ease. I mention it, to save gentlemen the trouble of
catching at the shadow of an argument.
It
is the sort of colony that has been obtained
by conquest ; having surrendered, with or
without capitulation ; having or not having,
at the treaty which confirmed the cession of
it, a stipulation made in favour of it; having
or not having, antecedently to its surrender,
a constitution of its own. All or any of these
varieties, might upon occasion atford considerab]e amusement to any learned gentleman,
who, along with his brief, should have acquired a taste for the natural history of the
law of colonies.
But, as to any practical use
for them, happily in the case of New South
Wales there is none. To the host of follies
included in the circumstance of distant possession, this colony at least, with all its pcculiarities and all its faults, has not added

all the law on all Ins woolsacks-- would not
make one.
A charter, make it of what or
how you will, must have somebody to accept
it. But a cherter--a
thing to keep men in
New South Wales .... Who is there, or who
ever can there be, to accept it in New South
Wales ? A charter to empower u free man
to lead a life of slavery, and to be flogged as
open as he endeavours to escape from itl t
Instructions and counter instructions--in.
sinuations and counter iusinuatinnsmiustruetions in form and instructiuns not in form ;-despotism acting there by instructions, and
without instructions, andagainst instructions;
--all these things there may be, and will be,
in abundance. But of c_rters _ unless such
instructloz_ be called charters; -- of coastitut/ons -- that anybody that can help it will be
governed by; _ of any lawful warrants, un.
less from Parliament ;-- from the present day
to the day of judgment there will be none.
No, most assuredly ; no parchment, nowax,
no cement is there whatever, that can patch
the no-coustitution of it together for a momeet longer, or prevent the improved colony
from being converted, any day in the year,
into a still worse chaos than it is. No plaster of any kind can be laid on upon this universal sore, by any other than the all.heallng
hand of Parliament.
If this view of the law be not just, and if
the penners of the New South Wales act
were not themselves sensible of its being so,
wherefore apply to parliament for powers,
for the organization of a judicial establishment in that colony ? Judicial power is in
its nature inferior, subordinate to legislative.
If the crown had an original right to create
the superior power, how can it have been
without the right of creating the subordinate ?
If, by the American charters, the king creates
legislative powers, by the same charters he
creates powers of judicature ; or what comes

that vulgar and crowning folly, of distant
conquest. It is needless to enqmre, what on
this occasion might have been the virtue of
a string of wampum : no wampum, nor any
substitute for wampum, has either been receivedor given in New South Wales. When,
from their immense continental island, Benillom£ and Yem-mer.ru.wannie*
did us the
honour to bestow a glance upon this our littie one, it was in the character of private
gentlemen, travelling for their amusement,
or at least for our's : t_ttey signed no treahy
with his Majesty, nor brought with them any
diplomatic powers.
The flaw is an incurable one : if it were
not, it would be none. No charter ever could,
can now, or ever can be granted. It is not
a case for charters: all the wax--all
the
parchment in the king's stationary office--

to the same thing, confers authority for the
creation of such powers.
This argument, it must be acknowledged,
supposes something like consistency on the
part of the penners of the act ; and of consisteney what traces in it are to be found?

" Collins, p. 251.
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ONE imagination more, for a last effort.
With or without a declaration to that effect
by the king's governor, the laws o£ England,
(let it be said,) such as they exist at present,
and such of them as are applicable to the
state of things in the new colony, transport
.f Letter L to _

Pelham, p. 193.
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themselves in one great mass into New South I The governor (suppose) iasues an ordinance
Wales.
After them, transport themselves,
(such as, it will be seen, he has issued in
as they came out, all subsequently manufac- abundance,) prohibiting an net, which would
tured masses of law, common as well as sty- not have been either " misdemeanour" or
tute, such of them as are so applicable, and '" misbehaviour," " if _ommitted within this
in as far as they are so applicable, each in an realm."* Admit then, that it is really in the
sir balloon of its own making, without any power of the crown to communicate to the
body to send them out, or make it possible governor, inhis individual eapaclty(the power
for them to be known when they are arrived,
he has so often exercised,) the complete power
Moreover, along with the first great mass, of legislation.
Power of te,qzslatzon alone
transports itself in like manner the right of being thus communicated to him, power ofjuo
establishing courts of justice for the trial of dicature (except in the caseofaets that would
offences aTdinst all such masses of En,q- be offences "it committed in this realm,") not
lish-raade law, present and future, as they
. .........
c_
in ' u.d_e th_ *;n,,'b_onnd;t;_m _
uDngea to co_y irom tlae act the woras,
""'._ "_ ..... _-_ "7"v - -_ ...... ' _.**__"_ " th_s realm," it is lmpessible to avoid noticing,
mtme oI procooure m suen courts, m each to what a degree even the seamy scrap of power
sort of case, shall not be different from the undertaken to be created by it, is torn in t3tters
mode of procedure in the same sort of case by these two words:_a
proof how httle of the
vursued in Ena_land. Why these conditions _ mind of the legislature was bestowed upon this
- t',,
'Ply, ".._,..,,,,_+..,.o _h,_ business, and how slight any inference that can
................................
b drw fr
wca_
"
r ......
ri"
f arliam n- n
e a n t: om hat was a tu fly done by it, to
enuereu._ne au__no !_y o_p
e _ eces- whatwasintendedorineontemplat_outobedone.
sary xor the legali_taon
of the sort ot court " This realm"--what realm _ against the law of
which it has actually been employed in lega- what realm must an act be anofl_nee, t_able unlizing, is--that
that court not calling in the derthe ceurt so constituted ? Against the law of
assistance of a;J ur_j, though
JuryJ England ? of Scotland
r_ the eases are a
,
"_ or of Great Britain, • i • ¢•
cases, the mode of proceeding under it is not I of both together ?--If an act, being an offence..
..
•
- _
•
.
_ •
I not against
any laW p&ssea
since
tt_e Umon,
but
aecorumg to zne law
..............
o or _nglanu.
.. - - x_emg,
, • , _I omyagalnsttnelawoi_ngmnn,
asltstooaDelore
theremre, the sort oi court winch the _ng s I tho wr.;.n,
if *u_h a- -_t h_ *n _ .... ,,_m_
• - a;"l'"
agent wltla
ms powers ha'n
a o t qu i te power I.......
in this court,-- so ........................
must an act which, though not
enough to make, thence came the necessity [ an offence against the English law, is an offence
of sending it out, ready-made by the king, in / against the Scottish law. To point out the con..........
e .......
a.._:__z _.^_ D.._:-- / fusion, is the only thing to the present purpose •
_-_
¢^- "_'^ _-_';n _ i*
1to attempt to clear _t up would take a volume.
.....
/ Injuries purely cwd, might, for aught I know,
Unfounded thts, a great par_ ol it at leas_, / be " misbehaviours" but are the-- " misdeme
.....
_
. ,
y
am principle
or m fact. But even ]f all the nours._ ' I mean m the legal sense of the word,
dreams in it were truths, the government of according to the law of England_ Take for ex_ew South Wales would not, in point of le- ample acts purely negatave. 2Von.pa_tment of
guilty, be one jot the better for them. These debts: non-performance of eentracts, &e. &c.
Blaekstone, at least, is as decided as possible in
courts, made after the English pattern, serve the negative, lB. IV. eh. 1.] And how stands
for the trial of offences against English-made
this matter unaer the law of Scotland._
taws :_allowed
; but the offences, for the
England, I take for granted--England
alone
trial of which proper courts are waa_ted, are --waslooked to as the standard of everythingthat
not offences against English-made laws. By was to be done: into Scotland, not so much as
what courts, then, in New South Wales are the mind of our legislators had ever travelled.
these non-En,qllsh offences to be tried ? Not
Offences, involvmg, in the description of them,
denomiuations common or proper--names
of
by these supposed Arew South Wales made places, persons, and th_ngs_thmgs
real, things
courts, since, by the supposition, it is only incorporeal, L e. fictitious--such as o3ffces,&c.
for the trial of English-made offences that &% maynot improbably be found to he ineom.
they can be made to serve. Not by the m_ssible (i.e. acts, though ofliketendeney, may
grand court, the establishment of which was not be offences, or not punishable) in temtories
the sole business of the statute : for it is to where such places, persons, things, &_ are not m
be found. E[ven in Englsaad, Burn speaks of Engthe trial of English-made offences that that lish laws rendered in this way inexeeutable:-court, by the express words of the statute,
instancing those " which appoint an offender to
stands confined : -- the court, when "conbe whipped by the common han_oynan--where
vened," is to be " for the trial and punish- perhaps there is no such officer." [Bnrn'sJusmeat of all such outrages and misbehaviours,
flee, Co_elu:iom] Instances are innumerable :
I give this as most likely to be familiar. Ofas, if committed within this realm, would be t_ees punishable in England by an ecclesias.
deemed and taken, according to the laws of ticaI court only--are
they " misdemeanours'"
this realm, to be treason or misprision thereof, in New South Wales ?
felony or misdemeanour ;"_not
a// "outPoints like these mlght be started, enough to
rages end misbehaviours" without exception,
fill a volume: allunresolved, and many unresolv.
but such alone as would be ', misdemeanours"
able. The whole act is but a vast mine of nulliand so forth, " if committed within this like
ties and
out of
of aanload
act
this9jeqfail#.
Butld aFound
house aascolony
well out
reabn."
or two of brick-hats.
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being given to him or anybody, what would
he be the better for it ? He has power to
create the offence, but neither he nor anybody else has any power to punish or try the
offender for it, when committed.
The govemor, by his proclamations, has power to
enact new laws. Be it so. But has he likewise powers to create Star Chambers--to
punish such as shall fail of obeying those proclamations ? Where is the court to try any
such offence ? The court created under the
statute ? By the statute itself it stands precluded (as hath just been seen) from reeddling with them. A court of King's Bench, or
any other court to be erected by the governor
under his instructions _--those
instructions
which are to be to this colony, what charters
have been to all other colonies ? Nor that
neither.
Power or no power--instructions
or no instructions--thus
much seems clear
enough -- that, down to the time of Mr. Colhns's quitting the colony in September 1796,
no such court (no court other than what has
been called there a cwll court, in additmn to
the court for the erection of which special
power is given by the statutes) had ever in
fact been holden.
A court to be composed
of the governor alone, for the trying of offences created by the governor aloue ? If so,
here then we have the very quintessence oi
despotism; too rank, one should have thought,
even for the meridian of New South Wales.
It is Star-chamber out Star-chamberized :
legislature and judicature confounded and
lodged together, both in one and the same
hand.
Is it true, then, that even such a court-a court thus arbitrary -- might have been
created, and that without any powers from
Parliament ? If so, then (as far at least as
6_
"
I,
misdemeanours
are concerned,) there was
no need of Parhament, for the establishment
of the less arbitrary sort of court, therein establishedand described:aeourt composed
of " the judge-advocate
.....
together
with six officers of his Majesty's forces by sea
or land ;" the governor not sitting among
them indeed ; though, being the person to
" convene" the court, he possesses (as it was
evidently intended he should possess) the
power of choosing, on each occasion, such
members for it, as, onthat occasion, he thinks,
himself most sure of. The conclusiml is then
that in spite of all suppositions, whatever
ordinances he enacts and executes, are on a
double ground illegal : first, because there is
no law for enacting them ; and again, because
there is no law for executing them.
So much for/aw.
In fact, in what set of
cases the governor makes use of this court,

rwt Infol_le.
journal) I should expect to be able to prouounce.
As far as I have vet seen, I should
suppose no certain line: but, in each individual case, if it seems of importance enough,
the court is convened: if not, whatever be
the offenceEnglish made, or colony made
--the governor does what he pleases with it,
without troubling anybody else, mdess it be
the man who is to give the lashes, or to "pall
the house dowa,"* &c. as the case may be.

SECTION
VIII.
XING'SLAW-SERVANTSNOT INFALLIBLE.
BuT, (says somebody) do you consider, Sir,
by what authority all these acts, thus charged
by you with illegality, were done ? It is not
the minister alone, and his subordinates, that
are implicated.
This is not mere treasury
business.
The acts have not only the king's
name and signature to them, but the sanction
of the whole counc¢l-board, with the opinions
of this and that and t'other great dignitary of
the law included in it.
My answer is -- all this makes little difference. It goes no farther than to show, that,
as for a certainty a surprise was put up.on
parlzameat,
so probably enough a surprise
was also put upon the council-board : upon
the council-board, including the legal learning and legal authority belonging to it. On
putting the dry question of law--"
Has not
the crown, without special powers from par°
llament, powers to organize a constitution for
a new colony ?" the answer, judging from
the supposed precedents of the American
colonies, may, not very improbably, have been
in the affirmative : -- especially if given on
slight consideration, as it naturally enough
might be, in a case where no opposition was
apprehended.
But, surprise or no surprise, God be thank°
ed, it is not in the power of the king's
eo_msellors_ to inflict upon a single Briton
an atom of punishment of their own creation,
much less to inflict illegal punishment upon
Britons by thousands, and to make ez post
facto penal laws by dozens, in repugnancy to
so many laws of parliament, including Mugna Charta and the Bz//of :Rights.
Let the
sanctions lent to the measures be what they
may _ by whatever pretences-- mid from
whatever names obtained--wholesale
oppression was the object of it, wholesale oppression
has been the result.
* Collins, II.
-_ I mean iegalpower, and under the constituI tion, while it stands: If indeed it fdlis, and dee.

and
iuw at bedoes
without
it,or
whether any precise line is drawn between [ _thout

difl_cuhv: &ad_ cosverso, if su¢_ power
them, is more than on the face of the docuo [ exi_s, thecoustitutionia atanend_ and despotimu
meats (I mean the judge-advoeate s printed ] bran& in the place of it.
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What does appear in point of fact, and
from very high authority, is--that
in matters
of colonial legislation, there has been a time,
and even since the accession of his present
Majesty--when
his Majesty's law-advisers in
this behalf have not been altogether masters
of this part of their business : so at least, in
the court of K/ng's Bench, in the famous
Granada case--the
great and only adjudged
case since the foundation of the first colony,
that has any bearing upon this point--(Lord
Man_zeld being spokesman)--was
the optnion of the judges.*
" The inattention of
thekimfs servants" (speaking of his Majesty's
law-servants)
is the circumstance to which,
as the sole cause, the dispute then on the
era'pet is ascribed by that discerning judge.
The power of legislation, as exercised in that
colony, in the way of taxation, on the 20th
of July 1764, by the king alone, without the
concurrence of any other authority-either
that of parliament here, or that of an assembly of the colony there m exercised on the
ground of its being a CONQUEREDcolony-is there supposed, though but arguendo, to
have been in itself indisputable.
But, before
that day, to wit, on the 7th October 1763,
these his Majesty's careless servants, not
knowing, or not minding what they were
about, had so managed as to divest him of
it: and it was after having so done, that, forgetting what they had done, they picked it
up again, and in the name of their royal masters exercised it as above : "inverting,"
says
Lord Mansfield, "the order in which the instruments should have passed, and been notoriously published, the last act" was, under
their management,"
contradictory to, and in
violation of the first :" and this is the " inattention" spoken of. Here, then, was an
occasion on which, according to Lord Mansfield and the rest of the judges in the King's
Bench, his Majesty's law-servants did not
know what they were about: and this occasiou was--the
same as that now in question
m that of the making or mending a constitution for a colony.
This was in 1763 and
1764: and, forasmuch as a mistake of this
sort was actually made, and by his Majesty's
law-advisers, I think I may venture, from the
demonstrated error of that prior time, to infer the possibility of an error on the h_,e subject, on the part of the same description of
persons, in 1786 and 1787. The arguments
ab auetoritate and ab impossibili being thus
cleared away, the other arguments may without much rashness be trusted to their own
strength.
• Campbell, v. Hall, Cowper's Reports 1783.
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SECTION
IX.
NULLITY Or NEW SOUTHWALES LEGISLATION, raOVEV BY THE 6m_NADA CASE.
Iv any addition could be wanting, to the proof
already given, of the illegality of the legislatire power exercised by the sole authority of
the crown in this colony, it might be drawn,
and with full assurance, from this Granada
case.
From the whole tenor of the argument of
the court, as delivered by Lord Mansfield,
and taken in short-hand by the reporter in
that case, two propositions may be deduced
with full assurance :1. That in no case had any judicial decision
been given, down to that time (1774,) recogeizing the fight of the crown to legislate,
witltont parliament, over an English colony,
howsoever acquired, (whether by conquest,
as Granada was, or wzthout conquest :) that
therefore, as to every point not necessarily
comprised in the decision given in that Granada case, the question, so far as concerns
judicial decision, in contradistinction to extrajudicial opinion, remained open to that day;
and from thence, it may be added, to the present.
The above-mentioned decision in the
St. Alban's case -- the decision disafl_rming
the king's right to legislate over Englishmen
without parliament--has
therefore nothing
to contradict it.
2. That, although by that argument, in the
case of the foreign inhabitants of a country
acquired by conquest, the fight in question is
a_rmed:
yet, in that same argument, in the
case of a colony acquired in any other way
than by conquest, it is expressly disa_irmed;
and in particular, it is disaffirmed in the case
of all the several other colonies at that time
in existence.
3. On one condition indeed, it is, in the
non-judicial opinion relied on by that same
argument, in a certain way, atflrmed: and the
condition is-- that, as in those other colonies,
a share be taken by an assembl 9 of the colony
in the exercise of the right.
But, by the
afl_mance of the right, restrained as it is by
this condition, the case of Mr. Pitt, in his
exercise of it, win not be bettered.
For, of
any legislative assemb_/in the penal colony of
New ,Sowtlt Wales, there has never been so
much as a shadow.
Nor, even thus, is the atfirmance given to
the right a distinct and positive one.
It is
only not disafllrmed, because not disputed ;
both parties (the crown and the loll assembly) being ah'ke engaged by their respective
views and interests to assume it. These propositions, being of such importance, may seem
to have a claim to very specific proof: such
proof shall not be wanting.
Of all these propositions proof will be if-
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forded at the same time, bythe two only au- as dear, and an indisputable consequonce of
thorities stated as having any bearing upon the island's being in the one state or the
the case. These are-other."
1. A dictum in 1608 by Lord Coke, Chief" In the one state," say_ Lord Mansfield,
Justice, in his report of the famous case called " or the other."
Neither did he, therefore,
Calvin's case : the case in which, on the as- any more than those whose opinions he was
cession of James the First, a right on the adopting, know of any tldrd state. They repart of Scotchmen to certain privileges of coguized not any such state, as that of a coEnglzshmen, was claimed and allowed. 2. A lony acquired otherwise than by conquest, and
non-judtcial opinion, given in 1702 by two yet capable of being legislated upon by the
practising lawyers -- one of them at least at crown alone-- by the crown, without any furthat time a servant of the crown--Sir
Phdzp ther sanction, either that of a local assembly,
Yorhe (afterwards Earl of Hardwicke) and or that of the supreme legislative body in the
S_r Clement Wear q, on a question relative to mother country--without
any check at all
the rightof the crown totaxJamawa : an upon absoluteautocratic
power_without
opinionwhich,sofarasitwent to theaffirm-the necessity
of artyconsent,eitheron the
ance of theright,
in the caseofa colonyob- partof any special
deputiesfrom thatpartirainedby conquest,
appearsto have had for cu]ardivision
ofhisMajesty's
subjects,
oron
itsground,and onlyground,thatsame ante- thepartofthe representatives
ofthewhole,
colonial dictum thrown out in Calvin's case.
In the case which drew this argument from
As to what is said in Calvin's case, not Lord Mansfield, the point he was bound to
applying (if to any colony) to any other than determine, and which he accordingly did dea colony acquired by conquest (such as New terrains, was--that, as mattersstood, the power
South Wales, most certainly, is not,) to scru- of taxation, as exercised by the crown in
tinizeintoitisataskthatmayherebespared.
Granada, was not legal. Anotherpointwhieh,
The proposition is a mere dictum: cons. beingatlibertytospeaktoitornot,
hethought
feral, and not even very perceptibly relevant,
fit to speak to was, that/f matters i_ad been
to the case in hand, the words of it, when otherwise, such power would have been legal.
extracted and _viped clean, as it has been very
If, in humble imitation of such high and sincarefully by Lord Mansfield, from the por. cerely respected attthority, and in precisely
tentous mass of absurdity and atrocity with the same view, viz. that of seeing important
which he found it entangled,* are as follows : constitutional questions settled on the broad--" If a king comes to a kingdom by con. est and most solid grounds, it may be allowable
quest, he may change and alter the laws of that i for an obscure ex-lawyer, on this same ground,
kingdom : but if he comes to it by title and to travel, as the phrase is, a l, ttle way out of the
[of] descent, he cannot change the laws of record, I will venture to state it as a question,
himself, without the consent of parliament."
which, notwithstanding the opinion so disOf the opinion given by Yorke and Wearg, tinctly given by. that great lawyer in the a.f.
the account given by Lord Mansfield is in i_rmative, remmns still quite open, whether,
these words : -even in the case of conquest, in any colony
"In the year 1722, the assembly of Jamaica
acquired since the Revolution, Trinidad for
being refractory, it was referred to Sir Philip example, the right of the king to legislate
Yorke and Sir Clement Wearg, to know what without parliament--I mean, without express
could be done, if the assembly should obsti- authority from parliament -- would, in ease of
nately continue to withhold all the usual sup- dispute, be found maintainable in law ?
plies. They reported thus :-- ' If Jamaica
Over _Euglishmen , it stands expressly hewas stiUtobe consideredasaconqueredisland,
gatived (as already mentioned) by Magus
the king had a right to levy taxes on the in- Charta, and by the interpretation
put upon
habitants : but if it was to be considered in that statute, by the judicial decision given in
the _ame lzght as the other colonies, no tax the ,St. Alban's case.
could be imposed on the inhabitants, but by
Over foreigners , inlmbltants found existing
in a colony acquired by conquest, it would
liament.'an
assembb/of the island, or byan act of]_ar- (I am much inclined to think) be regarded
" They considered the distinction in law as negatived, as well as over Eng//shmen , by
the two connected constitutional pr'mclples,
* Pronouncing the laws of every infidel (i. e. recognised in the 4th and 5th articles of the
non-christian) country void in the lump, and so Bill of Riglits : via. that neither/n actzz nor
forth:
Hindostan,
and ofChina,
for ex- /n potent/a, shall a king of England have, as
ample. Turkey,
Whenever
the khan
the Tartars
sounded his crumpet after eat_g his dinner, it such, without the express allowance of parwas to allow other princes to eat theirs. When liament, either a separate army of his own,
this christian barbarian thus sounded his tram- or a separate purse.
And in this light, it
pet_ it was to prohibit other j)otentates from eat- appears from Edmund Burhe,_ that the Bill
mg their dinnem: at least trom eathtg them in
peace and quietness. All infidels (he says) are
_- Speech upon American taxation, 19thA_l
perpetual enemies.
"
I774; _ktediue_, 177_, p. f_
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of Rights was most publicly (viL in the
House of Commons) and constantly, and, for
anything that appears, without contradiction,
considered by George Grenv/l/e, himself a
/awyer---(aceording to Burke, even too much
of a lawyer)--before
he was a minister, and
this not on the ground of policy merely, but
of actual/aw,
Be this as it may, whatis certain is--that
the question is still open, notwithstanding
the decision in the Granada case ; be'cause
in that case, though an opinion was given,
affirming the right of the crown to legislate
in ease of conquest, that opinion was not heeessary to the decision then pronounced.
Howmuch better for this country, as wet]
as so many other countries, would it have
been, if instead of fishing for drops of sense
out of the extrajudicisl ravings of Lord Coke,
men of law had attended, on the one hand,
to the direct decision of the judicial anthorlty, as reported, in sober though very energetie language, by the same God of their
idolatry, in the St. Alban's case; on the other
hand, to that of the legislative authority, as
displaying itself in the +Bill of Rights!
If
they had, nothing in the way of legislation
would, from first to last, have been done in
English-America,
but by parliament, or with
express authority from parliament. It would
not then have been so much as dreamt of,
that it was in the power of the king, by confederating with a part of his subjects, withdrawing themselves for this purpose to a
vacant territory remote from the eye of parliament--that
it was in the power of his lawservants, by any such management, to oust
parliament of its rights : I mean its exclusive
right of legislation, as established in the St.
Alban's case.
Dissension would then have
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the St+ Allmn's case, then comparatively a
recent one, before their eyes _ with this case,
one of the most prominent cases, in the most
prominent of all law books, fullin their teeth,
were these crown-lawyers audacious enough
to malre their king grant, to these inhabitants of East Greemoiclt, privileges which
had already been de_Aared illegal, not fourteen years before, when granted to the inhabitants of ,St. Alban's.
But the grant was
of the number of those exertions of prerogatire, which were not expected to come before
an English court of justice, any more than
they were intended for the eye of parliament.
Parliament, never for two days together sure
of its own existence, had too much of its own
[and the whole nation's business upon its
hands, to be inquisitive about a handful of
obscure adventurers, who, turning their backs
upon their country, betook themselves to
other taws. t
All this, except what concerns the want
of power, on the part of the servants of the
crown here in England, to legislate over Eng]Jshmen in New South Wales, and without
any of those limitations, without which, or
some of them, no such power had ever been
exercised by any servant of the crown of
England anywhere else, is, as I have already
observed and acknowledged, a mere work of
supererogetion, with reference to New South
Wales. But there are other places, with refcrence to which it may be not altogether so
immaterial:_say
Trinidad for example.
+Mischievous as the effect of these questions might be, if ill-timed, I start them without any sort of scruple. Partiament being
now sitting, the tendency as well as the ohject of them is, not to create confusion, but

colonies (vlz. between 34 and 45 degrees of latibeen nipped in the bud; and the American ,,tude)were on petition to be granted bythe king,'
war, with all its miseries, and all its waste of
m be he]den of the king, as of his manor of
blood and treasure on all sides, would have East Greenwich, in Kent, in free and common
been saved
socoage only, and not in capite." Lind, Remarks
Unfortunately, in the St. Alban's case, the on the Acts relating m the Colonies, p. 94.
scene not lying in America, nor any thought _ + Another example may help to show the force
and virtue of such exercise of regalpower, in
being entertained by anybody about America,
the tharasterofpreccdent,.
On the23dofMareh
no such word as America is to be found. Of 1609, about three years after the first charter, a
colonies, as little: for at that time scarce had second is granted to the same company, with ad.
any such idea as that of colonization ever pre- ditional powers. Among these is a power to any
sented itself to any English mind. And thus two of the council of the company resider in
it happened, that when America came to be England, to send out of Eng/and--to
senu out
the order of the day with lawyers, nothing to t_eir colony_" there to be proceeded against
and ptmished, as .the governor, deputy, orconn.
appeared in their common-place books, to cil there shall think meet'--any persons who,
guide them to that ease.
after enb_ging in the service of me company,
What is curious enough, is--that
in the and having received eamest-mo_ey, shall either
very first instance of a grant of land made by have refused to go out thither, or ha_e returned
a charter from the crown of England to in- from thence."
tended settlers in America, these portions of
What cami these men (I mean the crown-law.
Americ_
9round were declared to be put case,
yers who
flfis charter)
aboutthat
the decided
St. Alban":
and drew
the court
of judicature
it?
upon the same routing in point of law, as if As tittle as about Jir_f_a CAart_ which it ex--the

manor of East

Greentv/ch.*

" ' An the lands wi_

And with

the precincts of the

a Lind. Part II. § 1, p. I00.
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to prevent it. Ilow desirable, on every aecount, that rights of such importance should
be fixed at once upon the rock of legislation,
instead of being left to totter upon the quicksands of expected judicature, waiting for "the
competition of opposite analogies 1"* Can it
be worth while to leave so much property
a prey to insecurity-- so many confident expeetations a prey to disappointment--for
the
chance of saving a little longer the stump of
a rotten prerogative, and perhaps the pride of
a few lawyers?
But, all collateral questions dismissed,
thus, on the ground of law, stands the government of New South Wales.
Over Britons or Irishmen, in or out of Great Britain
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stituted freemen by the expiration of their
legal terms of bondage, so likewise can he
deal by freemen who never were in bondage.
If men of either description can be thus confined when there, with equal right may they
be sent there.
The King is absolute : and,
instead of convening Lords and Commons to
Westminster Hall to join with him in making
laws, may send them to have laws made upon them in New South Wales.

SECTION
X.
GOVEXNOa'SILLEGALOIItDINANCES
EXEMrtarmv.

and Ireland, the king, not being himself pos1. For Prevention of Famine.
sessed of legislative power, can confer none.
To confer it on others--those
others being
Tiles, then, stands legislation there in point
his instruments,
placeable and displaeeable
of right.
In point of.fact, I have already
by himself at any time, is exactly the same
observed, there has not been any deficiency
thing its to possess and exercise it himself:
of it ; or, if there has, it has not had the deThe displaceahle instruments of the crown fieiency in point of law, or any suspieion of
--the
successive governors of l_lew South
such deficiency, for its eanse.
Ten classes,
Wales--have,
for these fourteen years past,
comprising the whole population of the cobeen exercising legislative power without any lony, have already been brought to view :
authority from parliament : and either withhalf of them, or thereabouts, subject by law,
out any authority at all from anybody, or at in one way or other, to a certain degree at
most without any authority hut from the least (for sttght appears,) to the governor's
king : and all along they have been, as it was legislative power : the other half, not thus
most fit they should be, placed mid displaced
subject to it. No traces of any such distineat his Majesty's pleasure,
lion, in point of r,gl, t, appear in point of fact.
And among those, over whom legislative
Regardless, or (to embrace the more probable,
power has thus been exercised, have been in- as well as more candid supposition)
unap.
dividuals by hundreds, or, ere tlus, by thouprized of any such distinetions, he legislated
samls, who, so far from sub.leeting themselves
chance-medley upon all.
The terms of each
to this power by their own consent, or having
ordinance or mandate beinggeneral-addresibeen subjected to it by any consent on the ed to all alike--no
exception of this or that
part of their ancestors, under whom they were denomination of persons-- neither exception
born and bred, have all along been doing their
nor specification (which is as much as to say
utmost to make their escape out of the reach
an exception of all denominations not speeiof it : and this very absence of consent--the
fled) --obedience
appears to have been exvery energy and notoriety of their repugmmce
peeled and exacted from all alike..De
#re,
--is mnong the very grounds on which, in a limited monarch (though most strangely
the most important ease of all, that of con- limited) _defaeto,
he was mi almointe one :
lining to this land of bondage such as are free as, indeed, in the situation in which he, and
by law, the power thus exercised over them
everybody under him, had been so unncecswould, if at all, be justified,
sarily placed, it was sometimes at least, if
Of two things, one.
Either there is not not always, necessary that lie should be.
at this moment any legal power of legislaTo satisfy the reader at one and the same
tion hi _New Sonth Wales, or there is not any view, that of legislation there was little or
legal power of lcgialation in Great Britain-no want in one sense, and st the same time a
Jt[ayaa Charta is waste paper. If, without
most urgent and perpetual want in the other
fresh support from parliament, the consti--that there wasplenq/ofle#slation,
accamtution of New South Wales stands, that of i Iranted all along by u most urgent need of it
Great Britain anti Irelmtd is no more. If, --here follows a llst of the chief objects or
without authority from parliament, the king purposes, which the ordinances actually is_tu legislate over Bri,'ons and Irishmen in sued appear to have had in view. To da_ a
New Sonth Wale_
8o can he in Great Briset of laws under the very heads which point
lain mtd Ireland. If, without authority from out the reasons of them_soeh,
if not Itvery
parliament, the king can confine to tha_ #ace
ordinary mode of classifietttion, is neither an
of exile any such quondam bondmen, reeon- tminstruetive, nor surely an unfair one.
In the journal of the htte _udge-mlvoeate
Paley.
of the colony, indications more or less distinct
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may be found, of a set of ordinances, of one
sort or other-: in number between sixty and
seventy--issued
withina period commencing
with the arrival of the first expedition on the
20th of January 1788, and ending with the
month of September 1796; a period of not
quite nine years,
Among the objects or final causes of these
regulatim_ the following appear to have been
the principal ones : --

legality of the ordinance, is not in every
instance possible.
In many, perhaps most
instances, one and the same ordinance will
have been in part illegal, in part legal: legal,
in so far as it bears upon the faculties, active
or even passive, of persons belonging to the
classes above distinguished as legally subjeered to the authority of the governor ; illegal, in as far as it bears in like manner upon
persons not so subjected.

1. Security
2. Security

For showing, by the tenor of the ordinances themselves, the urgency of the demand
for legal authority for the issuing of them,
and thence the guilt of those by whom it was
left unsuoplied, I select, out of the above
seven cases, thethree most prominent ones :

agmnst scarcity and famine.
against depredation,
and other

mischief from within,
3. Security against mischiefs from without,
viz. against injuries from the native saVO_E8.

4. Security against accidents by fire.
5. Prevention of drunkenness.
6. Enforcement of attendance on &'vine worship,
7. Prevention ofemigrution.--whether
on the
part of non-explrees-of experees -- or
both together without distinction.
These objects--were
they of no moment?
Themischiefsthusguardedagainst.--wasthere
anything singular or unexampled in them ?-anything which, to a man of ordinary forecast, legislating in England could be expected
to be invisible ?
Without entering into particular examina,
tions, thus much may be averred in general
terms without error--that
among these ordinances are many either altogether indispensable, or indisputably useful: speaking all
along of such as, being introductory of new
law, adapted to the particular exigencies of
the spot, became creative of so many correspondent offences, such as would not be
"misdemeanours
or felonies, treasons or ntis.
prision thereof,"ifcoraratttcdia"
this realm;"*
to use the words employed by the act., in the
description of the only offences, which the
only court of justice legalized by it, received
authority from it to punish,
In every instance, the stronger the necessit), of each illegal ordinance, the clearer the
innocence of the local lawgiver, if not in a
legal point of view, at least in every other :
but the more clear his innocence, the more
flagrant the guilt of those who, sitting in the
bosom of security, sent him out thus to Isgislate with a halter about his neck, and
without legal powers ! Guilty, if in their
dreams they thus exposed him: how much
more so if awake !
From the sort of account given of these
several ordinances by the judge-advocate (an
account which had no such scrutiny as this
for its objcot,) to speak with decision, and
at the same time with correctness, as to the
m In whatever sense the word this realm be
understood. Vide supra, 1_ 264.

camine, drunkenness, and escape.
The absence, coupled with the need, of any
_fthe powers of government--this
combilation, as far as it extends, is anarchy.
Famine and anarchy are the grand intestine
foes, which all znfant settlements have to
struggle with.
Each leads on and exaspe[rates the other. From one or other, or both,
many expedltmns of this sort have suffered
more or less severely: som_ have perished
altogether.
Such has been the case where
the spot has been comparatively at next door
to the source of power and supply: in Araerica for example, at scarce a quarter of the
distance. To any considerate eye, how much
more repulsive the danger in zVew South
Wales!
This double source of destruction ought _o
have been foreseen ; and with an ordinary degree of intelligence and attention would have
been foreseen : and being foreseen, should of
itself have been sufficient to prevent the establishment--if
not. of any colony--at least
of any colony so contltosed.
In a country
so situated and circumstanced -- of itsett"
yielding nothing in the way of sustenance,
and at that unexampled distance from the
nearest country that yielded anything -- it
was in the very nature of the enterprise, to
deliver up the persons sent upon iL to the
scourge of famine : It was in the very nature
of the enterprise, to give birth to enormous
exertions, in the way of national expense, in
the view of proteethlg them against the affliction : it was in the very nature of the enterprise, that such exertions should be more
or less tneffectual.
Such was the tendency of
it--such was the event : many sunk under the
pressure : the remainder, for months together,
stood between life and death.
Death must
evidently have been the general lot, had it
not been for the exercise of those powers, of
which the founders of the establishment here
at home had left it destitute.
Such negligcuce, to give it the gentlest
name, being too flagitious to be suspected,
was not in that Ultima Thul_ followed with
those consequences, of which it r_ight have

SECT. XI.]
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been productive, in a situation communicating
more freely with the centre of information,
Against anarchy, a battalion of well-armed
soldiers, to keep in order a band of unarmed
convicts--such
a remedy, expensive as it is,
must be allowed to be a strong one : coatinual as the apprehensions are, that it will
not be strong enough.
EXAI_rLEs of Ordinances, having for their object security against Scarcity and Famine.
1. Page 23, March 1788. " Much damage
....
by hogs .....
Orders given ....
any hog caught trespassing, tobekilledbythe
person
from it."who

actually

received

any damage

2. Page 28, M_j 1788.--"
The governor
.... make
directed
everyofperson
the settlement
to
a return
what in
llve-stock
w_ in

Ayai_t

Drunkentess.
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peaalty of noa.legislation , not scarcity mdy,
but fam/ae.

SECTION
XL
eovE_oE's
ILLEGALOaDINANCES
EXEMPLIFIED.
2. For Prevention
Improvidence

of Dru_e_mess.

-- Indolence _ Helplessness

all extensive as well as intense, to a degree
scarce conceivable in this country, were the
prominent features ofttds reformation colony,
down to the time when its historiographer
took his leave of it." But of all these weak°
nesses, &'unkenness was the principsl and
perennial source, t
tarevention-anything like complete prevention--being out of the question, to snatch
from this vice what could be snatched from

his possession --"
3. Page 98, March 1790.--" It being found
that great quantities of stock were killed, an i it of its prey, would be as important an ohorder was immediately given, to prevent the jee_ as it was a natural one, to a governor
legislating on that spot.
But important is
.farther destruction of an article so essential
not strong enough.
In this country, well.
in our present situation."
4. Page 101, 27th March 1790. _ " Da- bein 9 only ; in that, ever bein 9 was attached
mage was received from the little stock which to it. Upon sobriety, depended labour : upon
remained alive: the owners not having where- labour, the means of immediate subsistence.
withal to feed them, were obliged to turn In that state of things, to legislate against
them loose to browse ....
It was however
drunkenness was to legislate against famine.
ordered, that the stock should be kept up The means chosen might be more or less apposite ; the result more or less successful.
during the niykt , and every damage that could
be proved to have been received during that
But the endeavour was as necessary as life is
time was to be made good by the owners -necessary: and for this endeavour, the autho....
or the animals ....
forfeited." -rity obtained from parliament was as insof5. Page 105, between the 3d and the 7th of ficient as for all the others.
Here, as in the case of .famine, the same
April 1790. -- " All private boats were to
be surrendered to the public use." This was natural incompatibility established between
for fishing : a determir_tion
having been the expedient and the lawful : to the govertaken "to reduce still lower what was already nor the same distressing option between leyal
too low" (the ration.)
" In thzs exigency,
duty and moral, supposing the difference to
the governer had thought it necessary to have been present to his view.
assemble all the officers of the settlement _
Among the ordinances actually issued by
him on this ground, it will be only by aed.
civil
and
military
-to
determine
on
....
dent,
if any one be found, that was not ex.
measures
6. Page 104, between the 3d and 7th of pedient : it will be only by accident, if any
one can be found, that was not illegal.
As
April called
1790. a --council
" The
lieutenant-governor
....
of all
the naval and ma- to the test of illegahty, it is already given.
rine officers in the settlement,
when it was i To apply it to the several ordinances, article
unanimously determined, that MARTIALLAW i by article, would to lawyers be unnecessary,
should" be proclaimed; that all private stock, to non-lawyers tedious beyond endurance.
poultry excepted, should be considered as the No. 1. Collins, I. p. 175 : 28th August 1791.
property of the state !"
i
--" Spirituous liquors.. . - Ordered that
none should be/anded,
until a permit
Of the several acts of disobedience with
hadbeengrantedbytbejudge-advocate:
reference to these respective ordinances, how
and the provost-marshal,
his assistants,
many are there that would have been "m/s- I
and two principals of the watch, were
demeanours," "ffcommitted in England ? -- ]
deputed to seize all spirituous liquort
Scarce a single one.
I
which might be landed."
The ordinances all prudent and ezpedient : i No. 2, p. 300 : July 1793. -- " Spirituousliupon the face of them, at any rate : some ]
qnors. Notice" (by the lieutenant-goat least _eeessary; necessary to a degree of !
urgency to which even conception cannot _ * Letter L to Lord Pelham, p. 176 to 177,
reach in England.
8auction, the physical:
af Ib. p. 190 to 19&
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vernor,) " that any person attempting
to sell spirituous liquors withmtt a lie
cence, ndght rely on its being seized,
and the house of the o_endin 9 parties
pulled down."
No. 3, p. 449: ISth January 1796.--"
The
govenlor forbade all persov/s ....
to distil spirituous liquors .... on pain of such
steps being taken for their punishment as
woulde_ectuallypreventa
repetition of so
danf. erous an o.l_enee." " In pursuance
of these directions," pursues the text,
•'severalstiUswerefoundanddestrmjed."
Rather more of the mystery of despotism than of the certainty ofl_w in the
above sanctionative
part: but, by the
practical comment, the mystery was unravelled,
The forbidden practice is spoken of as
being " zn direct disobedience to his Majesty's commands."
Here then we have one
instance at least, in which the name of Majesty was profaned, for the purpose of giving
an apparent sanction to these violations of
law, which Were found better adapted to the
purposes and dispositions of ministers, than
the legal authority, which might or might
not have been obtainable from parliament,
No. 4, p. 483.--"
Direction by the governor
.... that none of those persons who had
obtainedlicences shouldpresumeto carry
on a traffic with settlers or others who
might have grain to dispose of, bypaying
for such 9rain in spirits." Then, in case
of contravention,
comes the menace in
the established mysterious style : their
licences would immediately be recalled,
and such steps taken for the2r pul_ish_eat, as they raigllt be thought to deserve."
Also that " tradznq, to the extent whtch
he foundpracttsed,
wasstrictlyforbidden
to others, as well as to those who had
licenced public houses."
Observations,
in various shapes, present themselves :
amongst others a question, how a man
was to know whether he was safe or no
under this law ? But as to what may upply more particularly to indiwduals there,
this is not a place for observations,

SECTION
XIL
]_XPIREE8¥ORCIBLYDETAINED.
No. 1. Collins, I. p. 74: July 1789.Liberry of departure, and freedom from bondage on the spot, both refused to a Dumber of
expirees at the same time; on the ground that
no evidence of the original commencement
and length of their respective terms was to
be found. °
• Collins, I. p. 74: Jg/y 1789.--" Notwithjtanding little more than two years had elap_d
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There being, for anything that appeared,
no anthority-for treating them as convicts,
the legal consequence would have been, in
England, and in short trader any system of
of law but that of New South Wales, that
they should have been treated as freemen.
Instead of that, they were kept in confinement and bondage there, till a time which
might never happen.
The omission of the papers in question is
ascribed by the historian, as by a candid interpreter it naturally would be, to " oversight," and the overstght is spoken of as being
" unaccountable."
What is curious enough is,
that this omission is not the only one of the
same kind._ But, even though it were the
only one, indications are not altogether wantins, such as might lead to a suspieion at least,
as to the cause. In the list of convicts, with
their respective terms and days of sentence,
given by Governor Phfllip,:_ five persons are
named whose terms were to expire in the
very month in question, July 1789. Of these
there
not day
one ofwhose
remaining
term, was
ou the
his being
shippedpenal
for
tranqportation,
or at least on the day of the
ship's sailing, was so long as two years and
three months ; nor, on the day of his landing,
more than eighteen months.
Deducting, ff
it be but six months, for the time requisite
for return, had these convicts, all of them,
had a vessel in readiness for them to embark
in for England, and embarked and arrived
accordingly,
so _ to have reached Englaml
by the end of their respective terms, there
would have remained no more than a t welvemonth for them to have continued, according
to their respective sentences, on the spot to
winch they were conveyed at so heavy an
expense.
Is it natural, that after remaining
in confinement in England for near five years
out of his seven, a man should have been sent
out to the antipodes with a view of his not
being kept there for more than a twelvemonth ? If not, then the non znventns, upon
since our departure from England, several convicts about this time signified that the respective
terms for which they bad been transported had
expired, and claimed to be restored to the privileges of free men. Unfortunately_ by some unaccountable oversight, the papers necessary to
ascertain these particulars had been left by the
masters of the transports with their owners in
England, instead of being brought out and deposited in the colony ; and as, thus situated_ it
was equally impossible to admit or to deny the
tauth of their assertions, they were told to wait
till accounts
could bebycontinuing
received from
England:
and
in the meantime,
to labour
for
the public, they would be entitled to share the
public provisions in the store. This was by no
means satisfactory; as it appeared they expected
an assurance from the gove_nor of receiving some
gratuity, for employing their future time and labour for the benefit of the settlement."
"1"See _C_,
llins_ II. 22, t31, 267, _31.
_ Voyage_ Appendix, p. lv.

SECT. XII.]

Expirees forezbt_t detained.

the documents by which their freedom would
have been established, may not appear altogerber so unaccountable as without this cornparison of circumstances zt would naturally
appear to be.
What is certain, from Governor Phillip's
fist, is--that
certain persons, five in number,
were in this predicament in this same month,
What appears little less so is, that the persons claiming their liberty in that same month
were those same persons : "consemus in their
own minds that the sentence of the law had
been fulfilled on them," are the terms eraployed on this occasion, in speaking of these
same persons, by their ever-candid historian
and judge,
What they claimed on this occasion was,
in the first instance, pay, upon the footing
of freemen : what was mmouneed to them on
this head was, that "by contimting to labour
for the pubhc, they would be entatled to share
the public prov_swns in the store ;" that is,
be kept from starving, on condition of their
being kept m bondage.*
The supposition of an intentional suppression anywhere, is, it is true, no more thma a
bare surmise : a suspicion, g_ven as nothing
more, and which, if unfounded, may be easily
disproved.
In the mematime, the probability
of it will not be found diminished by Nos. 6,
7, 8, 9, 10.
No. 2. Collins, I. 74. Ju_! 1789. -- It was
on this same occasion, that one of the claiman_s in question, having in plesenee of his
Excellency '" expressed himself disrespectfully of the lleutenant-governor,
was..,
sentented to receive 600 lashes, and to wear
irons for..,
six month_."
What the words
thus punished were, does not appear : but
what does appear beyond dm,.bt is -- that if
there had been no such vioI_tion of law on
the one part, there would have been no such
violation of respect on the other,
No. 3, p. 159. Aprd 1791. -- Infi.'rmation
given by the govenaor to the convlets, "that
none would be permitted to quit the colony
who had wives and ehilaren, in_pable of
maintaimng themselves, and hkelg to become
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burthea_ome to the settlement, instil they had
found sw2_ie_ent security for the maintenance
of such wives or children, as long as they
might continue after them." Considering the
latitude of the discretion assumed by some of
these terms, this notice may be considered as
a pretty effectual embargo upon the whole
married part of the community of expirees.
No. 4, p. 169. July 1791. -- hlformation
given by the governor to the e_irees,
that
those who wished not to become settlers in
New South Wales were " to labour for thetr
provisions, stipulating to wor/t for twelve or
eighteen months certain ;" and that afterwards,
on condition of their entering into such ongagement (is not that _he meaning?)
" no
obstacles would be tl:rown in the way of their
return to England;" but that, as to '"assistanee" for any such purpose, nobody was to
eaTeet it.]
Illegal detention, for twelve or
eighteen months, nobody was to know which,
whmh is called "eertazn ;" and this at any
rate universal: _illegal bondoge, for the same
uncertain certainty,
and equally universal.
And at the end of this certainty, what was
to be their fate ? As to the means of departure, they were to get away if they could,
but they were to have no " assistance :" as
to their comfition so long _s they staid (that
is, as to the greater p_rt of them, so long as
they bred,) they were to he either bond or
free, as it might happen: nobody was to know
anything about the matter.
Such is legislation in the antipodes : such is legislation by
the servants of the crown: _uch is legislation without parliament.
No. 5, p. 190. 3d JDecember 1791. _ Sailed
the Active and Albematle tbr India.
After
their departure, expzrees were missing. "Prevmus to their saihng, the governor was aware
of' an retention, on the part of the seamen, to
facilitate such their departure. He thereupon
instructed the master to deliver any perscms
whom he might discover to be on board, with.

"I"I cannot take upon myself to at_rra with
ab_lute certainty, w_ether the sense, in which
the passage presented itself to me, be in allparts
correct. To keep clear ofmisrepresentation_ I here
transcribe it at full length
• Quere, At what time, and by what means_
" The eonvicts_ whose terms of transportation
and by ¢vlumz,were these facts ascertained at last, had expired, were now collected, and by the aufor the purpose of their insertion in the above- thority of the governor inIormed_ that sudt of
mentioned printed list.
In the pnnted voyage_ them as wished to become settlers in this ooun.
the date on the tide-page is t789: the date in the try should receive every encouragement; that
dedication is the 25th ot November in that year.
those who did not, were to labour tbr their pro.
Among the materials of which the publicatmn is visions, stipulating to work for twelve to eighteen
composed, alltheofherarticl_atleastweretraasmonths certain; and that in the way of such aa
mitred fr_rm New South _ffale_s. If it was from preferred returning toEngland no obstacles would
l_ew South _rales that this document was trans- be thrown, provided they could pro_.r.e passgg._
mitted with the rest, the time of its being sent from the maste_ of such ships as might arrive
from thence must have been considerably ante.- but that they were not to expect any assistance
r/or to the time in question. On this suppOse- on the part of government to t._at end. The wish
tion, they must actually have been in New South to return to their friends appeared te he the pre.
Wales, at the very time when "it was found that vailing idva, a few only giving in their namesas
they were left by the masters of the trausports settlers, and none engaging to workfora certain
with their ownen in England"
Collim_ L 74.
time." Collim, L 11}9.
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out permission to quit the colony, as prisonera, to the commanding officer of the first
British settlement they should touch at in
India."
No. 6, p. 230. August 1792. --" Such [expirees] as should be desirous of returning
to England were informed, that no obstacle
would be thrown in their way, they being"
t(h
i. e. all of them being) " at liberty to ship
emselves on board of such vessel as would
give them a passage."
Such was the intention announced.
What was the intention at
that same time entertained _ The following
words explain it :-- Now it was that " it was
tmderstood that a clause was to be inserted
in all future contracts for shipping ibr this
country, subjecting the masters to certain
penalties, on certificates being received of
their having brought away any convicts or
other persons from the settlement
without
the governor's permission : and, as it was not
probable that many of them would, on their
return, refrain from the vices or avoid the
society of those companions who had been
the causes of their transportation
to this
country, not many could hope to obtain the
sanction of the governor tbr their return."-Not "obtain" it ? Agreed. But-- not so much
as " hope" to obtain it ? not even at the very
time when it was expressly promised to them ?
ms promise made to all; and this at the very
_ime when it was determined that, a few only
excepted, none should ever receive the benefit of it !
No. 7, p. 268. 19th February 1792. -- Intention executed.
Howsoever it may have been
as between the intention announced and the
intention entertained, between the intention
entertained
and the execution that ensued
there was no repugnance.
On this day sailed
for Canton the Bellona.
Into this ship had
been received s/x persons from the settlement: two of them, expirees, by permission ;
two others, expirees also, but wzthout permission ; the remaining two, uon.expirees.
Of
the four latter it is stated, that they had been
s' secreted ;" also that they were" discovered,"
" the ship being smoked."
That they were
accordingly re-landed at least, if not otherwise punished, may pretty safely be concluded,
though not expressly mentioned,
Of the two non-exptrees it is stated, that
" they had not yet served the full period of
their sentences. ' From this it seems not unreasonable to conclude that this full period
would have arrived before their arrival in
Great Britain.
If so, then neither by their
arrival, any more than by their departure,
would they have gone beyond the exercise of
their renovated rights.
No. 8, p, 268. l,bth February 1793._At
this _
the expectation "about the clause
....
in the charter party, for preventing shipmasters from receiving any person ....
from
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the colony, without the express consent and
order of the governor," was found to be realized. The BeLlona came provided with this
clause. She had sailed from England on the
8th of August 1792.
No. 9, p. 283. 24th Aprd 1793.--lntcutton executed a second time. Sailed the Shah
Hormuzear and Chesterfield.
" But few
convicts [expirces] were allowed to quit the
colony in these ships."
On a subsequent
occasion, in November 1794, the number
received on board the same number of ships
(the Endeavour and the Fancy) had been near
a hundred : whereof by permission, 50 ; without permission near 50 more. Ib. p. 398.
No. 10, p. 316. 2d October 1793.--lnten°
tion executed a thtrd time.
Sailed the Boddingtonsand
Sugar-cane for Bengal. " From
the Sugar-cane were brought up this day ....
two expirees: they had got on board without
permission.Punished with 50 lashes each,
and sent up to Toongabbe."
In the continuation
of the history, no express statements of detention have been met
with. The historian no_ being at this time
present in the colony, the precision exhibited
in the former volume no longer presents itself in the same degree.
During the latter
period, the conception which it seems to be
the object to present to view, is rather the
removal of the restraint than the continuance
of it. It is not, however, the less perceptible, that even at this time it was restraint
that constituted
the general rule, and that
whatever instances of the exercise of the opposite liberty took place, were the result of
so many special permissions, and consntuted
but so many exceptions to, and confirmations
of the rule.
]No. ll, II. p. 11. 6th December 1796." Although they every day saw that no ohstacle was thrown in the way of the convict
who had got through the perwd of hts transportation with credit and a good character,
but that he was suffered to depart with the
master of any ship who would receive him,
and n certificate given to him of his being a
free man, yet, &c." By this it appears as
plainly, that, among ezptrees themselves,
there were some to whom the liberty of departure was refused, as it does that there
were others to whom it was granted.
No. 12, Ib. p. 49. September 1797.-"
As
the masters were seldom refused permission
to ship such as were free."
From this passage it follows, that, at this time likewise,
though there were but .few instances, ye_
there were some, in which such permission
was refused.
No. 13, lb. p. 45. August 1797. _ Sailed
the Britannia and the Ganges.
"' The cornrounder of the latter was permitted to take
on board several convicts that had become
free."
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No. 14, p. 125. September 1798.--Sailed
For this " tl_j umre punished, and ordered
the Barwell for China. " Her commander
aga/n to labocx."
was allowed to receive on board about 50
No. 21, IL p. 22. February 1797.--"
Sepersons, who had completed their period of veral convicts who had sex red their respeetransportation."
tire terms of transportation, having applied
No. 15, p. 57. October 1797. -- " De- to be discharged from the victualling books
creasing daily as did the number of working of the colony, and allowed to provide for
men in the employ of government, yet" [at themselves, it was determined that, once du.
this time it is stated that] " the governor
r_ng a 9/yea t/me, certificates of their ha_g
could not refuse granting certificates to such so served their several sentences _hould be
convicts as had served their respective terms granted to them, _gether with the pertaiN,
of transportation;
and no less than 125 men sion they solicited."-Onoe durin 9 a 9iven
were at this time certified by him to be free. tin.e:" i. e. once a-year, once a-quarter, or
Most of these people had no other view in once a-month, &c., if the sense that present_
obtaining this certxfieate than the enabl*_y itself to me is what was meant. This being
them, when an opportunity offered, to quit the the case, the time when each man was re.
settlement, or following their own pursuits stored to liberty, was the time--not
when
till that time should arrive." Could not re- his right to it commenced-- not when law and
fuse ._ Why so? He had without any difficulty justzce required that he should be restored
refused on the former occasions, mentioned
to it-- but a time which recommended itself
in NoN. l, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10: what was there to to the imagination, by some such idea as
prevent him now ? From hence it should that of order and regularity : w at any rate,
seem, that by this time some legal scruples by some idea or other, which in thv order of
had arisen, in some breast or other, either in importance occupied in certain conceptions a
the colony or at home : and that from thence
higher rank than that of law andjust/ce. What
it was, in the first place, that the granting of would be the feelings of the good people in
the certificate, at or about the expiration
England, if, by the influence of any sueh love
of each man's term, was regarded as in some of order on the mind of a secretary of state
measure oblzgator 9 ; in the next place, that or sheriff, prisoners were in future to be disthe effect of such certificate, when obtained,
charged from prisons here, not as at present,
was to confer on the individual the liberty
when their respective terms are up, but in
of departure :--a przn_ faeie liberty at any gangs together, say every quarter-day ? so that
rate, though probably subject at all times to a man, for example, whose sentence was for
revocation by special order,
a month, should, for the sake of good order,
No. 16, p. 298. August 1800. --" Several
be kept in jail three months longer, all but a
certificates were granted this month, to per- day or two, ff his month happened to end a
sons who had served their terms of transporday or two after quarter-day ?
ration."
No. 22, lb. IL p. 23. March 1797.--"
It
appeared by the books, in which were entered
the certificates granted to the convicts who
SECTION
XIII.
had again become free people, that there were
at this time not less than 600 men off the
EXPIREES,
DURINGDETENTION,KEPTIN
A
store, and working for themselves in the co.
STATEOr BONDAGE.
1ony : tbrming a vast deduction of labouring
No. 17, I. 74. July 1787. -- Freedom from people from the public strength, and adding
bondage, refused along with liberty of depora great many chances against the safety of
lure, on the same ground, viz. the want of [private and public property, as well as preevidence of the commencement of the term sent security."
of servitude.
See above, NoN. 1 & 2.
Legality (let it never be out of mind) is
No. 18, I. 169. July 1791.--Ezpirees,
who the object of inquiry here, not abstract ex.
wished not to become settlers in New South pedien_t.
So far as secur/ty and economy were
Wales, ordered to work there for twelve or concerned, legality and expediency seem to
eighteen months certain. See No. 4.
have been in s state of perpetual repugnance.
No. 19, L 208. April 1792.Expirces
Legality required that each man should be
"" become numerous."
To fourteen of them liberated from bondage the instant the time
the choice of the place where they were to comprised in his sentence was at an end: exlabour (where these freemen were to beforced
pe&ency (had legality been out of the questo labour) is stated as an " indulgence."
tlon) would perhaps have required that, in
No. 20, I. 474. 4th October 1796. -- No s society so constituted, he never should be
exp/ree was now a//owed " to remove himself di_hargedat
anytime.*
But, as tothe conwithout permission j-_om t_e public work.
But, notwithstanding this had been declared
in public orders, many withdrew themselves
....
on the day of their servitude ceasing."

=SeeLette_LandII.
toI_xlPeLham."And_
(on the occasion just mentioned (No. 210 of the
_
" who having withdrawn ttmmselves
from the public work "nnmediately upon the ex.
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trivsnee for making the discharges in the
lump, at fixed periods, it is not quite so upparent how ezped/ency was served by it, as
it is that law was violated by it.
What s
system I under which, in one way or other,
it was impossible not to do wrong ! in which
mischief, in a variety of shapes--frequently,
perhaps, utter destruction_would
have been
the consequence of anything like an exact
eo_formity to the rules of law !
In a situation like this, the conductor the
local powers may on each occasion be, upon
the whole, blameable or unblameable, "as it
mayhappen: but the s_jstem itself, under which
they are obliged to act, what can it be, otherwise than blameable--blameable
in the extreme -- upon all occasions ?
In allthese transactions--in
allthis time-is it in the nature of the case, that the sy_
tern of illegal detention, such as it is, should
have been carried on in the penal colony,
otherwi_
than in consequence of, and m
general in conformity to, instructions received
from home ?
Much argument does not seem necessary
to prove, that the difference between punishmeat of this sort for a limited term, and
punishment of the same sort for life, was no
secret to those by whom it was obliterated
in practice.
But by a particular fact a sort
of impression will often be made, beyond any
that can be made by general inference,
In September 1794, in a single page, an
account is given of no fewer than sixteen
convicts existing at one time (one, in from a
Imndred to two hundred or some such matter,) in whom Fymptoms of reformation had
been supposed to be discovered.*
The supposed iTenitents here in question were nonexpirees = to different individuals amongst
them, different and very carefully measured
degrees of indlflgenee were extended.
To
one of them (William Leach) whose "term"
under " his sentence of transportation" had
been for seven years, of which term a part
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rated: the ¢o_fu_,ment to New South Wales,
together with the species of bondage incident
to it, was remitted : the ex//e was letS, and
for the whole time, in full force.
The written instruments, serving as evideuces of the indulgences thus granted, are
termed, ou the occasion, "warrants of ema_
cipatlon :" and to these warrants the "seal of
the territory" (it is stated)was affixed. What
was done on this occasion being done by so
many formal, and of course (if anything like
i a register be kept there) registered acts, it
seems difficult to suppose but that it must
have been upon I_STRUCTIONSfrom governmeat here-- Instructions in some degree correspondent in point of formality--that
they
were grounded. If, under any such nice distinctions and guarded limitations, power was
thus given for permitting individuals to quit
the colony before the expiration of their respeetive sentences--given,
therefore, in eontemplation of the precise tenor of each law-'
is it supposable, that without INSTaUCTmNS
equally deliberate, this large and continuallyincreasing proportion of the population (the
expirees) should have been detained as they
were detained, though against law, after the
expiration of their respective terms ?
Were the Court of Common Pleas to give
judgment "in an appeal ofdeath,"they
would
be "guilt_j offelomd,"_says
Hawkins, B. I.
oh. 28, § 5, p. 169, 8no., with a lemon of
marginal authorities for his support.--Gudtv?
why guilty ? Then comes of course a technieal reason :t but the rational one, which it
shades, is evident enough ; because, without
what is called malafide,_--without
criminal
consctousne_s--conscmu_ness
of the want of
right to do what they take upon them to do-ml crlor of that description could never, by
persons of that description, be committed._

-]-" Because, these courts having no more jarisdiction over these crimes than p_vate persons,
thetr proceedings thereon are merely void, and
without any foundation."
only had elapsed,
pernussmn, it is stated,
_+Exile, confinement, and bondage--inflic_.s given "to quit this cotmtry"(New South tions perfectly distinct--are the ingredients of
Wales :) but clogged with the condition of which (at already noted) the ccmptex punish.
his not returning to England, so long as his meat styled Irausportat_on is composed. It has
" term" remained " unexpired."
been so at a11times, and under both systems :
H
" n th
unishment we see was though under the new system the two last.men.
ere, me ,. e p .
"
. '
ttoned ingredients nossc_s a dea'ree of inflexibi.
analysed, and its eonstttuent etementssepa]ity, stron_gly contrasted with t_elr laxity under
pi_-tio-_f-th--eitr terms of leg---__
servit-------ude_.were_e old. When the transportati?n w_s to Ame=
punished and ordered again to labour")--" they nea_.the bondage might be bought oI! orDeggett
seized,"saysthehistorian immediately after, "the
off, m the whole or in. any less proportaon, by
first opportunity of running away." "We were agreement wit_ the a_slgnee ot me property m
wellconvineed." it is added, '*that by these pco- the convict's se.-viee : _the bondage, which was
jd¢ and those'who harboured them _' [viz. the the principal infliction of the two ; and with it
"expir_ settlers in general] " every theft _s | all the accessory accompaniments. Under the
committed."
L p. 474.
I new system, neither the one nor the otuer is re* It is almost ;_hefirst all,very of the kind [ missible, but by the act of the agent of the crown.
mentioned, and I believe quite the last: unless it | nor therefore (regularly at least) but .upon public
be that in the instances of the fewpermismons of | grounds. Under the new s_stem, a_,am, over mm
_def_A'u_granted to ex_ree_, the recognition of | above the extraordinary degree ot tensmn mus
_ue.h a eha_e may, as far amthose instances go, | given to the_. two secondary branches.of the
be supposed to be indude_
| punM_ment, the pnma.-T t_ranen, me extte, na_
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STATUTESTB.ANSGRESSEDBY THE LEGISLATION AND GOVEKNMENTOF NEW SOUTH
WAL_S.
THE acts of legislation, and other acts of
government, that have been exercised in New
South Wales, have thus been stated, in ageneral point of view, as being contrary to law.
It remains to confront the several heads of
transgression that have thus been manifested,
with tile several constitutional laws and princlples of law, which in those several points
have been transgTessed and violated,
I. Tran_gres._Lons _n breach of the Habeas
Corpus Act--Penalt&s
thereby incurred
under the sa_d Act.
"Andforpreventin
9 dlegalimprzsonment,"
says the act,* " zn przsons beyond the sea_ ;
Be it further enacted..,
that no subject of
thi_ rcahn, that now is, or hereafter shall be,
an inhalfitant or resident of this kingdom of
England...
shall or may be sent preacher..,
into pert,, garrisons, islands, or places beyond
the so,is, wh,ch are, or at "re?time hereafter
_hall be, within or without the dominions of
hi_ Majesty, hi_ hen's and successors ; and

[
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acted and adjudged to be illegal; and that if
that every sucli imprisoP_ent is hereby ca.
any of the said subjects..,
hereafter, shall
he so imprisoned, every such person..,
so
ment
maintain, may
by virtue
of this
an aCimprisoned..,
for every
suchact,
imprisontion or actions of false imprisonment, in any
of his Majesty's courts of record, against the
person or persons by whom he or she shall
be so committed, detained, imprisoned, sent
prisoner, or transported, contrary to the true
meaning of this act, and against all or any
person or persons that shall frame, contrive,
write, seal, or counterszyn any _arrant or
writing fbr such commitment, detainer, ira.
prisonment, or transportation, or shall be ad.
v_sing, aiding, or assisting in the same, or any
of them ;_f and the plaintiff in every such aclion shall have judgment to recover his treble
costs besides daznages, which damages so to
be given shall not be less than five hundred
pounds, . . . and the person or persons who
_hall knowingly frame, contrive, write, seal,
or countersign any warrant for such commitment, detainer, or transportation,
or shall so
commit, detain, imprison, or transport any
person or persons contrary to this act, or be
an!lwa_/s adviszn9, azd_n9, or assistm[? there_n,
being lawfully convicted thereof, shall be disabled from thenceforth to bent'any office of
trust or profit within the said realm of Eng-

received
enhancement,
the
addmon astill
made more
to thedecided
duration
of It. For,bysupposing the eo_lfiJwmcnt m the penal colony to be land : and shall recur and sustain the pains,
continued, _s it always has been, to the legal end penalties, and forfeitures . . . provided . ..
of each penal term (with or without the bcudage_ by the statute of provision and prwmunire,
according to the fluctuating decision of the local ... and sh',dl be incapable of any pardon from
despot D it tollows, that under the new system, the king."
by the mere change of local situation_lmean
To the provisions in this clause there are
by the substnutmn of the superlatively dlstant,
and comparatively inaccessible, temtory of New two exceptions, annexed by so many inaneSouth _¥ale_, to the so much nearer and more diately succeeding clauses :--one, in respect
accessible coasts of British America--an
addi. of persons, by their own agreement in writing,
tion has thus been made to the .exile--an addicontracting to be transported ;$ the other, in
tion which can never have been so little as four respect of persons praying to be transported ;_
months, and may have amounted to years : and as it seems they were allowed to do in some
in future instances may at all times amount to cases, as still in Scotland, to save themselves
any number of years.
In the case of those whose offences were prior, from severer punishment.
inpeint of time, to theycar 1787, (the date ofthe
There are also'attrresent
as many excepact for the foundation of thi_ colony,) this addi. lions as there are posterior statutes antho.
lien, though by that act rendered conibrmable to rising transportation,
these exceptions having
&tw, yet, not having anytinng like necessity for for their extent that of the authority given
its justification_ could not by any act be rendered
in each case by each respective statute: but,
conformable to naturaljustlcvo
Even in "all _'ubsequent instances, though the forasmuch as by a statute authorising the
injuatlce was at an end, an addition of no small crown to transport offenders for a term therema_mitude has been made, in this obscure and in limited, no authority, either express or iraindirect mode, to the severities of the penal svs- plied, is given to "detain" any such offender,
tern. The severer the additional inflictions titus in any case, a moment beyond such limited
irregularly
introduced, tothough
in a stricter,
manner one
not time, the provisions in the Habeas Corpus act
absolutely repugnant
law, the
should have thought, should have been the cantion observed, to avoid adding, to the imputation
of legal severity, the reproach of wanton and oppreserve illegality and injusuee. That tile eyes of
men in power were really moreor less open to the
di_tinct_ns thus contbunded by their practice, is
evidenced by the _uatiolls
report_l in the
text.
* 31 C. II. _ 2, § 1_

-]-'1"othe appHcobility"of the,habeas corpu:, act,,
to the present case, the words
_n/pr_oner,
" suelt im_risonnwnt," and "bring so impr_on.
ed,'" furnish an objection, which It"
"_ easy enough
to see, and_ from the other words of the re:t,ne_
very _ult
to refute. The discussion has been
drawn out at length, but would be too long fe_
the present purpose.
_§la,
]1 §lt
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remain, in the instance of every convict so
detained in New South Wales, in full force
and virtue.
The several acts and modes of participation, by and in which a man may be a partaker in the crime of unlawful imprisonment,
are here carefully enumerated and distinguisbed.
As to acts, commitment is one; detainer is another.
In the instance of the
convicts, the committnent has not been unlawful : the detainer, after the expiration of
their respective terms, has been, and still is.
As to modes ofparticipatwn,
the description
given of them will, I believe, be found sufficiently comprehensive.
To appropriate them
to this or that great person, in or out of office,
would at present be an useless labour. The
act has done its part : the books of the council
board and the treasury--not
forgetting the
office of the secretary of state for the home
department--these,
with or without certain
documents from the colony, and a little explanatory oral evidence, which need not be
wanting, would do the rest.
It is almost superfluous to observe, that
in inteudment of law, every place, cireumscribed or not by walls _ every place in which,
without sufficient warrant, a man is kept
against his will--is,
to this purpose--as for
all purposes of justice it is most necessary
that it should be _ a prison.*
If an island
larger than all Europe were not to this parpose a prison, one of the two equally declared
objects of the law would be defeated, and
the whole text of it turned into a dead letter.
II. Repugnancy of such Transgressions
to
Magna C/tarta, according to Coke and
Comyns.
Thus saith common sense : and- what,
fortunately for the present purpose, is much
more indisputable and decisive mthas
seith
Lord Coke; whose comment, though the parliamentary text of it be of so much earlier
date, is not here inapposite: since the Habeas
Corpus act--an act having Magna Charta for
its ground.work, has for its object no other
than the affording an additional protection to
this part of the rights which, by that sacred
trumpet of the constitution, had already been
proclaimed.
Step by step, the oracles of the
legal sage will be found advancing to the
point, and at length coming fully home to it.
1. " No man," says he, " shall be exiled,
or banished out of his country; that is, Nemo
perdetpatrlam,
no man shall lose his country,
unless he be exiled according to the law of

the
d.t
2. ' No man

shall be outlawed, made an
exlex, p_ out of the law ; thatis, deprired of
the benefit of the law, unless he be outlawed
ac_eording to the law of the land." _ Their
* Inst. 46, _9.

_ Inst. 46.

** Ibid.
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time of lawfifl punmhment being expired, the
quondam convict inbabitunts of New South
Wales, by being kept here against their wills,
are they not made " to lose their com_lTf'"
and, by being thus de facto removed out of
the reach of the remedial arm of justice, are
theynot "put out of the law,"as effectually
as if, after a wrongful judgment of outlawry
pronounced against them, they had thus been
deprived of the benefit of it ipsojure,
i.e.
falsojure
3. "By this law of the land, no man can be
exiled, or banished out of his native country,
but either by authority of parliament, or, in
case of abjuration for felony, by the common
law."II In the instance of each of these convicts, there is a time for and during which
he has been " exiled by authorzty of parlm.
meat," and so far as it is only for and during
this time that he is kept in New South Wales,
so far there is no injury.
But, after the expiration of this time, all the rest of the time
during which he is kept there, he is kept "in
exile and in imprzsonment, without authority of
parliament."
He would be kept in exile, if,
with the exception of this his native country,
he had the choice of the whole world. But,
besides being kept in exile, he is kept even,
in most instances, in imprisonment, confined
as he is to the insulated, however extended,
region of New South Wales.
4. " This" [Magoa Charta] " is a beneficial law, and is construed benignly: and therefore the king cannot send any subject of
England, against his will, to serve him out
of this realm ; for, that would be an exile,
and he should perdere patriam : no, he cannot be sent against his will into Ireland, to
[ serve the king as his deputy there, because it
is out of the realm of England: for, if the
i king might send him out of this realm to any
place, then, under pretence of service, as ambassador, or the hke, he might send him into
the furthest part of the world, which, being
an exile, is prohibited by this act." § To send
the meanest of these convicts to this "f/rthest part of the world," against his will,
though it were to be governor there, would
thus be an offence : an offence, in the first
place, against Ma.qna Charta ; in the next
place, against the Habeas Corpus act. These
men, not one of whom Majesty itself could
order to continue there, were it even to be
governor there, against his will, these are the
men whom, by thousands, his Majesty's ministers are keeping there still in bondage.
5. If " a felor# . . . is under custody of
the king's officer _it] is an imprisonment in
law."§
He that is under lawful arrest is
said to be in prison, although it be not laura
parietes carceris.¶
6. "Imprtsoament
doth not only extend to
iLIL Inst. 47.

§ Ibid.

¶ II. Inst. _Sg
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false imprisonment, and unjust, but for de.
raining of the prisoner longer than he ought
where he was at fwst lawfully tmprlsened."*
7. "If any man, by colour of any authority,
where he hath not any m that particular case,
arrest or imprison any man, or cause him to
be arrested or imprisoned, this is against the
act ; and it is most hateful, when it is done by
countenance ofjustwe."
Had Lord Coke been a prophet as well as
a lawyer, he could not have pointed more
surely to the present case. t
III. Transgressions in Breach of the Petition
of R_ght, 3 C. I. c. 1.
In this statute, among the petitions contained in § 10, after the recital that " cornmissions" had then of late been "issued forth"
" for proceeding by martial law," is this-" That hereafter no commissions of like noture may issue forth to any person or persons
whatsoever, to be executed as aforesaid, lest
by colour of them any of your Majesty's subjeers be destroyed, or put to death, contrary
to the laws and franchise of the land."
After this comes the concluding section
(§ 11,) which is m these words :_
" All which they most humbly pray of your
most excellent Majesty, as their rights and
hberaes, according to the laws and statutes
_f th_s realm ; and that your Majesty wuuld
also vouchsafe to declare, that the awards,
doings, and proceedings, to the prejudice of
your people, in an_ of the premisses, sl_all
not be drawn hereafter into consequence or ex.
ample ; and that your blaiesty would be also
graciously pleased, for the further comfort
and safety of your people, to declare your
royal will and pleasure, that in the tfffngs
aforesatd, all your officers and ministers shall
serve you according to the laws and statutes
of this realm, as they tender the honour of
your Majesty, and the prosperity of this kingdom. Qu'_ quidem petitione lect_, et plenins
" II. Inst. 53.
"1""Every restraint of the libert7 of_*freeman"
(_ys the Abridgment of Chief BarOn Comyns)
" will be an imprisonment,"--"
though it be
in the high street, orel_where, and he be not put
into artyprison or ltouse." Besides the authority
of Lord Coke_ as above, he quotes two others
(Cro. Car. 210; per Thorpe: Fltzh. Bar. 310.)
I have them not at hand, nor is it material.
Comyns is a channel that adds to the authority
of the original source, instead of weakening it.
And (what, if there could be a doubt, would renderhisinterpretationastillmoreappositeonethan
any that could have been given by Lord Coke)
uomyns wrote after tlw tIalmaz Corpus act.
They would both ofthem haveextnes_t themselves more fully,_ thwagh seareety more intelligibly, if they had said-- Every restraint of the
liberty of locomotiou, will be an imprlzonmtna :
every restraint upon the liberty of lecomotlou,
on tim part of a freeman, i. e. of a man free from
such restraint by law, will be _n act ofd_lse ira..
prtmnment,
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intellectA, per dictum Dominum Regem tall.
ter est responsum in pleno Parliamento, viz.
Soit droit fait come ast desire."
In full contradiction to this statute, it appears from the journal of the Judge-Advocate,
that, in April 1790, in New South Wales, by
the governor of New South Wales, martial
law was actually proelalmed._ In the petition
of right , the territory on which the commiesions thus branded with illegality had been
executed, stands described by words of no
greater amplitude, indeed, than the words
"this realm." Of colonies no mention is there
made :M good reason why, no such dependencies being at that time in existence. {l But,
if the principles already laid doom in this behalf are just, no just reason could be built
on this ground, for regarding the petition of
r_tTht as being in this point of view inappLicable to New South Wales. In the first plaee,
what should hinder that settlement, though
at the distance of the antipodes, from being
considered as parcel of " this realm f" Not
local distance: for this, as we have seen already, did not hinder the whole of the intended plantations in America from being
parcel of the manor of East Greenwich.
In
the next place, among the petitions contained
in the concluding section above quoted, is
this--"
That your Majesty will also vouchsafe to declare that the..,
proceedi_tgs to
the prejudice of your people in any of the
premisses shall not be drawn hereafter into
consequence or example ;" and moreover.
"that in the things aforesaid, all your od_cers
and mimsters shall serve you according to the
laws and statutes of this realm."
On this, as on all other occasions of ue.
cessit_, real or apparent, I impute not any
moral blame to the governor : mond blame
might, for aught I know, have been imputable
to him, had he acted otherwise.§
Els_vhere,
_: "The Lieutenant-governor, immediately after the loss of the Sinus, called a council of all
the naval and marir,e officers in the settlement,
when it was unanimously determinedthat mal_ial
law should be proclaimed; that all _rivate stoek_
poultry excepted, should be considered as the
property of the state ; that justiee should be ad.
mimstered by a court-martlal to be composed of
seven officers, four of whom were to concur in a
sentence of death ....
The day following, the
troops, seamen, and convicts, being al_embled,
these resolutions were publicly read, and the
whole confirmed their engagement of abiding by
them, by passing under theqdng's coloux, w]aicJx
was displayed on the oecasimLrr Collins, L i04.
It Charters had been obtained, as above, and
in a cert_.n deg_. acted upon ; but any
ment, underltooa to be a pl_'maneat m_ toad
sear_ as yet been made.
_ In a pa_e
in the third Imtit41_ " written
w_'t-h_t mcoti_ of _
pet.ifio__of __t,
meretore it may be irmmmed before tl_ pamhag
of it, "' If a lieutenant," _yS I_,_.,
_.o_
other that hath corerS.radondfmartial authority,
in tame of peaee_hang, or otherwise execute, any
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however--I
mean to his Majesty's "officers
and ministers'here
athome--I
see nothow
it can be that moral blame should not be
imputable : I mean, if, under constitutional
blame, moral be included--if
a regard for the
constitution of their country-- for the "laws
and statutes according to which" they are thus
pledged " to serve" their royal master--have
any sort of place among the articles of their
moral code. Amongst the documents which
composed the legal armature of the governor, was any such power as that of declaring
martial law, in that nursery of despotism,
included ? If so, then has there been, m that
behalf, on their part, an open and point-blank
breach made in this constitutional and hardearned bulwark of the constitution.
Again,
be this as it may, when with or without precedent authority,
from these his Majesty's
" officers and ministers," martial law had aetually been proclaimed, was information of
such proceeding officially transmitted to them
in consequence ? That, in one way or other,
at one time or other, information of this fact
has come to their cognizance, is beyond dispure : if not by the next conveyance, and in
the way of official correspondence
(an omlssion not naturally to be presumed,) at any rate
it was received by them in 1798, through the
medium of the press. It is therefore at any
rate with their knowledge that the petition of
right has thus been violated. On the occasion
of this, any more than of so many other exercises of unconstitutional
powers, have they
ever condescended to apply to parliament-I do not say for precedent authority--but
so
much as for an ex post facto indemnity ? Not
they indeed: no, not in any one of the multi"cude of instances that have called for indemnity at least, if not for punishment,
IV. Transgresswns
in Breach of the Declarattan of R_ghts.*
This statute, so familiar to English ears,
and once at least so dear to English hearts,
under the name of the Bdl of Rights, opens
with the recital of twelve heads of transgression, "whereby
the late King James the
Second, by the assistance of divers evil counseUors, judges, and ministers employed by
him, did endeavour to subvert..,
the laws
and liberties of this kingdom."
Of those twelve heads of royal transgression, of which in those days England had been
the scene, seven at least present themselves,
as having had their counterparts in _New
South Wales : with this difference, that, in
man by colour of martiaLlaw, this is murder;
for this
against
Magna
Charta,
and
here
theislaw
implieth
malice."
Thecap.
|aw39...
andLord
Coke may imply mahc_
they rlease: in a case
sacn as mat before us, God forbid I should be
maLicious
enough
to
imvlv
it t*
•
"_
---1 W. III. Seas. 2_ c. 2.
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the most material instances, the transgressions that at that time gave birth to the
Bevolution in this our island were but peccadillos in comparison of the enormities acted
on that distant theatre. In England, the subversion was but attempted : at the antipodes
it has been completed-complete in design,
from the first moment--completed
in the
execution, so soon as occasion called for it:
the subversion of English liberties having
been the very object and final cause of the
foundation of this English colony. The words
of the clause, which it became necessary to
copy, present another difference, but happily
too stril_ng a one to every loyal eye to require any further mention of it.
No. 1. Transgression the 1st m England. -" By assuming and exercising a power of dispensmg with and suspending of laws, and the
execution of laws, without consent of par]lament "
Analogous Transgression
in New South
Wales. -- Exercising
legislative
power by
the hand of the governor there, without anthority from parliament, in an habitual tram
of enumerated instances,
to the number of
sixty or seventy, or upwards, as already exemplified in § l0 : besides other instances, not
as yet specffically ascertainable.
The word
analogous requires co,'rection.
It is ewdent
enough how inconsiderable the transgression
is which consists in the mere act of dispenfatlon or suspenswn, put upon here and there
a law already existing, in comparison of an
habitual and pos_twe exercise of an illegal
power of legislation, in all cases.
No. 2. Transgression 2d zn JEngland.
" Committing and prosecuting divers worthy
prelates, for humbly petltmning to be excused
from concurring to the said assumed power of
suspending and dispensing with laws."
Analogous Transgresswn
zn New South
Wales.--Confining
within this land of illegal
bondage, and even wtthout " prosecutwn,"
punishing by arbitrary power, viz. with whipping--divers persons ibrmerly guilty, but who
had been restored, in point of law, to the condition of innocent persons, by the expiration
of their terms of legal punishment._
No. 3. Transgression
3d zn England._
" Issuing and causing to be executed, a cornmission under the Great Seal for erecting a
court called the Court of Commissioners for
Ecclesiastical Causes."
Analogous Transgressions
in New South
Wales._l.
Instituting a court called a civil
court, without authority fiom parliament.$
2. Punishing
divers persons, on divers
occasions, in divers manners, by the single
authority of the governor, for pretended oi:
fences created by so many acts of legislative
authority exercised by the governor : for ex_- Supra, § 12.

_ Coll. I. p, 7.
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ample, in some instances, by destroying stills,"
pulling down houses,t destroying oars. These,
though on the mention of them presenting
the appearance rather of " outrages" cornmitted by individuals, were among the acts
done by the governor in the exercise of these
illegal powers.
No. 4. Transgression the 4th in England.
--" Levying money to and for the use of the
crown, by pretence of prerogative, for other
time, and in other manner, than the same was
granted in parliament."
Analogous
Transgression in New South
Wales.--Levying
for the use of the crown a
tax of 6d. per bushel on corn, and other taxes
applied towards the expense of building a jail
at Sydney._
No. 5. Transgression the 7th m England.
--" Violating the freedom of election of members to serve in Parliament."
Analogous
Transgression
m New South
Wale_.--Legislation,
exercised by the governor alone, without authority from parhament
at home, or the concurrence of any assembly,
standing in the place of parliament, in New
South Wales.
No. 6. Transgression the l Oth in England
--" Excessive bail..,
reqmred.,
to eludl
the benefit of the laws made for the hberty
of the subject."
Analogous Transgression
in New South
Wales.--Married
men, whose terms were expired, not suffered to quit the colony, without finding secumtg for the maintenance
of
their wives and children, if left behind.II
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to escape from this combination of illegal and
cruel punishments _ the humble and peaceable endeavour without anything like force
--an additional lot of illegal punishment, ilo
legal whipping, was the appointed consequenee.
Under this head, the enormities imputed
to James the Second were mere peccadillos,
in comparison of the more palpably ,' illegal,"
more " cruel," and above all prodigiously
more numerous enormities of the like cornplexion, committed under
My pen
refuses to complete the sentence.§
After the statement of the several heads
of transgression by which the rights in question had been violated, the act proceeds to
declare the mghts themselves in certain atticles, the first of which is in these words :
" The pretended power of suspending laws,
or the execution of laws, by regal authority,
without consent of parliament, is illegal."-But, if simple suspension or dispensation
(z. e. abrogation for a time in individual instances) be thus illegal, how much more flagrant must be the illegality of posture enactment, and that without any hmitation as to
the natm'e of the case ?
In § 64, after declaring the rights and
liberties in question to be " the true ancient
and indubitable
lights of the people of this

§ The most striking, of the few instances of
inordinate punishment that could have been alluded m inthis article of the bill of rights, was
the whipping (certainly a most severe one) of
Titus Oales. But the crime ibr which Oates
No. 7. Transgression the 1lth in England.
thus suffered was but one, in a system of tour-"
lllegal and cruel punishments inflicted."
ders of a most terrific and atrocious eomplexion,_
Analogous Transgression
m ./Yew South
murder by the hand of justice, though left out of
Vvales.--Perpetual
exile, accompamed with
that denomination in the early and dark ages of
perpetual confinement and perpetual slavery,
our law. Itwould have required the united enor.
inflicted on his Majesty's subjects, altogether
mities of a dozen or a score of the most guilty
among the colonists of New South Wales, to make
without cause ; whatever offences they had upamassofguiltequaltothatwhichissuedfrom
been convicted of, having been previously
this one murderous tongue.
expiated by appropriate lots of punishment,
In point of illegality_ the utmost that can be
marked out by law.
Of the mere endeavour
alleged_ against the penal inflictaons thus condemned by the Bill of Rights, is an excess _on
the side of severity indeed, but in the exercise
ColL I. 450.
"t"Ib. 300, 471, 482.
of a power plainly discretionary, and having by
$ CoIL II. 41_214, 283, 297.
law no spocqfielimits : in the case of the modem
I] The reasonableness of the obligation, sup- system of illegal punishments, the legal portion
po_mg the impositmn of it had been guarded
had m every instance been marked out by the
from abuse by proper cheeks, and warran ted by dearest limits : and it is by the palpable tram.
law, can never amount to a justification of such gression of these limits, and by a course of conan act of coercion, hmited as it was by no such tempt_ as direct and pointed as it is possible to
cheeks, and sanctioned by no such warrant. And
manifest_ towards the repeatedly declared will of
whence came thepretence for imposing it ? From the supreme power by which the_ limits had
the very act of those who, in bringing forward been marked out, that-the enormities, thus con°
any such plea_ must take advantage of tlwlr own sured by the ancient constitution, have been cam.
wrong, ere they could avail themselves of it. By mitred m these our days.
that_njugalaffection,
bywhichthesepoorfemale-s
In point of multitude, of transgreesions_. .f°r
were in a manner compelled to avail themselves
every instance ofpumshmont, m respect of which
_f the means afforded them for sharing in the ex- illegality could thus have been imputed to the
ile of thexr husbands_ they were entlced into this penal system of that time, a hundred at least
ca_e; and, out of the physical bar, which tl_ere might be found, of the more cruel and more palofiposed itself to the return of the females, a legal pably illegal masses of punishment, with which
bar wa* thus constructed, for preventing the re- i the administration of penal justice has thus been
turn of both sexes, males as well as femaleb,
stained.
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kingdom," the act concludes with "declaring
is, that though the right of the crown to 1eand enacting," that" all offtcers and mimsters
gislate in this new-foundad colony, without
whatsoever shall serve their Majesties and the concurrence, either of the two other catheir successors according to the same in all tates of the supreme legislature in the mother
times to come."
country, or of a subordinate assembly of states
The wretches in question, whatever may in the colony, were as clear as, I flatter myhave been their crimes, were they not--are
self, the contrary has been made out to be,
they not still, and as truly as the very best the stain of illegality would not even thus
of their betters, so many individuals of " the be cleared away : for, admitting, on the part
people of this k_ngdom e" And thus it is, of the King's governor of New South Wales,
then, that his present Majesty, the venerable
the right of legislating to every other effect
and beloved successor of the royal founders
imaginable, even then no such supposition
of these rights andlibertles, has been" served'
could be entertained,
consistently with any
by " the ol_icers and ministers of his t_me :" sort or degree of supremacy on the part of
thus it is, that the " ancient and indubitable
parliament, as that of a right of making orrights" of this helpless and defenceless por- dinances in New South Wales, in direct retion of his people, have been respected and pugnancy to the several acts of parhament,
protected by these his " officers and minisby which express limitations stand annexed
ters."
to the several lots of punishment respectively
appointed by those acts.
And as to the
IV. Transgressions
in breach of the several
Habeas Corpus act, should even the letter
Transportation Acts, by which that Puoi that sacred charter be (as I can scarce
nishment has been appozntedfor hnuted
conceive it to be) deemed not to have been
lengths of time.
violated, the violation of the spirtt of it
It would be a double charge of the same would still remain as plain and palpable, as
artmle, to state these as so many acts of de- it could have been in any of the cases, the
linquency, distinct from, and over and above
experience of which may be supposed to have
those already referred to, in their character
given occasmn to the law.
of transgressions against the Habeas Corpus
As to everything that concerns motives and
act. It is by these several statutes, that the li- extenuations-motives by which any of the
mits of legal punishment are marked out, m transgressors may be supposed to have been
the several respective instances ; it Is in the led into transgression-extenuations
that
transgression of those limits in each instance
may be supposed capable of being grounded
that consists the violation offered to that sa- on those motives -- discussions on any such
cred law.
topics as these, might in the present state of
It would, moreover, be a waste of paper
the business be regarded as premature.
The
to give, by a string of references, a specific
essential subject of solicitude is the Constilist ot the several particular laws thus transtution : the essential operatmn is the healing
gressed : it would be making so many useless
the wound that has thus been given to it :
transcripts, from the already existing indexes
that object being accomplished by the requiand abridgments,
site votes and laws, everything else may m
In this complicated body of enormity, per- compar£son be deemed of light importance ;
spicuity requires that the distinction between
and may without much danger be left to float
the two main branches be kept in view. The
upon the tide of popular and party favour.
one consists in the system of groundless, as The object on no account to be lost sight of
well as illegal punishment ; the other in the is futumty : that being provided for at any
system of illegal legislation and government : rate, it is a matter of little comparative toothe former, in the oppression exercised
ment what degree of indulgence may accomupon individuals ; the latter, in the usurpapuny the retrospect, which cannot altogether
tion exercised by the servants of the crown
be omitted to be taken of the past. The fact
over the authority of parliament : -- the forof transgression,
declared, then would come
mer, in the wound given to the penal branch,
the consideration of the censure, if any, and
and through that alone to the constitutional
the deductions or set-offs to be made, on the
branch of the law ; the other in a system of score of motives, intentions, or past services,
delinquency,
striking more directly against
real or supposed, in other lines.
All would
the constitutional
branch.
The relation of be lost---the constitution would be betrayed
the latter system of transgression to the for- and sacrificed--if,
dazzled by the lustre that
mer, is that of a means to an end: it was for circles the head of this or that arch-deliathe purpose of the oppression exercised upon
quent, the eye of parliament were to show
individual subjects, that the authority of his itself insensible to the distinction between
Majesty in parliament _as thus usurped by right and wrong, and the quality of the crihis " officers and ministers."
minal were to be accepted as a warrant for
One thing, in regard to the question of law, the crime.
It was not in the ease of James
requires particularly to be observed : which
the Second--it
was not in the case of that
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misguided, yet most religious, *hough so unhappily religious king : it saved him not from
forfeiture, much less from verbal censure,
It remains to be seen, whether the constitution, which, in the seventeenth century, even
a king was punished and expelled for violating,
is to be complimented away, and made asaerifice of, to the pride of this or that domi-

for l_qulry.

2_

so much as a decent one, that the Chancellor
of the Exchequer of the present day would
show so little respect to the precedent thus
set by his predecessor, as to refuse to the very
vitals oftheconstitution
that attention which
it was then not thought decent to refuse to
the police of one of the prisons.[I

][ Without a thought of any application to
existing circumstances, I happened but now to
open the reign of Charles I., in Hum_
It' pre.
judices of any kind be deemed imputable to that
firmly
established rights.
of constitutional
improvement,
and more prince of historians, they will hardly be of that
Compare the case of this immense, yet _:oo cast, which would dtspese a man to exaggerate
real, because tminspectable Ba_tile, with that I the mt,_chmf resulting from a transgres_mn of
of the scene of kindred abuse in miniature,-the hmlts prescrtbed by the constitution to the
power of the crown. Whether to that dispasthe home-jail thus hyperbolized and stigma- mousse, acute, and comprehensive mind_ the
tized-- in Coldbath Fields.
See what was wounds given to the consntution on the ground
the conduct of parliament in the one case, of the penal colony would have presented them.
and from thence say what it ought to be-selves as matters of indifference--as incidents in
what, if consistency be the rule, xt cannot but whxch the body of the people have no concern N
is a,questlon, the answer to which may be read,
be in the other.
Information to parliament I should suppose, without much difficulty, in the
of mismanagement in a prisona lawful followingpassages:-prison--employed
as such under the law for
VoL VL, 8vo, p. 316, anna 1637. Speaking
the suspension of the Habeas Corpus act. No of ship-money, "What security,' say the argu.
principle of the constitution violated--no au- mcnts which he exhibits as couclubive, "what se.
thonty setting itself up to make ordinances
curltyagainstthefurtherextensiouofthisclaim?
repugnant to the laws, and subversive of the . .. Wherevcrany'dlfficulty shall occur, the administration, instead of emleavouring to elude
authority of Parliament.
The alleged cause or overcome it by gentle and prudent measures,
of the abuse, maipraetices on the part of a will instantly represent it as a remon for luffing.
single jailor, negligence or connivance on the ing all ancient hws and m_titutions : and if such
part of certain magistrates, his official supe- maxims and such practices prevail, what has beriots. On this ground--on this single ground come of national hberty ? What authority b left
-- an address is presented to his Majesty by to the great ctutrtcr, to the statutes, and to that
very petition of right, which m the present reign
the House of Common% for an inquiry into hadbeen so solemnly enacted by the concurrence
the management of this jail ; an address pre- of the whole legislature ?" 80 far Hume. Tho
sensed with the express concurrence of the breaehofthosetwoeoustitutionaleafeguardsean.
chancellor of the exchequer ; and a commisstitutedin those days, according to the historlan_
sion of inquiry is issued accordingly -- issued the superlauve of tyranny. The Itabea8 Cort_u#
by the crown,* and executed._
act and the Billof Ilight# have since been added.
To triumph over thobe more ancient laws, the
On the present occasion, his Majesty's sub- violation of which cost Charles the First hm
3acts kept by hundreds, ere now, perhaps, by crown and life, was not enough : the wohtion
thou_nds,
in a state of exile and bondage, of the Habeas Corpus act, and the Bill of Rights
without end and without cause : the four --a course of systematic violation persevered in
grand bulwarks of the constitution all broken for fourteen years--has accordingly been added
through, for the very purpose of this causeto the triumphs of' ministers in these our times.
less and endless punishment ; the authority
Along wlm those two fundamental hws, other
of parliament treated by the servants of the " statutes" are mentioned by the historian in
general terms : and, as an aggravation of the
crown with a contempt already become ha- tyranny, the tlwn present reign is noted as the
bitual and rooted :-- is the supposition so ] period that gave birth to the Petition o_ Right,
much as art endurable one, that after infor- one of those two fundamental laws. Statutes of
marion thus exhibited, though it be by so inferior account, in crowds, contribute to swell
obscure a hand, parhament should sit still and the triumph obtained ovcrlaw (with griefIsay it)
m the now present reign : and among them the
silent, exactly as if nothing amiss had ever
several trans_vo[jation acts, to which, in numbers
happened ?
t.oogreat for reference, this same reign has been
When on that occasion the motion was guying mrm.
made for the address, the delicacy of the
Ib. p. 314, anna 163'/.--" It was ur_:ed," ...
chancellor of the exchequer of that day would
continues the hi,tartan, "that the p|ea of nenot suffer him to refuse his declared concur- eessity was in vain introduced into a trial at law
neering subject, in the nineteenth century-in this maturer age, in this supposed period

rence with it._:

be

allla.w was,,p.
nsinceit
of the
31.5,
nature
.,,And of as
necessity
tothepretenslo
to abolish

"
2d September IP_0; printed by House of
COmmons. Order dated 18th December 1800.
•]" Report of commlssioner_, dated 1at Novem°
ber 1800 _ printed &s above,
Parliamentary Register, _2dduly 1800.

Would the supposition

_:hm_k:ng:u_eJ:_let_eth;n_le:g_:y_?hat
nation to his arbitrary will and l_leasuro ? To
expect that the public will be com;inc*d by such
reaeomng, must aggravate the general indigna.
tlon, by adding, to violence agam_ men's per-
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sons, and theirprnperty_ so cruel a mockery of
their understanding."
Ib. p. 421, anno 1641.--" In those days," oh.
serves the historian,"
thought" -•
. the parliament
.
and according to him_"juatly
.thought that
the king was too eminent a magistrate to be
trnsted with discretionary power, which he might
so easily turn to the destruction of liberty. And
in the event it has hitherto been tound, that,
though some sensible inconveniences arise from
the maxim of adhering strictly to Law, yet the
advantages overbalance them, and should render
the English grateful to the memory of their an.
cestors, who, afrerrepeated contests, at last estahlished that noble, though dangerous, uriuciule"
Established it? So they thought (it seeuls) in "t/wir
times: so Hume thought (it seems) m his txme.
In these our times, does that valuable principle
remain established? or, after having been overthrown and trampled upon for these fourteen
years, is it now finally to be abandoned_ and to
remain lifele_ and extinct for ever ?
In one point, indeed, at least according to
the view given of it by this historian, the parallel would be found to fail. " The imvositmn of
shlp-money, independent of the conse_quences,''
(wz. the anti-constltutmnal consequences above
spoken of) " was a great and ewdent advantage
to the pubhc, " viz. " by the judicmus use which
the king made of the money levied by that expedient."
lb. p. 319, anno 1637. --So far as to the unconstitutmnal impost of that day. As to the anticonstitutional system of the present times, what
degree of "judiciousness" there was, either in
the design of it or m the "use" made of it mabe seen in the Letters to Lord Pelham, b), an_
man when conscience wdl pcrnut him to look the
subject in the face.
Ib. p. 360, anno 1640._" The lawyers had deelared, that ,nartial law would not be exercised_
except in the presence of the enemy ; and because
it had been found necessary to execute a muti.
neer, the generals thought it advisable, for their
own safety, to apply for a pardon from the
crown."--So much greater was the respect paid
to the constitution by the king's servants--Straf_
ford of the number--in those days, than in these,
See above,
Ib. p. 319, anuo 1587._The cause of the unfortunate pertinacity on the part of the misguided
king, and the deceitful ground on which it rested,
are thus delineated. "Though it was justly apprehended, that such precedents, if patiently submitted to, would end .... in the establishment
of arbitrary authority ; Charles dreaded no op.
t_sxtioa from the people, who are not commonly
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much affected with consequences, and require
some striking motive to engage them in a re,rance to established government."
Such at that time had been the reliance, but
now follows the result.
Ib.p. 317, anno1637.--" Hampden, howevcr,"
observes the historian, "obtained by the trial the
end for which he had so generously sacrificed his
safety and his quiet: the peop/ewere roused from
their lethargy, and became sensible of the dan.
ger to which their liberties were exposed.
Then
national quesUons were Canvassed in every COmo
pany; and the more they were examined, the
more evidently dtd it appear to many, that libert)' was totally subverted.., sLavtshprincipies_
they said, concur with illegal practices ; ... ann
the privileges of the nation, transmitted through
so m_ny ages, secured by so many Laws, and
purchased by the blood of so many heroes and
patrmts, now lie prostrate at the feet of the rannareh. What though public peace and natmnal
industry increased the commerce and opulence of
the _ngdom ? This advantage was temporary,
and due alone, not to any encouragement green
by the crown, but to the spirit of the English, the
remains of their ancient ireedom. What though
the personal character of the king, amidst all Ins
misguided counsels, might merit indulgence, or
evenpraxse? He was but one man ; valdthe prl.
vLlegesoi the people, the inheritance of millions,
were too valuable to be sacrificed to his prejudices
and mistakes."
Ib. p. 375, anno 1640•--The jealousy of the
people was roused; "and, agreeably to the spirit
of frec governments no less indignation was ex
ctted by the vew of a wolated constxtutaon_than
by the ravages of the most enormous tyranny."
_uch was the language -- such the spirit _ of
the people of that davy: such their Language and
their spxrit, when both as yet were temperate, and
had not burst forth into the wild explosmns that
ensued. In the case of New South Wales, both
provocations--the"
violated constitution," and
the " enormous tyranny"--go
hand in hand:
the tyranny, the end; the violation of the consn.
tutmn, the means. _Vhat will now be the spirit
of a Britt_h parliament ? what will now be the
spirit of the British people ? It remains to be
seen in what degree, ii m any, the people of thib
day retain the wrtues of their ancestors.
They must be degenerate indeed, if they are
to be lulled into any such persuasion, as that the
constitution will be capable of retaining for their
benefit its protecting force, after it has been made
apparent, that, with ultimate impunity, it may
thus be trampled upon in the most vital parts of
it, for such a course of years.
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cided meaning of the legislature, shall be punished with forfeiture of his office.
I ART. VII.--/_ut
rules of law derivable
ART. I. -- THE fountain of justice is the ifrom decrees of judges and customs of courts
nation, through the channel of the leyislain times past, shall stdl be in force, so long
turc.
Justice shall not be administered in as they remain unsuperseded
by acts of the
OF

COURTS

OF JUSTICE

I.

IN

GENERAL.

e

the name of the king, or any other single
person.
ART. II. -- The judges shall in general
be elected by the persons subject to their
jurisdiction ; and that in manner hereinafter
specified,
ART. III.--No
office conferring judicial
power, or the excluswe privtlege of mznistering by particular services to the exercise of
such power, shall be created by the sole authority of the kinqfor any purpose, much less in
order to be sold.
ART. IV.--Justice
shall be administered
gratis.
Provision shall be made tot the ministers of justice by salaries. All exaction,

legislature.
ART. VIII.--No
judge has any power to
make general regulations; not even relative to
the mode of procedure in his own court.
ART. IX. --But
should any case arise be.
fore a judge, in respect of which it appears
to him that the legislature, had the same been
_n thetr contemFlatzon , would have made a
provision different flora that which the letter
of the law imports, he is hereby authorzsed,
and even required, so to deal therein as it
appears to him that the legislature would have
w,lled him to do, had such case been in their
contemplation: taking such measures withal,
whether by exacting security, or sequestration

or acceptance of fees, by persons any way
concerned in the administration of justice, is
hereby declared illegal
ART. V. -- All stamp-duties or other duties
upon law proceed:ngs are hereby abohshed:
and all laws made to ensure the collection of
such duties, are so far forth repealed,
ART. VI._The
judges have no share in
legislative power. Appointed for the express
purpose of enforcing obedience to the laws,
their duty is to be foremost in obedience,
Any attempt on the part of a judge to frustrate or unnecessarily to retard the efficacy
of what he understands to have been the de-

of goods or persons, or otherwise, as shall be
necessary to prevent the happening of any irremediable mischief in either event, whether
the legislature abide by the law, or alter it.
ARt. X. _ The suspensive power hereby
given extends even to such laws and other acts
of authority as shall have issued from the
National Assembly, or from any subordinate
authority, at any period posterior to that of
the convocation of the present National As.
sembly : and it may be exercised with still less
reserve with regard to such former laws and
rules of law as, though not ezpress_/ abelished,
may appear unconformable to the principles
manifested by the National Assembly, and es.
pecially to those contained in the declaration
of rights.
ART. XL--Providedalways
that the judge ,

s In this Title and Title II. the passages in
italics pointont theprineipal differences between
thm
D_ught
and that
of the Committee
of21st
the
National
Assembly
of France,
delivered in
December
1789.
the other
Titles,
ferenee
being
total,In,italics
would
have the
beendigof
no use. [Although a great part of this Draught
repeated, for eempa_sc_ with thatoftheCommittee _ the Assembly, and for comment, yet as
a considerable portion (Titles from 4 to 10inelusive, 14 and 16) is not repeated, and there are
other va_'on_
it is thought _be__t
to gent
the
entugl_t at length, as first published.]

as
as posKble
the case
for
the soon
exercise
ofsucll after
suspensive
powerca_im£
haS,re.
sented itself to his notice, st_all mahe report
thereof to the National Assemb_.
ART. XIL _ Copies of #ItCh report sha_
also be sent to the severalcourts
ofjustlce to
which his court is subordi:*afe: so ,that _c
di*patchlng of the origimd report be _wt°de -
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laged on account of the dispatching of such
copies,
AET. XIIL --In such report shall be contained-1. A statement of the matter of fact which
has happened to call for the execution of the
law.
2. A quotation, with proper references, of
the passage of law in question.
3. A statement of the mischief which in his
conception would ensue, were the letter of the
law to be observed,
4. A statement of the course provisionally
taken by him for avoidance of such mischief,
in pursuance of the power given him by Art.
IX.
5. To such report he is at liberty, and is
hereby invited, to subjoin a note of such alteration in the text of the law, as appears to
him most proper for guarding agatnst the
mischief in question .for the future;
whether
such alteration consist in defalcation,
addition, or substitutwn ; pointing out the very
words in whtch the passage in question, after
the alteration suggested, ought to stand,
AnT. XIV.-The true and only proper
object of tnqutry in the exercise of thts suspensive powe_, as far as it regards laws posterior to the convocation of the present National Assemb_, is, not what ought to have
been the intention of the leytslature in the case
in question, but only what would have been so,
had the same been present to thezr view.
ART. XV.--Alljudges
and other ministers
of justice are also hereby invited to make re.
port, at any time, of any inconvenience which
appears to them likely to ensue from the hteral
execution of any article of law, even although
no case calling for such execution shall have
yet arisen : as also to propose questwns relatire to the import of any passage tn the law,
which may have appeared to them ambiguous
or obscure,
ART. XVL--The
subordinate representatire assemblies, in the exercise of the powers
of administration, and subordiuate legzslation,
lodged in their hands by the supreme legislature, are [not ?] accountable to the judicial
power. The members of them cannot therefore be punished, or cited to appear before
it, for any act done by them in their quality
of members. Obedience to an act of any such
assembly, acting within the sphere of the authority committed to it by the soverezgn legislature, is to be enforced by the courts of justwe
in like manner as to an act of the National
Assembly itself.
,But for that purpose, zt is
necessary that the courts of justwe should take
coguizaace, upon every oecasioi, of the quesflea: whether in such instance [he subor&nate
assembly has or has not confined itself within
its proper sphere, and to decide accordingly
ttpon the validity of their act.
ART. XVII.--The
judges, elected as in
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manner hereafter ordained, shall enjoy their
offices for life, unless divested thereof
in
manner hereinafter specified.
ABT. XVIIL--Judicial
proeeedings, from
the first step to the last incluswe, shall, in all
cases but the secret ones hereznafler specified,
be carried on wtth the utmost degree of publicity possible.
ART. XIX.--Every
subject has a right to
plead his own cause, in every stage, and before every court, as well by word of mouth
as in writing ; and as well by htmself as by
the mouth or hand of any person of hts choice,
not being speezally debarred by law.
ART. XX.--All
monopoly of the right of
selling advice or servzee in matters of law
(saving provts*onally the profession of a notary) ts abolished.
Any advocate may pracrise in the capacity of an attorney ; any
attorney, in the capaczty el'an advocate; and
any man, not spechrll 9 debarred, in the capacity of either.
AltT. XXI.--/a
every suit, ctvd as well
as penal, both parties shall attend in person
at the commencement of the cause, in presence
o.f eaeh other and of the judge (unless in as
far as they may stand excused by special teasons, in manner heretnafter specified); and so
/ham time to ttme durra 9 the continuance of
the cause ; there to depose, and to be interrogated, at any trine, they or their representatives, each on the part of the other, *n the
same manner as w2tnesses.
AnT. XXII.All privilege in matters of
jurisdiction stands abolished.
All subjects
_tand henceforward upon an equal footing, in
respect, as well of the manner of pleading,
and the or,der in which their causes are to be
heard and dfcided, as of the ehoxee of the
courts before'whmh they are to plead.
ART. XXIII _ The constitutional
order
of jurisdiction shall not be disturbed, nor
the suhject drawn out of his natural court by
royal commissions, or attributions
of causes,
or arhitrary evocations.
ART. X XIV.--Resolved,
That this Assembly will, with all convenient speed, proceed
to the enactment of a law to determine in
what eases, and how, the power of evocation
may be lawfully exercised.
ART. XXV.--Resolved,
That this Assembly will proceed with all possible expedition
to frame a new code of Procedure, of which
the object shall be to render the admimstration of justice as simple, as expedatious, and
as little expensive as possible.
AItT. XXVI.--Resolved,
Thatthis Assembly will proceed with all possible expedition
to frame a new code of Penal Law, of which
the object shall be to render the punishments
in every case as proportionate,
as mild, and
as apposite, as possible ; never losing sight ot
the maxim, that every lot or degree of punishmeat which is not necessary, is a violation
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tenance of discipline among men engaged in the
naval department of the public service.
ART. X.--3.
Causes relative to matters
happening at sea, on board private vessels,
TITLE
IL
belon9 to the jurisdictwn of the courts of way
DISTRIBUTIONAND GRAD&TIONOFTHE
territory where the vessel is ia harbour; ariz.
COURTSor JUSTICE.
to the immediate courts, if no regular Jnd9"
meat has been passed in virtue of any lawful
AnT. L--In everyparish[or canton] there authority on board the vessel; or, if there
shall be a court of justice of immediate jurishas, then to the courts of appeaL
dietion, under the name of the Parish Court,*
AnT. XI.--4.
Courts Ecclesiastical;
in
composed of a single judge; saving such con. as far as the powers of such courts are consolidations or divisions of parishes, as may fined to the maintenance of ecclesiastical dis.
be made for this purpose, in virtue of the cipline among ecclesiastical men.
powers hereinafter given.
ART. XII. 5.--All
representative assem.
ART. II.-- In each district there shall be blies ; for the purpose of putting a stop to,
a court of justice of immediate jurisdiction,
and punishing offences committed by members
under the name of the immediate DISTRICT or others, in face of the assembly.
COURT, composed in like manner of a smile
ART. XIII.--All
courts, other than the
judge,
tribunals of exception, as above specified,
ART. III.--In
each district there shall shall be comprised under the common appel.
also be a Court of Appeal, under the name lotion of Ordinary Courts.
of the Distr_ct Court of Appeal, composed
ART. XIV.--In
every ordinary court [but
in like manner of a single judge,
the parish court, and in every parish court
ART. IV.--[In
each department there
where there is a judge specially appointed, as
shall be a CouRT of Appeal, under the name
in Tit. V.] there shall be a Pursuer.general
of the DEPARTMENT COURT, composed in and a Defender.generaL
like manner of a single judge.]
[Quire, the
ART. XV.--Attacked
to the authority of
necessity of this court ?]
the judge, as well as to that of the pursuer.
ART. V. -- At PreSs there shall be a Court general and defender-general of every ordtof Appeal, in the last resort, under the name nary court, shall be the power ofappointla 9
of the Metropolitan, or StrPnEM_ Court, corn- substitutes, or deputies, viz. one permanent
posed in like manner of a single judge,
and occasional ones as occasion may require.
ART. VI. -- The decrees of the MetroART. XVI.-- The name of Advocate.Gepolitan Court of Justice shall be final, ex- neral, or Public.Advocate,
shall be common
cept such on account of which censure shall to pursuers and defenders general ; and the
have been past on the judge by a decree of
name of Magistrate to judges, advoeate.gethe National Assembly, in manner hereinafter
nerals, and the permanent deputy of e_eh.
specified.
ART. VII.To each of the several classes
of courts above mentioned is given authority
TITLE
III.
over all sorts of persons, and in every sort of
OF JUDGES OF THE oRDINARYCOUlgTS.
cause, throughout the kingdom ; saving only,
the difference between jurisdiction
immediate
§ I. Appointment-Continuance in O_ee
and appellate, and the authority of certain
Power and Rank.
tribunals of exception, in as far as the same
ART. I.- A [Judge a] (principal) shall be
is hereby acknowledged, and provisionally con- elected by the electors chosen by the active
firmed.,
citizens of the territory over which he is to
ART. VIII.-These are, I. Courts-Mar.
be [judge, a] in the same m_mner as a memtial in the land service; in as far as the powers
ber of the administrative body of that terriof such courts are confined to the maintenance
tory; parochial [judges b] excepted, of whom
of discipline among milita_ men.
in Tit. V., and metropolitan _judges. b]
ART. IX.---2. zVaval Courts-Martial;
in as
ART. II. _ On the first election, to be elifar as their powers are confined to the maingible to this office, n man must be seven and
twenty years of age, and must have exerdsed
* The difficulty of deciding between Parish
the functions of a man of law, for three years
Courts and Canton Courts, and between the adoption and rejection of the Department Courts, necessitated, in some parts of this draught, a lati.
" With the variations indicated by the ensutude ofexln-ession , and thence a sortof obscurity, ing notes, the contents of this will serve for Tit.
which would not otherwise have had existence_ XI. Of PURSUZR-GZN_nALS, and Tit. XIL
At a period, too late for the requisite alterations, Of DEFEI_ DER-GE_rEI_LS.
I am become elear in my own nfmd against the
fpons. GEe. Pursuer.GeneraL
Department Camrts,on'the question, as between
a _ DEf. O_s. Defender-GenesaL
Par'._h and Canton Courts, depends upon local
b f Pulls. G. Parsuer-GeneralL
¢onsiaecat_ous_ not within my reach,
t DEF. G. Defender-Genesale,
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in a superior court, or for five years before
an inferior tribunal e
Under the denomination of Men of Law,
are comprised, for this purpose, 1. Judges of
every description ; 2. King's advocates and
attornies, and their substitutes;
3. Advoeates; 4. Attornies; [5. Secretariesofcunrts?
Grefllers 1_] [6. Notaries ?]
ART. III.No vacancy in any _judicial
offices] but the lowest shall be filled, but out
of the same rank of [judges, b] or that next
below: but [judgesb]in
those ranks all over
the kingdom are alike eligible,
AnT. IV. _No vacancy in the lowest rank
of rjudges_ s principal shall be filled but by
some one who has served in the station of

precedency of all persons over whom he has
power, as according to Art. XI. ; a judge of
appeal taking place of a judge of immediate
jurisdiction for the same territory, and judges
of the same court according to the priority
of their appointment.
ART. X. --Judidal
dutys ought not to be
neglected for any other. Acceptance of a jUdicial office vacates every other, judicial or
not judicial: and acceptance of an office nut
judicial, vacates every judicial one. Much
less shall a Judge exercise any other profession, such as that of notary, advocate, or
attorney.
This extends to Judges-Deputes
permanent, but not to judges natural, of whom
in Tit. V.

f_udge] ffidepute permanent, and that for at
ast ['three] years, on elections posterior to
the year[1793.]
ART. V. The [judge a] principal of every
court, (except the parish [or canton] court,
and the metropolitan)
shall hold his office
for life, unless divested of it in one or other
of the following ways:-I. Resignation.
2. Forfeiture, judicially pronounced,
3. _Jnotion, pronounced by the suffrages
of a majority of the whole number of the
electors entitled to vote at the last preceding
election, general or particular, holden for the
choice of a magistrate, or of a member of the
administrative body of his territory.
4. Amotion, pronounced by a majority of
the whole number of members of the administrative body next in rank above that of
the territory of which he is [judge. a]
ART. VI.--By amotion, without forfeiture,
a _judge a] loses his rank as such, but not his
salary, nor the capacity of being rechosen,
even immediately,
ART. VII.__e Every judge, for the enforce_
ment of his decrees judicially given, has, in
case of necessity, the command over all persons, without distinction, within the bounds
of his territory, the king only, and judges of
equal or superior rank, excepted,
ART. VIII.--When
a [judge,'] in the exercise of his function, goes out of his own
proper territory into another, be takes his
[rank and power f] with him, subject only to
the [rank and power el of the co-ordinate and
superior [judges b] of that territory.
A]aT. IX.-- A judge principal e shall have

AnT. XI.--_Ajudge
ought to stand clear
o.f o_enee, and of suspicion of partiality, h]
lqo [judge a] shall give his vote at any election ; nor use any means, direct or indirect,
to influence the votes of others.
§ 2. Pa_/.
ART. I.--The
expense of the salary of an
[instituted judge _l of the parish court shall
be defrayed by the parish :
[Of a canton court, by the district :]
Of a district court, by the district :
[Of a department court, by the departmerit :]
Of the metropolitan court, by the nation.
ART. II. -- On the [
day] preceding the
day of election, an auction shall be held before the directory of the administrative body
of the territory charged with the expense of
the salary, under the name of the Patriotze
Auction : at which the candidates shall be
at liberty to attend, in person or by proxy,
in order to declare, each of them, what he is
willing to give, if anything, to the common
fund ofthe territory, in the event of his being
elected to the office. And thereupon the office
shall be put up by the president, each bidder
being at liberty to advance as often as he
thinks proper, in the manner of a common
auction.
ART. III.As soon as it appears that no
candidate will make any farther advance, each
shall give in an undertaking in writing, in
which shall be specified what he binds himself to give, in the event of his being elected.
ART. IV.--At the same time each candidate
shall give in an inventory of his estate, as
well in possession as in expectancy, together

t f PuRs. G. Pursuer-generaL
with all charges thereupon, with an estimate
_DEF. G. Defender.GencraL
•PuRs. GES. and DEF. GE_. To this ar.
s f Pults. G. Pursuer-Gcoerals.
tide substitute_Aceeptanee of theefllee of Puro
DEF. G. Defender-Generals.
sucr [or Defender] General at any court, va¢This article is copied from Tit. IV. Art. V. cates every other; and acceptan_ of any other
of the Committee's draugh h relative to the Dis. office, vacates that of ]Pursuer [or Dffender]
trier Court& The _cificatian
I have suffjoined Genen_
N_ shall a Pursuer tot Defender]
seems requisite, to prevent uncertainty.
General exercise the _feaion
of notary, add f Pugs. G. Ottlce of Pur_er-Gencral.
I vocate, or attorney. This extends to Pursuer
_.DEF.G. Ofllce of Defendcr-Gencral.
[or Defender] Geficralsand Deputes l_rmammt.
" Pvas. G. and DEF. G. Omit this article,
h Puas. (_s.
and DEF. GEN. Omit this
f Puns. G. and DEF. G. Authority.
clause.
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of the clear value thereof in ready money ;
the whole being signed by the can&date himself, and verified by his oath.
AnT. V. _ At the same time each eandidate shall give in a paper stating his pretensiena, of what nature soever, on which he
grounds his hopes of being chosen ; such as
his age, the time during which he has acted
in the capacity of a man of law, in what
branch of the profession, before what courts,
and the like : and such paper shaU also be
signed by the candidate himself, and verified
by his oath.
AaT. VI. -- The above inventory may
either be open or sealed : if scaled, the declaration of its verity, concluding with the
signature, shall be on the out_ide : and it
shall be reserved unopened till the event of
the election is declared ; at which period, if
he whose act it is should prove the successful candidate, it shall thereupon be broken
open ; if not, it shall be returned to him unopened,
AnT. VII.--The
above-mentioned
undertakings and declarations shall forthwith be
printed together on the same paper, and a
copy given to every elector [
] days before the election,
AnT. VIII.--If,
the election having £_llen
upon one of the bidders, he should fail in
complying in any particular with the terms
of his engagement,
his right to the office
shall thereupon cease; and upon a vacancy
declared by the competent court, at the instance of the procurator synchc of the administrative
body, a new election shall be
decreed: but time may be allowed him for
performing his engagement, or an equivalent
accepted by the court on his application, the
procurator syndic being heard on the other
side.
AnT. IX.--The
penalty, in case of falsehood in a declaration given m as above, shall
be, if the falsehood were wilful, forfeiture of
the office, together with the purchase-money,
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year] after effects to that amount have been
received, give in a supplemental declaration
oftbe particulars of such accession; and, open
an account settled with the officer who stands
charged with the payment of his salary, a proportionable deduction shall take place, from
the day when such supplemental declaration
was given in.
AnT. XII.--The
contribution offered at
the auction, may be either in ready money,
or in any other shape ; and in particular, it
may be in the shape of a release of the whole,
or any part of the appointed salary: and in
this case, the deduction prescribed by Art. X.
shall be understood to be included; but no
offer shall be deemed valid, which would reduce the income of the candidate below the
amount of the appoirrted salary.
ART. XIII. -- On the day when the sueeessful candidate is sworn in, and previous
to his being sworn in, any member of the
corporate assembly, before which he is sworn
in, shall be at liberty to put to him all such
questions as may tend to ascertain the truth
and sufficiency of the several declarations he
has given in: and whoever exercises the lanetionsofprocuratorsyndic,
is specially charged
with this duty, and responsiblc for the ne.
giect of it.
ART. XIV.--That
time and opportunity
for scrutinizing the accuracy of the inventory
above mentioned may not be wanting, the
[judgeelect_]
shall not be sworn in till [
]
days after it has been broken open, nor till
[
] days after it has been published in [th_
newspaper most current in the place.]
ART. XV.In case of amotion withouI;
forfeiture, the salary paid shall be the uppointed salary, without deduction: and any
contribution
that has been given in consequence of the patriotic auction shall be refunded, but without interest.
ART. XVI. -- In case of resignation, the
contribution shall in like manner be refunded_
but no salary continued.

if any were paid: if the falsehood happened
§ 3. Attendance.
through inadvertence
coupled with temerity
or negligence, a discretionary fine.
When Injustice sleeps, Justice _zay do the
ART. X.--Fromthe
saiary of every [judge a]
same.
shall be deducted [25] per cent. upon the inART. I. -- The [judgment-seat
l] ought
terest of the capital representing his private
never to be empty, during any part o£ the
fortune ; yet so as that the remainder shall juridical
day, throughout
the year: in an
not be less than [one fourth] of the whole ; immediate court, never : in z court of appeal,
unless in as far as any farther deduction may never where there is any cause on the paper,
have been comprised iu the undertaking he ripe for hearing.
has delivered in.
AI_T. II. --The
_urldieal day shall be of
AnT. XI. -- In the ease where, his salary
[twelve] hours : viz. from [eight] to [eight,]
not having undergone the utmost deduction
allowing only [one] hour within that time,
of which it is thus susceptible, any accession
viz. between [two] and [three] for refreshhappens to his fortune by succession, donamont.
tion, or bequest, to the value of [12,000]
This extends not tO the judges termed
livres or upwards, he shall, within [half a Natural.
f Puns. GEm Pursuer-General.
s_. DEF. GEnt. Defender-GeneraL

if Puns. O. Seat of the Pursuer-Ge_ersL
:t DE_'. G. Seat of the Defender-General,
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AaT, III.--A
[judge immediate, k] when necessity, at all hours, in manner hereinafter
absent from the fixed judgment-seat
upon i spedfied.
out.duty (as upml a view or the examination
of a sick person,) ought to take care that it
§ 4. OatI+ of O_ee.
be filled, if poBsible, by some _judge a] depute
ART. t. -- The foUowing oath shall be
permanent or occasional, on pain of being re- taken by every [judge a] upon his entrance
sponsihle
forthe failure,
intooffice.While pronouncingit,he shall
ART. IV.--A [judge's
I] salaryshallbe standup beforethe judgment-seat,
inopen
reckoned by the day, and paid him every court,with hislefthand on hisbosom, and
[week] by [thepaymaster.] Itshallbe paid hisrightliftedup to heaven:-him nowhere but upon the fjudgment]seat;
I,A. J.,beingraisedby the choiceof my
or,incaseofsickness,
inhisown apartment: fellow-citizens
to theoffice
of [
],
a day'spay being deducted forevery day of do solemnlypromiseand swear:
absence,otherwisethan upon duty; except
[ART. If.m
I. That so long as I convacation-days
which he isallowedto take,,tinuein possession
of my saidoffice,
I will,
[thirty]in the courseof the year,at his to the bestof my ability,
administer
justice
choice; providedthat the [judgment] seat toallmen alike,to highand to low, to rich
be not atany time leftvacant,
and topoor,notsuffering
myselftobe biassed
ART. V.- The day'spay thus to be re- by personalinterest,
by hope orfear,orby
ceivcd shallbe a day'spay of theappointed favouroraversiontowardsany indiwdualor
salary:the difference,
ffany, between that classof men or partyin thestate.]
and the clearsalaryremainingafterthe conART. Ill.-- 2. That I willnot endeavour
tributionfurnishedaccordingto § 2, shall tokeep secret,
but on the contrary
studyby
be made up by quarterly
advances,which the allsuitable
means to tenderpublic,the pro[judge"] shallmake on _tlzeu_ualquarter- ceedingsbelongingto my office,
inallcases
days] to [t]zepad/master
:-_nor shallhe be inwhich thelaw ordainsthem to be public.
reimbursedany deficiencies
occasioned
by nnART. IV.-- 3. That I willkeep secret,
alloweddays ofabsence,
tothe utmost of my power, the proceedings
ART.VI.--Declarationtobetakenbyevery belongingto my office,
inas farthe law or[judgea]everytimehe receives
hissalary:-- dainsthem to be secret.
I, A.J., solemnlydeclare,thatsincethe
ART. V.--4. That I willnot on any aclasttime of my receivingsalary,I have not count,out of the regularcourseof justice,
atany time,duringjuridical
hours,been ab- giveearto,but indignantly
reprove,
any apsentfrom thedutyof my office,
exceptduring plication
thatmay be made to me concerning
the followingdays,viz._
], nor absent any causein contemplation
of itsdepending
from thcjudgment-seat,
exceptthefollowing or coming to depend beforeme, much less
days,when I was outupon duty,attheplaces, giveany opinionoradvice relative
thereto:
inthe causes,and forthe purposesfollowing,and that,shouldany suchapplication
be made
viz.["
].
tome in writing,I willforthwithproduce
ART. VII.--A copy ofeverysuchdeclara- and read thesame in open court,althoughit
tion,signedby the [judge,
,] shall,on that shouldbe containedin a privateand confisame day inwhich itwas made, be hung up, dentialletter.
in a consplcuous
manner, nearthejudgmentART. VI.-- 5. That I willatno time acseat,there to remain till
the next quarter- cept any giftorfavourthat shallhave been
day.
offered me, in the view either of influencing
ART. VIII.A [judge a] is to be underor recompensing my conduct on any partistood to have been absent from duty on any cular occasion in the discharge of the funcday, if, in the course of that day, he has not tions of my office : and that, in case of my
sitten at least [one hour;] and if, during the suspecting any favour to have been done or
rest of the day, he has not been within _an offered me with any such view, I will forthhour's] call of the judgment-seat,
except
with declare and make public my suspidon:
when out upon distant duty: word being left nor will I knowingly and wittingly suffer any
with _
] where he was to be found,
such offer or recompense to be made, on any
AItT. IX._Judges
b] of immediate courts such account, to any person dependent upon
are also bound- to go upon duty, in cases of or connected with me ; but that, on suspidon of any such offer or recompense, [ will
• f Pvlts, O. Pu_uer-General.
forthwith make public such my suspicion, to] D_r. G. Defender-Generai.
gerber with the grounds thereof, and the
b_ Puns. O_ Pursuer-General.
names of all parties concerned.
kt DEll. UP..tJerenaer-Generalm
Puit& G. Pursuer-General of an immediate
Court. D_:r. G. Defender.General&an
iramPvns. G. andD_r.G.
Forthlsclaf_stsub.
mediate Court.
#titute th_ three elou_ inserted _ndcr Tit. XL
fPuxts.
O. PurAuer-General's.
Art. VII. VIII. IX.
! tDzr.
G. Defender-General's.
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ART. VII.6. That I will not, on the
occasion of any peemdary or other bargain,
directly or indirectly avail myself, or endeayour to avail myself, of the influence or au.
thority of my station to obtain any advantage
to myself or any other,
AnT. VIII. -- 7. That I will not take any
part whatsoever in any election ; nor use any
means, direct or indirect, to influence the
vote of any other; excepting only the public
statement of my pretensions according to law,
on any election in which I shall myself be
candidate,
AnT. IX. _8.
That I will not _llingly
absent myself from duty, except to the extent of tl_e time allowed me by the law, or in
case of unavoidable necessity, re_ulting from
sickness or otherwise;
nor then, without
making the best provision in my power for
keeping my place supplied
A1tT. X.--9.
That I will, as fi_r as depend_ upon me, give to every cause that
curets into my hand% the utmost dispatch
that shall appear to me eonsxstent with the
purposes of justice,
nor will I" put off
any cause, or give to any causc the priority
over another, but for special reason publicly
declared,
AnT. XI.--10.
That I will at no time,
through impatience or otherwisc, knowingly
cau,e or permit justice to suffer by undue
precipltatmn ; anti in partmular,
that I will
not bestow less attentmn
upon the cause of
the poor than of the rwh ; considering that,
where small rights are seen to be contemned,
great ones will not be deemed secure; and
that importance depcmls not upon nominal
v.'due, but upon the proportion of the mattcL
to dlsputc to the circumstances,
and its colalion to the fechngs of the parties,
A_T. XII.-11. That I will not, through
f, tvoar tu those who pxotlt by the expense of
t he administration ofjushce, eomfivc :tt, much
less pronmte, any unnecessary expense; but
on the contrary study, as umch as in me hcs,
to confine such expense within the narrowest
bom_ds compatible with the purposes ofjustmc.
A_tT. X III. -- 12. That I will not, through
impatlem'e, or f,tvoar to the protb_sional ad_ocatc, show discountenance
to him who
plead_ his own cause, or to him who pleads
gratultou*ly the cause of his friend, but rather
show indulgcnee and lend assistance to thcir
wcaknes,,
AltT. XIV.]3. That I will, in all things
touching the executmu ot my ollicc, pay obethence to the law: and that ° I will do my
utmost to carry the same into execution, according to what sh_dl appear to mc to bc the
intent of the legislature tor the time being ;
n I'u ns. G. mul DEF. G. Inserf--_ck
to.
,, Peas. G. and I)EF, G. Instil--in
aS far
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not presuming to set my own private will
above the will oftbe legislature, even in such
cases, if any, where the provisions of the law
may appear to me inexpedient; saving only )
the exercise of such discretionary suspenmve
power, if any, with which the legislature may
have thought fit to entrust [me.]q
ART. XV. -- 14. That I will not either
make or revoke any appointment of a depute,
permanent or occasional, with a view to fayour or prejudice any suitor otherwise than
according to justice, but for the common
convemcnce of suitors, and only to the extent of the number which shall appear to me
requisite to that end.
All these engagements I hold myself so.
lemn]y pledged to fulfil, by all the regard I
owe either to the displeasure of Almighty
God, or to the indignation and contempt of
my i_llow-citizens.
AnT. XVI.--A
copy of the above oath,
printed in the largest type, and on one side
only of the paper, with the signature of the
[judge_] at length to every clause, and at
the end the date of the day when signed,
shall be kept hung up in a conspicuous situation, near the [judganent b] seat, so long as
he shall continue in office.
§ 5. Deputes.
ART. I.--The
duty of the permanent
_judgc'] depute shall be to take the place of
l]'is principal, and with the same [powers, r_
whensoever the principal shall happen to be
absent from duty, or preoccupied therein.
x_ltT. II.--The
[power f] of the [judge,]
depute permanent shall last as long as his
p_ineipal continues in the same office, and untd a vacancy in the office is filled up ; unless
thc appointment
be sooner revoked, which
it may bc at any time, or terminated in any
of the ways in which the office of a judge
principal may be vacated.
Altw. IlL--To
the station of [judge _] depule permanent, no emolumen_ of any kind
shall be annexed ; except a habit of office to
be worn whdc on duty, and amarkofhonour
to be worn at all times during his continuance in thc station, and in rank he shall take
place next Ins principal.
AnT. IV.--A[judge
a] principalis civilly
responsible for the acts of his deputes, permancnt or oc_tsional, havingreeoursetothem
for his indemnity : also criminally, in case of
his concurring with, or barely conniving at,
any behaviour known to him to be criminal
on their part.
p Puus. O. and DEF. G. Insert--the
re.
claxming.
q Ptrns. G. and DEF. G. The Judge.
a f PURS. G. Pursuer-Ge_v_L
t. DEF. G. Defender-General.
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AxT. V.--A
[judg_] depute permanent
shall pronounce and sigat the same oath as a
§ 6. Responsibility.
[judge a-I principal, _md in the same manner;
AnT. I.The punishment of a [judge']
excepting only the words [permanent or] in for misbehaviour in relation to his office, may
the 14th clause ; and making the requisite
be to all or any of the effects following :change at the commencement relative to the
1. Injunction to be more circumspect in
style of office,
future.
ART. VI.--A
permanent [judge a] depute
2. Suspension from office.
is bound to the same attendance as his prin3. Deprivation.
cipal ; except that he is allowed double the
4. Incapacitation for any office, or for curnumber of vacation days in the year (taking
t_in offices.
them only when his principal is upon duty,)
5. Fine.
and that he is not liable to be called to night6. Imprisonment.
duty while his principal is in the way.
i
7. Obligation to make satisfaction, in the
ART.VIl.--Attached
inlike manner to the I way of pecuniary compensation, or otherwise,
office of [judge I] principal, shall be the power
to the party injured.
of appointing occasional [judges b] depute for
8. When the effect of the misbehaviour
the purpose of performing dutyin any particuhas been to produce death, or any other cotlax cause, or relative to any particular point poral suffering, on the part of any one, in the
in any particular cause,
way of punishment, or otherwise ; such of_
ART. VllI.--Totheflmetionofoccasional
fence, if accompanied with ewl conscience, t
[judge _] depute shall belong neither emolu[m_uva_se .foi,] shall be punished as if comment nor permanent honour : but for distmc- mitted with the offender's own hands.
tion's sake, he may wear, while on duty, a
AnT. II.Judges, pursuer-generals, demedallion, or other such mark of office,
fender-generals, and their respective deputies,
AItT. IX.--An
occasional [judge _] depute
being plivy to any misbehaviour, aceompamed
shall, previously to the first time of histaking
with evil conscmnce, on the part of each
upon him that function, pronounce and sign,
other, and not informing in due time, are
in the presence of the judge who appoints
punishable, as for connivance.
]tim, [an oath the same as the above, mutatis
mutandis :] and entry of his having done so,
•hall forthwith be made in the register-book
TITLE
IV.
of the court.
ART. X.--A permanent [judge a] depute
OF JVitIsnIcTm_.
has in like manner, and under the same re_
ART. I.--That
shall be styled a man's nasponsibility,
power of appointing occasmnal
tural court, within the territory of which Ins
[judges b] depute.
But it is to be expected
ordinary and fixed abode is situated ; that, his
that he exercise it only in case of necessity,
oecaszonalcourt, within the territory of which
and for the reason that such appointment
he happens to be, tbr the _ime being: the
cannot be made by the E judge _] principal : defendant, for instance, at the instant he reand such appointment is at any time revocable
ceives a summons, or is put under arrest.
by the [-judge a] principal.
AnT. II.Regularly all causes, as well
ART. XI.--As
often as any act is done by penal as civil, belong to the defendant's or_orbefore a [judge l] depute, either permanent
dtltary court : it he has mole ol dreary abode_
or occasional, mention shall be made as well
than one, then to the courts corresponding
upon the face of the act, it written, as upon
to any one of such abodes, at the optmu ot
the register-book,
by or before whom; and the pmsuer.
if in the instance of a [judge _] depute oecaAnT. IIL--But
it may he dismissed in the
sional, by whom appointed,
state in whn'h it is, at any time, from any
AnT. XtI.--Care
onght to be taken to
onc such corot to any other, at the requislavoid, as much as convenienfly may be, the tion of either pmty, upon consideration
had
shiftingofthe
same cause todlfferent [judges I'] of tbe mutual convenience of both.
unless when the points of which thcy respccAnT. 1V.--A cause may alsobe commenced
tivcly take cognizance, happen to be tot'dly
In the defendanCs occasioual court ; subject
independent of each other: that [the judge
in hke manner, to be dismissed to his ordinary
who gives judgment_] may be as little as court.
possible under the necessity of taking the
AnT. V.--But
a cause relative to tremorgr°unds °f his [°pinion sJat second hand, fr°m
able property, may be heard and determined
another man.
in the court of the sub3cct-matter.
Any such
fPuns.
G. Pursuer-GeneraL
cause may be begun there; and if begun in
a t I)Er. G. Defender-General.
the defendant's court, or elsewhere, it may be
Puns. G. Pursuer-Genera_a.
b [ DEF. G. Defender-Generals. "
t A fall definition of the expression, evil conr Pu RS. G. and DEF. G. each person,
st ience, [_,u:ttz,aisc foi_ 7_m/a.fldes] is absolutely
F ]Puns. G. and D_=F. G. Proceedings.
neco_ary : but its place is in the Penal Code.
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removed from thence, by either of the parties, unless previously inhibited upon hearing
before the judge. But although begun there,
or removed thither, it may be dismissed, by
the judge, to the defendant's court, if he
thinks proper, in consideration of mutual or
preponderant convenience.
ART. VI. -- A cause relative to specific
property not immovable, shall be begun in
the court of the defendant ; but may be dismissed to the court of the subject-matter,
upon consideration of mutual or preponderant
convenience,
AnT. VII.Acause relative to a subjectmatter situated in more jurisdictions than
one, may be heard and determined in any
one : and the decision of any one such court
may bind the whole subject-matter;
but it
may be dismissed to any of the others, on
consideration of mutual or preponderant convenience,
Any aggregate of different effects, cornprised under, or referred to, by one and the
same claim, are to bc considered to this putpose, as forming one and the same subjectmatter: fur instance, the stock of a farm,
situate within divers territories.
AaT. VIII. -- A cause may even be dismissed to the pursuer's court, or to any foreign court, upon consideration of preponderant convenience : but the difference, in point
of convenience, in this case ought to be considerable, and clearly established.
AltT. IX. -- In the estimation of comparative convenience, the pecuniary circumstances of the pa_ties ought particularly to
be taken into account,
AaT. X. -- A plaintiff, instead of carrying
the cause befole the proper court, whether
of the defendant or of the subject-matter,
may carry it before the court of any territory
udjoiulng, so that the seat of such adjoining
court be not i_arther distant than that of the
proper one: but in so doing, he acts at the
peril of costs, should the distance be found
greater,
ART. XI. -- A plaintiff shall be responsible,
in costs and damages, as for vexation, it: without any convenience to himself, and merely
with a view of putting his adversary, or any
one else, to inconvenience,
he commences a
suit in, or removes it to, a court known to be
inconvenient to them, even thongh the court
be not improper : or, even with views of convenience, if the comparative convenience be
deemed too slight on his side, to leave him
any real hope of seeing the cause retained
there,
A_T. XII. -- Where there are more plaintiffs than one, or more defendants than one,
the convenience of every such party is to be
taken into the account.
ART. XIII._By
consent of all parties,
any civil cause may be carried on, in the fl_t
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instance, before any immediate court what.
ever; nor shall it in that case be removed
from thence but by like consent, or on aeo
count of very evident predominant convenlev_e manifesting itself, since the giving of
the consent.
ART. X IV.-- But in such cases it behoves
the judge to be upon his guard ugainst causes
collusively removed to a distant scene, for the
purpose of prejudging the interest of a third
person : and in such case, besides applying,
should the case admit of it, the punishment
appointed for this sort of fraudulent attempt,
it behoves him, by suitable notices and publications, to render the success of it imprs'cticable elsewhere.
ART. XV. -- Causes, penal as well as civil,
to which a French citizen is party, and in
which the cause of action arose elsewhere
than within the territory of France, belong
regularly to the defendant's courts: viz. to
the courts of appeal, if judgment has already
been given in any foreign court ; otherwise,
to the immediate courts : but in both cases
subject to removal, on the ground of proponderate convenience.
ART. XVI. -- A plaintiff,
who, having
commenced a suit in any court, commences
another suit, lelative to the same matter, in
the court of another district, without ]cave
obtained of the conrt first applied to, is responsible, as for vexation.
AaT. XVIL -- The judgment, order, and
warrant of every court, shall be held good in
the courts of every other territory, unless
reversed in a court above, or pending the
appeal for that purpose. Under that restrico
tion, every court ought to lend its assistance
to the execution of the order of every other.
A]tT. XVIII. -- An order or warrant of a
foreign court shall, when countersigned
by
a judge of the territory, receive the same
obedience as if issued by him originally.
It
may even be obeyed without such countersignature;
and ought to be, rather than,
on account of the delay occasioned by the
application for such counter-signature,
any
failure of justice should ensue : unless the
person whose obedience is called for, has
reason to suspect the genuineness of it, or
to know that the legality of it is disputed by
the court of the territory in which such obedience is called for.
AST. XIX.--When
a cause, or anyincidental operation to be performed in the
course of a cause, is brought before a judge,
if he finds himself so circumstanced, in any
respect, as to stand exposed to the action or
influence of any cause of partiality, he ought
forthwith to make known every such cause,
except in the case hereinafter excepted (Art.
XXII.) and decline acting accorgmgly: but
if the party to whose prejudice alone such
partiality, ff it existed and operated, could
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redound, insists upon the judge's taking cognizance notwithstanding, he may, and, rather
than there should be any failure of justice,
he is bound to do so.
ART. XX.--That
no cause of partiality
may be undisclosed, any questions tending to
produce such disclosure may, at any time, be
put to any j udge, by or in behalf of any person interested: and to every such question,
if pertinent in matter, and not disrespectful
in manner, the judge is bound to make answer
on the spot.
ART. XXI. -- Examples of causes of partiality : -1. Pecuniary interest of any kind, present
or future, certain or contingent.
2. Relationship
by blood, or alliance to
any of the parties,
3. Intimate acquaintance,
4. Enmity, or litigation,
5. Relation of landlord or tenant.
6. Relation of debtor or creditor, if to an
amount of sufficient importance to create any
interest or dependence,
In accepting cognizance, or declining it,
on such grounds, the judge ought to govern
himself rather by the actual affection, than
by the external cause,
ART. XXII.--And,
forasmuch as there
may be secret causes of partiality, which a
man could not disclose without great pain
and prejudice to himself, a judge may, on
such consideration, decline jurisdiction, without cause assigned, when_ever
it can be
done without failure of justice;
doing as
much as in him lies, to save the parties from
suffering any prejudice thereby,
AltT. XXIII. _ Examples :-Where he, or a son, or other such near relation of his, has any secTet design, declared,
or not yet declared, of courting any woman
in marriage; or soliciting preferment, or othel
favour, at the hands of any person, the same
being party to the cause, or connected with
one wire is.
AnT. XXIV. -- In any such case he may,
without blame, silently transfer the eognizance to a judge-depute,
permanent or oecasional ; (or, if he be a judge-depute,
to his
principal:) but, if this cannot be done, he
may pray the party's excuse, on the general
allegation of motives of delicacy, referring
him to an unexceptionable
judge of some
adjoining territory, or in the case of a parich [or canton] court, to the district court
above.
AnT. XXV. -- Although parties may, by
consent, carry a cause before a court which
is not, in any respect, a proper one, yet the
judge is not bound, nor ought he to accept
the cognizance of it, to the prejudice of the
dispatch due to the suitors of his own terri_ory.
AnT. XXVL--The
following are the
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cases in any of which a court may be deemed
_ proper one, to the purpose of obliging the
iudge to take cognizance :
If it be -l. The court of any dofendant, ordinary or
9ccasional.
2. The or&narg court of any plaintiff..
3. A court nearer situated with respect to
the abode of any of the parties than his own.
4. The court of the subject-matter.
5. The court of the cause of acaon ; i.e.
where the offence, whether public or private,
was committed.
6. In case of contracts, the court of the
territory where the contract was entered into.
7. A court adjoining to one from whence
the cause has been &smissed, on the ground
of an avowed cause of partiality on the part
of the judge, or through motives of delicacy,
as by Art. XXIV.
AnT. XXVII. -- A judge, though not
bound to take cognizance of a cause for the
purpose of definitive decision, is not the less
hound to do any act which, to prevent failure of justice, may be necessary to be performed before the cause can be commenced
in any proper court : such as the examination
of a witness who is upon the point of departure; the arrestment of such witness if necessary; the examination or seizure of effects
capable of supplying evidence ; the seizure of
effects for the purpose of insuring the responsibility of the defendant in case of conviction;
and the like.*
AnT. XXVIII._Complalnts
of misbehaviour on the part of a judge in the execution
of his office, and petitions for expedition on
his part in a cause depending before him, shall
be preferred only to the court of appeal to
which his court is immediately subject. This
extends to deputes permanent, as well as to
principals.
AnT. XXIX._
Other actions, as well criminal as civil, in which a judge is defendant,
may be brought in an immediate court of any
territory adjoining to his; but may be dis.
missed from thence to any other except his
own, on the ground of preponderant eonvenience.

TITLE
V.
oF TIlE PARISH COUNT.
§ 1. Of the Judges.
AnT. I.To the principal ecclesiastical
mi2fister of every parish shah belong, within
• A full catalogue of these precautionary expedients belongs m the Code of Procedure.
When a cause is already commenced before a
competent court, the order or warrant of the
judge of that court will serve to compel the asslstance of all foreign judge% in virtue of Art_
XVII.
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the limits of his parish, all the powers of an
immediate judge, under the name of the judge
natural of that parish ; unless where such
authority shall have been superseded by the
appointment of an instituted judge,
ART. II.--The district assembly may, under the controul of the department assembly,
decree, with the consent of any parish, that
such parish shall thereafter, instead of the
natural, have an instituted judge ; fixing a
salary, which in that case the parish shall
be bound to pay, for the maintenance of the
judge,
AnT. III.--Upon
a vacancy in such office
of instituted judge, the authority of the natural judge shall revive of course, and continue till the vacancy has been filled up.
ART. IV.--The
power of appointing to the
office of parish judge shall belong to the district assembly, subject to the approbation of
the mumcipahty of the parish ; unless where
the district assembly has transferred
it altogether to the municipality,
which it ought
to do, wherever the population and opulence
of the parish is such as to afford a saffic,.ent
security against an overbearing influence on
the electron in the hands of a small number
of individuals,
AnT. V. -- In the same way may be uppointed any additional number of Fellowjudges, upon the terms of fixing a competent
permanent salary for every such judge.
But
lm two judges shall take cognizance at the
same time of the same point m the same
cause.
AnT. VI.--The
district assembly, under
the controul of the department assembly, may
b_ve the local field of jurisdiction of any parish
court an extent greater or less m any degree
than that of the parish ; and to that purpose
may new-model the local divisions of any part
of their territory, in what manner they deem
most convenient ; regard being had to extent,
poplflation, and the pecuniat y i]tcultms of the
inhabitants,
ART. VII. -- An instituted
parish judge
shall hold his office for hfc, unless divested
of it in one or other of the following ways,
viz. -1. Resignatmn.
2. Forfeiture judicially pronounced,
3. Amotion by the suffrages of a majority
of the whole number of active citizens belonging to the parochial territory, confirmed
by the district assembly,
4. Amotion by the department assembly.
ART. VIII.--Amotion,
without forfeiture,
shall not deprive him of his salary; but may
deprive him, if so ordered, of the faculty of
being re-elected into the same seat.
ART. IX._A
cause commenced in a parish
court, whether it be betbre the natural or an
instituted judge, may at any time be evoked
by the immediate district court, at the in-
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stance of any party, but upon consideration
had of the mutual convenience of all parties.
But the judge of the district court, before he
issues the order of evocation, or puts a party
to _he trouble of showing cause against it,
should assure himself, as fax as may be done
by the examination of the party applying for
it, that the power of granting it be not abused
to the purpose of vexation or unnecessary
delay. And for such vexation, should that
appear afterwards to have been the object,
the party applying for such order shall be responsible in costs and damages.
AnT. X.--Care ought to be taken, on the
other hand, in penal causes, by the pursuergeneral of the district, that, through simpticity or criminal connivance on the l_rt of a
judge of a parish court, the powers of such
court be not abused to the purpose of acquitting an offender, by suppression or partial
examination of evidence, or to let him off
with less punishment than is due ; particularly in cases of offences merely public, where,
there being no person specially injured, there
is no person specially interested to appeal :
and to this end he may, without waiting to
appeal, evoke the cause to the immediate
district cou,'t at any time.
ART. XI.--The
judge of a parish court
may and ought to remit the cause of his owll
accord to the district court, wheresoever it
appears to him that the purposes of justice
would be better answered by his remitting
it than by his retaining it.
Examples :-1. Wherever it seems unlikely that the
judgment of the parish court, whichever way
given, would be acqmcsced in: as may happen
from the intricacy of the inquiry, or the mugnitude of the _ubjeet in dispute ; especially
in a court where there is no other than the
natural judge.
2. Where the cause, by reason of its complexity, is of a nature to take up more time
than could be spared by the judge from his
other official occupations ; at the same time
that the territory affords no person competent
to serve in that instance in quahty of judgedepute
ART. XILExamples of causes apt to
be of a nature particularly complex:-1. Causes relative to matters of account ;
especially if the account be mutual, and the
items numerous.
Every disputed article is
in fact the subject of a distinct cause.
2. Bills for work done by artists or others,
whose work it is difficult to judge of; such
as architects, bailiffs in husbandry, stewards,
attornies, and other agents, &c.
3. Causes relative to mercantile accounts.
4. Canses relative to the division of the
mass of property left by a person deceased.
5. Causes relative to the division of insolvents" estates.
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6. Canus relative to the division of corn- ! without making provision at the same time
mon lands,
for a justzce-hall, with a dwelling-house for
ART. XIII. _ But notwithstanding
such the judge. And until such hall and dwellingremittal, the judge, rather than suffer any house are built, or otherwise provided, the
evidence to be lost, ought to collect and re- same use shall be made of the church, for
cord it, if thereto required on either side.
the purposes of justice, by the instituted, as
§ 2. Place of Judicature.
ART. I.--In
a parish where there is no
instituted judge, the ordinary place of judicature shall be the parish church; in which
the natural judge or his deputy shall sit, to
transact
whatsoever
judicial business presents itself, every time of divine service, in
the face of the congregation,
immediately
after the service,
ART. II. -- Such natural judge, or his deputy, may also do j udiclal business in his own
house : but, for the sake of publicity, in all
cases where secresy is not required, he ought
rather to prefer the church, if the business
can wait without prejudice to the next time
of divine service.
ART. III._In
penal causes, other than socret ones, definitive judgment shall never be
pronounced by the natural judge elsewhere
than in church ; though measures in the hature of execution may be taken provisionally,
to prevent failure of justice,
AnT. IV. -- Causes which, being cornmeneed in, or brought to church at a time of
divine service, cannot convenientlybe finished
at that time, may be adjourned, on notice
then publicly given, to a time nearer than
the next time of divine service.
ART. V.--Every
Sunday, before the conelusmn of divine service, the minister shall
read a list of all the causes (not secret) in
which any judicial business has been done in
the course of the week, with a brief intlmation of the nature of the business done in
each.
Aaw. VI._Anyperson
who conceives himself to have reason to complain of anything
done, or omitted to be done, in the way of
judicial business, by su_'h natural judge, out
of church, may, on the next Sunday after such
ground of complaint comes to his knowledge,
or, if on that day prevented without his default, on the first Sunday in which it is in his
power, state such ground of complaint to the
judge, in the face of the congregation : on
which occasion any questions relative thereto may be put to him by or in behalf of the
persons interested : and to every such question, if pertinent in matter, and not disrespectful in manner, the judge is bound to
make answer on the spot ; and, if thereto required, to set down in writing each question,
with his answer, or refusal to answer, proceeding in the same manner as in tile making
up of a record [proems verbal.]
ART. VII.--No
creation shall be made, as
by § l, Art. II., of an oiiiee of parieh judge,

might be by the natural judge.
ART. VIlI.--On
Sundays, instead of the
justice-hall,
the court shall be holden in
church, immediately after divine service ; and
in the case where the jurisdiction of a parish
court has been made to extend over divers
parishes, then alternately in the churches respectively belonging to those parishes.
ART. IX.--Minutes
of the ju(hcial business
done in that parish since the last time of sitring there (such minutes being drawn up upon
the plan mentioned in Art. V.) shall then also
be read by the minister before the conclusion
of &vine service, having been furmshed him
for that purpose by the judge.
TITLE

VI.

or THE IMMEDIATEDISTRICTCOURT.
ART. I.--To the immediate district cour_
belongs all immediate judicial power (that of
the tribunals of exception excepted) within
the territorial
limits of the district, in concurrence with the several parish [or canton]
courts within the district.
For other matters touchingits
iurisdictton,
see Tit. II. III. IV. and V.
ART. II.--To
the judge of the Immediate
district court, the district assembly, under
the contronl
of the department
assembly,
may add as many re!low-judges
a_ it thinks
proper, with the same powers, rank, and salary; provided that no more than one judge
shall act at the same time, on the same point,
in the same cause.
ART. III. -- The salary of a judge of an
immediate district court shall be [
] livres
a-year.
ART. IV.-- In the following cases there
shall regularly be no appeal from the district
court of appeal to any other court : -1. Embezzlement.
2. Theft.
3. Defraudment,
except where operated iu
the way of forgery.
4. Robbery.
5. The attempt or preparation to commit
an offence of any of the above kinds.
6. Homicide, or incendiarism, in prosecution of the design of committing an offence
of any of the above kinds.
ART. V. -- Appeal, however, shall go, in
any of the above cases, to the metropolitan
. court, upon a requisition made for that purpose, and signed by any of the following sets
of persons -1. One [fourth] part of the whole num.
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bet of the members of the department assembly,
2. One [fourth] part of the whole number
of the members of the district assembly,
3. One [fourth] part of the whole number
of the members of the community of thetown
where the district court of appeal has its seat.
4. One [tenth] part of the whole number
of the active citizens of the town, in a town
of 4000 inhabitants,
one twentieth
in one
of 8000 inhabitants,
one thirtieth in one of
12,000 inhabitants,
and so on. [See .D_cret
sur les Munic_p., Art. V.]
ART. VI.--To
the end that due time may
not be wanting for the collection of signatures, [two] days at least, both exclusive,
shall intervene,
m every case, between the
day of sentence and the day of execution :
within which interval, if three members of
any of the administrative
bodies, or ten of
the active citizens, above mentioned, concur
in signing and presenting a preliminary requisition to that purpose, [seven] such entire
days, reckomng from the day of presentation,
shall be gi,en, for collecting signatures for
a defimtive reqmsition,
AcT. VII.-But, although appeal be exeluded, petltmns for expedition may, at any
time, and in all causes, be preferred from
this court to the court next. above, as well
as complaints for misbehaviom on tbe part
of the judge,
ART. VIII.--In
clvll cases, on a judgment
of the district court of appeal, execution shall
have place provlsmnally, notwithstanding
the
appeal; security being exacted, and the othcr
precautions taken which are prescribed in the
code ot procedure, to prevent the happening
of irreparablc damage.
ART. IX.-- So in penal cases, where the
puni_hmcnt
decreed is no other than pecuniary ; as hkewlse with regard to such part
of the pum_hmcnt, if any, as is not coutcsted
by the appeal.*
AI_T. X.--If.
for want of sttcb prceaution,
or through insuiK('wncy of the prccautmn, Jrreparable damage _hould actually ensue, the
least pumshment
to whmh the judge can be
sentenced is, in case of evil intcImon [mauvaz_c.fo_,] forfeiture and incapacltatmn,
together with the obhgatmn of making such
p_,cuniary satisfaction a_ is in his power: in
the cute of culpable ncghgencc, or temerity,
in}unction to be mole circumspect,
together
with a fine applicable iu part of satlsfactmn,
ART. XI.--Examples
of c_ascs of irreparable damage :-1. Loss of ibmale honour, by delivery into
the power of a false husband, father, guardlan, or I,laster.
2. Loss, destruction, or damage of effects
possessedofavalueqfal_cctmn,
such astrees,
* This allude_ m the appeal a Idmi'_, or ab incongru_t.
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serving for shelter or ornament ; favourite
animals; uncopied manuscripts; family pictures ; matchless articles of natural history,
antiquities, &c.
ART. XII. -- In civil cases, and in penal
cases, where the punishment decreed is no
other than pecuniary, no appeal shall b_ suffered to go from the district court of appeal
till the appellant, if not a pauper, has deposited in the hands of the public advocate, on
the other side, [48] livres ; which sum shall
be forfeited, over and above costs, if the deerie of the court above is unfavourable to the
appeal, unless the judge of the court above
enters upon the instrument of appeal a certificate of reasonable cause.
ART. XIII.--Nor
although the defendant
be a pauper, unless, previously to the appeal,
his advocate-general
at the court appealed
from shall have entered a like certificate.
ART. XIV. -- But if he can find any one
to advance the deposit, as likewise any responsible person to be his security for the
costs, the appeal shall go, without any such
certificate.
And for this purpose, two full
days shall be allowed him, between the signing of judgment and the execution,
saving
all precautions necessary to prevent the execution from being eluded.
ACT. XV.--Deposlt-money
thus forfeited
shall go to [the paymaster of the district] to
the use of the district, and be comprised in
the public advocate's quarterly account with
[thc paymaster,] according to Tit. XIV.

TITLE
VII.
OF TtIE DISTRICTCOURTOF APPEAL.
ART. I. -- To the district court of appeal
belongs the cogmzance of all causes (those
belongnng to the tribunals of exception excepted) m the way of appeal, as well from
the immediate distnct court as from the sevcral parish [ol canton] courts within the
district.
For other matters touching its jurisdiction,
see Tit. II. III. IV. and V.
AnT. II. -- To thc judge of the &strict
conrt of appeal may be added tcllow-judgcs,
in like manner as to the judge oi the immcdmtc dlst_wt court, according to Tit. V I.
Awr. III. -- Thc salary of a judge oi a
district court of appeal shall be [
] livre_
a-year.

TITLE
VIII.
or THE DEPAItTMFI_TCOURT.
ART. I.--Tothc
department court belongs
the cognizemce of all causes in the way of appeal from the district court of appeal; or of
complaint for misbehaviour on the part of
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the judge, or of petition for expedition ; but
of no cause in the first instance,
For other matters touching its jurisdiction,
see Tit. II. III. IV. and V.
ART. IL--To the judge of the department
court, the department
assembly may add as
many fellow-judges
as it thinks proper, with
the same powers, rank, and salaly : provided
that no more than one judge shall act at the
s_me time, on the same point of the same
cause.

ART. III.--The
salary of a judge of a department court shall be [ ] livres.

FOR
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appeal, nor any petition for expedition,
be
preferred, without being sccompmlied with
a complaint of misbehaviour on the part of
the judge' nor can any order for expechtion
be issued to him, nor any change be made m
his decree, without censure passed on him at
the same time.

TITLE
NATIONAL

X.

ASSEMBLY

COURT.

- ART. I.--Complaint
against a judge of the
metropolitan
court for misbehaviour cannot
be made anywhere but in the national asTITLE
IX.
sembly, nor there unless signed by [six]
member_.
OF THE METROPOLITAN COURT.
ART. II.--Ifreceivedby theassembly,it
ART. I.--The judgesof themetropolitan shall_ppomt two commlttees,onetotryand
courtshallbe electedby thenatlonal
assem- report,the otherto prosecute.
bly. No vacancyshallbe filled
but out of
ART. IiI.
-- Such trial
shall
be conducted,
the rank ofjudgesnext below,
from beginningto end,wlth open doors,and
ART. II.-- A judge of the metropolitan with the utmostpossible
degreeofpublicity.
courtshallhold hisoffice
forhfe,unlessvaART. IV -- No criminalac(_'usation
shall
caredinone orotherofthe iollowing
ways : be preferred
m thenatmnalassemblyagainst
I.Resignation.
any otherpersonwhateverthan a judge of
2. Forfeiture
judicially
pronounced,
the metropohtan court,except ioroffences
3. A motion by a majorityofallthe mere- commlttedin faceof the assembly.
betsentitled
tovoteinthenational
assembly.
4. A motion by a majorityofallthe electorsand members entitled
tovoteatthelast
TITLE
XI.
precedingelection,
generalor particular,
for
or PURSUER-GENERALS.
the choiceof a judge of the metropohtan
court,or of a member of the nationalasAnT. I.u__The functionsof a pursuersembly,
general of an immediate court shall be, iu
ART. IIL--By a motion without forfeiture,
ciwl matters -n metropolitan
judge loses his judicial rank,
1. To reclaim the execution of all laws in
but not his salary. He also loses his capacity
the execution of which no individual has any
of being re.elected during the continuance of special interest, and of those m the execution
the same legislature,
of which the nation has a special interest of
For other matters touching its jurisdiction,
its own, supeladded to that of individuals.
see Tit. II. III. IV. and V.
2. "To act on behalf of the king in his inART. IV. -- The salary of a judge of the dividual capacity, as well in the character of
metropolitan
court shall be [ ] livres,
defendant as that of' plaintiff.
ART. V.--To the metropolitan court shall
3. To act on behalf of every [plalnti_"]
belong [ ] judges, with equal power, rank,
who, through poverty and want of friends,
and salary : provided that no more than one is unable to engage any other advocate.
judge shoJl act at the same time, on the same
4 To obviate any prejudice he sees likely
point, inthesame
cause.
But as manyas
to result to justice from any oversight or unhappen at any time to be unemployed,
may, skilfulness on the part of a [plalnttff']
who
and ought to sit as assessors without vote.
pleads his own cause, or on the part of his
ART. VI.--To
the metropolitan court be- advocate, gratuitous or professional.
longs the cognizance of all causes not prattART_ lI.In penal matters-cularly excepted, in the way of appeal from
1. To superintend the proceedings of every
the department
court [or, if no department
private prosecutor;
to assist him, in case of
courts, from the district courts of appeal.]
oversight or unskilfulness;
and to watch over
Also complaints for misbehaviour, and pe- him, and prevent collusion with the detitions for expedition, even in such cases as fendant.
are excluded from appeal.
2. To reclaim the execution of all penal
ART. VII.--Business,
as it comes in, shall
laws, by performing the functions of prosebe distributed
among the several judges by eutor where no private prosecutor has first
rotation.
ART. VIII. -- From the decree of a judge
_ DEF. G. Omit this paragraph.
of the metropolitan
court, neither can any
" DEF. G. Defendant.
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presented himself, and in the cases, if any,
where individuals are not admtttcd to prosecute.
AnT. llI. -- In eases where the admmistratlve body of the telritory ibr which he
_crves, is empowered to act m the character
ot pursuer by the hands of its procurator_yndic, and the pursuer-general
is not engaged by his office in the other side, he has
concurrent authority with such procuratorsyndic, each cause belonging to that one of
them who is fil_t seized of it. But, to prevent collusion or remissness, each of them
has a right to receive communication of all
such business carried on by the other,
AnT. IV. -- Where a [pursuer"]
whose
interests a [pursuer-general']
has espoused,
happens to be made [defendant _] in a cross
cause growing out of" that m wluch he was
[pursuel,_] the [pur_uer-.qeneral, w] and not
_he [defendcr-qeneralJ]
shall take in charge
the interests of' such party m such dcrivative
cause,
AnT. V.--In a court of appeal, the client
of the [parsuer-p, enera/_] shall be the party
who was the client cf the [pursuer-general']
of the immediate court in the original cause,
ART. VI.--Clauses
in the oath of o[flce to
be taken b!f the pursuer-generals,
m the room
,:f clause I. m the oath appointed to be taken
I,:/_ud:/es : -1. That I will, at all times, be vigilant in
looking out for, forward m entering upon,
•rod faithful in executing, all such business
as the law has given in charge ; not suffering
my,elf to be turned aside ti'om the pursuit
or the pcrformance of it, by redolence, or by
rattiest,
by hope or by fear, by affection or
by cnmlty towards any individual, or class of
men, or party, in the state,
AnT. VII.--3.
That in my zeal on behalf
of the cause I have in charge, I will not seek
to se_ve _t at the expense of truth or justice,
I will not use any endeavours to cause to be
received as true, any fact which I do not beheve to be true ; nor as just, any conclusion
which 1 do not bcheve to be just ; nor my
persuasion of the truth of any fact, or the
justme of any conclusion, as stronger than it
really is : nor will I seek to put upon the
conduct of any man, any colouring other than
what I believe to be true; nor will i exerelse partiality in favour of the party whose
interest Iespouse, any otherwise than by do-
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his cause, in preference to such as make
against it.
_
For the provisions relative to pursuergenerals, see Tit. IIl. Of Judges.
TITLE

XII.

OF DEFENDER-GENERAIS.
AnT. I.--The
functions of a defendergeneral of an immediate court shall be, in
matters civil as well as penal
1. To act on behalf of every defendant
who, through poverty and want of friends,
is unable to engage any other advocate.
2. To obviate any prejudice he sees likely
to result to justice,
from any oversight or
unskdfulness on the part of a defendant who
pleads his own cause, or on the part of his
private advocate, gratuitous or professional.
ART. II. -- To act on behalf of the administrative body of the territory, for which he
serves, in cases where the pursuer-general
is
engaged on the other side.
But this in coneurrence with the procurator-syndic
of that
body, in the same manner as the pursuergeneral would have had to act.
_
For the other provisions relative to
defender.generals,
see Tit. III. Of Judges,
and Tit. XI. Of Pursuer-Generals.

TITLE
XIII.
or S_CR_T CAVSES.*
ART. I.--In certain cause_ the proceedings
shall be secret throughout,
except in the
courts hereinafter mentioned.
These are-I. Where secresy is necessary to the peace
or honour of families, by reason of the dishonour, or other uneasiness, which might ensue, ff the disagreements
and weaknesses.
and other unprosperous circumstances of their
members, were to be divulged to the world at
large.
On this ground, the following causes are to
be classed under the head of secret causes :_
1. Generally all causes in which near relations are concerned against each other.
2 Also causes betwixt guardmn and ward,
in as far as the propriety of the conduct of
the ward comes in question.
AnT. II.--Under
the denomination of near
relatmns ate to be comprehended,
for this

ing such acts as justice requires to be done,
* This T_tle belongs properly to the Code of
and giving such counsel as justice lequires to Procedure. A general sketch of the contents is
be f_nven, on his behalf, and by applying my given here, to serve as an object of comlmnson
faculties to the discovering and presenting
with the article of the Committee's Draught,
of such consideratmns
_s make in favour of [TIT.
I. ART. 2.] which touches upon the
_
topic of pubheity_ and that part which coneern_
-- _
the estabhshment of family-tribunals [TIT. IX.
• DEe'. G. Defendant.
A_tv. 11_ 12, 13, and 14 ;] an establishment,
" DEf. G. Defender-General.
the desigm of which, it is conceived, would be
ffiDEe. G. become Pursuer.
I better answered by a modification thus given to
; Dzr, G. Pursuer-General.
[ the proceedings of the ordinary courts.
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purpose, persons related to ari individual in
any of the following degrees, by blood or alliance ; viz.
1. Wife, or husband,
2. Descendants.
3. Father, mother, and other relations in
the descending line.
4. Brethren and sisters, of the whole or
half blood, and their descendants.
5. Uncles and aunts, of the whole or half
blood, in any degree,
ART. III.--To
this class belong, in a more
especial manner, causes of the iollowing nature : -1. Causes between husband and wife, for
disobedience, extravagance,
hard treatmcnt,
adultery, or impotence.
2. Causes between
parent and child for
extravagance,
undutifulness,
idleness, theft,
embezzlement,
defraudmcnt,
indecorum, on
one side ; or hard treatment,
or neglect of
education, improper education, or exposal of
chastity, on the other,
3. Prosecutions
for incest ; and causes in
the course of which incest may come to be
proved, or to be attempted to be proved,
4. Causes relative to the pregnancy or delivery of unmarried women, and the discovery
of the father of the child,
ART. IV. -- But the secresy shall not be
carried beyond the occasion ; insomuch that,
in relation to any point in respect to which
it may be clear that neither the honour nor
the peace of the parties litigant, or any of
them, can be affected by the publicity of the
proceedings, the same publicity shall be observed as in other cases,
Such may be, for example,
1. Any mere question of law relative to
a family settlement,
or a will, or a share in
the effects of an intestate,
2. Any question of fact in any such cause
not affecting the moral character of the par_y,
or relative to the conduct of some stranger,
AnT. V._II.
Where secresy is dictated by
the regard due to decency. To this class belong such causes as are covered with the veil
of seeresy, in order to avoid wounding or
enfeebling the sentiment of modesty, as well
on the part of the auditors as the persons
concerned, viz.
Causes, as well penal as civil, relative to
any irregularities
of the venereal appetite ;
including several of those mentioned under
the former bead.
ART. VI._In
causes appointed to be kept
secret for the peace or honour of families,
the secret mode of proceeding shall not be
observed unless on the requisition of some
one at least of the parties,
ARe. VIL _ Causes appointed to be kept
secret for the sake of decency, shall be kept
so although the parties were all of them to
desire the contrary,
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ART. VIIL--The
seal of secresy, having
been once affixed, shall not be taken off, unless in the cases mentioned in Art. IV. until
after judgment in the last instance : nor then,
unless some one of the parties demands it ;
alleging for the ground of his demand, partiality on the part of the judges, or some one
of them, through whose hands it has passed.
The cause shall m that case be re-heard publicly before ajudge of equal rank, to be named
by the supreme court ; and if such charge
of partiality shall have been deemed rash or
malicious, the offender shall suffer as well for
the wound given to the peace or honour of
the family, as for the calumny against the
judge.
AnT. IX.III. In certain causes, secresy
shall be observed at the outset, to prevent
falsehood from gaining instruction.
These
are-]. All penal causes admitting of corporal
punishment, afflictive or igaom!nions, ol iraprlsonment,
or ba_ushment for any longer
term than a year.
2. All causes, civil as well as penal, upon
special and satisfactory reason given for apprehendiug a confederacy in i_alsehood.
In the latter class of causes, the examination of each exammant, whether party or witncss, may, and in the former shall, of course,
be performed in secret ; and such secret examination may even be repeated, so long as
it is thought proper by the judge to examine
them separately : but judgment
shall never
be given until the minutes of secret examination have been read in public, the examinants re-examined in public, with liberty to
object to the verity of the minutes, and confrontation, where proper and possible, performed, and parties and advocates on both
sides heard in argument.
ART. X. _ Out of regard _o pecuniary
reputation, certain inquiries shall, at the requlsition of _ny party, be made in the secret
mode, in the course of whatever cause they
come to be made.
These are
1. Inquiries made relative to the pecuniary
circumstances of both or either of the parties,
for the purpose of awarding satisfaction in
case of an offence other than infamous.
2. Inquiries made, in the same view, reintire to the circumstances of the party injured,
in case of an infamous offence.
3. Inquiries made, in cases of debt, into
the pecuniary circumstances of either party,
for the purpose of ascertaining whether any
and what respite shall be granted to the
debtor.
ART. XL _ Present at all secret business
shall be a pursuer-general
and a defendergeneral ; and, if necessary, a secretary of the
court, to take the minutes, sworn to secresy
in like manner as the magistrates above mentioned.
[See Tit. IlL § 4.]
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AnT. XIl.--For
all secret business a partitular register-book shall be kept under the
name of the secret register-book,
AnT. XIII. _ Secret business, unless in
case of out-door duty, shall be transacted in
the judge's chamber ; the adjournment being
performed only for the moment in incidental
inqlfiries, and the auditory left sitting in the
public place of justiee

TITLE
XIV.
PAUPERS.
A]tT. I.--Tbc judge, if upon report by the
pursue_-general
or the defender-general,
as
the case is, it shall appear to him that, for
the rendering of justme in any ca, Lse, certain
expenses are necessary on the part of elther
of the parties, who is unable to defray them,
shall draw upon [the paymaster of the territory] iu favour of such advocate, to the
_mount of such expense ; and so from time
to time, as often as there shall be occasion
during the continuance of the cause,
AnT. II.-- In such draught shall be speeified a particular of all the several purposes
for which the money shall be deemed necessary by computation : and it shall be signed
by the pubhc advocate of the pauper, as well
as by the judge,
ART. III. -- ]-Four] times m every year
rviz. on the quarter-day in each quarter,]
the public advocates of the territory shall
each deliver in to [the paymaster] an account
of the disbursements of ,all momes so drawn
for andreceived, distinguishing under the head
of each cause, the momes received and disbursed onaccount of that cause ; and stating
each item of disbursement,
according to the
_ime on which, and the particular service for
which it was made. and shall, at the time of
dehvering in such account, ref.md the whole
of the balance which the account admits to
be in their hands,
AnT. IV.-- If the adversary of the pauper
on whose account money has been drawn tot,
as above, should be a solvent person, and it
should bethought
fit, by the judge, to charge
him with costs, the amount shall be paid to
the pauper's public advocate, and by him refunded to the [pay,nast¢r of the territory] at
the next permdlcal time of settling their accounts,
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OF

TRIAL

XV.
BY JURYo

AnT. I. _ Trial by jury shall be awarded
no otherwise, than upon requisition made by
some one of the sets of persons, at whose requisition appeal goes, according to Tit. VI.
from the district court of appeal to the me-
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tropolitan court, in the cases not regularly
appealable : nor shall requisition be made for
that purpose, until the judgment of the metropolitan court has been sent down to the
immediate distr'ct court, where execution,
if awarded, is to be performed.
ART. I2. -- In the following cases alone,
requisition for such purpose may be made :1. Where the judgment of the metropolitan
court imports sentence of death, or indelible
corporal punishment, or afflictive corporal
punishment, or iguominiousc0rporalpmlishment, or imprisonment,
or banishment from
the kingdom for a longer term than a year.
2. When the decision of the metropolitan
court, respecting the principal question of
fact, is opposite to the decisions of both the
courts below.
AnT. III.In all cases where such requlsition is admitted, the judgment of the metropolitan corot, after hawng been publicly
read in the immediate court, by which execution is to be awarded, shall be hung up,
in conspicuous characters, in a particular part
of the court appropriated
to that purpose:
and. to give time for the collection of signatures, [two] days, both exclusive, shall intervene m such case, between the hanging
up of such judgment and the execution of
the sentence, for a preliminary requisition,
as according to Tit. VI.; and [seven] Chtire days more, reckoning from the time of
presentation,
for a definitive requisition.
AnT. IV. -- Upon a rehearing thus lald
before a jury, all witnesses ought regularly
to be re-examined : but as it may happen
that, in a cause ever so strongly contested,
there may be certain points, the evidence
respecting which may appear to every one
incontestible ; and that the abode of the witnesses, relative to those points, may be in
foreign parts, or very distant parts of the
kingdom ; the persons requiring may, in their
reqmsition,
distinguish such witnesses from
the rest : m which case, the reading of the
minutes of what passed on the examination
of such witnesses at the former trial, shall
stand in the place of their re-examination.
And it is the _uty of the judge to point
out to the subscribers, when attending him
with the requisition, all witnesses so eircumstanced.
A_T. V. -- The manner of striking a jury
shall be as follows :Forty-two persons shall be taken, by lot,
out of the list of the active citizens dwelling
in the town, or in any parish of which the
church is not more than one great league distant from the town.house : the lottery being
drawn by [the keeper of the hst,] in the presence of both parties, or their representatives.
Of these forty-two, the pursuer and the defendant shall each strlke off twelve: the remaining eighteen shall be bound to attend :
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of those who attend, ml equal number shall
again be stricken off by the parties (if there
remain an odd one, that odd one by the
judge,) till the number be reduced to twelve;
these twelve shall sit upon the trial.
ART. VI.--The
judge to try the cause
shall be a judge of appeal of some one of the
districts contiguous to that by the immediate
court whereof the sentence would have been
to be executed: the choice to be determined
by a lottery, drawn in presence of the parties,
or their representatives, by the judge of such
immediate court : provided that the judge so
chosen maysit by deputy, if bethinks proper,
ART. VII. -- The punishment of a juror,
for non-attendance,
shall be a fine of [12]
livres : and if the cause should be delayed for
want of a sufficient number, the absentees
shall, amongst them, be chargeable with the
costs occasioned by such delay.
ART. VIII. -- To prevent such delay, the
number deficient may be supplied amongst
the bystanders, to be named upon the spot,
by the judge ; and each person so named, if
possessed of the qualifications
of au active
citizen, shall, unless objected to by either
party, for specific and sufficient cause, be
forthwith aggregated to such of the jurymen
as appear, until the full number be completed,
AItT. IX. k Persons who have once served
on a jury, or attended for that purpose, shall
stand exempted from taking their chance aseeond time, until the number remaining liable
shall be reduced below eighty-five,
AsT. X. -- When the evidence has been
gone through, the arguments heard, and the
judge's charge delivered, balloting-balls shall
be delivered to the jury, three to each : one
black one, to denote conviction ; one white,
to denote acquittal ; and the one half black
and half white, to denote uncertainty.
To
give their votes, each shall secretly depusit,
in one common box, provided for that purpose, the ball expressive of the state of his
opinion, returning the two others, with equal
secresy, into the common box, or bag, in
which they were brought,
The defendant shall stand acquitted,
if
more white balls than one are found in the
voting-box,
or if there be not so many as
seven black ones.
ART. XI._Ifin
the course ofthls rehearing any fresh matter comes out, tending to
aggravate orextenuate the offence, the judge,
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in case of conviction, may vary the punishment accordingly : but if not, it is expected
of him that he adhere to the sentence pronounced by the metropolitan court.
ART. XII. _ At the trial, either party
mayobject to any juryman, on the groundof
mrtiality : and such objection shall be allowed
or disallowed by the judge, according as, upon
due examination, he finds reasonable.
But
every such objection shall be made, before
the parties are admitted to strike off jurors,
without cause assigned: nor shall either party
be admitted to object to any juror, after the
numbers have been reduced to twelve, Unless he show, to the satisfaction of the judge,
that good cause of objection, on his part, lay
to all those whom he struck off, out of the
whole number of forty-two, at the time of the
drawing of the lottery'.
ART. XIII. k Causes of partiality to warrant the challenging of a juror, may be any
of those specified in Tit. IV., to which may
be added, the case where there is reason to
think that the juror challenged is, by reason
of some party affection, prejudiced against
the challenger. But the allowing or disallowing the challenge rests, in all cases, upon the
discretion of the judge, determining upon the
party's own examination, upon oath, and any
other evidence thathappens to be forthcoming
upon the spot.
ART. XIV.--The
metropolitan court may,
if it thinks proper, order that, in the event of
a requisition made for a jury, the minutes of
the former trial, as well as of the proceedings
in the appeals, shall be printed, at the expense, and sold for the account, of the district where the trial will be: in that case, the
trial before the jury shall not come on till the
minutes above mentioned have been printed,
and a copy delivered to each of the eighteen
jurymen remaining after the lottery has been
drawn, and the jury reduced to that number,
from forty-two, as by Art. V.
The jury, if, upon comparison of the evidence upon the trial before them with the
evidence on the former trmls, they should
deem the requisition of a jury to have been
frivolous, and made without reasonable cause,
may, if they think fit, decree that the loss,
if any, upon the publication of the minutes
above mentioned, shall be borne jointly by
the persons by whom the requisition was
signed.
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CHAPTER
I.
the legislature.
Justice shall not be admiTIT. I. _ OF COURTSOF JusTicE, AND OF I n.istered in the name of the K_ng, or any
Jvw_s
xt_ GESEitAL."
single person. (1)
]
Committee's Draught.--Art.
I. Justice
New Draught.--ART.
I. The fountain of [ shall be administered in the name of the
justice is the nation, through the channel of
King. No individual subject, no body-curl porate, can have the right of causing it to be
• Whettmr my uraugtlt, haa it come nrst, I r_ndered ;. _h_. _.mo_ ra_
would have included under this head all the to- I _ ..........
__" k. /
• which
. have been embraced by the commit. [
Observatwns
pies
_
•-- ( 1) Justme to be admmisice's draught_ was not worth ingu_ry. Treading _ tered in the king's name ?-- Why so ? why
in their steps, I have made a point of exhibiting [ in the name of any one ? What is the meana suceedaneum.to everything in their plan that [ing of administering
justice in this or that
see measusec_.tibleo_ amen omen_ _,
] person's name ? Whatever is done in the way
•l'ne iOllOwlng snort analys_s o! the contents, _ • -.
• .
.
..
-- •
" show , at th• same ,I oI 3usuce,
is •anne •unuer ,. me authority
ur
ot.....
tnelr araug ht "'1
wll serve to
- .
. , •
._
time, the arrangement I should have preferred. [ some juage" elther aurae.mutely vy mmset.r,
The four first articles have for their subject, the | or ny some person unuer ms confrere. In tins
source from whence judicial authority xs hence- way, as in every other, whatever act is done
forward to be denned: namely, a joint choice to by any man oueht to bear the name of him
be made by the body
" does
1"t, that
_ the title it h as to o be dience
.....of the people and the lung, who
not by a buyer ann sener, as unuer the ancient ma be exactl known and that he h se
system of venality.
.y...
y
, ......
w o
,Vho so,,enth _i-hth and ninth articles are ac_ lr is may De responslme 1or _oe conseo
ncc_pi_ed_insett]ng_imit's to the powers which in quences.
The introduction of the name of
future are to be regarded as belonTng to the any person other than the judge, in acts exjudicial branch of government : as is the tenth, presslve of the wiU or opinion of a judge, is
in establishing the independence
of some of the of ev iI exam_nl e, and tends to mc
" ulca te false
•
classes of persons
to whom. those vowers areto
• .. _ous conce .._mns. -t
•
.
ann_ rmscme
inn ..
Km ,S
be entrusted, m as far as independence consists
.......
P _ _
g
_ ..e*hno.*..hoin_,_
.n
ro_avah]o_ -°xc°_t_rin the. w_v_. name oagn_.....teas1;oi art _o stanu as an exception to this rule: ff the king's will ts the
of punishment.
In articles 5 and 12,is contained the first pro- cause of rendering justice, the inference is,
vision of any efficacy that is to be found, perhaps, that the king's will ought to be the guide in
in any European cede, for letting the poor, that rendering it. To what purpose, then, begin
is, the bulk of the community, iron a share of the a body of laws with a figure of speech, which
protection afforded by the law; to wit, by abolishing court-fees and law-taxes, and admitting has no precise meaning, which has no use,
every man to plead in his own cause,
and which, if it had any effect, would have
Articles 13, 14, 15, and 16, are employed in a mischievous one ?
taking care that that share shall be an equal one;
The idea of the king's being, as the lawyers
by the abolitmn of those iniquitous privileges,
which gave to certain classes advantages over front of the body of laws to which they relate.
They are a sort of scaffolding, which Is of no
others, with regard to the facility of obtaining use when the building is up, and ought not to
Justme.
remain mixed with it.
Article 11 has for its subject, the publicity of
Source of judicial power, limits of judicial
law proceedings,
the surest and indispensable power, justice to everybody, and that equal jussafeguard
of all justice.
The two last articles, 17 and 18, are resolu- tree: such are in brief the topics touched upon
tions relative to business extraneous to the sub- in this title.
ject of thin draught; namely, the establishment
At so small an expense of paper, seldom, if
of a code of procedure in civil causes, and of a ever, havesuchlargeadvancesbeenmadetowards
penal code.
the point of perfection m any public line. This
Articles 2 and 3 are also resolutions rather tribute of'applause, suggested by a general view,
than laws ; the contents being re.enacted in could not in justice be withheld: what particular
detail, and superseded under subse'quent heads, remarks I may have occasion te present, will wear
Many, if not most of the others, may perhaps a different complexion. Unhappily, where leglsbe found in the same case. Resolutions should latmnisthesubject,commen{tation_swastepaper:
be marked as such, and collected togetherin the it i_ only correctmn that can be of us_
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term it, the .fountain of justzce, is a remnanl
of feudal barbarism ; a branch of that poisonous tree which the National Assembly have
already, to their immortal honour, rooted up. _
Under that system, that justice should be
administered in the king's name was equally
_latural and proper :-- Why ? because under
that system it used actually to be administered "by him : under that system he used
actually to sit as judge.
It was equally narural and necessary he should do so: he of
all men stood the best chance, though a precarious one it often was, of seeing his decrees
respected: he, whose standard was followed
_n time of war, was the only man whose voice
would be listened to in time of peace.
In
that short interval, justice was his great eraployment.
Legislation there was scarce any :
foresight, leisure, intelhgence,
power, every
requisite for it, was wanting.
Peace was
kept, government was carried on, as occasmn
started, m *_heex post facto mode ofjudmmry
decrees.
Administration
there was next to
none : no pubhc purse : towns without government, except that of masters over slaves ;
no standing army ; the idea of colonies and
of a navy equally unknown ; there was next
to nothing to administrate.
The king was
maintained,
and a considerable part of the
small expense of government defrayed, out
of the king's private estate,
As the business of legislation and adminlstration increased, not to mention the more
Important business of luxury and pleasure,
the king withdrew himself little by little
from the judgment-seat:
first, judges were
called m to his assistance : by degrees he left
them to sit and act by themselves,
with
liberty to make use of his name. In that
state of things, there was a use and propriety
in introducing the king's name into the proceedings of courts of justice.
At this time
of day, were a king to take a fancy to resume
his long-abandoned station on the judgmentseat. would either Frenchmen or Englishmen
permit it ? They know better.
Court is
the region of favour: the very air of it is
pestiferous to justice.
Then why give the
people to understand that the king is judge,
when he is no such thing ? Leave the rattle
of fiction to such children in legislation as
our lawyers. You, who to the virtue of youth,
add the intelligence
of manhood, what use
can such toys be of to you ?
I£ for the sake of dignity, you wish at any
time. in the language of your solemn acts,
to throw a sort of veil over the personality
of the judge, a better cannot be found than
what all nations possess in the abstract term
Justice : instead of De par le Rot, say De
par la Justice.
The king, it will be said on the other side,
* Decrecs of August1789, and February 1790.
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is the executive power: it is in his name,
therefore, that the decrees of justice ought to
be executed ; at least, if not originally pro*
mu]gated.
This comes of old confused systerns and ill-imagined appcllatives.
The king
is not, nor ever can be, in any proper sense
of the word executwn, the executive power :
the power of the nation, in as far as it is
employed in the execution of the decrees of
judges against the opponents of justice, is
not, ought notto be, cannot he, in the king's
hand. It must be m the hands of the judges
themselves, each acting within the sphere of
his jurisdiction,
and under the controul of
his superior, up to the supreme court of ju&cature, which acts under no other controul
than that of the representatives of the nation.
Suppose, in a settled state of things, a man
ordered into custody m a regular way by a
court of justice at Antibes or Perplgnan,
and rescued by a mob.
Is justice to be at
a stand till informatmn has been transmatted
to the king at Paris, and orders received from
him for a party of militia or regulars to assist
m the recapture ? The king of England is,
at this moment, a despot m comparison of
the king of France ; yet even the king of
England is not to this purpose, nor to any
purpose but that of systematic language, the
executive magistrate.
Every man almost
who bears the name of a judge, as well as
several who do not, may command for this
purpose the whole power of the country within the limits of his jurisdiction.
The chiefjustice of England commands to this purpose
the power of all England: citizens, militia,
regulars, everything ; even navy, I suppose,
if there were occasion : the king cannot to
this purpose command a single man. Charles
II. ordered a man into custody, for what,
had the order been issued by a judge, would
have been deemed good cause : the order was
adjudged illegal because it was the king's.
If an order signed by the king of England
were to be delivered to a goaler anywhere to
release a man under arrest for debt, would
it be held legal? No certainly.
Bat if jus/ice must be executed without the king, and
even in spite of the king, in what sense can
his power be termed, to this purpose, the
execut_ve._
The truth is, that, in any intelligible sense
of the word executive, he is not the executire power to any purpose.
What is it that
he executes ? Not the decrees of the leglslature, or those of the ministers of justice
against internal enemies : those decrees, as
we have just seen, are executed by others,
without his intervention,
and in spite of it.
Not the decrees of the legislature against
external adversaries : the legislature of one
country does not make laws to be obeyed
by the inhabitants of another ; it does not
make laws for enemies.
There are no laws,
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then, for him to execute against enemies. In
What is the good that is to result from so
llis hands, indeed, is placed the force destined
evll an example ? As a means of preserving
to act against foreign enemies : in his hands the people from an imprudent choice, the
is vested the administration of that force, in efficacy of any such option can be worth but
all its various branches.
Say that it is in little. If, in virtue of any cause whatsoever,
virtue of a law that he makes war against
a body of people are likely to make one foolthe enemy.
He then executes that law in a ish choice, what should hinder the same peocertain sense if he obeys It. But how is the ple from making two ? Satisfy yourself, that
law, then, executed ? only in as far as it is the choice of the people in this instance ought;
obeyed: but not ill the sense in which a law not to outweigh that of the king's ministers;
is said to be executed upon or against those
and it must be by such arguments as ought
who withhold or refuse obedience.
A man, to satisfy you, that, in the first instance at
by obeying a law requiring his obedience,
least, the appointment
ought not to be left
without waiting for its being executed upon in any way to their choice. To be consistent,
him for disobedience, may, in a certain sense,
you should give the nomination to the king ;
be said to execute the law: but does this and if you give the people anything,
the
render his obedience an exercise of executive
cTtion only to them.
In this way the choice
power? If it does, every man ls the executlve
of the people is exposed to open contempt,
power, and king and subject are the same and the security gained by it is not worth a
thing. The tent's power, then, may be termstraw. In the mode I have ventured to proed, if you please, the admzn_strat_ve power : pose -- (see Tit. III.§ 1 & 5)--the
highest
but in what sense is it the executive ?
security is given, and the respect due to the
Words in themselves are of no sort of conchoice of the people presel red invmlate.
sequence ; but when they are made the founAs to the person of the king, it is on all
¢lation of practical institutions,
then surely
accounts plainly out of the question.
I ask
their propriety becomes worth investigation,
not what the king, but what the king's miVChether the practical institutions grounded
roster for this department,
can know about
on this verbal theory are right or wrong ; and the character of two persons chosen by the
whether, if wrong, the error is material or people from among themselves,
in a distant
otherwise,
may be seen under the next ar- province, more than the people themselves
ticle,
know? Whatever judgment is to govern in
this business, will have been formed, not by
!Vew .Draugltt._Art.
II. The judges shall the king's minister, not by the keeper of the
in general be elected by the persons subject
seals, for example, but by some mostensible
to their jurisdiction;
and that m manner
whisperer, someintr_guant
aboutthe keeper,
hereinafter specffied. (2)
who has eonnexions in the province.
Committee'sDraught.--Art.
II. The]udges
The most considerable effect such an arshall be chosen by the proper subjects to rangement seems likely to have, is that of
their jurisdiction,
in manner and form herestrengthening
ministerml influence.
It will
inafter to be mentmned.
The judges shall
concern every candidate to be well at court :
beappointedbythe
king, upona presentatmn
that, if first, he may not be rejected, and
to be made to him of two candidates chosen
that, if last, he may be preferred.
This profor each vacant office.(b)
perty, howsoever it might recommend it in
Observatmns. _ (2) (b) The share here
England, quadrates but ill with the principles
given to the king in the choice of the ministhat seem to be umversallyreceivedmFrance.
ters of justice, seems neither consistent with
It is the essential property of" comraandto be
utility in the abstract, nor with received
environed with a sphere of 2nflueJ_ce much
principles,
more extensive than its own. The king must
Were the matter never referred to the have command: therefore he cannot be di_
choice of the people at all, a choice made by vested of a//_nfluence.
But the less influence
the king, or rather in the king's name, might
he has as such, the better.
Here we have a
pass for that which it might be presumed the department without any command, consisting
people would have made, had it been put to of nothing but influence.
And this departthem to make a choice.
A presumption
of merit is not so much as a remnant of the old
that nature, whatever there maybe in it, can system: it has not usage and antiquity to
under this arrangement no longer be tmld up. recommend it. The King of France is not
Two candidates are presented to the king m the use of having anything to do with the
by the people : one who, it is proved, is the appointment to the provincial offices of jusmost acceptable to them of the two ; the tlce: they have been always bought and sold :
other, who is the least acceptable.
Shall the the seller and the buyer between them have
king's minister have it in his power to force
chosen the buyer.
upon them the one whom they hke least,
Justice,
I have already said it, was the
depriving them of the one who has been de- proper business of a feudal king.
Justice,
clared to have their preference ?
eveu the naming of the persons who shall
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administer it, is no fit business for a modern
one. The military department--that
departmentot whmh the measures depend so much
for their success upon promptitude,
and the
complete combination of a vast multitude of
scattered instruments--the
military department is the proper, and only proper field of
action for a monarch.
It is essential that
every branch of that department, everything
that may be necessary to complete a body of
force destined to act against an enemy, should
be at the disposal of a single band. War-office,
ordnance-office, admiralty-board,
navy-board,
fortresses, dock-yards, even treasury-board,
to the amount of the sums, and with restrictlon as to their application, provided by the
delegates of the nation--everything
of that
sort, ought to be at his devotion.
Bnt we
want no king, to sell us to foreign powers, to
throw away our money in buying the useless
aud permcious assistance of foreign powers, to
make treaties in our name without our knowledge, to insult weaker nations, and dictate
laws to them on pretence of mediatmn, or to
plunge us into war before we have any suspicion of the cause. As little do we want a
king at the Louvre or St. James's, to tell us
what persons are best deserving of our confidence in Northumberland
or Provence.When I search for the advantages expected
from this power among the detall_ of its upplication, my embarrassment, Instead of being
relieved is increased.
Where the election is
lodged in the hands of picked men, men
thought
worthy to be entrusted
with the
choice of the members of the administrative
bodies, and of the sovereign legislature,
or
men considered as still more select, and still
better entitled to confidence; the choice made
by the people by these chosen electors xs put,
I find, under subjection to this over-ruling
power.
Where the election is thrown open
to the lowest order ofeitizens, to those whose
contributions do not amount to more than half
a crown in the year, to those who are but
the electors of the above-mentioned
picked
electors, the choice thus made is left without
controul.
Where ignorance is least apprebended, an expedient is employed for correcting the choice that may be made by ignorance :
where ignorance is most apprehended,
the
corrective is withheld,
Nine sorts of courts are comprised in the
institution,
exclusive of the High National
court constructed upon principle_ too pecullar to be brought here into the account. In
five of these instances,* the appoiutment
follows the general rule laid do_m by this
1. The district court,
2. The district court Of administration and
revenue.
3. The department court.
4. The superior court.
/_. The supreme court of revision,

[CHAP. I.

article : in the other four the rule is departed
from, _ and the choice of the electors stands
uncontrouled.
Of these exceptions, the first
that presents itself is that of the canton court,
filled by a single judge, under the dcnonnnation of a judge oflhepeace.
This example augments my embarrassment still further. Where
the judges are to sit in bodies of five, ten,
twenty, and six-and-thirty,
each individual
capable of making up for any deficiency that
may be exhibited by the unfitness of another,
the remedy provided against a bad choice is
applied: where the person chosen is to act
alone, the remedy is withheld.
And to the
court of this judge, as well as to the other
courts, is given a portion of jurisdiction exerupt from appeal.
Will it be said, that the class of causes in
which the judge is exempted from eontroul
is the very lowest only m the scale of importance 9--causes, I mean, of not more than
fiity livres value ? This indeed is what I fear:
for, according to my measure, among causes
merely pecuniary, these are precisely those
which stand highest in the scale. But of this
under the next title.
The complication introduced by this systern of royal controul, would, of itself, form
a sufficient ground for rejecting it, unless
some very unequivocal
advantage could be
shown to flow from it. Complication infects
the general mode chalked out by the general
article.
Further complication results from
the discordance between the instances in
which the general rule is observed, and the
instances, almost equally numerous, in which
it xs departed from. One useless law renders
another necessary : for the provision, though
redundant,
is defective.
Along with the
choice of two candidates, a negative is unawares given upon both ; and there it must
continue, unless more laws are made to take
itaway.
Should the minister dislike both the
elected candidates, and withhold the royal
option with or without pretence of hcsitao
tion, the impediment might last till they both
died, for anything there is ia this code to put
an end to it.
The reasons, which plead in favour of the
king's suspensive power in matters of legisla*
tion, apply not in any degree to this share in
the creation of judicial power.
To exercise
that suspensive power, would be to say to
the agents of the nation--" Isuspect your mad
turer judgment will be different on this head
fromyourpresentopinion:"or"Isuspectthat,
were the opinion of the people for whom you
act to be -known, it would be found different
from yours." To exercise this elective power.
tl- The canton court.
2. The reconciliation office of the district.
3. The court of the judges of trade_
4. The court of pohce formed by the taunt°
cipal councils in towns.
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would be to say, " The wish of the people,
I see, is to have Paul to judge them ; but I,
disregarding their wishes, choose they should
have Peter."
For this, as for every other act of kingly
power, the committee,
I suppose, mean to
have some person or other responsible.
But
what minister would have the courage to
take upon himself the responsibility of such a
choice?
God forbid that for this or for anything else,
I should accuse the committee of intentionally betraying the cause of the people. Pohcy
should forbid, though truth did not, so ungenerous an imputation.
Their offences against
popularity are but peccadillos, in comparison
with mine. To confess the truth, even in this
very instance, they have gone farther on the
popular side than perhaps, without the encouL
ragement of their example, I should have yentured to have gone. I have been distressed
for years what to do with the appointment
of judges : whether to give it the people ;
or to 91ve it (or as in England it would be,
to eonttnue it), to the king.
It might be a
matter of some difficulty to point out any
specific mischief which has resulted in Eng]and from this part of the king's prerogative
as it stands at present.
But on this point,
neither do the past usages nor the present
views of the two kingdomsafford any parallel,
The king of England has always had the
nomination of almost everything that goes
by the name of a judge.
In this line, except
in an insignificant office or two, such as that
of coroner, the people know not what it is
to choose. They might choose for chief-jusrice an Hottentot,
or an ourang.outang : and
our profound constitutionalists,
who worship
precedent as the test of excellence, would
expect no better choice.
To us, a system of
local judicature, distributing justice upon the
spot, in all its branches, is new, not only in
practice, but in imagination.
With us, no
man has yet been found bold enough to insinuate, that fifty pounds may be too high a
price to pay for five shillings, or four hundred
miles too far to go for it. While the trade of
justice is in a manner confined to Westminster
Hall, the king at St. James's has not far to
look in order to choose the dealers,
It is surely a bold experiment this of trusting the people at large with the choice of their
judges: the boldest, perhaps, that ever was
proposed on the popular side. My thoughts
were divided betwixt the king and the repreaentative assemblies.
I could scarce think
of looking so far down the pyramid, as to
the body of the people.
But now that the
committee has given me courage to look the
idea in the face, I have little fear of the suetess.
My wish, however, is to see the experiment fairly tried, in its simplest form, and
not clogged by a temperament in which I see
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the mischievous effects I have been stating,
and in which I can descry no use.
What I accuse the committee of, is the
instituting this fund oi corruption, not for
the sake of the king, not for the sake of
ministers, but for the sake of a word : and I
retract immediately if their own candour does
not plead guilty to the charge.
The king is
the executwe power : justice is a thing which
requires to be executed; being a thing to be
executed, it must be executed by him. Something at least he must be seen to do toward
the execution of it : and this is the way in
which his interference will do least mischief.
.New Draught. -- Art. III. No office Conferring judicial power, or the exclusive pr_vilege of ministering by particular services to
the exercise of such power, shall be created
by the sole authority of the king .for any l_urpose, much less in order to be sold.
Committee'sDraught.--Art.
IIL No office
conferring judicial power can henceforward,
under any pretence, be created to be sold. (c)
Observations.-(3) (c) The addition of
the passage distinguished in my draught by
italics seems necessary to fulfil the intention
of the committee.
Jailors, clerks, bailiffs,
criers, &c. are within the reason of the law;
they are not within the words of the cornmittee's draught.
In condemning the venality of judicial
offices, without limitation--consequently
by
whomsoever sold, on account of whomsoever,
and on whatsoever terms--the
committee
goes beyond the mark, and ties the hand of
the legislature, as far the hands of a legislature can be tied. In a paper on the Patriottc
Auction, proposed under Tit. IlL § 2, of my
draught, as an expedient for saving something of the vast expense of so many judges'
salaries, preserving the right of election-inviolate, I state what the real mischiefs of
venality were upon the old plan, and show
that mine stands clear of them.
2_ew Draught. _ Art. IV. Justice shall
be administered gratis.
Provision shall be
made for the ministers of justice by salaries.
All exaction, or acceptaace of fees, by per.
sons any wag co_merued in the admlnistratio_t
ofjust,ee,
zs hereby declared illegal.
Art. V. All stamp duties or other duties
upon law proceedings are hereby abolished:
and all laws made to ensure the collection of
such duties, are so far firth repealed. (4)
Committee's Draught.-Art. IV. Justice
shall be administered gratis, and appointments
for the judges shall be provided to a sufficient
amount, proportioned to the dignity of their
stations, and the importance of their runetions. (d)
Observations. -- (4) (d) So much good
has seldom been proposed in so few words. 1_
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have taken upon me to subjoin reasons forthe
The settling a plan of correspondence, by
measure, principally with a view to the coun- means of which the legislature might put ittry in which it will be scorned, but not alto- self in possession of such means of judging
gether without an eye to that in which it will of the conformity of the laws to their design,
be crowned. If it be desirable that good laws as the opportunities afforded to the judges
be established, it is not altogether super- by local situation and particular experience,
ttuous that it should be genemUy understood
must render them peculiarly well quahfied to
on what accounts and to what a degree they supply.
are so. Power gives existence to a law for
In the provision to be made for the first ot
the moment, but it is upon reason that it these objects, some attention seemed neces°
must depend for its stability.
The discus- sary, in order to avoid throwing down, by a
sion being thought too long for a note, forms side wind, the whole fabric of what is somea separate paper,
times called the unwritten law:--the
collecThe concluding part of this article, as it tion of rules of law deduced upon occasion
stands in the committee's draught, is rather from the observation of the course taken by
a resolution than a law. It might be as well the courts of justice in their decisions. This
perhaps to omit it in this place, and add it to bastard sort of law cannot, it is true, too
the string of resolutions with which this title
soon be made to give place to the legitimate;
concludes,
but there must be some law in the country
The concluding part of the fourth article
m the meantime.
A judge, in as far as his
in my draught, together with the fifth article,
decision in one case serves as a rule in a subseemed necessary to give complete effect to sequent one, is in effect a legislator - and a
the general provision, and place the intended
large proportion of what goes by the name,
extent of it beyond the reach of doubt,
and has the effect of law, has, in France as
If these taxes are abolished, a hst of the
well as England, no other origin than this.
laws therewith abolished should be subjoined.
In refusing to these new judges all share in
This is a sort of appendix that should be legislation, it may be necessary not to extend
subjoined as soon as possible to every decree
the stigma of reprobation to the unwritten or
of the new legislation, as well in order to ob- judiciary law, the result of those acts of in.
elate doubts, as in order to prune off so much direct legislation, which have been exercised
of the dead wood, and reduce the bulk of the by their predecessors.
body .of the law.
In virtue of decrees already passed by the
assembly, articles of law, deemed other than
_New Draught. _ Art. VI. The judges have
constitutional
ones, are presented to the king
no share in legislative power. Appointed for for his consent, and sanctioned by him. Ar.
the express purpose of enforcing obedience to tides of law deemed constitutional,
are dethe laws, their duty is to be foremost in obe- elated not to require the king's sanction. In
dience.
Any attempt on the part of a judge
this very draught of the committee, are conto frustrate or unnecessarily
to retard the rained many which Isuppose will be deemed to
efficacy of what he understands to have been ! come under the latter denomination.
A judge
the decided meaning of the legislature, shall
disregards an article of constitutional law, not
be punished with forfeiture of his office. (5)
sanctioned by the king--is
it the design of
Committee's Draught. -- Art. VI. The juthis article to leave him at liberty so to do ?
dicial power being subordinate to the legiscertainly not: then why confine the obligation
lative, the courts of justice shall not usurp
to the decrees "sanetzoned by the king f"
any of the functions of the legislative body,
By the word retard, employed as here, withnor hinder nor retard the execution of its out any modification annexed to it, I doub_
decrees sanctionedby the king, on painofforthe committee will be found to have gone be°
feiture. (e)
side the mark in some'degree,
to have put
Observations.w(5)
(e) In these nine arti- the courts of justice into an embarrassing
cles from the 6th to 15th inclusive, I have situation, and to have counteracted their own
endeavoured to embrace the subject-matter
views.
The retardation
they meant to conwhich the committee seem to have had before
demn was, I suppose, that which would be
their eyes, while occupied in framing the 1st, the consequence of an address to the people,
6th, 7th, andStharticlesoftheirdraught:
but
or, what might come nearly to the same
to a somewhat greater extent, and with some thing, an address to the legislature,
circa.
difference as to the means made use of.
i lated among the people, pointing out a law
Three objects seemed to require attention
newly issued, as unfit, on some account or
on this occasion : 1. The setting up a bar to other, for execution.
But, to take time to
_surpation of legislative authority on the part consider of the true meaning of a law, when
of the courts of justice: 2. The providing a the execution of it is called for by an action
remedy against inconveniences which might grounded upon it, is also to retard the execuarise in cases unforeseen by the law from the tiou of it. This is what can hardly, I think,
too rigid and liberal execution of it : and 3. have been meant to be included under the
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censure ; and yet for this, according to the
letter of the provision, a judge would stand
liable to forfeiture,
New Draught. -- Art. VII. But rules of
law, derivable from decrees of judges and customs of courts in times past, shall still be in
force, so long as they remain uasuperseded by
acts of the legislature,
Committee's Draught. m Art. VII. The
courts of justice shall be bound to transcribe
purely and simply upon their registers, the
laws which shall be sent to them, within three
days after they have received them, and to
pubhsh them within eight days, on pain of
tbrfeiture. (f)
Observatzons.--_ _')The declared object of
this provision is to prevent the new courts of
justice from exercising, as some of the old
ones did, a negative upon the acts of the legislature; the tendency of it, as far as it tends
to anything, is to enable them to assume this
negative.
Require that such or such a man
shall do so and so, before an instrument of
any kind shall begin to have validity, you
give that man, how inconsiderable soever in
other respects, a virtual negative upon the
power exercised by that instrument.
Upon
the requisition made in the present instance,
the construction that will naturally be put is,
that till the act required be performed, the
validity of a lawis not to commence; for such,
it seems, has been the case hitherto in France.
A decree will, upon this plan, in every one
of several thousand judicial territories, begin
to be in force at so many different periods,
according to the length of the instrument,
and the probity or improbity, the diligence or
negligence, the good or bad health, of various
sets of persons: -- of the judge, of the register of the court, and of the copying clerk by
whom, under the immediate inspection of the
register, the business is _o he done.
Take a written copy of a printed paper ?
Why? Of what use can it be when done ?
And this in every one of so many thousand
courts ! To what purpose this enormity of
expense ? Wherein has the art of printing
offended, that justice is to disdain to avail
herself of its assistance ?
At what period, too, is the obligation to
obedience to commence? At that of the publication, I suppose. FroWnwhat period, then,
is the week to be reckoned, at the end of
which the publication is to take place ?--that
of the receipt of the original, or that of the
completion of the copy ? From the latter it
should be, if the copying were of any use.
What if a single decree amount to a large
volume, as may be the case with the proraised penal code, and the promised code of
procedure ? Will the judges, with all their
power, find a man who shall copy it into the
register-book in eight days ?
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Oh, but in France a law is no law until it
is registered: nor anywhere but where it is
registered : and to register a Iaw is to copy it
into a register-book.
And so, because laws
made by a despot were tobe put out to copy,
that parliaments might have time to see whothor there was nothing to find fault with,
no loop-hole at which they might steal in their
negative in legislation, laws are still to be
put out to copy, now that there are no despots, and no parliaments.
There was a time when this copying business was of real use. nWhy?
Because there
was a time when printing was unknown. It
is the delight of lawyers to go on plodding
in paths which reason has never visited, or
having visited, has deserted. But is it for
the legislature to catch this propensity, and
convert it into obligation ?
Oh, but printed copies of laws may be
forged -- they have been forged.
Standard
instruments, therefore, are necessary to de°
tect the forgery.
True : but what written
copy can be so good a standard as the printed
original ? The true standard at each court of
justice is the printed paper which the judge
of the court receives from the proper officer
at Paris. Let each sheet of that copy, or, to
guard against interpolated leaves, each leaf,
be numbered and signed by him, cote et para#raphe, in testimony of its authenticity.
This will be the work of a few minutes : and
by this work of a few minutes, the purposes
will be better answered than by the proposed
work of as many days.
One would think, from this article, that a
sort of tacit persuasion had got possession of
men's minds, that laws, after they had passed
the hands of the legislator, could not begin
to take effect till after somewhat or other had
been done for that purpose by other people.
The king, that be may have something to do
in the business, is, besides his previous consent or acceptance to the law while in manuscript, to take charge of the printed copies
I for the purpose of dispersing them : as if a
I clerk to the assembly could not as well put
a packet into the post, as a clerk in an ofl_ce
under the king. The courts of justice, that
they may have something to do in the busihess, are to set clerks to work upon the useless operation of copying a printed paper.
The separation of the instrument containing the king'_ sanction, from that containing
the decree of assembly to which it applies,
is attended with two bad effects: -- it gives
i ministers an indirect and insidious negative,
in addition to the one avowedly belonging to
the king: and it loads the text of the law
with the rubbish of letters.patent.
Were the decree to run in the joint names
of the king and the assembly, as in the British statutes, and were the king's sanction
given by his seal and eignature applied to the
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original instrument of the decree, that instrumcut never quitting the custody of the
assembly, and the business of circulation cornmitred to the assembly's printer, or some
other person under their immediate authority, a deal of chicane, and negligence, and
anxiety, and time, and money, and paper,
might be saved,
It is highly necessary that at all times, and
in particular, immediately after the passing
of a new law, means should be used for irapressing the contents upon the minds of those
whose conduct is to be governed by it: and
the anxiety testified by the committee on this
head is highly laudable.
But what measure
so simple or so effectual, as to send by the
post a copy to the ecclesiastical
minister of
every parish, under a general order to read it
to the congregation the next church-day,
or
the two next church-days, au prone, immediately after divine service ?
In England, the business of promulgation
is a very simple affair.
In the body of every
act of parliament, a day is specified in which
it shall be considered as being in force. Nothing is done to circulate it by king, or judges,
or any body else : but a copy is given to the
king's printing-office, where it is printed in
an obsolete obscure type, and inconvenient
folio form, and sold, as may be expected undera monopoly, at a dear price ; and there
it lies for the use of any one that has money
to spare to buy it, and thinks it worth his
while to do so. Every man is then supposed
to know, and to understand the law : juries
excepted, who, when they have taken upon
them to pronounce a man guilty of having
violated the law, are held not to have deeided upon the law, it being impossible they
should understand it.
New Dranght.--Art.
VIII. No judge has
any power to make general regulations ; not
even relative to the mode of procedure in his
own court. (6)
Art. IX. _JBut
should any case arise be.fore a judge, in respect of which it appears
to him that the legislature, had the same been
in their eontemplatwn, would have made a provision different .from that which the letter of
the law imports, he is hereby authorised, and
even required, so to deal therein as it appears to him that the legislature would have
walled him to do, had such case been in their
contemplation : tahing such measures withal,
whether by exacting security, or sequestration
of goode or persons, or otherwise, as shall be
necessary to prevent the happening of any irremediable mischief in either event, whether
the legislature abide by the law, or alter it.*
Art. X. _ The suspensive power hereby
9i_ea extends even to such laws and other acts
of authori_ as shall have issued from the
_rati_al
Assembly, or from any subordinate
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[ authority, at any period posterior to that of
the convocation of" the present -Aratmnal Aso
sembly : and it may be exerczsed with still less
reserve with regard to such former laws and
rulesoflaw, as, though not ezpresslyabohshed,
may appear unconformable to the principles
mamfested by the National Assembly_ and
especially to those contained in the declaration
of rights.
Art. XLmProvldedalways
that the judge,
as soon as possible after the case calling .for
: the exercise of such suspenswc power has proseated ztself to his notice, shall make re2ort
thereof to the _Vational Assembly.
Art. XII. -- Copees of such report shall
also be sent to the several courts of justice to
which his court is subordinate:
so that the
dispatching of the original report be not de.
layed on account of the &spatching of such
copies. (7.)
Art. XIII.--In
such report shall be contamed-1. A statement of the matter of fact which
has happened to call for the execution of the
law.
2. A quotation, with proper references, off
the passage of law in question.
3. A statement of the mischwf whlch in his
conception would ensue, were the letter of the
law to be observed.
4. A statement of the course provisionally
taken by h_m for avoidance of such mischzef,
:n pursuance of the power given to h,m by
Art. 1X.
5. To such report he is at liberty, and is
hereby inwted, to subjoin a note of such alte.
ration in the text of the law, as appears to him
most proper for guarding against the mzsehzef
in question .for the future ; whether such alteration consist zn defalcation, addition, or subst_tatwn ; pointing out the very words m which
the passage in question, after the alteration
suggested, ought to s'_and. (8)
Art. XIV. _ The true and only proper ohjeer of inquiry, in the exercise of this suspenswe power, as far as it regards laws posterior
to the eonvocatwn of the present 2¢attonal
Asserably, is, not what ought to have been the
intention of the legislature in the ease in ques.
tlon, but only what would have been so, had
the same been present to their view.
Art. XV. _Alljudges
and other ministers
of justice are also hereby invited to make reoort, at any time, of any inconvenience which
appears to them likely to ensue.from the literal
execution of any article of law, even althenglt
no ease calling for such execution shall hove
yet arisen : as also to propose questions rela.
tire to the import off any passage in the law,
which may have appeared to them ambiguous
or obscure.
Committee's Draught. _ Art. VIII. The
courts of justice have no power to make
regulations ; they shall address their repre-
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sentations to the legislative body as oi_en as
they shall deem it necessary either to interpret the doubtful signification of a law, or to
enact a new one. (g)
Observations.-(6) (9) The committee, I
observe, in the general interdiction passed
upon regulations made by judges, makes no
exception in favour of regulations relative to
the mode of procedure, made by those magistrates, each in his own court ; and it seems
to have done very right. Were this permitted,
the modes of practice in the different courts
would gradually diverge ; diversities would
gain ground in each, and complication in the
whole. Judges, too, from caprice, or regard
to their own ease, might clog the system of
procedure with unnecessary and unbending
restrictions and obligations,
In England, courts of justice, at least the
more considerable ones, have always holden
this power within their competence ; though
of late they have exercised it but sparingly,
The public, as things are circumstanced in
England, four or five great courts exercising
joint and immediate
jurisdiction over the
whole country, owes them lltt|e thanks for
this reserve.
The practice, as to the main
part of it, has been settled somehow or other
between the subordinate officers and the attornias; nobody knows when, nor by whom,
nor how, nor for what reason. It is accordingly, in the lallguage of lawyers, hke everything else that has been done by lawyers,
•' the perfection of reason ;" that is, different
in all the different courts, repugnant in every
one of them to the ends of justme, but extremely convenient, and not a little beneficial
to all parties concerned, except the suitors,
The phraseology of the committee's article,
where it speaks of the power of interpretstion, seems not to be altogether so clear as
one would wish to find it.
lnterpretia 9 the law, is what, in a certain
sense, a judge, as well as everybody else,
most always do, as often as the authority of
it is appealed to, and a man is called upon
to act accordingly : Intert_etin 9 the doubtful
signifieatlon of the law is what he cannot do
but where the signification of it is doubtful,
So long as the signification of a law appears
doubtful to a man, he can neither interpret
it himself, nor avoid thinking it necessary
that somebody else should. In this case, if
it wears the same appearance in the eyes
of the legislature for the time being, the best
thing they can do is, not to give a separate
interpretation of the law, but to revoke it,
and promulgate a new one, which shall stand
clear of the difficulty.
As the law cannot
compress what it has to say into too small a
compass, substitution and even defalcation,
wheresoever it will equally well express the
meaning, is much better than addition,
_nt-_Tret,_tion, when spoken ofm regard to
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any species of composition but a law, means
attributing to it the sense of which a man
really conceives it to be expressive.
Interpretation in France, it seems, as well as in
i other countries where the law language oil
this head is taken from the old Roman law,
means passing another law relative to the
same subject-matter,
with or without the
dece_t of pretending to attribute to the former a sense which a man is conscious does not
belong to it. In the former sense, that is, in
the original and natural sense, every subject
not only has a right to interpret the law, but
is forced to do so, in as far as he is bound to
square his conduct by it : in the technical
sense, if the right of znterpretin 9 the law belongs to any man, that man is a legislator,
and a legislator of equal authority with him
who made it.
* An example, quoted by Puffendorf and
other writers, of a law actually established
in some Italian state, will serve to make this
distinction clear, and at the same time to
manifest the necessity of such a suspensive
power as is proposed :m
WTwsoever draws blood in the streets shall be
put to death.
I put three cases upon this law :1. A surgeon, seeing a man drop down in
a street in a fit of apoplexy, lets him blood
and saves his life. Ought he for this to lose
his own? Yet such must be the inevitable
consequence of a strict execution of the letter
of the law.
2. A man, waylaying his adversary, sets
upon him in a street, and strangles him without shedding a drop of blood.
3. A man, waylaying his adversary, and
meeting with him in the street, draws blood
from him, by giving him a stab, which however does not prove a mortal one.
The]udgepossessesasuspensivepowergiven
him in the words proposed in my draught:
What courses ought he respectively to take
in the above three cases ?
1. In the case of the surgeon, he ought to
collect all the evidence, staying judgment
till after the decision given by the legislature
in answer to the report ; and, in the meantime, taking such security as appears to him
sufficient for the defendant's forthcoming, in
order to abide the event of such decision.
2. In the ease of the strangler, he ough_
to proceed in the same manner: but in this
case, the security required would naturally be
stronger than in the other.
3. In the case of the stabber, he ought to
proceed to sentence and execution. He might
indeed think it improper that a bare attempt
to kill, or perhaps merely to wound, with a
special care not to kill, should receive as
heavy a punishment as actual murder. But
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this case is one which the legislature, it is mean to allow. When we speak of judges,
plain, must have had in contemplation,
and we think of our old parliaments. When was
they have decided otherwise.
The two other it the parliament used to make their reprecases it seems equally plain they had not in sentations, if they chose to make any ? When ?
contemplation.
In these cases, then, to ex- why, before they registered it, to be sure.
ercise the suspensive., power, would be. only When they had registered it, they hadpassed
to seek out, and minister to the intention of it ; it was then their law : do you think they
the legislature: in the third case, it would would have found fault with their own law ?
be to censure and controul it.
No, no : our representations have nothing to
Put now the same three cases, and let the do with yours.
Have not they, say I ? So
article as it stands in the committee's draught much the worse. Observe the task you have
be the law. What is the consequence ? Let given to your judges. What the legislator
justice go on in its ordinary train, the bene- professes t_) understand, they are to teach
volent surgeon must be put to death, and him : what he wants to know, but can know
the murderous assassin acquitted, before any from nobody but them, they are to keep to
answer arrives from the legislature.
A con- themselves. They are to speak of everything
seientious and courageous judge might per- they fancy, and of nothing that they see :
]_aps take upon him to exercise a suspensive
they are to repor_ from imagination, and not
power in two such cases, though not given from evidence.
him by the law. Perhaps so : but all judges
(7) A plan for giving to the conveyance
may not be conscientious : nor are all con- by the post, the exactness requisite for this
selentious judges courageous : and whatever i and all other branches of judiciary eorrespongood quality this or that judge may chance
dence, is contained in the draught of a code
to possess, affords no apology for the defee- of procedure, designed to form a sequel to
_tiveness of a law. Whatever power the law the present publication.
means to permit, it ought openly to allow.
(8) All human laws will have defects:
Connivance pre-supposes and establishes at- all new ones more particularly: defects to
bitrary power,
be remedied must be pointed out by someNo body of laws ever yet made its appear- body : and who so proper to point them out
ance anywhere, which does not afford ample as the persons engaged by duty in the study
field for such a suspensive power.
At the of them, and by practice in the observation
commencement of a new order of things, such of the incidents that bring them into notice ?
as that which is establishing in France, the No legislator can as such possess opportunicalls for such a power must be particularly
ties of this nature equal to those which must
abundant. The new laws, being made piece- present themselves to every judge.
meal, must leave a multitude of cases unIn England, no invitation of this sort was
foreseen and unprovided for: and till the new ever given to the judges. Those magistrates,
system is completed, the ambiguous state of however, have always hadthe right of making
the old body, half living, halt" dead, must representations of this sort, since, under the
increase the multitude of doubts and difll- name of petitions, it is no more than what
culties,
all subjects in general have enjoyed.
No
A suspensive power thus given may pos- nation hitherto whose laws have such large
siblybe productive of some abuse. It is just features of excellence in them as those of
possible. But withoutit, abuse is certain and England : yet none, perhaps, whose laws are
universal.
Distress to individuals, and that more abundant in particular and very gross
to an amount not to be conceived : open dis- defects.
No 3udge can well sit on the bench
obedience on the part of the judges to the ! for a day together without being witness to
legislature ; and that in the infancy of its numerous exemplifications of them. In one
power: such is the only alternative. Shalldisof the houses of legislature, all the judges
obedience be foreseen and wilfully allowed ? have always had seats, and at all times some
Thus to allow it, is to invite it.
of them have had _otes. Yet who ever heard
Reports of this sort pouring in upon the of a representation of this sort spontaneously
legislature from all the courts will take up a given by a judge to the legislature ? and how
good deal of its time.
Probably: but the many instances do the annals of parhament
_nconvenienee cannot be avoided but at the afford of bills brought in by law-lords for the
expense of a worse : nor is the door which amendment of the law ? Is a bill of this sort
the committee's article opens to it a hair's attempted to be stole in by an unlearned
breadth less wide.
Both laws expose the hand ? learned eyes are not wanting for spyfeelings of the legislature to be wounded by ing out the defects--not
of the law, but of
tales of distress. The difference is this : the the bill which seeks to remedy it : and scorn
one remedies the mischief, and then tells of is the reward which public spirit gets for its
it; the other tells of it without remedying it. temerity.
Oh but, says the committee, the represenOf the very few judges who in our time
rations you speak of are not those which we have betrayed any symptoms of a suspicion
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that the law could be in any respect better put by Roman citizens to Roman emperors,
than it is, or of a wish to see it so, the most gave nothing but a load of rubbish to the law.
eminent have gone to work, as if their object
Fabricated in the dark, by some unknown
were to render reformation odious.
Reforo scribe of a despotic sovereign, they remain in
marion of the law, by the commissioned legisthe rude state in which they were emitted,
lator, is indeed, what Lord Bacon styles it, without being melted down into the text of
an heroic work ; by the judge it is usurpation,
any general law.
How should they have
despotism, and confusion,
been ? No such law was in existence. Such
Provisions to the effect above mentioned
will not be the fruit of questions put by the
would be insufficient to the end, without some free citizens of France to their enlightened
ethers, of which, as not belonging properly legislature.
to the present title, I shall content myself
3. A committee to receive communications
here with giving a general intimation,
of this sort, to publish such as they think
Provisions for the elucidation and improveworth publishing, and t'o propose to the asment of the laws by the help of lights, sug- sembly any such alterations
as they think
gested by persons other than judges ; in a proper to be made in the text of the laws,
word, by the citizens at large :-m consequence.
Right given to the author
1. General liberty to any subject to make
of any rejected
communication
to have it
communications
of the same sort which the printed and subjoined in form of an appendix
judges are invited to make.
to the authoritative
collection, upon deposit2. Special liberty to persons wishing to ing the expense.
engage in a contract of any kind, whether
Other provisions relative to the elucidation,
of the nature of a pact or of a conveyance,
improvement, and preservation of the text of
of the validity or invahdity of which no de- the laws, diverge too far from the subjectto
claration sufficiently explicit is given by the be mentioned here.
law, to propose questions to the legislature
relative to such validity.
Questions of this
New Draught.mArt.
XVI. The subordi,
kind might pass through the hands of the hate representative assemblies, in the exercise
several ranks of judges, who, if they thought
of the powers of administration,
and subordiproper, might adopt them by their signature,
hate leg_slatwn, lodged in their hands by the
and might even on certain conditions be au- supreme legislature, are [not ?] accountable
thorised and required to _ve a decision, which
to the judicial power. The members of them
should be binding at the end of a certain time,
cannot therefore be punished, or cited to apif not annulled by the legislature,
pear before it, for any act done by them in
InEngiand, willsandconveyancesaremade,
their quahty of members.
Obedzenee to a:t
agreements entered into, on whmh the for- act of a_y such assembly, acting within the
tune and condition in hfe of famihes are built,
sphere of the authority committed to it by the
and afterwards, at ten, or twenty, or thirty
sovereign legislature, is to be enforced by the
years end, comes an ex post facto decision,
courts of justice in hke manner as to an act of
which overthrows
everything,
and reduces
the National Assemb_l itself. But for that
them to beggary.
Courts of justice can take purpose, it is necessary that the courts of jnsnocognizanceofaquestionthatdoesnotcome
t_ce should tahe cognizance, upon every occabefore them in the course of a cause, and if sion, of the question, whether in such instance
an amicable cause were instituted for the sake
the subordinate assembly has or luzs not co_.
of getting a decision on a question, before the fined itself w_thm itslrf°per sphere, anddecide
event that called for it had taken place, it accordzngly upon the validity of its act. (9)
would be a crime punishable by law. MultiCommiitee's Draught. m Art. IX. As the
tudes are thus doomed to inevitable ruin, for judicial power is distinct, and ought to be
the crime of not knowing a judge's opinion,
kept separate from the power of administr_
some ten or twenty years before the question
tion, the courts of justice have no power to
had ever entered into his head.
This con- , take any sort of part in matters of adminisfusion and injustice is of the very essence of tration, nor to give any sort of disturbance to
_vhat in England is called common law--that
the operations of the admires"trative bodies,
r_any-headed monster, which, not capable of nor summon before them the members therethinking of anything till after it has happened,
of, tor matters done in the exercise of their
nor then rationally, pretends to have predefunctions, on pain of forfeiture. (h)
termlned everything.
Nebuchadnezzar
put
Observations. _ (9) _h) In spearing of the
men to death for not finding a meaning for subordinate representative bodies, care, I ohhis dreams : but the dreams were at least
serve, seems to be taken, to speak of their
dreamtilrst, anddulynotified.
English judges
functions as confined to the head of adminisput men to death very coolly for not having
tration, without any share in legisl_ion.
If
beeu able to interpret their dreams, and that administration is understood to include subbefllre they were so much as dreamt,
ordinate legislation, the term may pass : if
The rescripts produced by the questions
not, the language here held relative to the
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functlons of these bodies is contradicted by
the functions themselves.
See Decret eoneerrant les Munlcipalit_s. Under certain restrictions they are to possess powers of taxation,
and the municipal governments in towns are
to have power of establishing regulations of
police, which as such must frequently be
binding upon all the citizens.
If this be not
legislation, it will be difficult to say what is.
All that can be said to distinguish it from
the sort of legislation exercised by the National Assembly is, that the one is subordihate, the other supreme: and this surely is
sufficient.
The acts of the one, if valid, and
while valid, are as much laws as those of
the other : the only difference is, that the
laws of those subordinate bodies are liable to
be stopped in their formation, or overthrown
when formed, by the acts of the National
Assembly : while the acts of the National
Assembly can be retarded only by the king,
and can be o'¢erthrown by nobody without
the concurrence
of the National Assembly
itself.
If legislation,
merely by being subordinate, ceases to be legislation, judicature,
by being subordinate, should cease to be judicature.
It is a sad error thus to confound
legislation with supremacy--the
nature of the
function with the dependence or independenee of him who exercises it. Names are
certainly of little importance, so long as men
are agreed about the things signified by them :
but the danger is here, lest, when these representative bodies exercise, as they must do
on pain of inutility,
some act of legislation,
somebody should start up and say__', No, this
is what you have no right to do; for this is
legislaHon: whereas nothingis yours but administration."
I have some doubt about the propriety of
this word d_sturb, [troubler,] and whether
the memory of past grievances may not here
have carried the committee rather beyond the
mark. A provincial assembly may say to the
court of judicature sitting in the same town.
If you adjudge our acts void, you disturb us
m our operations : yet this is what the court
cannot well avoid, if it judges the act not
conformable to the powers given by the sovereign legislature; and it is difficult to say
what the harm of this would be, or, if there
were any, what could be the remedy,
In England, the meanest court that sits
would take upon itself to judge whether any
law (by-/aw the word here is) of a corporation that came before it, was valid or no :
_and the Court of King's Bench, a court of
mere judicature, issues orders (mandamus's)
after hearing of parties, to the local legislatures to exer_se their functions, and even
punishes the members in ease of their going
beyond them: and no inconvenience ever happens from this power.
The Court of King's
Bench, it is true, is not a French parliament,
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but neither will these new-created courts of
justice be so. Refuse them legislation in as
positive terms as you please : but if you refuse them judicature in any case, you must
lodge it somewhere else: and where can it be
lodged with less danger and inconvenience ?
Whatever judicial power you take away from
the ordinary courts, you must institute an extraordinary court, a tribunal of exception, to
give it to : and every separate court set up to
exercise a fragment of power, that can as well
be exercised without it, introduces unneeessary complication, and becomes a grievance.
New Draught.--Art.
XVII. The judges,
elected as in manner hereafter ordained, shall
enjoy their offices for life, unless divested thereof in manner hereinafter specified. (1(})
Committee's Draught.-Art.
X. The judges,
such of them as, having been lawfully elected,
shall have been instituted in virtue of a cornmission from the king, shall be irremoveable; nor can they be deprived of their places
!but in case of forfeiture, and after judgment
thereof. (i)
Observations. _ (10) (i) My reasons for
proposing amotion in certain cases without
forfeiture of salary, _r of re-eligibility, being
connected with various provisions of detail,
will stand more commodiously under Tit. IIL
Of Judges.
2_re_ JDraught. a Art. XVIII.
Judicial
proceedings, from the first step to the last inclnsive, shall, in all cases but the secret ones
hereznafler specified, be carried on with the
utmost degree of publlcity possible. (11)
Commzttee's Draught. -- Art. XI. Judgments, in what cause and in what form soever
given, either upon argument, or upon the report and opinion of a judge-reporter, shall be
given pubhcly : the exanunations taken in the
course of the procedure shall also be publicly
taken in criminal causes. In all cases, the parties, or their defenders, shall have a right to
be heard, and to make summary observations
upon the opinion of the judge-reporter. (k)
Observations. _ (11) _k) Publicity is the
very soul of justice.
It is the keenest spur
to exertion, and the surest of allguards against
improbity.
It keeps the judge himself, while
trying, under trial.
Under the auspices of
publicity, the cause in the court of law, and
the appeal to the court of public opinion, are
going on at the same time.
So many byo
standers as an unrighteous judge, or rather
a judge who would otherwise be unrighteous,
beholds attending in his court, so many witnesses he sees of his unrighteousoe.ss, so many
condemning judges, so many ready execution°
ers, and so many industrious proclaimers of
his sentence. By publicity, the court of law,
to which his judgment is appealed from, is
secured against any want of evidence of his
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guilt. It is through pubHelty alone that jmb
ties becomes the mother of security. By publicity, the temple ofjnstice is converted into
a school of the first order, where the most
important branches of morality are enforced,
by the most impressive means :-- into a theatre, where the sports of the imagination give
place to the more interesting exhibitions of
real life.
Nor is publicity less auspicious to the veracity of the witness, than to the probity of
the judge.
Environed as he sees himself by
a thousand eyes, contradiction, should he hagoa.d a false tale, will seem ready to rise up
in opposition to it from a thousand mouths,
Many a known face, and every unknown eountenance, presents to him a possible source of
detection, from whence the truth he is struggling to suppress may through some unsuspeeted connexion burst forth to his confusion.
Without publicity, allother checks are fruitless: in comparison of publicity, all other
checks are of small account.
It is t_ publicity, more than to everything else put together, that the English system of procedure
owes its being the least bad system as yet
extant, instead of being the worst. It is for
want of this essential principle, more than
anything else, that the well-meant labours of
Frederick and Catherine in the field of jusrice have fallen so far short of the mark at
which they aimed. Division and subordination of judicial powers are no otherwise _
guard to probity, than in as far as the chance
of disagreement and altercation presents a
faint chance of occasional publicity. Appeals
without publicity serve only to lengthen the
dull and aseless course of despotism, proerastinatlon, precipitation, caprice, and negligence.
If publicity is necessary in any one cause,
so is it in every other. For what is that cause
in which judges and witnesses are not liable
to prevaricate?
Give a judge any sort of
power, penal or civil, which he is to be allowed to exercise wzthout its being possible
to know on what grounds, he may exercise it
on whatever grounds he pleases, or without
any grounds at all. It was upon these terms
that the tribunal, erected by I forget what
German emperor, under the name of the
_rehmic Colmcil, exercised the power of life
and death: the judges of that council became
as formidable as the triumvirs at the time of
•heir proscriptions.
The Inquisition possess
it at present, upon terms not very dissimilar,
in Spain and Portugal.
The lowest power,
penal or civil, you can give a judge, is that
over men's fortunes: the power of levying
money on an individual, whether on the score
of punishment, or in satisfaction of a claim
of right on the part of another individual,
Give a judge this power without eontroul,
though it extend not beyond the amount of
a shilhng, you may make him absolute master
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of men's properties, and by that tocsin, it the
long run, of their very lives: lower the sum,
all the security you gain is the putting him
to the trouble of so many more decrees be.
fore he can effect his purpose.
But, essential as it is that nothing shoukl
ever pass in justice which it should be in the
power of the judge, or of any one, ultimately
to conceal, it is not by any means so that
every incident should be made known at the
very instant of its taking place. If_ then, in
any case, things should be so cireumstancad,
that the unrestrained publication of one truth
might give facilities for the suppression of
another, a temporary veil might be thrown
over that part of the proceedings, without
any infraction of the general principle.
On
this consideration is grounded one divisiou of
the class of secret cases as laid down in Tit.
XIII :--preliminary examinations in criminal
causes and others, in which there appears
ground for suspecting a plan of concerted
falsehood.
Necessary again as it is that nothing should
ever pass in justice which it should not be in
the power of every one who had an interest
in bringing it to light, to bring to light if he
thought proper, it is not so that anything
_hould be brought to light, the disclosure of
which would be prejudicial to some and benefieial to nobody.
It is on this consideration
that I ground the three other divisions of the
class of secret cases: causes to be kept secret
for the sake of the peace and honour of fatallies ; causes to be kept secret for the sake of
decency ; and incidental inquiries to be kept
secret out of tenderness to pecuniary repu.
ration.
A word now as to the committee's draught:
And is it then only in criminal matters that
the proceedings previous to judgment are to
be public according to their plan ? And is it
only the ceremony of pronouncing jedgment
that is to be public in soch cases as are termed
cwil_ But on what possible ground admit
publicity in the one case, and reject it in the
other ? Do the terms civil and criminal indicate any fixed line of separation between the
classes they are meant to distinguish?redo
they indicate so much as the comparative importunee of the cases thus classed ? May not
four or five livres be the stake in a criminal
cause, while four or five millions, or liberty,
is at stake upon a civil one ?
As to the appendage about the right of
being heard--(a provision very distant in its
import from that contained in the main asti.
ele)--I know not very well what to make ol
it. Take it according to the letter, it seems
to put a negative upon all provisionary orders
obtained ex parts in the course of a cause,
as well as upon provisionary sentences of
condemnation against absconding edmi___s.
These uss6,es, however, have nothing repug-
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_ant in them to the general right of not being
condemned unhcard--a right surely ofimportahoe enough to demand an article to itself,
In the concluding part of the sentence, the
privilege of the suitor seems to lose more by
the implication than it gains by the express
terms,
The opinion of the judge-reporter is here
spoken of in the singular number as one diseoursej embracing, as it should seem, the
whole body of the evidence that has been
collected by him. If the observations here
allowed to be made by the parties are to wait
till the cause has got this length, that is, till
the examination is closed and the witnesses
are gone home, complaint is stifled, I cannot
imagine why, till the remedy is out of reach,
A witness, suppose, is rejected, or liberty
refused of putting a question to him which is
thought necessary : are the parties or their
counsel to sit by and see this, without the
liberty of being heard against it?
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mantling to be heard.
To render a man's
fate dependent upon the endeavours of an
assistant, whom if left at liberty he would
not choose, is still to condemn him unheard;
it is adding mockery to injustice.
To cornpel him withal to pay an assistant thus forced
upon him, is adding extortion to mockery and
injustice.
The worst of all taxes, as I show
elsewhere, and the most cruel of all oppreso
stuns, is the tax upon law-proceedings.
The
compulsion here in question carries with it
all the oppression and lmquity of a tax upon
law-proceedings, without any of the use. It
is, to a tax upon law-proceeding% what a
foleed reductmn of the rate of interest is, to
a tax to the same amount on money lent at
interest.
It is a tax upon law-proceedings
with this additmn--that
the produce, instead
of being carried into the public treasury, to
be applied to the pubhe service, is to be left
in the hands of the collector, to be applied
to his own use.
The light of accepting, for the purpose in
1Vow Draught._Art.
XIX. Every sub.
question, the assistance of whatever friend
ject has a right to plead his own cause, in may be disposed to furnish it, stands upon
every stage, and before every court, as well the same basis as the right of pleading on
by word of mouth as in writing ; and as well one's own behalf. Without the latter right,
by h_mself, as by the mouth or hand o.f any the former would lay all those _ho are most
person of l_is choice, not being spectally de. helpless at the mercy of all those who are
barred b_!law. (12)
most able to manage their own cause.
It
Ar.r. "XX. -- All monopoly of the right of would condemn unheard, or put into a situa°
selling adwee or service in matters of law tion as bad as that of condemnation withou$
(saving prov_swnally the professwn
of a no- hearing, the weak inintelleet,
the rawyouth,
tarsi) is abolished. Any advocate may practtse
the bashful maiden, and the timorous woman;
in the capacity of an attorney ; any attorney
the sick, the unavoidably
absent, and the
in tl_e capactty of an advocate; and any u_an, dying.
It would entail a peculiar hardship
not spectally debarred,
_n the capacity of
upon those who have pecuhar claims to fao
etther. (13)
your and indulgence.
Comm_ttce'.u Draught._
Art. XII. Every
Even to men possessed of the ordinarymeasubject shall have a right to plead his own
sure of assurance and intelligence,
it might
cause, as well [vLva voce] upon a hearing, as be difficult to say which of the two rights
in writing. (l)
ought to be deemed most valuable.
Few
Observatmns.--(12)
(l) The right of pleadmust they be, who in the whole circle of their
ing one's own cause by one's own mouth, or private friends may not upon occasion be able
one's own hand, the committee have estato find some one or other better able than
bhshed:
the right of pleading one's cause
even themselves to do justice to their own
by the mouth or the hand of a frmnd of cause.
Though in a man's own cause, the
one's own free choice, they have not estachances are greatly in favour of his superior
blished.
If they have done right in what
fitness in this respect, m comparison with any
they have granted, as I contend they have,
other single man taken at random, yet the
they have done wrong in what they have re- odds of the field against one may surely make
fused.
Both rights stand upon the same
up the difference.
basis : but if the violation of either of them
.(13)
The provisions exhibited, in this atbe a grievance, it is that of the latter that is t_cle are no more than the uudemable eonsethe more cruel grievance,
uences of, if they are not already contained
The right of pleading one's own cause in in, those of the preceding article.
If every
one's own person, and without the obligation
man may be his own advocate, and any man
of making use of forced assistance, is of all the advocate of any other, there is an end of
rights one of those which has the best pro- the monopoly possessed by advocates.
But
tensions to be considered as a natural and if any man may appear and speak in behalf"
indefeasible one.
To refuse a man the light
of any man, it would be absurd indeed to say
of speaking in his own behalf, is to condemn
that he should not appear without speaking.
him unheard_
to condemn unheard, not a An attorney is one, whom for a certain putfugitive, but a man who is on the spot de- pose, a man puts in his place : shall it be said
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that a man shall not put himself in his own
place ? As to the rest, the free choice of an
attorney stands upon at least as favourable
ground as that of an advocate,
One very important, and very beneficial
consequence of the abolition of the whole
monopoly, will be the throwing down the
legal partition which separates the two main
branches of it.
It is in a very few, out of
the whole number of causes, that it can be
any advantage to the suitor that the two
functions should be exercised by different
persons : and in all but those very few, the
separation of them is equally oppressive to
the suitor, and repugnant to the interests of
truth and justice,
This I shall take occasion to demonstrate
at large in a separate paper. Treading everywhere in the steps of the committee, I have
inserted thus much here, in order to show
that they have acted right in going thus far,
but wrong and inconsistently in not going a
step farther.
This is the place which they
have fixed for great and fundamental principles. Advantages of detail, resulting from
particular applications of those principles,
belong to a subsequent stage,
As to the word prowsionally,
applied to
the case of notaries, 1 inserted it not with any
viewofadvantagetobehadbyabolishingthat
branch ofthemonopuly,
but onlyas awarning
agsanst the prejudging so much of the question
as concerns their case. Their branch stands
upon very different ground from that of the
two others.
It does not contribute in any
shape towards either the denial or perversion
of justice.
The functions belonging to this
purer branch are two :m the penning of contracts and other acts ; and the furnishing evidence oftheirauthenticityby
attestation. To
determine the question respecting notaries,
would be to determine the question respecting register.offlces: for in respect to so much
as concerns attestation, the functions of nofuries and those of register-offices coincide,
The distinction here spoken of exists no
longer inEngland: the notary, formerly styled
scrwener, possessing no monopoly as against
attornies, has been swallowed up in the attorney.
In the Prussian dominions, by a regulation
of not many years standing, all professional
advocates are put to silence: pensioned advocates, appointed by the king, being _ven
to the smtors in their room. This is what in
the language of despotism, is styled reform,
To obviate the inconveniences of a loose
monopoly, it establishes a close one.

special reasons, ia mas_ter hereinafter spedfled; and so from time to time during the
tinuance of the cause : there to depose, and to
be interrogated , at any time, the!l or their repres entatives, each on the part of tile other_
in the same manner as witnesses. (14)
Observations. -- (14) This is but one
feature, though that certainly a capital one,
in the system of natural or domestic procedure, which I adopt in all its points : all
technical ones being absurd and pernicious,
as I shall show in due time, in proportion as
they depart from it. I introduce the article
here, partly as having an intimate connexion
with that for the abolition of the monopoly
possessed by lawyers, partly for the occasion
I shall have to build upon it.
It is not enough that suitors be permitted
to attend upon their own business; they must
be bound to do so, at least at the outset,
saving such exceptions as particular neess.
sities may suggest,--a
topic of detail not
worth &scussing here.
When the parties are brought face to face,
at the outset of a cause, in presence of the
judge, both speaking upon oath, upon the
same footing as witnesses,
the following
advantages are the natural result of such a
meeting: -1. No cause, that is not carried on bo_
fide on both stdes, can well go any farther:
the suspicions entertained, by each of each,
being reciprocally communicated, are either
removed or converted into certainty, and the
plan of fraud and treachery, whatever it be_
being rendered hopeless, is abandoned.
2. The same thing may be said with regard
to all causes founded on any error or misconception on either side, which it is possible
tbr such information as the other party has
in his power, or the sagacity of the judge, to
remove.
3. If the cause turns solely upon the evi.
dence of the parties, or upon such real evi.
donee as they happen to bring with them,
or upon the question of law, or upon all
together, it may receive a decision upon the
spot. And why not then, as well as weeks_
or months, or years afterwards ?
4. The cause, if not terminated, is at any
rate cleared in the first instance, by mutual
admissions, of all facts on each side which
the other does not mean to contest. By this
means it is cleared of all the witnesses and
written or other real evidence relative to
those facts, of all expense relative to the pro*
duction and examination of such evidence,
and of all expense relative to the drawing of
instructions for such production and examina-

New Draught.--Art.
XXL In everTt suit,
civil as well as penal, both parties shall attend
in person at the commencement of the cause,
in presence of each other and of the judge:
Tmless in as far as they may stand excused b9

tion. Jfthe costs of the successful arethrown
upon the unsuccessful party, a man though
ever so much disposed to take any unfair advantage, will make no difficulty of admitting
all =ach as, if not proved already, he is
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fled it must be in the power of the adversary
to prove,
5. Both parties speaking upon oath, and
like witnesses under the check of eross-examination administered upon the spot, all
such false allegations, the truth of which he
who makes them has no hope of being able
ro maintain, are cut offat a stroke,
Thus are both species of insincerity, falsehood and suppression of truth, banished, and
that at the outset, from every cause : at least
rendered as perilous on the part of suitors
as by the best mode of examination possible
they are already on the part of witnesses,
Jnsineerity is the great support oflitigatinn,
]f scope were not left for the insincerity of
the client, the insincerity of the lawyer would
remain without employ. Insincerity has accordingly, in all modes of procedure devised
by lawyers, at least by English lawyers, been
knowingly and wilfully allowed, protected,
and encouraged,
6. If the cause, for want of sufficient evideuce, is not yet ripe for an absolute decision,
the party who feels himself to be m the right,
may in the meantime have the satisfaction
of receiving a sort of conditional decision,
which to him may be little less tranquillizing
than an absolute one. It will have been
thoroughly understood, even at this early
period, upon what hinges the dispute turns :
whether it is the matter of law that is in
question, or the matter of fact : what the
_facts are, on which the pursuer grounds his
claim, and whether the defendant's reliance is
upon the disputing of those facts, or whether
he trusts to some counterplea, which the purBuer disputes.
A perspective view is thus
gained at any rate by both parties, of the
whole field of inquiry which the cause can
]aave to run through : and it is in the power
of the judge to announce to them hypothetically, what his decision will be in any event:
what if the law or the facts turn out this
way, and what if they turn out the other,
7 If it be a case fit for compromise, now is
the time when a compromise may be brought
about, at the most advantageous period, and
under the most advantageous circumstances.
There are two cases, and but two, in which
a compromise is not inconsistent with the
ends of justice.
The one results from the
state of the law; the letter of the law lies
open before both parties ; and the manifest
uncertainty of it reduces in the eyes of each
the value of his claim. It may appear to each
better to forego a part of his hopes, and realize the other part, than to remain exposed
to the chance of foregoing the whole.
The
other case results from the circumstances
that attend the fact.
The expense ofinvestigation may be certain ; the result uncertain,
The expense may be greater than the value
in dispute. This may even remain the case,
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after all artificial expense has been struck
off by law, and of the natural, none left but
what is unavoidable ; witnesses, for instance,
to be fetched from distant parts, long accounts
to be sorted, copied out, and subjected to minute discussion.
In the first of these cases,
it is true the compromise can derive no facility from the presence of the judge.
It is
his duty to decide. He must not be allowed
to profess uncertainty, lest he should affect
it. Groundless doubts may be affected with
much less peril of character, than groundless
decision given; and use might be made of
them to extort from the suitor the sacrifice of
a clear right. But as to every other subject
of doubts, there is nothing to restrain the
judge from assistiug the parties with his representations and advice. What should hinder him ? Is there any repugnancy between
the functions of the mediator and the judge ?
There should seem to be, in the eyes of the
committee ; for they institute a set of courts
upon a separate establishment, ordained to
mediate, and impotent to decide. See the
annexed paper on the reconciliation
offices
proposed by the committee.
S. If dday is now requested, no more will
naturally be granted than what the exigencies
ofjustice really demand. For, theparty who
applies for it will naturally be required, not
only to make known the purpose fbr which
he wants it, but to satisfy the judge that it
is necessary for that purpose.
Under the current systems of procedure,
delay is fixed inexorably for all causes, because it is possible that it may be necessary
in some.
A certain measure of delay every
defendant is entitled to, whether he has need
of it or no, and without telhng any hcs to get
it.
Another measure, upon telling certain
lies, which, notbcingrendered
punishable, are
told without reserve or mystery.
Another
measure again, upon giving such reasons, as,
true or false, shall havebeenfortunateenough
to have passed the test of examination.
So
long as you make a point of keeping suitors
at a distance from each other, and from the
judge, this profusion of delay is unavoidable.
When you cannot tell how much time a man
may honestly have occasion for, you must
make sure of giving him enough.
As you
i will not ask anybody that can tell you, it is
Iimpossible you should know how much he
has occasion for. You must therefore give
him what, in ninety-nine instances out of a
hundred, will be too much. Such is the con, sequence of unbending rules in a system of
!procedure.
What then ? Are men of the first rank
and consideration_are
men high in oit_ce_
men whose time is not less valuable to the
public than to themselves---are such men to be
forced to quit their business, their functions,
or what is more than all, their pleasure, at
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the beck of every idle or malicious adversary,
in matters of jurisdiction stands abolished.
to dance attendance upon every petty cause? All subjects stands henceforward upon an
Yes, as far as it is necessary, they and every- equal footing, in respect, as well of the manbody. What if, instead of parties, they were her of pleadJng, and the order ia which their
witnesses ? Upon business of other people's causes are to be heard and decided, as of the
everybody is obliged to attend, and nobody choice of the courts before which they are to
complains of it. Were the Prince of Wales,
plead. (15)
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Lord
Art. XXIII. -- The constitutional order
High Chancellor, to be passing by in the of jurisdiction shall not be disturbed, northe
same coach, while a chimney-sweeper and subject drawn out of hxs natural court by
a barrow-woman were in dispute about a royal commissions, or attributions of causes,
halfpannyworth of apples, and the chimneyor arbitrary evocations. (16)
sweeper or the harrow-woman were to think
Committee's Draught.--Art.
XIII. All priproper to call upon them for their evidence,
vilege in matters of jurisdiction is abohshed.
could they refuse it? No, most certainly.
All subjects without distinction shall plead
Of the two hardships, then, which is the in the same form, and before the same court,
greatest--to
attend upon other people's bust- in the same cases. (m)
ness, or your own?
One thing is certain,
Art. XIV. m The constitutional
order
that if a great man who sues or is sued does amongthejurisdictians
shall not be disturbed,
not attend the judge, he must attend an at- nor subjects called out of their natural tritorney.
Of the two attendances, which is bonals by commissions or attributions, or atmost humiliating to his grandeur, and most bitrary evocations. (n)
consumptive of his time ? Another thing is
Observations. -- (15) (m) Happy France !
equally certain, that by the attendance of one where aristocratical tyrannyis laid low; while
person, great or small, in the character of a in England it is striking fresh root every day.
party, you may save the attendance of twenty
When a peer commits a murder, more mlssuch persons in the character of witnesses,
chief is done by his trial, than by his crime.
What by confessions, concessions, or propo- The time of the legislature, that time which
sals--what by narrowing a cause, or putting is the property of the nation, and which ought
an end to it altogether--no
expense of time to be employed on great plans of national recan be thus incurred that is not repaid with form, of which there is such abundant need
usury.
--that time of which there can never be
When a suitor,
insteadofattending
a judge, foundenough, even forthe routineof unaattendsan attorney,what istheresavedby voidableaffairs
--is wasted upon thisand a
it? The clienttells
hisstorytotheattorney, thousandotherpettybusinesses,
which could
thattheattorney
may tell
him what thejudge be a thousandtimes bettertransactedelsewilldo, ifthe story turns out to be true. where. To the nation,the lifeof an idle
The attorneyknows nothingaboutthe mat- peer is worth as much as that of an idle
ter; but he willwrite down the story,and porter,but not somuch as thatofan indusgiveittoa counsel,
thatthecounselmay tell triousone. To thepeers,theirright_fbeing
him what thejudgewilldo. Ifanybodyknew triedby theirown body incapitalcaseswas
what the judge would do, one shouldthink ofuse when peerswere ina stateof perpeitshouldbethe judge. But thejudgeisnot tualhostility
with the crown, and juries
tobe spoken with. How can you expecthe were at itsdevotion. Itisnow a burthen
should?-- a causewould be put an end to as ito the nation,and of use tonobody, unless
soon as begun- he has not been forsome itbe to the Lord Chamberlain,and tomake
hundredof years; nor everwillagain,ifhe a raree-show.
can help it.
(16) (n) In this fourteenth article, as in
Convenient as this meeting would be to several of the preceding ones, we see correcsuitors, the opposite arrangement, it must he tion, as is natural and necessary, treading in
confessed, is by much the most convenient
the footsteps of abuse. But, the mischief conto all sorts of persons upon whom the option sisting in the apphcation of the king's sole
depends. It is more convenient to the lawyer authority to these purposes, respect should
to have a great deal of business, than a little,
not have prevented the introduction of the
It is more convenient to the judge to do king's paine. Commissions gaven, and attribusiness with friends and gentlemen, than butions made by the authority of the National
with low people and strangers.
It is more Assembly after public debate, on the grounds
convenient to the legishtor
to listen to the of public necessity, would stand upon a very
wishes of those who would save him from all different footing.
Such extraordinary exertrouble, than of those who would give him
tions of power nothing but necessity should
great deal.
I speak of British legislators : extort from any authority;
and in a settled
not of French, who know no pleasure but government, such necessity is not likely fresuch trouble,
quently to arise. But that it may sometimes
New Draught.__Art.
XXII. All privilege
arise is what the National Assembly can have
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no doub_ of, for it is what they have been
acting und:,r cvery day, though m the chastest manner, and with the most exemplary
regard to justice.
In tying up the king's
hmlds, they should take care to confine the
knot there, and not shp it unawares upon
their own.
New Draught. _ Art. XXIV.
Resolved,
That this assembly wall, with all convenient
speed, proceed to the enactment of a law to
determine in what cases, and how, the power
of evocation may be lawfiflly exercised. (17)
Committee's Dranght.--Art.
XV. A law
shall be made to regulate the laws where
evocation may lawfully have place. (o)
Observations. -- (17) (o) Of the future
law about evocations, as here announced,
I
have some suspicions.
A lawsuit carried on,
in order to know whether a lawsuit shall be
carried on, is a bad thing: especially a lawsuit carried on m the capital by the inhabirants of a remote province, m order to know
whether a lawsuit is to be canted on in that
or a neighbouring
province.
In the ca_es
where it may be proper a cause should go
out of its ordinary court into an extraordinary one, it would be much better if it could
be made to find its way thither of itself, without any one's interfering extrajndmmlly
to
evoke it.
This is accordingly what, I have
aimed at in a set of provismns which will be
found in Tit. 1V. of the present draught,
This article is nothing but a resolutwn, in
which form I have accordingly conceived it.
ComTmttee's Draught. _Art.
XVI. All
subjects being equal in the sight of the law,
evely sort of preference, even respecting the
rankandorderinwhichamanshallbejudged,
is an injustice.
In every court, the clerk shall
keep a reglster-book, of which the leaves shall
be numbered and signed by the president, in
which all the parties who demand judgment
shall cause their names to be set down in the
order in which they shall have appeared and
made requisitmn at the office. The president
shall form three lists ; in whach shall be
distinguished
causes upon report, causes foi
hearing, and matters of a provisionary and
summary nature.
Each matter shall be entered upon the list to whmh, by its nature, it
belongs, but in the order in which the names
of the parties have been entered upon the
register-book
in the office : and this order
shall be followed in giving judgment. (p)
Observations. -- (p) Of this 16th article
the first sentence seems to be unnecessarily
severed f_om the 13th.
The great principle
it lays down will be found, I doubt, to be but
indifferently
pursued in the details that follow in the same article--details
too minute
to match with the rest of the contents of so
general a title.
The technical nomenclature
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of causes upon report, and causes for hearing,
eiting and adopting the present teehnieal practice, the putting of these diiatorv modes of
proceeding before the summary "ones, as if
delay was to come in course, and expedition
only in causes that were not worth delaying,
are no very favourable omens. A fimdamental
position with me is, that every cause should
be presumed summary: none taken out of
that cla_s without special reason. Expedition
is the good to be aimed at. delay an evil to
be submitted to through necessity, and only
to the extent of the necessity.
But of this
hereafter in its place.
As to the inwolabitity of the order of the
causes, by the parties whom the committee
speak of as demanding judgment,
they must
surely mean the pursuers in each cause ; for
ff the priority depended upon the defendants
in cases where the defendant's
object is delay, as it xs in most causes, the expedition
gamed b} this regulation would not be very
grcat. What then ? When a cause is set down
for argument, and the person who should argue it is dead, or confined to his bed, is it
to be decided on that very day, and without
hearlng? If not, either the order of the causes
must be departed from, or fifty causes must
be delayed to no purpose on account of one.
The article, by the tcrms of it, does not exelude any sort of cause, criminal any more
than civil.
A defendant guilty of a capital
offencc is not hkel) to be in any great haste
to join in setting down his can_e.
In ludlclal procedure, cvcly rule that is no_
made to bend wxll be sure to bleak, or still
worse mu_t cnsue.
And when a rule, laid
down by the legislature,
is made to bend by
the authority of the judge, what _s this but
the power of interpretation
so anxlouslyproscribed.
In the Court of King's Bench, causes are in
general tried in the order in which they are
set down upon the paper
Yet, upon specml
reason given, a cause is every now and then
brought forward, or put back.
But as this,
if opposed, cannot be done without both partins being heard, nobody ever dreamt of the
power s being abused.
New Draught.Art. XXV.
Resolved,
That this Assembly will proceed _ith "all
possible expedition to frame a new code of
procedure, of which the object shall be to
render the administration
of justice as simple,
as expeditious,
and as little expensive, as
possible.
Art. XXVI.
Resolved, Tha_ this assemo
lily will proceed with all possible expedition
to frame a new code of penal law, of which
the object shall be to render the punishments
in every case as proportionate,
as mild, and
as apposite, as possible ; never losing sight
of the maxim, that every lot or degree of
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punishment which is not necessary, is a
violation of the rights of man, and an offence committed by the legislator against
society.
Committee's Draught.Art. XVII. The
code of procedure in civil cases shall be reformed without delay, so as to render the
proceedings more simple, more expeditious,
and less expensive,
Art. XVIII. The penal code shall be reformed without delay, so as that punishments
may be better proportioned to offences; taking
care that they shall be mild ; and never losing
sight of the maxim, that every pumshment,
whwh is not necessary, _s a violation of the
rights of man, and an offence committed by the
legislator against the commumty,

maintenance of discipline among men cagaged in the naval department of the public
service.
Art. IX._3.
Causes relative to matters
happening at sea, on board private vessels,
belong to the jurisdiction of the courts of any
territory where the vessel is in harbour ; viz.
to the immediate courts, if no regular judgmeat has been passed, in virtue of any lawful
authority, on board the vessel ; or, if there
has, then to the courts of appeal.
Art. X. -- 4. Courts ecclesiastical:
in as
far as th.e powers of such courts are confined
to the maintenance of ecclesiastical discipline
among ecclesiastical men.
Art. XI. -- 5. All representative assemblies: for the purpose of putting a stop to_
and punishing, offences committed, by members or others, in face of the assembly.
CHAPTER
II.
Art. XII. All courts, other than the tri.
TIT. II.--DISTRIBUTIONAND GRADATION OF bunalsof exceptionas abovespecified,
shall
THE COURTSOF JUSTICE.
be comprised under the common appellation
of ordmar_/ courts.
New Draught. -- Art. I. IN every parish
Art. XIII. In every ordinary court but the
[or canton] there shall be a court of justice
parish court, and in every parish court where
of immediate jurisdiction, under the name of there is a judge specially appointed, as in Tit.
the parzsh or [canton] court, composed of a V. there shall be a pursuer-general,
and a
single judge ; saving such consolidations or defender-general.
divisions
ofparishes,
asmay be made forthis
Art. XIV. Attached to the authority
of
purpose,in virtueof the powers hereinafterthe judge,aswellasto thatof the pursuer.
given,
generaland defender-general
of everyordiArt.II. In everydistrict
thereshallhe anary court,shallbe the power of appointing
courtofjustice
ofimmediatejurisdmtion,
un- substitutes,
ordeput_es;viz,
onepermanent,
tier the name of the zmme&ate district court, and occas,.onal ones as occasion may require.
composed, in like manner, of a single judge.
Art. XV. The name of advocate-general,
Art. III. In every department,
or sub- or pubhc advocate, shall be common to putdepartment, or dastriet, there shall be a court suers and defenders-general ; and the name of
of appeal, under the name of the provincial
3udicial magistrate to judges, advocate-gene.
court of appeal, composed, in like manner, of rals, and the permanent deputy of each.
a single judge.
Committee's Draught.--Art.
I. In every
Art. IV. At Paris there shall be a court
canton there shall be a judge of the peace,
of appeal, in the last resort, under the name with good-men-and-true
[prudhommes]
for
of the metropolitan, or supreme court, corn- his assessors.
posed, in like manner, of a single judge.
Art. II. In every district there shall be a
Art. V. The decrees of the metropolitan
king's court, under the appellation of the
court of justice shall be final, except such on district court.
account of which censure shall have been
Art. III. In every department, one of the
past on the judge, by a decree of the National
district courts shall bear the name, and exe.
Assembly, in manner hereinafter specified,
cute the functaons, of a department court.
Art. VI. To each o[ the several classes of
Art. IV. In such towns as shall appear to
courts above mentioned,
is given authority
afford the most convenient situations, there
over all sorts of persons, and in every sort of shall be established superior courts of justice,
cause, throughout the kingdom : saving only which shall have for their field of jarisdicthe difference between jurisdiction immediate
tion, that of three or four departments, ac3
and appellate, and the authority of certain
cording to local exigency.
tribunals of exception, in as far as the same I Art. V. Over the superior courts of jusis hereby acknowledged,
and pzovisionally rice there shall be, for the whole kingdom,
confirmed.
] a supreme court of revismn.
Art. VII. These are, _ 1. Courts-martial ]
Art. VI. The high national court, which
in the land service : in as far as the powers [ shall have cognizance of impeachments of
of such courts are confined to the maintenance ] ministers, of crimes of high-treason against
ofdiscipline
among military
men.
[ thenation,and ofcrimespunishedwith forArt.VIII.--2. Naval courts-martial:
in] feiture
on the partof courtsof justiceand
as faras theirpowers are confinedto the] administrative
bodies,shallsit,when con.
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yoked, in the same place with the legishtures
[aupr_s des l_.qislatures],
Art. VII. Matters of police, matters of
trade, and causes relative to taxes and mat_ers of administration, shall be cognizable in
place and manner hereinafter to be explained,
Observations. _ The principal differences
bewecn the Committee's plan and mine, turn
upon the following points : vlz.
1. The number of the judges put into each
court. I put but one into any : they, from
three to eighty-eight.
2. The principle of demarcation employed
for the parcelling outof jurisdiction among
different courts. I employ but one principle
throughout,
the geographical.
They, after
pursuing the geographical principle to a cerrain length, subjoin a multitude of tribunals
of exception, grounded, as it should seem,
_apon no fixed principles,
3. The number of degrees of appeal. I
establish two, and no more than two, for
every sort of cause.
They estabhsh appeals
in a number which it is not easy to count,
different for different causes, and greater in
several instances than they seem to be aware,
4. The vesting or not in the same persons
_he powers of a court of appeal, and those
of a court of immediate jurisdiction.
I establish this union of functions in no instance :
they in several,
5. The nature of the tribunal standing on
the summit of the scale. They give the penal
eontroul over all other tribunals to a court
called the High National Court, which is to
be altogether independent
of the National
Assembly, and is to do a variety of other
business.
I give it to tha National Assembly
themselves : not thinking it fit to give, to
any other set of men, a negative upon their
laws.
6. The subjoining, as the committee does,
a species of tribunal, with an authority different from that of an ordinary court of
justice, under the name of a reconciliationoffice. I admit no such thing; seeing nothing
in a judge to hinder him from recommending
a compromise, where such a recommendation
is proper, nor any use in necessitating a lawsuit for the chance of saving a lawsuit, or
in setting up a com_ with power to obstruct
justice, and none to render it.
7. The mode of filhng the offices of judieature.
My plan, whmh is a new and partieular one, has for its object the union of economy on the part of the establishment,
with
responsibility,
intelligence,
experience
and
that of the most suitable kind, on the part.
of the judge: without prejudice to the freedora of election on the part of the people,
8. The provision made for promptitude of
justice, as far as depends upon the institutmn
of the courts. In the committee's I shall have
occasion to point out several causes of retar-
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dation: in mine, several expedients for ac.
celeration.
9. The provision made with regard to publicity.
The committee make the publicity,
or non-publicity of the proceedings, depend
upon the penality or non-penality of the cause.
Rejecting that distinction, I make the proceedings public in general ; reserving seeresy
only for such spetaal cases in which I can
show it to be necessary, and in them no
farther than it is necessary.
Where the committee mean the proceedings should be public, they give the judge,
for wltnesses of his conduct, twomen, leaving
him to take his chance for more, where they
allow him any more. I give the obscurest
judge a whole congregatmn: employing sereral expedients for securing to judges m more
conspicuous situations, the benefit of a superintending audience.
10. The provismn made for secresy, on
particular occasions on which secresy Is not
incompatible with the ends of justice.
This
seems to be the object aimed at by the cornmittee, in their institution of the family tribunal. In my plan, without prcjudme to the
ends of pubhclty,
secresy is assured in all
cases where anybody would wish for It, and
just so i_tr as they would wish for it, and no
farther.
The committee, though they appear
to wish for it, have done nothing to ensure
it.
ll. The provision made for assistance to
be given to the poor, to enable them to ohrain justice.
The committee establish a sol_
of court, or office, on purpose, consisting of
members distract from the courts of justice.
I institute for the same purpose a pursuergeneral and defender-general,
with this and
other functions, in the place of the committee's king's attorney, or attorney-general.
12. The use made of the institution
of
juries.
The committee, in compliance with
a generalandnotungroundedprejudice,
make
it a fundamental article of the conshtution.
I give it to those who choose to have it, in
cases in which they choose to have it, and
not unless they insist upon having it : looking
upon it as an institution,
admirable in barb,_o
rous times, not fit for enlightened times, hecessary as matters stand m England, of use
against particular mischiefs, but those happily
no longer possible in France.
The grounds
of this opmmn will be amply set forth in a
dissertation on purpose.
The questions concerning the number of
the judges to be put into a court, the principle of demarcation to be pursued in the
multiplication
of courts, and the number of
degrees to be permitted in the business of
appeal, being topics that run through the
whole plan, must meet with some degree of
consideration under the present title.
The
remaining ones may _it for the several titles
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I. Of 2Vumbers zn JudLeature.--Smy/e
Jadyes
preferable to many.
The question as to the number of judges
acting together in the same court, seemed of
such importance as to reqmre a discussion
too long to appear in form of a note. I have
accordingly dismissed the full consideration
of it to a separate essay.
The result is,
that (under the auspices of publicity) one
j edge i_ beyond all comparison preferable in
every mstaalee to any greater number. That
this will be found to be the ease, whether
the question be considered with regard to the
properties to be wished for on the part of an
estabhshment tbr the administration
of jusrice--which
are, rectitude of deciswn, prompt_tude, and cheapness: or the quahties that
in that view are to be wished for on the part
of a flMye -- which, as far as they are coneerned m the present question, are probity,
exertion, and mtelh_ence.
That probity on
file part ot a judge is, to every practical putpose, to be eonsMered as exactly proportioned
to the strictness of his dependence on public
opinion, meamng the general tenor of it. That
a single judge lands nobody on whom he can
sh_ft qffthe odium oi an unjust decree--nobody to share with hun the weight of that
odium--none
to help, support hlm under the
apprehension of it, by the encouragement of
their countenance.
That a single judge has
it not in his power to give, without cornmitring himselL the value ot half a vote to
anindefen_lble cause, by purposed non-attendance. That the reputatmn of a single judge
stands upon its own bottom : and that he
finds nobody to help him, as numbers help
one another, to raise a schism zn the pubhe,
mid draw after them the suffrages of the unleflecting part of it, in spite of evidence, by
the mere toree of prejudtce.
That a judge,
by being single, exerts himself the more from
his seeing no resource but in his own powers,
That in a single judge most intelhyence is
hkely to be found, in as far as intelligence is
the fruit of exertion.
That the advantages
obtainable from a plurality of heads independent of exertion, are wanted only in a small
proportion of the whole number of cases: and
may be had, m proportion as they are wanted,
by the help of advocates and courts of appeal,
_uthout putting more judges than one into
the same court. That it is only under a single
judge that the quality of promptztude can be
pushed to perfection. That a single judge has
but one opinion, and one set of reasons, to
give: that he has nobody's opinion to wait
for : nobody to debate with, to gain over, or
to quarrel with: nobody but himself to put
unnecessary q_mstim_s, suggest unnecessary
step% and necessitate useless adjournments :
all which causes of delay are so many causes
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of expense : nor, what to the committee seems
to be so much the object of apprehension,
anybody to form a party with, and rise up
in opposition to the authority of the /e/F/slature. That the addition of colleagues in
judicature is productive of the several inconveniences alluded to, in a degree exactly
proportioned to their multitude. That all the
advantages that can be expected from a tonitiplicity of judges may be insured, in a muck
greater degree, bye numerousanditory,
witk
the addition of the whole world for readers,
as to everything in the conduct of a judge,
that anybody thinks worth their notice: and
that any advantage, that can ever have resalted by accident from such multiplication,
can be imputed to nothing but the chance ig
affords of an occasional glimmering of publieity. That what constitutes arb_trarypower
in judicature,
is not the unity of the judge,
but his exemption from the eontroul of a superior, from the obligation of assigning rea,sons for his acts, and from the superintending
scrutiny of the public eye. That the reproach
ofarbitrary power belongs, ouailthe accounts
we have seen, to the authority of many judges,
especially large bodies of judges, in eontradistraction to that of one : and that the circumstances which reuderphiralityiodispensablein
sovereign legislature do not apply to iudicatore. That in Great Britain this reasoning has
received the fullest confirmatmn imaginable
from experience: that the probity of the courts
of justice there runs uniformly, in a ratio
compounded of the direct proportion of the
publicity of the conduct of the judges, andthe
inverse proportion of their numbers.
That
imagination cannot conceive, nor heart desire,
greater integrity than has been uniformly displayed for ages, by courts composed of single
judges, without juries, under the auspices of
publioty, though in a state of dependence on
the crown : while courts composed of large
multitudes of judges, and those occupying the
highest ranks of life, have, either virtually
or formally, abdicated their authority, .on the
avowed ground of their profligacy m"lnaptitude.
If these principles be just, the saving they
will produce in the expense of the establishmeat is prodigious.
In the expenses attending the collection of taxes, in the terms of
loans, in the adjustment of most other plans
of economy in finance, a saving of a few units
per cent. is thought a great matter: here it
runs in hundreds per cent., andthe least saving
is a hundred.
A question the committee do not appear to
have taken into consideration is, whether the
number of judges allotted to each court are
on every occasion to sit together, taking every
one of them cognizance of each cause in every
stage of the proceedings ; or whether on any
and what occasions they are to divide themselves, one part sitting upon one eau_, anti
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another part sitting upon another cause, at
the same time.
For this question my plan affords no room.
On the plan of the committee, it is of the
highest importance,
L First, Suppose the judges never to separate. In this case, what if one set of judges
to a territory, to a district, to a department,
to a super-department, should not be sufficient
for the business ? What follows ? Either a
proportionable
part of the causes must go
without justice, or more such courts than one
must be established in every such territory,
My notion is, that there will scarcely be any
one such territory in which the single court
allotted to it will suffice : and that, on the
contrary, several will be found, in which a
considerable
number of such courts will be
found necessary.
If so, this profuse multiplication of judges, and the profusion of
expense which is the consequence,
must he
multiplied in proportion ; and the multiplication will increase in proportion with the
facility of the terms upon which the people
obtain justice ; that is, with the goodness of
the plan--with the degree of its subserviency
to its end in other respects,
In point of power of dispatch, it must not
]_e supposed that five, or ten, or twenty, or
six-and-thirty judges, willbe
equal to one ;
they will be much less than one. and less in
proportion to their multitude.
The reasons
of thts have been already intimated, and are
more fully stated in the paper alluded to.
Where I should want three or four courts of
concurrent jurisdiction in the same territory,
_he committee,
for the same quantity of bu_iness, might want four or five.
If the judges were not to sit constantly all
together, but were upon occasion to distribute
themselves, then-1. In proportion as the distribution
took
place, the principle of the committee would
be departed from ; and whatever advantages
are expected from the multiplicity of judges
would be given up.
The distribution,
if any, would be, I suppose, for the purpose of dispatching different
causes at the same time. It is not very harural, though in many instances it would be
possible, that it should take place, for the
sake of dispatching at the same time several
points relative to the same cause. Points in
a cause present themselves generally at successive periods, according to the stage to
which it has advanced. It is possible, indeed,
for one judge to be examining one witness ;
another, another ; while a third judge is occupied in hearing a debate on some question
of law. But this is not the usual course, nor
in general would it be a very eligible one.
In France, the custom has been hitherto,
if I understand right, for one judge, in a court
consisting of perhaps twenty judges, to take
to lamself, under the name of judge-reporter,
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the examination of all the witnesses : while
the decision, whether upon the conclusions
to he drawn from the evidence, or upon the
questions of law, is given afterwards by the
whole body.
According to my notions, if
there were any use for more judges than one,
it would be much rather for the examination
of witnesses, than for deciding on the question of law, or upon the whole body of eeldeuce, as furnished in writing by other hands:
but of this elsewhere.
Be that as it may, if,
while one judge is occupied in collecting the
evidence, the other nineteen are to stay at
home, and do nothing, nothing is gained by
the separation. Nineteenjudgesoutoftwenty
are kept idle, without any reason: the advantages, real or imaginary, of a multiplicity of
heads, are sacrificed : and nothing gained in
dispatch,
except what depends upon the
i hitherto-unheeded
advantage, in this respect,
of one over a multitude.
If this matter is to be left at large, as I
believe it is, more or less, in France as well
as elsewhere, then comes in a world of cornplication : regulations deciding what number
of judges shall be necessary in one case, what
sufficmnt in another : adjournments for want
of the sufficient number: debates on the question whether a case belongs to one or another
of these heads. This is one out of the thousand ways in which trouble and expense are
spun out of nothing, to no purpose.
If it be impossible to know beforehand, with
any tolerable exactness, what the quantity of
business will be in any judicial temtory, and
what number of courts it will require to go
through with it, the fixing beforehand a precise number of courts for any such territory
must be improper : if not enough, the consequence is a failure of justice ; if more than
enough, an unnecessary expense. This must
be particularly apt to be the case under a new
system, so different from everything that has
gone before it. It is on these considerations
that I have rendered the number of judges,
that is, of courts of concurrent jurisdiction in
each territory,
so far loose as to be able to
be suited with tolerable exactness to the experienced demand: viz. by the powers given
to each judge to appoint deputies without
salary, and the powers given to the locaJ re.
presentative bodies to add courts, composed
of single judges with salaries, as will be seen
Imder the next title : avoiding every expense
on this account, of the necessity of which
there can be any doubt.
This sort of pliancy, so necessary to every
new establishment,
nothing but the "system
of unity in judicature,
and the extreme sireplicity that characterizes it, could have rendered practicable.
The confidence which the committee have
in numbers is extreme. No consideration but
that of the expense seems to set them any
limit on this side : of course, the more ira.
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portant the business of the court, the more
judges they put into it. In their lowest order
ofcourts, as there are to be so many of them,
babout four thousand) they put but one judge,
o surely must be paid as such, though nothing is said about it---doubtless, because they
could afford no more; but to him they add two
other poor men, under the name of assessors,
who are to appear to cost nothing, because
the expense is to be thrown upon themselves.
In the order of courts next above, in the distrier courts, they put five. In the courtscallcd
Reconciliation offices, one to each district,
which are to keep men from going to the &strict com'ts, they put six, of whom three are
to appear to cost nothing : the other three,
being lawyers, are to be paid : in the department courts, ten : in the courts called Superior, twenty: in the court called Supreme,
thirty-six: in the High National Court, which
is still higher than the supreme, eighty-eight,
out of whom elghty-three
are to have the
name of jurors, with scarce anything but the
name.
What should have occasioned this predileclion for crowds, I am under some difficulty to
determine,
1st, It cannot have been experience ofadvanrage : the testimony of experience can hardly
have been so opposite, surely, in France, to
what it has been in Great Britain.
2dly, Was it mathematical
reasoning ?
Perhaps so, in some degree. I have by me
a large quarto of mathematics, written by a
mathematician
and politician of deserved
eminence, in which the utility of numbers,
as a security for good judicature, is assumed,
The conclusions of mathematicians, though
always mathematically just, are not unfrequently physically false : that is, they would
be true if things were not as they are. Some
necessary element is omitted to be taken into the account : and thus the only effect of
the operation is to mislead. Of the elements
which I have ventured to suggest as proper
to be taken into the account here, unfortunatcly there is not one that has been taken
into the account I speak of.
3dly, Was it the mere force of habit ? Probably so, in no inconsiderable
degree : the
habit of seeing numbers put to the same
business, and the greater numbers commonly
to the more important business.
But of this
multitudinous establishment of judges, what
was the final cause ? Was it the advancement
of justice ? was it that they who raised it,
thought that justice would be the better for
it, or cared whether it would be or no ? No:
but because the king wanted money, and this
was found a way of getting it: the more
_udges, the more offices ; the more offices,
the more money,
In the decision of this question, one thing
ought not to be forgotten.
Simplicity and
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frugality being on the side of unity, the onus
Drobandi lies altogether on the other side.
Iris for those who contend forthe compliouted and expensive establishment, to show
that it possesses advantages, and those so
considerable, as to ootweigh the indisputable
and enormous inconveniences of complication,
and multiplication instead of addition, of expense.
Even although, upon no other grounds, the
decision were unfavourable to the prindple
of unity in judicature, still, if it were not
very clear and peremptory, the prodigious advantage, in point of economy, might entitle
it at least to a temporaty trial. Should the
system of simplicity fail upon the trial, nothing would be easier than to go on to a more
complicated one, and add complication in promrtion as complicationwere
adjudged neces.
sary. Begin with a complicated one, it is not
so easy to fall back into the line of simplicity.
At the first outset you may We your scale
of expense whatever degree of contraction
you think proper, without hardship to any
one : but a scale of expense once enlarged
cannot be contracted without real hardship
and much difficulty. Before any one is named
judge, say there shall be one judge only, instead of six-and-thirty,
and you hurt nobody.
But suppose six-and-thirty chosen, are you
then at hberty to strike off five and thirty of
them ? Not justly, without continuing them
their salaries : and even then, loss of dignity
and power is a hardship, for which you have
afforded them no compensation.
View the establishment as a subject of
economy : so long as frugality presents but a
tolerable chance of answering the purpose,
who, in an overburthened nation, would give
the first trial to profusion ? Consider it in the
light of a means directed to an end: better
pay the price of the complicated establishment
for the simple one, than that of the simple
one for the complicated one.
I could suggest temperaments and compromises--unitybelow,
multiplicity above, where,
fewer tribunals being wanted, it would cost
less ; because purity above insures purity below; and the certain disappointment of all
projects of injustice is a sure preventative of
all such projects.
Numbers the last resort,
to those who choose to bear the expense: as
in England you may for a guinea a-head have
a special jury, if you choose not to trust to s
common one. But why look out for temperaments, to spoil simplicity and substitute mediocrity to excellence?
Reason, supported by
experience on one side: prepossession derived
from mere habit on the other--can
the most
enlightened of nations hesitate ?
The strength of the argument against single
judges and summary justice lies in an epigram
of Montesquieu's. Single judges are bashaws:
summary justice is Turkish justice,
" The
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bashaw seeshow thematterstandsatthefirst eludingthatof the time and expenseof traword, ordersboth partiesa good drubbing, veiling,
tendson two accountsto necessitate
and there'san end ofit." The situations
are the multiplication
oftribunals:
on the score
not altogether
parallel.
InTurkey, nowritten ofeconomy,and on thatofpromptitude.Exlaw ; foramong the thousand and so many penseattending
thepursuitofjustice
hasthe
pagesoftheKoran,therearescarcetenabout effect
of a denialofjusticeto allwho have
law ; and they might aswellhavebeen about not wherewithaltodefraythe expense: and
anythingelse.InTurkey,no public,
no press, consumptionof time,tohim who livesby the
no newspapers, no NationalAssembly, no saleof his time, is equivalentto expense.
municipaloradministrative
bodies,no popular Distanceinpointofplace,making a properelections.In Turkishjustice,
no minutesof tionabledistance
inpointoftime,isproducproceedings,
no appeals,
no means ofescaping tireofa failure
ofjustice,
in allinstances
in
from thejurisdictionofanexceptionablejudge,
which,thebusiness
ofjustice
ifnotdonewithinto that of an unexceptionable
one: an es- in a certain time cannot be done at all, and
cape which the committee's plan hopes in vain it is not done within that time : as if a fugito effect at the expense of a lawsuit on pur- tlve thief were to be apprehended
no otherpose, to be carried on in the metropolis ; and wise than under a warrant from the judge,
which mine insures without expense, delay,
upon the application made by the party robor difficulty,
bed, and the party's residence were fifty miles
Thus much for the advantages of simplifrom that of the judge's.
city, in relation to the number of judges to be
On both these accounts, ff the consideraput into a court. We shall find them equally
tion of local distance requires anywhere the
indubitable,
and little less considerable, in mult_pllcatzon of tribunals, it is by requiring
relation to the multitude of sorts of courts
their &str_but_on. There must in the whole
to be put into the establishment.
I mean
be several tribunals, that everywhere within
the adoption of the geographical principle of a moderate distance of the remotest suitor,
demarcation to the exclusion of every other,
there may be one.
striking off without mercy all manner of triThe advantage to be gained by the instibunals of exception, as well those which the tution of several tribunals at a distance from
committee create, as those which they destroy:
one another, could not be insured in every
two or three indispensable
ones excepted,
instance, unless a boundary line of some sort
which, as presenting themselvestoeverybody,
or other were drawn between them somethey have not thought it worth their while
where, distinguishing
the spots over which
to notice,
theirjurisdiction
shouldrespectively
extend.
Invainwould you givea man a tribunal
close
to his own house, if,at the pleasureof an
CHAPTER
III.
adversarywho waited for nothing but an
TITLE II.continued.
-- ON THE MODE OF
opportunity
of distressing
him, he were liable
PARCELLINGOUT JURISDICTION*.
to be dragged away before a tribunal at the
farther end of the country.
IN an extensive country, such as France and
The purely local ground of multiplication
England, more tribunals than one are necesmay exist, too, without the temporal.
Few
sary.
or many, distant from, or contiguous to each
Two causes concur in the production
of other--all
the inhabitants of a country musl;
this necessity: 1. The time which the business
have access to, all must be accesslble to--jusmusttakeuponthepartofthejudge;
2. The
tice. Fewormany,
every one of them, every
time and expense which it must cost the suitor
two of them, at least, must have within a
to go in quest of justice,
certain distance of them a judge.
For want
A necessity of this kind may result from of justice, any man may at any time lose his
the first of these causes, where it would not all: not to mention life and liberty.
But a
from the other. Population may require more
very small portion of that all will be as much
tribunals than one, where mere local distance
as his share of the sum requisite for the mainwould not.
In a town like Paris, it is not tenance of a judge can possibly amount to,
conceivable
that the time of one tribunal
in any place inhabited and worth inhabiting.
should be sufficient for all the business : but
Though the quantity of business arising withif it were, it could scarcely be worth while,
in a given territory took not up an half, or
on the mere account of local distance, to set even a quarter of the time of the judge, yet
up two.
In the largest city, were the situsif the territory is so extensive, that any per*
tion of the seat of justice at all centricml, no sons living beyond the circle that bounds it
inhabitant could have more than two or three
would find themselves
beyond that greatest
miles to go to it. The consumption of time
admissible distance, the territoryofthatjudge
would be little worth noticing, and the ex- ought not therefore to be enlarged, much less
pense still less.
any other territory tacked on it. In a very
The consideration ot local distance, in- tlxmly peopled country, such as is the Russian
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empire in most parts of it, more judges may quired by the quantity ofbu_ness is su_clent
therefore be necessary in such parts, than full to find employment for a district court of iraemployment for is likely to arise,
mediate jurisdiction, in addition to the canton
The causes which contribute to render the courts within that district, the interests of
local ground of multiplication a proper one,
vicinity and publicity may thus be reconciled
serve to fix the mark up to which the multiin the first instance.
Where, in the opinion
plieation of tribunals (and consequently the of either party, the superior chance of good
division of territory for this purpose) ought,
justice is worth paying for, by the trouble of
and beyond which it ought not, to be pushed,
going to an immediate court, seated in the
The inconveniences that may result from capital town of a district, instead of a nearer
occasional failure of justice, by reason of want
canton court, he may have it. Under such
of promptitude, will, it is true, scarce come an arrangement, causes which have anything
under calculation.
Those resulting from the particular in them, either in the way of difliconstant denial of justice are easily determieulty or of importance, will naturally find
nable : and on this ground it may be laid down their way to the distrrict court : while the oras a rule, that the area of a judicial territory
dinary run of causes will stay, at least in the
ought always to undergo a further division,
first instance, in the cantons. And in this way
if the value of the time that would be saved
nature will effect, in the most perfect manon the part of all the suitors by such further
ner, and without any inconvenience, a sepadivision would be greater than what it must ration which art and positive law could not,
costtosaveit---whichisthevaIueofthewhole
as we shall see, execute, but in a very iratime of an additional judge, added to that of perfect manner, nor attempt without very sig.
the subordinate officers, whose services form nal inconvenience.
On this consideration is
a necessary appendage to the judicial office,
grounded in part my establishment of immeIf any consideration could set limits to the diate district courts, and the intercommunity
multiplication of tribunals on this ground, it of jurisdiction between every such court and
would be that of publicity.
Publicity has the several parish or canton courts within the
been shown to be the sure and only effectual
district, as according to Titles V. and VI.
pledge of probity and all other qualities reUnder the restriction thus set by these two
quisite on the part of the judge.
Its efficacy
considerations of economy, it is evident that
in this respect will be proportioned partly to the multiplication of courts upon this ground
the number of the individuals of whom the
cannot be carried too far, nor consequently
public consists, but still more to the measure
the extent ofeachjurisdictiou
confined within
of intelligence to be found among them. On too narrow bounds.
A thing much to be
this account, for the sake of getting a 9nod
wished is, that no court of immediate jurispubhc, it may be worth while to send the
diction should have an area so extensive, but
suitor to a grea+_erdistance than he need have that an inhabitant situated at the remotest
to go otherwise.
On the mere account of
)tint of it from the seat of justice might traeconomy, it might be worth while to cut down
ve] thither, do his business there, and return
every sectiou of territory, such as the commit- in the course of the day, without sleeping
tee's districts, into six or eight sub-sections,
elsewbere than at his own home. Travelling
such as their cant9_s : yet in this or that can- early and late, this, it is presumed, he may do,
ton, there may be so indifferent a public, and if the distance is not greater than ten or twelve
in the chief town of the district so good a one, miles.
This measure, not only the cantons,
that in many cases it may be worth while to but even the districts, if the seats of justice
waive the advantages of nearer justice for the in them are set down centrically, will, I hope,
sake of those of better justice,
be found in general not to exceed. To a men
But of this consideration alone, what is the who can afford no other means of conveyance
result ? Not to set limits in any respect to the than what nature furnishes, ten or twelve
multiplication
and distribution of tribunals : miles very early in the morning, and the same
but only to suggest the expediency of per- journey late in the evening, would be no inmitting recourse to a more remote tribunal tolerable hardship.
A man who has more
in preference to a nearer one.
easy means of conveyance at command, has,
An obvious expedient for reconciling the at the same time, less need to regard the
opposite demands thus made by vicinity and expense of a night's lodging from home, and
publicity, is that of appeal: when the near less occasion to incur it. But the persons
justice is found not to be 9nod, let a man go not thus favoured by fortune are those whose
farther and have better.
Hence the use of interest ought to set the law ; for of such is
an appeal from a canton court to a district
the bulk of the people made.
court,
I speak of immediate courts: for as to courts
But double litigation is double expense and of appeal, as in general they ought not in their
trouble. If the second litigation ca_l be saved, judgments to take into consideration any
in any instance, without any extraordinary
other materials than what were possessed by
expense; so much the better.
If the time re- the court below, and as it will not in any
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ease be necessary that they should engage in
any examination of personal evidence themselves, the necessity ofpersunal attendance of
parties does not extend to them. But of this
underthehcadsofappcals.
Whatifadistricl
should be found anywhere, whose funds were
insufficient to the defraying of this necessary
expense ? The aid of more opulent districts
must be called in. Where there is no justice
there should be no inhabitants.
And that
there should be justice in every territory is
scarcely more the interest of the inhabitants
of that territory than of all its neighbours.
Expenses,
of which all parts of the kingdora have the benefit, should be defrayed
by all, It is not therefore merely where a
district is unable, but where it is less able
"chart others, that it has a claim upon others
for relief. Thus far, then, extends that least
admissible number of local judicatures, to the
expense of which the whole wealth and populatiou of the kingdom should equally eontribute. In a territory of which the population
requires a further division of territory and an
additional supply of tribunals, the same cause
that creates the demand will afford the means
of satisfying it. The more people there are
who want justice, the more there are to pay
for it.
The ease above put must surely be ideal
in a country like France ; unless possibly in
the neighbourhood
of Bourdeaux.
But in
some countries, for example in the Russian
empire and in America, it may have its upplication,
As to the number of courts of justice that
France could afford to maintain, we know
thus much, that, if according to the foregoing
definition, it were worth while, she could atford as many as she contains parishes.
For
she can afford to maintain, and always has
maintained,
as many ministers of reli_ou as
she contains parishes. Better justice without
religion than religion without justice.
Religion can exist, does exist without ministers :
justice never can exist, never has existed,
without judges.
But what is there between
justice and religion so incompatible, as that
he who ministers to justice might not minister to religion, or he who ministers to tellgion, might not, optionally at least, minister
to justice ? On this consideration stand the
passages in Tit. V. of my draught relative to
the provisional and optional use to be made
of ecclesiastical
ministers in the capacity of
parochial judges,
The purely temporal ground of multiplication may, as hath already been observed, require more courts within a given territory,
than it would be very material on the purely
local ground to distribute.
Where this is
the case, intercommunity of jurisdiction may
be permitted with less scruple : and from intercoramunity of _u_s_c_on,_n
as far _ othe_
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considerations allow of it, very material adz
vantages may be observed, as I shall presently
have occasion to show.
Taking a country throughout, the purely
temporal ground of multiplication,
and the
local ground of distribution, agree however
pretty well in the results they dictate. It is
only in towns, that you can find it necessary
on account of the quantity of business to
set down in the same territory, two tribunals
which on account of the distance, it will not
be eminently advantageous to distribute.
What must never be forgotten is, that
though the grounds for multiplication
of tlibunals may be two, the ground for dispersing
them, and in consequence for parcelling out
jurisdiction between them, is but one. This
simple and genuine principle of demarcation
I style the geographical one, in contradistinction to certain spurious ones, of which
presently.
As to this principle, it must be observed
that, though, when the sectmns of territory
that have been the result of it are very small,
for example less than the area of the largest
.*.owns, the benefit to be obtained from putsuing it still further be not very considerable, yet that benefit is always something:
so that, in whatsoever section of territory the
quantity of business requires the placing of
two tribunals, it is better to place them at a
certain distance from one another than not :
and for that purpose to cut down the section
into two, how little rigour soever may be
thought necessary in guarding the limits between the two sections from being overleaped.
Neglecting,
therefore,
the purely temporal
ground of multiplication,
as one which can
never present any tribunals as fit to be erected, which on the ground of local convenience
it would not be advantageous
to distribute,
we may consider distribution as the inseparable accompaniment
of _aultiphcation,
and
the geographical principle of demarcation as
presiding throughout over the establishment
of courts of justice.
I seem to have said nothing: in fact, I have
said everything.
So long as any more courts
can be set down to advantage, in addition to
such as may already have been set do_n upon
the geographical
principle, so long ought
more courts to be set down, but still upon
the same principle.
When there are so many tribunals erected
upon that principle, as it is worth while to
have in a territory, more tribunals ought not
to be erected on any consideration, or on any
pretence.
Add but a single tribunal more,
on the suggestion of any other principle,
what is the consequence ? As a court of
justice it is useless : as a source of expense
it is pernicious,
If anything prevented the application of
_h_ _eo_ra_hical _rm_i_le_ of demarcation,
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other principles might be resorted to, and
jurisdiction might be carved out in the manher presented by such other principles. No
principle for this purpose has ever been
adopted in an extensive country: none ever
could have been adopted to the total exclusion of the geographical one.
Other principles, however, have been resorted to in
concurrence with it, sometimes perhaps because something prevented carrying the geographical principle to the end of its career,
but oftener without that reason, without any
good reason, and without any cause but the
propensity to imitation.
But all such spurious principles are very bad succedanea to
the only genuine one, having no advantage
over it in any respect whatsoever, and being
incurably infected with many, and very iraportant, inconveniences, as will presently be
seen.
These principles may be all reduced to two :
the metaphysical, as I take leave to style it,
and the pecuniary.
The metaphysical principle of demarcation is a bad principle : the
pecuniary one is a bad modification of that
bad principle,
I term metaphysical the principle that gives
to one court one sort of cause, to another court
another sort. Geography is a study as pleasant as it is simple : it is one of the sports of
children.
Metaphysics, when well applied,
though a very useful, is a very dry study :
_nd here, being very ill apphed, it is a very
pernicious one.
From the sensible world you now find yourself launched into the intellectual.
Adhere to
the geographical principle, the map of France
or England is your sufficient guide. A speculative field now commands and tortures your
attention.
A new map is now spread before
you : a map of causes of action, of sorts of
rights, of sorts of wrongs, or of offences which
are the infringement of those rights.
Spread
before you, did Isay? No: the legislator has
done no such thing for you : he knows not
how to do it. He refers to objects as if they
were to be found in such a map: but the map,
if there be any such thing made, it must be
you that make it. It is for want of understanding metaphysics that the legislator talks
metaphysics
to you, and calls upon you to
understand it. On pain that may follow, on
pain of life, liberty, or fortune, he commands
you to understand
that with which, had he
]almself understood it, he would have known
better than to have meddled,
To some of the tribunals, severed by the
metaphysical
principle of demarcation from
the body of those set up upon the geographical principle, the committee give the name
of tribunals of exception.
I give it to all of
them.* Tribtmalsofexceptionareproductive
Courts-martlal, ecclesiastical courts, tr/bunals, should there be any, on board of private
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of various inconveniences, which multiply in
proportion to the number of such tribunals.
Spite of those inconveniences, the very few
tribunals of exception which stand in my plan
under that name, are not only convenient but
necessary, as will be shown further on. Excepting those, of which the committee take
no notice, no others are attended with any
advantage whatsoever.
An establishment constructed exclusively
upon the geographical principle of demar.
cation, and that pursued to the utmost, is
chargeable with one inconvenience, which is
the expense. But of this inconvenience a eertain measure is inseparable from the establishment upon any plan : it is inseparable from
all establishments : and by the supposition,
the expense is not laid out without fruit. It
is chargeable, however, with no other ironginable inconvenience whatsoever.
An estao
blishment into which the other principle of
demarcation is admitted, is, in proportion as
that other principle is pursued, attended with
no less expense, and with the following inconveniences,
from which the geographical
one is free :
1. Superfluous multitude of courts : hence
money wasted to pay unnecessary salaries. So
many courts as it is worth while for you to pay
for, so many does the geographical principle
require: whatever the metaphysical adds, are
dust so many which it is not worth your while
to pay for. Five courts the committee have
taken from the geographical principle ; courts
of appeal included: the canton court, the distrier court, the department court, the superior
court, and the supreme court.
Four others
they have taken from the metaphysical principle : their high national court, their court
of police, their court of trade, their court of
administration and revenue : not to mention
what they call a reconcilmtion-oftlce,
and I a
court for obstructing justice, t
2. Inconvenient paucity of courts : theinevitable consequence of such a superfluity. If
five ranks of courts, one above another, are
necessary in any one sort'of cause, so are they,
without any exceptions worth mentioning, in
each.
Five times five and once five make thirty:
applying the geographical principle to each
division made of the metaphysical, they ought
therefore to have had thirty sets of courts,
instead of thirteen.
Their court of revenue,
for example, has cognizance of debts due to
the state on the ground of taxes: but as four
thousand of these courts were too many to
distribute among the cantons in addition to
the four thousand courts called canton courts,
ships at sea, and legalized assemblies, so far as
concerns the preserving good order in the assembly.
"I"See further on, a fuller catalogue of these
cotw_
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the cantons are deprived of the benefit of
these courts, which are given to the districts
only, to the amount of no more than five or
six hundred.
But if it be inconvenient to a
man to travel from one side to another of a
district, to answer to a demand of two or
three Iivres made on him on the part of an
individual, it is not at all less so when the
demand, instead of being made on the part
of an individual, is made on the part of the
crown,
3. Useless addition made to the volumlnousness of the laws, with which increases
always the difficulty of apprehending and retainlng them ; and the chance that a given
disposition of law will in each given instance
he ineffectual to its objecteffectual only
to the purpose of drawing down punishment
or other unexpected hardships, for want of
having been apprehended or retained,
4. Difficulty of knowing which of so many
sorts of courts to resort to. How happy the
suitor where there is but one court, the court !
the simplest of all clowns would not mistake
his way to it. Cut courts out of another with
metaphysical sheers, a science of that which
ought not to have had existence is thus ereated out of nothing. To the necessary science
of knowing whether you have a right and a
remedy for it, is added the unnecessary one
of knowing to what sort of a judge you are
to go in order to get your remedy. In vain
have you re-enacted your indefeasible law of
nature, and proclaimed the maxim, Every man
hls own lawyer. The hireling laughs at your
maxim, and sits down in tranquil certainty of
his prey. He knows that, in the very first
step in the road to justice, you have built a
labyrinth, to which no man has a certain clue,
and to which no man but a lawyer can pretend to have any.*
As to the committee,
the foundation of
their labyrinth is laid ; but who shall say,
when, or by whom, it shall be finished ?-Out of the first parcel of metaphysics come
forth doubts: then comes more metaphysics
to solve those doubts ; and out of the fresh
metaphysics arise fresh doubts.
At a tooment's glance, I see doubts enough to fill a
volume :--but who would thank me forit?
In considering the necessity of advice as resuiting from the complication of the system of
tribuukls, I speak with refereuco to the current
systems of procedure, andsuch as tbeplan of the
committee seems to promise. According to mine,
even this cause, powerful as it is, could not produce any _ch necessity. The suitor having a
right to go into any court, and claim the attono
tion of the judge, the flint moment he sees him
unoccupied, to his demand, whatever it wa_ and
to the facts;_whatever they were) on which he
grounded it it, would lie upon the judge to tell
him whether it h_d any foundation in law ; if se,
in what part of the law, and to what other judge,
if not to himself, it belonged to make it good.

5. Subservience to the purposes of publicity is not the least among the advantages of
the principle of universal competence.
Tribunals of exception cut off the attention of
the public from the principal courts, and from
each other, and break down the superintending part of it into portions too small to be
sufficiently respectable.
In England, as in France, a thousand heterogeneous tribunals, armed with scraps and
fragments of jurisdiction, distract the attention of the public, not less than they defor_t
the face of justice.
Gather up these fragments, put them into one great receptacle,
no part of the public will be lost. This, and
that, and t'other court, escape from observa.
tion; but the court, an object deriving greathess from its simplicity, lifts up its head like
a landmark, and extorts attention from the
most incurious eye.
Ask for the advantages of this complication: they are absolutely none. No, not the
smallest particle ; not a shadow of advantage.
A particular branch of the law, it will be said,
will in a particular spot find of itself constant
employment for a court of justice.
Be it so.
What follows ? That you ought to have
court empowered to take cognizance of that
branch, and no other ? By no means. By
denying to that court all other branches of
jurisdiction, what do you gain ? Nothing._
Oh I but the judge may not understand the
other branches so well as that particular one.
Why so ? what should hinder him ? Does
not every advocate that practises understand
every branch ? The knowledge which you
make sure of finding in every advocate, why
should you doubt of finding it in a judge ?
The judge has the advocate to prompt him :
who is there to prompt the advocate ? When
the book of the law is opened before him, as
you intend it shall be, will it be more ditfi.
cult for him to read one page of it than another ? No : if the law has anything in it
more difficult than another, it is this very
science, which you create out of nothing,
under the notion of solving difficulty.
What
belongs to him, and what does not, is one of
the most difficult points which the judge of
a tribunal of exception, orthe judge from
whose jurisdiction a tribunal of exception is
severed, has to solve.
The particular branch of business, you say,
will be sufficient of itself to fill up the time
! of one tribunal. So it eertahfly may be, just
sufficient to take up the time of one court,
and no more ; _ust sufficient to take up the
time of two courts, and no more ; and so on.
All this is possible : but the chances againsv
its being fact are infinity to one. Is one of
these peculiar courts not quite sufficient ?
Two such courts will be sufficient, and a great
deal more.
Institute butoneof
them, all
men are delayed, and some go without juso
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rice. Institute two, the judges of one or
both sit idle a great part of their time. I ask,
what is the use of their being kept idle, surrounded as they are by fellow-cltizeus, who,
for rights relative to other branches of the
law, are lingering _thout remedy ?
Bad as the metaphysical principle of demurcation is, the pecunmry is still worse. Why?
Because to all the bad qualities of the metaphysical, it adds others of its own. To such
a court shad belong the cognizance of such
and such sorts of causes, says the metaphysical principle : provided they are not beyond
such or such a value, subjoins the pecuniary,
What follows ? That, besides being plagued
about the sort of cause, you are plagued about
the value.
What if the value of the thing
change in the course of the cause ? What, if
there be several who claim shares in it, or
against whom shares are claimed ? What if
one claimant gives up his share, and makes
the thing beyond value ? Does the addition
of interest to principal, or of costs of suit to
both, raise it beyond value ? The doubts,
that sprung out of the institution of assessors
to criminal examinations, are nothing, in cornparison with the unobviated ones that might
be drawn out of this single word.
But the worst charge against the pecuniary
principle is yet behind.
It is the being connected, as it is inseparably, with a false estimate oftmportance:
in consequence of which,
causes of chief moment have been treated in
various ways, as if they were of little moment,
or none at all.
To detect the false measure, we must lay
down the true.
View a cause through the
medium of public concern, the importance of
a class of causes has two measures; its iraportance to the interest of each individual
person concerned in each individual canse, and
the number of individuals so concerned,
On both accounts, the importance ors class
of causes relative to a sum nominally small,
instead of being, what the pecuniary principle
always supposes it to be, le_ than that of a
class of causes relative to a sum nominally
large, is greater.
The importance of a sum
to the interest of a given individual, is in its
ratio to his income. It is but a small propertion of the people, for example, in France, that
have each so much as 200 livres a-year to live
on : a very small proportion, indeed, if women
and children are to be taken into the account :*
the king's brothers are to have each exactly
20,000 t times that sum ; 2,000,000 of 1lyres.
One livre is, therefore, ofatleastequalimportanco to the one, with what 20,000f 1lyres is
oftothe other. It is, in fact, of much greater
importanee : fur superfluity will bear retrench,
• M. Claviere, in a late publication, makes the
ayerageexpendimre of an individmd in France,
non ann poo_ taken together, 146 livres _-year.
T rernaps this alum]d be 10,004)lirres._Sd,
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merit, and that in proportion as it is superfluous : a bare subsistence will boar none.
Take from a king's brother half his income,
he still remains an opulent prince. Take from
an ordinary day-labeurer half his income, he
starves.
Taking this for the true measure of peeuniary importance, the importance of a cause,
taken indlscriminate]y, is rather in the inverse
than in the direct ratio of the sum ; for as the
classes of men arc more numerous as they are
poorer, and the most numerous of all is the
poorest of all, a cause about a small sum is
more likely to be the cause of a poor man,
than a cause about a large one.
The medium, through which the question
of importance has usually been viewed, is of
a different tinge.
That cause is a cause of
importance in the eyes of a legislator, that
would be so to a man of his opulence, that is
of his dignity, and to the great men, that is,
to the rich men he is wont to live with,-- of
whom alone he is wont to think with any degrce of complacency, and who alone are deserving of his care. That cause is s cause
of importance in the eyes of a lawyer, which
will afford a lawyer such a fee as a man of his
dignity may stoop to take.
Such s cause is
to be summoned up to those superior courts
where men of such dignity do not disdain attendance. A cause of no importance is s cause
that will afford no such fee. What becomes
of such cause, or of the class of people likely
to be concerned in such a cause, is a question
not worth caring about. The cause and the
parties are turned over, without appeal, to
some obscure and inferior jurisdiction which
does with them what it pleases.
From the notions, just andunjust, that have
prevailed respecting the importance of different classes of causce, two principal distinctlons
have been deduced; one respecting the mode
of judicature to be respectively allotted to
them ; the other re_pecting the treatment to
be given to them in the way of appeal. The
latter consideration belongs tothe next head:
a few words relative to the former may come
in here.
When the subject thrives, it is sometimes
by the care of his keepers, and not unfreo
quently by their neglect. Regular justice, as
it is called, is the justice which the reverence
of lawyers has provided for important suitors
and important causes.
Summary justice is
that with which_ in their disdain, they have,
in some few instances, prevailed upon themselves to indulge the vulgar herd.
Regular
justice-- that is, dilatory, expensive, refined,
justice, and, in every respect, and every mstance, the worse for its refinement.
Summary justice.--that is, cheap, expeditious, and
substantial.
The division hav__ngbeen mmie,
the distribution could not have been more
happy. But the plain truth is, that no tuck
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distinction ought to have existence.
Good p!ication in full vigour.
What did they ?
justice, it is not less in the power of leglslaThey did as every body must do : go to work
tors to bestow, if such is their pleasure, upon upon the old stock of ideas, when time for
the most important causes than upon the most the discovery of new and better ones is not
trifling ones : upon the rich than upon the to be had. When the treasury of error is
poor. Justice in itself is simple: it is the exhausted, then at last comes truth: when
same for one man as for another : it is only the stores of complication are expended, then
legislators who, by the advice of lawyers,
at last comes simplicity.
have complicated it, and torn it into shreds.
I have spoken of certain tribunals of exIt is neither above nor below any man's level,
ception under the name of necessary ones.
unless where removed out of his reach by the Their bare names might perhaps be received
interested cunning or blundering anxiety of by most men as sufficient proof of their title
thosewhose provinceitisto dispenseit.
to thatepithet.But a legislation
oughtnot
That summary justice
isreally
thegenuine, intheminutestarticle
torestupon thenaked
and regularthe counterfeit,
iswhat any one, grounds of prejudice.Error hu'ksamong
who has readthe observations
of Art. 21 of unquestionedpropositions.
the precedingTitle,has,I trust,
found some
I. Courts-Martial.
_ Among military
men
causeto suspect.To converthissuspicionsthe necessity
ofthestrictest
discipline
isobintocompleteassurancebelongsnot to the viousto every body. Such discipline
could
presentwork,buttothesubjectofprocedure,not be maintainedwithout military
courts.
If theseprinciples
of demarcationhave no All islost,it"
obediencedoesnot followinfoundationin utility,
how came they, say stantaneously
upon command.
A soldier
you, to be adopted? Justas somany other might as well be out of thereachof colnprinciples
came to be adoptedinlegislation,
mand asout of thereachof instantjudicaat first
from some narrow privateinterest,
or ture.In sucha service
itinerant
suitors
must
some narrow view ofpublicgood,afterwards be accompaniedby itinerant
judges. I_ such
from imitation.Force alone decidedgeo- a serviceno one can so well judge of the
graphicalboundaries: forceand cunningto- importanceof an orderashe who givesit.
gether decidedmetaphysicalones. In the While the ordinaryjudge was learningso
war ofallagainstall,whilebaron and baron much oftheartaswould be necessary
to eno
were fighting
forterritory,
lawyerandlawyer ablehim to form hisjudgment, the service
were scramblingforjurisdiction.
The king's would be goingto ruin. Happilythey who
lawyer seizedwhat he could from the ba- command soldiers
willserveto judge them,
ron'slawyer: thebaron'slawyerretaliated
as so thatthenationwillnot, on the scoreof
well as he was able: theprieststolewhat thispart of the judicial
establishment,
be
he cmdd from both. This was the caseall loadedwith any additional
expense.
overEurope. In France,thisprecious
branch
2. Tribunals,
ifanythingofthatsortthere
of metaphysicsderivedpeculiarencourage- be on board ofvesselsin prlvateservice,
as
ment from royalindigence
: jurisdiction
was surelythere might and oughtto be, would
cutinslices
tobe sold;andthe dmcoveryofa scarcelycome to be mentioned under the
newbranch, capableofbeingstripped
offany- head of tribunalsofexception,were itnot
how from theold trunk,was likethe disco- for the stateof subordination
into which
veryof a goldmine. New laws would cause, theirjudgments might be put inthe way of
everynow and then,freshbranchestosprout appeal,with relation
to theordinarycourts`
out : and then, what was to be done with While at sea, ff any jurisdiction is exercised
them? Distributed among the sets of judges
over the class of persons iu question, it must
in being ? Their hands were full already,
be by a tribunal of exception : for a judge
New remedies would now and then be thought
cannot be on land and out at sea at the same
of for old subsisting rights : the old judges
time.
While in harbour, the necessity for
could not, or would not apply them : and the tribunal of exception exists no longer ;
new workmen were appointed to the new for the harbour is within the reach of ordi,
work.
Tired of being without justice, in nary justice.
But in this instance nothing
countries where the extravagance of the price hinders but that the judgment given by the
threw it out of people's reach, parts of the tribunal of exception out at sea might, when
people would grow clamorous: their demand
the vessel returns into harbour, be subject
would, evcryuowandthen,
be complied with.
to review of an ordinary court.
If so, that
as to a few sorts of causes, to a value too court ought, for the reasons given under the
small to be worth a lawyer's notice : and thus head of appeal, to be a court of pure appeal,
the pecuniary principle came to be grafted and not an immediate court.
upon the metaphysical in these and several
3. Ecclesiastical courts, in as far as their
other ways.
The artificial principles of de- jurisdiction is confined to the maintenance of
marcation had got so far the ascendant as ecclesiastical discipline among ecclesiastical
almost to hide the natural one from view.
men, I have addad provisionally to the numThe committee found this system of com.
bet of tribunals of exception, merely to avoid
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prejudging a delicate question at an imma_
ture period. This stable will surely be taken
by Hercules for the scene of one of his lahours, but surely it will be the last scene.
The reason grounded on the supposition of a
peculiar sort of skill not likely to be [ms*
sessod by ordinary judges--this reason, ff not
altogether so cogent in this as in the military
department, is at least at a distant view as
plausible.
This is no place for giving that
plausibility any disturbance,
4. Representative
bodies and other legalizedassemblies, for the purpose ofpceserving
good order during the continuance of the assembly. -- To deny an assembly a tribunal
for this purpose, would be to refuse it the
rightofself-preservation.
Without the means
of quelling disturbance, and that at the very
instant the &sturbance was offered, it might
never act, for it might be constantly distarbed.
A negative upon all its acts would
thus be in the power, not only of every single member, but of every idle or malicious
stranger.
Cast an eye over the several heads of in.
convenience which plead against the establishment of tribunals of exception in general,
you will find them either apply but faintly
in these instances, or vanish altogether. But
any farther discussion relative to points so
clear would scarcely be of use.
To these tribunals of exception, of which
the committee take no nohce, but which they
certainly have no idea of abolishing, they add
the following ones, which they either create
or preserve. I mentioned, I believe, but five
of them in a preceding paragraph: for the
stores ofsuch a mine were not to be exhansted
by a first glance.

2. District-Reconciliation-Offices,
set up i_
the way of the District-Courts. Tit. IX.
Art. 4.
3. District-Reconeillation-Oflices,
set up ia
the way of the Department- Courts.
Tit. IX. Art. 5.
4. District-Reconcillation-Offlces,
let up in
the way of the Superior Courts.
Tit.
IX. Art. 5.
5. District-Directories,
set up in the character of Reconcillation-Offices,
in the
way of the immediate Court of Administration and Taxes. Tit. XV. Art. 5,
6. Department-Directories,
set up in the
character of ReconciLiation-Offices,
in
the way of the immediate Courts of
Administration
and Taxes sitting on
special matters. Tit. XV. Art. 6 &7.
7. Municipal Bodies, set up in the character
of Reconciliation-Offices,
in the way of
the immediate Courts of Administration
and Taxes sitting on other spedal matters.
Tit. XV. Art. 8.

I. _New Tribunals of Exception, erected under
the express character of Courts of Justice.
I Family-Tribunal for civil cases. Tit. IX.
Art. 11.
2. A different Family- Tribunal for penal
cases Tit. IX. Art. 12.
3. High-National court.
Tit. XI.
4. Municipal Bodies, under the name of
Judges of Police.
Tit. XIIL
5. Courts of Trade.
Tit. XIV.
6. Immediate Courts of Administration and
Taxes.
Tit. XV. Art 1.
7. Appellate Courts of Administration and
Taxes,
formed out of the Superior
Courts. Tit. XV. Art. 4.
8. Appellate Mint-Courts. Tit. XV. Art. 13.

Intereommunity, I have already observed,
is not inconsistent with demarcation.
It is
necessary there should be boundary lines.
Were there none, a plaintiff would not know
from what judge he was entitled to assistance: a defendant would not know to what
judge he was generally amenable: the judge
would not know to what suitors his services
were principally due. No man would know
how far he might have to go for justice : no
man could be secure of finding justice anywhere.
Boundary lines once traced, it is
not necessary that men should be rigorously
confined within them. Convenience was the
final cause of tracing them : the cause eea_ag,
so should the effect.
Upon the application that may be made of
the principle of intercommunity of jnrisdietion, dependseverulveryessentiaJadvantages:
1. Convenience in respect of distance.
In
genera], the cou_ of a man's own parish,
canton, distriet_ or whateve_ the division be.
will be nearer to him than that of any other
circumjac, ent one: but if not, why tie him

II. -New Tribunals of Exception,
or LawQ_ices of a particular kind, designed to
block up the entrance into the Courts of
Justice.
1. Canton-Courts, set up in the c]_r_er
of
Reconcilintion-Offices,
in the way of the
District.Courts.
Tit. IX. Art. 4.

III. _New Tribunals of Exception,
or LawOffices of a partlculvr hind, des_ned
to
smooth the road to the Courts of Justice.
1. District- Reconciliation- Offices attached,
in the character of Charitable-Law-Ofrices to the District-Courts.
Tit. IX.
Art. 6.
2. Charitable-Law-Offices,
attached to the
Department-Courts.
Tit. IX. Art. 7.
3. Charitable-Law-Offices,
attached to the
Superior Courts.
Tit. IX. Art. 7.
IY. Old Tribunals of Excepticn preserved.
1. Transit-Duty-Courts.
Tit. XV. Art. 5.
2. Mint-Courts.
Tit. XY. Art. 13.
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downtolt?
Ingeneral, it will be more con. [ The eommittee have gene before me iu my
venient to a man to stay at home, than to go prophecy. One of the functions of their suelsewhere : but if business, or pleasure, call preme court (Tit. X. Art. 9,) is to keep rehim elsewhere, why make home a prison to pairing these entrenchments
as the earth
him ? The place most convenient to the one crumbles, and to quash judgments that overparty, is not always so to the other : when leap them.
interests thus clash, it is for the less to give
I have a singularity on this head. Quashway to the greater.
The convenience of both
ing, the favourite pastime of English judges,
may point to a spot which is the home of has no licence from me. 2_ulhty, the choicest
neither: if the judge can spare them any of instrument of fraud and chicane, is not upon
his time, without prejudme to those who have my hst.
I care not by whom, or in what way,
a preferable right to it, why should the law justice be done, so what is done be justice.
grudge it them ?
In my system is neither dispensing power nor
2. Giving the greatest number the benefit
vicarious punishment.
I give to no lawyer's
of the best judicature.
In England, under a clerk, to no hackney-writer,
a negative upon
decline of faculties, this facility has more than
the laws.
I set up in no garret, nor in any
once afforded a palliative to the inconvenience
cellar, an office for selling pardons. With me,
of an irremovable judge,
judgments are alterable or reversable, always
3. Keeping up emulation among judges,
for injustice, never for irregularity.
If there
Judges of the same rank, especially neighbourbe blame, I punish the author of the raising ones, will be rivals for confidence. A sort management, not the innocent who suffer by
of perpetual election will then be keptup, but it.
_hat a quiet one : and the honour of a judge
5. Insuring the suitor ag_nst partial and
will be measured, as the profit of a shop- suspected judicature.
The smtors will have
keeper, by the number of his customers,
nothing left to wish for on this head, if, as
The influence of the principle in this line
often as it happens to the judge to find hlm.
has been thought to be not altogether imperself exposed to the action of any cause of
ceptible, certainly, if so, it is not, at this time
partiality,
weak or powerful, visible or inof day, otherwise than salutary, m Enghsh
visible, he i_ not only at liberty, but bound,
judicature.
Though probity requires causes
either to dismiss them to another near tribuo
of a more powerful texture, exertion, and the hal, or to disclose to them his situation, asked
subordinate
qualities of affability and good or unasked, that the party concerned may
temper, may derive from a circumstance hke
take his choice.
this, no inconsiderable
assistance.
Shortly
Such are the considerations which dictated
after the Conquest, ignorance drew at random
the principle of intercommunity
as developed
various boundary lines of the metaphysical i in the series of provisions that form the fourth
kind, in the upper regions of justice :* mutual
table in my draft
fraud, spurred by sordid motives, struggled,
The committee have their remedy for this
at various periods, to overleap them : the war too. If an inhabitant of Provence or Navarre
ended in a sort of utl possidetls, productive
has his suspicions of a _udge, he has but to
of a large measure of intercommunity
in ca- take a walk to the supreme court at Paris.
rious quarters.
If anything remains, at this
(Tit X. 9.) At the end of a lawsuit carried
time of day, of all that warfare, it is a certain
oa in due form, he will get, or he will not
dignified emulation, covered by decorum, and get, a judge that he likes better: and then
no otherwise perceptible than in the good the lawsuit, which is to give him what he
qualities that flow from it.
wants, or save him from what he fears, is at
4. Preventing conflicts ofj urisdiction. When liberty to begin.
everything that is not fixed in this way by
The institution of clrcuzts has been spoken
geometry, is made to follow liberty, there is of as a master-piece.
Great men travelling
no room for rapine,
round the country twice a_year, staying two
I wffi venture a prophecy : it can be no whole days in a place, and carrying justice
ordinary measure of virtue, as welt as good home to the very doors of little men. What
fortune, that can suffice to disfulfil it.
No condescension ! Justice at thirty or forty miles
sooner are the committee's
magistrates in- i distance is certainly better than at three or
stalled, if peradventure
they should be in- four hundred.
Justice four days out of the
stalled, than they will fall together by the 365 is certainly better than no justice at all
ears_ Serpent's teeth are the seed : fighting
on any day. The worst possible plan that
judges will be the harvest: the metaphysicould be contrived is certainly four times as
cal entrenchments thrown up by the corn- bad an one as this elaborate contrivance : but
mittee invite attack, rather than repel it. the most simple and most obvious, which is
Convenience will find them adamant : doubt to put judges where they are wanted, and to
and chicane will find them shadows,
let them stay where they are, is last ninetymSplittin_zthe.4_daRegisintotheKing.sBench
(_o_mon Plen_ Exchequer_ and Chancery.

'

one times as good an one.
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English circuits, I understand, have partizans in a respectable assembly in France.
What follows is a tribute of respect to those
honourable gentlemen,
The denial of justice is no evil--assume
but this one postulate, and you may prove
that the institution of circuits, as it stands in
England, has some colour of advantage.-I. It gives you no bad chance of not hawng a
partzaljudge.
Staying but a day or two in a
county, a judge has no time to form connections in it. If country gentlemen never came
up to town, and if barristers never went circults before they were judges, nor ever went
the same circuit twace after they came to be
judges, they might have no such connexions,
Whatever antiseptic virtue there may be in
mobility, there is, happily, rather more in
paucaty, responslbihty, andpubliclty'_orjudges
would not be what they are. It gives you a
cheap establishment.
Send a judge to a place
four days, be will cost you but a nir_ety-tirst
part of what it would cost you to keep him
there at the same enormous salary for 365.
Keep no judge anywhere, and your establishment will be still cheaper. One thmgtbe argumerit forgets : that what you save in judges,
you spend ten times over in counsel and attorhies. Instead of having one judge to pay for
all causes, you have two or three counsel of
as many different sorts, and two or three at?;ornies, of so many different sorts, to pay in
every cause. No cause but what must travel
backwards and forwards between town and
country several times, without reckoning appeals : and causes do not travel from thirty
to three hundred and odd miles for notlnng,
You have a country counsel to pay, a nontraveUingtown-counsel,
andasetoftravelling
town-counsel:
you have a country attorney
to pay, and a town attorney.
This is part of
what you get by not paying your share towards the expense of a country judge,
If motion be necessary to honesty, nothing
hinders _om putting your judges into a roundabout, so long as you put a seat into it for
every county, or whatever else the division
he, with a judge m every seat. Complication
precedes simplimty.
Invention begins in imiration. I had made a model of a roundabout lot
my judges--I
settled my principle of intercommumty of jurisdiction,
I moulded It into
theformreprescntedinTit.
IV. ofmydraught,
and I threw my roundabout into the fire. I
invite the committee to dispose of their twenty
sets of tribunals of exception, in the same
way.
I may show, perhaps, more at length,
what they will be gainers by such sacrifice,
My roundabout would have cost money, for
judges do not dance for nothing.
My principte of intercommunity
costs not a farthing,
When improbity is rendered impossible, contrivanees for rendering it somewhat less probable may be spared,
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Another thing the argument forgets: that
circuits keep defendants in criminal causes in
jail, six months in some places, twelve in
others_ before trial. Oh ! but if they had not
been guilty, they would not have been put
there.
Perhaps so ; and if so, there is no use
in tryingthem by circuit judges. Several .uther
things the argument forgets--that,
between
circuit and circuit, evidence vanishes, wltnesses are tampered with, justice flies away in
a pet, ira witness's watch happen to go too
slow : causes lose the best part of their teatures by being squeezed into a nutshell : time
digs a great gulph betwixt delinquency and
punishment.
But what need can there be to
remember more ?
If you will have circuits to be good things,
keep to metaphors.
Corruption breeds in
stagnant waters.
Assume that judges are
waters, and the thing is done.
Three courts, with twelve judges in ttwm,
serve, by the help of ctreuits, for as many jury
causes as all England supp'hes.
I w{ll teil
gentlemen how they may make twelvejodges
go as far in France. Enact a law that no man
shall sue another for a shilling, without spend°
mg thirty pounds before he knows whether
he shall get it or no, and as much more, up to
three or four hundred, as circumstances may
require.
The last shilling I have happened
to hear of as got m this way, cost the plaintiff
130 pounds, of which, however, by the help
of the judge's certificate in his favour, he got
back all but the odd thirty.
This shilling had
nothing to distinguish it from other shillings.
When you give £150 for a shilling, you may
set down the exchange as something above
par, accolding to the course of English j usrice. Alter this, let Frenchmen sendto English practice _br models of justice.
Do gentlemen suppose that the uses that
have been found for circuits were the considerations that produced them ? The interest
of the indiwdual, or the moment, produces
laws in a dark age: ingenuity finds uses for
them in a more enlightened one. Do the),
consider what it was for that circuits were
set a-going ? It was to enable the great tyrant to swallow up the little ones.
While
the feudal tree was in full bloom, and castles
sprung up like mushrooms, each castle enclosed a giant, who, growling treason at the
king, sat banqueting on the favourite food of
giants, the blood of the people. For this delicacy he was beholden to his dwarf, who with
a lawyer's gown upon his back, sat squeezing
the blood out, and conveying it into the
monster's mouth.
The arch-giant, whose
dwarfs, with all their squeezing, could not
supply him fast enough, bethought himself
at last of dispatching gian "ts-errant to kill the
little giants, that he might get their share.
As these hunting giants required to be fed
till they could find game, it was only now
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and then that such hunting parties could be
fitted out. At first it was once in seven years,
and this was counted a " stupendous effort
of magnanimity and benevolence,"
by the
romancers of that time.
At last it came to
twice in one year, where it stands at present,
The little giants were killed, but the giantkillers, instead of filling their places with
good men, went on their rounds, as they
continue to do to this day.
When a piece of clock-work is set agoing,
and heads to look after it are wanting, it
keeps on going, whether it be of use or whether it be of none.
The old clock-work of
revolving judges, having kept on going for
so many years, is admired to this day : partly
because it was of use when new, but much
more because it is so old, that greatest of all
merits in the eyes of lawyers,
The National Assembly of France has been
charged with madness for pulling down establishmcnts : and because they have done
so, the nation, it is said, is miserable.
Those
who entertain
themselves so much with the
idea are yet, it seems, to learn, that ff you
would have a good house in the site of a bad
one, you must pull down your bad one. Were
the French legislature
as careless for the
moment, as the English legislature has been
ever since it has been a legislature,
there
might be some foundation for the charge,
While the local judicatures
of the barons,
courts subsisted, justice, such as it was, was
to be had for everything.
The short proof
lies in the period of the first circuits : for if
men could have lived seven years without
justice, so might they until seventy times
seven.
With much ado, those judicatures
were demolished.
Feeling the want of them
every hour, we have been sitting upon the
ruins for so many centuries, without so much
as a thought of rebuilding anything in their
room.
Had I the honour of a scat in that house
where the miseries of preparatory demolition
were so pathetically expatiated upon, I could
find in my heart to propose the restoration
of these local judicatures.
On what ground ?
Not under the notion of putting a period to
oppression: --not
under the notion of rendaring it possible for the body of the people
to have justice:
. I feel full well the
weakness of all such arguments .....
No.
But for the pleasure of demolishing the work
of innovation, andre-edifying
that most exquisite of all structures, the old English common law.

chapter.
Under this head, answers will be
expected to the following questions :
1. Whether any such courts are necessary,
and, if necessary, on what account ?
2. To what causes their jurisdiction ought
to extend ?
3. At what places tribunals of this nature
ought to be erected ?
4. How many ranks of such tribunals there
ought to be erected one above another ? In
other words, How many degrees of appeal
ought to be allowed ?
5. Of what description the judges seated in
such tribunals ought to be ? Whether in the
description of this sort of judge there ought
to be any, and what difference, dastinguishing
him from a judge of an immediate court ?
6. Whether the functions of an immediate
court, and those of a court of appeal, ought
in any instance to be lodged in the same
hands ? In other words, Whether appellate
jurisdiction ought in any instance to be joined
w_th immediate ?
7. What ought to be the proportion,
in
point of number, between immediate courts
and courts of appeal ?
The answers to these questions will depend
in great measure upon the inconveniences
liable to result from the allowance of appeals,
and upon the remedms that can be provided
against those inconveniences.
But the provisions by which those remedies are admmistered are most of them so many provisions
of procedure.
This consideration renders unavoidable the anticipating on the subject of
procedure in some degree.
Not a branch in
legislature but what is intertwined with every
other.
Not a twig can be managed as it
should be by him who does not bear in mind
a picture of the whole.*

CHAPTER
IV. "
TtT. II. eontinaed._ON
CouRTs o_ AP_xL.

the
power of thedecree.
_l_te
court to make in terms
of theoriginal
3. Whether in penal causes the door shall be
equally open to changes made to the di_van.
ta_e of the defendant, as to changes made to his
advantage ?

§ 1. Plan of tJie Chapter.
CounTs of Appeal form the subject

of this

§ 2. Grounds for the Allowance of Appeals.
Allow appeals, you suppose misconduct on
the part of the judge. Suppose no such ntisconduct, rehearing answers every purpose.
The uses of this allowance are two: 1. To
correct wrong decision, whether intentionally so or unintentionally;
2. To prevent decision intentionally wrong, by rendering the
accomplishment of its purpose hopeless.
Undue decision is not the only means where• Other questions, though relative to appeals
themselves, not being necessary m consider with
referencetotheestsblishmentofcourtsofappeal,
will
1. have
What,no place
if any_here
are:_the orders from _Idclt
appeals may be made_ over and above the definiave decree ?
Y, What are the e_¢s
whlch it should be in
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by the object of undue decision is capable of
being accomplished : it might equally be so
in many cases by delay,* or by suppression of
evidence, t
Suppression o£ evidence may be effected
either in a direct way, or indirectly by undue
precipitation, or refusing the time necessary
for the collection of the evidence. _
Appeals, properly so called, have therefore
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for their necessaryadjuncts:
I. Complaints of
delay ; 2. Complaints of suppression of evi.
donee : of which latter a particular modification is, 3. A complaint of undue precipitation,
productive of a suppression of evidence. II
It is evident, therefore, that a court of appeal, in order to answer the purpose of its
institution, requires to have cognizance of the

1. By proceeding to dcclsso_z,instead of waiting
to receive, or proceeding to compel, evidence.
2. By proceeding to hear arguments, or to colo
lect ewdence that might as well have been calleeted at a future time: in a word, by taking any
other step that might as well be taken at a future
time, instead of proceeding to collect an article
of evidence which, if not collected at the motaunt, may never be to be hadat all: for instance,
the testimony of a dying man, or a man on the
point of settm_ out upon a long voyage.
In a word, since the bringing forward one step
in a cause may be the delaylng of another, whatever mischief may be operatecl by delay in the
way of suppression of evide_lce, may be equally
effceted by precxpitation.
3. So likewise, whatever mischiefs may be
operated by dela}r, in the way of placing out of
the reach of jusUce, the most proper, or the only
meansofyieldingsatisfaction,
or paying the debt
of pumshment.
[I For the mmchief of delay, the remedy is an
order for expedition: for the mischief of suppression of evidence, measures taken for filling up
the deficiency in the body of the evidence.
Of a complaint of delay, the necessary cohenmitant is therefore a petition for expcd_?io_: of
a complaint for suppression of evidence, a peti.
tion for filling up an alleged deficiency in the
means
of paying
the debt of punishment, are out body of evidence, or more shortly, a petition for
of
the reach
of justice.
Suppression of evidence may be effected in 3uppiy o.fc_idcnce.
several different ways: for example,-_s to'preelpimtion, it has no separate and pen
l. By refusing or delaying to compel the ap- culiar mischief of its own; neither can what
pearance of a person whose evidence is wanted,
been done in this way be undone: there can
2. By refusing to suffer him to be exarmned,
therefore be no particular petitmn curt_espondent
3. By forbidding him to make answer_ or by to the complaint made upon this ground : if the
refusing to oblige him to make answer, to a par- mischief be that of suppression of evidence, the
ticular question,
petition will be a petition for supply of evidence:
4. By refusing to suffer, or to compel, the pro- if the mischief be the placing the means of saris.
duction of an arttcle of written or other real cvi- faction or pumsbment out o-f reach, the petition
deuce,
will have for its object such measures as may be
5. By refusing, in the case of immoveable evi- best calculated for bringing the objects in queadeuce, to repair to the spot at which alone it can tion within the reach of justice : if the mischief
he collected : for instanee_ to take a wow of land be of any other kind, the petitton will fall under
or buildings, or to take the cxaminaUon of a bed- the general notion oi' an appeal: such precipitaridden parW, orother witness,
tion being only a particular mode of bringing
6. By re_using to enter upon the record sstateabout an undue decision.
A petition for expedttion is, if there be any
moot of the evidence, of what nature soever,
difference, still more necessary than an ordinary
_vhen
or by making a fallacious or ira- appeal properly so called. By delay, that is_ by"
perfectcollected
_.ntryof: it.
In English jurisprudence, the doctrine of evi- indecision, a judge might not only do to _e produnce has furnished matter for several volumes. I judice of the pursuer's claim, all the mme_ef
The greater part of them is taken up in settling that could be done on the stone sine vy unaue
in what cases evidence shall, and in what cases it decision, but he might do it without committing
shall not, be suppressed. On this head there is himself in any shape. Let a decision be but
Scarce a rule in it that is not opposite to common give% if it be totally, _ro.undlees,_ very absurso.me, contradicted by practice, and repugnant dity maypres.ent ot lt_t_ • sum clout .grouna_
to every end of justice. For peual cases, you not only for the reveresl ot the aeoree_ nut _or
would swear thegn penned by malefactors ; for the punishment of .himwho made it.: silence_ .if
civil ones, by debtors, to enable them to cheat allowed, will afford a shelter equauy secur_ ¢_
their creditor_
the grossest absurdity and the blackest _ih.
Precipitation may operate a supprer_ion of Without the means of compelling a .decision,
eye'deuce, and thence'be _)ductive ofunduedethe most perfect corm-ivanc_ for r_£.orming uncision in several ways: for example_-_ue decisions would therel_,e be of fitt_

m The _.isebief of delay admits of file following modxfications: -I. In civil eases :
l. So long as it lasts, it is productive of the effect
of undue decision, to theprejudiceof the plaintiff,
2. It may be definitlvelyproductive of the same
effect, by operating a suppression of evidence,
3.--or b_staving off'the decision tall the only
means, or me most proper means, of administering satisfaction, are out of the reach of justice,
II. In penal cases:
4. So long as it lasts, it is productive of undue
impunity on the part of a guilty defendant, and
of undue anxiety and impairment of reputation
on the part of an innocent one ; to which is to
be added imprisonment, or other undue coercion,
in cases which render the application of such
afflictive expedients necessary before conviction_
lest in case of conviction execution should be
eluded,
5. By effectinga supresslonofevidenee, it may
be definitively productive of undue impunity on
the part of the guUty, or undue conwctlon and
pumshment on the part of the innocem,
6. --or of undue Impunity in another way, by
staving off the decision till the only, or most
proper means of sausfaction, or the most proper
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several sorts of complaints just mentioned.
It will be found equally true, that it can require a cognizance of nothing more.
The institution of appeals is not merely
useful to the two purposes that have been
mentioned ; it is absolutely necessary to both
those purposes : neither the superintendence
of the public eye exercised through the medium of publicitg, nor the establishing of responslbility, civil or criminal, on the part of
the judge, nor both these securities put togetber, can supersede to either purpose the
necessity of appeals,
As to publicity, the virtues of it are transeendent ; but they are not all-sufficient,
l.
They are manifestly insufficient to the correction of undue decision, whether intentionally wrong or unintentionally
: they are even
insufficient to the prevention of it. Whatever security they may afford against a want
of probit_j, they afford none, no immediate one
at least, against a want of intelligence. They
tend unquestionably to increase the measure
of intelligence, in as far as intelligence is the
fruit of exertion : but in this way their effieacy is unhappily precarious, as well as slow:
they will render him who has talents more
careful to improve what he has ; but they
will not absolutely give talents to him who
has none.
Neither can the security they atford against want of probity, powerful as that
security is, be depended upon as being in all
circumstances proof against all temptation,
The sophistry of the passions may flatter a
man with the hopes of eluding the scrutiny
of the pubhc eye : the violence of the pussions may steel him against the public censure : there are treasures, in competition with
which reputation
itself may appear to have
lost its value.
It was not for want of publicity to guard it, that the virtue of Appius
sunk under the shock it met with from the
beauty of Virginia.
The security which responsibility alone, to
whatever extent it be carried--fire
security
which responsibility, civil or criminal, affords
against undue decision, is equally short of the
mark.
Against unintentional
error it is nothing: to this cause of undue decision it never
can apply. Render a judge liable to answer,
though it were with his fortune only, for a
mere error in judgment, that is, for an npinion different from that of him who is to
judge over him ; no man, unless perhaps a
man of desperate fortune, would take upon
bim the office of a judge°
The mere weakhess of the intellectual faculctes is what you
can never punish: you can punish for no misconduct in which you cannot charge the will
with having had in some way or other a share:
you may punish for improbity; you may even
punish,'so it be lightly, for mere want of attention well demonstrated; but for mere want
of natural talent you can never punish.
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Against even intentional misconduct in this
way, the efficacy of punishment alone is almost equally uncertain and deficient.
Innumerable are the occasions in which mischief
maybe done --infinite is the mischief which
may be done, in this line, without leaving any
traces of such criminality as punishment can
lay hold of. Innumerable
are the instances
in which, lest you should punish blameless
error or excusable inattention,
you will find
yourself obliged to let go inexcusable guilt.
The efficacy of legal punishment in this way,
though capable of greater strength than that
of the censure of public opinmn, is still more
hmited in its extent.
Ignominy wiU scent
out many a lurking-place
to wlach pumshment can never penetrate.
Add pubhcity and legal responsibihty together, still; without appeal, the measure of
secumty is incomplete.
Expatriation will save
a man at once from the gripe of pumshment,
and from the sting of ignominy.
Expatriation, though to some an intolerable punishment, is to others a pleasure.
Expatriatmn
for an ignominious cause would indeed, to a
judge, be a loss of salary, as well as of repuration.
But how often may it not be in the
power of a wealthv delinquent to afford to a
judge an indemnification
more than equivalent for the loss of salary, as well as for every
other inconvenience
of expatriation ? especially if the judge, through misfortune
or
misconduct, should happen at the time of the
temptation
to find himself straitened in his
circumstances.
And the sort of judge whose
virtue stands exposed is, it must be remembered, of the lowest rank, and commonly in
carcumstances assorted to that rank. A delinquent, with a hundred thousand pounds in
his pocket, is under trial for a crime, the
legal consequences of which would absorb his
whole fortune : a sacrifice of half of it would
be a gailfing bargail,
Who shall say that no
judge, and that in the lowest rank, shall ever
be found, who would prefer such a pitch of
opulence in a neighbouring country, to hard
duty and a moderate salary in his own ?* How
* In the case of undue decision, everything
turns upon the state_ that is, upon the apparent
state, of the conscience of the judge ; upon the
question, Whether he was or was not conscious
of its being undue ; exceptin the case of a fixed
principle of honest error, or general incapacity.
Particular hardship Is but a drop of water in the
political
ocean : a storm.
general This
senseintolerable
of insecurity
raises
an universal
sensation, tbm universal storm, a single decismn, so
I it do but appear to be the result of known and
I intentmnal injustice, is sufficient to excite. Had
it been through mere misspla_.hension that the
! daughter of VirIpnius had been doomed to servirude, the injusuce would have passed, like a milI lion
of othermight
injustices,
without
notice;
andday.
the
Decemvirs
have been
reigning
to this
it was Bacon,s apology against the charge of oor.
_uption, that, wliatever he might have made men
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oftenin England might not a supposition
of
True enough itis,and not undeserving
of
thissortbe realized
by the plunderof the remembrance,thatwere itnotIbrthe secuEast!
[ rityafforded againstintentional
misconduct_
pay forjustdecrees,
he had neversoldunjust[But this,
intheinstance
pu% cannot
besuppos_
ones. The excuse, true or false, was httle to the [ to be thecase. Thedefendant's causehas .ap.L_tro
purpose; for, as it was notormus that he tool_ I enjustmtheeyesolanimpartiaQuuge:isitltaeay
money for h_s decrees, and disputable whether [ that it should have appeared less so !n his own
theywere just or no, the Court of Chancery wore,
In penn) .cases_it is true, the mLsenlerot erroin the eye of the pubhc, the appearance of a great neous decision is of a more substantial nature.
auction-room, ;n which all the fortunes of the If to the prejudice of the defendan% undue and
kingdom were selling to the best bidder, for the useless suffering is the consequence. Hap_ly,
benefit of'the judffe,
this mistortune, in proportion asit is important, is
]_|otives, even of the purest'kind, if they pre- unfrequent; Whatev_ may be said by honest
sent to the pubhc eye the prospect of insecumty, concern or nypocrttmaz anectatlon, mepropenmay, inth_sway, produce to a eertain degree the sltyofhumannaturehestheotherway.
Noman_
ewl consequence of corrupt ones. Such is the however depraved, does mischief without patticase where the judge takes it into his head to cular reasons for doing it: still less ajudge, who
turn legislator, and to substitute to the bad law% risks so much by doing it. If an incident of this
whmh it ts hi,business to execute, betteroncs of kind be but suspected, it makes an event, and
his own making. Everybody knows m England the whole country rings with it. In a country
what an alarm was taken by lawyers, amt through like France, I should be much surprised to find
them by a considerable part of the publi% on ac. that the whole number of unjust sentences of all
count of two or three decisions gwen_ not a great kmds_ exclusive of such as may have been meant
many years ago, more eonfornmble, it was sup- to be so, had ever amounted to ten in the com]posed_ to reason than to law. Conveyancers were pass of a year.
Errors on the other side are beyond compario
up in arms: Not a will nor a settlement can we
pretend to draw, said they, u.hh'h th_s _nan wttl_ son more natural_ and more numerous, even unhis improve_twn/s may not turn into rvastela_per, der the harshest system of justice. And errors
8hall absurdity have been worshipped in my pro- on this latter side are, in some of the most fredeccssors, and shall not reason andgood stn-e be quent as well as mlschievous of crimes, in fact,
tolerated in me? He had miscalculated. The more permcious than on the tbrmer. Pumsh a
times are over, when judges might dec,de ah- man erroneously as for a homicide committed m
_urdly, orrationally, as they pleased. Something prosecution of a design of robbery, you punish
of a puhhe is formed m England ; anti a pnbhc that one man. Aeqmt erroneously a man guilty
which, with all ItS fondness ior old abuses, will of the same crime, you Sacrifice the lives of all
_mt submit to new.
those whom destroy has marked out tbr victims
To this head may be referred one of the chief to his future enterprises. The Engbsh proceadvantages attending the institution of juries, dure, favourable to malefactors as_t l'Sharsh and
The most sanguine ,_dtmrer of that mstttutmn
rumous to honest u]co_ has forgot to provide cot°
•
can never sermusty
suppose that, on the part of rectmn for the most palpable errors on this side:
a random assemblage of uneducated men, un- and this forgetftllncss, or this bhndness, hs._
•lsed to judicature, the chances of erroneous de- obtained, from a deluded public, the prime of
{:lsion can in each instance be kss than on the humanity and wisdom.
]part of a man of edueatmn who has nlade it the
Such being the ease, the chance of error on
business of his hie : but, as the eoulpo_ltmn of this side will not, m England at least, and by
this tribunal changes at every cause, men tl,_tter the admlrers of English judicature_ be added to
themselves, vainly flatter thcm_elve:,, tlmt m so the hst of the reasons that call for the instilsfluctuating an assembly no lixed principle of er- tmn of appeals: in my e_timate, tt would tell as
l'or can perpetuate _t_elf.
one, though that not of itself a sufficient one.
In the ease of undue decision, which has for
Thus stands the matter where the point in con,
_tssourceneltheraeorruptpnneqfle,
noraprmtroversy has boen the matter of fact. Forondeci.
eqde ot any other kind that threatens a repetltmU SlonSrelative to the mere matter of fact, suppose
of the grmvanee, the mischief may In most cases every source of undue decision, and thence all
be set down as nothing It may in all ctwl ones. g'cound tor a pubhe sense of m_ecurity, out of
"Fake into the account the interests of the parses
the ¢jnestmn, none but the parties and their ira.
merely, and suppase the expeetatmn of success mediate eonnexlons are at all concerned.
equal on both sides _ decide as you will, you do
Let the decismn turn upon the point of law_
just as muth good and just as much harm by de- and suppose no such provision made as that sug¢idmg one way as the other. A decismn has been gested in the text, the case is otherwise. Every
given, erroneously suppose, though ulmn the me- ctecision made upon the question of law has_ in
ants, to the prejudice of the plaintffE What harm as ihr as it is known_ the effect of a new law ;
be-_been donehy this upon- the whole ? Not any. which, in th_s ea._e, being unconformable to the
Whatever sufl_ering the plainuff has undergone will of the legislator, is bythe supposition a bad
]n consequence, so much sufli_ring has t_een one: it leads the judieud power_ and on pain of
• aved to his suecessiul adversary. Th_s_ _t is worst consequences compels them_ to give simi.
_trne, would not have been the ease, upon the tar bad decisions in all future cases of that
_uppo_ition that the expectation of success on the Adopt the institution above suggested_ stop the
part of the winner had_been le_s strenuous than current of thture bad decisions by the hand of
on the part of tile loser: as it may be supposed to the legislature, the m_schief of the bad decision,
have been, if, without anyopmton of the merits, though a decision on the point of law, is no
the defence ha_t been made merely through a longer general but'partieul_:, and stanas on no
tenlpomry inability to comply with the demand_ wider basis thanif the dechdon had bccn given
¢r m order to stave off the evil day of compliance, on the mere question of fact.
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the benefit to be reaped from the institution
of appeals, as a corrective to unintentional
error, would hardly pay for the expense.
The only considerable mischiefs liable to flow
from the latter source, might be cured by
other means at a much cheaper rate.
The
_utmost mischief that can result from a single
decision so circumstanced, abstraction made
_ofthe influence that decision may have upon
future ones, is of small aecount. Whetherit
shall or shall not in Lhat way cast any preju_ieial influence, depends upon the legislature,
If it was the matter of fact only that was in
question, no such influence can have place,
if it were the matter of law, a word from the
legislature is sufficient to pnt a stop to it.
Of a decision on the point of law, the effect
is, to declare what on the point in queshon
is the will of the legislature.
If the declaration be right, there is no error in the case: if
wrong, a false law is given as to that sort of
vase, instead of the true one.
But it is the
fault of the legislature, if laws that are none
of theirs are suffered to be given under their
name.
A committee of revision, to watch
over the interpretations
given of the acts of
the legislature by the courts of justice, and
to report such as appear to have erred from
the mark, that their influence, as to the future, may be stopped, is a remedy equally
commodious and indispensable.
For a cornmittee of this smt some workis already found
by Articles l 1, 13, and 15, of Tit. I. in my
Draught. •

§ 3. Inconveniences of Appeal, with their
Remedies.
If courts of appeal were any thing less
than necessary, the institution would, it is
evident, be far from eligible. Expense to the
i publici s interwoven with the establishment:
expense and delay to the suitor, and thence
Lfrequently a fmlure of justice, is inseparable
i from the "proceedings. Institute more ranks
thanone,themeasureoftheseineonverhences
is increased in a great degree, though not
absolutely doubled, at each rank.
In what
places courts of this sort ought to be set down,
and thence how many ranks of them, in a
country like France, there ought to be, are
questions that will meet us farther on. Thus
much in the mean time is evident, that the
efficacy of the remedxes that can be found for
these inconveniences
is a consideration by
which the number of these courts to be provided, and the stations to be allotted to them,
eonnot but be influenced in a considerable degree' a general view of these remedies must
not therefore be omitted here. In all the establlshed systems, large tribes of causes are
exchided from the benefit of appeal, on conslderation of the expense.
Is the exclusion
a necessary or justifiable one? To this question no answer can well be given, till after
consideration had of the reductions that are
capable of being made in the expense.
All the inconveniences
above mentioned
must have place, in a greater or less degree,
although appeals were never to be preferred
any otherwise than bonafide ; that is, accom-

Mrhether the question turned upon the written,
or upon what is called the unwritten law, so long
as that most pestilent of all nuisances is suffered
through necessity to continue, need make in this
respect no sort of difference. The disease, it _s
true, is always more apt to break out in this ba_tard sort of law than in the legatimate: but the
cure is notless easy to apply in the one ease than
in the other. If a sore place is ohserved in the
amwritten law, put a patch of written law upon
it, and as far as the patch extends, the inconve.
nience is no more.
All this proceeds upon the supposition of a

panied with a sincere persuasion of nght, and
suggested by a pure desire of justice. To suck
only can the institutmn propose to itself willingly to g_ve admittance.
The misfmtune is,
that, along with bondfide appeals, maldfidc
i ones will be liable to slip in : appeals in the
I I_rcferring of which a man is conscmus he
I. •
is m the wrong, and which he prefers with
no other view than that of gaming some un; due advantage.
Allow this priwlege, you
! must expect to see it oftentimes made use of
to no other end than to the staving off the

legislature
constantly
awake,
such itas has
that cast
of i evil day, when sat,sfaction is to be made or
France, since
the broad
day-light
upon the face of the pohtical world, can never punishment undergone: you must expect to
cease to be: not of a legislation hke the Brmsh,
sce tt made use of ibr the sake of loading the
habitually asleep, unless when roused bythe spur adversary with expense, and what by the deof some paltry private interest, or momentary lay. and what by the expense, producing a
public one.
failure of justice.
Such are the uses which
• I say_ as to the fntllre: to extend the effect
of the interl?retation'to the past, would be m turn i you may be sure will be made of it, in as far
the legislauve assembly mto a court of appeal, as Ignorance or negligence has left room. To
and tlie Ume of the legislature would be con- the hst of remedies against the inconveniences
sumed in 3udieature. In the one way, the only of appeals in general, must therefore be added
eases about which the legislature will be oceu- another listofremedles,
calculated to prevent.
pied, will be those in which the interpretatmn
_iven in the courts below has appeared erroneous not only the inconveniences
resulting from,
an the eyes of the committee: m the other way, mald fide appeals, but the appeals themselves.
the legislature would he troubled with all the First Remedies against the arnconvenlence of
eases m which the n_succcssful party thought it
Appeals tn General
erroneous, or for the purpose of delay found his
account in pretending to think it so.
1. At the head of the first of these lists,
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may be placed the establishment of the maxim,
that the appellate court shall receive as grounds
for its judgraent, no other documents than what
have been submitted to the observation of the
court appealed from.
This maxim is in a manner a necessary
consequence of the use and definition of an
appeal. An appeal supposes error on the part
of the judge appealed from- suppose no such
error, there is neither ground nor use for it.
A rehearzug would have been the more simple
and equally effectual remedy.
But lt ls no
error in a man, not to have profited by documents not within his reach.
Add any one
document whatsoever to those which hehad
before him, his judgment
might have been
altogether daffe, ent. Under such clrcumstances, judgment in appeal would be correction
where there has been no mistake
From this maxim, if steadaly adhered to,
result several capital advantage_--It gives liberty to choose the fittest situation for the court of appeal, wltb httle or
no regard to distance.
Were a set of witnesses to have to travel five or six hundred
miles uponevery sixpenny cause, from animmediate court at Perlugnau to a court of
appeal at Paris, or a judge of appealto travel
from tbe judgment-scatat
Paris to the abodes
of the _ataesses at Perpignan, the grievance
would be intolerable.
But _hen alltherels
to convey is a parcel of papers, when once
_bey are put mto the post, whether they
have sixty miles to go or six hundred, makes
in comparison but little difl'crencc,
It save_ the expense and delay of a repeatcd collection of the evidence.
By the
wrtue of th_s single rule, the burthen is thus
reduced almost a hal£ *
The operation ofthls fundamental measure
of economy may be made to receive considerable assistance from several suhsldmry provistuns,
2, Transmission of the record'[ from the
* In England, in civil cases, an appeal as allowed, ureter the name of a _tcw trial, from one
jury to another, at the dlscretlon of the judges
from whose court the actmn was sent to be
tried, upon hearing the report of the judge who
presided at the first trlal_ and the arguments of
counsel upon the reporu But the evidence must
all be delivered over again, and the labour of the
first trial is all lost upon the second. Whether
the real is meant to answer the purpose of an
appeal, or of a rehearing merely, or of a supply
of evidence, makes no tilt%fence ; nor is any notree taken, upon the second trial, of what ha_l
passed upon the first,
t By the word record, I beg once for all to be
understood to mean what a record ought to be:
a complete history of the proceedings in the
cause, including the whole body of the evidence :
not the hodge-podge called in Enghsh law-jargon a record, a mess made up of one grain of
truth to ten or twenty of lies and nonsense. The
reading of an Enghsh record is a fehcity to which I
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court below to the court above, by the post,
and that gratis, and without passing through
mercenary hands.
3. Power to either party to take the judgment of the court above in the first instance,
upon mere view of the record, without argument ; but without being precluded from the
right of arguing, if the decision given on the
mere view of the record be not satisfactory.
4. Like power, upon subjoining to the
record a written argument.
An appellant or respondent may by this
means take two chances, if he pleases, for a
deci,ion in his favour, before he puts himsclf
to the expense of engagang an advocate to
plead vivd roce at the court above.
The
decision not to be conclusive against either
party, till he has been at liherty to be heard
by an advocate ; but to be conclusive against
him in the first instance, if he has availed
himself of that liberty.
In all this there is no expense but the mere
copying of the record; an operation which
the appellant himself might be allowed to
perform, if he were able, and thought it worth
his while. I mean, except an advocate be
employed: and then there is no need of art
attorney.
The pursuer or defender-general,
as the case l_ (see Tit. XI. and XII. of my
Draught,) at the court above, upon the fee's
being paid to the corresponding advocategeneral at the court below, may be charged
with the transmlssmn of it to the professional advocate.
Whether this advocate be
emplo}ed m the metropohs, or in a country
town, need, m point of expense, make httle
difference.
5. Interdiction of all appeals from interlocutory orders ; in other words, from deereeq
other than definitive, on any other ground
than that of nreparable mischief: as if the
effect of the interlocutory
order complained
of would be an irrecoverable depention of
indispensable ewdence.
It is evident that
where an interlocutory
order wonht be attended with any such effect, it stands upon
the ibotmg of a definitive decree.
From an interdlctmn of this sort, no prejudice to justice can arise. Ii, notwithstanding the interlocutory
order complained of,
the definltlve decree is such as the complainant _ould have wished, the appeal would
have been of no use : if otherwise, it is then
time enough to appeal ; and one appeal at
that ultlmate stage answers every purpose of
noFreuchmanwhoisnotmasterofEnglish,
must
presume to aspire: for in the Frencb, trsnslatioua
of Blaekstone's romances, the form_ries,
containmg the marrow of the science, are barbs.
ronsly omitted. The predilection which, with a
degree of readiness peculiar to that generous hation, has been so generously conceived in favour
of'Englishjurispruden_,
has therefore no other
basis than a mutilated copy of a tawdry and deceitful picture,
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twentyappealsatsomanyintermediatestages,
Well or dl grounded, appeals from interlocutory orders are therefore equally useless,
In the case of a complaint of delay, or a
complaint of suppression of evidence, the
maxim ibrbidding the admission of fresh documents cannot, it is true, be adhered to.
Ill the case of delay, the very foundation
of the complaint is, that no documents at all
have been collected by the court below, or
at least not enough to form a just basis for
decision,
In the ease of suppression of evidence, the
complaint is, that certain documents whmh
ought to have been collected, and without
which the collection would be incomplete
and fallacious, have not been collected,
In both these instances the grievance is,
that documeuts which ought to have been
submitted
to the observation of the court
below, have not been: so that, were the appellate court not to recewe as grounds .for
its judgment a_y other documents than what
at that stage qf the cause have been submztted
to the observation qf the court appealed from,
its judgment mu_t be ill-grounded,
In these eases, then, one of three things
must be done : tim court above must itself
interpose, and collect the deficient evidence,
or it must reimpose tbat task upon the court
appealed from, or it must trmisfer it to some
other.
l. To employ the first expedient wouht be
employing the court of appeal about tim
business of an immediate court ; a confusion
of powers which, as we shall see more partlcularly a little farther on, would be attended
with several inconvemences •-- 1. It would
necessitate the institution of courts of appeal
as near to the several scenes of actmn, and
consequently in as great number, as the iramediate courts.
2. It would occasionally
surcharge the courts with an extraordinary
load of business.
3. It would deprive the
suitor, as to so much of the proceedings, of
the benefit of appeal.
4. It would enable
the judges of appeal to make approaches to
arbitrary power, by swallowing up the tunetions of the immediate courts, and substitoting in the room of an authority subieet to
appeal, a power exempt from that eontroul,
2. Committing to the judge appealed from,
the business of repairing his own errors, is
what certainly may be done, if no fault of
tim will, no improb_ty, no proud or capricmus pertinacity, is attributed to him. But
the great necessity for instituting appeals and
complaints of this nature results, as we have
seen, from the danger of a vice of this sort
that might otherwise introduce itself into the
character of the judge.
This resource can
never therefore be trusted to as the only one.
3. There remains that of giving the eommission to a judge of some neighbouring

[CHAP. IV'.

court.
This is an expedient free from all
objections, and forms but one out of many
instances of the application of the principle of
_ntercommun_tyofjurisdiction,
the advantages
of whmhhave already been represented. (See
Chap. ILL)*
The less the expense of the proceedings
in the courts below, the less heavy will the
small portion of expense whmh we have found
to be inseparable fromthe business of appeal,
press upon the smtors. The following sketch
will afford a glimpse of the means that may
be employed for reducing the expense in the
first instance:1. Abohtion of all law taxes, as proposed
by the committee.
See Txt. I. Art. 5, Cornm_ttee's Drought.
2. Abolmon of all court fees--of all dues
paid by suitors to persons employed by the
pubhcm the admmtstlation
of justxce. This
also seems to be proposed by thc committee.
lbtd.
3. Confinement of the expense of merce.
nary law-as_lstance to the instances where it
is absolutely necessary, by the admissmn of
unmercenary.
See Chap. I 05servations on
Tit. I. Art. 20, New Draught.
4. Reduction of the expense of mercenary
assistance, where _t is necessary, by the abelitton of the distraction between advocates
and attorneys.
Ibtd. Art. 21.
5. Abohtion of the expense of taking marccnar? opmmns, by obliging the judge to give
a categorical opmmn rathe first instance upon
"A complaint of delay, or suppression of ew.
deuce, it may occur, is a sort ot cause within a
c_usc ; and every cause must have its evidence,
its grounds, to go upon. But the very complaint
here _s_that the ju_tge below wdi not collect evi.
dance. What remedy ? SeverA. In default of
the judge, tbe pursuer-general may be required
to collect the evidence relative to this incidental
cause : m los def_tult, the defender.general.
I_t
default of both those public officers, the private
individual, the appellant himself, must certainly
try his own credit with the court above. This he
may do, either in person, or, if the distance be
too great, by letter, provided it be under the
sanction of an oath, m manner hereinafter men.
tinned : but in a case like this, he can be in no
want of witnesses: as to whatever allegatmns_or
other documents he demanded to have transmitted in form of a record, and to which the
magmtrates in question refused to give that autbenncatmn, he has but to call in the attestation
of any bystander.
These are cases just possible, but not at all
supposable. A public magistrate will not venture
upon an act of misbehaviour, which admits of no
colour of defence. A judge may have good rcasons for delaying a cause; he may have plausible
reasons for suppression of evidence: but for refusing to give his attestation to allegations oft
either side, which the law expressly ordered him
to record, he can have he excuse. It will be a
crime on his part ; and the proceedings against
him will follow the course marked out: with relotion to other ¢rime_
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a stateoffactsagreedupon by allparties
in- own homes, according
to theimportanceand
terested,
and anhypothetical
oneupon a state urgencyofthecase.
of factsdisputedon any side. Ibid.
15.Reductionof theexpenseof copying,
6. Terminationof thecause at the sam_ with regardtosundrysortsofpapers,
suchas
hearinginwhich itcommences, whenever it actsofthe parties
and of the court,by prohappenstobe ripefordecision
atthatperiod: ridingconciseand printedformularies
for
as itwillbe,ifthe parties
attendin person, everysuch paper,as farasthe caseadmits,
and the causerestssolelyupon theevidence settled
by the legislature,
and furnishedat
ofthe parties,
or upon such realevidence,
or thepubhc expense.
the evidenceofsuch witnesses,
asthey hap16.By measuresto be taken to prevent
pen tobring with them, or upon the mere any body'shavingan interest
in addingunquestionof law, or upon allor any of these necessarlly
to the bulk of such instruments
grounds.
Ibid.
as do not admit of settled formularies.
7. Clearing the canse, by mutual admis17. Transmission of law-papers in general
sions, at that early period, of all facts on each by the post, carriage free, trom court to
side which are not meant to be contested on court, through the judge, or one or other of
the other : -- another consequence of the joint
the public advocates, without passing through
appearance of the parties in the first instance
mercenary hands.
in presence of the Judge.
Ihzd.
8. Clearing the cause of all false allegaSecond Dwlslon of Remedies against the Intions, the truth of which he who makes them
conveniences of Appeal-- Remedtes for the
has no real hope of being able to make good,
preventzon of mal£ fide Appeals.
and of all proof relative to such allegations :
I. In civil cases :
--another
consequence of the personal ap1. Execution
notwithstanding
appeal, on
pearanee of the palties, speaking upon oath.
finding security.
tbld.
This salutary expedient is made use of
9. Confining the quantity of delay granted
by the committee, though only in certain into the quantity absolutely and honestly re- stances.
quislte for each paltiCular purpose in each
2. Allowing extra interest upon the value
partlculm
cause. --another
consequence of claimed, payable of course, but susceptible of
the personal appearance of the parties, speakbeing remitted, upon certificate of opinion, on
ing upon oath, and of the avoiding to lay the part of either judge, that the appeal was a
down general rules of procedure relative to bondfide one.
time.
Ibid.
Confine the quantum of interest to the
10. Facility given to the compromising of ordinary rate, you gqve a dishonest suitor the
_che cause in that stage, with the advme and power of borrowing money at that rate of a
assistance ot the judge, if it be a case fit for man who does not choose to lend it him--of
compromise,
lb_d.
a man whom he has injured.
What can be
11 Reduction of the expense of the at- more iniquitous, or more encouraging to initendance of witnesses, by powers for the ex- qulty ?--allowing
under-interest,
or no inteamination of them each in the court of his rest at all, in the manner of the English law.
own territory, so tar as confiontation
is not
There are cases where, in this way, after
necessary: and for appointing confrontation,
fighting the plaintiff with his own money, a
where necessary, at the court where it can defendant is secured m the quiet possession
be performed at least expense,
of a considerable part of the remainder. The
12. By confining the terntories
of immerofit allowed by the law to be made in this
dlate courts to such an extent as admits of way is in proportion to the quantum of the
_#itnesses and suitors attending in court du- capital the defendant has in his hands ; that
ring the jun&cal da_, without being obliged
is, to the enormity of the injury the plaintiff
_o sleep elsewhere than at their own homes,
is suffering from the want of it. The sorts
13. By managing the business of examiof appeals called wrzts of error have seldom
nation of witnesses in distant courts, by in- any other object.
structions sent from court to court gratis,
3. Obligmg the unsuccessful party to reimby the post, without the necessity of passing
burse to the successful one the amount of his
through mercenary hands,
costs, in course, subject to reduction in case
14. Saving of the delay of waiting for parof certificate of bona tides, as above.
ties or witnesses lying under a temporary in4. Refusing the appellant the liberty of
ability of personal appearance, by powers for employing a mercenary advocate on the apadmitting them to correspond with the court
_eal, but on the terms of transmitting,
toin writing, in the style of an ordinary letter,
gether with the fee for his own advocate, a
and, though under the sanction of an oath,
fee to equal amount for an advocate to be
without the obligation of calling in mereechosen by the respondent.
The condition
nary assistance to put it into form : or else re- liable to be dispensed with, where the pecuquiring the judge to examine them at their
niary circumstances
of the former are emi
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nently and notorious]y inferiorto those of the ficient
A smallto latitude
way mercy
will be
lay the in
poorthis
at the
of sufthe
latter.
If one man could get a better chance for _ich. If one man, by spending from a hunjustice than another by paying money to the dredth to a hundred-thousandth
part of his
Judge, who would not cry outagainst the ini- own fortune, can be the destruction of anquity? But is there less iniquity in aUowmg other's, mahce or the lust of dominion may
justice to be put up to auction in this man- purchase gratlficatinn at a cheap rate.
The
_er, for the benefit of advocates ?
English law, by the matchless enormity of the
A fee that is not too much for the appelartificial burthens it has thrown upon justice,
lant's advocate, cannot be too much for the and the ingenuity it has shown in their disrespondent's:
for the record which contains
tribution, has insured this gratification to
all the instruction they either of them ought
every man who can afford to give a handsome
to have, is one and the same to both•
price for it. In doing so, it has conferred on
Objection• _ You destroy all emulation, all every man an arbitrary
power over every
motives to exertion, on the part of the ad- other man less favoured than himself by forvocates at the appellate courts. -- Answer.
tune• a tyranny which nothinghas prevented
The necessity of exertion is produced as ef- from being intolerable, but the influence of
fectuaUy by the superior• chance of obtaining
public
opinion--that
T
x
which English
judges, sacred
by the power,
laws theyagainst
have
fees, as by the supermnty of fees• V_hat e tinguishes emulation is, not limitation of pro- made in matters of libel, wage undissembled
fit, but monopoly,
war, and which, from the days of Lord Coke
5. Obliging the party at whose instance
to the present, they have never ceased doing
evidence, deemed impertinent by the judge,
their utmost to destroy.
is notwithstanding
collected, to advance the
II• In penal cases :
costs on both sides of so much of the proceed1. In case of pecuniary punishment, adding
ings: such part of the costs not to be re- interest from the time of the sentence in the
funded to him, though the cause should be immediate court.
decided in his favour•
As to the committee, they too have their
6. Allowing the plaintiff, of course, a saris- contrivances for keeping down expense.
In
faction for so much of his time as has been
one court, causes are to be carried on withconsumed in the course of the cause ; subject
out wmting ;* in two others, by nothing but
to abatement in consideration of bonatides on writing• _ and from these opposite causes the
the part of the defendant, or of the state of same good consequence is to follow• They
pecuniary circumstances on both sides,
have another expedmnt for preventing ex7. Allowing the defendant satisfaction for pense ; which is, to say there shall be none :
time thus consumed by unnecessary proceedbut the expedient, being a choice one, is to
ings carried on at the instance of the pursuer,
be produced but rarely._
In this place, I
though the latter should gain his cause,
must beg a word with the committee.
So,
The fifth and seventh of these expedients
then, it is you that we have to thank, and
are calculated to prevent vexation, as well on not nature, for whatsoever there is oppresthe part of a plaintiff as a defendant.
In ge- sire m the expense of 3ustice ? A word from
neral, mala .tides will at least be fifty time_ you would ease us of it altogether : and this
as frequent on the part of the latter, as on word, except in the instance of two sets of
that of the former : for the great demand for courts out of about five-and-twenty,
and in
compulsive justice is produced by the defenthem only in a few inconsiderable
eases,
dant's unwillingness to comply with the de- you refuse to speak for us. Look over your
man& of justice, or his inability to comply
hst of law expenses : take any article in it
with them without inconvenience:
cases of you please : either it is preventible or unpredoubt are comparatively but rare ; and if ventible.
If unpreventible,
how can your
doubt were all, everything would be done by saying there shall be no expense, save the
arbiters; there would be no need of judges,
expense ? If preventible,
why will you not
As the defendant has nothing to gain by a prevent it ?
decision, and everything to lose, it is his inTo make the more sure of having
no ex-t
•
'
terest to prevent a decision, whether he be
s In the canton-court. See comrmttee s drau_h
or be not in the right, unless the law has
Tit. IIL Art. 2. " Les parues seront entenuues
taken care to make it otherwise: whereas the devaut le juge de palx, sans qu'eUes puissent
plaintiff has nothing to hope for, as far as lburnir aucunes _critures ......
"
benefit to himself is his only object, but from Ibi'd
_- InTit.theXV.
court
administration
andpss._tre
taxes.
3. of
" Si
l'affazre ne peu_
a decision.
But the heart" of man has affec•
tribunal d admmlstions in it, of the dissocial kind as well as of concili_e,
i en dernier ressort_ _r _imthe self.regarding;
and views of mere vexaibid. e_
Art.sans
4:
tlon may instigate the pursu'lt Of an uu_u_t or
frivolous claim, as well as the non-compliance
in both courts, only in _-ticular cas¢_.
with a just demand, if no remedy is provided.
$ Only in the instances 3ust quoteu.
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pense, they will have no form of procedure to be had, it is not two nor twenty strings
in these cases,
that should be deemed sufficient for the loIn this place lurks another confession, not gislator's bow.
less valuable than the former. The form of
Two considerations have been relied on as
procedure they mean to give us, being of grounds of difference: importance and d/._the regular, and not of the summary kind, I culty. The more important the cause, the
pronounce, very summarily, to he good for greater the mischief, in ease of wrong dec_i.
nothing.
Rash _11 they call me, for thus sion : the more difficult the cause, the more
speaking of their work?
1No; I am obse- probable that mischief. NeRheraresuffcient,
quious : for such is their own opinion of it.
I. Not importance ; and that for several
Else why deny men the benefit of it in any reasons.
single instance ?
1. Importance in causes varies not between
Is it that truth is material in one sort of class afd elas_, but between individual and
cause, immaterial in another ? material, when
individual.
Classes may be picked out in
the money is due upon a contract ; imroatewhich you may be sure of finding Importance
rial, when it is due on the score of taxes?
in every individual instance:* but none can
Is it that the system is good for finding out be picked out, in which you are sure of fredtruth m the one ease, and not so in the ingnone.
With regardto peeuniaryeoneerns,
other ? That your system is good for nothing
this has already been shown to be the ease.
in one ease, I prove by yourselves, for you are There the vulgar reckoning has been shown
ashamed to use _t : that, being so, _t _ posto be doubly in fault, in supposing the exlsts_ble zt should be good for anything ia any enee of unimportant causes, and in attributing
other, hes upon you to prove,
the least importance to those which possess
Whence all this inconsistency?
I have put
the most. Yet it is in the pecuniary class
the question.
I will give the answer,
that unimportant causes shouldbetobe
found,
General prejudice dmtates general rules:
if anywhere.
private importunity squeezes in exceptions.
2. If importance sufficient to call for apThe careless and submissive suffer; the re- peal i_ not wanting in the least important
fractory grumble, and get relief. Such is the sol t of civil cause, still less can it he in the
general history of the creation of laws. Exleast important penal one. Pure from mala
pensive justice is what gentlemen have been tides, a slight injury is of slight importance.
used to. Justice, of course, is m general to Envenomed bythat alarming accompaniment,
be expensive.
I see them going the rounds
the most trifling one becomes serious. It beof their five-and-twenty sort_ of courts, with
tokens an affection which, if neglected, might
a waggon-load of it in their train, dropping
prove an inexhaustible
mine of all sorts of
a budget of it at each court. In other places,
injuries. Pounds are made of farthings : leave
all well: but when they come to their court
farthings unprotected, youleave pounds in the
of admmistrahon
and taxes, they hear grumsame case. Gutta carat lapidem. Sprinkled
bhngs.
Heyday ! what is all ttus for ? what
on a man's head by the hand of undesigning
do you do wath your budget here ? What ! do nature, a drop of water is but a drop of water :
you think we _nll be saddled with it 9 Nay,
multiplied by the malice of cruel man, it
good gentlemen,
dear gentlemen, all a mls- creates what is said to be one of the most
take, a mere mistake, if you will believe us excruciating of tortures.
In corporal injuries,
--the
budget was not meant to have been then, as well as pecuniary, importance rises
left here-- say no mole, gentlemen; you shall
and falls not more between class and class,
see no more of it.
than between individual and individual. Thuq
Do they think to get off so _ They are misshallow is the policy which, under pretence of
taken. There is a voice that shall follow them
aversion to litigiousness,
refuses to look at
through all their courts, and cry out in every
injuries tiU they have ripened rnto crimes.
COrner, Away with your budget ! None of your
3. Degrees of importance,
if any such exburthens here!
isted, would require metaphysical
lines to
mark them : and all such, we have seen, are
§ 4. In what Causes Appeals ought to be
naught.
allowed.
II. Difficulty is a ground equally insnfliIn wha*_? The simple answer is --in all. cient : for, in point of difficulty, too, the vaIt is not less just than simple. For where is riation is not between class and class, but
that cause which may not give birth to error?
between individual and individual.
Where is that cause which may not, by some
Where should the line be drawn ?
unfortunate coincidence, furnish inducements
I. On the point of law? But who shall
to prevarication?
The principle of intercomsay, beforehand, in what quarter there shall
munity of jurisdiction,
and the sort of confessional in which I have placed my _udge, diUOUin
* Causes,
foraue xamjJle_
to theofc,the
onlife of
ind_dual_relatire
in re_I_zt
might be sufficient, in my own opinion, to relations of husband or wife, parent or child,
protecthisvirtue: but so longasmore are &c.
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be obscurity in the penning of the law, and
in what quarter there shall be none ?
2. In the unwritten law?
Obscurity is
indeed of the very essence of that supposititlous kind of law : but who shall draw the
linebetwixtitslightestanditsdarkestshades?
Sooner might the obscurity be dispelled, than
the degrees of it marked out and eireumscribed.
3. In the point of fact? But who shall say
in what sorts of causes there shall be obscurity of evidence, and in what others thereshall be none _ *
But were it even as easy to draw the line
between ummportant and important, between
plain and difficult, as it is impossible, what
pretence can there be for depriving of the
benefit of a revision the plainest and least
important cause, after the view that has been
given of the facility of reducing the expense
of a decision in the first instance to so moderate a scantling, and that of appeal, on tbe
side of the respondent, absolutely to nothing ?
(See § 3.)
These considerations
have not found fayour in the sight of the committee.
To the
mercy of their canton judge they commit
without controul fifty hvres at a time ;t almo_t a third part of a Frenchman's
annual
expenditure ::_ a sum equal to 666,000 hvres
in the first class of income.
Single a._ he is,
I cannot reconcile myself to this judge.
I
have looked at him again and again, and I
can see no bridle in his mouth.
Singleness
in a judge gives tightness to a good bridle,
but it will not do instead of one. I see him

[CHAP. IV;

busying himself among the peasantry, like
king stork among the frogs. His good-men.
and-true, whom the committee have given
him for company, may croak tales of him if
they please, but they can do no more : they
are no less helpless than their brethren.
He
is required to take their opinion : but what
is opmlon against will ?
To the mercy of the five judges of their
district court, or of any three of them, they
commit more than a year and six months of
a man's expenditure ; [t a sum more than
equal to 3,833,000 livres in the first class of
income.
To the mercy of their high national court
they trust the hves and fortunes of the whole
nation, in I know not what new and madefined eases ; and this not only without the
check of appeal, but without the cheek of
any kand of responsibility,
civil or criminal,
an case of prevarication : trusting to the tide
of h,gh, to the name of jurymen, and to the
inexhaustible virtues of numbers, as a secuiity for good jacheature.
But of this a little
farther on.

§ 5. To what Place Appeals ought ultimately
to be carrwd.
May the hue of appeal stop in different
parts of the kingdom, or must it be carried
on from all [arts to a common centre ? To
a common centre ; and this for two reasons :
1. To get the be,t pubhc that is to be got ;
2. For the sake of umtbrmlty.
Both these
reasons concur in fixing upon the metropolis
for that common centre. The metropohs has
the best public : the metropolis is but one.
" The antique distinctions taking away appeals
Simplicity on the part of the law ; eerin ca_es of inthngthef and rcd.h,_nd were as 111- tmnty, facility of being known, understood,
grounded as the phraseology is uncouth. _'bat
obeyed, inspected, and improved, all concur
becomes
of mfangthef
outfangthef,
when in mamfestmg the importance of uniformity
three
or four
pickpocketsandshift
a handkerchief
from hand to liand in the twinkling of an eye, in the constructions
put upon it.
From
and all are seized for it ? What has red-hand diversity results uncertainty : and uncertain
to do, when prison, not the sword, is the mstru- justiee and no justice are the same.
A_;
ment of death ? And in the marks of guilt in Orleans a general law of property has been
general, who shall mark out the limit between construed one way ; at Chartres,
another.
fresh and stale ? Yet these are among the clearest
What follows ? That, as far as t he diversity
distinctions in point of dlfliculty.
I)litlcult.v may subsist-extends, nobody knows what is his own,
I. As to the question of law :--l. Under the what another's, at Orleans, at Chartres, or
written law, if the text of the law be ambiguous
anywhere else.
One man claims the ritual
or obscure: if' there be an incongrmty between
of Orleans ; another, that of Chartres : and
one part of that text and another. 2. In the an.
the judge, without committing himself in the
written law, if decisions clash: if there be a want smallest degree, may give the thing to which
of decisions in eases of near analogy to that in
questiou--a deficiency of which the natural effect of them he pleases.
is to draw in a proportionable abundance of deI hear objections :-cisions of remote analogy.
I. " The necessity of uniformity in legisI I. As to the question of fact :--If the evidence lation does not," it may be said, " require a
of different persons is contradictory : if the tes- common centre in judicature.
It is by a detimony of a principal witness is inconsistent or tachment of the legislature, by your commitobscure: if the cause furnishes different pieces
of real or circumstantial evidence pointing to tee of review, that you propose eveDthmg for
opposite conclusions,
the insurance of uniformity should be done.
q Tit. III. Art. K
But this being one body, and that seated in
Clavi_re de laFoi Publique p. 161 : 8 sous
10 den. a-day_ gives 161 tie. 4 sous a-year.
I] 759 lie. Tit. IV. Art. 9.
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the metropolis, why might not the line of judicature end anywhere else ?" That it might
do so, without absolutely giving up the point
of uniformity, is not to be denied. But I see
considerable disadvantage in such an arrangemeat, and I see no adequate advantage. Seated ill the metropohs,
the courts of appeal
will be under the eye of the committee of review, and under the eye of the same public by
whmh that committee, and the assembly from
whmh it emanates, are themselves inspected,
Scatter the ultimate courts of appeal up and
down the country, it would be a separate
work to collect togethel in the metropolis
the reports of their decisions, and a separate
expense.
In different placc_, this branch of
duty might bc discharged with different detrees of ptmctu'dity : fi om one place, reports
might come in spcedlly,
from another, tardily ; fi'om another, not at all.
Send all
appeal_ up to the mctropohs at once ; punctnahty is placed under the guardmnship of
private interest - each appellant, in sending
the rccozd up to the court ot appeal for Judlcaturc, sends it within reach of the cornmittee of review, in rc'tdme_-s for whatever
use they may think fit to make of it in the
way of legislation,
In point of expense of conveyance, nothing
is gamed, nothing worth reckm_ing, though
the records were to stop at the proposed
courts of appeal in the plovinces ; for, a_
aheady observed, when once a packet is in
the post, whether it stops at a country-town,
or come_ on to Paris, make_ m this respect
but httle difference:
still less, when they
must all come to Paris at the long run, or
the object of uniformity be gaven up.
2. " The demand for um_ormity," it may
farther be objected to me, " extcmls, according to your own showing [§ 2,] to no other
decisions than tho_e which turn upon the
point of law."
True. but since all dec1sioas ot this nature mu_t come up to the
metropobs, why not the others _ith them ?
The separation would produce diversity and
eomphcation to no use. The separation, too,
supposes the distluctmn between the point of
law and the point of fact to be understood
by everybody : unfortunately
it is the very
thing that _s understood by nobody. It being
too much for judges, it being too much for
legislators, juries are to be set up to make
it : and by their s_lperioc skill and experience
all difficulties are to be overcome,
3. " In point of publicity at least," it may
be said, "nothing" will thus be gained.
The
public at the metropolis is, it is true, a better
one than could be had in any one countrytown, or in several country-towns.
But is
it belier than is to be had in all of them put
together ? The breaking down the superintending part of the public into fractions too
small to be respectable, is an inevn_enience
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Fou yourself point out as resulting from the
multiplication
of tribunals of exception."
[Ch. III.]
I answer-- This will depend in
some measure upon the number of the towns
ill which the ultimate courts of appeal in ques
tion would be placed. Shall we say sixteen ?
That would be a great many. But are there
any sixteen towns in the kingdom, of which
the population put together would equal that
of Paris ? I doubt it. But laying aside this
intricate consideration,
I resort to a much
shorter one.
Placed in the metropolis, the
courts of ultimate appeal, be the number of
them what it may, will naturally be collected
raider one roof, or at least under a very few.
Being courts of appeal, and not of immediate
jurisdiction, thereis noreason whythey should
not. But it is in proportion totheir importance
that causes stand in need of the public inspection, and it is in the same proportion that they
are hkely to get it. The best public wdl narurally go to the most interesting cause; and
the most interesting and the most important
are the same.
But on the least important
cause, no judge can make sure for two mio
nutes together of not having a public sufficmntly respectable to show him the rod o_
censure hanging over his head.*
§ 6. 2Vo Intermediate Appeals.
Appeals, then, there ought to be in every
ease, as many in one as in another, and ill
every case to the metropolis.
So far we are
arrived.
Ought there to be any, and what
number, of intermethate
ones allowed elsewhere?
Unquestionablynotthree:
not four degrees
of jurisdiction.
This is surely more than any
one could propose designedly: whatever the
committee may have done undesignedly, and
under other names.
1. Take two, and what would be the consequence?
Sometimes to settle men's opinions: sometimes to unsettae them.
If the
two courts of appeal concur in condemning
the decision of the immediate court, it is well:
so, if the ultimate court agrees with the iramediate court, condemning the intermediate
court of appeal : in,both cases there is the
weight of two opinions against one : and let
that of the ultimate be supposed of more
weight than that of either of its subordinates.
But let the intermediate court approve of the
decision of the immediate one, and the ultimate condemn both.
On which side shall
public opinion fix itself now ? On the one
side, number; on the other, weight : but who
• A reporter by authority might be appointed
at each court, to give summary accounts of its
proceedings day by day. The profit of the sale
could hardly fail of covering the ex_per_e: and
the activity of voluntary news-wnters would
furnish a natural cheekupon the good f_th rout
accuv4ey of this official scribe.
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shalladjustthepre-eminence
betweenweight itself:
insucha throng,contiguity
creates
no
und number ?
sourceof partiality,
no bond of connexion,
2. Is rectitude
of decision
the object? _
scarcea channelofintercourse.
Having got the best chance for it at the
An obviousmiddle courseis,the giving
metropolisthatisto be had anywhere,what theseinterpolated
intermediate
courtstothe
more couldyou have anywhere else? Inthe remote provinces,
and not to the nearones:
metropolisyou get thebestpublic,the best but this,to the mischiefswhich have been
judges,the bestadvocates:the best seeun- justshown, would add those of inequality
tiesof allkands,as well for probityas for and furthercomplication.If the additional
intelligence.
What use of any intermediatedegreeisanadvantage,
why deprivea man of
degree? Itwould be onlybotchinga better it,onlyforlivingnearthecapital
? ifa burjudicature
with a worse,
then,why saddlehim with itonlyforliving
3. Can it be the sarong of tzme _ Not that,
at a distance ?
surely.
What you save upon the single ap"' The distant provinces," it may be said,
peals will be more than spent upon the double
"will he under a disadvantage : justice with
ones.
them cannot, after appeal, be quite so speedy
4. Can it be the sat *ng of erpen_e _ Delay
as in the nearer ones."
Lament the inconveand expense are hnked together,
the expense
nience a_ much as you please : but _fyou cure
is doubled at least, as certainly as the time:
it, it _lll be by a worse.
This is a price
and with it, the advantage of the rich over
whmh juqtice pays for secumty against foreign
the poor, and thence the danger of a demal
inJury: this is a price which distant parts
of justice.
Minute indeed it would be at the must pay for belonging to a large whole. One
worst, after the reductions above pointed out,
comfort is, thatthe hmlts of the inconvenience
in comparison of the measure hitherto uccusare not to seek: about three weeks delay in
tomed, but stall that little would be doubled,
the remotest corner : advance from thence, it
5. Nor should the evil of comphcation tell
diminishes, till at last it vamshes. It confines
for nothing: delay would be doubled; expense
itself to penal cases, for m civil ones, the
to suitors would be doubled ; expense of the maxim of execution notwithstanding
appeal,
establishment
would be doubled ; comphcadispels it.
And even m penal cases, what
tion would be more than doubled.
Three
do you lose by it _ A slight and questiondegrees of jurisdiction give, as has been just
able advantage, suggested by a theorywbich
seen, variety of results : you must ring the could hardly have meant to apply to such
changes upon them, and provide laws for all case : the advantage of bringing punishment
the changes.
Comphcation
is no objectmn
into contact with delinquency.
Where witto necessary laws: for, if _t were, it would
nesses a_e numerous or dlstant, it is unatmake an end to aII laws : but it is a fatal one ruinable : where attainable,
it is dangerous.
to all unnecessary ones.
From precipitation
may arise i_ustme,
and
Intermediate
courts, if anywhere, would
that irreparable_ flom the delayin question,
be in the provinces : for it is distance that
theworst that can happenis Iknownotwhat
affords the most plausible plea for the interspeculative difference m point of impression
polation.
Plausible it may well be termed ; between a pumshment
mflmted this day or
for, were it not for the maxim, Nothing aboT,e this day three weeks.
Delay interposed bebut what l_as been exhibited below, it would be tween delinquency and the exhibitmn of the
irresisuble.
Fresh evidence supposes fresh evidence, as under the English circuits, is a
attendance : and how few are the pur_es that
real grievance,
for the marks of truth may
could bear the expense of travelhng from the vanish in the meantime, and at any rate the
circumference to the centre of the French
colours of it will fade; but the delay here
empire ? But for this, wealth would enjoy
does not come in till after the complete exhiundisturbed the monopoly of justwe.
But for bitmn of the evidence.
Seldom indeed will
this, you must in the prownces have many defendants complain of it : for in at least
courts of appeal, that each may be near; and ninety-nine cases out of ahundred, it will have
in the metropolis you must absolutely have
their malafide_ for its sole cause.*
none ; for if personal attendance
of parties
and witnesses is necessary in any one rank of
* A malefactor whose gmlt is indubitable, and
"
who has made no dethnce, will appeal to the mecourts of appeal, by the same reason is it in tropohs for the rake of staving offfor three weeks
every rank, if there were halfa dozen of them.
the evil day of punishment : this, in that case, is
But the nearer you have them to men's homes,
the utmost possible extent of the abuse : but this
the more you increase the danger of local par- being lnevitable_ must be looked for. A defentialities : unless you make them so numerous
dant, If unjustly condemned by the immediate
that the remedy afforded by the principle of court, has so much the longer to wmt for his rele_e from jeopardy: an appeal from acquittal_ if
intercommunity
of jurisdiction
may be re- admitted into the code, maykeep an innocent
sorted to sdthoutinconvenience.
The me- defendant in jeopardy so much the longer. These
tropolis is not only in no neighbourhood with
are two possible eases: I mention them, resotwng
the provinces, but in no neighbourhood with
to omit nothing: but nothing less than such a
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If the opinion of the committee, as given
in Tit. XI. of their plan, were to decide, the
question would be at an end. Not only one
appeal is sufficient, but none at all is necessary.
Appeal is unnecessary in the most
important class of causes, and these, if not
more difficult than others, at least not less
so : can it be more necessary in cases of less
difficulty and importance ? Appeal is unnecessary in the causes which they attribute
tothetr high national court. True it is, that
this is the finest court that ever was made :
a court with five judges in it under the name
of judges, and fourscore and three other
judgesin it under the nameofjurymen.
But
if the reasons I have given under the head of
nmnbers are worth anything, the court is
just so much the worse, and so much the less
to be depended upon, for all this finery. In.
stead of being eighty-eight times as good as a
court with a single judge in it, it is eightyeight times as bad : I mean, on the score of
numbers only : besides its particular vices,
with which we have nothing to do here. True
it is, on the other hand, that, in causes cornparatlvely of no moment, they give five or six
degrees of appeal, nominally or virtually, in
short, in the common run of causes. But why
do they so 9 It remains for thereto tell us. *
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§ 7. Of Judges of Appeal.
What sort of persons should judges of uppeal be ? Persons who enjoy a still higher
measure of the people's confidence than their
brethren.
Of this superiority in point of
confidence, there are two very simple proofs :
length of service, a presumptive one : t_equency of election, a positive one.
A Judge of appeal ought, therefore, to be
taken, not from among new men, but from
judges of the i_nmediate court : under that limitation, he ought to derive histltle from the
immediate choice of the people. What more
conclusive titles to superiority, what other
proofs of superiority, can be derived from any
other source?
He has been selected from
among the select : he has twice received the
most unequivocal declarations of the confideuce of the people, and of the advantage he
possesses in that respect over all concurrents.
On a first election, the proof of superior
confidence cannot, it isevident, rest precisely
upon this ground. Judges of all ranks being
to be chosen together, you can neither have
experience, nor repeated approbation testified
upon experience.
You must put up with a
simple preference expressed by a superiority
upon the poll.

resolutioncouldintroducesuppositmnswhlehun.
§ 8. Appellate Judicature ought not to be
der the harshest systems are so rarely verified,
umted to Immediate.
• When a cause is said to be begun in a dlstrict-court_ to say nothing of the canton-court
I. If the same court acts in both characbelow_ the following is _ map of the journey it ters, one of two absurdities must ensue :has to take :-Either there is a reciprocity in this respect
I. Into the peace-o_ce of the district; or into between two courts, or there is not. If there
aTit.
canton-court
IX. l, 4. _nder the name of a peace-office, is, what do you gain by your appeal ? The
2. Into the district-court.
Ibid.
two courts stand upon the same footing in
3. Back again into the pcace-offico of the dispoint of confidence. The first opinion is not
trict. Ibid. 5.
wider from the second, than the second is
4. Into the department-court.
Ibid.
from the first. "The one," say you, "the one,
5. Back again a third time into the peace-office as coming after the other, is maturer than the
of the distrmt. Ibid. Qu_ere.
other."
So would it equally in case of a re6. Into the superior couru Ibid.
7. Into the supreme court of revision. Tit. X.!t.
hearing before the same judge, which would
A defendant, whose object is delay, may meet take less trouble.
and fight the plaintiff through all these different
stages,
and thatin any cause: forwhat should triet-court
ofappeal_and in consequence
Titles
hinderhim ? and thesesixorsevendegreesfor VII.andVIILof my draught,
withthegreatest
anythingabove250livrcs
value,
partof Tit.VI. Obsequiousness
drewme into
Gentlemen_itshouldseem, donotcarehow thesnares
ofcomplication
:reflection
hasrestored
many degreesofjurisdictzon
thereare,soasyou me tosimpliclty.
I beheldthenation
entraneed_
do not callthem by thatname. _I. Duport, asI thought_
wlthvisions
ofhierarchies,
longas
whoseplanhasjustreached
me_and who declaresJa_b's ladder.Freshpacketsarecome in:and
war against
appeals(p.56,}isfondofquashing It seems as ifprejudices
ofallkindshad lost
and revision
tP.59,_and isinraptures
wlththe their
powerinFrance.
Committee's jutes de paix_ and their "tribunaux
-I- The incongrmty of a reciprocation of supede eonctliatmn," p. _0. He gives a judgment
rlority between two courts seems to have made
which he calls "definitive"
by grand judges,
the same impression upon them as upon ma To
"after three judgments by judges of assize," get rid of it, they have hit upon an expedient
p. 78. He sends his judgesa circuitir_g, he clogs which, I must own, would not have occurred to
them with juries, and his only fear for his plan me. They have invented a new species of ranis groundedonitsextremesir_llcltj
(v.65.)
thematles.
IfB_ saythey,isgreater
thanA, to
Having dealt thus freely with"others,'lt is time make A greater than B would be absurd. Take C
I should do jostice upon myself. I take once then, and make C as much greater than B, as B
more a leaf out of the book of the self-condemnis than A; then may A be greater in its turn than
ing pope. Judico me cremarL I sentence to the C, without absurdity. From a department-court,
flames my department.court of appeal, my dis- acting in itacapacityofa
district
coartj
appealiw
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If there is no such reciprocity, what is the
consequence ? Useless profusion, or denial of
3ustice.
If one out of a set of immediate
courts has time to spare for the business of
a court of appeal, all the rest have time to
spare for idleness: you pay them for their
whole time, and you get but half of it. If
it has no time to spare for this additional
business, one or both businesses must be left
undone. *
" Oh, but," say you, "out of all the iramediate courts, we will take that, for our
court of appeal, which has tile least business
uponits hands."
If so, so much the worse,
The Court which has the least business upon
its hands, is the court oftheleast-peopled
and
of the worst-peopled
territory ; of the territory which has the smallest capital town : it
is the court, of all others, which gives you
the worst public, and the most peregrination,
Such, then, is the dilemma : a court of the
most business is least able to accept of the
additional charge : a court of less business is
less fit for it.
All this supposes intermediate
courts of
appeal and split jurisdictions,
as upon the
committee'splan.
Upon my plan of universal
competence
and no intermediate
courts, a
junction of this sort, without reciprocation,

would be impossible.
To give the same man
immediate jurisdiction in every thing, and appcllate jurisdiction in everything, would he
to take away appeals, and leave nothing but
rehearings.
2. Keep the two stations separate, you gain
a collateral advantage : the superior bccomes
a fund of reward for merit manifested below.
The nation has thus, upon my plan, a treble
hold upon its inferior line of judges. By the
punishment of forfeiture,
it secures itself
against criminal misbehaviour : by the faculty
of amotion, against unfitness short of crimlnal: by the power of promotion, it holds out
encouragement for extraordmary merit. It of.
fers to dechning years an honourable retreat
from a course of more active service. Courts
of immediate jurisdiction must be often ambulatory. Where evidence is immoveable, either
the judge must go to the ewdence, or justice
lose the benefit of it. Such is the case where
bed-ridden
witnesses are to be examined;
houses, lands, or other lmmoveable objects,
to be viewed/f

to go, not to another district-court m the same
department-court,
but to the department-court
of another department, wlthinthejurlsdiction
of
the same superior court; and to avoid the incongruity of a direct reciprocation of supermrity between two such courts, an indirect and still more
incongruous chain of rec_procanon is cstabhshed
among the whole number of such courts, m manner above explained. [See Tit. V. 9._ In all
this there is great ingenmtv, but to what end ?
Perhaps that of preventing "the ill humour liable
to be bred by a course of reciprocal correction,
What a pity, that instead of givlngtheir own
reasons,
sar/es ! they should have left the task m adver• These considerations seem not to have pre.
seated themselves tothe committee. To make a
department-court, they take, we see_ one of the
district.courts, and, in addition to the business
of an xmmediate court, which it possesses in that
character, they load it with as much of the busthess
of an appellate
court,
as all thecan
other
district-caurts
in the same
department
supply.
The same courts, too, that are thus doubly loaded
with business, are doubly loaded with judge_
Five serve for an ordinary district-court ; but it
is to have ten, when raised to the dignity of a
department-court` If five judges will hnd themselves in one another's way, as most certainly
they will, ten judges will find themselves as
much more so. Eighty-three departments, and
five hundred and thirty-eight districts, give upon an average somewhat more than six dlstncts
to a department.
Tim situation of the committee's judges calls for pity. In every department
I see five-and-twenty of them spoilt with idleness, ten expmng with fatigue. Sad also is the
lot of every suitor, upon whom the honour of
living under the domimon of a department-court
does not pass _ an equivalent for justice,

care, would have been a necessary one. Keep
to metropolitan courts, and the dl_calty is
at an end.
Set up, at a venture, a few to
begin with. If a demand arises for more, add
them one by one, as they are wanted.
Calculation, with regard to l_roportional numbers,
is a matter rather of curiosity than use.
The sketch given in § 3, of the expedients
for reducing the evils of litigatmn, may be
worth attention in this view.
The quantity
of time requisite for dispatching the business
liable to come before a court, will depend
partly upon the quantxty of time demanded

§ 9. Number of Appellate Courts, inpropor,
tion to that of Immediate.
Upon the plan of intermediate
provincial.
comts, this topic of inquiry, however intri-

by each cause, partly upon the number of
causes.
In the former way, the reduction
effected by the plan of summary justice may
be expected to be very great.
Of mald fide
causes, nineteen perhaps out of twenty would
either be strangled as soon as born, or destroyed m embryo by despair.
The latter
would be the certain fate of all mal8 fide appeals in civil causes. The expedients levelled
againct mald fide causes and appeals would
act with no inconsiderable effect against rash
ones. In penal ones, especmlly in the higher
classes, the reduction womd be inconslderable.
On the other hand, bond fide causes,
and those exempt from ra_h_ess, would toultiply in a proportion perhaps equally large.
t Accordingly, under the French system of
procedure, both these contmgcncms areprowded
for: under the English, the latter only, and tha_
imperfectly. But what matters it ? All the ham,
is_ a failure ofjustico, the never-failing resource
under all difllcultles,
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All whom poverty and the iniquity of expensive procedure had excluded from justice,
would now be flocking in for their share.
The case is the same with bona fide appeals : though the means of explanation and
instruction, thrown open by the removal of
the wall built up by lawyers between the
suitors and the judge, might here too be
expected to effect a considerable reduction.
The introduction
of so many new laws, the
ambiguous, half-dead, half-hying state of so
many ef the old, and the clashing of old with
new, mu_t under any system of procedure be
a great and sudden cause of increase, though
happily a temporary one.
But the searing
of the heads of the b)dra of unwritten law
will operate as a gradual cause of reduction,
in proportion as Hercules advances m his career. Bon_fide disputes, relative to matters
of fact, remain the indestzucuble
patrimony
of mercenary law?ers,
and the incurable,
though very tolerable distemper,
to which
theutmostlmprovement
ofthelawscanaffmd
no remedy,
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§ 10. Historical Shetch.
If at the top of a long ladder of appeal
you happen to meet with justice, thank fortune, rather than wisdmn or benevolence, for
the prize.
Anarchy and despotism joined m
setting up the ladder, little heeding where
it led.
For every hnk m the feudal chain,
there must be a degree of jurisdmtlon,
at
least a tendency, if possible, to make one.
Tribunals within trlbunal¢ grew necessarily
out of sovereignties
within sovereignties
Subjectmn
was the object and the final
cause : peace and justice were collateral and
unintended acqmslUons : if the people wele
ever to be kept qmet, it was for the reason
honestly given in the language of the old
Enghsh law--that
the monarch might not
suffer disturbance by their noise.*
Look to
Germany, where feudality is in all its beauty,
you wall find exemption fiom appeal the privilege, not of the people, but of the chief-

at on : in others, three or four degrees ofjurisdiction where there is as httle need of it.
In many instances, whether there shall be
more or fewer appeals, depends not upon the
nature of the cause, but upon the mode of
its commencement.
Many appeals which
have not the name " _" a_ indeed, in general,
appeals there have not that name.
In general, the ground of appeal pretends
not so much as to have anything to do with
the merits.
Deoslons grounded on the merits, and decisions which, though equally legal, have nothing to do with the merits, i_ a
distinction famihar as any in the whole circle
of the law : and a counsel says, with equal
slmphclty to thc judge, My argument does
or does not turn upon the merits.
The appeals that are frequently taken away, are the
appeals upon the merits : appeals from a bad
public to a better one: from less learned to
morelearned
maglstrates. J_ The appeals that
are carefully preserved, are those from one
side ot Westminster-hall
to another:
from
four judges to four judges, or to nine or ten
judges of the same class and standing : from
the pure judicatures of the judges, so called,
to the worst constituted
of' all judicatures
except the House of Commons, the House of
Lords.II
Along with appeals, so called or not so
called, you have m various shapes the favourite resource of pretended tenderness and
realoppression, a suit carried through in order
to know whether a suit shall be begun ;§ a
long serie_ of proof, on wlnch no decision can
follow, except a decision that prooi shall or
shall not be exhibited over again- a cause
tried in the worst way possible, ¶ in order
to know whether it shall or shall not be
tried m a better'
inquiries carried on in the
dark,** in order toknow whether prosecution
shall be begun against a man for a crime,
six month_ after he has been in jail for it._f_"
One might fill pages in this way : but to what;
purpose drudge on further in the mine of precedent _thout
principle?

rain : usurped by powerful,
usurped from
weaker ones.
In ancient Greece and ancient Rome, the
feudal cause being wanting, the feudal effect
did not exist.
Appeal you find in plenty,
but seldom, if ever, more stages of it than
one. So it strikes me upon recollection : but
to what purpose the research ?
Under the English chaos, to speak of uppeals with tolerable accuracy, would require
a volume. Simple objects admit of simple descrJptions : take complication fbr your theme,
truth must he sacrificed to simphcity, or sireplicity to truth. In some instances, no appeal

_ Writs of Error--Motions
to quash eonvlctions--Motmns for new trml.
+ Appeals from single justices of the peace to
thd qua'r-ter-sessmns: appeals from the quartersessions to the King's Bench. The artifieml evd
of expense affords the plea of necessity to this in.
justice.
]] From the
Common
Fleas, or
the inferior
judicatures_
through
the King's
Bench,
to the
House of Lords: from the King's Bench, or Exchequer, through the Exchequer.chamber, to the
House of Lords.
§ Motion, supported and opposed by affidavits,
for leave to file an reformation.
_,ByPreferring
written affidawts
sides. to the
of a bill on
of both
indictment

• _'-Arcamphus clamorcm aadiamu_."
Rcglstrum Brevium_ passim.

grand jury.
"1"'1By a warrant from a justice of peace.
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V.

TIT. IlL -- OF JtToc,Es oF THE ORDIYA_Y
Cot;aTs.*
§ I. Ap])omtn_ent--Continuance
Powe7 and .Rank.

in Office--

AItT. I._A
[judge']
(principal) shall be
e]eetcd by the electors chosen by the actwe
eltizen_ of the territory,
over which he is to
be [judgc,_'l in the same manner as a member
of the administrative
body of that territory :
parochml [judge_ b] excepted, of whom m
Tit. VII. and metropohtan
[judges. s] _
Art. IL-- On the first election, to be ehgible to this office, a man must be seven-andtwenty years of a,_e, and must have exercised
the functions of a man of law tbr three yeals,
in a superior court, or for five years betole
an inferrer tribunal. _
Under the denomination
of men of law,
are comprised, for tln__purpo_c--1. Judge_ of
every description.
2. King's advocate_ and
attornie% and their substltute_.
3. Advorates.
4. Attolmes.
[5. Secretaries
of
Courts _ Grejfflers "_] lb. Notaries "_]
Art. III.--No
vacancy in any [judicial
office _] but the lowest shall be filled, but
out of the same rank of [judges b] or that
next below, but [.mdgest'] in ?hose ranks
all over the kingdom are alike eligible,
Art. IV. ---No vacancy ira the lowest rank
of [judges b] punclpaI _hall be filled but by
some one wire ha_ served in the station of
[judge_] depute permanent,
and that for at
least [three] year,, on elections postermr to
the year [1793.]
Art. V -- Tim Dud.,e _] principal of every
court (except tile parma [or canton] court,
and the metropMitan),
shall hoht his office
for hfe, unle,_s dlve._ted of it in one or other
of the following wa)s :-1. Resignatmn.
2. Forfeiture, judicially pronounced.
3. Amotion, pronouneed by the suffrages
of a majority of the whole number of the electors, entitled to vote at the last preceding
election, general or partienlar, holden for the
• With the vanatmns indicated by the ensuing notes, the eonten*,s of this will serve for
Defender-_enerals.
Tit. IV. Of Pursuer-Geuerals,
and Tit. V. Of
{ Puns. •G_:_. Pursuer-General.
a
DI:F. GE_. Defender-General.
_f Puns. G. Pursuer-Generals.
"tDEF. G. Defender Generals.
+ In both mstmces upon the same princq)les,
with only a shght modtfication indicated by local
d_tt_rences,
¢
1
This a_tic,e is copied from T_t. IV. Art. 5,
of the commxttee's draught, relative to the d_striet-courts.
The speeiheation I have subjoined
seems requisit% toprevent uncertainty,
a _Puns. G. Office of Pursuer-GeneraL
D_r'. G. Office of Defender-GeneraL

[CHAP.

V.

choice of a magistrate, or of a member of ttte
administrative body of his territory.
4. Amotion,
pronounced by a majority of
the whole number of members of the admlnistratlve body next in rank above that of
the territory of which he is [judge. _]
Art. VL--By
amotion, wxthout fmiciture,
a [judge _J lo_es his rank as such, but not lns
salary, nor the capacity of being re-chosen,
even immediatcly.
Art. VII.--_
Every judge, for the enforcement of his decrees 2udicmlly given, has, m
case of necessity, the command over all persons, without distmctmn, _uthin the bounds
of his rotatory, the king onl), and judges of
equal or supermr rank, excepted.
Art VIII. -- When a [judge,_ in the exerclse of his function, goes out of hxs own
proper tcrntory
into another, he takes hi_
[-rank and po_er_] with him, subject only to
the [rank and power t] of the co-ordinate and
superior [ludges b] of that territory.
Art IX.--_
A judge principal shall have
precedency of all person_ over whom he has
power, a_ accor(hng to Art XI. ; a judge of'
appeal taking place of a judge of immediate
junsdlctmn ior the same temtory, and ludges
of the same court, according to the priority
of their appomtinent.
Art. X.--gJud_ctal
duty ought not to be
no[fleeted.for any other. Acceptance of a JUdlclal office vacates every othex, ju&elal or
not judicml, and acceptance of any office not
ludmml, vacates every judicialone
Muchless
shall a 3udge exercx_e any other proiessmn,
such a, that of notary, advocate, or attorney.
Tills extends to judge-deputes
permanent,
but not to judges natural, of whom m Tit. V.
Art. XI.--[A
.?udge ought to stand clear of
offence, and _!f saspwwn ofparttahtu. _] No
[judge _] shall give his vote at any election;
nor use any means, direct or mdlrect, to mfluencc the votes of others.
§ 2. Pay.
Art. I.--The
expense of the salary of an
[instituted judge _] of the parish court shall
be defrayed by the parish :
[Of a canton-court,
by the district :]
Of a district-court,
by the district.
Of a metropohtan
court, by the nation.
Art. II.--On
the [
day] preceding the
day of election, an auction shall be held be_ Pnas. G. and D_L G. Omit this article.
f Purs. G. and DEF. Authority.
• Puns. GE_. and DE_'. G_s. To this Artide substttute--Acceptance of the office of Pursuer [or Defender] General at any Court, vacates
every other : and acceptance of any other office,
_acates that of Pursuer [or Defender] General
Nor shall a Pursuer [or Defeni_er] General exerexse the profession of notary, advocate, or attorney. Thi_ extends to Pursuer [or Defender]
Generals and Deputes permanent.
_ Puns. G. and DEF. G. Omit this clause.
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fore the directory of the administrative
body
of the territory charged with the expense of
the salary, under the name of the patrmtic
auction : at which the candidates shall be at
hberty to attend, in person or by proxy, in
order to declare, each of them, what he is
willing to give, if anything, to the common
fundof the termtory, m the event of his being
elected to the office. And thereupon the office
shall be put up by the president, each bidder
being at liberty to advance as often as he
thinks proper, in the manner of a common
auction,
Art III._As
soon as it appears that no
candadate _111 make an3 farther advance, each
shall give in an undertaking
in writing, m
which shall be _peclfied _hat he blud_ himseli to give, in the event of has being elected.
Art. IV -- At the same time each candida_e shall give m an inventory of t,.ls estate,
as well in possession as in expectancy,
together with all charges thereupon, w_th an
estimate of the clear value theleof in ready
money : the x_hele being signed by the candidate himself, and rotated by his oath.
Art. V.-- At the same time each candidate
shall give m a paper stating his pretensions,
of wlmt nature soever, on which he grounds
his hopes of being chosen, such as his age,
the time during whach he has acted in the
capacity of a man of law, in what branch of
the professmn, before what courts, and the
like ; and such paper shall also be signed by
the candadate himself, and verified by his oath.
Art. VI.-- The above inventory may either
be open, or sealed : if sealed, the declaratmn
of ats verity, concluding with the signature,
shall be on the outsrde'
and it shall be reserved unopened till the event of the election
is declared : at which period, if he whose act
it is should prove the successful candidate,
it shall thereupon be broken open ; if not, it
shall be returned to him unopened,
Art. VII. -- The above-mentioned
undertakings and declarations shall ibrthwith be
printed together on the same paper, and a
copy given to every elector [
] days before the election,
Art. VIII.--If,
the election having fallen
upon one of the bidders, he should fail in cornplying in any particular with tLe terms of his
engagement, his right to the office shallthereupon cease : and upon a vacancy declared by
the competent court, at the instance of the
procurator-syndic
of the admimstrative body,
a new election shall be decreed: but time may
be allowed him for performing his engagement, or an equivalent accepted by the court
on his application, the procurator-synchc being
heard on the other side.
Art. IX.--The
penalty, in case of falsehood in a declaration given in as above, shall
be, if the falsehood were wilful, forfeiture of
the office, tQgether with the purchase-money,
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if any were prod' if the falsehood happened
through inadvertence coupled with temerity
or negligence, a discretionary fine.
Art. X.--Frmn the salary of every [jodge_]
shall be deducted [25] per cent. upon the intere_t of the capital representing ins private
fortune : yet so as that the remainder _hall
not be less than lone fourth] of the whole :
unless ill as far a_ any farther deduction may
have been comprised m the undertaking he
has delivered in.
Art. X1 --In the case where, his salary not
having undergone the utmost deduction of
which it is thus suseeptable, any accession
happens to hts fortune by succession, donatmu, or bcquest, to the value of [12,000]
bytes or upwards, he _ball, within [half a
) ear] after effects to that amount have been
received, give m a supplemental
declaration
of the particulars of such accessmn, and, upon
an account settled with the oihcer who stands
charged with the payment nf such salary, a
proportmnable
deductmn
shall take place,
from the day when such supplemental declarattan was given in.
Art. XII. -- The contribution
offered at
the auction may he either in ready money, or
'.n any other shape : and m particular, it may
be in the shape of a release of the whole, or
any part of the appointed salary; and m this
! case, the deduction prescribed by Art. X.
shall be understood to bc included: but no
offer shall be deemed valid, which would reduce the income of the candidate below the
amount of the appointed salary.
Art. XIII.--On
the day when the successful candidate is sworn in, and prevmusly to
his being sworn in, any member of the corporate assembly, before which he is sworn
m, shall be at hberty to put to him all such
questions as may tend to ascertain the truth
and sufficiency of the several declarations he
has given in : and whoever exercices the functions ofprocurator-syndm,
is speciallycharged
with this duty, and responsible for the neglec_
of it.
Art. XIV.-That time and opportunity
for scrutinizing the accuracy of the inventory
above mentioned may not be wanting, the
[-judge elect _] shall not be sworn in till [ ]
days after it has been broken open, nor till
[
] days aftzr it has been pubhshed in [the
newspaper most current in the place.]
Art. XV.In case of amotion without
forfeiture,
the salary paid shall be the appointed salary, without deduction : and any
contribution
that has been given m eonsequence of the patriotic auction shall be re.
funded, but without anterest.
Art. XVI.--!n
case of resignation, tbe contribution shall in like manner be refunded,
but no salary continued.
¢ P_Rs. G. Pursuer-General.
a _,D_r. G. Defender-GeneraL
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§ 3. Attendance.

AnT. VII,-- A copy of every such declaration, signed by the [judge _] shall, on the
When Injustice sleeps, Justice may do the same. same day on wlnch it was made, be hung up
Art. I.--The [judgment-seat l] ought never i in a conspicuous manner near the judgmentto be empty, during any part of the juridwal
seat, there toremain till tile next quarter-day.
day, throughout the year: in an immediate i Art. VIIL--A
[judge ,] is to be undercourt, never : in a court of appeal, never stood to have been absent from duty on any
where there is any cause on the paper, ripe day, if, in the course of that day, he has not
for hearing,
sltten at least [one hour] ; and if, during the
Art. II. _ The juridical day shall be of rest of the day, he has not been within [an
[twelve] hours: viz. from [eight_ to [eight,]
hour's_ call of the judgment-seat,
except
allowing only [one] hour within that time,
when out upon distant duty : word being left
viz. between [two] and [three,] for refreshwith [
] where he was to be found.
ment. This extends not to the judges termed
Art. IX.-- [Judges b] of Immediate courts
natural,
are also bound to go upon duty, in cases of
Art. III. -- A [judge immediate, k] when necessity, at all hours, m manner hereinafter
absent from the fixed judgment-seat
upon specified.
out-duty (as upon a view or the examinatton
of a sink person.) ought to take care that it
§ 4. Oath of O_ce.
be filled, if possible, by some [judge 4] depute
Art. I.-- The following oath shall be taken
permanent or occaslonal; on pai_. of being re- by every [judge _] upon his entrance into
sponsible for the failure,
office. While pronouncing it, he shall stand
Art. IV.--A [judge's t] salary shall be ree- up before the judgment-seat,
in open court,
koned by the day, and paid him every [week]
with his left hand on his bosom, and his right
by [the paymaster :] it shall be paid him no- lifted up to heaven : -_vhere but upon the [judgment]
seat; or, in
I, A. J. being raised by the choice of my
case of sickness, in his own apartment : a fellow-citizens to the office of [
],
day's pay being deducted for every day of do solemnly promise and swear-absence, otherwise than upon duty ; except
. [Art. II. m- 1. That so long as I continue
vacation-days which he is allowed to take,
m possession of my said office, I will, to the
[sixty] in the course of the year, at his choice : best of my ablhty, administer justice to all
provided that the [judgment]
seat be not at men ahke, to high and to low, to rich and to
any time left vacant,
poor : not suffering myself to be biased by
Art. V. _ The day's pay thus to be re- interest, or by indolence, by hope or by fear,
ceived shall be a day's pay of the appointed
by favour or by aversmn toward_ any indivisalary : the difference, if any, between that
dual, or class of men, or party in the state.]
and the clear salary remaining after the conArt. III. --2.
That I will not endeavour
tribution furnished, according to § 2, shall to keep secret, but on the contrary study by
be made up by quarterly advances, which the all suitable means to render public, the proa] shall make on [the usual quarterceedings belonging to my office, in all cases
s] to [the paymaster;]
nor shall he be m which the law ordains them to be pubhc.
reimbursed any deficiencies occasioned by unArt. IV.-- 3. That I will keep secret, to
allowed days of absence,
the utmost of my power, the proceedings
Art. VI.--Declaration
to be taken by every belonging to my office, in as far as the lave
[judge_] every time he receives his salary:-ordains them to be secret.
I, A. J., solemnly declare, that since the
Art. V._4.
That I will not on any aclast time of my receiving salary, I have not count, out of the regular course of justice,
at any time, during juridical hours, been ab- give ear to, but indignantly reprove, any upsent from the duty of my office, except during phcation that may be made to me concerning
the following days, viz. _
;] nor absent
any canse, in contemplation of its depending
from the [judgment-seat ;]except the followor coming to depend before me, much less
ing days, when I was out upon duty, at the give any opinion or adwce relauve thereto :
places, in the causes, and for the purposes fol- and that, should any such apphcation be made
lowing, viz. [
]
to me in writing, I will forthwith produce
and read the same in open court, although it
should be contained in a prorate and coati.
,f Puns. G. Seat of the Pursuer-General.
DEF. G, Seat of the Defender-GeneraL
dential letter.
[Pults. G. Pursuer-General of an immeArt. VI.--5.
That I will at no time acl
diate court,
eept any gift or favour that shall have been
k_DEF, G. Defender-General of an immeL dtate court,
b _ Puns. G. Pursuer-Generals.
• ( PuIts. G. Pursuer.GeneraL
( DEF. G. Defender-Generals.
"[DEF. G. Defender-General,
rn Pults. O. and DEF. G. To this clat_s¢
f
Pults.
G.
Pursuer-General's,
substitute
the three clauses inserted under Tit,
b
_,DEF. G. DefendeT-Gencral s.
1V. An. 6 & 7.
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offered to me, in the view either of influencing or recompensing my conduct on any
particular occasion in the discharge of the
functions of my office : and that, m case of
my suspecting any favour to have been done
or offered me _th
any such view, I will
forthwith declare and make pubhc my suspicion : nor will I knowingly and wittingly
_uffer any such offer or recompense to be
made, on any such account, to any person
dependent upon or connected with me ; but
ttmt, on suspicion of any such offer or recompense, I will forthwith make public such my
suspicion, together with the grounds thereof,
and the names of all parties concerned,
Art. VII. -- 6. That I will not, on the
occasion of any pecumary or other bargain,
directly or indirectly avail myself, or endeavour to avail myself, of the influence or authority of my station, to obtvan any advanrage to myself or any other.
Art. VIII.--7.
That I will not take any
part whatsoever in any election : nor use any
means, direct or redirect, to influence the
vote of any other : excepting only the pubhc
statement of my pretensions according tolaw,
on any electron in which I shall myself be
candidate,
Art. IX.--8.
That I will not willingly
absent myself from duty, except to the extent of the time allowed me by the law, or
in case of unavoidable
necessity, resulting
from smkness or otherwise:
nor then, without making the best provision in my power
for keeping my place supphed,
Art. X. -- 9. That I will, as far as depends
upon me, give to every cause that comes into
my hands the utmost dispatch that shall appear to me consistent with the purposes of
justice,
nor will 1_ put off any cause, or
give to any cause the priority over another,
but for speczal reason pubhcly declared.
Art. XI.--10.
That I will at no time,

Art. XIII.-- 12. That I will not, through
impatience, or favour to the professional
advocate, show discountenance to him who
pleads his own cause, or to him who pleads
gratuitously the cause of his friend, but rather
show indulgence, and lend assistance to their
weakness.
Art. XIV. -- 13. That I will, in all things
touching the execution of my office, pay obedience to the law: and that" I will do my
utmost to carry the same into execution, ac_ cording to what shall appear to me to be the
intent of the legislature for the time being :
not presuming to set my own private will
above the will of the legislature, even in such
cases, if any, where the provisions of the law
may appear to me inexpedient ; saving only*
the exercise of such discretionary suspensive
power, if any, with which the legislature may
have thought proper to entrust [me.PJ
Art. XV. -- 14. That I will not either
make or revoke any appointment of a depute,
permanent or occasional, with a view to fayour or prejudice any suitor otherwise than
according to justice,
but for the common
convenience of suitors, and only to the extent of the number which shall appear to me
requisite to that end.
All these engagements I hold myself solemnly pledged to fulfil, by all the regard I
owe either to the displeasure of Almighty
God, or to the indignation and contempt of
my fellow-citizens.
Art. XVI.wA
copy of the above oath,
printed m the largest type, and on one side
only of the paper, with the signature of the
[.ludge a] at length to every clause, and a_
the end the date of the day when signed,
shall be kept hung up in a conspicuous situation near the [judgment q] seat, so long as
he shall continue in office.

through impatience or otherwise, knowingly
cause or permit justice to suffer by undue
precipitation:
and, in particular, that I will
not bestow less attention upon the cause of
the poor than of the rich : considering that
where small rights are seen to be contemned,
great ones will not be deemed secure ; and
that importance
depends not upon nominal
value, but upon the proportion of the matter
in dispute to the circumstances, and its relation to the feelings, of the parties,
Art. XII.-11. That I will not, through
favour to those who profit by the expense of
the administration ofjustice, connive at, much
less promote, any unnecessary expense : but
on the contrary study, as much as in me lies,
to confine such expense within the narrowest
bounds compatible with the purposes of j us.
rice.

Art. I. -- The duty of the permanent
[j.udge a] depute shall be to take the place of
his principal, and with the same [powers, r]
whensoever the principal shall happen to be
absent from duty, or preoccupied therein.
Art. II.The [power f] of the [judge .]
depute permanent shall last as long as his
principal continues in the same office, and
until a vacancy in the office is filled up : uno
lessthe appointmcntbesoonerrevoked,
which
it may be at any time, or terminated in any

FURS. G. and DE_'. G.

In_crt--seek

to,

§ 5. Deputes.

_ PuRs. G. and DF.F.G. Insert_in
as far
as appertains to my office.
o Puns. G. and D_F. G. lnaert_the
reclaiming.
P PvRs. G. and DEF. G. The Judge.
a f Puns. G. Pursuer-GeneraL
_ DEF. G. Defender-GeneraL
f PuRs. G. Pursuer.General's.
_ DeF. G. Defender-General's.
f PUBS. G. and DEF, G. Authority.
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of the ways in which the office of a judge
principal may be vacated,
Art. III.--To
the station of [judge a] depure permanent, no emolument of any kind
shall be annexed ; except a habit of office to
he worn while on duty, and a mark of honour
to be worn at all times during his contmuanee in the stahon : and in rank he shall take
place next his principal,
Art. IV.--A
[judge *] principal is civilly
responsible ibr the acts of his deputes, permanent or occasional, having recourse to them
for his indemnity : also criminally, in case of
his concurring with, or barely conniving at,
any beh_wour known to him to be criminal
on their part.
Art. V.--A
[judge a] depute permanent
shall pronounce and sign the same oath as a
[judge _] principal, and in the same manner:
excepting oulv the words [permanent or] in
the 14th clause ; and making the reqmsite
change at the commencement relative to the
style of office,
Art. VI.--A
permanent [judge _] depute
is bound to the same attendance as his principal, except that he is allowed half as many
vacation days in the year again (taking them
only when his principal is upon his duty),
and that he is not liable to be called to night
duty while his principal is in the way.
Art. VII.Attached in llke manner to
the office of [judge _] principal, shall be in
the power of appointing occasional [judges b]
deputes for the purpose of performing duty in
any particular cause, or relative to any partieular point in any particular cause.
Art. VIII.To the function of occasional [judge _] depute shall belong neither
emolument nor permanent honour: but for
•listinction sake, he may wear, while on duty,
medallion, or other such mark of office.
Art. IX.--An
occasional [judge a] depute
shall, previously to the first time of his
tal_ng
upon him that function, pronounce
and sign, in the presence of the judge who
appoints him [an oath the same as the above,
mutatzs mutandis :] and entry of his having
done so shall forthwith be made in the register-book of the court,
Art. X.A permanent [judge a] has in
like manner, and under the same responsibility,power of appointing occasional [judges b]
depute.
But it is to be expected that he
exercise it only in case of necessity, and for
the reason that such appointment cannot be
made by the is [judge_J
principal:
appointment
at any time
revocableandbysuch
the
[judge a] principal.
Art. XI. _ Any person having exercised
the function of judge-depute, may, by either
a_'PuRa G. Pursuer-GeneraL
t DEF. O. Defender-General.
I, f Puns. G. Pursuer.Generals.
( DEr, G, Defender.General_.

[Cmdr. V.

of the bodies to whom the power of amotion
is attributed by § 1, Art. V. be incapacitated
from exercising within the limits of their
respective authorities, the like functionsin future: but such incapacitation may he revoked
at any time, either by the same authority, or
by any to which it is suborfhnatc.
Art. XII. -- As often as any act is done by
or before a [judge _] depute, either permanent
or occasional, mention shall be made as well
upon the face of the act, if written, as upon
the register-book,
by or before whom ; and
if in the instance of a [judge I] depute occasional, by whom appointed.
Art. XIII.Care ought to be taken to
avoid, as much as conveniently may be, the
shifting
of the same cause to different
[judges, q] unless when the points of which
they respectively take cognizance, happen to
be totally independent of each other: that
[the judge who gives judgment r] may be as
little as possible under the necessity of taking
the grounds of his [opinion I] at second-hand,
from another man.
§ 6. Responsibility.
Art. I. --The punishment of a [judge a] for
misbehaviour in relation to his ofhce, may be
to all or any of the effects following :1. Injunction to be more circumspect in
future.
2. Suspension from office.
3. Deprivation.
4. Incapacitation for any office, or for cerrain offices.
5. Fine.
6. Imprisonment.
7. Obligation to make satisfaction,
in the
way of pecuniary compensatmn, or otherwise,
to the party injured.
8. When the effect of the misbehaviour has
been to produce death, or any other corporal
suffering, on the part of any one, in the way
of punishment,
or otherwise ; such offence,
if unaccompanied with evil conscience* [mau.
va2se foi], shall be punished as if committed
with the offender's own hands.
Art. II._Judges,
pursuer-generals,
defender-generals,
and their respective deputies, being privy to any misbehaviour, aecompanied with evil conscience, on the part of
each other, and not informing in due time,
are punishable, as for connivance.
OBSERVATIONS.
§ 1. Power of Amotion.
Popular Election, Power of Amotion, Per.
mancnee of Sttuation in as far as is eompar Puns. O. and DEF. G. each Person.
s Puns. G. and DEv. G. Proceedings.
"A full deliniuon of the expression, evil conscience, [nmuvai_e.fol, _nalafldes]is a[solutely
nece_axy : but its place is in the Penal Code.
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table with that power, Permanence of Salary
use of, without either cruelty or injustice ;
notw_thstandzng amotwn, Power of Deputathe power they cannot make ml improper use
tion, Gradual Promotwn, and the Patr,ot_c
of, without mcurnngboth
those imputations.
Auction--all
these principles are so many
Give them the power of amotion, the same
parts of one whole : each of them is necessary
source affords the mischief and the remedy:
or useful in that charactcr:
most of them
denyit them, the mischief of an unfortunate
have, besides, their separate good effects,
exercise of the right of choosing remaix_swith1. Without power of amotlon, the people's
out remedy.
rlqht of election would be very inadequate
3. It concerns the reputation of the people,
to its end. By whom should offices be filled v it conccrns the general reputation of their
By those who have had their confidence?
fitness to bear a part in government,
that a
No; but by those who have it. Join the door should be left open, and that as easy a
power to the right, every instant a man conone as possible, to the correctien of any mistinues in his place i_ a fresh proof of his fit- takes they may chance at first to fall into,
ness for it. Withhold the power, what would
especially at the outset of their career. The
the r_ght amount to v What the right of people have thclrill-wxshcrs,
the people, not
conferring
Starosties
amounted to in the les_tl.,an mdaviduals, havetheir
enviers, who
hands of the king of Poland--the
right of will not be unvigilant in discovering, nor unconverting
patronage into a nursery of in- industamus an magmf)ing and trumpeting any
gratitude
such mistakes.
To pronounce them miser2. On this occasion, a_ on all others, po- able, and to wish to see them make themselves
pularity is to be considered as a solid and so; to prophecy evil, and to wish to see the
substantial good, unpopularaty as a sohd and prophecy, however calamitous, verified ; are
substantial
evil, independently of all consa- propensities unhappily but too nearly allied
derations of good and ill desert.
Two pro- in human nature.
Thexr power, like that of
perties are indispensable
on the part of a individuals, must depend upon their reputaanagistrate of thas sort: that he be a good tmn: and those who wish well to the one
one, and that he be thought to be so. Withcannot be too careful of tim other.
out he be so, he ,_11 hardly, it is true, be
On this occasion, as on so many others,
thoueht solon¢, but so lon as it is ossible
mark well the excellence of popular government, aml the solution it affords to difficulties
to bein either case without bgeing in th p other,
better he should be thought to be good withwhich under any other would be insuperable.
out being so, than be so without being thought
Lodged m any other hands, the power of
so. A judge may be bad m a thousand re- amotion would be tyranmcal and full of danspects : he may be corrupt or ignorant m the ger" the exercise of it would seldom deserve
extreme, and yet, so long a_ his corruptmn
to command the confidence of the pcople, and
or his ignorance do not transpire,
no very
still scldomer command it. Arbitrmy power
material suffering may ensue ftom it. let him on the palt of the censor would reduce to
be generally thought so, whether he be or bc the condmon of tools and slaves those who
not so, is a matter of small moment, othclhad the misfortune to be subject to the ecnwise than to his own conscience.
An alarm,
sure : what they did for justice' sake, would
an opinion of insecurity,
equally general, is be attributed to fear : they might as well be
the necessary consequence:
and where there
corrupt, since they would be as unpopular as
is no opinion of security, as well might there
if they were.
be no jusUce.
Insecurity unapprehended
is
When the question as to the disposal of
but a latent source of contingent misfortune
power is only between individuals, or bodies
to the few: insecurity perceived or supposed
of men, not dependent upon the people, a
is a fund of actual and present uneasiness to
known policy is, not to lodge the right of
the many."
Possessing the confidence of nominatmu and thepowcr
of amotionm one
the people, then, is the first requisate in this
and the same hands. Why? Because whatline: deserving it, Js but a secondary one. ever wcre the causes of a man's making a bad
This in England is one of the great arguchoice, pride and self-love would join with
ments for juries,
them in p_eventing
his making a better.
Fit or unfit to make the choice in the first
Against the people, this policy has no ground
instance, the propriety of the people's pos- to stand upon.
Upon the people, especially
sessing the power of amotion will be equally
upon a people voting by ballot, those pasindisputable.
The danger is much greater
sinus have no hold. The persons called upon
of their failing in the right of choosing, than
to correct the mistake, will not be humeriin the e_ercise of the power of correcthag a rally the same with those who made it. Sobad choice. The right they will have to ex- eiety in error would relieve them under the
ercise before trial ; the power, not till after
uneasiness of shame : but the seeresy which
trial: the l_ight they may make an improper
covers their acts would save them from so
much as feehng it.
The people are accord" See Ch. IV.
ingly as noted for their readines_ to recognise
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their errors, as kings and other individuals in
high office have been for their averseness,
If you will not give the people both, better deny them the right of election than the
])ower of emotion.
In what respect is the
right of any value to them? Only as a means
of lessening the danger of such a choice as
would give them reason for wishing they had
the power. Of what use to them to have the
filling of the station with a man who possesses their confidence at the time, unless it
be that they may pitch upon one who will continue so to do ? But will he ? That is th,
question : upon the inducements
that are
given him, depends the answer.
To an individual, the right of nomination has qmte another value : it is patronage ; it is homage,
flattery, services of all kinds, marketable, and
unmarketable ; it is whatever sort of sugarplum the grown child finds most to his palate. To the people as a body, it has no such
properties : they have no pride to gratify,
no personal interest to pursue. Individuals
among them may have ; but in as far as they
have, their interest stands opposed to that
of the collective body : and the object of the
laws on this head should be to smother such
affections, not to pamper them.
Unpopularity out of the question, remedles
will be requisite against the several species
of unfitness, to the existence or imputation
of which unpopularity may owe its birth, as
to its most natural, as well as only rational,
causes.
All these would afford so many
distinct grounds for the institution of this
power, under any system, and in whatever
hands the power were thought proper to be
lodged: whether it were given to the people,
or to persons out of their dependence ; and
whether in the view of securing their contentment and repose, or under any fantastic
notionof fitnesswithoutreferenceto that

[CHAP. V.

punishment to fix upon.*
Appeal is no sufficient remedy. Appeal administers a corree.
tire in each particular instance : but, besides
that the corrective applies not to judges of
the highest rank, emotion may be necessary
to effect a radical cure, when the demand for
a repetition of the corrective becomes so froquent as to be troublesome.
Under the reign of unwritten law, there
are two cases ill which a judge, under the
single condition of keeping his own secret,
may decide which way he pleases, and give
the most corrupt affections the tullest gratification: one is. where past decisions clash with
each other ; the other is, where they elask
with reason.
In the English law, would it
be difficult to find examples ? The difficulty
would be rather to avoid meeting wath them.
If improbity has so seldom taken this advantage, thank the men, or thank publicity ; but
do not thank the unwritten law, and least of
all the legislator, who sits with his hands before him in view of such a nuisance.
2. Next stands the want of intelliyence ;
and especially where it has a dechne o.ffaculties for its cause. In a failure of justice, the
degree only is material; the cause no otherwise than as it influences the degree.
The
power ofamotion is still more necessary where
blameless incapacity, than where improbity,
is the cause.
Improblty may bring a man
under the law of forfeiture ; and a sure effect
of it is to excite indignation, and provoke
men to call for the execution of that law.
Blameless incapacity, especially where it is
the result of age, has the contrary effect of
exciting eompassmn, and disposing men to
forget the interest of the pubhe m their sympathy for the individual.
Here, then, comes

* How can you punish a man merely for
judgingwrong, ifwitha colourofrlght,
withoutknowinghismotave? And ifhismotivebe
end. In theseseveralcasesitmust be con- a partiality
which betraysitself
by no expressideredinthedoublecharacter
of a cure,and sion,how areyou todiscover
it? A judge has
of a preventative.
Where itwould seem most exercised
a legaldlscretton
in a particular
way,
harsh asa cure,thepower of applyingitin througha corruptmotive_How are you to
thatcharacter
isnotthe lessnecessary,
since punishhim, when theactitself
isnotillegal
?
The motiveisbutpartiality,
anda man, without
upon itscapacity
of beingsoapplieddepends beingpartial,
may haveexercised
thediscretion
itspower of operatinginthe character
of a inthesameway ? In ordertoscreena friend
by
preventative,
suppression of evidence, he refuses to reprove a
1. At the head of these species of unfitness
man legally convicted of a capital offence--Who
stands improbit¢.
I mean here that lesser or can say_ with the confidence necessary for inmore questionable measure of improbity that flieting punishment, that this was his motive,
would elude the grasp of punishment.
Forwhen it is of the essence of a reprieve to be
granted or refused at pleasure ? Read the refeiture is no remedy : for the distinction be- ports made to the House of Commons in 1781
tweeu forfeiture and the power of emotion
and 1782, and see how possible it is for hearts
is,thatthe formercan onlybe appliedjudi- hardenedand uuderstanaings
depravedby Eng.
dally,that is,upon specific
and conclusivelish
jurisprudence,
toturna countryupside
down,
evidence,
end intheway of punishment.But and make a peoplemiserable,
withoutgivinga
n judge may have lostallcharacter
a thou- holdtopunishment.Accordingly,
thepowerof
sand times over, and even be universallyam°ti°n'exercisedin°neinstance'seemst°Imve
administered some check to the mischief: though
deemedguilty in a thousand specific instances,
pumshment, after having been attempted, lass
wlthoutitsbeingpossible
to findevidencefor beenahandonedasimpracticable.
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in one use of the permanency of salary not4. Under the general term of hastiness
withstanding amotion,
lurks a particular vice in judicature, that has
Age will not draw the line : one man's scarcely yet obtained a name--a
sure sign
faculties serve him better at eighty than an- ] that the importance of the opposite virtue
other's at threescore.
The last person to has never been noticed as it deserves.
It
acknowledge them defident, will commonly
consists in the judge's taking for his sole
be the man himself.
They will be good object his own private satisfaction relative to
enough for other men's business, when they the merits of each question and the rectitude
suffice no longer for his own.*
of each act : not staying to inquire of himself
3. Thirdly may be mentioned harshness and whether the whole proceeding, if spread open
ill-humour:--the
failings that stand opposed before the public exactly as it took place,
to the minor virtues of a_hbihty, patience, and would wear the same face of propriety in the
condescension. Ill-humour tends to precipitapublic eye. He makes up his own mind : and
tion : and the variety of ways in which pre- what other people may thillk about the matcipitation may operate injustice, have been tar, is what he ibrgets or disdains to ask himalready stated: t a man might as we]] judge self. His own mind is made up--and
those
without documents, as not allow himself time of other men, if they will be impertinent
for considering them, and giving them their enough to intermeddle, are left to make themdue weight.
Harshness and ill-humour tend selves up as they can.
It is by this faculty
to injustice in another way: by intimidating
of anmhilatmg the public, and putting self
the suitor, preventing him from displaying
into the vacancy, that some men have got a
his case to its best advantage, and thus sacri- name, by trying causes, as if for a wager,
ricing the modest and the timid to the bold against time : so many causes within the hour;
and resolute ; those who have the best title as men of inferior ambition run miles, drink
to favour, to those who have least need of pots of beer, and ring bob-majors.
Under a
it. It is rather difficult to conceive a judge, systemofjudieatul'e
in which, after six months
unexceptionable
in other respects, removed
spent in doing nothing, the longest cause is
for this single cause : but it is still more diffi- squeezed into a day, and as many as a procult to conceive that, with the power of wnce can afford in half a year into two days,
amotion hanging over his head, a man should this talent, so long as it confines itself to the
in this way expose himself to the exercise theatre which thus calls for it, is neither
of it ; especially when the injuring his pros- without its apology nor without its use : and
pect of promotion would, in every rank but admiration is divided between the master
the highest, be a still more certain conse- that can see such work done, and the workquence._
man that can go through with it. But under
a rational system, all these modes of selft I avoid insuring to a man the continuance satisfaction would be ranked together, with
of his salary upon resignauon, for the obvious
reason of not mrnin_ the establishment into a no other difference than what the effect upon
nest of sinecures. When a judge desires a re- public satisfaction may prescribe.
To the
treat, he has but to get a friend to propose his
amotion on the grouud of a decline of faeulties_ purity so justly celebrated in the higher class of
and signify his concurrence. In the same way judges, a deficiency in these minor virtues has
he may soften the harshness of amotion, when been no unfrequent failing. The difference in
the proposition does not ori_nate with himself, this respect is said to have been remarkable
Pensien-s of retreat, as given 1-nEnghnd, operate between single judges, and courts in which four
much more efl'ectuaUy as a fund of peculation judges sit together. The same man who has
and corruption, than "asa remedy to this trier- been complained of as stern, hasty, and dogmaonce. The cases where the pension is granted tical, when sitting alone_ has been observed to
are, where a lazy judge has a minister for his have assumed the opposite virtues, and that not.
friend, and where the minister has a friend whom withstanding a rise of rank, when checked by
he wants in the judge's place. The cases where the presence and co-ordnmte authority of three
the pension is not granted are_ where the judge colleagues.
This has been represented as a
is too incapable to pretend to do business, and palliative to the indisputable inconveniences of
where he does it so badly that his not pretending numbers in judicature : the more so_ as from
to do it would be a blessing. ]_xampiss of both such hastiness injustices have not un&equently
these cases are fresh enough in memory,
been observed to a_e, though without lmproThe power of amotion, lodged in the King bit),, because without any intention or cor_cio_o
upon aJdress from the two houses, is in such a hess of injustice. Certain it is also, that, tlaouga
case a remedy only _n name. Who cares enough since the days of Lord Bacon there has been no
for justice, to make an invidious motion against I such thing as a corrupt chancallor, there hu
an obnoxious judge ? How could such a deter- [ been no want of rough and surly ones..This
ruination be formed without evidence ? and how {use of numbers, whatsoever may be its imlmrtcould evidence be had, without trying over again, [ance under the English system, would be no_.ing
and that in each house, the causes in the course [ under mine. Under the English system, no riglat
] of election _ no power of amotion in the _:eople
played
itself
of which
his ?incapacity is supposed to have dis- _--no dependen¢_ on the people for promotmn-Ch. IV. _ 1.
}apl_al too expensive to be Within the reach of
_In EngliSh judicature, notWithstanding the ] an ordinary purse.
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good effects of the power of emotion, may
therefore be added the natural tendency i¢
has to put a check upon velocity in judieature, having such forgetfulness for its cause,
Should a judge look upon his own satisfaction as everything, and that of the people as
nothing, they, with somewhat better reason,
may look upon his as nothing, and their own
as everything.
But a judge amenable to the
people, and removable by the people, will
know better than to put them to the trial,
The sort of instinct created by an habitual
sense of interest, will teach him upon tile
bench, what reflection and investigation
may
teach the philosopher in his closet--that
upparent justme is everything,
and that, in the
civil branch at least, real justice, except as
productive of apparent, is of no use.
" Oh, but independence ! What becomes,
at this rate, of your judge's independence v''
What care I ? The thing necessary to a judge
is problty: and probity, we have seen, is the
result, not of independence,
but of its opposite. --"
What, then, is independence,
after
all, of no use ?" Oh, yes : of great use, under
a despotic or corrupt constitution;
and, for
the same reason, of worse than none, under
a smmd and popular one. In the former instance, it is independence that has received
the praise, but in every instance it is depend.
once that has earned it. Independence is a
relative term. according to the object you
refer to, so is your doctrine about mdependence true or false. Independence,
as against
individuals,
is i_vourable to probity. Why_
Because it leaves a man more dependent than
he would be otherwise on the opinion of the
people.
Independence,
as against a despot,
is favourab]e to probity.
Why? Because it
not only allows a man to obey those infiuences which strengthen the bands of his dependence on the people, but obliges him : for
under a despot, the strength of the people
is the only prop that independence,
as it is
called, can have to lean on. It is dependence, then, dependence in the true and absolute sense of the word, that is the cause and
measure of that relative quality, which has
been so much magnified under the name of
independence.
Is independence,
true and itrelative independence, favourable to probity ?
Then so is despotism : for, what is such in.
dependence
but despotism ? Independent
would you have your judge ? Of whom ? Of
a despot, doubtless.
But why ? only that he
himself may be one ? If a despot had nothing amiss about him, where wouldbe the
harm of being his tool?
When you fly to
independence
for protection,
what is it you
are afraid of? Is it not despotism ? and do
you think to save yourself from it, by running
into its mouth? What mean you by the word
despot _ What, but a man on whom others
are dependent, while he himself is independ-
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eat of every one? On a judge, all men are
dependent,
as far as they are subject to his
jurisdiction.
Have you made him on his part
independent of every one---independent
of the
people? He is then the very thing you mean
by a despot, or the word despot has no meaning.
Is your despot to make a good judge,
merely because there is nobody above him,
or on one side of him, to make him otherwise ? Nero, Caligula, Commodus, and Caracalla, would then have made good judges.
Set a man above the people, let him be above
caring for what they think of him, indolence
alone, without any other tempter, is quite
enough to make him an abominable .]udge :
he will come upon the bench constantly drunk,
as in former days English chancellors have
done every now and then : he will hear a
cause between sleeping and waking, and, as
he opens his eyes, _awn out, Judgment.for
the pla_nt_j_, or Judgment .for the defendant,
as the one or the other phrase happens to
come uppermost : he will order the traveller
to be hanged instead of the highwayman, and
then laugh at the mistake.
Under the former government in France,
the court_ of judicature
called parliaments
were as independent
as anything could by
under the shadow of an arbitrary sceptre.
What came of the independence v Good and
bad at the same time : good, as far as it was
dependence;
bad, as far as it was independence: good, as far as it was independence with
reference to the monarch ; bad, as far as it
was independence with respect to the people.
Virtue and courage, derived from legitimate
dependence, made them the heralds of the
States-General;
corruption, derived from the
dream of independence,
made them rebels to
the National Assembly.
" What, then, would you make your judge
the sport of every gust of passion which may
overbear for a moment the reason of the
people ?"
No, certainly : and I take care
he shall be so in no case. But why not ?-That he may be independent of their opinion ?
No, surely : but that his dependence on i_
may be the more genuine and the more secure.
Individuals or bodies, speak of their
opinwn, what mean yon ? The opinion of
the moment ? No : but the opinion of their
lives.
Their opinion in a storm ? _To : but
their opinion in fair weather.
The opinion
that has been stolen from them by the lie of
the day ? No : but the opinion that succeeds
it, when time and detection have condemned
the lie of the day to silence. Speakoftheopinionofabody,
wbatmeanyou?--Theopinion
of a smaller part of it, or of the majority of
a moment ? No : hut of that majority which
keeps the field and governs.
It is for this
cause amongst others I preserve the salary,
should the ofllee be withdrawn without specific delinquency judidally pronounced.
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But though 1 could find for my judge no
met of shelter, much sooner would I commit
him even to the mercy of the storm, than
run any risk of seeing him either a despot or
a despot's journeyman.
How much better
that the one should suffer now and then
through the fault of the many, than the many
be continually suffering through the fault of
one ! Will such dependence be hurtful to
his probity ? No : for though even the most
upright conduct should be no absolute security, yet upright conduct will be always his
best chance,
But I have not that horror of the people.
I do not see in them that savage monster
which their detractors dream of. The injustices of the Athenians, had they been ten
times as frequent as they were, would not,
in my view of things, be much to the present
purpose.
Had the Athenians representative
bodies _-- had they the light of two thousand
years of history to guide them ? or the art of
printing to diffuse it ? When the Athenians
were cruel and unjust, were the Dionysiases
and Artaxerxeses less so ? In the people, injustice has at leaqt been followed by repent,
ance : acting in bodies, and especially under
the veil of secresy, they have not that pride
which keeps men from growing better : a
despot, when he has injured a man, hates him
but the more.
As little would my notion of
the probable conduct of the people, that is, of
select men chosen by select men, in the exerelse of an unquestioned right, in quiet times,
be taken from the conduct of a few unknown
individuals among a vast multitude, in the
heat of a revohmon brought on by excess of
despotism.
Much sooner would I look to
America, where the people bear undisputed
sway, and ask, in so many years of popular
government,
what violences or injustice to
the prejudice of their servants have ever yet
been presented by the history of thirteen
commonwealths ?
But if the people are not fit to exercise
judgment, in a case of necessity, and that a
case which may never happen, what shall we
say of the system which puts them to judge
constantly and in all cases ? If chosen men
among them are not fit to judge, what shall
we say of men taken without choice ? If the
majority of a body so selected is in so rare a
case no safe reliance, what shall we say to
them when taken at random in so small a
number as twelve ? Yet such a system, be.
cause an old one, is looked upon as the causa
sine qu_ non of all possible security, by those
who for the opposite reason would tremble
at the thought of committing to any assembly
that eou!d be called a popular one, the power
of ridding themselves of a bad judge.
But
of this under the head of juries,
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§ 2. Inconveniences of Periodical Election
without power of amoaon, andwithoe
w_thout intervals of exclusion.
That judges ought to be in a state of dependence with regard to the people, is a proposition that in the National Assembly seems
to have met with very general acceptance.
But for the efficient cause of this dependence,
instead of a power of revocation, short leases
and frequent renewals have been proposed,
accompanied even with forced intervals of
exclusion.
That the latter mode possesses, in comparison with the former, any the smallest advantage whatsoever, will, I believe, never be
shewn.
Disadvantages it possesses the following ;
and those of no inconsiderable importance :
1. It throws away the benefit of experwace :
a sort of profusion very ill reconcilable to
the rules of prudence.
The notion of facility
in the business belonging to this office is very
good as a wish, but very ill-considered as an
opinion. The necessity oftechnwalhnowledge
,
of an acquaintance w,th the complicated and
discordant system of judicature as still subszstzny, is but a temporary one. Be it so :
but though the laws were as simple as angels
are pure, ju&cature could never be brought
within the competence
of an uninstructed
and unexperienced mind. The application of
the law to the fact, the inquiry whether the
evidence as exhibited brings the matter of
fact within any of the species laid down ill
this or that part of the general map of law,
is a task that is and ever will be liable to
require a considerable skill in the vabm ot
words, a considerable degree of proficiency
in that abstruse and formidable branch of
science, distinguished by the repulsive appellations of logic and metaphysics. The putting
together and weighing one against another
that multitude
of obscure and discordant
links, which a cause will sometimes exhibit,
of a chain of evidence, is a task to which no
ordinary powers of discernment will be equal:
the investigating them is a pursuit to which
no vulgar measure of sagacity will suffice. In
all other lines, shall practice be essential to
improvement,
and in this alone a matter o!
indifference?
Are men bred tailors or shoemakers by nature ? and is there less difficulty
in trying a long and intricate cause, than in
making a pair of breeches or a shoe ? True
it is, that to certain purposes, and as far as
concerns a few simple operations, every man
is called upon_every
man may be more m
less qualified, to be a judge. But in what
way ? Just as every man may upon a pinch
be called upon to be a tailor, a shoemaker,
a physician, or a practiser in any other mystery. Does that prove that all men can make
shoes, one man as well as another, and every
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man without having learnt it? No, certainIy. Causes there doubtless are, that may be
_udged by almost anybody : I will go farther
the bulk of causes may be in tMs case : but
the causes that come before the judge so
called, are among the most difficult and most
intricate that the treasury of human transactions furnishes;
and it is particularly for
them that he is constituted judge,
Once more, note the distinction between
real justice and apparent : instinct may serve
a man to do justice ; but it requires cultivated reason to show that justice has been
done: to make it appear even to the bystanders, who see every thing as it passes :
much more to the judge above, who has seen
nothing about the matter, to observe the
rules laid down by the law ; and to prove,
against the severest scrutiny, that those rules
have been observed.
No art, no science, no corner, however
obscure, in the obscurest art or science, that
may not furnish questions for the decision
of a judge ; and judges, it has been thought,
may be taken from any counter, or from behind any hedge I
The value of a common soldier increases
with every day of service : and is the discipline of the judgment-seat
a matter of less
difficulty than the discipline of the ranks ?
In the military line, the hardship of compulsion gives the only objection against a man's
being kept to the profession so long as he is
able to handle the implements of it.
Shall
the soldier, though averse to his station, be
confined toit; and the judge, though wedded
to his, be turned out of it without mercy ?
2, It weahens the authority of courts of
appeal, by destroying the only natural title
which one court can have to more confidence
than another.
Superior skill rendered pro.
bable by superiority of experienee_popularity proved by continuance in a station from
which unpopnlarity would have removed him
such is the certificate of superior merit
which a judge of appeal has upon my plan to
produce.
Adopt the system of periodical
exclusion, and as soon as a judge has acquired
n little experience and reputation, you deprive yourself of his service,
3. It is prejudicial
to the legitimate dependence, or what is commonly called the
independence of the judye.
It lays him at the
mercy of the interest or the caprice of any
individual who may happen for the moment
to be in credit with the people.
While he is
drudging at his duty, up starts an advocate
at the election town, catches hold of some
unlucky incident which had made him enemica, harangues the people, turns the tide
against him, and seats himself in his place,
Can you expect him to sit still and see himself attacked, without taking measures to
defend himself? While he should be thinking
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of doing his duty, he will be thinking how
to keep up his interest: while he should be
judging the people, he will be thinking how
to court their leaders.
"Andmaynot
all this happen just as weU
under the power of amotion ?" By no means.
There is a wide difference between turning
a man out point-blank, where there is nobody to compare with him, and indirectly
by the preference given to another.
In the
first case, you must make him out to be absolutely unfit: in the other case, all you have
to maintain is, that there is some one person
in the world fitter.
In the one case, you
load yourself with the unmixed odium of accusation : in the other case, _ou find rehef
in commendation.
In the one case, it is all
pure hostility ; in the other case, while you
provoke an enemy, you gain a friend.
4. It exposes him to the contagion of par.
tiallty. The private connexions of a judge in
full business (and mine can hardly be otherwise,) will stretch but little beyond the natrow circle of his family. His suitors and his
audiences are his visitors : duty gives him
these connexions, and time scarce allows him
any other.
When you have turned him out
of his seat, and taken his occupations out of
his hands, what is he to do with himself?
He must mix again in private circles, and
endeavour to find in social intercourse
a
compensation for what he has lost in power
and dignity. You throw him upon the town:
you send him to form connexions and contract partialities ; and when you have thus
corrupted him, you let him come back again
to his place.
5. It aggravates inequality, and strengthens
arlstocratwat monopoly, by rendering the sttuation untenable to every one who has not
a fortune of his own suitable to the dignity
of the office. A man may judge at intervals,
but can he live at intervals ? Suppose a man,
whose profession is his subsistence, taken
from it, and made a judge. When he is a
judge no longer, what is to become of him ?
Is he to go back to the bar, or to the desk,
or to whatever other livelihood he had before ? He is then to form connexions and to
break them, to become partial and impartial
by turns, to take money from people, and to
behave to them as ff he had taken none. He
is to favour great families while he is on the
bench, that they may give him their custom
when he returns to the bar, and help him to
mount the bench a second time.
Elsewhere
I shall have occasion to show how much the
less fit a man is for the service of justice,
for having ever been, though it were but for
once, in the service of chicane. How much
worse, if he is to serve them alternately ?
As well might he pretend to _erve them both
at once.
How would it be possible for him, if i_
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were fitting ? In such a line, who is there
that can take up business and drop it when
he pleases ? When his clients are gone to
other lawyers, who is to send them back to
him ? But if the law affords him no resource,
where else is he to find one ? A man who has
been thinking about nothing but law all his
life long, what else can he be good for ? No
man, therefore, who is not able to live at
his ease without the salary, will meddle with
the office ; or, if he does, so much the worse
for the service : no man who is at once honest
and prudent will venture to engage in it. But
if no honest and prudent man who cannot do
without a salary will accept of the office, why
give a salary ? Inconvenience
presses upon
you on all sides. Either you get nobody for
your office, or you get somebody who is not
fit for it; or if you get a fit man, you make
him an unfit one; and, at any rate, if you give
money with your office, it is so much thrown
away.
Is wealth necessary to tempt a man
to accept of power and dignity? I should not
think so : but of this presently,
Be this as it may, by giving the wealthy
the monopoly of this great office, with a
salary to boot, you increase that inequality
which, as far as can be done without prejudice to the superior interests of secur'_'ty, it
should be your study to reduce. You divide
the people into two classes, excluding one of
them from their share in the common bonefits, while you leave them their full propertion of the burden. You lay a tax upon poor
and rich, to give the produce among the rich,
seeing they are too rich already,
By this injustice to individuals, is the setvice at all benefited? On the contrary, it is
injured.
You shut out candidates, and you
shut out those who are most likely to be most
deserving.
What is it that makes a maa fit for
business, but application ? Who applies most
--the man with a large fortune, or the man
with a small one ? Which is most likely to
devote himself to dissipation--he
who has
the means |br it, or he who has none ? which
to lay in the greatest stock of merit--he who
sses nothing but merit that can give him consideration, or he who has already in hand
that of which merit could give him but a
chance ?
Fancy not all this while that you are to
endow offices, only that they may lie open
to poor men : for it is but a bad method of
serving the poor to tax the multitude of them
only to make a purse for one. But when
offices are to be endowed at any rate, and a
given sum is allotted for the purpose, what
you are fully warranted in doing is, to avoid
giving the preference to that mode of disposing of it that would exclude the poorer
man from coming in for his share. An office
like this would not leave such a man as it
found him: it would leave him beset by ex-
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traordinary wants, while unprovided with so
much as ordinary means.
The obviating of all this inconvenience is
one of the uses of the permanence of the sao
lary, notwithstanding motion, whereof more
a little further on.
6. It endanyers the peace of the country,
by keeping up the ferment of a perpetual
election, by inviting change, and producing
party divisions among the people.
7. It endangers morals, by the incitement
it affords to calumny.
The falsehood is detected--but
it has done its office; the up_
right judge has been thrown out, and the
calumniator seated in his place. There rests
he very quiet, enjoying the fruits of his wiekedness till the next election, though it be
seven years to come.
But long before that
time the lie is forgotten; and now, if opposed,
his sole concern is bow to invent more. This
is one of the most copious sources of that tide
of profligacy which elections upon the English plan bring in their train. Substitute or
add the power of amotien, you crush the incentive in its birth.
Calumny has displaced
a man; returning truth will reinstate him:
infamy often, disappointment at any rate, will
be the author's ultimate reward.
I am aware here of false geography. I am
not so far misled by names as to transplant
English mischlefs upon French ground. I am
sensible how wide the difference between a
French election and an English one, and how
slight theinconveniences of the latter to those
of the former. Bribery, drunkenness, and the
insolent meanness of personal solicitation, are
here certainly out of the case.
Secresy of
suffrage kills corruption in all its shapes, by
disarming it of its hold. I am no less aware
of the difference between an election by the
body of the people, and an election by the
elect. But lying on the behalf of the candidate, and party dissensions among the people,
arc evils, to the latter of which the virtues
of the French discipline afford but an Stuporfeet remedy, and to the former none at all.
This probity, of which it is so effectual a preservative on the part of the electors, by lcaving no resource but imposition to improbity
on the part of the candidates, will afford to
fraud and calumny an incentive but so much
the more powerful.
Calumny on the part of
the candidate is a tribute of acknowledgment
paid to the virtue of the elector : " It is because you mean to give your vote to the most
deserving, that I take all this pains to make
you believe my antagonist is not he."
The
man who canvasses with a bribe in his hand
or upon his table, may save his indolence from
a deal of trouble, and his candour and veracity from a deal of danger: the strength of
his cause lies not in the plausibility of his
pretensions, but in the goodness of his liquor,
orin the heaviness of hie purse.
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The elections which my system admits of,
threaten no such mischief.
They come on at
rare and unexpected intervals: they present
a prize to gain, not a livelihood to lose : the
competition they give birth to, is a contest
for distinction, not a struggle for existence,
These inconveniences,
and greater, would
be of shght account in comparison of the evil
of a despotic judge : but when that is so efieetually got clear of by the simple power of
amotlon, frequent election is perfectly unnecessary, and the evils of it stand u_eompensated,
Give the power of amotion, forced intervals of exelumon are useless and unnecessary,
withhold it, they are inconsistent and absurd,
You won't let your judge be turned out when
there is reason for it, and you turn him out
without mercy when there is none.
The use of periodical exclusion, if it has
any, is confined to administration.
It may
serve to break confedelaeies among bodies of
trustees, and render it more difficult for them
to keep up plans of conspiracy against the
interests of their.principals.
It may serve as
an antidote to that sort of mismanagement
which is the fruit of indolence, by transfusing young blood into the old body. It may
loosen, in some degree, the shackles of that
corruption which is the effect and the ohject of arbitrary patronage.
It may serve as
an help, or a_ an imperfect suecedaneum,
to
publicity, seconded by the power of amotion :
it may serve as a spur to the habitual lethargy, as well as a cheek to the occasional
violence, of dark despotism. It may serve as
a palliative to the abominations of an EastIndia-House:
but what has it to do with
single judges admlni_tering open justice ?
Next to the having no periodical elections,
is the having them as frequent as posstble,
Why? Becmtse the oftener they come round,
the less the danger is of a change. As the
misehiefs of changing so often as you might
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Alternate subjection in this way has been
represented by some as a pledge of virtue in
a judge: periodical exclusion, therefore, as
a necessary condition to such reciprocity of
subjection,
t:letarn your judge from ttme to
time into the mass of the people, that he mug
see before him the time when he will be subject
to others, as now others are subject t6 him.
Thus wzll you have him equitable, indulgent,
czrcumspect : he will feaJ to t!/ranmze, lest
tyranny should expose htm to retaliatton.
This is plausible, because it is obscure :
dispel the obscurity,
the plausibility
goes
along with it.
Why plausible ? Because it
conveys implicitly the idea of dependence on
the body of the people ; and so far it is just :
does it mean anything else ? so sure is it delusive.
A thing it seems to take for granted is, that
a judge, if not judgeable by those whom he
has been judging, is not to be judgeable by
anybody.
Why suppose so ? It need not be
so upon any plan : it certainly is not so upon
mine.
Beingjudgeable
at any rate, thetrue
question is, whether there is any advantage
in his being hereafter to be subject in this
way to those who are at present subject to
lnm _in
his being subject to them rather
than to anybody else. I answer -- in no case
any advantage : in a case which is not improbable,
much inconvenience.
Either he
can foresee the particular individual to whom
he may hereafter be subject, or he cannot.
If he cannot, the reciprocity, as such, has no
effect : the miscellaneous body of the people
are all he has to look to, and the reciprocity
amounts to nothing more than simple dependenee on the body of the people.
If he
can foresde his successors, it renders him dependent on those individuals for the future,
as they for the present are on him. What fol-

value, both as an example of a sort of popular
election with regard to a judicial office, and as
having afforded experimental proof of the utility
change are so palpable, and as you see no of the power of amotion. Tide chair is indeed
more reason for changing one time than an- filled by a similar mode of electron in every
other, you e'en take things as they are, and
county: but the quantity and importance of the
enter into a sort of implicit engagement with
businesS in a county which encLrdes the capital,
yourself not to change at all.
distinguishes this chair from the rest, and asThis is no speculative
conjecture:
it is similates itin some sort to the higher seats in
but a key to facts offered by experience.
In judicature.
The by
electors
are indeed
and displaceable
the crown
: but asallit named,
has not
England, wherever regular succession is not been customary to remove a magistrate but for
the object,* annual elections prove in effect
known and avowable causes, the situation is not
appointments for life, subject only to a pc.
in practice very wide of independence. The last
riodical power of amotion, which is rarely
chairman (since deceased,)atterhavingbcen
an.
exereised:_
while longer terms produce fre- nually re-elected for a long course of year% was
quentchanges,
and still more frequent strugat
wlthout
Inprobitylast
asdropped_
well as not
ability
he good
stood eause.
unimpeaelied
gles._
expulsion in the way of punishment could never
Examples: Lord Mayor of London" Sheri_s
have found ground to fix upon: but being some,
of London.
times capricious, and always morose and over.
-I-Examples: Chamberlain of London : Chair- bearing, his amotion in favour of the gentlema_
man of the justices of the peace for Middlesex : who now fills the otBee was felt as a public be.
President of the Royal Society.
nefit.
The chairmanship of the justices of the peace
_+Examples: Member of Parliament: East.
for Middlesex affords an instance which has its Italia Director.
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lows ? Mutual fear, mutual favour, mutual
otherwise than in virtue of the necessary concorruption.
Judqe not, that ye be not judged:
nexion it has with the precariousness of a seat
their union will'be a comment on that text.
in the legislature, and with that species and
Each is to the other what the Lord's debtors
degree of dependence on the people which is
were to the unjust steward:
each pays his the consequence.
Irremovable, a man might
_ourt indeed to the other, but it is at the ex- make his own division of the fruits of law:
pease of their common lord, the people,
to himself and colleagues, the choicest of the
This principle of reciprocity of subjection
rights; to the people, every thing that sans between pubhc men is but a particular too- voured of obligation : removable, you may be
dification of the old principle of the division
pretty sure of his not forming any such plan,
of power : and like that, a distant approxinor so much as pursuing it but very slowly :
mutton, a bad succedancum,
to the regular
for, unless it be very slowly indeed, where
sup}emaey of the people. Reciprocity of sub- is the people, even in Britain, that would
jection is a particular mode of mutual de- suffer him to go on with it2
pendence.
Emgle dependence on any body
Suppose, instead of a House of Peers and
but the people is a bad thing: mutual de- a House of Commons, two houses of peers,
pendence is the same bad thing doubled.
If governing in tie, as Castor and Pollux lived?
they are all dependent on the people, what
What would the people be the better for it?
more wmdd you have) and what do you get
Great civihty, or else open war between the
by making them dependent upon one an- future and the reigning sovereign : amity or
other?
If they are not dependent on the enmity, the costs would still tall upon the
people, what do you get in that case ? Two
people: great admiration of the excellence
or three despots instead of one: a warring
of the constitution,
and of the wisdom of its
tyranny
instcad of a quiet one: or a quiet
inventors.
But what would the people be
one bou_-ht at the end of a warring one with
the better for this civility and these fine senthe blood or treasure of the people. Look at tunents ? Peace or war, their shoulders would
old Rome: see there the fruit of mutual de- bear all the burden.
pendence: -- it umtes Crassuses, C_esars, and
Pompeys: it unites Octaviuses,
Lepiduses,
§ 3. Permanence of Salary, notwithstanding
and Antbonys.
Look at Bengal: it umtes
Amotwn.
Hastmgses with Impeys.
The permanence of the salary, notwitho
Dependence on the people, or on indivistanding the power of amotmn, is a help to
duals; on the whole, or on a part: there
the constitution in a variety of shapes._
is but that alternative.
Dependence on iu1. As an aid to the power of amot_on. By
dlviduals known, is the very mischief to be softening the harshness of that power, you
avoided: dependence on mdividuals unknown,
increase its efficacy. Who could find in his
is but another word for dependence on the heart to strip an old man naked, after a youth
people,
of blameless or meritorious
service ? The
If reciprocity of subiection, as eontradismore essential interest of the community
tinct to simple dependence on the people,
would thus be sacrificed to compassion for
were of use anywhere, it should be in legis- the individual.
Even incapacity and illlation : but it has nothing in it even there,
temper, if unstained by improbity, would find
In legislation (I always mean under a popular
in compassion very powerful antagonists to
eonstltutmn,)
it is not liable indeed to proustice.
duee such mlschmf as in 3udtcature.
Why?
2. As a support to independence: meaning
Because in the former case it is not liable to
dways that species and degree of it which
produce connivanees and confederacies as in we have seen to be of use to probity.
On
_he latter.
A man may or may not be able such terms, and hardly otherwise,
a man
¢_osee over his own canton, so as to give a may be expected to bear up against what he
guess who will sueeeed.to him as judge. What
looks upon as the ill-informed, the momentary
is certalnis, that'he cannot see all over France,
and partial opinion of the people, in expeet_
so as to name to himself the majority of a tion of a different decision from their wellfuture legislature.
He could not, even in informed,
permanent,
and general, opinion.
Great Britain, as to more than one of the Mere disgrace ean sodom be oppresslve, when
two branches of the legislature : even in
;onseienee certifies it to be unmerited. When
Great Britain, where public trust is private
facts are out of dispute, a sense of innocence,
property,
and where the people, lake other
and a proportionable
persuasion of seeing it
cattle, are passed from hand to hand by sue- one day reeogmsed, are sentiments scarce discession or by sale. He cannot, therefore, see tinguishable.
But in the meantime a man
whom to court, nor whom to confederate
must live.
with. But, even in legislation what does this
The same expedient contributes to the same
reciprocity of subjection amount to? It is effect in a more indirect way, by its inttuenee
still but popular supremacy viewed through
on the people.
In public as well as private,
aeonfused medium.
It is useful. Why? No[the
honesty of the servant depends in no
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small degree on the wisdom of the master.
Servility, duplicity, craftiness, and inward
contempt, on the one part, are natural consequences of caprice and tyranny on the other.
There have been no greater contemners nor
deceivers of the people than leaders of faco
tions in unenlightened and unquiet times,
How then does it assist the wisdom of the
people ? By keeping them from edged tools,
In the power thus modified, they possess an
instrument which answers every purpose of
self-defence, but has been spoilt for them as
an instrument of vengeance.
They will not
be rendered the less cautious how they use it
wantonly, by the consideration of what they
will have to pay for using it. Compassion is
on
hersoside.
never
well heard, as when shehas prudence
3. As a help to the patriotic auction. Much
could not be expected for an income of which
no man could promise a day's continuance :
and a source of economy, otherwise so proraising, would in that case be dried up. This
is not a consideration to be placed in front of
the inducements : but it is a full answer to
all objections on the score of expense. The
expense may perhaps never be incurred : it
never can be, where the people who are to
judge are not satisfied of their gaimng more
than they lose by it : while the value of the
place, considered as an object of sale, is raised
from that of a tenure at will, to that of an
estate for life.
Individuals
cannot give so
much to hazard as may be given by an establishment,
4. As an inducement to venture the labour
and expense of a professional education. Coneeive the station altogether precarious, and
the salary as precarious as the station, how
few are there who would take any trouble to
qualify themselves for the duties of it ? Who
in England, or anywhere else, makes a serious study of the law, that does not expect
to get by it ? Hence the ignorance so universal among English legislators, and the thraldora in which they are held by mercenary
lawyers.
In France, judicial offices having
been saleable, and of course for life, the
emolument_ offered a secure pennyworth for
everybody's penny. In England, the bar being
a necessary step to the bench, the more ira.
mediate profits of the former station have
presented a fund of inducement, independent
of the hope of rising to one of the few seats
in judicature.
Upon my plan, which regards
the professions as not only distinct but opposite, and practice in the one as not only not
the best, but in many respects the worst preparative for a station in the other, a separate
inducement
more l_ces_r'q._
applicable to the /after is the
"
• Considering how easy we have seen it to b%
for a judg e who wants the sense of shame, to
misbehave in a very groea degTee, and that even
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5. As an antidote to arlstoeraticalmonopoly.
In the preceding section, we saw the inconvenience, and the necessity of this remedy.
§ 4. Power of Deputation.
The power of deputation is an essential
article in the plan on several accounts : I.
As an aid to the people's right of election,
preserving them from the danger of an iraproper choice: 2. As an instrument of prompt_tude in the hands of justice : 3. As a incasure of economy.
1. As an aid to the people in the exercise
of their right of election. In this capacity, it
requires itself the assistance of the principle
ofgradualpromotion.
Iris not sufficient that
the people have the faculty of choosing their
judges out of men who have served in the
capacity of judge-depute : they must be precluded from choosing them elsewhere.
It is
without much compunction that I rob them
thus far of their choice.
It is the very case,
and that the only one, where they could have
no grounds for choosing.
Public fame will
tell them who has proved the best. judge, after
trial : private acquaintance only can say, before trial, who, among young and untried men,
is l_l_elyto prove a good one, The circle that
bounds their choice will hardly be complained
of as a narrow one. A judge to every canton
gives above four thousand judges of the lowest rank : a deputy to each judge gives the
people in every election four thousand candidates to choose out of. And in the instance
ofj udge-deputes, as well as ofprincipalj udges,
I secure to them the power of amotton ; in
comparison of which, the right of election, as
hath been already shown, is an object of insignificance.
In return for so slight a sacrifice of arbitrary power, they gain a security not attainable by any other means, for intelligence,
probity, and every other ingredient of fitness
in a candidate.
On what other plan can the patron be made
responsible for the goodness of his choice ?
What other plan gives the benefits of apprenticeship to judicature, and affords room for
fitting the task in every individual instance
to the powers of the workman ? Choose him
through corrupt motives, without exposinghim.
self tojudicialeensare,
it might pe_'haps-be not
amiss to empower the people to ibllow up their
amotion by subtraction of the salary_ so zt be
after such an interval as should out-reach the
utmost duration of sudden and undeserved un.
popularity: far example, five years. It might
otherwise be possible for a judge who was at
once indolent and shameless, and who had no
pretence for resignataon, to provoke motion, in
order to retain the pay after ridding himself of
the trouble. A deprivation so very unlikely to
happoa_ _ithout the wiiful default of the person
de:prived_ could hardly operate any sensible _i.
mmution in the value of the office in any point
of view,
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as you will, your judge, like everybody else, upon amotion, preserves his salary : the demust begin somewhere.
Upon the ordinary
puty, in case of the same misfortune, loses
plans, he begins in the middle : important or his prospect of salary, as well as of everything
trifling causes, difficult or easy, he mu_t take else that has been the object of his ambition.
them as they come. Upon this plan, the de- The power of amotion is, at the same time,
puty, receiving his causes from the discretion
liable to le_.s restraint, as well from prudence
of his principal, will of course see his ta_k as from compassion, in this instance, than iu
suited to his faculties : the least Important
tbe other.
The people, by exercising it, will
and the least difficult, one may be well as- not subject themselves to the burden of an
sured, are those with which the veteran will additional salary : and v, hat they cannot fait
entrust a pupil, for whose misconduct
he observing is, thatin the commencement of a
stands responsible.
Accident may bring a man's career, while other roads remain open
cause of difficulty as well as importance upon to him, the mortification of a repulse, how sethe deputy at the very commencement of his vere soever at first, will be a less cruel shock
career : true ; but Telemachus will never be than expulsion at a more advanced stage.
without Mentor at his elbow : so that the
From the connexion, close as it is, improworst that can happen is a measure of delay bity can derive no assistance.
Neither call
much too small to have ever hitherto been
screen the other.
By confederacy, danger
deemed worth notice,
would be doubled, and facility in no respect
2. Promptitude of.justlce is a separate and increased.
The dependence of the one is a
still more manifest advantage resulting from necessary consequence of the responsibility
this power : and which, without some such of the other : and where can be the danger
power, must necessarily be to a certain de- to the people from a dependence between
gree precarious under a single judge.
Not two of their servants, each alike dependent
only illness might occasion a suspension of upon the common master?
justice for an indefinite time, but the out-door
Sit who will npon the bench, somebody
business incident to the office must occasion
must have put him there : and who so well
frequent
vacancies.*
Numerous bodies of qualified to judge of fitness for an office, as
judg.es, while they guard against this meanone who has made the duties of it the busivemence, admit necessarily a fluctuation in ness of his life _
their number, and thence a degree of uncerThis mode of appointment,
were it even
tmnty, besides the other inconveniences that
divested of the puni) mg virtue of the superwe have seen attached to multiplicity m ju- intendcncy of the people, would still remain
dicature.
Doubhng the number upon the supelior to any of the modes hitherto cmrcnt
establishment,
would double the expense : in Fiance or England.
in France, judicial
though it is not double nor treble the humoffices have been venal: that is, the seller
bet, nor, in short, any definite number, that
and the buyer between them have concurred
could equally ensure the accomphshment
of in nominating a successor to tbe scller: toothe purpose,
tines on both sides pmely pecuniary : no re3. Frugality is another advantage peculiar
spons'bility on the one part, no opportunity
to this mode of supplying occasmnal vacancies
of instructmn on the other. In Englm_d, the
in judicature : in this way, and in this alone
chancellor or the minister, determined by the
you may get the services of several judges
need of creating an adherent or the satisfacfor the expense of one.
The grounds for tion of serving a friend, succeed, according
reckoning upon this saving will be stated pre- to their degrees of credit, in getting their
sently.
The object is no trifling one, when
recommendations
accepted by the king: in
the question is between such numbers as four both cases without the check of any spccific
thousand, eight thousand, or twelve,
responsibility.
Umler such corrupt systems,
Against unpopularity, and every species of has abuse been rule ? Much more will it be
unfitness, the stat;on of the judge-depute has so under a pure one.
every preservative
that applies to the office
For such a station, want of candida*.es can
of his principal: publicity, appeal, loss of pro- hardly he apprehended.
Of itself, it confer,,
motion, danger of dlsmission.
It has more:
greatpowerauddlgnity:
itisasteptogreater,
for nothing less than a formed unpopularity
with emoluments affording a provision for
will suffice to remove the principal : a cam- life.
:Even the dignity, without the emolumencing unpopularity will be a warning to ment, would to many eyes be a full recomthe principal to intimate to a deputy who has pense for the trouble.
Under favour of the
the misfortune to become the object of it, instruction and superintendence
of which it
the expediency of resignation. The principal,
has the benefit, men may be admitted to it
at an earlier age than could prudently be in• Such as taking views of the condttion of ira- trusted with self-subsisting
judicature.
At
mowble objects : taking the examination of bedridden parties or witne_es: settling disputes or the commencement
of every career, service
_uieting tumults among bodies of people upon is gladly exchanged for the opportunity of
me m_o_
acquiring, and by degrees of displa_ing, capa.
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city for employment.
Apprentices are never
wanting for the meanest trades: they will
hardly be to seek in the most exalted of professlons,
What is worth accepting is always found
worth giving.
The burden of responsibility
will hardly be thought to destroy the value
of the patronage.
In what trade is not the
master responsible for the apprentxce ? The
faculty of suiting the task to the ability of
the workman, is a security alike valuable to
both.
The power ofappolntinga
constant deputy
would still be inadequate to its end, without
the power of caUlng in occasional assistance,
The permanent deputy is absent from the
judgment-scat
upon out-door business : the
judge-principal is too ill to attend to besihess: why should the judgment-seat remain
empty, if a person not incompetent can be
found to fill it ? Both judges are sitting:
but one of them has got a petty assault or
two to hear ; the other, half a dozen debts
to decree payment for, which are undisputed
and undisputable.
A case-of difficulty and
importance presents itself on a sudden, requiring some order to be taken in it without
delay.
Why keep half a dozen different
groups of suitors waiting for a sort of justice
which they might have from anybody ? For,
let it never be out of mind, that the bulk of
cases that call for justice are those in which
the demand for power is much greater than
for wisdom.
All the checks and securities
which apply in the one instance, apply equally
in the other: so do the inducements to acceptanee, though with a force diminished in
proportion to the lightness of the burden,
The flexibility thus given to the establishment must be particularly useihl to it in its
infancy.
Experiments
of the number of
tribunals necessary, may be tried anywhere
without hazard or expense.
Take the cornrnittee's cantons, containing a space of about
thirty square miles. If one tribunal to a canton is no more than sufficient where it contalns but one town, and that not a very
considerable one, several must be necessary
where it contains several towns, or a town
like Lyons, Rouen, Bourdcaux, or Marseilles.
Allow of deputations, the establishment may
be understocked at first without ineonvenience : disallow them, waste of public money
is the consequence, if the tribunals are too
many; failure of justice, if too few.
Not that an advantage like this can be ever
out of date. The quantity of judicial busihess that may occur within a given period
can never be subjected to measure, scarcely
to calculation.
One year may be twice as
productive as another.
Shall the same humher of tribunals be inexorably fixed for both ?
If so, either in the one year they must be redundant by half the number, or in the other,

[CHAP. V.

defident by the whole.
In the one case you
have double delay; or in the other, double
expense. Such is the only alternative : such
the inevitable consequence of an unbending
provision for ever-fluctuating wants.*
§ 5. Gradual Promotion.
The principle ofgradualpromotion,
or, as
it has been more shortly styled in French, the
9radual system, is of use in several capacities:
1. As an aid to the pr_nctple of popular
election : by confining the choice of the people, with regard to every rank in ju&cature
but the lowest, to persons who have had an
opportunity of showing whether they are fit
for it or no. In this character it co-operates,
as we have seen, with the power of depntation, taking up the object where the effects
of that power end.
See above, § 4.
2. As a support in the public opinion to the
authortly of courts of appeal.
In this character it co-operates with the principle of
permanence of situatton, as contradistinct to
that of periodical election. See above, Chap.
IV. § 7.
3. As an inducement to a man to take upon
him the burden of a professional education.
In this character it co-operates again with
the principle ofperntanenee of situation. The
essential use of it in this character is, however, confined to the first stage : the great
object is, that the people should not have it
in their power to choose any man for a judgeprincipal, who had not afforded them a trial
of his fitness in the probationary station of
judge-depute. Astohigherranks,
thegradual
system diminishes a man's hopes of speedy
elevation, as much as it diminishes his fears
of remaining unpromoted in the lowest. But
the most mortifying circumstance would be
for a superior to see an inferior, without any
interval of equality, put immediately over his
head : against this mortification the principle
of gradual promotion affords a pretty effectual
preservative.
Applied to the hierarchies of admiuistra_
tion and legislation, the gradual system has
• Under the English judicature, the judges
of the highest order, though they can depute
nobody else, may, under certain restrictions, and
frequently do, depute one another: which makes
one of the thousand departures from the Latin
rule that Mahometan jtidges in Bengal were destroyed for departing from_ by lawyers sent from
En_laad to teach thmn justice.
When it happens not to suit the politics of
the minister to hkve a chancellor, the seals are
put into commission: and the judges are drafted
into this court of equity from the courts of
common law, each of the three grcat courts com,
monly supplying one: and in this way the busi.
ness will go on quietly for mouths or years. If
the commou-law court cannot do so well without
the judge thus taken from it, he ought not to be
taken from it: if it can, the public ought not to
be burdened with his salary.
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been proposed to the National Assembly, and
3. In regard to the bodies above mentioned,
rejected.
With what reason, it is not worth the persons on whom it is the design of the
while on this occasion to inquire. The cases gradual system to fix the electors' choice, are
differ in several points:-those who are most likely to be fixed upon
1. For the business of that sort of local without any such regulation: for who so likely
administration which is committed to the sub- to be returned member of the legislature by
ordinate representative assemblies, no highlyhis district, as a man who has distinguisLed
cultivated talent, no very long experience, no himself as a member of the edministratlve
professional education, is necessary. All that
body of the same district; especially when
is wanted is good family management upon they who choose the one are the very pera more extensive scale.
A man possessed
sons who choose the other ? What should
of that ordinary talent will find himself fit be their inducement to prefer an untried man,
enough for the office at his first entrance,
to the man they like best out of so many
and without any course of preparatory diswhom they have tried ? The less danger there
cipline; especially as the number of members is that their choice should fail of taking so
in these bodies is considerable, and, according
natural a direction, if left free, the less need
to the plan already established, every man at therefore there is of forcing it. In regard to
his entrance will find colleagues already in- the judicial office, the ease is altogether difstructed by experience.
The duties of the ferent.
The spurious progeny of justice, if
judicial office demand, upon my plan, the admitted into the competition, would have a
whole, and upon every plan the greatest part thousand facilities for intruding themselves
of a man's time. a small part of that time is into the inheritance of the legitimate.
(See
as much as is expected, or even allowed, to the chapter on Advocates, &e.) Admit an
be employed in the local administrations.
In advocate to put up against a judge, he will
the latter case, the reward of the day may walk over the course, because he starts alone:
suffice for the labour of the day : in the other the judge will lose his cause, for want of
case, the long course of preparatory labour being able to get a hearing.
may require a chain of rewards in prospect,
Where apprenticeships are of no use, upto enable a man to support it.
prenticeships have been instituted : where up2. In the soverelgnlegislative
assembly, prcnticeships
oughttohavebeenlookedupon
on the otherhand, gemus and the talentof asnecessary,
therehave been none,orworse
persuasion,
endowments ofthehighestclass than none. Apprenticeships,
asa necessary
and the rarestkind, are requisite
; and you qualification
fortherightofpractising,
areof
may be glad to get them whereveryou can no useamong any class
ofmercenarylawyers:
findthem, without waitingforthem six or the client
beingatliberty
to choosewhom he
eight years,and leavingit inthe power of pleases,
theemulationkeptup bythathbcrty
different
setsofpeopletoprecludeyou from Isasgood a pledgeoffitness
ascanbedesired.
ever gettingthem atall. Neitherof these Apprenticeship,
as a qualification
foracting
eminentqualifications
are necessary
injudi- inthe station
ofa judge,may, fortheoppocature. Discernment,sagacity,
the faculty sitereason,
belookedupon asnecessary.The
of comprehending,retaining,
comparing,and suitorcannot choose hisjudge. Insteadof
distinguishing
the severalscenesm a long servinginthatline,
a man, beforehe can be
drama, are qualities essentml to a judge:
admitted to act as a master, is put to serve
genius he wants not, for he has nothing to in a subaltern employment, the tendency of
invent ; talent of persuasion he wants not,
which is to give him a variety of qualities opfor he has nobody to work upon : his duty is posite to those which are necessary to fit him
done when he has given a simple statement
for acting his part well in the superior one.
of the case before him, with the reasons that
But of this too under the head of Advocates.
have governed his decision ; and that, too,
The gradual system has always governed
he may take his own time for.
the military establishment:
and in that deTranscendent genius, it has been said by partment the only complaints it has ever given
the partisans of the gradual system, is not
birth to have been occasioned, not by its obwanted in legislature : it certainly is not
servance, but by its violation.
In that line,
wanted in every one of several hundred merehowever, nobody disputes its needing excepbers of that body: but it is wanted in some;
tions: and the exceptions are at least as
and so wide as the field of legislation is, and necessary as the general rule. In the judiso numerous as its divisions are, one may cial llne it needs none. The path of judicial
venture to say, in many. At any rate, there service is smooth and even : a judge has
can be no complaint of a redundance of ta- no cannon's mouth to run into : there are no
lents for legislation, whcre the same persons extraordinary exploits in judicature.
Should
are put into different committees,
and the occasion have called him to put his life to
whole business is made to go on so much the hazard in the support ofjustiee, reward him,
slower, lest this or that part should not go and welcome ; but let it be as a man of vaon so well.
lour, not as a judge: personal courage, how-
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ever honourable, is no proof of talents for
judicature,
It maybe sufficient here just tohint at an
institution for admitting persons to purchase
distinction and rank by the obligation of attendance.
Such an institution would give an
additional step at the bottom of the scale. It
would form a pubhc, whose inspection would
be more imposing than that of all the rest of
the public put together.
It would form the
best of nurseries for judges-depute,
as well
permanent as occasional.
Persons consecrated from the first moment
of their political birth to the pure service of
truth and justice, would present a body of
candidates,
superior surely to the impure
herd to whom the service of truth or untruth,
justice or injustice, oppressed innocence or
oppression, is constantly and professedly an
object of indifference,

evaded, how adverse soever to English pracrice, and, if I understand right, even to English doctrine,t is seldom, I believe, openly
disputed, and will be neither disputed nor
evaded by the National Assembly of France.
Adopt the patriotic auction, all such peeulation vanishes.
By what other instrument can you adjust
supply to exigency in any such line of service ? Take what quantity you will, how do
you know that it is as much as is necessary?
If more, why give it ? Why waste the substance of the people ? Why plunder the poor
and the industrious, to enrich the wealthy?
" The service of the public," says a professed master of economy, "is a thing which
cannot be put to auction, and struck down
to those who will agree to execute it the
cheapest.":_ No, certainly: in services which,
like the judicial, require particular qualification, not in such manner as to exclude choice:
§ 6. Of Pmj, and of the Patriotic Auction as but my auction leaves choice its full liberty;
a means of regulating it.
a liberty which can nowhere be accompanied
If there be a mode of providing for estawith fldl security, but where, as here, the
blishments,
which finds out in the instance
people are the choosers.
of each place, nay, in the instance of each inIn contracts for goods to be furnished for
dividual placeman, the quantum of allowance
the public service, auction is the routine of
best adapted to the service--which
ensures
)ractice.
Yet even here, the rule of arithto the officer that allowance, not a farthing
metic cannot always be made peremptory,
more nor less--which
promotes the good of without sacrificing the service. Is the bidder
the service at least as efficaciously as it minisable to fulfil his offer ? does he mean to do so ?
ters to economy--which,
leaving the choice
Apply this to military stores:--the
enemy
of the servant in the hands of that sovereign
will find you a best bidder. II
master to whom the service is to be rendered,
No -- the patriotic auction, applied with
and out of whose substam,e the wages are the reserve with which it is here appliedto come, cements the truly natural alliance
the patriotic auction, notwithstanding the epibetween frugality and liberty ; -- a principle
thet here chosen to distinguish it by, will not
which does all this, has surely some claim be dehberately pronounced ridiculous, unless
upon attention.
Such is that to which I have by those who, as often as they descry anygiven the name of the patriotic a,_ction.*
thing truly useful in a plan for public service,
1. Economy, by this mechanism, is pushed
pretend to find it ridiculous, and do their
to its utmost limit. In this, as in every other
best to make it so. Of the exertions which
branch of public service, every penny which,
it calls forth, public good is as likely as of
without hurting the service, you can save, any others to have been the final cause : and
and refuse to save, convicts you of peculation:
what is much more material, public good is
a truth which, how much soever slighted and sure, at any rate, to be the effect. It were
hard if a man may not be permitted to flatter
For shortness sake I confine the expression himself with the name of patrmt, giving as
all along to the voluntary auction, though the
effect_ ascribed to it deI_end in part upon the unequivocal proofs of patriotism as any that
concomitant plan of an obhgatory detklcation
patriotism can give. If personal considersfrom the salary in proportion to private income,
tions, perceived by him or unperceived, mix
If the appellation be a foolish one, the folly with the purer principle, to what end should
lies not altogether at my door. One of the words any invidious hand attempt to tear the secret
ia the well-known name of an esu_llywell-known
from his breast ?
practicalInsort
of a thing,
quite
in the way zeal
of bu2. Will the service be prejudiced by such
alness.
England,
when
a candidate's
to
serve his country has outstripped his economy,
his estate comes every now and then under the
hammerg and nobody then demurs m the propriety either of the thing or of the nam_
The
other half is humbly copied from the contrib_-

economy? It will be richly benefited by it.
Daub your judge's bag over with gold, you set
_"See Mr. Burke's speech upon the Economy
Bill, Feb. 11, 171_0.

mpatr/ot/qns,
the on
so-much-celebrated
ot_omn
supply
now going
on the other side ofmode
the
Channd. As to patriotism, the English reader
willhav¢thegoodnesstoconsider,
thatncither the
name nor the thing are ridiculous in France.

_+lb.
66. 17 of ]_|r. Burke's charges, with
[_
See p.
Art.
Hastings's answer. The accuser seems to have
forgotten his own rule: the defendant_ to have
remembered it much to his advantage.
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allthe world a serambling for it---the few who
love business, and the many who detest it
the few who understand the business, and the
many who know nothing about the matter,
When you see this or that man make a plunge
for it, what do you learn ? That he has any
liking for the employment ? No : but that he
has no such violent aversion to it, but that his
affection or necessity for the money is still
stronger.
When you see a man marry a woman without a penny, say he loves the woman : when you see a man marry a woman
with a ibrtune, say he loves either the woman
or the fortune.
For woman read office, cornmission, bishoprick, liwng, where's the differenee ? Not a toilet or a tea-table at which
a truth so obvious would not be too trite
almost for utterance: a man must have learnt
wisdom in an English House of Commons
or at an English Treasury Board, to be able
to affect not to understand it. Even there it
can be no secret, that the better likmg a man
has to his business, the better the business is
hkely to be done.
What a man bids at my
auction will show not only whether be likes
it or no, but the precise degree of his liking,
which is what nothing else can indicate,
The auction is of equal use, bidders or no
bidders.
If there are any, you get either the
economy, or, what is worth more, a servant
by whose transcendent merit the plea of eeonomyhasbeenputtosilenee.
Ifnone, youget,
at any rate, the demonstration
that no saving
is to be made.
Fortified by a testimomal in
which suspieion itself could not find a flaw
to fix upon, you may stand forth boldly and
uprightly in the face of the people, and wash
your hands for ever of the dirt of peealatinn,
As to encouragement,
it takes away none
that is not demonstrated
to be unnecessary,
If there are biddings, it shows that the emolament mlreduced was so much more than heeessary.
If none, no encouragemen" is taken
away.
It even admits of a measure of encouragement, greater than can be admitted on any
other plan. Secure to the public a deduction
of whatever proves to be more than neeessary, you may set the rate of the salary higher
than you could otherwise afford to do.
By this means an extraordinary measure
of encouragement lies open to extraordinary
merit : and the greater the merit, the greater
may be the measure of encouragement.
On
the ordinary plan of a fixed salary, the utmost advantage that can be given to merit is
that of having a superior chance for a reward,
whieh, if obtained, is no greater in the hands
of the most than in those of the least deserving.
Here, not only the probabdit 9 of
quantumreward
riseslikewise.,with
desert,

but so may the

* In Great Britain, a contested parliamentary
election is a sort of auction, patriotic or anti.
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" No," says an objector, " as a means of
keeping out people who do not like the business, your auction will not do.
Strip your
office ever so bare of emolument, a man may
still take it, and hate the business of it, if it
has power or dignity belonging to it, as your's
has, and he is fond of power or dignity."__
True : that is to say, if it has no business
belonging to it, or, what comes to the same
thing, none bat what he is left equally free
to do or to let alone.
But will he, if the
burden of office is to stick as close to him as
the feather ? Is there that man upon earth,
that, for unprofitable power and empty dignity,
would bind himself to do all day long, and
every day, what he hates ? For bread, a man
does any thing : he heaves eoals, sweepsehimhies, cleanses common sewers.
Would he
spend his life in the same way for the title
of Lord Warden of the Collieries, Knight of
the Brush, or Duke of Puddledoek ?
Neither Chartres nor the Duke of Wharton,
it is true, could have had any rational objeetion to a bishopriek, though it were as barren
as an apostteship: hut neither the colonel nor
the duke would have cared much for the lawn
sleeves, if the drudgery of examinations and
visitations had stuck to them, instead of being
shaken offupon the chaplain and the arehdeacon. From seeing a man take a bishoprick
like that of Durham, for instance, you cannot
I allow, form any kind of judgment whether
he is fond of preaching or no, or whether he
ever made a sermon in his life. All you can
tell is, that he is fond of sitting with lords,
and eating £14,000 a-year.
But could you
be under the like uncertainty with regard to
such a man as Zmzendorf, for example, who,
being a rich man and a count, chose, for the
sake of apostleship, to become a poor man,
and predecessor without a title to the now
bishops of the Moravians? From seeinga mzm
take the seals with an income not inferior to
patriotic, as the reader pleases. One eireumstance only is wanting, to make it exactly my
auction, which is, that the money, instead of
being employed in waste and all kinds of misehic_, shouldbe paid into a public fund, in ease
of the burdens of the people. Taldn/_ money
from the subject, or putting him into situations
which force him to spend it, is what in itself
gentlemen
no objection
to. What
makesit
it
odious orhave
ndicnlous,
is the idea
of putting
to a good use. Propose to a minister in Ireland
to establish a land-tax, though it were but of a
shilling in the pound, or in England, to add a
shilling to what there is already, you might as
well propose to him to jump into the fire: for,
being called a tax, the money would go into the
exchequer, and would save otho'taxes. _ropose
to him to lay an impost or :_. 40. a pouna upon
the income of money, in England he will look
wistfully at it, and in Ireland he will adopt it_
for being called, not a tax, but a re gulati_, ol
the rate of interest, the produce of it Is mane a
present of to t_e who gather it_ wlddaobvimel
every objection.
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that of the episcopal palatinate, you cannot,
If you are bent upon seeing your establishto be sure, pronounce with any certainty ment filled with officerswho to a man detest
whether he does or does not like the business their duty, two principles will do as much as
of a judge: you cannot so much as tell whe- can well be done,wherepressin 9is not thought
ther he cares for the trouble of tossing the advisable: superfluous pay, and liberty of aeeeelasiastical crumbs, as they drop upon his gligeaee. Were you to employ the htter, and
table, to the Lazaruses that lie begging for that alone, would it follow that you have done
them. He may keep causes waiting for a nothing? No: only that you have not done
decree, for years by twenties and thirties at a everything. All the ingenuity of man will not
time, and spiritual flocks without pastors in prevent your getting men willing as well as
the same number, for any security that his able, by mischance. Even presszng would not
acceptance of an office so endowed can give prevent it altogether: foramong your pressed
you of his using better diligence. The ut- men may be some who, if not taken in time,
most you can say is, that if he hates business, would have been volunteers. " But did you
his aversion to iris not so violent as his affee- not insist but just now, that men of small
tion for the power and dignity of it, not for- fortunes were more likely to be fit for offices
getting the £14,000 a-year. But if you saw than men of large fortunes? Yet now you are
him administeringjustice, as Necker has been contending for a plan which would give to a
managing finance, year after year, and feed- man of the largest fortune the best chance."
ins the exchequer instead of feeding on it, I did so: but on what supposition? That the
would you then conceive it possible that bu- office held out equal wealth to both, and that
siness should be disagreeable to him? Yet in all you knew of them was, that the one was
these cases, the power and dignity which arc richer than the other. True it is, that the
to weigh against aversion are of the brightest man of slender fortune might say to his more
and heaviest metal: what would you say, if opulent antagonist,--"
Anybody will conyou saw equal pains taken, and with as little elude me fitter for the office than you, for
profit, by a country justice?
nobody will suppose you can have taken so
No man, however dissipated or empty- much pains to qualify yourself for it as I
headed, need, as matters stand at present, have." But let the rich man wash his hands
have the smallest objeetlon to a seat in either of all emolument, what a retort he will have
house: but a dissipated orempty-headed man to give I " Whether you have ever had any
would have very serious objections to it, if liking to the business or no, is still a proidleness and neglect of duty were not part blem: for, like it or nol, as it has money
of the privilege of parliament. Upon such eonpled with it, and money is what you want,
terms, it is true, he need not he paid for what you would be equally glad to get it. But that
is called serving: he may even be madeto pay, I have a liking to it is indisputable: for how
and does pay, up to twenty or thirty thousand else should I think of taking it upon me for
pounds, for only a chance of it, though not nothing? As to victory over temptation, all
altogether to the right fund. But my judges the proof you have to produce is a presumpare not judges for show, like wooden soldiers tion arisingfromthe weakness of your enemy:
at the court of a German prince, who cannot my victory stands demonstrated, spite of the
afford to keep live ones: they are not bishops superior strength of mine."
inpartlbusinfidelium orfideliam: they are not
The plain truth between two such rivals
chancellors of Lancaster or Barataria: they is this : it is less likely that the man of large
are not judges in eyre, whose jurisdiction fortune should be fond of this or any other
lies in nubibas; and who, were they of wood, kind of business, than that the man of small
instead of flesh and blood without bowels, fortune should: but where, in fact, the relish
would spare £.5000 a-year to a plundered and is equal, the former has in a variety of reinsulted people,
spects the advantage.
But though power and dignity, with or
" Oh, but this is venality-- and venality is
without money, were capable of going ever universally and deservedly detested and proso far towards reconciling a man to an era- scribed." The objection takes various shapes.
ployment he was naturally averse to, it would It shall be pursued through all of them. The
not be the less true, that the more money short answer is--the venality you condemn,
you give along with it, the more you weaken not without reason, is that which excludes
the evidence whichhis acceptance oftbebuthe choice of the people--which gives the
slnessafl'ords of his liking toit, and in solar choice to an individual, whose interest it
of his fitness for it. The dearer any inducement stands of all others that are capable of _jeffech if there were any use in it, is to makeit
co-operating with it, the more dearly the I come in hand in hand with busir_eaa
: in a word,
t to give it, not in the shape of salarypayable at
am_!
fluen_
stands
displayed.**
I dis.tautperiods, but of fees or dailylmy. The
* Money may serve to get the betterof a re- ] emolumentsof myjudge take this lattershape,
lmgnance, or keep up the liking, to the busi- I though, as mayhave been observed, for other
nesaof office:but the only way of giving it this | resins.
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my be to make a bad onemand which puts or.her side. Every man will sell the people
the price into the pocket of the individual, i if he can sell them, and be never the wor_
not into any fund for public service. You,
for it: laws that go upon any other suppowho detest venality, do you detest the saving sition are fit only for waste paper. Heroes
ofmoney to the people?
This is buta l_-.
forman exception: but folly only can look for
ticular mode of saving money to the peop'_,
an establishment composed of heroes. The
When a saleable office is at the disposal
true question turns solely upon the facility.
of an individual, and the money paid for it Does a mall'S buying the people, as you call
goes into the pocket of the individual. _e it, give him any facility for selling them which
will of course sell it to asy one who will give he would notbave had If hehad gotthem
most money for it: and any thought bestowed
for nothing? The answer being plainly in the
upon the fitness of the purchaser will be a negative, there ends the argument. As to
mere work of supererogation. When masters my judge, I make as sure of his doing all the
in chancery had the suitors' money in their mischief he possibly can, as if he himself had
hands, and the Earl of Maeclesfield, then sworn it: but I defy him to de any: leaving
chancellor, sold the office of master in chan- him all the while morelatitude for doing good
cery, the money of the suitors' was embezzled,
than ever was possessed by judges.
Would the danger have been equal if the por" Oh, but," says somebody, "you are
chase-money, instead of being pocketed pri- bribing the people with their own money to
vately by the chancellor, had been to be paid make a bad choice." Good, as an epigram ;
publicly into the exchequer ?
good for nothing, as an argument.
Where
The strength of the objection lies in a the gain is personal, and the danger public;
string of phrases: --" Right of buying and where the gain is in a man's pocket, and the
right of selling go together."
" From venal
danger is in the clouds; talk there of bribery
judgment-seats
follow venal judges, venal if you please.
When you see five guineas
justice."
" He who buys the people, he who given to a freeholder for his vote, or a place
buys constituents, suitors, soldiers, parish- given to a member to change his party, then
loners, will sell them.
He will have a plea talk of bribery. Here no man gets a particle
to plead for it." A mere play upon words : of the saving, without getting his full proclear up the confusion, the argument vanishes,
portion of the danger : and what he hazards
What a man buys, when he buys an office, is is much more visible to him than what he
the right of fulfilling the duties of it, not of saves.
My judge, it must be remembered,
violating them.
sits alone : he has no colleague to set him
" But a man has paid his money, and he right, any more than to encumber him. Calwould not do so but upon the full assurance,
culate who will, how many farthings a-year
and the fixed resolve, of making himself
it will be in the power of a rich man to save
whole."
Two vulgar errors in one sentence,
by giving himself a bad judge : I have not
One is, that nothing has its value with mancourage for the task.
Where the balance of
kind but money : power, rank, consideration,
merit hangs even, a single farthing will be
nothing that you can name. Ignorance like
enough to turn it.
Such is the utmost mlsthis ought to be left to English lawyers, who
chief that can happen from my bribe.
build upon it their law of verbal scandal,
If the past and the present can afford us
their law of evidence, and so many other of any prospect of the future, the chance of bidtheir laws--judging
of other men by themders, even for a very moderate salary, may
selves, and not knowing how to do justice,
be pronounced not inconsiderable. The legiseven to themselves.
This miserable maxim
lator who sees in pre-established habits the
has no truth even in England; can it be en.
instruments he has to work with, will lose
durable in France ?"
no opportunity of putting them to their use.
The other is, to suppose that a man's In France, men are m the habit of bidding,
inclination to make money out of suitors,
and bidding high, for dignity and power. In
constituents, and so forth, is capable of re- this line in particular, they have been used
ceiving any sort of increase by his having
to work for nothing, if dignity and power be
bought them, as the phrase is, or by anything
nothing.
The scraps of jurisdiction served
else but the facility.
This is still ignorance
up by the old system, frittered down as they
of human nature, though ignorance on the
were, and parcelled out amongdozens, scores,
• Let us do no man wrong. Corruption hse and even hundreds of hands, never went a
not been in fact the fruit of t_is species of vena.
begging.
Confined as the market was in
]ity: corruption was not amongst the sins of the many instances, confined by pride and injusoldmagist_cv.
Those who have thought worst rice to a peddlar order of citizens, there was
of them have'never accused them of this crime, no want of e_ere.
"No" , ......
adv_.,o,__ in the heig ht
--3o-5 ........
The lots I cerve out are such az Fcance bas
of his invectives against the Parliament of Brit- never seen before : a monarchy in justice, in
Discoun
de M. wereevermorzf_urethwntheirs."
Chapelier _ ['Ass. Nationate,
tany,"_ohand,
contre le Parl. de Bretagne, 1789.

place of a share in a frae_n of an Kistoeraey _
a power before which every other individmt
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bows down : a rank assorted to that power,
by them.
But the real pay is yet behin&_
If no judges were ever worked so hard as The country justices are all gentlemen: their
mine, none were ever so well paid for their
mess, like the member of parliament's, is
work in that bright coin which bears so high all sweet without bitter, all power without
a price in France. The men I want are men obligation.
What they vouchsafe to do, the
of a high spirit, content t_) barter ease for countryis to think itself obliged to them for:
power and dignity.
Such were never wantthey do just as much as they like, and as
mg even under the oppressions of despotism,
they like it, and when they hke it.
They
They will be doubly abundant under a con- serve in the country when the hounds are not
stitution, which, levelling all arbitrary dis- out, as in parliament when there is no opera.
tinctions, gives a double value to all those
They do a world of pleasant business too,
which are founded on real service,
besides the drudgery of justice: they tax the
As opulence accumulates, bidders will mulcountry, make the roads good to their houses,
tiply,
and biddingswillincrease.What ifit and buildfinebuildings.But the commitshould at length be found, that the whole tee'sjustices
are men of a different
stamp:
of thisvast establishment
can be kept up theyareto be servantsofallwork ; I hope,
fornothing?Nan establishment
which now atleast,
and supposeso; I am suremine are.
hangs so heavy on theimaginationsof men They are to do theirduty, whenever itis
in France,as withoutsome suchaidit must theirduty,and becauseitistheirduty ; not
everywhereupontheirfortunes,
unlesswhere, foramusement only,as Lord somebody used
as inEngland,men arerelieved
from the ex- tomake breeches.
pense of justice by being denied the benefit
For what purposes may money be wanting,
of it.
or supposed to be wanting, to a man in pubThe committee have here also their plan lic service ? For inducement, for educatmn,
of economy.
What is it ? Proscription. -for subszstence, for equzpment, for dignity, for
When judges crowd upon the pension list in a preservative against corruption, for a pledge
such a number as to be troublesome, off they
ofresponsibzl_ty, for a fund of indemnification,
are struck without further ceremony.
Four
and for a source of alacrity : for different
thousand judges, one to every canton, were
services different articles of the above list,
_hey all to be fed, would be enough to eat up according to the nature of the service. All
the country.
What is one to do with them ? men in whom service is voluntary, must have
Sew up their mouths.
What then is the byinducement to undertake it. The seaman and
pothesis ? Is it by compulsion they are to
the engineer may require education, the cornlive without victuals, or by choice ? Take
mon soldier must have subsistence, all must
what supposition you will, and see how this
be equzpped for service ; the king, the judge,
lower part of the establishment and the upper
and the head officer in a town or section of
parts hang together.
These four thousand,
country, require, or at least are supposed to
are they to be pressed men ? Why not then
reqtdre, the symbols of &gnity: every man
press as well the five times 538,* the ten
who has the money or the fate of others at
times 83, t the twenty times 30, $ the 36, [[ his disposal requires something of his own to
and the 88,§ and make them to serve for preserve him against corruptton, or, in the
nothing?
Are they to be volunteers?
Oh- event of his sinking under the temptation,
serve then your supposition.
Common sol- to serve as a fund for repairing damage, or
alters for this army are to be had freely and for paying the debt of punishment : every man,
tbr nothing: officers, not without being paid before be can be said to have received a refor it.
ward, must have received an e_luivalent or
I see the contrivance.
Call a man a jus.
indemnzfication for any necessary expenses he
rice of the peace, and he will serve you for may have been put to by reason of the sernothing : for in England you have a set of vice : every man to whom the enjoyment or
people who are called justices of the peace,
expectation of the distinction naturally reand they serve for nothing.
Do they ?-sulting from the honour of the service would
No more than Job did. The English justice
not afford an adequate fund of spirits and
of the peace serves, it is true, without wages:
alacrity, must have a bait of the lucrative
but he does not serve withoutvai/s:
and the kind held out to him, to make up for the
committee give no vails. The vails come to
deficiency. But fancy not, when you are seta small matter, it is true, in comparison with
ting up claims for public money, that you are
the wages of the upper servants of justice : to make a bill out, and charge a separate sum
but in France they would be something: and in every case for every item in this catalogue.
even in England, some of the town ones live
Education the judge must have had already:
equipment is included in the provision made
* The number of tbe district.courm,
for d/gn/t _ : whatever sum is sufficient for
The number of the department-courts.
Number of the superior-courts,
the most expensive of the two objects, added
l In
l_ the
court eeurt,
of revision,
the supreme
high national

to that and
of subsistence,
fulfil,required,
at the same
time,
that to the win
extent
the
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further purposes of apreservatlve against cotruptlon or other misbehaviour, and a fund for
reparation and punishment, should any untoward accident demonstrate the insufficiency
of the allowance in the capacity of a presetvative : indgces*ent and alacrity will be found
him by the office, on whatever terms he thinks
proper to put up for it: for who ever solicits
for that, of which the acquisition promises
him no pleasure ?
Three circumstances comprise the outward
elementsofdignltyinajudge:__Hab_t,
rneans
of conveyance, and attendance.
Habit is the
only article ofwhlch the use is confined solely
to this object.
Convcyanee and attendance
come under the head of necessary equipment,
The means of conveyance are necessary to
the discharge of that part of the duty which
concerns the out-door business : attendance
is necessary, especially on such occasions, to
give immediate execution to such orders as
require It, and to insure him against the aecxdent of sudden violence.
Whatever milltary force there is in the country, standing
or occasional, can have no fitter employment,
during peace, than contributing in this way
by rotation to the maintenance of justice. It
helps hkewlse to form an audience, and to
fall up the measure of pubhci_3.
The deeorations of the carriage, and of the accoutrements of the attendants, ought to be symbolical: in the expense of these decorations,
added to that of the habit, consists all that
is necessary or proper on the score of dignity,
Whatever is thus necessary, is as necessary
to one judge as to another : it ought therefore to be determined by law, and to be alike
tbr every one.
He ought not to be left at
liberty to apply it to other purposes.
One
man might eat it ; another, drink it ; a third,
spend it upon women. No man ought to fall
short of the measure allowed : no man ought
to exceed it. Ostentatious expense is no fit
subject for emulation in a judge,
The dignity of a judge is not in his kitchen, nor in his cellar. Hospitality, whatever
it may be in another man, is no virtue in such
a magistrate.
It is much nearer of kin to
vice. It consumes time : it consumes money
and begets wants: it begets connexions, and
leads to partiality,
The use of dignity is, by impressing respect,
to ensure obedience.
On whom is this irapression to be made ? Upon the body of the
people. What follows ? That such exhibitions, and such alone, can contribute to this
end, as are in a way to strike the senses of
the multitude.
The manner in which the
magistrate lives within the precincts of his
private dwelling-house,
within the circle of
his family, is nothing to the purpose : the
people enter not into his house: the people
mix not with his family,
The principle of the patriotic auction in-
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eludes the policy.of pecuniary qualifications.
In such an office, a qualification of this sort,
on the part of the officer hirn_elf, is at least
desirable: either on his part, or on that of a
bondsman, it is absolutely indispensable : in
some degree, in the character of a preservatire against corruption, but more particularly
in that of a pledge of responsibility.
Inthejodidaloffice,
an endowment ofthls
sort is as necessary as in that of a member of
a numerous legislative assembly it is useless,
and the exaction of it impolitic and unjust.
Individuals come singly under the power of
the judge: under that of the legislator they
seldom come but in large groups and mixed
multitudes: he can neither hurt nor serve an
in&vidual whom he knows, without meting
out the same measure to thousands or raillions whom he does not know.
The judge
sees the fate of individuals lodged, according
to every plan frequently, and according to
mine constantly, in his single hand.
The
will of the legislature is nothing ofitsci_ nor,
how ill soever applied, can it have any effect,
unless a multitude of other wills, sufficient
to form a majority, take the same direction.
In a legislature you want the rarest talents,
and as much of them as you can get: the
precarious security for probity, which is the
utmost that any pecuniary qualification can
give, is as nothing in comparison of ever so
smallapertionofabilitynot
other_seattainable.
On the part of a judge, probity is in.
dispensable, and ordinary abihty may suffice.
An office like the judicial ought therefore
never to be found in any hands where it has
not a pecuniary qualification for company.
True: but whether it finds m' brings one,
makes no sort of difference, except as to the
expense.
The policy of qualifications, upon
the ordinary plan, is linked with injustice: it
estabhshes a monopoly, and that of the worst
sort; a monopoly in favour of those who possess the greatest share of the advantages of
society already, to the prejudice of those who
possess the least. Necessity, and that alone,
can there be the excuse. Give a salary: ff it
be sufficient for the purpose of a qualification,
the necessity of one constituted by private
income vanishes, and the monopoly remains
without excuse. The patriotic auction, while
it provides for the necessity, steers clear of
the injnstice. Giving a qualification, but only
in proportion as it fails of finding one, it
neither leaves the service unprovided with
this security, nor excludes merit for the want
of' it.
As to the man of small fortune, if it lays
him, or rather leaves him, under a dlsadvan.
rage in one point of view, it gives him an
advantage in another. The disadvantage is,
that he cannot give himself quite Bo good a
chance of getting the offtee as the deh man
may do: the advantage is, that if he prevails
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against his rich sntagmdst, his triumph is the
more honourable.
No other plan affor& so
illustrinasancvidenceofextraordinarymerit:

it has been said, may be of use in quieting a
tumult: the higher the rank they possess,
and thence the greater the measure of re-

none so exact a measure.
In the common
way, all you can get is, a man who was preferred by such or such a majority to such
another man: here you have a man who has
been preferred to such an one who bid twice
as much, to such another who bid thrice as
much, as he could do.*

spect, the better fitted they _
be for rendering that important servie..
Doubtless:
and rank and respect they ought doubtless
therefore to have. But is this a reason why
they ought to possess more of those requisites
than the judge?
To him they are necessary
at all times: to them only by aceident.
It is
on the respect paid to h/m that their own acts
must depend for their execution in the first
instance.
Whatever respect he possesses,
enures to their use. A superiority in rank on
their part, with regard to him, could only tend
to weaken their authority as well as his.
The rank of a judge-depute must not last
longer than he continues in his station: if it
did, the station would be made a ladder to
useless and undeserved pre-eminence, and
judges would give deputations as kings give
titles and ribbauds.

§ 7. Ra_.
Rank is the exterior sign of power.
Respect is the natural appendage of rank. Respect is necessary to power. A judge must
have power over all those over whom he is
judge : he ought therefore to have rank accordingly. To what end should any one possess a rank, and thence a measure of respect,
superior to that of the judge, whose orders
he is destined to obey? From an inconsistency of this kind no good could possibly
come to pass: the natural effect of it, so far
as it had any, would be to weaken the antho§ 8. Attendance.
rity of the laws, and invite to disobedience
Turn to pelitical writers, governments, you
the citizen thus preposterously elevated,
will find, were instituted for the benefit of
There can be no reason for giving prece- the governed.
By were, without much eddeuce over the judge of a territory to the
verting to the distinction, they perhaps mean
members of the administrative body of that ought to be. He who should mean otherwise,
territory.
They must be subject to him,
must have dreamt of history rather than read
or else he is not their judge.
They, it is it. Put governed then, if you say ought to be :
true, may have laws to enact, or (to avoid
but if you are awake, put governors after
verbal disputes) orders to give, to which he were. It is in France alone, and now for the
may have to enforce obedience. But in pass- first time, that the latter proposition ceases
ing those laws, in issuing those orders, it is to be true.
Out of that state in which gonot their own authority that they exercise,
vernment continues to be carried on upon
but that of the National Assembly, by whom
the principle which give it birth, France is
their acts will always be annullable at plea- emerging with rapid pace--Britain
is not so
sure.
much as tI_inirlng to emerge.
Laity were
Were the faculty of making laws otherwise
made for clergy :-- suitors for lawyers :
than in chief a ground for giving precedence
constituents
for representatives:--colonlsts
over the judge to the members of the repre- for those who lord it over the mother counsentative body, it would be equally a ground try :--beasts were created for the use of man.
for putting him below every the meanest
Bear these maxims in mind, and you may
citizen.
For in enforcing obedience to con- account with unerring confidence for whatever
tracts, what is it that a judge does, but exeyou see at this moment on British ground in
cute a law framed by the contracting parties,
the church, the law, the House of Commons,
though assented to beforehand by the legisor the stable.
lature ?
If parturition could have been bid to wait,
True it is, there is no physical inconsisor an hemorrhage to stop flowing, from Tritency in a man's being superior to another in nity term to Michaelmas, surgeons as well as
some respects, and inferior in others: supe- lawyers might have had their/¢ng vacation.
rinr one moment, and inferior the next. At
Unfortunately, the surgeon cannot say to the
Rome, the two consuls used to command by wounded travellar, " Lie bleeding there till
turns; and every man, were there any use my amusement is at an end, and luxury has
in it, might have his day. But where in this given place to avarice."
Loss of life to the
case is the use ?
patient would be loss of fee to the surgeon,
The members of an sdmlui_trotive
body, and surgeons are at the call of patients all days
in the year, and all hours of the day. Had
* Itis obvious, that if the principle of the lawebeenplannedbysuitorswithoutlawyers,
patriotic auction is applicable to any one branch law would no more have sacrificed the suitor
of the political estab_
se may it be to any to the lawyer, than nature has sacrificed the
other:but
in dilferent
es_snwdificafie_s.
the appF_m I made
of
it _dl require
diffe_mt
may patient to the surgeon. We have been bidden
have _
to pursue it further elsewhere,
to believe, that harvest was the cause why
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there is no justice in autumn : as if the time
when the implements of husbandry are most
wanted, were the time when the owner could
best bear to be despoiled of them.
We have had in England perpetual clubs
ofpoodfeUows : that so good a thingas goodfellowship might never cease. We have had
perpetualclubs of prayers: s that omniscience
might not for a moment be kept in want of
information.
Is it pardonable to have imaglued, in the way of vision, the equivalent of
a perpetual club of judges? Something not
absolutely unlike it is said to exist in the
metropolis, under the name of the Rotationoffice. But these are magistrates, who, in
contradistinction to those who get more by
the trade, are styled tradlnpjustices
: and a
thief will not always wait, ashonest menmay
be made to do.
It is a bitter office thus perpetually to be
upbraiding trustees with being trust-breakers,
Englichmen with being Englishmen, and mankind with being men: it is worse than a
thankless-when will it cease to be a fruitless one ? t
What non-residence is in the church, nonattendance is in the house. Those who wish
to keep the one or the other on their present
footing, will speak, or write, or preach against
the grievance, commend the wholesome laws
which the wisdom of ages has provided against
it, and lament that virtue cannot be found to
execute them.
Those, should such peradventure arise in any future age, who entertain a real wish that the abuse should cease,

will vote for this sure and simple method of
rendering it impossible._
It has all the effect
of a fine for non-attendance,
without the
apparent hardship, or the parade and trouble
and expense, and odium, and uncertainty of
prosecution. This most simple of regulations
would of itself be sufficient to regenerate
the house. Two classes only would remain:
those who understood the business, and those
who wished to understand it. Nohoroe-racer,
cock-fighter, hazard-player, fox-hunter, no
empty ]ordling, no law-harpy in full feather,
no lounger or man of gallantry, would find it
worth his while to sit there ; no merchant or
banker would find it good husbandry to pay
so much of his time to save the expense of
correspondence.
The difference in point of strictness between the obligation of attendance on the
part of the judge of an immediate court, and
that on the part of the judge of appeal, will
render the latter station a retreat from the
laborious functions of the former, and a suitable reward for the due discharge of them.
What makes the jurisdiction of appeal nan
rurally so much less burtbensome than the
other, is not so much any positive difference
that may be thought proper to be made in
the number of the vacation days, as the harural exemption from out-door business, and
from sudden calls. As nothing can come before them that cannot wait, and that has not
already waited, they may have fixed days and
hours for business ; and as often as the paper
is exhausted of business, they will be at li-

* A Mr. Nicholas Farrer stands recorded, in
the Gentleman's Magazine and clsewhere_ as the
pious founder of a club of this sort upon trte pure
principle of protestantism, and without any popish views. Providence has not been so careful
of this as of less laborious colleges,
"l"It would take a volume to give a catalogue
of all the modes in which the denial of justice
has been worked up by this cause in England to
the pitch at which it stands_ Nothing could be
better imagined for this purpose, than the want
of local judicatures, combined with enormous
taxes, and the artificial necessity of enormous
fees. Small portions of time will serve for colecting as much money as the people can afford
to give, in such large masses in which alone the
profession will stoop to take it.
The Welsh judges, eight in number, have from
£550 to £930 a-year salary, besides fees to an
amount unknown, for twice two mourns service,
staying about a week in a place, and pitying,
with generous concern, the lawless barbarism
of tho_e distant provinces. Mr. Burke, looking
over the establishment, and seeing these men
fitting idle for eight mouths out of the twelve,
seems to have taken them for thieves, and to
have conceived an honest wish for ridding the
_ofthe
greater part of them(Speech 0]3
the Eoonmny BiIl :) but there wmdd be work
enough for them al_ if tbey were but made to
uo it, and the entrance into the courts were not
barred by oppressive taxes, and a sti_ more oppressive system of pror_.iure,

berty till it receives a recruit.
§ 9. JElectioneeringforbidden.
The reason for suspending in judges the
privilege of active citizens, isobvious enough:
it is to guard their probity, and reputation
for probity, from a most fertile source of danger.
Mention not disgrace : nothing can be
a disgrace that is not meant to be so: an ineapacitation, the result of power and dignity,
carries more of honour with it than disgrace:
it is the ostracism of the Athenians, without
any of the hardship or the iniquity.
In England, the twelve superior judges are
indebted in no small degree for their tmsullied reputation to the implicit obedience they
have the good sense to pay to this precept of
Pythagoras ; as the breach of it is one of the
most fertile sources of complaint against the
country magistrates, who, being gentlemen
at large, accept of a part of the rights of their
fellow-cit_ens
to dispose of, as gentlemen
accept of seats in the House of Commons, to
fill up a vacant hour now tuid then, or serve
a frlend.
_ Dailvlm_jqnentnowhex_ lint _u the spot; er,
where _
m no aslm'y, daily zetttrn oi"a
portionable part of a deport exacted for
purpose. _ I_ 3_6,
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§ I0. Pluralities forbidden,
Two reasons, either of them conclusive
forbid the joining any other office to that of
judge; or any one judicial office to another:
1. Want of time.
The abjuration of all
other public bu.qiness, is the necessary consequence of the inviolable obligation to attendance. Occupied or no in the actual service
of justice, the judge ought to be every ranment in readiness to obey her call. If he
has anything else to do but sit in judgment,
suitors must inevitably be exposed to wait
for justice.
If judges in general have any
considerable part of their time to spare for
other business, it is a sign that the judicial
territories are too small, that they are more
numerous than they need be, and the whole
establishment more expensive,
2. Dany/er to probity, and reputation
of
probity.
All offices are sources of connexion :
eonnexiuns are sources of partiality ; generally of actual partiality, always of suspicion
of partiality, which is to reputation of probity
what actual partiality is to probity itself
To these may be added :
3. Injustice and impohcy of monopoly. The
supremacy of securtty remaining
inviolate,
equality ought here, as elsewhere,
to be the
ruling principle.
Pluralities,
accumulating
in few hands the objects of general desire,
deprive so many individuals of a portion of
enjoyment, and the public of so many lots of
reward applicable to the encouragement
of
public merit. Three such prizes, thrown into
che lap of one unjustly-favoured
individual,
do not produce three times the enjoyment
that one of them would have produced, nor,
consequently,
a sum of enjoyment equal to
what they would have produced if distributed among three,
Above all things, a judge chosen by the
people ought not to be at liberty to accept
an office from any other hands, and least of
all from those of the crown. In such a ease,
an office is a bribe.*
It is not under the patronage of the people
that pluralities are either so dangerous, or so
likely to be abundant, though law were not
in the way. Despotism, monarchial or ariatocratical, and its attendant, favouritism, are
thenstural parents ofthis and kindred nbuses,
Create a people for the use of their tr_astees,
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pluraltties and sinecures and non-residence
are natural and justifiable.
Appoint trustees
for the service of the people, the English and
the French for plurality, and sinecure and non.
residence is fraud and monopoly, and breach
of trust and peculation.
In some instances, if I mis-recoileet not,
the National Assembly seems to have been
betrayed into a disposition to tolerate plura: lities, even where one of the offices is that of
judge.
When two offices are allowed to be
holdeu together, one of which is sufficient to
fill up a man's time, the law should explmn
itself, and declare which of the two duties it
means to have neglected.
" Would you then exclude all judges from
all prospect of a seat m the sovereign legislatore ?" No, certainly.
For legislation there
cannot be a better probation, nor a better
nursery, than judicature. In legislation, trauscendent genius is too imporlant and too rare
to permit the excluding the smallest chance
for it. But the princtple of deputation affords
an obvious compromise.
Let the office and
salary of a judge, thus distinguished,
be preserved to him, so long as he continues in the
exercise of the superior function, under the
condition of providing a deputy extraordinary
to supply his place.
In England, this and a thousand other difficulties are got rid of by a very simple principle.
Power without obligation being the
condition of parliamentary
service, a seat in
parliament is no burden in any shape, nor
creates any demand upon a man for his time.
A judge may be a member of parliament for
the same reason that a horse might be so.
Accorchngly, the chancellor's suborchnate, the
master of the rolls, the eight Welsh judges,
and the masters in chancery, may all of them
have, and commonly have many of them, seats
in the House of Commons.
In English law,
if you have an exception to a bad rule, it is
not for may good reason, but for a reason as
irrationul as the rule. The twelve judges are
shut out of the House of Commons :_Why?
because a man cannot serve in two places at
a time? No: but because they are wanted to
sit cooling their heels, without opening their
mouths, in the House of Lords.
The same
reason should shut out the masters in ehaneery: but Chaos has granted them a dispensation. The same reason should shut out the
king's men among the mercenary lawyers:
but they are wanted in the House of Cornmona as counsel for the minister: to be judges
and parties; to sit in judgment as members,
over their own conduct as king's lawyers; to
prevent the amendment of the taw; and to
sell their constituents, whom they pay, to the
crown, by whom they are paid.

g Su&tn'-.4da_lut,
could one but find the
English
of in
it, Johnson
might save
a page.
where ?
--It
is not
or in
Jacob. But
In Hebrew
*_me have rendered it Aeeldama, And is the
Hm_e of Commons_ too, to be an Aeeldama ?
Two advocates formed part of the household
of an earl of Northumberland in the sixteenth
¢esm_ry. Why not? ce_. pared with imiiscr_ni'rote prostitution, concubinage b caastit T. "co a
link.boy _ _astreet thoe-black, s livery is a ecat
Exceptions were taken when a horse was
of honour. _Fhat should we say, were we to see consul; there could be none against his bet_ livery of a duke upon the back of _judge ? ing a lord.
It is beyond comparison better
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thatahorseshouldhaveavoiceinthathouse
received no such extraordinary rewards bethan that a judge should. A horse_lord, pre- forehand for ordinary service that was to folo
sent or absent, would be as capable of doing low. But is not possible service as good a
duty in the house as another lord, when at- title to the first honours, as actual wealth
tending at the opera or the gaming-table, or without pretence of service ? Is partial abuse
making the grand tour. A horse-lord, under worth mentioning, in a distinction whichlum
the switch of the king's riding-master, would
abuse for its sole substance and primeval esbe as capable of giving a proxy, as another
sence ?
lord under the wand of the king's chamberBut it is to the Chancery-bench you must
lain. Neighing in that house would not make look, if you would behold a monster, in cc_a horse the worse for riding; but sitting and parison of which the chimera of the poets was
voting there makes a judge very much the an ordinary beast, their triple-bedied Geryon
worse for judging.
If a horse contracted
an ordinary man:-partialities, he would not trot the worse for
1. A single judge, controuling in civil matit: when a judge exposes himself to similar
ters the several jurisdictions of the twelve
suspicions, he judges very much the worse,
great judges.
or is thought to do so, which comes exactly
2. A necessary member of the cabinet, the
to the same thing. Custom, which sanctifies
chief and most constant adviser of the king
all absurdities, custom alone could reconcile in all matters of law.
men to the sight of a man holding at the same
3. The perpetual president of the highest
time a place in the court appealed from, and of the two houses of legislature.
another in the court appealed to; judging an4. The absolute proprietor of a prodigious
der one name what he has been doing under mass of ecclesiastical patronage.
another.
The plea is, that he may be there
,5. The competitor of the minister for alto defend his decrees: as if a man could not
most the whole patronage of the law.
be heard as a defendant, without voting as a
6. The keeper of the great seal ; atran.
judge. Who is there that does not remember scendent, multifarious, and indefinable office.
when the nation was kept for years in a fer7. The possessor of a multitude of heremeat, justice become odious, good judicature
rogeneous scraps of power, too various to be
traduced, and bad judicature painted worse,
enumerated.
because a great man, who had one foot on
All these discordant bodies you see inthe bench, had another in the house, and was closed in one robe, that every one may cerdelivering, sometimes in the one place, some- rupt another, if it be possible, and that the
times in another, doctrines supposed to have due &seharge of the functions of any one of
bees learnt in the king's bedchamber ? By them may be impossible.
Such is the care
degrees it is settled into a rule, that not and providence of chaos.
only the chancellor shall have a peerage, but
that the same feather shall be stuck into the
§ 1l. Oath of O._ee.
caps of the two chiefs in the courts of King's
Promissory oaths, if properly applied, are
Bench and Common Pleas. Ere long it will capable of being made a very useful suppleget down to the Exchequer, that Westminment to penal laws.
The oath of office in
ster-hall may not contain a single bench no- the text, will, I hope, be found an example
defiled by polities. When you have put your of such an application.
But so delicate and
judge into the house, the greatest eulogium
sacred an instrument of government ought to
you can bestow upon him is, that he might
be"guarded from profanation, and husbanded
as well be anywhere else, for anything that with the utmost care. To this purpose, the
he does there.
You plunge him head over following rulesseem propertobe observed:ears into temptation, and your hope is, that
1. It should not be employed where the
he will not be soiled by it.
If this be wis- ordinary provisions of the law, with its atdora, put your daughter to board in Drurytendant sanctions, would answer the purpo_
Lane to teach her chastity. Why, then, this
of themselves : which is the case wherever
incongruity? Because, such is the presump- 'the offence they create is such as admits of
tion of the trader in mercenary justice, such specific evidence sufficient for legal eonviethe ascendant of talents, strengthened by t_on, and not more than ordinarily d_t
vayward industry, over faculties debilitated
to obtain. For in such cases an oath is needy hereditary idleness, and such the dominion /ess.=
which lawyer-craft has planted in the igno• The statute-book of the principal of the
rance and prejudices of public men, that the
highest seat in judicature istoo low for him: I two arch.seminaries of vim_ know_edge_
nor will he stoop to sit in it, unless bribed |] one
religion
in England,
continued
_olation_ offrom
thisbeginning.to
_
It _t e_._
"oy a second and still higher station, which _ fall of p_mdties_ from twenty-shilling down t?
can ]have no other effect than that of unfitting _ sixpenny, fourl_mny , aud_
(me,,; _n
him for the first.
_ lest the paradise it c_ttes sl_am m m_. met.urns
The llales, the Holts, and the Raymon&, _ hour be leer bya single instance of msobedtem_
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2. It should not be employed in sanctioning
5. As to the wording of it, it should not
ordinances of a light and unimportant nature, confirm itself to declarations of so general a
For in such cases it is useless :* and more nature as to be nugatory ; such as, for exharm is done by the discredit thrown on the ample, a simple promise of general good besanction, than good by the strength given to haviour, unaccompanied with any assurance
the law.
of a specific nature.
For in this way, too,
3. It should not be employed in sanctionit is rendered ine_icacious, and by its ineffiing ordinances which must unavoidably be caey contemptible. [I
infringe& For in such cases it is to a certain
The use, then, of a promissory oath, and
degree necessarily ine_icaclous:
and its in- in particular of an oath of office, appears to
efficiency exposes it to contempt.t
be the employing the joint force of the tell4. Above all things, it should not be era- gious and moral sanctions, or, at any rate, of
ployed in sanctioning ordinances of such a one of them, in aid of the political. And the
nature as to be liable to be constantly and instances in which it may with propriety be
universally broken, without a possibility of called in and applied, are those where, the
detection.
For here it is me_icaeious in the injunction not being frivolous, nor infringeextreme,
ment necessarily frequent, nor the ordinary
Such is the ease in all instances where the penal sanction of itself suflleient to the puruse made of the oath is to ensure the vera- pose, a violation of the duty thus sanctioned
city of a declaration of opinion.
The duty may be capable of being ascertained by eviprescribed is the entertaining of a certain denee, which, though not sufficient to ground
opinion : the delinquency by which the oath a judicial conviction, may yet be sufficient to
is broken, is the not entertaining of that draw on the delinquent a censure more or
opinion, or, at any rate, the entertaining of less determinate on the part of the tribunal
one repugnant to it.
Of this species of delinquency, if such it is to be styled, it is evi- be obliged to pretend it, because they have prodent that, confining itself, as it does, to the fessed it. Sincerity and discernment, the two
breast which gave it birth, it may subsist in qualities the most odious, and the most justly so,
to adonnneenng, an over fed, a lazy, a corrupted,
the fullest degree, without leaving on any
'
" "
""
" "1
_artof tho _+_rior _......ur ._. marl.o a corrnptin_,
and, inthemost polpaDe points,
t...............
' _'J
_° an anti christian _riesthood are thus ni_ed in
which can afford the smallest handle to aceu- th_ _, 2- _a d_. _l'_a_ .f t_e _-_......
T_'*_d_
sation, or even so much as to suspxcaon._
lators emasculated, poLsoned, and _'ashmned from
__
infancy m their yoke.
it applies m every clause, without exception, the
The official oaths, which may be seen scattemct
tremendous sanction of an oath, that delia- in such abundance on the face of English statute
quency in matters of such moment may be hn- law, look, all of them, as far as recollection serves
possible,
me, as if stamped upon this model You would
• The code just referred to may vie in levity I swear them penned, every one of them, by the
of contents _vkh the moat eminent receptacles of same old woman in her dotage. I speak of the
monastic beatitude,
productions of modern time: tot, in this linch in"l"The same code teems with articles that are telllgenee seems to have been not stationary, but
so many infringements of this rule. It may be I retrograde. In a book of oaths printed in 1649,
questioned, whether there be that maulivtng who [ I find, in many instances, clauses of a specific
ever spent a week in that seminary of piety and [ nature, which show, that in those days the perorthodoxy without committing numerous viola. [ fcetion of imbecility and insensibility were not as
tions of those consecrated ordinances, and oonse- I yet by any means attained.
quentiy without incurring in so many instances [ A collection of the instances in which this so
the guilt of what is there, in express terms, [much vaunted sanction is universally and nocalle__perjury.
I torlousiy trodden under foot before the eyes of
** Subscriptions to articles of faith are among [ an aesistin_ priesthood, a contented magistracy,
the most flagrant examples of this mode of mis- ] and a passive legislature, would be a work not
application. In this most exquisite contrivance I without curiosity, though, in times like the preis comprised everything that can recommend it _sent, of more curiosity than use.
to the head and to the heart of seuseless tyrarmy : I tl The oathprescdbedbya statute
ofGee.II.
the object useless, the means flagitious, ann the | (2 Geo. II. ell: 23) to be _kcu by attorneys on
accomplishment impossible. Tbepionshopethat
[admission, runs in these words: "1.4.
B. do
pe_urymay conducttbe
bereticto
eterual
tortures
| s_ear _hot I _dl truly and honestly demean myis the only expectation that wears the faintest | selfinthepracticeofanattorney,
accordlngtothe
colours of a reasonable one.
| be_tqfmyknowled_eandabilit!l:
_qo_lpmvGod."
The author of the code just mentioned has i Tim attorney w]m penned that oath ought to
taken care to exact from his subjects this proof have been hanged for a traitor to mankind. He
of their belief in a set of articles, by which the i had a receipt in his pocket for making the whole
dreams of a pared of churchmen in 1563 are i race virtuous; and out of pure spite, for it could
fixed as the _ Flus ultra of English wisdom in be nothing else, refused togive them the benefit
matters of religion to the end of time. In this ] of it. For attorney he had but to put human
fazrego, worthyin every respect of the age which [ creature, and the business would have_een done.
gave it.blrth, the flower of the English youth I All traders grasp at monopoly. But it .was reare nmae to profess belief, before it is pretended served for attorneys to give tnemeelves tile mo.
taey can entertain it, that they may ever after nopoly of" truth" and "lwnoty."
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of opinion.
And to this purpose it will be
the better adapted, the more specific and
pointed it is in the description it gives of the
demeanour which it endeavours to ensure or
to prevent ; and the more difficult it consequently renders it to delinquency to screen
itself from the public eye.
Binding, restraining, are not the only effects which may be derived from an engagement of this nature.
Under the semblance
of coercion, it may be made to cover real
liberty ; and the probity of public men may
find shelter under it against the tyranny of
private influence. Set its efficacy at the lowest rate, an oath is a most comfortable shield
against all importunity which is not in alliance with a man's own inclination. My heart
is with you, he may say, but the oath I ]_uve
_aken tlesntyhands.
But he wiU not be called
upon to say so : he will not be put to the
expense of any such insincerity. What every
one sees cannot be granted, is not asked,
You cannot say to a man, Good Sir, perjure
yourself to oblige me: no, not even to one
who, for ends of his own, you are sure would
perjure himself without remorse : the bare
proposition would be an insult : still less can
you complain of him for not having done so
of his own accord,
This use of an oath is of no light importance. Self is but one : connexions are infinite.
The danger which the probity of a
public man is exposed to from the suggestions
of his own immediate interest, is trifling in
comparison with the attacks it has to sustain
from the interests of all sorts which surround
him. Amongst these, local and professional
interests are partieniarly dangerous: individual ones venture not beyond a whisper : the
others, by their clamour, counterfeit the publie voice, and clothe themselves impudently
in the garb of virtue. Strengthened by secret
inclination, and entrenched behind the rampart of an oath, probity may bid defiance to
all its adversaries,
This same principle of liberty, under the
semblance of constraint, may be applied to
the other branches of public duty, not less
to the relief of the individual, than to the
advantage of the service. In parliament, for
example, what more common than to do the
devil's work, not by choice, but by necessity;
and, in bitterness of heart, to serve at the
expense of the public the little tyrant whom
you hate ?*
. " Read Mr. Burke's Letters and Speeches to
the electors of Bristol, and see all the powers of
el_u_ce
exhausted, and, as the event seems to
nave shown, in vain, in defending a public man
against the |reputation of preferr_g the real interesa of the British empire and ofmankind to
the _
interests and real prejudices of a
few l e_._
men in that one town. An oath, if
penned wi_h prot_ skill and attention, might
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As to what may be called the sanctioaative
part of it, an oath should be such as men of
all persuasions in matters of religion may take
without belying their principles.
Whom is
it to bind? Everybody.
What ties, then,
should it employ ? What but such as every
body will be bound by. If one tie is not
sufficient, what follows ?
That it should
add another.
Even under the darkness of
English bigotry, this precaution is not altogether unobserved. Jews are sworn upon the
Old Testament, Mahometans upon the Koran, Hindoos upon the hook which passes
among that people for the repository of religious truth. If a man has religion, bind him,
whatever it be, by his religion : but if he has
none, is he for that reason to go free ? Cornmon sense, were that consulted, would pronounce the contrary: the fewer the ties that
can take hold of him, the greater the need of
making the utmost of those few. The rebel
to religion may still bear allegiance to the
laws of honour ; to those laws, to which
every thinking man, in proportion as he deserves that title, will ever pay obedience.
Of all things, therefore, an oath ought not
to involve in its texture, explicitly or iraplicitly, a religious creed: not so much as
a declaration of theism. Why ? Because it
ought not to force a man to add immorality
to irreligion : it ought not, by exposing a man
to the reproach of insincerity, to give him an
interest in propagating the notion of its being frivolous and unobhgatory, and force him
thus to make war upon its credit in order to
save his own.
"What! athiests then ?_ would you let
in athiests into your establishment?"
I answer -- that is not the question.
The question is not, whether such an exclusion would
be desirable, but whether it ought to be endeavoured at by such means.
It is the propetty of tests, not to exclude anybody from
the trust, but suchwhom the very exclusion
demonstrates to be peculiarly worthy of admittance. The dilemma is insuperable. Take
at once the case of the athiest as the strongest. If he swallows your test, it fails of its
end by the supposition: if he refuses it, he
proves, by the very refusal, that an athiest,
instead of being inferior to believers in the
article of probity, is superior. It proves him
in particular to be superior in that point to
a Church-of-England
clergy. What churchman of that denomination can pretend to
stick at perjury ? He is trained up to it from
a child: he sucks it in with the milk of his
alma mater : it is meat and drink to him._
_ve parliamentax_ virtue its perpetual quietus
from such distress_ngand degr_ihg di_ealties.
"1"I shudder at the verypessibilityofdoing
an
injustice: triflln[[aair_tmtieemay ap.pe_,tomme
eyes in eucll an mstan_, uxlo_ .me.melee eat
half the church, though that not tile lent fan-
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Does the stomach of an athiest revolt at
such a potion ? It cannot, without manifesting a degree of sensibility unknown to the
whole English hierarchy. What more indisputable proof can be given of the purest virtoe, than the abstaining from delinquency,
where temptation is violent and discovery
impossible ? Is a man to be heard who should
pretendtoapprehendmischicf
to society from
such a character ? -- and more, too, than from
one that knows no such scruples? Will it
be assumed, that athiests will in gencral take
the test and enter, instead of refusing it and
being shut out?
Then the equally general
effect of such a test on men of that description will be to produce perjury, instead of the
effect it aims at. Which is the worst c]mracter, a conscientious
athiest, or a perjured
churchman, it is needless to dispute: thus
much may he affirmed without much fear of
contradiction, that a perjuredathiest is worse
than an unperjured one.
The wording of this sanctionative part is
also material in another point of view. Aco
cording to the language employed, the declaration may be more or less solemn and intense.
It may import a greater or less measure of
attention to the subject, of confidence in the
troth of what is uttered, of sensibility to the
importance of truth in that instance, and of
the guilt and danger of s departure from it.
As the importance of the occasion admits of
various degrees, so may the solemnity of the
oath ; that extraordinary resources may not
be lavished upon ordinary objects, nor instruments, of which the efficiency depends so much
upon the opinion of their sanctity, be profaned
by a too frequent use.
But to sift this part
of the subject to the bottom, would lead us
to too great a distance.
But the greater the measure of strength
which, by proper management, may be given
to the moral as well as the religious part of
this complex tie, the greater ought to be the
care taken not to overstrain it, nor apply it
to any improper use. Above all things, it
ought never to be employed to force conscience:
never but in concert with conscience, and in subservience to her dictates,
It ought never to be employed where there
can be the least doubt, whether a man looks
upon that to be right which it requires him
to do : much less when it is certain he thinks
siderable. In Cambridge, whether statutes are
sworn to, or, if sworn to, habltually nroKen, not
having the means of certainty in my hands, I
stay not to inquire. But the distinction, it mere
benny, is of mightylittle consequence. In such
a case+ delinquen.cy and conmvanCe _ s car_
worth distinguishing. +Who ever ne_..m m any
attempt, on the part of eltnor unive:mty, zo amtingufsh itself in _
point from the o_er ? Who
ever heard of any uneasiness ex,pressea Dy.aua_: bridge bishop, as such, at the ap_3renttcesmp
m_ed to i_piety by an t)xtoru oneP
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it wrong
It can there only be made use
of with propriety, where it is employed to
strengthen
temptation,
and
to renderconscience
his acting against
in the manner
which
he himself believes to be right, more sure.
Compare to these several rules the example given in the text: particular application
would double the length of a section already
hut too long.

CHAPTER
VI.
TIT. IV. -- OF PUItSUER-GENERALS.
ART. I. -- a The functions of a pursuergeneral of an immediate court, shah be, in
civil matters,-1. To reclaim the execution of all laws in
the execution of which no individual has any
special interest, and of those in the execution
of which the nation has a special interest of
its own, superadded to that of individuals.
2. _ To act on behalf of the king in his
individual capacity, as well in the character
of defendant as that of plaintiff.
3. To act on behalf of every _]ainti_b]
who, through poverty and want of friends, is
unable to engage any other advocate.
4. To obviate any prejudice he sees likely
to result to justice, from any oversight or
unskflfnlness on the part of a _plaintz_J
who pleads his own cause, or on the part of
his advocate, gratuitous or professional.
Art. II. -- In pena_ matters,-1. To superintend the proceedings of every
)rivate prosecutor ; to assist him, m case of
oversight or unski]£alness ; and to watch over
him, and prevent remissness or collusion with
the defendant.
2. To reclaim the execution of all penal
laws, by performing the fanctions of prosecutor where no private prosecutor is received
in preference ; and in the cases, if any, where
individuals are not admitted to prosecute.
Art. lII.-- In cases where the administratire body of a territory for which he serves,
is empowered to act in the character of pursuer by the hands of its procurator-syndic,
and the pursuer-general is not engaged by his
office on the other side, he has concurrent
authority with such preeurator-syndic,
each
cause belonging to that one of them who is
first seized of it. But, to prevent collusion
or remissness, each of them has a right to
receive communication
of all such business
carried on by the other.
Art. 1V. -- Where a _pursuer b] whose
interests a rpursuer-general+_
has espoused,
happens to _be made defenda_d],
in a cross
cause, growing out of that in which he was
_ D_r. G. Omit this paragraph,
b DEF. O. Defendant.
c DEF. G. Defender-General.
d DEF. G. become Pursuer.
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thPursuer,b] the [pursuer-geltera/e ] and not
e [defe_der-ge_ral¢]
shall take in charge
the interests of such party in such derivative
muse.
Art. V. -- In a court of appeal, the client
of the _pursuer-general ©] shall be the party
who was the client of the [pursuer-generalc ]
of the immediate court in the original cause.
Art. VI.Clauses in the oath of office
to be taken by pursuers-general,
in the room
of Clause I. in the oath appointed to be taken
by j_dges :-1. That I will, at all times, be vigilant in
looking out for, forward in entering upon,
and faithful in executing, all such business as
the law has given me in charge : not suffering
myself to be turned aside from the pursuit or
the performance of it, by indolence or by interest, by hope or by fear, by affection or by
enmity towards any individual, or class of
men, or party in the state.
Art. VII. -- 2. That in my zeal on behalf
of the cause I have in charge, I will not seek
to serve it at the expense of truth or justice,
I will not use any endeavours to cause to be
received as true, any fact which I do not besieve to be true, nor as just, any conclusion
which I do not believe to be just ; nor my
persuasion of the truth of any fact, or the
justice of any conclusion, as stronger than it
really is: nor will I seek to put npoa the
conduct of any man, any colouring other than
what I believe to be true: nor will I exercise
pm_iality in favour of the party whose toterest I espouse, any otherwise than by doing such acts as justice requires to be clone,
and giving such counsel as justice requires to
be given, on his behalf, and by applying my
faculties to the discovering and presenting of
such considerations as make iu tavour ot his
cause, in preference to such as make %,ainst
it.
* * For the other provisions relative to
purSuer-generals, see Tit. IIL Of Judges.
CHAPTER

VII.

TIT. V. __ OF DErEND_R-GI:_ERALS.
Art. I. _ The functions of a defendergeneral of an immediate court shall be, in
matters civil as well as penal,-1. To act on behalf of every defendant,
who, through poverty and want of friends, is
unable to engage any other advocate,
2. To obviate any prejuthce he sees likely
to result to justice, from any oversigltt or
unskilfulness on the part of a defendant who
pleads his own cause, or on the part of his
p_ivate advocate, gratuitous or professional,
b DEF. O. Defendant.
e DZF. l;. Defender-General.
* Dv.r.G. Pursuer.General,
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Art. II.NTo
act on behalf of the administrative body of the territory for which he
serves, in cases where the pursuer-general is
engaged on the other side: but this in coneurrence with the procurator.syndic of that
body, in the sanle manner as the pursuergeneral would have had to act.
*** For the other provisions relative to
defender-generals,
see Tit. III. Of Judges ,
and Tit. IV. Of Pursuer.Generals.

CHAPTER
VIII.
TIT. VI. _ OF VOLUNTARYPROSECUTORS.
Art. I. _ For any offence not specially excepted, any man 11ot specially inhibited may
be admitted to prosecute: giving competent
security against collusion, htigious vexation,
and calumny.
Art. II.--But
no man, other than the pursuet-general, is bound to take upon him this
duty, and any man may call upon the pursuer°
general to take it off his hands.
Art. III. -- In the following cases, the
judge, upon the petition of an individual,
may admit him to prosecute in preference to
the pursuer-general, if he thinks the purposes
of justice will be better served by such prefcrenee, declaring that such is his opinion,
and for what reasons:1. Where the pursuer-general, in virtue of
some connexion or otherwise, stands exposed
toasuspic_on of collusion with thedefeudant.
2. Where the prosecution seems likely to
be of an intricate nature, and to require more
time than it may be in the power of the pursuer-general to devote toit, without prejudice
_o his duty in respect of other business.
3. Where the person offering himself M
prosecutor has a special interest, whether
lucrative or vindictive: as in case of theft,
defraudment, malicious destruction or coda,
magement, robbery, and other private of*
fences raised to the rank of public ones: m
also in case of perjury, to the prejudice of an
individual.
4. Where a re_rd is provided, which, in
_roportion to the circumstances of the voluntary prosecutor, is considerable, audhe, wishing for his own security to have the conduct
of the prosecution in his own hands, can show
a probahdity of its being terminated more
speedily, or with the better chance of success
in his hands than in those of the pursuergeneral.
Art. IV. _But
no delay shall be granted
for the purpose of inqniring into the relative
fitnes_ of such voluntary pro_eutor: and rather than any delay shall ensue, the function
shall be assiglled provi_iollally to the pursuergeneral.
Art. V. -- No person shall be received de.
fiuitively in the character of voluutery pro-
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seentor, till after hearing what, if any thing,
can be urged against his 8dmi_sion on the
part of the pursoer-general,
Art. VI. -- Failing the voluntary prosecuter by death, absence, unnecessary delay,
rejection for collusion or other misbehaviour,
or dismission at his own request, the charge
of the prosecution devolves on the pursuergeneral ef conrse,
Art. VII. _ On notice given to the pursuet-general, a voluntary prosecutor may at
any time be relieved from his duty by leave
of the judge, which shall not be refused without special cause,
Art. VIII.--Among
divers persons offering themselves in concurrence to undertake
the charge of voluntary prosecutor, the judge,
after hearing the pursuer-general, shall choose
that one who in his judgment appears the
fittest ; superiority of interest, ability pecuniary and intellectual,
and moral character,
all being taken into the account : but rather
than delay should ensue, the charge shall
be provisionally committed to the pursuergeneral, as by Art. IV.
Art. IX.-- A voluntary prosecutor may
at any time, by a written instrument, or by
oral appointment made in court, depute any
one person to act in his stead; the principal
remaining answerable for such deputy, until
such deputation be revoked, which it may be
at any time.
Art. X.-- So may he associate with him,
on the like terms, any person or persons as
colleagues, with leave of the court, and not
otherwise:
and the act of any one such coprosecutor shall bind the rest.
Art. XI._A
voluntary prosecutor shall
be reimbursed, at the public expense, such
part of his costs as would have been incurred
had the prosecution remained in the hands of
the pursuer-general: and this even in case
of acquittal, unless refused on the ground of
calumny, temerity, vexation, or other special
cause,
Art. XII.--Itonerary
rewards shall be
provided, which a voluntary prosecutor shall
be at liberty to receive, instead of any pecuniary rewards proffered by the law.
Art. XIII.--Where
a voluntary prosecutot accepts an honorary reward in lieu of a
pecuniary one, he shall besides be reimbursed
his costs actually out of pocket: yet so that
the difference between such costs and the
taxed costs, added to the pecuniary value of
the honorary reward, shall not exceed the
amount of such pecuniary reward,
Art. XIV. -- Where no honorary reward
is provided, should the voluntary prosecutor
release his right to the whole or any part of
the pecuniary reward, such release shall not
be deemed to extend to the difference between
costs out of pocket and taxed costs,
Art. XV. _ It lies upon the pursuer-ge-

[CHAP. VIII.

neral to watch and take care that there be no
collusion between the defendant and a voluntary prosecutor, nor any undue favour shown
by the latter to the former.
Art. XVLIt lies upon the judge to
watch and take care that there be no colludon or undue favour between the defendant
and the pursuer-general, with or without a
voluntary prosecutor.
Art. XVILTo prevent collusion, and
that each may, as occasion requires, be as a
check or as a spur to the other, where the
charge of prosecution is adjudged to the pursuer-general, in preference to an individual
who otherwise might have been admitted as
voluntary prosecutor, communication of proceedings and inspection of documents shall
be given to such individual, and vlc¢ versa
to the pursuer-general.
Art. XVIII. -- Any person may, with leave
of the court, put at any time to the pursuergeneral, or other prosecutor, any questions
tending to ascertain whether collusion or undue favour has not taken, or is not intended
to take place ; nor shall such leave be refused, unless for special cause ; such as evil
conscience on the part of the questioner,
accompanied with an retention of calumny,
vexation, or mischievous delay.
Art. XIX. -- It lies upon the judge to be
on his guard against any intention, on the
part of a voluntary prosecutor, to give up the
reward, without leave of the court, to the
defendant : in which view, a promise not to
do so may be exacted upon oath: and in case
of necessity, the whole, or any part of such
reward, may be stopped for the benefit of the
public treasury.
Art. XX. -- It is a ground for suspicion of
undue favour or collusion, ff the voluntary
prosecutor, or person applying to be received
in that character, is connected with the defendant in the way of interest, consanguinity,
affinity, or intimate acquaintance.
But no
such connexion ought to be received of itself
as conclusive evidence: since the cause may
often subsist, without being attended with
any such effect.
Art. XXI.--No
person shall be admitted
to take upon him the charge of voluntary
prosecutor, until he has taken the following
oath : m
I, V. P. being about to be admitted reluntary prosecutor in this cause, do solemnly
promise and swear-- That during my contio
nuance in this trust, I will employ the utmost
of my endeavours, and use the utmost expedition in my power, by all lawful means to
bring the defendant to justice: not suffering
myself to be turned aside from the performance of this my duty, by indolence or by
interest, by hope or by fear, by _._ffectionor by
enmity, towards any person or persons whatsoever.
I will not, without the leave of the
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court, showhimanyfavenrtendingtoexempt
general: a few slight differences, such as
him from the whole or any part of the pu- those which have been seen, compose the
nishment which he may be deemed to have only exceptions which a minute exmnination
incurred, much less consult and collude with suggested to my view. The substance of the
him to any such purpose: [nor will I, during titles being so far the same, so far might be,
the time prescribed for secresy, communicate
so far therefore ought robe, the words : eadem
to him, directly or indirectly, but on the con- natura, eadern nomenclatura, is a rule that in
trary will, to the best of my power, keep con- legislative composition ought never to be decealed from him, and from every one through
parted from : facility, brevity, precision, and
whose knowledge he might derive advancertainty, are equally and jointly servedby it.
tage, any particulars which the law requires
But the prowsions which the reader has
to be kept secret from the defendant in such seen, were determined by the reasons which
a'cause.]
he has also seen. To be satisfied that, under
Art. XXII. -- Information of any offence,
the exceptions just mentioned, the provisions
or of any ground for suspecting the commisreferred in the first instance to the judicial
sion of any offence, shall not be received,
office, are applicable, with a degree of adeither by the judge or by the pursuer-general,
vantage more or less considerable, to the two
but upon oath.
other offices, a reader, should any one think
Art. XXIII. -- Any information so given,
it worth his while, has but to go over the
may be given in secret; and the pursuer- observations contained under the preceding
general, upon requisition made to him by the title twice more, considering them sueeesinformer, shah bind himself by oath, not to steely in those two further points of view.
make known the informer, unless and until,
Where the particular reason failed, the genein due form of law, authorised so to do.
ral advantage of uniformity was always found
Art. XXIV. -- At the conclusion of the sufficient to turn the scale on that side, no
suit, or at any prior stage, the judge, upon particular reason being discoverable in the
requisition made on the part of the defendant,
opposite scale.
is bound, if he sees probable ground for an
actiou for rash or malicious prosecvtion,
to
§ 2. t_easons for _eepin 9 die three 1,rues
order the pursuer-general to make known the
separate.
informer for that purpose.
Various reasons plead against mixing the
Art. XXV. -- Any pecuniary reward of- lines, so as to suffer a man to seek promotion
fered by or accor&ng to law, may be paid in in a line different from that he has once erathe whole, or in any part, to the informer,
barked in. As for any advantages that would
without his being known, upon application
result from such an intermixture,
I can find
made by the pursuer-general,
or any other
none.
person, in such informer's behalf. It shall be
I. General reasons applicable to all the
paid to the pmsuer-general
for his use, and by lines :the pursuer-general to him or to his order, he
!. Each class makes the better cheek upon
giving a receipt for it in the secret registerthe two others.
From diversity of occupabook : and every such sum shall be comprised
tion may naturally be expected a certain diin the pursuer-general's
periodical account, to versity of character:
for in what time of life
be rendered upon oath.
is not character apt to receive a tincture from
Art. XXVI. -- A prosecutor or informer
occupation?
Interests different, and ways of
may be punished as for rash or malicious pro- thinking
different in some respects.
Each
secution or information, without any separate
line will thence be a sort of spy upon the
action instituted for that purpose, and upon
two others, ready to give information to the
the mere evidence presented in the course of public of anything it sees amiss. Prejudice,
the prosecution itself: unless, having further
should anything of that sort find admittance,
defence to make, he requires that a separate
will in the different lines be apt to take a
action should be instituted
for that purpose,
different direction, and one branch may serve
in which case the proceedings in the original as a corrective to another.
Bodies of men
cause shall stand as evidence in such cross men in general, and lawyers more especially,
cause,
are sure to find out or to create a corporate
interest:
and they can scarcely have one
which is not hostile in some way or other to
OBSERVATIONS
ON TITLES
IV.
the interest of the public at large. Division
V. & VL
may serve to render this professional interest
m some measure the less formidable.
§ 1.81milarity,
in point of Reason, between
As to the National Assembly, nothing can
the Provisions re-lative to the three Linss.
be more manifest than the apprehension it
Regulations fit for the office of judge being discovers, of a sort of confederacy among men
given, so are they for that of pursuer-geneof law. Why not availitself then of so simple
ral: so are they again for that of defender- andinnoeent an antidote?
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The committee, in their second draught,
though they have struck off two out of the
five judges of their district-court, adhere to
the other three. The notion of their serving
as cheeks upon one another must surely have
been at least one reason, if not the only one,
for this adherence.
But how much better
checks will a pursuer-general on the one part,
and a defender-general on the other, make to
a judge, than so many fellow-judges ? Let
one and the same man always preside and
take the lead, out of your three judges you
get one efficient character, and two sleepers.
Give them the lead by turns, you give indeed
toall of them the use of their faculties; but
still they are three colleagues, sitting together, living together, and moulded by habit
into a similarity of conduct, opinion, and
affections.
Each finds the convenience of
winking, as far as he can with safety, at
whatever he may find amiss in the conduct
of his brethren: they are compelled, on pain
of the irksome task of sitting for ever in unpleasant company, to form a common cause;
and that cause may be a very different one
from the cause of the people,
2. No one of the three occupations is altogether so good an apprenticeship for either of
the two others, as it is for itself: nor does it
afford so competent a state ofprobatlon,
nor
so fair a title to promotion : especially in judicature, where the superiority of confidence,
built on superiority of experience, is the chief
hasis of the authority of a court of appeal over
a subordinate immediate court. See Chap. IV.
§ 7; Chap. V. Observations,
§ 5.
3. From the division of labour, something
may be derived, even in this line of industry,
towards the increase of skill : especially with
respect to the exercise of that right of representation already mentioned,* which would
form so useful an appendage to every office
that has anything to do with the execution of
the law. The pursuer-general,
by applying
his whole faculties to the enforcement of the
law in both branches, and in the penal to the
keeping every door of escape shut against the
guilty, will be the more acute in the discovery of any imperfections the law may remain
chargeable with in this point of view, and
more skilful in the conception of the proper
remedies : while the opposite cause will give
_e class of defender-generals a peculiar in.
sight into those particulars in which the law,
in her anxiety to overtake guilt, may have
overlooked some provision that might and
ought to have been made for the security of
innocence, t
See Chap. L Observations 6 and 8.
I- This idea w_. hardly appear a lw._th_ _sioiaary to tlae _ingliah ceacler, who thinD o! me
superiority of skill so generally understood to be
the comequence of a lawyer's attaehine himself
exdusivel-y to a particular branch of _usine_s :

[CHAP. VIIL

I IL Particular reason for not admitting the
migration from either of the two other lines
into the judicial :
4. The function of the advocater even of
the official sort of advocate here in question,
is a source of connexion: it requires urmolemn
and extra-judicial intercourse.
But d/scannexion is one of the great attributes of a
judge.
iIL Particular reason for not admitting
migration from the judicial into either of the
two other lines :
5. It would be a discouragement to men
from entering on either of the two inferior
lines, if, from a lower rank in the judicial, a
man were admitted to step into a high rank
in either of those other lines,
it would diminish the prospect of reward to those who
in their youth had berne the heat and burden of the day. This supposes the reciprocal
chance cut off by the reciprocal exclusion of
the two other orders of magistrates from the
udicial line.
IV. Particular reasons for not admitting
nigration from the line of defender-generals
to that of pursuer-generals :
6. The view of promotion might have an
unfavourable influence on theprobity of a put! suet-general, were he liable to have a defcnder-general for his competitor. The function
of a prosecuting advocate exposes a man to
many causes of unpopularity:
that of a defending advocate, to scarce any. Against such
a competitor, apursuer-general,
ifstrict and
inflexible in the dascharge of his duty, would
lie under a considerable disadvantage.
The
eousideration
of such disadvantage
might
operate on him as a temptation to relax upon
occasion from the observance of his duty.
7. The same cause might occasion a d_culty infindin 9 proper persons willing to take
upon them the lowest rank in this line. It
might be deserted for the other more proraising one.
8. It might possibly be thought expedient,
in the view of sharpening the diligence of a
pursuer-general, to allow him a fixed proportion of .anyfines he has been instrumental in
recovering. This expedient, were it adopted,
could at the same time hardly fail of addin 9
in some degree to the measure of unpopularity
naturally adhering to the office ; and thence
to the disadvantage whoever filled it would
lie under in a competition with a defendergeneral.
The clause of vigilance, inserted
into the pursuer-general's oath, with a particular view to this effect, may reasonably be
expected to afford him some protection._ But
that the plea of compulsion, which it affords,
should pass with every man, seems rather too
1
i whence the different denominations of leading
I counse/_ special p/cadets, e_uL_j dra_ghtsmen_
i and conve#ancers.
I _ See Chap. V. § IL
o
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much to expect from a miscellaneous multitude.
I observed at the outset, I could see no
particular advantage to be got by mixing the
lines. A man, it is true, may conceive a dislike to the one he has first betaken himself
to, and fancy one of the others would suit
him better.
But such a discovery, if made
at all, will be made at an early period, in the
station of a depute : and in that stage, the
door from line to line remains still open.
§ 3. Di_erent methods of filling tile Function
of Prosecutor--Open---Close--andMised.
The use and function of a judge is to give
execution to the laws. The use and function
of a pursuer is to require at the hands of the
judge the fulfilment of such his duty, and to
investigate, arrange, exhibit, and display to
the best advantage, the proofs by which the
justice of such requisition is to be made appear.
These two functions are equally necessary
to their common end. Without a judge, no
laws could be executed : as little could they
without a prosecutor,
But a requisition of this nature would be
but a vain thing without evidence to support
it : and before a man can see any ground for
making such a requisition, he must have some
general ground for expecting at least that
evidence sufficient to support such a requisition may be obtained.
Three distinguishable
operations may accordingly be looked upon in
general as alike necessm'y to the giving execution to the laws : informatwn, prosecution,
and givin 9 evidence.*
Prosecution, or, to speak more generally,
action, or legal pursutt, is the only one of the
three with which we have any direct concern
at present: at the same time that, among
objects so intimately connected, it will be
impossible to bestow on this a full consideration, without touching in some measure
upon the other two.
Three methods of providing for the discharge of this function offer themselves to
view :-- 1. Leaving it open to be performed
by persons at large, according as they happen
to present themselves ._ 2. Providing some
one fixed person, or set of persons, by whom,
and by whom alone, it shall be discharged in
all cases :_ and, 3. Coupling the particular oh*
ligation with the general allowance.
* It is possible indeed for the judge, if infor]nation has been given him, to join to his own
function that ofprosecutor:orevenwlthouteither
information or _videnee, in the rare instance of
an offence committed in his presence. Hence in
Some countries the mode of proceeding styled ex
oj_iclo: and in England the power given m some
instances to justices or"pesee_ for example, of
convicting on view. But the three functions are
not in themselves the less distinct.
-[-This Comes nearest to tile English mo_lc.
This cume_ nearest to the French mode.
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Of the two ficst of these courses, neither,
it ,vl_llbe seen, is of itself sufficient: the third,
therefore, which is a compound of the two, ia
the only eligible one. The open, is the most
obvious, and the most simple. The nature
of things seems in every case to point out the
informer as the fittest prosecutor.
Of the
above-mentiuned
necessary preliminaries to
judicial decision, information comes first in
order. Without some ground for prosecuting,
who would be, or who ought to be, disposed
to prosecute ? No informer then, no prosetutor, u But having an informer, why look
out for anybody else to prosecute? For what
should a man inform, unless it be that prosecution may take place ? And if it be his wish
the ta_k should be undertaken, who so fit as
himself to undertake itmhe,
upon the truth
of whose information the propriety and success of the prosecution must depend ? But
the function of the informer cannot possibly
be an appropriated one ? It is opportunity
only that makes the witness: it is opportunity only that makes the informer : and as
it makes a different witness, so does it a rillferent informer, for each individual offence.
Information out of the question, choice may
indeed make prosecutors : and one prosecutor
may serve for all prosecutions, as one judge
may not only for all prosecutions, but for all
causes. But as opportunity alone can make
informers, and the reformer is the most natural prosecutor, the most natural conrse is,
that prosecutor as well as informer sholdd be
made by opportunity rather than by choice.
§ 4. Insu_ciency of the Open Mode.
The open plan, then, is the most natural
one : but is it, in all cases, a element one ?
Here much depends on the nature of the
offence, or other incident, that calls tbr the
execution of the law.
Is it the case of a claim (whether on the
score of delinquency or any other) of a purel9 private nature ? No other prosecutor or
plaintiff titan the party particularly interested
to make such claim, need ingeneralbelooked
out for § If he thinks it worth his while
to make it, he will do so : if not, the reason
for wishing to see it made has no place : it
is still less worth the while of anybody else.
Here, then, bating the accidental case of special inability, the open plan is quite sufficient.
Private interest, the cause which oreates the
demand tbr this species of service, may be
trusted to for supplying it.
Far otherwise is the case with offences of
a purely public nature.¶
Here nobody has
[ - _o_y
s_ppes_'-'-'_n inf-or[mer, though not an int_ormerin form.
[ _ This supposes all S_lal inability or insufI ficl_encyout of-tbe question, whatever may be the
[ cause: poverty, for instance, age_ _ex, or intelle_
[ tual infirmity.
[ ¶ Examples: 1. Smuggl_ng_ and other off'ca.
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any interest in prose c_tting: no man has suerained any special injury; no man con claim
any particular latisfaetiun.
Why should any
man take upon him this troublemme and
invidious office? The burden would be his
alone: in the benefit all mankind would share
with him.
For the execution of this great
branch of the laws, the open plan, ancompealed with bare allowance, would be as nothing. But laws of this description there are
many, without the observance and execution
of which, no society could subsist.
Grant
that here and there a Curtius shall be found,
who, for the pure love of the public, shall
throw his fortune as well as repose into the
gulph of litigation; it is not for the law at
least to exI, ect a people composed exclusively
of heroes, whose virtue would render law unnecessary,
An expedienthcre presents itself: Natural
interest_natural
inducement--failing,
sub.
stitute factitious.
Such accordingly is the
policy observed, more or less, in the laws
of every nation,
I. Two properties inherent in the very
essence of remuneratory inducement, join in
rendering this plan defective.
It is ezpensive,
and its efficacy is necessarily uncertain : and
this uncertainty again adds to the expense,
In here and there an instance, it may find you
a prosecutor : in others, it may not.
But a
prosecutor you must have in every ease :
where you can get no prosecutor, as well
might you have no laws.
What follows?
Lest, in this or tl_t case, what you offer
should prove not enough, you must offer what
in nine cases out of ten will be more than
enough.
'2. If at this excessive price you purchased
proportionable certainty, it would be something: on the contrary, uncertainty goes hand
in hand with profusion. Reward may be increased to excess, and still nothing at all like
certainty. Multitudes would inform, of whom
not one would prosecute.
Information is the
work of a minute : prosecution may be the
work of days, or months, or years.
A man
may be induced to inform, by a tenth part of
that which would still be insufficient to prevail upon him to prosecute,
3. The apprehension of general odium, or
particular enmity, is another consideration
capable of driving multitudes from the service, and reducing the efficacy of reward to
nothing.
Secresy may remove this stumbUng-block out of the way of the informer :
but for a prosecutor--a
real prosecutor, there
can be no secresy.*

[Cn,tr.
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4. Ability, too, may be watiag in a thousand instances, where inHirmtion might be
gained.
Various deaeriptions of people may
inform, who would be either absolutely in.
capable of prosecuting, or at ]east eminently
unfit for it: such as females, infants, persons
infirm, persons of a weak mind, persons subject to indispensable avocations.
5. The efficacy of reward, even when, if
unopposed, it might be adequate to its object,
is liable to be combated by cuunter-applieations of the same nature.
What can one
guinea do, where the delinquent is able, and
finds it worth his while, to offer two ? or
where there are others, who, under the influence of private or party interest or affection, find adequate inducements to club their
purses for the same purpose ? Laws may be
made against such compositions and such assoeiations : but the influence of such laws is
necessarily precarious.
6. The hired or other voIuntary prosecutor,
standing alone, and without an inspector or
substitute, has, in effect, the power of par.
doning. And what must be the weakness of
that law, which in every instance lies thus
at the mercy of an individual, whom chance,
not choice, has listed in the service ! For a
time, it is true, every law must unavoidably
thus lie at the mercy of the informer--true,
if there is but one person in a condition to
render the law that service : but this is only
for a time. Information, it has already beetx
observed, is but the operation of a minute :
that minute over, the informer's power of
pardoning is at an end : but the prosecutor's
lasts as long as the prosecution.
7. Out of what fund, too, shall the reward
be drawn ? The more common course is, to
provide no other than the effects of the delinquent, that is, such of them as are to be
recovered at the hazard and expense of litigation, and spite of all his endeavours to withdraw them. Here, then, if the reward fails,
the service fails ; and at any rate, as against
the whole body of the poor, the law is doomed
to impotence: but the poor form the bulk of
the community.
The more power you want
from this state.engine, the more you are led
to strain it : but the more you strain it iu
this way, the more apt it is to fail you. The
more mischievous the offence, the greater the
reward: but the greater the reward, the less
the probabilitythat there willbe foundenungh
to pay it.
All these observations hold good, though
some of them in an inferior degree, with recalled qui tara for penalties given in part to the
prosecutor,)itoften bappensthat theperson meant
ces ag_nst the public wealth: 2. Penury, and under the name of plaintiff, prosecutor, or inother Offences a(gainst justice, committed in the former, chooses to be, and-accordingly actually
view of fave__rmg the escape of a delinquent is, unknown. But in this case the real prosecutor
fm.m l_mishment_ satisfaction to an individual
is the attorney. The client, who is to receive the
injured out of the question°
reward_ if recovered, is only the attorney'siufor.
* In theEnglish Iaw_in some instances (actions met, and the attorney's _utity for the costs.
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gard to such offences of a private nature as, I the charge of aft, he ought to be eased of the
in consideration of the public mischief they I expense ; nor ought he, without indemniticaare conceived to draw in their train, have tion, to be called upon to take the trouble.]
been generally r_sed to the rank of public
ones."
Asthe
factitious interest may fail,
§5. Insu_citmcy of the Close Method.
in regard to offences purely public, so may
A fixed establishment of a set of official
both natural and factitious, if any be given,
prosecutors is therefore a necessaryappendage
in regard to offences of this mixed nature. It to every judicial establishment.
In this ofis at least as apt to do so: the natural in- rice too, as well as in the judicial, the same
terest is+ in some of those instances, of the considerations of responsibility, intellectual
lucrative kind: the factitious interest given,
fitness, legitimate dependence, promptitude,
has always been solely of that kind : and in frugality, and so forth, require that at each
offences of the class now on the carpet, this tribunal there should be but one officer of
inducement is peculiarly apt to fail.3_ Theft,
this kind, though with the same power of
robbery, fraud, and so forth, are peculiarly
appointing deputies, as well permanent as
the offences of those who have nothing; and occasional" and as the demand for his service
from nothing no damages can be recovered.:_ extends, as we have seen, to all penal cases,
The lucrative principle of action being out so of course ought his duty. Even in causes
of the question, there remains only the vin- purely civil, though it would be equally dandictive. But where prudence and compassion
serous and useless to put him forcibly in the
join there force, how fiequently must they place of the natural pursuer, or as his chosen
prove too strong for vengeance !
assistant ;§ yet as far as can be done by a hint
Imperfect then indeed must that system
thrown out, should occasion appear tocall for
of law be, which depends upon chance, or the it, in the way of argument, much good may
action of so imperfect an engine as reward, incidentally result to justice, and there can
and that, too, feebly and irregularly applied, result no harm, from such an interference.
for so necessary an asmstmlce. Delinquency,
I mean, where the suitor either requires
which, whenever the taw sleeps, is but the no assistance, or h_s been able as well as demore vigilant and alert, takes note of all the sirous to procure from other resources such
conjunctures when the situation of things
assistance as may suffice. But where poverty,
refuses a vohmtary prosecutor: where no na- and the various incapacities attending that
tural interest prompts; where no factitious
condition, join in leaving him without reinterest has been provided; where the par- source, where can the individual find a fitter
ties concerned in interest are minors, females,
protector than this servant of the public, and
absent, helpless, or insane, and the strongest
what need can there be to look out for any
suggestions of interest are rendered fruitless other?
See the Chapter on Pauper Causes.
by inability.
Such. as will be seen more Partlculaxly a little farther on, is the system, m
I[ The strict t_lth is, that in this respect there
rather the no-system, of the law of England.
is but little difference between the most private
Justice, too, not less than policy, forbids of
private
offences,
and those
have
been
ranked
with
public ones.
In thewhich
former
ease,
no
the throwing the whole of the burthen, withless than in the latter+whatever benefit is reaped
out a compensation, upon a single individual:
from the labour of prosecution by the indivi_tud
much more upon an individual whose very immediately injure_, is shared m at least equal
distinction from others is the burden ofsuf
proportion byeveryothermemberofthecommufeting he has borne already.
In the benefit mty: the only dit_rence is, that what has been
of the prosecution, which "isthe maintaining
the laws in efficacy and vigour, all are sharers
so ought they therefore in the burthen. At
"Examples: 1. Theft: 2. Defraudment: 3. Robbery: 4.5._lutilation+
injury:
Homicide. or other atrocious corporal
-_-Satisfaction in damages (including restitution)out of the delinquent's substance, answers
to what may be reckoned to this_u .rinse.the+harural interest: anything oeyond or nemue mat
may be deemed factitious.
.
Y A reward may indeed be glven in mese cases
at_be expense of thepublic. Butsuchan inducemerit would be much too expensive tobe g.lven
in all instances of this class. It never na._ been
ven by any genera] law in the case of common
for example: though in England it is given
at manner in the case of highway robbery.
As to occasional rewards not given by any gone.
law_ they are out of the question here.

restoredwithout
pnvationafter
privatiOnto
thet°other.the
one,TheiS
dangerPrese_eaof
peculation by collusive suits, is the only. re_tsen
why, in cases termed civil_ as welt as m tame
termed penal or criminal, an indemuit7 for
trouble rannot be aliowed. W 13eretae netenuan_
is cxpo_d to nopunishmen_ a begg_ly l)h_. _"
might get a beggaxl_ defenO_tntto join va_ n'._
in carrying on a siren},suit, that tae plain ".t_
might get payment at the expense ot me puuttc
for'hisIabour and his time. Al_inst such collusion, the l_unishment that awatts the defendant
in a _nal'cause, affords what _.. general wig. be
a su_cient preventlve: and without such conn.
sion, a plaintiff in such a cause could not in any
such view institute a _
act_on_ w_mout
exposing himself to punlshment forc_l.um_ny,'m_
stead of payment fozhlstrounte. _ u_e _mtln¢_
on Law-Taxes.
§ Yetsuch is the course pm_ued in the.Ptussisn system.. See the Chapter ou ReconcfllationofficeS, and that on Auvocates, _tc.
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A_ ome_l pro_cutor ought therefore to
be provided. Does it follow that all voluntary ones should be excluded? By no means,
That any such exclusion is not necessary, is
evident: eqa_lly far is it from being of any
use.
It is inexpedient on a variety of aco
counts:__
1. It takes away from the certainty of
punishment, and thence from the e_icacy of
the laws. Upon the concurrence of all those
whose co-operation is necessary to the exeention of any given law, the execution of it in
any partienlar instance, and thence in general
the certainty of such execution, must depend.
That certainty can never be entire: hut the
fewer chances are excluded, the less it will
want of being so. If the law is not a good
one, why suffer it ? If it is a good law, why
do anything to lessen its effect?
2. It establishes an arbitrary &spensing
power. An exclusive power of reclaiming the
execution of the laws, lays them, as far as
it extends, at the feet of the person thus
endowed.
It gives him the equivalent to a
7wgative in legislation: it gives him more; it
gives him, in each individual instance of their
execution, the sole initiative.
It gives him
consequently, not only the power of pardoning, but a power much greater than the
power of pardoning. It gives him a power
greater than the power so called, as exercised
by the King of England.
That monarch's
power of pardoning extends not to the saving
a man from prosecution: even when it precedes conviction (a sort of pardon very rarely
granted,) it must be pleaded; and the plea
cannot be preferred till the prosecution has
been begun, and the grounds of it made publie.
The difference is no slight matter. In
the one case, a delinquent can be saved from
so much only of the punishment as goes by
the name of punishment ; to the portion of

no bounds. At first glance you might suppose
it confined to corrupt or ill-judged lenity: in
fact, it is not a whit less adapted to the purpose of oppression: for whoever can license
oppression can oppress.
In comparison of a despotism like this,
what is the power of a judge ? Small indeed: even of an independent and irresponsible judge.
An arbitrary judge may save
delinquents from punishment so called : but
belle ever so arbitrary, he cannot screen them
altogether from natural infamy. He may stop
proof: but he cannot prevent accusation.
Something be must have heard, and something others must have heard with him, ere
he can say, Iwill kearno more. Under such
circumstances, an acquittal is a certificate of
guilt.
3. It enables a man, under favour of that
dispensing power, to establish a secret despotism -- the more connivances, the more
delinquents: and in every known delinquen_
he beholds a slave. Interest is thus put in
direct opposition to duty : neglect of duty
has arbitrary power for its reward; and the
greater the neglect, the greater the reward.
The multitude of these slaves has scarce any
other limits than what a man's own modera_
tion may think fit to set to it. Connivance,
seconded if necessary by rumour, gives to
understand that such and such laws may be
violated with impunity : though it should be
rashness alone that could be the first to profit
by the intelligence, yet reflection and caleulation may follow by degrees. What a variety
of transgressions are there, which, if no one
were to be punished tbr them, almost every
one would give into without scruple ! But
any one such transgression thus become universal, is enough to bring the whole body of
citizens within the pale of this despotism,
and depopulate the empire of the laws."

infamy naturally adherent to the offence it
leaves him still exposed: in the other case, he
may be saved not only from the pumshment,
but from the infamy. A direct pardon, while
it takes away the nominal punishment, aggravates instead of mitigating the infamy. It is
a sort of certificate of guilt : for who would

" Take, for instance, the case of libels under
the English law: an ofl_nco of which there is no
definition by law, against which in fact there is
no law, but of which the definition, as far as it
is to be collected from judicml practice, is the
publishing anything concerning a man, whether
m a private or pubhc character, which a man
[ wouldnot hke tohavepublished concerning him.
If ever newspaper was a hbel, so is perhaps every
newspaper that was ever published, not to mentlon books of politics, biography, history, and so
forth. By the same law there arc as many hbellers as there are writers_ reader_, and repeaters of
newspapers. Were this pretended law to be but
half executed, what would be the consequence ?
The people remaining out of jail would" not be
enough to guard those that were in. Suppose,
then, a man vested for life with the exclusive
power of prosecuting tbr libels at the public expense:_the king has neither the power nor the
wealth that this man might have if he thought
fit to stoop for it. Suppose the execution of the
laws against religion, as they stand at present,
¢iven to him upon the same terms. The numbcr of catholics, presbyterians, and other non.

be pardoned if he could be acquitted ? By
attracting the public attention, it renders the
infamy proportionably extensive, and gives it
redoubled force. A direct power of pardoning,
exposed as it thus is by the nature of things
to public inspection, has not anything like
the capacity for harbouring abuse. A pardon
therefore so called is not likely to be issued
in such a stage, without such grounds as will
bear inquiry; lest the infamy of the offence
should recoil from the hand that receives the
pardon to the hand that gives it.
The indirect faculty of pardoning here in questinn, by
being so inconsiderable in show, i_ hut the
greater iu effect. Its power of mischief has
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The monster I have been painting is no
chimera. A decree of the National A_sembly,
I much fear, will be found to have given him
existence.
By Art. 8 of the decree of July
.5, 1790, the officers by whom the function
of prosecution is to be carried on, are to be
" named by the king, aJzd named for life."
By Art. 9, they are not to be removed but
for "forfeiture judicially pronounced." Cornpare this part of the establishment with that
which relates to judges.
How is it with regard to nomination Y The choice of these magistrates has been given, not to the king and
the people jointly, as proposed by the cornmittee, but, as proposed at the commencement of this work, to the people solely.
So
far is well : but the choice of the public proseeutor, an office, the power of which, as far
as it extends, has been shown to be in effect
so much greater than that of a judge, is given
into whom? To the people? No.
To the
people and the king together ? Not so neither;
but to the king alone: a power, of which,
under the venal plan of the ancient despotism,
the crown never possessed the smallest share•
How is it with regard to dependence _ The
judges are, in virtue of the principle of sexennial election, dependent in some sort, dependent, and that to a greater degree than
any English member of parliament, upon the
good opinion of the people•
These more
powerful magistrates are under no sort of regular dependence upon either king or people,
Was it the notion of the committee, in
fixing these magistrates in their places for life,
to take them out of the dependence of the
king, and obviate any danger apprehended
t?om the royal nomination ? On the contrary,
it is the very way to increase, o1"rather create
that very danger. In the first place, they ere
more exposed to the undue influence of the
h.................
e_leversmtnemra,,mintyoft_ecnurcnot_ng.
land, would give the exact number of his slaves.
T_ • _____

ttt_ _t^_.t._

_,

1,,

_;,_.o

^,e

accusation, true or false, in a ca_ w_ere suspieion without l_roof is ruin. is a trade but too well
kn
.
.
th own. The wretches who carry ]t on., do so at
mr_pem n_exem.p_ry pumsnment. The magls_e mvesteu w]m me powers here m question
might carry on the same sort of trade to any
amount, in full security, and without bein_ con.
fined, as those wretches are, to the choice _f the
offence. People about him might sell his connivances with or without his knowledge; as the
servants of an ambassador smuggle in their master's name. From this great oi_cer, connivance
would be a complete pmtectton: whereas, m deal.
in with those maiefa
"
^.....
xng
ctort%a
license from
affords no security against
another.
There.......
have
been times, and those not very remote, when a
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crown in this way, than if they were even
removable at the pleasure of the crown : in
the next place, were they altogether out of
reach of that influence, it would be never the
better for the people.
I say they are more exposed to the undue
influence of the crown, than if they were removable at the pleasure of the crown. At a
first ghulce, this is a paradox : at a second,
nothing can be more true. Had they been in
this way dependent upon the king, theywould
have been in some sort dependent upon the
people• How so ? In virtue of the dependence the king is under with regard to the
National Assembly, the chosen dependents
of the people.
If A is dependent upon B,
and B upon C, A too is dependent upon C.
Confined to regular and open dependence, to
that sort of dependence which results from
the power of removal, there is not an axiom
in mathematics more indisputable, Butwhere
the dependence, in one of the links, is of that
irregularkindwhichisconstitutedbyexposure
to secret influence, the chain is broken, the
consequeneedoesnotfollow.
Howthenstanda
the matter with regard to these magistrates ?
They are exposed to fall under the dependence
of the king, but in such a way as does not
bring them at all under the dependence of
the people. Had they been removable by the
king, they might have been removed upon
occasion, in compliance with the wishes of the
people. Now, they cannot be removed by the
king on that ground, any more than on any
other. But in this apparent impotence of the
crown lies its real strength.
By not being
liable to be removed by the king, they are not
the less liable to be 9ained by him: and when
once gained by him, they are gained to some
purpose : for there is nothing in the world
that can take them out of his hands. Fear
of being removed is only one means of being
_ned"
but ifaman is _ned
what matters
._.-- . ", ....
_--. :'. _
_ _.
I_ whether vy DIS Dopes or oy ms zears
l ne
natural course of things is, that the whole
body of these m •strates should be at the
. -,
.
agi
.
king s devotmn.
If their own promotion in
their own line depends upon him, the means
are clear at once. but be this as it may, tbev
........
"
..
.
_ .
wm nave cmmren or o_ner connexlons, whom
he can not only place, or refuse to place, but
displace.
Had they been removable by the
king, they would not have been worth gainine by him- for when he had o_ined a man
_o _._, _..o 1.
_.1; _ ,2._'..: _-- _ .'
•
•......
g.e.....
,
in compttance w_m _ne wzsnes o_ me peopm.
Be..........
Lug xrremovante oy mm or anyvoay e/se,
they are worth gaining, and he could not wish

tin, destine tax upon marriages deemed inees- ! for a fairer chance for it. He has their whole
ousatforded a regular revenue to the retainers I lives to gain them in, and they have their

as whole
lives
tose.o in.

by what may be l_¢kon_! o _sp_n_ _tertlo:__
[ sassed the power of removing them, he could
nopoly, in ¢_0arison of_'_e s--_'icta'_ vcr'_-t-_'e I scarcely have exercised it but in subserviency
now befeve u&
_
| to the wishes of the people. He could scarcely
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have ventured to exercise it without some
known reason Calmble of being avowed. Were
a magistrate of this kind to have been displaced, the people could have said, and harurally would have said, " Why do you do
so?"
But could anybody say, " Why have
you forborne to give a place to a brother of
his, or toason?"
The efficacyof a power
ns an instrument of bad government, is in
exact proportion to the irresponsibility of its
exercise : hence it is, that in many cases patronage has in this respect so much the advantage over a power of removal,
But were these magistrates as clearly out
of the reach of royal influence as they are
palpably exposed to it, would their indcpendence be ever the better for the people ? By
no means. See on this head what has been
said of judges [Ch. V. § 1.] Independence
without power, is pure hberty : independence
coupled with power, is but another word for
despotism.
Dependence so it be legitimate,
not independence, is, as we have there seen,
the proper condition, and the only proper condition, of an agent of the people. The thing
really mischievousis arbitrary power: whether
the hand it is lodged in be called a king's or
a minister's, or an attorney-general's,
is of
mighty httle consequence.
The thing really
mischmvous is arbitrary power, and this, it
is but too true, these magistrates _re in pos.
session of: whether they abuse it in pursuit
of views of their own, or in pursuit of the
views of a mhlister, is of httle consequence,
They may abuse it m both ways; but the
greater temptation of the two is that of which
the cause lies in themselves.
It is only by
accident that a minister will have a point to
gain, especially a point worth gaimng at the
expense of so much management.
But of his
own, a man in their situation, if he has passions, will have points to gain of all sorts,
and without end.
Far be it from me on this single error to
ground any sinister prophecies.
It is not this
error, nor a thousand such as this, that could
make at this time of day a bad government
in France.
Where correction is so easy, the
most palpable opportunities
of abuse can
never be productive of any serious m_schief,
Liberty is in legislation
what charity is in
religion.
_Vhen a constitutmn
is sound at
heart, a thousand little disorders may find
their way into it without producing any very
malignant symptoms.
But though the constitution of a country were like the stomach
of a Mithridates,
wholesome diet would still
claim the preference.*
• The great check upon this power 1_the right
reserved to individuals of claiming satisfaction
for the private injury. So far as this extends,
secret connivance on the part of the public pro.
secutor is impossible. This accordingly is the
circumstance which, under the old system_ pre.

[CHAF. VIIL

4. An inferior inconvenience, though by no
means an inconsiderable one, resulting from
this monopoly, is the excluding in all cases
from the charge of prosecuting, informers,
who in some cases are the best prosecutors,
and witnesses, who in all cases are the best
informers.
(1.) Inmany cases it is natural that aeolunteer, such as the informer, should make a
better prosecutor than any one who is such
by office.
Under what idea is one and the
same person appointed in all cases for this
duty? That in all cases the same man will
be the fittest fol it ? No: but that in no case
It may be without somebody to undertake it.
In the way of zeal and activity, when ability
is not wanting, nor connivance to be apprehended, much more may be expected from
volunteers than from a veteran, in whose
bosom the habit of action so naturally begets
the habit of indifference. Hope of success is
the principle that animates the one : fear of
censure, the consideratmn that compels the
other, indifference is the exclusive attribute
of the judge: zeal, not indifference, is the
virtue of the prosecutor : against defect of
zeal, if found in this station, there would be
no remedy : against excess, the remedy is obvious and adequate, the controulmg power of
the judge.
The difference will be the more
obvmus, and the advantage, not to say necessity, of preferring the volunteer, the more
unquestionable,
where a factltmus
reward
dependent upon success is the only means of
obtaining informers that can be depended upon : an in cases of offence of a purely public
nature.
How much would the value of the
reward be diminished, ff the attainment of it
were made unavoidably to depend upon the
efforts, not of him who is to enjoy it, but of
another who has nothing to do with it, and
m whom he has perhaps no confidence !
(2.) A witness is the best informer;
and
thence, as such, the best prosecutor.
If, in
the capacity of witness, informer, or prosevented the dispensing power from being pushed
to such a degree as to excite any general and
notorious dissatisfaction. But this check reaches
no farther than to offences affecting particular indie,duals: itextendsnottosuchasareofapurely
pubhcnature. Here, then, wasthe sphere within
which the arbitrary dispensing power found room
to display itseff. An offence better alluded to
than named_ and which, though it appears to be
much more common in France than in England,
is frequently punished m the latter country, and
for many years back scarce ever_ if at all, in the
former, seems to afford an instance of the exertion of such a power. As to the :propriety of such
a connivance, is out of the questmn here: but the
fact of such connivance will serve as one instance,
amongst many others which doubtless might be
found_ to prove that the notion of the actual exercise of such a dispensing power_ and that to
such a degree as to despoil a law of almost the
whole of its efficacy, is far from a chimerical one.
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cutor, a man could alwaysbe as sure of every
other man as of himself, there would be no
room for choice. As it happens, this is not
the case.
Separate, then, the informer from the witness, what is the consequence ? In the first
place, you drive men in both capacities from
the service of the law.
Delinquency gets a
double chance of impunity, and the laws a
double chance for Impotence.
They will go
unexecuted at one time, because a witness
sees nobody that will prosecute ; at another
time, because he who would have prosecuted
has got neither evidence nor information.
Evidence, properly so called, is evidence to
ground conviction : _nformation is evidence to
groundprosecutzon.
In one case, as in the
other, where is the sense of rejecting the best
evidence, and receiving worse in preference ?
Whose account deserves to havemost weight?
that of a man who knows how the affair
passed because he saw it, or that of a man
who knows nothing about the matter but
from what he has heard somebody else say,
or from some inconclusive
fragment of clrcumstantial evidence?
Upon the strength of
evidence that is to come from me, you venture
on a prosecution.
3Vhat follows ?
That
your fortune and your character are so far at
my mercy--at
the mercy of one of _hom perhaps you have no knowledge.
This solt of
faith, great as it is, must m many cases be reposed, or prosecution
could not take place:
but to what purpose create such a necessity
out of nothing ? How dlffcrcnt the case where
you, the witness, are received to inform ; and
having informed, to prosecute!
You know
what iris you know. on yourself you can depend: of yourself you may be sine.
5. Driving men fi om the service of the law
is not the only inconvenience resulting from
this exclusion.
It puts the law itself into
the power of mdiwduals.
Ordain that a prosccutor or an informer shall not be admitted
as a deposing witness, what follows9 That,
tothe man whom opportunity has made either
the sole obserwng witness, or a necessary withess, you have given the power of pardoning,
He lodges the information, or be commences
the prosecution : and when the time comes
for giving evidence, his evidence, however
conclusive, is not to be heard, and acquittal
is the consequence.
When the functions of prosecutor and witness are separate, and the prosecutor finds
himself under the necessity of pinning his
faith upon the conduct and character of another person in the quality of witness, inaccuracy or subsequent
falsehood is not the
only danger he stands exposed to. Treachery
has a game in its power, which, under the
improvident regimen of some systems of law,
is probably but too often played, by those
whose habitual study it is to elude the laws,
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against those whose habitual business it is
to give them their execution.
Falsehood is
thrown out as a lure, for an informer and
prosecutor to catch hold of: when evidence
comes to be given, the falsehood is dropped,
and truth substituted in its stead.
Such is
the situation of every man who, upon the
strength of evidence not his own, ventures
to step forth and give his service to the public
in this perilous and invidious line [ responsible, at the peril of fortune and character,
for the levity or treachery of another, perhaps
unknown to him, and never of his choice.
The guilty traitor assumes the accent and
the port of injured innocence: the reproach
of calumny falls upon the deluded mimster of
truthand_astice.
Then comes the licensed aecessary after the fact, and sharpens the wound
with the venom of his tongue: _"
See 1 this
is your own witness! Out of his own mouth
you stand condemned !"
Under the English law of evidence, for example, what species of treachery can be more
certain of its effect, or more secure from punishment?
For the truth told at the trial,
there can be none, for it was the truth : for
the falsehood before the trial, there can be
none, ibr it was extrajudiclal,
and not upon
oath. Against such vile artifice nothing that
can be done by the law on this head can, it
is true, afford any perfectly effectual remedy:
but we see the danger to which the individual and the cause of justice stand exposed
under a separation of the two functions, and
one reason, amongst others, why the endeavour of the law should be, not to discourage
the conjunctmn, but to favour it.
The meongruity is more particularly striking
in that numerous class of cases where a factitious reward is the law's sole reliance. When
you advertise thus tbr assistance, what is it
(ou really advertise for ? what Is it you are
really in want of? A prosecutor ? No such
thing. A prosecutor you might get anywhere :
a prosecutor, as such, you have no more need
to advertise for than a judge.
An reformer?
Perhaps so. But when you have got one,
what are you the better for him, if his information neither is itself ewdenee, nor leads
you to evidence _ The one thing needful, the
thing you really want, the th_ng you really
mean to get by thus advertising, is evidence.
The sort of person you are really in want of,
the sort of person you really advertise for,
is not so much a prosecutor or an informer,
as a witness.
Get evidence, you get everything : miss of this, you had better have got
nothing.
Get a wztness, in this way, you get
an ,nformer into the bargain : for, in lettingyou know that it has fallen in his way to be
a witness, a man info_ns.
Get an reformer
who neither was himself a witness (I mean,
an obserwng witness,) nor can give you any
information that will answer the purpose of
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evidence, or lead to evidence, you had better
not have had him.* An informer, who cannot himself give you anything that can be
accepted as evidence, may still have his use.
True. But on what condition? On condition
of his enabling you, by means of his informstion, to get it fi'om some other quarter. But
is his information the worse for being capable
of being itself used as evidence? On the conteary, no other informatlon can be so satisfactory or so good. When, in the first instance,
you can hear how a thing passed, from a man
who saw how it passed, to what purpose turn
him back, for the sake of bearing of it from
somebody else, who knows nothing about
the matter but from him ? Is your informer
the worse informer, because, having been an
observin 9 witness, he is capable, and in that
character, of becoming a deposing one Y On
the contrary, he is by so much a better one
than any other,
•' Oh, but bought evidence is bad evidence."
Is it so ? Then why attempt to buy it ? If
evidence is to be had for nothing, why bid
money for it ? By thus bidding for it, instead
of getting good evidence, you deprive yourself of it : the good you might have had, you
yourself turn into bad. If it is not to be bad
without buying, he then. whoever he is, that
supplies you with it--your
informer or your
prosecutor must have bought it, or you will
never get it. But if it must be bought after
all, why not by you as well as by him? why
not directly as well as circuitously ? Why
pay two men for the service of one ? And
what is information itself, but evidence ? It
may be e_rcumstantial evidence only, and not
• The word _ttness is used indiscriminately
with reference to two very distinct and dlstmguishable situations: that of a man who actually
saw, heard, or in one word observed so and so;
and that of a man who avers, deposes, narrates,
in a judicial way, that on such or such an occasion he made obscrvaUon as above. In the first
case he may be styled an observing or percipient
_itnes:; in the other, a _arratin_ or deposing
witness. The thing m be wished is, that every
one who has been an observing witness, with regard to the matter in question, should, as far as
there is need of his testimony, become a narrating witness : and that at any rate every man,
without exception, who becomes a narrating" witness, should have been an observing one so far
as he narrates In as far as he fails of being so,
he becomes afalse zvttness : and, if what there is
false in his narration is accompanied with the
consciousness of its being so, andhas been given
upon oath, a perjured one. The assistance, then,
which is really wanted, the assistance which the
law by this means endeavours to obtain, is that
which he who has been an observing witness
lends, by becoming a narrating one.
The expressions testis oculatus, an eye-_itrwss,
an car._itncss, and all others which refer exelusively to a single one of the five senses, arc
so many partial and impartial expressions of this
idea.
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direct : it may be hearsay evidence only, and
not immediate : but evidence it is, as far as
it goes, at any rate. If bought evidence is bad
evidence, so then is bought information bad
znformatwn.
This underhand practice, this confusion and
double dealing, this contrivance for getting
one thing by asking for another, to what cause
is it to be ascribed ? In England at least,
and not improl_bly in more countries besides
England, to a want of concert between the
statute and common law. The former having
public good, often for its real, and always for
its professed end, pursues that end by such
means as the nature of things and men supplies, collecting improvement by slow but
advancing degrees from the stores of reason
and experience.
The other, never having
had public good so much as for its professed
end, pursues in primitive blindness whatever
blind track it stumbled upon at first. "Men
are of two sorts, the good and the bad : the
bad are governed by interest ; they act from
motives : the good are governed by nothing
at all ; they act without motives : in them,
action is produced in the way of equivocal
generation ; it is an effect without a cause.
Witnesses ought of course to be of the good
class : therefore, if a man acts or speaks undee the influence of interest, he is not fit for
a witness ; he ought not to be heard.
Of
interest there is one kind; and there is but
one--that
whichis createdby money. Love
of fame has been pronounced the universal
passion. The man who said so, wrote a book,
in which he thought he had proved it. He
was a poet; he knew nothing about the matter. We lawyers know better things. There
is no such passion as the love of fame. One
passion there is in human nature -- the love
of money. It is not only the universal pussion, but the only one. What is the consequence ? That money, and money alone,
governs every man : and a particle of it, less
than the smallest that ever came out of a
mint, is quite sufficient for the purpose. Take
any man you will ; hold up before his eyes a
farthing, br the five-hundredth
part of a farthing, it makes no difference : you draw him
out of the good class into the wicked class
at once. Look the world over : you will not
find that man whom the glimpse of a gain to
that amount would not convert into a perjurer : although honour, love, friendship, narural affection, even gain under another shape,
and that to an amount ever so much greater,
were all striving in conjunction to draw him
to the other side. As it is impossible, therefore, that a man who could get a farthing by
perjuring himself should not perjure himself
were he to speak, to what purpose should
he be heard? Therefore no man who can be
said to have an interest ought to be admitted
in character of a witness, in any case. Ac-
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cordingly,
illa thousand cases,he may be twecn thetyrannyofsleeping
law_,and the
admittednotwithstanding
; and that,be the tyrannyof lawlessmonarchy,there isthis
valoeof the interest
everso considerable."difference
: the latter
isthetyrannyof one,
Such isthephilosophy,
and suchthe consist-theotheri_the tyrannyofmillions.In the
ency ofthe common law.
one case,the slavehas but one master;in
To the attthors
of the statutelaw ithas the other,he has asmany mastersas there
happened toreasondifferently:
accordingto are individnals
in the partyby whom the
them, the good and the bad are,itshould tyrannyhas been setup.
seem, alikeobsequiousto the dictates
of inTyrmmy andanarchyareneverfarasunder.
tere_t,realor imagined; though some are Dearlyindeedmust thelawspay fortherotsmore soto one modification
of it,othersto chiefofwhich theyarethusmade theinstruanother: nor doesItfollowabsolutely,
that ments. The weakness theyare thusstruck
becausea man willtelltruthfora certain with does not confineitself
to thepeccant
sum, he walltellliesand perjurehimselfat spot; itspreadsovertheirwhole frame. The
the same price. But how long willsuperior taintedpartsthrow suspicion
upon thosethat
authorlty
suffer
itself
to be setatnought by areyetsound. Who can say which ofthem
subordinate
? How long will discernment thediseasehas gained,which ofthem ithas
seeatspurposesfrustrated
by perversity
and spared? You open thestatute-book,
andlook
ignorance
_
intoa clause:does it helong to the sound
part,or to the rotten_ How can you say?
§ 6. Of Sleeping Laws.
by what token are you to know ? A man is
An officml monopolyof the right of prosenot safe in trusting to his own eyes.
You
cutmn is naturally connected with the pohey
may have the whole statute-book
by heart,
of sleeping laws.
It is a fit instrument of and all the while not knowwhat ground you
such policy, and at first sight one would sup- stand upon under the law.
It pretends to
po_e an indispensable one. It is easy enough fix your destiny : and after all, if you want
to conceive how laws should sleep, when
to know your destroy, you must learnit, not
there is but one man in the world that can from the law, but fiom the temper of the
call them into life.
How this shmfld ever times.
The temper of the times, did I say?
happen, when it is m the power of any one You must know the temper of every indiwof the community whatever to awaken them dual in the nation ; you must know, not only
at pleasure, is not so obvious. Sure it is, that
what it is at the plesent instant, but what it
for such a lethargy there can be no place, but will be at every future one : all this you must
tor some radical principle of weakness per- know, before you can lay your hand upon
vadmg and debilitating the whole system. If your bosom, m_d say to yourself, I am safe.
the burthen of discouragement
that presses
What, all this while, is the character and
upon the faculty of calling the laws into ac- condition of the law ? Sometimes a bugbear,
tion is so enormous as to amount in general,
at other times a snare: her threats inspire
m quiet times, to a prohibition, laws may re- no efficient terror ; her promises, no confimare tlms torpid, though that faculty exists
dence.
The canker-worm
of uncertainty,
in appearance everywhere.
But such is not naturally the peculiar growth and plague of
the natural state of things : and a man must the unwritten law, insinuates itself thus into
have some acquaintance with the Enghsh sys- the body, and preys upon the vitals of the
tern of procedure, to be able readily to con- written.
reive it. Setting out of the question a state
All thxs mischief shows as nothing in the
of things so singular, a country where the eyes of the t_rant by whom this policy is
temple of penal justice is thrown wide open upheld and pursued, and whose bhnd and
is not a natural receptacle for sleeping laws. malignant passmns it has for its cause.
His
Those who look upon such furniture as either
appetites receive that gratification which the
u_eful or ornamental,
should suffer but one times allow of: and in comparison with that,
door to that temple, and lodge the key of it what are laws, or those for whose sake laws
in a single hand.
were made?
His enemies, that is, those
Of the condition of him whose curse, I had whom it is his dehght to treat as such, those
almost said whose crime, it is to live under
whose enemy he has thought fit to make himsuch laws, what is to be said ? It is neither
self, are his footstool : their insecurity is his
more nor less than slavery. Such it is in the comfort; their sufferings are his enjoyments;
very strmtest language, and according to the their abasement is his triumph.
exactest definition.
Law, the mdy power
Whence comes this pernicious and unfeelthat gives security to others, is the very thing
ing policy ? It is tyranny's last shift, among
that takes it away from him. His destiny is a people who begin to open their eyes in the
to live his life long with a halter about his calm which has succeeded the storms of civil
neck; and his safety depends upon his never
war.
It is her last stronghold, retained by
meeting with that man whom wantonness or a sort of capitulation made with good governmalice can have induced to pull at it. Be- ment and good sense.
Common humanity
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would not endure such laws, were they to
give sigp_ of hfe: negligence, and the fear of
change, suffer them to exist so long as they
promise not to exist to any purpose. Sensible images govern the bulk of men.
What
the eye does not see, the heart does not rue.
Fellow-citizens
dragged in crowds, for conscience sake, to prison, or to the gallows,
though seen but for the moment, might move
compassion.
Silent anxiety and inward hundliation do not meet the eye, and draw little
attention, though they fill up the measure of
a whole life.
Of this base and malignant policy an cxample would scarcely be to be found, were
it not for religious hatred, of all hatred the
bitterest and the blindest.
Debarred by the
infidelity of the age from that most exquisite
of repasts, the blood of heretics, it subsists
as it can upon the idea of secret sufferings-sad remnant of the luxury of better times.*
It is possible, that, in the invention of this
policy, timi&ty may have had some share ;
for between tyranny and timidity there is a
near alliance.
Is it probable ? Hardly: the
less so, as tyranny, rather than let go its hold,
such is its baseness, will put on the mask of
cowardice.
It is possible, shall we say, that
in England forty should be in dread of one
but can it be called probable, when in Ireland forty suffer nothing from fourscore ?
When they who stand up in the defence of
tyrannical laws on pretence of their being in
a dormant state, vouchsafe to say they wish
not to see them in any other, is it possible
they should speak true ? I will not say: the
bounds of possibility are wide.
Is it probable?
That is a question easier answered.
To prevent a law from being executed, which
is the most natural course to take 9 to keep
it alive, or to repeal it ? Were a man's wishes
to see it executed ever so indisputable, what

[CHAP. VIII.

stronger proof could he give of his sincerity
than by taking this very course, in taking
which he desires to be considered as wishing
the law not to be executed ? When words
and actions give one another the lie, is it possible to believe both ? If not, which have
the best title to be believed? The task they
give to faith and charity is rather a severe
one. They speak up for laws against thieves
and smugglers: they speak up for the same
laws, or worse, against the worshippers of
God according to conscience : in the first
instance, you are to believe they mean to do
what they do ; in the other, you are to believe they mean the contrary.
Their words
and actions are at variance, and they declare
it : they profess insincerity, and insist upon
being, shall we say, or upon not being beheved.
They give the same vote that was
given by the authors of these laws ; they act
over again the part that was acted by the
first persecutors : but what was persecution
in those their predecessors, is in these men,
it seems, moderation and benevolence.
This
is rather too much.
To think to unite the
profit of oppression with the praise of moderation, is drawing rather too deep upon the
credulity of mankind.
For those who insist there is no hardship
in a state of insecurity,
there is one way of
! proving themselves sincere : let them change
places with those they doom to it. One wish
may be indulged without a breach of charity :
may they, and they only, be subject to proscription, in whose eyes it is no grievance !

§ 7. Means ofengaytng
Informers and
Prosecutors.
Power without
will will never produce
action.
Information
and prosecution,
like
every other sort of action, must have their
inducement : and that inducement
must be
adequate.
If this necessary condition exists
Seventy
thousand
dissenters,
to *two
hundred
thousandcathohc
presbyterians
and added
other without the help of law, it is well: if not,
protestant dissenters, are to join in first subduing
the deficiency must be made up by law, or
and then opj)ressing, eight mfihons of church of the law will find herself without hands. But
England men. So irrational are the principles
inducement does not commence, till discouof these heretics, that their prevalence is the ragements of all sorts have been either surgreatest calamity that can befall the natron. So mounted or removed.
What if the law herrational are among
they at themselves,
the same time,thatas they
well as
so self be found adding to the load?
concordant
want
nothing but fair play and the liberty of being
The discouragements
in question apply
heard upon equal terms, to gain the majority o_f
" more particularly, some of them, to the tunechurchmen, and make them either catholics, or tmn of informer, others to that ofprosec_Ltor.
presbyterians, or independents, or quakers, or'all The nature of the obstacle will point out, in
at once. _l'o prevent a catastrophe thus horrible both cases, the nature of the resource.
and thus imminent, the whole body of these heretics are to be kept in a state of slavery, colleeFirst, as to informing.
Two natural obtively and individually, with regard to the whole stacles, independently
of all factitious ones,
body of the orthodox, The former are to be, tend to dissuade a man from taking upon him
with regard to the latter, precisely what the He- this function; enmity and odium : 1. The parlores were with regard to the Laced_emonians.
ticular enmity of the individual
informed
Every man of the one class is to have it in his against, and his particular connexions; 2. The
Imwer at pleasure to devote to ruin every man of
the other, whenever he happens to be in a mood odium, or sentiment of aversion, which mankind in general are but too apt to manifest
for it. theUpon
oldy,
church
suchis safe.
terms, and upon such terms towards the individual who takes upon him
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to render to the cause of justice this necessary servme. These dissuasives may both be
termed natural ones.
They exist without,
and even in spite of, anything done on the
part of the law: but even here it is in the
power of the law to add to the burthen:
nor is even this inconsistency without example.*
The case is still worse, if a man cannot
inform without being compelled to prosecute,
Nature is not in fault here.
Obligation is
the pure work of law. But of this presently,
As to remedies: against enmity, there is
but one, which is secresy. But this, as far as
it can be applied, is an effectual one. Secresy
indeed, if in all cases equally and absolutely
impenetrable, would be a cloak to calumny,
What then is to he done ? While no indications of that injury appear, keep the veil inviolate : where any such indications betray
themselves, remove it.
Under such conditions, where can he the
harm of secresy ? The moment it can be
productive of any, there is an end to it. The
moment it can be of any use to anybody that
the informer should be visible, he is brought
to light,
So long as the information is not chargeable with calumny, to what purpose should
the author of it be known?
If it be true,
instead of harm it has done good: if talse,
then indeed there has been harm done; but
unless it be not only false but groundless,
even here there is no injury,
To judge whether a charge, being false, is
also groundless, is it necessary to know, in
the first instance, who gave the information ?
By no means : before you have any concern
with the informer, you must look in the first
place to the evidence.
Witnesses,
as such,
are known at any rate : if in that character
a man calumniates, m that character you may
punish him : a veil which covered him in no
other character than that of informer is not
worth removing, for it has proved no screen
to him. If witnesses are altogether wanting,
then indeed, but then only, is it material to
look for the informer,
Dragging a man thus to light who wishes
to be concealed, can be of no use but for one
or other of two purposes: to subject him to
punishment under the name of punishment ;
or to subject him to the burden of making
satisfaction, which with respect to him is the
same thing.
If tbr either purpose discovery
be deemed necessary, discovery will be made;
if not for either, what use in making it ? But
the mischief of making it is what we have
already seen.
Great outcries have been made in different
countries against secret accusations, and not

without great reason. Why? Partly because
the veil was made so thick as to serve as a
cloak to calumny ; partly because the laws
thus executed were the work and the instruments of despotism. Were the calumny ever
so conspicuous, a single person had it in his
power to screen it : it might oftentimes be
his interest so to do, and m doing so he was
irresponsible. Where the law itself is odious,
every thing and every person occupied in its
service, shares the odium.
How many pure
and excellent articles in the apparatus of the
law have lost their character in this way !
and how many bad and unserviceable ones
have, by their very unserviceableness, become
popular!
See the Chapter on Juries. Few
popular sentiments that have not their root
m reason : still fewer that have not spread
beyond the reason out of which they grew.
By whom has the clamour against secresy
been raised ? Sometimes, perhaps, by men
who, without being delinquents, feared the
being treated as such by this means ; but by
delinquents
always, and of course. Had it,
however, been confined to delinquents,
it
would not on that accou_t have been always
undeserving of censure.
Under a tyranny,
honest men are delinquents : and to do what
can be done towards weakening the power
of the laws, is the interest of honest men.
If indeed the veil of secresy is tied down
with such tightness as to serve as a cloak to
calumny, whatever outcry has been raised
against it, has been just in every point of
view: in that case all men, delinquents or
not, are interested in its being removed.
When a defendant, not conteut with saving
himself, sets up an allegation of calumny,
and requires that the author of it may be
made known, in order to be made responsible
for the wrong, to whom ought it to be given
to decide upon this claim ? Not to the pursuer-general,
but to the judge.
Why so ?
Because this, of all others, is a question not
to be decided but in public, and upon argumerit: but to decide upon a question in public, and upon argument, is to judge.
To vest
the decision in the pursuer-general
without
argument, would be to invest him with an
arbitrary power, which, like every other ar.
bJtrary power, a man will, at one time or
other, find it his interest to abuse. He would
possess a power not only of licensing, but of
perpetrating calumny, and that without controul.
Familiarized with this enormity in
_roportion to his continuance in office, the
impression it made on him would grow gradually fainter and fainter; he would grow
weary of prosecuting it ; he would come to
regard it without emotion, and to pass it by
without notice. What if, in addition to this

• I forget what English statutes I have observed, adopting, as it were_ and fomenting the
vulgar prejudice,

negative constant interest, he happens in any
case to have a positive advantage to gain by
throwing a cover over the wrong ?
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The modification thus given to the law of
secresy will not, in deterring false informstion, drive away true.
A man who believes
what he says to be true, will hardly expect
to see it appear not mily false, but so palpobly false as to be deemed groundless and
calumnious.
The same remedy applies equally to the
odium,
But here, however, it is not the only one.
This discouragement
has its root in vulgar
error: a weed which legislation,
would she
but stoop to take reason for her instrument,
need scarcely fear the not being able to eradicate. " Is the law a mischievous or an useless one?-- Its existence is a nuisance. Is it
an useful one ? To be so, it must be exeouted: and how is it to be executed without an informer ? Without this coadjutor, a
judge is but an empty name.
Each in his
sphere, they co.operate
towards the same
end. Shall the judge then be held in honour,
and the informer, without whom he is nothing, be vilified and contemned?"
Such is
the language of plain truth: and why should
the law grudge to use it ? Can anything be
more satisfactory or unanswerable ? What
error, what prejudice, could stand against the
highest authority,
supported by the highest
reason ? From what source could instruction
fall with greater weight than from the mouth
of law?
The experiment
of employing reason in
government is, it is true, almost an untried
one.
Hitherto man has scarcely been considered by law as an animal susceptible of
intelligence.
Her language has been simply
that of wall forcing will, not of understanding
instructing understanding.
The preambles of
the English statutes are rather the discourse
of the draughtsman
to the legislator, than
that of the legislator to the people.
And,
to whomsoever addressed, what is the stuff
they are made of?-"
W]_ereas doubts have
arisen "_"
Whereas inconveniences have ensued."_
As coarse and as flimsy almost as
that of oaths of office [seeChap.
V.§ll.
t]
In France, where to act in the strictest coneert with public opinion is the boast of government _ in France, at least, where legislation, having neither disdained nor feared to
grapple with one of the most violent and inveterate of prejudices,_ has so lately won the

completest victory, tile task of instruction
will not be thought foreign to her office.
Lastly, as to the function of voluntary
prosecutor.
Take it separate from that of
informer, it stands clogged with two diseouragements, _'ouble and expense.
Of the trouble, acertain measure is inherent
and unavoidable.
The business of legislation
under this head is to find out the minimum,
and to reduce the actual measure to this mrnimum. Of this, sufficient has been said in a
former ehapter.:t
Of the expense, the prosecutor may be disburdened altogether:
and since he may, he
ought to be.
Equity in this concurs with
policy. Where all men reap the benefit, why
should one man alone bear the burden?
See
the Chapter on Law-Taxes.
If you will not
ease him of it, the least thing you can do is
to forbear to add to it. But, if this be your
object, you must steer a course in every point
the opposite of that pursued by the English
system.
You must neither fabricate expense
openly, nor, what is much worse, maketlouble
in order to make expense.
You must neither
plunder him for the pubhc by taxes, nor for
individuals by fees. You must neither commit
these abuses, nor, what ts as bad, connive at
them.
The reproach of inconsistency is not the
only one you incur by stripping a man thus
with one hand, while you pretend to reward
him with the other.
It is not one, nor two,
nor ten shillings, given in the way of reward,
that makes up ibr the discouragement
of one
shilling taken in the way of tax. The tax is
certain, and must be paid in the first instance :
the reward is remote ; it is uncertain in its
very nature, and in the current systems tendered ten times more so by the contrivances
for substituting
chance or fraud to justice,
and wolating in solemn mood and form the
assurances of the law. What if the shilling
you thus begin with demanding of him is more
than he has to give ? Of the twenty thousand pound prize, what is the worth to him
who has not money for a ticket ?--But in this
state of inability are the bulk of men.
When so much of the expense as has been
the work of law has been removed by law,
and, by the removal of this factitious part of
the burden of expense, the whole mass reduced to that part of it which may be termed

* Among the preambles to the French edicts,
there are some which contain a little more infornmtion ; witness that of the excellent Turgot,
an edict for the liberty of the corn trade. Even
that, however_ would not have been the worse,

natural, a farther problem in this branch of
economy is the reduction of this natural part
to so much of it as is unavoidable : concern-

andhad
lessthe
dtffuso.reas°nlng
been a little more pointed,
"]- That which extended to the kindred of a
malefa_or the infamyattached to certain crimes,
or rather to certain punishments, and made incapa_itation with regard to offices the eonsequence, The caJe here alluded to is that of a

man of the name of Agasse, capitally punished
] for forgery ; whose innocent relations were in
]thts very view promoted immediately to honour] able offices, by the citizens of Paris, under the
[ eye, and with the approbation of the National
I Assembly. See the public pnnts of the month
[ of
1790.
] + In tae Chapter on Appeals, Ch. IV. § 3.
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ivg which,seea precedingchapter(Ch. IV.
An encouragementthat appliesto bo_h
OfTAppeals, § 3.)
functions at once, is of the negative cast ; the
hese reductions being effected, then, and avoiding to clog the former of them with the
not till then, is the time for indemnification•
obligation of adding to it the latter. To cornAnnihilate what can be annihilated ; remove
pel the informer to take upon him the task
from the shoulders of the individual to those
of prosecution,
is in other words to reject
of the public, that part of the burden which
infbrmation in all cases where information is
must be borne by somebody,
to be had from those only whom it does not
Indemnification, it may be observed, is not
suit to prosecute.
complete unless it extends to loss of time :
This forced conjunction counteracts, in a
but this part of it is not necessary, and would
variety of other shapes, tile ends of justice :
in a certain point of view be dangerous. This
it renders the execution of the law in some
occupation being less irksome than most instances less certmn than it would be, in
others, people of all classes would be glad to others more severe than It need be, and in
engage in it ; and the advantage they would
both cases to the public more expensive.
find of employing their time this way rather Leave it optional, paying the informer only
than in their natmal and more laborious as informer, and easing him of the expense
calling, would be a source of inordinate ex- elate the deficiency, in some instances it gives
pense, and a sort of premium for litigation
double, m others as far as treble costs : but
and delay. To encourage individuals m taking
judges, settingthemselves above law, have turned
the business out of the hands of a public of- thin pmwdence into waste paper. Divines have
ricer who has been bred to it, can hardly be ] one sort of arithmetic: lawyers have another. In
of use. Thegreat,
if not sole use of the open the ecclesiastical, three tell but forone: in the
legal, they rise to one and a half.
system, is its capacity of affording a spur and
What, again, are the cases in which costs are
a check to the power of that officer upon ex- mostly given ? Cases of offences prosecuted by
traordinary occasions.
The working classes,
qui tara and other penal actions, in whmh the
who compose the great bulk of the commuking is not named as plaintiff: to which head
nity, would in general, by reason of their lg- belong a large denomination of offences of a
norance, be manifestly unfit for such a charge : purely public nature; mostly of comparatively
small importance. What are theee in which costs
nor is it natural that a man of that description
never given ? a Cases termed in law-jargon
should wish to take the business out of the .felonie,:
are
consisting principally of thefts_ robbehands of a person so much better qualified to r'ms, murders, and other private offences, which,
perform it, unless with some improper view•
by reason of the magnitude of the mischief_ are
But if a man whose education has fitted him raised to the rank of public ones. This for a
for the task, and whose purse can afford to sample : for the single subject of eoas, and t_"at
make the public a present of his time, should
treated
has? furnished
outcases
a voium_
Whence butthispartially,
difference
Because in
of the
be willing to take the burden upon himself
former stamp, there being no private interest to
without any additional expense to the corn- ibrm a natural inducement, if the factitious dismunity, why hinder him ?
couragement were not thus far removed, there
From the notion of indemnification comes wouldbe no hope of finding prosecutors: in the
the custom of giving what is called costs, other, the injury coming home to individuals,
This, if when obtained it were equal to the the law trusts to thexr paying thus dear ibr vengeance. Under the reason found by Blackstone
expense, which in general it is not, nor in- tordenyingtotheinjuredindividualeverybranch
deed without great danger of abuse can well of sansfactaon except this melancholy and barren
be made, would still be very far from ade- one, indemnification may doubtless be included
quate.
Remoteness and uncertainty
concur
with as much propriety as any other. Satisfaction
in diminishing its apparent, and under the an these cases ought not to be looked for by the
English system perhaps still more its real,
injured, " the satisfaction to the community"
•
(that is, the satisfaction of seeing a man banged
value.
It is given--when
? After the pro- or transported) " being so very great." [Comm.
secution is gone through. And then on what
IV. 1.] When a man has money due to him,
conditions ? Provided the event has been suc- is it then really the same thing to him whether
•
.
r r
eessfifl :-- provided the substance of the de- he lnmself gets it, or the exchequer ? l' y the
fondant is sufficient to defray it:--provided
invention upon the authors: assign over in like
the expenses of defence have not absorbed that
manner to the exchequer the fee of the advocate,
and the salary of the judge. Another objection
substance :-- and provided his endeavours to is yet behind. In cases ofdelinqucocy, the kin6
withdraw it out of the reach of seizure have is prosecutor: and to receive money is "beneata
not been attended with effect. What if he be the dignity" of this first magistrate, when he has
known to have nothing ? The value of this done any thing to deserve it. But in these same
indemnification is then in the same ease : but cases the individual injured is prosecutor : therefore he is the kinlz ; it is therefore "beneath his
in this case are the bulk of men.*
dignity" to receive money on this score. Ib. IL
• As to the English law, in some instances it 24.
_av_
n_h" entre m
"
• hut ch_cnat_ when it'
a Unless in partmular cases, by a particular
d_-er_n'ce'_
-_"
ce between taxed costs antd'_eaL
_ob-reaL
T

.

the way af discretionary charity to suppliants.
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and charge of prosecution, the purposes of
justice are in a variety of ways proportionably served :-1. Admit a witness, or any other person,
to give information without being obliged to
prosecute, the reward you offer him may be
much less than if that burdensome and hazardous obligation were imposed upon him.
Hence a saving to somebody: to the public,
if the reward is furnished by the public purse
at large : to the public, or to the delinquent,
as shall be thought proper, if the substance
of the delinquent is the only source from
which it is drawn. So much as to what concernsfrugality,
2. But the less the reward given for evideuce, the less is the temptatzou to perjury it
creates,
3. The less strong also of course is the suspicion of perjury which it excites ; the less
strong the objection it affords to the credit of
the witness thus engaged.
Rectitude of decision is thus promoted, the danger of erroneous decision lessened, in a double way: false
witnesses are less liable to arise, good witnesses less liable to l_ailof obtaining the cre&t which is their due.
On the other hand, if you force your witness to turn prosecutor, and make his reward
depend not only upon the success of the prosecution, but upon the solvency of the parties prosecuted,
you drive from the service,
not only here and there a witness, and here
and there a prosecutor, but, where that solvency is dubious, all witnesses and all prosecutors whatever. You give, in short, impunity
to poor delinquents, that is, to the great balk
of delinquents,
The public could afford to prosecute in all
instances.
It would be its own insurer. Its
gains in one instance would compensate its
expenses in another. This might be the case,
even under all that enormity of unnecessary
expense which characterizes the English systern: much more, were that enormity reduced
by the expedients pointed out in a preceding
chapter (Ch. IV.) to the standard laid down
by nature.
Individual
adventurers
cannot
thus insure themselves : they must pick out
with care the profitable adventures;
the unpromising ones they must let alone. But it
is not executing the law in here and there an
instance, that will answer the purpose of the
law. Upon whom ought its denunciations to
be carried into effect ? Upon this or that delinquent ? No : but upon every one. Upon
the wealthy alone ; that is, upon the few?
No : but upon the poor rather; that is, upon
the many.
4. On the other hand, receive information
from anybody that will give it, without attempting to saddle him, in return for this
service, with the burden of prosecution, you
will get an informer without difficulty, in the
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case of many a poor delinquent, in whose instance you could have got no prosecutor.
5. You may choose in each instance, whetiler, for the sake of lenity, you will reduce
the measure of punishment from its present
pitch, or, for the sake of public economy,
keep it as it stands.
Give up the idea of
looking to the delinquent's substance as the
sole fund for reward, you may choose whether
the present forfeiture shall, for the sake of
the delinquent, be reduced, or, for the benefit
of the public, be kept entire.
As it is, the
property of delinquents seems to be looked
upon as so much refuse, which may be disposed of without thought, and dissipated
without extravagance. The supposition is not
altogether so just as it is an easy one. Ten
pounds is still ten pounds, in whatever hands
it may be to be found.
So says economy:
nor will compassion regard it as a matter of
indifference.
The delinquent,
though a delinquent, _.snot the less a member of the community: his suffering is just as much the suffeting of the commu,lity as that of any other
more irreproachable
mdividuah
Even were
his happiness worth nothing in the account
of happiness, his money would not be worth
the less in the account of money.
If it be
not worth saving for his sake, for the sake
of the public it will not be less worth taking
or keeping than that of a better man.
In this, as in so many other instances, we
may see the simple law of liberty effecting
that, to which coercion, with all its exuberance of modification, is unequal.
Depart
from that law on either side, compel informers to become prosecutors, or forbid them,
in either case you do mischief, and counteract
your own purpose.
The law of England signalizes itself in
both these ways. In one class of instances it
compels those who inform to prosecute :* in
another, by refusing to hear the testimony of
* In the list of private offences raised to the
rank of pobhc ones (see above §4, note o, p. 391.)
such as, by the pumshment annexed to them, it
has comprised under the name of felonles: theft,
defraudment, robbery, homicide, for example.
Penal justice is by this means a kind of trap in
which honest men are caught, in their pursmt of
malefactors. The injurer is ruined by the sentence, the party injured by the expense of puri chasing it. Were prudence and knowledge to
prevail-over passion and ignorance, the law would
m these cases, as in so many others, be a dead
letter. What scanty measure of efficacy is possessed by the main body of the laws, depends in
no small degree on the ignorance in which the
people are kept with respect to the abuses of all
sorts which compose the system of procedura
If the offence happens not to have been'raised
to the rank of felony, though in its nature and
mischief not in the smallestdegree differentfrom
those that are (as is the case with various sorts
of thefts and frauds,) the obligation to prosecute
does not extend to it.
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him who prosecutes, it drives from its service
the best species of informer, and with him
the voluntary prosecutor, though upon the
chance of finding such a servant, no official
one beingin these instances provided, depends
the whole force and efficacy of the hw.*
Whence all this discouragement, when encouragement was so much wanted ? Not so
much from any erroneous views, as from mere
oversight and negligence.
It has been the
natural, and in a manner necessary, effect of
the omitting to establish a public prosecutor:
a function, under every other system perhaps
but the English, provided for with an attention little less regular than that bestowed
upon the office of judge. No such provision
having been made, individuals must be trepanned into the service of justice, or justice,
instead of being so often left undone, would
scarce ever be done.
In this service, as in
others, if you have no regular force on foot,
you must put up with volunteers or pressed
men, and get them as you can. What in the
military service is regarded as abuse, is the
regular and sole practice m this branch of the
legal. You lie in wait for a man till his peace
has received a wound from injury ; yon catch
him intoxicated
with passion, and m that
state you inlist him into a service, of which,
in addition to the burden, he is to bear all
the expense, whether he has funds for it, or
whether he has none.
You singh out the
distressed : and, as if unmerited suffering had
not been sufficiently severe, you load them
and squeeze them, not only for the benefit
of the public at large, but to help to pamper
a swarm of titled idlers, who, without so
much as the pretence of stirring a finger, are
gorged with wealth, which in France would be
deemed excessive if given in recompense for
the greatest service, t [See once more the
Chapter on Law-Taxes.]
Abuse is thus interwoven with abuse : and each gives shade
and protection to the other. Out of extortion and peculation grow inaccessible justice
and paralytic laws.
Discouragements, as well natural as factitious, once cleared away, the more perfectly
they are cleared away, the less need there
will be of the expense of positive and factitious encouragements.
For obtaining proseeutors, no such expense will be necessary :
the official prosecutor, standing bound to
charge himself with every prosecution that
shall have been put into his hands, answers
every purpose.

And when mere information

" See above, ._ 5.
"1"See the Cofirt Ca]endar for a variety of useless places scattered over almost every branch of
the judieml establishment. Which are the most
perfectly so, may be seen by the names of lords,
or the relatives'or dependants or associates of
tords_sure indications of enormous pay in return for perfect idleness.
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is all that is wanted--information
exempted
by nature _om trouble and expense, and by
plighted seeresy from odium and fear of enmity m a very small portion of factitious
encouragement, a very moderate reward, may
in general suffice.
Discouragements, however, being removed,
the path of encouragement is smooth and
easy. As far as odium is concerned, the formet can scarcely have been cleared away, but
the latter must in some degree have taken its
place. The function of a minister of the law
can scarcely be regarded with an eye of pure
indifference.
If not despised, it will be respeeted: despised perhaps during the reign of
prejudice, respected as soon as reason mounts
the throne.
For applying to this purpose the principle
of honour, several expedients may be eraployed: -1. Stating the title to respect and gratirude, possessed by these not less than ether
ministers of justice, and, in some such manner
as above exemplified, reeognizing it in the
words of the law itself.
2 Reqmring the judge to employ his authority to the same effect in a more particular
manner in each mdiwdual instance, giving
thanks in the name of the public to the individual from whom it has been receiving a
service of this nature.
3. In cases where the service appeared considerable, and in the course of it any patticular share of merit had been displayed, a
ticket might be given, entitling the person
thus rewarded to a distinguished and particularly commodious seat in the court in which
the service had been performed. :_ Here we
havefrugaht!/combmcdwithexemplarity,
two
properties not less to be wished for in the
disciphnc of rewind than in that of punishment. It
4. To this might, in some cases, be substitared or added a medal or medallion, rising
in value in proportion to the importance of
the service.
5. Pecuniary reward might also be substituted or added, according to circumstances ;
_ As few or none would be for making use for
any constancy of such a seat, the number of _ch
tickets might be considerable, and even indellhire: the holders of them having the advantage
ofallothersfortheseatsinquestion,
and among
themsdves taking rank and preference accordins to priority'of dates. The highest reward of
this kind would be a seat in the assembly of the
legislature.
Restrictions of this nature, though not relative
precisely to the same place, nor conferred on the
I same account, were known among the Athenians
I under the name of_cs_¢,_; in French, pr&_anee.
I I know no word that exactly answers to it in
English. Precedence,refers not to sitling, but
] to procession.
[
II See Introd. to the Principles of Morals
I and L_g_slation, Vol. I.
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in such manner as to suit the situation of
people of different conditions in life. To him
whom indigence has sunk below the sphere of
honour, money might be given alone: to one
not so high as to be above money, yet too
high to hazard honour in pursuit of it, money
and honour might be given in conjunction :
while a man, to whose dignity it would seem
a debasement to stoop for money on such
terms, might waive altogether the vulgar indueement, and receive the honorary reeompease in all its purity. Thus diversified, the
encouragement would, in one or other of its
branches, be upon a level with every station,
and match with every taste,
To the rendering the service of the laws
in this instance an honourable service, one
condition is indeed necessary, which is, that
the laws themselves be not such as it would
be dishonourable to make. The expedient
therefore will not serve where the law itself
is but the tool of despotism.
It is only on a
free soil that it can manifest its full virtue,
It consists not with the blind and dastardly
policy of sleeping laws.
It is incompatible
withthat almost equally shameful negligence
which suffers the body of the laws to remain
clogged and enfeebled with a heap of obsolete
and eonfessediy useless matter, which, so far
from wishing to see brought into activity, no
man would wish, nor, but for sluggishness and
panicterrors, endure, to see exist. Honour can
scarcely be expected to lend its sanction to
the support of establishments
in which abuse
is neither avoided in practice, nor so much
as disclaimed in principle.
What if, instead
of being disclaimed, it be openly professed?
Honour will with diffieultybe brought to lend
its sanction to revemm, where the treasure
collected in enormous heaps from the labour
of all, is styled the property of one, and
converted in such large proportion into the
wages of corruption, or pampered idleness, or
unnecessary service. In France, where law
is, in the language of plain truth, and not in
the jargon of fiction, the expression of the
general will, and where profusmn, if it exist,
will be the work of honest overmght, not of
knavish system, honour may be given with as
little scruple to the occasional as to the constant ministers of justice,
Where the service of the laws, instead of
attracting odium, is attended with honour, seeresy, the other remedy against odium, will
be the less necessary.
It will then only be
recurred to, when private enmity happens to
be an object of serious apprehension:
and
that will be the case only here and there by
accident,
Factitious encouragement is not only not
always necessary to the execution of the laws,
but, unless applied with due attention
to
human feelings, it may counteract the design
instead of forwarding it. Such is the case,
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where bare zndenmifieation from expense, or
! even an allowance short of such indemnification, is given under the name of reward :
such again is the case, where pecuniary re*
ward is given alone, without any mixture of
honorary, and without the capacity of being
exchanged for honorary.
It is the nature of money, when given in
the character of a reward, andin a proportion
not suited to the pecuniary circumstances of
i him to whom it is offered, to contract a dishonourable tinge : nor is anything more cornmoll than to see the repulsive quality of the
alloy an overmatch for the attractive quality
of the pecuniary advantage. In this way, while
you are applying encouragement in name, you
may be applying not only no encouragement,
but actual discouragement, in effect. Th_s is
universally the ease, where the costs of proseeution are thrown upon the informer, while
the chance of the reward is not worth the
certainty of the expense. While seeming to
invite, you actually drive away, men of every
description.
Those who profess to disdain
money cannot serve you, beeanse money is
offered them, and nothing else: those who
would be glad of money will not serve you,
beeanse the money you offer them is worth
nothing. Are examples wanted? The English
statute-book is full of them.
As to what concerns witnesses as such, considered apart from the contingency of their uppearing in the character of informer or that
of prosecutor, the means to be taken for
procuring them, and the question whether on
any and what grounds any person ought to be
excluded or excused from serving the law in
tMs capacity : these are inquiries which belong, not to the presen4 subject, but to that
of procedure.
§ 8. Differences between the English Attor.
hey- General, the _French Attorney- General,
and the proposed Pursuer- General
To judge from names, the business of prosecuting should stand on the same footing in
England as it did in France. In France there
is an office which gives to the possessor the
title of Attorney-General
; so is there in
England : but in point of extent, nothing can
be more different than their functions.
All
that the English attorney-general
does, was
done by the French officer of the same name :
but the latter did an infinity of business with
which it is not the custom for the former ever
to interfere.
In a word, in France the attorney-general was the sole prosecutor.
Add,
to the cases where in England the attorneygeneral appears as prosecutor, those in which
private persons act under that name, and
those in which the prosecutor is commonly
spoken of under the appellation of informer,
you have a tolerable idea of the function of
the attorney-general
in France.
blnmbera
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must bearsome proportion
toduty. InEngAs tothe laws on which depend liberty,
land,the attorney-ganeral
has oneassistant,property,
personalsafety,life,honour--m
the sollcitor-general
; and for any realne- short,almostthe whole body of thelawsto
cessity
thereisforhisservice,
eventhatone which the welfareof the community isatmight be spared. In France,the attorney- tached,hisoffÉce
might aswellhave no exgeneralwas Legion. The head magistrate istence,
forany benefit
thismost important
of thatname had either
a deputy (substitut)
classof the laws ism usetoreapfromit.
or a namesake, in every court of cnminui
How shouldthey? Of himself,
he hasno
jurisdiction.
In thatcountry,
judgesthem- power : he has no fundssthisdisposal.He
selveswere scarcelooked upon as more ne- isnotinfacta minister
ofjustice,
any more
cessarythan publicprosecutors,
than any privateattorneyis a ministerof"
In France,thisofficer
was the servantof justice.The treasury-board
arehisclients
:
the public,and the standinginstrumentof thetreasury-board
are his masters.Except
penal justice : if he served the king, it was his uniting in some sort the unnaturallyby accident, as he might serve any other m- separated functions of the advocate and the
dividual.
In England, he is the servant of attorney, he is nothing more than an advothe king : he is the instrument of the king's cute whom the managers of the king's money
passions : or, to speak with propriety (for have engaged to employ in causes of a certain
the king has no passions,) of the passions of description during pleasure. At his own exthe minister.
In this capacity, that the pub- pense he may indeed prosecute any body and
he mgy derive a benefit from his service is for anything, just as any other advocate or
not to be demed : but so may it from that of attorney, just as any other man, might do :
the law-agent of any other individual.
The but why should he, any more than any other
principal object is the service of the king:
man ? In instituting prosecutions he has
I mean always, of the minister.
The service,
no greater share of authority, no right more
if any be doue to the public, comes in colla- extensive, than every other man : not only
terally and by accident.
In treason, and all he, but his clients, the managers of the king's
other offences m which the king is the party money, have no more. What distinguishes
more immediately injured, there would in- them in this pa_icular from any private man
deed be no want of his activity : but treason is, not their having more authority, but their
happily is not the offence of every day. In having the disposal of more money. The
offences against the revenue you see now and king may employ an attorney, just as anythen some marks of his existence, because
body else may. What distinguishes this atthe whole revenue of the public is called, torney of his from other men's attorneys, is,
what so enormous a share of it really is, the that his client has more money to employ in
revenue of the king.
But here the activity
law than anybody else.
of this officer is necessarily circumscribed by
What this great officer possesses of pecuthe practice of voluntary prosecutors under liar and real power is all sheer abuse ; which,
the name of informers, and the natural inca- however, like so many other abuses, may by
pacity he is under of transacting any business accident have its good effects, by operating as
which has not the metropolis for its scene,
a corrective to some greater abuse : I mean,
But the most conspicuous, and not the least the power of issuing nob prosequi's ; the
active, of his functions, is pure unmixed
power of stopping prosecutions when insti.
mischief: punishing where prevention is as tuted by individuals.
If, in the countless
impracticable as it is undesirable : sacrificing multitude of the laws, there be any which are
to the passions of individuals one pretended
not fit to be executed, that is, which ought
delinquent out of ten thousand, without se- not to exist (and multitudes of such there
leetion and without rule : destroy_n 9, as far doubtless are,') this power may in so far be
as it can be destroyed, by efforts as impotent
capable of being put to a good use. If, among
to every public purpose as they are distressful
the laws fit in general to be executed, there
to individuals, the hberqt of the press: con- be any which in certain particular eases it
trlbuting what depends upon him towards
were better not to execute, so far likewise
smothering the public voice, and setting the the power is capable of being put to a good
trustees of the people above the controul and use. But what, in cases like these, is the
censure of their principals : and punishing
proper course ? Keeping on foot this power ?
men for disobedience to laws which have no No : but making the requisite alteration in
existence.
Here he is by engagement the the body of the laws.
Abolish those of the
servant of the king, and too often by loan the first-mentioned description : to those of the
servant of those who ought to be the setlatter, add the rea uisite exeeptive clauses.
rants of the people. Can he too be on this In the laws lies the disease : in the laws lies
account styled the servant of the people?
the proper and only effectualremedy.
Asto
Yes; if the executioner
can be called the him, what can be expected from him, with
servant of the victim on whom he performs his precarious palliative?
To which of all
his office,
these distempered Farts will he apply it ? To
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this one, to that one, or to neither ? Who
will say? It depends upon the nttorney-ge§ 9. Definder-General-2_'ecessity of the
wral of the moment, and upon the momanO_iee.
tary humour of the attorney-general: upon
Is the office of defender-general a needless
the humour of a mercenary, whom no ira- one? is it much less indispensable than that
possibility excludes from understanding the of pursuer-general? can itbe right that there
true interest of the pubhc in its various
should be always somebody for the prosecu.
branches, but whose interest and occupations
tion of delinquency, and that there should
have not been of such a nature as to present
never be anybody for the defence of innohim any peculiar occasion, or any peculiar in- cence ?
dueement, to understand it.
Why do I say
In England, as in France, the plan of policy
the atturney-general ? It depends jointly
on this head remains still in the same state
upon the humour and supposed interest of in which it was first traced out by the injusthis officer, and his superior the minister ; tice and insensibility of primeval barbarism.
whose caprices and whose passions club togeProsecution was not only the princapal obther in the dark, in unknown and inscrutable
ject of government, but the sole one: it filled
proportions, to compose this work of despo- the eye, and bounded the horizon, of despottism. While a dispensing power, so callin$
ism. That object provided for, the defenditself, is regarded with so much horror, is'It ant was to take care of himself as he could.
so sure that the same thing, under this other
It was the interest of the king that those who
name, will never be made use of to any other
were guilty should be punished: the mischief
purpose than a good one ? Is it so sqre that,
sustained by the offence was his in some
in the filling of this office, no minister will cases : the profit to be made out of the puever pitch upon a lawyer who is not wiser nishment might be made his in all cases. It
than the laws, or whose probity is not equal was no interest of the king's, that those who
to his wisdom ? And were this enormous
were not guilty should escape. By their pupower as incapable, as it is susceptible, of nishment he might get something: by their
being abused, what to the public would be acquittal he could get nothing: their acquitits value ?"
tal was therefore their concern, and none of
his: they were accordingly left to provide for
* Here, as elsewhere, let us blame establish- it as they could: and it was God's business,
ments, whichalone, and not individuals_arejusUy
if such were his pleasure, " to send them a
blameable : for mdiwduals are what the laws
have made them. Rare and thankless justice ! good deliverance."
In the eye of common
sense, of justice, and of humanity, there are
for the objects of jealousy and enmity are indivi.
duals; establishments, in spite of all their faults, two parties to every cause : but depotlsm acoften by reason of their very faults, the objects knowledges but one.
of fondness and admiration :--and that in proIn the pursuer-general
you have a magisportion to their antiquity; that is_ to the inex- Irate ready to be charged with the cause of
perience and ignorance of their authors. The
attorney-general, were his love of the public ever a plaintiff too poor and too friendless to find
so pammnate, could scarcely be more the servant another advocate.
But may not a poor man
of the public than he is. Paid, not by salary, have a claim to defend himself against, as
but by fees, he cannot stir a step beyond the or- well as a claim to _nake_ And under a penal
dinarytrackofofllce, without subjecting himself prosecution, is the poor man, of all others,
to imputations, whxch could not he pronounced to have none to help him.
unreasonable. In an officer thus circumstanced,
increase of duty would be increaseof peculation, order to himself to prosecute, he cannot, at least
lh_ecute, he cannot_ of himself, in any case, in an), novel instance, but at the risk of his rebut at the exTense of his fortune: promote an putatton.
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YovR predecessors made me a French Citi- whole." -- Part of the empire, say you ? Ye_,
zen: hear me speak like one. War thickens
in point of fact, they certainly are, or at least
roundyou: Iwillshowyooavastresource:
were. Yes: sowasNew-Yorkapartofthe
-- E_ANCIPATE YOURCOLONIES. You start : British empire, while the British army gutHear and you will be reconciled.
I say again,
risoned it: so were Longwy and Verdun parts
Emancipate
your Colonies. Justice, consisof the P*ussian or the Austrian empire t'other
teney, policy, economy, honour, generosity,
day. That you have, or at least hadpossesslon
all demand it of you : all this you shall see
of them, is out of dispute: the question is,
Conquer, you are still but running the race whether you now ought to have it?
of vulgar ambition : emancipate, you strike
Yes, you have, or had it: but whence came
out a new path to glory. Conquer, it is by it to yeu? Whence, but from the hand of
your armies: emancipate, the conquest is despotism.
Think how you have dealt by
your own, and made over yourselves.
To them.
One common Bastile inclosed them
give freedom at the expense of others, is but and you.
You knock down the jailor, you
conquest in disguise: to rise superior to con- let yourselves out, you keep them in, and put
querors, the sacrifice must be your own.yourselves into his place. You destroy the
Reasons you will not find wanting, if you
criminal, and you reap the profit, I mean alwill hear them: some more pressing than you ways what seems to you profit, of the crime.
might wish. What is least pleasant among
" Oh, but they _vfll send deputies;
and
them may pay you best for hearing it. Were
_hose deputies v_ll govern us, as much as we
it ever so unplcamnt, better hear it while it govern them."
Illusion ! What is that but
is yet time, than when it is too late, and doubling the mischief, instead of lessening it?
from one friend, than from a host of enemies.
To give yourselves a pretence for governing
If you are kings, you will hear nothing but a million or two of strangers, you admit half
flattery; if you are republicans, you will bear
a dozen.
To govern a million or two of
rugged truths,
people you don't care about, you admit half
I be_n with justice: it _tands foremost in a dozen people who don't care about you.
your thoughts.
And are you yet to learn,
To govern a set of people whose business
that on this ground the question is already
you know nothing about, you encumber yourjudged ?-- that you at least have judged it, selves with half a dozen starers who know
and given judgment agmnst yourselves ? -nothing about yours. Is this fraternity ? --is
You abhor tyranny : you abhor it in the lump
this liberty and equality ? Open domination
not less than in detail: you abhor the subwould he a less grievance.
Were I an Amerijection of one nation to another: you call it can, I had rather not be represented at all,
slavery.
You gave sentence in the case of than represented thus. Iftyrannymustcome,
Britain against her eolonies : have you so soon let it come without a mask. " Oh, but inforgot that sentence ?- have you so soon formation"
True, it must be had ; but to
forgot the school in which you served your give information, must a man possess a vote ?
apprenticeship to freedom?
:
Frenchmen,
how would you like a parliaYou choose your own government:
why ment of ours to govern you, you sending six
are not other people to choose theirs ? Do members to it ? London is not a third part
you seriously mean to govern the world, and so far from Paris as London from the Orko
do you call that libertyf
What is become of: neys, or Paris from Perpignan.
You start-the rights of men? Are you the only men think then, what may be the feelings of the
who have rights ? Alas ! my fellow citizens,
colonists. Are they Frenchmen ? -- they will
have you two measures ?
feel like Frenchmen.
Are they not French" Oh ! but they are but a part of the men ? _then where is your right to govern
empire, and a part must be governed by the them ?
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Is equality what you want? I will tell you themselves?
A minority among them might
how to make it. As often as France sends choose rnther to be governed byyou than by
eommlssaries with fleets and armies to govern their antagonists, the majority : but is it for
t_he colonies, let the colonies send commisyou to protect minorities ? Amajority, which
saries with equal fleets and armies to govern did not feel itself so strong as it could wish,
France.
might wish to borrow a little strength of you:
What are a thousand such pleas to the --but for the loan of a moment, would you
purpose ? Let us leave imagination, and con- exact a perpetual annuity of servitude ?
sult feelings. Is it for their advantage to be
" Oh, but they are aristocrats."
Are they
governed by you rather than by themselves ? so? Then I am sure you have no right to
Is it for your advantage to govern them ra- govern them: then I am sure it is not their
ther than leave them to themselves,
interest to be governed by you : then I am
Is it then for their advantage to be governed
sure it is not your interest to govern them.
by a people who never know, nor ever can Are they aristocrats? they hate you. Are
know, either their inclinations ortheirwauts?
they aristocrats? you hate them. For what
What is it you ever can know about them ? would you wish to govern a people who hate
The wishes they entertain ? the wants they you ? Will they hate you the less for governlabour under ? No such thing; but the wishes
ing them ? Are a people the happier for being
they entertained, the wants they laboured un. governed by those they hate ? If so, send for
der, two months ago : wishes that may hate
the duke of Brnuswick, and soar hira on your
changed, and fcr the best reasons: wants that throne.
For what can you wish to govern a
may have been relieved, or become uurelievpeople whom you hate ? Is it for the pleasure
able. Dotheyapplytoyouforjustice?
Truth
of making them miserable? Is not this copyis unattainable for want of evidence: You get ing the Fredericks and the Francises ?--is not
not atenth part, perhaps, of the witnesses you this being aristocrats, and ariatoerats with u
ought to have, and those perhaps only on one vengeance _
side. Do they ask succours of you? You
Butwhydcalinsuppositionsandputcases?
put yourselves to immense expense: You fit Two colonies, Martinico and Guadalupe, have
out an armament, and when it arrives, it finds already pronounced the separation. Has that
nothing to be done; the party to whom you satisfied you ? I am afraid rather it has irri.
send it are either conquerors or conquered, m
tated you. T,hey have shaken off the yoke;
Do they want subsistence ? Before your supply
and you have decreed an armament to fasten
reaches them, they are starved. No negliit on again. You are playing over again our
gence could put them in a situation so help- old game. Democrats in Europe, you are
less as that in which, so long as they continue aristocrats in America.
What is this to end
dependent on you, the nature of things has in ? If you will not be good citizens and good
fixed them, _n spite of all your solicitude.
Frenchmen, be good neighbours and good
Solicitude, did I say ? How can they ex- allies, When you have conquered Martinieo
pect any such thing? What care you, or what and Guadalupe, conquer the United States,
can you care, about them ? what do you know
and give them back to Britain.
about them ? What picture can you so much
" Oh, but the Capets will get hold of
as form to yourselves of the country? what
them." So much the better. Why not let the
conception can you frame to yourselves of Capers go to America ? Europe would then
manners and modes of life so different from be rid of them. Are they bad neighbours?
your own? When will you ever see them ? rejoice that they are at a distance. Why
when will they ever see you ? If they suffer, should not the Capets even reign, since there
will their cries ever wound your ears ? will are those that choose to be governed bythem ?
their wretchedness ever meet your eyes ? why should not even the Capers reign, while
What time have you to think about them ? it is in another hemisphere ? Such aristoPressed by so many important objects that crats as you do not kill, you yourselves talk
are at your door, how uninteresting win be of transporting. What do you mean to make
the tale that comes from St. Domingo or of them when transported? Slaves? If you
Martinique ?
must have slaves, keep them rather at home,
What is it you want to govern them for? where they will be more out-numbered by
What, but to monopolize and cramp their freeman, and kept in better order. If you
trade ? What is it they can want you to go- mean they should be transported without
yarn them for? Defence?
Their only dan- being enslaved, why not let them transport
ger is from you.
i themselves ?
Do they like to be governed by you ? Ask
Does your delicacy forbid your communithem, and you will know. Yet why ask them, caring with the degraded despots? You need
as it'you did not know? Theymaybe better
not communicate with them: your eommupleased to be governed by you than by any- nication is with the people.
You take the
body else; but is it possible they should not people as you find them : you give them to
be still bettm, pleased to be governed by themseh,es: and if afterwards theychome te
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give themselves to anybody else, it is their
doing : you neither need, nor ought to have
any concern in it.
" Oh, but the good citizens! what will
become of the good citizens?"
What will
become of them ? Their fate depends upon
yourselves. Give up your domimon, you may
save them: fight for it, you destroy them.
Secure, if you can do it without force, a fair
emission of the wishes of all the citizens : if
what you call the good citizens are the majority, they will govern ; if a minority, they
neither will nor ought to govern : but you
may gave them safety if you please. This you
may do for them at any rate, whether those
in whose hands you find them submit to collect the sense of the majority or refuse it.
Conclude not, that if you cease to maintmn
tyranny, you have no power to insure justice,
Think not, that those who resist oppression
must be deaf to kindness.
Set the example
of justice : you who, if you preferred destrucuon, might use force, set the example of
justice : the most perverse wall be ashamed
not to follow it. How different are the same
words from a tyrant and from a benefactor !
Abhorrence and suspicion poison them in the
one ease : love and confidence sweeten them
in the other,
Would you see your justice shine with unrivalled lustre ? Call m commissaries from
some other nation, and add them to your own.
Do this ; do it of your own accord : it will
be certain you can mean nothing but justice,
The cool and unbiassed sentiments of these
strangers will be a guide to the judgment,
and a check upon the affections, of your own
delegates. They will be pledges and evidence,
to you and to the world, of the probity of
their colleagues.
Think not that I mean to
propose to you to crouch to the insolence of
armed mediation, or to adopt the abominations of the guaranteeing system : think not
that I am for acting over again the tragedies
of Poland, Holland, or Geneva. The business
to be settled is_not constitution but admirestration : not perpetual law but temporary arrangement.
Themediatorseomeonlybecause
you bid them, and they come unarmed,
Thus you may save the good citizens : for
you may save everybody.
Keep to the plan
of domination, you save nobody. The first
victims are the very persons you are so solieltous to save : so at least it is in two great
islands:
for there they are already overpowered.
Then comes your armament, with
double destruction
at its heels : if it is repulsed, you are disappointed
and disgraced;
if it conquers, then come beheadings and confiseations.
Such are the two plans. Which,
then, do you choose ? Universal safety, or
reciprocal destruction ?--abhorrence,
or admiration ?_the
curses of your friends, or
the benedictions of your enemies ?
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But suppose the colonists unanimous, and
unammous in your favour, ought you even
then to keep them ? By no means : they are
a milhon or two: you are five or six-andtwenty milhons.
Think not, that because l
mentioned them first, it is for their sake in the
first place that I wash to see them free. No.
it xs the mischief you do yourselves by maintazning this unnatural domination ; it is the
mischief to the six-and-twenty
millions that
occupies a much higher place in my thoughts.
What if colonies, as they are called, are
worth nothing to you _ What if they are
worth less than nothing ? If you prefer injustice (pardon me the supposition,) are you
sofond oflt as to commit it to your ownloss?
What, then, should they be worth to you,
but by yie]chng a surplus of revenue, beyond
what is necessary for their own maintenance
and defence ? Do you, can you, get any such
surplus from them ? If you do, you plunder
them, and violate your own principles.
But
you neither do, nor ever have done, nor in.
tend to do, nor ever can do, any such thing.
The expense of the peace establishment
you mayknow: and I much question whether
any revenue you can draw from them can so
much as equal that expense. But the expense
of defence m time of war you do not know,
nor ever can know.
It is no less than the
expense of a navy capable of overawing that
of Britain.
" Oh, but the produce of our colonies is
worth so many millions a-year : it has been,
and when qmet is restored x_ull be again all
this, ff we were to give up our colonies, we
should lose." lllusmn ! The income of your
colonies your income ? Just as much as that
of Britam is your income.
Have eolomsts,
then, no propertaes ? If they are theirs, how
are they yours ? Are they theus and yours at
the same time ? Impossible.
If out of a hundred millions they spend or lay up a hundred
millions, prayhow much is there left for you?
Can you take a penny of that income more
than they choose to gave you _ or would you,
ff you could 9 We have no such pretension,
unless it be over conquered eolomes, m our
land of what you call imperfect liberty.
" Oh, but of this income of theirs, a great
part centres here : it comes to buy our goods :
it constitutes a great part of our trade--all
this at least we shodd lose."
Another illusion ! Must you govern a people in order to
sell your goods to them? Is there that people
upon earth who do not buy goods of you ?
You sell goods to Britain, don't you?
And
do you govern Britain?
When a colonist
sends you sugar, does he give it you for nothing ? Does not he make you give him
value for it ? Give value for it then, and you
will have it still.
When he is his own master, will the sugar be eanno_ use be less a
burthen to him than it is now ? Will he be.
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|ess in want of whatever it is he now buys
withsugar?
What you now sell to him, suppose you were to sell it to him no longer,
would you be the poorer ? Is there nobody
else that would buy it ? Is it worth nothzng ?
What is it to you to whom you sell your
goods ? When do you know befbrehand whether it is John or Thomas that will buy, or
that will consume your goods ; Andlfyou did,
what would you be the better _ Are youthen
really afraid of not finding any thing to produce that shall find purchasers ? Is it that
what you can find to sell is worth nothing,
andwhat youwanttobuyworthevcrything?
If such be your danger, what xs your colonist's?
What you want of him is hxurywhat he wants of you is existence.
Suppose
he gets the article, whatever it be, corn or
_ny thing ; suppose he gets it for the moment
from some other shop instead of yours.
Is
there a grain the more corn in the world to
sell in consequence of this change of his, or
a single mouth the less that wants corn, and
has money or money's worth to give for it ?
By buying at that other shop, does not he
empty that shop of so much corn, which some
other customer, who would otherwise have
got it at that shop, must now directly or indirectly get of you?
Iwilltellyouagreatandimportant,
though
too much neglected truth-TRADE IS THE
CHILD OF CAPITAL : In proportion to the
quantity of capital a country has at its disposal, will, in every country, be the quantity
of its trade.
While you have no more capital employed in trade than you have, all the
power on earth cannot give you more trade :
while you have the capital you have, all the
power upon earth cannot prevent your hawng
the trade you have.
It may take one shape
or another shape ; it may give you more toreign goods to consume, or more home goods;
it may give you more of one sort of goods, or
more of another ; but the quantity and value
of the goods of all sorts it gives you will
always be the same, without any difference
which it is possible to ascertain, or worth
while to think about.
I am a merchant,
I
have a capital of £10,000 in trade. Suppose
the whole Spanish West Indies laid open to
me ; could I carry on more trade with my
£10,000thanIdonow?
Suppose the French
West Indies shut against me; would my
£10,000 be worth nothing?
If every toreign market were shut up against me without exception, even then would my £10,000
be worth nothing?
If there were no sugar
to be bought, there is at any rate land to
be improved.
If a hundred pounds worth
of sugar be more valuable than a hundred
pounds worth of corn, butcher's meat, wme,
or oil, still corn, butcher's meat, wine, and
oil, are not absolutely without their value,
If, article after article ,you were driven out of
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every article of your foreign trade, the worst
that could happen to you would be the bemg
reduced to lay"out so much more than otherwise )ou would havelaid out in the improvement of )'our land.
The supposition is unaginary and impos_lble, but if it were true, is
there any thing in it so horrible ?
Yes ; it is quantity qf _apztal, not extent of
marhet, that determines the quantity of trade.
Open a new market, you do not, unless by
accident, increase the sum of trade. Shut up
an old market, you donot, unless byaccldent,
or for the moment, diminish the sum of trade.
In what case, then, is the stun of trade increased by a new market _ If the rate of clear
profit upon the capital employed in the new
trade is gleater than it would have been m
any old one, and not otherwise.
But the
existence of this extra profit is always taken
for granted, never proved. It may indeed be
true by accident : but another thing is taken
ior granted which is never true ; it is, that
the whole of the profit made upon the capital
which, instead of being employed m some old
trade, is employed inthis new one, is somuch
addition to the sum of national profit that
would otherwise have been made: what is
only transferred is considered as created.
If
after making 12 per cent. upon a capital of
£10,000 in an old trade, a man made but
l0 per cent. upon the same capital in a new
trade, who does not see, that instead of gainmg £1200 a-year, he, and through him the
nation he belongs to, loses £200 by the
change : and so it is, if instead of one such
merchant, there were a hundred.
Instead of
this £200 a-year loss, your com*tds de commerce
and boards of trade set down to the national
account £1000 a-year gain : especially if it
be to a very dastant and httle known part of
the world, such as a southern whale-fishery, a
revolted Spanish colony, or a Nootka Sound:
and it is welllfthey do not set down the whole
capital of £10,000 as gum into the bargain.
" Oh, but we give ourselves a monopoly
of their produce, and so we get it cheaper
than we should otherwise, and so we make
them pay us for governing them." Not you,
indeed ; not a penny: the attempt Is iniqultous, and the profit an illusion.
The attempt, I say, is iniquitous,
it is an
aristocratical
abommatmn:
it is a cluster of
aristocratical
abominations:
it is iniquitous
towards them;
but much more as among
yourselves.
Abomination the 1st. Liberty, property,
and equality violated on the part of a large
class of citizens (the colonists) by preventing
them from carrying their goods to the markets which it is supposed would be most advantageous to them, and thence keeping from
them so much as it is supposed they would
otherwise acquire.
Abomination 2d. One part of a nation
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(the people of France) taxed to raise money
to maintain by force the restraints so imposed
upon another part of the nation (the colonists.)
Abomination 3d. The poor, who after all
are unable to buy sugar -- the poor in France,
taxed in order to pay the rich for eating it.
Necessaries abridged for the support of luxury,
The burthen falls upon the rich and poor in
common : the benefit is shared exclusively by
the rich.
The injustice is not such in appearance
only: as it would be, if what is thus taken
or meant to be taken from the colomsts went
to make revenue:
it would then be only a
mode of taxation.
In France (it might then
be said) people arc taxed one way, m the
colonies another : the only quesuon would
then be about the eliglbihty of the mode.
But revenue is here out of the case: nothing
goes to the nation in common; everything
goes to individuals : if it is a tax, it is a tax
the produce of which is squandered
away
before collection ; it is a tax the produce of
which, instead of being gathered into the
treasury, is given away to sugar-eaters.
But even as to sugar-eaters,
the profit, I
say, is an iIlusmn.
For does the monopoly
you give yourselves against the growers of
sugar so much as keep the price of sugar
lower than it would be otherwise .9 Not a
sixpence.
Lower than theprice at which the
commodity is kept by the average rate of
profit on trade in general, no monopoly can
reduce the price of this commodity any more
than of any other, for any length of time
you may keep your subjects from selling their
sugars elsewhere, but you cannot force them
to raise it for you at a loss. Lower than this
natural price, no monopoly can ever keep it :
down to this price, natural competltmn cannot fail to reduce it, sooner or later, without
monopoly. Customers remainingastheywere,
without
increase of the number of traders
there can be no reduction of price. Monopoly,
that is, exclusion of customers, has certainly
no tendency to produce increase of the numher of traders: it may pinch the profits of
those whom it first falls upon, but that is not
the way to invite others.
Monopoly, accordingly, as far as it does anything, produces
mischiefwithoutremedy.
High prices, onthe
other hand--the
mischief against which monopoly is employed as a remedy--high
prices,
produced by competition
among customers,
cannot m any degree produce inconvenience
without laying a proportionate foundation for
the cure. From high profits in trade comes
influx of traders, from influx of traders competition among traders, from competition among
traders reduction of prices, till the rate of profit in the trade m questmn is brought down to
the same level as in others,
Were it possible for monopoly to keep
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prices lower than they would be otherw_set
would it be possible for anybody to tell how
much lower, and how many sixpences a-year
were saved to sugar-eaters by so many millions imposed upon the people?
No, never:
for since, where the monopoly subsists against
the producers, there is nothing but the monoo
poly to prevent accession of, and competition
among the producers, competihon runs along
with the monopoly, and to prove that any part
of the effect is produced by the monopoly and
not by the competition, is impossible.
" Oh, but we have not done with them
We give ourselves another monopoly :
we give ourselves the monopoly of their custom, and so we make them buy things dearer
of us than they would otherwise, besides buying things of us which otherwise _hey would
buy of other people; and so we make them
pay us for governing them."
Mere il|uslon !
In the articles whmh you can make better
and cheaper than foreigners can, which you
can funalsh them with upon better terms than
foreigners can, not a penny do you get in consequence of the monopoly, more than you
[ without it. You prevent their buying
their goods of any body but your own people:
true; but what does this signify v You do
not force them to buy of any one or more
of your own people to the exclusion of the
rest.
Your _,-a people, then, have still the
faculty of undcrselhng
one another without
strut, and they have the same inducement to
exercise that faculty under the monopoly, as
they would have without it.
It is still the
competition that sets the price. In this case
as in the other, the monopoly is a chip in
porridge.
It is still the proportion of the
profit of these branches of trade to the average rate of profit in trade that regulates this
competition:
it is still the quantity of the
capital which there is to be employed in trade
that regulates the average rate of profit in
trade.
In the instance of such articles as you can
not make better or cheaper than foreigners
can, in the instance of articles which you can
not furnish them with on better terms tha_
foreigners can, it is still the same illusion,
though perhaps not qmte so transparent.
Not
a penny does the nation get (I mean the total
productive
industry of all kinds) not a penny does the
nation get by this preference of bad articles
to good ones, more than it would otherwise.
In France, any more than anywhere
else,
people do not get more by the goods they produce than if there were no such monopoly:
for if the rate of profit in the articles thus favoured were higher one moment, competition
would pull it down the next. All that results
from the monopoly you thus give yourselves
of the custom of your colonies is, that goods
of all sorts are somewhat worseforthemoney
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all over the world than they would be otherwise. People in France are engaged to produce, for the consumption of the French co|crees, goods in which they succeed not so
well as England for example, instead of producmg for their own consumption, or that of
some other nation, goods in whmh they succced better than England
People m England. on the other hand, being so far kept
from producing the goods they could have succeeded best in, are m so far turned aside to
the production of goods m which the) do not
succeed so well and thu_ it l_ all the wmld
over. The happiness of mankind is not much
nnpalred, perhaps, by the difference between
_earmg goods of one pattern, and goods of
another, but, though much l_ not lo,t perhips to anybody by the arrangement, what l_
certain 1% that nothing is gamed b) It to anybody, and particularl? to France
Will you believe experience _ Turn to the
United Statc_. Befiwethe separatmn, Britain
had the monopol) of their trade: upon the
separation, of course she lo_-t it. ttow much
less 1_their trade _lth Britain now than then _
On the contrary, it is much greater
All ttu- _ hlle, is not the monopoly a_amst
the colonists clogged with a _ou_tte_-monopoly9 To make amend_ to the colonists fi)r
their bcmg excluded from otheI mmkets, are
not the people m France foltmlden to take
colony produce from other colomes, though
the) could get it ever so much cheaper _ If
so, would not the benefit to France, if there
were an3, fronl the _uppo_ed gamtul rochepol), be outweighed by the hur_llen of that
whmh l_ ackno_ledged
to be hurthensome _
h'e_--the
t)enefit l_ imagmar}, and it is
clogged with a burthen which l_ real
Monopol),therefore,
amlcounter-aionopoly
taken together, _ugar must come the dearcr
to _u_ar-eatcr% m.,tead of cheaper to a eertam degree fur a constancy,
mid much more
oeca..mnally, when the dearness occa_mned
by a failure of crops in the French eohuues,
_s by the counter-monopoly
against F_ance
prc*ented trom being reheved b) lmport_from
othei eolome.., where crops ha*e been more
favourable
If monopoly favoured cheapness, _hwh _t
does not, it would favour it to the neglect of
another object, steachm,_._ of prwe, _ Inch _
of more importance.
It is not a man'_ not
having sugar to eat that dl_tre.ssc._ hun' Citesus, Apiems, Ilehogabalus, had no sugar to
eat _*hat dl_tresse_ a man is his not being
able to get what he has been used to, or riot
so much of at a* he ha_ been n,ed to
The
monopoly against the French colonies, wele it
to contribute ever _o much to the cheapness
of the price, could contribute nothing to the
stead,nes_ of it' on the contrary, m conicqnence of the counter-monopol)
_t _s clogged
with, its tendency rs to perpetuate the oppo-
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site inconvenience, variation. Any monopoly
whmh France gives herself against her colonies will not prevent any of those accidents
in consequence of wlnch sugar is produced
in less abundance in those colonies than at
others: and when it is scarce there, the menopoly agmnst France will prevent France
from getting from other places _here it xs to
be had cheaper
How much dearer is sugar in countries
wlneh have no eolomes than ill those which
have _ Let those inquire who think it worth
the while.
They will then see the utmost
whwh m any suppositmn it would be possible
for the hody el sugar-eater_ in France to
lose. Not that thlsloss could amount to anything like the above difference- for, in as far
as tho_e countries get their sugar from rochepohzed colonies, wMeh nmst be through the
medmm of some monopohzmg country, they
get it loaded with the occasional dearth produeed thus by the effects of the counter-menopoly above meutmned, and loaded more or
less with constant import taxe% besides the
expense of circuitous freight and multiplied
merchant's profit.
May not monopoly, then,force down priee_ ?
Most certainly
Will it not, then, keep tltem
down +_B), no means. If 1 ha_e goods I call
make no uce of, and there is but one nian in
the wnrhl that I can _ell them to, _ooncr than
not sell them, though the', cost me a hundred
pounds to make, l _ill sell them for _lxpence.
Thn_ monopoly will heat down prn'es.
But
_hall I go on making them and selling them
at that late _ Notif I am ill m_ senses Thus
monopoly _lll not keep down prmes, tIence
then comes all the error m iavour (if moDepohes--from
not attending to the difference
between forcing down p,mes and keeping
them down.
When an artmle i_ dear, it is by no means
a matter of indifference whether it is made
so by freedom or hy force. Dearth wlneh as
natural, is a mlstortune'
dearth whwh is
c_eated, is a grievance. Suffering takes quite
a different colour, when the sense of oppresslon is mixed with it
Even if the effect of
a monopoly ix nottung, lt_ inefficiency as a
remedy does not take away lt_ mahgnity as
a grievance.
What then do you get b) the monopolizing
_wtem, take it altogether,_ You getthe credit
of this grmvance; you get occasional dearth ;
)ou get the losq you are at by the armaments
you keep up against smuggling; you get the
expense of prosecution, and the waste and
mlsely attendaat upon fine and confiscation.
" Oh, but the duties upon the colony trade
produce revenue to us." I dare say they do :
and what then? Must )ou govern a country
in order to tax your trade with it? Is there
that country that does not produce revenue
to you? You tax your trade with Britain,
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don't you? and do you govern Britain? You and if the jail be a large one, this may be no
tax British goods as high as smuggling will such easy matter. In Guadalupe, Martinico,
permit: could you tax them higher if they and St. Domingo, what could the expense
came fi'om the colonies ?--would
you if you amount to--the
prisoners all refractory, and
could ?--would
you tax your own subjects
making holes and beating down doors and
higher than you would strangers _
walls, at every opportunity,
with people on
I will show you how you mayget revenue
the outside to help them? Let those calcuout of them : I will show you the way, and late who may think it worth their while.
the only way in which, if you choose iniquity,
In all this there are no figures--why?
you may make it profitable.
Tax none of because nothing turns upon figures. Figures
their produce, tax none of your imports from might show what the incomes of your eolothem ; "of all such taxes, every penny i_ paid nists amount to ; and what the incomes of
by yourselves.
Tax your exports to them : your colonists amount to is nothing to you,
tax all your exports to them: tax them as for they are their incomes, and not yours.
high as smugghng will admit : of all such Figures might show the amount of your _rntaxes, every penny is paid by them.
ports from )our colonies ; and it makes noI will show you how much more you could thing to the question; for they do not sell it
get in this way from them than from foreignyou without being paid for it, and they would
ers. You could not, it must be confessed, get, not be the less glad to be paid for it for being
unless by accident, more per cent. on what free.
Figures might show the produce of
they took from you, than on what foreigners
your taxes on those _rnports; and it makes
took from you- for smngghng, which hmits
nothing to the question, for you might get it
the rate per cent. you could thus levy upon equally whether the producers of those arforeigners, limits m hke manner the rate tlcles were dependent or independent, and it
per cent. you could levy upon your vassals,
is your own people at home that pay It. FiRemote countries hke the colomes might
gures might show, what you sold in the way
indeed afford less faclhty for smug_hng out of exports to your rolomsts m this and that
of France than conhguous countries, and so, shape : and At makes nothing to the question ;
the expense of smuggling being the greater,
for consumption,
not sale, is the final use of
the tax would admit of being set higher with- production, and if you dad not sell it in that
out having the productiveness of it destroyed
shape, you would sell it or consume it m anby smugghng'
but whatever latitude is thus other.
Figures m_ght show you the amount
given, is given, you see, not by alienshlp but of the taxes you levy on those exports,
and
by distance,
nothing turns upon that amount ; for if the
You could not, I say, get more per cent.
price of the article will bear the amount of
in this way flora your vassals, as such, than
the tax without the help of such amonopoly
if they were foreigners ; but what you could as subjectmn only can insure, you may get
get from them, is that same _ate of profit,
it from them when independent
as well as
with greater certainty as to the exteT*tof at. from other foreigners, and if it w_ll not, nelForeigners nnght qmt your market at any ther _411 they bear to see it raised so high, nor
time. and would quit at, if, after the tax thus
wall you bear to rinse it so high, as to pay
levied upon them, they could not get the the expense of a marine capable of blocking
good, they want, upon as good terms from up all their ports, and defending so many vast
you as elsewhere.
Your own vassals could and dLstant countrlesagainst
the rlvalpowers,
not quit your market, except m as iar a_ smugwith the inhabitants on their side.
gling wouhl enable them ; for by the supposi" Oh, but they are a great part of our
tion they have no other. Upon foreigners the power."
Say rather, the whole ofyoTLr weaktax is an expenment,
and what you risk by nest. Ir. your own natural body, you are imthe expermmnt
As, the temporary
distress
pregnable ; Anthose unnatural excrescences,
to individuals proportioned
to the decrease,
you are vulnerable. Are youattackedat
home?
whatever at he, of that branch of trade, for not a man can you ever get from them ; not
as to the absolute sum of tzade, or, to speak a sixpence.
Are they attacked?
they draw
more distinctly, of national wealth, it suffers upon you for fleets and mmms.
nothing, a_ you have seen, beyond the amount
If }ou were resolved to keep them, could
of the relative and momentary decrease : so you ? It may be worth your consideratmn.
Is
that the whole produce of this tax is so much it not matter of some doubt, even now when
clear gain to the revenue, for which nothing As you have them to defend only against thempaid, or so much as risked, be)ond the abo)eselves: can there be a moment's doubt, when
mentioned momentary and contingent
dis- the power of Brltmn is throwninto the scale?
tress to individual traders. Upon }our own Five mcn of war, 1 thank, or some such matvassals there is nothing for cxpenment to as- ter, you have ordered out to defend them
certain : you have them in a jail, and you against one another.
Ask your mimster of
set what price you please on their existence,
the marine, can he spare fifty more to defe:_d
only you must keep the door well locked
them against their protectors ? Fifteen thou-
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sand are bound for Martinico to fight aristocrats : ask your war-minister whether Cusfine can spare 30,000 more of his best men
to fight Britons.
Do not feed yourselves with illusions. You
cannot be everywhere : you cannot do every
thing.
Your resources, great as they are,
have still their limzts.
The land is yours,
But do you think it possible for you to keep
it so, and the sea likewise ?-- the land against
every body, and at the same time the sea
against Britain 9 Look back a little.
Could
Spain, Holland, and America together, save
you from the 10th of Apml _ How _all it be
now ? America is neutral. Spain and Holland
are again,t you. Send as many ships as )ou
can, England alone can send double the number, and if that be not sufficient, treble.
" Oh, but times are changed " Idare behere it. What superior blavery can do will
be done. But how little does that amount
to on such an element ? Can bravery keep a
ship fi'om sinking ? With skill anything like
equal, can any possible difference in point of
bravery make up for the difference between
two and one 9
Consider a little : a ship is not a town, that
you can bombard it wath orators, and decrees
for the encouragement
of desertion,
and declarations of the rights of men ; a ship i_ not
a town, out of which the lukewarm can slip
away, or into which a few fiiends can give
you admittance.
You are brave, but neither
are English seamen remarkably deficient in
point of bravery.
If you have your lights,
they have their prejudices,
they may find it
not so easy as }ou may think to comprehend
the doctrine of forced liberty
they may prefer a made constitution which gives tranqmlhty, to an unmade one under which security
is yet to come: they may question the right
of the thousands who address you, to answer
for the millions who are bid to abhor you :
they may prefer the George whom theyknow,
to a Frost whom they never heard of.
Hear a paradox--it
is a true one. Give up
your colonies, they are yours: keep them,
they are ours. This is what I most tremble
at: excuse me_I
am an Englishmaa -- it
touches me the most nearly,
" Oh, but the people of Bourdeaux."-Well_ what of the people of Bourdeaux ?
Are the passions of one town to set at nought
the interest of the whole nation 9 Are jusrice, prosperity, possibility, to be fought with
for their sake? Think more honomably of
their patriotism.
Address them, enlighten
them, persuade them : and if you find a diffieulty in bridling that speck on your own
continent, think whether you will find it
easier to master so many vast and distant
islands, with Britain on their side.
To yield to justice is what must happen
to the mightiest and proudest nations.
Dis-
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grace or honour follows, according to the
mode. Britain yielded to America : Britain
yielded to Ireland.
On which occasion was
her dignity best preserved ?
Sitting where you do, call it not courage
to drive on in the track of war and violence.
There is nothing in such courage that is
not compatible with the basest cowardice.
The passions you gratify are your own passions : but the blood you shed is the blood ot
your feUow-cltizens.
Who can say what it costs you at present
to guard colonics9 Who can say what you
might save by parting with them'_-- I should
be aft aid to say it--almost
the whole of your
marine ? What do you keep a marine for but
to guard colonies ? Whom have you to fear
I but the English ? and why, but for your co! lomes? To defend your trade, say you? Do
us justice, we are not pirates.
We should
not meddle with your merchantmen,
if you
had not a single frigate, we should not mvade your coasts, if you had not a single fort.
We have ambition arid injustice enough, but
it does not show itself in that shape. Do we
hurt the trade of Denmark, Sweden, Naples,
any of the inferior powers ? Never : except
they carry your trade for you, when you are
at war with us for colonies --What do I say?
If we ourselves have a marine, it is not ibr
trade, it is for colonies: it is because some of
us long to take your colonies, all of us tear
your taking ours.
Is consistency wolth preserving?
Is your
boasted conquest-abjuring
decree--that
deeree which might indeed be boasted of if it
were kept _is that most beneficial of all laws
to be anything better than waste paper? The
letter, I fear, has been longbroken : the spirit
of it may be yet restored, and restored with
added lustre.
Set free your eolomes, then
everything is as it should be.
" We meorpolatcd Savoy and Avignon," you may say,
" because it was their wish to join us : we
part with our distant brethren, because hke
us they choose to be governed by themselves.
Mutual convenience sanctioned our eomphante with the wishes of our foreign neighhours: mutual inconvenience,
the result of
unnatural
conjunction _mutual
ineonvenience, as soon as it was understood, made us
follow, and even anticipate the wishes of our
distant fellow-citizens.
Reduction of the expenses of defence was the inducement to our
union with those whom we either bordered
on or inclosed: the same advantage, but in
a much superior degree, rewards us for the
respect we show to the wishes and interests
of the inhabitants of another hemisphere.
To
neutral powers we give much cause for sarisx_aetlon, none for jealousy.
Our acquisitions
are two small provinces : our sacrifices are,
besides continental settlements in every quarter of the globe, a multitude of islands, the
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least of them capable of holding both our acquisitinns."
Were such your language, everything would be explained, everything set to
rights. While you take what suits you, keeping what does not suit you, you aspire openly
to universal domination : with fraternity in
your lips, you declare war against mankind,
Shake off your splendid incumbrances,
the
sins of your youth are atoned for, and your
character for truth, probity, moderation, and
philanthropy
built on everlasting ground,
In the event of a rupture with Spain, you
have designs, I think, in favour of her colohies.
With what view ? To keep them ?
Say so boldly, and acknowledge yourselves
worthy successors of Louis XIV.
To give
them independence ? W_hy not give it then
where it is already in your power to give it ?
Will you put your constituents to an immense
expense for the chance of giving liberty, and
refuse it when you can give it for a certainty
and for nothing.
Compare the pictures--_"
liberty without bloodshed on the one hand ;
bloodshed, with only a chance for liberty, on
the other. Which is the best present ? Which
of the two is most congenial to your taste ?
Is it the bloody one ? Go then to those colonists -- go with hberty on your lips, and
with fetters in your hands--go
and hearthem
make this answer : " Frenchmen, we believe
you intend liberty for us strangers, when we
have seen you give it to your own brethren 1"
You whohold us so cheap, who look down
with such contemptuous pity on our corruption, on our pre_udlees, on our imperfect liberty-- how long will you take our example
to govern you, and of all parts of it those
which are least defensible ? Is it a secret to
you any more than to ourselves, that they
cost us much, that they yield us nothing-that our government makes us pay them for
suffering it to govern them--and
that, allthe
use or purpose of this compact is to make
places, and wars that breed more places ?
You who look down with so much disdain
on our corruption, on our prejudices, on our
imperfect liberty, how long will you submit
to copy a system, in which corruption and
prejudice are in league to destroy liberty ?-a compact between government and its colohies, of which the mother country is the
sacrifice and the dupe ?
You have seen hitherto only what is essential--collateral
advantages crowd in in
numbers.
Saving of the time of public men,
simplification of government, preservation of
internal harmony, propagation of liberty and
good government over the earth,
You are chosen by the people : you mean
to be so ; you are chosen by the most mimerous part, who must be the least learned, of
the people. This quality, with all its advantages and disadvantages,
you the children of
the people, must expect more or less to par-
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take of. Inform yourselves as you can, labour
as you will, reduce your business as much as
you will, you need not fear the finding it too
light for you. What a mountain of arguments
and calculations must yon have to struggle
under, if you persevere in the system of colony-holdmg, withitsmonopoliesandcountermonopolies ! What a cover for tyranny and
peculation I Give your commissaries insufficient power, they are laughed at : give them
sufficient, your servants become dangerous to
their masters.
All this plague you get rid of,
by the simple expedient of letting go those
whom you have no right to meddle wath.
Cleared of all this rubbish of mischievous and
false science, your law_ will be free to put
on their best ornament : then, and not till
then, you may see them simple as they ought
: to be--simple as those who sent you, simple
as yourselves.
Yes, citizens, your ume, all
the time you either have or can make, is the
property of those who know you and whom
you know : you have none to bestow upon
those distant strangers.
Great differences of opinion, and those attended with no little warmth, between the
tolerators and proscribers of negro slavery:-emancipation throws all these heartburnmgs
and difficulties out of doors; it is a middle
term in which all parties may agree.
Keep
the sugar islands, it is impossible for you
to do right.--let
go the negroes, )ou have
no sugar, and the reason for keeping these
colonies is at an end; keep the negroes, you
trample upon the declaration of rights, and
act in the teeth of principle.
Scl_uples must
have a term. how sugar is loused is what you
need not trouble yourselves about, so longas you do not direct the raising it.
Reform
the world by example,
you act generously
and wisely: reform the world by force, you
might a_ well refbrm the moon, and the design is fit only for lunatics.
The good you do will not be confined to
yourselves.
It will extend to us : I do not
mean to our ministry, who affront you, but
to the nation, which you most wish to find
your friend.
No, there is no end to the good
you may do to the world : there is no end to
the power that you may exercise over it. By
emancipating
your own colonies, you may
emancipate ours: by setting the example, you
may open our eyes and force us to follow it.
By reducing your own marine you may reduce our marine : by reducing our marine,
you may reduce our taxes : by reducing our
taxe% you may reduce our places : by reducing our places, you may reduce our cotruptive influcnce.
By emancipating our colonies, you may
thus purify our parliament : you may purify
our constitution-you must not destroy it.
Excuse us, we are a slow people, and a little
obstinate : we are used to it, and it answers
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our purpose. You shall not destroy it : but
if purifying it in that slow way unll satisfy
you, we can't help your purifying it.
A word is enough for your East India possessions. Affections apart, which ale as yet
unknown, whatever apphes to the West Indies, applies to the East with double force,
The islands present no dlttieulty : the population there is French: they are ripe for selfgovernment.
There l emain_ the continent:
you know how things are changed there :-ihe power of Tippoo is no more. Would
the tree of liberty grow there, if planted?
Would the declaration of right_ translate into
Shanscr*t _ Would Bramin, Chetree, Bzee,
Sooder, andHallaehore meet onequal groundV
If not, you may find some difficulty m giving
them to themselves. You may find yourselves
reduced by mere necessity to what _e should
call here a practical plan. It it i_ determined
they must h_ve masters, you w_ll then look
out for the least bad ones that could take
them : and after all that we have heard, 1
questmn whether you would find any less bad
than our English company. If thesemerchants
would give you an) thing for the bargain, it
would be so much clear gain to you : and not
impossible but they might. You know better
than to think of obtaining for the quiet possession of these provinces anythlnghke
_hat
wouhl be spent at thefirst wordfor the chance
of taking them b._ force : *_hepleasure of rapine, bloodshed, and devastation is not to be
set at so low a price: but something surely
they would give you. Though to you the
country is a burthen, it does not tbllow that
to them it m_'ht not be a benefit.
Though
even the whole of their vast possessions were
a burthen to them, the burthen, instead of
being increased, might be dmaml_-hed by the
addltmn'
the expense of defence might be
reduced: Pondlcherry might be to them what
Savoy is to }ou.
But enough of suppositions and conjectures.
How you part with the poor people
who are now your slaves, is after all a subordinate consideration : the essential thing is
to get rid of them : You ought to do so if
nohod3 would take them without being paid
for it. Whatever be their rights, they have
no such right as that of forcing you to govern
them to your own prejudice
" Oh, but you are a hirehng: You are a
tool of _our king, and of hm East India cornpany: they have employed you to tell us a
fine story, and persuade us to strip ourselves
of our colonies, not being able to rob us of
them themselves."-O yes, I am all that:
I have not bread to eat, and no _ooner is your
decree come out, than I get £50,000
from
the company, and a peerage from the king -I am a ]urellng :-- but will you then betray
the interes: of your constituents,
because a
man has been hired to show _t you ? It
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would be of use to England.--but
are there
no such things as common interests, and are
you never to serve yourselves but upon eono
dition of not serving others at the sametime ?
Is your love for your brethren so much weaker
than your hatred of your neighbours?
It
would be of use to England :- but are England and h*ng of England terms so perfectly
synonymous,
and do you of all men think
so?
The h,ng's znterest would be served by
tt :--but
by knowing a man's interest, his
true and lasting interest, are you always eertain of his wishes _ Is consummate _isdom
among the attributes of has ministers v Have
they no passions to blind, have they no prejuchees to mislead them ? Are you so unable
to comprehend your own interest, that it is
only from the opmmn of others that you can
learn it, and those your enemms ? The king
of .England zs your eneray :-- but because
he is so, will you put yourselves under his
command? Shall it be m the power of an
enemy to make you do as he pleases, onlyby
employing somebody to propose the contrary ?
See what a man exposes himself to by hs.
tening to such impertinenees!
Iam h,red:
but are not advocates hired, as often as a
question comes betore a court ofjustme? and
is justice on either side, because men are paid
on both sides?
Legislators,
suffer me to
give you a warning--this
is not the only oceasion ol, which it may have its use. Those,
if any such there be, who call attention ott
from the arguments that are offered to the
motives of him who offers them, sbow how
humble their eonceptmn is, either ot the goodhess of their cause, of the strength of their
own powers, or of the sohdity of )our Judgment, not to say of all three. If they practise upon you by suggestions so wide from
reason, it is because they either fear or hope
to find you incapable of being governed by it.
A word of reeapitulatmn, and I have done.
You will, I say, give up your colonies-because you have no right to govern them,
because they had rather not be governed by
_on, because it is against their interest to be
governed by you, because you get nothing
by governing them, bccanse you cannot keep
them, because the expense of trying to keep
them would be rtunous, because your eonst_tution wouhl suffer by your keeping them,
because }our principles forbid )oar keeping
them, and because you would do good to all
the world by parting x_4th them.
In all this
_s there a s)llable not true ? But though
three-fourths
of at were false, the conclusmn
would be stall the same. Rise, then, superior
to prejudice and passion: the object is worth
the lahour. Suffer not even your virtues to
p_ejudice you againsteach other: keep honour
xwthm _ts bounds ; nor spurn the decrees of
justice because confirmed by prudence.
To conclude.
If hatred is your ruling
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passion, and the gratifi_ation of it your
object, you will still grasp your colonies.
the happiness of mankind is your object,
the declaration of rights your guide, you
set them free. m The sooner,the better
costs you but a word : and by that word
cover yourselves with the purest glory,

YOUR
first
If
and
will
: it
you

PosvseaIpT, 24 th JUNE 1829.
An argument, that had not as yet presented itself to the view of the author when
penning the accompanying tract, is furnished
by the consideration of the quantity of the
matter of good, operating to the effect of
corruption, in the shape of patronage,
As a citizen of Great Britain and Ireland,
he is thereb) confirmed in the same opinions,
and accordingly in the same wishes. But, as
a citizen of the British Empire, including the
sixty millions already under its government
in British India, and the forty millions likely
to be under its government in the vicinity of
British India, nottospeakoftheonebundred
and fifty millions, as some say, or three hundred millions, as the Russians say, of the contiguous Empire of China,--his
opi]_ions and
consequent wishes are the reverse. So likewise, regard being had to the colonization of
Australia ; especially ff the account given of
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the intended settlement on the Swan River
in the Quarterly Review for April 1829, and
from it in the Morning Chronicle of 26th
April 1829, be correctw In regard to Australia, it is in his eyes preponderantly probable that, long before this century is at an
end, the settlements in that vast and distant
country will, all of them, have emancipated
themselves,
changing the government from
a dependency on the English monarchy, into
a representative democracy.
I)demma, applying to a distant dependency,
this. Admit no appeal (juchcial appeal,) you
thereby, unless your government is purely
mihtary, establish _ndependence : admit appeal, you thereby subject the vast many of
those who can not afford the expense of thc
appeal, to slavery under the relatively few
who can.
In most of the copies winch, from time to
time, were distributed in the way of gift, inserted in MS. at the bottom of the first page,
iu tbe form of a note to the htle, wasthc
memorandum following :-" Anno 1793, written just before the departure of M. Talleyrand,
on the occasion
of the rupture between France and England.
Copy glvea to Talleyrand's secretary, Gallox_,
who talked of translating it."
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Jererny

Bentham

to General

My _VER V_AR LAFAYETTE l -- Your commands
--"

In France,

Lafayette.

are laws:

subject-matter

this question

shall we, or shall we not, have a Chamber of Peers ?" On this question you

desire my thoughts:
here they are at your service. For these thoughts, you are not responsible: nor for any part of them. What yours are, I have never known: nor, antecedently
to your receipt of this paper, would I know them if I could help it. My wish has all along
beenthat mine on thls subject should be free from all bias; and that they should stand
or fall by their own strength.
Proud and gratified of course shall I be, in proportion as my
notions of what is best are found to coincide with yours.
W_th yours ? -- Yes. and, I will add, with those of our beloved King.
As to any points, on which, in either instance, I fail to experience this good fortune, set
any of the honest and talented men whose qualifications have come within )our observation
--set
them to apply correction to any such errors as it may
Into.
In this way, at any rate, I may have the satisfaction
country: and it matters not in what proportion it may be
proportion in the other.
_qaosoevcr, if any one, writes

have happened to me to fall
of being of use to our dear
in the one way, and in what
accordingly,--desire
him to

write altogether at his ease, speaking of my thoughts, in the terms, whatsoever
in which hxs own as to mine happen to present themselves.

Queen's

Square Place, Westminstel , London,
15th October 1830.

they are,
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§ I. Introduction.
FELLOW-CITIZENS,
1. " Your predecessors made me a French
citizen: hear me speak like one."
So said I
for the first time anno 179"2. Hear me now
speak thus for this second time.
2. Two
great questions are now on the
carpet
-I. A House of Peers is in existence;-shall it be discarded ? 1 say -- Yes.
n. A Senate is proposed

to be instituted

;

AND SENATES.

angry as you please; and in so doing, sin as
much as you please, say I to all such of you,
my dear and admired fellow-citizens,
whom
l have not the good fortune to be about to
see agreeing with me.
Gtve vent to your
anger;
I defy you to produce any in me.
Give vent to your anger ; but give the pubhc and me the benefit of your reasons.
9. On this same side, others there will
probably be, who will present themselves to
you with arrows taken from that armoury-with ornaments
taken i_om that _ardrobe.

shall it be instituted _ I say -- No.
3. If deception be not a man's ob3ect , he
cannot make known too early the end he is
endeavouring
to lead ins readers to. With
me this is a general rule: on the present
occasion, such (you see) is my practice.

To these papers, should such be their pleasure, they may refer you, for better security
and further lehance.

4. On matters of government
more pattieularly, no proposition do I, on any occasion,
make without reasons-- at least, what to me
appear such -- for its support.
On every occasion, these reasons have the greatest-happiness principle for their ground and source,
For any accessmn that I ever look for to

1. A Chamber of Peers,
ther the one nor the other,
Deputies without either,
matron and observatmn are

any such proposition, on those reasons is, on
every occasion, my sole reliance.
As to any
influence with winch any opinion, declaled
by me to be mine, might be supposed to act
on other minds, _ merely because it is dedared by me to be mine, or merely because
it is thought to be mine,--it
is in my own
account set down as exactly equal to 0: lower
than this it cannot be set by anybody.
5. I have by me a receipt for exhausting

§ II.

Topics on the carpet as to a Second
Chamber.
a Senate, or neibut a Chamber of
so far a_ my inforcorrect, this is the

description commonly given of three states
of things, between
whtch and which alone
the optmn is on this occa_mn considered as
being to be made.
2. But in my wew of the matter, tins descriptmn want_ more or less of being sufficmntly particular.
Subject-matters,
winch,
on this occasmn, require to be taken into consideratmn, or will of themselves come into

consideratmn, are these winch follow :I. Powers requisite to be given to the body
in question.
IL Persons by whom the members of the
any subject a man takes in hand.*
A good body in question shall, in the several cases,
receipt is one thing, following it ,_ell is be located.
another.
I have done my best towards both _ lII. Conditions of eli_bility,
requisite on
things.
You will judge.
6. In the concisest manner possible--in
the part of the persons located: conditions of
the fewest words possible -- I hereby submit
eligibility, as you say in French ; qunl_ficato your view the reasons by which, in relatlons, as we say in Enghsh : the French,
tion to these subjects, these my opinions have
clearer and more expressive ; the Enghsh,
been determined,
more concise.
7. No rhetoric here ; no appeal to passion ;
3. Neither the one nor the other, say I, as
no recourse to imagination ; no exercise given above : quite snfficient the chamber of deto the art of deception in any of its branches,
puties, located by the people, that is to say,
8. "" Strike, but hear," said the Athenian
by a part more or less considerable of the
general to his Spartan ally, on the occasion
whole number of the members of the great
community in question, but, as to what part,
of a difference of opinion.
" Be angry and i
sin not," says a Christian apostle.
Be as that belongs not to the present question.
Quite sufficient the one ruling, or with a king,
• In a work styled Chrestomathiq.
co.ruling, body : needless, useless, worse than
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useless -- that is to say, purely maleficent,-such, if I mistake not, will be seen to be
every body that can be attached to a chamber
of deputies, in such sort as to be capable of
applying a veto, or so nmch as a cause of retardatiou -- a bar, or a drag -- to any of its
proceedings: such, whatsoever be the powers
attributed to it, whatsoever the persons by
whom the situation composed of those powers
is conferred,
4. -- I. The powers proposable it seems heeessary that I should present to your view.
--tI. The description of the locators proposable it seems likewise necessary that I should
present to your view. -- III. As to qual_fications, on the present occasion to say anything on this topic would not lie consistent
with the opinion just expressed,
with the
accompanying reasons for its support.
5. Powers tbat present themselves to me
as proposable, are the following:-I. A share in the legislative authority in
the supreme grade. For, this has place everywhere : in every instance in which legislative
power in the supreme grade is exercised by
a representative body--whether
acting alone,
or in conjunction with a monarch,---at constitutes the basis of every power given to any
other body added to it.
n A portion of judicial authority.
For in
France, to the portion of supreme legislative
authority in question this appendage stands
attached at present.
And, this is attached to
the portion of legislative authority in England, in the case of the second chamber called
the House of .Lords : and, in the AngloAmerican Union, in the case of most of its
rompound States separately taken, as well
ns in that of the aggregate body composed of
deputies sent f,-om all of them, styled.the
Congress : Senate as _he denomination given
to it in this latter case.*
lu. A portion of administrative
authority
an the supreme grade.
For, this is attached
to the portion of legislative authority in the
Anglo-American
States, in the case of that
same senate,
6. Sole locators that seem proposable, and
between whom the option will have to be
made, these two:-

t. The monarch, of course : -- he being the
sort of functionary by whom thi_ power is possessed and exercised at present --in France,
m England, in a word, in every monarchy,
in and under which there is a second chamber,
with its population, in addition to that which
is composed of the deputies of the people.
n. A body, on the members of which this
power is conferred.
Example--original
and
most illustrious--in
the case of the senate
m the above-mentioned
congress, the aggrcgate composed of the " legislatures" of the
several states.
7. So much depending on the situation of
the locating functionary or functionaries, this
topic could not, on the present occasion, be
passed by.

In speakmg of the ehamber of peers_ ashkewise of its proposed substitute-- a s-enate_--I use
the appellation of the second chamber, because
such appears to me to be the practme. But, whatsoever it may be in respect of any other order,
it has not been so, in every instance, in respect
of the t_me of its institution. In the case of the
Anglo-American Congress_ mention is made of
theHouse of Representatives before any mention
is made of the Senate.
The relative time of the institution being, with
reference to the l_resent question, matter rather
of curiosity than importance, if_ in the course of
this address, anything is said in support of the
above observation, the place it occupies will be
that of an appendix.

seen to become greater and greater, as the
case becomes more and more comphcated.
3.--I.
Objection thefirst.On the advocites of this appendage lies what is called the
onus probandl--the
burthen of proof.
On
them, if there be any net benefit produced by
it,--on
them lles the obligation of bringing

§III.

Objections to any, even the best appointed, Second Chamber.
I. Now for the reasons, by which my rejection of a second chamber has been determined
I. The ease to which I apply them, in the
first instance, is --that which is most favourable to a second chamber : -- that is to say,
the supposition--that
the choice made--as
well in respect of the powe7 s conferred, as of
the sort of person or persons by whom they
are conferred--is
that which stands least exposed to objection.
II. And, for argument sake, let the power
conferred be--a
share in the legislative anthorlty alone, unaccompanied with t_share in
either of the two other authorities.
m. And, let the locators be--either
those
who are so in the case of the senate of the
Anglo-American
congress as above; or those
who are so in the case of the first chamber of
that same congress--the
chamber, the members of which are styled the representatives
of the people.
2. If I do not deceive myself, it will be
seen--that,
whatsoever be the strength of the
objection in the case which I begin with, as
being the most favourable case, it is not less
in any other proposable case ; and that, moreover, as between simplicity and complexity
of powers, whatsoever be the strength of the
objection, in the most s_mple case, it will be

it to view. Of no such benefit has exhibition
been ever made. of benefit in some shape
or other, assumed has the existence been by
everybody ; proved by nobody.
4. Antecedently to all developement in detail, one plain reason against it presents itself
to a first glance. Of a chamber of deputle_
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in the character of afirst chamber--that
is to
say, first in the order of importance-of alegislative body--principally,
where not exclusively acting as such--the utility, nay, the
indispensable
necessity, is recognised on all
sides: the existence of this necessity therefore may be _ it must be w taken for a postulate. But, that from the force and efficaency
of this body, the existence of any other body
--before
which must be carried, ere the force
of law be given to it, every proposed law -should not make deduction more or less con_iderable,
is not possible : the t_me during
which the measure continues m the second
chamber before it is otherwise disposed of, is
so much delay; and, even supposing adoptwn
and consummation to be the ultimate result,
in so much that an ultimate negative is not
applied to it, -- still delay, so long as it lasts,
is a temporary negative " and, if the measure
has any net benefit fm its result, the value
of the loss by the delay is in the exact proportion of the length of it.
As to any counter-presumptions,
these will
be considered presently,
5. -- IL Olyectzon the second. _ Needlesshess.
Yes: needless--utterly
needless-may be seen to be this institution.
No benefit in any determinate shape having ever
been held up to view as resulting from it,-if then, to satisfy the reader of the needlesshess of it, _ and thence, as below, of the
pern;ciousness of it,anything further can
be done, -- xt must be by looking out fo_ such
supposable benefit as the nature of the case
may be capable of suggesting,
6. Supposable need the first. Need of the
degree of consideratmn,
which, without this
additmnal body, a measure cannot receive,
Supposable reason in support of the institution • as the length of the t,me during which
the measure continues in the second chamber,
is the quantity
of additional conszderatwn
which it is capable of receiving.
Answer-No need of a second chamber follows.
For,
to the first belongs the power of giving to
the measure whatsoever length of conslderation is, in the opinion of that same first chainher, best adaptedtolt:
and the correspondent
quantity of dehberatien
and time being bestowed upon it, any further quantity must,
according to that same opinion, be useless,
and thence, as will be seen, pernicious
7. Supposable need the second.
On the
part of the members of the legislature,
need
of a degree of appropriate aptitude not otherwise fikely to have place. But, will it be said
thai; to the second chamber belongs more appropriate aptitude_namely,
in all its branches
taken together--than
to thefirst_
Consis-

rather -- what upon the face of the argument
appears already to be the only reasonable
state of thingsthe only chamber.
8.--m.
Ob3ect_on the third.Unavoidable perniciousness:
namely, in respect of
delay: and, in the fit'st place, what may be
styled the _nvoluntary delay. The first chamber giving to the measure whatsoever delay
is attended with net benefit, or say profit,
whatsoever delay is given to it by the second
chamber is so much net detriment-so much
net loss in the account of profit and loss.
And, as has been seen above, a quantity more
or less considerable
of this detriment it is
not m the power of the second chamber to
forbear producing: to the minimum of this
quantity, addttwn it is capable of making to
an amount altogether unhmited; from it, it is
not capable of making subtraction to any so
much as the smallest amount.
A quantity of time, more or less considerable, is thus consumed and wasted in the
second ehambel, on the occasion of each measure : --at any rate, the time employed in one
proceeding,-and, if there be proceedings
more than one, then, in addition to the sum
of those same proceedings, the sum of the
several intervals between one proceeding and
another.
9 -- Iv. Objection thefourth.--Pernicioushess in respect of voluntary delay :win
respeet of whatsoever delay is capable of being
voluntarily,
or say purposely produced, in
addition to that which, as above, has place
involuntardy,
as in the case of the motions
of the heart and arteries--motions
produced
without any exercise given to the faculty of
the wall To the amount of this delay, thence
to the amount of evil producible by it, hm,t
assignable there is none.
10. --v. Objectwn thefi.fth. -- Frustration,
or say utter exclusion, put upon the benefit
of the several m themselves
practicable beaeficialmeasures,
separately considered.
Instances in which this evil will have place are
all those in which, but for the delay, involuntaryand voluntarytogether,
that has place,
a measure to an amount more or less bencfieial would have been adopted and carried
into effect ; but which, being known to be
incapable of producing such its effect, if not
adopted till after the expiration
of the time
in question,--is,
by that consideration,
prevented from being brought forward.
11. Note here _ that the appellatives good
and evil being, as above, mutually intertranslateable, not only may positive good be, by
this means, prevented from coming into existence, but pos,twe eml, to any amount, made
to come into existence.*

tently with the above postulate, this cannot
be said : if to this same second chamber more
such appropriate aptitude belongs than to the
first, not second ought tt to be, but.first,
or

• For example, of the several calamities and
casualtie_ to which human nature stands exposed,
see a hst in Constitutional Code, Ch. XI. Mini_o
tcr, severally_ § 3_ Preventive Service Miuister.
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12. m vL Objection the sixth.--PernieJoushess by all-comprehensive delay-- by delay
and prevention of all beneficial measures in
the lump, by means of the aggregate amount
of the delays, involuntary and voluntary, thus
produced by the existence of a second chumber, as above.
13. The present is a time at whichthe
present is an occasion on which -- this evil
presents, with particular force, a claim to notice. The work which at present, my fellowcitizens, you have in hand is a workofregeneration. What you have to make is, in a word,
an all-comprehensive code. With such a work
as yet to create, think how much greater the
evil of delay cannot but be, when compared
with what it would be if _hat same code were
already in existence.
Not that everything in
the existing code will require to be changed:
only that, with a view to any eventual demand
for change, everything requires to belooked at.
14. In the first chamber--in
the chainber of deputies--the
protraction to which the
immense future contingent mass will unavmdably be subjected, __ll receive no small
accession from the recent arrangement,
by
which the mouth of every member of this
same chamber has been opened, to the purpose
of his giving origination to proposed laws.
The miracle which the Zord wrought upon
the stud of Balaam (I mean them no dlsrespect) your new king has wrought upon your
deputies,
15. The tribune--that
ridicule-provoking
machine, by which a palsy has been struck
upon the tongues of the most eloquent people
upon earth_wall
ere long be consigned to
the lumber.room : and, from the removal of
this cause of impedxment to speech, the malefinite mass of inevitable decay in actwn will
receive ulterior increase,
16. As t_me progresses, so will the quantity
of appropriate znstructwn--the
quantity of
thought, right and wrong together, bestowed
upon the field ot law, and of expression, m
that place as in other places, given to that
thought--the
number of speaking members,
Of any one of these sorts of calamities, take
for an example this or that individual instance :
ff it has happened for _.ant of a law, by which
it would have been yrevented, and which would
have passed within the time but for the delay
produced by the second chamber
but which
b y the delay- that had place in the --second cham-'
ber, was prevented from being passed within
that time : here is a calamity of which the existence of the second chamber is the cause,
So, on the other hand, in the case of the want
of a timely repeal of a law by which the calamity
m que_uoa was produced or aggravated._
This may be seen to be among the evils resulting from a too extendedeontinuous territory;
and, in a still greater degree_ from de,rant dependencies,
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and the fluency of each-- in a word, the quantity of ttme occupied by each.
17. Turn to the Anglo- American States.
Ask, of such of their pohtically-instructed
and
intelligent citizens as shall come within your
reach--ask,
if from this cause the length of
&seussion is not receiving continual increase ?
18. No secret to the enemies of your feltcity-- no secret will be the effect of the allcomprehensive delay necessitated by a second
chamber.
On this account, as well as on so
many others which remain to be here preseated to your view, the incumbrance will
have them for partisans and advocates--advocates strenuous in proportion to the retardative weight of it.
19. Under our "matchless constitution" (so
the phantom has christened itself,) this power
of defeating all salutary measures in the lump,
-- and this by means raised above the sphere
of observation--is
an engine of matchless
efficiency--an
engine, of the capability of
which no part is ever lost --an engme which
at all times is made the most of.
20. Accordingly, as, to the rulingfcw, abuse
in every shape is profit-- having been created
and preserved by them for that purpose,that which, in regard to removal of every
part of that same abuse-- in other words, in
regard to reform in every shape,--they
insist
upon is--that
it shall be gradual.
A man of
this stamp i_ as fond of reform as you or any
body, only it must be gradual.
A proviso so
reasonable--how
can you refuse to join with
him in it ? Ought it not--thxs
and every
reform-- ought it not to be temperate ? Well
then--tobe
temperate, lt must be gradual,-to be well done, it must be gradually done.
Fellow-citizens ! as often as you meet with a
man holding to you this language, say to
hlm-- " Sir, we have our dictwnary: what
you are saying we perfectly understand: done
gradually means left undone--left
undone for
ever, ff possible ; if not, every part of it for
as long a time as possible."
21. Such is the desire, such the endeavour,
such the language, such the policy, such the
moraht3--of
the aristocratical
party, selfstyled and distingmshed
among us by the
appellation of the Whtgs. The Tortes cling to
abuse, and abhor reform, and declare as much :
the Whigs chng to abuse, and abhor reform,
and profess to love it. You have now seen
the cloven foot by which an anti-reformist, in
the mask of a reformtst, is self-betrayed.
22. The Tortes, whom they behold intrenched in Harpy Castle (Blackstone's
renerable old castle,) they besiege, for the hope
of substituting m it themselves to their at
present more fortunate rivals. While carrying on such their operations--perplexing
is
their position, ridiculous enough their distress.
INo othcr_Sse can they ever act, hut
w_th ammunition borrowed--say
rather sto-
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len--from
the radicals, the friends of the
people : nor without doing more or less damate to the object of their concupiscence-this same stronghold and treasury, which the
friends of the people areal l the while attacking for the purpose of blowing it up.
23. Fellow-citizens,
we have our Whigs-you, of course, yours,
24. As to the amount of the evll in this
ease, to form any tolerable conception of it
may, to a first glance, appear absolutely impracticable.
Further consideration may present a prospect somewhat less disheartening,
Let any person make out for himself, in his
own mind, a list of all the evils which, in his
view, the community is suffering, for want
of such remedies as it may be in the power of
legislation to supply.
These evils he may, on
no unreasonable ground, censider as the fruits
of any system--of
any set of arrangements-by which delay to any amount is established,
independently
of any demand produced for it
by the individual ease in question : and tbr
these evils he may consider the pubhe as
beholden to whatsoever persons have contributed either to the mstitutwn of the system
in qucstmn, or to the support of it ; especially
after the evils resulting from it have, as here,
been spread open before the pubhc eye.
25. That, but for this system of delay,
they would, all of them, within his lifetime,
be removed, --this
is more than he can narurally regard himself as assured of: but -that by this system, if proceeded in, the remoral of them _q_ll, as to the gTeater part of
them, be rendered impossible, so long as it is
persevered in, --this
is what he may stand
perfectly assured of.
26. By what causes have such establishmerit and support been produced in the minds
of these same persons ? by obtuseness ? or by
ill-directed
acuteness ? Answer _ naturally
enough, by a mixture of both.
27. Of obtuseness, an exemplificahon seems
to be afforded by the so-long-established
Swedish legislation.
Bodies, acting--in
appearance, in conjunction
with, -- in effect,
in subjection to, the monarch : four-- nobles,
clergy, burghers, peasants.
These classes be.
ing regarded--each
byitself,
and each by
the rest and by the king _ as having an interest to itself, different from that of every
other,_ separation followed of course : --by
each of these, the exemption from the obserration of all persons, liable to possess, on any
occasion, an opposite and rivalinterest,
would
naturally enough be regarded as an advantageous as well as agreeable circumstance : and
the monarch would see his advantage in playing them off one against the other,
28. Mark now the benefit which the authors
reap _ (and is it possible they should not look
to reap ?)--from
this policy.
No less than,
so far as regards themselvcs,
and the public
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evils from which they reap the private benefit,--the
perpetuation of that same benefit
and of those same evils, for the sake of it.
29. Inconvenience there would be, and to
an indefinite amount, in so unpleasant an
operation, as that of standing up and arguing, in defence of all these several arrangements--eaeh
of them, with its evds seen in
its transparent womb,--so
numerous, all the
time, the eases, in which, the light of day
having been cast upon them, silence, nonsense, or glaring absurdity, wmdd be the only
option at the choice of a would-be supporter
of them.
30. Thus it is, that that which eloquence
would in vain strive to do in retail, delay, in
the hands of cunning, does, and with cornplete effect, by wholesale, for and during a
time, which (as English lawyers say of memory) for aught " runneth not to the contrary," is abuse in all its forms, and thence
in all its unduly profitable forms, continued
and profited by : -- remedy, in all its forms,
excluded.
31. Thus, under matchless constitution, in
the minds of rulers whatsoever acuteness ha_
place, it is to work of this sort that it applies
itself.
Yes : not merely to indolence and mcapacity, but to craft hkeu'ise, may be seen
to be with truth tmputable the so-conspicuous
nothingness of parhament.
So to order matters, that, for the bringing forward proposltions in relation to any subject, by members
of either house, acting otherwise than by and
under the direction of those of the king's cabluet, the quantity of time shall be minimized, -- such is the problem, on the solutmu
of which, what httte intellectual and active
aptitude can have residence in such a place,
is at all times occupied.
As for abases, in
all their shapes, -- for giving vwrease to them,
time is always at the command of ministers:
for dim_nutwn of them--for
remedy to them
--time
for so much as the attempt is never
at the command of any one else.*
* Of this same policy, another branch consists
in bringing forward plans of sham reform and
commissions of inquiry ; the plan_ brought into
parliament by members; the inqumes carried
on by ._ndividuals employed to colleet facts. This
l_t course has the additional advantage of putring into the pocket of a minister_ by means of
the pay given to his inquirers, money, or money's
worth, in the shape of patronage_
Of sham law-reform, a masterpiece has lately
been held up to the l_ght, in No. XXVI, for
October 1830, of the Westminster Review :
reduction in delay_ vexation, and expense, in
litlscontestation, the professcd object; boundless
increase the demonstrated sure effect. How to
continue for and during the life of the longest
liver of the indl_ddual rulers now in existence-how to continue justice in a state of inaceessib_hty to all but the rich and powerful few,-- such
was, in this case, the problem to be solved.
Of this samepohcyanother branch is presentetI
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32. One way of making amends for this
disaster might be to set up and open an I-Itstorieal School, h l_ mode de l "Allemagae : and
instead of sending the Schoolmaster abroad,
send for a schoolmaster from abroad.
Monsieur l'Herminier
in France,--or
Der Heer
Savigny, in Germany,could furnish admlrable masters.
It is not every man that
knows, that by this same school a h_story of
law is spoken of,--and
with no small assurance,-- as a most advantageous
substitute
to law itself: for any country whatsoever, the
history of the law of that same country, with
or without the history of the law of this or
that other country or countries, new or old;
and that, by these philosophers, it is mentinned wlth perfect sincerity, and no small
earnestness,
that by an historical work of
this sort, direction sufficient may be given to
the political conduct of men in that same
country,
33. Upon the same principle, to what incalculable amount might not improvement
be made in other departments _ To the army
a_,d the navy of a country, substitute, for
example, a history of the wars waged by that
same country, from the earliest, or other more
appropriate, period m the general history of
that same or some other country, dowll to
the present time, or some earlier time?
34. So in private and dmncstic hfe. To
an order on the cook for dinner, substitute a
fair copy of the housekeeper s book, as kept
ibr and during the appropriate series of years,
whatsoever it may be.
35.--wI.
Objection the seventh.-- Pernito wew by the word co_tsolidatwn. How to continue the politacal rule of actmn_ in a state-partly of uncognoscibility, and partly of nnn-ex_stence,--such was, in this case, the problem to
besolved: and, in theword eo_._olidatlonmay be
seen the solutaon g_ven to it. Ominous to your
ears, myfellow-countrymen, will be thesound of
the word consolidation. Witness the t$ers consolid_ : with you it is the name of national bankraptcy : with us it is the name of a product of
ministerial eunning.a
Have you a receptacle, the odour of which
is troublesome ? Employ a set of men-- nightmen them-is wi_h us
name
_ eraploy
nottheto otficial
empty it_
but of
to them,
look into
it,
and report, more particularly, how it smells. So
doing, you will follow the precedent set by our
law-reformers; by our ex-Chaneellor Lord Eldon_ and our present self-constituted _ustme minister, the half-namesake of our once so famous
Sir Robert Walpole, and his rival in the art and
science of political eorruptmn.
In this wicked world, alasV nothing is certain
but death! Liable to be frus'trated are the bestconcerted plans ! In one of his commissions of
inqmry, the hero of the Honourable Secretary's
omce seems destined to sustain a most unexpectable defeat. To say which, is needless : it
will show itself'; already it has in part shown
itaclf,
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ciousness, resulting from prevalence given to
minorities over majorities. In comparison of
this, the evils above mentioned, immense as
is the mass of them, are still but evils of
detail.
Behold in this a still more strictly
all-comprehensive
evil: not actual suffering
indeed, but an unquestionable cause of it in
every one of its shapes.
Read and consider
whether this is not true.
36. For the performance of the operations
in question, a set of men have been selected.
And who arc they ? -- that is to say, for the
purpose in question, what are they ? By the
very supposition, they are the most apt of all
that could have been selected,
all of them,
for any difference that cm_ be assumed and
applied to the case in question, equally apt.
Well, then. -- In relation to whatsoever may
happen to be the question--in
this, as in any
other set of men, disagreement
is liable to
have place. Wanted, then, a test of rectirude; and, at the same time, a measure of the
degTee of probability as to its having place.
One test, and at the same time measure, does
the nature of things admit of:--thls,
and no
other :--namely,
the ratio of the number on
one side to the number on the other side : that
division, the component individuals of which
are in the greatest number, being composed
of those who are on the right side ; the other
divlsmn, ofthose_hoareonthewrongside.
37. Here, then, we have an undisputed and
mthsputable test and measure of rectitude.
Apply it now to the purpose of ascertaining
the consequences of having a second chamber.
What are they? _4nswer--On every question,
which comes m the first place before the first
chamber, and then before the second chamber,--to
the right decision of the first chumbet may be substituted
a wrong one. I do
not say, that, to that same all-comprehensive
extent, this is probable; but what I do say
Is--that
this is possible.
138. Measure (I say) as well as test. And
now as to the production of ewl by the addition of this lumber, see an exempl,fication
of the degree of probabthty capable of being
shown by the _pphcation of this measure. In
the first chamber, number of members, suppose 500 : in the second chamber, 5. In the
first chamber,--for
the measure in question,
all 500 ; against it, 0 : in the second chumber,--for
it, 2 ; against it, 3. Put now the
numbers in both chambers together, you have
--for it, 502 ; against it, 3. What is the consequence _ The three prevail over the 50:_ :
the beneficial measure, whatsoever its importanee, whatsoever the evil flowing from the
rejection of it--is rejected.
39. Note--that,
under matchless eonst#u.
tion, this same number 3 is actually sufficient
to give existence to the noxious effect, even
though in the first chamber the whole unmber_658--were
unanimous in favour of it.
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In the second chamber--namely,
the House
of Lords,--the
number necessary, but sufficient, to give exercise to the power of the
whole is 4 ; majority, 3.
40.--vxlI.
Object*on the eiyhth.--Pernlciousness through rival contention. Continue
or institute a second chamber, --mutual
relations in respect of extent of power (competence it is called) must somehow or other be
settled : competence of jurisdiction they call
it, where the two authorities in question belong to the judiciary establishment.
But, in
the present state of jurisprudence, the chances
against a clear adjustmentsuch as shall shut
the door against doubts and disputes--are
by
no means inconsiderable.
Whence, for so long
as these same authorities
are clashing, and
waging against one another a war of words,
all useful business being at a stand,--the
war
has them for the combatants,
but you-- the
members of the whole community--for
the
sufferers,
41.--Ix.
Object'on the ninth.--Perniciousness through complication.
In legislation,
whatever is needless is pernicious.
Altogether upon its being known depends all the
usefulness of the law-- of the whole and of
each part of it : the production of every good
effect it is capable of producing ; the exclusion of every evil it is capable of excluding,
Abundant -- unavoidably abundant -- much
more than could be wished--is
the quantity
of legislative matter that wiU be found unavoidably and indispensably requisite for the
purpose : not inconsiderable
(as above) the
quantity of doubts and disputes, to which it
will be liable, and likely, to give birth.
By
every syllable added, increase will be given to
the abundance of this same matter, increase
to the difficulty of keeping it in mind, and,
on each occasion, in the instance of every person concerned, to the probability of its not
being in his mind ; also, in regard to whatever portion of it happens to be in his mind,
to the probability that the import of it will
be a subject-matter
of doubts and dasputes :
thence, at the charge of the aggregate numher of the members of the community, to the
probability of the commission of acts of maleficenceprohibitedbythelawunderthename
of offences--of cor, espondent wrongs inflicted
and sustaine_lof instances, in which the
benefit intended by the institution of the correspondent rights fails of being enjoyed,
Not the less real are these evils, from being
to so lamentable an extent unheeded,
42.--X. Objection the tenth.--Inoperativeness as to good. Here again applies the onus
probandi.
If any one knows of any positive
good in particular, that can be done by and
with a second chamber, and cannot be done
without it, or that is more lihely to be done
by and with a second chamber than without a
second chamber_let
him declare it.
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43. In relation to positive evil, --the
effects and tendency of any such additional maehinery, when applied to the manufacturing
of laws, have, by the foregoing observations,
been brought to view: its needlessness to
all beneficial purposes, its permciousness, its
fruitfulness in positive evil--in
so many distinguishable ways : -- so, in like manner, in
relation to positive good, its utter inoperativeness will, by the application of these same
observations, be rendered not less manifest.
44. In and by this phrase--security
against
precipitation -- a sort of apparent positive
good -- a nominal one it may be called -- is
held up to view as produced by the institution of a second chamber : Nominal _ Yes ;
that is to say, in contradistinction
to real.*
Inconsistent is the notion of any such security with the original supposition and assumption of the superior aptitude, in all its
branches taken together, in the instance of
the population of the first chamber, as compared with that of the second, in the first
chamber, defalcation
from the quantity of
time requisite for consideration
and dlscussion, men cannot, on any indiwdual occasion,
make in any other than the voluntary manner
as above explained : whereas, without any
exercise of the will, and to an anmunt more
or less considerable even against the will, or,
as the phrase is, in contrariety to the wish of
a second chamber, is addition made, in each
instance, to the quantity of delay, which, were
there but one chamber, would be necessary.
45. In a chamber acting singly, -- no such
precipitation,
any more than any other oceurrence or state of things, bad or good, can
have place--against
the wilt of the greater
number of its members.
Small is always the
number which, on any occasion, suffices for
making delay to which no determinate hmit
is capable of being assigned : and this--not
only on sufficient, but even on insufficient
ground ; and when the delay produced is useless, as well a_ when it is beneficial and needful.
46. True it is, that by means of non-attendance on the part of a certain number of the
members, decision may be made to have place
m contrariety
to the will and wish of the
greater part of the whole number of the mere" _Vegatlve, the good, if any there were, might
be termed,
rather more propriety
tive;
for_ with
by precipitation
is meant than
the posinonexistence of the quantity of time necessary, to
be employed in consideration and discussmn,
on pain of misdecxsmn : and_ m consequence
of such non-delay, _produetion and admission
given, to such positlve evils, as would have stood
excluded by an allowance of time sufficient for
those purples.
This, however, is bat a questlon of words : nor would mention have been
made of it, but for the hope of substituting light
to any obscurity which might have place in the
conception entertained m relation to it.
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bers. But, in this case, the fault lies in the
non-existence--not
of a second chamber, but
of the arrangements necessary to secure constancy of attendance.*
§ IV. DutckReasons
in support of a Second
Chamber examined,
1. I had gone thus far, when a most instruetive and satisfactory document came
within my observation.
It is a report,_ presented to the king of the Netherlands by a
commission charged with the revision of the
instrument now in force in that kingdom,
under the denonfination of " The fundamental
law."
2. In this document, with the satisfaction
thus expressed, I see taken in hand the question between one and two chambers.
"Representatfves of the nation" is the appellation
by which it characterizes the aggregate body
of those functionaries,
of whom, with the
addition of the king, the sovereign authorzty
is composed.
3. For support tothesystemoftwochambers, reasons the report furnishes, in number,
at any rate, altogether respectable.
Let us
take a look at them.
The first, then, to be
looked for is-- the end _n wew. For, this will
serve as a key to all the reasons--in
a word,
to everything that comes after it. What,
then, is this same end in wew ? Answer-It is "l'esprit de la monarchie; l'esprit de la
monarchic le prescrit, l'int_r_t de la nation
l'exlge." $ The power of locating the merebers of the second chamber is the subjectmatter of which this is said: and, if conformity
to this same esprit is the proper end in view
m that one case, it must be because so it is
m every case.
4. Now, then, what is this same esprit _
Let us take a sniff at it. A sort of babble it
may be seen to be :--and inodorous--empty of
scent and sense it would also be, were it not
for the inter_t de la nation, which comes iramediately after it, and that which, by this
means, is rendered manifest is--that the state
ofthings, the estabhshment of which was, on
this occasion, the object of endeavour, was_
not, m the first place, and beyond all things,
the interest of the nation-- or, in other words,
the greatest happiness of the whole number
of the members of the communffy-- but a
something or other, a sort of matter the
value of which consisted in something which
it had to do with the monarch,
In my proposed Constitutional Code, pro.
vision is made against all evil from this source,
See Ch. VI. Legislature,
._ 18, Attendance,
§ 20, Attendance-and Rcmuderation, § 22, SelJ'
sup.vletlve Function.
.
,, t This . report
-- commences
,
. . in ,_l_age
- 157 of the.
Collectmn
&c. tom. hi.
Paris
1823. des Con_tltutmns.
$ Page 160, line 10.
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5. Vesicular as may be seen to be the Chao
racter of this same end in view, the means,
as indicated by the reasons by which it has
been preceded, will not (it is believed) be
found to mismatch it. Reasons I style them
without hesitation;
the purpose for which
they are exhibited being manifestly that for
whmh, on the occasion of a proposed law,
reasons are made to accompany it: namely,
the obtaining for it a sentiment of approbation at the hands of readers.
But as they
successively enter upon the stage, not teasons,-- not, as grammarians say, sentences,-as logicians say, proposit_ons,-but allusions
to reasons, the several locutions will be seen
to be : -- allusions, nothing more.
6. As to the order in which I proceed to
lay them before you, my fellow-cltizens, it is
that which the learned draughtsman has given
to them : it is not for me, it is not for a cornmentator, under any such notion as that of
improvement, to substitute a different one.
Thus, then, they may follow :-7.--I..Bubble
or vesicle the first.
" Le
grand accroissement que l'$tat a refu :" the
great increase which the state has received.
lncrease indeed ! and you, my fellow-citizens,
you are now seelng--and
the state thus increased (not forgetting the king of it) is now
feehng--some
of the consequences of this in"crease.
But now mind the spirit of oppression which lurks under the word increase :
the least populous community, Holland, the
principal one : the most populous one, Belglum, no betterthan an aceessaryone.--forced
into subjection under it.
8.--xL Bubble or vesicle the second. "Le
rang qu'il prend parmi les nattons de l'Eu.
rope :" the rank which it takes among the
nations of Europe. In comparison of the rank
of the nation, what signifies the happiness of
the individuals of which it is composed ? Just
nothing : for, amongst all their reasons
thirteen, or thereabouts, in number_nowhere is any mention vouchsafed to be made
of it. Rank of the nation ! Say rather, rank
of the ktng: that being the rank preserved
to the fimctionary, the rank of whose father
stood expressed by the inferior denomination
of stadtholder: of his father whose successor
he was in the Dutch provinces; the rank of
king being preserved or restored (which you
please) to the son, upon the expulsion of
Louis Bonaparte, and fructified by the increase of power given to it by the ad&tion
of the Belgtc provinces.
9.--IIL .Bubble or vesicle the third. "La
dwerstt$ des $lgmens dont il est forint :" the
diversity of the elements of which this same
state had been formed. Oh yes l dwersity
but too great : reason sufficient to have prevented the formation.
Fellow-citizens ! the
consequences are before your eyes.
]0. --iv. Bubble or veswle thefourth.
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int&_ts plus complies
:" interests more complicated.
Oh yes I forming against the junetion, a reason, the strength of which is as the
degree of the complication.
To the junction
of" the two states it is that this reason bears
relation.
As to the question between the
chambers--between
chambers one and two
--what has this same complication to do with
it ? Find out who can.
11. _v. Bubble or vesicle thefiflh : allusion
made to experience.
'" 2Vous ont impos$ le
dSvoir de ne pas dkdaigner les lemons de l'ex_ienee :" they (to wit, theabove-mentioned
ur bubbles) have imposed upon us the duty
of not disdaining the lessons of experience,
The reason here alluded to is that which,
further on, I shall have occasion to spread
out before you in some length and breadth,
under the appellation of authoritg-begotten
prejudice,
12.--vx.
Bubble or vesicle the sixth: prevention ofpreczpitation.
"Pour
empgcher la
pr$cipitatw_
des deliberations :" to prevent
the precipitation of the deliberations themselves : this is what is said. To prevent the
precipitation of the result of the deliberatwns :
this is what cannot but have been meant. By
addition of the deliberations of one assembly
to those of another, how can prevention, or
so much as diminution, be applied to the deliberations of the first? Of any such addition,
decrease in the quantity of tzme employed in
deliberation-decrease (as before observed)
rather than increase--presents
itself as the
natural consequence.
Why ? because in the
eyes of opponents in a first chamber, the
greater the opposition expected in another,
the less urgent will be the need of opposition
in that same first chamber,
13. And as to the deliberation thus added,
-which
is the chamber in which, if at all, it
has place? Answer--That
in which it is
least assured of having place : the other being
the principal seat of the legislative business,
_the
only one in which the more important
part of the business can originate : the only
one in which any regular attention to the
business stands assured : not to speak of its
being the only one in which an unbroken
unity of interest and affection with the cornmunity at large has place: the only one in
which any efficient sense of responsibility to
public opinion--to
the opinion of the community at large--has
place.
14.--vtt.
Bubble or vesicle the seventh :
a dike against the passions.
"Pour opposer,
Jaus les temps difflciles, nne digue auz pass/ons :" to oppose, in difficult times, a dike
to the passions. Here again behold the Dutchman. A Dutch image, not a Flemish one, is
this of the dike.
A dike indeed ? Say-- as
well or rather_an
additional impulse,_an
impelling 9ale. If the passions meant are the
angry passions (and such they can never fail
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to be,) what will naturally be the effect of
any such dike ? When the deputies of the
people, by labour to an unlimited amount,
have prepared what they think will be for the
benefit of their eonstituents,--what
is easy
enough to conceive and understand is---how
the thought that there is another body of men
which has an interest different from theirs, and
mostly opposite, by which this child of their
labours and affections is continually in danger of being thrown out of doors--how
this
thought (I say) should stir up a gale of the
same angry passions :whow it should produce
a calm, or moderate any such gale, seems not
quite so easy to conceive.
15. As to the effect of those same anga'y
passions, when it consists in the proposition
of a law not agreeable to the second chamber
m here indeed the dike comes into existence
and into use : it does keep the proposed law
mifnot fromcoming in, at any rate from staying in, and becoming an actual law. Somewhat of a misconception seems here to have
crept in: a storm, or the cause of one, taken
for a &ke.
16. -- viii. Bubble or vesicle the eighth : bartier to the throne.
" Pour entourer le trdne
d'une barri_re contre laquelle se briseraient les
factions :" to surround the throne with a bartier against which factions will break themselves to pieces: --in plain language, to deprive of their wished-for effect the opinions
and wills of those, whose opinions and wishes
are, as near as they can have been made, to
the being the opinions and wills of the whole
population of the nation, oratany zate of the
most enlightened part of at. By facttons is
meant, as far as anything to the purpose is
meant, parties entertaining designs and using
endeavours of a nature detrimental to the interest, or say the happiness, of the whole cornmunity, or the major part of it. This being
the meaning, that which is presumed by the
reporter is, that e_-il to the community
is
more likely to be prevented by men who, not
being chosen by the people, have an interest
opposite to that of the community at large,
than by men, who, being chosen by the people,
have not any interest opposite to that of the
community at large. If such be really the
truth, something a little lJke proofof it might
not have been amiss.
But presumption is
shorter than proof, and saves trouble.
17.--tx.
Bubble or vesicle the ninth : se""" Pou r donner a
eurit 9 against usurpa_w,_.
la nation une parfaite 9uarantie contre toute
usurpation des a9ents de l" autorit_ :" to give
the nation a perfect security against all usurpation by the agents of authority.
Usurpation ? of what ? this is not said.
At the
cost of whom ? this is not said. By whom ?
this is not said. What is not said but neeessarily implied is, that there is something good,
which some authority or other is inclined to
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usurp, and which a second chamber, constituted as proposed, is not at all inclined to
usurp ; or at any rate is not so much inclined
and moreover able to usurp, as is a first chumher composed of the deputies of the people
aptly chosen, as above. Thus vesicular is the
security against usurpation,
18.--x.
Bubble or vesicle the tenth : example of powerful monarchies. " A l'exemplc
despmssantes monarchies:" after the example
of powerfid monarchies,
19.--xL
Bubble or vesicle the eleventh:
example qfflourisl_in9 republics. "A l'exemple
des rgpubliqucs florissantes : after the example
of flourishing republics.
Monarchies mentioned first--mentioned
before republics, of
course. Thus commanded Madame_EtiTzette.
And see now what, under the management
of our learned draughtsman, comes of obe.
dmncc to her commands.
To powerfulness
the preeedence is _ven before flourtshinyness;
flourlshingness meaning, if it means anything
to the purpose, happiness.
As to powerfulhess --purposes to which, in the case-- whether of an individual or a community -- it is
applicable, two : preservatmn of himself or
itself against wrongs, one : inflicting wrongs,
another and somewhat different one. Now
then, mark the practical consequence of the
prevalence thus given topowerfulness: applied
to the first, it is useful and desirable : applied
to the other purpose, it is nnschievous and
undesirable.
Employed thus without modifieation or explanation,
the word is but too
apt to be employed in the endeavour to promote that one oi the two purposes which is
purely mischievous,
20. -- xlI. Bubble or vesicle the twelfth :
non-adoption of certain .foreign institutions,
" Pour opcrer cctte division (en deux chumbres) nous n'avons ffas adopt_s des institutions
etrang_l es, gu_ pourraient ne pus bien s'amal.
garner avee nos restitutions nat_onales : " to effeet this division into two chambers, we have
not adopted foreign institutions, which would
be liable not to amalgamate well with our
national institutions.
True: not adopted by
the royal receiver of the Belgians under his
yoke, were the restitutions of any nation foreign to both the nations so joined together.
But _ what has been somuch worse -- joined
and forced together were these two nations,
the institutions of which amalgamated so far
from well, the one with the other,
21. _ xIII. ]Bubble or vesicle the tlarteenth
and last : something done with the principles
of the division.
" Nous aeons puisJ les prmczpes de la division, clans l'espr_t qui l'a falt
adopter : we have drawn the principles of the
division from the espyit which has caused
them to be adopted. As for esprit, give the
meaning of the word who can. Were I obliged
to make the attempt, the word I should ren.
der it by would be --gas.
This thirteenth
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makes (you may perhaps think) no bad finish
to the twelve bubbles or vesicles, its predecessors.
22. Fellow-citizens ! here you have-- not
only two packets of mutually opposite reasons, but two somewhat different manners or
modes of reasoning. You will judge.
23. Tempting is the invitation: but the
above is everything that belongs strictly to
the present question.
For any ulterior exaruination, no duty calls: hut to have stopped
short at any part of this reasoning would have
been a denial of justice.
§ V. Sole proposable Zocator for a Second
Chamber, a King.
Further Objections
hence.
1. Now as to location. In the present case,
sole authority proposed for the placing of men
in this same second chamber is--the
King.
Sole proposed.
I add--or
proposable : and
this -- whatsoever be the duration of the authority of a member of this same chamber:
whether hereditary, as at present; or for life
only, as in the case of one of the Netherlands
chambers; or for a limited term of years, as in
the case of the Senate of the Anglo.American
Umted States Congress..
2. Too true it is--that,
in the case of that
same republican second chamber, -- the authonty by which the function of locating its
members is performed, is--notthatofasingle
person, but that of a numerous body. But,
in that case, for the exercise of this function
otherwise than by a king, there exists a set
of hands which in the present case has no
place, and by those hands exercise is given
to it accordingly.
Those hands are those of
a body composed of the "legislatures"
of the
several states.*
* Comes upon the carpet, on this occasion, the
topie of local legislatures. Great (it has been
said) is the nee_ of them in France : but the
demand might be supplied without detriment to
the authonty of the existing legislature_namely, by the constitution of sub.leglslatures, having
authority in respect of eertmn local subject.
matters alone:--and
that subject in everything
to the existing all-embracing legislature. Analogoes in some sort to these sub-legislatures wexv
Necker's .4dmlnistratlona Provinciale$.
For the formation of the territories of thew se.
veral sub-legislatures, the existing departments
mightbe employed. They might be taken as they
are, or laid together in any number.
Advantages thus obtained are the fo]lowing:_
1. Having appropriately instructed publicopinion tribunals in as many places as there _are
sections of territory, having each its own 1_
ture; in a word, so many smaller metropo3.1s_
instead of no more than the one large one.
2. Having in each sub-leglslature a nursery
for the supreme legislature: a school of .app.to.
priate aputude, in all its branches, for me ausiness of legislation. In this may be seen the
pecuhar advantage alluded to.
3. Having, forlocal purpo_ a legislature by
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3. In aking, forget not, then, that you have
a functionary, whose interests are, to an iramenee extent, in direct opposition to that of
the great body of the people ma functionary,
who to that interest by which every man is,
on each occasion, urged to sacrifice to his
own happiness that of all besides, adds the
power of effecting, to an immense extent, that
sinister sacrifice,
Who can deny the existence of this opposition of interest ? Let us see. For, behold
the means he has : m but, of this presently,
Such being the nature of man, how can I help
its having place ? And, should I leave it unmentioned, when your happiness is in so great

a part at stake upon the clear conception and
full consideration of it ?
4. In a chamber of peers, if continued, you
will have a body of men, whom it will be in
the power of the king to render contributory
tothatsame sinister sacrifice. Willandpower
united, does not the effect follow ?
5. By the same means by which he would
have it in his power to render the chamber
of peers contributory to this same sinister
sacrifice,by this same means, but for one
obstacle, would he have it also in his power
to render your deputies correspondently, and
with like effect, contributory to it. This
obstacleis--thedislocativepower,
rctainedin
the hands of the constituents of those same
which the labour and expense of resorting to a deputies.
This power, it is not proposed,
central legislature from all distances would in nor will it be proposed, they should possess,
great part-be saved.
4. Having, for the management of those pattiwith reference to the members of the house
cularbranches of business in question, managers, of peers, or of any otber sort of second charapossessed of a better acquaintance with the local her, composed of members placed in it by
circumstances by whicii a demand for legisla- the king.
tion is presented, than can be possessed by men
6. Such being the king's interest, of this
having their abodes at distances more or less same interest will he, of course, on every
considerable,
occasion, obey the dictates: continuing the
Those advantages might be established, by
giving (to each department, for example) a sub- sinister course to the utmost length, that his
legislature of its own: or if by this means the imagination and his judgment join in presentnumber of sub-legislatures would be too great, ing to his view as consistent with his present
unions, wherever they presented themselves as safety and convenience.
desirable, might be etfeeted. An analogous insti7. Well: now for a few particulars of these
tution
may be seen in Necker's tldminiatrationa
same courses.
Like any other man in his
Provlnclales.
To the thus proposed system of sub-legisla.
tures, substitute a federai government-- such
for example, as that of the Anglo-American
United States,--such would be the disadvantages
(so it will be seen on the first mention of them)
as would greatly outweigh the above-mentionect
First comes the extinction of the whole of the
advantages.
existing
otBcial establishment,
1. Intolerable would be the mass of suffering on the part of individuals, ff the loss of the
masses of emolument attached to the several
situations remained uncompensated : little less
grievous the suffering on the part of the public
at large, if compensation were made.
2. This evil would be but a temporary one.
But the danger of ill blood_ ending in civil war,
from collision of interests, from contrariety, real
or imagined--would be a perpetual one: and
& While the operation was going on, everything would be in a state of confusion: all the
rights at stake in a state of uncertainty,
4. This additional and indispensable cireum,
stance belul_ brought to view, behold now the
additional o]_jections which it opposes to the continuanee of a second chamber. Alas! what a
task is this which I have set myself! the subject
--this
panitofreally
it--sois_whatsoever
unplema_t s one!
to be
myself, such
it may
to
any one else. If my object were to_p/once--to
plmso for the momont--if it were ttsat, and noi_n_[ me_ valuable_ nothing would I have to
do w_th s _tb_.t so invidious, so #cabrou:, as
you would call it. But my object is to be u:efu/
wto place before your eyes the plain troths on a
subject univer__. _ acknowledged to be themost
momentous.
This being my object, no cnolee
have
I but to proceed.

[
]
]
I
[
I

place, this same all-powerful functionary will,
at all times, have among his endeavours--to
obtain, and so far as is consistent with enjoy°
ment to retain, the possession of all imaginable instruments of enjoyment in all their
shapes :--money,
to wit, and money's worth,
power in all its shapes _ that power free from
I responsibility :-- add reputation, respect, and
love : -- of the two latter as much as possible,
and how little so ever merited : -- add, moreover, factitious honour and dignity ; vengeance as far as provoked by resistance ; ease
as far as consistent with enjoyment; security
for all these possessions-- most entire : security at whatever expense to the people produced, or endeavoured to be produced.
8. For all these same instruments of onjoyment, the cupidity of man in all situations
is such as all men feel and see. But, in the
situation of king, it is in a particular degree
insatiable. Consciousness of the power is continual]y stimulating and sharpeningthe desire.
9. He who wills the end, wills thereby all
necessary means.
In the present case, the
means are those, for the designation of which
the words corruption and delusion may be
employed.
On this occasion, corruption-political corruption -- requires complete dissection, which it has never yet had. My
children, wait a moment : the theatre will
open presently.
lO. " What a picture' -- (I hear some of
you saying)_"
What a picture, old and
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gloomy-mindod man! are you giving us of
human nature ! as if there were no such quality as disinterestedness--no
such quality as
philanthropy-no such quality as disposition
to self-sacrifice -- in the whole species : no
such individual as a hiag taking a pleasure in
his duty -- doing, on all occasions, his utmost
to promote the happiness of his people I
,, Notions such as these ! and with proofs
to the contrary--proofs so brilliant and so indubitable -- all the while before your eyes !"
11. Now for my answer : -- My children,
I admit all this. I do not deny it : I cannot
deny it : I wish not to deny it : sorry should
I be if it were in my power to deny it. Not
the less do I maintain the fact--that,
of the
human species, as of every other, the very
existence depends upon the established, and
almost uninterrupted habit of self-preference,
1'2. But I will not--ibr
I need not--trouble you with the developement
of this truth.
I will not --for I need not -- attempt to draw
you into any such dark recess as the dun of
what is called among you metaphysws, in
which the springs of human action are looked
into and hammered at. I need not.
And
why ? Even because my belief in this truth
preventsmenotfrombelievinginanyofthose
things which you suppose me to deny.
13. Yes : I admit the existence of distnterestedness in the sense in which you mean
it. I admit the existence of philanthropy-of philanthropy even to an all-comprehensive
extent.
How could I do otherwise than admit it ? My children T I have not far to look
for it. Without it, how could so many papers
that have preceded this letter, have come into
existence ? I admit the existence of a disposition to self-sacrifice : How could I do otherwise ? Could I deny the existence of the work
of the three days _
14. Yes, I admit--not
only the possible
existence -- I admit the actual existence of a
h_ng who takes a pleasure in doing his duty,
--of a king who, on all occasions, does his utmost to promote the happiness and interests
of his people,
15. Oh how charming to my heart is the
impossibility of an inward refusal to those
admissions I But my children I it is on what
has been seen most commonly to happen,and thence presents itself as most hkely to
happen--it
is upon this that all practice, if
it has any pretension to the praise of prudence, must be built,
16. All men are not Frenchmen.
Frenchmen have not been at all times what they are
at the present times. Even Frenchmen cannot be depended upon for being, under all
c!reumstances, what they are under existing
circumstances.
What if they could be? All
Frenchmen are not men of Pro'is : all men of
Paris are not men of the three days.
17. Then as to kings.
All French kings
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have not been Louis Philippes.
No other
king ever was what Louis Philippe is.
No
other king of the French ever will be what
Louis Philippe is. Louis Pki_ppe himself
will not continue to be what he is, ff a ehamo
her of peers is suffered to continue, or any
second chamber is constituted in the room of
it. No : Louis Philippe himself will not con.
tinue to be what he Is, if any such temptation
to change is suffered to have place.
18. And why is it that, even if he could,
no other king could, with such a power in
his hands, be depended upon for not abusing
it ? My children, I will tell you why.
In the situation of lting, cup_diaj for the
_bove-mentioned
good things--cupidity
for
all sorts of good things--is
essentially insatreble. Yes: in that situation, above all others,
your proverb is exemplified N l'appetit vient
en raangeant.
19. Come-- I will give you an example. I
will not speak of a Ferdinand the Belovedw
I will not speak of a Don Miguel. You have
heard of a George the Third--I
will speak
to you of this same George the Third.
20. Best of kings was the title bestowed
upon him :--best ofMngs, byacclamation--by
general acclamation.
To George the Third,
best of kings, as to Voltaire, prznce of poets,
duringhislifctime:
witness Mount Parnassus.
Look, then, at this best of ktngs : and then
let each of you ask himself--what
can I reasonably expect at the hands of an average
king ? and in particular of an average king,
with a chamber of peers, in these same royal
hands, to work upon, and work with, and
mould to all his royal purposes ?
21. Well then: now for a spedmen of him.
L The commencement of his reign was distingnished by the endeavours of many years to
ruin a man for an indecorous word : this endeavour ended in making the man's fortune.
22.-- H. His income was somewhat less
than that of your Charles the Tenth : it did
not satisfy him.
23. _ HI. In the course of that same reign,
nine different bankruptcies
did he commit.
Nine different times did he make those Lords
and Commons of his pay those debts which
he had contracted without their consent. So
at least it was said in that same House of"
Commons, and no contradiction given to it.
24. --xv. As often as a tax was imposed
upon all other incomes, those of all other
functionaries included, he caused his own to
be exempted from it.
25. -- v. At his instigation, a king of Sweden afflicted Russia with a war as completely
unprovoked as any that is to be found in history. To feed this war, he laboured to plunge
into it his own country:__hefailed;
andmy
latest brcath willbe cheered with the thoughts
of having been the author of that failure.
26. _ vI. He shared, with my virtuous but
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misled friend, Brissot, the authorship of your are tamed, and rendered fit for the saddle, as
revolutionary war, with the debtunder which by Arion dolphins.
we are everywhere still groaning.
To the process of cramming, in the ease of
27. _v1L When war was made by England
fowls, nature sets bounds. So does she in the
upon Spain (it would be foreign to the subject
case of the queen-bee.
But, in the case of a
to inquire upon what grolmds,) he caused it kmgofEngland, oranyofhis creatures, where
to be begunin a piratical manner : and of this are the limits set by anything or anybody ?
manner seventeen millions sterling, placed at
Yet, when and in so far as they are honest,
his private disposal, was the fruit: the faith thisisthethinglaiddownbyanEnglishstates.
of Parliament,--his
own, with that of his man, and built upon :-- yes ; built upon in
Lords and Commons,--being
thus broken, to practice. But, weak as theyare, can you really
the injury of the men at the price of whose
believe them sotobeto
suchadegreeasthis?
blood the booty had been earned: the work
Fellow-citizens I here is no exaggeration:
of blood and plunder being begun by surprise it is the simple truth : my credit is at stake
_no
declaration of war made, if at all, till upon it. We have a minister, who, under
this booty had been secured,
the Duke of Wellington,
governs the court28. Once more. If-- with peers, and no- try ; mid, under nobody, governs the House
minees of peers, for instruments of his goodof Commons.
His name is Sir Robert Peel.
hess-- such a king was the best of kings, -I took him t'other day in hand. I laboured
what think you of an average one ?
hard to persuade him-- that mone 9 is not up29. Such was he with his house of peers,
titude : -- money, and, in particular, public
Not but that for him to be what he was with money, wrung from those by whose labour
thosesameinstrumentstoworkwith--at_ouse
the money's worth was produced : -- that
of commons, such as those he had, would have money is not honesl!/: that money is not
been sufficient :---a house of commons, nomiknowledge; that money is not judgment ; that
hated by peers, or by men longing to be peers money is not active talent, applied to busi--a house of commons such as he had, and hess such as that of the office. No : all that
such as his successors and their subjects are I could do, I could not bring him to perdestined to have,--unless,
peradventure, on ceive, that a man's having had experience in
some beautiful day, London should pluck up that same business gave a better chance for
spirit enough to take a leaf out of the book his being fit for the doing of it, than could
of Paris.
be given by any money that could be put into
To warrant a king in keeping in training,
his pocket.*
upon appropriate principles, his men-of-allSuch management, guided by such intelliwork, an appropriate maxim has been deemed gence, goes with us by the name of gnvernnecessary.
Accordingly, of the number of ment.
The so-governing and so-governed,
axioms laid doom and acted upon is this you may perhaps look upon as not ill fitted
axiom: Aptitude is as opulence. The situa- to each other.
tion being given, you allot to it a mass of
Labour in vain was all this labour ; and so
emolument : this done, you take any man it will continue to be, till those, by whose Inwhatsoever, and place him in it: no eondio bour the moneyso disposed of is produced, take
tions of eligibility_or,
as we say, no qualifi- up the matter, and say, that that which the
eations-- of any sort that have any the most labourer is content to take for his hire, that,
distant relation to the business of the office, in this case, as in every other case, lhat, be it
do you require him to possess.
The emoluever so little, is sufficient for him toreceive.
meat received by him does everything that
Yes : labour in vain has been hitherto all
is wanted : the larger the mass of it, the this labour. Lost it has been upon the counhigher will be his degree of aptitude.
If in terfeit representatives of the people.
Still,
that derivable quality any deficiency happens among them, the cry is --Aptitude
is as oputhereupon to manifest itself, it is a sign that lence. Lost it has been even upon their sothe mass was not large enough. You accord- called constituents.
No man have I prevailed
ingly add more to it : if still there is a deft- upon, as yet, to join with me in proclaiming
eiency, real or supposed, you add more still : --.4ptitude
is not as opulence.
and so totles quoties.
By cramming them with money, kings are,
§ VI.
Corruptlonists
the Members of
any Second unavoidably
Cttaraber-- Objections
according to this maxim, in proportion to the
quantity of the money, made fit for reigning,
thence-- Corruption dissected.
Fellow-citizens
! is this really so ? Consider
I. Fellow- Citizens I I must now speak to
and answer to yourselves,
you of corruption and delusion. Intimately
By ,cramming, fowls are fitted for the table:
connected are these two things with the subtrue. By cramming, the queen-bee is fitted ject-mstter of this inquiry; so likewise (as
for her throne : true. By that same process,
you will see) with one another.
when then will kings be fitted for this same
neat ? _ when by that same process sharks

"See the miseellany_ intituled _lptitud¢ maxi.
mlzed, E.wense minlm_¢d.
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2. By the words corruption and delusion
deluadon in English, in French illusion,) are
esignated, in both languages, not only the
effect produced, but the cause of that same
effect: n_t only the effect which wiU be produced upon the members of this same second
chamber in case of its existence, but the cause
by which the production of that same effect
will be seen to be unavoidable.
For, such
in both languages is the poverty of language ;
and such, in and by both of them, the confusion spread by that poverty over so consideruble a portion of that same instrument of
thought and converse.
3. Corruption, political corruption, is a
sort ofthingwhich
is continually in every pen
and every mouth.
But, in the course of my
inquiries, some shapes in which it makes its
appearance to a vast extent, have presented
themselves to my view-- some shapes, of
which it has not happened to me to see or
hear mention made anywhere else.
A complete dissection of this same corruption is accordingly an operation, which
presents itself to me as being, on the present
occasion, an indispensable one. Be the shapes
of it in which you exclude it ever so numerous, as good might you leave it unexcinded
in all, as leave admittance to it in any one.
4. It is not an agreeable one. To myself,
I am sure, it is not: to you I cannot expect
it to be. Of this I thus give you warning:
whether he will submit to the drudgery, will
thus depend upon each man's choice,
Thus explained, -5. By corruption you will understand-- any
act or state of things, by which, by means of
its operation on his will, a functionary is induced to act in a course, deviating in any
manner from the path of his duty.
6. By delusion, effects producible by corruption are producedbyan operation applying
to the understanding: to the will, no otherwise than through the medium of the understanding,
7. My children ! you see already the practical use there is in holding up to view--the
need there is of bringing to view-- everything that can be contributory to the production of this maleficent effect-- every occasion
on which it can happen to it to be productive.
This is not a question of mere words. Good
government depends upon--or
rather is the
same thing with--the undulating progression
of each functionary in the path of his duty.
In so far, then, as his means of happiness depanda upon the goodness of the government,
the happiness of every man that reads this
depends upon the non-deviation of the several
functionaries from the path of their respective
duties. Of the exhibition thus made, the end
in view is--the
engaging those on whom it
depends, to minimiT_ the quantity of the mattar capable of this operation, and the number
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and extent of the oceasio_.s on which it is
capable of producing this effect.
8. On this occasion have patience with me,
and you will see brought to view, for the
purpose of their being guarded against, ways
and means, in and by which the effect of
corruption is produced-- ways and means
to no small extent outstretching all that as
yet have been generally in view.
Half a dozen of these you will see-- or
thereabouts--more
or less : as theyare presented to your view, indication will be given
of their supposed novelty.
9. By matter of corruption understand everything capable of having corruption for its
effect, and thereby applicable by man to the
purposeofproducingit:
matter of corruption,
say for shortness.
Say also, upon occasions
operating as an instrument of corruption.
10. The matter of corrnption is either the
matter of good or the matter of evil. Yes,
the matter of evil: for with this effect is the
matter of evil capable of operating, no less
than is the matter of good ; --yes:
and with
even still greater force and efficiency: capable
of operating, and to a vast extent, and with
a deplorable degree of sinister efficiency, m
actually in use to be made to operate.
11. Of the several modifications of the
matter of good you have had already m if not
a complete list, -- exemplifications in large
number :--namely, those which, in speaking
of the situation of the functionary called a
king, were exhibited in the character of ohjects of his cupidity, or say coneupiwer.ce. So
many modifications of the matter of good, so
many drapes in which, in the character of an
instrument of corruption, the matter of corruption is capable of operating.
12. Of the matter of evil, all the several
modifications capable of contributing to the
production of this effect, you will have in
view--in
proportion as you have in view
those evils, which are capable of befalling a
man, and being to this purpose employed, in
such manner as to be made to appear to him
to be continually about to befal him, without
exposing the employer to suffer for so doing
at the hands of the judicial authority.
13. In this case, the matter of good acts
(you will see) in the character of matter of
reward : matter of evil, in the character of
matter of punishment.
14. Behold now a circumstance by which
proof and exemplification is afforded of the
truth -- the important truth _ that, in the
character of an instrument of corruption, the
force and efficiency of the matter of evil is
greater than that of the matter of good.
15. By the matter of good,--that
is to
say, by the eventually expected receipt or
enjoyment of it,--how
great soever be the
value of it, the power of ckoice is not to cornmon conceptions considered, and in common
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language accordingly spoken of, as taken away.:
whereas, by the matter of evil, -- when the
amount of it rises to a certain height, the
power of choice is commonly considered and
spoken of as being taken away: as commonly, as, by a loaded pistol applied to a man's
breast, accompanied with the demand of his
money, the power of choice is considered as
being taken away.
16. Note here--that
the same portion of
matter operates in the way of matter of good
or matter of evil, according as it comes to the
individual in question, or goes from him : by
coming to him, it operates as matter of good;
by going from him, it operates as matter of
evil: and, by going from him, it operates upon
him with much greater force than by coming
to him : coming to him, it operates no otherwise than in the way of reward; gotng from
him, it operates in the way of pumshment,
17. Take any man for example, -- and
suppose the value of the whole amount of his
property to be £100 : with much greater effic_ency, in the way of producing compliance at
his hands, will the apparent probability of his
eventually losing this same £100, than willthe
same apparent probability of his gainzng £100.
18. For holding up to view an evil of such
immense magnitude, and thence presenting
the demand for remedy, --you will (I flatter
myself) not be backward in recognizing the
demand for some means of designation : a demand as urgent as that which gave existence
to the denominative
corruption, in the case
where the matter of good is the instrument
by which the maleficent effect is produced,
No such appellation being in use, it seems to
me, that by giving the requisite extension to
the existing appellation
corruption, the deficiency may, in a more convenient manner
than by any other word or locution, be supplied; compulsory, or say compulsive, or else
intimidative, the corruption being, in this case,
styled; remunerative* in the other case.
19. Now, as to the various shapes in which
the matter of good, operating in the character
of an instrument of corruption, is capable of
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sons, by whom he or they are located-- say
a locator or locators.
For any such locator,
patron is the term in common use: patronage,
the name of the portion of the matter of good,
possessed by him, in such his capacity.
22. Here then--of
any such situation the
possession cannot have its value, and consequent efficiency in the character of an instrument of corruption, but the patronage of it
must have a correspondent value.
23. In the case in which an ecclesiastical
benefice is the situation in question, the patronage is denominated an advowson.
This
same advowson possesses a marketable value,
just as any ordinary estate in land does : ten
years' purchase perhaps, more or less. This
then, or thereabouts,
subject to correction,
may be stated as the relative value of the
patronage of any such office. This, and no
more, may be stated as the value of the patronage of an office to the patron, when the
individual, whom he locates in it, is any person taken at large ; many more years' purchase may it be worth, if the locatee, whom
he locates in it, is a sont or other near reintire, for whom to this same amount he would
make provision out of his own income, were
it not for the extrinsic source.
24. Over the possession of a profit-yielding
situation in the official estabhshment, patronage has this advantage--that,
whereas to the
number of such situations which, even under
a corrupt form of government,
one and the
same individual may have the possession of,
there is some limit,--to
the number of those
which he is capable of having the patronage
of, there is not any limit.
25. In England, immediately or by the intervention of middlemen, with exceptions to
a comparatively inconsiderable amount, the
]hng has the patronage of all the several situations of which the whole of the official
estabhshment is composed.
26. Of the matter of corruption in this shape
(need it be said?) is composed, the motive, by
which men are induced to do their utmost for

21. The happily rare case excepted, --in
which the incumbents follow one another in
the way of hereditary succession,--in the case
of every one of those same situations, for every

[Son.]--Thus,
in that part of the judiciary
department, which is composed of the judlcamry
styled the Court of Chancery, no fewer than nine
lucrative offices are in the possession or sure expectancy of a son of the ex-Chancellor the Earl
of Eldon: aggregate income £9,000 a-year, more
or 1.ess: about one half for this long time in pos.
sessmn : all thOse conferred and" obtained on a
false pretenee"--obtained
by an act which, by
a statute still or till lately in force, was eoostituted, in the case in which it has for the agent
a person other than a member of the official esta-

person or set of persons placed--located
say
--there cannot but be a person or set of per• [Remunerat,ve.]--_4Uective
would in this
case inake a better match with compul_ve than
remu_ceratlve does : alleetive from allicio., but
unfortunately_ aUective iS scarcely as yet in the
languages,

subjectedblishment_himaCtinto_eaSpunishmentSuch'
[an of°ffencebeingWhich]imprigoned, whipt, or transported to a distant depeno
dency, there to be kept in a state of servitude.
Add, or to be put in the pillory; till this mode
of punishment was a short time ago abolished:
false pretence, that of an intention to do the businoss of the office.

having existence.
One of them is patronage,
20. Among the modifications of the matter
of good brought to view, as above, you may
have made observation of the various situations, of which the official establishment of a
community is composed or composable,
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the upholding of a form, system, and practice
of government, on which the appellation of
matckless consii_tion,
in the endeavour of
covering its deformity by a veil of unmerited
landation, is with such unblushing persev_erance bestowed; the possessors and cravers
of the matter of corruption in this shape, all
the while bestowing upon themselves, and one
another, the praise of disinterestedness,
and
so forth,
27. For the production of the maleficent
effect styled corruption, not necessary is it
that there should really be any person in
whose mind any such intention has place as
that of administering the matter of corruption, for the purposes in question, or for any
other. Why not necessary? AnswermBecause any person, disposed to earn the wages
of corruption, on sight of any other person
occupying a situation which places in the
hands of the occupier any adequate mass of
the matter of corruption, together with the
means of benefiting himself by the administration of it, will presume the existence of
an adequate disposition so to admmister it,
and wilt act accordingly,
28. From this state of things results the
need--the urgent need--of appellatives, adequate to the purpose of planting and keeping
in one's mind, the distraction between the
two species of corruptionists--the
zntentional
and the unintent_onal:--a
distinction which
(it is believed) is now, for the first tnne, held
up to view.
29. Moreover, here may be seen the place
for bringing to view the several classes of persons to whom the appellation of corruptionists
may, with eqna] and indisputable propriety,
be applied -- namely, actwe corruptionists,
the corruptors; passive eorruptionists, styled,
by means of the termination thus employed
in the ancient law French language, corruptees--in
modern French, corrompus,
30. This distinction borne in mind, with
indisp'atable propriety may (it will be seen) be
applied the appellations of corruptwnist and
corruptor to every person possessing power
of patronage : the corruption operating, as
such, with a dagree of efficiency proportioned
to the magnitude of such his power: to every
such patron, and in particular to every k_n9.
31. What! to Louis Philippe?
Yes, to
Louis Philippe, and with as indisputable propriety as to George the Third, of blessed
memory, or any one else.
32. My children ! think of the Medecln
malgr_ lni: he is well known to you. Well,
then, here you may see a roi corr_pteur-a
roi corrupteur malgr_ lui.
33. But_ what should he decline giving
his concurrence to any arrangement, by which,
without production of evil to a preponderant
amount, in some determinate form, the qnar_t/t9 of the matter of corruption, and thence
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the ej_/ency of it, would be diminished ?
The supposition is an unpleasant m an invidious--one
; the answer, needless.
34. For production of this same maleficent
effect, styled eorr_ption,--as
little necessary
is it that the matter by which it is produced
should, in any determinate shape, be present
to the mind on which the effect is produced.
Why not necessary ? Answer-Because, to
the imaginative faculty of a mind appropriately disposed, it will naturally present itself
in the most attractive shapes and colours
the shapes being those of the most valuable
lucrative situations, or other benefits, which
the patron looked to has it, or is supposed to
have it, in his power to confer.
35. Hence may be seen--that,
ofthemato
ter of corruption, when in an zndetermlnate
shape, the efficiency is naturally not only not
less, but much 9rearer, than when confined to
any determinate shape.
36. And now may it be seen---why and how
it is, that corruptionists--the
most maleficent of corruptionists, active and passive m
how it is, that they are so ready to make law
upon lawagainst bribery--leaving
corruption,
in its compulso_7/and so much more efficient
form, unrepressed, evil in so efficient a manner
and degree promoted. Making laws against
compulsion, m the form of bribery, they com.
bat it in a form in which, it being, and frequently in a ruinous degree, costly to themselves, they are not unwilling to suppress it :
leaving it unrepressed when in the compulsory form, they thus give establishment to it,
in a form in which it not only is so much
more efficient, but costs them nothing.
37. In so far as they are reduced to have
recourse to bribery, the law is against them ;
and, in this case, to no small extent, they
are under the necessity of laying themselves
at the mercy of men whose morality they are
thus themselves corrupting: at their mercy,
not only in respect of the fulfilment or"the
illegal bargain, but also in respect of forbearance to turn against them, and join in prosecuring them for it. On the other hand, in
so far as the form they give to the operation
is the compulsive furm,--they
have, and to a
great extent, the law _ not simply neuter,
but actually on their side. Thus it is, for
example, to the whole extent of the relation
of landlord and tenant : the landlord turning
out, or, by the hand of the law, in various
ways tormenting his tenant, in the event of
his not gi_ng his vote to the candidate, how
unfit soever, whom it pleases the landlord
thus to force upon him.*
* 1. says
Wimess
of Newcastle;
who, if
repot_
true,a• Duke
turns out
of their habitations
or other possessions, no fewer than seventy heads
of families, for having contributed towards the
a Morning

Chronlck,

27th September 18°_
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38. For the production of this same ms44. Imperfect and inadequate would be the
Ieficent effec_ styled corruption, as little he- dissection here made of political corruption,
cesaary is it that the individual, to w_om if the non-proximate as well as the proximate
application of the matter of corruption is causes of the disorder were not brought to
made, should be the very individual at whose
view.
Of the non-proximate there may be
hands the maleficent conduct--the
breach of any number of removes.
Non-proximate of
public trust--is endeavoured to be produced,
the first remove may be seen in the instance
It may be any other individual, with whom of wars and distant dependencies.
Neeessithe breach in question is connected by any tared by the one as well as by the other are
adequately strong tie--whether
of self-re,
lucrative offices.
9arding, or of social, or say sympathet/c, in45. Wars and distant dependencies bear to
terest,
each other both relations,--that
of cause and
39. Hence it may be seen-- how far from that of effect. Of distant dependencies, the
being sufficiently grounded is the notion, ac- possession on the one part, the cupidity on
cording to which, by being secured for life in the other part, beget war: war has sometimes
the possession of a lucrative olTice, in such sort on the one part distant dependencies for its
as not to stand exposed to any danger of be- fruit, t
ing dislocated,--a
man is rendered corruption46. Corruption and waste.
Between the
proof: secured, as he thus is, against corrup- i two evils thus denominated, relations have
tion, in so far as effectible by application made place, which, on this occasion, it may be of
of the matter of evil in that one shape,
use to have in view.
40. Corruption-proof?--Yes;
if, to that
4?. Whatsoever portion of the matter of
same purpose, he does not stand exposed to good is received or looked for by any functhe being corrupted by the matter of evil in tionary of government as such, in particular
any other shape,
if received at the charge of the government,
41. Yes ; if, to the purpose in question, he is, as hath been seen, capable of operating in
does not stand exposed to the being corrupted
the way of corruption.
by the matter of 9ood in any shape.
48. But it follows not that it is in any part
42. Yes ; if there be no other individual,
of its employment in waste : not only whatwith whom he stands connected by any such soever is necessary to the support of the gotie as above mentioned,
vernment, but whatsoever else is capable of
43. Here accordingly may be seen the ira- being employed in such manner as to be proposture so often endeavoured to be practised,
dnctive of a balance in the scale : not only
by the boast expressed by the word ,ndepenis not employed in waste, but ought to be
deuce : the condition being in fact that of employed in the manner in which, by the supirresponsibility:
that is to say, non-exposure
position, it is employed.
to suffering in this or that shape, or in any
49. To a not inconsiderable extent, corshape, for any act of maleficence committed
ruptiun may have place without waste. For,
by the individual in question, in the situation
if by marks of general kindness on the part
in question.*
of one functionary--and
in particular a functionary of superior order -- without money or
placing in the assembly of the representatives of money's worth expended, another functionary
the people, persons other than those chosen by
himself: alleging, in justification, his right by be inveigled into abreach of official duty: here
law" to do as he pleases with his own."
is corruption, but here is not any waste.
2. Witness, in like manner, a Marquis ol
50. Natural indeed, but (as hath just been
Exeter; who, if like report says true, a gives in- seen) narrow-sighted and erroneous, would
formation to tenants of his, who themselves had he any such maxim as -- Let no institution,
even voted for both his candidates, that "urdess
by wl_ich con'uption is capable of being prothey discharge their tenants who did not so vote_
they shall, notwithstanding their own votes, be duced, be endured.
tn_ed out of all the property they hold under"
51. For, in the first place, whatsoever exthe family of which he is the head: to widows, penditure is to such a degree necessary that
moreover, that unless, by marriage or other_vise, government could not have place without it--they procure votes, they will share the same fate. operates, except in so far as effectually coun3. Behold here a chain of tymanies: not con.
ter-operated, in the way of corruption.
tent with being himself a tyrant, here stands a
man, forciugothers (query, in what numbers) to
52. In the next place, at the command of
be participsto_ in like guilt,
government, a means there is by which the
• Of this sort is the independence given to
English judges; who are thereby reudered so
_ Bitteris the frult to the inhabitants of the
many, as it were, uat-dral enemies to justice, and parent territory, whatsoever it may be to the inpartners in, and supporters of, thataristocratical habitants of t_e soil into which population is
tyranny, which,under " MATCHLZSS CONSTI- t_an_lanted.
But when, by the _
of emanTUTIO_," is the cause of all the ]_oHtical evll cipation, the branch by which a layer was v_nunder which Englishmen are mflfering,
neeted with the stock is cut, the layer having
tuen root, hitternem ceases, and saouer _ lutes
• M_
Chroslcte, 8th October 1830.
all that _maias is swceme_
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ma_ter of corruption may be divested of its
po_onous qualities,
• This means consists of the power of
dislocation, if made exercisable on all public
functionaries : immediately, or by the intervention of other hands, by the great body of
the people in quality of possessors of the constltution authority, by which the members of
the legislature are deputed and located,
54. In the ease of the members of a second
chamber, as such,-- and in particular in the
case of a chamber of peers, as such, -- every
portion of the matter of good possessed by
them as such, operates in the way of waste,
and in the way of corruption, both: and in
the way of corruption immediately, because
not capable of being counteracted by that
power of dislocation, which, with reference to
all other functionaries, is capable, as above,
of being possessed and exercised by a first
chamber,
55. Thus much as to counteractive remedies. Now as to preventive remedies : -against corruption -- whether by means of
evil, or by means of good, in the case of ]ocation by election, one remedy (need it be
said ?) there is, and but one : but that a cerrain one. This is, secresg of suffrage : which
secresy may with certainty be maintained by
the mode of delivering the suffrage, when elleered in the way of ballot, as the phrase is :
--may be maintained -- and accordingly is so
maintained, by all persons who are really desirous of malntaimng it.
56. What, then, shall we say of him, and of
the guilt of him who, seeing the efficacy of
the ballot, in the prevention of this corruption-- of this oppression -- of this tyranny-shall use, and persist in using, his endeavours
to prevent the use of this all-efficient and
sub-efficient remedy against an evil, by which
any form of government, the best in all other
respects, is capable of being transformed into
the worst,
57. In comparison of the guilt of him by
whom any single act of this compulsive cotruption is produced,--the
guilt of him, by
whom the practice of it throughout the whole
field of election is advocated, will it not be
as the number of men, if any, who by means
of such his endeavour shall have been tendered compulsorily corrupt, will be to number one f
§ VII. Delusion _its eontrlbutlon to the Malefieence of a Second Chamber.
1. Delusion has two sorts of instruments:
the one consists of that portion of the matter
of corruption, which is composed of the showy
part of the matter of good: the other constats of words.
2. Of these instruments of corruption which
are composed of the matter of good,-- those
which are instruments of dignity, are those,
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by which, in a conspicuous manner, indication is afforded-- either of the powers of the
functionary in question, or of the matter of
wealth attached to his situation.
3. Of those attached to the situation of mohatch, examples are the following:--L
The
Crown. -- n. The Habiliments. -- hi. The
Throne. -- iv. The Sceptre. -- v. The Armortal Bearings.
4. Of these trappings, to make out a currect and complete list would be a work of no
small difficulty and very small use.
5. To those which consist of words, the
same observations may apply, with little
variation: they must be picked up--these
words- wherever they are to be found.
6. Dignity, lustre, splendour, honour, glory,
and influence : these present themselves in
the character of the principal ones.
7. Dign,tg is a sort of ignus fatuus, that
requires lustre and splendour for the support
of it. Itself it is a necessary support to the
throne : but then, this same self requires supports ; and these are splendour and lustre, or
lustre and splendour: one or both, which you
please. " This that you arc writing(I think
I hear you, my children, saying) is stark nonsense." Yes : so it is, indeed : but nonsense
cannot be appropriately represented without
nonsense.
8. Think how many hundreds--thousands
-- myriads -- are every year, in England
not to speak of other countries-consigned
to a lingering death: all of them by tares
imposed, and means of sustenance thereby
snatched away--all
for the support of the
lustre and splendour of the throne, the crown,
and its dignity.
9. The splendour and lustre that ha're gaslights for their efficient cause and support,
and are employed in keeping accidents and
offences excluded from streets _ these are of
real use : but with those the metaphorical
splendour and lustre, which give support to
the crown and dignity, form a perfect contrust : whatsoever effect they give birth to,
when viewed in the point of view in which
they are ordinarily viewed, is, instead of being
of use, purely mischievous.
10. But these things, do they not give support to government ? and if government is an
evil, is it not a necessary one ?-- Give support to government ! Oh yes: that they do:
i and there's the mischief of them. What we
want is---that a good government should have
support: and that a bad government should
not have supportshould fall to pieces for
want of support. But what these things do
is _ giving support to a// governments-to
the worst as much as the best.
11. Apply this to the present caso_ to
the chamber of peers: let the members of it
conduct themselves in it ever so ill--oppose all measures beneficial to us all, as stre-
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nuously and perseveringly as they win, b
the same support will these extrinsic decorstions afford to it.
12. Viewed in their true point of view-understood in their literalsense _ these same
words lustre and splendour may be not al.
together useless : -- they are not altogether
uninstructive.
Of lustre and splendour taken
in thzs sense, what is the effect ? to dazzle
the eyes of beholders : to cause them to see
_he objeets in question confusedly and faisely:
m a word, to put these same beholders into,
and keep them in, a state of delusion,
13. Ancient history tells of an " ancient
sage philosopher,"
who took it into his head
that he should, somehow or other, be the
better off for being stark blind : and accordingly contrived to make himself so, by means
of the splendour and lustre of a brass basin,
Of this philosopher the philosophy will, without much difficulty, be pronounced
"false
philosophy ;" and surely with es little diffieultymaythatphilosophybepronouneedfolse,
which prescribes the consigning human creatures by thousands to lingering death for the
support of the lustre and splendour and dignity of coronets, not to speak of crowns,
14. So much for dignity, lustre, and splendour; or lustre, splendour, and dignity. Now
for honoul and glory,
As, on their part, dignity, lustre, and splendour, are, in our proverbial language, " bzrds
of a feather," and as such, " flock together,"
so on their part are honour and glory.
These derive from their relation to war the
chief part of their relative use : in them may
be seen at once a seed and a fruit of it.
15. In honour, we in England possess four
letters which, of themselves, will at any time
afford a sufficient ground and justification for
war: for war, with anybody or everybody.
Such, at rely rate, was the aphorism_pronouneed once at least upon a time--oftener
tor anght I know-- in our honourable House,
by the then leader, and the now idol, of our
Whigs.
Of the state of things called war
--which,
being interpreted,
is homicide, de1Jredat_on, and destruction _ human suffering
produced in all m_nner of shapes upon the
largest
scale _ of this so illustrioudy
servieeable state of things, the efficient causes
might, all but one, according to his prineipies, he suffered to remain without effects :
not so, any the slightest wound received by
honour,
16. Ofthis rl, etorie, what is the correspondent logic ? Answer _ That whenever, and
to whatever end of your own, and against
whatsoever nation, you take a fancy to make
war, -- it, being a statesman, you condescend
to plead a just_cation
for it, you stand up,
give the appropriate sound to the four letters
h, o, n, and r, and your justification is made :
always understood, that you must pronounce
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the word with a certain degree of loudness,
and that, while you are pronouncing it, your
cheeks must exhibit a certain degree of intumescence, and your eyes a certain degree of
qereeness.
17. A justification made for war out ofhoaour, is cheaper with us (you see) than with
you.
With us, four letters are (you see)
sufficient : you cannot have one for less than
s/x : witness h, o, n, e, u, r.
IS. But, to peers and peerages, in what
way is it (say you) that these words honour
and glory have application ? I answer--in this
way:--Gods
have their attributes: kings and
peers theirs.
Kings are "Gods with us"_
their representatives
and images upon earth.
Peers are creatures of the crown-of the
crowns of kings. Of thezr attributes I leave it
to some future Blaekstone to give a complete
and correct list : all that, at this moment, I
know about them is, that this of honour, or
say honourableness, is one of them.
19. With us, the Chamber, or, as we say,
House, in which our self-constituted
and selfstyled representatives of the people are seated,
is styled Honourable : the House, that is to
say, in plain language, the population of it
taken in the aggregate.
This House is simply
Honourable, while that of the Lords is in like
manner styled Right ltonoarable
and Most
Honourable : w one or bo_h-- I can't at this
moment tell which.
20. Within this same Right Honourable or
Most Honourable House, are degrees of honour, rising one above another, in a scale ;
namely, _ x. Baron and Baronies ; XL Viscounts and Viseountles ; m. Earls and Earldoms. these simply "'_Noble;" iv. Marquesses
and Marquisates ; v. Dukes an_ Dukedoms :
these " Most Noble."
All these Peers.
21. But, added to these is a purificative and
conservativemixtureofanothersortofLords:
-- Lords, who are not Peers, but something
better and still more respectable than Peers;
namely,-L B_sho29s, R_yht Reverend;
II.
Archbishops, Most l_everend.
These, to distinguish them from the sort of Lords wht_ are
Peers, are styled Lords Spiritual;
to wit, in
consideration of the spirzt they are full of.
Spirit meant originally gas : a kind of thing,
one species of which is that which streets are
lighted with : iu their instance, it means a
sacred sort. Sacred means the same as holy :
so now you understand what they are.
In
contradistinction
to them, the Lords who are
Peers, and have for their contradistinction
attributive the word TEUPORAL, cannot but,
in conformity to the established nomenelature, be acknowledged to be profane: sacred
and holy are synonymous to spiritual _profans to temporal • sacred and lxrofane are to
each other as black and white : holy men are,
somehow or other, if you wilt believe them,
" in God ;" and, being so in God, they con-
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trive, somehow or other, to be Fathers ; is to be made : for such a number of mouths,
which is more than your Bishops can do- in such a num_-er of pounds of money u and so
n carnal sense at least--or your Archbishops
forth : to the quantity provided for these
either,
supports, always a limit set: to the quantity
22. "All this," I hear you saying, " may provided ibr the support of dignity, never :
be very true; but what has it to do with
never_no
never can there be enough of it.
second chambers _" My children, it has this
26. And now, my children ! now (I hope)
to do : wherever there is either honour or you are satisfied : satisfied, I mean, with me,
dignity, there must be a support to it. Everyyour metaphorical father: for, if you are sa.
body says as much ; nobody denies it. And
tisfied with the state of things thus faithfully
this support must be made of money. And,
represented,--lf
you (I say) are satisfied
for the extraction of the material, from the with it, it is more than I can be with you.
pockets of those by whose labour that which But I will not think thus meanly of you.
is given in exchange for it is produced, there
27. Nor is this all. The dignity, with its
must be a pretence; and the pretence is made et c_teras, thus placed upon its support, --it
by the manufacture of o_ieial sztuations: to is in the situation in question, with relation
which situations is attached money and too- to the services attached to it in the character
ney's worth, flowing in through the medium
of duties, received as a substitute for, under
of salarzes, ties, and perquisites ; and to the the name of a surely presumptwe
ed_icient
situations are annexed pensions of retreat,
cause of, appropriate aptitude : _ yes, of ap23. So, hkewise, pensions, or donations, or propriate aptitude, in all its several branches,
both, for widows and chddren. For, as each moral, intellectual, and active: branches, three
peer has has &gnity to support, so has his wi- or four, as you please ; appropriate intellecdow hers : so have his children theh's : every tual aptitude requiring, on some occasions,
one of these same children, his or hers: of his to be considered as combining appropriate
male children, the eldest has more &gn_ty knowledge and appropriate judgment.
than any of the others have : the others have
28. How, then, stands the truth of the
every one of them the same.
And, in each case ? Is it-- that, the more there is of this
case, what would become of all this dignity,
dignity, with its et cceteras, the more there is
if it was not for the support given to it by the of this same perfect aptitude ? Oh no : but,
money ? It would, of course, drop down. And
contrariwise, the less. For, as to appropriate
were it to drop down, what would become of moral aptitude, this is the fruit of self-denial,
government _ ......... But the catastrophe is itself an irksome sort of operation : as to
too terrible to bear thinking of.
appropriate intellectual
aptitude, and active
24. True it is-- that, in the Anglo-Ameriaptitude :--these are the fruits of hard labour
can United States, no such extrava_ated re- -- another irksome sort of operation : and
muneration hasplace. Yet there, a something
the quantity of them is naturally in proporcalled government is to be seen, if you look
tion to the quantity of need ; and, the les_
close to it. And, somehow or other, it stands
the need a man has of any irksome sort of
upon its legs, though it has no such supports
operation, the less does he employ of it.
to it. But, that government, being a demo29. Of this same dignity, the use is, the
cratical one, is not (so our monarchists are procuring for the possessor of it, respect, de.
always ready to assure us) worth looking at.
ference, compliance with such demands as it
25. And forget not,--that
this jargon
pleases him to make, -- compliance with his
about the necessity of honour and dignity,
wish and desire, in so far as it is known, or
and lustre, and splendour, for the support ot can be guessed at : and, of all these good
government,and of money, extracted by things, by means of which are produccable
depredation,
for the support of honour and and produced all other sorts of good things--.
dignity, and lustre, and splendour,is no the more a man can have, without either
johe.
It is uttered in most perfect gravity
of the above-mentioned
irksome operations,
and seriousness, with exemplary solemnity,
without which appropriate aptitude is not to
in messages from the king, and in speeches
be had,--the
less of it will be have need of;
in both Houses. Uttered as and for, a corn- and accordingly, the less of it will be give
petent government justification, of taxation to himself.
any amount. And, to the quantity of money
30. Accordingly, if you would see that refor which there may, on this score, be an ]ative inaptitude which is correspondent and
undeniable demand, no lhn_t is ever professed
opposite to official appropriate aptitude, _ if
to be set : to the quantity provided for the you want to see that same relativeinaptitude,
defence of the country, always : to the quan- _ or in one word, depravity, in its several
tity provided for the support of the otherwise i gradations, look to the top of the scale: there
helpless and doomed to death, always is a de- you may see kings. Exactly as their power
terminate limit applied : for, in both these
and dignity, is their depravity: so, mathemacases, is reference made to need in a specific tically speaking, less and less, as they have
quantiD-, to which application of the supply
less and less of those same attribute_
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3]. Tocome down to Peers.
Soit will
be with Peer_
True it is--your
Peers, if
you continue to have any, will notbe so bad
as onr_; for they will not have so much-they _
not have near so much--power,
along with their honour and dignity.
They
will not have the nomlnltion of the self-conatituted and self-styled representatives of the
people: they will not be in the habit of having
distant dependencies obtained and retained,
for the sake of official situaticms established
in them, for the purpose, and with the effect,
of being filled by peers, or elder or younger
sons of peers, for the profit of depredation,
and pleasure of oppression, to be exercised by
those same Hying receptacles of honour and
dignity. The consequences of any such burthen would, in your part of the world, be,
for some time, too bad for endurance; and
thereforeit would not, till a/_er a considerable
length of time, be endeavoured to be fastened
on you. But, when all this is taken oË", there
is surely enough left, to prevent you from
consenting to be loaded with any such incumbrance as it would load you with.
32. To come home to your Chamber of
Peers.Part and parcel of the matter of
corruption would be, every atom of honour,
every atom of dignity,_meaning
always, factitions honour and factitious dignity, manufactured as above, -- every spark of lustre,
and every spark of splendour, possessed by
the chamber of peers, or by any member of
it, as such.
Let it he called influence -- influence simply, or legitimate influence--would
it-- now, at any rate, p be the less clearly
seen to be the corruption that it is ? Would
not the speaking of it, as necessary, or even
contributory, to the support of good government, be, by all lovers of good government,
regarded as an endeavour to produce illusion?
maleficent i/lusion? These questions will
assuredly be seen to furnish their own answer,
33. Well then: could the present, or any
other chamber of peers, have place among
you, without factitious honour and dignity ?
could it, without factitious honour and dignity, manufactured out of the sort of materials just mentioned ? By any man, by whom
it were proposed to be established, would it
be proposed, or wished to be established and
preserved, clear of all such factitious appendages ?
And here you have the last of these strings
of questions, which furnish their own answers,
34. Read, in this view, the works of intelligant travellers published of late years: written without view to the present question,
Read, in particular, the account given by
Dobe//of that vast sample of the human spedes--the
populstiou of China. Inquire of
all intelligent men, who have had occasion
to be acquainted with the different orders of
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menin Groece: always youwil] fmdotthe
top, depravity; at the bottom, excellence:
and how cheering (is it not?) the thought,
that it is in the few that depravity has her
seat; in then_mywthewst
manywexcellence.
35. Somuch for HoNovn, DIGNITY, GLOnY,
and their et ¢_eteras. Now for/nflueuce.
Influcnce is corruption under another name.
36. Of the terms dyslogistie, eulogistic, and
neutral, the import has received explanation,
and the use indication, elsewhere.*
Cor_ption is dyslogistlc : it gives expression to a
sentiment of disapprobation, as being attributed to the idea of the operation, or the
e_ect, designate.d by it. By the term influence,
expression is given to the idea, without culling up, in conjunction with it, the sentiment:
that sentiment, which, in so far as imbibed
by the hearer or reader, would (it is apprehended) dispose him to endeavour to make
alterations in the state of things under consideration.
37. Now, as to the employment given in
the present case, to the word influence, is
preference to, and, if possible, to the exclusion of, the word corruption.
For the purpose of giving to the state of things, and to
the institutions, on the continuance of which,
his happiness is, in so great a degree, depen.
dent, or is supposed by him so to be-- a man
will, of course, on all occasions that seem
favourable, be doing whatsoever to him presents itself as contributing to that same purpose. Amongst other expedients, by giving
expression to that sentiment of pleasure and
approbation, with which the idea of it is accompanied in his own mind, and which it will
be a gratification to him to communicate to
other minds. But if, in speaking of the states
of things and institutions in question, for the
purpose of thus praising them, the word made
use of by him on this occasion were the word
corruption, it would not answer-- it would
thwart its purpose. The l_Opesition, of which
it makes part, would be a self-contradictory
one : while endeavouring to defend the institutions in question, he would thus be passing
condemnation on them.
38. Take for an example this aphorism
" The influence exercised by the crown is
part and parcel of the constitution of the
country." The influence of the crown, without limitation or exception, es to the persons
on whom exeroisedmwbethor
Lords--Commons_or,
of the body of the people such
individuals as are electors of the members of
the House of Commons. Over and over again.
and without reserve, has this been heard, and
without contradiction heard, in the House of
Lords, and in the House of Commons; and
sSesthe TableoftAeSpringeof.4ctlon,
the Book of Fallacles.
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to this word, influence, with as little reserve,
has been prefixed the word legitlmate.
To
the word/m_e,
substitute now the word
corruptlop..
The legitimate corruption, h
and say, employed by the crown-- In either
of those high places, has any such proposition,
with this obnoxious word thus embodied in
it, been ever heard ? Assuredly not. To the
tower! wouldbe the cry, should any suchheresy ever (which it is morally impossible it
should) find utterance,
39. Alas ! I have been forgetting all the
while a sor_o.fdignity, which (it will be said)
cannot be truly styled factitious;
forasmuch
as, with indisputable truth, it may be styled
natural dlgnihy.
This sort is--the
genealo9/eal sort :--the sort composed of the genus
etproavos, et qu_ nonfecimus ipsi : composed
of our relation to persons whom we did not
_ke--of
persons who made us. Well : -now that I have remembered it, all that I
need say of it is--that
whatever has been
said of the factitious,
such may, with equal
truth, be said of this natural sort : and that,
natural as it has become, let it have ever so
long been so, it was, in the origin of it, tictitious,
§ VIII. Consequences of ,Supreme Judicial
Authority in the same hands with the Legislatwe,
I. The existence of a second chamber still
supposed, shall its legislative authority reccive into combination with it, in the same
hands, any judicial authority? --judicial au.
thority in any shape ? No, say I, of course:
whatsoever be the duration of the authority,
whether lifeholding and hereditary, or simply
llfeboldlng: or_ as in the case of the Senate
of the Ang 1_-American Congress, for a determinate lea! ,h of years,
2. Well- nutthejudiciary
authority, which
is at present possessed and exercised by the
House of Peers--if
not lodged in a second
chamber of the legislature,
what (say you)
would you do without it ? and, if you cannot
do without it, where would you place it ?
To these questions answers shall not be
wanting. But first must come a brief explanation, on the subject of the judicial authority, taken in the aggregate,
3. Of a judicial authority, what is the use
and need? Answer_To
give execution and
effect to the will, real or imagined, of the
legislature: real, in the case of really existing
law..
'_no_w;/rang/ned
, in the case of the fiction called
_itten
kno.
4. And (say you) in the ease of real law,
hy cannot the possessor or possessors of the
egislative authority give respectively exeention and effect to their own will ? Answer-For want of time: the addition of the quan.
tity of time necessary for such an additional
eventual operation not being compatible with
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the nature of things: except in here and there
an extraordinary individual instance of a sort
of case, of which presently.
5. Suppose no such subsidiary authority as
the judicial in existence, the only course lef_
to the legislature would be the confining itself to the issuing of individual commands,
applying to subject-matters
of all sorts-to persons, things, and occurrences_indivi.
dually considered: acting thus with a degree
of minuteness, exceeding even that which has
place in military, or even in domestic life.
But, even where the supreme legislative anthority is in a single pair of hands, this (you
see) is not possible: much less where it stands
divided among a multitude of hands.
6. The consequence is-- the necessity of
its applying itself to subject-matters of all
sorts in groNps; and of having at its commandancdwrauthority,
the function of which
shall consist in making, in case of conteststion, application of the so-declared will of the
legislator to the individual subject-matter,
of which these groups are respectiveJy composed.
7. Thus, in cases in which contestation
has place, or is expected to have place. In
cases where no contestation is expected,
as in the several departments, of which the
several ministersor ministerial bodies, termed
in England boards, are respectively at the
head, _ the power exercised by these iramediate subordinates of the supreme legislative authority, is styled administrative: in
the cases in which, as above, eontestation has
already place, or is expected to take place,
it is styledjudlcial.
8. In this latter ease, in each individual
instance, two sorts of questious are liable to
have place,--namely,
1. That which is called
the question of law ; that is to say--the
question whether the import ascribed to the
terms of the portions of law appealed to by
him, by whom application is made to the
judge, for the sort of service rendered byhim,
by exercise given to his appropriate power,
-- be that which ought to be considered as
expressive of the will entertained by the legislature on that behalf.
2. That which is
c_led the question offa_t-that istosay, the
question whetber tbeindividual state of things
alleged by him as constitutive of his title to
that same service, redly, on the oceaden in
question, at the _
and p/a_ in question,
had existence.*
• Ministers of sub.delmlm_ts lzropme_ in the
Cons_tutionalCode, tliese:--l. EIed_ Minister. 2. Legisla_mMinister.
S. Army Minister.
4. Navy Minister. 5. Preventive 8er_ce Minis.
ter. 6. Interior Communication Minister. 7. Indigent Relief Minister. & Education Minister.
9fDomaln _iniatcr.
10. Health Minister. 11.
Foreign Relation Minis*_. 12. Trade Minister.
13. Finance Minister.
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§ IX. Duration of its Autiiorityma
further
Objectlo_ to a ,Second Chamber.
1. After the objections from the beforementioned sources, any additional objection
from this one will (I should hope,) to most
eyes, present itself as superfluous: msuper£uous, the consideration _ what durstinn had
best be given to an authority which ought not
to exist at alL Upon the whole, however, on
this and other accounts together, a few short
hints may, perhaps, be not altogether without
their use. And if, in this case, of any use,
they would be of still more use, as applied
to the Senate, in the Congress of the AngloAmerican United States.
2. In the ease of the United States second
chamber, the duration of authority (term of
service is the phrase there) is s/r years -three times the duration of it in the first
chamber.
In your case, no duration do I
find proposed, of any other length than that
of each incumbent's life.
3. Evils in this case behold the following:
x. How unapt soever, in any or a]l respects,
a man may prove,he cannot be got rid of.
XLHis contintmnce in authority being thus
assured, proportionably increased is the quantity of the purchase-money which it may be
deemed by the Corruptor-General
worth his
while to give for him.
IIL For the purpose of receiving the thus
maximized quantity of the matter of corrup,
tion, a man of commanding talents may make
display of them on the popular side, in the
original view of being bought; and, immediately on being located turn to the left about,
and station himself on the corruption side,
there to be kept, by the force of a benefit, in
any shape, resumable at pleasure,
xv. The increase, which the love and possession of power give to the strength of the
disposition to maleficence, has been already
noticed.
Maximized will thus be the ineli,
_tation, in conjunction with the power, to
apply the authority to all manner of bad
purposes,
So much for moral aptitude,
4. If, by the advocates for duration of authorlty in a second chamber longer than what
has place in the first chamber, any endeavour
is employed to induce a reason for it, expe.
r/ence is a word--benefit of experience a phrase
_employed
in giving expression to it.
5. But, against this reason, up rise the answers following :-x. If, upon the whole, the thus maxlmlzed
duration of authority is preponderantly beneficial, why not give it to thcfirst chamber, as
well as to the secomtY Your declared opinion
finds itself contradicted by your practice,
6. pit. Whatsoever be the net benefit from
this source, it would be greater, if applied to
theservice of tbe first chamber, than if applied
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to that of the second: greatermin proportion
to the superiority of the quantity of the effective power possessed by the first cham.
her, in comparison with that of the second.
7.--m.
In the ease of each individual
member--if,
by himmand,
through him, by
the public-- service, net benefit in any shape
has been derived from this source--in
this
event, supposing the duration the short one
given to it in the case of the first chamber,
the electors will, at each tresh election, have
it at their option to give continuance to the
trust, or put an end to it: thus will they have
it in their power to give, to these supposed
beneficent qualifications, whatsoever quantity
appears to them to be of good use: whereas,
in the ease of the long duration, this same
duration willthis same experience have, how
bad soever be the use made of it.
8. -- Iv. If the duration be hereditary as
well as for life, as in the case of a chamber
of peers,--the
persons to whom the experienee is given, in this case, will be those, in
whose instance the nature of their situation
is such, as to leave to them, as hath already
been observed, the least quantity possible of
inducement to acquire the appropriate experience in question, or to make a good use of
it, if acquired ; they having, without labour,
such a mass of power as well as of the matter
of prosperity/in
other shapes, as by persons
not in that situation is not attainable, but by
and in proportion to the quantity of labour
actually bestowed.
9. -- v. How to combine the minimum of
expense with the minimum of the power of
abusing itDis
a problem, which presents a
demand for solution in the case of a single
chamber, as well as on any greater number
of chambers.
For this problem I have found
what appears to me a solution, and it is already under the public eye.* The arrangement proposed by it is such as preserves the
thread of a measure from being so frequently
broken as it is in England under the present
practice: and will otherwise be in France,
in so far as the initiative, recently given to
members of the chamber as well as to the
king, is put to use.
So much for appropriate moral aptitude,
appropriate intellectual aptitude, and approprlatc active aptitude--altogether.
§ X. For the Location of the Supreme Jndicial Authority, so/e proper mode, what.
1. Well then,--for
the exercise of the supreme judicial authority, the inaptitude of the
chamber of peers, and of a second chamber in
any other shape, being supposed demonstrated
by the inaptitude of such chamber for existenee, _ what (it will naturally be asked of
• See Constitutional Code, VoL L Cl_ 6,//-g_lature, §'24, Continuatie_ Committee. [Note
tu originalEdition, ]
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me) are the hands, which, for the exercise of
that authority, you would recommend as the
most proper ones ?
2. I answer--Genecal
description of them,
th/s--namely,
those which-- not being those
of the supreme legislative authority--are
those of an authority, as to the acts of which,
assurance of their conformity to the will of the
supreme legislative authority is most entire,
3. Particular description, this--namely,
the hands those of a single judge --located
by election in the way of ballot, in and by
the chamber of deputies,
4. Next, as to reasons.
As far as it goes,
the reason, given in and by this general description, will (I hope) be satisfactory.
It
will not, however, be sufficient for the guidance of practice, without some arrangements
of detail, respecting the proposed singleness
of the judge, the powers requisite to be given
to him, and the securities requisite to be provided against inaptitude in the character and
conduct of this high functionary,
These arrangements, with their respective
reasons, being given, -- it will be the more
clearly seen, that any other proposable mode
of location is comparatively unapt, and why
it is so.
5. Extraordinary cases excepted,--in
which
of necessity the supreme judicial authority
must be exercised by the supreme legislature,
--supreme
judicatory let there be one, and
but one; and that a singie-seated one: judge,
sitting in it, but one.
6. Against no alleged misdecision on his
part, not charged to be zntentional, let appeal
be made.
7. Against alleged misdecision on his part,
charged to be intentional and thence criminal,
let there be appeal to the chamber of deputies,
8. Power to the chamber of deputies, to
apply to the supreme judge, if deemed guilty
of intentional misdecision, such punishment
as it shall deem meet.
9. Power also to the chamber of deputies,
to reverse, or in anyway vary, the decision of
the judge : -- but no otherwise than on condition of declaration made that he has been
guilty of intentional misdecision, and punishmeat applied to him accordingly,
10. By appeal thus from the judge to the
chamber, let not execution of the decision
complained of be stayed.
11. But, in case of the judge's being so
convicted and punished, let satisfaction, in
the shape ofeon_pensation, for the wrong done
by him, be made to all parties wronged: made,
that is to say, at the charge of the criminal
judge, to the extent of his means ; and, to
the extent of any deficlency in such means,
let the compensation be made at the charge
of the public.
12. Note--that
the ouly sort of wrong for
which, in the shape ofcompe,sation,
adequate
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satisfaction is not capable of being made to a
man, is--that
which consists in the applying
to him, or to some person specially dear to
him, the punishment of death.
In this one
circumstance may be seen a reason--and that
of itself a sufficient one--for
abrogating al*
together that mode of punishment: namely,
in the event of its being found injurious, the
irreparability of the injury done by the infliction of it.
13. In the case of the acquittal of a judge
thus charged with intentional misdecision,
power to the chamber of deputies--to
apply,
to the accuser, punishment, in whatsoever
shape and quantity it shall deem meet: compensationincluded,
for the wrong done tot he
wrongfully-accused judge.
14. No such accusation to be received by
the chamber, unless the accuser has previously
delivered himself up to the president of the
chamber: unless, for want of forthcomingeess
on the part of such accuser, a motion for that
purpose shall have been made by a member,
and acceded to by the chamber.
15. The accuser having in this case been
interrogated by the chamber -- either the
accusation will be dismissed, and the accuser,
as above, punished, --or, if it be retained, the
chamber will exact such seeurlty us it shall
deem meet, for its continuance on his part
to the end of the suit, and for his subjection
to punishment, in the event of the acquittal
of the judge.
16. So much for arra,gements:
now for
reasons. With the supreme legislative authority, the supreme judicial, in one case at least,
must be united in the same hands. Why?
Answer--Because
if it were not, the so-called
supreme authority would, in fact, become the
supreme legislative : issuing, on every occasion, decrees and irreversible mandates at
pleasure : the legislative authority having, by
the supposition, no means of giving execution and effect to its enactments : in a word,
_if the supreme judicial authority were not
in thzs way subject to the supreme legislative,
the so-called supreme legislative would be
subject to the supreme judicial
17. From the supreme judicial authority,
to the supreme legislative, appeal none ; except on the ground of a criminal exercise of
the power of the supreme judicial authority.
Why? A_swer--L
Because,if, without this
restriction, appeal were made to the supreme
legislative,th_s authority would be the
supreme judicial likewise: in which ca__, the
time, which -- except in the extranrdhlary
I and indispensable case in question, should be
I exclusively devoted to the infinitely more
[ important business of legislation,-- would, to
_an incalculable amount, be taken from that
] business, and given to the less important buI siness of judicature.
I
18. -- n. Because the business of judiea-
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ture would, in thii ease, be taken from the
tn_unnal the best adapted to it, and given to
a tribunal the worJt adapted to it: namely,
a multitudinously-minted one. To such a degree divided, responlibility to public opinion
would be mmihilate&"
19. In case of criminality, as above, the
supreme judge is made thus punishable. Why?
Answer-t. If he were not, he might set up his own
authority over the so-catted legislative, and
thus become absolute: the above-mentioned
destructive mixture of the legislative and judicial authority in the same hands being in
this case effected,
20. mix. Note, that--under
such responsibility on the part of the judge, exercise
made by him, of any act, likely to be deemed
criminal by the legislature,
and as such punished in the manner here proposed,rots likely to be extremely rare : so likely, that its
never happening at all is perhaps more likely
than its ever happening,
21. -- m. This, however, supposes publicity of the proceedings carried on by and
before this judge.
For, supposing them secret, criminality in any shape, on the part
of a judge, beholding no authorityover him
other than that of the legislature, may be
regarded as an ordinary occurrence.
So long
as any of the matter of corruption were in existenee,--indueement,
likelyto be adequate,
could never be wanting.
22, The appellant to the supreme legislative authority against the supreme judicial
is subjected to the eventual sufferings above
mentioned.
Why ? Answer_
I. In case of wrong done to him, no other
remedy can he have at all : consequently none
upon terms less advantageous than these,
23.--H.
No limits can be assigned to the
sufferings he would stand exposed to by the
correspondent wrongs, if he were without
this remedy,
24.--nL
If the punishment were not thus
secure, and the means of securing forthcomingness on his part, for the purpose of his
being eventually subjected to it thus effectual,--every
suitor, who beheld advantage
for himself in making appeal, would, as at
present, make it : and, when the benefit of
the delay would pay for the expense, the uppeal wouldbe made--even
under a certainty
of ill _ ultimate success in other respects,
25. In case the supreme judge is adjudged
guilty, as above, compensation is proposed to
be made to any such persons as by such his
gui]t have become sufferers. Why ? Answer
_Because
this is what (by the supposition)
• As to this matter, in the _
Code, of
which VoL I. and past of V61. IL is in print,
see in Vol. III. when printed, Ch. 12, Judicb_ry
coileclively, § _, Number in a Judicatory. [Note
to origin_ F,dition.J
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justice demun&: and, without any additional
delay or expense, proof wl_ilhave been made
of it, for the purpose of his punishment.
26. To the party injured, compensation is
proposed to be made, at the expense of the
criminal judge.
Why ? Answer_
x. Becanse, as far as it goes, the burthen of
compensation has the effect of punishment:
and, in truth, more than the effect of punishment produced by any other disposal that can
be made of the sum in question, t
27.--It.
Because a determinate fruit being
thus indicated as derivable from prosecution,
--the invitation held out to a party injured,
and to all whom indignation at the thoughts
of the injury has disposed to give him support, will be the more attractive.
28. To the magnitude of the punishment
no limit is proposed to be set. Why? Answer,
-- Because, to the profit capable of being
made, as above, by the crime, in the situation
in question, no limit can be assigned : and, as
often as the enjoyment reaped in all shapes
together by a crime, is more than equivalent
to the suffering produced by the prosecution
and punishment of it, the so caUed punish°
ment is a reward, by the amount of the diL
ference.t
29. In default of sufficiency, in the peeuniary means of the judge, for the purpose of
the compensation, _ provision is proposed to
be made for it at the charge of the public.
Why ? Answer _ Because otherwise, adequate inducement to a party injured, to act
his part towards the application of the rereedy, might not have place.
30. So much for the arrangement proposed
for a supreme indicatory, instead of the cxisting chamber of peers, or that of any other
second chamber: and, moreover, for any
other that is anywhere in use, or is capable
of being proposed.
31. Now for the reasons why,--with
the
narrow and altogether indispensable exeeption above mentioned, -- no apt supreme
judicatory could have place, in the person or
persons--either
of the king _done, or of the
chamber of deputies alone; --or of the king
and the chamber of deputies sitting together;_
or of the members of any tribunal,
constituted by those two authorities acting
to this purpose in conjunction.
32. To the king alone, this function not
proposed to be allotted.
Why ? Answer-L Because, in that case, there would be,
as above, absorption of a time which could
not he spared from other business.
33. _ H. The king would thus be exposed
to ill-will, at the hands of those to whom
his decisions were unfavourable,and of all
persons connected with them, by the ties of
_ ,See as to this, two works infituled Petition
for Jv*tlc¢ and Codification and Equity DI_"patch Court proposed Bill.
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party, or personal sympathy, or impelled in be seen -- that no question which borders on
that same direction by previous antipathy
the present one, in such sort as to be likely
towards him, or those on his side. In a word, to be suggested by it, has been overlooked.
he would be unpopularized ; and, otherwise
For, to the present question it does not prethan by a revolution, with its evils, certain
sent itself to me as appertaining.
Nothing
and probable, a king, --howsoever
unpopu- of this sort do I see-- possessed, or proposed
larized, and how deservedly soever unpopu- to be possessed, by your house of peers.
larized--cannot,
unless driven out by terror,
What it does propose is, however, a real
be changed,
demand for consideration : and into conside34. -- m. In the case even of a single suit, ration it has been taken by me in another
the subject-matter may be of any degree of place, t
zmportance : and the parties, in one way or
2. In the constitution of the Anglo.Aresother interested in it, may be in any degree ricun United States, this combination actually
numerous,
has place : namely, in the second chamber of
35.--zv. Take for instance a suit, whether
legislation--the
Senate. In that one body,
criminal or civil, in which the hberty of the --the three authorities--the
supreme legispress is regarded as being at stake : or a cri- lature -- a large portion of the executive _minal suit, in which the offence charged is and the supreme judicature _in
part or in
an ,' offence affecting the exerctse of sovereign
whole, are all mixed.
power,"--rebellion.*
3. I have it in contemplation--to
transmit
36. --v. The power of the chamber of de- to our friends in that quarter my suggestions
puties, and thence that of their constituents,
on that subject, in company with this.
To
would thus be reduced to nothing.
It would
you they may perhaps answer, in some sort,
have two powers superior toit. To the powers the purpose of elucidation.
belonging to him as member of the supreme
4. Remains yet another mode of combinalegislature--namely,
the powers applying tion. Executive authority withjudwml:
Is.
to sorts of cases, the king would add a veto gislative out of the question. Neither in the
applying to individual cases, as they came be- work just alluded to has that been altogether
fore him, in his quality of judge,
out of consideration : nor yet, however, has
37.--VL To the chamber of deputies alone, the subject been entirely exhausted.
the power is not proposed to be given. Why ?
5. Quodlibet cure quolibet -- apply everyAnswerFor the reasons that have just been thing to everything.
In this maxim may be
given,
seen a supplement to Bacon's FIAT EXPER138.--VU.
TO the king and the chamber MENTU_. Apply everything to everything:
of deputies sitting in conjunction, the power in this may be seen a receipt _ for giving, to
is not proposed to be given. Why ? Answer,
a stock of ideas, correctness as well as eom*
-- For the aggregate of the reasons applying pleteness.
In chemistry, in particular, it is
to the two just-mentioned cases,
mainly by the application of it that such vast
39. To a tribunal constituted by the king advances have been made by you.
and the chamber of deputies acting for this
But I am straying into the path of garru.
purpose in conjunction, it is not proposed to lity--..s tempting and seducing path to old age,
give this power.
Why ? Answer-I correct myself, and stop.
L Because the communication
necessary
could not have place, without an absorption
§ XII. Causes o.fthe attachment to a Second
of time, still greater than in any one of the
ChamberEngland _ United _tates.
above-mentioned cases.
1. Well, but (say you) the notion of the
H. Because, to a greater or less extent, the usefulness of a second chamber in general
other evil effects just mentioned would be is little less than universal _ has it then no
likelyto have place,
foundationintruth? I answer,No. Inwhat
40.--IILBecause,ofallgoodeffects,
shown then? (sayyou.) I answer,inmere preju.
to be likelyto resultfrom the herein-abovedice--authority-begotten
and blindcustomproposedarrangements,thereare not any, begottenprejudice.Certaincountries
there
thatwould be likelytobe produced,ifatall, were, inwhich thingswere found to go on
insohigh a degreeas by thosesame arrange, betterthan elsewhere: and in the governments,
ment of these countriestherewas a second
§ XI. Coasequences of Executive

Aathorlty

in

chamber.
2. Good.
But was thissecond chamber
the cause of theiz doing so? A question thiJ,
which nobody ever thought ofputting to himself. E.l_ci_ , uninfluencing, and ob_ructive
* In the Table of titles of chapters and sec- ] circumstane_es _ these are so many packets
tions of a pronmed Penal Cod attached to
Vol. I. of the propeeed Constitutional C_
of fibres, into which the texture of the body
Part IL O_ces scveralltt condderc#t m[
t Note
r_om
politic, in every part of it, must be dissected,
original Edition.]
_f Constitutional Co&.
the same hands with the Supreme Legislative.
1. Why mention this?
Only that it may
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or no rational or effectual remedy can be applied to the disorders it is subjected to : and
in comparison of the anatomy of the body
natural, the anatomy of the body politic is
still young.
Corruption, you have just been
seeing dissected : constitution lies now upon
the table : a few touches of the scalpel must
now be bestowed upon it.
3. Till, from the English form of government (or, as it is so improperly though generally called, English const,tution)till, from
this stock a layer having been made, had been
severed from the parent stock and taken root
of itself (I mean, you see, the Anglo-American Union) -- England was the most prosperous country in the known world: England
was, of all the countries in the world, that,
in which, in proportion to territory, the matter of wealth was most abundant, and the
government in the smallest degree predatory
and oppressive.
This being the case,--in
England the sovereign power had become
lodged in a mixed body-- composed of-- a
King,a House of Representatives,
in the
choice of whom a more or less considerable
portion of the people had some share,--and
a House of Lords, the members of which
were located in divers modes of location,
agreeing in nothing but this--that
neither
the will of the subject many, nor consequently
their interest as eontradlstinguished
to that
of the ruling few, had anything to do in the
business,
4. Here, then, was the effect: now for what
belongs to the cause. Look to the concomirant circumstances, as above, you will find,
that it is not b_/, but in spite of, this same
second chamber, that the prosperity was produeed.
E_c/ent
muscular fibres in it you
will find none ; antagonizing and obstructive
fibres in it may be seen in abundance.
But
away with these figures of speech : they are
troublesome to manage ; and have been worn
to rags.
Unhappily, there is no such thing
as speaking--nor
even as thinking--without such figures.
Now to the point,
5. Directly or indirectly,--the
rulers--of
all the above denominations -- had it in their
power 1 severally or collectively,
to reward,
with good gifts, all such persons as should
bring themselves, or be brought, to render to
them, in any shape, acceptable service.
Of
all shapes in which service can clothe itself,
laud is one of the cheapest to him by whom
it is rendered: directly or indirectly, -- as
the matter of reward could be administered
by them to trumpeters, so could the matter
of punishment to gainsayers.
For falsehood
and misrepresentation,
to the benefit of the
ruling few, in how high a degree soever detrimental to the subject many,---reward there
is _ administered, or ready at all times to be
administered, in abundance: of punishment
not an atom : punishment being reserved for
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truth to the detriment of the ruling few, in
how low a degree soever beneficial to the
subject many.
6. Before the Revolution in 1688 (the short
intervals that had place in the twelve years
civil wars excepted,)
the community" was
divided into two parties : on the one part,
depredator-general
and oppressor-general:
on
the other part, the plundered and oppressed:
depredator-general and oppressor-general, the
monarch : plundered and oppressed, all besides.
Lords and Commons, and their protcgds, being by this circumstance distinguished
to their advantage from the rest, -- namely,
that there were amongst them those who,
to the condition of plundered and oppressed,
added that of plunderers and oppressors : as
towards and under the monarch, sub-plan.
deters and sub.opFressors,
as towards one
another, co-plunderers and co-oppressors.
7. Came the Revolutionthe glorious
Revolution--of
1688, and the parties were
changed. On the one part, co-plunderers and
co-oppressors, King, Lords, and Commons,
and their proteyds : co-plundered and co-oppressed, all besides.
8. Here, then, was the Athanasian
Creed
carnalized and realized. Here was Trinity in
Unity. The King excellent, the Lords exceIlent, the Commons excellent : and yet there
were not three excellents, but one excellent.
Any other points of unity it were needless
to enumerate ; these being--all
of themeven these three thousand of men, summed
up in this one of excellence.
9. One only must be brought separately
into view: it being the one that belongs more
particularly to the present purpose : it is that
of_neomprehensibihty.
The King was incom3rehensible, theLords wereincomprehenslble,
the Commons were incomprehensible : and
yet there were not three incomprehensibles,
but one incomprehensible.
10. A property, which, under any form of
government but the demoeratical, is by all
rulers desired to be found and preserved, and
consequently, where not found, to be created
-- is blindness : _ that property, which, in
French, when considered as corporeal,as
having its seat in the body, _ is called cdcit_;
when considered as mental, -- as having its
seat in the mmd,--is
called aveuglement: in
English, the word blindness serves for both
purposes.
]1. Byblindness,_bywhatsoeverbandage
kept over the eyes _ by this state of the
eyes, coupled with laud from lips and from
hand with pen in it, much reward _ms to be
got; from vislon--distinet
relative vision_
nothing better than punishment. Diserimination imports rehttive vision: therefore in the
laud so bestowed, no discrimination was to be
employed.
12. Mental blindness_aveuglement--not
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being at this present writing the order of the Locke had no clear view: the eyes of Iris mind
day, the process of discrimination has here had not, with any sufficient degree of steadibeen ventured upon, mif without hope of ness, directed themselves to this quarter.
reward, yet, although Lord Tenterden is at
18. Witness his position -- (call it axiom
the head of the penal branch of the law, in m call it definition-- call it at any rote exthe situation of Lord Chief Justice of the position) _ out of which he thought might be
King's Bench, and Sir James Scarlett in that made the foundation-stone of lawR namely,
of Attorney-General,
without much fear of " Where there is no properQ/there is no inpunishment,
justice :" as if the effects of human conduct
13. Prism in hand, I have ventured to de- upon human happiness, and thence the direecompose this carnal Trinity.
Rational pro* tion most proper to be endeavoured to be
sperity being the effect in question, obstacle given to it by human rulers, could be pointed
(I say) to it is the authority of King, Lords, out, by statements merely declaratory of the
and Commons ; but, most powerful of all, relation of the import of one word or phrase
that of these same Lords:--not
however so i to that of. another. ° .
much in their own right, as in their quality of !
19. Thxs same ortgznal compact _ the cornmakers and masters of the Commons : causes pact between king and people -- was a fabuof that same prosperity, the operations of al! lous one *-- the supervening compact _ the
such members of the pubhc-opimon
tribunal
compact 'of 1688--the
compact between
as, from time to time, have shown themselves
King, Lords, and Commons, was but too real
more or less disposed to substitute--to a form a one.
of govexnment which has for its object and
20. Bringing into botch.pot (so says the
end in view the preservation of the faculty
old law French word) --pic-nic
fashion (so
and practice of depredation and oppression
says the modem English word)--our respeefor the benefit of rulers, at the charge of sub- tire shares of power, -- quoth each to the
jects, -- a form of government, which has for others, We will make a feast for ourselves
its end in vlew the creation and preservation
-- an all-the-year-round
Lord Mayor's feast :
of equal benefits, and, for that purpose, equal at the expense of mob, alias rabble, alias por_ghts, to rulers and subjects; saving only-pulaee, alias lower orders, by whose labours
to rulers, those peculiar rights, of which the materials of it will be, as they have been,
powers are made, and without which they produced.
cannot be rulers.
21. For the music of the feast, meherus,
14. By the explanation thus given of this set by Blackstone: his substitute to Hallesame doctrine of incompreheusibleness and the lujah, his Esto Perpetua ! Finale, by his felcause of it, I hope I have rendered myself in low-worshipper of Church and King--Lord
some tolerable degree well comprehended.
Eldon--one
cheer more !
15. In the bringing about the Revolution
22. So much for Glorious Revolution: and
of 1688, LOCK_, as every one knows, had no the anthority-begotten
prejudice planted by
small share. In those days, after the shock it, for the support of a Second Chamber--m
produced by the conflict between absolutism
France, a House of Peers; in England, a House
and radical reform, such was the shattered
of Lords. Exit Misrevolution; aswesay, m/sstate of the public mind, nothing better than fortune--misdeeision;
alias misledrevolution,
moderate reform could be looked for by his as per Dean Swift, when he sung-- The
discerning eye. The people had been blinded,
longitude miss'd on, By wicked Will Whisand were led blindfold, in a string, woven
ton : alias Miss, or, as you say, Mademoiselle
in the Westminster
Hall manufactory, by Revolution, christened by hergodfathel_ and
order fxom King, Lords, and Commons, by godmothers, Gloriosa: namesake to Donna
their copartners and servants of all-work-Maria da Gloria.
the judges.
23. Enter now A_wrican Emancipation.
16. What the hatchet is to the Russian
From 1688 to 1773, or thereabouts, the ocpeasant, fiction is to the English lawyercupation of plunderage and oppression went
an instrument of all-work.
Locke.had been on everywhere. In both continents,-in the
a pupil of that versatile genius--politician
American, as well as in the European,_men
and lawyer--the
Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord continued to see themselves skinned, being
Chancellor.
Seeing how things stood, he (hke the cook's eel's) used to !t. But, in
borrowed of them that same instrument of the American, men were not quite so muca
theirs, went to work with it, and chopt out used to it as in the European.
the original compact. So doing, he had their
24. In matters of detail,_a
form they
assistance and co-operation for his support :
* See displayed, in the Fragr_t
oa Gowithout it, they perhaps would not have bcen vernment, the inaptltude of the orig/na/compact
willing to lend him their assistance: pretty asasubstitutetotbegreate_t-lmp_meuprindple
constantly, they would not have known how. --at thattime, incompliancewfthcxtstom,
17. Of the 9reatest-happlness
principle,
nominated the princlple of utiltty_ from David
discerning as in so superior a degree he was, Hum¢ and Hdvetiu:.
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were still more used to, mwas a much better
form, m a form, in the making of which the
disdainful nagtigence of their rulers in the
mother-country had suffered them to have a
iumcL
25. When, on the occasion of the rupture,
they had a form of government to settle, -they saw considerable ground for thinking
well of a second chamber, though it was cornposed of a hereditary and haughty aristocracy,
and no determinable ground for thinking ill
of it. In whatsoever they were suffering, or
had at any time suffered, the klug's was the
hand that had been most visible, not to say
alone visible. With him had everything, and
eonsequantlyeverythingbad,
originated: with
the House of Lords, nothing.
Still was the
government from which their ancestors had
taken refuge in their wilderness, less bad
than any which they had been accustomed
to see elsewhere: and it was to a House of
Lords, without aHouse of Commons (?) that
England, as they saw, stood indebted for the
features by which her form of government
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yers were the issue in tail, male and female,
of the lawyers of the mother-cotmtry--hereditarypossessorsoftbeirsiulsterinterest,
and
interes_begotten
prejudice. The people's at
once blind and treacherous guides, saw sufficient reason to be pleased with whatsoever,
in a more particular manner, regarded themselves, -- and thence with the whole matter
of it in a lump, after the particular parts,
from which they had been sufferers, had been
got rid of.
28. Under these circumstances, no wonder
--that,
the particular exceptions always cacepted, one proposition was--generally,
not
to say universally regarded as an axiom, -Whatever is, is right; or, in Blackstone's language,--Everythin
9 is as it should be. This
in English: of which the French version is
in the language of the financier of the ancien
regime--the
question, " Pourquoi ianoverf
Est-ee que nous ne sommes pas bien ?"--a
question, which contained in it its own answer,an answer, the truth of which was
altogether beyond dispute.

distinguished
§ X IIL Conclusion -- Let not Democracy
itstood
was thus
to aadvantageously
House of Lords,
and without: fora
House of Commons, that she stood indebted
be a Bugbear.
for Magna Charta : it was to Simon de Mona1. Fellow-citizens ! Anarchy is one bugfort--a
member of the House of Lords, that
bear ; Democracy, another.
Separately, or
she stood indebted for the House of Corn- like dogs coupled, they are sent forth by
mona itself.
The House of Lords they saw perindicals--ministerlal
and absolutist_to
approved by Blackstone. The House of Lords
strike terror into weak minds, on both sides
they saw admired by Blackstone : and, for of the water-- yours and ours : to frighten
constitutional legislation, they had in view men out of their wits, and prevent them from
no better approved guidance than that which forming any sound judgment on the all-irawas afl_orded them by the anility and servi- portant subjects which you have been seeing
lity of that English lawyer,
handled.
26. In the remedies they employed, no great
2. " Democracy has anarchy for its certain
eomprchensiveness,
in their situation, seems
consequence ;" or _"
Wherever democracy
discernible.
Greater was not to be expected,
has place, anarchy has place ;" or--" DemoIn the order indicated by the severity of cracy and anarchy are synonymous terms :"
the smart, the thorns they suffered by were a specimen this of the twaddle, that may be
plucked out, as was natural, one after an- seen employed for this purpose. Twaddle has
other. Neither to their sense, nor to their
not long been in our colloquia] language : it
imagination, had the second chamber pre- will not be found in any of your dictionaries
seated itself, as the source of any of their
of it : aniltty may perhaps serve to express
sufferings : to exempt themselves
from all in both languages the idea it cuila up.
such uneasiness, they had but to constitute
3. Unhappily--foreign
as it is to reason
themselves creators of the quas/-Lords,
of _hostile
as it is to reason--it
is not the
which the population of their several second less effective.
Fear is a passion, by which
chambers was composed,
judgment is laid prostrate and carried away
27. No wonder that, without troubling
captive.
themselves to inquire into the particular use
4. Such being the power of this same bugof it, they should continue on foot every in. bear, -- a few words of exorcism to drive
stitution from which they felt not any pattiaway, from as many of their seats as possiradar annoyance.
The form of government,
ble, all such unclean spirits, may perhaps be
the eapitalpart of which they had shaken off not altogether without their use.
this form of government, with all its de5. Before any such connexion between defects, was still less bad than any other that
moeracy and anarchy can have been really
had ever presented itself to their view.
Of believed by a man to have place, he must
their p/ave-men, those who had, from time to
have been already bllnd,_or
by a bandage
time, been sent to help to govern them from of effectual tightness have prepared himself
the motker-enuntry,
had, of course, been at for the not seeing it : he must have been
all times loud in their/axd of it. Their/aw! already deaf,, or by an effectual obturative
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ar_ himself for the _ot hearing it. In I common law, in contrmlistinctlon to statute
may be seen a patient, labouring under a law-- the existence of law is a mere flct/om:
surt of _zaowa/s.
Suppose, then, some cha- in which, what there is of real law is, to all
ritable practitioner disposed to attempt relief, men but a few, wa/mowab/e: so much so, as
how should he go about it ? In some such to be incapable of serving them as a guide for
way, perhaps, as this. Two words--Demotheir conduct: and in which what is eailed
eracy and Anarchy _ produced the disease : just/ce is -- to all but a few (and those too
one other word-- Amer/ca -- may take the plundered by it) inaccessible ? in which, selead in the cure. Applying, then, to one of cording to the confession of appropriately
theearaoftbopaticutahearingtrumpet,
sup- learned and omciaily commiasiuned men, tbere
pose his 2gseulapius to take in hand a spew,,_- is not in the whole territory a foot of land,
img trumpet, and speak thus :--" America,
the title to which is secure.
sir l--did you ever hear of such a quarter of
8. Well then, my fellow-citizens of France!
the globe as America ? -- did you ever see it Well then, my fellow-citizens of England!
laid down in a map ?" If yes, "did you ever My fellow-citizens
of the civilized world !
hear of a part of it styled the territory of the My fellow-citizens of future ages I If demoUnited Statesf--did
you ever see it marked cracy, instead of being the same thing with
down in that same map?"
If yes, "' didyou
anarchy, is really a better form ofgovernment
ever hear of there being six-and-twenty of than any which is aot democracy--better
them, more or less ?" If yes, " did you ever than an absolute monarchy, an absolute arishear of their having, each of them, a constitatocraey, or an aristocracy-ridden monarchy,
t/on; and all of them together, an all-compre-- what reason is there, why I should not
hensive one, regulating the affairs common hold the difference up to view?
If no use
to them all : to each of these constitutions ex- can be found for a house of peers, why should
pression being given in a determinate assemI not say so ? If no use can be found for any
blage of words, printed and published for the second chamber, or any sovereign governing
information of all ?"
If yes, " did you ever body, other than a set of men chosen and
hear said of any one of them, that the enact- eommlssioned by the people at large _ why
ments of which it is composed experience less should I not say so ? If no use can be found
punctual obedience than do the laws ef any for any such functionary as a .... as a ....
other government that can be mentioned ?" king-- (there -- the word is written, and the
If not,,, is that state of things anarchy_-world is not yet come to an end)--why
is it compatible with the existence of anar- should I not say so ? If king and second
ehy f R of anarchy, throughout the whole of chamber are-- both of them-- worse than
one and the same territory ?"
useless _ why should I not say so ? If there
6. This same word anarchyRhas
it in your be any use in them, or either of them, let
mind, sir, anyintelligible meaning, other than him who thinks there is, and says there is,
the non-posaession of security for those good show it.
things, on the possession whereof life, and
9. When I set pen to paper, I did not look
all that is worth having in it, depends :-- se- to say all this : -- I did not look to go so far :
eurity as to person--security
for property, but, as the consideration and the argument
power, reputation, and condition in life? For proceeded, I found myself led on ...... and on
which of these possessions, then, is security
....... till I came at last to this point.
In
less certain there than under any government
saying what I have said--have
I said anyunder which it is most ? J'meaning always in thing that is not true ? Let it be shown that
those parts of the respective territories, in it is not--and
I myself will confess that it
which the population is dense enough to sd- is not. Have I said anything that is mischiemit of such security.]
vous, or likely to become mischievous ? Let
7. Anarchy indeed ! If by anarchy is meant it be shown in what precise way it is likely
th_ want of security in all or in any one of to be mischievous: -- by whom and how it is
those "_hapes,_have you any curiosity to see likely to be made so. Let it be shown-_ instan._ of a cguntry in which it has place ? how, of anything that is true on the subject
yes, what think you of England? Do you of government,
the knowledge c_m be miswant to see a wind or a phrase synonymous
chievous.
to anarchy _ What say you to matchless con10. Let this be shown _ and I will take a
lt/t_/on f Matehiess constitution ! what is it lesson from Fenelon ; in the face of the pubbut a mere fiction ? Can you, sir, find any- tie, pass condeml_stiou ou what I have been
here any determinate form of words in and writing, and recommend it to the flames.
which it stands expressed ? Anarchy _ have
you any wish to see a definition, or a true
Fellow-citizens of France !
description of it ? What think you of this ?
11. At this present writing, we in England
Anarchy is a state of things, in which, over are sharers in one par_ of your good fortune.
greatest part of the field of law--over
The king we have in England is reslly what
all that part_t_t is governed by what is called his father was said to be -- the best of kings:
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-- the best of the kings we ever had, or are
likely ever to have : such at least is, in all
sincerity, my notion of him.
How cheering
it is to me to be able to say so I All blessings
be on his head!
Such is my acknowledgment.
But, by this momentary piece of
good fortune, how can my notion of kingship,
in general, be a whit altered ?
12. As to the quantity of suffering which
it would take to pass from monarchy to democracy, this is what I am not competent to
appreciate.
It will depend upon the clrcumstances of the several states,

OF FRANCE.

[SECT. XIII.

13. Note well M it is for myself alone that
I am thus speaking.
If I am a criminal, I
have no accomplice.
If I shall be found to
have been doing good, it being done thus
openly, it will not have been, as the poet
phrases it, " done by stealth ;" nor will there
be any call for " blushes :" for I shall not
"find it fame."
With my never-departed-from
simplicity
and sincerity, -- I have at length said my say:
-- and so-- for this time-- fellow-citizens,
of all places and all time_--farewell
!
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nature of the terms on which the work would
be executed, _ the declared objections which
To the President America.
of the United Stat_s of
it ought to be prepared for, together with the
answers which those objections seem to adQueen-square Place, westminster,
mit of, --the latent, but not the less powerOctoberI81L
ful, obstacles which it may have to contend
Sin, -- The offer, which it is the ambition
with, the advances already made towards the
of this address to submit to the consideration
execution of it,--on all these several topics,
of the President of the United States, is ad- some sort of explanation may naturally be
dressed (you will see immediately) not to the looked for: --on all of them, something in the
person, but to the office. By an explanation
way of explanation shall accordingly be atthus early made, some reading will be saved tempted ; attempted, though in that state of
to you. The respect, of which the offer itself
extreme, and proportionably disadvantageous
is its own best testlmouial, needs not, I pre- compression, without which no reasonable
sume, any more words for the expression of it. hope could be entertained of that promptitude
To come to the point at once -- Give me,
of return in the way of answer, which may be
Sir, the necessary encouragement, -- I mean, requisite to success.
a Letter importing approbatwn
of this my
Before I come to particulars respecting the
humble proposal; and, as far as depends upon proposed plan, with its supposed advantages,
yourself, acceptance, I will forthwith set about it will be necessary for me to make reference,
drawing up, for the use of the United _tates,
once for all, to a view of it which is already in
or such of them, if any, as may see reason to print. I mean the work in 3 vols. 8vo., which,
give their acceptance to xt, a complete body of under the title of Trait_s de Legislation, Ci.
proposed law, in the form of Statute law : vde et Penale ....
par _ Jeremze Bentham,
say, in one word, a Pannomion,--a
body of _e. was, intbe year 1802, published at Paris,
statute law, including a suecedaneum to that by my Genevan friend, M. Dumont.
mass of foreign law, the yoke of which, in the
One copy of it was, upon its publication,
wordless, as well as boundless, and shapeless
sent (I understand) by the Editor, to his
shape of common, alias unwritten law, remains
countryman Mr. Ga[latm, Secretary of the
still about your necks:--a
complete body, or Treasury to the United States : whether, in
such parts of it as the life and health of a your part of America, any other copies of it
man, whose age wants little of four and sixty,
have ever been in existence, it has not fallen
may allow of.
in my way to know.
This letter, Sir,-- I mean the letter above
Far as those papers were from being constipulated for,--when
once I have it in hand, sidered by the author as having attained a
I have my reward.
I have my employment : state approaching to that of a finished work,
and the honour inseparable from the employyet of the plan which, on any such occasion
ment is the only retribution, that can be ac- as that in question, was then, and still would
eepted for the labour of it.
be, proposed to be pursued, a conception, sufI say ,' accepted," Sir,--not required or ex- ficient for the purpose here in question, may,
pected, but accepted: for from this word co- if I do not deceive myself, be obtained from
rollaries will be deduced, the utility of wlnch,
them.
Of the details, even of the proposed
with reference to the proposed service, will,
text, they exhibit samples more than one, nor
I flatter myself, when brought to view, as those of smallaccount.
So much of the plan
they will be presently, not appear exposed to being already there, it might seem that nodoubt,
thing in explanation of it could be necessary
The p/an of the proposed work, -- and in this place. But, without some preeoncep_
therein the supposed advantageous results, the tions, how sllght and general soever, of some
prospect of which forms what the proposal of its most striking peculiarities, what it will
h.as to depend upon tor its acceptance, -- the immediately be necessary to say of it in the
circumstances of advantage attached to the gross might scarcely be found intelligible.
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2. As to form--here again, by one word
§ L Nats_re and supposed Advantages qf the _ cognoseibd_ty, every sort and degree of exproposed FORM.
cellenee, which, under thts head, can begiven
In a plan framed for any such purpose as to a body of law, will be found expressible.
that in question, matter and form-- to one On the fact of Its being present to the mind
or other of these two heads, whatsoever fca- of him on whose part, to tho effect indicated,
tures, whether of excellence or imperfection,
aetzon or forbearance
is, on each occasion,
may be distinguishable,
will, it is believed,
called ibr, present, _ that is to say, in the
be found referable,
degree of correctness and completeness neces1. As to matter, in the character of a test sary to the accomplishment of the legislator's
of, and security for, the fitness of the work purposes, -- depends, on each occasion, whatin this respect--of
one constituent
portion soever good effect the law can be, or can
pervading the whole mass of the rationale (if have been designed to be, produetive of. But,
so it may be termed,) such will, at first glance,
on the form thus given to the matter, will
be seen to be the efficaency, that of this up- depend the degree of eaeeUenee, in which the
pendage, a brief intimation, however slight,
property of cognoseibihty, as thus explained,
may, for the present purpose, be perhaps of has been given to it : on the form, therefore,
itself sufficient,
will, in a proportionable degree, depend the
By the rationale I mean (for a sample see practical good effect of whatsoever degree of
Trait_s, &c. as above,) a mass of reasons, excellcuee may have been given to the mat.
accompanying,
in the shape of a perpetual
ter of the law.
commentary, the whole mass of imperative or
Taking cognoscibihty, then, for the end,
regulative matter, -- the only sort of matter,
the following may serve as a sample of the
to which any body of law as yet extant has means,-- of the securttzes which, in the plan
ever yet been found to give admission,
in question, have been devised and prowded
Not a single point of any importance will, for the attainment of that end.
in any part, be settled, but that, in the raI. Division of the whole Pannom_on into
tionale, the considerations by which the pro- two separate parts, _the
General Code, and
vision made in relation to it was determined,
the system of -Part,eular Codes.
will be to be found: and, by the connexion,
In the general code are comprised all such
which, through the medium of the all-governmatters, of which it concerns persons in geing principle, viz. the prznciple of utzhty, these
ncral to be apprised : -- in the system of parreasons have with one another, and by the ticular codes, each particular code contains
repeated application made of the same reason I such matters only, with which some one class
to different parts of the text, the .quantity of or denomination
of persons only have conspace occupied by matter of this description
eern : -- some one class or denomination,
or
will be found to have been rendered mud
in ease of correlative classes of persons runless than could readily have been imagined,
ning together in pairs (such as husband and
This appendage, or component part, _ ca[ wife, master and servant, and so forth,) some
it which you please,--thisperpetual
commen- two or other such small number of classes or
tary of reasons, is what I will venture to pro- denominations,
whose legal concerns are thus
pose as a test; as a test, and the only test, by ] inseparably interwoven.
which, either of the absolute fitness or unfitMerely for illustration's
sake : number of
hess of any one proposed body of laws taken particular codes as above, say 200 ; average
by itself, or of the comparative fitness of each length of each, 5 pages. Consequent advanone of any number of bodies of law, standing
tage : burthen of legal matter to be borne in
in competition with each other, and proposed
mind by each person reduced from 1000 pages
as capable of serving for the same division in to 5 pages.
Such, in respect of cognosc_thefield oflegislation,
any satisfactory iadicabihty, is the advantage which this single artion can be afforded : -- a test, to which, by a rangement suffices to produce. To more such
predetermined
and pre-announced resolution,
classes, it is true, than one, will one and the
every such composition ought accordiI_gly to same individual person be commonly found
be subjected,
aggregated:-I mean, of those classes which,
Without this appendage, to draw up laws as above, would have each of them its sets of all literary tasks the easiest: power and parate code.
From the sort of saving in
will, wherever it happens to them to meet,
question, a correspondent
deduction would
_uffice for it ; of intellect there is no need. _
accordingly be to be made : but, for illustraOn the other hand, if, with this addition, the tion, thus much, without going any further
task is of all tasks the most difficult, it is at into calculation, may, it is supposed, suffice.
the same time that, in the execution of which,
From general code to particular codes, and
whatsoever trouble may be found necessary
vice versd, frequent references will of course
to the surmounting it, will find itself most be necessary : nor in the working up of the
worthily and richly paid for, by real and ira- ] one can the texture of the other, consistently
portant use.
i with clearness and mutual consistency, pase

SLCT. 1.]

To the President

of the United States.

unheeded.
But all this in matter of detail,
for which no room can be found here.
II. In each code, as well particular as general, an ulterior dxstinction, noted and acted
upon, is the distinction between matter of
constant concernment, and matter of ecrusional concernment.
To produce the effect
aimed at in the making ofa law,Jto
produce
the effect of guidance, -- that which is matter of constant concernment must, in all its
magnitude, in all its detail, be borne in mind
at all times : while, in the case of that which
is but matter of occasional concernment, the
bare knowledge or suspicion of its existence
wilt in genera'l be sufficient ; matters being so
circumstanced, that, before the time for action comes, sufficient time for reference to
the text of the law, and for perusal of its
contents, may, on all occasions, be found,
III. In each code in which it is found requa.trite,--and in particular in the penal branch
of the general code, in which it will throughoat be found requisite,--another
distinction
and division made, is that between main text,
and expository matter or exposition,
The expository matter consists of explanations, given of, or on the occasion of, this or
that particular word in the main text. In the
main text, each word so explained is distinguished by a particular type, accompanied by
a letter orfigure of reference, referring to that
part of the expository matter in and by which
it is explained ; by which means the fact of
its having thus received explanation, is rendered manifest to every eye.
In the course of the Pannomion, should this
or that same word be employed in every so
many hundred places, one and the same explanation serves for all of them : care having
all along been taken to apply the explanation
to every such passage, to the end that it may
be found conformable to the sense intended,
in each such passage, to be conveyed•
So moderate will the number of these essential terms-- these expounded words-- be
found, that the labour necessary to the giving
correctness and consxstency to the part of the
language, the import of which is thus fixed,
fixed by authority of law,--needs
the less
be grudged,
IV. To the penal code belongs an ulterior
distinction peculiar to itself: -- matter deseriptive of the offence in its ordinary state,
and matter indicative of the several causes of
justification,* aggravation,_ and extenuation,_
with the grounds of exemption [[from punishment which apply to it.
• Examples--Con,eat,
self.defence, lawful
exercmeof public power, lawff,1 exercise of do¢nesti¢ power, &¢.
"l"Premeditation, confederacy, &c.
neousUnintentlonality,
or recent) &c. provocation (contempora§ Iusanity, lnfancy_ &e_
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From beginning to end, one object kept in
viewand aimed ntis--that, the whole field of
legislation being surveyed, -- surveyed and
travelled through, over and over again, in all
directions, J no case that can present itself
shall find itself unnoticed or unprovided for.
Of this object the complete attainment may,
perhaps, be too much for human weakness :
but, by every approach made towards it, the
science is advanced ; and, in all shapes, the
security of the people against suffering,
sudden and unlooked-for suffering, --is in.
creased.
V• Promulgation-paper:
_for formularies
of all sorts,-- conveyances and agreements, as
well as instruments of judicial procedure, -paper, of a particular size and firm, and uppearance in other respects, provided ; with a
margin of letter-press, in and by which, in
the instance of each such species of instrnment, intimation is given of the whole text
of the law, relative to the species of transaction therein in question, intimatian,_
vlz.
according to the quantity of room occupied
by it, given, either in terminis, or in the way
of abstract, with indication of, and with reference to, any such portion as is found to oceupy too much room to be given in termims.
In particular, to the whole business of conveyances and agreements would thus be given
a degree of simplicity, certainty, and security,
of which, even after the many improvements
which, I am certain, must have been made
in all the United States, upon the original
chaos, no adequate conception would, I believe, be readily formed, antecedently to experience.
In and by this method, one useful result
is looked for, and I hope provided for; viz.
that to such persons, by whom, in respect of
its matter, the work may, in this or that part
of its extent, be disapproved, yet, in respect
of its form, it may still be found of use. Seeing the reasons, in which the proposed provision has found its support and final cause,
each such disapprnver will thereby have b_fore him such a view as, I hope, will not be
an indistinct one, of the force with which, in
the shape of reason and argument, he has to
contend• On the one side, he may, in thiscase,
see cause to say, "This or that reason seems
defective, and taken all together, the whole
mass of reasons appear insufficient and inconelusive :" or, on the other side, "The nature
of the case affords• such
no_
•
oor such a reason, d._
mentiun of wlnch is, m this work, to be foun
_Thus it is, that, even where the reasoning
may appear erroneous or inconclusive, and the
proposed provision improper or inadequate,
--even
in these places, ff the matter be
stated with that dearness, which it has been
the object of the workman to give to everything that ever came from his pen, and which,
on the occasion in question, would, in a more
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particular manner, be the object of his cadeavour and his hope,--even
his errors may,
by serving or helping to bring to view the
opposite truths, be found not altogether devoid of use.
In this way it is, that, both in point of
matter and in point of form, his endeavour
would be to give to the work such a charactar and complexion, as shall be found correspondent to the progress made, in these our
times, in every other line of useful science :
to the end that, neither in the whole nor in
any part, -- in matters of law any more than
in matters dependent on mcchanical or chemical science, --shall the lot of the inhabirants of your part of the globe, be, in future,
determined by the unexperienced and ill-considered imaginations of primeval barbarism,
As matters of law stand at present, in your
country, Sir (not to speak of ours,) on what
sort of basis is it that every man's dearest
and most important interests stand, or rather
fluctuate ? On some random decision, or
string of frequently contradictory decisions,
pronounced in this or that barbarous age, almost always without any intelligible reasou,
under the impulse of some private and sinistar interest, perceptible or not perceptible,
without thought or possibility of thought, of
any such circumstances or exigencies, as those
of the people by whom the country here in
question is inhabited at the present time :
pronounced by men, who, if disposition and
inclination depend in any degree on private
interest, were as far from being williny, as
from being, in respect of intelhyeace, able, to
render their decisions conformable to the interests, even of the people, by whose disputes
those decisions were called for, and whose
situation alone it was possible that, in the
framing of those decisions, they should have
in view :-- even of the people of those saveral past ages, -- not to speak of those of the
present age, or of ages yet to come.
Since the year in which the work edited
by Mr. Dumont, was published in French,
at Paris, m viz. the year 1802,that same
language has given birth to two authoritative
codes--the
one already a Pwnnomion, or at
least designed to become such, published by
authority of the French Emperor; the other,
confined as yet to thepenalbranch,
published
by authority of the King of Bavaria. In both
instances, the compositors have done me the
honour to take into consideration and make
mention of that work of mine. On the proposed occasion in question, I should not fail
to make correspondent return, and make my
best profit of their labours,
The examination of them is what I have
as yet postponed, waiting for some particular
occasion, by which such examination might
be applied to some particular use. But to
warrant a man in pronouncing, and with con.
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fidence, that, in and by each of those works,
a prodigiou_ benefit has been conferred o_
their subject_ by their respective sovereigns,
it is not necessary to have read so much as a
single page. Executed as well as the nature
of men and things admits of its being axecured, no other literary work can vie with it
in usefulness : -- executed in the very worst
manner in which, in the present state of society, it is at all likely to be executed, it can
scarcely, when compared with the chaos to
which it comes to besobstituted, failtobe productive of clear profit in the account of use.
Of some of the leadinyfeatures,
by which
the work here proposed would be distingnished from both those, -- a work composed
for the use of men who are in use not only
to think, but to speak and print what they
think, from works composed for the use of
men who scarcely dare speak what they think,
and to whom it has been rendered impracticable to print what they think-- a slight
sketch, Sir, has just been laid before you.
I. For securing the aptitude of it in point
of matter,--in
the proposed Enyhsh work,
the rationale above described : in neither of
those French works, any security at all, in
thxs shape or any other.
II. For securing the aptitude of the work in
point of form, -- for securing to it the maximum of coynoscibility _ and thereby the advantage of producing, to the greatest extent
possible, in respect of number of observances
compared with number of non-observances,
whatever effect it purposes to itself to produee, in the proposed English work -- 1.
Division into General Code and system of
particular codes. 2. Division of the tenor of
the law throughout into Main text and Ex*
posztory matter. 3. In the Penal Code (not
to insist on any such division as the usual and
already familiar one,) into 9eneral tztles (titles
of general application) and particul,_r titles,
(each applying exclusively
to a particular
species or tribe of offences.)
4. Division of
Main text and Expository
matter together,
into definitional matter, descriptive of the
main body of each offence ; and modifieative
matter, indicative of the several causes of
justification, aggravation, extenuation, and exemptzon, which apply to it.
IlI. For securing, on every imaginable occasion, actual and perfect notoric_, into each
new set of rights acquired, and correspondent
obligations contracted, -- viz. by whatsoever
iz_truments of conveyance or agreement contracted, and t_at not only as soon as contracted, but also before contracted, and thence
before the time when repentance would come
too late,--in
the proposed English work, the
already described Promulyatzon paper :
In neither of those French works, for the
necessary coynescibitity and notoriety above
described, is any security at all, in any of the
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just above mentioned shapes, or in any other
shape, either declared to be given, or discernible,
Here, Sir, you see, was a memento given ;
-- it was not put to use : --here was even a
gauntlet thrown down;--it
was not taken
up. Circumstanced as those respectable and
truly useful servants of the public were,
causes for such abstention might, without
much difficulty, perhaps be found : m causes
which it would, however, be more easy to
imagine, than useful to express,
That, in the United States, any similar,
or any other, causes should be found-- found
not only operating, but operating with effect,
to the neglect of alt those securities for the
adaptation of law to the only useful ends of
law,--isaresult,
the bare possibility of which
cannot, by a feeling mind, be regarded with
indifference,
The encouragement,
not only stipulated
for, as above, but demanded in advance, is a
gem of too high a price, to be cast, either into
the sea, or across the sea, without thought,
or without such prospect of a suitable return
as the nature of the case admits of.
Of the presumable fitness of any person
for the execution of a literary work proposed
by him, no evidence so apposite can, I suppose, be looked for, as that which is presented
by a work or works, where any such happen
tobe in existence, taking for their subject the
subject itself which is proposed to be taken
in hand, or any part or parts of it.
An assortment, as nearly complete as could
be formed, of such of my printed works as
have taken for their subject any part or parts
of the field of legislation, accompanies this
letter, and solicits the honour of your acceptance. They are the fruit of above forty-five
years devoted to the study of the science, and
for little less than the whole of that time,
without a view to anything but the improvement of it.
If to a discerning mind, such as that to
which this offer considers itseff as addressed,
any such loose presumptions,
as are capable
of being afl_orded, by tokens of attention and
approbation, given by foreign authorities, can
be of any use, it can only be by contributing
to produce, should such be the result, a recurrenee to the only direct and proper evidence__ viz. the works themselves,
Citizenship of _France, decreed by one of
the National Assemblies, on the same occa.
sion on which the like mark of approbation
wasbestowedonJosephPriestieyand
Thomas
Payne._In
one of the Legislative Assemblies
eld during the consulate of the present Eraperor, eulogium pronounced by one of the
members on the above-mentioned work, and
printed in the official paper--Nominatiun
_thongh by subsequent incidents rendered
fruitless) to the then existing Institute
of
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France w Translation of that same work,
made by order of the Russian government,
and published in the Russian language, besides another published in the same language
without authority-Translation of another
work, viz. one on the mode of providing for
the poor, made and published during the
consulate by the municipality of Paris, and
(if I have been not misinformed) since put,
in some shape and degree or other, to public
use -- these tokens, together with the notices
taken, as above, in the French and Bavarian
codes, may, it is hoped, have the additional
good effect, of rendering it pretty apparent,
that governments of the most opposite forms
and characters have found something to approve, nothing considerable to disapprove,
mud nothing at all to be apprehensive of, in
the views and dispositions, with which the task
here proposed would be taken in hand.
In a man's writing, the character of the
moral part is not so clearly delineated, as
that of the intellectual part, of his frame.
Artifice, in pursuit of some private end,
might give birth to an offer such as the present, unaccompanied with any such intention
as that of giving effect to the engagement
sought : iewty, though pure from original insincerity, might intervene at any time, and
be productive of the same failure.
On the question concerning intellectual
aptitude, the evidence lying before yon, the
j udgment, Sir, will be your own. As to what
regards moral promise, the nature of the case
refers you in course to the gentleman, be he
who he may, who in this country, stands
charged with the affairs of your State. Transmitted to him, your letter--I mean the necessary letter of authorization above stipulated
formmay,
according to the result of his inquiries, be delivered or kept back.
§ II. Advantages promised.
As to the advantages that promise to resuit from the gratuitousness of the proposed
service, though there is not one of them that
seems much in d4nger of escaping the obsero
ration of the distinguished person to whom
the proposalis addressed, yet, us it will naturally have to pass through a variety of hands,
in all of which it cannot promise itself exactly
the same degree of attention, it may not be
amiss that these features of recommendation
should in this place be distinctly brought to
view.
1. In the first place, no pecuniary charge
whatever being to be imposed on the public,
or any part of it, the great and prominent
objection which public works in general have
to encounter, has here no place :_and
be
the chance for useful service rated ever so
low, still, shonidany the smallest peltion be
reaped, it will be all clear gain.
2. By supervening imbeciliC, by death, or
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even by levity and caprice on the part of the
proposed workman, should the work be left
in a state ever so far from completeness, still,
to the public, there would be no positive loss:
the situation in which in this respect it would
find itself, would, at the worst, be but what
it is at present-- be but what it would have
been, had no such proposal been ever made.
3. On these terms, the situation of the
workman stands altogether out of the influence of any sinister motive, from which either
an undue protraction of the business, or an
undue acceleration of it, might be appre]_.ended :_protractlon,
as if a salary were
given, to be received during the continuance
of it: acceleration, as if it were a sum of
money to be once paid, or a life-annuity to
commence, at the completion of it.
4. In respect of the commencement, and so
far in respect of the completion, of the work,
it admits of a degree of promptitude, the
want of which might otherwise be fatal to
the whole design.
If money were necessary,
consents,-I need not set myself to think or
to inquire in what number--would
be requisite to be obtained--obtained
not only for
the fixation of the sum, but for the origination of the measure, and, therefore, if not for
the giving of an 9 answer, at any rate for the
giving any definitive and sufficient answer to
this address.
As it is, a single fiat, a letter,
how short soever, from the authority to which
this address is made, suffices for giving cornmencement to the work : and whatever subsidiary matters may hereinafter come to be
suggested, may without inconvenience wait,
in that case, all proper and accustomed delays.
5. It must, I think, be acknowledged to be
a feature of no small advantage in any proposd, if it be such as to clear from all possible
suspicion of sinister interest, all such persons
to whom it may happen to take a pgrt in the
giving introduction or support to it.
To this sort of advantage, if there be any
imaginable proposal that can lay claim, this,
I think, cannot easily avoid being recognised
_o be thus happily circumstancecL
With or without any particular individual,
in the character of proposed workman in his
eye, suppose the pre-eminent person to whom
this proposal is submitted_.suppose
him bringing forward a plan, tending to the accomplishment of tbe proposed work, but accompanied
with a plan of remuneration, in the ordinary
shape and mode. What would be, be he who
he may, the mot/yes to which the proposal
would be referred ?_referred,
by adversaries
at least, not to speak of friends ?-- they are
by much too obvious to need mentioning,
Supposing it the good fortune of this proposal to obtain the sort of approtmtion which
it aspires to, I have sot myself to consider,
by what public tokens it nmy be natund and
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)roper for that approbation to declare itself.
The inability I have found myself under, of
obtaining the documents necessary to secure
me against falling into misconception respecting such of the functions of your high office,
Sir, as may be found to have application to
the present case, will, I hope, in case of missupposal, obtain for me the benefit of your
indulgence.
The steps, to any or all of which it may
happen to be taken in this view, present
themselves to my imagination as follows:1. To lay the proposal befole Congress at
its meeting, with a recommendation to take it
into consideration,
stating, or not stating,
the provisional authorization given, or intended to be given, to the author.
2. To cause a minute to be made in the
books of the President's office, stating a resolution, on the part of the Preszdent for the
time belng, to lay before Congress any such
part of the work as may have been transmitted daring his continuance in office, together
with a recommendation of the like operation,
in the like event, to future presidents.
3. To transmit a copy of this proposal,
accompanied with a like recommendation, to
the legislative bodies of each, or any, of the
several particular States.
4. To cause it, on public account, to be
printed and published by authority, as other
public documents are in use to be.
For affording to me the necessary enconragement, any one of the above testimonies
of approbation would, if notified to me by the
President, be sufficient : but the greater the
number of them that may come united, the
greater, of course, and the more operative,
would be the encouragement.
Two things require to this purpose to be
distinguished: -- 1. The design itself; 2. Any
work that may come to be presented by me
in execution of it.
If, by any approbation bestowed upon the
des/gn itself, you were to be pledged for the
like or any other tokens of approbation, to
be bestowed on any work done in execution
of this same design, this would be an objec_
tion against the bestowing any such prodsiunal approbation on the design itself. When
it comes, the work might appear ill adapted
to its purpose, and, on that or any other account, not likely to be approved by the respective constituted authorities, on which the
adoption of it would have to depend.
With submission, it appears to me, Sir,
that, on the supposition that the design itself
has met your approbation, it would not be a
committal of yourself, were you to undertake
for the forwarding, either to Congress or to the
several legislatures,
for their consideration,
any work, that shall have been transmitted by
me, in execution of the design so approved.
For, contrary to expectation, when pro-
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duced, suppose the work to prove, in your
judgment, to ever so great a degree absurd,
and even ridiculous, nothing _ll there be to
hinder you from saying so : wherever it goes,
there it will lie : nor will it impose, on any
person, any such trouble as that of taking
it into consideration, unless some person or
other should happen to be to such a degree
impressed with the contrary notion as to make
the proper motion for causing it to be taken

dependencies excepted, in which matters cannot but be still worse,) what is it that, at
this moment, forms the basis of the rule of
action ? What but an ideal and shapeless
mass of mere/y conjectural and essentially uncognoscible matter ?_ matter without mind,
work without an author; occupying, through
the oscitancy of the legislature, a place that
ought to be filled; and exercising init the au.
thority that ought to be exercised, by law f

into consideration, as in the case of any particular law proposed in ordinary course.
As to the expense of printing--to
any such
extent as in the different cases may appear
requisite man expense so moderate would
hardly, I should suppose, be grudged by those
to whom it belongs to judge : if it should, it
would not be grudged by me.

5Vullls lex verbts, a _ullo, nnUlbl, nunquam._

§ III. Objections answered,
Against an enterprise of the sort in question, a host of jealousies and fears will naturallybe springing up and armingthemselves
with objections.
To such as appear best
grounded, or most plausible, I proceed to
submit such answers asthe nature of the case
presents to me.
Objection the 1st.Disturbance
to pro.
"
.__-- What ."
_ertv. and otherex;stz" "g mghts.
!

Law, in no words, by no man, never, made :_
Law which, having had for its authors, not
the people themselves, nor any persons chosen
by the people, but the creatures, the everremovable and completely and perpetually
dependent creatures of the king alone (till the
revolution this was completely true, and even
since, it has not wanted much of being so,)
had, of course, for its main object, not the
good of the people, but, as far as the blindness or patience of the people would permit,
the interests--the
sinister and confederated
interests--of
the creator, under whose influencc, and the creatures, by whose hands_
it was spun out : -Law, bhmdered out by a set of men, who,
--their course of operation not being at their

_cries therevolutionize-o
lnarksl
man oflaw_-:'remove
r prop rty!
our throw
landevery thing into confusion ! Is this what you
would be at ? and is this to be the practical
fruit of these fine theories of yours ?"
Such, Sir, if not where you are--such,
at
any rate, would be sure to be his language
here.
Myansweris--So
faras the objection confines itself to the law ofprivate rights--when
these, and any other number of declamatory
generalities in the same strain have been
expended, the only real mischief which they
hold up to view, is, that which is reducible
to this one expression -- to existing expects,
tions, disappointment, product*re of the painful sense of loss.
What, then, is this mischief, by the apprebensian of which the proposed Pannomion is
thus to be put aside ?
It is the very mischief, under which it is
impossible that, -- for want of a written, and
visible, and intelligible, and cognoscible rule
of action, in a word, for want of a Pannomlon,
-the
people in your country should not be
at present labouring : the very grievance from
which it is the object of this, my humble
proposal, to be admitted to afford them my
best assistance towards working out their
deliverance:_the
principalgrievance, which
it would not only be the object, but, to a considerable degree, the sure e_eet, of a Pannotalon, to remove,
Throughout.the
whole extent of the territory of the United States (new-acquired

plaintiffs
in the but
several
all
own command,
at thecauses,--were
commandof
the
along as completely destitute of the power,
as, under the influence of sinister interest,
they could not but be of the znel_nation to
operate in pursmt of any clear and enlarged
views of utility, public or private, or so much
as upon any comprehensive
and consistent
plan, good or bad, in the delineation of the
rights they were confirming, and the obligatlons they were imposing:--and
which accordingly never has been, nor, to any purpose,
good or bad, ever could have been, nor eyer
can be, the result of antecedent reflection,
grounded on s general view of the nature of
each case, of the exigencies belonging to it,
or the analogous cases connected with it: nor,
in a word, anything better than a shapeless
heap of odds and ends, the pattern of which
has, in each instance, been necessarily determined by the nature of the demand, put in
by the plaintiff, as above :-Law which, being, in so far as it could be
said to be made, made at a multitude of saccessive periods, and for the use and governance of so many different generations of men,
-- men, imbued with notions, habituated to
modes of life, differing, more or less widely,
from each other, as well as from those which
have place at present,--would,
even had it
been well adapted to the circumstances and
exigencies of the times, in which its pm_
respectively came into existence, have, to a
considerable extent, been thereby rendered,
not the better adapted, but by so much the
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e_se
adapted, to the notions and manners
ttow prevalent, to the state of thing_ at Iresent in existence :-Law, which, by its essential form and chameter, as above indicated, is, so long as it
retains that form, altogether disabled from
either giving to itself, or receiving from any
otherquerter, improvementorcorrection,
upon
a scale of any considerable extent;
which,
even upon the ndnutest scale, cannot give to
itself any improvement in the way ofpartieu,
lar utility, but at the expense of general certainty: nor, even at that price, but by a course
of successive acts of arbitrary power-- acts
productive, in the first place, of a correspondentsuceessionofpartieulardisappointntents,
followed, each of them in proportion as it
comes to be known, by those more extensively
spreading apprehensions of insecurity, which
are among the inseparable concomitants and
consequences of that ever deplorable, howsoever originally necessary and unavoidable,
taint of iniquity, inherent in the very essence
of ex-post-fncto law.
Of exopost-facto law, didI say? Yes: for
that which by common sense, speaking by the
mouth of Cicero, has been spoken of as the
most mischievous and intolerable abuse, of
which, in the form in which it is called written or statute law, the rule of action is sunceptible, is an abomination interwoven in the
very. essence of that spurious and impostrous
substitute,
which, to its makers and their
dupes, is an object of such prostrate edmiration, and such indefatigable eulogy, under the
name of common or unwritten law.
Of unwritten (for such is the term in use,)
but much more properly of uneomposed and
u_eted
law (for ofwr/t/w£ there is, beyond
comparison, more belonging to this spurious
tlum to the genuine sort)roof
this impostrons law, the fruit_ the perpetual fruits, are
Bin the civil or _on-penal branch, as above;
mteertaiaty, uncognoseibility, particular dieap,
poiatments, without end, general sense ofinse¢m'/t//against similar disappointment and loss;
D in the penal branch, uncertainty and uncognoscibility,
as before; and, instead of
compliance and obedience, the evil of trans,
9tess/on, mixed with the evil ofpunlshment:
Din both branches, in the breast and in the
hands of the judge, power everywhere urbi.
trary, with the semblance of a set of rules to
serve as a screen to i_
Such are the fruits of this species of mock
law, even in the country which gave it birth:
how much more pregnant with insecurity B
with unexpected and useless hardship--as
well in the shape of civilloss, as in the shape
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other purpmes, so happily for both nations,
shaken off.
Not that I am by any means unaware of
the prodigious mass of rubbish, of which, on
the importation of English common law into
America, part was, on the change of place,
naturally, or even necessarily, left behind-other parts, since the original importation, at
different times, so wisely and happily east out
of it: religiously persecuting laws, manorml
rights , tithes, ecclesiastical courts, in several
of the States at least; distinctions between
law and equity, secret Rome-bred mode of
extracting testimony, I believe everywhere,
-- and so forth. Not that I am by any means
insensible to the prodigious alleviation, which,
from the removal of so large a portion of it,
the burthen cannot but have experienced.
But though, of the whole mass already imported, as well as of each successive mass, as
they come respectively to be imported, there
is, and wili be, so much the less that needs
to be attended to ; yet, from the respective
magnitudes of those several masses so imported, no defalcation ever has been made,
or can be made.
The consequence is, that
what alleviation soever the burthen of the
lawhas ever received, or can ever be made to
receive, as above, viz. by successive patches
of statute law, applied to the immense and
continually growing body of unwritten, arias
common law, is confined to the matter, leaving
the form of it as immeasurable, as incomprehensible, and consequently, as adverse to cer.
tainty and eognoscibdity, as ever.
Yes, Sir, so long as there remains any the
smallest scrap of umvritten law unextirpated,
it suffices to taint with its own corruption,
--its
own inbred and incurable corruption,
m whatsoever portion of statute law has ever
been, or can ever be, appllod to it.
So far then as disturbance to existing r/ghts
is the disorder in question, the proposed operation, so far from producing or aggravating
such the disorder, presents not only the sure,
but the only possible remedy. Disturbance ?
m a state of disturbance,-of perpetual and
universally extending disturbance--is
the
very state in which they have hitherto existed; have existed, and, until fixed and secured
by the application of this sole remedy, are
condemned to remain till the end of time.
All this while, incapable as, in respect of
its form, it is of serving, in any tolerable degree, in its present state, in the character of
a ru/e of action and guide to human conduct,
nothing could be much further from the truth,
than if, in speaking of the matter of which
English common law is composed, a man

of penal infliction, and non-prevention
of were to represent it as being ofno use. Concrimes, must it not necessarily be, in a cou_n- fused, indeterminate, inadequate, ill-adapted,
try into which the matter of it is continually
and inconsistent
as, to a vast extent, the
/reported; imported from a foreign country,
provision or no-provision would be found to
whose yoke the American nation has, to all be, that has been made by it for the various
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cases that have happened to present themYes : _ if, to have part in the gnvermmee
selves for decision ; yet, in the character of and plunder of you for seven years, he were
a repository for such cases, it affords, for the to be occupied in cringing to you, and in fiatmannlkctory of real law, s stock of mate- taring you, for as many days or weeks, then
rials which is beyond all price. Traverse the indeed there might be power for him to exerwhole continent of Eurupo,--ransack
all the cise, then indeed there might be a yoke for
libraries belonging to the jurisprudential sys- you to take upon yourselves, and for him to
terns of the several political states, -- add the impose :-- but any such authority is not more
contents all together,--you
would not be able completely out of his reach, than it is, and
to compose a collection of cases equal in va- ever would he, out of his wish.
fiery, in amplitude, in clearness of statement
4. In suing to be thus employed himself, it
in a word, all points taken together, in is no less opposite to his wish, than above his
instructiveness --to that which may be seen power, to exclude from the same employment
to be afforded by the collection of English
any of yourselves.
But of this a little furReports of adjudged cases, on adding to them ther on.
the abridgments and treatises, by which a sort
Heavy or light, by your own hands, if by
of order, such as it is, has been given to their any, will the burthen, if any, be imposed.
contents.
5. Innumerable are the yokes,the addio
Of these necessary materials,
the stock
tions to the existing foreign yoke,--by which,
alresdyin hand is not only rich, but, one may until you take this only method of securing
venture to say, sufficient : nor, to the corn- yourselves against all such nuisances, the burposition of a complete body of law, in which, then, you now labour under, wiilcontinue to
saving the requisite allowance to be made for be increased.
human weakness, every imaginable case shall
Not a year, not a quarter of a year, but,
be provided for, and provided for in the best here, in this country, fresh loads are produced
manner, is anythiug st present wanting but of the excrementitious matter, of which this
a duly arranging hand.
burthen is composed. Of this matter, this or
Objection 2. Foreign Yoke.--It
was toffee
that portion, will it, or will it not, by such
oursslvesfrom
the yoke of foreign law that we or such a time, have, in your country, begun
took up arms agalnst the monarch of England;
to swell the load ? Upon arrivals or non-urand shall an obscure subject of the same ha- rivalsmupon
winds and waves--upon
good
tion fasten another sueh yoke upon our necks ? or ill-humour between the two nations-- wiU
It may perhaps appear an idle precaution,
even possibiliOy depend in the first place.
to bring to view, in the character of an ohLet possibility be now converted into fact.
jection capable of being urged, an observation
The produce of the last twelvemonth, or of
so palpably void of substance.
But it is not the last quarter, or such other portion as asalways by the most rational argument that cident amy have determined, is now arrived.
the strongest impression is made.
At any Upon whom, on the occasion of each cause,
rate, the answer will, I flatter myseff, be will the acceptance or rejection of it, and of
found sufficient,
each particular portion of it, depend? Upon
1. The yoke, the foreign yoke, is already yourselves altogether?--upon
your appointed
about your necks : yo¢ were born with it legislators ?-- upon the aggregate of all your
about your necks,
legislative bodies ?---or, upon any one of them?
What your proposed scribe does, if he does No: but, on each partictilar occasion, upon the
anything, is to facilitate to you the means will of some one or other such small number
of relieving yourselves from it.
of yourselves, acting as judge or judges.
2. Year by year, or rather term by term m
Take, for example, any one such judge,
that is, quarter by quartermthe
mass and bur- uponthis or that case, that chance has brought
then of it receives, at present, its increase,
before him, this or that English decision (let
What he does, if he does anything, will be it be supposed) bears ; will it, or will it not,
to help to relieve you from such increase,
be taken by him for his guide ? On contin3. By him, let him do what he may, no gency upon contingency depends the answer.
yoke will be imposed ; nothing, like the ira- The last cargo, has it, in the whole, or any
position of a yoke, either done, or so much as part of it, come into his hands, or under his
attempted. By him, let him do whet he may, cognizance ? if not the whole, but a part only,
no act of power will be performed, not any what part ? The case produced to him, will
the minutest particleof power exercised. The he, or will he not, p_y regard to it ? Yes or
honour for which he is suing, is that of being
no depends_(for
I see not howit should fail
admitted to work in the character of s ser- of dapending)_nltogether
upon .1_ good
rant. Labour alune will be h/s pert: accep- pleasure- If it be such as suite his views, ae
tan.ee, rejection, alteration, decision, choice,
makes use of it : if it be such as does not lmit
with as much or as little labour as it may i his views, he turns aside from it.
6. Innumerable--and
many of them still
l/our's.
be your pleasure to bestow upon it, will be more obscure than your Woffered servant--
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are the workmen, who, in this country, and
at present, bear, each of them, a part, in the
fashioning of these successive accretions to
this your foreign yoke.
At present, under the existing system of
blindand sheepish acquiescence, who are they,
who thus, -- in conjunction, in each instance,
with this or that judge,--beeome
respectively the arbiters of your fate ? Speaking of
individuals, to say who, is, in any instance,
impossible : speaking generally, a judge, or
bench of judges, nominees of a foreign menarch ; __ or, to speak more correctly, as well
as particularly, a mixed yet uncommunicating
multitude,
composed of judges, advocates,
self-appointed note-takers, law report writers,
law treatlse-makers,
law-abrzdgment makers,
and publishing law.booksellers,
Suppose, on the other hand, the proposed
workexeeuted,
theproposedPannomioncompleted; -- in what state would the rule of
action be among you in that ease ? Comprised
it would be, the whole of it, in a small numher of volumes ; the part necessary to each
man in particular in some one small volume :
--the whole heap of foreign lumber, existing
and future contingent, as completely superseded, rendered as completely useless, as an
equal quantity of school divinity, or Romebred canon law.
Wide; in this respect, is the difference between a situation, in which not a purticle of
labour has place without a correspondent particle of power attached to it, and a task which
would have to consist purely of labour, without any the least particle of power attached
to it.
But, though thus bare of power would be
the service in question, if rendered by an
obscure and unknown foreigner , the ease not
only might be, but naturally would be, very
different, if a service of the self-same nature
were to find the performance of it lodged in
the hands of a native.
In that case, whatever reputation, and consequent influence, it
might happen to a man to obtain by the execution of it, would, in his situation, and for
his benefit, convert itself into so much power,
In power, in short, not only would the performance of the service ter_zinate, but it is in
power that the choice of the person for the
performance of it would have originated.
If,
therefore, the business finds itself in the
hands of a foreigner, there will be at least
this advantage, viz. that the judgment to be
pronounced upon it will stand so much the
clearer of the influence of local, as well as
personal, enmities and partialities, and the
work stands so much the better chance of being judged and decided upon, on the ground
of itl own intrinsic merits,-- its own fitness
f_ the intended purpose,
Discussions of this sort do not, it must be
¢onfemed, shed any very brilliant lustre upon
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human nature ; _ but so it is that we are
constituted:
and, being thus constituted, it
is impossible for us to act either prudently
or beneficially, any further than as we know
ourselves for what we are.
As to/ocal jealousies, to my eyes, dissension, be the seat of it where it may, is never
a pleasing object. But, though in some measure it depends on a man's choice what ohjests he shallfix his eyes upon, it depends not
altogether upon his will, what objects shall
pass before them.
By the words northern and southern, if
my eyes or my memory do not deceive me,
one cause of division, more or less active,
has been indicated, as having place, and more
or less frequently manifesting its influence,
in your confederacy. Supposing this to be so,
what is then the consequence ? For public
servicein this orin anyother line, ifamembet of the southern division presents himself,
or is held up to view, jealousy and opposition
gather in the northern regions : and so, viceversd.
Another source of division, though to my
unpractised eye not so clear and intelligible
an one as the foregoing, is that which is
brought to view by the words democrat and
federalist.
Under these circumstances, be the nature
of the work ever so uninviting, if a hand were
to be offered for it, from one of the sides distingnished as above, in the natural course of
things, it would find on the other side, hands
drawn up in array, and prepared, if possible,
to repel it.
Such at least would be the case
here.
Suen, in a word, would be the case
(for such has ever hitherto been the case)
wherever there have been parties:--whereever there has been either liberty, or the
appearance of it. If to this rule the land of
the United States afford an exception, it is a
land--not
of men, but angels.
Such, then, are the perils which a work of
the sort in question would have to encounter, if proposed for a native workman: perils,
which, in proportion to the utility of the
work, would, it is apprehended, be more likely
toreceiveincreasethandiminution:
fromthese
perils, at least, it would be saved, by acceptance given to a remote and foreign hand.
Objection 3. Foreigner's necessary zgnorance.--A
foreigner,
by whom the territory
has not, any part of it, ever been, or ever will
be visited, _ who, with the population, with
the territory, or tts local pecuharities,
never
has had, nor proposes ever to have, any the
least personal acquaintance, _ a person so cir.
eumstaneed,-a person thus ignorant -- unavoidably and inonrabh/ignerant_o
f so many
necessary poi_s of knowledge,_
is he a person who, with way propriety, can be looked to
for why such service f
1. To this question, one answer may be
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given by another question.
The legislators , and effectual than what has been taken of
_such as they are, to whose combined exer- any other portion of the matter of law, to
tions the loads of writing, of which our and which their sanction has respectively been
yourumvrittealawiseomposed,
owe their ex- given or refuse&
istenee,--have
already been laid before you,
Whatsoever, therefore, may, in relation to
and brought trader review :---our advocates,
the local points in question, be the ignorance
our judges, our note-takers;
our report- of the proposedandsupposedforeign_lraughtsmakers, our treatise and abridgment-makers,
man, and, in his draught, whatsoever may have
our publishing
law- booksellers.
By how been the errors produced by these ignorances,
many of all thcse functionaries has tbe legisla--all
such errors will, for their correction,
five system of the United States been ever
have the same instruments and opportunities
studied--been
ever so much as thought of-as any other errors that ever have been, or
or the country visited?
may ever come to be, made and corrected.
2. Another answer is-- that, upon a closer
5. Not but that, on this, as on most other
scrutiny, the points, which present a demand
occasions, it is more to be desired that errors,
for local knowledge, would not, it is sup- of whatever kind, should, particularly in such
posed, be found to cover, in the field of law,
a work, have never been made, than that,
so great an extent, nor yet to be so difficult having been made, they should be corrected:
to discriminate beforehand, as, upon atran--and, by original exclusion, notonlythetime
sient glance, general notions might lead any and labour necessary to correction would be
person to imagine,
saved, but _he danger of non.correction--of
3. Nor, if I may venture to say as much,
their not being corrected--avoided.
would it be easy to find any person, more
Objection4.
Shame of being beholdea to a
completely aware of the demaud, presented by foreigner.
the natm e of the case, for attentaou to those
But s.foreiyner-how necessary soever the
local exigencies ; nor more completely in the work itself may be --woald
it not, to Amehabit of looking over the field of law in this rican citizens, be matter of just shame, to see
particular view.
a foreign hand entrusted w_th, or so much as
Of this &spo_ition, and this habit, exememployed in, the exeeution of it? America,
phfieations of eonstderable amplitude may be the whole population of United America--the
seen, in the already-mentioned
work, which,
eight or nine millions, or whatever may be
for these nine years, has been under the pubthe amount of it-- among such multitudes of
lie eye : and by that work, Sir, I am saved
hands, constantly occupied in the business of
trom the need of attempting, on the p_esent
legaslation, does it not contain so much as a
oeeasion, to give you any further trouble on single one, competent to such a task ?
this head.
A question this, which _all be apt to apThus in the case of penal law. Of the ge- pear mudt more within my competence toput,
hera of offences,--as
dtstmgmshed or distinthan to find an answer for. I shall venture,
guishable by their generic names-- murder,
however, to submit answers more than one:defamation, theft, robbery, and so forth, -1. In the first place, what I believe is eerdefinitions may, for the most part, be the tam, is--that,
whatsoever number of persons
same all the world over.
But for partieular
thus qualified may, at this time, be in existspecies, occasion may be afforded, by partlcuence, no one such person has as yet, at any
lar local circumstances :-- and so in regard to time, made himself known as such, or been
causes of just_eatwn,
aggravation, e.etcnua- recogmsed as such.
t_on, or exemptwn, _Sth demand for cortes2. In the next place, --be the number of
poading varieties, m respect of satisfaction or persons, m an equal, or by any amount supepumshment :--And so in regard to contracts,
rior, degree, competent to the task in quesAccordingly, m any draught which I should
tion, ever so great-- of the offer here subdraw, care would be taken, not only to keep
mltted, it is no part, either of the design, or
the distinction all along in mind, but to keep
tendency, to deprive the Umted ,States of
pointed towards it the attention of all those
the services of any one.
On the contrary,
to whom in dernier resort it belonged to among its tendencies is that of calling forth
judge,
into action, to this very purpose, and on this
4. I say to those to whom _t belonged to very occasion, whatsoever
qualifications or
3udge :--for,
as it never would be by myself,
capabilities, of the kind in question, may hapheather by any one else let it be forgotten,-pen to be in existence.
that, of any body of proposed laws, to which
3. Of this sort of national jealousy, if
it may happen to have been drawn up by the the effect be to call forth into existence may
propoqed draughtsman, there is not any part,
competitors, whowould nototherwiseexist-of which the legislative bodies in the several
so far at least, ffthe sort of work, supposing
United States will not take, each of them
it well executed, be deemed a useful one--in
according to its competence, perfect and effec- such ease, as well the utiti_y of this offer as
tual cognizance : cognizance no less perfect
the propriety of giving acceptance to it, will
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be out of dispute; and, in such a competition,
the danger that the work of a perfect stranger
should, to the prejudice of local interests and
influences, obtain an undue preference, will
hardly appear very formidable,
4. If, on the other hand, it should happen
to it, either to be the only work produced,
or, finding rival works to contend with, to
be really, in the judgment of the competent
judges, thoughtbetter
adapted than any other
to the intended purpose, --in either of these
cases, any such supposition, as that, on the
occasion of such a work, these same judges
would see their country less well served, or
not served at all, rather than see it served by
a foreign hand, -- and that, accordingly, they
would put it in the power of any foreigner,
to preclude them from the benefit of a good
body of law, or so much as of a single good
clause in a law, merely by being the first to
propose it, is that sort of supposition, which,
if seriously made, would not, I imagine, be,
very generally, well received,
5. Whatsoever disposition toward jealousy
it might happen to an offer of this sort to
have to encounter,
a man, of whom it were
perfectly known, that in person he could never
be present, to give to any one the sort of
offence which such a disposition
supposes,
should naturally, on this supposition, present
such a ground for acceptance, as should give
him, on this one score at least, the advantage
over a native.
On affections of this kind, distahoe in l espect of place, --espeemlly
when
the continuance of It is certain, -- produces
an effect intimately analogous to, and little
different from, that of trine. In the present
case, were the proposed workman
already
numbered among the dead, he could not be
more effectually placed out of the sight of
the people, and in particular of the constituted
authorities, m whose service it is his ambition
thus to place himself, than, to the day of his
death, he would find it necessary to remain, if
this his offer tound acceptance.
6. So far from operating
as an objection,
at least in the mind of any gentleman who
fills the high station to which tins offer is
addressed, what I should expect is--to
find
tbis very circumstance offoreignership
placed,
and on this very score, to the account of advantage,
There are certain situations,
and those
highly important ones, for the filhng of which
it has been a known maxim among republican
states, to resort to foreigners in preference
to natives.
Among the Italian republics, this
sort of policy was applied __ sometimes by
usage, sometimes by positive law--not
only
to the subordinate situation de,ignated among
us by the title of judge, but to that ofpodesta :
a sort of supreme monarchical magistrate, to
whose power, while It lasted, It seems not
very easy to assign any very distinct limits,
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My books are not at present within my reach:
but in the case of the podesta, instances, more
than one, will be found in Sismondi's lately
published history of the Italian republics :
and, in the case of._dge , I have read laws
to that effect in the codes of Italian states,
more than one : and if I do not misrecollect,
these instances, or some oi them, are mentioned in the " Defence of the Constitution
of the Untted States," by Mr. Adams.
Of this preference the cause-- the efficient
cause--seems
manifest enough. For any of
those great and enviable situations, seldom
could a man, whose character was such as to
afford him any chance of finding acceptance,
offer himself, without raising up against himself, besides a band of rivals, a much larger
host of adversarms.
Nor was thejust_ficative
cause--the
reason
-- much less clear or impressive.
In any such
powerful situation, no native could seat himself, without bringing into it, in his bosom,
a swarm of sinister interests, prejudices, and
partialities.
§ IV. Advances alrea@ 7nade towards the
Executwn of the proposed Worh.
The degree of advance already made by my
labours in the field of legislation--and
the
order ofpriortty in which, ff undertaken,
the
several distinguishable parts of the Pannomion
would be proposed to be executed-these
_cem to be of the number of the topics, on
which something will, on such an occasion,
be expected,
and on which accordingly it
will not be allowable for me to be altogether
silent.
On these topics, on the other hand, any
considerable details would, If comprised within the compass of this paper, swell it to such
a bulk, as to subject to too great a degree of
uncertainty its prospect of finding a reader.
in the exalted and busy statmn to which it is
addressed.
The point for your consideration, Sir, supposing the work m itsel¢ a desirable one, will,
unless I misconceive the matter, be found
to bc--_hether,
if this proposal should be
passed by without acceptance,
the rejection
would leave an adequate probability of seeing the work executed, at any future period,
and under other circumstances,
to equal advantage ?-- m_d, in particular, whether there
be any such probability, that any other person
will arise, who having, without
receipt or
prospect of pecuniary retributmn, made equal
advances in the prosecution of such a design,
shall, upon the same desirable terms, be ready
to undertake
to do what depends upon him
towards the completion of it ?
To enable you to afford to yourself a proper answer to these questmns, the following
statements,
compressed ,as they are, and consequently, in a proportionable degree, deft-
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cleat in point of specific information, may yet
perhaps be found to suffice : -t. In regard to the penal code, the work
is already in a state of considerable forwardhess. That it was so, so long ago as the year
1802,--not
to speak of a much earlier period,
--may be seen from the work edited in that
year in the French language by Mr. Dumout.
What may be seen upon the face of that wmk
is indeed a sample ; but it is no more than a
sample : a great deM more had even then been
executed than is there exhibited; perhaps the
greatest part of the whole:--a
few months
would, if I do not much miscalculate, suffice
for the completion of it-- I mean, m termtms,
2. As to the cwd code, in the adjustment
of the terms of it, but little advance has been
made: but. in re_pect of leadingpr_neiplcs,
of
which, in regard to.form as well as matter, a
pretty ample view may in that same work be
seen, they have long ago been settled.
3. Of the subject oi the.tvd*czat estabhshmeat-- (the judwiary is, I tluuk, the more
concise denomination it goes by with )ou,)-a pretty full view may be seen in the prluted,
bat never yet published, papers drawn up
about the year 1790, on the occasion of the
French revolution : copy herewith sent, as
per llst. To adapt it to the purpose of the
United States, if the system actually in force
there should be regm'ded as susceptible of
improvement,
would of course require conslderable modifications,
4. As to procedure--ludlc_alproccdare,-in the adjustment of t'he principles of that
branch of the law, considerable progress was
necessarily made, of which the result was
brought to view, and may be seen in the
course of the inquiry made into the subject
of the correspondent
part of the o_cml estabhshment, as above,
Since that r.ime, farther advances were
made, and prescnted to view in the work intituled Scotch Reform, _'c., published anno
1806: copy herewith sent.
In addition to this, a work, complete, or
nearly so, on the subject o[Folthcomingness,
_viz. on the most effectual, and in other respects most proper, means to be employed
for ordering matters in such sort that, whether for the purpose (as they say in French)
of 3ustwiabdity (I mean being placed at the
disposal ofthejudieial
authorities,)
or for the
purpose of evidence (I mean being made to
furnish evidence,) as well all things as all
persons requtsite shall, on each occasion, be
forthcomtng,__ lies by me in manuscript
5. The subject of evidence has been examined in its whole extent, and sifted to the
bottom. A work of mine on this subject, under the title of The Rationale of]_vzdenee,-enough to occupy two moderato-sized quarto
volumes, _ has been for some time m the
bands of another friend of urine, and _i]l be
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in the printer's hands m the course of about
;wo months.
For drawing up a code in terminis, grounded
on the principles there laid down, very little
time would suffice.
Of tbe customary exo
cluslouary rules, rules, which are not, in
:he law of any country, either consistent with
one another, or adhered to with any tolerable
degree of constancy, -- the place would be
mostly occupied by a set of correspondent
instructions :-- Instructions, ti-om the legis.
lator to the judge, pointing out, inter aha,
as causes of su_pw_on, those circumstances
which, in general, are employed in the charatter of causes of 1ejectwn -- absolute and
inexorable rejectwn.
On several subjects not included, as well
as on several of those which ave included,
under the above heads, disqni_itions may be
seen in the subjoined list of pliuted works.
But, to the present purpose, no separate menlion of them seems requisite.
The printed but never pabhshed fragment,
on the sub3ect of the Art of Tactwsas applied
to _pohtlcal assembhes, is but one essay out
of some thirty or forty, which were at that
time written, and which, taken together, did
not want much of having gone through the
subieet in its whole extent.
But this is a sub 3ect, which I should scarcely
myself propose to include in the Pannomion.
It is a subject, on which each political body
will naturally feel itself disposed to legzslate,
or at least to act, according to its own views
of its own ex_geaczes; meaning exigencies
considered with a view to the public good,
the good of that part of thepubhc service;not to speak of partwular _nterests and pre.
3udwes.
As to constitutional law, I mean that branch
which regards the mode of appointzng the
several public functionaries,
with their respective powers and obhgations : _ with you,
I believe, the appellative has a sense somewhat more extensive.
As to constttutwnal
law thus explained, I mention it for no other
purpose than to show that it has not been
overlooked.
In respect of the matter, no
demand for alteration has presented itself to
my view, nor should I myself be disposed
to look out for any. In respect of the forra,
something might possibly be found needful to
adapt it to the other parts.
But, though it were to be transcribed
without the alteration of an iota, still, tor
symmetry and compactness, it might perhaps
be of advantage, that it should go through
the hands, by which the other parts were
drawn up.
As to the order of operation -- I memt as
between the different parts of the proposed
Pannomion _the
penal code is that which,
I imagine, has already presented itself to your
thoughts as the part which claims the _rtt
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place.
In respect of the matter of it, it is
that in which the dcmmld, for variation presented by local circumstances,
will naturally
be least extensive ; and the comparative progrc.ss already made in it would, in default of
material reason to the contrary, be of itself
sufficient to determine the preference,
I know not whether the legal circumstances
of your recent territorial acquisitions will be
thought
to add anything to the reasons for
acceptance.
In the character either of subjeets or fellow-citizens,
you have to make provision for the leqal exigencies of a new mass
of population, differing from you not less in
laws and customs than in language.
In the
state of these their laws, altcrahon in many
points must already have been necessitated,
--alteration
in many others must be continuaUy in contemplation.
Besides the advantage of having the work done-- whatsoever
there may be of it to be done -- upon an
already considered and comprehensive
plan,
might it not, to the new citizens in question,
be in some degree a matter of satisfaction to
learn, that the prepalation of the business was
consigned to hands, for whose _mpartiallty
there would be such a security as could
scarcely have been in contemplation
otherwise ?
To contemplate the matter on the footing
of presumptions merely, -- and laying out of
the case any such ground for acceptance as
the works themselves may be found to afford,
I wish to be deafly understood,
in what
I say as to the considerations,
which, in the
present instance, may appear to operate in
favour of the experiment,
of receiving into
the field of legislation the labour of a foreign
hand.
They are reducible to this simple circumstance,--viz,
that of the existence of
a person, by whom so large a portion of
time and study has been bestowed
upon the
business, coupled w_th the assumption that,
neither in the Britzsh Empire,
nor in the
United States, does there exist that other
person, by whom, upon any comprehen_'ive
plan, an equal portion of time and study-- I
might perhaps add, any portion of time and
study _has been employed_
especially with
any ameliorative views,
One thing [ am ready to admit, and am
fully assured of: and that is, that if, on general grounds, and setting aside any such
casual opportunity,
a resolution were come
to in your country, to set about the drawing
up a Pannomion, reasons for looking beyond
the American States (I mean on the ground
of abstract aptitude,
and setting aside those
which have reference to local jealousies and
partialities)
would not be to be found,
No, Sir ;--not the smallest doubt have I,
bat that, if, in both countries,
a Pannomlon
were to be drawn up, and, in both countries,
hands were to be looked out for, in the class
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of pracfising lawyers, the hand of an American
lawyer would, even for the use of England,
present beyond comparison a fairer promise
than that of a lawyer of the English school.
What this persuasion has for its ground, is
--the observation of the improvements--the
prodigious improvements_whicb,
in matter
and even in style, since its voyage to Ameriea, the law of England has received from
American hands.
Laying out of the case those necessary
changes, which, in the constitutional branch,
have been produced by the emancipation, and
the change in the form, of government
(subjects to which my attention neither has
turned, nor is disposed to turn itself,) those
which, on this occasion, I have in view, are
those which, through the medium of such
materials as I have been hitherto able to collect, I have had the opportunity of observing
in the penal branch, in the civil branch, and
in the system of procedure.
Among these, though there may be some,
which, being the result of the change in the
consatutwnal
branch, could not, consistently
with the existing constitutional
system, be
introduced into the mother-country,
yet there
are others-- and those occupying the greatest
extent,--,
which, with as much advantage,
and with as little inconvenience,
might be
effected in England, as they have been in the
United States.
Accordingly,
but for the adverse interest
of professional men, and the lazy and the
stupid confidence, or rather thoughtlessness,
with which the bulk of the people have resigned their best interests into the hands of
a class of men, who, in so far as affection is
governed by personal interest,
can never be
otherwise than their natural and irreconcileable enemies,--long
ago would these same
amendments have been made in this country.
In America, the work could not fall into
the hands of any persons, to whom the practlce of amendment was not familiar:--who
had not been in use not only to see amendmerits made -- and made to a great extent,_
but made with manifest and undeniable good
effect : whereas, in this country (saving exceptions in too small a number to be mentioned) any such work would look in vain for
operators, to whom the very idea of amendment was not sn object of unaffected terror
and undisguised enmity.
In this state of things, suppose any person,
myself for example, after making up a list ol
these amendmentsj were to come forward with
the proposal to introduce the same amendmerits here .'-- what would be the reception
it would meet with ?_"
Oh ! you want to
repnblicanize
us, do you ?" This would be
the cry set up by the men of law -- echoed
by all others (a countless multitude)
who
have any share in the profit attached to the
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existing abuses:round
in this cry would be
found a full and soflicient answer.
Foundation, it is true, it would have none. But, such
is still the blindness and indifference of the
people at large, -- so bigoted their admiration,
so prostrate their adoration, of their natural
and implacable enemies and oppressors,
Such is the bigotry and indifference, which
in this country is still prevalent. How long
is it destined to continue ? This is more
than, with any precision, a prudent man will
venture to answer.
Thus much, however,
I will venture to predict, viz. that before
this century, not to say this half century, has
passed away, this shame to tlm British Erapire will likewise have passed away.*
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views taken of its subject; as I do everything to applaud in the disinterested and beneficent offer it makes to the United States;
and it is with the feelings naturally flowing
from these considerations, that I find myself
constrained to decide, that a compliance with
your proposals would not be within the scope
of my proper functions.
That a digest of our laws on sound principles, with a purgation and reduction to a
text, of the unwritten part of them, would be
an invaluable improvement,
cannot be questinned; and I cheerfully accede to the opinion
of Mr. Brougham, that the task _ould be undertaken by no hand in Europe so capable as
yours. The only room for doubt would be as
to its practicabihty, notwithstanding
your peculiar advantages for it, within a space mid a
time such as appear to have been contem-

Washlngton, Sth May 1816.
Sin,-- I have a greater debt of apology, I
fear, than I can easily discharge, for having so
long omitted to answer your letter of 181 1.
I flatter myself, however, that you will not
do me the injustice to believe that the failure
has proceeded from any insensibility to the
importance of its contents, or to the generous
motives which dictated it; and as little fi'om
n want of respect for the very distinguished
character you have established with the world
by the inestimable gifts which your pen has
made to it. It happened that your letter was
received in the midst of occupations incident
to preparations for an anticipated war, which
was in fact the result of the anxious crisis,
During the period of hostilities which appatently became more and more uneertain in
their duration, there could not be leisure, if
there were no impropriety, in opening a norrespondenee.
On the removal of these difficulties by the happy event of peace, your
letter was among the earlyobjeets
of my recollection.
But a variety of circumstances,
which it would be tedious to explain, deprived me of an opportunity
of bestowing
the proper attention on it, until the recent
busy session of Congress became a further
obstacle, whieh has just ceased with the _1]ournment of that body.
On perusing your letter, I see much to
admire in the comprehensive
and profound
" In the manuscript letter, as sent to the President, followed a paragraph or two, the brouillon
o_iwhich cannot, at this time, be recovered. Nog ot moment is supposed to have been contained in it. To it was subjoined a list, as far as
it _uld edited
be then
out, ofAnd
the author's
printed
works,
andmade
inedlted.
of sueh of
them

plated.
With respect to the unwritten law, it may
not be improper to observe, that the extent
of it has been not a little abridged, in this
country, by successive events.
A certain
portion of it was dropped by our emigrant
forefathers as contrary to their principles, or
inapplicable to their new situation. The colonial statutes had a further effect in amend.
ing and diminishing the mass. The revolution
i from colonies to independent states, lopped
off other portions.
And the changes which
have been constantly gmng on since this last
event, have everywhere made, and are dally
making, further reductions.
To these remarks, I may be permitted to
add, that with the best plan for converting
the common law into a written law, the evil
cannot be more than partially cured; the cornplex technical terms to be employed in the
text, necessarily requiring a resort for definition and explanation to the volumes containing that description of law.
These views of the subject, nevertheless,
should they have the validity attached to
them, still leave sufficient inducements for
such a reform in our code, as had employed
your thoughts. And although we cannot avail
ourselves of them, in the mode best in itself,
I do not overlook the prospect that the fruits
of your labours may in some other not he lost
to us: flattering myself, that my silence will
have nowise &verted or suspended them, as
far as the United States may have a particular interest in them.
It will be a further
gratification if it should experience from your
goodness, the pardon which I have ventured
to ask. Whatever may be the result, I pray
you, Sir, to be assured of my distinguished nateem for your character, and of the due sense
I entertain of your solicitude for the welfare
of my country.
JAMESMADISON.

as could then be procured, several being out of
Print, copies were therewith sent. --(l_rote to 1st
_-'altlon.)

P.S. -- Be pleased to accept my thanks
for the valuable collection of your worke
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which accompanied your letter.
I have diretted a copy of Blodget's Tables, and of
Hamilton's works, to be procured and forwarded to you ; and will endeavom., as some
further return for your favour, to have added
to them a few other publications.*

[No. IlL IV.

No. III.

natural mode of trial, before resorting to the
trial by jury.
In most of these works you will, however,
find peculiarities, both of matter and style,
and some suggestions, which you will condemn as inadmissible or inapplicable.
But
you will be pleased to observe, that Mr.
Bentham writes no more for power than for
money.
The result of his labours will have

Albert Gallatin, MinlsterPlenipotentiartlfiom
the American United States to the Court

no authority, unless sanctioned by the legislature. INor, fromthe method which is habi-

o_eLondon, to Simon Snyder, Governor of
nnsylvania, introducing a Letter flora
Jereray Bentham to the said Governor.

tual to him, will there be any &flleulty in
excludingparts, and modifyingor adoptingthe
residue. What he wants Is the countenance
of the State, so as to have a precise and pracLondon, 18th June 1814.
tical object in view, and the certainty that
SIR, _Mr. Jeremy Bentham intends to ad- his labours will not be lostthat his work
dress you, for the purpose of making a gra- will hereafter receive the consxderation of
tuitous tender of his faculties and services
the Legislature.
in preparing a code or system of ewil and
Feeling myselfbonoured by Mr. Bantham's
penal law, for the subsequent inspection and application for this letter, and thinking that
revision of the Legislature at Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania might, without risk or expense,
This object had at a former period called the be eventually highly benefited, and have the
attention of the State ; and the late Judge honour to take the lead in this most 1repotWilson was, by the public appointment, en- taut general improvement, as she has already
gaged for some time in that work.
Its diffi- done in many of its details, and knowing
eulty is almost equal to its importance, and your zeal for promoting all such attempts in
seems to have prevented his subsequent at- our State, -- I have embraced with pleasure
tempts. So far as it is practicable, Mr. Benthe opportunity of addressing you, and of
tham, having devoted near forty years to the requesting you at the same time to accept
investigation
of thesubject,
and from hisrare the assuranceof my high consideration.I
talentof analysis
and classification,
appears have thehonour tobe,respectfully,
Sir,your
particularly
fittedfor the undertaking. I most obedientservant,
have ventured to say so much, because those
ALBERT GALLATIN.
of his works which have appeared in the
most populardress,happen tohavebeen publishedin the French language. I alludeto
No. IV.
his " Treatises of Legislation,"
and to his Jereray Bentham, I_ondon, to Simon Snyder,
" Theory of Rewards and Punishments,"
Governor of Pennsylvan*a.
edited by Mr. Dumont, and respectively publishedin the years1802 and 1811. These
London,July1814.
works aregenerally
consideredasthebestof
Snt,-- In transmitting
the herewithinthe age,on the subjectof which theytreat, closedletter
addressedtoyourExcellencyby
Had not otheravocations
prevented,lwould Mr. GaUatin,togetherwlth some copiesof a
have translated
the shortest. For a brief now firstprintedletterof mine, addressed
accountofthese,I beg leaveto referyou to and sentinOctober1811,toPresidentMadithe Edinburgh Review. Those printedin son,- itwillbe necessaryforme to accomEnglish,Mr. Bentham intends,
I believe,
to_ punythem withsome accountoftheincidents
sendtoyou. Those against
the law._
toforbid thathave led tothismy respectful
address.
usur_, and against ta;ees on law proceedings,
From a common friend of Mr. Gallatin's and
are perhaps the most popular.
I would re- mine, I understood,
not long ago, that for
c_mmendthe perusal of that entitled "Scotch
some time past he had been expressing n
Reform," as containing, amongst other things,
desire to see me. I accordingly called upon
an able defence of the principle, of the plan him at his then residence in Orchard Street.
actually adopted in Pennsylvania, by the ex- Thinking the opportumty a favourable one,
tension of the powers of justices of the peace
for learning whether my above.mentioned letand the arbitration laws, but not known to ter to the President, a printed copy of which
the author, viz. the submitting, in the first is here inclosed, had come to hand, _ I went
instance, all litigations to a summary and with the MS. brouillon of it in my pocket.
* May 30th, 1817. Unfortunately, neither the
pubhcations here mentioned_ nor any other cammanication of later date from Mr. _t_Iadison,nor
any ulterior information respecting them or any
afthem_ have as yet come to hand.

I was received with the most unequivocal
tokens of that favourable
opinion which i_
so gratifying to me, and of which that letter
of his to you contains the expression.
I found
him almost at the very moment of his then
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expected departure from this country. Under
The President of the Union being the perthese circumstances, in the course of a con- son addressed, an observation of Mr. Gallatin
versation carried on on both sides with the was -- that it belonged not to a person in that
necessary rapidity, I took out of my pocket office to originate so much as a single law,
the MS. above mentioned, speaking of it as a relative to tile internal concerns of any one
thing which, had time permitted, it had been of the United States.
My answer was-my wish to have submitted to his perusal
that that circumstance was completely in my
Understanding the drift of it, he insisted upon view : but that, on a subject of that nature
my leaving it : and a plan of future inter- and importance, in the character of an instrucourse on the subject, adapted to the various ment of commun,eation, to any proper person
eontangencies to which his own local situation
in any one of those States, the highest of all
stood for some time exposed, was settled be- persons comprised in the Union might serve,
tween us. I had the scarce expected plea- at any rate, as well as any other person: and
sure of seeing him two or three times after if so it were, that in the number of those
that, though no more than once only for any States there were any one or more, to which
continuance.
He was, I believe already gone,
the proposition were regarded as capable of
when this of his to you was delivered to me : being of use, no one person could, in respect
so that, had it been my wish, -- though I know of situation, be more likely-- few equally
not why it should havebeen, --to have seen likely--to
be informed who'they were : and
it in any manner altered, whether by omission,
that what, in my obscurity, it had fallen in
addition, or substitution,
it has not been in my way to hear, of the character of the permy power.
In this account of it is implied sou by whom that office was at that time
the circmnstanee of its having been sent to fiUed, could not but plead in favour of that
me open.
To this circumstance I owe the chmce.
faculty of submitting to you some of the folHad the oppol tunity, which has produced
lowing explanations,
to your Excellency the trouble of this adI found him well acquainted-- not only dress, fallen in my way at the time of writing
withthose two works of mine, which he spoke that letter, it would, of course, have been to
of as having been edited in Fzench by my The Governor of_Pennsylvania that it would
friend Mr. Dumont--the
first at Paris anno have been addressed, and not to The Presi.
1802, the other in London anno 1811,--but
dent of the Ulttted States.
with a preceding one in English, edited in
In that ease, in several points of form, as
my own name by the txtle ot An lot7 oductwn determined by the differenee between the two
to the -principles of Morals and Legislation,
official situations, it would have, of course,
London 1789; which was the forerunner, and, been different : but in substance, the diffeas far as it extended, formed the basis, of the fence, if any, would have been so inconsiderearliest and most extensive of the two in able, that, to save the eventual waste of more
French.
Being in English, I regret that, on labour, -- in addition to that which, hitherto
the present occasion, it is altogether out of with so little fruit, has already been expendmy power to find a copy to present to you : ed, -- I have, with the concurrence of Mr.
it having for many years been out of print.
Gallatm, taken the hberty to send it to you
About five-and-twenty
years ago (he said) it under its original address.
was put into his hands by Colonel Burr: and
While thus sitting at the feet of my Gafrom that time (he was pleased to say) he maliel, in a few minutes I saw before me, a
considered himself as my pupil,
map of the whole Union: of three eompartIt was in October 1811, as above, that my meats, one seemed to present rather an inletter addressed to the President was dis- viting prospect; another, but a faint one; a
patched out of my hands.
It went, aeeompathird, none at all. In the foreground stood
nied with two recommendatory letters, from -Pennsylvania, placed there for specific reaa person of eminence here, to two persons of sons: in addition to such as are of a perraavery high eminence in the United
States,
neat nature, I beheld two temporary ones:
with whom he was well and personally ae- one derived from the character of the present
quainted. From that time to this, no tidings
Governor, of which, at the same time (if 1
of it have ever reached me. At the time of do not misrecolleet,)
he stated his eoneepits going out of my hands, being at a distance
tions as derived rather from general reputafrom London, several circumstances concurtiunthanfrompersonalintereourse;
theother,
red in preventing me from being precisely
from the circumstance of his (Mr. Gallatin's)
informed of the details of its transmission,
having, when a member of the legislature of
Supposing it received, various circumstances
that State, had the satisfaetiun of' seeing au
presented themselves as capable of warrantindividual (Judge Wzlson, by birth and edu.
ing the President in leaving it unnoticed. Mr. i cation a Scotchman, in consequence of his
Gallatin, however, could not bring himself to I recommendation, both as to the measure and
believe that, being thus unnoticed, it could as to the person) appointed, £or the very sethave been received,
vice here in question: to which sati_aaioa
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was added the expectation of finding, that,m
supposing it to take place, will be of such
although, on that occasion, the performance
conspicuous magnitude, scarcely can even the
of the service was prevented, by the death of present, much less can any future generation,
the person, by whom it was to have been
be altogether incurious to know the origin:
performed, -- yet the sense of the utility of it and surely, for such a work, a purer origin
remains unchanged ; and the hope, that upon could not so much as be wished.
his return (which he spoke of as probably not
In relation to my letter to the President,
far distant) to his residence in that State, the -- after such apologies as his politeness sugconsiderations, which he should have to pre- gusted, Mr. Gallatin (it being agreed between
sent on that subject, to the minds of his fel- u_ that it should be printed) favoured me
low-citizens,
would prove not to have been
with two pieces of advice: observing at the
deprived of any part of their efficiency by any same time, that he had read the letter over
intervening
incidents,
but once,and thathiswish andintention
had
Inclosedisthat letterof Mr. GaUatin to been, beforehe g_ve, te that or any other
myself,by which thisof histo you was an- effect,
any definitive
advice,to read itover
nouncedand accompnnied. From him I have a secondtime : unfortunately,
forany joint
no authorityfor making any such commuconsideration
of the subjectbetween us,n@
nication:sincethe time of my receiving
it, such time could be found. At that same
I have neitherseennor heardfrom him. Yet, meeting,
toexpressmy determination
tomake
inmaking it,I can not chargemyself with my utmost profit
of an advice,of the value
anysuchimputationasthatofbreachofcoati- of which I was sofullysensible,
was allthat
dence. Of a transaction,
of which thewelfare the time allowedof.
ofmankind ingeneral,
and ofyour State,Sir,
Of thesetwo recommendations,one was
in particular,
isso manifestly
the object,and of a generalcast,embracingallthat part,
the soleobject,
-- _unlessany personalsatis- in which, in consideringwhat observations
faction,
derivable
from the contemplation
of might be likelyto presentthemselvesin the
the eventualsuccessofthe proffered
labour, character
ofobjections
tothewhole proposal,
be worth considering
asa distinct
object)-- I broughttowew, in company with my an-,
an object,thepursuitof which issoperfectly swers,thatwhich regardsthe circumstance
and manifestly
freefrom allmixtureofwhat of my beinga foreigner.What was saidin
iscommonly understoodby personalinterest,relationto that topic,had presenteditself
and, at any rate,from everythingincluded to hisview (he said)as superfluous:
inthe
under the denominationof sinister
interest,United States--inPenns_/Ivanza,
at least-ofsuch a transaction
itseems tome, that that circumstance,
he thought,would not be
thecircumstances
cannotbe too particularly,
likelyto presentitselfof ztself,
in the chadistinctly,
and extensively
open toview: and racierof an obflctwn:and thatitwas better
as to the obscureindividualhimself,who not to raise_p phantoms, which would not
thus has thehonour of addressing
you,--of have appearedof themselves,and inregard
the favourableopinionthus testified
to be to which, when once raisedup, therewas
entertained
of him by such a man, shoulda more dangerof thusraising
up, or furnishing
proportionable
measure of publicregardbe arms tothosewho disapprovedofthe design,
the eventual,
asitcan not butbe regardedas than assuranceof theirbeing laidby those
a naturalconsequence,--you walljudge,Sir, who approvedof it.
whether, from an advantage of thissort, Inrelationtothissuggestion,_penetrated
accruing
toan individual,
any justreasoncan With thatrespectforthe authority
ofmy adbe deduced,fordepriving
the publicatlarge, visor,
which everythingthatI had ever seen
--and thatportionof itin particular,
over or heard of him contributedso stronglyto
which you preside,_ofany benefit
ofwhich, impress,I set myself to work but now, to
thecontemplation
of suchan end,pursuedby expunge allsuchpassagesasitshouldappear
such means, may naturally
be productive,
to me that he had in view. But, when it
In the too shortintercourse,
which ithas came to the point,I found allthat related
been my lotto holdwiththatillustrious
citi- tothatcircumstance,
-- consideredaslikely
zen ofyour State,and servantofyour eonfe- to be broughtforwardinthe character
ofa_
deracy,therewas nota singleword, towhich objection,
_ so intimately,
and, asto me it
on his own account,in respectof present seemed,inextricably,
interwovenwith other
honour,aswellas,on theaccountofmankind matter,which, consistently
with the requlat largein respectof eventualprofitin all siteexplanation,
couldnot,withoutconsideimaginableshapes,itwould not have been rabledisadvantage,
as itappearedto me, be
a satisfaction
to me to see every degree of leftout,- that I determinedto letit stand
publicity
given,of which human languageis untouched. How the separationcould be
susceptible:
therewas not a word, thepub- made, I saw not, withouttaking a considelication
of which couldbe unto me, on my
tablepertofthewhole,and writingitanew.
own particular account, a source of regret. In And for this task, destitute of that informaregard to an event, the importance of which,
tion, as well as encouragement,
which hi_
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presence would have afforded me, -- loaded there wouhl be no precise limits to what, in
too as I found myself with a variety of oc- respect oi the use capable of being made of
cupations, and with the additional weight of the work, you may gain: and,--shou]d there
almost three years, which since the writing be any the smallest benefit, which, if lef_
of it have elapsed, --my courage failed me.
free, it might have been my good fortune to
But if you, Sir, who on various accounts contr]bute to put you in possession of, --its
cannot but be still better quahfied for deter- not being as yet in the contemplation of any
mining what is best to be done -- what it of you, w_ll hardly be deemed a suffi_ent
would be advisable to expunge, and what to reason for your depriving yourselves of xt.
leave--if
you, Slr,--onthe
suppositionofthe
On the other hand, by any such freedom on
proposal's appearing to be, on public grounds,
my part, not a particle either of loss or risk
worth the labour,-- would be pleased to take will you on your part be exposed to. Yes : if
m hand, at this my humble request, and ap- in the hands of this your proffered servant,
ply, the censorial sponge, --be assured of my there were to exist any the least particle of
grateful sense of the honour done me, as well power, --of power, or so much as of influence,
as of my cheerful acquiescence.
--such influence alone excepted, as by such
In his letter to yourself, Sir, speaking of reasons as you will see, may come to be exmy works, " In most of them," Mr. Gallatin,
ereised on your minds.
" Sdenee l" fellowI observe, says, " you will find pecuharities
citizens: " I understand better what is best
both of matter and style, and some sugges- for the commonwealth than you do."
Such,
tmns which you will condemn as inadmissible
with all the frankness of undisguised selfor inapplicable."
sufficiency, is the recorded speech of I forget
In the letter that accompanied it to my- what t_oman, in whose instance, the conself, he moreover says," Permit me to seiousness of that intellectual
authority,_
suggest, with respect to your intended la- which is the inseparable accompaniment of
bouts for Pennsylvania,
that she stands in superior ability as demonstrated by eonspimuch greater need of a system of civil or euous servme, --might
serve as a cloak, and
non-penal law than of a penal code, which is in some measure as an excuse, for a degree of
already much improved, and naturally daily arrogance, from which nothing whatsoever
Improving.
In the other branch, I include could have afforded him, or any one, a justiprocedure, and even organization of courts,
fication. In the present case,--being
as far
as well as substantzve law :" (these terms, from any propensity, as from any title or prenon-penal and substantive, the necessity of tence, to employ any such language,--that
the ease obliged him to take from me :) "and
which the individual who is now addressing
there" (continues he) " lies the great diffi- you desires at your hands is--not
that you
eulty, both intrinsic and artificial."
should condemn yourselves, but that you
Concerning the peculiarities above alluded should not condemn him, to silence.
to, at this distance from your State, my poIf, then, on the one hand, my wish is-sition has not enabled me to form so much : that, for your own sakes (for no interest can
as the slightest conjecture:
and, most un- I have that is notyours,)
my service, as renhappily for me, from my Mentor, from whom dered to you, should, at this earliest stage,
I could have learnt everything, time admitted
be a serwee of perfect freedom, --at a subnot of my learning anything,
sequent stage, you may depend upon me for
On this subject, _on which, had time ad- a degree of obsequiousness, such as will be
mitted, I might, with the greatest ease, have more likely to exceed your expectations, than
poured out my whole mind to him, -- I am to fall shorg of your wishes.
Freedom at
thus reduced to the necessity of addressing the one stage, obsequiousness at the other,
myself to you, Sir, at the risk of being found --both
are the result of one and the same
troublesome,
principle, so far as sincerity admits. My
Notwithstanding what you have seen above, intellectual faculties, such as they are, are
I cannot but flatter myself, Sir, with the hope, altogether at your service : but such, to any
that you wiU agree with me in the opinion, good purpose, they cannot be, any further
that, for reapingthe greatest profit from whatthan as they are free. Wil_ so far as you are
soever service it may be in my power to ren- concerned, I have none. To yours, in the
tier, the most promising course you can take execution of this my supposed office, I will
is, to leave me as free as possible: --free, and accordingly pay. the most unreserved-a
not only in respect of the manner of treating
more than passive _ an unreservedly active
each part of the subject, but also in respect
obedience.
of the priori_ as between part and part : _
Explanation is here necessary.
Most asfree, not only in respect of matter, but in re- suredly, toaconsiderable extent.--it is imposspect of form "_free, not only in respect of sible for me to say to how great an extent_
absence of restraint, but in respect of absence
what I find to propose to you will appear erof¢o,nstroiat:__,,free"
(asthe poet says) "as roneous.
Again, for the most part, what has
aar, ' in every respect.
In and by so doing,
thus presented itself to you as erroneous, you
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will yourselves find no difficulty in correcting
in finding for the amendment of it (whatsoever be the mode of amendment--omission,
insertion, ol substitution)--such
entire provisions of detail, as well as such words, as, in
your own judgment, will be apt and sufficient
for the purpose.
But, -- should it be the
good fortune of my proposed work, in the
general complexion of it, to prove acceptable
to you, --a case that may also happen is-that, ontheoccasionofthisorthatcorrection,
for this or that reason, it may be your inclination to remit the subject to me ; to the end
that, in respect of the necessary details, I may
propose such particular words, or even such
particular expedients, as may seem to me to
be best adapted, to the purpose of giving the
most thorough effect, say to the will, say to
the principle, be it what it may, which, in
general terms, has been expressed by you.
Should the general method, and mode of
expression, for example, as employed in the
work, stand approved by you,--such as above,
in regard to matters of detad, may, perhaps,
be the course approved of by you: viz. under
the apprehension, lest, if made by any other
hands than those of the original draughtsman, the alteration, made in this or that part,
should prove in some way or other repugnant
to, inconsistent with, or detrimental to, the
provision made mid approved of in this or
that other part. I say, if made by any other
hand : for to myself, working according to my
own method, I cannot bring myself to regard
it as in any degree probable, that, m the penlfing of any one part, the purport of any other
that has any bearing upon it should escape
me: a sort and degree of command, which,
at least, unless it be after a very long course
of practice, it can scarcely be expected that
any m_e man should possess, over a work so
voluminous, composed by a different hand.
Well then -- on the occamon of such supposed error in such my code, and thereupon
for the correction of it, -- or say, in the first
instance, and without reference to any such
code, --a certain effect --no matter what, or
in which of two characters,
viz. that of an
end, or that of a means, presents itself to
you as fit to be produced.
Referring to me
the choice, either of the mode of expression
alone, or _ matter and expression together,
of the expedients --the provisions of detail_
by which the effect shall be produced--you
require me to perform my part towards the
production of it. Of this effect, in whichever
of the above two characters considered, the
production (suppose) is directly repugnant
and irreconcilable to that which, in my own
view of the matter, is fit and ,_9ht.
Such
being the effect, shall I, in my supposed position, refuse or decline to employ my pen
towards the production of it ? Not I indeed.
Oa one condRion _ a condition which you,
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Sir (I speak here in the plural as well as the
singular number,) will, I am sure, not refuse
your subscription to-- in my own view of it
be the effect ever so unfit to be produced. I
will not, on that account, so much as decline
doing that which belongs to my supposed eraployment, towards the production of it.
This condition is neither more nor less,
than the being suffered to possess and use, in
this supposed second stage, the same liberty,
which, without absolutely stipulating for it,
I made my humble request for, in the above
supposed first stage : the liberty of making
known my opinion, whatsoever it may be,
with the reasons on which it grounds itself.
In this liberty will be included--if
it be in
the character of an end that the production
of the effect in question appears to me unfit,
--the bringing to view the considerations,
by which, in the character of reasons, that
opinion has been produced: if it be in the
character of a means,-- the like liberty, with
the addition of that of proposing any other
means, by which, in my view of the matter,
the same end may be produced on more advantageous terms.
In a word--on
this condition, by which is
saved from violation that sincerity, --the vielation of which, could not, in this ray supposed situation at any rate, on any imaginable
occasion, be of any the smallest use, -- there
is not that imaginable effect, which, in that
my supposed position, l shall not at all times
be ready, in the way in question, to employ
my labours towards the production of. Try
me--examine
me--for
the purpose of the
experiment, set imagination to work, to paint
the effect in any the most terrific colours
my answer is still the same. *
* To avoid starting, at this premature period,
any subject capable of being found pregnantwith
doubts and differences_tor
the experiment, let
us take such cases, as being among the strongest
that can be imagined_ axe thereby among those
which axe surest not to happen. Descending then
from these elevations, we shall, by force of the
argument tl fortiori_ be able, with the greater
ease, to clear the g(ound of all such difficulties,
as might otherwise have presented themselves.
We call upon you (say you) to draw up for as
a law, for attaching to this or that species of oifenee_ the punishment of the _heel, as employed
tillthe other day in France--to this or that other,
thatofdizrnembermentbyfourhorses,
asalsothco
and there employed :--is there that imaginable
case, in which you would lend your hand to any
such atrocity ? Oh yes _say I,) that there is,
and with gladness: yes, and not only so, but even
advocate it, and give my vote for it, if I had
one :_if, for example, by so doing, I could pre.
vent the attaching, to those same offences, the
punishment of imtTalement, still employed in the
Turkish empire. In the case of the wheel, the
torment always might be, and commonly was
in the case of the dismemberment, it always was
_at an end in a very few minutes: in the other,
it frequently lasts for days.
Yet, in my own
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Taking this course, in this way (it seems
to me,) and in no other, can a man, in my
supposed position, steer clear of two opposite
errors : -- over-scrupulosity, and insincerity,
Take the case of the over-sernpulous man.
In his judgment the measure given to him to
shape is, to a certain deffree, an unfit one.
What follows ? He turns his back upon it,.
declaring that he will have nothing to do with
it. Of ill-humour, thus expressed, a merit is
commonly, at the same time, made. Such is
his purity, nothing will he have to do with
evil in any shape. Nothing to do with evil _
--then
nothing will he have to do with 90vernment.
For what is government but a
chozce of evils _ Government operates not but
by coercion : coercion can not be produced
but by punishment.
Coercion--punishment
--are they not evils? if they are not, then
what else is? Employed to produce a more
than equivalent good, or to exclude a greater
evil, does an evil change its nature ? No
more than a sum of money does, by being
carried to the one or to the other side of an
account,
Most completely incompatible would any
such scrupulosity be, with the performance
of the sort of service for which I am thus
offering myself. For, if, after having been in
the first instance presented by me, my proposed Code were to be returned to me, -- for
me, in pursuance of certain instructions, to
propose amendments to it, --how
could it
happen, but that, among the provisions thus
reqmred at my hands, there should be a considerable number that would, in my sight, be
unfit ones ?m comparatively, at least, if not
absolutely evd ones ?
The other error is that of insincerity.
In
any other position than my supposed one,
this, of the two errors, is that, of which it is
scarce necessary to say, that it is the one
most frequently exemplified, and everywhere
most likely so to be. Not only by their votes,
but by their discourses, do men give their
support in public to that one of two opposite
measures, which in their own eyes, _as privately confessed, or otherwise demonstrated,
--isleast
beneficial, ormost pernicious. This
is what, in every country, the man of law, who
has a piece of gold for his fee----confessing it,
for how can he deny it ?-- does for the ha/f
of his public life. This is what, in this country, the man of politics-more particularly
the legislator, who, lest sincerity or probity
in any shape should be possible, has an o_ce
for his fee-- does for the whole of his public
life. Whether in this our legislature such a
course is necessary _consistent
with utility
consistent with probity, -- I stay not -- I
_lead not stay__to inquire. Sure Into--and
-mind_ I am against the employing death as a
pumshme_t in any case.
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to the present purpose this is quite sufficient
-- sure I am that, m in a situation such as
that here in question, in tbe situation in which
the acceptance of this my offer would place
me,-- no such vice would either be necessary,
or of any use. In this supposed situation -such is the felicity of it-- without any the
least particle of insincerity, it would, on
every occasion, be in a man's power to rander every particle of service, which it would
be in man's power to render, with the most
consummate contempt forthelawofsineerity.
Whatsoever is required of him, that he does :
laying before the eyes of his employers for
their choice, as well that which in his own
eyes is unfit, as that which in his own eyes
is fitting, to be done. This being the case, in
what way would his employers be the better
served,--any
more than his own mind and
conduct be the more pure,--ifmto
save
himself from being seen to be workingin contrariety to his own opinion,Nbe were to misrepresent his own opiniunoto
give an untrue
account of it -- stating it as being favourable
to that to which it is really adverse,--adverse to that to which it is really favourable.
Here would be a cloak-- a most costly one
: -- and where would be the use of it ? Yet,
in the ordinary situation of a member having
speech and vote in a legislative assembly,
as often as it happened to him to propose for
adoption a measure, or any the least particle
of a measure, which at the same time were in
his eyes an unfit one, this would be his only
alternative, viz. either to put on and wear a
cloak of this kind, or take that course, for
the liberty of taking which I am here stlpuluting: _ viz. the preparing for expected
adoption a measure, which, by his own confession, is, in his own eyes, an unfit one.
Sir, you now see _ and I hope in a pretty
strong light--one
of the effects_ahappy
one, I think, you will acknowledge it to be
-- of the position in which, with reference to
_,ou, I should stand. Obsequiousness, _ of
the sort, and in the degree here in question,
_to carry it to the length above described,
would, in this my supposed position, cost a
man much less, working for you at your distanee, and such as you are, than it would to
carry it to anything like an equal length,
working for government here. Working for
you, he would be working for a master who
has not so much as a penny--no, not so much
as a ribbon to give. Doing any such work
here, he could not work but under a master
who has pence to give in abundance :--pence,
which men in abundance are at all times so
ready to earn _ to earn at any price. At the
same time, _ even in favour of the particular
-- the personal interest_
of this master,_
even an honest man's judgment could not but
lead him to do many things ; the necessity
pfsuch his situation many more.
So many
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of these things as he should thus have been
doing, so many are the occasions on which
lips there would be--lips not a few_to open
and cry aloud_A//
this is for the pence!
But, between you and me, Sir, not a penny
can be so much as supposed to pass. For the
like reason, even among yourselves, working
under you, one of yourselves could not be so
free, -- so free, I mean from all suspicion,
from all danger of disrespect on the score of
obsequiousness,as I should he.
Why ?
Because, for one of yourselves (not to speak
of power, still less of ribbons,) thriftily and
wisely as your pence are distributed--you,
even you, have always pence,
Sir, it is to a feast that I am thus bidding
you. Join hands with me, you and I will govern the world. Sir, I will show you how we
will govern it. Independently of the reasons
on which it is grounded, and by the contemplatiou of which it has been produced, --my
own opinion not being, even in its own estin-_tiou, worth anything, never do I declare
it (you understand the sort of occasion of
which I am speaking) without declaring at
the same time these reasons.
If, then, you
have a code from me, the code you thus have,
will be one that is a code accompanied with
reasons.
Of this code, some part, I may hope
hope without much overweeningness -some part, however small--will be sanctioned
by your concurrence. Here, then, will be, in
authority as well as in existence, a code supported throughout by reasons.
Hereupon,
seeing that nelther to estabhsh, any more than
to pen, a code, supported throughout by reason, is a thing impossible, government will,
in this or that other state, become ashamed
of giving out codes, altogetller destitute of
this support. But it is by the nature of things,
that reasons, in so far as they are good ones,
are made : made they cannot be, as laws may
be and are, by any man that has power _ by
any such man at pleasure.
Giving reasons
everywhere,
rulers will not, everywhere,
without giving such as they would be ashamed
to give, be able to give reasons, nor therefore
to give/aws,
altogether different from ours :
and thus, you see, our empire spreads itself,
To be sure, even for the earliest of these
conquests, there is one of us that must wait
till he is dead. But this is no more than what
he has always been prepared for: this is that,
of which no man could ever be more fully
aware than he is. As for you, Sir, over some
of your neighbours, at least, your reign -- I see
not what should hinder it _ may commence
in your lifetime.
Over Morocco, or China,
or even over Russia (not to speak of the empire, with the inng-winded and round.about
name, called by the Greeks in one word
tKolop_horia)
I dare not promise you that
you will thus speedily east forth your shoe :
but, for any delay which human perversity
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may oppose to you in these distant regions,
I flatter myself you will have made up your
mind. In the meantime, the men of superior
wit and wisdom all over the world,--in whose
nomenclature utility and mischievousness are
synonymous terms, and to whom the idea of
any increase to human comfort would, but
for the matter it affords for derision, be an
afflicting one,--will
make their sport of us :
and even this effect, so far as it goes, even
this effect, taken by itself, will, in my estimarion at least, be a good one.
As on the one hand, if the observations
above submitted be just, in instructions of
the obligatory kind you cannot, in the first
instance, be too sparing, --so,
on the other
hand, in instructions of the informative kind,
you cannot be too liberal. For keeping my
will in the right path, nothing can be wanting
to me : for to you, Sir (I speak in the plural
number) a will such as mine is nothing. For
proving and keeping my understanding
in
the right path, I have noless wish than need
for everything that you can give me. Informarion I mean, as correct and complete as
can be given, on the subject of all those circumstanees, by which your country is distinguished from that in which I write, and thence
the mind of the people of your country stands
distinguished from that which is the most _miliar to me: and, as to documents,-- besides
those, if any, which, though in existence,
never having been as yet made public, are
consequently not only out of my power, but
even out of my knowledge, -- those which,
though published in America, not being as
yet published in this country, would, all of
them, be, for some time, out of my power to
obtain, and, with few exceptions, are as yet
out of my knowledge.*
On this subject, besides the above general
requests, I have two or three particular ones
to trouble you with.
One is-- that whatsoever parts of the mass of information are
purchasable, may be set down to my accounz,
whereupon, as soon as received, the whole
amount shall be promptly and thankfully
repaid ; and that, in case of acceptance, the
transmission of the letter informing me of it
may not be made to wait a moment,--or,
to
speak more pertinently, a ship,--for
the collecting of any part of this documentary mass.
The case is--that
at my age, and with my
constitution, there is no t_me to lose. Memory, and capacity for dispatch, have already,
I perceive, undergone considerable enfeeblemeut : and the state of my eyes is already
such as forbids the using them for any put• Forms of conveyance--such
as are most in
use,
forms of judicial
procedure
in every
sort __and
of 3udicatory,-would be
particularly
useful, not to saynece_ry,
to me; of these, a con?
sidemble part at least, must (I should suppmel
be in print.
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pose of entertainment--for
any sort or quantity of reading, beyond what is necessary for
the purpose of what I write.
If whatever
aptitude for the task in other respects I may
be thought to possess, were already, or threatened to be, in any similar degree diminished,
no such offer as the present would have
escaped from me. But, by every day, during

reached me of your conduct in that situation,
could not fail to inspire, I have the honour to
subscribe myself, Sir, your faithful, though
as yet unbid_ten servant,
JEREMYBENTHAM.

which, without sickness, life may be coatinued to me,as far as I or my friends can
judge, -- that aptitude, instead of being diminished, not only has been, but pronuses to
be increased.
Why ?--because
it depends
upon those logical arrangements, which, being
already consigned to paper, enable me, as if
by an algebraic process, to discover on each
occasion, so far as the facts that bear upon
the case are known, whatsoever requires to
be discovered : and, in the application of
which, the more frequently and thoroughly
the mind is exercised, the more perfect it is
made.
For these same reasons, another request
that I have to make 1s--that if, in your individual judgment, Sir, the offer shou 1_ seem
to possess a chance more or less considerable,
of obtaining acceptance at the hands of the
legislature, information to that effect may be
transmitted
to me by the earliest opportuairy, no opportunity being suffered to be lost
by waiting for the determination
of the legislature.
After a declaration, the frankness of which
will, I hope, stand excused by the necessity,
m postponement
and rejection will be the
same thing. If, after having commenced, I
live not to complete the service, the very
last of my thoughts wilt be at any rate devoted to it.
From the pen of a man already far advanced
in his 67th year, marks of eagerness and irapatience, such as these,impatience to be
set down to a task of assiduous, and, in the
ordinary sense of the word pay, unpaid lahour, to the end of his small remnant of life,
may perhaps provoke a smile.
But I know
not to what worthier object the labour of any
being in human shape eould be directed: and,
--being, with or without sufficient grounds,
impressed with the hope of my having, by the
already bestowed labour of near half a century, rendered myself better qualified than a
man unexercised,
or even a man much less
exerdsed, in the same time, is likely to be,
for rendering to a political state, and thence
to mankind at large, service, intellectual and
moral, in this its most important of all simply
human shapes, m it would be but an ill conclusion of such a course of labour, to leave
untried or undone, anything that promised to
contribute, in any degree, to the accomplish°
meat of the object of it.

Simon Snyder, Governor ofPenn_[vanla,
to
David Meade Randolph, Esq. Williams.
burgh, Vtrginia, on the Subject of the above

Penetrated with that respect, which your
eminent situation, and the reports that have

Pennsylvania, from the origin of the govern_
meat to the present day, and journals o
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/Letter of Jeren_y _Bentham.
]pennsylvania,Harrisburg,
31st May 1816.
SIR, -- I have to acknowledge the receipt
of a letter which you did me the honour to
write, and which came to hand a few days
since. The books to which it refers I reeeived in the winter of 1814-15 by the mailstage, but unaccompanied
by any letter or
memorandum, explaining the object of their
transmission ; nor could I discover from the
envelope, which was torn and much defaced,
from whom or from whence they came. From
the necessarily consequent state of incertirude I was not relieved until this last month,
when I received a letter from Mr. Jeremy
Bentham, written at Queen-Square-Place,
Westminster,
and dated 14th July 1814, in
an envelope, post-marked Philadelphia, 6th
April last past; which informed me that I
was indebted for the books to that distinguished philanthropist,
and which fully explained the object of the transmission.
The
same envelope contained also a letter from
Mr. Gallatin to me, and another from him to
Mr. Bentham, both dated in July 1814.
I have not in my view any ordinary ocenrrence that could have delayed the delivery
of these letters so long a period after the receipt of the books to which they relate:
Mr. Charles Mifflin, who, as it appears from
your letter, transmitted the books from Philadelphia, can probably explain to you or Mr.
Bentham the cause of detention.
If the letters had arrived previously to the 19th March
last, on which day the legislature of this
state adjourned, an early exhibition to that
body (comprising much useful talent, and
many _)f its members having been long la.
bouring to reform our jurisprudence) of his
proposition, and of which I should promptly
have availed myself, I am confident would
have resulted in measures more eommensurate with the object of furnishing him with
information to aid, and better adapted to further his generous intentions towards Pennsylvania, than what is in my power to furn_ :
which can only consist in a transmission to
him, by any conveyance that yourself or Mr.
Mifliin will advise, of a copy of the laws of
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legislative proceedings, so far as in print ; -these latter contain (though rather diffuse)
as well a correct general history of Pennsylvania legislation, as of the origin and progress
of improvement from time to time in our
jurlsprudence:--also
a copy of a Report by
Jared Ingersoll,
Esq. attorney-general,
on
criminal law, and a bill predicated thereon,
consolidating and amendatory of our present

Bentham the contents of this letter, together
with my sincere wishes for his personal happiness, and for the prolongation of his useful
life.
For yourself, Sir, please accept assurance
of regard.
SIMON SNYDEE.

code, but not yet finally adopted by the legislature.
On the subject of fundamental law,
a copy of the Minutes of the Proceedings of
the Convention,
which framed the present
constitution
of Pennsylvania,
shall also be
furnished : likewise (ff to be found in print)
the Minutes of the Convention that framed
the constitution
of 1776, and those of the
council of censors, who acted under the authority of that instrument, -- to which I will
add such other publications as may appear
useful.
Dallas's and Binney's Reports of Adjudications by the highest judicial tribunal in the
State, I presume will be essential ; these are
not for sale here, but can be procured by his
agent at Plnladelphia.
Aided by these muniments and publications, Mr. Bentham will be enabled, by his
talent and research, to mature and shape his
system for submission officially to the legtslature.* I prefer this course, for the obvious
reason, that executive suggestion proves not
always a recommendation for the adoption,
by a free legislature,
of the best digested,
and speculatively
most approved, propositions ; -- such are more frequently, perhaps
sometimes unfortunately,
passed over with
silence, than acted upon by practical men,
who, though the representatives of a practically virtuous people, yet differ as widely
about the means for effectuating the melioration of the condition of man, as differ their
local situations, their pursuits, and consequent feelings and opinions,
That the result of the labours of his life,
on the all-interesting
subject of his letter,
should be presented for consideration
here,
untrammelled
by any suggestions and prescriptions of another, will be, I am persuaded,
more acceptable to the legislature, and more
gratifying to the philanthropic Mr. Bentham :
and if eventually I shall be the medium of
communication, to give purely the emanations
of his own mind, will relieve me from a saerifice of feeling which I should be compelled
to make, if his system had acquired the
slightest feature from a hand so incompetent
as is my own.
Be pleased, Sir, to make known to Mr.

Extract from a printed Paper, signed Simon
Snyder, dated Hmrlsbalg,
December 5th
1816, James Peacock, printer,
mtituled
" Governor's Message to the Senate and
House of Representatives
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,"
containing seven
pages. It came inclosed zn a Letter from the
satd Governor to Dawd Meade Randolph,
JEsq., Wdliamsburgh,
V_rgima, and by hzm
wa_ transmittedzn a Letter dated from thence
18th Jan. 1817, and addressed to Jerremy
Bentham, Esq. Queen-Square Place, IYestm_a_ter, London, by whom _t was recewed
29th March 1817.

May 30th, 1817.--Unfortunately,
neither
the
above-mentioned,
nor
any
others
from
the
respectable quarter in question, except the printed
paper, from which an-extract is given in [No.
VL] have as yet come to hand. --J. B.

No. VI.

It commences with the words, FELLOW
&C.
In page 4, is a paragraph in the words following, viz. :" This occasion is embraced to submit to
the legislature a eommunidation made to the
Governor by Jeremy Bentham, of London,
on the subject of public law; which, though
dated 14th July 1814, was not received until
after the adjournment of the last legislature.
As this phllanthropm communication arose
out of suggestions of our esteemed fellowcitizen Albert Gallatln, his letter to the
Governor and Mr. Bentham's are herewith
submitted, and also a letter from the Governor, and other papers connected with this
highly interesting
subject.
The legislature
will determine whether, under the clrcumstances of our as yet unconsohdated
system
of civil and criminal polity, we can, in the
prosecution of this important work, be beacfited by the labours of the benevolent Mr.
Bentham."
CITIZENS,

No. VII.
CIItCULAR._
of

To the Governor

of the State

Queen-Square Place, Westminster,
London, June 1817.
Slit,-- On the subject of Codification, an
offer of mine, in the design of which, the
State, over the councils of which your Excellency presides, was included, may be seen
in a letter which I took the liberty to address to Mr. Madison, in his then character of
President of your Umted States:--of
this
letter a copy, as exhibited in and by No. I. of
the accompanying set of printed documents,

No. VI1.]

Circular--

To the several Governors

solicits the honour of your acceptance,
in
the view of its being submitted to the campetent authority in your State.
No. II. is a
copy of the answer received by me from Mr.
l]ladzson.
No. III. is a copy of a letter,
addressed, by Mr. Gallat_n, at that time
Minister Plenipotentiary
from your Union
to this Court, to Mr. Snyder, then Governor
of Pennsylvania,
recommending
to his notice the one which follows. No. rV.J is the
copy of a letter written by Mr. Snyder on
the subject of it. In No. [VI.J being an extract of a Message delivered by his Excellency
to the Legislative Body of his State, may be
seen the notice which on that occasion he
was pleased to take of it.
In the view taken of the subject by Mr.
Madison, it happened not to be competent to
the high situation at that time filled by him,
togive to the offer in question the advantage
of his sanction in any of the forms, which,
for want of a sufficient acquaintance
with
the constitution of the United States, I had
taken the hberty of submitting to his choice,
Nevertheless,
after so 3ubstantial an approbation as has been bestowed upon the offer
in question, not only by those other distinguished citizens of your Umted Commonwealth, but by your late President himself,
to wit, in and by the very letter in whmh
he declined making, in a direct way, the ploposed commumcatmn of it-- I hereby take
the hberty of submitting to your notice that
same offer, as described in the accompanying
letter to Mr. Madison, now printed for that
purpose: and, forasmuch as of the twenty
different States of which your Union is camposed, if the offer in question has any claim
to regard in any one, so has it in every other
--hence
the universahty
of the currency,
which it has been my endeavour to give to
it, and hence accordingly the word c_rcular,
by which an intimation of that endeavour
Is conveyed.
As to the nature of the communication,though it is not in the number of those which
come every day to be made and received in
the ordinary course of pubhc business, yet if
i1! your judgment any prospect of useful setwee to the State, over the councils of which
you preside, shall appear to be afforded by it,
the circumstance of its singularity will not of
itself, I am confident, operate as a bar to any
such attention as, in consideration of the iraportance of the subject, it might otherwise be
deemed proper to bestow upon it.
Hawng of late the goad fortune to be not
altogether
unknown to Mr. Adams, at that
time Minister
Plenipotentiary
from your
Union to this Court, and at present your

of tile United States.
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Congressional Secretary of State, who has
moreover done me the honour to take charge
of all the several papers above-mentioned, for
the purpose of facilitating.the
transmitting of
them to their respective destinations, __ ] take
the liberty of mentioning that gentleman as
being neither unable, nor I dare flatter myself
unwilling, to afford, in relation to the person
thus addressing you, any satisfaction that may
happen to be desired.
On the occasion of the offer thus made, of
the outline of a complete body of law for the
use of any political state, as a work, which,
though the foundations of it have so long ago
been laid, remains yet to be completed, -- it
is matter of no small regret to me, that a
correspondent
number of copies, of a work
containing a very considerable sample of the
work now proposed to be executed, cannot
accompany this address:
I mean the work
intituled, Trattgs de Leg_slatzon C'ivile et Pchale, _fc. in three vols., 8vo., Paris, 1802.
The case is--that,
though got up from some
unfinished papers of mine, written in this my
own language, (the fundamental principles of
it, so far as concerns the penal branch, having
moreover been laid down in my Introduction
to the Principles of Morals and Legislation,
)ublished so long ago as the year 1789, but
for this long time out of print) yet no translatmn of that work into this same language
has ever yet been published:
and that, of the
3000 copies which at the time (anna 1802)
were printed at one impression, none (it is
believed) are now to be foumt on sale in this
country, nor by this time probably at Paris,
where it was printed: and, by one cause or
other, equally out of my reach have been
)laced two other works pubhshed in French,
in like manner, from my unfinished papers,
by my above-mentioned
friend, viz., TMorze
des Peines et des R6compenses, _fc., and Essat
sur la Vaetlqne des A_sembldes Pohttques.
Thus it happens, that so far as concerns the
penal and civil branches of law, the only
documentary
evidence
herewith
transmissible, from which any conception of the work
now proffered can be formed, is the testimonial evidence, composed of the letters hereto
subjoined, together with the several official
testlmomes, spoken of or alluded to, in my
above-mentioned
and hereto also subjoined
Letter ¢o President Madison, and a Letter of
mine to the _mperor of Russia, which, with
his Imperial Majesty's answer and my reply,
is also designed to accompany this address.
It is my ambition to approve myself, Sir,
yours and )-our country's diligent and faithful servant,
JEREMY BENTtlAM.
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No. VIII.
JeremyBentham,
an Englishman, to the Citizeus of the several America_ United States.
London, Queen-Square place,
westminster, July lS17.
LETTER X.
Testimonials

as to this Proposal, and its
Author.
F_IENDS AND F£LLOW-MEN, -- Ere this
reaches you, you may have seen, many of you,
what, some years since, I wrote to the then
Preszdent of your United States ;-- ff so,
you will have seen what in return was written by that chief functionary of yours to me.
You will have seen the sort of service which
it was and is my wish to renderto you. You
will have seen whether, in the opinion of your
late President Madison _ you will have seen
whether, in the opinion of your late Secretary of the Treasury, Albert Gallatin-you
will have seen whether, in the opinion of the
Governor of Pennsylvania, Simon Snyder-the service itself promised and promises to
be a useful one ; and how far he who thus
addresses you has been regarded as qualified
for the rendering it. The tract, in which
those Letters are inserted at length, being
too bulky to admit of the sort of circelation
hoped to be given to these,--short
extracts
from them are here subjoined.*
The title of
* (EXTRACTS.)

L President 2tIadlson to Jeremy Bentham.
Washington, May 8th 181_.
....
" The very distinguished character you
have established with the world, by the mestirouble gifts which your pen has made to m"...
" That a digest of our laws on sound principles, with a purgation and reduction to a text
ot the unwritten part of them, would he an invaluable improvement, cannot be questioned:
and I eheerfuUy accede to the opimon of Mr.
Brougham, that the task could be undertaken
by no hand in Europe so eapabie as yours."

[No. VIII.

it is " Papers relative to Codification and
Public Instruction,"
_c. Copies of it, together with copies of a circular address from
me, are on their way to the respective Governors of your States.
You may, I doubt not, learn at any time,
by asking him (though never have I asked
him,) what your present SecretmT of State,
late Minister Plenipotentiary in this country
at this Court, John Quincy Adams, has seen,
and heard, and knows, and thinks of me.
Thus much as to authority--intellectual
authority : source of the influence oi understanding on understanding: intellectual authority, sole and indispensable foundation for
a demvatwe judgment: --the
only sort of
judgment capable of being pronounced by any
man, in so far as the materials necessary for
a self-formed judgment
fail of lying within
allude to his ' Treatises on Legislation,' and m
his ' Theory of Rewards and Punishments,'
edited by Mr. Dumont, and respectively published in the years 1802 and 1811. These works
are generally considered as the best of the age
on the subjects of which they treat. Had not
other avoeatlons prevented, I would have translated the shortest."
III. S$mon Sn_/der, Governor qfPennsylvania,
to David Meade Randolph, -Williamsburgh_
Virginia, wl itten On the subject of the above
Letter, anddes_gnsdfortransmlsslontoJeremy
Bentham. Harrisburg, 3Oth May 1816.
" If the letters had arrived previously to the
19th March last, on which day the legislature of
this state a_ourned, an early exhihition m that
body .....
of his proposition, and of which I
should promptly have availed myself, I am confident would have resulted in measures more
commensurate with the object of furnishing hnn
with information to atd, and better adapted to
further his generous intentions towards Pennsvlvania than what is in my power to furnish...'..
Aided by these inurements and publications,
Mr. Bentham will be enabled, by his talent
and research, to mature and shape his system
for submission officially to the legislature."-N.B. Unfortunately none of the above papers
have come to hand.

II. Albert Gallatln, then Minister Plenipoten.
IV.Itouee
" Governor's
Me_sage toof the
and
of Representatives
the Senate
CoMmontlary froM the American United States. for
wealth o_. Pe_,nsylvania.
[:Iarrlsburg, Dethe signature of the treaty of.Peace between
eember 8th 1816. JaMes Peacock, printer."
that ComMonwealth and the Kingdom of[
Great Britain and Ireland, to Simon Snyder, ] Page 4. " This occasion is embraced to subGover_mr of Pennsylvania.
London," 18th _ mit to the legislature a communication made to
June 1814.
{ don,
the governor
by Mr.of Jemmy
Bentham
Lonon the subject
public law;
which, ofthough
" 1$1r. Jeremy Bentham intends to address ] dated 14th July 1814, was not received until after
you_ for the purpose of making a gratuitous ten- [ the adjournment of the last legislature. As tht_
alexof his faculties and services, m preparing a philanthropic communication arose out of sugsym_*mof civil and penaI law for the subsequent
gestions of our esteemed fellow-citizen, Albert
inspection and rewsion of the legislature of i Gallatin, his letter to the governor, and Mr. Benl_ennsylvanla. ....
So far as it is practicable,
tham's, are herewith submitted, and also a letter
_fr. Bentham having devoted near forty years from the governor, and other papers connected
to the investicgation oFthe subject, from his rare with this highly interesting subject. The legistalent of anaaysis and classification, appears par- lature will determine whether, under the circumtieularly fitted for the undertaking.
Ihave yen- stances of our as yet unconsohdated systems of
tured to say so much, because th_e of his works civil and criminal polity, we can, in the prosecuwhichbeen
havepuf_hshed
upreared inin the
the French'language.
most popular dressI labours
taon"of this"
lml_ortant"work,
beneflted,,by the
have
of the
benevolent Mr.beBentham.

LETTER I.]

BentTtam to the Citizens of the United States.

his reach.
In the above-mentioned
letters,
you will have seen a set of testimontals-evidences as pure from all alloy of sinister
interest, or even personal and partial favour,
as it is possib;e for testimonials to bemevidences, the value of which no detraction can
diminish, no exaggeration increase,
While tSese letters to you are penning,
comes from another quarter a sort of testimonial, capable of being regarded by your representativcs in the character of a precedent,
As the quondam metropolis and focus of
religious liberty, and the still remaining receptacle of whatsoever comes nearest to pure
representative democracy on any other part
of the globe besides yours, the State of Gonova cannot be unknownto
you. The intelligence I have to communicate to you from
thence is this : -- For the drawing up of a
penal code, grounded on the principles of a
work of mine, as published in French, in the
year 1802, by my friend, Stephen ])umont,
citizen of that commonwealth -- a commission has just been given to him: whensoever
finished, it is to be printed for the use of the
constituted authorities, to whom it belongs,
to deal with it in the character of a body of
proposed law, as, under the name of Bills,
works the same in kind, differing only in extent, are dealt with in this country, and, I
suppose, in yours,
Here, then, is a precedent already set: a
precedent which, -- if without the praise, at
any rate without the reproach of originality,
-- it belongs to your representatives,
if it
seem good in their eyes--to
your represen,
tatives, with or without an impulse from you
their constituents __ to take into consideration and put to use.
In a private letter, dated from Geneva,
17th June 1817, and addressed to the man so
well known to you as the oldest and mostefficient friend to mankind among English prac°
tising lawyers--I
mean Sir Samuel ttomilly
after speaking of his having received from
the constituted authorities a commission as
above, Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont,--more
commonly known by the shorter signature,
Etienne (in English, Stephen ) Dumont, --in
words, of which the following is a close translation, proceeds thus: m" JBentham's plan is
the basis of my work. I pursue his method
m respect of the division into General Titles
and Particular Titles.
In regard to o_rences,
I adopt the whole of his classification : and
more especially the great and beautiful idea,
ot proceeding in a uniform manner, by cornmenclng with the definition of the offence,
and following it bv an e_positlon of the lead.
ingterms of which'the definition is eomposod;
then, by a statement of the grounds or causes
of a99ravation,
and those of extenuation,
a._pp.lyiugto each genus or species of offence,
This plan, which is altogether new, has a pro-
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digious advantage over every other: viz. that
of affording, in a pre-eminent degree, every.
possible facility to improvement, in every
part of the details. In truth, this code will
rather be a set of authentic instructions for
the judges, than a collection of peremptory
ordinances. A greater latitude of discretion
will be left to them than was ever left bv
any code : yet their path being everywher'e
chalked out for them, as it were between two
parallel lines, no power that can be called
arbitrary is left to them in any part of it.
" In the code itself they will behold all
the considerations capable of affording proper 9rounds for their decision : and, on each
occasion, it is to the text of the law that,
in justification of such application as, on
that occasion, they think fit to make of those
same grounds, they will all along make rolerence: for example, the several grounds of a 9.
9ravation and extenuat2on, respectively above
alluded to, on the occasion of their being
brought to view, for the purpose of justifying
such fixations as shall come to be made of
the quantity of the punishment."*
Thus far
Dumont.
To the acceptance of an offer such as the
present from a foreign hand, various are the
objections that will be apt to present themselves : in my first letter to Mr Madison, all
those have been met, and will, I flatter myself, be found removed : advantage, and without inconvenience,
will be seen to be the
ultimate result, -- of a circumstance which,
at first sight, may be so apt to appear objectlonable.
Of this letter, together with the paper conraining those others of which you have just
seen extracts, your Secretary of State, John
Quincy Adams, has done me the honour to
take charge, for the purpose of its being
transmitted to the Governor of your State.
Such are the testimonies submitted to you
for the present, in the character of 9rounds,
on which to form a derivative judgment.
Now, then, my friends, such of you as, on
this subject, --from
such considerations as
are capable of being compressed within the
compass of a sheet or two of letter-press,
regard yourselves as possessing the means of
framing a self.formed judgment,hear me.
Hear an Englishman, whose mind, by the
view and prospect of the state of government
in this seat of ill-disguised despotism and selfacknowledged corruption, would be sunk in
despondency, bat for the ray of comfort
which beams upon him from your happier
clime :_from your incorruptible--your
every
day more and more flourishing comn_onwealth:
from your government--the
only one that
now exists, or ever did exist, on the surface
s Vide" P.S. 26th August 1817," at the e_
of Letter VIII.--Ed.
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of the globe, in and by which the advancement of the universal interest, in preference
to all part/cu/ar and narrower interests, is or
ever was the end pursued : pursued? --yes :
or in any distinct and unequivocal terms, so
much as professed to he pursued,
LETTERIf.
Properties

desirable in a Body of Laws, for
all Purposes.

Hear, then, from me, in the first place, the
properties or qualities which, _ere it can fulfil
the purposes for which in your country laws
are, as in every country they ought to be,
made,--a
body of laws, designed for all purposes without exception, must be possessed
of: properties which, accordingly, in a work
of this kind, may be stated as being desirable,
1..Notoriety,
or rather aptitude for notorzety,
in respect of its contents; 2. Conciseness ;
3. Clearness in respect of its language; 4.
Compactness in respect of its form ; 5. Cornpleteness, or say all-comprehenezveness,
in respect of its extent ; 6. Intrinste usefulness in
respect of its character; 7. Jastifiedness,
i.e.
manifested usefulness, in respect of the body
of iastructwn, by which, in the form ofprindples and reasons, it ought to be illustrated
justified, recommended, and supported,
In regard to all these several properties, as
they come to be explained, you will have
to consider_how
far, in their present state
the body of the laws, under which you live,
is from being possessed of them -- possessed
of them respectively, in a degree approaching
to that which is indisputably desirable, and
affords a promise of being practicable.
You
will at the same time be able to form some
sort of conception-not only of my anxiety
to give to it the benefit of them all without
exception, but, in some general way, of the
resources to which I look for the accomplishment of so desirable a result : resources, by
the contemplation of which has been produced
that sort of conjectural confidence, which you
have seen reposed in me by so many of the
distinguished men, who ureat once so happily
possessed, and by general acknowledgment so
highly deserving, of your more decided and
unrestricted confidence.
Of these seven properties, three, viz. clearmess, c.oneiseness, and completeness _ all of
them qualities intimately connected with one
another -- will naturally present themselves
as being desirable in a literary work of almost
any sort: properties, the demand for which
is at say rate not peculiar to a body of law ;
and of which, on that account, no particnla_
mention need here be made.
In regard to
rompletem_s, however, so peculiar will the
import as well as importance of this word be
when applied toa body of the laws--
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peculiar not only in respect of utility but in
respect of d/Jficu/ty -- nothing less than the
conversion of the whole body of common law
into statute law being included in the import
of it---that the pecnllarpoint ofviewin which,
on this occasion, it has been necessary to contemplate it, will necessitate a particular mention of it in this address.
In this quality, accordingly,-to which, on
this particular occasion, for distinction sake,
it may be not improper to add the appellation
of all.comprehensweness,
-- in this, together
with notoriety and justified_ess _ (by notoriety understand here, as before, intrinsic aptitude for notoriety)in these will be seen
three qualities--and
the onl_ three qualities
--which,
on the occasion of the offer here
submitted to you respecting a body of laws.
it will be necessary for me to hold up in any
special manner to your view: all three of them
as being--completeness
as _here explained
not excepted--such,
as, till this your proffered servant ventured on the enterprise, no
draughtsman in legislation ever professed to
give, or for aught appears ever so much as
thought of giving, in any tolerable degree, by
means of any peculiarity of plan or texture,
to the body of his proposed hws.
Under the
head of all-comprehensiveness,
therefore, as
applied to the proposed work in question-under this head, no less than under the several heads ofnotor*ety andjustifiedness,
explalla_lons of considerable length will be indispensably necessary.
As to intrinsic usefulness, obvious as is the
title it possesses to a place not only in most
literary works, but more particularly in this,
no less obvious will he the non-necessity of
making on the present occasion any special
or separate mention of it : this being a quality which, of course, and without his being
at the trouble of saying so, no man who ever
pens a proposed law can fail of being understood, as wishing to be thought to be, and
with whatever degree of sincerity professing
to be, anxious in his endeavour to bestow
upon it. " Whereas it is expedient"-only
upon British legislators could such a phrase
p_s itself off in the character of a reason, or
for anything better than a mark of dotage.
But in the ulterior quality of justzfiedness,
i.e. manifested usefulness, the quality of simple
usefulness is inchtcled : justifiedness,
a quality
in which, on the present occasion, so much
attention will be seen to have been bestowed:
and in this may be seen a quality, which not
only has never yet been endeavoured to he
given to any comprehensive body of laws,
but, until thus noticed by this your proffered
servant, appears not to have ever yet been
numbered by any person among the propertzes
desirable in, or properly appertamiug to, any
such work.

Ls_rga
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Beatllam

to the Citizens

LETTERIIl.
I. Oa Notoriety,

as applied to LAW.

As in every other part of the field of human
action, so in the field of law, only in so far
as it is present to the mind, can any idea be
productive of any effect. Ah, poor silly man I
that of such a truth, at this time of day, thou
shonldst need to be reminded I
Yes : only in proportion as the conception
a man has of it is clear, correct, and complete,
can the ordinances of the law be conformed
to, its benefits claimed and enjoyed, its perils
_voided--those perils, with which every path,
every step in the field of human action, may
be encompassed,
To lodge and fix in each man's mind, that
portion of the matter of law on which his fate
ts thus dependent-exists there that S_te,
in which this operation is not among the most
_mportant duties of the government ?
Yet, where is the state, by the government
of which any attention whatsoever appears to
have been paid to it ?*
To enable government to fulfil it to the
highest degree possible, has ever been amongst
the most anxious of my desires,
For this purpose, means extrinsic to the law
itself present themselves of course to every
mind : -- publishing them, for example, in
cheap editions ; causing them to be publicly
read by certain persons in certain places,
Of all such extrinsic means of notification,
next to nothing, however, will be the effect,
unless the matter of the law be prepared for
the operation, by the distribution made of its
contents, and the form into which they are
cast.
For this purpose, four leading principles
of division, with as many correspondent divisions, have been contemplated and employed
by me.
1. First principle of division. -- For the benefit of each inchwdual, separate from those
ortions of the matter of law on which he
as a concern, all those with which he has
not any concern.
Correspondent division,
Laws of universal coneernment_laws
of _pecialorpartiealarconcernment.
Code, towhich
are consigned all laws of universal concernmcnt, the General Code.
Codes, in each of
which that portion of the matter of law in
which only one or two'f denominations or deseriptions of persons are concerned, Partieular Codes.

of the Ualted Etates.
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That portion of the matter of law, with
which each individual is concerned to be acquainted, will therefore consist of two parts:
viz. I. The General Code : 2. The collection
of Particular Codes ; viz. those which correspond to the several particular situations in
society, which it happens to him to occupy.
2. Second principle of division. -- For the
benefit of each indi_idual, in that portion of
the matter of law in which he has a concern,
separate from those portions which he is concerned to bear constantlyin mind, those which
he is not concerned to bear constantly in mind.
Correspondent division, Laws of constant coneernment--laws
of occasional concernment.
By a law of constant concernment, understand a law which applies itself to this or that
incident, which is of such a nature, that without a man's having warning of it, it may take
place at any time: without his having warning, and thence without his having sufficient
time for considering with himself how to act,
or for taking advice of others.
Example of
lawsofennstantconcernment:Lawsdeclaring
how, in case of an unexpected attack on his
person or property, a man may, and how he
may not, comport himself for the purpose of
self-defence.
Note, that, though in the instance of such
laws as are of constant concernment, the chance
] of their being present to the mind at the time
! for action, is in the highest degree dependent
on their brevity and compactness,--yet,
in
the instance of such as are of occasional coneernment, in such sort as to admit of time for
deliberation and consultation,--thQugh,
even
in regard to these, intelligibility may be destroyed by want of compactness, _ brevity is
comparatively immaterial.
In the case of a
dictionary, for example, the largest is little
less easily consulted than the smallest. And
thus it is--thus,
and no otherwise--that
brevity and compactness may be brought into
consistency with completeness.
3. Third principle of division and distribution. _ In the case of laws of constant concernment,__fromsuchlaws,
on tbe observance
of which the greatest quantity of interest is
at stake, detach those, on the observance of
which not so great a quantity of interest is
at stake. Use of this separation, employing
the most cffident means in planting in the
mind those portions of the matter of law, on
the observance of which the greatest quantity
of interest is at stake.
Correspondent division--1. Lawsofmajor concernment: 2. Laws

• As ff from a rubbish-cart, a continually in- of minor concernment.
creasing and ever shapeless mass of law is, from
4. Fourth principle of division. _ In regard
time to time, shot down upon the heads of the to laws in general, but more particularly in
people: and out of this rub[_ish, and at his peril_ the instance of such as are of constant conis each man left to pick out what belengs to him.
Th.us._in pouring forth law, does the government,
as xt Is written, " rain down snares."
servant. Add to these occasionally, other situa"['Two: as in case of correlative situattons:
tiens incidentally connected with the principal
each as those of Ituaband and _/fe, master and ones.
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cernmeut, from those prla_ipal portions of l
In prose, or even in verse, of that part of
matter, to which the mind is not led by any the law which is of universal and constant and
other, and which accordingly cannot be kept major concernment, the main-text might be
in mind otlmrwise than by themselves,se- got by heart in Schools.
And to this might
parate all such portions of subsidiary matter,
be added the correspondent part of the body
to which, especially when once presented to of reasons._
it, the mind will naturally be led by those
That, on every occasion of life, every man
same pmncipal ones.
In this case, for ex- should be his own lawyer is plainly impossible.
ample, are rules and examples:
rules on the
In many instances want of talent, in any inone hand; examples of those same rules on stance want of time, may suffice to render it
th_ other. Correspondent division,--division
so. But, on this point as well as on others,
into Main-text
and Expos2tory-matter.-Compared with expository-matter,
main-text
possesses not any thing by which its eontinuance in, or regress into, the mind is facilitoted.* But, suppose the mare-text once well
anchored in the mind, the occasional regress
of the expositomj-matter
will find a constant

Exposltory.Matter--and
of the mode in which,
by omission of the Expository-itlatter,
a sort of
abridgment might be made,--take, upon a plan
as compressed as possible, the following exam.
pies: -. L Main-Text.
Definition of a simple personal
injury.
.4 simple personal injury is--_vhere, _vithsource
of facility in the relation it bears to out LAWFUL
CAUSE (1) one individual
the maln-text.
CAUSES,
(2) or CONTRIBUTES
(3) to
Separated from the expository-matter,
the
cause, to another, any bodiiypain or uneasiness,
main-text would thus constitute a sort of more orless SEVERE or SLIGHT_ (4) _ith.
abmdgraent of the law : an abridgment of the
out any ulterior MISCHIEF (5).
body at large, as composed of main-text and
II. _Exposltory-Matter.
To each of theflve leading words distinguished
expository- mattcr taken together.
Thus
by capitals, explanations arc subjoined : in three
there would be given the first example that
of theflve instances, wz. Nos. l, 3, and 5, these
has ever been given, or perhaps imagined, of a explanations would serve ahke for the definition
Law Abridgment. in which, as far as it went,
of other otibnces ; and reference would accordconfidence might be reposed with safety.
In ingly be made to so many General Titles; in the
this way alone can you be assured, that what
two other instances, the explanation would peris given as and for the expression of the legishops have no ultetaor applicatmn. In the present
instance, the Explanatory-Matter
occupms_ in
lator's will, is so.T
the whole, about five or six times the space ecru.
pied by the Main.Text.
Here then may be seen
a In a body of law, of which, it being in its an example, of the amount of the snwng made
fabriereasonable, the reasonablemess is manifested
upon the burthen on the memory. As to the
by a correspendentsnd perpetual accompaniment
Expository-Matter,
some parts of it apply to
of rcasons, these reasons being deduced frmn the cases, which, naturally speaking, will be rarely
universally prevalent and universally recognised
exemplified; other parts may be expected to be
principles of human nature, viz. human feellngs,
anchored in the mind, by the relation they bear
interests, deslres, and motives, will of th-emselves to human feehngs, and to tbe matter of the Main.
help to lodge, and serve to keep, in the mind,
Text.
those portions of the matter of law, of which the
Upon the whole, three propositions will serve
main-text will require to be composed. _ See to dose this subject: lst_ On the extent of the
Letter V. OfJnstifiedness, _ c.
notoriety given to the laws, depends every good
On the ground ot consltutional law,--yon who effect it is in their nature to produce: 2. On any
on that ground have so nobly shaken off the yoke such endeavour as that of aCcomplishing this obof English law-- the system you have already jeet, by no leglslature has any exertion been ever
is, as to all essentials_ a model for all nation_
bestowed : to the accomplishment of this same
Accept these my cervices,
so shall it be on the object_ the whole force of this your proffered eer'
ground of penal law, so shall it be on the ground vant's mind has all along been, and would all
of civil law: accept my services, at one lift you along be, apphed.
shall ease your necks of that degradin_ yoke.
*** Note, that with reference to the matter of
Without
parliamentary reform, Britain can- the General Pe_l Code, a great part of the matnot, without revolution or civil war, no other teroftheGeneralCivilor_Ton.]_e_lCodemay
monarchy can, take for a modal the essentials of be considered as bearing the relation of Exposi.
your constitutional law: but on the ground of tory-Matter.
Thne_ under appropriate penalties,
penallaw_ and to no inconsiderable cxtent_ even the Penal Code hawng forbid the meddling with
on the ground of civ/llaw, might it--and with- property without title, part of the Civil Code will
out change in any part of the constitutional
be occupied in the exposition of what belongs to
law-branch, be made use of as a model any. the several sorts of titles: and, of these, title by
where: in Russia, in Spain, in Morocc_ Hence Contract being one, hence comes in that part
it was--.and withont any thought or need of be- which belongs to Contracts. So likewise a great
traying him, not any act of self-denying bene- part of the Co_itutimud
Code: such and such
fieence, (tbr my views of the contagious influence being the rights, and pomers, and duties, that
of reason in the character of a precedent_ were appertain to the several sorts of o_¢icct. Thus
not at that time so clear as they have become much fern e/ueto the labyrinth : thLsis no place
since) hence it was that these my services were for the details.
offered to the Alexander of these days.
_ See letter V. Of Justlfwdne#s, as a_plled to
-[-Of the distinction between Main-Text and a body of Law.
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the further the sense of independence can be
carried the better: the better, if not in all
eyes, at any rate in such as yours.
By no
man who is not a driveller, can it be expected
that to every lawyer to whom he addresses
himself he should be as dear as he is to himself: no man can have a lawyer at all times
at his elbow,
Accept my services,--in
the book of the
laws, my friends, so long as the United States
continue the United States, among you and
your posterity, in every such accepting State,
shall every man, if so it please its appointed
legislators, find, for most purposes of consulration, his own lawyer: a lawyer, by whom
he can neither be plundered nor betrayed,
Accept my services,--no
man of tolerably
liberal education but shall, if he pleases, know
--know, and without effort -- much more of
law, than, at the end of the longest course
of the intentest efforts, it is possible for the
ablest lawyer to know at present. No man, be
he even without education in other respects
-- no man but, in his leisure hours, -- so he
can but read-- may, if so it please him, know
more of law, than the most knowing among
lawyers can possibly know of it at present,
LETTER IV.
II. Of Completeness, as npphed to the Body of
the Laws :--and
herein of Common Law.
To be known, an object must have exis.
teace.
But not to have existence -- to be a
mere non-entitymin
this case, my friends, is
a portion -- nay, by far the largest portion -of that which is passed upon you for law. I
speak of common law, as the phrase is: of
the whole of common law.
When men say
to you, the common law does this _ the
common law does that -- for whatsoever there
is of reality, look not beyond the two words
that are thus employed.
In these words you
have a name, pretended to be the name of a
really existing object: --look
for any such
existing object_look
for it till doomsday,
no such object will you find.
Great ts Diana of the Epheslans ! cried the
priests of the Ephesian Temple, by whom
Diana was passed upon the people as the name
ofareallyexistinggoddess:
Dianaagoddess:
and of that goddess, the statue, if not the
very person, at any rate the express image,
Great is Minerva of the Athenians/
cried
at that same time _ you need not doubt of
it _the priests of the Temple of Minerva at
Athens: that Athens at which St. Paul made
known, for the first time, the unknown God.
The priests of Athens had their goddess of
wisdom: it was this Minerva.
The lawyers
of the English School have her twin smter,
their Goddess of Reason.
The law (meaning the common law) " The/aw"
(says one
of her chief priests, Blackstone)
', is the
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perfection of reason."
By the author of the
book on Eeeleslastieal Polity, Hooker, -- for
between lawyercraft and priostcraft there has
always been the closest alliance --the law
had long before been discovered to be a supernatural person, and that person of the feralnine gender. Yes: exactly as much of reality
was there, and is there, corresponding to the
word Minerva,as there is, or ever has
been, corresponding to the compound appellatlve common law.
Would you wish to know what a law-- a
real lawis ? Open the statute-book:--in
every statute you have a real law: behold in
that the really existing object :--the genuine
object, of whmh the counterfeit, and pretended counterpart, is endeavoured to be put off
upon you by a lawyer, as often as in any discourse of his the word common law is to be
found.
Common law the name of an existent
object?-- Oh mischievous delusionm Oh irapudsnt imposture ! Behold, my friends, how,
by a single letter of the alphabet, you may
detect it. The next time you hear a lawyer
trumpeting forth his common law, call upon
him to produce a common law : defy him to
produce so much as any one really existing
object, of which he will have the effrontery
to say, that that compound word of his is the
name.
Let him look for it till doomsday, no
such object will he find.
Of an individual, no : but of an aggregate,
yes. Will that be his answer ? Possibly ; for
none more plausible will he find any where.
Plausible the first moment, what becomes of
it the next ? An aggregate ? Of what can it
[ be but of individuals ? An individual cornI mort law-- no such thing, you have aeknowledged, is to be found.
Then where is the
matter, of which your aggregate is composed ?
: __ No : --as soon will be find a body of
without a man in it, or a wood without a tree
in it, as a thing which, without having a com.
mon law in it, can with truth be styled the
Common Law.
Unfortunately, my friends,_unfortunately
for us and you -- in the very language which
we all speak, there is a peculiarity, in a pcculiar degree favourable to this imposture.
Not in any existing European language but
ours, is the same word in use to be employed
to denote the real and thefieti_ous
entity:
not in the ancient Latin, nor in any of the
modern languages derived from it : not in the
ancient German, nor in any of the modern
languages derived from it.
Behold here the source of the deeeptlon.
But in the mind of any man, by whom tld_
warning has been received, no deception will
it produce, unless fn this instance imp_ture
be more acceptable to him than truth.
In
the article a--in
the single letter a_he
has an Ithuriel's spear: by the touch of it
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he may, as often as he pleases, lay bare the of whom thus much is known, viz. that, in
imposture. A statutelaw, yes : a common law, the matter in question, no right had he to
no: no such thing to be found,
make law : for its maker, either some judge
Be it a reality_
be it a mere fiction-_ that is, a man who does not pretend to
what is but too undeniable, and too severely
have any right to make law; or some other
felt, a something all this while there is, with i man who was _till further from having any
which you are ever and anon perplexed and i such right than a judge is.
plague£, under the name of common law.
" Yes,' says our lawyer : "and, allowing
to you that in common law there is no such
thing as a law, yet what you will not deny
--and
what will equally suit my purpose,
is- that such things there are-- yes, and in
no small abundance--such
things there are
as rules of law."
So much for our lawyer,
Rules _ yes, say I: Rules of law _ No.
These rules, who are they made by ? To this
question, to find any positive answer is peasible or not, as it may happen.
But what is
not only always possible, but always true, is
that the person or persons,by whom
these rules, whatever they are, are made,-is or are, in every instance, without exception, a person or persons, who, in respect of
any part he or they may take, or be supposed
to take, in the laying down of any such rules,
-have
not any title to make law, or to join
in making law.
The sort of person, whose case, among
those who have not a title to make law,
comes nearest to the case of those who have,
is a judge.
But no law does any judge, as
such, ever so much as pretend to make, or
to bear any part in making,
What, if passed, he wouid take upon him
to say he does is-- to declare law: to declare
what, in the instance in question, is law : to
declare that a discourse, composed of such
or such a set of words, is a rule of law. Thus
speaking, he would be speaking the words
pat into his mouth by Biackstone.
Meantime, _be
it or be it not, a rule of
law,_bere at any rate is a rule, which, having
been made, must have been made by somebody.
What is more, not only has it been
made, but, by some judge whose duty it is
to give to real laws _he effect of law-- the
effect of a law, as if it were a real law, has
been given to it. The effect? and what effect?
exactly the same as if the words which it is
composed of were so many words, constituting the whole or a part of some really
existing law.
In the words in question, the rule in question, was it then ever declared before ?-- If
uot, then in truth and effect, though not in
words, the judge, by whom this rule is declared
to be a rule of law, does, in so declaring it,
and acting upon it, take upon himself to
makealaw:
to make a law : and this is the
pretended law he takes upon him to make.
If it was declared before, then not having
been made by a legislator, it must have had
for its maker some person, be he who h_ may,

i

At any rate, not having been made by any
one of your respective legislatures, this thing
then, which, by your judges and your other
lawyers, is passed off upon you as and for g
rule of law, viz. of English common lawif not by a judge, by whom then was it made ?
for laws do not make themselves, any more
than snares or scourges.
Of all persons, who, on the making of it,
can be supposed to have had a part, the only
individual, in relation to whom you can have
any complete assurance of his having had a
part in the making of it, is a printer : the
printer, by whom the first printed book in
which it was to be found was printed.
But, though it is not without example for
the man by whom a book is printed to have
been himself the author of it, examples of
this sort are comparatively rare. In the ordinary case then, here you have hoe persons,
who have, each of them, borne a part in the
making of this discourse, which is palmed
upon you for law: two persons, who to you,
let it never be forgotten, are both foreigners.
This book then, on what ground is it that
the author and the printer together can have
thus taken upon them to pass it off-- to pass
it off in the first place upon us, -- in the next
place (such is your goodness) upon you as
and for a book of law ?
First or last, the ground _ at any rate the
most plausible ground that can be made,
comes to this.
A portioa of diseourse, said
to have been uttered by some judge--by
some judge, on the occasion of some decision
pronounced by him in the course of a suit at
law. Of this description, take it at the best,
was, or in the book was so said to have been,
this pretended rule of law : a pretended rule
of law made, or pretended to have been made,
by a functionary, who, as such, neither had,
nor (as you have seen) could so much as have
pretended to have, any right or title to make
law, or so much as to bear any part in the
making of any one law.
Yet, in relation to law, be he who he may,
this judge not only claimed a right to do,
but has an indisputable right to do something.
What is this something ? Take, in the first
place, to render the matter intelligible, the
case of the only real sort of law. _tatute law:
and suppose that the sor_ of law under which
thejudgeis
acting.
What in this case is it
that, in relation to this same law, he has to
do ? By some person -- say a plaintiff-the
judge has been called upon to do something
at his instance: something at the charge 0£
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some other person who, if he opposes what
But, to justify him in the pronouncing of
is thus called for, becomes thereby a defeathis decision, something which men are predant.
" Why is it that I am to do this, pared to receive as law is necessary. _ea/
which you are thus calling upon me to do?"
law, by the supposition there is none: fictisays the judge : " Because (says the plain- tlous law must therefore be feigned for the
tiff) a law there is, which, in the event of purpose. What does he then?--As
above,
your being called upon by a person circum- under the name of a rule of law, either he
stanced as I am, has ordained that, at the makes for the purpose a piece of law of
charge of a person circumstanced as the de- his own,--or,
as above, he refers to, and
fendant is, a person, circumstanced as you adopts, and employs for his justification, a
are, shall so do."
Tl_is law says so and so : piece of law already made, or said to have
look at it here if you have need : it is a dis- been already made, by some other judge or
course which is in print; and to which, at judges.
such or such a time, by the constituted auWhat must all this while be acknowledged
thorifies, whose undisputed right it was to do is-- that, setting aside the question of its
so, was given the name and force of law.
propriety and utility in other respects--if,
Hearing this, or to this effect, the j udgc-so far as regards certainty, -- viz. on the part
(the facts on which the plaintiffgrounds him- of the decision, certainly, and on the part of
self being regarded as proved)--tbe
judge,
those persons whose lot depends on it, the
does he do that which by the plaintiff he is faculty of being assured beforehand what it
thus called upon to do ? What he thereupon
will eventually be _ a decision grounded on
and thereby declares-- declares expressly, or this sham law were upon a par with a decision
by necessary implication, is--that
the poro grounded on statute law, thus far at least it
tlon of law, in virtue of which the plaintiff would come tothe same thing; and it would
c_lled upon him so to do, is a portion of law be matter of indifference, whether the rule
made and endued with the force of law, by acted upon were put into the state of statute
an authority competent so to do : and that
law, or kept in the state of common law. In
of this discourse the true sense is the very that case, for determining the utility of the
sense which the plaintiff, on the occasion of proposedoperationealledcodzfication,
theonly
the apphcation so made by him, has been as- question might be--as between the two sorts
cribing to it.
of law-.which
of the two, their respective
Thus doing, what is it that, in current lan- sources considered, afforded, generally speak°
guagc, the judge is said to have been doing?
ing, the fairest promise of being most conduAnswer : pronouncing a decision : a judicial
cive to the universal interest ?mthat which,
decision: in particular a judgment, or a de- at the present time, in contemplation of the
tree. Sometimes it is called by the one name, exigences of the present time, would have for
sometimes by the other: whereupon,in virtue,
its authors citizens of the state, mostly usand in pursuance of this decision, if need be, fives of the country, -- chosen by the rest of
out goes moreover in his name an order-- a the citizens, in like manner mostly natives,
writ _ a rule:--sometimes
it is called by m or that which, in the course of several
one of these names, sometimes by another :-hundred years, was made at different times by
but if it be a rule, nothing more than a parfrom one to five persons, every one of them
ticular rule. bearing upon the individual per- appointed by a monarch -- by a monarch, unsons and things in question : _ at any rate, dera constitution, of which, even in its most
ordering the defendant to do so and so, or improved state, the yoke was found by you
ordering or empowering somebody else to do to be so grievous, that, st the imminent peril
so and so at his charge,
of your lives and fortunes, and, by the actual
That you may see the more clearly what sacrifice of them to no small extent, you
is done under sham law, herein above then resolved to shake it off, and shook it off
you have an account of what takes place accordingly.
under real law. Well now, suppose statute
Thus much as to what, for illustration sake,
/aw out of the case, what is done is done then may be conceived to have been the case. But
in the name of the common law. In this case alas ! look to what is really the case, the more
then, observe what there is of reality, and closely you examine into it, the more clearly
what there is of fiction. What, in this case, will you perceive, that even on the ground of
supposing the matter contested really has certainty, no comparison will this sham law"
place, is, as in the other case, a decision : a be able to stand with real law. Yes: as well
decision pronounced by a judge : say by that in point of stability might you compare the
same judge : a decision, by which expression
waves of the ocean with the rock they beat
is given to an act of his judgment , followed
upon, as in point of certai._ common law
by an order, or what is equivalent, by which
with statute law:-- with this only genuine
expression is given to an act of his wall. The sort of law, which it is here proposed to suborder is but partwular: the decision is in the stitute throughout to that spurious sort.
same case.
Suppose then, my friend, whoever you are,
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suppose that, on the strength of this or
that supposed particular deczszon, or this or
that general rule, by the advice of a lawyer
whom you have consulted, a suit at law has
been engaged in by you, either m the situation of plaintiff, or in the situation of defendant: for simplicity sake, say in that of plaintiff: if in that of defendant, the same or the
correspondent
observations will still apply,
In appearance, suppose this decision ever

[No. VIII.

Thus in the case of common law. In the
case of statute law, of all these sources of
uncertainty and insecurity what is the number
that can have place?
Not one. In the ease

sion, or the rule, would not have been, as it now
appears to be, in your favour.
4. The matter in dlspute was notof such value,
as to have engaged, either on the part of the ar.
guingeounselon the slde opposite to yours, oron
the part of the judge, a degree of attention suitSso clearly decisive in your favour. Observe
cient to warrant the placing any such rehauce on
how many and what chances there are of its the decision, or the rule, as is or can be adequate
proving insufficient : insufficmnt, and by rea- to your purpos_
son of its insufficiency occasioning you to lose
5. On the side opposite to the decision, or the
your cause. Observe the list of objections _
rule relied upon by you, the counsel was not of
observe the alleged grounds or causes of in- such knowt_ability, astohavebroughtout
against
vahdatwu;
grounds or causes more or less it all the objections that might havc beeu brought
peremptory, through which it has to run the out.
6. Of the point, on which the particular decigauntlet,
sion in question was grounded_--the
importance,
Of the rules in question so improperly called
with reference to the ultimate result of the cause
rules of law, the sources are, as above, de.
to the parties, wasnotsogreatastohaveattracted
clslons: of these general rules, particular
to it, on the part of the counsel as above, or the
judge, a portion of attention adequate to the purdecisions:
from preceding decisions come pose: with reference to the prmcapal point, this
rules, and from these rules again succeeding
collateral point was either altogether irrelevant,
decisions,
or but collaterally and weakly relevant.
Out of these rules and decisions are made
7. L In ease of unanimity real or apparent, the
treatises and abrld_tments : treatises,
conreputation of the judges m general, or of the
raining, with or without rules, argumentapresiding judge, wasbut low :--low, viz.eitheriu
tion about rules;
abridgments,
containing
the scale of probity, or else in the scale of intellectual aptitude.
alleged rules, with or without _ commonly
8. H. In the particular class of cases in queqwithout -- the argumentation
out of which
tion, without prejudice to probity or intellectual
the rules were spun, and in which they were aptitude, the state of the times was such, as
drowned,
would naturally be productive of a too favourable
The books, in which are contained the de- prepossessmn, in favour of the decision or rule
eisions said to have been pronounced on each on which you lean.
individual occasion, with the argumentation
9. HL in a ease of known want of unanimity,
the reputation of the judges_ by whose preponby which they are said to have been preceded,
derant suffrages the dceismn on which you bear
and the rules which in the course of that
was pronounced, or the rule laid down, was not
argumentation
are supposed to have been
so high in the scale of reputation, as that of the
laid down as referred to, are called Report
judge or judges who were on the opposite side.
Books.
10. iv. The opinion of the bar was in general
Behold now a sample of the objections -decidedly
to the decision,
or the rule,and
onnotoriously
which you adverse
lean.
of the alleged causes of invalidity or insuffi11. The printed and pubhshed decisions in
eiency, on the ground of any one of which,
questmn, overruled by an unprinted and unpubmuch more of all of them or a uumber of them
lished one, the report of which is inaeeessxble,
together, the decision or supposed decision, on and even unknown, to every man, but the one,
which the confidence of your advisers rested,
who happening to bepessessed of it in manuscript
may by the judge be found to be insufficient:
comes out with it, if it happens to suit his purpose; otherwise not.
insufficient in such sort that, in consequence
12 to 21. In case of decisions, two or more,
of the alleged insufficiency, you willlose your prouounced_ or rules lald down,--whether
at the
cause.
Behold them, if your patience serves
same time by judieatones of equal authority, or
you, here below.*
at differeut times by the samejudleatery, _sOme
favourable _o you, others adverse_--in this case,
• 1. If there be but one report book in ques- while the above objections are opposed to those
tion, the reputation of the reporter not posltively
which are m your favour, the grounds of confihigh in the scale of accuracy.
.
dence, respectively op}_osite to these objeetaons_
2. If there be two report books reporting tl_e may, in many of the instances, be employed in
same cause, and giving statements in any mate- support of such decasions or rules as appear to be
rial particular dltFerent,__of that which is in your against you.
favour the reputation in the scale of accuracy not
22. Thus stands the matter in England_ and
so high as of that which is against you: if, on thence in your several American United States.
either slde_ or on both sides, eonflietm_g reports
In any one of these states, add the ulterior source
more than one, confusion and uncertainty pro- ofdoubtand uneertaintytoyourpre]udiee,
which
portiouable,
may have place_ in respect of relevancy to the
3. The whole aggregate of the relevant facts state of law and society in these states in genera/_
not sufficiently stated : tf it had been_ the deci- or in your own in particular.
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of statute law, no law can ever come into by the penman is observed of course, is --to
competition with any law of posterior date.
ask himself whether his purpose requires that
To the necessary uncertainty of common
the rule should be conformed to throughout
law, add now its equally necessary tneorrigi,
the whole of the extent which the words of
bilzty: incorrigibility,
as in relation to all it import,--or
whether, to give a correct exother points of imperfection, so in a particular
pression to his meaning, there may not be
manner in relation to this. Imperfections in tins or that exeeptton, that requires to be
statute law are continually cured by statute
taken out of it: and tfyes, set down of course
law: imperfections in common law can never is the description of all such particular excepbe thoroughly cured by common law.
By tions, in the train of the general rule. This
common law they can not be cured : and by being the case, one good consequence is
statute law it has never been the fashton to that whatsoever notification is given to the
cure them. Without the concurrence of law- general rule, is given--and,
at the same time,
yers, non-lawyers in the legislature would not to all the several exceptions, by which its exknow how, or would be afraid to attempt, to tent is limited, and its import fixed.
cure them : but to lawyers, to bestow any
Such being in this respect the case under
such concurrence is not, generally speaking,
statute law, observe now how it is under
by any means pleasant.
In common law, they common law.
Open a book of common law,
behold, as you have seen, the goddess of their --be it report-book--be
it abridgment-idolatry: by anything that contributes to the be at treatise, -- among rules by dozens and by
lessening of her glory, they have nothing to scores, scarcely will you find one, but what,
gain, they have much to lose.
if it be not itself an exception to another, or
By common law, I say, imperfections
in even if it is, has excepttons tacked to it. But
common law never can be cured.
By every those exceptions _ at what time was it that
attempt made at any such cure, whether for they were respectively tacked to it ? At the
the moment the particular mlschmf in ques- time of laying down the general rule ? No :
tion be or be not excluded, general uncer- but each of them at a different time: on the
tainty--a disease, w_th which as with a palsy, occasion of this or that one decision was the
the whole frame of this fictitious body is general rule laid down: on the occasion of so
shaken--is
a sure result.
If, by the judicamany different decisions, pronounced each of
tory in question, on the occasion in question,
them at a different point of time, these sethe authority of the decismn or the rule in veralparticular
rules.
question can be overthrown, so by this same
When an exception of this sort is applied
or any other such judicatory may any other:
to, or rather taken out of, a rule, -- thus it
in this way may the authority of the whole is that a &stlnct,on is said to be taken. But,
system of common law be shaken : shaken,
to the possible number of these distinctions
and with it, in so far as the contrariety is never can there be any adequate assurance of
known, the confidence hitherto so generally,
an end.
What is the consequence ? that in
but always so unwarrantably,
reposed in it.
the whole body of rules, such as they are, of
To save it from this reproach, recourse has which this common law is composed, seldom
been had to one or other of two expedients ; can you find one, which is not pregnant with
viz..forced constructwn, or distinct,on,
deceit and disappointment
Say that, here or
First then as to forced constructwn.
Upon there, this or that one there may be, to which
the phrase employed in giving expression to at no time any exception, -- or, if exceptions
the decision or the rule in question, the judge
have been attached to it already, any ulterior
puts a sense of his own, such as no other man exceptmn, _ would ever be attached.
But,
upon earth would have thought of putting
whatsoever just ground for confidence to be
upon it. But, by this remedy, the disease, reposedonmightbeframedbythesefewtrustinstead of being cured, is aggravated.
The
worthy ones, is destroyed by the multitude
more extensive a man's acquaintance is with
of untrust-worthy
ones, with which they are
the language of common law, the greater the encompassed and confounded : I say, connumber he finds of theseforcedconstructwns:
fotmded,--for
to the trust-worthy
ones no
and the greater the number of them thus ear-mark is there, whereby they can be disfound, the better grounded, and naturally the tinguisbed from the untrust-worthy
ones.
stronger, is the general assurance thus obTo apply this general matter to your own
tained, that the whole of the field over which particular case, my friend, as above supposed.
the dominion of common law has extended
First, see how you may be disappointed and
itself, has been thick sown by her with man- ruined, bymeans ofaforeedconstruction.
The
traps,
decision or the rule upon which, as above,
Thus much as to forced constructwn. Now your leaning was, is, as it stands, clearly in
as to distznctzon : ta/_ng a d_stlnct.on as the your favour. But, authori_edby a practice so
phrase is.
! extensively pursued and so familiar to every
In a statute law, on the occasion of every body,the judge, to compass his object,
rule there laid down, a sort of caution, which whatever it may be, has recourse to the ex-
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pedient of a forced construction : he puts a overturned and superseded, by rules of equal
new, sad till then never imagined sense, upon extent, or by rules of greater extent in which
the words, either of this very decision or this they are included;-others, cut into and
very r_Me in which your trust was, or of some superseded in part, by distinctions and exother, which, by this means, is set in oppo- ceptions.
sition to it, and enables him to destroy the
Even if it came from alegitimate source-effect of it.
from hands competent to make law--thus
Next, observe how you may be put into incapable of being known, even to your lawthe same sad case, by means of a dlstinotton,
yers, would this English common law be:
Taken in its generality --taken in the whole
thus incapable are they of knowing it : they,
of its extent, with the exception of one par- whose profession it is to know it, and who,
ticular part-- the judge sees nothing to object
on pretence of knowing it, take payment of
to in the particular decision or the general
you for communicating to you what they thus
rule on which you rely.
But, upon a close
pretend to know.
view of it, he sees reason to ta_e a distineBut, if such is the case with those who pretion : that is, to take nut of the general rule tend, and are thence supposed to know it,-a particular case, to which it seems to him what, my friends, must your case be,you
that it ought not to be considered as extendwho, knowing but too well that you neither
ing: which particular case is exactly the case do know it, nor of yourselves are capable of
in which you stand,
knowing it, have no other means of keeping
Such might be the uncertainty of the law-yourselves safe from the perils with which you
such the insecurity of the citizen nnder it-are encompassed by it, than by repail4ng, on
even if the whole mass, of the matter of which the occasion of each question, to one of these
it is composed -- of the matter in which these
your living oracles, and asking him what it is
rules are contained, or out of which they are /_e knows or thinks about it ?
deduced-- were at all times in the hands of
Great as it is, the perpetual state of inseevery body.
But in this respect, how stands
curity, in which you are all kept by this
the fact ? In your country more especially,
imposture, is not the only misehief produced
neither the complete stock of data, nor any by it. From the uncertatnty comes not only
thing approaching to it, is in the hands of any insecurttff but corruption : znsecurity, in the
body. Volumes, by scores, by hundreds, not situation of the non-lawyer-- corruption, or
to say by thonsands, -- dollars by thousands,
at least a most powerful and perpetual tempnot to say by ten thousands-would be ne- tation to it, in the situation of the lawyer,
cessary to complete it:--in
a word, a corn- and in particular in that of the judge.
plete law hbrary would he necessary : nothing
In most of the instances, in which under corn.
less. Whether, even in this country, in which
mon law a case has been seriously argued, the
this immense mass of delusive learning has judge might , without reproach to his probity
its source, in any one hand any one such col- or hts judgment,
have pronounced a decision
lection is to be found, is more than I would
opposite to that actuallypronouneed
by him. -undertake to say: what I would undertake
In the character of a well considered maxim,
to say, and without much fear of contradicthe fruit of long meditation, operating upon
tion, is--that
in no onehand would anyone
long experience,
from how many mouths,
such thing be to be found in all your United
without communication with one another, has
States, on the day on which these letters are it not happened to me to hear an observation
landed,
to this effect? no such conception at the same
If even, in each of your United States, not time appearing to have been entertained by
one only, but half a dozen hands, each of them the author, as that by this observation any sort
possessed of such a treasure, were to be found,
of reproach was cast upon this spurious sort
what would the citizens at large be the better
of law, or upon any man from whom it ever
for it ? The result would be a monopoly: a received support or eulogy.
monopoly of this necessary of life, _ a moNo cause ought ever to be given up as desnopoly, with this half-dozen of mm_opolists
perate I First from the mouth of Wedderbu_
sharinginit.
-- and intheseverywords-- was thataphoSuppose even, that in the day, forex- rism brought to me, presently
afteritwas
ample,on which thisletter
ofmine islanded, uttered. Wedderburn was atthatverytime
a large library
thus complete were in the inoffice;
soon afterwards,
--under the title
house of everylawyer in allyour United of Lord Loughborongh, surmounted afterStates,
-- even inthismiraculouscase,what wards by that of Earl of Rosslyn,
-- Lord
would any one of those your lawyers,not High Chancellorof England, head of Engo
to speak of therestofyou, be thebetterfor fishlaw.
it? By thenextarrival
comes a cargooffresh
In your country-- notto speak of this
]_nglish
made law, by which to an indefinitethe power which is thus in every instance
extentthe anteriorstock of law issuper- arbitrartlt/,
isiteverinanyinstance
corruptly
seded: some ofthegeneralrules,completelyexercised? This itisnot forme to say; for
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it is not possible for me to know. This, however, I will take upon me to say _ that, for
corruption, suppoe_ug at any time a man di_posed to give himself to it, the head of man
could not conceive, nor the heart of man desire, a more efficient cloak: and that, under
it, whatsoever corruption has not place, it is
to the individual, not to the state of the law
in this respect---or, if to the state of the law,
not to the state of this part of the law_ that
all thanks are due.
True it is, that under the worst system
of judicature imaginable, some points there
would always be, too clear to admit of wrong
decision without infamy.
But, in regard to
the bulk of those which, in the present state
of judicature-- whether among us or among
you-- come actually under debate,--if, being
a judge, my object were to gratify undue fayour, prejudice, antipathy N even lust of
gain, so it were without need ofcommunication between
myself and the partyno
difficulty should I find ; and if, being in possession of supreme power, it were my desire
that judges should have the faculty of acting
corruptly for ever in their hands, no means
so effectual could I find, as that of ordaining
that, throughout the whole field of law, the
rule of action should be and continue every
where in the state of common law, no where
in the state of statute law.
For my own
part, considering the nature of man on the
one hand, and the state of the law on the
other, I do not see how it is possible that cotruption_corruption
of this necessarily unpunishable kind--should
not, in every country,
to the extent of the dominion exercised by
common law, be in no inconsiderable degree
frequent,
To any judge not known to me--to
any
judge individually taken _ nothing of cotruptness can I impute, in my own mind, on
the score of his acting under the system in
uestion, thus favourable to corruption as it
s. But, not altogether easy would it be for
me, in my own thoughts, to exempt from the
imputation of corruption the mind of a judge,
who, with this picture before his eyes_this
picture of the invitation given by the system
to corruption__ should persevere in any such
endeavour, as that of putting an exclusinn
upon any measure, which, without be'_in_
re_g
p gnant with mischief in any assignable shape,
should afford a promise of making any sort of
advance towards the ridding the community,
be it what it may, of so pestilential a nni_mce,
After all, when corruption, on the part of
the judge, is spoken of as a thing dtstinct
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would ultimately consist the real mischief?
wwherein, but in this, viz. that no man could
possess any tolerably firm assurance, but that,
by means of this corruption, he remained
continually exposed to injury : to injury, ill
every shape and without redress.
Well : though in degree it be extreme, in
spec/e all this is but uncertainty : _ uncertalnt_/of the law--and
nothing more.
Away with exaggeration _ away with in_
discriminating antipathy.
A scourge as it is
now, this sham law--thne
was when it wa_
a blessing : nay, in a certain point of view,
it will be seen to be a blessing even now.
You have seen what it is made of, and how
it has been made,_viz,
from particular decisions, general rules deduced by judges and
others : by the authors or by others, those
rules, before printing was in use, accidentally
committed to writing, _ after that to printing, --and thus made public : every tittle of
it made by individuals, not one of whom so
much as pretended to have any such right as
that of makin 9 law. But in those same days,
--impruper
as was the language by which
any such name as law was given to them,these rules, such as they were, were by no
means without their use. Decisions and ru_es
together, they formed,--not
only a light, by
which the paths taken by succeeding judges
were lightened, _but
a barrzer, by which
they were in some degree kept from going
astray. In the character of a barrier, the effeet they produced was in some sort, however
imperfectly, the effect produced by reallaw :
in the character of a light , howsoever faint,
and frequently false, they produced another
good effect; and that of a sort very scantily
and irregularly, if at all, produced by real
law. Ever and anon, by reasons _by reasons
such as they were --and not always bad ones
-- a ground was made for these rules ; and,
along with the rest of the matter, these reasons were made public: made public--and
that at a time when little or nothing in the
shape of reasons was _isible, in the character
of an accompaniment to any portion of real
law.
Antecedently to the appearance of these
lights, what was the state of the rule of aci tion, and of the citizen under it? Every decision was completely arb!trary : every j."
udge
had to begin afresh : no improvement m judicature ; no art, no science, because no experience: no materials out of which grounds
for law _ for real law w could be made.
With the decisions were necessarily recorded the cases by which decision was called

tf_oomuncertainty on the part of the law, only i for : for example, the sorts of offences capable
o the cause, or perhaps to the quanttty of of being committed : the sorts of contracts
the effect, does the distinction apply, _ not capable of being entered into : the sorts of
to the nature of the effect,
incidents, by which, to one or other of the
.For argument's sake, suppose every judge,
parties, or to the public at large, the contract
wtthout exception, were corrupt : wherein
was capable of being rendered une_tpectedly
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injurious : the sorts of titles, by which areasonable claim to property was capable of being
produced or put an end to.
A library, composed of the books in which
these eases are thus brought to view-- such
a library, even though there were not so
much as a single law in it, is at any rate a
rich storehouse of materials for legislation:
such a storehouse, that without itno tolerably
adequate system of taws could be made. The
more ample the stock, -- so it be not to such
a degree vast that the mind is lost in it,-the more effectual the provision made, made
for this most necessary and arduous of all intellectual works,
The greatest quantity of wealth possessed
in this shape by any other nation, is penury,
in comparison of that which has been furnished by English Common Law.
In this
point of view, it is a blessing even now. As
a light to the legislator, to assist him in the
making of real law, it is a matchless blessing
-- this sham law: as a substitute to reallaw,
now that the times are ripe for the making of
real law, -- in this character, indeed, though
in this character only, is it a curse.
Time was, when, for want of recorded
experience, the pen of the legislator could
find no tolerably adequate indications for its
guidance. Time was :-- but that time is now
st least at an end. Yes. In comparison of
the practice of deciding each individual case
purely on its own ground, without regard to
consistency in relation to former decisions, and
without looking for guidance to any lights
derivable from former ones, -- the practice-of resorting to memorandums made of the
purport of former decisions, and of the cirmunstances in which they were pronounced,
-- was, doubtless, notwithstanding the loosehess and untrustworthiness
so frequently
exemplified in those memorandums, a vast
improvement.
But, on no grounds can the
advantageousness of this practice be demonstrated, but on those same grounds the supsriot advantagcousness of the form of real law,
--in comparison of the conjectural and tictitious substitute, framed by imagination out
of those same materials,will be rendered
ten times more strongly and clearly visible,
Every man his own lawger ! _ Behold in
this the point to aim at.
Why every man his own lawyer ?--1. Because no man's interest is as dear to his lawyet as it is to himself,
2. It is not every man that can afford to
pay a lawyer.
3. No man, how rich soever, can have a
lawyer always at his elbow,
Every man his own lawyer ? Yes :-- but
who shall make him so ? Not he himself, as
would be the case, if, instead of lawyer, you
were to say tailor, shoemaker, or (as may be
seen in the title of a book) broker. One sort
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of person there is, by whom, so far as the
nature of things allows, every man may, and
by whom alone any man can, be made his own
lawyer : and that is t_e legislator.
I say, so
far as the nature of things allows.
For, let
the legislator have done his utmost, still the
possibility of a man's being his own lawyer
will depend on the nature and situation oftbe
man. As to more or less of the law, to some
will always be wanting the necessary talents :
to any one, may at any time be wanting the
necessary time.
No business can be mentioned, in which it may not incidentally be
more for a man's advantage to carry it on by
proxy, than to carry it on himself.
To so
universal a rule, assuredly no exception can
be afforded by law business.
No : never can the profession of a lawyer
be wholly superseded : never, at any rate, the
office of a judge.
But, in the impossibility of attaining the
summit of perfection, no reason can be given
for not a]mmg at it : by every step made towards it by the legislator, a blessing is bestowed.
Take, in its utmost extent, the mass of legislative matter with which, in the country
in question, the universal interest requires
that the field of law shall be covered-- take
any portion of it whatsoever, -- what is ne-.
cessary is -- that such part as the pen of the
draughtsman finds in the state of common law,
and such part as it finds in the state of statute law, should, without any distinction, be
cast together in one mass.
What part he
finds in the one state -- what part he fnds iu
the other -- what part of the field, finding it
as yet unoccupied by both, he sees reason to
cover with new matter--in
no instance need
any trace of distinction bc exhibited : none,
at least, in respect of the form [,iven to the
matter : howsoever, in the way of note, intimation may be conveyed oi the distinctions
which once had place.
Accidental as these
distinctions
are -- the boundaries shifting
place from day to day--no
use can therebe
in keeping them on foot.
All this while, let it never be out of mind
--that, in no case, by any part of the authorized rule of action, can any good effect be
produced, any further than as it is _nown: to
no part of it is it possible to be made hnown,
any further than it has been made complete
As to the arrangements which have been
made, and would be employed, for securing
to the mass of law in question, as far as it
;oes, so essential a property,--considering
the limits necessary to be set to the length
of this address -- and the situatio_ of by far
the greatesf number of the eyes for which it
is designed, -- the giving any tolerably intelligible indication of them would not here be
possible.
In a work, published as long ago as the
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year 180_, composed I know not how many
years before, a survey, which for this purpose
had action,
been taken
of already
the whole
fieldThree
of thought
and
may be
seen.
thousand copies oftbat work are abroad, in coantries more than one: not only by individuals,
but by tbe constituted authorities, signal have
been the marks of approbation bestowed on
it : no where any fault found with it.
Yet by no government, in no nation, in or
for the penning of its laws, does any such allcomprehensive survey appear to have been
made. Indeed, to an unaccustomed eye, no
wonder should the operation present itself as
an impossible one.
But, by helps derived
from the useful part of logic, works of this
kind--as
by helps derived from algebra,
works of calculation*--may
be executed,
such as without such helps would indeed be
impossible,
To your proffered workman, this part of
the task has long ceased to present so much
as the idea of &fficulty : so long has he been
in the habit of contemplating, in this point of
view, objects of all sorts and sizes. For the
purposes of public instruction, in a work,-a copy of which the Governor of your State
has, it is hoped, in his hands ere these letters
can have reached yours, --the wholefield of
thought and action has again been actually
subjected to a survey of this kind : in a table
in which an outline of the result of that survey is brought to view, it may be seen how
comparatively small a portion of that universal
field can properly be taken for thefield
law.t

of

• See Chrestomathia, Part II. Appendix, No.
V. Table V.
_"With the contents of this note let no eye
trouble itself, to which the matter of law in all
its forms, as well as the tactical branch of the
art and science of logic, is not already familiar,
§ I. Political Scheme of Division.
1. GENERAL
CODES, to one or other of
which, every particle of the whole mass of the
matter of law, is, in every state, capable of being
referred. 1. The Penal; 2. The Distributive,
or, as it is commonly called, the Civil; 3. The
Constitutional.
4, 5, 6, Correspondent Codes,
each of them _ntaimng a branch of the law of
Procedure--subordinate
and subsidiary, or, as
they have been styled, adjective branches, respectl
"
.....
rely belonging to those princitml ones: judicial
procednre, _elonging respectively to th_ Penal
and Civil Code_.. investiture and divestiture
procedure, having re_ard to the official situations
which come in ques'tion in the Constitutional
Code. Examples of SUB-CODES,
Capable of
being, and wont to be-- under so many different
utles, detached from the above-mentioned three
princilmt ones : 1. Code of POLICE ; 2. Code
of COMr, IERCE ; 3. ]$IILITARY
Code;
_ ATION;
MARITIME
Code
or Code of RELANAVI5 Code
of DFOREIGN
TIONS, or I'NTERNATIONAL
Code, &e.
&¢- The description, of the matter thus detached, is detenmned--either
by the subject to
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to a Body

of Law.
Tmun and last of the qualities hereinabove brought to vie w, as being indisponssbly
which it applies, or by the species of useful busthess which it has in-view.- To the number of
these detachable Codesthereare no certain limits.
§ IL Logical Sehevw of Divisio_
II. Logical aspoetofthelawtowardstheseveral
modes of human action; considered as capable
of being taken for the subjects of its ordinances.
1. Antecedently to all legislation applied to the
portion of the field In question, the aspect may
be obllgative or unobligatlve: in other words,
active or inactive_ imperative or unJmf_rative,
coercive or uncocrcive: if obtlgative, mand_Try,
orprohibitivc: inelther case, unconditionally so
or conditionally.
2. Subsequently to legislation applied to that
same portmn of that same field, the aspect, if before it was obligative, may be either con.flrmativc
or de-obligatlve; and, in either ease," uncondi.
tlonally so or conditio*tally, as above.
§ III.

Relation between the Political and the
Logical Schemes of Divislon.
In the Penal code, is and will be to be found
most of the matter the aspect of which is obl/gatins, imperative, coercive., the most part of it prohlbltive: in the Civil cone most of that matter of
which the aspect is unobligatlve, uvimperative,
uneoercive; and of that, of which in either case
the aspect is conditional: also in the Constitu.
tlonal Code_ most of that matter of which the
aspect is conditional; so hkewise in the several
codes corresponding to the several branches of
procedure, as above:--the
case being, that the
effects, which, by the respective portions of substantive law are respechvely avpointed to ts&e
plvxe, take place accordingly or not, according
as, in the character of conditions, thefornud/tie,
which, by the correspondent portmns of adjective
htw,are tothat purpose appointed tobe conformed
to, come in fact to have been conformed to.
In and by each of these two above-mentioned
schemes of division, the whole field of/aTv,-and for that purpose the whole field of thought
and acliOn,--has been surveyed, and subjected
to a mode of division, which, in the instance of
the logical scheme at least, is exhaustive.
In so far as it is obligative, imperative, coer.
sine, of every portion of law the fruit is evil: the
enactment of the law is an infringement upon
natural liberty: and, of every such infringement, in a quantity more or less considerable,
pain or uneasiness is apt to be the result. Under
the principle of utility,--or say, of regard for
the universal intercst_ _in this instance,_as in all
others, to justify the production of evil, it is ne.
cesmry that in some shape or other, good be produced, and in quantity such as to make up for
and outweigh the eviL On this ground alone in
any instance can anydemand have place, for the
addition of fresh obligative matter to the alreamy
existing stock.
Toserutinise,_for
the purpose ofproving, disproving, or illustrating,--the truth of the above
position, is an exercise which, as it might eeem,
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to be desired in the aggregate body of the
laws, jastifiedaess:
justifledness,
a quality
which, supposing the reasons adequate, will,
in so far as the application of them extends,
be given to it by an accompaniment of reasons,
No: -- it suffices not, that in itself the
matter of the laws be throughout of a reuo
sonable, that is to say of a useful, quality; in
the degree, in which it might be, and therefore ought to be, it cannot be so, unless it
be seen,--and
thence, unless it have been
shown,--to
be so. But, useful it cannot be
seen to be, but in proportion as the considera°
lions, by which, in the character of reasons,
it has been proved to be so, not only have
been brought to view, --but, in the instance
of the person in question, at the very time
in question, are actually in view.
Let this
be granted, -- it follows, that no mass of the
matter of law is what it might be, and therefore ought to be, otherwise than in so far as,
throughout the whole extent of it, it is furnished with a correspondent body of reasons,
for its accompaniment and support,
Note well the variety of characters, in
which, --to or with reference to the several
descriptions of persons, to whose lot it falls,
in various ways, to have concern with the
several parts of the body of the laws, -- a correspondent body of reasons would he of use.
I. To the citizens at large, considered
separately in their character of subjects to the
law: persons bound respectively to conform
their conduct to its ordinances.
To men
considered in this situation, the body ofordi°
nonces being supposed already constructed, a
correspondent body of reasons would serve in
the double capacity of an anchor and a cornmight be not without its use--to the student in
legmlation, o_ to the student in general logic,
To perform any such exercise, an exertion al.
together necessary will be, that, whatsoever it
be_ which shah be requisite to overcome the repugnance, which, especially in a field in which
m much l_d produce has been already raised,
attachos itself to the use of new appellatives: for,
unhappily_ in 8o far as what is true and useful
imat t_ie same time new, at no less ]_ricecan useful truth, in any considerable quantity, be taught
or Icerat. Correspondent throughout are the state
of men's notions, andthestateoftheitlanguage
all language is originally incorrect: and by lan
guage whfch is incorrect, in so far as it is s¢
no correct ideas can be either cnmmunicated tc
or entertained and anchored in, the mind. Ot
every man, _in proportion as he acts in put_u,
once of any such resolutien as that which we see
sometimes take_, viz. never to give acceptance to
new names--the mind will continue replete with
_evenserrorandnonsense,
whileotherminds
me _
themselves of those incumbrance&
and stocking themselves with the oppc_site trrasexes. Of u word originally innoxioas, seldom
has
more of
L_L-niclous
abuse been
than
beena made
the wordpurity:
saymade
at any
ratehas
as
applied to/a_guage;
to moralL

not to speak of it as applied
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pass : of an anchor, to fix the det_ls of it in
the memory: of a compass, to point to the
true sense in case of doubt.
In a former
Letter, the main text of the ordlnative part
was stated as being capable of serving in no
inconsiderable degree, in quality of an anchor
to the exposlto_/matter.
But, to fix it in
the memory, the main text itself stands in
need of an anchor: this anchor will be found
for it in the accompaniment of reasons. Composed,[themselves,
of considerations having
regard to the universally exemplified, and
universally recognised, principles of human
nature, viz. feellny/s and desires, --these reasons have their anchor already prepared in
every human breast.
II. To the ley/islator (for simplicity of conception, let us consider the whole body of
the legislature as one man) -- to the leglslator, considered on the occasion of his entering upon the task of framing the body of the
ordinanees--a
correspondent body of reasons
would serve in the several capacities of an
instrument of guidance--an
instrument of
salutary restralnt--and
an instrument of support -- say a compass, a barrier, and a support:
--in so far as it happens to him to be well-disposed, in the character of a compass, to point
out to him the right path : in so far as it happens to him to be i11- disposed, a barrier, to
prevent him from swerving into any wrong
path ; in so far as being well-disposed, it may
happen to him to find himself, in respect of
his ordinances, subjected to accusation at the
hands of a part of his fellow-citizens,
in the
character of his constituents, --an
mstrument of support, to justify him in the sight
of the whole.
III. To the ridge, considered on the oecasion of his being about to engage in the task
of grounding a decision, and thereby putting
an interpretation upon this or that article in
the body of the ordinances.
In the same
three characters, in which the body of reasons has just been seen serving, when applied
to the situation of the legislator, viz. composs,
barrier, and support, --in the same characters
may it be seen serving, when applied to the
situation of the judge.
IV. To the citizens at large, considered
in their character of sensitive bezngs. In this
character it would be to them a source of
security and tranquillity of mind.
Such will
this rationale be to each citizen, when condered as an anchor, serving to fix the ordinao
t/re part on his mind: _thereby
preserving
him from the dangnrs, liable to be produced
to himself, whether by unintentional deviation on his own part, from the path of rectitude
and safety, as marked out by the law; or, by
deviation from the like path, in the several
instances of the legislator an_ the judy/e, for
want of that guidance and restraint, which it
_affords to their respective situations as above.
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What difficulties will not such an instrument be seen to throw in the way of arbitrary
power, wheresoever seeking to intrude itself,
whether in legislation or in judicature I
V. To Citizens at large, considered in the
chamc_r of moral and intellectual agents, and
in particular at the time of life allotted for
the receipt of instruction.
To the extent of
that part of the field of action, over which
the arm of the law shall have extehded itself,
it will serve in the additional character of a
lesson-book: a book of znstruction in the art
and science of morals,
To the art and science of morals belongs
the indication of the sorts of acts, by which,
in the various situations of life, the universal
interest is served or disserved, -- or, in other
words, general happiness in all imaginable
ways increased or diminished.
Of the sorts
of acts by which it is in the Idglzest degree
diminished, the description will have been,
under the several names of offences, given in
the penal and civil code taken together, more
especially in the penal.
Under one or other
of two heads, viz. rules of perfect obligation
and rules of imperfect obligation, have the
rules of morality--the
whole aggregate of
them --been wont to be ranked. Those, the
general observance of which is most indiapensably necessary to the being, as well as
well-being, of society, are the rules of perfect
obligation: and these are rules of law.
VI. To public functionaries
in general-i. e. to such of the citlzcus, by whom, at any
given point of time, any of the situations
comprehended under that name are occupied
or expected to be oceupied--and
in particular to all such by whom any such situations
are occupied, as those of members of the
legislature in any one of your United States,
it _1, in proportion to the extent of it as
above, supposing it to be what it will aim at
being, serve as a boo]_ of instruction in the
art and science of legislation,
VII. To _Electors in general-- i. e. to such
of the citizens, by whom at any given point
of time, the right of suffrage is possessed,
with reference to the filling of such of the
above situations as are or shall have been
filled by election, it will serve in like manner
in that same character, viz. that of a book of
instruction:
a book, from which they will
receive assistance, towards forming whatsoever judgment it may respectively happen to
them to feel disposed to form, respecting the
degree ofapproprmte aptitude, possessed with
reference to the several official situations, by
the several candidates,
In the situation of legislator, think how
urgent is the demand for an accompanying
instrument of this kind, as a security for the
goodness of his ordinances--for
their universal subserviency to the universal end which
they ought to have in view: _ as a perpetual
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standard of reference,-- to be consulted _ in
the first place by klmse/f, in the next
by his coast/tuents:
by himself, while oecupied in the framing of these same ordinances ;
by his constituents, while occupied in judging
of them. Without this accompamment, a law
is'not necessarily anything more than a mere
expression of will: only by means of such an
accompaniment, can any proof be given, that
to any such faculty as the understanding, exercise has been given in the fashioning of it.
Without this accompaniment, fashioning the
ordinances themselves is work for any man :
so he have but the power--the political power
-- no driveller so weak in mind as not to be
capable of executing it: the same hand, which
in one moment has been employed in erabroidering a robe for the Holy Virgin, may
the next moment be employed in the penning
of a law, consigning to death and torture the
miscreant in whose eyes the exactness of its
fitting shall be matter of dispute.
Give a
man but the power, be his wdl ever so flagitious, be it ever so foolish, words may be found
for the expression of it : and, no sooner are
they found, than they become words of law:
and no sooner does the law thus made become law, than knaves by thousands, and
fools by millions, not content with submitting
to it, fall down and worship it.
Such throughout, but for such an aceom°
paniment, may be the body of the ordinances
under which a nation groans • on the other
hand, suppose the body of the laws furnished
with such an accompaniment, and that accompaniment such as it ought to be and might
be, he by whom it has been framed must, by
the very supposition, have been -- reference
had to the time at which it was framed_to
say the least, among the ablest of the able,
as well as among the wisest of the wise.
Suppose it then not only fashioned but in
use : and now, with a mischievous or foolish
law in his eye, in the situation of member of
the legislature,
suppose a man wishing to
bring it into existence. To what course can
he betake himself? There exists the rationale,
bearing against him and his desired law peri petual testimony.
Either in the whole, or
in the particular part in question, be must
succeed in the endeavour to remove this bar,
-- or, so sure as the wished-for law is proposed, the ibrce of the bar will be brought
to bear upon it, and pulverise it.
A law-- any law _ how can it be a good
one, any further than as, in support of it,
good reasons can be given ? A man, who,
speaking of a law, should take upon himself
to declare it to be a good one, and as such
supported by good and adequate reasons,
what credit can any such assertion of his be
entitled to, if he has not those same reasons
to produce ?
Note here, that not with anything less im
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view than a complete body of the laws, can
the sort of accompaniment in question be fashioned, with any near approach to full and
adequate advantage.
Stationed at a certain
degree of proximity to that universal end in
view, which constitutes the ultimate and universal reason of all laws for which any good
reason can be found -- stationed at this point
of altitude, and thence occupying the correspondent portion of extent in the field of law,
reasons assume the character and the name
of principles. Suppose that, no such principle
being as yet established, a set of ordinances
in detail are brought forward, and to them is
added an accompaniment of reasons: what
will be the consequence ? Set down as they
are without any all-comprehensive plan m set
down consequently without any stations respectively fixed for them in any such plan-clearness, correctness, completeness, compactness, consistency in design, and uniforra_ty of
expression--all these essential qualities would
be wanting to these reasons.
In this state
of things, fortunate indeed will be the law
to which they are attached, -- if, taken all
together, they are not frequently productive
of erroneous pracxical results : in a word, if,
in consequence, the laws, of which they form
the accompaniment,
are not, to an amount
more or less considerable, productive of evil
consequences,
If, on any one point whatsoever, any advantage, how slight soever, could with any
colour of reason be ascribed to common in
comparison with statute law, it would be on
the ground of the sort of argumentative matter of which the mass of common law is cornposed, and which has no place in statute law.
The remark has been already made.
As in
a dunghill here and there a grain of corn, so
in a volume of common law here and there

belonging to the ordinances for which the
public interest presents a demand, cannot but
have place : but, small indeed will the quart.
tity be found, in comparison of what might
be expected by any workman, who, on taking measure of it in his mind, should look for
a pattern, either to the debates of a legislatire body, or to the argumentations delivered
in a judicatory, on a ground of common law.
To the sSrvey itself, of which the proposed
accompaniment of reasons would be the fruit,
--the quality in question, viz. all-comprehensiveness, was, as far as faculties permitted,
actually given. It will not have been for
want, either of endeavour bestowed, or of
time occupied, should any failure in respect
of the accomplishment of this object be discovered.
In and for that part of the field of law
which is occupied by constitutional law, the
result of an attempt, made about the year
1809, towards laying a foundation for an appropriate code, has just been laid before the
English public: viz. in a short tract intituled
Plan of Parliamentary
Reform : published in
May 1817. To this, in and for matters of
detail--to
this, as far as it goes, considered
at any rate in the character of a sample, referenee might be already maxte. In the French
language, for the civil and penal branches of
law, a sample of a work of this sort, though
in a state not complete enough in respect of
extent to serve for anything more than a
sample, has already been before the public
for these fifteen years. To give to it not
only additional correctness but completeness,
towards which ulterior advances have long
ago been made, would be among the objects
of the labours here proposed and offered.

a grain of genmne reason--reason
derived
from the principle of general utilityfrom
a regard to the universal interest--may
be
found. But, into the proposed body of law,
the grain alone, none of the excrement will
be admitted : no fictions : no technical reasons : sound grain, and nothing else : a sampie has, as above, been under the eye of
Europe these last fifteen years,
As to the addition, that would thus be
made to the bulk of the body of the laws, let
it not be an object of alarm to any one. The
more extensive the view taken of the field of
legislation, the more clear and correct it may
be : the more extensive, clear, and correct,
the more consistent, compact, and thence concise it may be : tbr, how often does it not
happen, that by some one general observation
the need of a multitude
of observations of
detail is superseded? True it is, that, be the
part of the field what it may, bruits, to the
degree of conciseness, capable of being given,
to the discourse expressive of the reasons

Opposing Interests--Interests
adverse to the
Acceptance, as applied to an offer of this
nature.

LETTERVI.

Essentially defective would be this address,
if, after explaining the nature of the offer it
is intended to convey, it were to omit altogether to present to view the interests, which,
supposing it ever so advantageous, an offer of
this nature cannot but find opposed to acceptance.
Stranger as I am to everything that is individual in your country, I not only am, but
shall be clearly seen to be, under the happy
impossibility of having had individuals in my
eye. Situatlon--from
that source alone will
be drawn the observation of any such partieulars, as on this occasion it seems necessary
I should remind you of. In anything, therefore, that follows, no individual can behold
any cause of personal offence.
To satisfy yourself beforehand what, on
a given occasion will be the course a man will
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take, look to the state of interests."
Be the
That,--under
a body of law, in great part
class m" body of public men to which a man fictitious and spurious, and as to that portion
belongs what it may, -- of public men -- not which is not so, in no part, unless by aecito speak of other men--for
a clue to the dent, either known or knowable by any one
conduct, which ought to be expected at his whose fate depends on it,--that,
under such
hands, this is what, in one of my lately pub- a system, uncertainty as to the treatment he
hshed works* has been ventured to be pro- will eventually receive at the bands of the
posed in the character of a universal rule. ministers of the law--uncertaznty,
and on
True it is, that, in the case of this or that
that account znsecurzty, is an undeniable conparticular indavidual,--this
or that particular
sequence,has in the course of these letters
situation, by bringing into play this or that
already, it is hoped, been pretty well put out
particular interest which happens not to be of doubt:--*nsecurity,
in respect of almost
exposed to observation,
may, in appearance
every one of the possessions, on which being
at least, afford an exception to that rule. and well-being depend.
But, what on the present occasion belongs to
But --" To the glorious uncertainty of
tile question is-- not how it will be in re- the law," in the character of the lawyer's
gard to a few individuals, but how it will be toast, to whom is this adage unkno_,n ? and,
in regard to the majority,
of the proposition implied m it, in whose
Unfortunately
for the interest of the ma- eyes was the truth ever matter of doubt ? By
jorlty of the people of all classes taken to- what man, even among men of law, was it
gethcr, the interest of the great majority of ever desired? Suppose it uttered in the chathe body composed of the men of law-- say racter of a jest : by being uttered in good
in one word the interest of the man of lan.
humour, does truth change its nature and
is, throughout the whole field of law, with
become falsehood ?
very inconsiderable exceptions, in a state of
1. Advising Counsellor--2.
Pleading Counhostility -- irreconcilable
hostility -- with
sellor -- 3 Attorney-4. Conveyancer, -that universal interest.
From the law in its behold in these the several characters, in one
present state, mischief--and
that such as in or more of which the professional lawyer
_ts own nature is not incapable of being ex- acts.
In every one of them,--such
of you
cluded,--is
continually flowing into the corn- my friends, as are not lawyers, --examine
mumty in most unhappy abundance.
Of this and consider, whether his interest be not
mischief it is of course the interest of the opposite--irreconcilably
opposite to yours.
community that every particle should be ex- In every one of them--in
this, as in every
eluded : but, of this same mischief, with ex- other profit-enticing
occupation--is
it not u
ceptions to a very inconsiderable amount, not man's interest to render the sum of his proonly is it the interest of the man of law that
fits as great as possible? But--his
profit,
every particle should remain unexcluded, but
whence is it but out of your loss, that it
that it should at all times receive as large an comes _ Is it not therefore'his interest--not
increase as possible,
only where he has the whole of the profit,
We have a doctrine here---that it is wrong
that that profit, and thence your loss, should
to say anything that can tend to weaken the be as great as possible, --but also, where he
confidence of the people in public men : so has but a limited part of it-- say for example
that when the state of things is such, that
a tenth--that
that part, and thence the
the interest of public men is in a state of op- whole, out of which it is to be extracted, and
position to that of the people, it is wrong to in proportion to which it increases, should be
give intimation of the existence of any such as great as possible ? thence, rather than that,
state of things.
With u_ this aphorism has for example, he should not gain his ten, yon
been uttered not only with grave faces but
should lose your hundred dollars?
to grave faces : grave would not be the faces,
As in other instances, so in this, is it not
to which in any assembly m your union any the interest of the existing dealers in a_y
such lesson were delivered,
article, not only to have if possible the tooIn your country, or m any other, exists
nopoly against all other rival dealers in that
there that person, to whom the opposition
same article, but also against all persons, who
between the umversal interest and the parbut for the monopoly might, instead of custicular interest of the man of law can be a tomers for it, become mahers of it, each for
secret?
his own use ? Is it not, then, the interest of
No surely : not upon reflection.
But, in the man of law, that, for h_s benefit, it should,
this as in so many other instances, of that of by as many men as possible, be found imposwhich no man need be informed, men in slble for them, on the several occasions above
general may every now and then need to be ! indicated, to conduct their own affairs ? ls it
it, impossible for them--each
for himself, and
* Plan of Parliamentary Reform. London 1817. of himself--to
know what, on each occasion,
reminded,
Iutroduction,§
18.
l will
not, be
then,
the his
treatment
interest he
to will
render
eventually
it, and keep
ex-
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perienve at the hands of the judge? and, in
consequence of this impossibility, is it not his
interest to render it and keep it necessary for
them, if time admits, to repair to a lawyer for
advice ? and, if the time does not admit, or
they have omitted to apply for such advice
to render them still severer sufferers, viz. by
this or that suit at law, to which the errors
they have fallen into, for want of such advice
have given birth ?
Of this monopoly, behold, then, in few
words, the two objects : l. Means of being
and well.being, as far as dependent upon law;
2. Means of safety against the perils of the
law.
In the case thus described, is not every sort
of man, who has anything to sell, whether it
be goods or labour? labour on whatsoever
subject employed ? In the occupation of law.
yet can any circumstance be found, by which
his mind is exempted from being acted upon
by those same springs of action, by which, in
the instance of every other occupation, action
is determined ? If not, then is it not true,
that the more eminent the degree, in which
any scheme of legislation promises to be condncive to the acknowledged ends of all legislation, the stronger is the interest by which
be is excited to use his utmost endeavours to
oppose it ?
True it is, that, like every other sort of
man, the lawyer has his share in the univer,
sal interest: in that interest, by which a man
stands engaged to wish, that in his own instance the rule of action may be as effectually
conducive to its acknowledged purposes, and
thence as completely, as well as correctly,
_nown as possible.
But, ou the other hand, wliat you will not
fail to observe is--how
much greater, generally speaking, to each individual lawyer, the
value is of his share in that particular interest, in which, Jn his quality of a lawyer, he
has a share, than his share in that unwersol
interest, in which, in his quality of human
being, be has a share. From that ignorance
of the law, from which, in respect of the mansgement of their own affairs, non-lawyers
have so much to suffer, he, in respect of his
own affairs, is, by the supposition,
comparatively speaking, and in his own opinion at
least, exempt: and, as for any ignorance, un.
der which, in respect of the management of
the affairs of his clients, it may happen to him,
by the inscrutability
and nncognoscibility
of
the laws, to be condemned to labour, --generally speaking, the chent alone, not the lawyet, will be the sufferer by it. Ag to the
lawyer, so far from being a sufferer, in so far
as the effect of the error produced by the
ignorance is to produce more business, he will
be a gainer by it. True it is, that, in so far
as it may happen to the cheat to perceive that
there has been error, and that it is at the door
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oftbe lawyer that the error lies, the lawyer
may, in the article of reputation, be a loser.
But thus to see into the secrets of the law
is not the lot of every man : in particular of
every man who is not a lawyer.
Of the whole field of law, what is that
part, by the improvement of which the man
of law has, upon the balance, most to gain or
least to lose ? Answer--The
penal branch.
Why the penal branch ? Answer,--Because
it is that branch, in which, in a more patticular degree, depends the protection endeavoured to be afforded, against such injuries
as in their nature are most afflictive, and to
which, in every situation, man is more or less
exposed.
Take, for example, depredation in
its coarsest forms : such as theft, highwayrobbery, house-breaking,--murder,
on the
occasion of either.
On the one hand, the
offences here in question having their source
in indigenee,--on
the other hand, individuals
of all classes -- the indigent not excepted-being exposed to suffer by them,--hence
the
sufferer is very likely, and the injurer almost
sure, to have but small means, if any, for
purchasing professional assistance.
While,
from dehnquency m those shapes, as a man,
he has as much as any man to suffer,as a
lawyer, the man of law has less to gain from
it in those shapes than in any other. A consequence is--that,
supposing it possible to
keep completely separate from the rest of the
law these particular parts, or even the whole,
of the penal branch,--what
might very well
happen is -- that, as it would be his obvious
interest, so would it be his real wzsh, to see
the rule of action improved to the utmost.
But scarcely is any such perfect separatmn
possible.
Not on_ybetween
all of the several parts of the penal branch, but between
the penal branch and the civil branch, both
taken in the aggregate, the connexion is most
intimate : too intimate to admit, in the sight
of eyes naturally so jealous, any adequate assurance that improvement begun in one place
could be there brought to such a stand, as to
be prevented from ever extending itself any
further.
True it is, that particular cases may be supposed, in which, in his situation, no peremptory bar would be found opposing itself to his
concurrence, or at any rate to his neutrality,
in relation to the supposed benefit. But that,
in any considerable proportion of the whole
number of instances, any such agreeable suppositions should be found verified, you will
judge, my friends, whether it be not rather
too much to hope.
Among such of your men of law as are
either members of your legislature, or possess
an influence more or less considerable in eleetions, take any individual for example : call
him, as in one of our plays he has been called,
z_r. Eithertide.
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An offer, of the nature of that in question, thing that regards government is on so good
being made to your State, Mr. Eitherside,
afooting,--andconsequently,
upon the whole,
supposing him to take a part in relation to it, that proportion of abuse which remains still
will he support it or oppose it?
Such being unextirpated is, comparatively speaking, so
the question, the answer will, on each occa- i small, -- that nothing can be more natural
sion, depend upon the proportion which, in than that
residue, and remainder,"
Mr. Eitherside's eyes, has place between the as they say m the law branch of the flashvalue of his share in the universal interest,
language, should be cherished and defended,
and the value of such part of his share in the with a degree of pertinacity proportioned to
particular interest of the profession, as is at its scantiness.
stake upon the acceptance or rejection of the
Yes : the more closely the field of law is
offer,
looked into, the more clearly perceptible wil_
Suppose, that, in relation to the universal
be the oppositton of interests, which on this
interest,
acceptance, if given, does, in his ground has place, between such of you as are
eyes, afford a promise of a nett benefit,lawyers, and (to employ a useful phrase 1
the following may be stated as the eases in have observedin books of American growth)
which, the sinister professional interest not- the balance : the balance composed of nonwithstanding,
it may happen to him to be lawyers, or--as lawyers say, or at least used
desirous of being contributory to the giving to say--lay-gents.
of such acceptance.
Look back to the three qual, ttes, held up
l. If, on the one hand, in his eyes, the pub- to view as essential endowments of a complete
lie benefit be so great, and, on the other hand,
and adequate body of law, wz. 1. Notoriety,
the private and personal loss so small, that
or rather _ntrinszc aptitude for not*fication :
the value of his share in the public benefit
2. Completeness. including complete extxrpapromises to be greater than that of his share tiou of common law; and 3. Just_fiedness; i.e.
in the profit from the public mischief,
the quality conferred by an adequate accom2. If, m his eyes, such is his own individual
paniment of reasons. Not one is there of
position, that, by the benefit expected to the these instances, in which you will not find-pubhc from such acceptance,
no reduction
that, the greater the degree in which this enwill at any time be produced in the amount of dowment is possessed by any proposed body
his mdlvlduM share in the professional profit of laws, the greater will be the injury done
resulting from the public mischmf, in the di- to the particular interest of the correspondminution of which the expected benefit would
cut body of professional men, in so far as their
consist.
)rosperlty is dependent upon their practice.
3. If, though some reduction may have
I. Aptitude .for notlficatzon._ That which
place, yet -- so small is its greatest amount,
the lawyer hves by the sale of is _ law-knowso distant the probably nearest time of its ledge or the semblance of it: of this necessary
taking place, and so great the uncertainty
article, the larger the stock which each manis
whether it will take place at all,--at the same enabled to recmve fi'om the only pure and getime so great the reputation to be gained by nuine souree--viz,
the law itself,--the
less
giving support to the measure, so great the the need he has of resorting for it to any such
disrepute to be incurred by making opposltmn
mlpure and inadequate source.
to it, that the giving support to it will, upon
2, Completeness.--The
further the rule of
the whole, be the most advantagcous course
action is from hawng been rendered complete,
he can pursue,
the further it is from being capable of being
It is more pre-eminently in the general cha- made known -- each part of it, to every man
racier of a precedent-whatsoever it may be who has need to be acquainted with it: and,
in its own particular character--that,
in pro- the greater the degree, in which the extenportion as it is good, everything that is good sion given to real law is accompanied by a
is, -- to every sort of man whose particular
correspondent extirpation of common law, the
interest is hostile to the universal interest,
greater the degree in which true are substiand in particular to the man of law, _an
ob- tuted to false and deceptious lights.
ject of terror.
Prlncipzis obsta-- set up the
3. Justifiedness.--In
the body of the laws
bar at the threshold _ is of course the motto
scarcely can that disorder be found, against
of such men.
which, with a degree of efficiency more or less
Sharp enough, of course, with us, are the
mwerful and immediate, a well compacted aeeyes of the man of law, in their look-out
companimcnt of reasons will not, as youhave
after everything that threatens them with re- seen, operate as a remedy : scarcely, at the
form or improvement : anxmus enough their
same time, a disorder, from and with which,
endeavours to keep it out. With you, one in proportion to its acerbity, the profit of the
circumstance there is, the tendency of which
man ol law does not receive its increase.
is to give additional strength to those same Moreover, with the spurious sort of law, from
propensities.
Among yon, with the exce W the interpretation of which lawyer's profi_ is,
twn of what you have derived from us, everyso large a portion of it, derived, is mixt up
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all along a quantity of argumentative matter,
uttered under the name of reasons.
True it
is, that of this matter, some portion is composed of genuine rcasons:--reasons
derived
from the principle of utility : --from the consideratlon of the effect of the species of action in question, upon human feelings--upon
the universal _nterest.
Techmeal, however,
to use the name by which among themselves
they speak of them-- technwalare the sort of
reasons, of which the great mass of this same
argumentative
matter is composed.
But
wherever, conjoined to the word reason, you
see the word techmeal, for explanation of the
word, add, or substitute-for so you may do
with little danger of error--the
words absurd and dishonest : absurd in its nature, dis.
honest in its cause, viz. in respect of the end
or object with a view to which it was framed,
At the head of the list of these samc reasons,
may be placed lawfictwns : a sort of article,
which may be defined -- lies, devzsed by3udges
to serve as instruments of, and cloal_s to, znj_tstwe :-- injustice in various forms, and in that
of usurpation of power m particular,
Now, suppose a complete body of ordir_anccs, and for its support a correspondent
rationale, composed of reasorts, introduced by
prtnetlples : a body of reasons--complete,
consistent, and compact, into which no reason
drawn from any other than the only pure
source -- the fountain of general utility-were admitted.
In comparison of these genuine reasons, how would they appear--those
spurious ones--to
which lawyers have given
currency one among another, for the purpose
of passingthem off for genuine upon their custoners ? What would then be the emotions
they would excite ? Awe and admiration as
at present ?-- No. but scorn and abhorrence,
Not that from all that has been said, any
such conclusion follows, as that, in a preponderant and prevalent degree, thus adverse to
the universal interest is the interest of every
individual lawyer among you, without exeeption.
All that follows is -- that so it as, m
so far as his dependence in pecumary matters
ts on his professlon,--and
barring allpartwular circumstances,
which may happen to intervene, and give an opposite directmn to the
fbrce of interest.
Say thaz a lawyer has no
interest in the uncertainty of the law, -- as
weU might you say, that a gunpowder-maker
has no interest in war, or a glazier in the
breaking of windows,
Of the particular circumsta_lces herealluded
to, one there is, which, m its apphcation, is
confined to that sort of' lawyer who is in possession or expectation of a seat in one of your
legislatures.
If, m his wew of the matter,
the offer promises to find favour in the eyes
of his constituents, and that to such a degree,
as that, in the event of his voting for the rejeetion or neglect of it, he will not, at a fu-
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ture election, be numbered among the objects
of their choice: --at the same time that in
his eyes the value of his official situation is
greater than that of the quantity of emolument, which, by acceptance given to the offer,
would at the long run be cut off from the profit of his practice.
On this occasion I will venture to put it to
you, -- whether, of the strength of the clmm
which any representative
of yours can have
upon you for your confidence, --the
magnirude of the interests which youhave at stake
on the use made of the offer being considered,
--there
can be a clearer or more instructive
test, than the sort of countenance which he
shows to it.
Such, then, in relation to the grand point
in question, ts the state of interests.
And-not to speak of individuals individually taken
--taking
men in bodies, what is their conduct
ever determined by, if it be not by interest ?
-- the balance, on the account taken by each
man of his own interests ?
Your representatives
at large -- whence
happens rt that, in that all-commandant
situatlon, their conduct has, in relatmn to every
thing but the state of the ]aw, been so uniformly conformable to the mterest of their
constituents?
Whence, but because by your
matchless constitutmn it has been made their
mterest to keep this conformity inviolate.
So far as concerns the state of the zmported
part of the law, this conformity has not, at
any rate in anything hke an equal degree,
had place. Why ? Because, though in most
other instances, m the event of his sacrificing
your universal interest to his own partrcular
interests, it wouldbein your power to punish
a representative
by withdrawing
from him
that confidence, in the continuance of which
his continuauce in such his situation depends;
yet, for not havmg either brought, or used his
endeavours to bring, the general mass of the
law into a better _tate than it is in at plesent,
it would not be m ) our power thus to punrsh
hun : at least consistently with any regard for
justice.
Why _ Because, among men in general, the importance of the sort of work in
question seems not as yet to have been sufticmntly understood :-- because what is everybody's busmcss is nobody's business" --and
because, until some prospect hadbeen opened,
of a measure, from which, with a reasonable
expectation of success, a work of this sort
might _eceive its commencement,no one
individual, m whom the blame of omissmn
could, with any sufficmnt reason, be made to
attach, was presented to view by the nature
of the case.
But, though there exists not any one, whom,
antecedently to the makmg of the offer in question, it would have been competent for you
thus to punish, -- on the one hand, now that
such an offer has been made, whether in tim
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event of his receiving it with opposition, or
By the word irrelevancy, may by far the
even with indifference, there be any one from greater number of them be designated : be
whom you need scruple to withdraw your con- the measure on the carpet what it may, they
fidence, is a question which lles before you.
are irrelevant to it : they bear no particular
In the exposure thus made of this sinister
relation to it: and of'these
ilrelevancies,
interest, and of the state of temptation, un- personakttes, of which there are also various
der which those who are partakers in it are,
kinds, form no inconsiderable part.
on all occasions, kept by it, -- may be seen
Impracticable and mischzevous _ misehie.
the eulogium -- the uneontradictable
eulovous and impracticable : this is the conclusion
gium--of
all those, if any such there be, in on which, be the measure what it may, opthe texture of whose minds there shall be position is apt to begin or end. In the course
found a force of principle, strong enough to of my own observation, to what multitudes
oppose to it an effectual resistance,
of measures have I not seen them apphedl-To no man earl it be matter of just re- measures, of which the utility has afterwards
proaeh that his situation is such as exposes
been certified by unquestioned experience.
him to temptation.
Be the temptation what
On the present oceaslon, the essential thing
it may, the act or line of conduct to which
is--to
engage your attention to the nature
a man is invited by it being by the supposiof the particular otgect, to which, if at all,
fion mischievous, the stronger the temptation
these epithets will have to apply.
It is nothe greater his merit if he resists it. In the thing more than this:--in
relation to the
observations which you have just seen, every proffered body of proposed law, on the part
lawyer by whom any sincere assistance shall of the house of representatives,
a resolutwn,
have been afforded to this offer, may in this engagang them to receive it, and take it into
letter behold a testimomal, of the merit ma- consideration.
This done. and the work
nifested by him m the rendering so high a received-and, on any one day, taken into
service : and, whatsoever may be said against
consideration accordingly, -- the very next
the judgment thus exercised by him, the day, if not approved of, the whole together
probity manifested--mamfested
by the selfmay for ever be put aside.
sacrifice -- will at any rate stand unquestiouThis done, all is done for which I stipuable.
late.
To say what mischief can ensue from
If' it be true, that, at the height to which
this, seems not to be a very easy task.
In
the state of government m your country has the event in question, the natural course for
already risen in the scale of excellence, no the Assembly to take would, I suppose, be
or&nary benefit, of the number of those for --to order the work to be printed for the
the receipt of which it has room still left, can use of tho members.
But in this case there
be equal to the ext_ aordznary benefit, which,
would be expense : -- an expense, to which,
supposing the rule of action put upon the pro- if, in tt:e eyes of those to whom it belongs to
posed footing, wouldhave place,--so,
in the judge, the work affords not an adequate prosituation of representative,
neither could any mise of being useful to their constituents
ordinary servtce be capable of coming into
those same constituents
should not, by any
competition with the corresponding extraoract of their representatives,
be subjected.
dina_y serwce.
To no such expense, however, do I call
The completion of the work, would it be upon the representatives
of any State to
at best remote ? -- m any sensible degree the subject their eonstttuents.
On the contrary,
production of the looked-for good effect still without any expense to them, other than that
more so u- even the very commencement
of of conveyance (this being _athout the reach
it, all chromes considered, precarious?
Well,
of any calcuhtmu of mine) I hereby offer to
if so they be--the
greater the degree in present, to the representative
body of any
which all these things are, the less is the de- State, a number of printed copies exceeding
triment whmh each such professional man has that of its members : the copies to be delito applehend, on the score of his professional
vered here in London, to any person eomand personal interest, while the glory, of con- missioned by the competent authority in the
tributing in this way to the advancement of State to receive them; reserving to myself
the universal interest, is, from the first mo- only the right of reducing the number prement, at his command,
seated to each, should this offer find acceptSuch are the interests, to the hostility of ante at the hands of more than one.
which a measure of the sort in question is
In return, no such State will, I hope, grudge
doomed to find itself exposed. I wish it were me the present of a printed almanac, -- or
equally in my power to put you as effectually
by whatsoever name the work be designated,
upon your guard, against the weapons to --by which, if anysuehthingbe
in existence,
which, on an occasion such as that in ques- the o_qc_al establishment of the State, with
tion, the war of words is wont to have le- the expense belonging to each of the several
course.
Those which I have in _iew rank
situations eontained in it, is brought to view.
under the general name of fallacies.
My wish is, in the most detailed wad demon-
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strative manner, to contrast the principles
and practice, in so exemplary a degree established in your happy commonwealth,
with
the system of regulated
...... , which is here
called government :--with the waste and cotruptinn that characterizes the system of that
government; and which, every time I think
of it, fills my mind with a mixture of shame,
and melancholy, and indignation.
LETTERVII.
Testimonies,

as to the Species of Work here
offered, and tts Utihty.
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notwithstanding the intensity of their desire
to obliterate, as far as possible, every trace
of the intervening changes_ -- felt the necessity of abstaining, and abstained accordingly,
from the destruction of this the most important of them all : -- this vast remaining
monument of now extinguished power and
energy.
With whatsoever horror the government
of Napoleon, considered in a constitutional
point of view, may, by so large a proportion

of the thinking part of the population of that
state, be regarded ;--by
some, in respect of
the damage to the interests of the ruling few
At the outset I submitted
to you, my --by others, in respect of the injury to the
friends, some testimonies
in favour of the interests of the subject-many,scarcely
present proposal and its author.
The time
should I expect to find a Frenchman, of any
is now ripe for adding to them a testimony
party, to whom the reality of the service
or two in favour of the work.
I mean the done by this work, to all interests, would be
species of work : testimonies, by the light of spoken of as matter of doubt.
which, -- even supposing the execution ever
The service thus acknowledged
to have
so much inferior to what I cannot but flatter
been rendered, in what then can it be found
myself you will expect to find it, -- you will to consist ? in which of the three capital quasee, in the very nature of the work, how
litzes herein above brought to view ?
much you have to hope from it.
1. Not in intrinsic aptitude for notoriety, as
Of these testimonies,
the body of statute
explained in my letter on that subject : not
laws, established in France by Napoleon, is in intrinsic aptitude for notoriety, except, in
the main source.
They consist, in the first so far as is necessarily included in the substiplace, in the recognition made of the utility
tutlon of real to imaganary law : an advantage
of the species of work by the restored authowhmh belongs to the next head
rities : and this, notwithstanchng
the inferio2. Not even in completeness : in advance
rity of the individual work, in comparison
made, as above, towards completeness,
yes :
with that, of which, in ease of acceptance
but nothing more.
No such idea brought to
given to this my offer, you cannot but stand view, as that it would be possible, by any
assured:
inferiority,
and that, as you will surveytakenofthefieldofthoughtandaetion,
see, rendered palpable by reference made to to trace out the portion which it might be
those objects, which, in the composition of proper for government so to take possession
a work of this species, I hope I may nowsay
of, as to convert it into thefield of law.
ought indisputably
to be in view ; viz. the
3. Not m any degree in jnst_fiedness, as
three qualities, of which, in the third, fourth,
above explained.
and fifth of these letters, so particular an
That, in respect of intellectualapt_tude
and
explanation has been given,
active talent, it was not m the power of the
To come to particulars.
In France, there
draughtsman employed by Napoleon to give
you may see they not only had, but still have,
those qualities
to their respective works,
the Corps de dro_t _¥apoleon : the body of might be too much for a rival to take upon
law, designed probably to cover, when corn- himself to pronounce : those to whom it bepleted, whatsoever portion of the field ofaclongs to judge, may judge. But, that the netion was intended to be covered by law ; and eessary pohtwal power, and consequently the
actually comprehending codes more than one,
wall, so to do, was wanting to them, may
and of the three mmn branches actually
without hesitation be affirmed. In every excovering two ; viz. one, called the Cwil or plicit reason, attached to any expression of
Code Napoleon,another, called the Penal,
his will, Napoleon would have seen a chain
together with the corresponding
Codes of --a chain'put upon his power.
Procedure ; not to speak of the Code de CornNot even to any arrangements,
if any such
meree, and others branching from those two, there were, in the penning of which he had
or coming within the field of a Constitutional
no other end in view than the furtherance of
Code.
Now then -- be it as it may, in re- the universal interest, would he have suffered
gard to the indwzdual works-such in this
reasons to be held up to view.
Why ? Beinstance was the sort of work-- so great the cause, if introduced into any o_ part of the
benefit acknowledged
to be derived from it whole body of law, the operation of giving
-- so great the mischief that would have been
reasons would naturally have been looked for,
produced by the restoration of the chaos to in the instance of every other : but, in the
which they succeeded, _ so it is, that the instance of no part of any body of law, in and
restored authorities,
on their restoration, -by which a sacrifice is purposely made of the
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umversal interest to the particular interest
of the rulin 9 one, or to that of the ruling few,
can any appropriate and adequate body of
reasons be found m any body of reasons that,
if not of and in itself, -- at any rate by
the observations it would call forth, would
not in effect counteract the design that gave
it birth,
To the ruling power, in every government
but such as yours, every application thus
made of the faculty of reasoning is tberefme,
in the very nature of the case, an object of
horror.
It is, and will ever be so, in every
pure monarchy : it is, and ever will be so, in
every aristocracy,
it is so in this government
which, in substance and effect, is become a
compound of monarchy and aristocracy : of
monarchy and aristocracy, with a thin coat of
democracy remaining on the surf_ee, sufficient
for the delusion, but not sufficient for the
protection, of the people,
You have been seeing what everybody has
seen -- what the Cromwell of France actually
did for France. Behold now what, if life had
been long enough, the Cromwell of England
would have done for England :-In a conversation with Ludlow, Cromwell
said, " That it was his intention to contribute the utmost of his endeavours to make
a thorow reformation of the clergy and law :
but," said he, "the sons of Zeruiah are yet
too strong for us : and we cannot mention the
reformation of the law, but they presently cry
out, we design to destroy propriety,
whereas
the law, as it is now constituted,
serves only
to maintain the lawyers, and to encourage the
mch to oppress the poor ; affirming that Mr.
Coke, then Justice in Ireland, by proceeding
in a summary and expeditious
way, determined more causes in a week than Westminster-Hall
in a year ; saying farther, that
Ireland was as a clean paper in that partieulax, and capable of being governed by such
laws as should be found most agreeable to
justice ; which may be so impartially administered as to be a good precedent even to
England itself: where, when they once perceive propriety preserved at an easy and cheap
rate in Ireland, they will never permit themselves to be so cheated and abused as now they
are." *
Behold what was said in his day by Cromwell!
In my eyes. it ranks that wonderful
man higher than anything else I ever read of
him : _ it will not lower him in yours,
As to the clergy, in your happy country the
reformation has already been effeeted. Remains as and for the only class, in the instance of which any the least need of reform
still remains m the class of lawyers. That,
in your country, in comparison of what it is

here, the quantity of abuse issuing from this
source is in no small degree inferior, I am
fully sensible : but, so long as any the least
particle of mischief, though it were but a
single one, is perceptible, why it shmdd continue unexduded,--unless
by the exclusion
put upon it, a preponderant mass of mlsehief
can be shown to be let in, -- remains for him
to say, who to the desire, seems to himself
to add the power, of rendering to his profession and its interest so acceptable a service.
In this same volume (i. p. 436) the last paragraph is in these words : --" In the meantime the reformation of the law went on but
slowly, it being the interest of the lawyers
to preserve the lives, liberties, and estates
of the whole nation in their own hands.
So
that upon the debate ion the subject] of
regzstrmg deeds zn each county, for want of
wh2ch, withzn a certain time fi_ced after the
sale, such sales should be void, and being so
regtstred, that land should not be subject to
any incumbrance; this word incumbrance was
so managed by the lawyers, that it took up
three months' time before it could be aseertained by the committee."
Thus, by the particular and sinister interest of the lawyers, was the reformation of
the law obstructed.
From the same honest
pen, behold how, and by the force of what
sinister interests, so desirable and admirable
an enterprise was soon afterwards
finally
quashed (it. 717 :) --" The Parliament, on
their part, being sensible of their danger "
(viz. from the army : this was the latter end
of 1659,) " were not wholly neghgent of the
means to preven_ it : though I cannot say
they gave no advantages to the faction of the
army, by disgusting the sectarian party, and
falhng in wzth the corrupt interests oJ the
lawyers and clergy, wherein the army did not
fad to outbid them when they saw their time."
The provocation given by the honest lawyer (I mean Chief-Justzee Cohe_not
the rapaeious pedant, SirJEdward--but
one whose
conduct formed so perfect a contrast to his,)
--the
provocationI say the provocation,
given by this honest lawyer to his brethren
of the profession --being thus great, you will
not wonder when you find it productive of
an adequate resentment.
From the same pen
hear an account of this reformist's end (ibid.
fit. 75 :) --" An order being made, that the
Chief-Justice Coke and Mr. Peters should die
on the same day, they were carried on two
sledds to the place appointed for the execution of the sentence that had been pronounced
against them, the head of Major-General
Harrison being placed on that wtnch carried
the Chief-Justice,
with the face uncovered
and directed towards him : which was so far
from producing the designed effect, that he

• Ludlow's Memoirs_ i. 319; i. 430; lb. iii. 75.
Coke's Exeeutaon, lb. iL 717.

not only seemed to be animated with courage
from the reflection he might make upon that
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vbject, but the people every where expressed
their detestation of such usage."
At the
place ofexecaltion, among other things, he dedared, (p. 196) "that he had used the utmost
of his endeavours that the practice of the law
might be regulated, and that the pubhe justice
might be administered with as much ezpe&tion
and as little expense as posszble ; and that he
had suffered a more than ordinary persecution
.from those of his own profession on that account."
Thus far honest Ludlow. Beholding what,
in England, not only our unambiguously true
commonwealth's
men, but even our Cromwell
would have done,--you
have beheld the ends
which he would have had in view in doing
it. But it, in the conception formed by him
concerning what would eventually take place

--at the presentation of anybody, authority
were given m your eountry, -- and that with
the happiest success, --to a complete body of
laws; such as,--according
to the character
ascribed by the effrontery of lawyers to the
reigning mass of pernicious absurdity,--has,
by the testimony of experience, been proved
to be the very "perfectzon
of reason."
By
that character would it in this country stand
recommended to the ruling powers ? No z-the more thoroughly would they have been
convinced of its having an undeniable title to
that same character, the more cordially would
they abhor it : the more intensely, according
to the humour of the moment, would they
either dread or scorn it.

in England, he was eorreet,--you
will see
how different a sort of thing the spirxt of an
Englishman
was in those days from what it
is at present.
Supposing substantial justme
established
in Ireland, the English of those
days would no longer (he concludes) continue
to permit themselves to be so " cheated and
abused by the lawyers," as they then were.
_o : not if a hand such as his-- (for to representatlve
government
Cromwell was not,
like Napoleon, an enemy, but a friend) -No- -- not if a hand such as Cromwell's
had remained to do its part, towards freeing
them from that bondage.
But now that, between the S--s, the E--s, and the W--s, -between those who rule by fraud and those
who rule by force, -- the contract has been
completed,
the connexion
is indissoluble.
The spirit which in those days animated the
English is no more.
We are content to be
"cheated:"---we
are contentto be "abused:"
_aU security is fled from us. I, for example,
who am writing this to you, I am at this mement in my workshop ; to-morrow I may be
in a dungeon : not only friends and books,
but pen and ink, kept from me--my
small
remnant of existence rendered at once a blank
and a burthen to me,--lest
these my labours,
which here are useless, should elsewhere be
of use. Yes : all securtty has fled from us :
and not only the security itself, but all regard
for it.
No tyranny, under which we are not prepared to crouch, so long as in England, under
the .... ,*-- as at Rome, under the C_esars,
-- the forms of the constitution under which
it is exercised are, some of them, preserved:
so long as the selfish idlers, by whom we are
scorned and pillaged,
condescend to style
themselves
our ---,
-- we care not
how gross nor how notorious
the falsehood
is, which in that denomination is involved.
Now, suppose that, at this advanced period,

Conclusion.

a These blanks have been left by the pnnter,
[Notc to 1st edition. ]

LETTER VIII.
Adv_ntages--Exhortations-_Prospects.

In a general point of view, you have seen,
my ti'iends, the state which the rule of achon
under which you live is in, at present, in the
like point of view, you have seen the form
which it is proposed to give to it.
Turn now to your own condition under it.
Consider what it zs under the law as thelaw
is : consider what it would be under the law,
as it is proposed the law should be.
1. In respect of notortety, at present,unless here and there a lawyer be an exception, -- scarce any part of the rule of universal
actmn correctly known to anybody.
2. In
respect of completeness, a vast portion of it
-- no one can say how vast -- a shadow without a substance ; the deficiency of real law
being, under a fictitmu_ name, and under false
pretences,
supplied by unconjeeturable wall,
supported by arbttrary power.
3. In respect
ofjustifiedness
, i. e. proof of reasonableness,
no proof or test, in any quantity or quality,
worth mentioning, to be found anywhere : in
the only really e_zsting branch of the rule of
action, viz. statute law, absolutely none : ill
the argumentation,
mixed up in the _maginary
branch, in which, under the name of law, nothing better than matter of conjecture about
what is or ought to be law is to be found,
here and there indeed a spice of reason : but
this in so confused a state, and mixed up
with such a dose of absurdity-especially of
the teehni_al and antiquated east-- that, in
no tolerably adequate degree can any one of
the functions,--herein
above spoken of as
exercisable by a consistent and co-extensive
body of reasons, forming an accompaniment
to the proposed body of ordinances, -- be
found performed by it.
Under the system of arbitrary power thus
endeavoured to be disguised, observe then,
my friends, what your condition is. Under
a system of statute law, suppose it complete,
as often as, having in contemplation a cel_a_
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act, it becomes your desire to be assured
what, in the event of your domg it or not
doing it, will be the treatment you will receive at the hands of the judge-- under such
a system, on turning to the appropriate part
in the books of the law, the reformation requisite is yours. All plain reading, no guess
work : no argumentation : your rule of action
--)our
lot under it--lies
before you. Thus
might it be -- thus ought it to be. As it is,
how is it with you ? No plain reading : all
guess work.
On every occasion, how, in the
event of your doing or not doing what is in
question, the judge will deal by you, is mere
matter of conjecture : and, for aiding youin
yourconjectures,
no materials, no documents,
have you--within
your reach, or at your
command,
Such is the state of uncertainty--such,
therefore, the msecmity--in
which you live:
such the imposture, on the fruit of which
everything that is dear to you remains at all
times dependent,
Now, suppose a complete body of statute
law, as proposed, established ; all judicature,
carried on under the pretence of judging according to common law, excluded : suppose
this, and note well the dLfference. Suppose
not only the original scribe ill-qualified, but
eventhecensors
andcorrectorsofhis
draught,
all of them, worse qualified than in the nature of the case your legislators can be,still would your condition be a state of certainty and security, in comparison of wha*_it
is at present. Throughout the whole fieldof
action you would have a real, and no longer
anyimaginary, standardof reference: throughout would your actions have a real, and no
longer a mere imaginary rule.
Under a complete system of statute law,
supposing it ever so bad, thus improved woutd
be your condition, in comparison of what it
is at present,
But, supposing this offer accepted, thebody
of laws, is it then in any danger of being thus
bad ?
To the purpose of security against badness
in every shape, instead of being the original
and principal part of it the work of foreigners,
executed in other tlmes,--it will be, the whole
of it, the work of your own ordinary servants,
executed under your own eyes. Of this work,
whatever there is that has difficulty in it, or
requires labour, will have been ready roughed
out to their hands, by this your supernumerary
servant : for each and every distinguishable
portion of it the reasons will be b_fore them :
on the whole, and each particular part, --ordmances and reasons taken together, _ their
province will be to decide: to take whatsoever
parts of it it seems good to them to take; to
reject whatever parts of it it seems good to
them not to take: to insert into it whatsoever
matter it seems good to them to insert,
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Suppose the whole of it disapproved, and
aecordlngiyrejected?
You are but where you
were.
You have everything to hope u you
have nothing to be apprehensive of.
Suppose it approved and established, be.
hold the frmts said consequences.
For a rule
ofactzon, instead of a rule made by foreign
i hands, you will have one -- as large a part as
you please--made,
all of it improved and
fimshed, by the hands of your own agents,
under your own eyes. Instead of a shapeless
and boundless mass of argumentatzon, you
will have a compact and orderly body of law;
instead of spurzous matter under the name of
law, _ou will have genuine and real law. In
a word, instead of a boundless library, and
that an ina_..ssible one,--you
will have,
for constant Iise, a few sheets ; for incidental consultation,
a few vohimes:--instead
of uncertainty, you will have certainty, -instead of insecurity, seculity and inward
peace. On this great occasion, in this your
proffered servant, what confidence will you
have reposed?
None whatever.
In the already commissioned servants of your choice.
in those in whom you are accustomed to
repose it --m those alone, on this occasion as
on all others, will your confidence have been
reposed.
Do you still hesitate and look for a precedent '_ So far as concerns the exclusion of
common law, you have one aheady in your
own acts.
You have your const_tutwual law: you
have that branch of it, m and by which are
brought to wew the powers exercised, with
theaccompan)ingand
eorrespondent obligations, submitted to, by the several official
persons, of whom, from time to time. the
governments of your several States are cornposed ; together with the modes, m whmh the
several official situations, occupied by these
several individuals, are filled and emptied.
You have that branch of it, which regards the
powers and obligations of those official persons, by whom the affairs common to all those
States are conducted.
To the value of this
constitutional law of yours, you are none of
you insensible.
You hug it to your hearts,
as the main source of, and security for, what,.
soever you enjoy.
Well then: statute law
-- real law-- such is the state, which this
branch of your rule of action is in, every tittle
of it. Think, now, how it would be with you,
if this too were in the state of common law;
_ of common law, spun,_all
of it hitherto,
and upon each occasion more and more to be
spun on m future, _ out of our common law,
-- as are, at present, the penal and the civil
branches ? Of the whole body of the laws
of the three branches, into which it is dirtsible -- having thus, in the state of a compact
and regular structure, this one,--how
much
longer will you endure to see every other in
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the s_te of a boundless and ever-increasing
chaos ?
Bad enough is it, in any country, to any
sort of people, on each occasion, to have to
hunt for the rule of action, in the breath of
no one knows what individual, with or without a lawyer's gown upon his back: an individual of whom thus much only is known,
viz. that, even if he had- which he never
can have--the
mclination,--he
would not
have the power--he
would not have the
means -- the means in any shape p to make
it fit for use.
But in your land of freedom and good government--toyouandyourleglslators,
freely
deputed agents and servants of a free and
self-governed people--thus
robe perpetually
on the hunt for law--thus
to have to rake
for it in the very sink of corruption -- thus
blindly to keep on importing a succession of
deaf" and dumb matter from a country of
slaves -- what is this bat treason against your
constitution _
Yes, my friends, if you love one another-if you love each one of you his own security
shut your ports against our common law,
as you would shut them against the plague,
Leave us to be ruled--us
who love to be
thus ruled, leave us to be ruled--by
that
tissue of imposture : leave us to be ruled,
by our gang of self-appointed
:
by our lawyer-ridden,
by our priest-ridden,
• leave us to be ruled, by those
who never cease to call upon
us to rally round our
,--that
poisoned and poisonous
, by the
name of which they have made us slaves,
No : never, never let slip out of your mind
this lesson -- wheresoever common law is hat.
boured, security is excluded,
The yoke of English monarchy--the
yoke
of English aristocracy -- the yoke of English prelacy -- all these galling _okes-- all
*hese mutually interwoven
and now foreign
yokes _ you have happily shaken off. Remains the yoke of the English E_thersides,
exalted into judges : the common law -- that
tissue of imposture, to which you still continue to yield your necks, -- to be pinched
and galled, under the hands of one class
among you, for whom, while they are cornforted, all others are tormented.
Day by day
it continues, _ and, so long as you continue
to crouch under it, will continue, _ to be
more and more bulky-- more and more attictire _ the pressure of this yoke.
Will you
repel _ will you suffer to be repelled _ the
hand that offers_the
only hand that ever
did offer _ to relieve you from it ?
Taking the whole of the field together,
either the conception formed of it by this
your proffered helper is more clear, correct,
and complete, than any that can have been
formed in relation to it by any one of you, _
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or his time, to the amount of above haft a
century, will have been very unprosperously,
very unprofitably, expended.
But, this expenditure once made, -- of his conceptions
whatsoever,
in regard to each part of th_
same field, may be the clearness, the correctnasa, the completeness,--by
your conceptions,
your position considered--by
yours, on a
great many points, at the first glance, will
h_ of course be exceeded: sooner or later,
so will it be of course throughout :-- in the
career of improvement, you will each of you
begin at the point at which he ended.
Not tha% at the end of any length of time,
there must of necessity be, in every part,
room and demand for change ; for, in any
instance, suppose that which is best once
discovered, and the nature of the case not
changed by time, no room for any thing better
is any longer left.
But as, on the one hand,
whensoever you adopt a proposed change, you
will, I am confident, have some better reason
for doing so than that it _s a change; so,
on the other hand, whensoever you reject a
proposed change, if so it be that the change
affords a promise of zmprovement, much more
if of reform, -- if, rejecting the change, you
keep to what is established, you will have
some better reason for keeping to it than that
it is established: some better reason than the
wisdom of our ancestors : that wisdom which,
being interpreted,
is neither more nor less
than the weakness of the cradle : that wisdora, the worship of which is so readily and
extensively joined in by fools and knaves.
Yes : if peradventure
so it should happen,
that, after having been sanctioned by your
representatives,
any ordinance,
originally
submitted to their consideration,
by thin
your proffered helper, shall continue to stand
approved, -- the approbation, he trusts, wi}l
have for its cause the goodness of the reasons
in which that ordinance found its support, not
the earliness of the age in which he lived.
The effectual point is _ that, at the hand
of your representatives, theplan, the form, the
outline of the work, should find acceptance.
Among its objects is,--and,
if accepted,
among its effects will be, -- the affording to
them, and through them to you alt, myfriends,
the greatest possible facility, for giving establishment, and thence effect, to whatsoever,
to them, and thence to the majority of yourselves, shall, on each occasion, and from time
to time, seem best. Yes: in this one frame,
matters, -- of a nature the most opposite, to
-that which, on each occasion, will to me your
workman, have seemed best,--may, according
to the successive suggestions of maturer reflection, and of increased experience, by the light
ofneacer and closer observation, be inserted:
what I would punish, they, and through them
you, may leave free, or even reward: what I
would reward, they, and through them you,
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may leave unrewarded, or even punish. Yes:
by any acceptance given to my work, your
powers, so far from being narrowed, will be
enlarged. In the reasons, and the principles
on which they are grounded, you will behold
at all times the inducements which led to the
proposed ordinances to which *hey are subjoined: in so far as in your minds those rcasons shall have made the same impression as
on mine, you, by the hands of your agents,
will give acceptance to the ordinances thus
suggested ; --in the opposite ease, striking
out what you find inserted, you wall either
leave the space a blank, or insert whatever
else may seem best in the room of it. Power
over you, or any of you, I cannot have any-I would not have any : -- upon your will.z,
only through the medium of your understandings can I exercise any the least influence,
Yours is the interest, and the only interest,
at stake; upon each article of proposed law,
yours is the judgment,
which m each case
will ultimately decide,
Whatsoever
portion of the work, if any,
may, after due consideration applied to each
part, have been ultimately approved, -- the
matter of it may serve, at any rate for a sort
of temporary resting-place, to the minds of
your representatives
: coming from a pen,
which cannot have found any sinister Interest
to misguide it, -- and after a length of reflection, greater than any which can have been
bestowed upon it by any one of the greater
part at least of your replesentatives,
-- whatever risk you will run, by giving it a sort
of provisional and temporary acceptance, can
surely not be very formidable: especially consldering that, in whatsoever regards possessions, the keeping them inviolate will be the
leading object which, as I ever have had, so
I ever shall have,-constantly
in view.
Whatever
be the opposition made to the
preliminary measures thus proposed, one consideration there is that puts in an irresistible
claim to notice,
Whoever, speaking of an undertaking
of
this sort, takes upon himself to say it ought
not to be commenced now, should be prepared
to show, that it ought never to be commenced
at all. By every day of delay, increase will
be given -- on the one hand to the magnitude
of the evil, on the other hand to the difficulty
of applying the only remedy,
I. As to the magnitude of the evil
The
evil, as you have seen, consists--in
the first
place in the uncertainty of the rule of action,
and thence in the insecurity of those whose
fate is disposed of by it. Of this evil, as far
as regards statute law, the source lies in its
_olundnouaness and want of compactness: in
so far as regards common law, in the same iraperfections, existing in a prodigiously greater
degree, with the addition of that/mmemd W,
by which it is rendered impossible for any
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man to know whether he has the whole of
it, and that indeterminateness, by which it is
rendered impossible, as to so much as any ore
particle of it, to know, whether it is or is not
law; whether it is or is not a rule, or part
and parcel of a rule, by which the decisions
of the 3ud_ciar_/, and with them the fate of
those individuals whose ease comes before the
judtelarv, wlll be determined.
Well thennot to look to fractions of
time--where
is--where
ever can be--the
year, in winch any one of these sources of
evil--voluminousness,
uneompactness, immen.
szty, zndeterminateness--shail
have fm'Ied to
bring forth its increase.
II. As to the d_2ffculq! of applying the
remedy.-- In a work of this kind, the grand
point upon which the difficulty turns is -the having a ground for working upon -- an
outhne, within whlch the whole field of the
subject shall be comprehended;
an outline,
--and that traced by a hand, of the eompetency of which, with reference to the sort of
work, there not only shall be, but shall be
generally known to be, sufficient reason for
entertaining a favourable presumption.
I say
a hand;-- observe, a szngle hand" for, in the
first instance, thus produced must every work
of the sort in question be, or it can never
come into existence.
Now, then, at the present instant, so it
does happen that, by a conjuncture of circumstances not very likely to be soon again
conjoined, a hand has been brought into view,
the whole working time of which-- and that
already not a short one-- has been devoted
to the endeavour to render itself, with relation to this same business, a competent one.
Suppose, then, the offer from this hand rejected,--others,
affording equa/promise,
are
they likely soon to be seen presenting themselves ? Surely, to say within what time any
one such shall be likely to present itself, will
not be a very easy task.
This first offer rejeered, what prospect of acceptance earl, at
any future period, present itself to any others
of the same complexion?
Rejection, in such
a case, would it not in effect be tantamount
to one or other of two resolutions; viz. either,
1. Thatthe disorder shallcontinue increasing,
so long as the state continues in existence ?
--or, 2. That the work, whenever executed,
shall not be executed in a manner so good,
as that in which it might be executed at
present?
Whatever be the task in question, -- for
aptitude as to the execution of it, one security
there is, of which the efficiency is indubitable,
and that is-- a relish -- a real liking for the
work. Of this qualification at least, whatsoever may be the value of it, in the present
instance, there will not be much room to
doubt. Suppose it wanting, the labour think
bestowed is an effect without a cause.
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Utility,
noto_ely,completeness,
manifested upon them all,though by thegentlestofall
rea_ableness--ofa body oflaws,---endowed pressures.
with all these attributes, each of them in the
In America thus will reason spr _ad her conhighest degree, and operating upon the largest
quests.
As for that quarter of the world,
scale, --the
existence, supposing it realized,
from which shame is banished --in which,
will indeed be a new _era in legislation,
in the name of Christ, the subsistence of the
Only at this late period -- only at this ad- subject many is, with such indefatigable devovanced stage in the career of civilization and ti?n, made a constant sacrifice to the luxury
mental culture--could
so much as the idea of the ruling few--in
which all men are
of any such work have been brought to view.
governed, by those who, feeling themselves,
A sketch of a code of laws, upon a compara- are determined to keep themselves,
their
tively extensive scale, was brought forward
enemies;--in
which that which calls itself
by Lord Bacon, and may be seen in his works,
government is but a system of regulated pilSo far from all four, scarcely of any one of lage; --in that quarter of the world, by no
these qualities, is any tolerably clear eoncepsuch Utopian conquest, will its tranquillity,
tion to be found in it.
md that sort of order which calls itself good
A complete body of law (for the sake of order, be disturbed.
finding for it a single-worded name, --let us,
On the ground of constitutional law, the
until a better can be found, go to the Greek
system of law you have already-you, who
for one, as botanists do for their flowers, and on that ground have so nobly shaken off the
call it a Pannomwn)--a
pannomion, then, ff yoke of Enghsh law--the
system you have
you please, furnished with all these desirable
already, is, as to all essentials, a model for all
qualities:-- and in that condition established
nations.
Accept, then, my services, so shall
by competent authority-be it but once ex- it be on the ground of penal law, so shall it
emplified, though it be but in the instance of be on the ground of civd law: accept my setone single State, -- sooner or later, where
vices, at one hft you shall ease your necks of
there is any the least spark of freedom, a that degrading yoke. Wathoutparliamentary
man will not for very shame venture, in the reform, Britmn cannot, -- without revolution
same field, to produce a work to which these
or civil war, no other monarchy can, -- take
qualities--every
one or even any one of them
for a model the essentials of your constttu--are
wanting.
At present, works thus untional law. but, on the ground of penal law,
worthy of a moral and intellectual
agent are and to no inconsiderable extent, even on the
produced without shame, because nobody is ground of ciwl law, it m_ght-- and that withashamed of doing that which is done by everyout change in any part of the constitutional
body.
Be the sort of work what it may, so branch,-be made use of as a model anylong as nothing of the sort has ever been
where:
in Spatn, in Russia, in Morocco.
produced, the impossibility of producing any Hence it was -- and without any thought or
such thing will without scruple be asserted:
need of betraying him into any act of selfasserted,--and,
the more vehement the asserdenying beneficence-(for my views, of the
tion, the more profound the wisdom, the re- contagious influence of reason in the eharacputation of which will be claimed upon the ter of a precedent, were not at that time so
strength of it.
clear as they have become since,)--hence
it
Thus would the matter stand at present : was, that these my services were offered to
_uch would be the reception given in the first the Alexander of these days.
instance to a work of this kind. Suppose it an
Yes, my friends--these
labours of mine
all-perfect one, such would be the reception
labours which of themselves are nothing-given to it, by those whose interests, or intedreams of an obscure individual--let
them
rest-begotten
prejudices, would be thwarted
but be accepted
by you--you
shall be a
by it: -- given to it, till, after having received
people of conquerors.
Conquerors, and with
somewhere else the touch of the sceptre, it what arms ?--with the sword ? No: but with
had stood far a while the test of experience,
the pen. By what means ?--violence
and deLet but an exemplification, however, once
struction ? No : but reason and beneficence.
appear _ an exemplification, though it be but
As this your dominion spreads, -- not tears
one--down
goes the pretended impossibility;
and curses, but smiles and blessings, will atdown the impossibility, and with it that reputend your conquest in its course. Where the
ration of wisdom, which has for its foundation
fear of his sword ends, there ends the empire
the mixture of stupidity and arrogance,
of the mditary conqueror.
To the conquest
In this way it is--that,
by the influence
to which you are here invited, no ultimate
of understanding upon understanding -- by limits can be assigned other than those which
the force exercised by reason upon reasonable
bound the habitable globe.
minds_let
but one of your twenty states give
To farce new laws upon a reluctant and
acceptance to a body of laws endowed with
abhorring people, is -- in addition to unpuall these q_di_ies,--by
that one, sooner or nishahle depredation_
the object and effect
later, will it be forced upon the ot_rs--forcod
of vulgar conquest : to behold your laws not
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only accepted but sought after--sought
after
by an admiring people-- will he yours,
To those conquests, of which slaughter is
the instrument, and plunder the fruit, -- the
most brutal among barbarians have shown
themselves not incompetent. By the best instructed minds alone can any such conquest
he attained, as that to which you are here
invited,
" Stranger 1"say you, "why thus pressing?
_pressing,
and for labour without hire?"

anee,- a translation, of this part at least, for
the use of the legislature of that State, might
form a not unuseful prelude, _ or, in ease of
death, a suceedaneum,--to
the work, which,
m the case supposed, I should take in hand.
Farewell at length, my friends ! -- Judge,
whether if employed by you, or for you, I
should ever fail of being, your affectionate
and faithful servant,
JEI_Y
BENTHAM.

Friends (say I) your comfort would be
,nine. Your conquests--the
conquests I have
thus been planning for you--these
indeed I

Though without the permission or privity of
my friend,--the
facts not having anything of
seeresy in them, nor anything but what does
honourto all parties, -- I trust Iam notmisusing his confidence, in giving in English an
extract from a private letter of his to myself,
dated Geneva, the 12th instant : -" News about the Code. -- August 9th,
Third meeting of the commissioners.
Question--to
adopt, or not, the bases of the plan
I had proposed : the bases merely ; without
notice taken as yet of the details : that is
to say, the great division into general titles,
private offences, public offences: proceeding
then with the defin_twn of each offence, the
eaTositwn of the terms of the defimtion, the
punishments, the causes of aggravation, with
the corresponding
extra punishments,
the
causes of extenuation, with the corresponding
reductions in the punishments.
Setting out
from the French penal code, under which we
have been living these twenty years,--understand that our commission contains, amongst
other members, three judges, and two advoeates, all practised in these French forms;
none of them young -- none of them to whom
the study of a new code could, naturally
speaking, be a very palatable one. Think of
this, and then think, whether it could be altogether without
apprehension that I had
been looking for the result of this meeting.
A month had been taken for thelrex_nlng,
each by himself, the general plan, together
with &nets articles, which, to serve as examples, I had subjoined to it. The meeting
immediately preceding the one in question
had, on my part, been employed throughout
in stating reasons, and answering objections:
and, when it broke up, I was not without my
misgivings about the sort of impression that
had been made. Well:--the
next diLy but
one, -'iz. yesterday, the plan was adopted:_
adopted unanimously-and myself invited
to pursue it."
(Vide p. 479.)

cannot live to see. But of your comfort-your internal comfort--the
increase of cornfort I have been speaking of--of
this scene,
to the eye of a sanguine and self-flatterlng
imagination, a sort of Ptsgah view is not impossible. My last hour cannot be far distant :
this ]s the preparation I am making for it: by
prospects such as these, ff by anything, will
it be sweetened,
To the Almighty I must confess I know
not how to render my:elf anything better
than an " unprofitable servant :" as to what
concerns my fellow-men,
I am not without
hope.
p. S.--22 a JuLY 1817.
What follows is an afterthought,_and,
had it occurred in time, might with more
propriety perhaps have been addressed to
the several situations, of your governors and
your other oj_cial servants, than to yours,
Of such of my works, as, according to my
recollection, had ever been in print, a list is
subjoined to the above-mentioned
" Papers
relatzve to Codification and Public Instruction," a copy of which has been sent, as
above, to the governor of each State. Taking
in hand an almost forgotten portion of the
earliest of those of my works that were
published in French _ works, no one of
which has ever yet seen the light in English,-- I find in the first of its three volumes,
an Essay in 227 8"°. pages, intltuled, " Vue
G_n&ale d'un corps eomplet de Leglslatwn,"
General View of a complete body of proosedLaw,--published
so long ago as 1802,-nown more or less in every country of Europe,Russia, where it has received two
translationsRussia, and even Spain itself,
not exeepted,--never,
in the language which
gave it birth has it yet seen the light. Among
those within whose field of study a work on
this subject is included,--so
small has been
the number of those to whom it would not
be sufficiently intelligible in French, _that
by no bookseller has it been found worth
while to call for an edition of it in English.
In America, however, what strikes me is _
that, in any State, if any such there be, in
which this my offer shall have found accept,

P. 8.--26
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near its close as mine is.* I mention this _
not in the way of reproach to yourself, from
whom at no hme, to such an address as mine,
was any answer at all matter of debt, but
purely in the way of regret cn my own account.
Two works of mme_not
to mention a number of others begun, continued, or
ended, -- two works in particular--one,
a
continuation of Chrestomathia -- the other
on Parliamentary Reform -- both of them
calling irresistibly for dispatch-- will help to
plead my excuse,
Your letter announced an approaching present: a present of appropriate books :--some
unknown accident has yet deprived me of it.
Since then, I have had to return, as I did
with all due respect and gratitude--to
return as soon as received, and v_thout staying so much as to look at it, the present of
an emperor. Come when it will, I shall not
return yours,
The emperor's would have been of no use
to me. What the pearl was to the cock,
such the diamond would have been to me.
Coupled with those declarations,
of the sincerity of which it affords an additmnal assurance, and with that testimony, the weight
of which no part of the civilized world can
help recognizing, the bare announcement
of
yours confers on me a title of honour : a title
altogether apposite, and which no herald can
tear from me or deface. Of all menin Europe,
I am then, in your declared opinion, the man
best qualified for the drawing up a complete
body of laws. I rejoice to find it so. Why ?
Because by this means I obtain the fairest
chance, which, from any one hand, I could
have received, for the being enabled to render to mankind that service, the endeavour
to qualify myself for which, has been the
great business of my life.
It will find you--this
my second letter-in possession of eomparativeleisure,
reposing
upon your laurels: your country deprived, for
a time at least, of the continuation
of your
services in that particular shape in future,
though it neither is, nor, so long as it exists,
will be, deprived either of the fruits of those
services, or of the grateful remembrance of
them.
In print, if in any shape, will it meet your
eye : in the same shape, and at the same time,
my first letter once more, and with it that
letter of yours by which I was so highly
honoured. Apology you will require none :
reason makes sure of acceptance at your
hands.
By this publicity, though no licence
for it has been obtained, no confidence is
violated: neither does the subject, nor do

our relative situations, admit of any demand
for seeresy.
A letter from the President of
the American United States -- a letter from
such a quarter, and such a letter -- could no
more have been intended to sleep on the
shelf, than a ribbon with a star to it, to lie
for ever locked up m a wardrobe.
I proceed to business.
Speaking of my
" thoughts"
on the subject of a complete
code of laws, "although we cannot avail ourselves of them in the mode best in itself, I
do not overlook" (say you) " the prospect
that the fruits of your labours may m some
i other not be lost to us: flattering myself
that my silence will have nowise diverted or
suspended them, as far as the United States
may have a particular interest in them."
To this surmise, Sir, the result has not
proved conformable.
To the production of
the servzce--if
by that name I may venture
to designate itto the production of the
service proffered, the pay required in advance
for the purpose of encouragement
was altogerber necessary : the cause failing, the effect
failed with it : -- alacrloj, m sufficient quantity, could not be summoned up. From the
Preszdent of the American United States, a
word would have sutficed to command--and
! for the remainder of his hfe _in this highest
of all temporal fields, the labour of an Englishman --an Englishman of whom,--even
in his lifetime, and notwithstanding
the prophecy, -- in his own country, as well as in
other countries beside his own, it has, even
in the highest situations, been every now and
then said, that his labours in that same field
have already been not altogether
without
their value.
Of the one word needed, pohtmal propriety, it seems, forbade the utterance: pronounced as the decision has been,
by so completely and exclusively competent
an authority,--the
sentiments of regret, of
which it could not but be productive,
have
had for their accompaniment
no others than
those of respect and acquiescence.
From a quarter, to which it was addressed
wathout being exposed to the same causes of
rejection, a subsequent offer of the same kind
has been more fortunate.
The same paper
which conveys to you this address, will likewise convey to you the return made for a
letter of mine to the governor of Pennsylvania : -- made, in the first instance, by a letter from Mr. Snyder, governor of that State,
and afterwards by a communication
made by
him of my offer to the legislature of that same
State : both preceded by that letter of Mr.
Gallatin, to which I can not but have been
in great measure, if not altogether, indebted

• Date of Mr. Bentham's Letter to Mr. Madison, October 1811.
DateofMr.Madison'sI_ettertoMr.
Bentham,
8th May 1816.
Date ofthisLetter, September 1817.

for so flattering a result.
Such is the state of things, in which I proeeed to confess to you the consideration,
which has given birth to the liberty I am now
taking in addressingto you, in thispublic
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manner, this fresh testimony of my respect,
It is the desire of relieving the proposed
undertaking, if it be in my power, from the
force of those objections,
which it finds opposed to it by the authority of your name :
and which, bearing upon it from such a height,
have, notwithstanding
the softness of the
language in which they are clothed, been felt
acting against it with so formidable a pressure.
Before I state the objections themselves,
permit me to make what advantage I can of
the circumstance of time.
The time, at which they presented themselves to your view, was a time, at which
the business of that high and most laborious
office of yours was pressing with all its weight
upon your mind. In that state of things my
wonder is--how
you could have found any
consideration at all to bestow--to
bestow
upon an offer, the subject of which,--coming
as it did in competition with the duties necessarily appertaining to that office, yet in
its extent outstretching
them all, --could
not assuredly be said to have any obligatory
claim on your attention,--rather
than that
the result of the quantity of attention, which
you d_d find means to bestow upon it, was
such as not to put at once a negative upon
all ulterior consideration.
Under these circumstances, nothing forbids my hope, that
this appeal from C_esar to C_esar -- from
C_esar unprovided,
to the same Caesar provided, with sufficient time for eonsideratmn,
as well as means of information -- will find
the door completely open to it.
Under these circumstances,
no wonder if,
to a hasty glance, the extent and apparent
difficulty of the undertaking being considered,
the " practicab_hty" of it should have presented itself to your mind as affording "room
for doubt."
Three distinguishable
circumstances
belonging to it are accordingly mentioned by
you m that view, viz. on the one hand, the
extent proposed to be given to the work : on
the other hand, the scantiness of the quantity
of " space," and the quantity of" t_me," supposed to be looked to by me, as sufficient for
the execution
of it. " The only room for
doubt," say you, " would be as to its pract_eab_hty, notwithstanding
your peculiar advanrages for it, within a space and a time such
as appear to have been contemplated."
Postponing for a moment what it appears
to me you had in view, in the use made of
the word extent-- on the subject of time, on
recurrence to my letter (page 465,) I hope
you will not find me speaking otherwise
than with that degree of undeterminateness,
the opposite to which would have been so unsuitable to the nature of an undertaking of
this sort.
In speakip.g of space,

if I do not miscon-

to James Madison.
ceive you, what you had in view was, principally quantity of matter ; space only as carresponding to the quantity of matter : viz.
such portion of space as will be necessary,
for the containing of such quantity of matter
as shall have been found necessary.
Now, as to both these circumstances, no
sooner do they come to be looked into with
any degree of steadiness, than their ineapacity of affording any material objection to the
proposed undertaking will, I cannot but fiatter myself, be found so clear and complete,
that they may be laid out of the case almost
at the first word : -1. With regard to time,--supposing
either
the work to be useless, or the execution of
it impracticable, all question regarding time
is useless : supposing the work not to be useless, nor the execution of it impracticable,
the answer afforded to the objection by the
trivial adage, better late than never, will, I
cannot but flatter myself, be found quite sufo
ficient for the removal of it.
2. With regard to quantity of _natter, _if,
in the case of a work of the sett in question,
the magnitude of this quantity he not regarded as capable of being productive of inconvenience, it cannot be capable of operating
as an objection to any individual work of
that same sort. If it be regarded as capable
of being productive of inconvenience, surely
the magnitude of this inconvenience will be
more likely to be reduced, by a work having
among its chmf objects the reduction of it,
than m a state of things in which no such
endeavour has been, or will be, used.
For the expedmnts employed by me for this
reduction, I will beg leave to refer you to
Letter IIL of those letters of mine to the
citizens of your United States, which wtll be
in circulation at the same time with this.
The_e expedients, are they, any one of them,
actually in use at present ? In any of them,
is there anything that is either useless or irapracticable ? To no one of these questions
can I frame to myself any answer from you
other than a favourable one.
Forget not here, Sir, let me entreat you,
that from the not being provided with any
determinate set of words for the expression
of it, that portion of the rule of action which
is in the state of common law, presses--not
with the less weight, but with the more
weight -- presses, if not actually upon the
minds, upon the condition, of those whose lot
depends upon it. By giving to it a set of
determinate words -- that is, by converting
it into statute law,that w]'_ch before was
znfinite is rendered finite. ['_¢ my first Letter, p. 460.]
These comparativ-e]y light considerations
being thus disposed of, I proceed in my humble endeavour to solve that doubt of _ours
which,

space and time out of the question.
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respects the questioa of "practicability"
ab- in the state of common law, into the state of
sointely considered,
written law.
" With the best plan for converting the
First suppose it adequate. In that case,
common law into a written law, the evil,"
from the volumes in qucstion,--leavingwhere
you say, " cannot be more than partially it stands the immense mass of argumentation,
cured." What, on this occasion, was the evil --pick out every particle of this precious matin view, I do not find mentioned in express
ter, -- bestow upon it the touch of the legisterms:
but from the last preceding para- lative sceptre, forbidding all future reference
graph, what I should expect to find it to have to any one of the voluwes from whence it
been is--"
the extent" of " the unwritten
was extracted--this
done,--the
conversion
law." " With respect to the unwritten law,"
is effected.
you say, " it may not be improper to ohNow, suppose it inadequate. In this inadeserve, that the extent of it has not been a quaey, on the part of that portion of the rule
little abridged in this country by successive
of action which is in the state of common
events :" whereupon you proceed to specify
law, -- what is there that should prevent, or
these events or some of them: viz.--the
so much as obstruct, the supplying of the
" emigration"--the
passing of the " colonial
deficiency by written law ? By that same
statutes"--and
" the revolution."
instrument,
the affording supplies to all such
Having thus explained what in your con- deficiencies, or supposed deficiencies, as preception the evil was, and, in relation to this
sent themselves in the rule of action,--in
evil observed -- what at the moment seemed
the rule of action, in which soever of thetwo
to you to be the case -- viz. that it " cannot
states it is found, vlz. that of written law or
be more than partially cured,"--you
go on that of common law,--is
it not what in your
and state what, at that same time, presented
several United States, as in every other go.
itself to you as the reason or cause of the
vernment, with moreor less success, youare
supposed impracticability: -- " the complex
doing every day ?
technical terms to be employed in the text
While the paragraphs in question were pennecessarily requiring,"
you say, " a resort nlng, it was not in the nature of the case, that
for definition and explanation to the volumes
you should have been bestowing upon the
containing that description of law."
subject any such closeness and continuity of
In this latter observation,
considered in attention, as that which I have been under
itself, I see nothing to controvert.
But in the necessity of bestowing upon it. At the
the character of an argument, in which, if I moment, if I do not misconceive you, the
do not misconceive the matter, it was at the
mass of the matter of "definition and explamoment presenting itself to you, -- viz. that nation,"-- afforded by the common law, as
of an argument, operating in proof or support
exhibited in the volumes in question,-- preof the notion, that " the evil" in question,
sented itself to your mind, as being actually
viz. the evil conmsting in the extent occupied
adequate to the purpose in question: viz. that
by that part of the rule of action which is in of affording to the minds in question a clear,
the state of common law " cannot be more correct, and complete conception of the rule
than partially cured," _here
of necessity
of action, meaning of such part of it as cotcomes my dissent,
responded to the " extent" occupied by this
"Resort"
to them --these
volumes ? Oh same common law : and, not only adequate,
yes: and make the most of them: this is but so exclubively adequate,
that nothing,
what I myself have at all times done, and,
that in the shape of written law was likely
for the particular pnrpose in question, should
to be substituted,
seemed to afford any sufof myself be as diligent to do as you could
ficient promise of coming up to it in this
wish to see me. But, onthe part of the suprespect.
posed draughtsman, the necessity of a resort
But if, for the moment, such, Sir, was really
to them once for all, for the purpose of his
voor conception of the matter, I cannot but
draught, is one thing : the necessity of preflatter myself, that, before this my letter has
serving them for ever in their presen_ state,
been read through by you, if such be the boas part and parcel of the rule of action, viz.
hour destined for it, _at
any rate, if, for a
in their present totality, with the continually
supplement to it, you can prevail upon yoursupervening additions which onthe same prinself to read the accompanying letters, which
ciple would be necessary, is another.
Of the
are addressed to the citizens at large of your
matter of " definition and explanation" to
United States, _ that conception will have
which you thus allude, taken in the aggreundergone a change.
gate, the mass wiU be found either adequate
The potations which, in this view, I have
to the purpose, or inadequate : in neither case to submit to you, Sir, arc these, viz. -do I see how any bar is opposed by it to the
1. That,--if, taken in themselves, the words
complete cure of the evil in question : to a of the matters in question were, so far as they
result so desirable as that of the conversion
went, adequate to the purpose in question,_
of that portion of the rule of action which is yet, being as yet but words of common law,
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they would, by that very ciremnstance,
be
effectually prevented from being adequate to
the desirable purpose above specified,
2. That, on that same supposition, by the
single circumstance of being adopted and eraployed by the legislature, and by that means
converted into wrztten, i. e. statute law, they
would be rendered adequate to that same
purpose,
3. But Sbat, in truth, -- even with reference
to that portion of extent, which, in the field
of law, the several masses of them respectively occupy,-- so it is, that in most, not to
say in all instances, they would be found to
fail of being thus adequate,
4. That, taking the aggregate of them in its
whole extent, and adding to it that portion
of the matter of law which is in the state of
statute law, the mass, thus composed, would
be found to fail altogether of being thus axlequate,
5. That, in the nature of the deficiency in
question, there is nothing to prevent its receiving such supply as shall be adequate,
6. That,with the exception of such
imperfections
as cannot but be the result of
human infirmity in general, and of my own
infirmities in particular,--I
cannot but regard
even myself as competent to the affording of
such supply: and that in such sort as not to
leave any very extensive or urgent demand
for amendment,
As to the two first of these six positions,
--for the proof of them, I must beg leave to
refer you to what may be found under the
head of completeness, or all-comprehensiveness,
in the fourth of my eight accompanying letters above mentioned,
As to the four remaining positions, --in the
instance of none of them does the nature of
the case, on any such occasmn as the present,
--within the limits necessary tobe prescribed
to the present address, _ admit of any such
complete demonstration,
as I cannot but flatter myself with the thoughts of having given
in the instance of the two first.
Speaking in
general, and taking the whole together,--no
better proof, I must confess, can I find than
_hls, viz that, of a survey of more than fifty
years continuance, a persuasion of my own to
this effect has been the result,
Fortunately
for me, -- to every practical
purpose, if I do not much misconceive the
matter, nothing more is necessary than the
absence of all demonstratioa_ to the contrary,
As to the matters in question, viz. the several
masses of the matter of definition and explanation, there they are. Such fresh ones as I
shall have to present--let
them come in cornpetition with the old ones, it will rest with
the legislature in question to take its choice:
from the possession of this choice there will
be something to gain, there cannot be anything to suffer or to lose.

to James zVadison.
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But, though in regard to these same four
last positions, the nature of the ease, as above,
admits not of anything like a complete proof
of them._yet
a few observations there are
of detail, which, by the direction they may
serve to give to a reader's attention, may at
any rate be conducive to that purpose.
Among the subjects presenting a demand
for definition and explanation, take for example these six: viz. qffences, complex punish.
meats, species of prwate property, o_ices,
e_cient causes of title to property, do. of do.
to office : -- subjects, m respect of extent,
every one of them widely comprehensive ;
all of them taken together, not very widely
short of being all-comprehensive.
For the
advantage of employing the current name of
a class of objects continually under view, add
contracts : contract being one of the most
extensively exemplified of the e._eient causes
of title that bear reference to that species of
property, which consists in the right to cer.
tain determinate
services, at the hand of
human agents : say -- m the right to the cotresponding services.
Clearness, correctness, and completeness-not to mention the subordinate and subservicut qualities of conczseness and compactness
-- in the above.mentioned
three articles may
beseen, if I mistake not, the properties which,
to answer its purpose, a "definition" or" explanatzon" must be possessed of. These, in
the case of any one such object taken by
itself: to these,--in
the case of the whole
aggregate of the objects ofthiskind
contained
in a complete body of law, -- add coaszsteney,
and again completeness, viz. with reference to
that whole.
To render clearness itself the more dear,
add for the explanation of it the indication
of its two distinguishable
modes, viz. exemption from obscurity, and exemption from
ambiguity.
Now, as to the use derivable, with reference to the present purpose, from these same
specifications.
Taking ibr the subject of the
inquiry the definitions and explanations aetu.
ally afforded by this same common law,_are
they, in a degree approaching to adequate,
possessed of these same properties ? An averment which I will venture, Sir, to make, and
that without any apprehension of your finding
much of error in it, is--that
the more closely
you were to look into the assemblage of them
in this view, the further you would find them
t_om being in any such desirable case.
Look at the state of things in which they
were respectively penned,--the
more closely
you look into it, the more thoroughly you
will, Ithink, be convinced--thattbeendowing
them with these qualities, in a degree cornparable to that with which they might at prosent be endowed withthem--endewed
with
them by a single hand, havi_g that object l#,e_
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dily in view-- was, at the several points of
time at which they were respectively penned,
morally impossible,
Let it even be supposed, that, on the part
of the several authors, the desire of investing
them with these several qualities was constantly present,--still,
that any share of appropriate power adequate to the production
of the effect was, generally speaking, in their
hands, is a position, the contrary of which may
without hesitation be asserted. No otherwise
than in so far as the same qualities were to
be found in the several individual decisions
from which they were deduced,--or,
to answer the professed purpose, must have been
deduced,--could these same qualities be given
to the definition and explanation in question:
and, the more closely any eye will bring itself to look into those same decisions in this
view, the further will it find them to be fi'om
being in possession of any one of those same
indispensable properties,
From Lzttleton, down to Haw/_ins and Cozmyns,through Colic and Lord l_acon,--from
the reign of Edward the Fourth to the reign
of George the Second--to
go no lower--will
any one have to look for the various hands
by which those same defimtions and explanations were penned.
In so many successive
agesmall of them, in every branch of art and
science bearing relation to the subject, so
little advanced in comparison of the present,
-- in regard to those same three qualities, viz.
clearness, correctness, and completeness, all in
equal degree, on what reasonable ground can
any hope of finding them, in the instance of
each one of all those several writers, be entertained ? or of finding in those same individuals, in any such degree, the qualities of
consistency and completeness, with reference to
the whole field of law, and the whole aggregateofthe
several definitions andexplanations
with wtdch it requires to be covered ?--of
finding all this in all these several individuals,
by. no one of whom does so much as tbeidea
of any such whole appea_ to have ever been
entertained ?
In every other branch of art and science,
--on the part of the most advanced of those
past ages, think, Sir, of the universally acknowledged inferinrity in comparison of the
present age. Think whether, to the general
rule presented by that thought,--in
the arts
and sciences belonging to legislation and jurisprudence, there be any circumstance, by
which an exception can be presented l
Still, with an eye to the main question,
viz. that concerning the "practicability"ofefleering, by means of a body of written, ahas
statute law, a morethan "partial cure" of the
evll inherent in common, alias unwritten law,
--permit
me once more to call to view the
substance bfthat paragraph of yours by which
the intimation given of the necessity of a
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resort to the "complex
terms" in question
" for definition and explanation" is immediately preceded.
Of this " unwritten law,"
"the extent," say you, "has been not a little
abridged in this country" (meaning that of
the United States) by "successive
events :'"
of which events, the examples which you
thereupon give are- the " emigratlon" to
America--the
penning of the several colonial
statutes"--and
the "revol, tion" by which the
" colonies" were converted into " iadependo
eat states."
True all this: but, to the purpose to which
it bears reference--viz,
the position representing as matter of " doubt" the " practlcability"
of the operation in question, -meaning the proposed complete " conversion
of the common into a written law," and
thereby, the extirpation of unwritten law,
-- in what way does it add strength ? One
glance more, and if I do not deceive myself,
the circumstance-in
question will be found
by you to be productive of a contrary effect.
Towards the ultimate end in question, such
were the advances successively made by so
many successive operations.
Here, then, to
the several amounts in question, has the elfeet in question been actually produced ; the
very effect, in relation to which, when taken
in its totality, the doubt, as to its " practicability," had been entertained.
Yet, on any
one of those occasions, any such general de+
sign as that of the complete extirpation of
unwritten law, was it ever in view?
No,
assuredly.
But, when ]t is considered, that,
without so much as taking it into contemplation, such advances were thus made towards
the accomplishment of this general design,-in this state of things -- in tbe advancesthns
made-- can any ground be really to be found,
for doubting of the probability of such acromplishment, only because this same design is
actually taken into contemplation,
and the
whole force of a long-exercised mind applied
to it?
All this while, one thing there is, which I
am per,%ctly ready to admit: and that is, that,
-- merely by continuing to operate without
any deviation in that precise course, by operating in which those same advances were
made, -- true it is, that the complete accomplishment of the desired object would not be
practicable.
1 mean, by continuing to enact
statute after statute in the customary form :
-- in the form customary with us, and thence
with you : in the form of a naked ordinance,
unaccompanied by any portion of matter in
the form of definition and explanation.
At no
)oint of time, in any quantity worth regard.
ing, has any such matter been in use to be
inserted in any article of written law: such
is the fact. As to the reason--if
reason be
i here worth thinking about--at no antecedent
point of time had any such matter been in
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use to be inserted.
This in _eneral is man's clothing or appendage to them, give, ill each
reason, in the sense in which reason is put for instance, in tile very body of your laws, the
efficient orfiaalcaase:
this more particularly
requisite lot of definition or explanation acis lawyer's reason. At the very outset, when cordingly: those which present no such need
/aw was in her cradle, what in this same sense mleave them, as you found them, undefined
was the reason f Even this, --that, in every
and unexplained.
instance, in those days, (not to speak of the
To the list of explanation.needing
terms,
present,) laws were the result of narrow and belong unquestionably those which you have
partial views--rude
produce, huddled to- mentioned:
viz. " the complex technical
gether upon the spur of the occasion.
No ones." But these will not be the only ones:
superintending mind, either actually all-cornand by real and distinctly ascertained exiprehensive-or so much as endeavouring, or gency, not by custom alone, would the supeven pretending, to be alLcomprehensive,ply which I should afford be regulated. For
employed upon the work.
examples of this supply, permit me to retbr
But, by this circumstance, viz. that in the you to that one of those works of mine, to
form of statute law no such matter of definiwhich, in the French dress for which it is
lion and explanation hath as yet been in use indebted to the skill of Mr. Dumont, the
to be given, is the demand for it rendered the honour of your notice has not been altogether
less real, or the less urgent?
Not it indeed, wanting; and which, as to this point, has
Assuredly, Sir, it will not be so in your estx- already received adoption at Guneva, as menmarion, if in this respect the view you take
tinned in the postscript to my above.menof it on the occasion of this my second letter,
tinned letters to your thllow-citizens.
continues the same as that which you were
In the meantime, _ for examples of the
taking of it while writing yourfirst _ in rela- demand without the supply, permit me to refer
tion to " the complex technical terms to be you back to that page of this letter, (page
employed in the text," your observation is -511,) in which, in the express character of
that these will " be necessarily requiring a " subjects presentzng a demand for definitio_
resort for definition and explanation."
At and explanatwn," half a dozen subjects have
this point, for the present purpose, I take the been specified. And note, that of these sereliberty ofstopping._Why?
Because, in this ral subjects, the names are names of whole
observation is of course included the acknowclasses: and that, under each of these classes,
ledgment of the existence of a demand--a
genera, in a number more orless considerable,
real, an indispensable demand _ for " definiwould be found comprehended.
tion and expla_atwn,"--whatsoever
be the
As to x_ords not lmeding definition or exsource, or the receptacle, looked to, or to be planation, viz. in a book of law, _they
will
looked to, for the supply,
be found to be in gencral those of which the
In conclusion, as to this same point, on body of the language is composed : those of
which I am happy enough to find my own which, even for the purpose of legal operation,
conception confirmed by yours _ vlz. that in the precise import is supposed to be suffievery body of law there is a class of terms I ciently made known, by the use made of them
that will be found " necessarily requiting a Iin ordinary converse. Such, for example, are
resort for definition and explanation some- those, of which the present page, with some
where," I will beg leave for the last time to
of the preceding ones, is composed. Not that
beg your attention
to the distinction which
between the one class and the other, the hait involves,
ture of the case admits of any permanent line
Of the whole of the intended matter of of distinction.
Be the word or phrase wha_
your laws, suppose the form to be that in it may, _ should any serious apprehension
which it exists at present, viz. that of a set present itself, that, while by one person it is
of ordinances -- naked ordinances as above
understood in the sense intended, by another
explained--unaccompanied
with any number
person it may be understood in a sense not
ot definitions or explanations.
For concepintended, and that in any such sense, any such
tion sake, suppose the whole of it actually
effect as that of sure1 a_ or/oss in any shape,
penned: this whole matter will be composed
may probably be the result of misconceptmn,
of a determined assemblage of words.
Of I_here,
intheeyesofahumaneandattentive
these same words, for one cause or another
legislator, will be a demand for definition or
some_for
so we are agreed-- will be found explanation, or both, as the case may be.
to stand in need of definition or explanation ;
At this rate _ I think I hear you saying
others not. Now then,-- due notice taken of -- may not the demand be infinite ?_ No,
the distinction,--on
the occasion o£ it, I will Sir: (he demand will not be infinite. Whereventure to propose a practical rule. Among
soever, by ordinary good'sense, unfurnished
these same words, be they respectively in with any special and appropriate lem_ning, the
supply promises to be afforded--afforded
by
other respects what they may _to
those
which present themselves as standing in need neighbour to neighbour, by friend to friend
of definition or explanation -- for a sort of -- afforded without need of resort to any as-
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sembly of legislators, or to any individual man
of law -- there the supply may be left to be
thus afforded : there, if to a book, the resort
may be to an ordinary dictionary: and the
book of the laws may thus be left unburthened by it.
Having thus applied my endeavours to the
removal of those doubts, which my respect
for the quarter from which I viewed them
coming down upon me had rendered so alarming--applied
these my humble endeavours
and now that they are closed, I cannot but
flatter myself, not altogether without success
for any further particulars, if necessary,
permit me, Sir, to refer you back to my first
letter to yourself, and then onwards to those
letters of mine on this same subject, which I
have ventured to address to the whole body
of my wished-for masters-- the citizens of
your United States. Beheve me ever, with the
truest respect and gratitude, Sir, your much
obliged servant,
JEREMY BENTHAM.

No.
Jeremy Bentham

X.

to the JEmperor of all the
Russias.
LETTER I.

[No.

X.

In the Bavarian code drawn up by Mr. Bexou,
much more particular as well as copious meution is made of that work of mine, much more
eulogy bestowed upon it.
In France, under the immediate rod of Napuleon--in
Bavaria, under the influence of
Napoleon-- the generosity displayed by the
notice thus taken of the work of a living
Englishman, could not but call forth my admiration.
Approbation
is one thing; adoption is another.
With mine before them, both these
modern works took for their basis the jurisprudence of ancient Rome.
Russia, at any
rate, needs not any such incumbrance.
In the texture of the human frame some
fibres there are which are the same in all
places, and at all times: others, which vary
with the place, and with the time. For these
last it has been among my constant and pointedly manifested cares, to look out and provide. Of the particularities of Russia, I am
not altogether without experience.
Two of
the most observant years of my life were
passed within her limits.
Codes upon the French pattern are already
in full view.
Speak the word, Sire, Russia
shall produce a pattern of her own; azld then
let Europe judge.

Queen-SquarePlace, Weetmlnster,
To Russia, it is true, I am a foreigner. Yet
London, May1814.
to this purpose scarcely more so than a CourSIRE, -- The object of this address is to lander, a Livonian, or a Finlander.
In point
submit to your Imperial Majesty an offer re- of local knowledge, to place me on a level
lative to the department of legislation,
with a native of Russia-- to me as to them
My years are sixty-six.
Without commisinformation in various shapes could not but
sion from any government, not much fewer
be necessary.
Any such assistance, no perthan fifty of them have been occupied in that
son could ever be more ready to supply, than
field. My ambition is to employ the remainI should be solicitous to receive and profit
der of them, as far as can be done in this coun- by it.
try, in labouring towards the improvement of
In my above-mentioned work, a sample of
the state of that branch of government in a penal code is exhibited.
In the first place,
your Majesty's vast empire,
what I should humbly propose, is--to
do
I_ the year 1802, a work, extracted, as what remains to be done for the completion
therein mentioned, from my papers, was by of it. For this purpose, not many months
Mr. Dumont of Geneva, published at Paris, in would, I hope, be necessary.
three volumes, 8vo. under the title of Trait_s
Sovereign and Father -- in this double chade Legislation Civile et Penale, 8fc.
raeter it is on all occasions your Majesty's
In the year 1805, a translation of it into wish and delight to show yourself to your
the Russian language was published at St. people.
In this same character, even on the
Petersburg, by order (ifI am rightly informed)
rough and thorny ground of penal law-- in
of your Majesty's government,
this same happily compounded character, adSince the publication of that work, Europe
dressing them through my pen, your Majesty
has seen two extensive bodies of law promulwould still show yourself.
The Sovereign
gated within its limits : one by the French
by his commands, the Father by his instrucJgmperor, the other by the King of Bavaria.
tions : the Sovereign not more intent on caThese two are the only bodies of law of any
tablishing the necessary obligations, than the
such considerab]eextent,
that have made their
Father on rendering the necessity manifest ;
appearance within the last half century.
Of _ manifest to all men ; and, at every step he
the one promulgated by the l_ench Emperor,
takes, thus justifying himself in their sight.
a complete penal code formed a part. In the
Reasons _ yes, it is by reasons alone, that
preface to that authoritative
work, my una task at once so salutary and so arduous can
mtthoritative one is mentioned with honour:
be accomplished: --reasons-connected, and
among the dead, Montesquieu, Becear/a, and that by an undiscontinued chain of references
Blaekstone;
among livin 9 names, (unless it _ on the one hand, with the general prmcibe for some matter of fact) none but mine. i p/es from which they have been deduced; on
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the other hand, with the several c/ausem and
words in the text of the law, for the just/f/cation, and, at the same time, for the dudclarion of which, they have respectively been
framed.
An accompaniment of this kind
would form one of the peculiarities of my
code: a sample is given in my above-men,
tioned treatises,
This sample was a challonge to legislators:
the well-intentioned
but strictly-shackled
Frenchmen shrunk l_om it. How acutely
seusib|e they were of the usefulness of such
an accompaniment--bow
they wished, and
how they feared to expose their works to so
searching a test--how
they tasked themselves to produce a sort of substztute to it-_I mean a mass of vague generalities left
outing in the air, and destitute of all application to particulars) -- how sadly inadequate
is that substitute -- what excuse is given for
the deficiency, and how lame is that excuse-all this may be seen in their respective works,
All-comprehensiveness,
conciseness, uniformity, simplicitymquaHties,
theumonofwl_ch
is at once so desirable and so difficultw such,
as far as concerns the choice of words, arc the
qualities for which the nature of the work
seems to present a demand. To infuse them
into it, each in the highest degree which the
necessary regard to the rest admits of, would
on this, as on all similar occasions it has been,
be to my mind an object of unremitting solicitude.
With what promise of success, let
the above-mentionod sample speak. Whosoever sees that one part, sees, to all such purposes, the whole.
In the midst of war, and without interruption to the successes or to the toils of war, a
line or two from your Majesty's hand would
suffice togive commencement to thework: w
to As
this,tothe
greatest of all
worksofofthepeace,
remuneration,
thethe
honnur
proposed employ, joined to such sstlsfac_ous as
would be inseparable from that honour, compose the only reward which my situation renders necessary, the only one which my way of
thinking woJld allow me to accept,
With all the respect, of which the natm'e
of this address conveys so much fuller an assurance than can be conveyed by any customary form of words, my endeavour would be
to approve myself, Sire, your Imperial Majesty's ever faithful servant,
JEREMYBENTHAM.

No. XI.
Alexander _ Emperor of all the Russias, to
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que j'al I_i la lettre que vous m'avez _q_ite,
et lea o_res qu'e]la eontient d'aider de vos
lumi_res lea trsvaux 16gislatlfs qui sumient
pour but de donner un nouveau code de loix
k m.es sujets. Cet objet me tient trop k eoeur,
et3'eneonnais troplahante
importmee, pour
ne pus d_slrer, pendant _ confection, de proflier de votre savoir et de votre exp_ienee.
Je prescrirsi _ la commission qul enest char.
g6e, d'avoir recours h vous et de vous adresser sea questions. Recevez en attendant rues
remercimens sinc_res, et]e souvenir ci-joint
commc nne marque de l'_st/me particol/_re
que je vous porte
ALEXANDKE.
Vienne,le 10-22Avrtl 1815.
ENGLI$H TE&N8LATION.
SIa,-- It is with great interest that I ha_e
read the letter which you have written to
me, and the offer it contains to give the aid
of your enlightened mind to any such labours
in the field of legislation, as may have for
their object the giving to my subjects a new
body of laws. This object I have too much at
heart, and I am too well apprised of its high
importance, not to be desirous, while that
business is in hand, of availing myself of your
knowledge and experience. I shall direct the
commission, which stands charged with it,
to have recourse to you, and to address to
you its questions. Receive in the meantime
my sincere thanks, and the annexed keepsake* as a token of the particular esteem in
which I hold you.
ALEXANDER.
Vienna, 10-22April 1815.
• This "souvenir" was contained in a small
packet, dosed by the imperial seal. In an _companying letter from a minister in t_ suite of
his Imperial Majesty to a Russian gentleman of
distinction _en in Iaondon, it was spoken of by
tau_d_
P_
__w_t_d_s
:
in
y. _
While the Emperor was stillin London, Prince
Adam Cza_ris_, being apprised of the habitue/
state of seclusion to which my pursuits havecondemned me, obtained,through the intervention
of a common friend, the assurance that the door
of my hermitage should be _
to him, for the
purpose of a request he wistfed to.make to me
for my eventual assistance in r_Aationto a code
of laws, of the concession of which some expectation was at that time entertained. He came
accordingly, and was received with the respect
commanded by his well known chm'_ter, and
the cordiality produced by the rememorance of
old acquaintance. Being at ttmt time in a state
of constant attendance on his Imperial Ma_sty,
this Prince had already for some timeheen, and
for a censidemble time continued to be, urdver.

s_y _-_d _s thed_

yicmL_:_

then future kingdom. The _s
or nm l.mperial Majesty with relation to it were at Lb.at
time either not yet formed, or not yet disclosed:
but, if not the hopes! at any _te the wishes, of
the Polish nation pmnte_ to t_e enmpm--fiv_y
]_lt_NCH ORIGINAL.
at least, and in no inconsiderable de_greeeven
Mossmv's,-- C'estavec un grand int_r_t absolutely,
excellent
co_t_tio_
code,which
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No. XII.
Jeremy Bentltam to the Emperor of all the
Russias.
LaTtER IL
London, Jane lSl_.
SIRE, _ I open this moment the letter in
your own hand, with which your Imperial
Majesty has been pleased to honour me. -towards the reign of theamiable and unfortunate
airspaces.
Stan.i_ua had been brought forwa_ under his
The eventual assistance desired was no sooner
asked than promised. But, every thing depend,
ing upon the ]_..rhaps unformed and at any rate
unscrutable will of_ds Imperial Majesty, every
thing that was said on that subject was, on the
confined side
Prince's
to general&
naturally, and onmy own carefully,
As to the Imperial letter,--having
received
it in June 1815, early in the next month I sent
a reply of considerable length, sending at the
same time a copy of it addressed to thePrinee,
whom I understood to be still in attendance on
the Emperor.
On the subject of the rlng,--observing
that
so distinguished an honour, as that of a letter
under his Imperial Majesty's own hand, divested
of their value all such ordinary favours as the
packet was said to contain, I begged leave to
refer his Majesty to the letter thus remunerated,
for a proof of my mabifity to accept anything to
whidi any pecuniary value could be attached,
Id regard to the commi:sion or board in ques.
tion,--I took the liberty of saying, that I would
hazard the prediction_ that from that quarter no
such, nor any other questions, would ever be
addressed to me: that, as to the minister--in
whme hands the management of tbe business was
lodg_l,--partly
from such of his productions as
I h_l seen in print or manuscript, partly from
the special and separate reports of divers wellinformed persons, I was myself pretty well informed of the state of his qualifications for this
mcet important of all functions: that I w_s but
too fully _IF.rsuadedof his incompetency for any
higher task than that of collecting materials :
that he was already much better acql_alnted with
my works than it was agreeable to him to be :
that his colour might, if his Majesty pleased to
make the experiment, be seen to change at the
bare mention of my name: that I was full_ and
particularly apprised of the money which m the
shape of :alarle, had been employed in the formatlon of that department: ttmt the managing
head be_ngthus incompetent, theresult would be,
--that, to any other purpose than that of collecting materials, the wliole amount was expended in
waste: that not to speak of other instances with
which the public was but too well acquainted,
the appointment made of such a person was of
itself a proof but too conclusive, of the _ dearth
there was in that vast exnpire, if net of persons
actually possessed, of persons as yet known to
be possessed, of the qualifications necessary tor
such a work: that if any such questions, as his
Majosty could have had in view, were to be addretuxl to me, the only shape, in which I could
give an answer capable of being of use, would
be that of a complete Outline of a body of law,
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Through another channel, I receive, in the
words bague de priz, the interpretation of
the word souvenir.
My endeavours to make
myself understood on that subject, have, I
fear, not been altogether successful.
The
same packet which conveys to your Majesty
this expression of my gratitude, will bear
witness for me, that in my eyes, mafter the
proof afforded me, as above, of the place
which I am fortunate enough to possess in
such as I had already oiFered to sketch out: that
if his Majesty would be pleased to call for such
a work at myhands, and at the same time invite
all persons m general, and his own subj_ts of
both nations in particular, to exhibit worJ_s in
competition with mine,--he might thus not only
bring under his eye the whole existing stock of
appro]_rlate talents, but give birth to an inde_
finite increase: and thus, at little or noexpense,
establish a :c/wol of legislation,--an¢l
tnereny
make the best provision possible for filling the
situations belonging to the department in question, with persons of whoce aptxtudefor the funstlonsofitthemcetappositeandcenclusiveproofs
had been afforded: that in the first instance the
ex_'ent
might be tried in Russia, or in Poland,
or m botl_ countries at the same time: and that,
as to my own part, in Poland in the hands of
Prince C_myriskl, I should be sure of the absence of all such opposing tricks,as I should be
sure of the presence of, in the other case.
After a letter to any such effect as the above,
so far as concerned Russia, my expectations, k
may be well imagined, could not be sanguine :
but so far as concerned Poland,--on the supposition of Prince Czartoriski's being what he
was at that time universally said to be about to
be, such was the known benignity and indulgence of his Imperial Majesty's disposition, there
might, it seemed tome, be stilla chance. From
the Prince at any rate, though scarcely from his
Majesty, I was still in expectation of an answer,
--when,
on a sudden,- my situation being at
that time at a distance from the centre of intelli,
gence"--I learnt from the public prints, that the
appointment of Viceroy, over the newly organ.
ized, or rather disorganized, remnant of the once
republican kingdom, had been given to a name
that I had never beard of.
After this, the treaties that were made public
rendered it but too manifest, that, together with
so many other looked-for coustitutinus, the constitution of Poland had taken its seat on the same
! cloud with Utop/a and .4rmata : that what remained of that unhappy country under its own
! name. had been finally swallowed up in the gulf
! of Russian despotism : that, in a word, engagemerits are regarded as binding, by those alone
who cennot viulate them with impunity; and that
of that modern Holy League, which in its spirit
is so congenial to that of the original one, it is
a fundamental prineiple,_that,
in the hands of
the ruling and sub.ruling few, the nearer the e_dition of the rubject-manv can be brought to tile
condition of the beasts of the field, the better it
will be for the interests, eternal as well as totalSral, of all _es.
l.Vote to let Edition, in which
tbeprecedingcorrospmulencewaspublished
inthe
body of the work, while that which immediately
follows, appeared afterwards in the "Supplemont." Ed.].]

LETTE_ II.]

Jercmy Bentham

to tAe Emperor of Russia.

your Majesty's goodopmiou--money's
worth,
as well as money, is, in this case, without
value.
The imperial seal will be found unbroken,
Your Majesty'sw/shis---toturnmyhumble
services, in some way or other, to account,
In that view it is, that your Majesty has been
pleased to point out a particular course. Bul
so it happens, that if this and no other were
the course pursued, it is not in the nature of
the case, that that w/s/t should in any degree
take effect.
Th_ impossibility is the result
of circumstances, which to your Majesty are
not known, and which it is therefore neeessary for me to bring to view: which done, I
will take the liberty of submitting two courses,
in either of which, the opinion your Imperial
Majesty is pleased to entertain of me, might
be productive of public benefit.
" Je prescrirai," says the letter--"
Je
prescrirai k la commission d'avoir recours k
vons, et de vons adresser ses questions."_
The course is a perfectly regular one, and
nothing is more natural than that it should
have been suggested, or even that it should
have suggested itself, to your Majesty. Yet
if this were all, your Majesty's intentions, it
will be seen, would be altogether frustrated,
In my former letter, a proposal I took the
liberty of submitting was, that I should re.
ceive your Majesty's orders, for the drawing
up upon a plan of my own, and submitting
to your Majesty, a proj_t de loi, on the subject of some large portion of that complete
body of law, which has so long been in contemplation : and in particular, of that which
belongs to the penalbranch : uponthe closer
wew, which the present occasion has obliged
me to take of the subject, the course which,
as above, bad at that time presented itself
simply as an eligible one, now presents itself
to me as the only eligible one.
The penal-I understood from good anthority a little more than a twelvemonth ago
was the branch, on the subject of which,
at that time, or a little before that time, the
greatest advances had been made. From the
commission alluded to, questions relative to
this branch (suppose) are addressed to me.
For giving answers to those questions, with
any prospect of being of use, there is but one
course which I could take ; and this is-- to
draw up as above, the proposed projet de iol,
and so transmit the tout ensemble. Yes, Sire :
upon the tout ensemble, in a case like this,
everything depends. The points to which the
questions would point, would be such and
such particular points.
What, in such case,
I should have to say in answer, I well know.
_" It _]] not be possible for me (I should
say) to determine within myself what is best
to be done in relation to those points in partitular, until it is understood by me what is
proposed to be done in relation to such and
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such ether points, with which those are neeessarily eonnccted. "
In an all-comprehensive body of law, such
as that in question, each provision requires
to be adjusted to, and for that purpose confronted with, every other. In no other way
should I ever think _ in no other way did I
ever think, of drawing up the profit of a
code. Thence it is that, if not in the first
instance, at the long run, any papers sent by
me in the shape of answers, would, if they
amounted to anything, fall into that very
shape in which I ventured to propose they
.should be presented in the first instance, and
m which the course in question would not
admit of their being presented, if at all, till
at the end of an indefinitely greater length
oftim_.
On a subject such as this, it is only in proportion as a mauls himself master of it, that
he is qualified for putting questions to otberJ.
On a subject such as this, in the situation
occupied by the persons alluded to, if men
are perfectly qualified for putting questions,
they are pretty well qualified for doing the
business without putting questions: at any
rate, if, in their own opinion, they are quailfled for putting any such questions, in that
same opinion they can scarcely _
of being
qualified for doing the business without putting any such questions.
But, the better qualified they are in their
own opinion for doing the bnsiness, and thence
for putting questions in relation to it, the
less will they feel disposed: and assuredly, so
long as by any means it could be avoided, no
such questions would ever be put.
Suppose them, however, put--put by the
persons alluded to--the
questions are still
their questions.
In relation to those questions, before they are sent, the determination
will have been already taken: taken by the
very persons by whom the questions will have
been penned.
The transmission of the queBtion will be
matter of firm.
Supposing answers sent,
the reception given to the answers will be
matter of form. If the acknowledgment
of
their being received can be avoided, avoided
it will be.
If it cannot be avoided, the matter of the
answers divides itself into two parts. In this
or that part, does it happen to be conformable
to the predetermination, taken as above ? In
that part it is of course needless: useless,
therefore, -- in any other character than that
of a testimony in favour of the wisdom by
which the predetermination was made :--as
to the unconformable remainder, coming,
it does, from a foreiguer, who, if behas some
notion of the business taken in general, at
any rate does not understand the state of the
particular country in question, it is of eourm
inapplicaMe.
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Sire, this is not surmise: it is certainty-certainty, derived from reitarated experience,
The business being, under your Majesty's
government, as the like businesses are with
us, in form put into the hands of a comndssion, or, as we say here, a board,-- your
Majesty's letter to me could not, with strict
propriety, have spoken of it in any other
terms. But, so far as concerns original penmanship, this same business (it is no secret)
is, --as in the first instance every such business ought to be, or rather cannot but be,
-- in the hands of one, and but one, person,
Now this one person is generally known:
the others being figurantcs, and, except to
the readers of your Majesty's court calendar,
not known. Of this one person, and no other,
I must therefore speak, on pain of being unintelligible,
Of this person, though near two years in
your Majesty's dominions (it was in the years
1786 and 1787,) not having visited either
capital, I have not any personal knowledge,
But of his writings I know a great deal more,
and of mine, he knows agreat deal more, than
it is agreeable to him to think of. Ever since
he began his career, be has beheld in my
name an object of terror : an emotion which,
at several distinct times, in the view of several different persons, has betrayed itself:
betrayed itself by symptoms, such as would
figure in a comedy.
Your Majesty has no
time for gossiping anecdotes, or I could furnish written proofs,
Sire, I shah as soon have answers to send
to the Emperor of Morocco as to a commission so headed.
But, if you have a mind for
a laugh, tell him you have received papers
from me, and that they are satisfactory. But
salts and smelling-bottle should be at hand.
Sire, I should ill warrant the good opinion
entertained of me, ff I hesitated to pronounce
lfim radically incapable; for, supposing this
to be a truth, I am, perhaps, the only person,
from whom, with any chance of good effect,
your Majesty could receive it. The persons,
by whom on such a subject, any judgment at
all could be pronounced, are extremely few:
of these few, probably not one, how intimate
soever his persuasion were, could dare to
avow it to your Majesty: unless, perhaps, it
were some rival, whose suggestions would be
liable to be referred altogether to the motive
indicated by that name.
Meantime, from the person in question, with
his colleagues and supporters, your Imperial
Majesty will have received the assurance,
that no such assistance, either from myself or
from any other foreigner, is necessary : and
that not being necessary, it would be but
an incumbrance: for that no foreigner has or
can have'any tolerable acquaintance with the
business:
while they are become complete
masters of it. In relation to this matter, I
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will venture to submit to your Imperial M_
jesty the following observations: -When, from any country, a complete body
of law, such as appears to be proposed,or
any one of its largest divisions, such as a
penal, a civil, or a constitutional code,--is
in contemplation,in respect of publicity,
two modes of going about the business m the
close and the open mode -- require to be distinguished.
Carried on in the close mode, it is carried
on as in ordinary cases, by a single person, or
some small number of persons, appointed by
the sovereign; and not made public at all,
till it comes out armed with the force of law.
Carried on in the open mode, the work,
antecedently to its coming out armed with
the force of law, is made public, viz. in the
way in which literary works in general are
. made public: and this, for the purpose --if
not expressly declared, at least implied and
generally understood-- of its being taken for
the subject of observations, such as any person (keeping his expressions of course within
the bounds of respect and decency) may, in
a manner alike public, feel disposed to cornmunicate.
The mode, which, in the present
case, will, in course, be recommended by the
commission, is the close mode. Why? Because in this mode, their inaptitude, be it
ever so complete, will be screened: screened,
till exposure comes too late for obviating and
preventing mischief, with which it is pregnant: whereas, by the open mode, it would
be brought to light in time.
In regard to the demand for previous publicity, altogether different is the present case
from that of ordinary legislation; i.e. legislation taking for its subject matters of detail,
as they happen to present themselves.
In
that case, the business is, of course, and must
be carried, and cannot but be, carried on in the
close mode.
This closeness is what follows
from the constitution of the government :
as that does from the extensiveness of the
territory, and the state of society among the
great bulk of its inhabitants.
By want of
time, if by nothing else, previous publicity is
in that case rendered generally impracticable.
The demand for legislation being, in this
case, the result of sudden exigency, -- such
exigency requires to be provided for as it
occurs, and without loss of time.
Quite different in this respect _ not to say
opposite -- is the present case: the case (it
may be called) of codification: where, of the
entire field of law m a field little less extensiva than the whole field of human action
some very large portion (a third, a fourth,
a fifth, or some such matter) _ and which,
in some way or other, is -- and for ages has
(in some shape or other, at successive times,
though, hitherto, as to a large proportion of
it, in a bad enough shape) lain covered with
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law,is to receive an entire new covering
all at once. The field having already its old
covering, hence comes the fac_hty of waiting,
and that without any more than the accus-
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tomed inconvenience,
for whatsoever lights
may be capable of being collected, for the
elucidation of the ground: and thence, during
whatsoever length of time may, for so imporrant a purpose, be found necessary : waitins,
viz. before final enactment; the formation of
the new one, if as yet unformed, or the examination of it, if formed, being all the while
going on. But, of this same new covering,
whatsoever may be the sort of matter which
it substitutes to the old, one sure effect will
be (unless in so far as this or that particular
exception comes to have been made and de-

the population of your Majesty's vast empir_
will stand exposed to, are such as I tremble
but to think of.
In detail, a great deal of bad legislation,
the work of a variety of hands, all of them
very indifferently qualified, may be endured,
and the mischief flowing from it'may continue
to flow without much notice.
Why? Because, being composed of additions gradually
made to an original stock under the influence
of which everybody was born, -- wldle, of
the mischmf which is the result of it, a part
more or less considerable, in consequence of
the observation taken of it, comes sooner or
later to be put a stop to, M the rest is imputed
to the imperfections inseparable from human
nature.

clared) to reduce the old matter, in its whole
extent, to a non-entity.
And, along with the
.facihty, hence comes the demand for a delay-- a precaution at once so necessary and
so safe.
In a case like this, answers from me received
or not received, when, by your Majesty's authority, the code as penned by the commissiou first comes out, will it come out already
armed with the force of law ? or only in the
shape of a projct de loi, continued thereupon
in that state, for a length of time more or
less considerable, --to
the intent that, by
that means, the sense of the pubhc at large,
or of a determinate portion of the public, may
in the mean time be, in some shape or other,
taken upon it ?
On the first of these plans, in ease of an illpenned code, the mischief would commence
immediately, and without so much as the ap-

But, of a body of new law, such as that
proposed, the effect is, in some very large
proportmn, as above, to annihilate the whole
body of that fabric upon which everything
which is valuable or dear to man depends:
and, when the gap thus made in the old matter comes to be filled up with the new,
then it is, that, of any one of the inadvertences, or ignorances, or wrong judgments,
which in this close mode, may with so full an
assurance be expected, -- ruin, to thousmlds
and tens of thousands, will be but the too
probable consequence.
At the same time it will be known --for
it is known already -- that the labours of an
Englishman -- of an Englishman, whose la.
bours in this line stand approved, not only
by other governments, --by the Bavarian_.
by the French, at several different periods_
but by your Majesty's, -- and even by your

pearance
of a chance
of appearance
its being prevented.
Majesty
in person-theseforlabours
have,
In the other
case, an
there will I to
this very
purpose, that
been
these dozen
be, of a chance of prevention:
but very little i years at your Majesty's command : and, all
more than an appearance will there be.that while, those who, on this part of the
From the calling into question, in any one field, have been in possession of your Maparticular, the more or less explicitly de- jesty's ear, have been successful in their endured excellence of it, what inducement in deavours to keep the fruit of those labours
any shape can any other person find ?-- what
from making its appearance.
prospect of advantage, either to himself, or
In the hands of several different persons,
to your Majesty's service ? At your Majesty's
-- all unconnected with each other -- all ocear, stands the official adviser, -- seen to have cnpying, at different times, in their respective
been in possession of it for these dozen years departments,
the highest posts in your Maor some such matter, --by whom you will be jesty's service, -- I could give your Majesty
assured, that the observations
are nothing
reason to be assured that my being occupied
worth, and the author an impertinent,
from in a task of this nature would be a result in
whom no good service, in this or any other
no small degree advantageous to your Mashape, is ever to be expected,
jesty's empire : in this or that instance, mat.
Such is the sort of retribution which every ter to this effect, addressed to myself: in
one would, and the only one which, in this other instances, to other people. If such had
close mode, any one could, entertain areanot been their real persuasmn, what could
sor_ble expectation
of receiving, _tbr
any have been their inducement for declaring as
aelb_dUr
, which, on so important and vast a
eld, he might otherwise feel disposed to
bestow,
Sire, the mischiefs which,--from
so prodigiouslyextensive,
and at the same time new,
a b6dy of law, drawn up by such hands, _

much, to or concerning an unconnected, and
in most instances personally unknown, fo.
reigner ? Then why not say as much to
your Majesty?
Sire, they were no longer
in office : or, if they were, it had not been,
or was not at that time exactly within their
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provinee; or if it was, confidence was, as the design altogether, by showing the unfitness
event proved, on the decline,
of the hands who have been employed in it.
The dimtppointments which, in this same But, even out of this good--negative
as it
ground, your Majesty hasalrcadyexperienced,
is, and no better--a
great evil would be but
are no secret. Now by what cause is it that too apt to arise.
Instead of the incapathese disappointments have been produced ? city of the workman, the cause of the bad
By this one circumstance;--by
the adOl_ performance may be looked for--and
being
fion of the close, to the exclusion of the open willingly looked for, may be found-- in the
mode : by the omitting to take the benefit nature of the sort of work : in its supposed
of such ligl_ts, as the world at large might be ineapadty of being well performed: and, supcapable of affording: by exclusive confidence,
posing the unfitness of the individual work
placed in a small number of persons, or rather sufficiently recognized, this of course is the
in a single person, of whose aptitude for the hypothesis which, by the strongest ties of
task no proof has ever seen the face of day : interest, the unskilful workman will stand
a taskin which the whole field of government
engaged to advocate.
is included, and for which the whole stock of
So much for the close mode.
Now as to
genius, knowledge, and talent, which the civi- the open mode, competition as above, being
lizod world affords, would not be too great,
supposed admitted. What are its advantages ?
Sir, there exists not, even in this country,
In the first place, all that incalculable mass
that man, or that limited number of men, of mischief just alluded to, is avoided.
who, in the eyes of the public, or even in
In the next place, the gFeatest probability
their own, would be competent to such atask,
is obtained, of the best possible code : a prowithout receiving all such lights, as, after bability, the greater the number of the eompubhcation made for that declared purpose, i petitors on the one hand, and of the critics,
the public in its utmost amplitude should be in the character of advocates and judges, on
disposed to furnish.
In the commission in the other.
question, is it possible your Majesty should
In the third place, the comfort and satisfaccontinue to see any such matchless combination, which so unequivocal a proof of the sintion of genius, inteUigcuce,
and wisdom-cerest regard for their feelings, their wishes,
to say nothing of probity-- as should ren- their good opinion, their lasting welfare, could
der superfluous in Russia, those precautions,
not fail to afford to the thinking part of the
which in England are so indispensable ?
people. A more unequivocal one it surely is
As to competition, --in the close mode, of not in the power of a sovereign to give. Wzthcourse there could not be any such thing: -out this token,-- the best possible code, supcompetition I mean as between two or more
)use it even a.perfect one, will want much
entire draughts , i. e. proposed codes-- drawn of producing the good effect, which, by means
by different hands : unless it were between
of a work of that sort is capable of being
member and member of that same commission
produced : with so expressive a token, any
or board; which, in the present instance, I inconvenience,
of which the change may, in
take for granted, is not to be expected.
By spite of every care, happen to be productive,
possibility, the open mode might be preserved,
will receive no slight compensation, as well
without admitting competition.
In the state as reduction, from the proof afforded of the
of a projct, antecedently to its being armed goodness of the intention that gave birth
with the force of law, one work, and no more, to it.
being admitted, such one work might be
In the last place comes, as the effect of all
made public,
with liberty
to personsatlarge, theseseveral
causes,theeasetoyourImperial
or to particular
descriptions
of persons,to Majesty'sconscience.Think, Sir,of theremake observations
on it:--to pointout any sponsibilitythe tremendous responsibility
such imperfections
of detail
thatmight seem --which you would incur,by setting
thedesimputableto it,but not to proposeanother tinyoffortymillions
ofsouls,to hang, asit
profit,inthe whole or inpart,inlieuof it: were, by a thread,upon a work ofsuch vast
ina word,topointouthereand therea syrup- extent,drawn up-- I cannotbut repeatitu
•om of weakness,but nottopresentanything by such ill-qualified
hands. Yes, Sir,this
likea generaland radicalremedy,
would be responsibility
indeed. Pursue the
But, inthiscase,inso faras the mode of open mode -- receive_ not from mine only,
proceedingcan wlth any proprietybe said but from everyotberhand,thatcanfindsuch
to be open, its openness will, comparatively
an offering to make, whatsoever it shall have
speaking, be of little use.
Let the badness to give -- plan for the whole, plan for this or
of the only work exhibited be rendered ever that part--miscellaneons
observations,_no
so manifest, nobetter wiRbe produced. Let such burden will, in that ease, press upon
the disease be sbewal to be ever so desperate,
_onr Imperial
Majesty's conscience.
The
no remedy wRl he at hand to be administered,
consciences, upon which whatever burthen
The utmost good, which in tiffs way can he there is will press, will be--in the first place,
done, will be _ the putting an end to the those of the volunteer workmen themselves-
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in the next place, those ofthe thi_/Rg, though
not work/n 9, part of the public, whose suffrages, by another application of the same
all - preserving principle__ the principle o.f
publicity, it will have been your Majesty;s
endeavour to collect.
At the door of this
many-seated tribunal, should its judgments
prove more or less erroneous, will all blame
from the error lie. Your Imperial Majesty,-having towards the avoidance of error done
all that it is in the power of man to do, -will stand clear from all self-reproach, as well
as from all censure,
Your Imperial Majesty has seen, onthe one
hand, the close mode, with it6 mischiefs: on
the other hand, the open mode, with its ado
vantages. Let the course, which from the first
I ventured to point out, be adopted,-- your
Imperial Majesty will see all those mischiefs
avoided--all
these beneficial results seeured,
In my proposal, as above, m the open mode,
with all the advantages naturally attached to
It-- the open mode, with the benefit of cornpetition -- was implicitly included,
My projet, I took for granted, would be
presented to your Imperial Majesty ready
printed.
Produced thus to the world before
it had ever met your Imperial Majesty's eye,
the work might be ever so inapplicable, or
even absurd, your Imperial Majesty would not
be subjected to any imputation on that score,
The only source of responsibility would be the
choice thus made of the person, to whom the
encouragement would thus have been given:
but, from all imputation of improvidence on
that score, your Imperial Majesty stands, it is
hoped, sufficiently exempted, by the testimohies which in my first letter were submitted
to your Imperial Majesty's notice.
In this state, let me suppose it published
(I mean myprojet) at St. Petersburgh. Over
and above any particular degree of aptitude
which it may be found to possess,the advantages which result from the circumstance
of its coming from a foreign hand, will presently (I can not but flatter myself) appear
manifest,
Of any such publicity given to the work,
the object or end in view can be no other than
the receiving, from the thinking part of the
public, indication of any such imperfections,
as it may be in the power of any person to
point out in it, --with or without theindication of correspondent remedies, or supposed
remedies: unless for a distinct object be to
be taken the. enabling and encouraging them,
togive indications of the like nature, in relation to whatsoever bodyof law may have been
the final result,
In this view, when the publication is announced, __ notice given in some shape or
other to the public at large,-- notice, having
.for its object the obtaining, from all such as
m their ownconceptionareq,m}ifiedtofarnish
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it, communication of the sort j nst mentioned,
--seems to follow as a matter of course.
Pub//_t/on,
it is true, might have place,
without any such notice_ Moreover, the norice beinggivan, the purport of it mightcono
fine itself to simple permission ; without any
direct and positive invitation.
But, without
positive invitation,--very
limited, and even
precarious, would the effect of the notice be
in the way ofencom-agement. So, on the other
hand, the warmer the invitation, the stronger
the encouragement : the stronger the eneouragement, and therefore the gre_ter the probability thus afforded, of the ancompHshmont of
the object thus supposed to he in view.
Insofaras,
in any imperfection or supposed
imperfection having plsce anywhere in the
proposed body of law, it happens to any
person to see a probable cause of mischief, to
himself or any other person or persons, in
whose welfare he feels an interest _in so far,
to engage him to do what depends on him
towards making known such mischief, to these
in whose power it is, or to him seems to be,
to afford relief, motives cannot be wanting :
all that can be necessary is the removal of
restraints.
By the invitation
above supposed, this necessary removal will, atleast, be
strongly promoted, if not universally aecomplished: I say, if not universally accomplished;
for, in so far as, in the event of his making
any such communication, an individual, by
whom it would otherwise have been made,
sees reason for apprehending injury at the
hands of any subordinates, --in so far the in.
vitatinn, given by the sovereign, cannot but,
in the instance of that individual, fml of such
its intended purpose.
But motives, how adequate soever, suffice
not without adequate means: and, for the
purpose of giving publicity in this way to all
such useful information as, if means were not
wanting, might be afforded,--the
stock of
necessary means at the command of individuals, would, I cannot but apprehend, be very
far from sufficient, unless facihtles were for
this purpose afforded by the hand of government.
By the following very simple arrangement,
if I do not much deceive mysell_ not only may
the facilities necessary to this purpose be
alforded,--but,
in the onlyway in which it
can he either necessary or conducive to the
service, e_'o_rag_e_t
may be afforded, and
that without any unproductive or superfluous
expense ; and moreover-- and still without
any additional expense _ a school of lsgida.
don formed, out of which, for filling offices belonging to this department, individuals maybe
chosen, distinguished by the most conclusive
proofs of that aptitude, of the deficiency of
which the recorded confessions lie before me:
proofs, such as the nature of things will not
suffer to he afforded by any other means.
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In the whole or in part, let the author of
every such communication be eased of the
expense ofprintiTt 9 : in the whole or in part,
let him moreover be eased of the expense of
pr/_mj-paper:
viz. to the extent of a limited
number of copies : butwith permission to add,
at his own expense, paper for as many additional copies as he thinks fit: and so in
regard to advertisements:
money, received on
account of the sale, to be paid, either all of
it to the author, or all of it to the treasury,
or in this or that proportion divided between
the individual and the treasury, according to
circumstances.
Botanessentialprecaution,
withoutwhich,
mischievous deception instead of useful informarion will be the result, is--that this facility
be afforded indiqeriminately to every one that
offers. If, under the notice of a selection to
be made of the most deserving, the choice be
left to any one man or body of men,--the
consequence will be -- that, to such communications alone as suit the personal purposes
of these judges, whoever they are, will the
facility be afforded: in every instance, in
which, either in the matter, or in the author,
there is anything that does not suit these personal purposes,--suppression,
not publication,
whatsoever be the merit of the work, will be
the almost sure result,
To whom, then, shall the facility be afforded ? To every offerer, without distinction, so
long as any press remains unoccupied: he who
first offers being all along first served,
But suppose every press thus occupied,
who is it that shall then determine ?_ I answer, Fortune.
Fortune has no sinister interest: men will, in such a case, be almost sure
to have such interest, and to be more or less
swayed by it.
Deception--the
result of partial informationwill not be the only mischief: instead
of reward, he by whom a communication-useful in itself, but to the judge or judges in
question unacceptable--is
tendered, will in
return for it receive punishment.
As long as
he can be kept, he will be kept in a state of
expectation and anxiety, dancing attendance,
and wasting--perhaps
his money, and certainly his time : when at last his patience is
exhausted, then it is that be will discover, or
not discover, that from the very first be had
no chance,
Another result, altogether natural, is-that, by persons on whom the decision depends, -- with or without other persons on
whom, though erroneously, it witl be supposed to depend, _br/bes
will in some shape
or other be received : and the candidates from

granted to the utmost extent of the demand
-- will it be considerable enough to be felt as
a burthen by your Majesty's treasury? Glorious indeed will be the burthen w auspicious
the sign-- in such a case.
Here then, Sir, is your school of legisla.
tlon : and presently I shall have to show you,
that, __ among the scholars, thus performing
their exercises in this school, -- persons will
be to be found, better qualifiedtbananyothers
could be for doing that for you, which, in
my situation, the most consummate wisdom
would not qualify a man for doing for yell
My proposed code will be but an outline.
Why? Because, in my situation, the most
consummate ability could not furnish--tooderate wisdom would not softer a man to proless to furnish-- anything more.
Among the circumstances by which a demand for legislation is produced, some are of
universalgrowth,
others only ofloealgrowth:
to such only as are of universal growth, could
a foreign hand undertake to afford in terminis
an adequate supply of legislative provision,
with any sufficient ground for confidence. In
this outline will accordingly be contained so
much of the proposed code as can be proposed
to stand in terminis.
For the filling up of this
outline, notwithstanding the utmost degree of
ability with which it can possibly be penned,
whatsoever matter of detail, adapted to circumstances of local growth, may be necessary,
must be prepared by some native hand: at any
rate by some person, to whom those circumstances have been made sufficiently known by
residence.
For this matter of detail, the demand will
be produced--in the first place, by the widely
different condition of different provinces ; in
the next place, by the different condition of
different classes of persons in the same province.
Meantime, even in regard to these details,
what I could do, what I am accustomed to
do, and what in my proposed code I should
make a point of doing, is-- to furnish soggestions, having for their object the affording
guidance and assistance to the local penman,
in the adjustment of the details: in such
sort, that the general principles exhibited
and pursued in the outline -- the principles
adapted to such circumstances as are of antversal growth,
and such circumstances
of
local growth as are generally notorious--may
likewise in thefilling up be pursued. Accordingly, in this way likewise,--the
microscope
being, in this field, not less familiar to me
than the telescope,I should hope to be of
use.

whom they are extracted will be__as well
those to whom it was predetermined to deny
the facility, as those to whom it was prederetrained to afford it.
The expense of such a facih'ty -- even ff

For shortness, I have saidfillin 9 up; aware
at the same time, that, to put the work in a
state fit for use, not only addition, but subtraction and substitution, may occasionally be
necessary.
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Now then, Sir, comes the grand use--the
immediate practical use---of your Majesty's
legislative school, formed as above. For the
filllngup of the outline thus drawn, whether
by my own or any other foreign hand,--matter of detail, as above, will be necessary. I
might add, perhaps, even native hand: for, in
your Majesty's vast empire, such, in many instances, are the differences between province
and province, that the native of one will be
little other than a foreigner to another. By
whom, then, shah this business be performed?
I answer-- by some scholar or scholars, by
whom proof of qualification for the function
has been exhibited,-- exhibited by exercises,
performed as above, in that school: by him
or them, in preference, by whom, --according
to the best-grounded judgment that can be
formed,--theproofsofgreatestaptltudehave
thus been furnished. Among them all has no
one been found, by whose works proof sufficient of this species of aptitude has, in a sufflcient degree, been thus furnished ? If so,
I am truly sorry for it: for, this being the case,
then not in the whole of your Majesty's vast
empire, does there exist any person sufficiently qualified for the business. In the scale
of aptitude, -- that person, by whom proof of
any degree of aptitude, how low soever, has
been furnished, stands, at any rate, above all
those by whom no such proof has been furnished.
Will it be said, by way of objection, that
the same difficulties, as those just represented
as attaching upon the choice of works for
publication, will attach upon every choice to
be made, among the authors for the filling of
situations such as those in question, after the
works are published?
Not, surely, on any
sufficient ground.
For, of a selection made
for publication, the consequence is--that,
by
every work not selected (except in the instances in which the author may have the
resolution to publish at his own expense _
instances which, under such discouragement,
do not promise to be very numerous) the public sustain_ a loss: and, on that plan, among
those who upon the open plan would have produced and given in their works, some there
nay be who, by despair of acceptance, may
e deterred from applying their thoughts to
the subject.
A work thus stifled or nipt in
embryo, is dead to every purpose : whereas
a work, which, through the medium of the
press, has once been brought to light, remains upon the carpet, capable at all times
of being taken for the subject of an appeal
by which every injustice, done to it in the
first instance, may be repaired,
In this way, how unfortunate soever the
choices made should eventually prove, still
what will at the same be seen--seen
by all
ey.e.s__by your Majesty--by
your Majesty's
suojectsj__ by foreign sovereigns--by
foreign
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subjects __ is -- that those choices have nor
been _together groundless: on the contrary,
that, tbr the securing the best choices possible, the best adapted and most promising
means have been employed.
By every such contributor-- the anthentidty of the production being supposed to be
out of doubt h I mean the fact of its having
been composed by him whose name it bearsh
(for this is a point that must not be over.
looked) proofs of attention, bestowed upon
the subject, will at any rate have been furnished : and this is more than will have been
furnished by any one else.
Behold now the advantages, from the cireumstance that the hand, by which the outllne has been drawn, is a foreign one : -I. No restraint whatsoever on the liberty
of criticism. The hand, by which the work
is presented, is one from which no man has
anything to fear, any more than to hope.
From such a hand, whatever comes is, as the
sportsmen say, fair game.
Not disfavour,
but favour rather, will be looked for from the
hunting it. Imperfections, and not merits,
will be the objects looked out for with most
alacrity by every native eye.
2. Supposeit put to use:--in the ultimately
sanctioned code, suppose as considerable n
portion of this outline employed, as the hature of the case will suffer to be employed.
How pure will in such case be the satisfaction of the people ! Here cannot have been
anyunduepartiality--anythinglikefavouritism. The author all the while at a distanco,
without connexion, and,--with
the exception
of that mutually honourable influence which
is exercised by understanding on understanding, -- altogether without influence : to the
sovereign, not so much as his person known:
and all this, matter of universal notoriety.
Under such circumstances, by what imsglnable cause can any preference that has been
given to the work have been produced, but
the opinion at least--the
unbiassed opinion
--of its suitableness to the purpose ?
3. In this case, too, h howsoever it may
be in other countries foreign to Russia, _ an
Englishmenbeingtheworkman,
c_itiescennever be altogether wanting in England. From
your Majestyasimpleinvitation
would, Imake
little doubt, suffice to produce works undertaken expressly for this purpose. But, at any
rate, reviews exist, by none of which, consis.
tentlywith their interosts, could a work, execured under these circumstances, be passed by
unex_mlned. And well may your Majesty be
assured, that for discovering in it imperfection
in every shape, imagined as well as real, adoquate motives cannot be wanting here.
Compare, Sir, with the legislation or codification school thus sketched out, the unschooled codification.establishment,
at present or lately in existence.
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The report made to your Majesty of the
28th February 1804, lies before me. Whatsoever may be its character in any other point
of view,--in
an historical point of view, it is
of no small value. From 1700 to 1804--a
space of 104 years, -- commission after cornmission-- office upon office -- salary upon
.salary--and still nothing done. Thereupon,
m 1804, a commission in a new form:m
eleven years more, and still nothing done.
Why ? Because the only sort of means, by
which, in the nature of the case, anything
could be done--or
at least tolerably well
done _ (I mean those above submitted) have
never yet been taken. So that money is but
spent, no matter kow it is applied.
So far as
concerns salaries, in Russia (I cannot but
suspect) -- in England (I cannot but see)-such has all along been the principle acted
upon: the consequences have been--those
which, by the nature of things, are attached
to such principles,
According to this report, in the time of
Catherine IL the whole field of legislation
was divided amongst fifteen commissions, cornposed alltogether of no fewer than I28 merebers. By each of these commissions, a mass
of paper was covered with written characters:
masses 15 (p. 12,) not one oftbem foundfit
to make its appearance.
How should it have
been ? where should any of them have got
their skillMtbese
codificators?
What mofives, what means, had they for the acquiring
of it ? Seven years of hard labour, real or
supposed, on the part of this set of commissioners (p. 12,) and then, if I understand the
matter right, seven more years of the like
labour on the part of another set--(p.
13,)
and still nothing done. Publicity--the
most
unlimited publicity rathe only possible means
of doing anything,-and still nothing but the
closest secrcsy put in practice !
Always the same failure--always
from the
same causes--and
to the last the samehopeless course pursued.
Ah, Sir, with what
regret did I not see (it was in the report of
28th February 1804, p. 35) the long list of
offices with pecuniary appointments, all of
them to last -- (for how in common compassion could it be otherwise ?)--to last for the
lives of the official persons. Official persons,
48: total of annual expense, roubles 100,000.
But in these salaries were not included those
of either of two personages, -- each of them
lending his name, neither of them anything
else,=-Higk Excellencies, the amountofwhese
appointments in that quality, shame, it should
seem, kept out of the list.
By what portion of that multitude of saladed workmen has anything been done ? and
by such of them by whom anything has been
done, in what quantity
and to what value,
has work been done ?
Not but that, ia the way of collecting ma-
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terials, and putting them in order, -- workmen, even in that multitude, may have been,
and, for aught I can know to the contrary,
have been, usefully employed: materials, conslating of dispositions of existing law, distributed under heads. Few perhaps are the
occasions on which, -- to the forming a sufficiently grounded judgment on the question,
what, in relation to this or that bead, ougktto
be law, mit is not necessary to know what
actually/s law. Statements, showing what/s
law, are therefore among the materials, which
he to whom it belongs to say what ought to
be, and thence what shall be, law, must have
to work with. But, the workman by whom
materials of this sort are collected and brought
to the spot, is but the hod-carrter.
And
where are the architects, or so much as the
bricklayers
Byanyoneofthevolunteerworkmenwhom
I have thus been labouring to introduce into
your Majesty's servlce,-- not a penny can be
received, but for work, which, well or ill
done, will, at any rate, have been done : no,
nor in any other proportion than that of the
quantity actually done : and, among those
will be--not
only bricklayers, but underarchitects : -- whichsoever function each man
feels or fancies himself most fit for. After
trial, if this or that man does not prove fit,
so much the worse : but it is only by trial
that he, oranyone, canhave had ,tuck chance
of being made fit, or any chance at all of being
proved to be fit.
Where, work or no work, salary is received, what you are well assured of ls--a
man's affection for the salary. Where, in the
way here proposed, without salary, or pecuniary allowance in any other shape, work is
done, -- what you arc pretty well assured of
is -- a man's affection for the work.
Affection, indeed, is not itself aptitude:
but, in every case it is one cause of aptitude,
and, in the present case in particular, there
cannot be a more efficient, not to say a more
indispensable one.
Meantime, if I have not been misinformed,
one code at least--and
that on the penal
branch -- if not already in print, is already in
more or less forwarchless, from the official
hand. Now for a few suppositions :-- 1. It is
out already ;--2. It is not out yet, but comes
out, before any outline from me is at St. Petersburgh;--3.
It comes out, but not till
after an outline from me has been for some
time out at St. Petersburgh ;-- 4. It never
comes out at all. In these several cases, wha_
may be the effect expected from my work _
-- from my work, including school of ley,s
lation, built on the tribunal of free criticism,
which, as above, I consider as an accompam,'xent to it, or as one fruit of it.
Case I. It is out already. But at any rate
not with the force of law already givcu to it:
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for, had this been the case, I should have
heard ofit_ I should not expect tofind that
it is so, even in the prohationar 9 state.
If
it is,--then,
before it receives the force of
law, it will rest with your Majesty to determine, whether the tribunal of free criticism,
above proposed for my own work, shall not
take cognisance of it. But, in case of the affirmative, on which I cannot help reckoning
-- in that case, your Majesty's declaration on
that head had need to be explicit---', L'origi.
hal est confirm_ de la propre main de sa Majest_ Iml_riale clans les termes suivans : ainsi
soitfait."
Thus in French. In English, Woe
to all gainsayers ! Such was the regis, with
which the authors of the report of 28th February 1804, thought it advisable to provide
themselves.
Critics, be dumb ! Woe be to all
9ainsayers!
At any rate, if it be your Imperial Majcsty's pleasure to cause a copy to be transmitted to me, --observations
on it from me,
--or, with your Imperial Majesty's permission (that my work may not be stopped,)
from some friend of mine, -- shall be submitred to your Majesty with all poss_le dispatch. It will then rest with your Majesty's
pleasure, what delay, if any, to allow for the
delivering in of my work, before the sanction
of law is given to that, or any other.
Case 2. It is not out yet, but comes out
before any outline from me has reached St.
Petersburgh. -- In the mean time, shall I
have been useless ? No, Sir-- all this while,
though I were all the time asleep, I shall have
been rendering to your Majesty usefifl service. To the official hand, have been all the
while applied the spur and the rein, formed
by the idea of the trtbunal cf free criticism,
which is waiting for that work: and, in conjunction with this idea, the idea of the rival
work, from the hand, by the shadow which,
at this distance, the official hand hath, as
above, been so often made to tremble,
Case 3. My Outlzne has reached St. Pctersburgh, and from the o:cial handno Projet
hath as yet been delivered in, but comes out
afterwards. -- The official faculties will now
have been put to their utmost stretch.
The
enemy--the
foreign enemy--has
been seen
already on the field. For this his work, here
will be at least one critic, by whom the virtual challenge can scarcely have been refused,
Against the intruder's work, whatsoever can
be said,here at least is one, _ and, at his
back, others by dozens and by seores,_who,
all of them, have had the strongest interest
in saying it.
And now, the fresh subject being come in,
the legislative school finds a fresh recruit of
scholars: _ scholars, as many as can descry
for themselves any the least chance of advaneement, from their exercises as performed
in it.
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Let me not here withhold the ackaowlodgment, which even already seems to be
due. What trom that hand I should expect
to find, is--a
work not unsusceptible of
criticism, __ of examination.
In it I foresee
a work, in which the forms of method will
have been observed: in it will be found distinguishable parts. This I collect from what
I see in the above rapport. A point (mathematicians tell us) has no parts: a chaos, how
vast soever, has not any more. The fifteen
masses of proposed legislative matter, spoken
of in the rapport, had not, any one of them,
anything like method: --had not any distinguishable parts : _ thus much I collect from
the rapport.
By this methodicalness,
the
sketch given in that same rap.port, -- and,
I should suppose, whatsoever may have been
shown to your Majesty since, _ stands distinguished, I take for granted, from, or at
least above, all that had gone before it. Here
was one step, towards the one thing needful.
This, I suppose, is that which gained for the
author,and, as far as it went, on grounds,
the justice of which is above dispute, -- your
Majesty's favourable opinion and acceptance.
Altogether above dispute, are the importahoe of good arrangement to legislation, and
the importance of a set of synoptic tables,
_ (syst_rae figurg is the word used by the
[French Encyclopedzsts) to good arrangement:
good arrangement and good tables are at once
effect and cause. A man, -- who, feeling the
need of it, is able to frame an implement of
this sort, -- is beyond comparison better qualifted for the main work, than one, who is
either blind to the use of such a security for
good arrangement, or unable to produce it.
This, then, is one step made towards the
one thing needful: but it is not itself the one
thing needful.
Here are so many drawers or
boxes.
But the contentsf -- what will the.
be? Everything depends upon the contents:
and, from nothing that I have ever seen or
heard, can I entertain any favourable expectation, in regard to the contents, with which,
if with anything, those same boxes are destined to be filled.
Your Majesty was well advised, in the acceptance given to those services.
I see not
well how they could have been refused. But
the misfortune wasthe yielding to that
anxiety, which on the part of a person in
that situation was at once so natural, and so
pernicious :--the anxiety to preclude the sovereign, according to custom, from receiving,
from any other quarter, services, of which the
whole civilized world could not afford a supply too large.
Case 4. Lastly _ suppose that notwith.
standing the spur so applied, as above, a teasortable time has elapsed, and still no work has
appeared from the official hand. -- Inwardly
felt conviction, of at least the comparative
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goodness of the already published work,seE-conscious
inability to produce a better,
!£ any at all, -- such, it wiI1 have become
manifest, is the state of mind, which the
silence ]ms had for its cause.
Meantime,
here,_by
the supposition --here_
at any
rate, is a something in hand: I mean my own
work, whatever it may be found to be: -- a
something, which, but for this my humble
proposal, would never have had existence,
To the number of commentators--under
the assurance that, where the author is an
unconnected foreigner, they will be critical
ones, wand thence of self-appointed judges,
under the assurance that they will not be
favourably partial enes, -- your Majesty sees
plainly enough, that it is not without concern,
that I should see any limits,
But, -- in regard to the sort of a work itself, whichistobethesubjectofthiseriticism
--one condition, I must confess, I should not
be sorry to see required, _ whatsoever, in the
way of limitation, might be the effect of it.
This is --that,
to each considerable mass
of matter, w nay even to each single word
where the importance of it required as much,
- considerations,
destined to serve in the
character of reasons, --stated,
in proof of the
propriety of whatever were so proposed to be
established,should _1 alon_ be annexed,
This subject was touched upon in my former letter :-- I cannot too earnestly solicit
your Majesty's attention to it.
Sir, it is on!y by the criterion wit is only
by the test _ thus formed, -- that talent can
be distinguished from imbecility, appropriate
science from ignorance, probity from improbity, philanthropy from despotism, sound sense
from caprice,--aptitude,
in a word, in every
shape, from inaptitude,
Reasons, these alone are addresses from
understanding to understanding.
Ordinances
without reasons, are but manifestations
of
will, -- of the will of the mighty, exacting
obedience from the helpless.
Absolve him
from this condition -- rid him of this check,
_not
only the man, who presents a code to
you for signature,--but
the man who presents your shirt to you,--is
competent to
makelaws.
The man who presents the shirt?
Yes, Sir, or the woman who washes it.
Give up this one condition, -- Germany
alone, on any one subject that you please,
will furnish you with as many hundred codes
as you please: -- all of them faithfully copied
from the chaos, which for a different part of
the world was put together, some twelve or
thirteen hundred years ago: _all
of them
eomposod upon the most economical prindples: _all
of them written at the rate of
so many pages an hour: -- all of them, without any expense of thought,
_ro reasons/
No reasons to your laws/-cries Frederick the Great of Prussia, in a
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flimsy essay of his, writte_ professedly on
thisvery subject. Whynoreesons?
Because,
(says he) if there be any such appendage to
your law, -- tbe first puzzle-cause ofa lawyer,
(le premier hronillou d'avocat) -- that takes
itinhand, will overturn it. Yes, sure enough:
if so it be, that, -- a text of law pointing one
way, --a reason that stands next to it points
another way,--that
is, if either the law or/he
reason is to a certain degree ill constructed,
--a mishap of this sort may have place. But,
is this a good reason against giving reasons
No more than it would be against making
/aws. As well might it be said-- _No d/tee/ion posts/
Why? Because, if, coming to
a direction post, a mauvais plaisant should
take it into his head to give a twist to the
index, making it point to the wrong road, -the traveller may thus be put out of his way.
Suppose now a code produced, as usual,
without any such perpetual commentary of
reasons: prefaced, for form sake, and to make
a show of wisdom -- prefaced, as hath so repcatedly been done, by a parcel of vague and
unapplied, because inapplicable, generalities,
under the name ofprlnciples.
It may be upproved, and praised, and trumpeted.
But on
what grounds? If, in regard to this or that
particular provision or disposition of law,
any distinct and intelligible grounds for the
approbation are produced, _ they wi]l be so
many reasons. Why, then (may it be said to
the draughtsman) -- why, if you yourself
know what they are,_ why, unless you are
ashamed of them -- why not come out with
them in the first instance ? _ why not spread
them out, at one view, before the public at
large, -- instead of whispering them, one at
one time, another at another, in the ear of
this or that individual, pre-engaged by luterest or prepossession, in quality of trumpeter?
_ But if no such grounds-- that is, if no
grounds at all-- canbe produced, where is the
truth or value of any such praise ?
On the other hand,--suppose
a body of
law produced, supported, and elucidated, from
beginning to end, by a perpetual commentary
of reasons: all deduced from the' one true
and only defensible principle--the
principle
ofgeneralutility
--under which they will, all
of them, be shown to be included.--Here,
Sir, will indeed be a new _ra: --the _ra of
rational legislation : an example set to all nations:--a
new institution:--and
your Majesty the founder of it.
Thepenalis
the branch of law, with whic_
in contradistinction to the civil, I in a manner
took for granted that it would be deemed
i most proper to commence.
Reasons arc obvious, and seem conclusive.
In the penal
i branch for instance, circumstances of universal growth have place in a larger proportion
than in that other.
On that account it lies,
in a more extensive degree, within the compe-
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tence of a foreign hand. In the penal branch,
too, cha_es
to any extent may be made,
and--so they be but for the better in other
respects, -- neither danger nor alarm be produeed by the change,
Not so in the case of the civil branch. Of
that branch, the grand and all-pervading ohjest is--to
keep out change :--to prevent as
much as possible, those disappointments, whlch
aretbe rasultofactualandunexpeetedchange,
and those alarms, which are produced by the
tremulous expectation
of change.
In this
case, general uncertainty in the state of the
law-- that perpetual source of unexpected
changes, in individual instances, to an unfathomable extent--is
the grand source of
evil : and uncertainty is the inherent disease
of that wretched substitute to law, which is
called unwritten law, and which, in plaintruth,
is no law at all. For this disease, written law
--the only sort of law which has any other
than a metaphorical existence,--is
the only
remedy.
A remedy of this sort, Napoleon
]tad the merit of giving to France. With what
degree of skill it is made up, I have never yet
seen any use in the inquiring. But, _etchedly bad indeed must this remedy have been,
if it has not been in a signal degree better
than none. Happy had it been for mankind,
if, in this way alone, he had set an example
to its rulers.
It remains for me to speak of the way alluded to at the outset, as the other way, in
which, with your Imperial Majesty's approbation, such services as it may be in my
power to render, may, in some sort, be put
to use ; and in some degree, though not an
equal degree, the objects, above spoken of,
attained,
By the same conveyance with the letter
from your Majesty, came one from Prince
Adam Czartoriski.
It is to remind me of an
eventual promise I had made to him, and to
call upon me for the eventual performance,
Poland was, of course, the subject of this proraise. What gave occasion to it, your Majesty
may, perhaps, have heard already from that
Prince. A]| that passed between us on either
side was in generals : things were not at that
time ripe for entering upon particulars : your
Majesty's intentions were not sufficiently
owrL But, from the nature of the case,
an inference I was led to draw, was-- that
in relation to that country, the constitutwnal,
--antecedently
at least to every other, -was the branch, with relation to which, my
services were in view.
But, of all branches
of law, m the constitutional is that, in reintion to which, so far as concerns the drawing
of a general outline, a foreign hand seems less
competent than in relation to any other.
Why ? Because constitutional law depends
throughout upon locahties.
Here, then, the
plan of giving answers, as above, to inciden-
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!talquestions, is the only one that seems suited
!to the nature of the case.
Not that in this case, any more than in the
other, there could be any use in sending aaswers, -- any further than as, in the place
to which they were sent, they found a disposition to put them to use.
But if, in the
present instance, there be say deficiency on
that head,--the
application, so obligingly
reiterated to me by that prince, is an effect
without a cause.
Meantime, if it were your Majesty's plea,
sure to give me orders for an outline of penal
and civil law, commencing with the penal law,
for Poland, -- my labour, although the field
of it were confined to Poland, would find
motives altogether adequate to the production of it.
a_vypurpose would thus be answered, but
not that which I can not but hope to find your
Majesty's. For Russia, -- no competition, no
tribunal of free criticism, no school of legislation, no nursery for functionaries, employed
in the department of legislation : nothing
but a faint telescopic view of those es_blishments, as existing in Poland. The destiny of
Russia delivered over to a single hand, --such
as everything I have either seen or heard,
concurs in forcing me to regard as an insufficieut one.
Your Majesty sees my importunity ? _Vhy
should I be ashamed of it ? It is nut for
money : it is not for power: it is not for dig.
nity: it is not even for favour:mit
is for a
chance of being of use:--of
use?mandto
whom of use ?
Not inconsiderable,-either in extent, or
number, or importance, --are the subjectsof
consideration, which I have thus ventured to
submit to your Majesty's decision.
But, so
far as regards anything to be done by me, few
points there are of any importance, in which
the decision can be--at
once so simple, so
easy, and so safe.
To set me at work, all that would be he.
cessary would be -- an intimation of your Majesty's pleasure to that effect. Euglish must
be the language in which I write.
It is ac*
eurdingly in that language, that, in the first
instance, it must be printed.
But sheet by
sheet, as fast as it comes out in English, Mr.
Dumont, serving upon the same terms that I
do, would-- I am as certain as if he were
here, and told me so -- be happy to render it
into French: in which case, the French translation would be in print nearly as soon as the
original
The expense of the work in English would be my concern : with regard to the
French, it would be as your Majesty pleased.
To Petershurgh, as many copies, m'_m_ English, in French, orin both, --as your Majesty
pleased to order, should be transmitted. What
should be done in relation to them when there,
would of course depend altogether upon your
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Majesty's pleasure. But, I hope your Majesty
will have no objection to the giving me a proraise, that when there, they shall see the light,
The work will not be a libel : and, if disspproved, -- and, with or without reason assigned, the disapprobation declared,--any
such disapprobation will not, naturally speaking, experience much difflcultyin making itself
respected. I have the honour to be, Sir, your
Imperial Majesty's ever faithful servant,
JEREMY BENTHAM.

in which I shall never cease to hold you, and
permit me in advance to flatter myself with
the hope that neither to us, t will the benefit
of your assistance be refused, on the occasion
of whatsoever boon, in the way oflegislatlon,
his Imperial Maj2sty may d_gn to grant to
Poland. I shall not fail, when the time comes,
to address myself, Sir, to you, and to recal to
your recollection the friendly promises you
had the goodness to make to me, in relation
to that subject.
Meantime I embrace with pleasure this
occasion of begging your acceptance of this
declaration of my sentiments, and of that most
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Prince
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Adam Czartorisld, of Poland, to
Jerem_l Bentham, London.*
Vienne, le 25 Avril 1815.

distinguished consideration with which I have
the honour to be, Sir, your most humble, and
most obedient servant,
A. CZARTORISKI.

MoNsIEus, m Lea courses continuelles que
sa M_jest_ l'Empercur a faites, apr_s avoir
quitt_ l'Angleterre, et los grands int_rt_ts qui
l'ont occup_ depuis quelque terns, ne m'ont
permis que duns ce moment de remettre _ sa
Majest_ Imp_rialc la lettre que vous lui avez
addressee, monsieur.
C'est avec un plaisir
particnlicr que jc m'empresse de vous transmettre, ci-joint, la r_ponse de sa Majest_
Imp_rialc.
Veuillez recevoir _galement de men cSt_
l'assurance de la haute estime que je ne cesseraidevousporter,
etpermcttezmold'avance
de me flatter de l'espeir, clue vous ne refusefez pus de nous _clairer aussi de yes lumi_res
duns tout ce qui pourrait avoir rapport _la 1_gislation, clue sa Majest_ Imp_riale dal.gnera
accorder _ la Pologne.
Je ne manquera_ pes,
lorsqu'il en sera terns, de m'adresser _ vous,
monsieur, et de vous rappeller lea promesses
amicales que your avez bien vould me faire _
ce sujct,
Je profite, en attendant, avec un grand empressement de cette occasion pour vous prier
d'agr_cr l'assurance de rues sentimens, et de la
consideration la plus distinguee avee laquelle
j'ai l'honneur d'etre, Monsieur, votre tr_s
humble et tr_s ob_issant serviteur,
A. CZ&aTORXS_L

No. XIV.
Jeremy Bentham, London, to Prince Adam
Czartoriski of Poland.
Queen-square Place, Westminster,
June 1815.
DEAR Sin, -- For one thing, I must begin
with casting myself upon the Emperor's forgiveness as well as yours: t/tat is, the enormous length of time (upwards of a month)
that has intervened, between my receiving
of the two letters, and the dispatching of
these myanswers.
Another thing, for which
likewise I must beg your indulgence, is--the
rough state in which I am reduced to send a
copy, of mine to the Emperor, for your use.
Both trespasses have their source, in an engagcment under which the letters found me :
viz. that of drawing up for this country, for
the use of a voluntary association, a plan of
National Education, in relation to which I
may perhaps take the liberty of troubling you
with a few words, before the close of the
present letter, or at any rate by the next
messenger.
As to your copy, -- the whole
business of the Education scheme was in
danger of being put a stop to for an indefinite
length of time, had I not devoted myself exelusively to it ; as to your copy -- I mean
your copy of my letter to the Emperor-- I
hope you will find ic legible;
and, consistently with my engagements, time could not
be found for the copying and revisal ofanother
fair one.
As to the original, you, as well as he, will,
I fear, be sadly annoyed by it, were it only
for the length of it. It was, however, absolutely necessary I should speak out: and I
saw no hope of being able so to do, to any
purpose in any lesser compass. I hear it said
everywhere -- that he is a good-natured man :
--by what you will find me saying to him,
that quality will be put to the test.
From

TRANSLATION.
Vienna, 25th April 1815.
Sn% -- The continual excursions, which his
Majesty the Emperor has been ranking, since
his departure from England, and the great intcrests with which he has for some time been
occupied, allowed not, until this moment, of
my remitting to his Imperial Majesty the
letter you addressed to him. It is with particular pleasure, that I hasten to transmit to
you herewith his Imperial Majesty's answer,
Be pleased to receive, at the same time,
from myself the assurance of the high esteem
i
• Transmitting, in official form, the Emperor
Alexander's Letter, No. XI.

T Meaning, a: wall as Russia, to which country
alone the tett_ in question hadborne reference.

l_lo. XIV.]

Jeremy Bentham

to -Prince Adam Czartoriski.

me, if he has patience enough, he may thus
read, what from a man in any other situation,
it is not in the nature of things thathe should
either read or hear.
A bandage on his eyes _ leading-strings on
his shoulders-- on th/s part of the field of government, such has hitherto been his costume,
My aim is to rid him of those appendages ;-is it possible he sbould forgive me? Forgive
me or not, that is not the point: that he should
suffer himsc]£to be rid of them, that is the one
thing needful,
I hope this will not draw you into a scrape :
a scrape on your part so perfectly undeserved:
for, no such thing as a tale out of school have
I ever had from you.
If, by anything I have said, an end should
be put, not only to that correspondence, but
to another, which is so truly flattering to me,
-- I shaJ1be truly sorry. But it was necessary
to run the risk : for I think you will agree
with me, that, whether w_th it an)thing be
done or no, without it nothing was at any rate
to be done.
The letter addressed to his Majesty I put
into a separate packet. I avoid purposcly any
such attempt as that of makingit pass through
your hands.
In relation to an official person there so frequently alluded to, it was
absolutely necessary I should speak without
reserve : and there seemed neither necessity
nor use for your being involved in any such
business,
Even if it should be in the constitutional
partofthefieldoflaw,
thatmylabours,
suchas
they are, should be desired by you -- (though
for reasons already given, that is the part, m
relatmn to which my hopes of being of use are
least sanguine) --I repeat my promise to put
them under your command : 1. Because I do
not absolutely despair of beingahle to do good,
here a little and there a little -- even in relation to that branch ; 2. Because (as I say to
the Emperor,) that is the branch, which, 1
imagine, you had more particularly in view.
But, my expectations
are much more extenslvc, as well as sanguine, in relation to the
penal and the civil branches: including, in
both cases, (though, so far as concerns the
organization of the judicial estabhshment, it
belongs to the eonst,tutional branch,)the
_stern of procedure.
Why? Because, in the
clod branch, there will b'e a good deal of matter, _ and in the penal a good deal more, -applicable alike to the circumstances of all
countries ; andtherein applicable, with littleor
no difference, under any form ofaovernment,
o tar, therefore, I could mysclfpropose matter, with a tolerable expectation of its being
received, and thence with a proportionable
degree of facility and alacrity : whereas, in regard to constitutio_tal law, in which is included
the form of government ' it would be folly for
me to pretend to originate anything coiL_ider-
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able. What is the monarch willing to/cave,
or to concede, to your nobles, and the great
body of the people, taken together?
What
are the monarch and your nobles, taken together, willing to leave, or to concede, to the
great body of the people ? What are the
people at present in a condition to receive, if
the powers on which it depends were wi///mj
to concede it to them? What more, within
a moderate space of time, may they be expected to come of themselves to be in, or to
be capable of being put into, a condition to
receive, __ and by what means ? -- All this, if
known to anybody, is known to you : not a
particle of it to me.
When, near the close of the reign of poor
King Stanisians, a constitutional code for
Poland _s drawn up, Bukati (he I think it
was that was then resident here) sent me a
copy of it. What is become of it, I do no_
exactly know. But what I remember is
that people in general were here much pleased
with it : myself among the rest, as ihr as I had
looked at it, which was very slightly : for,
being deeply embarked in other pursuits at
the time, nothing caUed upon me to suspend
them for any such purpose as the making a
study of it.
On the present occasion _ that paper, is it
intended to form the basis _ This is, I doubt,
too much to hope.
Though why should it
be ? T/_ere would be a field for experimenting in: and, to a monarch with the whole Russtun empire under such entire command, what
possible danger can there be from any such
experiment ? Under the Great Turk, was not
Ragusa even a repubhc f In such a case, more
real e_ciency than what he would lose in the
shape of coercwe power, the autocrat of Russia
would gain in the shape of gentle ivfluence :
loss, were there any, would be all of it to the
successor,--who,
not having been the author
of the boon, would not be a sharer in the grat_tude. But, evenby Idm-- he being used to
the comparatively new state of things--the
loss, if there were any, would not be felt.
It is now, I think, about forty years since
I first began to lift up my prayers for Poland.
The most intimate fi_end I had, was John
Lind, -- privy counsellor to the king,_and,
under his Majesty, originalinstitutor
as well
as directoro! aschool for four hundred cadets
at Warsaw (of which I know not the fate,)
_ and gover_mr to Prince Stanislaus, nephew
to the poor king, -- whose business at our
court he did for a number of years, writing a
letter from London every other post-day,_
Bukati being all the while the resident kept
for show, because our king would not see in
that charat_er one of his own subjects. Lind's
first appearance at Warsaw was in that of
reader of English, -- to your father, or your
uncle,--I
forget which it was. Oh, bowwe
used to talk, and talk, of Poland ! and how
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we usedtocurse
the Frederieks, great as they
were, not to mention other persons,
Being of all countries and of no party, I
have just sent off to Paris a large packet of
printed copies, of a part of the Education
scheme, to leading men there:--Bourbenites,
Napoleonites, and Republicans promiscuously,
--some
of them old friends of mine.
If you follow the camp, perhaps you may
make prize of them :-- yet I should be sorry
you should : were it only because while you
are at Paris, you will not be at Warsaw : and,
whether you are so or no, I am of the humber--and
that I believe not a small oneof those who are impatient for your being
there,
Well--but
about this Education scheme :
were it only to account for the delay, a few
words I find I must trouble you with about
it : even here, an experiment of it is about to
be made, in a part of that garden of mine
which you saw. It has for its object-- the
applying to the higher branches of learning,
and the higher as well as middling ranks
of the community, -- that new system of instruction, of the success of which you cannot
but be more or less apprized. Brougham , Sir
James Mackintoslt, -- and, if I can persuade
him to lend his name, -- for this is all he can
have time to lend-- Romillg, will be at the
headofit.
Fertbe details of the management,
there will be some very efficient men, with
whose names you can scarcely be acquainted,
For reasons not worth troubling you with, -my fixed determination
has been, from the
very first, not to be of the number.
In the
executive department of it, I accordingly bear
no part : but of the legislative, the tnitiative
has fallen wholly to my share. My labours in
that field had (I believe) already commenced,
when I had the honour of receiving you : and,
for want of their being completed, the busihess was at a stand; and, by a few days more
of delay, the season might have been lost (I
mean, the time when expected coz_ributors
are in town ;) and the execution of the plan
deferred for a whole twelvemonth : andthereby perhaps fin_lly defeated.
It isnowin
such advance, that everything
which it is necessary to publish in the first
instance, is either already in print, or in the
printer's hands A copy or two will, I trust,
be brought to you bythenext messenger. On
this field, at any rate, in doing what I have
done, I consider myself as being at work,not less for Rusda andPolaad, than forLo_do_. For the elementary branches, as taught
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upon the Bell and _ncaster
system, Paris
is already provided with a schoolmaster from
hence. The son of a Protestant clergyman
Martin, I think, is his name-- was, in Louis
the Eighteenth's time, sent from the north of
France to a Lancasterian school, for the express purpose of learning the method, -- and
is now at Paris; and (I understand) much
caressed there. His business there is, to form
instructors.
The salary offered to him was
£200 :-- for such a station, a very considerable salary at Pans.
" n " Sir," says he, "that
will be too much. _Economy--success
or
failure depends upon the degree of econom9.
Such asum" (naming it) "is perhaps as much
as you need give. By this, the price will be
set to those who succeed me.
If, in my instance, in consideration of my being the first
institutor, you see any claim to extraordinary
remuneration,nlet
that come by and by, when
by experience you see what I have done."
Just the same thing might the Emperor do
for Petersburgh and for Warsaw. The expense
-- I mean the necessary expense -- would be
next to nothing : and if this cannot succeed
with you, I am at a loss to think what else
can.
For this purpose, you will see how necessary it has been for me, to take a fresh peep
into every nook and cranny of the whole field
of art and science : my business having been,
to apply the new method of instruction to
every part of that field, that is deemed capeblc of receiving it. My endeavour has been.
to reduce the whole sketch into as narrow a
compass as possible : and, the narrower the
compass, the greater the quantity of labour
which it has cost me.
Locke's Essay (so he
tells us himself in his preface) is too long-Why ? "Because,"
says he, " I had not time
to make it shorter."
If upon the field of Codification it he in my
power to throw any hght, you see the terms
upon which it is in the power of your Alexander to have it. Exactly those upon which
God Almighty had his: a couple of words,
the whole of the expense.
I hope the Emperor will not be angry with
me for returning his ring: if it had been a
brass or a 91ass one, I would have kept it.
If he will send the value of it to my masters
and employers, as above, for their school, I,
as well as they, shall be all gratitude. But
of this, in that ensuing letter, with which
this threatens you. Believe meever, withtbe
truest respect, Dear Sir, your most obedient
servant,
Jza_xY BESTHAM.

PART
PUBLIC

II.

INSTRUCTION.

No. L

No. II.

(CxRcULA_.)--Letter
from His Excellen T
Wilson Cary Nicholas, Governor of Vir.
giuia, on the subject of Public Instruction
_Addressed
(the copy of which this is a
transcrlpO to His Excellency John Quinc 9
Adams, _nister
Plenipotentzary from the
United States, London-.-Received
by him
17th September 1816.
Richmond,M_y30th, 1816.
SIR,--By a resolution of the General Assembly of Virginia, the president and directors of the Literary Fund are requested to
digest and report a system of public education,

To the Governor of the
State of
queen-Square Place, Westminster,
London,June 1817.
Snt, -- This letter waits upon you, in cornpuny with one on the subject of Codification.
By that letter, the offer is made of a work to
be eventually undertaken in future : by the
present one, your acceptance is requested for
two works, both of them already executed.
One of them is comprised in the compass of
a single whole-sheet table: it consists of a
summary view of the system or mode of in-

calculated to give effect to the appropriations
made to that object by the legislature, and
to comprehend in such system the establishment of one university, and such additional
colleges, academies, and schools, as shall d_-

State, the means employed by him for the aecomplishment of it : end in view, maximizing the
subserviency of the proposed institution, to the
public objects to the furtherance of which it is
directed ; vi_ maximization of theq_ntit_
and
value of the body of intellectualend-owment and
active talent in the several chapes in question;
in other words, maximization ot_ the extent, as
measured by the number of the individuais in
question : of the extent to which, as well as of
the degree ofprow.ptitude with which, communication of the several branches of instruction
shall respectively be made: mea_ employed for
compassing the end -- collecting from a//mmhlo_
the appropriate lights.
Compare, with the course taken by govemmont
in this Anglo-American nation, the course taken
in rehtien to the _mepart of the field ofthonght
and action, by the government of the Engl_h
nation, from which it sprung. Under the dominion of sinister interest, and intercst-begott_
prejudlee, -- by government and by iadividuals,
the benefit of the endowments employed as means
ofinstruetioncenfined--_tudioullyandanxiomfly
confined--to such.individuals of therlsing
ration, whow paz_nta win submit to fetter their
minds, by confining them to prescribed forms of
rdigionsexerche,towhieh,
on pain of exdusien
from the proffered benefit, tneiranvnt is forced :
assent, for the procurement of which, if it were
not m_ndasions,, the force thus employad would
be useless.
On this, as on _ other occasiomb _ tn view
of arepre_ntafive
aemocra_¢governmont,
maximization
of the benefit
to the nniversa/|_.re._

fuse the benefits of education throuyhout the
commonwealth, and such rules for the government of such university, colleges, academies,
and schools, as shall produce economy in the
expenditures for the establishment and maintenanee of good order and discipline in the
management thereof.
As President of the
Board, the duty devolves on me, to collect from
every source the information necessary for this
important object,
The great cause of literature and science is
not local in its nature, but is an object of interest to the whole human species. The commonwealth°flettersembraceseveryreyi°n,h°wever
remote.
It cannot fail to excite pleasing
emotions in every enlightened American, to
perceive that Virginia has taken this subject
under its patronage, and devoted a fund tH
its accomplishment,
which is annually increasing. To you, Sir, I think it proper to
address myself, knowing your attachment to
literature, and feeling great confidence, that
you will not consider your valuable time misspent in communicating any ideas which may
promote so useful an object,
I can assure you, they will be received with
that high sense of obligation, which their im-

(CIRCULAR.)-

_ end in view of monsxchicol g_emmem_

I ment, meadmintion oz me benefit to me ee_cara_
_.rt_ee must inspire. I have the honour to [ determined by _e very. _.&f
the govern.
, with great respect, Sir, your humble ser. _ and :in/,ter interett of the rullng ose, and the
T_qt,

WlLsOIq
C&EY NICHOLAS.*
[[ _b-r_i_
: --_
e_oyed,
addition to f__
the force
and eflk_ency
ef s
" Note wall , in conjunetlon with the end pro. [ tyranny.: to the yoke of a w.if-ldind_ and &]_lect
lm_ by this prmiding citizen of thi_ American [ _rvitud¢.
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struction, termed sometimes the new system
suggested by the general map of the field of
o/instruction,
sometimes, from the inventors,
learning, described by Lord Bacon, and exethe Bell and Lancaster system, the utility of cured by D'Alembert
for the first French
which has already, in so many other countries
Encyclopmdia, the publication had waited for
as well as in that which gave it birth, re- some Tabular Sketches, the printing of which
ceived such ample testimony from experience,
has just now been completed.
In the sheet in question, there is very little
A circumstance, by reason of which this
that can be called mine, except the compreswork on Nomenclature and Classification in
sion and arrangement which I have endea- general may, in addition to its more general
voured to give to the matter of it. Of the
and principal use, be considered as forming a
opinion, which, by a judge of acknowledged
not altogether unapt accompaniment to the
and official competence,
Comte Delasteyrie,
offer made of the draught of an aU-comprehas been formed of the sort and degree ofserhensive Code of Law, is this : -- viz. that in
vice rendered by the execution of this minor the aggregate of the logical conceptions to
and subordinate task, the expression may be which expression is given in this part of
seen in a letter from Paris, with which I was
Chrestomathia,
a sort of instrument is suphonoured by that gentleman, in consequence
posed to have been constructed, by the help
of a copy of this same table, which without
of which a new sort of security is supposed
any accompanying letter had been transmitted
to be afforded, for the connected qualities of
to him.
clearness, correctness, and completeness: quaThe other is a work altogether
my own,
lities, upon the degree of which so essentially
intituled Chrestomathia, written for the putdepend, whatsoever beneficial effects can be
pose of extending,
and applying to the ultelooked for from a discourse of any kind, and
rior and higher branches of learning, for the
in particular from any discourse designed to
use of the higher and more opulent classes,
produce the effect of/aw.
the mode of instruction, already applied with
such undisputed sueeess, to the primordial and
elementary branches, for the use of the least
No. III.
opulent, and most populous classes. The proposed institution having already, in a quanParis, ce 23 Aout_ 1815.
turn nearly sufficient for its commencement,
MONSrEUR,-- J'al refu votre 2d Table
received the requisite pecuniary support from Chrestemathique surle syst_me de Lancaster.
a number of distinguished characters,a L'ordre syst_matique et precis, avec lequel
building, upon a new plan of architectural
vous tracez ]es avantages, l'importance, et
construction, styled the Panopticon plan, the
les applications, que pr_sente ce nouveau
idea of which first originated with my brother
moyen d'instruetien, apprendra _ l'Europe
_y only and younger brother, Sir Samuel
mleux connoltre toute son importance, et
ntham,) is on the point of being cornvous eontribuerez ainsi _ lui donner un plus
menced, within view of St. James's Park, in grand d_velopement.
a quarter of my garden which has been allotNous faisons des efforts pour parveuir au
ted to the purpose. As to the book intituled
grand but que se proposent tous les philanChrestomathla, though it has not as yet quite
thropes _clair_s de l'Angleterre.
Nous ne
reached the extent originally proposed to be pouvons pas y parvenir avee la mdme rapigiven to it, it may, as to the main purposes
dit_, vt_ les circonstances d_sastreuses qui
of it, be considered as a work already exeaccablent la France, et le systdme de destruccured. It has not yet been made public in tion et de ravage qui y r_gne. Mais les mauthis country in the way of sale, but is ex- valses choses n'ont qu'un temps, et esp_rons
pectad to be out in a few days. What there
que celui des bonnes arrivera un jour.
is of it at present consists of two parts. Of
Je suls bien flatt_ que cette circonstance
Part I., being all of it the printing of which i me procure te plaisir de vons t_moigner les
had been completed, a copy, in compliance
sentimens d'estime
et de v_n_ration que
with the generalinvitation,
given in a printed
m'ont procur_ depuis long-temps vos travaux,
circular by the then Governor of Virginia, I si utiles/t l'humenit_.
dated Richmond, May 30tb, 1816, and reC.P. DELASTEYItlE.
ceived in London on the 17th September of
T_ANSLATIOI_.
that year, was soon after, by Mr. Adams, to
whom, in his quality of minister pleuipotenSIR,-- I have received your second Chrestiary of the American United States, a copy tomathic Table, relative to the system of
of that circular had been addressed, received
Lancaster. The systematic and precise order,
from me at his desire, and transmitted to the
with which you trace the advantages, the
State from whence the invitation came. Of importance, and the applications presented
Part II., consisting of an essay of the lo- by this new instrument of instruction, wall
gical kind, on the subject of Nomenclature
render Europe better acquainted with the
and Clarification,
the need of which had been whole compass of its importance, and yea

No. IV.]

Notice concerning Chrestomathia.

will thus contribute greatly to the developmeat of it.
Our exertions are directing themselves to
the attainment of the great end, which the
enlightened philanthropists of England propose to themselves.
We cannot make our
way towards it with the same rapidity, by
reason of the disasters in which France is
overwhelmed, and the system of destruction
and ravage which has place there. But the
bad things of this world have but their time,
and one day, let us hope, the good ones will
take their place,
It is a circumstance very flattering to me,
that the occasion affords me the pleasure of
testifying those sentiments of esteem and
veneration, which in my mind have for this
long time been among the fruits of tho_e labours of yours, which have been so nseful to
mankind.
C.P. DELASTEYI_IE.
No. IV.
z'_roticeconcerning Chrestomathla, bythePar_s
Lancasteriaa Instruction Society.
REPOaT OF TH_ B_tXTISH AND FOREruN
SCHOOLSOCIETYTO THE GENEaAL MEET_NG, DEC. 12, 1816.EXTg.C.CT.
Appendix, p. 20.--A
" GI_NEItALRErOltT,"
made by the Parisian Society, " on the
" situation of Schools established on the
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" principle of Mutual Instruction in tho
" Departments, the Capital, and its Vi*
"
"
"
"
"

cinity, followed by an Extract from
Foreign Correspondence: read by M,
Jo_4Altv, one of the Secretaries of the
Society, at the General Meeting of the
23d of August 1816."

Ibid. p. 28.--England.--We
have received
from England interesting accounts on the
improvement of schools, particularly on the
application of the system to the instruction of
adults, which wilt be the object of a separate
report.
The accmmt of the establishment,
projeered in London by _Ir. Bentham, to tunl
the new system to the profit of the middling
class of society, and apply it to the tuition
of languages, drawing, and sciences, is the
most important information that the society
have received from England, since the last
general meeting. The method has just been
introduced into the English School of Artallery, for the instruction of mathematics :
and new Greek and Latin grammars have
been compiled to serve for the study of those
languages on the same prfineip]es.
[For some farther notices, coming properly
under the head of" Public Instruction," wde
supra, Palt I. p. 5_0.]
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titles of so many sections, from the matter of which they respectively receive their proofs.
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§ 1. In every political State, the greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that it be
provided with an all-oompreheneive body of law. --_lll.crrmprehenslveness,
practicable
and indispensable,
.
.
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2. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that such body of law be throughout accompanied by its rationale; i. e. an indication of the reasons onwhich the several
arrangements contained in it are grounded. -- Rationale, though unexampled, in&spensable,
....
3. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that these reasons be such throughout, as shall -show the conduciveness of those several arrangements to the all-compre.
hensive and only defensibl_end thus expressed. --Rationale_ _ndicative ofconduelvcuess
to _ppincss,
4. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that, in thLs rationale, the several
reasor_,or
sets of reasons, be contiguously attached to the several arrangements, to
which they respectively apply. -- Bationale, interwoven, not detaelwd,
5. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that, for the function exercised
by the drawing of the original draught of such a cede, the competitors admitted be as
many as, without reward at the public expense, can be obtained: and so for that of proposing alterations in such draught as shall have been adopted. Plan for obtaming competitors, -- Receive draughts from all hands,
.......
6. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that, for the drawing of any such
draught, no reward at the public expense be given._/t
additional expense, reward none,
7. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that every draught so given in be,
from beginning to end, xf possible, the work of a stogie hand. -- Hands, not 7twre than
one,
....
8. Tbe greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that, such original draught being
the work of a single hand, be known to be so. -- Hand_ kno_n to be but one,
-
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9. The greatest hap.piness of the greatest number reguires, that, such originaldranght being
the work of a single h_nd, an_i known to be so, it be known whose the hand is.--Hand,
known whose it i:,
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19. The greatest happiness of the greatest number requires, that, for the drawing of the original draught, all foreigners be admitted into the eompetation: and that, in so t_r ,'is
applicable, unless it be m all particulars taken together iteeidedly inferior, the draught
of a foreigner be employed in preference. _ Hand, aforeigner's preferable,
560
11. On the part of an individual, proposing himself as draughtsman for the original draught
of a cede of laws, willingness or unwillingness to interweave in hasdraught a ratwnaw
as above, is the most conclusive preliminary test, and that an indispensable one, of
aplrtopriate aptitude in relation to it.-- Willingness as to rationale, Draughtsman's test, 563
1_ On the part of a ru/er, willingness or unwillingness tOsee established an _l-com_preheno
sine code, with its rationale as above, and to receive original draughts.trom au nana.s,
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situation. _ WillingneJs as to rationale and universal admission, Leglalatar's test,. 564
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POSITIONS,
WITH REASONS
FOR PROOFS.
SECTION 1.
In every Political State, the greatest happihess of the greatest number requires, that
it be provided with an all-comprehensive
body of law. All-comprehensiveness,
practlcab[e, and indispensable.

seldom would there be any such question u
a question of law: never any other question
of law than a question concerning the import
of this or that portion of the existing text of
the really existing law. In the case of the
lawyer class, the need which a man has of
void spaces in the body of the law, applies to
the whole field of law, and every part of it.
In the case of
the party
is to the
the conconstitutional
branch
of theman,
lawit that

Is the political state in question, whatsoever
be the effect, which, in pursuance of any
regard, entertained,
or professed to be entertalned, for the greatest happiness of the
greatest number, it has been endeavoured to
produce, by means of any expression given to
the will of any person or persons exercising
any of the powers of government, -- only in
so far as that will has been made known to
the individual on whose conduct the product_on of that effect in each individual instance
depends, can existence be given to such effect,
If, ill the instance of any one such effect, the
notffication, as above, of the correspondent
will, is necessary to the existence of the elfect, so is it in the instance of every other
such effect. If, in this respect, there be any
difference, --by him by whom it is dlscovcred
let it be declared,
This is what no man will attempt. Yet arc
there but too many men, to whom the idea
of any such all-comprehensivcness,
on the
part of the rule of action, is an object of averstun and even abhorrence.
Who are they ? A set of corruptionists,
and a correspondent set of dupes,
1. First as to corraptionists,
In proportion as, in the whole field of law,
a covering composed of real law is wanting,
-- room is left for different sets of men, to
set up, each of them, in the character of/aw,
this or that article of purely fictitious law,
framed by them respectively on each occasion,
in a shape adapted to whatever particular and
sinister purposes they have, on that occasion,
set themselves in pursuit of. There are two
distinguishable classes of men, to whose sinister purposes every such vo3d space iu the body
of the law is subservient.
One is, the lawyer
class: the other is the class of party men in
general; and in particular, partyleaders. Were
any such all-comprehensive code in existence,
and executed as it ought to be and might be,

veniencc afforded by those void spaces to his
purpose more particularly applies. Wherever
real law is silent, the course he takes is this :q
He sets up an article of imaginary law framed
by him for the purpose, and by loud and confident assertion, supported by such analogical
arguments as he _n contrive to muster up,
endeavours to produce, in the minds of his
hearers or readers, the belief of a conviction
on his part, that this sham law of his own
fabricating is so much real law. If he be of
the party in power, it is most commonly for
the defence of his own party that the pretended law is t_bricated : if he be of the party
out of power, it is most commonly for tho
attack of the party in power that the fabrication has place.
Behold, then, in the above two classes of
men, the eorrupHonlsts--the
knaves. To their
sinister interest it is, or is believed to be, conducive, that the rule of action should be kept
in the completest state of uncertainty
and
confusion possible.
The dupes are those on whose minds the
knaves have succeeded in producing, in relation to this matter, a persuasion which in
their own minds has no existence.
This is,
that the composition of a code thus eomprehensive is impossible.
Of any attempt to
prove the inutility of it, the absurdity would
be too palpable. Remains, then, this notion
of the pretended impossibility as the sole resource.
The strength of the argument lying in the
ignorance and weakness of those to whom it
is addressed, no direct mode of combating it
with effect does the nature of the case admit
of, except by the substituting appropriate
knowledge and strength of mind to that ignorance and that weakness.
This not being within the reasonable hope
of any man, the only sor_ of argument that
presents any chance or prospect of sucee_ is
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this : bLet the eadeavour to produce a code field of law are actually covered by real law
of this all-comprehensive description be era- -- what is there that should hinder the other
ployed : ff it fails altogether, you are but as parts, any or all of them, from receiving a
you were : so far as it succceds, so far at least like covering ?
you will be the better for it : instead of a
In every other case, the more strenuous a
counterfeit arrangement, fabricated on the man's endeavour is to render his work cornoccasion by this or that influential hand for plete, is not the probability of its being tenits own particular and sinister purpose, you dered so the greater ? Is it that the more
have a real arrangement; an arrangement, the
studiously a man abstains from adding anyknowledge of which, whatsoever has been its thing to it, the nearer to completeness it will
purpose, has been given, or at any rate may be ? Does not a more complete come nearer
have been given, and given in time, to those to an all-comprehensive than a less complete
whose lot it had taken upon itself to dispose
work does ?
of: --the knowledge of it, and thereby so far
As to the mode of securing this same prothe power to conform to it. To give to yon, perty of all-comprehensiveness
to the several
whoever you are, this means of safety, is the operations that required to be performed on
endeavour of every public man whose end in the several parts of the field of law in the
view is the greatest happiness of the greatest
penning of a code, some instructions for this
number. To withhold it from you, is the en- purpose may be seen in Part the Second of
deavour of the eorruptionist in every one of the work intituled Chrestomathza.*
his shapes : to keep everything that is dear
In a word, be the occasion what it may, if
to you in the state of the most perfect inse- in specie, the language cannot always be allcurity possible.
Why? Because in that in- comprehensive--say
rather all-expressive-security he beholds an efficient cause of his yet such in 9enere it may always be : and, as
own power: by every increase you get to every individual is contained within its speyour security, that power of his is lessened,
cies, so is every species within its genus.
It is because he is so fully conscious of the
possibility
of such a work, and accordingly
SECTION 2.
SOfearfulofseeingitexecuted,thathe isso The greatest
happinessof thegreatest
humearnest
with you to persuadeyou
to regard
ber requires,
that such body of law be
the accomplishmentof
it as impossible:
to
regardsuecessasimpossible,
and thenceevery
proposal for the endeavour as absurd.
Supposing it really impossible, he would be without motive for taking so much pains to make
you regard it as such.
The possibility --is it proved --the impossibility disproved--by
the fact?
Where the
fact has place, are men in general satisfied or
dissatisfied with it?
Ask a citizen of the
United States, whether it would be agreeable to him to see his constitutional
code
done away, and, throughout the whole field
of law, party men and lawyers left at liberty
to vociferate, upon each occasion, the law is
so and so, tlte law is so and so :-- to cecilerate thus -- as it would be left for them to
do, and as they would not fail to do, when
the truth is, that, by the very supposition,
there is no such thing as any law about the
matter. Ask him where the impossibility is,
of doing that which, by that same eonstitutional code, has actually been done.
Well then--if,
in the giving a covering of
this sort to the whole field of constitutional
law, there has been nothing impossible, why
should there be in giving a like covering to
any other part of the field of law ? to the
field of distributive, or, as the phrase is, civil
law--to
field ofpenallaw--to
of judicial the
procedure
?

thefield

Ask the Spaniard the like question,
Ask either of them -- ask even the Englishman _ seeing that so many parts of the

throughout accompanied by itsRATIONALE : an indication of the REASONS on
which the several arrangements contained
in it are grounded. Rationale, thongh unexampled, indispensable.
OF this Rationale, the uses may be thus enumerated: -1. To the draughtsman himself, it will
serve at once as a guide and as a bridle: as
a gnzde, for directing his understanding and
active talent in the right track, by keeping
at all times in his view the universal goal or
object, towards which, as above, it ought in
every part to be directed.
2. As a bridle, by keeping in his mind the
remembrance, that, in case of his giving place
to any arrangement, for which no sufficient
• Take a man who has hitherto belonged to
the class of dupes : if_ in his body, he has a mind
capable of reflection, and will allow himself a
little time for making use of it, the following
considerations may serve him fbr a clue. By
words such as state of things, evc_zt, things imo
moveable_ things _twveablv, action, forbearance,
rnisdeed_ obligation, comma_l, proliibition, per°
mission, eonditlon, right, punisltme_tt, re_ard-by these, with the addition of a few others, not
only has the whole field of legislation, but the
whole field of possible thought and action, been
covered. Well then_ if by these, why not by
others of less extensive imports ?--of imports
included in the imports of these several words
respectively .¢ by omcrs of this or that less exten.
sive import_ arcerding as the occasion serves ?
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reasons are given, while against it, reasons,
suggested by its relation to that same universal end, will be likely to present themselves to other eyes,-- he may have a timely
view of the condemnation, to which, at the
hands of public opinion, he will in such case
subject himself: as also, in the opposite case,
of the crown of applause and gratitude, which,
at the hands of that same universal tribunal,
awaits his head.
3. To the subject-citizen,
it will serve all
along as a keg--an instrument of interpretatlon: of interpretation, for the solution of all
such difficulties and doubts, as might otherwise have place, in regard to the import of
the terms employed,
4. To the subject-citizen, again, it wilJ serve
as a cordial-- a source of satisfaction; showing to him, in a point of view not less advantageous than correct, the character of the
government under which he lives- showing
all along, that it is only as an indispensable
means of preponderant benefit to all, that the
burthen imposed upon any one is, in any part
of it, so imposed,
5. To the subject- citizen, again, it will,
taken all together, according to the extent
occupied by it in the field of morals and legislation, serve as a code ofinstrucaon,
moral
and intellectual together: applying itself to,
and calling into continual exercise, the intellectual faculty ; and not merely, as in the
case of a code of ordinary structure, applying
itself to the wall, and operating upon that facuity, by no other means than the irresistible
force of a superior will, employed in the way
of zntzmidatzon or remuncratwn : intimidation
of necessity for the most part: intimidation,
with only a small admixture of remuneration,
in a comparatively small number of cases, and
to a comparatively minute extent,
6. To the judge, in his situation, it will
afford the same fac_l_tg, 9uidance, satisfaction, and instruction, as to the subject-cltizen
in his: it will, moreover, in proportion to its
clearness, correctness, and completeness, apply to his mouth, to keep him all along from
turning aside into the track of corrupt or
arbitrary decision -- a bridle: an implement,
which, in his career, is so necessary.
In so
far as the course he takes is confined to the
track of his duty as thus pointed out, the
very bridle will moreover afford him a support: a support against whatever ungrounded
accusations and imputations his situation exposes him to.
7. In relation to the legislator, acting as
such on the occasion here in question -- in
relation to the legislator, that is to say, to
him who possesses or shares in the power
of giving binding force to the work of the
draughtsman, as above,--it
will render service in all those several shapes, in which it
has been thus officiating, in relation to the
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draughtsman, the subject- citizen, and the
judge: --in
the several shapes (that is to
say) of a 9uide, a bridle, an instrument of
interpretation,
a source of satisfaction, and
a body of moral and intellectual instruction.
8. To the mouth of the legislator, it wil|,
in all succeeding times, keep applied that
sort of bridle, and the only sort which, without the grossest absurdity, could either be
attempted to be so applied to that supreme
functionary, or by him submitted to. To the
body of arrangements, to which it is attached,
and to each distinguishable
arrangement in
particular, it will thus, in proportion to their
aptitude respectively, form a sort of anchor,
bestowing uponthem respectively, ataU times,
that degree of fixedness, and that alone, which,
for the greatest happiness of the greatest number, they ought respectively to have.
In this character, it will form a striking contrast with the only sort ofsteadiment that has
ever yet been applied to them : with that sort
of steadiment, which, with such unhappy frequency, it has been customary to apply to
them : viz. that which is composed of an ungrounded expression and effusion of arbitrary
will : an instrument not more remarkable
for its weakness, than for the absurdity and
presumption manifested in the construction
of it : an attempt, on the part of the legislator, not only when less experienced and less
advised, to tyrannize overhimself when more
experienced and more advised, -- but, when
rendered by death as deaf and impotent as
when alive he was blind, to tyrannize over
his enthroned, and vigorous, and hearing, and
seeing successors.
9. Under a representative government m
the unly sort ofgovernment which deserves the
name -- under a representative government,
to constituents in the character of electors,
it will afford, for judging of the appropriate
aptitude of proposed representatives, a test,
than which, in so far as, by conduct, under
and in relation to the body of the laws, teension has been afforded fur the application of
it, none more apt can be afforded by the hature of the case. " On such or such an oceasion, when an arrangement to such or such an
effect was proposed for confirmation or alteration, what was your vote ? what was your
speech? when, in support of thearmngement
proposed to be altered, there are such and
such reasons, what counter reasons did you
then offer ? what are you able and disposed
now to offer ?" Such is the scrutiny, to which
his conduct while in office might, by the lights
in question, be on each occasion subjected.
SECTION3.
The greatest happiness of the greatest humbcr requires, that those xExso_s be such,
throughout, as shall show the conducive-
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ms of the several arrangements to the allcomprehensive and only defensible end thus
expressed. Rationale, indicates conducive,
_ss to l_appiness,

The magnitude of a pleasure, supposing it
present, being given, -- the value of it, if not
present, is diminished by whatever it falls
short of being present, even though its certainty be supposed entire. Pleasure itself not
Exemrr in so far as they do this, whatsoever
being ponderable or measurable, to form an
portions ofdiseouroe are given under the name estimate of this diminution, take the general
of reasons, do what is nothing to the purpose:
source, and thence representative, of pleasure,
the name of reasons is not with any use or VlZ.money.
Take accordingly two sums of
propriety applicable to them. Anything that the same magnitude, say twenty pounds, the
has no influence on happiness, on what groond one sum receivable immediately, the other
can it be said to have any claim to man's re- not till at the end of [10] years from the pregard ? And, on what ground, in the eyes of sent time, interest of money being (suppose)
a common guardian, can any one man's hap- at 5 per cent. -- the value of the second sum
pinees be shown to have any stronger or less will be but half that of the first ; namely, ten
strong claim to regard than any others ? If,
rounds : in the same case, therefore, will be
on the ground of delinquency, in the name of the value of two equal pleasures receivable
punishment, it be right that any man should at those severaltimes.
Just sois it with pains:
be rendered unhappy, it is not that his hap- and thence with exemptions from pains.
piness has less claim to regard than another
The magnitude of the pleasure derived from
man's, but that it is necessary to the greatest
the source in question, supposing it present,
happiness of the greatest number, that a pot- being given-- as also the value to which it is
tion of the happiness of that one be sacrificed,
reduced by distance as above -- the value of
Reasons, indicative of this conduciveness,
it is subjected to a further reduction by whatare reasons derived from the principle known
ever it is deficient in, in respect of certaznty :
by the name of the prlnc_ple of utdity : more suppose, then, that at the time for its being
expressively say, the greatest-happiness
priareceived, as above, the probability, instead of
ciple.
To exhibit these reasons, is to draw being as ildinity to one, i. c. at a ecrtmnty, is
up the account between law and happiness:
but as 1 to 2. On this supposition, the value
to apply arithmetical calculations to the eleof it is subjected to such further reduction,
ments of happiness. -Polttteal arithmetlc-a as leaves it no more than the half of that which
name that has by some been given to pold_cal
it would have been, had the receipt of it at
economy-- is an application, though but a par- that remote period been regarded as certain:
titular and far short of an all-comprehensive
instead of twenty pounds, as by the first supone, of arithmetic audits calculations, to hap- position, and ten pounds, as by the second
piness and its elements,
supposition, it will now be no more than five
To convey a sufficiently clear, correct, and pounds.
Just so is it with pains, and with
comprehensive
conception of what is meant
exemption from pains.
by reason, or a reason, when derived from the
So much as to diminution of value by reprinciple of utility, and applied to law, a few
moteness and uncertahlty : now as to increase
words of explanation seem indispensable,
by extent.
The elements of happiness are pleasures and
Take any two sources of pleasure : the one
exemptions .from pains : individual pleasures,
productive of pleasure to one person and no
and exemptions from individual pains,
more : the other productive of pleasure, the
The magnitude--the
greatness--ofa
pleasame in magnitude and value, to two other
sure, is composed of its intensd 9 and its dupersons and no more. In the eyes of a cornration : to obtain it, supposing its intensity
mon trustee, intrusted with the interests of
represented by a certain number of degrees,
all three, and acting according to his trust, the
you multiply that number
by the number
value of the second source of pleasure will be
expressive of the moments or atoms of time
iust twice as great as that of the first. As a
contained in its duration.
Suppose two pleafleasure comes to be experienced by a greater
sures at the same degree of intensity,-give and greater number of persons in a community,
to the second twice the duration of the first,
it extends over a larger portion of that same
the second is twice as 9teat as the first,
community : in a political community, the
Just so is it with pains : and thence with
extent of a pleasure is as the number of the
exemptions from pains.*
persons by whom it is experienced.
• A _diL_nc, in so far as it produces the deaired effect, is an instrument of exemption from
certain pains. An instrument of political seenrity in any shape, is an instrument of exemption
from certain pains. Of the one as of the other,
the value, at any point of time_ is as the sum of
the pains it has exempted men from, deduction
macle itofhas
sur_
the excluded.
pains it has produced, and the plea-

Just so it is with pains and exemptions
from pains.
Instead of pleasure itself, to show how an
estimate might be formed, of the diminution
its value is subjected to by diminution of propinqni_y and certainty, it became necessary to
substitute to pleasure itself some external object known by experience to bc of the number
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of its sources or _L_yits causes: for example,
money. But, how indubitable soever the title
may be, of any object to be considered as belonging to the list of these same causes, the
magnitude of the pleasure produced by it does
not increase in so great a ratio as that in which
the magnitude of the cause increases. Take,
for instance, the same cause as before: namely
money. Take thereupon any individual : give
him a certain quantity of money, you will produce in his mind a certain quantity of pleasure. Give him again the same quantity, yon
will make an addition to the quantity of his
pleasure.
But the magnitude of the pleasure
produced by the second sum will not be twice
the magnitude of the pleasure produced by the
first. While the sums are small, the truth of
this position may not be perceivable.
But let
the sums have risen to a certain magnitude,
it will be altogether out of doubt ; and it will
then be matter of mathematical certainty that
the diminution cannot have been made to take
place in the case of the greatest quantity without having been made to take place, to a proportionable amount, in the case of the several
lesser quantities,
Take, for example, on the one hand, a labouring man, who, for the whole of his hib,
has a bare but sure subsistence : call his income _£20a-year. Take, on the other hand, the
richest man in the country ; who, of course,
will be the monarch, if there is one : call his
income .£],000,000.
The net quantities of
happiness, produced by the two incomes lespeetively-what will be their ratio to each
other ? The quantity of money received annually by the monarch is, on this supposition,
50,000 times as great as that received, in the
same time, by the labourer. This supposed, the
quantity of pleasure in the breast of the toonarch will naturally be greater than the quantityin the breast of the labourer : Be it so. But
by how much--by
how many times greater?
Fifty thousand times ? This is assuredly more
than any man would take upon himself to say.
A thousand times, then ? -- a hundred ?-- ten
times ?--five lames ?- twice ?--which of all
these shall be the number ? Weight, extent,
heat, light--for
quantities of all these artieles, we have perceptible and expressible
measures : unhappily or happily, for quantities
of pleasure or pain, we have no such measures,
Ask a man to name the ratio, -- if he knows
what the purpose is, his answer will vary according to the purpose: if he be a'poet or an
orator, and the purpose of the moment requires
it, with as little scruple will he make the laboarer's happiness superior to the monarch's,
as inferior to it. For the monarch's, taking
all purposes together, five times the labourer's
seems a very large, not to say an excessive allowance: even twice, a liberal one.
Aider it has thus been applied to the case
of the richest individual in the country, apply
the estimate to the case of the next richest,
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suppose the man with £200,000 a year. and so
downwards. If the monarch's pleasure is not
in any greater ratio to the labourer" than that
of 5 to 1, the excess of this next richest man's
pleasure, as compared with the labourer,s, can.
not be so great.
Carry the comparison down
through the several intermediate quantities of
income,__in the account of pleasure, the halance in favour of the non-labourer as agahlst
the labourer will thus be less and less.
As it is with money, so is it with all other
sources or causes of pleasure :factitious
dl9nity, for example. Give a man a ribbon, you
will produce in his mind a certain quantity of
pleasure.
To this ribbon add another, you
may add more or less to the former quantity
of his pleasure.
You may add to it: but you
will not double it. Cover him with ribbons, as,
at the expense of his starving subjects, some
of the King of England's servants are covered
with gold lace, till the colour of the coat is
scarcely visible--add
even money in proportion-- still will it be matter of doubt whether
the quantity of pleasure in his mind will be
double the quantity existing in the mind of the
labouring man above mentioned.*
* On the ground of these considerations, in the
author's work on legislation, on the field of the
ciwl, or say the distributive branch of law, in
settling the particular ends or objects of pursuit
proper to be on that oecasmn kept m view, in the
distribution made of benefits anti burthens -- on
the ground of these considerations it is, that, to
the objects expressed by the words subsi3tcncf_
abundance, and security, w_ added that which
is expressed by the word equality.
For, on the
occasion
the arrangements
which this
tribution of
is effected,
it is no lessbymaterial
that this
object should be added to the list, than it is necessary that those others should be provided for and
take the lead. Absolute equality, is that sort of
equahty whmh would have place, it; of the several
benefits_as also of the several burthens, each matt
had exactly the same quantity as every other
man: by practical equality, understand whatsoever approach to absolute equality can be made,
when provision as effectual as can be made has
been made for those three other particular ends of
superior necessity. In regard to security, understand 1;kewlse, that, amongst the ad'versariea,
against whose maleficent designs and enterprises
security requires to be provided, _are not only
foreign enemies and internal _nalefactors com.
monly so called, but moreover those members of
the community, whose power affords them such
facilities for producing, with impunity, and on
the largest scale, those evils, for the production
of which, upon the smallest scale_ those who are
without power are punished by them with so little
reserve. As to absolute equality, it would be no
less plainly inconsistent with practical equality
than with subsistence, abundauce, and security.
Suppose but a commencement made, bythepower
of a government of any kind, in the design of
establishing
the having
effect would
be -that,in instead of everylt_one's
an equal
share
the
sum of the objects of general desire--and in
particular in the means of subsistence, and the
matterofabundanee, noonewouldhaveanyshare
in it at aLL Before any division of it could be
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The footing, upon which the process ofressorting isthus placed by the principle of utility,
is not only the only true and defensible footing, but the only one (it will be seen) on which
any tolerable degree of precision can have
place : and, even in so slight a sketch as the
present, already it may have been observed,
how near to mathematical the degree of prevision is, in this case, capable of being made.
Considered with reference to an individual, in
every element of human happiness, in every
element of its opposite unhappiness, the e/emeats, or say din_nsions of value (it has been
seen,) are four : intensity, duratzon, prop_nquity, certainty;
add, if ina political commuairy, extent. Ofthesefive,
thefirst, itistrue
is not susceptible of precise expression: it not
being susceptible of measurement.
Bat the
four others are.
By this mode of reasoning, the doctrine of
proportions is naturally introduced, and, on
every occasion, held up to view. In so .far
as, is the formulary by which the case thus
taken is announced, and the requisite effect
produced.
Without thus adverting to proportions, say absolutely and simply, of the
thing, whatever it be -- it is so and so, or it is
not so and so--in either case, if, in your bucket,
as it comes out of the well, you have more or
less of truth, no one can say, for no one has
inquired, in how large a proportion falsehood
may not have come mixed with it.
To return to the application thus made of
arithmetic
to questions of utility.
How far
short soever this degree of precision may be, of
the conceivable point of perfection-of that
which is actually attained in some branches
of art and science, --how far short soever of
absolute perfection, -- at any rate, in every
tutional and candid eye, unspeakable will be
the advantage
it will have, over every form
of argumentation,
in which everyidea is afloat,
no degree of precision being ever attained, beoause none is ever so much as aimed at.
Till the principle of utility, as explained by
the phrase the greatest happiness of the greateat number, is, on each occasion, if not explicitly, implicitly referred to, as the source of
all reasoning, _ and arithmetic, as above, eraployed in making application of it, everything
that, in the field of legislation, calls itself teaaontng or argument will-- say who can in what
large proportion _be a compound of nonsense
and falsehood ; both ingredients having misrule for their effect, after having, in no small
made, the whole would be destroyed: and, destroyed, along with it, those by whom_ as well as
those for the sake of whom, thedivisienhadbcen
ordained,
In a word, where equality is spoken of as one
of the particular ends, in the attmnment of which
the dismbutive branch of law oujght to occupy
itself,--the sort of equality kept m view should
be that which has place in the .4n_'lo-.4merican
United 8_te,.. mea_g
always those in which
laave_aoming nas no place,
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proportion, had it for their object. Ill words,
opposite to one another in character, but all ot
them indeterminate in quantity, may be seen
the ordinaryinstruments of debate :--the wenpons with which the warfare of tongues and
pens is, in a vast proportion, carried on. In
penal law, j_sllce and humanity-- in finance,
economy and liberality-- in judicial procedure,
strictness and liberality of construction _ in
constitutional
law, liberty and licentiousness.
It is with trash such as this, that eorruptionists
feed their dupes, teaching them, at the same
time, to feed one another with it, as well as
themselves.
It is with one part of it in their
mouths that the holders of power pass for
wise, andthe hunters after it for eloquent.
Thus cheap is the rate, at which, in any quantity, each combatant finds matter of laud for
those of his own side of the question (not
forgettinghimself,)
and matter of vituperation
for his antagonists.
It is by nonsense in this
shape that the war, made upon the p_inciple
of utility by ipsedzzitism and sentimentalism,
with or without rhyme, is carried on.
In the titles, with which the several sections
of this paper are headed, it may be observed
as a singularity, that the words, The greatest
happiness of the greatest number, occupy the
first place. The use of them is--to
serve as
a memento, that, whatever be the subject of
consideration, -- in so far as it belongs to the
field of government, matters be so ordered, as
that the only defensible end of government
shall never be out of sight.
To this instructive
phrase, substitute any
of those unmeaning terms, to which, under
the lash of perpetually-accusing
conscience,
the enemies of good government are, at every
turn, constrained to have recourse.
Substitute, for example, the word legitimacy, or the
word order, and say--malntenance
oflegzti.
macy requires, or maintenance of order reqmrcs,
that the state be provided with an all-eompre.
hensive -- with a ratzonalized code of law
that, in the rationale, the several reasons, or
sets of reasons, be contiguously attached to the
several arrangements to which they apply, and
so forth. The substitution made, see then, ask
Tourself, what grade, what check, is furnished
by the nonsense thus substituted
to useful
sense ? Why then is leglt_macy anywhere the
word? Because, owing to intellectual
blindness and weakness, absolute monarchy is still
establisked by law in so many more countries
than any better form of government is. Why
is order the word ? Because, while the best
government can no more exist without order
in some shape or other than the worst, the
worst order is as much order as the best.
In
the worst governmenL order of some sort is
established.
Does it follow that it must be
good, because it is establlsked f Must everything be good that is established ? Whet is
thus said of the body politic, apply it thus to
the body natural
Take a man in whose head
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or stomach the gout is established: take a man
in whose bladder a stone is established. Establlshod as it is, does the gout, does the stone,
contribute anything to his happiness ?
Good is pleasure or exemption from pain : or
a cause or instrument of either, considered in
so far as it is a cause or instrument of either,
Evil is pain or loss of pleasure ; or a cause
or instrument of either; considered in so far
as it is a cause or instrument of either,
Happiness is the sum of pleasures, deduction made or not made of the sum of pains,
Government
is in each community the
aggregate of the acts of power exercised
therein, by persons in whom the existence of
a right to exercise political power is generally
recognized.
Every act of power, in the exercise of which evil as above is employed, is
itself an evil : and, with small exceptions, no
otherwise than by such acts can the business
of government be carried on. No otherwise
than through the instrumentality of punishment can even such parcels of the matter of
good as are employed in the way of reward,
be in any comparatively considerable proportion, got into the hands by which they are
applied,
To warrant the employment of evil, whether in the character of punishment or in
any other character, two points require to
be made out : 1. That, by means of it, 9ood
to a preponderant amount will be produced ;
2. That, at any less expense of evil, 9ood in so
great a proportion can not be produced,
In every rationale, both these points ought
to be constantly kept in view: in the rationale
hereby offered, they will be constantly kept

in _ew.

No otherwise than by reference to the
greatest-happiness
principle, can epithets such
as good and evil, or good and bad, be expressire of any quahty in the act or other object
to which they are applied : say an act of an
individual: say an act of government: a law,
a measure of government, a s_/stem of government, a form of government.
But for this
reference, all they designate is -- the state of
mind on the Wxt of him in whose discourse
they are employed,
When, and in proportion as, this standard
ts employed as the standard of reference,then for the first time, and thenceforward
for ever, will the import of those same perpetually employed and primarily important
adjuncts, considered as indicative of qualities
belonging to the objects they are applied to,
be determinate,
SECTX0_ 4.
The greatest happiness of the greatest number
requires, that, of this Rationale, the sereral parts be placed in the most immediate
contact with the several arrangements to

NOT DETACHED.

which they respectively apply.
interwovem, not detached.

_
Ratiouale,

1. Instances have appeared, in which, in the
place of sets of reasons, attached, each set,
to a correspondent arrangement taken by
itself, --in
place of this perpetually interwoven accompaniment, -- a general prelimi.
nary discourse has been employed, prefixed,
the whole of it, to this or that portion of the
body of the laws. Forming a body apart,
this substitute to sets of separately and contiguously attached reasons, will not, in any
tolerable degree, fulfil any one of the purposes above mentioned.
Neither in respect of clearness, of correctness, nor of completeness, will it be able to
stand any comparison with them.
Taken together, it will constitute a work,
altogether distinct and detached from the
work to which it professes to give a support,
and of which it professes to make a part.
In the case of no one of the several classes
of persons in question-- neither in the case
of the draughtsman, nor in the case of the
subject czt_zen, nor in the case of the judge,
nor in the case of the legislator, will it operate with any considerable effect, towards any
of the purposes above enumerated : in particular, neither to the feet of the subject eitizen will it be a lamp, nor in the case of the
draughtsman, the legislator, or the judge,
a brzdle to the mouth.
In the mind of the
reader, losing their appropriate contiguity,
the several parts of it will lose their application, if they have any : their application,
their import, their binding force, theirinstruc-

tire effect.

2. When the first of the codes established
by Buonaparte was first published-(it was
the penal code) -- attached to it was a sort
of accompaniment, in the form above mentioned, viz. that of a separate and preliminary discourse. It was composed of a tissue
of vague generalities, floating in the air, in
the character of 9eneral principles.
In that
form was it delivered, and not in the form ot
reasons,--reasons
applied, in the discourse,
to the several particular arrangements, to
which, in each man's mind, they were respectively meantto apply? Inthat nebulous form,
--and why ? Because this rule of action, not
having for its main end in view the abovementioned all-comprehensive and only proper
end,thegreatesthappinessofthegreatestnumher, --mot having for its mare end any other
object than the individual happiness oftheindividual despot of whose will it was the expressi0n, and from whose power it was to derive
its force, --the tenor of it was, from first to
last, in numerous points, such, for which no
reasons that could bear the light could be
given : and it was for this same cause that a
clear arrangement, which he knew of, and
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which ]tad passed under his review, had been
actually put aside: yes, contained as it was
in a work, his approbation of which had been
pointedly deelared,_ put aside, and an arrangemerit, which had for its undeniable purpose
the organization of an all-comprehensive and
appropriate system of confusion, was eraployed in preference,
The one put aside?
Why ? Because,
having throughout for its object the greatest
happiness of the greatest number, it took
throughout, for its principle or source of
distribution, the manner in which, by the
several acts in question, that happiness is
effected.
The other employed ? Why ? Because, having for its main object the persohal interest of the lawgiver, as above, it had
for its principle or source of distribution, the
manner in which, in respect of those acts,
it was his will, because, in his mew of the
matter, it was his _nterest, according to his
own conception of his interest, that men
should be dealt with. Offences made punishable in the highest degree, --offences
made
punishable in the next highest degree but
one--offences
made punishable inthe-lowcst
degree : such has been, such continues to be,
the classlfication--the
logic--of
tyranny
and misrule, every where. Look for example
to the matchless constitution--the
envy and
admiration of the world. Would you learn the
difference in the nature of different classes
of punishable misdeeds ? It is from the intlmation given of the several masses of punishment attached to them, that you must guess
at it as well as you can : this must be your
clue; for there is no other.
It is from the
words treason, uaclergyablefelony,
clergyable
felony, premumre, and misdemeanor,
3. Such being the principle of arrangement,
--instead
of reasons, formed by application
of the principle of utility, and making reference throughout to the only legitimate end,
reasons all along particularly apposite to,
and placed in contiguity with, the several partitular arrangements
they were meant to be
applied to,--instead
of any such really useful
accompaniment,
came the above- mentioned
preliminary
discourse : a glittering
object,
floating in the air, and composed of clouds,
Why any such preliminary discourse ? Answer:
that, in the eyes of the prostrate multitude
a display might be made of extent and profundity of reflection : that where, in eomparison of what might have been done, little
good was really done, much might be thought
r_o be done.
4. In the newly-erected kingdom of Barn-

ria m erected under that same ever-selfish,
though never needlessly cruel despot's influence -- under that same influence, a penal
code, with the same arrangement, and the
same sort of accompaniment, was estabhshed, t
5. Not many years ago, in a politit_d state
not altogether so ample in extent, the abovementioned natural principle of arrangement
having been adopted,--the
attaching of a
rationale, samples of which lay on the table,
was proposed. It was not accepted. For what
alleged reason was it that reasons were not
to be admitted? For this reason m that real
sons are dry th_ngs. Gay and amusing in its
own nature, a code of law would be divested
of those its pleasant qualities, if any such dry
matter as that which is composed of reasons
were intermixed with it. This gay reason, is
it possible that it should have been the real
one ? Impossible.
What, then, could have
been the real one ? What bnt this -- that, m
the place of the sort of matter thus cast out,
-- those by whom it was cast out having to
insert some matter of their own, by which
no such test as that of reason, deduced as
above from the greatest-happiness
principle,
could have been endnred, --having some obiect of particular and latent interest--of
interest-begotten
prejudice -- of authoritybegotten, or of habit -begotten
prejudice or
caprice, -- to stick m -- or something good,
to which those powers were adverse, to keep
outthus It was, that against an inmate so
inconvenient and troublesome as reason, the
door was shut.
If any cause that can better
bear the light can be found, it were well that
it should seethe light: if, in the eyes of those
by whom this exclusion was effected, it be
honourable to them, it were pity the honour
should not be reaped by them.
Invitation is
here given to them to produce their names,
and thus to come forth and claim it.
6. To the draughtsman principal in labour
md eminence, permismon was Ot is said)
given to give reasons : trot these reasons were
to he his, and not the legislator's,
and, lest
they should be too dear, too closely apposite,
too instructive, -- they were to put off the
garb of partteular reasons _ they were to be
rarefied and sublimated, and confounded as
above, into the form of a general preliminary
discourse.
In a lately published tract on the Spanish
propo_d
penal eode,:l: may be seen the sort
of notice taken by the dranghtsman in the
Cortes, of the demand that (it seems) had
on that occasion been made, for something
in the nature of a ratwnale, and the sort of
apology by which the giving satisfaction to
C e#t nnonvrage degenie were the words, that demand was evaded. So far as regarded
as almost immediately reported to the author of the legislators
themseh,es,
assurance was
this addres_ Not to speak of discernment, such given to them, that every demand of that sort
was the candour and magnanimity which, in the
mind ofprudence,
that extraordinary man_ embellished his
sellish
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completely superseded, by the consummateness of the wisdom of those same legislators : and, as to the rest of the people--of
that people for WhORebenefit the demand for
this instrument of elucidation, justification,
instruction, and satisfaction, might by some
be thought to have place--that
people from
whom the draughtsman, and those colleagues
of his whom he was addressing, derived all
the authority they could pretend to-- no such
objects (it should seem) happened to present
themselves to the draughtsman's view.
Whatsoever cause for regret the omission
may in that case have afforded, no just cause
of wonder can it afford in any case. The
easiest of all literary works, bulk for bulk, is
a code of law stark naked : a code altogether
hare of reasons in any shape: next to the
easiest, a code with no other habiliment than
a separate tissue of vague and commonplace
generalities, with agloss of reason on the sur15aceof it. Not only the most important, but
the most dill]cult of all human works, may
be safely pronounced, an uniformly apt and
all-comprehensive
code of law, accompanied
with a perpetually-interwoven
rationale,
drawn from the greatest happiness principle,
as above,
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dividuals, an original draught, or any number
of such original draughts, were admitted to
the exercise of this function, all other per'_
were excluded from it, or even all persons
other than those among whom the power of
sanctionmont, as above, is shared; Yes: in
such a state of things, m were it the state of
things here proposed, _ true it i_ that by the
admission given to some, coupled with the
exclusion put upon others, not only would a
power be created, but the very power which,
in consideration of its unnecessary and rotschievons magnitude, it is the object of the
very arrangement here proposed, to exclude.
On this part of the subject, six principal
positions have been the result of the inquiry :
m the table of contents they may have been
seen at length.
They are here recalled to
view in brief, each of them in company with
a correspondently brief intimation of the principal considerations or reasons by which it
was suggested.
The first of them, with a
development of its reasons, constitutes the
matter of the present section: the rest will,
in the like manner, occupy the five next succeeding ones.
I. Adrmssion universaL--Competitors,
for
the function exercised bythe furnishing of the
original draught, as numerous as possible.
SECTION5.
REASONS.--1. Chance, for the greatest posThe greatest happiness of the greatest hum- sible degree of aptitude on the part of the
bet reqalres, that for the fimetion exercised
work, a maximum: to sinister interest, and
other causes of inaptitude, on the part of
by the drawing of the original draught of those on whom the quality of the work in its
such a code, the competitors be as many as, ultimate state depends, the strongest bridle
without reward at the public expense, can applied that the nature of their situation adbe obtained : and so, tbr that of proposing
mlts of.
alterations in such draught as shall have
2. School for legislative and other funco
been adopted.
Plan for obtaining eompetlonaries, thus instztuted.
II. l_emuneration at an additional public
titors,
expense, none.REAso._ 1. Avoidance of
THE contents of the preeeding sections have
inaptitude, on the part of the work, through
for their subject the characteristic nature and patronage and favouritism : also, through proplan of the here proposed work.
eipitatmn according to one mode of payment;
The contents of this and the succeeding
through delay, according to another: delay,
sections have for their subject the choice of ending perhaps in final non-performance.
hands for the execution of it.
III. Hands, not more than one. _ RIL_S0h"
On this occasion, never be it out of mind,
]. Avoidance of inaptitude in the work, by
that the work in question is _ not a body of reason of moral inaptitude in the workman,
law in its utt_mate state -- in that state in through want of responsibility for bad work.
which it receives the sanction of the sore- manship, and want of encouragement for good.
reign power:--it
is nothing more than the 2. Avoidance of inconsistency:
of want of
original draught, drawn up in the view of its unity of design, and symmetry of execution,
receiving that sunetion as above : of its re- as between part and part.
eeiving it indeed -- but eventually only : and
IV. Hands, not only single, but imoum to
not till after it has undergone all such alterabe so. --RExsoI_.
Else the responsibility and
lions as, by any of the several persons among the encouragement deficient.
whom respectively the sovereign power in
V. Not only the hand single, and known
matters of legishtion is shared, shall have to be so, but whose _t is, known. _ R_soN.
been proposed,__and,
by those whose cuneurElse the responsibility and the ancouragemant
fence is necessary to the application of that still deficient.
sanetion, adopted : in a word, by the several
VI. The hand of a foreigner, not only ada_thorities in that behalf constituted,
missible but preferable. _ RF_SOr_. ExempYes ; if. while, from any one or more in- tion from local sinister ilaterests and preju-
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dices: deficiency in local knowledge being
easily amendable by native hands, in the
course of the progress of the world, through
the constituted authorities,
Note, that in a representative government,
the hands ordinarily employed in the proriding of the original draught are those of a
legislation committee.
With the exception of
the second point, namely, the 9ratuitousness
of the service, the desirable results, referred
to by the above reasons, are, in this case, all
of them, either foregone or lessened.
Gratuitous in this case the service naturally and
commonly is in appearance unquestinnably,
but to the degree in which it may be otherwise in effect, no bounds can be assigned: in
the nature of the case there are no others,
than those which apply to the quantity of
depredatiou and oppression, exerc;sible, in the
community in question, by a government over
which the people have no more than a nomihal controul, compared with that exercisible
where the people have a real .and efficient
controul: a few restraints on the liberty of
the press and public discussion may suffice to
establish the difference,
These are but faint anticipations.
For
placing in their full light all these several
points, considerable development and explanation will be unavoidable.
1. As to the proposed universality.
By it
would be instituted a mode of codification,
which, for distinction,
might be styled the
ope_ mode.
The following slight sketch may serve to
convey a general conception of it: -In the name of the constituted authorities,
or of the legislative body alone, let invitation
be given to all persons without distinction,
who, (with the exception of the members of
the legislative body during the time of their
serving in that capacity,)
regarding themselves as competent,
may feel inclined to
transmit to the legislative body, each of them
a general sketch or outline of the proposed
original draught of a work of the sort in cluestion : with a sample or samples, of the mode
in which it is proposed to execute It, expressed in the words in which it is proposed
to stand : to which samples may be added,
general indications,
on such occasions on
which the nature of the case admits not of
the taking any determinatioll
respecting the
individual words,
2. Let intimation be at the same time
given, that, in proportion to the aptitude of
the work according to the estimate formed
of it by public opinion, evidence will be regarded as having been given, of appropriate
aptitude on the part of the workman, with
relation
to many of the most important
public offices, to which pecuniary emolument
stands already attached,
3. In such sketch, and sample or samples,
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should be comprehended as well the civil as
the penal code: so intimate being the connexion between those two parts, that without a comprehensive and conjunct view of
both, no clear, correct, complete, cousistent,
and well-ordered mode of execution, could be
given to either.
4. In the samples and in the general sketch,
it may perhaps be found necessary that the
constitutional code be omitted : for, so universal and tenacious and craving is the appetite
for power, that the idea of any considerable
change in this part of tLe field of legislation
affords little promise of being found endurable
unless when imposed by force or intimidation.
5. In a representative
democracy, there
need be no difficulty. In the advertisement
forthispurpose,
thelegislative body, however,
might probably, without objection, if it saw
any use in so doing, lay down as a fundamental
andindispensable prmdple, that, immediately
or unimmediately, all functionaries shall be
placed, and at short intervals displaccable, by
the greatest number of the adult population,
or of the male part of the adult population:
or rather might give intimation, that for any
departure
from this principle, some special
and convincing train of reasons would be expected to be assigned.
6. For the giving in of these samples, some
determinate day, it should seem, would unavoidably be to be fixed. That day arrived, it
will then be to be put to the vote which sample bhall be preferred ; or whether, for want
of any satisfactory sample, the time shall be
enlarged.
7. Suppose a sample pitched upon. A further day will then be to be assigned, on or
before which, a proposed complete code i_
terTnlais, embracing these two branches, with
such blank_ only as the nature of the case necessitates, shall be given in.
8. Though, if samples more than one have
been sent in, adoption, if given to any, must
be given to some one of them -- it is not necessary that any peremptory exclusion should
be put upon such complete draughts as any
other of the competitors may be disposed to
present.
This 0t may be said) is the sample
most approved of. But all other persons are
still at liberty to propose, each of them, his
draught. It will, on that occasion, then be for
each of them to consider-whether a eomo
i pleted draught, in conformity to the pattern
most approved of, will not afford him the most
promising chance.
9. On this plan, the remuneration _ remuneration suited as above to the nature of the
case, and of the sort of service rendered
neednot, and naturally would not, be confined
to the competitor by whose samples, nor in
conclusion to the competitor
by whose corn°
pleted draught, the largest share of approl_tion has been obtained.
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10. By the preference thus given in the
main to this or that sample, or to this or that
draught, the legislative body would not be
precluded from giving indication of this or that
portion of this or that other draught, as being
regarded fit to be employed in the draught
most approved,
1I. The invitation to send in original samples, and after wards completed draughts, will,
of coarse, be accompanied or followed by a
correspondent invitation to sen_ in ob_crvatlons on, and proposed an_endments to, all
samples and completed draughts, to which
any such acceptance, total or partial, shall
have been given as above,
12. Be the number of these patterns ever
so considerable, the expense of printing and
publishing should be defrayed by government,
Were it not for this, the expense might be a
bar to the work of the least affluent competitors : and thereby to those, in whom, as such,
the habitofinteUectual
labour, and thence the
promise of intellectual, and even of appropriate moral aptitude, is fairest,
13. The produce of the sale might either
be applied in alleviation of the expense, or be
given to the respective authors. The expense
on this score neither promises nor threatens
to be very considerable.
Be it what it may,
so long as, in the whole of the official establishmcnt, so much as a single sinecure, or
useless, or needless, or overpaid office is to be
found, to this expense no objection can with
any consistency be made.
If, in consequence of this plan, any addition
were to be made to the number of salaried
offices it found in existence, it would be that
of a functionary, with some such title as that
of Conservator of the laws. Upon the following ground, stands the demand for an office of
this nature. Regular and symmetrical would
uaturally be-- would necessarily be, if well
executed--the
structure of a code, having for
its accompaniment a rationale as above. By
subsequent additions and alterations--with.
out a degree of skill and care too great to be
constantly reckoned upon, on every occasion,
and from all legislative hands promiscuously
taken--the
symmetry would be liable to be
injured, and confusion introduced: to obviate
this inconvenience, in so far as it can be obelated without prejudice to the uneontrouled
exercise of the legislative power, wouldbe the
office of this functionary. Before the sanctionment of each law-- or when the pressure of
the time was regarded as not admitting of the
delay, as soon afterwards as might be-- to him
it would belong to propose for the substance of
the newlaw, aform ndaptedtothe structure of
the code. Thereupon, if the form so proposed
were adopted by the legislature for the time
being, so much the better: if not, it would
remain as the subject-matter of a virtual and
tacit appeal to succeeding legislatures,
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14. Supposing the office here in question
established, the author of the draught most
approved of seems to be the person, to whom,
if expected to be found willing to accept of it,
the offer of it would naturally be made.
15. But the choice should be lelt unfet*
tared. Be the literary composition ever so well
penned, fitness for the office would not, on the
part of tbe author, be a necessary consequence.
Various are the points of appropriate aptitude,
in which, relation had to the business of this
office, he might still be deficient.
Witness,
aptitude in respect of health, assiduity, uncorruptness, firmaese, gentleness, quickness
in execution, &c.
16. After the completion of the code, it
might not improbably be a considerable time,
before the need of the offer thus described
would manifest itself.
Reasons.for tlte above described open mode.
They are constituted by the advantages,
which, with reference to the greatest happihess of the greatest number, would be the
result of it.
1.--Reason 1. The chances, in favour of the
aptest possible draught, rendered the greatest
possible. Themoredraughts
sentin, the more
will there be for those to choose out of, to
whom it belongs to choose.
2. --Reason 2. The greater the number of
draughts sent in, the greater the number of
those, out of which, portions might, upon
occasion, be selected for the amendment of
that one, whichsoever it were, that shall
have been chosen to serve as the principal
basis of the completed work.
3. --Reason 3. Advantages deril, able from
the school that would thus be established, for
functionaries in the legislative departments.
4. -- Reason 4. Advantages from the school
thus established, as applied to the case of
functinnarios in the judiciary and administratire departments.
Masters in these schools, the authors of
the proposed codes: scholars, the readers of
these same codes. Note, that in this branch
of art and science, as in every other, the
pleasantest and most effectual mode of learn.
in9 is by teaching;--by
teaching, or at least
endeavourln 9 to teach.
By the reading of books and articles in periodical works, on subjects belonging to this
or that small spot in the field of legislation
by reading in this way, with or without the
heating of speeches, arc statesmen formed at
present. But from such scattered and casually
visited springs, what is the greJLtest quantity
of information capable of being derived, in
comparison of all those several floods, by
each of which the whole field of legisiati_t
and government witlbe covered?
True it is, that, in regard to offices belonging to the judicial department, the same
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observation
applies to these as that which
has just been applied to the proposed future
contingent office of conservator of the laws.
By no degree of aptitude, be it ever so high,
on the part of any such legislative draught,
can any absolutely conclusive evidence be
given, of aptitude on the part of the author,
with relation to any of these certainly and
constantly indispensable offices. Witness, in
addition to the elements of aptitude instanced
in that case, fluency in speech,
So likewise in regard to offices belonging
to the several branches of the administrative
department. Further exemplhtication will not
here be necessary,
Still, as far as it goes, still even with reference to every such office, what can scarcely
fail to have a place is--that
by the authorship ot an intelleetuat work, so matchless in
difficulty as well as iu_portance--in the extent
of knowledge as well as correctness of judemeat necessary, w evidence of appropriate
aptitude -- evidence in a pre-eminent degree
prohative--wiU
have been exhibitedmexhihired by a no inconsiderable
proportion of
the whole number of competitors.
Objections answered,
1. _ Objection 1. Fruitless the invitation:
none will be found to accept it.
Answer. The objection has been anticipated. What ! --is money of no value ? -- is
power of no value ? The highest of all bloodless glories, is that too of no value ? Vain
would it be to say-- despair of success will
drive men from so arduous a work.
Not it
indeed. In each man's eyes, success will depend--not
on absolute, but on comparative
aptitude,
But, suppose no such work sent in, where
is the evil? Absolutely none. On the contrary, there is this positive good: evidence
given to the subject many--evidence,
and
that of the most conclusive kind--of
sincerity on the part of their rulers, in respect of
the sacrifice thus made of so large a portion
of power to the universal interest,
2. --Objectwn
2. The press would be inundated and overloaded;
public money would
be wasted in the publication of so many voluminous compositions ; public time wasted
in the consideration of them.
Answer. Strange indeed it would be, if the
objection were not completely anticipated by
the two great political schools---by the school
for legislative functionaries,
and the school
for executive functionaries, as above. Forany
the most trifling branch of art and science,
in what instance was any the most inconsiderable school ever established by the government of a country at so small an expease ?
3.mObject/ou
3. An innovation this: unprecedented this open mode of legislation,
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Answer. True, in point of fact : but wha_
is the application of it in point of argument?
Unprecedented it must be confessed is this
open mode, on the part of men whose station
is in that place from whence it is proposed
that the invitation should come.
Unprecedented: but why ? Only because, in breasts so
stationed, pre-eminent regard for the greatest
happiness of the greatest number, in preference to all particular and thence sinister interests, is unprecedented.
4.Objection 4. By the adoption of this
open mode, the two situations of representafives and constituents would be confounded :
the power that had been transferred, would
thus be given back.
Answer. What if it were--what
if, for the
purpose of passing condemnation, a word to
which a dysloglstic sense stands associated,
such as the word confusion, could, without
impropriety, be applied? Suppose not only
these but all other situations confounded,
where would be the evil, if, by such confusion, the greatest happiness of the greatest
number would be increased ?
Not that there is any such thing as confusionin the case. True it is--that, by every
exercise given to the legislative function, u
power is exercised : for, of this function, the
exercise is confined to a comparatively small
number, all others being exeludedfrom it: to
that function, therefore, power is effectually
attached. But, by the very supposition, trom
the exercise of the function here proposed
to be laid open to every man, no man is excluded. Here, therefore, no power has place.
True it is, what is proposed is--that
a service be performed: a service which, if well
performed, will be the most beneficial, as
well as the most difficult, of all services :
but stall, by the performance of it, though
it were by ever so great a multitude, not an
atom of power would be exercised.
Reasons for not giving to members of the legislative body the exclusive faculty of furnishing original draughts : -- of furnishing
them in this extraordinary case, as has been
hitherto everywhere the practice in all ordinary cases.
I. -- Reason 1. They have no time npplicable to it.
The composition of a bodyoflaw, -- which
is to be at the same time all-comprehensive,
and on every point, by means of a perpetually
interwoven rationale, justffied and explained,
-- presents of itself an irresistible demand for
the whole quantity of applicable time, at the
disposal of whatsoever individual may be engaged in it : if so, then, in the case of every
individual possessing any share in the aggregate of legislative power, if any part of his
time be employed upon this work, the eonsequence is _ that either the ordinary lane-
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tion called, or liable to be called, continually
into exercise by the exigencies of the day, or
else this extraordinary function, or both the
one and the other, will of necessity be heglected,
In the practical result of this reason, is
comprised (it may be observed) an exclusion
put upon the members of the legislative body,
as to the function of drawing up any such
draught. It applies not however to the persons _ this exclusion: -- it applies only to the
time: and as to time, it applies not to any
portion other than that which, by their engagement, stands appropriated to the ordinary
duties of such their situation. It applies not
to the exclusion of any draught already prepared by any member, antecedently to the day
on which the all-comprehensive
invitation
shall have been resolved upon : it apphes not
to any portion of time subsequent to that,
during which his exercise of those same ordinary functions is continued: it is therefore
no bar to his entering, immediately after such
invitation, upon the task of penning such a
draught, provided that on that occasion he
vacates his seat.
Objection to the above temporary excZuslon,
Presence of the author necessary for explanation and justification.
What (it may be
asked) must be the condition of any such original draught, if the author, of whose views
it is the expression, is not, at the time of its
being on the carpet, enabled by his presence
to supply such explanations and justifications
as may be requisite for the support of it ?
Answer 1. To the case of an original draught
of the ordinary kind -- of a draught containing nothing but an assemblage of expressions
of will, without anything whatever in the
shape of reason for the justification or explanation of it, -- true iris, this objection would
apply with no inconsiderable force. But, in
the case of an original draught of the sort here
in question,
an instrument of explanation
and justification is bythe supposition always
present : and this too in a form beyond cornparison more apt than any that could be given
to a set of impromptuary and orally delivered
observations : more apt, namely, in clearness,
correctness, completeness, conciseness, compactheSS, methodicalness, consistency (meaning, exeruption from inconsistency) : naturally, not
to say necessarily, more apt, and that to an
indefinite degree.
2. The original draught, whatever it be,
being given in, the having composed it is no
bar to the author's being a member of the
_sembly in which it is the subject of discusstun.
In truth, supposing him not to be a mereber, he might throughout the discussion be
present, with the faculty of giving his assistonce to bo_h those purposes. Nothing more
natural, because nothing more obviously use-
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ful, and as it should seem unexceptionable.
His not having the power of a member, is no
reason why the assemb/y, and through the
assembly the nation, should not have the facuity of receiving from him this sere/ee.
2.- Reason 2. By the competition thus
proposed, a bridle will be applied to the power
ot the constituted authorities: a br/d/e, and
that an unexceptionable and indispensable
i one.
i The need of this tutelary instrument has
for its cause the influence of sinister interest :
that particular interest, by which, in ease of
competition, and to the extent of the compstition, every individual is prompted to make
sacrifice of the happiness of all besides to his
!own individual happiness : in every situation
!every individual prompted, and, in every pohtieal situation, in proportion to the power
and influence attached to that situation, onabled, to make this sacrifice: say the sinister
sacrifice.
Behold now what this bridle is, and how
it is that, by the unlimited number oforiginal
draughts let in by the proposed open mode, it
is applied. By the supposition, each draught
comes provided with its rationale; and true
it is that, by that same rationale, as above
mentioned, a bridle is apphed, nor that an
inefficient one : applied, namely to the mouth
of the author of that same draught. Small,
however, will be the utmost tutelary force
of that one bridle, compared with that which
may be applied by the aggregate of all the
several draughts, with their respective rationales, to winch, in a number altogether indefimte, it is the object of the here-proposed
arrangement to give birth. The bridle which,
m this shape, each man makes for his own
mouth, will of course be as light and soft as
he thinks he can venture to make it. Let
any one therefore judge, how inadequate the
force of this one check, and that applied by
so partial a hand, cannot but be, when cornpared with the united force of all those instruments of salutary controui which, in an
indefinite number, he sees about to be appliad:
applied by so many different hands, preserved,
all of them, by the very nature of the ease,
from all partiality in his favour : instruments,
which though not made, any of them, for his
mouth in particular, willnot be the less effectire.
Of this composite bridle, the tutelary force
will apply itself successively to both situations, in the first instance, to that of the
framers of the several original draughts, on
which the several members of the legislature
are to sit as judges, and when it has produced
its effect in that quarter, then to the situation
of members: to the legislators themselves,
when occupied respectively in the formation
of their several judgments, and in the cor_i_
deration of the line of conduct to be purauad
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by them in consequence. In the case of each
individ-al draughtsman, the controul has for
its cause, the anticipated view of the body of
information, that may come to have been furnished by the several rationalized codes sent
in by his competitors : in the ease of the legisLator,it is the actual view of them when sent
in. When the collection of them has been
eomphted, each member of the legisLature,
according to the measure of his zeal and industry, will of course comparethem with one
another in his own mind, and out of such of
them as appear to him worthy his attention,
he will form for himself the substance of a
newdraught, composedofwhatsoeverarrangemerits have obtained his preference. In this
new draught, in what way soever the eomponent parts of it mayhave been put together,-whether in the letter-press or only in his own
mind,--the ratloaale will be the standard of
comparison, bywhich the text of each arrangemerit, in each several draught, will be judged
of by him: and, of the correspondent portions
of text, will be composed the aggregate of the
several arrangements, to which his duty wiU
be calling upon him for his support. Moreover in this _ame aggregate, each private
individual, whose attention is applied to the
subject, will see the ground ofwhateverjudgment he puts himself in a way to pronounce
--whether inthe general character of memher of the tribunal of public opinion, or in the
particularcharacter of constituent, on the conduet of his representative, on the occasion of
the judgment passed by him on the subject of
the work, in the aptitude of which the whole
nation has so deep an interest,
Reader, be not alarmed by the idea of the
possible immensity of the supposed aggregate,
The state of things, which in an eminent degree seems probable,is _ that, be the number
of the draughts what it may, of some one of
them --the most apt upon the whole --the
consistency will be such, that if it be employed
in any part, it will be employed, almost to the
exclusion of all others; and that the only use
made of these others, wiU be the derivingfrom
this and that one of them, an amendment for
this or that particuLarimperfection, that may
have been observedin the fundamental work.
A pattern of tins sort beingin everyman's
view _ a literary composition, of which, in
every part, the component words stand determined--conceive now the advantage, with
which, in his capacity of censor, every citizen
will be enabled to act, while caUingto account
this or that member of the legislative body,
in respect of the code, or any part of the code,
to which his concurrence has been given :-"Behold this and this unfit arrangement in the
draught that has your support -- to arrangemerits, the unfitness of which stun& demonstrafed in the portion you see of the rationale
belonging to this other draught. Behold the
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draught, in which are this andthisfit arrangement, winch, in your draught, though in tht
correspondingparts of its rationale their fit_
ness stands so conclusively demonstrated, are
not to be found I With the so ,such better
lying before you, whereforeis it that youhave
given preference to the worse ? For such preferance, what justification, what apology, can
you produce ?" Of this nature are the questions, by the fear of which the bridle is upplied.
Compared with a judgment formed with
such a pattern for its ground,--how vague
and ungrounded must be the best grounded
judgment, which, m relation to the subject
matter in questi.,_,, can be formed !--formed,
even by the best _onstruetedmind in the preo
sent state of tt '._gs! Neither forapprobation,
northence for disapprobation, is anything, approaching, though at ever so wide a distance,
to a determinate ground, to be found anywhere, by any man : nothing better than the
ever indeterminate, andever changing, as weU
as ever inadequate, stock of such crude, incorrect, incomplete, mutually and perpetually
discordant conceptions, as may be found extractibte from the existing stock of literary
matter, belonging to the several departments
of legislation and government : with or without the addition of such informatian and advice, as it may happen to him to have obtained
from this or that other man, whose concepuons and judgment have been derived from
the same muddy source: both judgments all
the while exposed, and without warning, to
the delusive influence of all those fallacies,
and other instruments of delusion, with which
the whole field of government is, in every
portion of it, so abundantly infested.
Deteriorated rather than improved, is this
fluctuating standard, this ever changh]g pattern, by such flashes of eloquence, addressed
so much more frequently to the passions than
to the judgment -- those momentary lights,
of which orally delivered speeches are in so
Largea proportion utmost unavoidably composed. The greatest-liapplness prine/pie, with
its mild and steady radiance, will be an extingnisher to a!1such false lights.
Antecedently to the formation of the sort of
pattern here descnbed,--in forming a judgment in relation to what on this or that part
of the field the Lawought to be, the condition
men's minds are in, is analogous to that in
which, on so Largea portion of that field, they
are, in relation to what the law is : namely,
on that portion of it which is under the dominion of that spurious and fictitious substitute to really-existing law-- that fictitious
offspringof each man's imagination -- so iraproperly though generally designated by the
name of unwritten or comraonlaw.
Not only to any representative of the people
may questions, with this ground to them, be
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addressed, but to any other sharer in legisl_
Would any man wish to see in how high a
tire power, whose situation is accessible : not degree inimical to the greatest happiness of
only to the situation of representative of the the greatest number, a proposed code is ca.
people does the corresponding bridle apply, pable of manifesting itself? m of manifesting
but to that of any servant of the monarch in itself, after all the lights, which, down to the
the situation of minister: of minister :-- for, present time, have been spread over the field
as to the fleshly idol of which the minister is of its dominion ? -- let him turn to the work,
the priest, deafness as well as dumbness are with which, in the character of a penal code,
of the number of his attributes.
Spain, while this page is penning, is still
Not only by a constituent, to a candidate menaced.
for the situation of representative, on the
occasion of an election,but by any indiviSECTXO_ 6.
dual whatever, and on every occasion, so his The greatest happiness of the greatest numsituation be but an accessible one, may the
bet requires -- that, for the drawing of any
sort of questions above exemplified, searching
such draught, no reward at the public exas they are, be addressed.
If appropriate moral aptitude in perfection,
pense be given.
At additional expense,
seconded by appropriate intellectual and acreward none.
tire aptitude in correspondent perfectinnm
OF the above-described
unexpensive plan,
if consummate wisdom and consummate talent
the advantages cannot be more clearly brought
under the guidance of consummate virtue, be to view, than by bringing to vlcw the several
not among the never-failing accompaniments
detrimental effects, produced or liable to be
of power-- if, in a word, for the security of produced, by the expensive one.
the subject many, a bridle in any shape to the
In this as in other instances, where service
power of the ruling few, be needful,---a softer is proposed to be called for, in behalf of the
and less galling bridle than the one here pro- public, at the hands of individuals, m a naposed -- a softer and less galling one, whatsotural enough conception is q that, by factiever may be its efflciency-- cannot easily be tious reward, allotted to the purpose at the
imagined. Whatsoever be the constitution it public expense, a proportionable degree of
finds established, not any the slightest change aptitude may probably be obtained for the
would it produce or so much as hint at.
work : a degree greater than could otherwise
Even under a pure monmchy, if in such a be obtained for it: insomuch that the higher
government a bridle in any shape, applied to the reward, the greater is the probability of
the mouth of the earthly representative of the highest possible degree of aptitude.
the Divinity, in any part of the field of his
On an attentive examination, so far will
dominion, could be endurable, -- a bridle in this be from being found to be the case, that
this shape might, not impossibly, be endured, by, and even in the direct proportion of the
In the penal and the civil portion of the field, magnitude of such factitious reward, will the
it would be so, if in any. As to the consti- probabihty of the highest possible degree of
tutional portion, on which, under this form aptitude be seen to be diminished.
of government, nothing reasonable can be said
From any such factitious reward, the folin support of anything that has place,--on
lowing are in detail the evil effects that will
which, darkness, sdence, and motionless pros. be seen to be the result : effects either as deo
tration on the one part are the indispensable
trimental to the degree of aptitude in relation
means of security on the other, -- on this
to the work in question, or as productive of
domain, the touch of a feather in the shape evil in this or that other shape :
of a bridle would be intolerable : the more
1. --.Evil 1. The effect of the reward is
efficiently contributory an arrangement were to give birth to so much expense : and it will
demonstrated to be to the greatest happiness immediately be seen, that this expense is not
of the greatest number, the more intolerable
merely useless, but worse than useless. Say,
would the sight of it be to the supremely
E_Tense wasted.
ruling one, with his sub-ruling few.
2. --Ewl
2. The tendency of the reward
Dxscarding now all these flattering suppois to lessen, instead of increasing, the number
sitions, -- take in hand the sad case, which
of apt competitors:
thence the probability of
as yet has at all times _nd everywhere been
the highest degree of aptitude i_ lessened
in this respect the only real one.
Proposed
instead of increased.
Say, Number ofcompecode, none visible, but the one, whatever it ntors lessened.
be, which has had the seat of power _ of
3. _ Evil 3. The tendency of the reward
irresistible power--for
its birthplace.
Out is into place the work in hands less apt,
fi'om it comes the draught, -- and in every instead of more apt, than those in which it
part of the field, be its inaptitude ever so por- otherwise would have been placed. Say, Less,
tentous, this it is that must have the stamp
not more apt hands, _ the result.
of authority upon it-- this or none. All bet4. -- Evil 4. The tendency of the reward
ter ones have been kept out of existence,
is _ to produce precipitate execution, thence
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eomparatlve inaptitude, or else extra-delay,
up to ultimate non-performance, according to
the mode of payment in respect of time. Say,
Precipitation,
or else delay up to non-_erformance, the result,
5. -- Evil 5. The effect of the reward is
--to
deprive the public of the benefit of all
such works us, how useful soever, would not
in point of extent be adequate to the desired
purpose. Say, Useful, though not adequately
extensive, performances,
excluded,
6. --Ev//6.
The effect of the fictitious
reward is--to
lessen the number of the instances, in which, by the natural reward alone,
proofs of aptitude for political service in various shapes would be brought to view. Say,
Legislation school narrowed,
Now for a few explanations:-Evil 1. Expense wasted.-- True it is-that if, by increase of remuneration,
any reasonable promise of a corresponding
increase
of aptitude were afforded, --the
highest reward, that could with any chance of success
be proposed, could not be too great.
But,
whether any such promise could be afforded
may now be seen.
Evil 2. Number of competitors lessened. -It wilt be lessened by the non-appearance of
all such otherwise apt competitors as by the
apprehension of the want of ,nterest (in the
English phrase) of the want of protection (in
the French phrase) -- in a word, of the want
of appropriate favour in the eves of those on
whom the choice depends, will be deterred
from entering the last.
By the introduction of factitious reward in
the shape in question, the case would be rendered a case of patronage : of patronage, in
the hands of the person or persons, on whom
the choice of the individual or individuals to
whom the service, with its reward, shall be
allotted, depends.
As to patrons, and their
number,they may be many, .few, or one :
the whole legislative assembly, for example,
a legislative
committee of the assembly,
a
council of ministers, the president of the
legislation committee, or the minister ofjus-i
rice. With respect to the result in question,
no one of these diversifications
will make
any considerable
difference.
In the eyes of
every person in the situation of patron--in
the eyes of every person in the situation of
protegd, -- the reward will, in the ordinary
course of things, be at the least the principal
object ; the service, if an object, at all, at the
utmost a subordinate one. But, the greater
the reward, the greater in all these several
eyes will be the ratio of its importance t_)
that of the service : the greater the reward,
the less therefore will be the chance the service has of being in the highest degree well
performed,
Evil 3. Less, not more apt, hands,the
result.--Uuless
any adequate reason can be
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r shown to the contrary, the chancein fsvoLu_
the best possible workmanship will of course
be diminished by every diminution in the numher of the candidates : and, the number of
the candidates being (suppose) the same, the
chance in favour ot the best possible workmanship will again be diminished, by every
diminution that can be shown to be effected,
in the aggregate aptitude ofallthe candidates.
But, for a work of the sort in question, the
probability in favour of aptitude on the part
of the workmen is rather diminished than
increased, by that felicity of connexion, of
which, as above, interest in the English sense,
protection in the French sense, is the natural
result. For superior aptitude in this line, the
most intense and persevering habit of scrutiny
and reflection, with a correspondent
and adeqLmte stock of information for the subjectmatter of it, is not too much : and such habit
is more likely to be persevered in, such stock
more hkely to be lind in, by one who, as the
phrase is, has mixed little with the world-hi the high world-- in the m istocratical world
in all its several orbs, -- than by one who has
mixed much. A person not known to the patron, whoever he be, cannot be an object of
his choice : of those who are known to him,
he who in his eyes is the most agreeable objeer, stands a better chance of experiencing
his support, than he who, even in those same
eyes, is in the highest degree possessed of appropriate aptitude, with relation to any such
dry work.
True it is--that,
to the apt composition of
a work, by which the condition of all classes
from the lowest to the highest is undertaken
to be disposed of, while for its success it deponds upon the state of the human mind in
all those several classes, -- opportunities
for
the observation of it should not, in the mstance of any of them, have been altogether
wanting.
But, for this purpose, a slight intercourse will, in each instance, be sufficient :
slight is the intercourse that will be sufficient
to convince an attentive observer, that, where
literary culture, intellectual
and moral, has
not been altogether
wanting or deplorably
misapplied,
the degree of regard for the
greatest happiness of the greatest number is
rather in the inverse than in the direct ratio
of a man's elevation in the conjunct scales of
opulence, power, and factitious dignity. The
less the need a man feels of the good will of
others, the less solicitous will be his endeayours to possess it, and, that he may possess
it, to deserve it.
Evd 4. Precipitation
or else delay, up to
non-performance, a natural res'u/t.--Of precipitation,
the effect as applied to the case m
question is, as the term in a manner supposes,
on the part of the work, inferiority of aptitude. In the instance of the most apt workman, the time allotted for the work not bei_
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sufficient for the purpose of giving to it so
high a degree of aptitude as it would otherwise have possesaed, aptitude in tbe work wil],
in a correspondent degree, be diminished,
If unnecessary delay has place, and in proportion as it has place--_.e,
if the time allotted for the completion of the work, and
thence for the receipt of the reward, is greater
than what is necessary for gi_ang to it its best
chance for possessing the highest degree of
aptitude-- the difference, between the length
of time appointed and the length of time that
would have been sufficient, gives the length
of time, during which the advantages resulting
from the work fail of having place : which is
as much as to say--the
ewls, that have place
in the as yet existing state of things, continue
unremoved,
If, in his view of the matter, the interest
of the workman requires, that the work be
performed with precipitation, with precipitatlon it will of course be performed : and from
precipitation comes, as above, proportionable
inaptitude.
If, in his view of the matter, the interest
of the workman requires, that the task be
performed with delay, with delay it will of
course be performed:
and if, in his view of
the matter, his interest requires that it be not
ever completed by him at any time, it will not
ever be completed by him at any time.
Of these several cases, no one is altogether
an imaginary one : of the one last mentmned,
an exemplification will presently be brought
to view : and by this one, exemplification in
the case of the two others will be rendered

Mode 3. Payment, the whole at once, made
or (what comes to the same thing) secured,
before any portion of the service has been
rendered: Evil, actual or probable, delay ;
ending or not ending in ultimate non-pefformance, partial or total.
Mode 4. Payment going on while the setvice is rendering, or supposed to be rendering: Evil, delay, ending or not ending in
non-performance, as above.
Mode 5. Payment, part of it made in a mass,
beforehand, as above; other part in instalments, as last mentioned : as in the case of
a pension, for a time fixed or not fixed, limited
or not hmited: Evil, delay, ending or not ending in non-performance, as above.
For illustration of all these several imaginary modifications, a single actually exemplifled one may, it is believed, suffice.
Before me lies the unpublished, and even
undenominated, yet assuredly authentic, plan
of a still- existing official establishment
for
the production of an all-comprehensive code.
State, Russia; year, 1804: aggregate annual amountofsalaries, roublesofthattime
100,000:
pounds sterling, say lO,O00: this, exclusive
of the salaries of two master men, by one of
whom auspices were furnished, by the other,
labour, or the appearance of it : crowning anlaries, over which, probably in consideration
of their enormity and disproportiouateness,
a veil of secresy is spread. Of each salary,
the whole, secured to each workman or alleged workman, so long as the work remained
unfinished : the work finished, to each possessor an indeterminate
chance for the con-

unnecessary,
Had factitious reward in this case been
regarded as necessary, and accordingly recommended, _a task that might here have been
called for, is the showing by what course both
these rocks might be avoided: and, for this
purpose, the several possible modes of connexmn, between reward and service, with
reference to time, might have required to be
brought to view in full detail.
As it is, nothing more belongs to the purpose than what
is necessary to the giving of a tolerably distinct conception, of the advantage in this
respect possessed by the gratuitous, as cornpared with the stipendiary mode.
For exemplification,
here follow a few of
the most obvious modes, with the attendant
evils: _
Mode 1. Payment none, till the service has
been completed ; and a time fixed, within
which, on pain of non-payment, it must have
been completed:
Evil, actual or probable,
precipitation ; thence, on the part of the work,
correspondent inferiority in the scale of aptitude.
Mode 2. Payment none till the service has
been completed ; but no such time for it fixed :
]Evil, actual or probable, precipitation, with
inferiority as above,

tmuance of a part, possibly even the whole
of it. (See in page 33, article 16.)
Such
the adjustment of means to ends. Date, 4th
of February 1804. In August 1821, no such
code as yet, either in whole or in part: interval, 17½ years: exclusive of the unknown
additions, money expended, unless engagements have been violated, £170,000.
Suppose all such factitious reward out of
the question, none employed but in the harural and unexpensive shape, proposed in the
last preceding section, danger is, in all the
several above-mentioned
shapes, either exeluded, or at least lessened.
A time (suppose) is fixed: nor can such fixation be easily
avoided.
Each competitor, if, to his own
satisfaction, he is able, will complete his work
by the time. But, if not in this degree able,
he will not on that account give up the putsuit : he will either send in his work, although
it be in what to him appears an incomplete
or otherwise imperfected state, and thus take
his chance for acceptance in the ilrst iP_tance;
or, leaving it to others to send in their works
by the time, send in his own afterwards, in
the hope of its presenting matter capable of
being employed in the way of amendment
to whatever draught shall have received the
stamp of authority, In either case, appropri-
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ate aptitude, in whatsoever shape and degree
possessed by him, will have been displayed:
and, with or without the honour of being aggregated to the body of the law, the produce
of his labour will serve as evidence of his
aptitude for official situation, in this or that
other and more tangibly profitable shape,
.Evll 5. Useful, thoupb not adequatelt/extensive, performance exeladed.--The
evil that
presents itself in this shape has just been
brought to view.
Evil 6. Legislation school narrowed. -- In
whatsoever shape and degree appropriate uptitude, with reference to the sort of work in
question, may have been displayed, the demand for fresh exertions in the same llne can
never be altogether made to cease. Not even
with reference to the time, be it wh_t it may,
at which it has received the stamp of autbority, will any draught, either in universal
opinion or in its own nature, possess the
attribute of absolute perfection : and, even
supposing it possessed of that super-human
attribute with reference to that moment of
time, fresh times, with correspondent states
of things, wi!l continually be presenting more
or less demand for change. Such will be the
case, perhaps, as ]oog as, in any community
whatsoever, the species continues in existence,
But at the present moment, at how vast a
distance, in the best organized community,
is the state of things from that ideal point I
In respect of form, including method and
ea'press_on, absolute exemption from all need
of change is not by any means so completely
ideal as in respect of substance.
In respect
of method, there will be seen to exist in this
case, in the line of aptitude, a point at which
the problem of the highest degree of that quality will have been solved : solved, in such
sort, that whatever shall from time to time
come to be the changes made in respect of
substance, no further advantage remains to
be obtained from change in respect of method,
Even in regard to e_ression -- expression
given to the substance, such as it is at the
time in question--this
point may not be absolutely unattainable, though the time of its
attainment will not arrive so speedily in this
easeasintbeother.
But, as sobstance changes,
expression undergoesofnecessityacorrespondent change. Meantime, in regard to such
men as from time to time shall have sueceeded
in obtaining this or that change in respect of
substance, the nature of the case admits not
of any sufllcient assurance that theywill allof
them be at all times willing, and at the same
time able, to give to the new matter a mode
of expression, or even a method, corresponding in every point with that which it found
in existence,
Here, then, comes the demand for the sort
of scientific skill alluded to in the last see.
tion : and to a suppl_" of this skill, the legislation school herein described would give
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commencement ; and, after commencement,
continuance: but, to the establishment of this
legislation school, the perfectly open competition above described has been shown to be
necessary.
Supposing these objections to the remuneration plan well-grounded and conclusive, in
no state of things can they be useless : in no
state of things can a plausible demand for inducement in this shape be altogether wanting.
For example, take the case of a legislation
committee.
By no such body (it may indeed
be said,) nor by any member of it, can remuneration in any shape be expected or received :
to no such portion of itself could the legislatire body at large propose to make any such
allowance.
True. But if a rationale is to
enter into the composition of the work, it
has been seen how plainly impossible it is
that this extraordinary business should, by
any man or men in that situation, be carrying
on at the same time with their part in the
ordinary business: always remembered that
the time within which it must be completed
by them stands limited to two years : that
being the utmost time anywhere allotted for
the continuance of their authority. This being supposed, -- then, if the work is to be
executed at all, comes the necessity of turning it over to other hands. Thereupon, in a
manner altogether natural, comes in the proposal of a remuneration.
Custom and shame
would have concurred in forbidding the offering any such boon to their own hands; but,
this being a public service, custom would seem
to require, and shame would not forbid, their
offering it to other hands. Hereupon comes
the necessary question, as above-- in what
patronzzin 9 hands shall the choice of the operative hands be lodged ? and, let the answer
take what shape it may, then come the evil
consequences that have been brought to view.
Patronizing hands-say, those of the legislation committee -- say, those of the legislatire body at large -- say, those of the chief
of the state : in a monarchy, the monarch's ;
in a representative commonwealth, the president's: time of payment, in the whole or in
part--say,
antecedent to the commencement
of the service--say,
concomitant with the
servicewssy,
posterior to the conclusion of
the service : under no one of all these modi.
fications will the result stand clear of the
evils above specified.
SECTIOS 7.
The greatest happiness oftbe greatest numbet requires-- that every draught, so given
in, be, from beginning to end, if possible,
the work of a single hand. Hands not more
than one.
ON a nearer inspection, this posRion will be
found eomvosed of two distinguishable ones :
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two, which, standing on different grounds,
wdl, at the outset, require to be distinguished,
One is --that each part, considered by itself,
should be the work of not more than one
hand: the other is-- that, whatsoever be the
number of the parts, they should be, all of
them, if possible, the work of that same single
hand.
In regard to each part taken by itself, q
the ground on which the position stands is -that of moral aptitude : two, or any greater
number of workmen, will not be so effectually
disposed to take the greatest happiness of the
greatest number for the object of the work,
as any single one of them would: comparative
want of appropriate probity is the cause of the
inferiority in this case. ]n regard to the
several parts taken together, --the ground
on which the position stands is--that
of
intellectul and active aptitude : two, or any
greater number of workmen, all equal in good
intention and skill as above, but taking each
one of them a different part of the work, will
not render it so well adapted to that same
end as any one of them would, supposing
him to execute the whole. Want of consis,
tency in the workmanship, is the cause of the
inferiority in this case.
I. In the case of each part, taken by itself,
let us now see in what manner appropriate
moral aptitude on the part of the workman,
and thence aptitude on the part of the work,
as far as depends upon such aptitude on the
part of the workman, are affected by the
number of the hands,

Let us first see the effect of multiplicity ill
this case, in diminishing the power of the
tribunal of public opinion, in so far as depends
upon the influence of evil having the effect
ofpnnlshment ; diminishing, in a word, the
degree and the efficiency of responsibility.
]. The greater the number of the work°
men concerned in the work, the greater is the
difficulty of knowing, in case of bad workmanship, who are to blame, and which is most
to blame.
Say even that the number is no greater
than two : still, in regard to blame, everything is in the dark : in regard to each distingulsh_ble part, by which of them it wu
brought forward: from which of them it reeeived the most strenuous support: in the
giving support to it, what were the arguments
_what
the other means, if any, that were
employed.
2. The greater the number, on whom, on
this as on any other occasion, disapprobation
falls, the lighter it falls and sits on each. It
keeps floating as it were in the air, not knowing where to settle ; and no sooner does it
attempt to alight on any one, than, like a
shuttlecock, it is driven back again, or driven
on against another.
3. The greater the number of the workmen, the more ample and efficient is the aggrcgate of the support which the unapt work
will be apt to receive everywhere, in the
legislative body, and even in the nation at
large, notwithstanding its inaptitude.
For,
the greater the number of the workmen, the

Upon the efficiency of the inducements,
whatever they are, by which the workman is
prompted to render his work as highly contributory as possible to the greatest happiness
of the greatest number, in despite of all
temptation offered by sinister interest in all

stain from renderintgit in this or that way detrl.
mental, to the mammum of beppines&
In so far as good having the effect of re,yard
is the inducement, no single word answering to
the word res_m_nsibility,as used in the other case,
has been fennd:probabilityofrecelvingewntual
goody.ring
the effect of reward, is a phrase by
wtlicl_the conception may be conveyed. Atevory
turnt hewhose endeavour it is to avoid conveying
any sdca that shall fail in clearness, conectne_
or comprehensiveness, finds hie hand arrested
by the imperfection and intractability of lea.
guage.
In general acceptation, responsibility has re.
ference aswell to legal trltrunal_ as to the tribunal
ofpubiie opinion: as well to the power of the
legal sanction as to the power of tl_epopular or
moral _nction " and, as the force of the legal
sanction is in general so much more irteelgil_le
than that of the moral, it is this stronger species
of inducement that in general is more conepion.
ously, if not exclasivel-y, brought to view _y it.
But, in the prment mstance_ res__ty,
u
towards the 1__ tribunab ruth th_ lagal mac!fiona, has no a_.pplication. Where, on the _
of
a public funereal,
the act in question is no
ot_er than that of givlng intzeductt_onor su_
as here, to a legisYafive draught-- what may mdeed happen _him, is--to fred himself zende_l
thereby an object of aversion or contanpt : but
what can ecarcoly _
to him, is--tu lind
himself, on any such a_ou_t, aub'Jected to tin*
nidunent at the hanch of the law.

its several shapes, -- wiI1 depend, so faras
depends upon moral aptitude on his part, the
degree in which the work will be contributory
to that same al]-comprchensive and only justifiable end. But, it is by the power of the
popular or moral sanction, as applied by the
tribunal of public opinion, that these inducements, whatever they may amount to, have to
be applied.
In the case of this, as of every
other sanction, it is of the anticipation, either
of eventual evil having the effect of punishment, or of eventual good having the effect
of reward, or of both together,
ducement will consist.*

that the in-

• In so fax as ev/1 having the effect of pun/shment is the inducement, responsibility,/, e. exposure to eventual punishment, is a word wMch,
in this case, is in possession of being employed :
it is by his sense of responsibility, that is, by his
perception of this exposure, that, be the work
what it may, the wor'lanan is, in this case, induced to enaeavour tomake good work, to render
his work in this or that way contributory, to ab-
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more extensive will be the aggregate of their
_-veral connexions; and, the more extensive
as welt as the more influential those connexions are, the more efficient will be the support which they will afford,
The reputation of the bad workmen will
be supported by them and their connexions
for the sake of them and their connexions:
and for the sake of their reputation, the re°
putation of the bad work wilt be supported.
For a protection to particular arrangements
inimical to the interest of the greatest number, rules of judging inimical to that interest
will be devised and circulated. Also, for the
sake of ulterior bad arrangements, bad prineiples -- the fruitful seed of such bad fruit,
Everything that is most inimical to the greateat happiness of the greatest number, does it
not find in one single word, legitimacy, one
of its most efficient supports ?
Of the tribunal of public opinion, there
may be seen in every country two sections :
the deTnocratieal, and the aristocratical.
In
each section, the judgments of the tribunal
are of necessity determined by the interest
of the judges: by what are, or if there be
any difference, by what arc supposedby them
to be, their interests.
In relation to every
suc g work, and the conduct of the workman

Thus much as to the influence of a mule
tiplicity of workmen, in diminishing the efficiency of the lmnitory power of the tribunal
of public opinion, as operating towards the
suppression of bad works.
Now as to its
influence in diminishing the efficiency of the
remunerator 9 power of that same tribunal, as
contributing by its general influence to the
production of good works: m
1. In regard to the whole -- the general
complexion of it being by the supposition meritorious--in
regard to each several arrangement contained in it, the greater the number
of the workmen, the greater will be the dfffieulty, in distinguishing from those, if any,
to which no share, those to which some share
of the honour is due; and, among these, in
distinguishing to whom the greatest share is
due.
2. The greater the number of the workmen,
the less the share which each one of them has
in the aggregate mass of the honour bestowed
upon the work. On him to whom it is indebted for the greater part or even the whole
of the aptitude displayed by it, it may happen that no more honour shall be bestowed,
than upon him to whom it is not indebted for
any more than the smallest part, or than upon
him to whom it is not indebted for any part.

or workmen on the occasion of it,--the judgments of the democratical section of this same
tribunal will be more or less favourable or unfavourable, according as that same work and
that same conduct are regarded as being more
or less contributory or detrimental to the
greatest happiness of the greatest number :
of the aristocratical section of that same tribunal, the judgments will, in relation to that
same work and that same conduct, be more
or less favourable or unfavourable, according
as they are respectively regarded as being

opinion, to the author or authors of a law or other
authoritative literary composition, adverse to'the
greatest happiness of the greatest number :L Weakening, by ungrounded praise exp.r_.ed
in vague generaliues, such conception of the inaptitude of the work, as would be derived from

contributory or detrimental to the greatest
happiness of the ruling and influential few,
whatsoever may become of the happiness of
the subject many--the altogether uninfluential
or less influential mamj. To the aristocratical
section of this same tribunal can scarce fail to
belong, in the case of the sort of work here
in question, whatsoever workmen are oceupied in the composition of the work.
The
greater the number of these same workmen,
the more efficient therefore is the support,
which, in the legislative body, a _ht

rating in justification or extenuation of miseonduct in any shape, on the part of the workman,
in relation to the work.
4. Circulating erroneous or exaggerated conceptions, of the general meritoriousness of the
dispobition a_d conduct of the several collaboratots:
to the end that,
by the
sort ofthus
presumptive
or circumstantial
general
evidence
afforded,
of superior aptitude, on the part of the workman,
and theaceon the part of the work_--whatsoever
particular and direct evidences of inaptitude are
afforded by the texture of it. may be outweighed
in the minds of readers.
0. Circulating, in like manner, false, or exaggeratedorerrencous conceptions, to thel_ejudice
of any such more apt works as come in cornpetitlo_ with the one thus codeavoured to be supported.
[
Thus it is--that_ against the censure due from
[ the tribunal of opinion to an unapt work of the
[ sort in question, undue supportis. _vco, by and
I in proportion to the number ana s_uence ot me
[ functmnariss regarded as _g
eon_m, ed _ it:
| --support given to it. aria me probability or lvs
| receiwng the ultimate _amp of authority in.
| creased.

drawn by such hands is likely to receive -to receive, in whatsoever degree it mayhave
been rendered unapt with reference to the
greatest happiness of the subject many, by
attention paid to the particular and sinister
interest of the ruling and influential few.*
fol_
• Modes of support to a bad work. The
lowing may serve as an exempUfieation ot me
devices wont to be employed, for the purpme of
eluding or unduly rmtigsting the judgment ot
eandemnation, due from the tribunal of public

particular
examination
of theseveraldistinguishable
parts in
it.
2. ]Increasing the uncertainty, respecting the
parts respectively taken by the several declared
collaborators, in respee_ of such particulars of the
work as are found incapable of being jastifieci.
3. Devising such
and as
circulating
false reparts_
of
circumstances
may be regarded
as ope-
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From him whose share in the merit is greatest,
more or tess of the honour may thus be drawn
away, by the others and their connexions. In
its endeavour to fix upon the proper person,
and in the proper proportion,-- honour, from
causes correspondent and opposite, will find
as much difficulty in this case, as &shonour
in the opposite ease. Number of colleagues,
suppose five: parts taken by them, suppose
undistinguishable.
Here, then, he who had
most of the merit, or even the whole of it,
may, instead of the whole of the honour, have
no more than a fifth part of it.
Thus, by means of the multiplicity of the
hands, will the probability of the ultimate
adoption of the most apt work be diminished
as it were, at both ends : diminished by the
conjunct operation of the two opposite moral
forces : of the indimements to bad workmanship, the force will be increased--of
the inducements to good workmanship, the force
will be diminished,
Another circumstance there is--by
which,
more particularly
in a ease such as the present, by and in proportion to the number of
the working
hands, the probability of bad
workmanship, and the probable badness of it,
are increased.
So many workmen, so many
individuals, by each of whom a particular siulster interest of/_s own may be possessed ;
and, in the texture of so vast a whole, -- atrangements, indefinite in number, extent, and
importance, inserted : inserted, under favour
of that exclusory in_t_atwe, which would be
done away by the above proposed open mode.
On this as on every other occasion, each particular interest will of course be using its endeavours to make provision for itself, at the
expense of all opposing interests.
The luterests, which each of these workmen will find
standing in collision with and in opposition to
his own, are the universal interest, and the
several particular interests of his several colleagues.
Of his own particular interest, or
that of any particular connexion of his, no
one of them all will willingly consent to make
sacrifice : ff at all, not without s degree of
reluctance proportioned to his conception of
the importance of the sacrifice : at the same
time, in regard to sacrifice of the universal
interest, scarcely in the breast of any of them
will the degree of reluctance, if any, be so
great. Why ? Because, in the close situation
here in question, independent of public opinion every one of them is ; no one is so of
any of his colleagues : thus circumstanced,
his own interest no one will sacrifice to the
rest; the public interest, every one. As to
proportions,
true it is- that, in respect of
iniiuence, wheresoever operating _ whether
within doors or without _ whatever be the
number of these collaborstors, no such assurance as that of an exact equality can have
place. Power, opulence, talent, reputation--

SINGLE.
in every one of these may be seen an efRcient
cause of influence : and in regard to each of
these, in how ample a scale gradations may
have place, is sufficiently manifest.
But, in
a small knot of men, each of them so circumstanced, that for an indefinite length of time
it may be in his power at every turn to stop
the course of the rest, another instrument
of influence there is, and that is pertinaclty:
lin
the language of those by whom, on the
occasion in question, the exercise given to it
is not approved--obstlaacy:
an instrument,
the influence of which is capable of being fall
as great as that of any of the four others"
i but, proportioned to pertinacity on the part
Iof one individualis vexation, or say annoyance,
!on the part of the rest: annoyance, and thence
the amount of the sacrifice in all shapes, which
each of them is willing to make, on condition
of being rid of it. In an English jury, with
this single weapon, how often has not one
man overpowered eleven others
Interestsinister interest, has here been
mentioned forshortness.
Butlnterest.begotte_
prejudice, authority-begotten prejudice, _abit.
begotten prejudwe,
and inbred :ntellectual
weakness, are, each of them, not less capable
of suggesting arrangements
inimical to the
greatest happiness of the greatest number,
and at the same time of giving birth to pertinacity, not always less intense than such as
is produced by sln_ster interest.
By means of the vitiating influence of the
multzIJl_e_ty so often spoken of, -- suppose an
unapt work produced in a legislation cornmittee, _ proportioned,
in this case, to the
degree of confidence reposed in that select
body--m
that selection of the select _ will
be its probability of making its way through
the several other appropriate anthorities:_
not to speak of the national mind at large.
True it is -- that if by the members of the legislative body at large, it be seen or supposed
to be, in this'or that part, adverse to their respective particular interests _ true it is, that,
in those parts respectively, any such alterations as seem well adapted to the rendering
it conformable to those same interests, will
wilhngiy enough be made in it. But, so far
as, in those parts of it which are adverse to
the universal interest, nothing particularly
adverse to these same particular interests
happens to be observed,--the
confidence, the
existence of which stands demonstrated by
the choice made of the members of that _.me
select and close body, will naturally prove
sufficient to carry it, without considerable
opposition, through the body at large. Such
will be the case, where the sinister arrange.
ments introduced into the original draught by
the sinister interests of the several workmen
of all classes are simply not unfoxom'able to
the parfienlar interests of the membersofthe
body at large : much more surely in so far u
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they are seen or supposed to be deci&dly
subservieRt to these same particular interests,
To the situation of the monarch, where there
is one -- of the monarch, his subordinates,
dependents, and partisans, these same obserrations may of course be seen to have equal
application.
And thus, under a form of government, having for its declared end in view
the great, st happiness of the greatest number
thus, by the conjunct predominance of a
cluster of particular and sinister interests over
the universal interest, may existence come to
be given--given
even to a sanctioned work
--as inimical to the greatest happiness of the
greatest number, as even to that proposed,
but happily not yet adopted, penal code, with
which the Spanish-nation was so near being
afflicted,
Note, that in this close mode, any number
of stages of subordination as between workmen and workmen may have place : in each
stage, a_ly number of workmen, and on the
part of each, with or without observance and
consent of superiors, this or that pernicious
suggestion, of sinister interest, interest-begotten prejudice, authority-begotten
prejudice, or inbred intellectual weakness, may
have siipt in, and contributed to give their
increase to the aggregate mass of inaptitude
in the work.
In each stage, in the breast of each indJ vidual, contributing or not contributing labour,
but in either ease exercising influence, there
will be two distinguishable masses of patticular and sinister interests, in perpetual aco
tion against the universal interest : namely,
1. Whatsoever sinister interests may chance
to appertain to him in his individual capacity.
2. Whatsoever particular and sinister
interests appertain to whatsoever particular
class or classes of men he happens to belong
to : and, to the same man it may happen to
belong, at the same time, to little less than
the whole number of the classes included in
the aggregate of the aristocratical classes.*
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Suppose even the case to be that of a commonwealtk, altogether clear of monarchy, or a
monarctoj in which the monarch has no share
in the legislative power. The workmen, on
whom, in the first instance, the texture of the
work depends, will in this case be the merebers of a legislation committee. The sinister
interest, here predominant, will be the interest
oftheleglslatlvearlstocrac_j:and,
in the breast
of each member, whatsoever other branches of
the aristocracy it happens to him to belong to,
to his larger sinister interest will be added
those their several smaller sinister interests.
As to the sinister interest belonging to the
legislative aristocracy as such, it is an object,
the existence of which is obvious and uncleniable. What it prompts to is--the
giving,
to the aggregate mass of emolument, power,
and factitious dignity attached to the exeentire branch of the government, the utmost
magnitude possible, that, in their own persons,
or those of their respective cennexions, the
shares obtained and enjoyed by the members
of this legislative branch may be proportionably abundant.
As to the other branches of the arlstocratical interest-of itself, no one of them can
do anything for itself. But, with the assistance of the legislative branch, they may, each
of them, do anything.
The sinister interest,
cornmon to the legislative body, has therefore,
for its natural ally and supporter, the sinister
interest of every one of those other branches.
To the reader, according to the constitution
of the political state he belongs to, -- to the
reader it must be left, to take note and observation of these several stages: with the
present design, no such detail would be cornpatible.
II. Lastly, as to want of consisten_l.
This,
to an extent more or less considerable, has
already been stated as an evll that will unavoidably have place, if by one workman one
part of this great whole be executed, by another workman another. Moreover, what is

• In every civilized nation there exists a _a- sufficiently evident, --the
inconsistency
of
rural aristocxacy, of which the following may be ! the whole will be the greater, the greater the
stated as the main branches, having each of them number is of those same parts executed, each
its own particular interest: namely :-of tben_ by a different hand.
1. The legislative aristocracy.
Vast is the diversity of design incident to so
2. The executive or say official aristocracy,
vast a work: vast again is the diversity inci3. The lawyer axistocracy,
dentto the mode of execution : correspondent
4. The landed aristocracy,
to the diversity in both, will be the diversity
5.
a_istocracy,
that can scarce fail to have place in respect of
6. The
The moneyed
ancestry aristocracy.
7. The literary aristocracy,
a The fine-arts ax_stocracy,
9. The spiritual aristocracy,

the/eadln 9 terms.
If he who is occupied m
the penal code is not at the same time working on the civil code, _ neither in respect of

In a monarchy, to these are added two fu_rtiflo_ Immches: namely-10. The tiffed a_tocracy, constituted by fae*
.... _dignity.

Th_uU_

_

=_=_.

more or less of collision is incidentally liable to
have place.
Un]ier a monarchy, no one of all these interests being able to aavance itself of itself, all of

them
clust_
_ the
mo_hi_ _,_

and

_n some of thesemain brandles,
minor rand- add their
respective
forces
totheforce,
whatever
may be dist4..n_uizbed,
having their
se- itbe_by whichitisenabledtocarryon,foritmere particular interests, between which own benefit, the ,ini_ter sacrlfwe.
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HAND,

KNOWN

TO BE BUT

method, nor thence in respect of language,
will the one fit in to the other : and so, as
between the compound of these two codes,
compared with the constitutional code. Much
to be regretted will, at the least, be the obscurity and ambiguity that will ensue : propurtionable the change, which, in one or both,
will be necessitated:
unless for the affliction
of the subject citizen, these two so intimately
connected imperfections be suffered to remain unremedied.
In this state of things, if,
of two of these parts, namely, the penal code
and civil code, one be allotted to one of two
draughtsmen, the other to the other, what
will be to be done ? Upon the eomingin of the
two draughts, even supposing the approbation
bestowed upon them ever so exactly equal, a
necessity will be seen, for taking one oftbem
for the groundwork, and altering the other in
such sort as to make the several portions of it
to fit in to the corresponding portions of the
first.
But, to the difficulties that would be
attendant on any such operation, or the time
that would unavoidably be to be expended on
it, no limits can be assigned : while, by the
simultaneous and all-comprehensive mode of
operation here proposed, all such difficulty,
with its attendant delay, is of course avoided.
So, as between the _ain body of the law
or say system ofsubstantwe law, and the systern of the law of procedure, or say system of
adjective law, included in each such part as
above. In each part, the ad3ective branch has
for its object and business the giving exceution and effect to the substantive branch. Conceive now, in the penal and civil parts, taken
together or separately, a system of procedure,
]roving for its object the giving execution and
effect to a system of benefits and burthens, of
r,gkts and obligations, the forms and denominations of which remain to be determined:
the system of substantive law, the productior
of one workman ; the system of procedure
which is to give execution and effect to it
that of another: both works going on without
concert at the same time. In such a state of
things, in what case is he, to whose lot it falls
to pen the system of proceduref
Instead of
seeing the system of offences as exhibited in
the penal code, and that of the efficient causes
of rights and obligations as exhibited in the
civil code, he is reduced to grope for all those
objectsin the dark in the region of conjecture,
SEcTms

8.

ONE--WHOSE,

KNOWN.

in the composition of the work in question,
no more than one workman has had anything
to do, _a notion, however, has place, that
another, or others, in whatsoever number,
have each of them borne a part in it. In this
case, as to what depends upon the respo_
sibility, _ the tutelary force of the bridle it
applies, on the only existing workman, is by
those imaginary collaborators lessened, as
much perhaps as it would be by so many real
ones. As to what depends on the honour and
the encburagemeut it affords, this too is in
much the same case. So many imaginary assistants" of so much of the honour is he a
loser, though there is no one by whom it is
gained.
True it is -- that, to the evil of want of
conststency on the part of the work, this titeumstance has no application. Suppose the
torts of the work executed, all of them, by
the same hand, __ no want of consistency will
be produced in it by the erroneous supposition of their having been executed by cliffsrent hands. But of the two evils, this, it has
been shown, is the minor one.
SECTXO_9.
The greatest happiness of_he greatest humher requires, that the work, heingthe work
of a single hand, and known to be so, it he
known whose the hand is. -_]and, ImowB
whose it is.
Reason.
Else, as above, neither of the inducements to good workmanship
will have
place.
Only in so far as it is known whe the workman is, can the work be known to be the
work of no more than a single hand. As to
hnowledge, true it is_that,
strlctlyspcaking,
no such thing is ]lets possible.
In addition
to the declared workman's own declaration.
all that, in relation to the matter, can be absolutely known, is-- that by competent anthority, a suitable declaration has been made
-- a declaration (suppose) to this effect: m
T&s man (naming him)
is the man, by
wkom alone this draught" (naming it) "I_as
(we believe)been penned." On the other hand,
if the declaration were no mere than to this
effect _"
The work is the work of a 8im91e
hand," the hand not being named, the circumstance of the concealment wou_ld he apt
to operate in disproof of the fact in question
--of the fact thus mysteriously and imper.

The greatest happiness of the greatest humber requires -- that such original draught,

feetly declared.
Suppose
now, that,
both
these
declarations,
so it notwithstanding
is, that the individual

being the work of a s'mgle hand, be known
to be so. Hand, known to be but one.
ReasoR.
Else, neither of the inducements
to good workmanship afforded by the singlehess, will have place,
Suppose that, the case really belng_ that,

whose work the draught is declared to be,
had not really borne any part in it.
;_1,
however, so far as depends upon respo_ibi.
l/ty, here is an indlvidualon whomit.attaehes,
and in its entire state.
.
Lest it be supposed to have been ever-
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looked is this case brought to view, rather
than on account of any such importance as
seems attached to it. In a case such as the
present, no great probability seems to belong
to any such supposition as that of a fraud
concerted between two persons, a real workman and a pretended one, of whom the real
one shall have found adequate inducement
for foregoing the honour of a work of this
sort really his, and for being at the same time
accessary to a solemn falsehood and impostore,--while
the pretended workman, for the
sake of that same honour, shall have found
adequate inducement for exposing himself to
his part of the dishonour of that same falsehood and imposture,
The only case that presents so much as
the faintest colour of probabihty seems to be
this :_For the hope of remuneration in the narurally attached shape above mentioned, -an individual, having znterest, or say protection, without aptitude, engages another, who
has aptitude without protectwn,
to execute
the work, and assign over to him the honour
of it, with the looked-for consequences.
In
certain schools and colleges, this sort of traffic
has not been altogether
an uncommon one.
In the present case, if the danger were thought
worth combating at such a price, it might
be pretty effectually
excluded by a publw
examlnatmn,
to which, previously to his entrance upon any office of the sort in question
in remuneration
for his legislative draught,
the declared author should be subjected,
Remains the case, where, by one individual,
by whom the principal part in the work has
been borne, _ a_sismnce, in one shape or
other, has been derived from the labours of
others, in what number is not material: he
at the same time declaring himself by name
as the workman, by whom the work has been
executed, saying nothing of any others. This
case presents itself as being a completely hatural and probable one.
But, in this case,
the grand pointthe responsiblhtg _ is sufficiently secured: and, as to the honour--the
encouragement,
-- if, for the sake of the assistance in question, the only individual interested is content to part with more or less
of it, the public service profits by the exchange, and no individual suffers by it.
S_cwmN 10.
The greatest happiness of the greatest untobur requires, that, for the drawing of the
original draught, all foreigners be admitted
into the competition:
and that, in so far
as applicable, unless it be in all partienlars taken together decidedly inferior, the
draught of a foreigner be employed in preference. Hand, a foreigner's preferable,
TnA% on this occasion, admission should be
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giventoallforeignershasbeenshownalready:
for all foreigners are men.
What remains here to be shown is--that,
for the original draught, aptitude in other
points equal, the hand of a foreigner is even
preferable to that of a native ; and, on that
account, to bespeak attention for any such
draughts, as chance may have drawn from
any such hands. Nor is the position altogether
superfluous : only in proportion as attention
is bestowed upon the work, can any admission given to it be of use.
On this occasion, again, as on every other,
if a solution be desil ed of the question concerning the probability, absolute or comparative, of appropriate aptitude, it must be
considered separately and successively, with
reference to the several elements oi which
such aptitude is composed.
L As to appropriate moral aptitude.
Note
on this point, how superior the ground is on
which the nature of the case has placed the
expectation of pure service at the hands of a
foreigner as such.
In both situations, the
obligation, of including in the work a perpetuallyinterwoven
ratwnale, will have been a
most substantial security. In both situations,
with or even without a rationale, the principle of universal adlnission and that of singleness in workmanship,
will have been two
additional securities.
Still, however, xn the
case of the native, there will be the swarm-the unasccrtainable and mcalcu!able swarm-of personal connexions ; thence of particular
and sinister interests and aj_'ectwns ; from the
irresistibly-tempting
and seductive influence
of which, the situation of the foreigner bespeaks him free.
For giving effect to these same sinister
interests and affections, the native would, in
those same connexions, find a support more
or less extensive and efficient : the foreigner,
no such support.
Supposing him employed, -- the foreigner
will naturally, if any attention at all be paid
to his draught, be an object of more notice
than the native, and thence of proporttonable
3ealousy: --he wall be more closely watched :
of any sinister interest or affection, supposing
him under any such dominion, any bad effects
will, in a corresponding degree, be more likely
to be held up to view and obviated.
II. Next, as to appropriate zntellectual aptitude. On the present occasion, this element
of appropriate aptitude will require to be further decomposed:
decomposed
into appropriatejudgment
and appropriate knowledge.
1. As to appropriate judgment.
In regard
to this branch of appropriate intellectual aptitude, on the occasion of the question as
between a single hand and divers hands, mention came to be made of the erroneous tracks
into which the pen of every such draughtsman
stands exposed to be led, by prejudice in
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different
shapes: thence,the probability
of racesofmen, and indifferent
times,more or
correspondent
abertatloas,
on the partofthe lessdifferent;
say, ezclgswelyapplyingtitwork. from theall-comprehensive
end soof- cumstances.
ten mentioned. These prejudices
will,toa
In comparisonof theuniversally-applying,
largeextent,be of a localnature: peculiar,the extentoftheexclusively
applying
circum.indegreeof strength
atleast,ifnot inhind, stanceswillbe found very inconsiderable.
to the countryinquestion. From the inilu- Moreover,throughoutthewhole ofthefield,
ence ofthesecausesof error,
whilethenative the exclusively
applyingcircumstances
will
laboursunder it,the foreigner
standsfree. he found to be circumscribed
as itwere by,
The foreigner
will,indeed,have haspre- and included
in,theuniversally
applyingcirindicesto contendagainst,and inparticularcumstances. The greatoutlines,
whit.hrehislocalprejudices.But here,asinthe case quireto be drawn, willbe found to be the
ofinterests
and affections,
whilethoseofthe same foreveryterritory,
foreveryrace,and
natioewillfindsupportinthe prejudices
of foreverytime: onlyinthisor thatterritory,
allaround him,-- forthoseofthe foreigner,onlyforthisorthatrace,onlyforthisorthat
not onlywilltherebe no such support,but tame,asdistinguished
from thisorthatother,
therewillbe opposition:
opposition,
by the willthefilllng
up of those linesbe found to
supposition,
from reason,--and
moreoverfi'om requireto be, on thisor that point,more
counter prejudwes,
or less different.
In every country, and for
2. _Text remains to be considered, appro- every race, at every time,--of
the aU-compilate knowledge.
_rehensive and only defensible end_the
In relation to this branch of appropriate
qreatest happiness of the greatest number
intellectual aptitude, the native, it is true,
of the four most comprehensive particular and.
in the ordinary state of things, possesses an subordinate ends, viz. subsistence, abundance,
advantage : an advantage ahke obvious and seeurtttj, and equally-with their several allunquestionable.
On his part, extent of ac- visions and subdivisions, will the description
quaintance with the local and other peculiar be found the same : only of the means best
circumstances of the country in question, is adapted tothe accomplishment of those great
at its maximum : on the part of the foreigner,
ends, in this or that country, or for this or
at its mznimum,
that race, at this or that time, will the deSupposing appropriate aptitude in all its seription, in this or tlatt particular, be found,
other elements exactly equal on both sides, in a greater or less degree, different.
the advantage of the native under this head
On pursuing the inquiry further and further
would fllerefore, obviously and unquestioninto the region of particulars, the result will
ably, be sufficient to turn the scale in his still be found the same. The same, in every
fkvour, and put an exclusion upon the fo- country, for every race, aud at every time,
reigner altogether,
will be found the m_sdecds by which security
But, fbr the reason already brought to is liable to be affected ; thc classesandgenera,
view, it will have been seen _ whether, in- of the names of which the list of those misdividuals out of the question, and situation
deeds _11 require to be composed ; and the
being compared with situation, in the several
definitions, by which the points of agreement
articles of appropriate moral aptitude, and and dt.[ference as between one genus of misappropriate judgment, the superiority be not,
deed and another, as well as between each of
and in no inconsiderable degree likely to be, them and innocence, or (what will come to
on the side of the foreigner,
much the same thing) unpumshableness,
will
From his inferiority in the scale of appro- require to be determined and expressed.
In
priate knowledge , as above particularized, no this or that country, in the ease of this or
objection whatever to the placing the basithat race, at this or that point of time,
ne_s in his hands will be found to result. For
circumstances
may indeed atford room for
in the first place, the importance of the dellroducing injury, in this or that particular
etency in his case is not so great as it will be shape, in which, in this or that other country,
apt to appear : in the next place, be it what in the case of this or that other race, at this
it may, s complete supply to it stands assured or that other time, man is not exposed to it.
assured, from the authority, to which his True.
But the species of mischievous act to
draught will of course be referred,
which the mischief, when in this particular
1. In the first place, the deficiency is not shape, may be said to belong, is a species,
so .qreat as it will be apt to appear,
which, upon observation, will be found cornOf the circumstances on which the demand prehended m a genus of injury, to which, in
for legislation, and the nature of the course
every country, men of every r_e stand stall
required to be taken by legislation, depends,
times exposed.
some are common to all countries, to all
Thus, a corporal injurg will be an injury
races of men, and all times : say, in a word,
everywhere, and to every human being. But,
nniversall!l apt, ly_n_ c_rcumstances: others are,
in Hindoostan, for example, to the feelings of
in different eountries, in the casc of different
a certain race, corporal in)ury is produeed_
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by a species of contact, by which no injury
would be produced in any part of Europe.
So agaJn in regard to simple rnentalinjuries:
including so many various forms of as yet undenominated injury, which have their seat
_owhere but in the mind. By a portion of
audible discourse, or by a visible exhibition,
by which contempt is expressed, for opinions,
to this or that effect, entertained in relation
to religion , -- pain of mind is liable to be produced. According to the amount of it, in the
case of pain produced from this source, a_ in
the case of pain produced from any other,-the act, by which it is produced, may, under
certain circumstances, be with propriety regaxded and dealt with as injurious everywhere : but, in some countries, and in the
case of some persuasions on matters of religlon, the description of the thus injurious
discourse, or exhibition, will be of one sort;
in others, of another,
Of the distinction between those unwersally applying and these exclusively applying
circumstances,
the above examples will, _t is
hoped, be found to afford a conception sufficicnt for the purpose.
The distinction
is
capable of being carried, and in the proposed
code will of course be carried, _hroughout
the whole field oflegislatmn.
In this ldace,
to pursue it fnrther, would be to force so
much of the matter belonging to thc proposed
code, into a slight preliminary sketch extraneous to it.
Such being the distinction, now for the application of it to the case in hand. Of whatsoever country the draughtsman be a native,
these circumstances,
which are of universal
occurrence and applicability, may be equally
and perfectly present to his notice. For those
shades of difference, which are peculiar to his
own country, the native, as compared with
the foreigner, will be -- if not exclusively, at
least prel_rably, qnalificd. But, suppose two
men, the one a foreigner, the other a native,
and the foreigner more fully conversant with
the circumstances ofuniversaloccurrencethan
the native,-- and in all other particulars better qualified for making, throughout thcwhole
field of legislation, that provision which those
same circumstances require,_this
supposed,
that which without much difficulty may happen is-- that, even in regard to these same
particular
circumstances,
it may be in his
power to afford to the work a degree of aptitude, such as, but for him, could not have
been possessed by it.
For though, by the supposition,
so far as
depends on p_ticula_arrangements
conceived
hn termlnis, he is not competent to the filling
up of the oatline;--yet,
by virtue of his cornputatively greater command over the whole
field, it might be in his power, by means of instructions furnished by him in general terms,
to afford, to any natives, on whom the task
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devolved, superior assistance : assjstaalce, of
such sort, as should enable them to give a
more apt execution to it, than without him
it would have been in their power to give to
it. In their power-- not to speak of their ineliuation: for, considering the atmosphere of
sinister interest and prejudice, in which (as
hath been seen) all native functionaries, as
such, have to live and move, -- this is a distinction which should never be out of mind.
II. In the next place, to the deficiency,
be it what it may, a complete supply stands
assured.
The hands from which, of course, it will
in the first place be received, are those of
the teyzslationcommittee
To the aptitude of the supply from this
quarter, one moment may present an objeetion, but another will dispel it.
By the supposition (it may be said) these
natives will be labouring under those causes
of inaptitude--those
sinister interests and
affections, as well as prejudices-by which
their appropriate
aptitude,
as well ia point
of moral aptitude, as in point of appropriate
fildgn_ent, is, according to you, placed so much
below that of the foreigner.
True: but, by
that same suppositmn,
the draugllt -- the
groundworh, which they will have to work
upon_is
a draught, not drawnby their own
hands, nor by thosc of any other native, but
by the foreigner : and it is by h_m that it has
been furnished with its ratmnale.
In the outhne, then, of his drawing,-with or without
the iuspeetion above spoken of, will they find
a check to, and a security against, the effcetire predominance of those same sinister interests, and other causes of inaptitude.
In a word, in section 5, under the head of
universality of admission, it has been shown
_ with how promising a degree of efficie_ cy
the proposed open mode, with its string of
rationales, will apply to the mouth of the man
in power, the only bridle which the nature of
his situation
admits of: in the case of the
foreign dranghtsman,
this hridle wall afford
the same security as in the case of the native.
Now as to all elements of appropriate uptitude taken together.
For the direct and approprlatc use made ot
it, --the
work, whatsoever be the workman,
will depend altogether
upon the constituted
authorities,
and in particular on the legislatire body.
But, in regard to this use, two
things may be stated as altogether
certain.
1. That they will not give adoption to it,
unless in their own judgment it be decidedly
more apt than any draught sent in by a hatire workman;
2. That neither will theythus
make it their own, unless, in their own expecration, the like opinion will be entertained of
it by the people at large.
For, on their own
part, what other inducement could they find
for giving to it any such acceptance ? If, iu
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their view, though equal, it were no more than

SECTIONl l.

barely equal, to the most apt work produced
by a native hand -- in this case, interest, prejudice, affection in all manner of shapes, would
concur m urging them to give the preference
to the work of their fellow-countryman : and
if, in their minds, any serious apprehension
should have place, lest, after obtaining ac-

On the part of an individual,

ceptance at their hands it should fail of being
generally acceptable to the people,--by
what
adequate inducement could they be brought
to hazard the good opinion of their constituents, by fastening upon their necks any such

TEST.

proposing him-

self as draughtsman for the original draught
copied, from situations in which the choice does
not depend upon the people.. For want of toiletnon- tot, on retlection_ nothmg (it will be seen)
.coum be more groundless, thanany such appraheosion, as that a set of men, be they who fiaey
may, will be imprudently partial to a foreigner
in preference to theumeives, or even to one an.
other. Nothing can be more contrary to theory
derived from the universal nature of man: nothing.more completely unsupported by particular

work?--a
work which, in the nature of the
case, could not be contributory to the greatest

ex_erence"
ereupon presentsitself the idea of a practical
measure,
forwhch, Ifnotin strictness
relevant
happinessof the peopleinquestion,
any fur- withreference
tothepresent
topic,
thepromise
therthan itwere thoughtby them tobeso.
of usefulness,
coupledwiththeassurance
of in.
How intimatethe connexionis between noxioasn_s, may perhapsbe accepted
as an
thetwo questions--between
thatconcerning excuse.In theeaseof a legislative
body the
admissionand thisconcerningpreference,
-- membersofwhicharefreelychosen
by thepeople,
why shouldnottheyaggregate
tothemselvds
a
issufficiently
manifest.The truthis--that few.memberstselected
by them fromotherpoliitisratherforthe sake of the question
con- tical
states,
whoseconstitution
bears
moreurless
ceming Czdmlsslon,
than foritsown sake,that analogytotheirs.In thecaseof these
foreign
the questionconcerningpreferenceis here associates,
totheright
ofs_eehandtnotifm
need
argued. What is meant to be saidto the not,norshould,be addedtheright
ofs_ffr_e:
readeristothiseffect:
--" Fearnot togive for,toanyusederivable
from mformat_on,
afadmissionto the foreigner's
draught:for if, fordedby a man inthecharacter
ofa _v/tncs,
or
anadvocate,
wouldbeapplied--not
addition
but
in itsproposedcharacterof a basisforthe subtraction,
by any sharegiventohim in the
sanctioned
code,a draught,havinga foreignerpowerofa judge. Posset,
itwouldnotbe cornforitsauthor,and having,ashere proposed, pctcltt
tothem to give:information,
so itbut
been admitted,comes to be adopted,
-- the a_ordedanythelcast
promlseofbeingofnse,no
probability
is--that,so i_ar
frombeinginthe man canbeincompetent
toreceive.
To the caseof a new.formedgovernment,
scaleof aptitudeznferior
to the most apt strugghng
underallthedifficulties
opposedby
draughtsent in by a native,itis,ina high inexperience,
theideaismore eminently
applidegree, superzor."
cable.
So again in regard to preference.
If (says
Take, for instance, the ease of Spain. What
somebody)--if,
as you have said, it is only should hinder the legislative body in that counin case of its being regarded as considerably
try
from calling
in the one
assistance
of afrom
feweach
distlnguished
individuals,
or more
superior in the scale of aptitude that it is
likely to be preferred, and if at the same time
it is in that case likely to be preferred,to
what use plead for the position, that if it be
but equal in aptitude to the most apt of those
sent in by natives, it is entitled to the preterence ? The answer is--the
observations
here may be considered as made to each reader
individually:
and on that supposition I say to
each-- If among the several draughts there
be one which, being a foreigner's, is in your
eyes equal in aptitude to the most apt of all
such as are sent in by natives, -- fear not to
give your suffrage in favour of it. Why ? Because, unless in the legislative body a goneral persuasion has place- not only that it is
more apt than that of any native, but that it
is hkely to be regarded as such by a majority
of the people,--it
will not be adopted: _
therefore, supposing the draught ever so unapt, there is no 1;kehhood, that any vote you
can give in support of it will be attended
with any pernicious consequence.*
• In situations, in which the choice of operatire rulers depends upon the people, the jealousy
of foreigners has, for want of reflection, been

one of several foreign countries ? Portugal, Italy,
Germany, France, and England, for example ;
or Portugal from calling in the like assistance
from Spain, in addition to those other foreign
countries ?
Still more eminently benefieisl_not
to say
undeniably needful--would similar assistance be,
to the several newly-planted or phnting states
in America, offsets from the Spanish anti Portn.
guese monarchies. In Spanish Ultramaria_ the
assistance might have for its sources Spain and
Portugal: inPortuguese Ultramaria, Portugal
and Spain. But, to any one of these infant states,
beyond all comparison more useful would such
assistance be, as the Anglo-American
United
States are so exclusively competent to afford: it_
for example, Congress, in which the quintessence
of Anglo-American wisdom is concentrated, were
invited to make the choice. In this case, any apprehension ofsinlstor advicewonld be groundless.
Mrhy ? Because no sinister interest would have
piase--and because, if it had plae_ no chance
would it have of obtaining its ends. An aggre.
gation of this sort would be -- not only a source
of information, but a bOl_. of .fellowship._
Note, on this occasion, me practice of literary
and scientific societies : particularly in so far as
freedom has place in them. In these ca_s, no
political power being imssessod_accession of mid.
eiates is not dreaded.
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of a code of laws, willingness or unwillo
ingness to interweave in his draught a rationale as above, is the most conclusive

for good workmanship, any one, who is not
willing to give it, has any pretension to be
heard.

preliminary test, and that an indispensable
one, of appropriate aptitude in relation to
it. Willingness as to rationale, draughts.
man's test.

SECTIO_ 12.

THE four grand points in question, are (it has
been seen)the proposed all-comprehensweness
of the work-- the rationale proposed to be
interwoven
in it-- the universahtl/ of the
admission proposed to be given to all competitors for the honour of furnishing the original
draught--and
the choice of a single work_an for the work, to the exclusion of every
greater number. If what has above been said
in relation to the usefulness and importance
of these several points has proved satlsfactory,--the
position, which forms the title of
the present section, will already have received
its proof: if not, nothing further, that can
with propriety be ranked under this head,
affords any promise of being of use.
On the constituted
authorities alone (it
may be observed, perhaps) will depend the
course taken, in relation to all these several
points, and in particular that which regards
the rationale : and on that account, willingness or unwillingness on the part of individuals was not (it may be thought) worth
speaking about.
But, supposing a work of
this sort in contemplation,
volunteers may,
for this as for any other branch of service, be,
without much strain upon the imagination,
expected to offer themselves, antecedently to
any determination
taken by the legislature,
On this consideration is grounded the invitation here given, to all whom it may concern,
to consider--whether,
in comparison of the
workman who is willing to give this security

PART

On the part of a ruler, willingness or unwillingness to see established an all-eomprehensive code, with its rationale as above,
. and to receive original draughts from all
hands, are among the most conclusive tests
of appropriate aptitude, in relation to such
his situation.
Wdhngness, as to rationale
and universal admzss_on, legislator's test.
THAT which, in a less pointed manner, has
been applied to the situation of proposed
draughtsman, will be seen to apply, in a more
pointed manner, to the situation of actual
lcgislator.
Whence comes it, then, that in the AngloAmerican United States--whence
comes it
that, under the only form of goeernment
which ever had, or ever could have had, for
its end in view, the greatest happiness of the
greatest number,--the
constitutedanthorities
have been so generally, though happily.not
universally, shrinking from this test ? The
answer shall be given in the words of two of
them.
See Testimonials. VII. 1 & 2.
What the sacrifice is that is involved in the
endurance of this test cannot have passed
unobserved.
How much easier any such sacrlfice is to propose than to bear a part in,
must have been alike manifest.
But--the
greater the difficulty, the greater the glory:
the greater the difficulty, the smaller the
number of those, whose magnanimity enables
them to surmount it, and the more exalted
that virtue, to the embrace of which so few
will be able to aspire.
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offer
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I. ENGLAND.
Opinion of theJ_ngli_hHouse of Commons
zn relation to Mr. Bentham : extracted from
the Debates of 2d June 1818.
*/The
occasion on which this opinion was
declared, is that of a motion made by Sir
Francis Burdett, Member for Westminster,
for the purpose of introducing a series of resolutions, framed, and known to have been
framed, by Mr. Bentham,
at Sir Francis's
desire, to serve as a basis for a reformed representation of the people, on the ground of
universality, secresy, equality, and annuality
of suffrage,
The publication, from which the matter
is extracted, is iatituled, " Hansard's Parliamentary Debates."
Mr. Hansard is son to
the printer to the House of Commons.
The ground, on which it is stated, in this
general way, as the opinion of the House of
Commons, is this: -- In the House, as in the
nation, there were, then as now, three parties: the Tories, the Whigs, and theRadieals:
these last so called as being the partisans of
a radical reform in the Commons'House.
Of
the Tories, the leanings are on the side of
monarchy; of the Whigs, on the side of arise
tocracy ; of the Radicals, on the side of democra_. On this occasion, Sir Francis Burdett
spoke on the side of the Radicals; Mr. Canning, on the Tories' side: Mr. Brougham took
the lead on the Whig side. On the Radical
side, there was but one speech--that
of Sir

and the papers under the title " Greece,"

FrancisBurdett: on the Tory side,butthat
one speech--that of Mr. Canmng: on the
Whig side,therewere fonr speeches-- l_Ir_
Brougham's, Mr. Lamb's, Mr. Parnell's, and
Mr.William Smith's. In nospeech, other than
Sir Francis Burdett's and Mr. Brougham's, is
any mention made of Mr. Bentham:
whatever was said in approbation of him by those
i two gentlemen,
stands therefore uncontrobvetted.
Generosity and discretion are cornpetitors for the honour of this silence.
Sir
Samuel Romilly, known as the old and intimate friend and disciple of Mr. Bentham,
was then on his seat in the House: by his
silence, the particular appeal, made to him
by Mr. Brougham, stands confirmed. He was,
heart and head, a Radical:
but could not,
consistently with any chance of doing what
little good he was permitted to do in matters of detail, declare himseff as such. Mr.
Brougham, on this occasion, is seen taking,
off the shoulders of the Tories, the burthen
of the defence of the existing system against
the attack of the Radicals.
As to interests,
in the existing system of waste and corrupties, thq Whigs and the Tories have one
common interest: the only difference is-as to the class of hands, by which the profit
shall be reaped.
At the end of the report of Sir Francis
Burdett's speech, "The above," says the reporter in Hansard's debates, "is an imperfect
account of a speech, which was listened to by
both sides of the House with the deepest
attention."--Ed,
of original Edition.

I. ENGLAND.
Extracts from Sir Francis J_urdett's

Speech.

"Since that period, the question of reform
bad been greatly agitated: the ablest men of
the age had fully discussed it, and sifted it to
the bottom.
Above all, Mr. Bentham had,
with unrivalled ability, proved how easy and
safe it was to carry the principles of reform
into practical effect."
"Annual Parliaments and the most extensire mode of suffrage had been advocated by
the late Duke of Richmond, in his famous
letter to Colonel Sharman, with a strength
of argument quite unanswerable.
The same
principles had been investigated and mainrained with additional force and acutenes_
and
philosophical
accuracy, ofaccompanied
complete
demonstration
the safety with
with
which they might be reduced to practice, by
Bentham.
If any anti-reformer could answer
Mr. Bentham's arguments, he would do more
efficacious service to reformers and anti-reformers, than could ever be effected by dealing
out false imputations
and unsubstantiated
slander, these being, with a due portion of
misrepresentation
and exaggeration, the only
intellectual weapons hitherto employed by the
enemies, against the friends, of reform."
"If it could be shown that the most comprehensive suffrage would produce no inconvenience in practice, it ought not in justice
to be withheld.
Mr. Bentham had, by incontro_ertible arguments, demonstrated that no
danger whatever would arise from the most
extensive suffrage that could be established."
Extract

from Mr. Brougham's

Speech.

"From this charge of inconsistency there
was one great authority who was exempt-he meant Mr. Bentham.
He had the greatest
respect for that gentleman.
There exlstednot
a more honest or ingenuous mind than he
possessed.
He knewno man who had passed
a more honourable and useful life. Removed
from the turmoil of active hfe, voluntarily
abandoning both emoluments
and the power
which it held out to dazzle ambitious and
worldly minds, he had passed his days in the
investigation
of the most important truths,
and had reached a truly venerable, although,
he hoped, not an extreme old age. To him
he meant not to impute either inadequate
information, or insufficient industry, or defectire sagacity.
But he hoped he should not be
deemed disrespectful towards Mr. Bentham,
if he said that his plan of parliamentaryreform
showed that he had dealt more with books
than with men. He agreed with his honourable
friend, the Member for Arundel (Sir S. Romilly,)* who looked up to Mr. Bentham with
the almost filial reverence of a pupil for his
tutor, in wishing that he had never written
that work. But Mr. Bentham was a real ad*..This was said in presence of Sir S. RomiUy,
an_byhiscteportmentandsflencestoodconfirmed,
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vocate ibi universal suffrage. He was a far
more sturdy, and infinitely more consistent
reformer than the honourable baronet, as he
gave votes not only to all men, but to all
women also. He drew no line at all ; he
weighed not with practical nicety the claims
of different classes ; he recollected that his
principle was universal; he tossed away the
rule and the scale altogether, and without
restriction let in all : young or old, men or
women, sane or insane, all must vote-- all
must have a voice in electing their representatives. He did not even sanction the exceptions which the honourable baronet seemed
inclined to admit with respect to persons of
an unsound mind.
h ad
"The
reformer
(Majorwith
Cartwright)
latelyveteran
favoured
the worhl
a plan of
suffrage, fllustratedby plates, whereballotingboxes, ball-trays, &c. &c. in most accurate
array, met the eager gaze of the much-edified
inquirer.
Now Mr. Bentham _as the patron
of the ballot, and his doctrine was, that all
who can ballot, may enjoy the elective franchise. The moment a person of either sex
was able to put a pellet into a box, no matter whether he were insane, and had one of
the keepers of a mad-house to grade him, still
Mr. Bentham said, that though he did not
support the utility of aUowing idiots or mad
persons to vote for their own sakes, yet rather
than make any distinction, he would allow
them, as they could not do any harm, and the
unbending consistency might do some good.
Mr. Benthamhad such an invincible objection
to lines of every description, that he could not
admit of one being drawn, even at the gates
of Bedlam.
It was not necessary for him to
controvert doctrines of this nature, but they
were certainly consistent with each other; and
he did not think himself uncharitable in saving, that some of the principles promulgated
in that House were nearly as chimerical and
visionary without being at all consistent."
In page 1151, stands the following note to
the word Brougham, at the commencement of
Mr. Brougham's speech :"As the speech of Mr. Brougham on this
occasion was deemed of peculiar importance
in a party view, and with respect to the line
taken by the Whigs on the question of parliamentary reform, it was hoped he might
have been able to print a corrected account of
it. But we understand that it was made
unexpectedly, without any previous intention
of speaking having been entertained
by him :
so that he could not comply with the wish
generally expressed.
JEmtract from Sir Francis Burdett's Reply.
"The learned gentleman (Mr. Brougham,)
whilst he professed himself friendly to reform,
had at the same time attempted to render ridieulous the ablest advocate which reform had
ever found--the
illustrious and unrivalled
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It was in _in, however, for the
learned gentleman to attempt, by stale jokes
and misapplied sarcasm, to undervalue the
efforts, of a mind the most comprehensive,
informed, accurate, acute, and philosophical,
that had perhaps in any time or in any coun_ry been applied to the subject of legislation,
and which, fortunately for mankind, had been
brought tabour upon reform, the most importaut of all political subjects.
The abilities
of Bentham, the learned gentleman could not
disputewhis
disinterestedness he could not
deny -- his benevolence
he could not but
admire--and
his unremitted labours he would
do well to respect, and not to attempt to
disparage.
The conviction of such a mind
after mature investigation,
overcoming proconceived prejudice, could not be represented
asthe result ofwildand visionary speculation;
and the zealous and honest adherents of the
cause of reform might be well contented to
rest the question on the foundations, broad
and deep, upon which Bentham had placed it.
The learned gentleman, therefore, unless he
found himself competent at least to attempt
to answer the reasons of Bentham, ought, for
his own sake, to be more cautious how he endcavoured to misrepresent those reasons, or to
effect by rots-statement,
what he was unable
to accomplish by argument."
The motion was got rid of, by a motion for
the order of the day. On the division, there
were :_ For the order of the day, ayes 106 ;
noes 0, except Sir Francis Burdett and Lord
Cochrane, members for Westminster, the two
tellers.
The Whigs joining with the Tortes.
The resolutions moved were by this means
prevented from being entered upon the .iournals of the house.
At the instance of Sir
Francis Burdett, these resolutions had been
drawn by Mr. Bentbam. They were employed
as drawn, with the exception of two resolutions which had been inserted for the purpose
of completing the view given of the constitution in all its parts, but without expectation
of their being employed : the one bearing so
hard oa the monarchical, the other on the
aristocratical
branch.
In addition to the
above important changes, a few of minor iraportance might perhaps be found. They were
made, all of them, without concert with Mr.
Bentham, hehavinggivenupthematterwithout reserve to his friend, on whom alone all
responsibility rested.
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greater part wmdd be kept from the place
voting by the judicial procedure that authorized their confinement;
because if all that
voted were on the wrong side, their number
would not suffice to produce any practical ill
effect ; and because the admission given to
them excluded those disputes and litigations
to which, in this or that individual case, the
question sanity or insanity might give birth.
On the admission of females Mr. Bcntham's
plan forbore to lay much stress : because it
found no grounds for any very determinate
assmance, that in that ease the result would
be materially different; and because no minds
could be expected to be at present prepared
for it.
But it declared that it could find no
reasons for exclusion, and that those who in
support of it gave a sneer or a laugh for a reason, because they could not find abetter, had
no objection to the vesting of absolute power
in that sex and in a single hand: so that it
was not without palpable inconsistency and
self condemnation, that the exclusion they put
upon this class could be brought forward.
Criminals are another class, to which, in
Mr. Bentham's plan, the door is left unclosed,
and upon the same or similar reasons. In this
case, considered as a ground of exclusion, criminality means mischievousness,
or it is nothing to the purpose. But if mischievousness
-- that is to say, such a presumption of future
as is afforded by past mischievousness,
were
a sufficient ground for exclusion, _ a much
stronger ground for it would be afforded by a
seat in either house, than by a situation in a
penal prison or ahulk : the mischief produced,
to which in both houses a vast majority of the
members are constantly contributing, is produceduponthelargestseale:themischiefproducedby the inhabitants of the penal prison and
the hulks is produced upon the smallest scale.
The supposed errors in Mr. Bentham's plan
ofparllamentary reform are, by Mr.Brougham,
imputed to his having "dealt more with books
_than with men." But. in this very instance,
it was by his knowledge of men that he was
guided, and in the teeth of those notions that
are so uniformly inculcated in books: and
more particularly in all law books.
In these,
a fundamental and continually employed princlple is -- that the quantity of virtue is in the
ratio of the quantity of power &reetly : inhis
conceptions, invcrsel 9. Witness the twelve
Cmsars : witness all eastern monarchs, not to
speak of others : witness the allied despots.
Observatlo_,,s from without doors on the above
Mr. Bentham (says Mr. Brougham) "drew
Speecli of Mr. Brougllarn.
no line at all." This is not correct.
He drew
As to minors under the age of 21, that which
a line between the greatest multitude of thc
is insinuated in this speech, viz. that Mr. Benapt and the unapt for the exercise of this
tham's plan gave admission to their votes, is power : the same llne that, without his knownot true.
It provided for their exclusion,
ledge, was at that same time drawing by the
As to persons insane, it forbore excluding
framers of the Spanish constitution ; viz. that
them, because it would be almost an even
between those who are able, and those who
ehaime whether their votes would be ml the
arc unable to read, that is, to receive the
right side, or the wrong side; because the evidcnce_
which the judgment, the etecto_
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give by their votes, has for its grounds. By
this line, the benefits sought for in admission,
and the benefits sought for in exclusion, are
conjoined. It excludes all those who have not
made this only proof, that can be made, of
appropriate aptitude: and yet it excludes no
man: for, this proof, it puts it in the power
of every man to give.
Nothing has been more annoying to the
corruptionists, Tory and Whig together, than
this test, which the Spanish and the English
radical reformists were, each without knowledge of the other, thus occupied in framing
at the same time.
Coming to the reading
qualification, " This we protest against," says
the Edinburgh Review, in its critique on Mr.
Bentham's parliamentary reform plan--" we
protest against it." So tkr the pen went. At
that point it stuck : stuck like a tongue stopt
by a locked.jaw.
Reason not being to be
found, the whole authority of the work was
thus brought out in form to supply her place,
The interest--it
need scarcely be observed-the same interest which produced the speech
in the House of Commons, produced, much
about the same time, the article in the Edinburgh Review.
Where the shadow of an
answer presented itself, the shadow was eraployed: where not so much as a shadow could
be found, the argument was leit unnoticed,
A sufficient refutation of speech and article
together, might, it is believed, be afforded
by a bare list of the arguments which m both
are passed unnoticed,
As to Mr. Bentham, -- on the field of legislation, no man ever copied so little from
books : no man ever drew so much fi.om observations made on man.
He has not had
much acquaintance with drawing-rooms: none
with levees.
But he has had some acquaintance with cottages, and much with offices,
He has been in the secrets of ministers : and,
from 1783 to the present, there has not been
a ministry with which he has not been in reteflon, nor from which he has not received
marks of confidence,
But Mr. Brougham and Mr. Bentham were,
and arc, and always have been, fi'iends : and
assuredly, not the less so for that speech :
and, consistently with that opposition which
situations necessitate, nothing (it is seen)
could be more friendly, than the opposition
given by the friend in the senate to the friend
in the closet. --Ed.
of original Edition.
IL GENEVA.
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terest you take in our Ge_wwn Penal Code,
and how grateful for the generous offer you
make to us : it goes beyond everything that
I could have asked of you. Well may yml regard this undertaking of ours with a fatherly
affection, considering with what truth it is,
that, from the first mention of this affair, I
declared to our commission, that the whole of
the matter I should have to submit to them,
not plan only but details likewise, had been
extracted from your manuscripts.
The conversation I have been having with
Mr. K., and which he will have reported to
you, bad for its principal object, the showing
to him, that what you looked for had, virtually and impliedly, been already done. I
had declared to our penal law commission, that
I found myself at a stand, because in your
manuscripts there were gaps, which on my
own part I could not flatter myself with the
being able to fill up : many articles omitted
or left unfinished, under the head of od_ces
against condition in life : nothing, absolutely
nothing, under the head of offences agaiz_t
justice.
I said, moreover, that there were
many questions, on which I had asked your
opinion by letter, and that for answer you
had given me an invitation to visit you in
the country, in consideration of the difficulty
of carrying on discussions, on matters of this
[ nature, in the way of epistolary correspondonee. I had requcsted leave of absence for
five months, that I might come to England :
and this suspension, though contrary to the
general instructions we of the commission had
received from our government,
considering
the recommendation to us to use all the diligcnce that the nature of the subject admitted
of, m was granted without difficulty.
In regard to all such articles as we have
drawn up as yet, nothing has been defini.
tively established: the whole will be to be recast, before we have done; so that, as to the
titles, as well general as particular, that have
passed through the hands of the commission,
you arc not to consider them as anything bug
faint sketches, which will be to be gone over
again.
It is I that am reporter to the commission;
that is to say, to me appertains the initiative
function, and the conduct of the business.
Considering that it is under your auspices that
it commenced--considering
the declarations
made by me, that it was on no other ground
than that of your manuscripts that I could
work,--you have all the moralsecurity which

Desire of the Legislation Commlt_ee to receive
from "Mr. Benthara the Draught of a Penal
Code, as expressedb y Mr . St ep henDumont

the nature of the ease admits of, that everything that you do for us, even the whole
matter weof have
the done
code, already,
without will
regard
to anything
be received

toMr. Bentham._London,
19thJune 1818.
[TRANSLATION.]
MY DEARBENTHAM,--I cannot sufficiently
express to you, how sensible I am to the in-

with gratitude, and examined with care: and,
if there be this or that point, on which the
commission fails to adopt your ideas, m the
failure will certainly not have for it_
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eithernegligence,indolence,or any unfa- in 1806-7, and my friendand countryman
vourableprepossession
: for,the contrary
dis- Mendoza de Rios,who was your friendalso,
position
isalreadyeffectually
manifested,
by was very desirousthat I should visityou,
the admissiongivento yourplan,and tothe and even spoke tome about it: but a severe
t_tles
generaland particular.
Inrelation
tothis indisposition,
that tormented me duringthe
matter,I regardmyselfaswarrantedingiving two yearsof my abode in London, deprived
you the strongest
assurance: and I am per- me ofthatpleasure.Though I had proposed
suaded,thatthereisnotone ofmy colleaguesto myselfto writeto you on variousmatters
that would notjoinwith me, insoliciting
at connected with the events of Spain, I was
your hands the magnificentwork of which obligedtoabandon the intention
forwant of
you giveme thepromise,and which you alone time. That which I infinitely
desire,and
are capableof executing,
shoulddeem a singular
favour,would be that
I have commissioned Mr. K. to desireof :ou shouldcommunicateto me yourideason
you that,asthe work proceeds,a copy may the institution
of thejury. Out ofEngland,
be takcn atmy expense,thattheoriginal
may thegenuinecharacter
of thistribunal
isnot
remain inyour hands, and becauseitwould well understood. A clearand circumstannotbe possible
forme to occupy myselfwith tialexposition,
ofthe mode ofproceedingin
the translation
here,*consideringmy other criminal
casesbyjury,would be veryuseful:
occupations,
and,atthesame time,I shoulddesire,
ifpossible,that you shouldtellme your opbdon
III. SPAIN.
on the followingqueries:-1. Cross of Malta.
Patriotic Society of the
Friends of the Constitution.
Letter, introducin9 an2nstrument, constituting Mr. Bentham an Honorary Member _ Madrid, 18th
Sept. 1820.--(N.
B. Thoaghthis
Society
was not of the number of the constituted
authorities,
its freedom, added to its nu-

" In a country where a jury has not been
established,
and in which there are partydivisions, can it be introduced without that
_rty-spirit's
mingling with their verdict ?"
" What precautions ought to be taken, to
secure the impartiality of the jury under such
circumstances ?"
I trust that your goodness, and your ardent
merousness, rendered its testimony but the love of liberty, will pardon this my presumpmore valuable.)
tion, availing myself of this opportunity to
THE patriotic society of FHends of the Con- offer you my respect and friendly considerastztatzon, established inthe Malta Coffeehouse
tion, entreating you to dispose, in any way
of this Corte, have, in a public meeting, heard
most agreeable to you, of the esteem and atread, from the tribune, the work, addressed
tachment of your most obedient servant,
by you to all l_beral Spaniards:
and, as a
Avacsrt_
ARGUELLES.
testimonial of the gratitude with which the
P.S. _ I write to you in my own lanpeople of this capital in general, and this so- guage, as many years have elapsed since I
ciety in particular, have received and approwrote in English.
printed this one of the literary fruits of your
Mr. ]3entham.
illustrious
mind, have the honour of transmitting to you the title of honorary associate,
3. Don Jos_ Canga Argnelles,
Minister
of
sMuting you with sentiments of the most inFinance, expressing the desire of the Go.
timate fraternity,
bzerno (composed of himself and the other
The Citizen President PATRICm MOORI_.
szx Ministers) to receive from Mr. Bentham,
ANDREI ROGO, del CANIZAL,
Secretary.
in pursuance of an o_br of hzs, the draught
MANUEL BAECELO, Seeretary._
of an all-comprehensive
and rationalized
Citizen Jeremias Bentham.
Code, as described ia Part I. --Madrid,
20th February 1821.
2. Don Augustln Arguelles, Minister of the
Interior, requesting the opinion of Mr..BenMr. Jeremy .Bentham-SIs, Don Diego
them on the subject ofJu_ Trial._Madrid.
Colon
transmitted
thea letter
you
wrote has
to him,
offering toto me
form
complete
No date.
Received through the Spanish
Mission, 22d January 1821.
DEAR AND _OST _.STEEMEDSin, -- I have
received,
through various channels, your different works on matters of law and politics,
Sincerely grateful for such a distinction as
this, I feel more and more regret, that my ill
tbrtune deprived me of the pleasure of knowing you personally when I was in your country

code of laws for Spain.
It belonging to the
minister of grace and justice to take cognizance of the object to which it refers, I have
delivered it to him, in order that he may afrange with his Majesty such resolution as he
may deem fit.
This is all that it has been competent
to
me to do in this business : but I cammt but
declare to you, with the greatest satisfaction

• Meaning, in England.
.
d" The instxument is from an engmving_ wittl
blanks for names and d_tes,

on my own part, that the wishes which Enimate you to serve my country so usefully,
are highly grateful to the Gobierno -- and
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that, for my own part, I have for thislong time
entertained the highest respect for that mass
of intellectual light, of which you have given
such resplendent proofs, and which has ohrained for you the estimation and honourable
name you bear, among all who know how to
appreciate merit and distinguished talents,
On this consideration, I remain at your _hsposal, Sir, your most respectful and obedient
servant,
(Signed) JOSEPH CANGA ARGUELLES.
4. El Conde de Toreno, .DepuQl to the late
Cortes, requesting Observations from Mr.
j_entham, on the subject of the proposed
-Penal Code_6th
August 1821.
Paris, le 6 Aoat 1821.
Monsieur J. affentham-- MONSIEUR, Notre
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vey to me your observations on it, between
this and the last days of September, at which
time I shall be on my return to Spain. I shall
be highly obliged by your so doing. "I shall
make my profit of them in the course of the
discussion. An address of this sort--to whom
could it be made with more propriety, than
to the constant defender of the principles of
humanity, to the profoundly thinking author
of so many celebrated works on legislation ?
l_eassured,
Sir,ofthe pleasure,
and even
of the sense of duty, with which I shall attend to your suggestions on this subject, and
of the eagerness with which I shall embrace
every occasion, of offering to you the homage
of my admiration and of my high considerstion.
LE COMTE DI_ToRENO.

communmniMr. Bowringveutbiensecharger
5. Extract from the Report of the Prison
de vous faire passer le volume el-joint, qui
Committee of the Cortes, reeomraending the
eomprend le projet du code penal pr_sent_ par
applicatzon of Mr. Bentham's Plan of Conle comit_ "_la deliberation des Cortes, qui d_t
struction and Management, s_led the Panavmr heu l'hiver prochain. Vous y verrez des
optzeon Plan, to all Przsons throughout
choses bonnes, d'autres fort mauvaises. 1N'alSpain and her Dependencies_
28th Seplez pas pourtant vous effrayer, Monsieur, des
tember 1820.
articles qui parlent sur la religaon: eel'_ ne
passera pas: le terns des persecutions
en
(TRANSLATION.)
Espagne n'existe plus, et, malgr_ toutes ]es
The select Committee, named by the Corlois, il y a dans le fair une tolerance tr_s grande, tes foI the purpose of its presenting a plan of
Je soumets. Monsieur, _ vos lumi_res, et _ la regulation and improvement for the prisons
profondeur de votre esprit et de vos eonnaisof the kingdom, has carefully examined the
sauces, ee projet.
Ayez ta complaisance de measures proposed by Messrs.Villanova,
Calme fake passervos observations, d'ieiauxderderon, and Canabal, relative to this object,
niers jours de Septembre, que je dols retouras also the expositions presented
by Don
net en Espagne : je vous en serai extr_mement
Joseph Guyar, with the accompanying docuredevable : j'en profiterai dans la discussion,
meats.
A qul pourrais-je en effet mmux m'ach-esser,
With the same scrupulous attention, the
qu'au constant d_fenseur de l'humanit_, et au Committee has also examined the work of
profond _crivain de rant d'ouvrages eeq_bres the jurisconsult, Jeremy Bentham, translated
sur lalegislation
?
by Don JacobaVillanova,
by whom has been
Soyez sQr, Monsieur,du plsisir,
et m_me
added,an appendzx,and variousnotesofpridu devoir,quejeme feral,
d'_couter
voscon- mary importance; and the Planfor Prisons,
soilsdanscettematibre,
et de l'empressment which,with thework aforesaid,
he presented
que jemettraitoujoursde vous offrir
rhom. to theCortes,and which theyreceivedwith
mage de mon admiration,
etde ma profonde particular
acknowledgment.
consideration. LE COMTE DE TOR_NO.
Desiroustoavailitself,
on thisoccasion,
ofwhatsoeverappropriate
assistance
should
(TRANSLATION.)
be found obtainable,the Committee eomParis,eh August lS21.
munieated to the government (9obierno) the
Mr. J. Bentham-SIS, Our common friend
information, which the Economical Society
Mr. Bowring has the goodness to undertake
of Madrid had addressed to the king through
to forward to you the accompanying volume,
the Home Department : on which oeeasioia,
containing the project of the penal code, pro- with its aeeustomed zeal and intelligence,
sented by the committee, for the deliberation
that Society bestows the highest eulogium on
of the Cortes, at its next winter's meeting,
the work of the above-mentioned
Bentham,
You will see in it some good things, others
and on the observations and appendixes subvery bad.
Do not, however, frighten yourjoined bythe juriseonsult Vitlanova: expressself, Sir, about those articles which speak of ing its entire approbation of the application
religion: they will not pass: in Spain, the of the PAr_OPTICON principle, in relation to
time of persec-utions is no longer in existence:
the establishments appertaioing to the prisons
and, spite of all laws, a very extensive toteof the kingdom.
ration has plaee in fact.
I submit this proThe Committee, after inspection made of
posed code, Sir, to the consideration of your
these doeurnents, could not do otherwise than
enlightened mind. Do me the favour to con- agree _ great measure with his benefieen_
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ideas for the service of humanity, which,
having been outraged in the highest degree
in the buildings hitherto used for the imprisonme_t of culprits and condemned criminals,
calls for the most prompt and efficacious mensures of alleviation.
The Committee has obtained a full convietion of the truth of those principles which,
with so much wisdom, have been delivered
and applied in detail by those intelligent
friends of mankind,
l$_ Thereupon follows a discussion, continued through nine pages, and occupied principatty in the exhibition of the deplorable state
of prison and prison management in Spain.
Page l0 commences with a proposed law,
in twenty-six articles, the whole ranged under
three titles,
Article 1. In all the capitals of the provlnces of the kingdom, and in those towns in
which are the seats ofjudieatorieshaving
cognizance in the first instance, -- shall be conatructed prisons, upon the t_anoptieon plan,
or as nearly approaching to it as possible,
Article 25. For the construction of these
prisons, the government shall turn to the best
account the value of the existing ones, and
propose to the Cortes, in the estimates for
the expenditure
of the home department, the
sums which it shall propose to allot to this
object , as also the charitable funds," which
it regards as capable of being employed to the
purpose of these establishments,
Article 26. All these measures and provisions shall extend to the provinces of Ultramaria,
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ter, yourelatetomesomeparticularsconcerning the course of your studies, and concerning
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,
and you desire to know what were my studies
at that of Salamanca.
Respect and gratitude compel me to oblige
you in everything: and the pleasure I feel, at
finding myself in familiar conversation with my
adored master, of whose existence I doubted,
makes my own satisfaction inseparable from
the fulfilment of my duty towards you. * * **
The appearance of your works, published
in the French language at Paris, coincides
with this epoch ; but as I had retired from
Seville, with the profits of the business I had
carried on there since the death of the duchess,
and was hying amidst relations and friends in
the mountains of CastiUe,I heard nothing
of them until the passage of the French army
through Salamanca to Portugal, in 1807, when
your principles of civil and penal legislation
were brought among other books for sale.
To describe to you their effect upon me is
impossible.
Suffice it to say, _t,
in spite
of the inconsistencies
which I found in them,
and which I have always attributed to your
editor, I saw so much light, that I hailed, as
a favourable prognostic for the prosperity of
my country, the perfidy of the monster, who
by irritating our national honour, set in tootion our enthusiasm.
The delight I had formerly tasted in dispenslng benefits was replaced by the anticipation of that which I should derive from
seeing diffused through my coun+_ry those
principles which teach the science of governing, and of introducing useful reforms without
6. Don Toriblo Wunez, Deputy from Salainjury to actual rights. In your works I saw
manca to the present Cortes, requesting for
the causes of the failure and of the evils of
Spain and its Cortes the assistance of _/'r. the French Revolution,
which had excited
Bentham on all matters of legislation. _
our youthful attention.
I began immediately
Extracts. _ Salamanca, 20th Dec. 1821.
to inform myself of the means, by which my"
Occupied successively by the political af- country might be freed from the horrors which
fairs of this city and province, and by the conafflicted it. I found all made easy by the opesideration of the penal code, submittedto
our
ration of your principles : but unfortunately
extraordinary
Cortes, and lately referred to they were unknown in Spain. Even now an
a commission of this literary University,
of acquaintance with them is by no means gewhich commission I am a member, _ I have
neral.
Yet, notwithstanding
our inveterate
been unable sooner to answer your valuable
prejudices on the one side, and notions a la
letter.
You are, however, assured of my gra- Franfalse on the other, a knowledge of them
tatude, by your correspondent,
who transmitis extending itself; and, among the deputies
ted it to me from Victoria, and withwhom
I elected for the next Cortes, I am convinced
hope to have farther intercourse at Madrid.
there are many initiated in your precious raysIn that letter, you ask me to give you some teries.
I hope you will not find it inconveaccountof my pastlife,and of the accident nienttotransmittoyour disciple,
Nunez, the
which brought me acquaintedwith your code which, I am assuredby our amiable
works. The praises,
which you bestow upon friendBowring, you have been preparingexme, are due ratherto your principles
and
analyses,than to the new arrangement in THAM
SISTE_tA_. XA CXE_CIA SOCIAL.
which I have presented them in the " Ciencia
_Ideado por d Jurisconsulto Inglis Jeremias
SociaL"_
In the concluding part of your let- Bentham y pacsto en ejecueion eonforme a los
principios del Autor original por el Dr. D. To.
• These funds are composed of bequests made rlb_o Nu_wz, Juriseonsulto Espa_ol, Salamanca:
for charitable purpoees.
Imprenta nueva: Pot D. Bernardo Martin_ 1820:
"l"A work ¢atituled ESPIRITU
DE BEN.
8vo, pages 140.
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pressly for Spain.
Do not doubt that the
lights you have diffused will be of great seTvice to us ; that the number of your appreeiators will be great among the new deputies;
and that among them will be found many
lawyers who revere you, and many learned
physicians, who are imbued with your luminous system. • • • •
May heaven grant that my knowledge,
corrected by your's, my integrity, and my
prudence, may correspond with my good intentions; as, with your aid, I hope they will :
and if, with this disposition, I implore whatever instruction
my enlightened master can
still give me, I am perstmded he will not refuse to assist with his advice his ,' beloved"
disciple * * * * : and the nation to which he
has the honour to belong, and to which such
proofs of your affection have been already
gaven, * * * *
I must confess to you, that, if information
does not rapidly spread, I fear we must wait
a long time before we shall see the fruits it
ought to produce ; and certainly, until we do
see them, we are in de.nger. I seek not to
discourage you, nor to diminish your cheerfulness : God forbid !-- Genius of good ! you
will not deny to us the instructions which we
hope from your philanthropy: andwe, on our
part, will sedulously endeavour to propagate
them. Your instructions will conduct us, in
our search for those demonstrative proofs, b]
which all minds shall be brought into unison
You alone have realized the project of So
crates--you
have justified the assertion of
Gahleo-- you have made palpable the opinion
of Lethe--and
have given consummation to
the laudable commencements
of Beeearia.
Adieu [ may you live long for the benefit
of the human raee, and for the enjoyment of
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of the principal and earliest constitutionali_
of Europe.
Penetrated with those sentiments ofesteem,
that are so justly due to the illustrious Bentham--to that sage, by whose luminous ideas
the whole civilized worldhas been enlightened, and to whom its free nations should erect
a monument of gratitude, for the indefatigable
zeal with which he has made application of
those ideas to the service of the great cause
of liberty and good government _ the assembly has resolved, not only, that of this his
offering honourable mention be made in their
journals, but also that direction be given to
the Regency to cause to be translated and
printed all those his works, and that, by one
of the secretaries of this august assembly, a
letter be written to him, conveying to him the
grateful acknowledgments of the cortes, accomFanled with the intimation, that those
his gifts were addressed to the assembly by
one, and presented by another, of the persons
who planned and took the lead in censuremating those glorious measures, which gave
commencement to our political regeneration :
and that to the said Bentham be sent an authentic copy of the paragraph in our journals,
in which expression is given to this resolution
of the sovereign assembly.
Hermano Jest
Braamcamp de Sobral, Presidents -- Joan
Baptista Fe]gueiras, deputado, Seeretario-Agostinho Jest Freire, deputado, Secretario.
(A true copy)
JOAQUIMGUILHEnME
DA COSTA PoSSER.
2. Order of the Cortes to the Regency for that
purpose--Lisbon,
13th April 1821.
For the Conde de Sampaio.

1. Minute of the Portuguese Cortes, ordering
a translation to be made of all Mr.Benthara's
worl_s--Lisbon,
13th April 1821.

MOST ILLtrSTRXOUSASV _XCELLENT Sin,
--The General and Extranrdinary Cortes of
the Portuguese nation, desirous of giving a
testimony of the particular satisfaction with
which they have received the valuable present, made to them of his works, by the
illustrious eltizen of the world, Jeremy Bentham, and at the same time of contributing
to the utmost of their power to the diffusion
of the luminous and transcendently
useful

REAr by Seeretary Freire a letter presented
by Senhor Sepulveda, to whom it had been
addressed by Senhor Carvalho, member of the
regeney of the kingdom,* along with the
works of Jeremy Benttmm, offered by their
venerable author to the Portuguese
nation:
in which letter it was said, that the writer
could not give a more nuthentie testimony of
the value he set upon so generous and flattering an offering, than by accompanying it with
a wish, that, in their practice, the cortes may
take for their guidance _he liberal doctrines

mass of information contained in those his so
interesting productions, _have
given orders
for the transmission of them to the Regency
oftbe kngdom, forthe purpose of its causing
a translation of them to be made, and printed
at the national printing office, and with superior dlspetch published.
Your Excellency
will accordingly make eommtmication of this
to the Regeney, that due execution may be
given to it.
God preserve your Excellency 1
p_aceo_the Corte_ ZathAprttlS_].

• This body was composed of four members:
The Coude d_Sampaio, President, and Messrs.
Carvalho_ de San Luis_ et Sore Major.

(A true copy)
JoAo BAPTISTAFELGUEXRAS.
JoA_UXMGUILHEEMEDA COSTA POSSRL

that glory, which it has been given to no
other mortal to acquire I
IV. PORTUGAL.
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3. SenAor Jos_ _Baptista JFelguelras, one of
the Deputies to, and Secretaries of, the
Cortes, to Mr. Bentham, on conveying the
above._l,
isbon, 24th April 1821.
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On the outside cover, in another hand, was
what follows : --" By the first conveyance ;
-- On the second, the letter will be aecompanied by a package, which will be sent by
the first opportunity by sea."

The General and Extraordinary Cortes of
the Portuguese
Nation, having received the
obliging present of those your alike celebrated and interesting works, which have been
addressed to them by one, and presented by
another, of those well-deserving citizens, who
have borne a distinguished part in the glorious
achievement of the political regeneration of
the Portuguese monarchy,-have resolved,
that their grateful acknowledgments
for so
valuable an offering be made to you, and that
they be accompanied by the copy of a minute
in their journals, in which honourable mention thereof is made : and moreover, that
those same works be translated and published,
in such sort as to render manifest to all eyes
the extraordinary regard and particular attention with which, by this sovereign assembly,
acceptance has been given to those most iraportant writings of the illustrious
friend of
man, and conspicuous advocate of the cause
of nations.
God preserve yon, Sir !
Given at Lisbon, at the palace of the Cortes,
this 24th day of April [1821.]
JOAOBAPTISTA FELGUEIRAS.
Mr. Jererny Bentham.
On the Cover was the direction following :
--" A o Stir Jeremias Bentham, Londres, do
Deputado
Secretario
das Cortes Gesaes e
Extraordinarias
da Na_ao Portugueze,
Joao
Baptista Felgueiras."

17th April 1822.--In the list of these teatimonials [No. 4,] mention is made of the
special offe_r, on my part, to the Portuguese
Cortes, to draw up a code of the description
in question for that nation in particular : and
of the acceptance given to that same offer by
that same Cortes. In the preceding column is
Mr. Secretary Felgueiras' letter to me of the
22d December, announcing a copy of the Portuguese journals, in which mention is made of
a resolutiou of the Cortes, as having passed
on the 26th November 1821, and been eommunicated to me, by a letter of his, dated the
3d of the then next ensuing month. Neither
the collection of journals so announced, nor
the letter by which it is announced, have ever
yet reached me.t
From the Portugese mission in London I have just received assurance,
that neither that copy of the journals which
was destined for me, nor another which was
destined for that mission, were yet come to
hand. The I)_arlo do Governo is an official
daily paper, by which, publication is given to
state papers from the Cortes, as well as from
the various subordinate offices.
No. 284 of
that paper, dated the 30th of November 1821,
lies before me.
In it is a translation of that
same letter of mine.
it is preceded by a
notice, of which the following is a literal
translation: --" The followmg paper is that
which was referred to in the 241st sitting,
4. Senhor Felgueiras, as above, to Mr. JBen- as reported in the Diario of Tuesday last,
tham--Lisbon,
22d 1)ece;nber 1821.-No. 281." " Translation of the Letter which
Received 25tit January 1822.
the venerable jurisconsult, Jeremy Bentham,
Most ILLUSTRmVS Sin, -- In conformity
addressed _o the Cortes of Portugal,
and of
to a resolution, passed by the Cortes, of the
which an account was given by Mr. Deputy
26th November last, which I had the pleaand Secretary Felgueiras,
in the sitting of
sure to communicate to you the 3d instant,*
the 26th of November."
This 26th is the
I have the honour to transmit to you a coUec- same day, on which, according to his abovetion of the journals of the Cortes, as far as mentioned letter, the resolution was passed,
they are published, down to the present time,
ordering the copy of the journals to be sen_
and in which are contained the Nos. down
to me. It seems, therefore, that on thi_ same
to No. 229: and they will be conveyed to day, on which the account wa_ so given by
you through the me&urn of the Portuguese
him, the resolution,
containing the accep"mission in London; from whence also the tance of the offer, was passed: and that the
succeeding ones, as they come out, will be order for the transmissmn
of a copy of the
transmitted
to you, in pursuance of the reiournals, being a natural consequence, was
solution of the Cortes.
I avail myself with included in it.
Of this resolution, mention
muchpleasureoftheopportunitythusafforded
cannot but have been made in some No. of
me of expressing to you those sentiments
the Diario published between that same 26th
of particular consideration and esteem, with November, and that No. which bears date on
which I am, Sir, your most respectful and the 30th: but all the endeavours of my peraffectionate venerator,
sonal friends, to which (I am assured) have
JOAOBAPTISTA FELGUEIEAS. been added those of the Portuguese mission,
To the _nost illustrious Jeremy Bentham.
to find here in London a copy of the No.
IAebon, Palace of the Cortee,
thus desired, have been fruitless.
At the end
22dDecember1821.
Q March l_h, this letter of the 3d of Decem.
bet has not yet come to hand.

"T"
See No. 8. which was afterwards printed in
Appendix.
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of little less than three months, reckoning
from the 25th of January 1822, in which Mr.
Secretary's above-mentioned
letter was received by me, irresistible circumstances forbid
my delaying any longer the completing of
the impression of this proposal, imperfect as
is the state, in which these testimonials are
thus brought to a close. JEEEMY BENTHAM.
At the end of the translation of my letter,
is an apology from the Cortes, for the interval that had elapsed, namely, between the
26th--the
day on which the account had
been given of it, as above, and the 30th-the day on which the translation was published in the Diario.
The following is a literal translation :-" -hr.B. -- The above letter was not published on the day above designated, from the
translations not having been fimshed in the
office of the Cortes.
The short-band writer
reported this delay, being officially directed
to be prepared on the day announced."
Reference being made as above to the letter from the individual to the Cortes, mid a
conception of it, not quite correct in sereral particulars,
having been conveyed by an
English re-tran, latwn inserted in an English
newspaper from the Portuguese,--the
following copy of the original one may be thought,
perhaps, to be not altogether out of place :-Jeremy Bentham, London, to the Portuguese
Cortes -- 7th November 1821.
LETTER II.
Portuguese
Cortes ! Worthy rulers of a
regenerated people ! Worthy rulers, only bec_anse faithful servants !
Our correspondence
is a singular one : the
world's eye is upon it.
It is an useful, it is
an instructive one.
I continue it.
Once already I have put your virtues to
the test : nobly have they stood it. One trial
still remains,
Once more must I bring to your view the
never to be forgotten phrase--greatest
happiness ef greatest number--all-comprehensive
and sole justifiable end of government.
On
a collection of works, by which the light of
that all-commanding
principle has, with more
or less intensity, been shed on almost every
part of the field of government, the seal of
your approbation has been already stamped,
All together, however, they form little more
than an outline, nor that anything better than
a rough and incomplete
one.
That outline,
would you see it not only corrected and cornpleted, but filled up ? _ filled up by a body of
proposed law, conceived,
and, as to all the
most important parts of it, expressed, not in
detail only, but in termials f Speak the word,
and you shall have it.
In the first place, a proposed penal code ;
in the next place, a proposed civil code ; in
the last place, s proposed constitutional code
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__ this is what I have to offer you. In all of
them, the circumstances in which Portugal
stands will be kept steadily in view: these
circumstances, so flu. as they can be learned
from your judicial customs and existing ordinances, more particularly such ordinances as,
in the intervening interval, shall have eroshated from the regenerated legislature.
To
these will be added, whatever information,
from any appropriately intelligent citizen of
yours, I may be fortunate enough to have
found within myreaeb. Where, owingtothe
fluctuating nature of the incidents, by which
the demand ibr legislation is produced, arrangements proposed in termlnis would be inapplicable, general directions or instructions
will be substituted. Finance law will suggest
to you examples.
Subjoined to this address is an appendix.
In Part I. are Testimonials : in Part II. Reasons for acceptance.
It is for your table this
appendix : -- not for your ears.
As to testimonials, those, which you yourselves have given me, are worth all others
put together.
Still it may be some satisfaction to you to see, that in your own opinion
in favour of this your proffered servant, there
is not anything, with which that of other
countries, more particularly his own, seems
likely to be in discordance.
Of the reasons
for acceptance, the matter (I have said) is
for your table. Length, and respect for your
time, have rendered the separation necessary.
To your ears, however, I venture to submit
the heads of it.
No : I will not, as yet, seek to burthen
you _th it. It is, however, ready, and the
next post shall bring it to you.
Legislators ! such is the mite I offer to
cast into your treasury. But before the cast,
orthe mite itself, can have been made, something on your part must have been done -something to this effect you must have said
to me : " Friend of man, send in these works
of yours; they shall be laid upon our table.
Rejection in toto--consideration
:n detail-sanctionment, of one part or of another part
--at
one time, at another time, or at no
time --all this will depend, for it cannot but
depend, upon the judgment formed by us, as
to what is most conducive to the greatest
happiness ofthegreatest
number of the people
under our charge. For thus much, however,
the Cortes pledges itself, in so far as it is in
its power to pledge itself: each of tJaese your
_roposed codes shall, on its arrival, by the
earliest opportunity, be taken for the subject
of our deliberations."
"Well but," says somebody, "this presem_;
of his _ why all this talk about it ? why not
send it to us at once ?"
Legislators ! it is not made : and because
it is not, therefore it is that I thus offer i_.
-- Without acceptance, such as that I have
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spoken of, I am not sure that it ever can be
made: what I am sure of, is--that
it cannot
be made either so promptly or so well. At
the age of three-and-seventy,
the current ot
the blood runs slow: something is wanting,
something from without to quicken it.
One short word more. Let there be no
mistake.
Acceptance is what I call for ; aceeptance -- nothing more: no such thing as
preference, much less exclusive preference. As
to rival works, not to exclude, but to multiply them, would be my wish: rival works,
f_om any hands, but more particularly from
native ones.
Of the sincerity of this wish,
proof more than in abundance is already in
your hands. It may be seen at length in one
of those former works, by the acceptance of
which your character has already shed its lustre on the untitled and title-scorning
name
of
JEREMY BENTHAM.
* * For the words untitled and t_tle-scorning,*the words inthe Portuguese are--simples
e humilde.
The accordance (it may be seen)
is not, in this instance, altogether a perfect
one.

II. TESTIMONIALS.

6. The Portuguese Cortes to JeremyBentham.
-- Received through the Portuguese Mission at London, 22d April 1822.
Translation ordered of his Letters to Count
Toreno, on the proposed Spanish Penal
Code.

MOST ILLUSTRIOUS
SIR, -The General
and Extraordinary Cortes of the Portuguese
Nation, to which I gave an account of your
letter of the 30th of January of the present
_ear, have heard with pleasure the obliging
expressions which it contains, and received
with thankfulness the present sent by you of
a work intituled "Letter to Count Toreno, on
the proposed Penal Code, delivered in by the
Legislative Commtttee of the Spanish Cortes :"
and they have resolved that, on that occasion,
transmission shall for the second time be made
to yOU, of the letter of the 3d of December
of the last year, and that to the minister of
foreign affairs orders be gaven to take the
necessary arrangements, in such sort that this
correspondence,
as also the successive continuations of the journals of the Cortes, shall,
with all promptitude and certainty, be trans5. The Portuguese Cortes to YeremyBentham.
mitted to you through the Portuguese legaReceived through the Portuguese Mis- tion at London, in conformity to the resolutmn
sion at London, 22d April 1822, since the of the 22d of December 1821. All which, by
impression of the above. Acceptance given
order of the Cortes, I have the pleasure to
to his offer of an all-comprehensive
Code : communicate to you for your informatmn.
Acts and Journals of the Cortes to be ac- God preserve you, Sir !
cordingly sent to him successively.
JoAo BAPTISTA FELGUEII{AS
The General and Extraordinary Cortes of
the Portuguese Nation, -- presentation being
Lisbon,22dPalaCeMarchOf1822.the
Cortes,
made to them, in the sittings of the 26th of
November last, of a letter addressed to them
V. ITALY.
by you, making offer of, and requesting acceptance for, three proposed codes--one
civil,
Opinion of the Italian Liberals, in relation to
another penal, and another constitutional,
Mr. Bentham, as delivered in the Auto.
accommodated,
all of them, to the circumlogia, a Periodical work published at Flostances of Portugal ; adding the mention of
fence, 1822.--(N.
B. From any constituted
an appendix, intended to be sent by the then
authorities
in that quarter,
nothing of
next conveyance, _have
resolved that, in an
this sort (it is evident) can be expected.)
act of the Congress, mention be made of that
highly valued offer, which the Cortes have
Mr. Dumont to Mr. Bentham. (Extract.)
accepted with particular pleasure, inasmuch
(TRANSLATION,)
as the well-known
lights and experience of
Geneva,15th January 1822.
SOcelebrated a j urisconsult, and illustrious
THERE appears at Florence a miscellany (Anfriend of mankind, will thus come in aid of tologia,) in which, from the work on evidence,
an undertaking of our own, in which that is a translation of a chapter onpublicity, which
same field is comprehended : as also, that a I had given to the Annales de Legislation,
translation of the afore-mentioned letter be published at Geneva.
It is not altogether
published in the da_ly paper of the governwithout surprise that I can see a governmeat, and with the original in front of it in ment, subject to the immediate influence of
the Journal of the Cortes : and that tmnsAustria,
thus permitting
the appearance of
mission be made to you of a collection of the
an article such as the one in question, accomactsand journals of the Cortes, as also of the panied as it is with the excellent notes of
several continuations
thereof as they come
Rossi, whose name is so far from being in
out.
All which, by order of the Cortes, I good political odour, either in Milan or'in
have the pleasure of communicating
to you
Rome.
The work on evidence is there anfor your information.
God preserve you, Sir! nounced and spoken of in these terms : -JOAOBAFTISTA FELGUEIRAS.
" Gli amici dell' umanit£ desiravano di veder
Lisbon, Palace of the Cortes,
ad December IS21.
trattata la materia delle i.astitutioni giudi.
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clarie, da quel genio veramente superiore del- would, in a great measure, not only correct
la et_ nostra, dal Signor Jer. Bentham, chia- the numerous errors and gross absurdities,
mato a ragione il Bacone della scienzia legis- but destroy the great uncertaiN_, of what is
lativa.
I suoi trattati di leglslazione civile called the common law, and render our go.
e penale, e le altre opere di questo sublime vernment, more emphatically, what it has
pensatore, presentavano finora una lacuna su with so littie propriety boasted of --a govern"
questo artieolo, che niuno meglio di hti av- ment not of men but of laws. How far it is
I ebbe potuto riempire."
practicable to establish such a system in New
The frmnds of mankind had been de- Hampshire, I cannot determine. We have not
sirous of seeing the subject of judiciary in- only a host of prejudices to encounter, but
stitutions treated of by that truly superior the interests of a body of lawyers, many of
genius of our age, Mr. Jeremy Bentham,
whom here, as in all outer countries, dread
styled with such good reason the Bacon of reform, fearing it would diminish their indithe legislative branch of science. His trea- vidual profits. Public good is too often sa.
tises on legislation, civil and penal, and the erificed to private interest.
When will the
other works of that sublime mind, have till individual learn, that his private interest is
now been presenting on this field a gap, most effectually protnoted, by permanently
which no one could have been better qua- securing that of the public ?
lifted to fill up."
The Legislature of this State usually hold
After that, comes a biographical article, annually hut one short session, and that in
tolerably correct, taken from the French June.
At their next session, I will, if I
work, "Biography
of men now liwng."
live, communicate your " Papers" to our leTo account for the allowance,
given by gislature ; and I hope they will receive that
the censorship in an Italian metropolis, to the candid consideration which their high merit
publication of such an article, it is necessary
demands.
you should understand, that Tuscany has been
My continuance in office depends on anfortuna;e enough to have preserved thatpubnual elections--and
the authority vested in
licity in iudicialproceedlags,
for which it had me is restricted.
I have no power, as chief
been indebted to the influence of the French magistrate of the State, to request you to
government,
draw a code of laws for this State ; but, wheThe 2(ewton of Zegislatlon was an appellather I continue in office, or return to private
tion, bestowed upon the same author, in an life, whatever communications you may hereItalmn publication, which appeared at Milan after please to make to me on that subject,
a few years ago, but was soon suppressed : I will find means of transmitting to our legisthe reference
cannot at this moment be lature ; and will do everything in my power
recovered.
In the physical world, Bacon
to effect a thorough investigation of them.
cleared awaythe rubbishofantiquity:
Newton
Persevere, my dear Sir, in the great and
built,
important work in which you are so disinterestedly engaged. The world, if not now,
VI. FRANCE.
at some future period, will profit by your laboursand though immediate success may
See, under this head, the list of these
not follow, you yourself will enjoy the noble
testimonials.
consciousness of having faithfidly served the
VII.

ANGLO-AMERICAN
STATES.

UNITED

I. GoverNor Plumer's Letter to Mr. Bentham,
announcing the intended communicat,oN of
his offkr to the Legislature of 2Vew Humpshire,
New Hampshire, Epping, October2, 1817.
Sin, -- A few days since I received a note
from my much esteemed friend the Hon. Mr.
Adams, now Secretary of State, accompanied

best interests of society--and
a rational prospeet that sound principles will eventually
prevail.
Shmfld you wish a copy of the laws of
New Hampshire, if you will intimate it to
me, I will take effectual care to forward them
to you.
Be pleased to accept copies of my three
last public communications to our legislature
--and an address to the clergy of l_ew F_mgland, which I wrote during our late war with

with your " Panopticon," and " Papers relating to Codification ;' in the last of which,
with a generosity truly honourable nc
you as an individual, but to man in
you gratuitously propose to devote
and talents in draz6ng a cod_
State who shall require it, both civil and criminal, to supersede the unwritten law.
I have long considered such a work as a
great deszderatum in legislation -- and that it

your nation. These small pamphlets I inclose
under the same envelope with this letter..
Accept my grateful aeknowled.gmanta t_
your communicationsaria oeneve me o
be, with much respect and esteem, Sir, your
most obedient humble servant,
WII_LXAMP_-U_EB.
derera_ BentYum, E_q. _Squar¢
1"raze,
Weamirater,
Kingdom of Gre_ Br*taiN.
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2. Extract.from
a private Letter to Mr. Bentham, flora a distinguished Functionary in
the United States, Member of the House of
Representatives
in his State, and Delegate

IL TESTIMONIALS.

have heard and repeated its eulogium, as the
perfection of human reason, without once suspeering that it admitted of any improvement)

that
no entire
alteration
was necessary,
least little
of all,or so
and radical
a changeand
as
therefrom to Congress, informing him, how, i that proposed by you. To those somewhat
by the Governor of New Hampshire,
Mr.
advanced in years, the thought of commencing
.Bentham's above-mentioned o_r had been a new system, and of becoming learners when
recommended to the consideration of the they had been long accustomed to teach, was
House of Representatives;
and stating the an idea certainly not very pleasant, and one
influence of the fraternity
of _Laun/ers as which they did not choose to adopt, for the
the cause of the reluctance in the several
uncertain prospect which it presented to their
States as to the acceptance of any such of.
fer: stating, moreover, the adoption which minds
remote and
doubtful
advantage to of
the some
community.
Others
were perhaps
at that time had been given to divers of Mr.
Beatham's ideas in several of the States.
swayed
by the
persuasion,
theprofession,
new system would
prove
injurious that
to the
-- (N. B. Those of Mr. Bentham's works
by rendering the law more clear and explicit,
which were edited by Mr. Dumont, being and thus diminishing the profits which are at
iu French, were not at that time known
present derived from its uncertainty and ohto the writer, and had scarcely found their seurity.
From these, or other motives, they
way into the United States.
October 2, pronounced the project visionary, impracti1818.)
cable, unnecessary--unworthy
of attention,
THE letter, which the governor of New
because presented by a person who must be
Hampshire wrote you about a year since, ignorant of our situation, and unacquainted
having been published in England, was copied
with our wants ;-- with many other similar
into the newspapers of that state, a short objections, all addressed to the ignorance,
time before the meeting of the legislature,
the prejudices, and the pride, of men whose
accompanied with many very foolish and ab- sober judgment was prevented, by every arsurd remarks, in which your character and
tificc, from applying itself to this important
designs were ridiculed, and your proposed sys- subject with candour and impartiality. While,
tern of laws abused and misrepresented, in a therefore, those who were supposed to know
style and manner not much unlike that which the most in relation to our legal establisha little earlier appeared in the Quarterly Re- ments and the means of their improvement,
view of your "Plan of Parliamentary Reform."
were all opposed to the introduction of a new
It is hardly necessary to add, that the goversystem, and those who were willing to give
nor came in for a full share of the censure
it a fair trial were in general but little acheaped upon you for the approbation which quainted with its merits,--you
will readily
his letter contained of your proposed work.
perceive the disadvantages under which it
You will perceive, however, from his message
laboured.
It was not indeed difficult, in my
at the commencement of the session, that he opinion at least, to return satisfactory answers
was not prevented by this circumstance from to all these objections. But you have, I think,
bringing your proposal fairly before the legisyourself remarked, that it is not always by
lature,
the most rational arguments that the strongest
To give it a better chance of success, a son impression is made. The motives, therefore,
of his, who is a member, at the same time
which I have mentioned, with others of a like
caused the greater part of an article on this nature, added to the novelty of the subject
subject, in a late Edinburgh Review, to be and the pressure of other business, induced
republished in the leading republican newsthe house finally to accept the report of their
paper of that state, and to be put into the
committee, which was, that the further conhands of the members of the legislature,
sideration of this subject be postponed to the
When, however, that part of the message was next session of the legislature, which is in
taken up in the house of representatives,
on June 1819. Your proposition was therefore,
report of a committee it appeared, that, ex- strictly speaking, neither adopted nor rejected,
eept that gentleman, all the lawyers of both but postponed.
It will next June be reported
parties (twelve or fifteen, the most influenamong the unfinished business of the last sestial members of the house) were decidedly
sion.
Whether anything further will be at
opposed to passing any other resolve on the that time effected, I am unable to say, but I
subject than a general one--that
it was in- am afraid there is very little hopes of any
expedient to accept your proposal,
favourable result.
Of the members of the bar who were thus
I have taken some pains to ascertain wheunfriendly to this design, some were no doubt ther your proposal has met with a more just
influenced by a belief (not unnatural with reception in any other of the United States;
those who have made the common law their
but I am inclined to think that it has not. I
study during life, and who for twenty years do not find it mentioned in the speeches or
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me_tges of any of the governors to the se- tions, cognizable by human laws. In such a
octal state legislatures which I have seen.
work you would be at no pains to accommoUnder these circumstances, permit me, with date your enactments to what is already law
deference, to suggest the following views for in Europe or in America,but to what ought
your consideration :-to be law in the most improved state of soWhat may be called the philosophy of law ciety _to the true principles ofgenera/ut///ty,
__that is, the general principles of civil and on which alone all just legislation rests. Yet,
criminal jurisprudence, founded onthe broad supposing such a work once completed, and
basis of utility, and adapted to the wants of a further, that each of its provisions was in it.
civilized and enlightened people, engaged in self the best that could possibly be imagined,
the ordinary pursuits of agriculture, manufac- it would still be doubtful, whether any state
tures, and commerce--has
never yet, so far or nation could be found to whose circumas I am acquainted with book_, been justly
stances it would exactly apply : and it is, I
and correctly treated, in all its bearings, and think, very certain--such
is the temper oi
in the amplitude of its details, by any author deliberative
assemblies -- that there i_ no
who has written upon the subject of law. We state which would at once, and by a single act,
have indeed systems of the :Roman law, of the adopt all its provisions. But, if executed with
Feuds] law, and of the English law, and other half the ability which you would bring to the
national systems: and Montesquieu has given
undertaking, an immense advantage would reus "L'Esprit
des Loix"w an excellent title,
suit to mankind from the publication of such
and in truthan excellent book, but not exactly
a work. A standard would thenceforth exist,
stteli _ one as I wish to see written. We still by which we in the United States, at least,
want a work, unfolding the true principles of might estimate the true value of our legal
law in the abstract, as derived from the ha- systems, improve them where they admitted
ture of man, and the necessary structure of of improvement, reject such parts as are
society--the
beau-ideal of law, such as it injurious or imperfect, and incorporate such
never yet has been in any state, such as it new principles, or new applications of old
never will be, but such as every state ought,
principles, as are suited to our _tuation ; and
as near as possible, in its own case, to make in a word, perfect our legal, as we have en°
it. We have now no general standard of legal deavoured to do our political establishments,
perfection, in allits various branches _no too- by calling to our aid the wisdom and the phidel of acknowledged excellence, with which losophy, the speculations and the experience,
to compare our different systems.
Yon, Sir, of all ages and of all countries. The utility of
are eminently qualified to provide such a too- such a work would be acknowledged in every
del, to raise such a standard, to mark out the part of the civilized world, because in every
boundaries, and prescribe the form of a truly country the improvement of the law is an
wise and enlightened system of jurisprudence,
object of primary and permanent importance.
You have expended a vast fund of original Instead, then, of waiting for the previous sanethought, and devoted years of patient examition of some legislative body, if you were to
nation to every part of this extensive subject,
publish your proposed code of laws, as soon
Permit me, then, to request, that you would as it is completed, or such parts of it as admit
enrich the public with the important results
of being separately exhibited, there is very
_f these laborious studies,
little doubt, that the beneficial effects which
Two modes occur to me as the only ones you anticipate from its entire adoption would
in which this service could be rendered to in a very considerable degree be ultimately
mankind.
The first is--by
the publication
obtained.
of a work in the didactic form, in which the
The influence of your writings has already
general principles of law should be unfolded
been extensively felt in the United States.
and explained_
as, for example, those of Your work on usury has passed through aspolitical economy are, in Smith s Wealth of veral editions in this country ; and its prinNations.
Perhaps this h_slready been done ciples begin to be pretty generally adopted
in your "Introduction to the PrinciplcsofMoby men of enlarged views and liberal minds
rals and Legislation,"
or in the works pub- amongst us. In the constitution of the new
Ushed from your papers by M. Dumont. 1have State of Mississippi,
which was formed in
sent to London for these hooks, but have not 1817, it is provided that the legislature of that
state shall " pass no law impairing the obliyet obtained them.
The second mode of commvnicafing to the gation of contracts, prior to 1821, on .accou_.
public the result of your labours in jurispruof the rate of interest, fairly agreed, on m
denee --a measure not inconsistent with the writing, between the cont__g
pa_. e s, lot
former _would
be to publish a complete code a bona fide loan of money ; but they saa_ nave
of laws drawn up in termin/s :-- a Pannaraion
power to regulate the rate of interest, where
_founded
upon correct principles, and ex- --.
" . .
" " . ."
• ."
embrace the whole mass of human transac-
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intended as an experiment;
but, having once
felt the advantages of unrestrained hberty,
and a free competition in this branch of trade,
there is tittle danger of a return to the absurd
restrictions which prevail in other States of
the Union.
In the Alabama territory, an act has this
year been passed, repealing allthe laws against
usury, and allowing the parties in all cases to
fix their own rate of interest,
A similar law, introduced by Mr. Hayes in
the Virginia house of delegates, was rejected
by a majority of six or eight votes only, out
of two or three hundred,
In New Hampshire, the same subject was
agitated in the house of representatives,
at
their last session; but they are not yet prepared to renounce their old prejudices.
On the subject of state prisons, or peniten.
tiaries, many of your suggestions have also
been reduced to practice, though no building

d'apporter l'attention de son g6nie an bonhour d'une nation, en qui quatre cents ans
d'esclavage et de misfire, n'avaient pfi parvenir _ effacer le sentiment de ses droits, et de
ses devoirs.
Continuez, done, Monsieur, de nous 6clairer
par vos conseils, de nous diriger par cette raison superieure, qui immortalise vos ouvrages,
et que votre suffrage, cit6 en faveur de notre
cause, en devienne le plus ferme appni, comme
il est d6j'_ le garant le plus certain, de notre
triomphe.
Veuil]ez bien agr6er, Monsieur, l'assurance
de ma parfaite estime, et celle de la haute
consideration avec laquelle j'ai Phonneur d'
_tre, Monsieur, votre tr_s humble et tr_s
ob6issant serviteur,
(Sign_)
A. MAVROCORDATO.
Tripolitza, Juln 22 (Juillet 4) 1823.
A Mons..M. Jeremy Bentham,
Jurisconsulte,
_¢c. _;c.

has, I believe, been erected on the plan of the
panopticon in any of the states.
The contract-principle,
so strongly recommended by
you, has been adopted, with great advantage,
though not to its fall extent, in some of our
state prisons.*
"_*,For other testimonials from the United.
States, also from Russia and Poland, see L_st
of Testimonials in Contents, Nos. X. XI. and
XII.

(TRANSLATION.)
SiR,--Ithinkmyselfhappyinbeingcharged
to communicate to you the sentiments of gratitude and thankfulness
of my government,
for the observations
you have sent to us on
our fundamental
law.
It was worthy of a
friend of humanity,
of one of the most respectable philosophers of our time, to direct
the attention of his genius to the well-being
of a nation, in which four centuries of slavery
and misery bad not been able to efface the
sentiments of its rigtlta and its duties.
Continue, then, Sir, to enlighten us by
your counsels, and to guide us by that superior intelhgence which immortalizes
your

VIII. GREECE.
i. Prince Alexander l_avrocordato,
Secretary
to the Provisional Government qfGreece, to
Jeremy Bentham ; introducing No. 2.
MONSI_trR, -- Je m'estime heureux d'etre
eharg_ de vous faire connaltre les sentimens
de gratitude et de reconnaissance
de mon
gouvernement,
pour lea observations
que vous
nous avez envoy_es sur notre loi organique. I1
_tait digne d'un ami de Fhumanit_, d'un des
plus respeetables philosophes de notre temps,
* The followingpaper exhibits the proportion,
between the number of lawyers, and the number
of men of all other professions, in the Congress
of theAnglo-AmericanUnited
States, anno1820.
It is an exact reprint of a slip of printed paper,
sent without explanation, toMr. Bentham, bya
diplomatic fimetionary :_
_t C01_GIESSIONAL t COMPOSITION.J
" .4 _tatement of the Prqfess_ons of the Members
of the prcsent Congress, _adv out by a Member.
" In Senate. -- 311lawyers ; 1 physician ; 9
planters and farmers; and 1 mechanic.
"In Itouse of Representatives.--lO0
lawyers;
13 phy_iclans; _2 planters and f&rmers: 9 metchants ; and 2 mechanics.
" 188 Representatives, 2 Delegates, 44 Senamrs. Whole number of Members of Conb,ress,
2&?,. From
New England and
New York, Whole
in the
house
of representatives,
40 lawyers.
number of l_resentatives

from do. 68: deduct

works, and let your good opinion, when quoted
in favour of our cause, become the firmest
basis, as it is already the surest guarantee, of
our triumph.
And accept, Sir, the assurance of the high
esteem and consideration
with whmh I have
the honour to be, &e. &e. &c.
(Signed)
A MAVSOCORVATO.
Tripditza, June 22 (July 4) 1823.
To Mr. Jcremy Bentham,
Jurlsconsult, _;e. _fc.
.....
2. II.,o¢_¢_vn ZX_o_ncr_ ¢n_ E_.X_0_._
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you, through me. its heartfelt dclight and
profound gratitude; confident that, with such
a coadjutor, whose comprehension of the
exigencies of a nation raising herself out of
a long-continued depression, and of the most
appropriate mode of providing for them, is so
consummate, she will make her advances with
proportionably greater speed and better fortune, in the great work of that moral regeneration, upon which her truest and mosc
permanent glory depends.
The Council, in whose estimation it is
matter of no slight happiness to Greece, that
it is in your lifetime this great work is in
progress, cherishes the persuasion, that after
having thus been already favoured with your
well-timed observations, it will not for the
future have to lament the _-ant of your fostering guidance ; so that henceforward, by
your assistance, it may secure the revival of
your beloved Greece, by an unsubvertible
good government -- the only inexpugnable
bulwark of national felicity.
This, Sir, is what, by these presents, I
communicate to you, on the part of the whole
National Council. On my own part, I regard
it as matter of good fortune to myself to
received so honourable a commission as
of making a communication of this sort,
man for whom I personally teel such
respect, m_d all becoming reverence.
The President,
JOHN

(TRANSLATION.)

2. Iarovislonal Government of Greece.
The
President of the Legislative Council to Mr.
Jeremy ,Bentharn.

have
that
to a
deep

ORLANDO,

Scribe qf the Councd,
JOHN SCANDALIDlgS.
Trtpol_tza,M_, 12,1823.
First

Mr. Blaquiere, that distinguished friendof
3. PrineeAlexanderMavroeordato,
Seeretary
the Greeks, in conjunction with our beloved
to the _rovlsional Government of Greece,
fellow countryman,
Mr. A. Luriottis, has
to Jeremy Bentham:
introducing the two
delivered, in your name, to the Legislative
Greek ;Env_s.
Council of Liberated Greece, in general conMONSIEUR, -- Je suis particuli_rement
vocation assembled, your observations on the charg_ par moo gouvernement de vous recomsubject of our _'urm of government : the court- mander la mission qui, charg_e d'$clairer la
ell has thereupon committed them to the care nation Anglaise, et par elie touterEurope,
sur
of a person skilled in the English language,
le v_ritable _tat des choses en Grace, et de
with directions to translate them, with as d_truire les calomnies que nos ennemis n'ont
much dispatch as may be, into Greek, for the que trop r_pandues contre lea principes et le
common use and benefit of the nation,
but de notre entreprise, a besoin de vos sages
It is a duty incumbent on that nation to conseils, et de l'appui de vos suffrages en famake anopenand
sincere declaration of those
veur de notre cause, afin d'arriver _ son b_rt.
sentiments of affection and delight with which
Persuad_ de la noble et g_n_reuse assistshe beholds the preceptor of the nineteenth
ance que vous voudrcz bien aceorder, par Fincentury in the school of legislation,
sus- fluence de vos talens, _ une cause clue vous
pending the course of those labours, which
avez dSj_ si victorieusement dffendue, je vous
were embracing the general happiness of Euprie, Monsieur, d'agr_er d'avance Ingratitude
rope, for the purpose of devoting them, in du gouvernement provisoire et de la nation
a more particular manner, to the service of Grecque, ainsi que celle de mon estime parGreece.
ticuli_re, et de ma plus haute consid_-_atim_.
The Council has been the first to feel, and
(Sign_)
A. MAVROCORDA_O.
takes this public mode of communicating to
_ripolitza,le 24 JuLn,1823,V. S.
A Mo_s. M. Jer_d Bent_am,
" He was, in Corfu, M_. HamUton Browne's
Juriscons_Ite, _fe. _c.
maatez for the Greek language.
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(Ta.a_SLATION.)
any such barbarisms ?" " Let me but tall
SIR, -- I am especially charged by my go- you father,"
was the answer, "' and call me
vernment to reoommend to you the mission
what you please."
which, being ordered to instruct the English
K_f_ Bentham, indeed ? Legislators ! To
nation, and through it, the whole of Europe,
others, if you phase : to me, as you love me,
as to the true situation of things in Greece,
nomore
K_fJef.
Commonasthewordis,
there
and thus todestroythe calumnies which our isa glareoflegitimacy
upon itthathurtsmy
enemies have but too widely spread against eyes. Give ittomy imperialcorrespondent
;
the principles
and the objectof ourstruggle,giveittotheAbv_z¢d_#f--themodern Alexw_l have need ofyourjudicious
counsels,
and under; from him,peradventure,
you may have
the supportofyour suffrages
infavourofour a note of thank_ forit: but,inthiscase,or
cause,in orderthatwe may re_z_the [de- you may loseyour labour,itshouldbe inthe
sired]end.
superlative_sublim_ted
intoKvcJo_r=_-of.
Anticipating
thatgenerousassistance
which
Oh yes! when you spe_k tome, add t_you willkindlygrantbythe influence
ofyour _s¢of
to it,
-- or, asyou now say,_=f. This
talentson behalfof a causeyou have so vie- I have alreadymerited: this,if from you,
toriously
defended,I prayyou, Sir,toaccept would be my most honourabletitle.Ifto do
beforehandthe gratitudeof the Provisinnalso be inthe poweT of labour,no hiredselGovernment of the Greek nation,as well as vant ever meritedit better,unlessby the
thatofmy individual
esteem and highestcon- pleasureso intimately
combined with it,the
aideration,
merit, as in the eyes of certain casuists, would
(Signed) A. MAvROC0EDATO.
be annihilated.
Seventyyearsago,I devoted
Tripolitza,June 24 (July4,) 1823.
myself to the service of mankind : and now,
To Mr. Jeremy Bentham,
at length_ forby you am I enabled_ now,
Jurisconsult,
_c. _fc.
at length,nor yet altogether
withont prospectof success,
do I behold myselfoccupied
Jeremy Jl_entham to the Greek J_ovisional
in the performance of that vow.
Government _ Letter 1. In _2swer to tke
This wilibe delivered to you by the worthy
foregoing,
comrade ofour Luriottis,
Edward Blaquiere,
Legislators ofregerweated Greece/_Wheby whom his title of _,_,,_+S_=_,_,
as
ther forthe sort of encouragement with which given to him in yours to me, continues to be
you have been pleased to honour me, any so wen merited.
such praiseisdue as thatof discernment,it
Farewell,legislators
I May successever
belongs to the world at large,not to him attend your laboursinthe cooncil,
as ithas
who isthe objectof it,to pronounce. Of donethoseofyour heroesinthe field,
Should
the magnanimity manifestedby an addressof any modern Xerxes presumeto offerobstructhiscomplexion toa man whose positionis tionto them, may hisfatebe thatofthe anso completelydestituteof everythingwhich cientone. Already,inthus writingto you, I
couldrenderhim an objectofsuch noticeto have perhapswrittentoomuch. I resume the
ordinaryminds _ to a man from whom no pen which yours found me writhlgwith for
servicecan possibly
huve been looked forin you. What remainsis-- tosubscribe
myself,
any shape but thatin which a smallparticleand with somewhat more truththan iscornofithas alreadybeen so richlyremunerated, men insuch subscriptions,
your _0_Aor.
_there
can be but one opinion : such is the
(Signed)
J]_R_M¥ BEt+TeAM.
honour your body has conferred on itself, and
Qasen's-Square place, westminster,
London, February13,1824.
by nothing
To tile _ov_fei9_ Z_gislative Council
addition
be more
made that
to it.I could say, could any
As to me, to the illustration

conferred

on

of G_eeee.

me by such a letter, hasbeen added the most
4. r/¢_¢_,_
A_z_¢,_
+-_ 'ExA_.--'H
singularone of itsbeing deliveredby the
B0_b _, 'S_,_
_r_# _r_,
@_ZIAZS,_KJ_e,.
hand of the very person, by whose signature,
'hf_/+/ffi, B_,#_t_o_._ II_[o_s #3', &¢#_.1122.
in his character of president of your body, it
_A, _ x=/+_f+' ==_ F_++;/_, '._x/_
cq+,J,_was authenticated ; a man whose warrant I r_, _,_, _ [_u I_M_-_,. _ M_rle= ro_ Aw_J_have alreadyforcallinghim by theendearing
.....
_
,
,
of son. "Orlando,"
said Itohimt'other
day in French, "' thus, and thus only, can I
_ldress you. Monsieur Orlando ? * My lips
do_e against the words.
Monsieur Solon ?
Monsieur Perldes?
Monsieur Epaminondas?
Monsieur Philolxemen ? Who ever heard
• At this time, all that in England wasknown
of that gentleman was, that in hLqown country
he had filled the highest mmations of public

_b_-_,
,_ _x_G¢_
_;_ _, _,=_i,,s_;, _,_
_, :+,_+_+-=_+e,
_
_,_,++,#¢_-;+-_+-_, N@+_+3z.
czar,.
T_ _i_,ffi _ _X_ 'Z_,s
_,_X_e_,¢_ -'_;
¢_, II_X_#_ x,,/,_,= ¢_, _,,_/_-'¢_, ¢o_, _,=o
¢_¢_,+e_,r_._o+..
d_ +.;g%*_.+'__+r,.++,,_ @#J+..-',=_r=#¢¢_,== =_# }o,gq+u# =+,, ++_ +-+_'_'_'0_
l,rw_,psm,,_
¢,e =a_Jm_, #_,Xe'_,
d_ _'_
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If splendid and happy England is proud of
having you for a citizen, -- unhappy Greece,
the mother of Lycurgus and Solon, rejolces
that she has had the good fortune to obtain

b.mining upon her sacred soil, and which the
right of the stronger had extinguished for so
great a length of time.
. .Sir, your noble sentiments were long ere
thls well known to our nation. Butyourtimely
proposal of the plan of a political and consfltutional cede_which,
as being tha offspring of
so distinguished a political philosopher, will
happily organize the infant constitution of
Gfee_has
still more clearly evinced your
zr_nenulysentiments for the Greeks. But, besides this, your proposal for educating three
young Greeks at your expense, offers still
further motives to the sincere gratitude of
the Greek nation, and the great satisfaction
of that government, whose sentiments I am
charged to interpret : for from thisit is evident
that you wish not only the political existence,
but the moral welfare of our nation.

in her regeneration a most able and humane
law-giver,
The children of friendly Greece. gathering
flowers from the flowery meadow of your
works, are continually soaring to a height
which they have not as yet been able to attain.
The members of the senate are developing their powers ; and, according to your
scientific rules, are co-operatingintheamend,
ment of the political system of Greece.
Hail, then, friend of Greece! you possess
a reward worthy of your virtue, in the pleasure which you receive from the happiness of
your friends. Farewell, and
" Strike thus, that you may procure some
salvation for the Greeks."_
Homer, 282.
THI_O_)O_T, The Vice-President.
Jo. SC_V_L_V_S, Chief Secretary
of the Senate.

I am charged also to assure you, that my
government desires you will not cease continually to watch over her operations, and to
afford her the benefit of those deep political
views of which Greece at present stands so
greatly in need, in order to be led happily to
the sacred end of her independence ; an end
which the respectable friends of the Greek
cause will not cease to accelerate b_ all
possible means that are consistent with the
general good of human nature; and while
tradition and history will preserve immortal
the revered names of such persons, the grailtude which exists in the hearts of the Greek
nation will remain indelible.
The -Provincial Secretary.General,
(Signed)
P.G. RoDIos.
The 12th of August 1824,O. S.
Na_ll di Rorn_nla,

o_'wr _7_, r_ _
A_,_7_ _,_,s_."
'0 'A,_,_)¢,_
o_)J¢_,
'0 II¢_
I'¢_/z/_b_
_ _).,_=_
'_, s,_;_,
'I_,. _.;)_.
11 _r,_,_,,, 1824.

" ]_'

(_L_O_,)
4. Provisional Government of Greece.
Tlze
Greek Senate to Mr. Jeremiah Bent_am,
2_hilhellenlst.
-- 2d,
Letter
2Votiein 9 his Zetter 1._ Period
No.2. 1122.

Napoli,August 11, 1824.
5. Provisional
Government of Greece.
The
_ecretary-General
to ,jr _entham, _Es_.-Period 2d, No. 254.
It is with great satisfaction suffering Greece
has observed, that, while she took up arms
to assert the rights of her political existence,
the enemies of the public good, and the friends
of their own narrow interests alone, have,
with all their sophisticated attempts, net been
able to attach the slightest blame to the
sanctity of her cause ; but, on the contrary,
their intrigues have caused the veil to be
withdrawn which has hitherto concealed the
truth from the eyes of the many.
She cannot, however, refrain from express-

Letter 2. To tlie Greek Provisior, a] Govern.
merit: with the Buenos Ayres _aetie Code,
_fc.
Jeremy _entham

d l'Assemblge de la Greke.

LEGISLATEURS! --Ci-joint eat un pre_nt
que je prends la libert_ de vous offrir. Ce
n'est pas ee qui auroit _t_ un ouvrage de ma
fac_n, un simple projet, et rien de plus : c'eet
un r_glement, qui d_j_ pendant trois armies a
dirig_ tous lea proe_d_s d'une aseembl_e legislatrice.
Cette assembt_e eat celle de la
r_publique de Buenos Ayres, dana l'AmeI rique M_ridionale. L'_xemplaire pour lequel
I je prie l_onnenr de votre acceptation, en eat
[ peut-_tre le seal qai existe pr_entement en
] Europe. La date, comme vons voyez, n'y

g her thanks to thoso persons whose feelings I eat pus. ll m'a _t_ envoy_ par _on anteur,
humanity have prompted them, from the [ Bernardlno Rivadavla, d_ une lettre, dat_e
beginning, to interest themselves in her de- du 26 Aoflt, 1822, ]aquelle, par jene sais quel
fence of those indisputable rights which belong
malheur, ne re'eat parvenue qu'an 5 Avrll
to her, and have shown, in various ways, that dernler (1824.)
I1 y a environ une q-i_ne
they wished to behold the light which was qne j'ai en la satisfy-t/on, ai ine_per_e, de le
kindled and. kept ali_ e by Thrasybalus and setter dana rues bras ici -"_,
ot_ il eat
EImminondas-- the light of freedom-- again venu pour quelques _,
gonvermmt tam.
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jours par les _l_ves qu'il a form,s, et la reputation unique qu'd a aequlse.
De tous
lea 6tats form_, ou plutbt qui se forment,
sat lea d6bris des monarchies Espagnoles
et Portugaises en Amerique, le seul, qui a
pris jusqu'ici une a_si_tte ferme et heureuse,
est celui doat on peat le dire le fondateur :
anssi est-ce le seul auquel le gouvernement
Anglois a donn_ des marques non-_qulvoques
d'cstime. Je viens d'en voir, qua, pour n'_tre

II. TESTIMONIALS.

armies de travaux sev_res, qui heurcusement
approchent hleur terme. II sesa imprim6 iei
en Anglais, en Grec, et peut-_tre en d'antres
langues. L'Espagnol ne sera pas oublie.* Les
occasions qui pourroient s'offrir pour vous en
offrir des exemplalres, en nombre suflisant, ne
seront pas perdues.
L6gislateurs, vous leur
donnerez le sort, que vous prescrira votrv
sagesse.
(Sign_)
JEREMY BENTHAIg.
Londres, Sept. 21, 1824.

pus publiques n'eu sont pas moins essentielles
(TRANSLATION.)
et anthentiques.
L_gislateurs I Je vous envoye ce r_gieJeremy Beatham to tl_e Legislative Asment, et je ne l'ai pas m_me lu. Voici poursembly of Greece.
quoi. Duns le moment, nul besoin pressaut,
LEGISLATORS! Annexed is a present which
ne me portait _le lire, et je me suis content_
I take the liberty to offer you. Iris notmerely
d'en faire falre une traduction Angloise, que
what a work of my making would have been
je garde. Pr_sentement,
ce n'est que depuis
--a simple project, and nothing more ; it is a
quelques heures que l'id_e de le mettre a profit regulation, which already, during three years,
de cette mani_re se m'est present_e.
Lenahas directed all the proceedings of a legislavire est au point de partir.
St, apr_s l'avoir
rive assembly.
This assembly is that of the
lu, il m'etoit arriv_ de trouver, ne ffit-ce qu'un
Republic of Buenos Ayres, in South America.
seul point, sur lcquel je ne fus pus d'accord
The copy, for which I beg the honour of your
avec l'auteur, je n'aurois pas pfi vous Penacceptance, i_ probably the only one that now
voyer sans r_serve : et cette r6serve, je ne exists in Europe.
The date, as you see, is
l'aurois pfi faire sans en donner les motifs, ce wanting.
It was sent me by its author, Berqui auroit entrain6 des longueurs point du tout
nardino Rivadavla, in a letter dated the 26th
convenables.
Cependant, au moins d'avoir
August 1822, and which, by some mean.% did
des raisons suffisantes pour _tre persuade, que not reach my h_nds until the 5th April 1824.
le tout ensemble est d'accord avec rues prinIt is now about a fortmght since I had the
cipes, je n'anrois pus eu la hardiesse d'y atuulooked.for satisfaction
of clasping him in
tacher, pour ainsi dire, mon cachet en vous
my arms here in London, where he is come
en faisant l'offre. Dana le moment, je trouve
on some business, still governing, howevel,
une copie que fen avais fair tirer de la lettre
by the pupils which he has formed, and the
qail'accompagna:
elle pourrait vous faire voir
reputation
whlch he has acquired.
Of all
si c'est sans fondement que je me fie h sa conthe States formed, or rather forming, out of
formit_ avec rues principes,
the wreck of the Spanish anti Portuguese
"Boa pour la th_orie, mauvais pour la pramonarchies in America, the only one which
tique," aphorisme qui se contredit lui-m_me,
hitherto has taken a firm and happy footing,
mats qul n'en est pas moths en faveur aupr_s
is that of which he may be called the founder:
ceux dont lea inter_ts particuliers se trouvent
it is, too, the only.one to which the Enghsh
contraries,
par une mesure contre laquelle il government has given unequivocal minks of
n'y a pas autre chose'_ dire. Quoiqu'il en soit,
esteem.
I have recently seen evidence of it,
le pr6sent n'est pus du nombre des cas o_ ce which, though not public, is not less ausophismc puisse esp_rer h trouver acceptation:
thentie.
car il y a d_j'_ trois armies au moths, pendant
Legislators ! I send you these regulations,
lesquelles cette base de tortes lea loix a souand I have not even read them.
This is the
tenu avec 6clat l'_preuve de la pratique,
reason : there was no immediate motive for
Lea offices qu'occupait Rivadavia, lorsqu'il
my doing so, and I have contented myself
a redig_ cer_glement,
et qa'il acontinu_ d'ocwith causing an English translation
to be
caper jusqu'an moment de sou d_part pour made, which I retain.
Meanwhile it is only
Londres, sont ceux de ministre de finance,
within these few hours that the idea of thus
ministre de l'int_rieur, et ministre des affaires
putting it to use occurred to me.
The ship
_trang_res.
is on the point of sailing.
If, after having
J'ajouterai
peut-_tre
un ou deux autres
read it, I had chanced to find, were it only
morceanx de m_me main, duns la pens(_e, que,
a single point, on which I did not agree with
peut-_tre,
par occasion, ils pourroat,
"_vos the author,
I could not have sent it you
yeux, _tre utiles "_consulter au moths, si non without a reservation, and that reservation I
servir de module,
could not make without giving you the reaQuant _ mot, je viens de faire passer dans
les mains d'un Grec bien instruit, pour _tre
traduite, la premiere feuille d'un projet d'un
code constitutionel
pour un etat quelque ce
_oit ; ouvrage qui m'a d_j _teout_ plus de deux

_ May 1_27. Of the two volumes of which it
consL_ts, an impression (a translation of the first)
is far advanced : translator, Dr. Puigb!anch, late
professor ot"Hebrew at Alcal£, and subsequently,
Deputy from Cat'_lonla to the last Spanish Co_te_
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_ons, which would have drawn me ints_ diseussions of inconvenient length; nevertheless,
I am persuaded I have sufficient motives for
thinking it agrees with my principles on the
whole, or I should not have had the hardihood to attach as it were my seal to it, by
making you the offer of it. I have this momeat found a copy whieh I had taken from
the letter which accompanies it. You will
see by it whether I have not justly trusted to
its conformity with my principles,
,' Good in theory, bad in practice," is an
aphorism which contradicts itself, but which
is not the less in favour with those whose
particular interests are thwarted by a measure
against which there is nothing else to say.
However, the present is not amongst the
number of eases in which this sophism can
hope to find acceptance ; for three years at
least have passed, during which this basis of
all laws has sustained with &lat the proof of
practice.
The offices which Rivadavia filled when he
drew up these regulations, and which he continned to fill, up to the moment of his departure for London, were those of minister of
finance, minister of the interior, and nunister
of foreign affairs,
I shall add, perhaps, one or two sentences
by the same hand, m the idea thaL in your
eyes, they may appear useful to consult, if
not to serve as models.
With regard to myself, I have just dellvered into the hands of a well-informed Greek
ibr the purpose of translation,
the first sheet
of the project of a constitutional
code applicable to any state--a
work which has already
cost me more than two years of hard labour
which is fortunately approaching a close. It
will be printed here in English, in Greek
and perhaps in other languages. The Spanish
shall not be forgotten.
Any opportunities that
may offer to transmit you copies shall not be
lost. Legislators, you will give them that fate
which you in your wisdom may think they
merit.
(Signed)
JErtrMY BENTHAM.
London, September 21, 1824.

substituant
toutefois tout ee que je eroiraia
plus conforme _ notre regime constitutionnel.
Quant :_l'ordre des mati_res, je ne trois pus
pouvoir trouver un meilleur code clue eelui-eio
C'est D, Monsieur, le plan du travail que
je me propose d'embrasser,
de me fats un devoir de le mettre sous vos yeux, din de savoir
votre opinion _ cot _gard, et profiter de vos
lumi6res pour tout le detail de l'ouvrage.
Le code civil _tant de nature _ inttuer in.
direetement au moral des hommes, eomme il
mflue direetement au sort de la soci&_, il est
essentiel pour notre r_g_n6ration qu'il ne s'&
loigne point, s'fi est possible, des principes iramuables de la raison. Le seul moyen d'y parvenir est d'obtenir encore votre assistance et
votre dire@ion, que vous ne me refuserez pas
sans doute, vfi qu'il s'agit de eontribuer _ la
gu&ison des plates d'un peuple, jadis illustre
pour sos lumi_res, et renomm_ pour los avanrages qu'il a proeur6s _ la sod&&
Quant .£ ee qai coneerne les autres moyens
dent je pourrms avoir besoin duns re travail,
M. le Colonel a bien voulu prendre eonnaissance.
Au res_e, je saisis cette occasion pour vous
donner l'assuranee des sentimens de hauie
estlme et eonsld6ration distingu6e, avee lesquelles j'ai l'honneur if&re, Monsieur, votro
trc_s-humble et tr_s-ob_issant serviteur,
(Sign6)
Tt_. NE6RIs.*
A 5_XonsleurMon. J. Bentham, _c. _c. _e.
(TRANSLATION.)

S[R.--Intending
to labour in the formation
of a c'vil code for my nation, I feel the notessity of a guide in this undertaking.
Your
rare meat in this profound science, and your
love for the cause of humanity, are so well
known, that the) compel me to seek a motive
for addressing you. The acquaintance which
I had lately the honour to make with that
illustrious friend of Greece, Colonel Stanhope,
has procured me this gratification.
I avail
myself of it, Sir, to tell you, in a few words,
that I propose to work on the French Civil
Code ; substituting,
nevertheless,
all that I
think more conformable to our constitutional
regime. With reference to the arrangement
6. Theodore 27egris to Jeremy Bentham, de- of subjects, I do not believe I can find a better
szrzng fits as_z._tance towards forming
a code tJlan this.
Civil Code.
This, Sir, is the plan of the work that I
MONSIEUR,-- Duns l'intention de travailler
la formation d'un code civil pour ma nation
* Theodore Negris, who was at this period
je sons le besoin if&re guid6 "_ ee travatl.
Minister of Justice_,was one of the few men who
Votre rare m6rite _ eette science profonde
had
formed ;aand
correct
the individual
wants of
his country
sinceestimate
his deathof no
et votre amour pour le bien de l'humanit6
has appeared to supply his place by forwarding,
si eonnus du monde, me falsaient chercher
or even by recommending the adoption of any
l'occasion de m'addresser _ vous.
Ce rut la code of laws, which has long been, and still h._
connaissanee que j'ai eu l'honneur de faire one of the primary necessities of Greec_ Negris
dernibrement
de l'illustre ami de la Gr&e
had the sagacity to _.e the n ece_ity.of a prompt
M. te Colonel Stanhope, qui vient de me la attention
to this sublect,
wrtue he
tocould
urge
the early consideration
of itand
on me
all whom
procttrer. J'en profite, Monsieur, pour vous influenc_ But hlspowerwas inconsiderable, even
dire en peu de roots que je me prop.ose de when he pqssa_sed office, and he died v,oon aftez
tlavailler sur le Code Civil des Fran_a_s, en y the dispaizh of the almve letter,
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purpose to undertake.
] think it my duty to commechezlesEtatsUnlsAnglo-Americalns,
place it before you, in order to ascertain your le President mla plus importante eat celle de
opinJon on this head, and to profit by your _nistre
de la Justice: et c'est avee une sarisremarks in all the details of the work.
i faction peu ordinaire que je trois voir, clans
The civil code being of a nature indirectly
la personne de l'auteur destin_ du code civil,
to influence the moral conduct of man, as it un legiste, et homme d'_tat si capable de la
directly influences the situation of society, it rempllr.
is essential for our regeneration, that it should
Ayant out dire, que par ei et par I_ en
wander as little as possible from the immuGrace, il existe pinsieurs exemplaires de rues
table principles ofrcason.
The only means to ouvrages edit_s en Fran_sis par mon ami
obtain it is to have your assistance and your Dumont, ou au moius de rouvrage principal,
direction, which, without doubt, you will not nomm_Trait_deLeglslation,
CivileetPenale,
refuse me, seeing that it will contribute t o heal en trois volumes, an 8vo, il m'est triste d'apthe wounds of a nation, formerly illustrious
prendre, qu'aucun au d_part de Stanhope,
for its knowledge, and renowned for the be- n'en avoit jamals pass_ dans vos mains. Par
nefits which it has conferred on society.
Is pr_sente occasion, j'ai falt ce que j'al p_
With regard to what concerns the other pour combler une partie de ce vide, et je me
matters of which I may stand in need in this
mets en devoir pour en trouver d'autres.
Un
work, Colonel Stanhope has kindly taken
exemplaire d'un tralt_ sur les Preuves Judicharge of. I take this occasion to assure you ciaires, dans lequel j'ai t'_ch_ de couvrir le
of the high sentiments of esteem and dis- _champ entier de ce sujet jusqu'ici vierge, est
tinguished consideration, with which I have aetuellement
clans mon pouvoir : mats par
the honour to be, Sir, your very humble and cette occasion, qui est pressantc, je ne sais
very obedient servant,
pas dan_ le moment si je pourrais trouver ici
(Signed)
TH. NEGRIS.
des exemplaires de Pun ou de l'autre des deux
To Mr. Jeremy _entham, _fc. _fc. 8ft.
autres de mes ouvrages ci-dessus indiqu_s.
Je vats envoyer tout ce qui, darts le moment,
Jeremy Bentham
to Theodore
, in answer est en mon pouvoir, de ceux qui sont en langue
to his
letter 1Vo,Negris
6.
intelligible. Quanta ceux qui sont en Anglais,
'l,f,p_]3s,8_ ¢,_ e,,_f_ _i_f,_, _;_,.
ce n'estpas le moment pour chercher_ en
C'estavec un plaisir
bien sincerecluej'ai encombrer vos tablettes.
recu,par leamains de notrelllustre
et exLa presenteestaccompagn_ed'unelistebcellentami l'HonorableColonel Leicester peu-pr_scomplettede ceux de ruesouvrages
Stanhope,lalettredont vous avez bienvou- quiontjusqu'ict
sol_ti
delapresse,llsne sont
lure'honorer.Je recevrai,
sije suisencore pastonsencorepubli_s.
en vie, avec une satisfaction correspondante,
D_s que ce paquet vous soit parvenu, je
votre travail dnnt vous me donnez resp_rance
me fie _ votre amiti_ pour saisir la premiAre
sur le code civil; ct j'y porterai rattention,
occasion de m'en faire recevoir la nouvelle.
dont, an dire de notre susdit ami, il ne peut
(Sign_)
JER_MY BENTHaM.
manquer d'etre digne.
A ren croire, c'est
(TnANSLATXOm)
un vrai bonheur pour la Grace, de contenir
Jeremy Bentharn to Theodore Negris.
d_ns son sein une main, si bieu assorfie _tune
I ItAVS received by the hands of our illusesp_ce de travail litt_ralre, dont rimportance
trious and excellent friend Colonel Leicester
laisse en arri_re _ une distance infinie toutes
Stanhope, with very sincere pleasure, the letles autres,
ter with which you have been so good as to
Quant au Constitufionnel -- un code, sur honour me. I shall receive, if I am still alive,
lcquelj'ai
travaill_ _.peu-prAs deux aun_es,
with corresponding
satisfaction, the work
manque peu d'dtre en _tat d'dtre envoyg en which you allow me to hope for on the civil
manuscrit _ Paris, R votre excellent Docteur
code ; it shall have my best attention, of
Corai,* qui a eu la bont_ de promettre d'eu which, according to our said friend's account,
faireunetraductionenGrgc
moderne, laquelle
it cannot fail of being worthy.
It must be
sera imprim_e _ Paris, et je crois avcc PAntruly an honour to Greece, to possess a pen
glais
_ cot_,pourleaexemplaixesen _,tre
dis- soappropriately
qualified
fora Uterarylabour,
tribu_sen Grace.
whose importanceleavesallothersat an inVous m'obligeriez,
Monsieur,en me don- finite
distance.
nant quelquesrenseignemens
surleaendroits
As far as the constitutional
partisconquiseroient
leaplusconvenables_ cet_gard, cerned,a code upon which I have laboured
etlespersonnesclauscesendroits
auxquelles nearlytwoyears,isverynearlyina statetobe
/Iseroitleplusconvenablede leaadresser, sentinmanuscriptto Paris,toyour excellent
Apr_s la situation de Premier Ministre,
Doctor Coral, who has had the goodness to
lequel, dans le corps legislatif est dans mon ! promise to make the translation into modem
code le premier fonction_ire,
it- peu- pros Greek, which will be printed at Paris, and I
" By the ill health of that excellent man_ this
design was frustrated,

believe with the English annexed, in order
that the copies may be distributed in Greece.
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You will oblige me, Sir, by giving me some hazard anyllttle reputation which may belong
information respecting the most eligible places to me.
for that purpose, and also the persons at those
Since that time, to wit, by a letter dated
places to whom it will he proper to address PAth September 18'24, or thereabouts, I yenthem.
tured to address to you, together with an
After the situation of prir_ minister, who, explanatory paper or two, an ordinance in
in the legislative body, is in my code the first Spanish relative to the tactics of the leglsfunctionary, nearly similar to the President i lature of the republic of Buenos Ayres, ira
of the Anglo-American
United States, the late Spanish America. For my pardon for this
most important is that of the Ministerof Jus- liberty, I trusted to the accompanying astice ; and it is with no little satisfaction, I surance given me by the illustrious draughtsperceive, in the person of the author of the man, that it had been framed in conformity to
civil code, a legist and statesman so well able the principles developed in a work of mine,
to fill that office,
which for these fourteen years has been before
Having heard, that here and there in Greece the public in French.
there are several copies of my works, written
I now take the further liberty of begging
in French by my friend Dumont, or at least your acceptance ofaconcisely expressed, but,
of the principal work, entitled, "Trait_de Lein so far as my conception is correct, an allgislationCivile
etPenale,'" in three volumes in comprehensive plan, for the education, loca8vo, I regret to find, that at the period of tion, and remuneration of the functionaries of
Colonel Stanhope's departure it had not been any republican government, in all their sere.
seen by you. By the present occasion I have ral officaal situations. Without any addition
tried to repair that loss, and shall also avail at the expense of the public, the same plan
myself of future opportunities.
A copy of a is calculated to serve for an entire system of
treatise on judicial evidence, in which Ihave
national instruction, so far as regards those
tried to lay open the whole field of argument,
whose condition in life requires, while their
is now fimshed ; but by this opportunity,
pecuniary circumstances enable them, to ira.
which is a hurried one, I am in doubt whe- prove their minds by intellectual culture. I
ther I shall be able to forward copies of either have therein, I hope, made tolerably well
one or the other of these works.
I shall send apparent the inseparable connexion which, in
all I possess which are in a langnage familiar the case of official men, I have found to have
to you. With regard to those which are in place between the strictest frugality and the
English, it will not be worth while to encum- highest degree of aptitude, with reference to
ber you.
their several situations. Principle, title, and
The present is accompanied by a nearly motto__O.l_eialaptitudemaxiraized----expense
complete list of such of my works as have rnmlmized. I know not whether, in any such
already issued from the press, but they are compressed form, it will be found translatenot yet all published,
able, with corlespondent concision, into your
As soon as this packet comes to hand, I
From first to last, in pretrust to your friendship to take the first op- paring these papers, I have kept a more
portunity to let me know you have received it. especial eye on what has been represented to
(Signed)
JEItEMY BI_NTHAM.
me as being the situation of that country--I
need not name it to you--which
is in so preo
letter 3. To the Provislonal
Government of eminent a degree dear to me.
Greece: with part of a Constitutional Code.
This plan Is contained in four out of the
Legislators,__
On the 25th of October last, twenty sections, or thereabouts, ofthe t weary1824, I had the pleasure to receive the two eight chapters, or thereabouts, into whiehthe
letters with which you were pleased to ho- matter of my proposed code, in its presont
hour me, both dated from Napoli de Romnstate, stands divided. Alas! it is not even yet
nia ; the one, of the 1lth August 1824, with completed : still, so far as regards the prothe signatures of the vice-president, and chief
text, it wants but very little of being
secretary of the senate ; the other, of the next
so. Reasons, expository matter, and instrucday, with the signature of the provisional finns for the legislator, are settled in subsecretary.general,
P. G. Rodios, according to stance, and may from time to time follow,
the translations
with which I was favoured
according as time and occasion permit.
My
by your three deputies here.
hope is, that, in some degree, the proposed
The favourable mention which you are text will be found to contain in itself the e_pleased to make, of such of my papers as you senceofthe reasonsby whichit was suggested.
had then received,
fills me with shame and I inclose the titles of the several chapters
regret at the thoughts of the imperfect state
and sections of the whole, as they stand at
in which I was obliged to send those frag- present.
meats. My hopes were, that they might prove
A circumstance which, in no inconsiderable
somewhat better than nothing: and it was degree, has contributed to,he retardation: is
in that hope that I _¢entured thus to put to the necessary and most intimate eonneatt_
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which has place between the code ofjudlcial
procedure, and that part of the constitutional
code which regards the judiciary branch of
the official establishment.
In that same proeedure code, I have already made considerable progress. In it my endeavour has been,
to apply upon a national scale, as far as circumstances will allow, those simple principles
by which the conduct of a kind and prudent
father is guided, in the judgment exercised
by him on the conduct of his children.
If I
live to finish it, it will be the first code of
procedure that ever had the ends of justice
for its sole, or so much as its main, object :
all others having had for their main object
the advancement of the sinister interest of
their makers--the
ruling functionaries ; more
especially those of the judiciary class, and
those their proiessional associates, from whom
they spring : and to this cause may be attributed all that harshness, obscurity, unneeessary complicatedness,
and expensiveness, by
which all the procedure codes as yet in existonce are more or less strongly marked,
Another paper, which I now add, is designed to serve as a substttute to a short seetmn in the .former edttwn-if I may so call
it-- of my Code : it is that which regards the
re-eligibility of the members of the legislative
assembly, composed of deputies of the people,
The object of it is, to supply, for that nmst
important of trusts, a constant stock of cornpetitors, composed of trted men, whose degrees of aptitude, absolute and comparative,
have been manifested by experience ; iostead
of placing things, as is customary, upon such
a looting that, whether the first choice be
fortunate, or ever so unfortunate, the people
find themsel,,es,
notwithstanding
the forms
of election, under a sort of necessity to continue it. This point I flatter myself with
having secured ; and at the same time, without depriving the people of any part of that
advantage,
which is looked for in the continually increasing expermnce and wisdom of
those
who have &stinguished
themselves
among their colleagues,
Postscript relative to the ten Greek Youths
brought to England,
Anno 18"24, by Mr.
JBlaquiere. -- (It will be read to the Legislative Council, or otherwise disposed of-for example, by being sent to a Governmerit newspaper -- as they may be pleased
to direct.)
In regard to the Greek youths, whom Mr.
Blaquiere brought hither
for education,
I
have observed in one of the Greek newspapers, a little misconception, which it seems
iucmnbent on me to rectify. Three is there
mentioned as the number for which I have
undertaken to provide.
Two, and two only,
is the number to which my engagement upplied.
This appears from the printed work
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published here in London, by Colonel Stano
hope, intituted, " Greece in 1823 and 1824,"
in which is inserted the commission given to
him on that subject by me ; as also from my
correspondence on the subject with your deputies here, as contained in two letters, one
from me to them, dated March 1824, the
other from them to me, dated March 1824 :
and the time mentioned as that during which
ray engagement for their maintenance and education here was to continue, stands limited to
three years. The expense to me will be from
about .El60 to about £180 a-year--dollars
850, more or less, per annum.
No disappointment will, I flatter myself,
be experienced on that account. Ten is the
number of youths whom M. Blaquiere took
charge of. Regretted, to the degree that may
be imagined, one of them died on the passage.
Of the ntne that arrived, one has been taken
charge of by a friend of mine, with whom I
am likely, every now and then, to see him :
my friend being highly delighted with him,
and entertaining, in relatton to his intellectual
proficiency and political usefulness, the most
sanguine expectatmns.
The two, whom, upon hearing the report
of the trust-worthy
persons with whom they
have been stationed fbr the purpose of learning to hold conversation
in English, I have
taken charge of, are Stamos 2Vakos, son, if I
am not misinformed, of an eparch of Livadia,
and Eustratws Ralhs.
Not many days ago,
under the charge of one of the masters, the_"
went to the school, the character of which,
as abundantly made known to me, constituted
an inducement, without which I should never
have ventured to take upon myself so serious
a charge.*
Three are thus accounted for. The other
six remain under the care of those of our distiuguished Phi]hellenists
who have so long
combined their benevolent labours under the
aggregate name of the Greek Committee.
Receive once more, venerable legislators,
the ardent good wishes of your laborious and
devoted servant,
JEREMY BENTHAM.
Queen's-Square Place, Westminster,
January 28, 1825.
• Nakos, having for a considerable time been
labouring,
an alarming
degree,
under motherthe indisposition to
called,
in familiar
lan_,mage,
slcknes$, and his mother, at the same time, under
the corresponding malady, was, at their joint request, sent back to Greece, under the care of the
t-hen Greek envoys, l_iessrs. Orlando and Luriottis ; but, when he went, it was with a declared
intention to come back again, if he could find
means, after a residence of a year or two in his
native land. Ralli$, before he had passed at
Haslewood his term of three years, had made
such progress, and conducted himself so well m
every respect, that he received from the masters
an invitation to continue his residence at the
school, in quality of usher_ which invitation he
accepted.
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7. Letter aeeompanym 9 the Certificate of Je- I
remy Bentham's Electwn as a Member of l
the Philanthropic
Socie_j at Tripolitza.
1I¢_ ¢3, No/_,_'¢_xo_,
'hfJ_y
B_,#_/_,.

_9

Jeremy llentham

to Alexander
cordato.

Mavro.

Encouragf_ par BaTTing, je me hazarde
vous adrcsser de cette maid,re, man ills,

:_,g_¢¢_ _A,tq. _A,
=_ _i, |_u_,
,_ _¢_r,d_ _r¢_¢n_v,_ t_r$ ¢-_ ¢XJ_ _'_2:,'_u¢_ _-_
_ox_
¢p,_.o_o_[_ _vTg,¢_p_¢ _"coo, _,k ¢_,
J_ro;_, _r_/z_&_,
b_k_x_, b'xn,, _ _ro_x_
_t'n
bq,_x_
d, _ob_ ¢,_,o_¢
"Exx_v_,
_ _o¢_
_' D._ co;r, ,' z_,_¢_
g¢, _
_,_ _,_T_,_
¢ot_, a;¢_X,_n_,_ _'_,_ a;_._
¢d/_.n _'_ _z_v_,_rox_,_,_ X_¢_. _¢_
_1_ _:
_otzo_k_
_F_ov_
_o_ |¢_,_,
_,_¢_ o_'o,re; _ II_tcq/; Fat, F' _tr_-_.X_t,u_¢?_. K_'). X¢_
;_o_r_ &cr_¢_;¢,_,o,, To;$_oxoy_ £_r_',¢o,_¢,_,

pour vous presenter quelques petits conseils,
qm conviennent, ce me semble, _ votre position, et dent les motifs ne peuvent pus _tre
m_conuus.
Pour fondement, je suppose (ear
duns route autre supposition, il ne vaudrait
pas la peine de [ire davantagc) _je
suppose
qu'£ l'_gard de quelque paxtie de man prvjet
ue code eonstitutif,
il n'y auroit pas de rcpngnance _ en faire plus ou mains d'usage.
Or c'est en v0us que je crois v0ir le chef d_stin_ de la r6publique. Dans man code le chef

_¢_, _,_u_n¢,_ _

ti_rement au corps legislataf, eomme celui-ei
est au people en sa qualh(_ de corps constitutif.

_,q_'x,_

_o_ _o_,_,_o_ _-

; 'E/_. 'A_v_d},_.
'_, _z;_,
_-_I1 ($3) Abzvobc_-ou,
1824.
(SUBSTANCE

To the Master

OF

ofLau,s,

THE

ABOVE.)

Jeremy Dentham.

Honoured Sir, -- Though not able to avail
myself of your writings to their full extent
I ]save received much instruction from their
perusal, and I trust they will be permanently
useful to my country:
Allow me, then, to
communicate to you my own thanks, and the
thanks of my countrymen, and to hope your
life may be prolonged many happy years.
I
have the honour to subscribe myself, Sir,
EMAS. AN'roN_S,
The V_ce-Pres_dent of the
Island of Candia, _c. _'c.
Napoli, 11-23August 1824.
12. "A¢,_. ¢_ rlf_,¢o_x_o_,
_x_¢¢_r,,_
'Eca,¢;_.
K_,r_.-'d¢_-_'O
K6_o_"'I_¢_1z;_¢B_#dlzn_ t_

Nonobstaut cette double sujettion, voil_, ee
me semble, un paste qui ne serait pas h d6daigner par quelque individu que ce salt, mdme
qui sans eels serait le chef et le seul
chef.
ou bien
vcrrez,
comme Car
il a vous
sous voyez,
ses ordres
teas vous
les sous-ministres duns les d6partemens desquels, pris
dabs leur ensemble, est compris le total de
l'autorit(_ administrative;
et comme c'est
lui '_ les deplacer aussi bieu qu'_t les placer:
et qu'fl n'est pas, comme le chef des Etats
Unis, (mtrav6 par un senat, lequel, tout en
hd all6geant, et rendant, pour amsi dire, in.
ef_ectif, le joug de la responsabilJt_, lui 51o
en m_me terns "_l'_gard du placement d'une
grande paTtie des fonetionnah'es en sous ordre
vingt-une sur vingt-deux parties: puisqu'il ne
peut rien fidre daos ce genre sans le eonsentement de la majortt(_ de lear nombre, c'est
dire de quarante: _,insi il ne tient qu'_ eux
d'ex_ger que sur chaque vingt-deux
places
chacun d'eux place un de ses prot(_g6s, en lui

"E_oO_,N_;,_¢_,_'a_zo_a,,_
_'_A,,_¢_"_"
,
N. K_XX_¢9,_.
r_d,¢_.,o_ rxaqd_,
'l,od,_ O_o¢_;.
_nt_. _x_¢_;xx_.
o. I_ _,¢n_.
'I_;
BZd¢¢n_.
r_F_z,_N.
,IO.0_,_¢_.

Quant _ eette double suj_tion d-dessus,
je n'y vois rien qui devroit vous donner le
sentiment d'un g6ne incommode; ni par rappot t .i l'intdr_t de l'_tat, ni par rapport _ votre
int(r_t en particulier.
I1 me semble, que si
vous avez le bonheur de poss6der le degr_
de popularit_ que l'on dit que vous poss_dez,
VOUSn'en souffreriez rien en effet. Car, au
gr_ du peuple en son entier, je ne saurois

(TRANSLATION.)
Phdanthropic
Society.
The name of Jeremy Bentham is inscribed
in the first class of the Philanthropic
Society.
Given at Napoli, 14th August 18'24.
Directors--Nit.
GI_nAKAaIS.
_T. KALLERGI8.
GEOReE GLARAKIS.
JOHN THI_OTOKIS.
DEM. DESSILLAS.
TH. NEGRIS.
JOHN VLASSIS.

m'imaginer
un homme,
qui, estsous
une forme decomment
gouvernement
provisoire,
en
effet le chef de l'_tat, puisse mieux m_riter,
qu'cn le plaeeant ce m_-me peuple, au moyen
du pouvoir constitutif, sur la t6te de la puissanee legislative ; laquelle, sans cette subordonnation, auroit le pouvoir absolu, puisqu'elle
n'e$t pus &_trav6e par aucune puissance eoordonn_e, par aucun autre corps politique, _i
par un veto dans le_ mains d'aucun individa.
Cela _tant, si pour accepter la position que
je vous d_stine, vous avez un sacrifice g faire
en apparence, mR pons_e est, que dabs votre

_l_e Secretarg_N.
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ce ne

serait
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paisque ee que vous perdriez en pouvuir nomired et ostensible, votm en gagneriez l'equlvalent, et m&ne d'avantage, en influence effcctire; si eela eat, la diminution de pouvoir
effeetif De seralt pas pour vous : e_le ne seralt que pour roe sucoesseurs.
Vous l'auriez
pour la vie co pouvoir si solide, A moins que
le corps logislatif ne s'avise A vous deplacer:
mais si vous vous conduisez de fa_on A conserver l'estime du peuple, le corps l_islatif,
soumis comme il eat all pouvoir eonstitutif
de ee m_me peuple--ce
corps dont chaque
membre peut en tout terns _tre deplac_ par
sea commettans---n'oseroit
pus vons d_placer,
Au _este, quant Aee pouvoir, quej'appalle
dss/ocat/f, que je donne au peuple, non seulemcnt _ l'_gard des membres du corps l_gislatif, et cela, mais aussi _ l'_gard du premier
ministre, ne craignez pus qu'il n'en abuse A
votre prejudice.
Oni, si en deplaceant un
premier ministre, il pourrait en m_me terns
en mettre un antre _ sa place ; car, dana ce
cas, flne sauroit manquer tel et tel boutefeu, eonstamment
emploi_ A lea engager A
deplacer le fonctionnaire actuel, sans raison
rulable, et seu]ement pour l'avantage, _ hii
boutefeu, de s'emparer de la d_pouille ou de
la faire donner _ quelqu'nn avec lequel il agit
en concert,
Ma_, d'apr_s le code dont il eat question,
auctm meneur du peuple ne sauroit se faire
un profit particulier, de eette fa_on ni d'aucane autre : ainsi, sl jamais il se trouvoit
qaelqu'un assez hard/pour en faire la proposition, ee ne pourroit _tre que dana la persuasion que le bien de l'_tat demande ee
changement d'une mani_re imperieuse: persuasion, clans laqueile, pour r_ussir, fl lui fandroit la concurrence, active et soutenue, de la
majorit_ du peuple,
On verroit, il eat vrai, le corps l_gislatif
et le corps constitutif, c'est A dire le peuple,
au-dessus de vous : ainsi, ce n'est que provisionellement que l'on vous verroit place pour
le vie ; pnisque non seulement le corps l_gislatif mais aussi le corps constitutif, auroit
toujours le pouvoir de vous deplac_r,
Mais, au lieu d'un pouvoir adverse, le pouvoir du corps constitutif seroit pour vous une
sauvcgarde : car sl, par avoir bien servi lea
int_r_ts du peuple, le corps leglslatif s'aviserait de vous deplacer, il ne manqueroit pas
d'encourir le ressentiment du peuple, et par
Ib, l'influence individuellc des membres de ee
corps seroit reduite b nullitY,
Et ee pouvoir du corps constitatif, quelque
grand qu'il paroisse, puisqu'll renferme eelui
de d_placer tons sea fonctionnalres _ qu'estee en effet ? Ce n'est qu'un pouvoir purement
d_fensif, et il n'y a ancun motif par leqael fl
pourroit _tre conduit i en abuser.
Oui ; s_
e'y trouvoit attach_ le pouvoir de placer, ne
f_t-ee qu'un seulindividu, dana tunesituation,
douse, soit d'un grande masse de dehesse,
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soit d'un grand pouvoir; dana ce cas, il en
anrnit et la tentatinn ct le moycn; car, dana
chaques corps de votans iI y auroit quelque
meneur, qni, pour acqu_rir, soit pour luim_me, solt pour un essoei_, l'objet d_slrable,
s'efforcerait d'enfaired_pouiUer le possesseur.
Mais sous le code propose, hormis lea si_ges
dana l'assembl_e legislative, nile corps constitutif en son entier, ni aucune de sea seetions, n'a la moindre place _ donner ; de toutes
lea places, le patronage se partage entre vons
et le ministre de lajustice; et ces places dana
l'Assembl_e, il n'y en a aucune, qui donne
an possesseur dana son particuiier le moindre objet de convoitise:
le seul objet de ]a
sorte, clans la collation duquei fl poss_de la
moindre influence directe, c'est l'office de
premier ministre : et dana l'exerciee de eette
fonetion il n'a qu'un pouvoir fractionnaire.
n'_tant _t cet _gard den par lui-m_me :--den,
sans avoir aveclui la majorit_ de sea coll_gues.
Je finis _ la Romaine -- Vale et me area.
(TRANSLATION.)
Encouraged by Bowring, I venture to address you in this manner, my son, for the
purpose of suggesting to you a few considerations which present themselves to my view,
as being applicable to the position you are in.
Of the liberty I am thus taking, the motives
are too obvious to be in danger of being misunderstood.
For a postu]ate I assume--for,
but forthis supposition, all motive for reading
further would be wanting to you-- I assume
that, in regard to this or that part of my
projectofaconstitutionalcode,
therewillnot
be on your part any insurmountable
rep_lgnanee to the making more or less use of it.
To this supposition I add another, namely,
that in you I behold the destined chief of the
republic. In this code of mine, the appellation of the chief single-seated functionary is
simply Prime Minister-his situation altogether subordinate to that of the legislative
body, as that of the legislative body is to that
of the people, in their quality of constitutive
body. Notwithstanding this two-graded subordination, here, in my view of the matter,
is a situation not likely to be an object of disdain, even to a person who otherwise would
be a chief, and even the sole chief; for, you
see, or at least may see, how it is, that under
his direction are all the several ministers, in
whose departments, taken in the aggregate,
is comprised the aggregate of the administratire authority, and in what way it is in his
power to dislocate them (as I call it) as well
as locate them ; and that his authority is not,
like that of the chief of the United States,
clogged by that of a senate, which, while on
the one hand it lightens to such a degree as
almost to render inefficient the yoke of his
responsibility, strips him, at the same time,
of one.and.twenty
out of two.and.twenty
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parts of his power of Ioegtion, with regard to the people, exerdsable not only on the
to each of a great part of the whole number i members of the legislative body, but also on
of functionen'es whose situationis subordinate ! the prime minister himself, fear not its being
t_) his. For (the number of the members of abusively employed to _mur prejudice.
Yes,
the senate being forty) nothing in this way can if, after displacing a prune minister, it were
he do without the consent of u majority of also in their power to put anotberin his place;
that number, that is to say, one-and-twenty
for in that case seldom would there be any
at the least ; a consequence of which is, that
want of this or that demagogue, whose conit rests at all times with each of them to stant object and employment it would be to
obtain a situation of this sort fbr one of his engage them to displace the functionary in
prot_9_s , on condition of leaving to the pre- office, whoever he was; to displace him with°
sident (such being their title of their chief out any sufficient reason, and for no advantage
functionary) the undisturbed nomination of to anybody but this same demagogue, whose
one other, and no more than one.
object it would be, either to possess himself
As to the above-mentioned double-graded
of the spoil, or to get it bestowed upon some
subordination, so to style it, I see nothing in one with whom be was in league.
it that will, when viewed in its true light,
But under the code in question, no such
present to you the image of a troublesome
sinister profit could any leader of the people
yoke ; troublesome either with reference to make, either in this way or in any other, the
the interest of the community at large, or sole power of filling up the gap remaining
with reference to your own personal interest
with the legislature.
Thus it is, that, should
in particular.
It seems to me, that if you there ever appear a person bold enough to
have the felicity of possessing that degree of bring forward any such proposition, it could
popularity which you are said to possess, the not be any otherwise than under the persuao
yoke, such as it is, is one from which you sion, that the good of the state presented an
will not feel any real inconvenience ; for it imperative demand for the proposed change;
seems not to me in what way it is possible a persuasion by which no effect could be profor a man who, under a popular form of go- duced in any other case than that of its being
vernment, is in effect as well as in name the shared in by the majority of the people.
chief of the state, in any other way more elTrue it is, there would be the legislative
fectually to recommend himself to the favour
body--there would be the constitutive auth0of the whole body of the people, than by put- rity ; that is to say the people, in a situation
ring and keeping that same body in effect over superior to yonr's ; insomuch that it is but
the head of the legislative authority--that
provisionally that you would be seated in it
same authority which, but for this subordifor life, since, as above stated, not only that
nation, would be in possession of absolute
same legislative body, but that same constipower, not heing shackled by any other au- tutivebody, willalways haveit, eachofthem,
thority that is co-ordinate to It, by any other in its power to displace you.
body politic, nor by a veto in the hands of any
But instead of a power adverse to your's,
single person. This being the case, if so it be that of the constitutive body would he a safethat, by giving your acceptance to the situa- guard to it ; for if on account of your having
ation which I have thus marked out for you, done good service to the interests of the
a sacrifice of any sort would be to be made people, the legislative body were to take upon
by you, my notion of the matter is, that in it to displace you, it could not fail thereby to
your own individual instance any such sacri- incur the displeasure of the people ; by which
rice would be in appearance only ; the case means, each individual whose conduct had
being, that for whatever you lost in nominal
been adverse to you, would find his influence
and ostensib]e power, you would gain more in the body reduced to nothing.
than the equivalent in effective influence: in
And this same disiocative power, thus given
which case, the diminution of power would
to the constitutive body, vast as it appears,
not apply to you; it would be confined to your since it includes in it the power of displacing
successors.
This power, substantial as it is, every other functionary in the state, what is
you would possess for llfe, in every other case it in effect ? It is nothing more than a purely
than that of the legislative body's taking upon defensive power, not exposed to the action
itself to displace you ; but if you do but so of any motive, of the operation of which the
comport yourself as to preserve the esteem
abuse of it would be a natural consequence.
of the people, the legislative body, subject
Yes, if attached to it there were any power
as it is to the constitutive power of this said of placing, though it were no more than a
people, liable as every member of it is to be single individual, in a situation endowed with
displaced by that part of the people of which a large mass, either of the matter of wealth,
his electors are composed, would not dare to or of the matter of power : in either case, the
attempt to remove you.
people would at once be in possession of the
Nor yet, in regard to this power, which I means and the motive" for making a miscall the dislocative power, and which I give chievoue exercise of such its power; for, as
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above, in each body of voters there would be
some leader, who, to obtain, either for himsetfor for some associate, this object of desire,
would be making it his business to endeavour
to despoil the possessor of it. But, under the
proposed code, no situation whatever, except
that of s seat in the legislative essembly, has
the constitutive body, either in it_ entirety, or
in anyofitssections,
the powerofconferring,
Of all official situations, the patronage would
be divided between you and the minister of
justice; and of these sameseats in the assembly, there is not one which gives to the
possessor in his single capacity any the least
object of general desire ; the only object of:
that kind, in the conferring of which any
member of the legislative body possesses so
much as the smallest degree of direct influence (with the exception of the situation of
minister of jnstiee) is that of prime minister,
and in the exercise of this function, the membet possesses no other power than what may
be called a fractionary one, he being as nobody taken by himself-- as nobody except in
so far as he has along _th him the majority
of his colleagues,
I conclude in the Roman style, " Ira/e, et
me area."
IX.
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cours de legislation (pobli_ par M. Dmmmt,)
uuvrvge d_tin_ _ faire marcher _ pas de g_ant
Is civilisation chez lea peuples assez heurenx
pour savoir rappr_cier.
Vous me ferez le plus sensible plaisir si vous
daignez, dana la r_ponse que j'ai d_j_ sollicit_e de votre bont_, et que j'attends avee une
Impatience proportionn_e au prix clue j'y attache, me donner votre avis suree
m_me
r_glement de la chambre, et m'indiquer lea
changemens, additions, ou modifications qu'il
vous par_itrait n_cessaired'yfaire.
L'amour
de l'humanit_ quivons anime, me porte _ croire
que ma pri_re ne voas semblera point importune, et anssi, que vons ne lirez point sans
! intr_t, ]e precis des ameliorations que la hation se glorifie de devoir _ l_mpulsion que je
m'efforce de donner anx choses, guid_ par vos
sages pr_ceptes. Ainsi done vous saurez que
:je me suis appliqu_ _ r_former les anciens
abus de toute esp_ce, qui pouvaient se tencontrer dans l'adminlstration ; h emp_cher que
d'autres ne s'_tablissent ; h donner anx seances de la Chambre des Repr_sentans la
dignit_ qui lear couviennent; _ favoriser r_tabhssament d'une banque nationale sur des
bases so]ides; _ r_formcr, apr_s lcur avolr
assur_ une indemnit_ juste, les employ_s
ciwls et militaires qui surchargeoient inutilement l'_tat; h prot_ger par des loix repressires ls sdrct_ individuelle;
_ ordonner et
faire ex_cuter des travaux publics d'une utilit_ reconnue; _ prot_ger le commerce, les

MONS_.va,_J'ai
emport_ de votre ville le
profond regret de n'avoir pas eu le bonheur de
yogas trouver visible, lorsque je me rendis _
votre maison, afin d'avoir l'honneur de prendre eong6 de vous.
C'est une occasion de
m'instruire
que le sort m'a ravic, et que je
souhaiterois bien reparer, natant que possible,
en obtenant quelques roots de r_ponse £ celleci. Jamais le souvenir flatteur des proc6d6s
obligeans dont vous avez daign_ m'honorer,
pendant mon se_our _ Londres, ne s'6ffacera;
et croyez que je saisirais avec bien de l'empressement l'occasion qui s'offrirait de vous
en temoigner ma vive reconnaissance.
Depuis le dernier instant que j'eus l'hon-

sciences et les arts; _ provoquer une loi,
sanction6e
par la chambre, qui r6duit de
bcaucoup les droits de douane; _ provoqner
_galement une r6forme eccl6siastique bien necessaire, et que j'ai l'_sp_rance d'obtenir: en
un mot, _ faire tous les changemens avantageux que l'espoir de votre honourable approbation, m'a donn6 la force d'entreprendre,
et
me fournira celle d'ex6euter.
Agr6ez, Monsieur, l'assurance
de ms parfaite estime, et _ l'avance, l'hommage de ma
reconnaissance,
pour la r_ponse que j'attend
de votre bont6.
(Sign_)
BER_.
R_V_D_V_.*
Buenos Ayres, le 26/Lout 18_.

near de passer avec vous (il y a plus de
dix-huit tools,) je n'al eess_ de m_diter vos
principes en mati_re de legislation; et _ mou
retour ici, j'ai _prouv_ une satisfaction bien
grande, en voyant lea profondes racines qu'fls
jettaient, et l'ardenr de rues concitoyens ales
adopter.
Vons verrez, Monsienr, que le r_-

SIa, -- I sincerely regret not having had the
pleasure of seeing you, when I ealledatyour
house previous to my leaving London, in order to bid you farewell. It would have proved
an opportunity of instruction, of which fate

glement de notre chambre des deputes cijoint, que j'ai eu l'nonneur de lul proposer et
qu'elle a sanctionn$ dans une de sos s_ances,
est enti_rement bas_ sur les incontestables et
frappantes v_rit_s contenues dans votre ouvrage sur hi tactique des assombl_es legisla-

* At the recommendation of Mr. Bentham,
Mr. Rivadavia _ent two of his sons to Messm
Hall's school, at Haslewood, near Birmingham,
from which an off-set is just planted at Bruce
Castle, near Tottenham;and so well satisfied hsa
Mr.
Rivadawa
withpupils
the situation
of these
his sons,
that sixbeen
more
have come
from

tires; et dans la ehaire de droit civil que j'ai
fait instituer, se professent les principes eternels, d_montr_s si savamment clans votre

that part of late SpanishAmedca, making, in
the whole, eight, among whom some others are
relations of Mr. Rivadavia--Ed.
ofor/g. Edit.

(TRANSLATION,)
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]ms deprived me, and which loss I wish to re- given me the strength to undertake, and will
pair in as far as it is possible, by obtaining a enable me to execute.
few words of reply to this letter. Never will
Accept, Sir, the assurance of my perfect
the flattering marks of kindness which you esteem, and my anticipQted gratitude for the
loaded me with during my stay in London,
reply which I hope from your goodness.
be efl_aced from my recollection ; and believe
(Signed)
BE_tN_t. RIVADAVlA.
me, I shall embrace e_erly every opportuBuenos Ayres, 26th August1822.
nity of showing my lively gratitude.
Since the last moment that I had the 2. (Copy.)--Jos_del
Valle, Gu_telama, to
honour to pass with you (now more than
Jeremy Bentl_am.
eighteen months ago,) I have never ceased to
SE_OR, -- Sus obras le dan el titulo glomeditate on your principles of legislation; and rioso de legislador del mundo. Los que hart
on my return here, I have experienced very sido llamados per sus dostinos _ format 6
great satisfaction in seeing the deep root which discutir proiectos de codigos civiles (_ crimithey have taken, and the ardour of my fellowhales hart pedido laces a V. ; y yo tengn m_
citizens to adopt them. You will observe, Sir, que otros necessidad de elias.
that the annexed regulation of our chamber
La Assemb]ca de este Estado de Guateo
of deputies, which I had the honour to pro- mala se ha scrvido nombrsrme individuo de
pose to it, and which it has sanctioned in one la comision que debe format nuestro codigo
of its sittings, is entirely folmded on the in- civil. Yo he vuelto los ojos a V. y sus dignas
contestable and striking truths contained in obras. Tengo algunas ; me faltan otras ; y
your work upon the tactics of legislative as- sus pensamientos scrian pormi de precio insemblies ; and in the chair of civd law which i_nito.
I have instituted, they profess the eternal
Permitamc V. le suplique vuelva su atenprinciples so learnedly demonstrated in your cion _ una rcpublica que acaba de nacer, y
conrse of le_islatlon, (published by Mr. Du- cula felicldad me intereza en el grado mas
mont,) a work destined to cause civilization
alto. Sirvase comunicarme sus pensamientos.
to march with gigantic strides amongst those Sabr'_ apreciarlos quien ofrece _ V. los respestates that are happy enough to appreciate it. tos y consideracion con que tengu el honorde
You w_ll confer upon me the most sensible ser su mas ate. serv.
JOSE DEL VALLE.
pleasure, in your reply to this, which I have
A Mr. Jeremias Bent]_am.
before sohcited, and which I anxiously wait
for, with an impatience equal to the high value
(TRANSLATION.)
I attach to it, by giving me your advice reSIR, -- Your works give you the glorious
speeting this same regulation of the chamber,
title of legislator of the world. Those whose
and to point out to me the changes, additions,
lot it has been to be called on to prepare, or
or modifications, which you may think proper to discuss, projects of civil or criminal code,
to make in it. The philanthropy which am- have requested your guidance ; I, more than
mates you, induces me to hope my expectaany, feel the want of it.
tions will not seem importunate, and also that
The Assembly of this State of Guatemala
you will read with interest the particulars
has been pleased to name me amember of the
of the amelioration of a nation, who glory in committee for forming our civil code. I turn
having, through my exertions, received the my eyes to you and your excellent writings :
impulse from your sage precepts.
You will some I have, others I have not ; but your
_so perceive that I have applied myself to thoughts would be of infinite value to me.
reform the ancient abuses of all kinds found
Allow me, then, to entreat you will turn
in our administration, and to prevent the es- your attention to this newly-horn republic,
tablishing of others, to give to the sitting_ of whose happiness is of the highest interest to
the chamber of representatives the dignity me. Kindly communicate your ideas, which
which becomes them; to favour the establishwill be duly appreciated by him who offers
ment of a national bank upon a solid basis ; you all the respect and attention with which,
to retrench (after having allowed them a just &e. &c.
(Signed)
JosE DELVALLE.
indemnity) those civilians and military who
To Mr. Jere_ Bentl_am.
incumber uselessly the state ; to protect individual property ; to cause to be executed
* * In Brazil, a little before the act of desall public works of acknowledged
utility;
potlsm,
"
or say the revolution, by which the
to protect commerce, the sciences, and the Emperor dissolved the Cortes, shipping off
arts, to promulgate a law sanctioned by the I the supposed democratically disposed memchamber, which reduces very materially the }bers, some to the Peninsula, others to Goa,
custom-house duties ; to promote equally an ] in Hindostan, Jose Bonifacio d'Andrsde, the
ecclesiastical reform, which is very needful, _ then prime minister, made no secret of his
and which I hope to accomplish : in one [ intentions, on the meeting of the Cortes, to
word, to make all the advantageous altera- [ move that application should be made to Mr.
tions which the hope of your approbation has [ Beutham for his assistance in the foru_tion
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of a code for that state.
This intention of
his had been twice declared in conversation,
with William Effingham Lawrence, Esq.,
who, in a vessel of his own, touched at Rio
Janeiro, in his way to Van Diemen's Land.
This information is contained in a series of
highly interestingletters,
written from thence
by/dr. Lawrence to Mr. Bentham.
These letters, with the two passages to the
above effect in them, were seen by several of
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Mr. Bentharn's friends ; but, having been lent
out or mislaid, cannot at this moment be,recovered. The passages particularly in question were scarcely longer than those here
employed in giving intimation of them. But
in those same ]et:ers there wag a great deal
more about the cobonizance taken of Mr.
Bentham's works by the statesmen in question, and others belongang to different parties.
-- Ed. of original E&tion.
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